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GRAND TRUNK R. CO. v. ROBINSON. CAN.
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Lord Curmonr, Sir (Limn I'orircll and Sir Arthur Chunm It.
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1. Cakkikhs ($ III (i—441) l.ixmi.iTY or Railway Co. to i \hitali u oi
ST<H'K RkIX'CKI) I MIL KxLMITlOX H(OM LIAIIII.ilY.

One who 1 ravels upon a railway in charge of live stock, at a reilurvil 
fare paiil hy the shippe-r of the stock under a special contract between 
the shipper and the railway company, and pays no fare himself, and 
has no other ticket or other authorization entitling him to be upon the 
train, cannot be heard to deny I hat lie is I ravelling under I lie provisions 
of the s|H'cial contract, though he has neither read nor signed it. and 
is bound by a provision therein relieving the railway company from 
liability for his death or injury, though caused In the negligence of the

[Kii'iiiisnn v. fi.T.R. Co., 12 D.b.R. (V.iii, reversed.]
2. CaKIUKHS ' § IY filth < ioVKKNMLYIAL CONTROL I’oW l lt OI BoARI) oi

Railw ay ('ommissionlhs At thohization okconthv i kxlmiuino
Railw ay Co. from i.iahility.

It is within the power of the Railway Board under the provisions of 
the Railway Act. R.S.C. eh. 37, to auihorize a contract relieving tin 
company from liability to one travelling in charge of live stock at a 
reduced fare, for injuries caused by the negligence of the company or 
otherwise.

[Holliman V. (S.T.Il. Co.. 12 D.b.R. flB6, reversed.|

155 Appeal from Robinson \ . drawl Tronic R. Co.. 12 D.b.R. li'.lti. Statement
in
8 The judgment of the Botin 1 was ' “ ' hy

ViseoiNT Haldam;. L.( '. : -The ouest ion raisnl in this anneal v...... Haldiim1, L.e,
relates to the right oi the respondent, who was plaintiff in tin 
action in the High ( ’ourt of .lustiee for ( Intario, to recover damages 
against the appellants for injuries suffered hy hint in tin acci
dent on the appellants’ railway, lie was travelling in charge 
of a horse consigned under what is known as a *.* Livestock special 
contract,” in a form authorised hy the Railway Commissioners 
for Canada. The terms of the contract purported to relieve the 
appellants from liability for injuries arising from accident, even 
where caused hy negligence, to a person travelling with the live 
stock, in ease he had been permitted to travel at less than full 
fare.

The coiiL'se of the lit igation disclosed much difference of judicial * 
opinion. The Court of first instance decided in favour of the

1

2235
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can. respondent (5 D.L.R. 513). The Court of Appeal for Ontario, 
P. C. by a majority ((larrow, Maclaren, and Meredith. .1.1.A.), re- 

CSk\xi> vvrs<‘d this decision, Magee and Lennox, .1.1.A., dissenting (8 
j|it'xk D.L.R. 1002). There was an appeal to the Supreme Court of

v. Canada, and in that Court, by a majority (Davies, Idington,
f Robinson-. Anglin, and Brodeur. .1.1., the Chief Justice dissenting),

viscount the judgment of the Court of Appeal for Ontario was reversed
Hnldane, L.C.

(12 D.L.R. 000). On an application for special leave to appeal 
to the King in Council, this Board thought fit. in view of the 
importance of the question raised, to recommend that special
leave should be given, but. in the circumstances, only on the ]>,.
terms that the appellants shquld. whatever the result of the |,rj,
appeal might be, pay the whole costs of this appeal as between r;m
solicitor and client. \\ j.

Before adverting to the facts out of which the litigation arose, j»ar
it will be convenient to refer to certain provisions of tlx- Railway .,|,||
Act of Canada. Apart from statute, a carrier is liable in Canada. 
as in England, for injury arising from negligence in the execu- 
tion of his contract to carry unless he has effectively stipulated 
that he shall be free from such liability. The freedom so to tra\
stipulate has been restricted in Canada by the Railway Act fon,
(eh. 37 R.S.C.). Vnder sec. 340 no contract restricting liability p.m
for carriage is to be valid unless it is of a kind approved by tlx betv
Railway Board, which is empowered to determine the extent to |;,tt<
which such liability may lie impaired, restricted, or limited, and Dr.
generally to prescribe by regulation the terms and conditions Dr.
under which any traffic may be carried. Standard and special the i
freight tariffs are to be filed with the Board and to be subject it to
to its approval, and are to be published, and made open to tlx spoil
insjK'ction of the public at the railway companies’ stations and as it
offices. Vnder the Act the companies are, by sec. 284, put under nient
a general obligation to carry and deliver with due care and dili- sary
gence, and anyone aggrieved by a breach of this duty is to have hims<
a right of action, from which the companies are not to be re- rema
lieved by any notice, condition, or declaration if the damag< Dr. 2

arises from negligence or omission. It is, however, to be observed nised
that this right is expressed by the section to be given “subject trave
to this Act.” Their Lordships think that where, under sec In tl
34(1 and the other sections which deal with special tariffs, form- neglif
of stipulation limiting liability have been approved by the Board. injure
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and the conditions for making them binding have been duly 
complied with, the companies are enabled in such cases to con
tract for complete freedom from liability for negligence.

In 1004 the Board approved a form of live-stock special con
tract. and the order approving it was duly published. The 
appellants adopted this form, and. so far as appears, have com
plied with the conditions prescribed for its use. It is out of a 
contract in the approved form that the present question arises.

The facts of the case are shortly as follows: The respondent 
lives in the town of South River, in Ontario. lie undertook to 
Dr. .McCombe. who resides in that town, to go to Milverton and 
bring back a horse by rail from there. Dr. McComlie had ar
ranged with Dr. Barker, of Milverton, to buy the hor-e for him. 
When the respondent arrived at Milverton hi- went with Dr. 
Barker to see the horse, and it wa> thereafter brought to the 
appellants’ siding to lx- put on one of their ears under arrange
ments made by Dr. Barker with their local agent. The respon
dent and Dr. Barker placed the horse in the car. Dr. Barker 
had originally been under the impression that the horse could 
travel without anyone accompanying it. but he had been in
formed by the agent that, for a long journey, it must be accom
panied by someone. Arrangements had, therefore, to be made 
between Dr. McCombe. Dr. Barker, and the respondent, for the 
latter to travel with the horse. After putting it on the train. 
Dr. Barker went with the respondent to the agent’s office, and 
Dr. Barker and the agent signed a contract in the presence of 
the respondent. Dr. Barker folded it up and said he should send 
it to Dr. McCombe by mail, but the agent told him in the re
spondent’s hearing to give it to the latter to carry with him. 
as it shewed that he was travelling with tin* horse. The docu
ment was accepted by Dr. Barker, but he did not think it neces
sary to take the trouble of reading it through. The respondent 
himself did not read it. but simply put it in his pocket, where it 
remained till some time after the accident, when he gave it to 
Dr. McCombe. The officials on the train appear to have recog
nised the respondent, who looked after the horse, as the person 
travelling with it. He was not asked for any ticket or fare. 
In the course of the journey there was a collision, due to the 
negligence of the appellants’ servants, and the respondent was 
injured.

CAN.

P. C.

Ry. Co. 

Robinson. 

ViMvnmt
Haldane. L.C.
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The case was heard before Latehford, .1., and a jury. There 
was no dispute as to the negligence, and the only question left 
to the jury was the amount of the damages. These the verdict 
assessed at $3,000. The learned Judge afterwards gave judg
ment for the respondent. In order to appreciate the significance 
of what he decided, it is necessary to turn to the terms of the 
special contract. This, as has already been stated, was" Sub
stantially in the form prescribed by the Railway Board. It 
was expressed to be made between the appellants and Dr. Barker. 
It acknowledged the receipt from hint of a horse, which the 
appellants undertook to transport to South River on the terms 
that their liability in respect of the horse should be restricted to 
a specified 'amount, in consideration of a rate lower than the 
full rate being agreed on. It went on to provide, as one of the 
stipulations on its face, that, in case the appellants should grant 
to the shipper, or any nominee of the shipper, a pass or privi
lege at less than full fare to ride in the train on which the horse 
was being carried, for the purpose of taking care of it while in 
transit and at the owner's risk as before mentioned, then as to 
every person so travelling on such pass or reduced fare, the 
appellants were to be entirely free from liability, in respect of his 
death, injury, or damage, whether it was caused by the negli
gence of the appellants, or their servants, employees, or other
wise howsoever. The contract concluded with a declaration, 
signed by l)r. Parker as ?•* r, that he fully understood its
meaning. Across it was printed in red ink, “ Read this special 
contract." On the margin was put, “Pass man in charge half 
fare.” The document thus contained the authority to travel 
for the man as well as the horse. The practice was for the rail
way companies in such cases to obtain payment from the con
signee on delivery, and Dr. McCombe some days subsequently 
paid the appellants the amount of the freight, including the half 
fare for the respondent.

These being the material facts, the learned Judge held that 
the respondent was not debarred from what lie called his common 
law right. Any other view, he said, appeared to him to imply 
that by a contract to which lie was not a party and of the terms 
of which he had no knowledge, his right to be carried without 
negligence was taken away. The Court of Appeal for Ontario

2
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by a majority reversed this judgment, on the ground that a con
tract excluding liability even for negligence had been made and 
was binding on the respondent. Their judgment was. however, 
overruled by a majority in the Supreme Court of Canada, who 
held that, although the language of the contract purported to 
exempt the appellants from their liability, it did not contain the 
real terms on which the respondent travelled in the train which 
met with the accident.

It is obvious that the question on which this appeal turns 
is one as to the terms on which the respondent was accepted by 
the appellants as a passenger.

There are some principles of general application which it is 
necessary to bear in mind in approaching the consideration of 
this question. If a passenger has entered a train on a mere 
invitation or permission from a railway company without more, 
and he receives injury in an accident caused by the negligence 
of its servants, the company is liable for damages for breach of 
a general duty to exercise care. Such a breach can be regarded 
as one either of an implied contract, or of a duty imposed by the 
general law, and in the latter ease as in form a tort. But in 
either view this general duty may, subject to such statutory 
restrictions as exist in Canada and in Kngland, in different ways, 
be superseded by a specific contract, which may either enlarge, 
diminish, or exclude it. If the law authorises it, such a con
tract cannot be pronounced to be unreasonable by a Court of 
justice. The specific contract, with its incidents either ex
pressed or attached by law, becomes in such a case the only 
measure of the duties between the parties, and the plaintiff 
cannot by any device of form get more than the contract allows 
him.

A second proposition is that if the contract is one which 
deprives the passenger of the benefit of a duty of care which 
he is prima facie entitled to expect that the company has accepted, 
the latter must discharge the burden of proving that the pas
senger assented to the special terms imposed. This he may be 
shewn to have done either in person or through the agency of 
another. Such agency will be held to have been established 
when he is shewn to have authorised antecedently or by way of 
ratification the making of the contract under circumstances in 
which he must be taken to have left everything to his agent.

CAN

P. C.

iV'tV
Romxsux

Hiill'.iin l..r
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CAN. In such a ease it is sufficient to prove that he has been content
P. C. to accept the risk of allowing terms to be made without taking

rro»k
the trouble to learn what was being agreed to.

The company may infer his intention from his conduct. If 
lie stands by under such circumstances that it will naturally

Robinson. conclude that lie has left the negotiation to the person who i*
Viscount 

Haldane, L.r. acting for him, and intends that the latter should arrange the 
terms on which he is to be conveyed, he will be precluded by 
so doing from afterwards alleging want of authority to make 
any such terms as the law allows. Moreover, if the person 
acting on his behalf has himself not tnlccn the trouble to read 
the terms of the contract proposed by the company in the ticket 
or pass offered, and yet knew that there was something written 
or printed on it which might contain conditions, it is not the 
company that will suffer by the agent's want of care. The agent 
will, in the absence of something misleading done by his com
pany, be bound, and his principal will be bound through him. 
To hold otherwise would be to depart from the general principles 
of necessity recognised in other business transactions, and to 
render it impracticable for railway companies to make arrange
ments for travellers and consignors without delay and incon
venience to those who deal with them.

In a case to which these principles apply, it cannot be accu
rate to speak, as did the learned Judge who presided at the 
trial, of a right to be carried without negligence, as if such a 
right existed independently of the contract and was taken away 
by it. The only right to be carried will be one which arises 
under the terms of the contract itself, and these terms must be 
accepted in their entirety. The company owes the passenger 
no duty which the contract is expressed on the face of it to ex
clude, and if he has approbated that contract by travelling under 
it he cannot afterwards reprobate it by claiming a right incon
sistent with it. For the only footing on which he has been 
accepted as a passenger is simply that which the contract has 
defined.

Applying these principles to the facts of the present case, 
what is the construction to be put upon them by a Court of 
justice? It may well be that the respondent did not actually 
know the latitude allowed by the law of Canada to railway com-
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panics. It is highly probable that he did not think of any such 
question as has arisen. Rut he must have known that he re
quired to obtain permission from the company in order to travel 
with the horse, and, for the rest, the law imputes to him the 
duty of knowing its principles. He had taken a single ticket 
only when he came to Milverton.

The proper inference appears to be that when he and Dr. 
Parker had put the horse into the train, he went with Dr. Parker 
to the agent’s office with the intention that Dr. Parker should 
make, as regards both the horse and himself, the whole of the 
necessary arrangements at the office. If Dr. Parker had been 
acting for himself, there can be no doubt that he would have 
been bound by the terms of the document he received from the 
agent and by his signature expressly told the company that lie 
understood. Can the respondent be in a better position? Oil 
the evidence, can he say that the company’s agent was not led 
by him to believe that Dr. Parker, by whose side he stood while 
the contract was being made, was making it with his assent. 
"I was standing right there,’’ he says in his cross-examination, 
“alongside Dr. Parker.”

tj.- What did Dr. Parker say after lie had signed the contract? A. lie 
folded the contract up and said he would send that to Dr. McConihe by 
mail, and “it will be there before you will he there," and he says, “No, you 
must give it to this man, he must carry it with him, and it shews that he 
is travelling with this car." They just handed it to me and 1 put it in my

Under such circumstances the true inference is that the re
spondent accepted the document knowing that it contained the 
contract obtained by Dr. Parker for his journey, and in accepting 
it accepted all the terms which were set out on the face of the 
document, and which lie would have seen had he taken the trouble 
to look at what was handed to him. It does not appear possible 
to say, in this case, that he was misled in any way, or that the 
agent need have done more than he did when he handed over 
a document which set out the terms offered for acceptance with 
great distinctness, in the form which the Railway Board had 
directed.

Such view is not inconsistent with any finding of fact by the 
jury, or even by the learned Judge who tried the case. It is 
based on the legal consequences which flow from facts about 
which there is no controversy. The majority in the Court of

CAN.

P.C.
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CAN Appeal for Ontario u|>|x*ur to have interpreted these consequences
1*. c. in the only way which the law warrants.

livYv
Having regard to the conclusions at which their Lordships 

have thus arrived, they will humbly advise His Majesty that tin- 
appeal should be allowed, and the action dismissed with eo>ts

Roiunhon. in all the Courts lielow. The appellants must, however, under
Viiwount 

llaldain . I..I ' the terms on which s|>ecial leave to ap|»eal was given, pay the 
whole of the costs of the ap|x-al to the King in Council as be
tween solicitor and client.

.4 />/><«/ allnin (1.

MAN. WHYTE v McTAGGART.

k. n. Manilitfni King'» linich, Curran, ,/. Jam 23, HU.Y

1. Master \m> servant i$ I C—10)—Contract ok iiiitixu—Remi nkkation
"Nut cuomts" Wiiat auk.

WIhtc under a eontrnet of luring depends entirely on the "net profits" 
realized from sales which the employee has been directly or indirectly 
instrumental in making, the Court will not he astute to deprive tIn
employée, of such profits where it seems reasonably clear that t hex have 
been earned, and in determining the "net profits" a just proport ion of the 
overhead charges of the business should be allocated to that <planttltn 
of business done in which the employee is to participate.

2. C'oNTH.VTH (||| 1) 145) Hem INK RATION HfMNKSS WHICH SHAM. IIAVK
ASSI MED “DEFINITE SHACK" — Mk.\ XI NO OK.

Where under a contract of hiring it is a term of the contract that the 
remuneration shall be based on tin- business which shall have assumed 
"definite shape" during the term of the contract, a tender for a contract, 
accompanied by a letter and a marked cheque, where the tender was 
afterwards accepted, is sufficient proof that the necessary stage of 
definiteness has been reached.

Statement. Action on a contract.
('. 1‘. Fullerton, K.C., and (l. />. MncYicar. for plaintiff.
./. Kent Hamilton, for defendant.

Curran. J. (Trkan, J.:- It is conceded that the plaintiff is entitled to 
an account, and the parties have agreed to a reference to the 
Master for this purpose, but require the judgment of the Court 
upon two points involved in the action, the decision of which 
will materially affect the reference and govern the Master in 
taking the accounts.

These questions are: First, the construction or meaning of 
the expression or term “net profits” used in the plaintiffs con
tract of hiring with the defendant ; second, whether or not the 
plaintiff is entitled to participate in the profits derived or to be
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derived from a certain contract made l>y the defendant with the 
Public Works Department of the province of Manitoba, based 
upon the defendant's tender, ex. 2.

The second question is purely one of fact to be determined 
upon the evidence, and I will deal with it first.

The contract of hiring and service between plaintiff and de
fendant is in the words and figures following:

MAN.

K. B.

Mi Taooait i

Winnipeg, Man.. November 17tli. lull.
W. II. Whyte. K*q.,

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

We hereby agree to employ you on the following basis, n: We will 
give you 50*, of the net profits of all sales of B. f. Sturtevant apparatus in 
which you have been instrumental in making directly or indirectly, at the 
same time guarantee you $25.00per week, which will he deducted from your 
share, or half of net profits.

You are to take a keen interest in all lines we handle, and use your best 
endeavours in trying to make sales in these lines.

By “Sturtevant apparatus" we mean all lines pertaining thereto; that 
is, air washers and motors.

'I'llis agreement to he perpetual until either you or ourselves are dis
satisfied. when all that will be necessary will be four weeks' notice to ter
minate same. All business in these lines that have assumed definite shape 
during the time you are with us, and are eventually closed after you have 
left, you are to get credit for. By “definite shape" wo mean on what we 
have quoted definite prices.

Hoping this will he satisfactory to you. and wishing you every success.

Yours very truly.
Accepted: J. A. MeTaggart & Company,

W. II. Whyte. Per J. A. MeTaggart.
It will be observed that the parties agree that the contract 

is to be perpetual until either party is dissatisfied, when it can 
be terminated by either party giving four weeks’ notice to the 
other. There is no stipulation that this notice shall be in writing, 
so I take it that any notice, whether written or verbal, if suffi
ciently explicit, and conveyed by one party to the other, would 
legally terminate the agreement at the expiration of four week> 
from the date such notice is so given.

The plaintiff alleged in his statement of claim, clause 3, as 
originally issued, that during the month of April, IBM, lie gave 
the defendant due notice in accordance with the terms of said 
contract of his intention to terminate the same, and at the expira
tion of the period set out in the notice the plaintiff determined 
said contract and left the employ of the defendant. At the
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MAN.

K. B.

McTacriart.

trial the plaint ill was allowed to amend his statement of claim 
l>y striking out the foregoing clause and substituting the follow
ing: “On or about June I, 1014, the said contract was rescinded 
by mutual consent, and the plaintiff thereupon left the defen
dant's employ.”

It is necessary to determine when the plaintiff’s contract of 
hiring actually did terminate in order to answer the second ques
tion.

The plaintiff had made an affidavit in this action, ex. 4, 
clause :i of which has been specially referred to, on cross-examina
tion, as being at variance with his present testimony on the sub
ject of notice, as the plaintiff now states that there never was 
a notice given that the contract would be determined in four 
weeks or any notice given at all in accordance with the contract, 
whereas clause 3 affirms that on or about March 2Ô. IVI I, the 
plaintiff gave the defendant verbal notice of his intention to 
determine the contract. The plaintiff was cross-examined at 
the trial on this affidavit, and the following questions and answers 
on such cross-examination were affirmed by him :

tj. 31—Of course you didn't foci you were hound to remain there after 
the four weeks had expired? A. No, sir, I didn't feel I was hound to remain 
there after the four weeks had expired.

<2- 37 There really was no occasion, so far as your own interest was 
concerned, why you should remain on after April 22? A. Nothing further 
than looking it over, and one thing more, to get some money out of Me- 
Taggarl.

This cross-examination was not put in at the trial, and only 
these two questions read into the record on the plaintiff’s cross- 
examination. The following question and answer upon the plain
tiff's examination for discovery were also read into the record at 
the trial in the same way:

(2- 45.—You gave notice to the defendant to terminate the contract in 
accordance with its terms, did you? A. I did.

Now, the defendant alleges that the contract was terminated 
by notice to him from the plaintiff at a meeting between these 
parties in the Travellers’ Club, in the city of Winnipeg, some
where about, but not later than, March 2f>, 1914. If this is so, 
the date of termination would be April 22 following.

The power house contract ref eyed to did not assume definite 
* as defined in the contract until certainly April 24. when 
definite prices for the work were prepared ready for quotation.
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I must gay that tin* defendant’* testinnmy upon this most impor
tant point seems to tally with the foregoing statements and ml- K B. 
missions of the plaintiff. However, at the trial tin* plaintiff \\„YTF
made a different statement, and gave xvhat seemed to me not f

.. McaonA
unsatisfactory reasons for so doing. He says he was not really 
very sure about the date of his conversation with the defendant 
given as March 25, 1014, xvhen the affidavit was made, but i> 
now in a position to fix it by a reference to a cheque which he 
cashed in Chicago on his way home. From this he positively 
fixes March 25, 1014, as the date of his return to Wiimi|>eg, 
and on which date he had an interviexv with the defendant, when 
some discussion of their business relations took place; but that 
nothing definite was then done, lb* says lie told the defendant 
he would think over matters and talk to him again a xveek later, 
which lie did. This would Im* on April 1. Plaintiff then told 
the defendant there was no possible chance of their getting along 
together, as there had been continued friction between them, and 
he must cancel the contract. Vpon this lie says the defendant 
wanted to know when he, plaintiff, would leave, to which the 
plaintiff replied that lie was in no hurry to go until the defendant 
got another man.

lie continued with the defendant till about June I, when he 
left, although the defendant had not then got another man.
Fp to this time lie says he was doing the same kind of xvork for 
the defendant as he had previously done in the course of his 
employment.

The defendant's evidence on this subject is, shortly, that the 
plaintiff left Winnipeg for a trip to the Eastern States in March,
1914, without his knowledge; that the plaintiff wrote him the 
letter, ex. 5, from the city of Boston; that the plaintiff returned 
to Winnipeg about March 25, 1914, when lie saw him at the 
Travellers’ Club, and told him it was no use in carrying on on 
account of his, plaintiff's, conduct and the feeling betxveen them.
He went on to say : "We both spoke of tin* ill-feeling betxveen 
us. 1 thought it impossible to continue our business relations 
on account of his conduct. There was strong feeling on my part, 
because lie went away without my consent. 1 said ‘In another 
four weeks 1 expect to have another man 'to take your place.’
1 didn't look on the plaintiff as being in my employ after the 
four xveeks terminated.”
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The defendant does not, however, say he gave the plaintiff 
notice of his intention to terminate the employment, although 
the plaintiff might well have gathered from the trend of the 
conversation and the feeling of hostility displayed, at all events 
l»y the defendant, that it was becoming impossible to continue 
their former business relations, and that the defendant desired 
to put an end to the hiring. Mut I cannot find that any definite 
intimation to this effect was given on this occasion, March 25, 
1V14, by either party to the other.

The defendant admits, however, that after April 22 the plain
tiff did work in connection with the power house tender, such 
as preparing estimates, fixing a price for the whole work, pre
paring a list of articles required for this contract to be purchased 
from the Sturtevant company, and ordering same, obtaining 
quotations on goods required for this contract from the Red 
River Metal Company and ordering these goods: also that the 
plaintiff had been for some time working to get this power house 
contract for the defendant, and that lu- prepared part of the 
figures upon which the defendant's tender was based.

There undoubtedly was friction and ill-feeling between the 
parties occasioned by the plaintiff's conduct in taking the trip 
to Boston without the defendant’s leave or knowledge. There 
is also no doubt that the defendant thought the plaintiff was 
going down to Boston to undermine him with some of the eastern 
agencies and get the business away from him, and would have 
been quite justified, on the plaintiff's return, in dismissing him 
for absenting himself without leave.

There is no doubt that some talk took place between the 
parties on tin* plaintiff's return to W innipeg on March 25, which 
indicated that the parties would have to separate and the agree
ment be terminated. But I cannot find, as before stated, that 
there was then any definite notification given by either party to 
the other to this effect so as to put an end to the contract in ac
cordance with the provisions for termination therein contained.

The defendant has not denied that there was a second con
versation. a week later, on April 1—at all events 1 cannot find 
any reference to this in my notes of the defendant's testimony— 
although his evidence seems to indicate that, according to his 
recollection, there was but one conversation, lie certainly refers 
to one only, which ' e not later than March 25.73
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Both men appeared to me honest and respectable and one 
entitled to credence as much as the other.

The plaintiff's counsel, however, contends that the onus is 
on the defendant to shew termination at a date anterior to the 
date on which the power house contract assumed that “definite 
shape” mentioned in the hiring agreement, which would entitle 
the plaintiff' to participate in the profits from it. On the state
ment of claim, as amended, 1 think this is so. I he plaintiff 
alleges that the contract was not terminated until .lune 1. and 
that he remained in the defendant's employ until that date, and 
his evidence at the trial hears this out. 1 think, therefore, that 
the onus is now on the defendant to shew an earlier dissolution 
of the contract of employment. At all events, considering that 
the plaintiff's remuneration depended entirely on profits realized 
from sales of Sturtevant apparatus and all lines pertaining thereto 
which he had been directly or indirect I v instrumental in making.
1 think the Court ought not to be astute to find reasons to de
prive the plaintiff of such profits where it seems reasonably clear 
that they have been earned, partly at all events, through the 
plaintiff’s instrumentality, and under the circumstances such as 
we have here.

\ copy of the defendant’s tender for the power house con
tract has been put in as ex. 2. It bears no date, but attached to 
it is a copy of a letter from the defendant to the then Minister 
of Public Works, which appears to have accompanied the tender, 
and also enclosed the defendant’s marked cheque, which is at
tached to the tender. It is to be noted that the letter hears 
date April 24, 11*14, and at that date it is evident the defen
dant was in a position to quote definite prices on this work, 
although the price itself is not stated in the letter, but is stated 
in the tender, the amount being $20,528.

Now, the test as to the plaintiff’s right to participate in the 
profits of business secured by the defendant firm is that such 
business shall have assumed definite shape during the time the 
plaintiff was with the defendant that is, in his employ. By 
“definite shape” the contract says “we mean on what we have 
quoted definite prices.” I think the letter in question may well 
be considered evidence that this stage of definiteness in connec
tion with the power house contract has been reached. If the

MAN

M< T v.'.wvr.
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___ * contention is correct that notice was given on March 2">, the
K. B. plaintiff’s contract would have terminated on April 22. just two

Whyte (i,l>'8 before this stage of definiteness was reached, which would
cTa< . xnr rvsu*t 'n «i^pnving the plaintiff of the profits on this large trans

action. notwithstanding the fact that he had Ix-on largely, if not 
eurrtn.j. w)lu||v< instrumental in securing this business for the defendant, 

and certainly did a considerable part, if not all. of the work 
required to be done in connection with the defendant's tender, 
which was ultimately accepted on May 20 following.

The evidence is conflicting to a certain extent, but. on the 
whole, the plaint iff gives a more detailed account of what actually 
happened than the defendant does. 1 think there were two 
interviews, as the plaintiff says; that whatever notice was given 
was so given at the second of these interviews, which took place 
on April 1. I do not think any definite notice of the termina
tion of the contract was even on that date given, but, if there 
was, the plaintiff’s engagement would not have expired in virtue 
thereof until April 28 at the earliest. The tender admittedly 
went in on April 27, and the plaintiff would, therefore, be en
titled to share in the profits derivable from this contract, and 
I so hold.

As to the first question, 1 agree with the defendant's con
tention that a just proportion of the overhead charges of tla- 
defendant’s business should lx- allocated to that quantum of 
business done in which the plaintiff was to participate. 1 do 
not see what other meaning can be given to the expression “net 
profits” used in the contract. There is nothing in the agreement 
to indicate that any but the ordinary meaning should be given 
to this expression. In taking the accounts, therefore, the Master 
will ascertain profits on this basis, charging tin- plaintiff with a 
just proportion of the overhead expense.

I reserve the question of costs and further directions until 
after the Master has made his report.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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GREEN v. CANADIAN NORTHERN R. CO. SASK.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, lluultain. C.J., Lamont, Hroirn ami Eltrouii. .1.1 S. (',
January 9, 1915.

1 Kmixknt domain (§ III C Ms)- Expropriation Railway pi kposi- 
X'alvatiox.

( lu I lie expropriation of him I for railway purposes the value to he paid 
is the value to the owner as it existed at the date of the taking and not 
the value to the taker; such value is the present value alone of the ad
vantages which the land possesses whether present or future.

[Ci Jar* Uapidu x. I.mo^i,. ill D.L.R. Ills, 11914] A.('. 599; It. \ . Trudel.
19 D i ll. 270. 49 Can. S.C.lt. 511. followed.]

2. Costs SI Si Expropriation for railway i-i hi-o>i> Arbitrators’ 
kkks—Taxation «if— Skc. 199. R.m.w.u Act tC.vx.i.

The arbitrators’ fees are not to he included in and made part of the 
award in an expropriation for railway purposes; such fees are governed 
hy see. 199 of the Railway Art. Can., and are to he taxed if the parties 
do not agree upon the amount.

5. Arbitration <$ 111—41 Compfxsatio.x Im lrfst on — Stati toky 
111 OUT TO—1‘oWHR (U ARBITRATORS.

The right to interest upon the compensation awarded for the com
pulsory taking of lands under the Railway Act. Can., is a statutory 
right, and the arbitrators have no power to include such interest in 
their award.

|Iti Ketehenon «t C.S.O.H. ( 5 D.L.R. s54. 29 D.L.R. :W9. followed.)

Appeal from an award under the Hailway Act.
./. .1. Allan, K.C., for appellant.
II . E. Knowles, for respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered hy

Ki.wood, J.:—This is an ttppeal from an award made to the Etwood. j. 
respondent under the provisions of the Railway Act of Canada.
Dn hehalf of the appellant a number of grounds of appeal were 
taken, hut for the purposes of this appeal it seems to me only 
necessary to deal with a few of those. The arbitrators, in their 

i award and in their reasons for the award, have allowed compensa
tion, first, for land actually taken, and, second, for damage 
which, they find, is sustained to certain portions of the land of 
the respondent hy reason of the construction of the railway.
In addition to the above, the arbitrators fixed their fees at Sfi.ïôO. . 
which they added to and declared to form part of the award; 
and they also allowed to the respondent interest on the amount 
of compensation thereby awarded to him, for the land taken 
and the land injuriously affected on the south-east half of section 
2h, as from May 21, 11112, and for the land taken and the land 
injuriously affected on the east half of section 20, from Septein-
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So far as the* amount allowed as vom|M‘»sation for the* land 
taken and the land injuriously affected is concerned, the only 
evidence given on hehalf of the respondent with r<*spect to the 
value of the land taken and affected was evidence which shewed 
that a great deal of land surrounding and in the neighbourhood 
of the land in question had been subdivided into city lots, that 
some ot this land had been sold, that some had not been sold, 
and a list ot prices at which the lots in these various subdivisions 
had been sold was given, and a comparison of prices that might 
be got for the land in question, were it subdivided, was made. 
It seems to me that throughout the whole of the case for the 
respondent it was assumed that, because certain subdivisions 
situated similarly to that of the respondent had sold at certain 
prices, therefore the land of the respondent would, if subdivided, 
sell for the s.ame price. On the other hand, evidence on behalf 
of the appellant was given as to the value of tin- lands having 
in view the possibility of the lands being subdivided.

The principle upon which compensation is to be awarded is 
stated in ('(dors Rapids v. Lacoste, Hi D.L.R. ION, at 171, 11014] 
AX’, at 570, where I find the following:

The law of Canada as regards the principles upon which compensation 
for land taken is to he awarded is the same as the law of Kngland. and it has 
been explained in numerous cases, nowhere with greater precision than in 
the case of In n Lucas ami Chrslcrficltl (ins ami Walt r Uuanl. where \ aiighan 
Williams and Fletcher Moulton, L.J.J., deal with the whole subject ex
haustively and accurately.

For the present purpose it may be sufficient to state two brief proposi
tions: 11) The value to be paid for is the value to the owner as it existed at. 
the date of the taking, not the value to the taker. (2) The value to the 
owner consists in all advantages which the land possesses, present or future, 
but it is the present value alone of such advantages that falls to be deter-

This principle is followed in Tin King v. Trndd, IP D.L.R 
270, 40 Can. S.C.R. 511.

Applying the above principle to the case at bar, it sec-ms to 
me that the only evidence which is of value in determining tin- 
value of the property taken and injuriously affected is that given 
on behalf of tin- appellant. The arbitrators, in their reasons for 
award, have fixed the following values, namely: the high lands 
on the north-east quarter of 20, $500 an acre ; the high lands 
on the south-east quarter of 20, $300 an acre; the south-east 
of 20, $1,150 an acre. I am unable to set* how the arbitrators
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could have arrived at the above figures except by assuming that, 
if the lands were subdivided, they might realize the above sums, 
but there was no evidence before them which would justify them 
in coming to the conclusion that the above sums were the values 
of the land to the owner as it existeil at the date of the taking. 
A number of witnesses gave evidence on behalf of the appellant 
as to the value, ami the highest valuations put upon the land 
were by the witness ('nuldcr. He valued the south-east quarter 
of 29, in tin* spring of 1912, at 85(H) an acre; the south-east of 
20, in the fall of 1912, at 82(H) an acre; and the north-east of 20, 
in the fall of 1912, tit 8400 an acre. The time at which the 
valuation should be placed upon the land is, as to the south
east quarter of 29, May 21, 1912, and the east half of 20, on Sep
tember 14, 1912. The arbitrators, in referring to the evidence 
of (’wilder, state that he valued the south-east of 29 at 8700 
an acre in the fall of 1912. I have looked carefully through 
the evidence, and find that his valuation is SOOO in the fall of 
1912, but it is .8500 in the spring of 1912. In my opinion, the 
above valuations given by Caulder are the ones which should 
govern in arriving at an estimate of the amount of compensa
tion to be paid. The arbitrators found as a fact that certain 
portions of the land had been injuriously affected as follows: 
The high lands on the north-east of 20, 10 per cent.; the high 
lands on the south-east of 20, 10 per cent.; and the smith-east 
of 29 as follows: Parcel B, 14 per cent.: parcel (', 7 per cent.; 
parcel 1). 40 per cent.; parcel A, 7 per cent.; parcel K, 7 per cent.; 
the percentage of parcel F is not given, but 1 shall refer to that 
later. There was evidence which would justify the arbitrators 
in coming to the conclusion that the above parcels of land had 
been damaged to the extent to which they found in the award 
they had been damaged, and, under these circumstances, 1 do 
not think that we should disturb that finding. The principle 
which should govern the ( 'ourt seems to me to have been properly 
stated in lie Ketchexon and C.X.O.lt. Co., 13 D.L.R. 854 at 
850, where Hodgins, J.A., states:—

In other words, 1 think that this Court is entitled and bound to come 
to its own conclusion upon all the evidence, and is also entitled to disregard 
the reasoning of the arbitrators if it does not agree with it, or to adopt it 
if it so desires, or to support the award on any ground sufficient in law, 
whether or not that ground is relied on by the arbitrators, provided that

SASK 

S. C.

C.X It. 
Co.

2—22 D.L.R.
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Rlwood, J.

the Court pays due regard to the award and findings and reviews them as it 
would that of a subordinate Court.

Allowing the respondent the percent ages of damage found by 
the arbitrators to have been sustained, and applying those per
centages to the valuations which, in my opinion, the arbitrators 
should have found had they followed the principle above stated 
in Cedars Rapids v. Lacoste, I would allow the following sums:—
For land taken for right-of-way through the south-east

quarter of 2V, 6.58 acres, at 8500 an acre............. S3,200.00
For land taken for right-of-way through the south-east

quarter of 20, 4.05 acres, at 8200 an acre... 810.00
For land taken for right-of-way through the north-east

quarter of 20, 6.37 acres, at 8400 an acre__  2,548.00
For 10 per cent, damage to the north-east quarter of 20.

153.60 acres, at 8400 an acre......... ....................... 6,144.00
For damage to the south-east quarter of 20, 10 per

cent., 45.5 acres, at 8200 an acre. 010.00
For damage to the south-east quarter of 29: Parcel B.

27.00 acres, 14 per cent 1,053 .00
Parcel (’, 7.1 acres, 7 per cent__  248.50
Parcel 1), 7.4 acres, 40 per cent......... 1.480.00
Parcel A, 0.1 acres, 7 per cent__  318 15
Parcel K, 50.18, at 7 per cent.......  1,756.30

In Parcel F the percentage of damages is not given in 
the award, nor the reasons for the award, but the 
damage is evidently figured at the land being worth
81,150 an acre. As I have stated above, the land 
should have been valued at 8500 an acre, and. 
valuing it at 8500 instead of 81,150 an acre, the 
damage sustained with respect to parcel F would 
Ih«.............................................................................. 4,108 30

$23,560.00
In my opinion, therefore, the amount allowed as compensa

tion for the land taken and for the land injuriously affected should 
be reduced to 823,566.60, which is the sum I would allow.

So far as the arbitrators’ fees are concerned, the arbitrators, 
in my opinion, had no right to include them in and make them 
part of the award. Their fees art1 governed by sec. 100 of the
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Railway Act, and, in the event of the parties not agreeing upon 
the amount of costs, those costs will have to he taxed by the 
Judge, as provided by the Act. Therefore, the portion of the 
award which fixes the amount of the arbitrators’ fees and adds 
that to the award must be struck out.

So far as the interest is concerned, the arbitrators had no 
power to include that in their award, as the right to interest is 
statutory. See Re Ketches» u amt ('..WO. R. Co., supra, at 
p. 80S. The provision as to interest, therefore, should be struck

The respondent should pay the appellant’s costs of this
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Re WESTERN CANADA FIRE INSURANCE CO. ALTA.

III,i rhi Supreme Court. Hum n. C.J., Stull, slntirl. Heel: uutl It tilsh, •/•/ S. C.
February 111. Ml,5.

1. CORPORATIONS ANH COM PAM KM ( $5 V It 177 l—STOCK Si list HIPTION
FOR—CONDITIONS TO si US< HIITIO.V

'I In* effect nf wv .*>7A i f tin* Companies Ordinance. ( .< i. Isos. eh. til 
ii* ami'iiili'il I'.Ml'.l. eh. 5 is tu uiiiki' voidable h «nbscription fur stock 
iilitniIiv verliul representation* tu tin* *ub*criber where In* Inis int 
received » copy uf tin* prospectus. such I; dug the ell'ect of the words 
‘'ll i subscript inn. etc., shall lie binding upmi the snb*erilH*r.M which 
do imt imply that the c nit rad shall lie absolutely void and incapable 
of ratification.

2. COHPl! RATIONS AM) COM PA MIS I g V It—17*0- S'llH K SUIS4 RIPTION FOR
—lim IMATlox Noth I OF.

A distinct and unei|tiivncal repudiation of a company share sub
scription where the subscriber i* entitled to repudiate, need not be by 
tin* institution of proceeding* to set aside his subscription ; a notice of 
repudiation given to the director* may he sufficient fur the purpose* of 
a winding up under the Companies Winding up Ordinance. l!in:t. I«t 
session, cli. 13, if given before the winding up proceeding* had c mi 
nienced.

| If tear Hirer Silrer Miuiini Co. \. Smith. I,.If. I III,. U4. applied;
He Scottish Petroleum Co.. ‘23 ( li.l). 43o iC.A.i. dissented from;
(Kihts v. T unpin ml. I..If. *2 II.I,. ."t2.">. discussed: /•'< Itetuiler Merchants 
Assn.. 15 D.L.R, SIM), overruled.1

3. ( di rts (g V It—2f>51—IU i.ks of hkciniox—Stark wx isis—Hindim;

The Supreme Court of Allterta i* not bmiml by the decisions of the 
English Court of Appeal.

Case stated by Stuart, J. statement
A. If. Clarke, K.C.. for liquidators.
IV. A. Wells, for Cow per.
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Harvey, C.J., and Scott, J., concurred with Beck, J.

St vaut, —Although 1 at one time entertained a different 
impression and gave expression to it, J believe, in lie Retailer 
Mi rehauts* Assatat ion, 15 D.L.R. 890, a ease whch was not 
Milite as fully argued in Chambers as the present ease has been 
before us, 1 am now convinced that 1 was there wrong, so far as 
the real point involved in this case is concerned, and 1 concur 
fully in the opinion of my brother Beck. 1 just wish to add that 
it seems to me that when the legislature used the expression 
“binding upon the subscriber,” it should be deemed to have had 
in mind the distinction which had been drawn by the Courts 
between a void contract and a voidable one and which had been, 
in frequent cases, expressed by the use of the very term “not 
binding upon the purchaser” (or subscriber) in reference to 
voidable contracts.

Beck, d. : -This is a case stated by Stuart, .?. Pew of the 
facts set out in the stated case need be repeated.

By the Statute Law Amendment Act. Part II. eh. 5, of 1909, 
see. 1. the following section was inserted in The Companies Ord
inance (C.O. 1898. eh. 61).

.*•7 i(/i. Kvi-rv company heretofore or hereafter incorporated uiuhr the 
nut limit it of tlii- Ordinance or muter the mithmit i/ >t aux *pevinl Ordinance 
or Act. Hip nnmlier of shareholders of which i- increased to a nnniher 
great t hy ten than the imitiher of applicants for incorporâti n or which has 
its delientnres or other securities held hy more than ten persons, and everx 
company incorporated ollimrinr than ns ahorr set nut which has more than 
ten shareholders or holders of debentures or other securities within Alberta, 
shall file a prospectus in the manner hereinbefore set out.

121 All purelm-es. subscriptions, or other acquisitions of shares, de 
bent tires or other securities of any company required, in the manner above 
provided, to file a prospectus, shall lie deemed ns ai/ainst the rompant/ or 
the sifinatories to the prosper!us to be induced by such prospectus and 
any term, proviso or condition of such prospectus to the contrary shall be

i3i V» subscription for stock, debentures or oth *r securities induced 
or obtained by t'crbal representations shall lie binding upon lltr subscriber. 
unless prior to his so subscribing lie shall have received a copy of the 
prospectus.

Tliv question wns raised during the argument whether this 
section was applicable to this company. But the question must 
be answered affirmatively because of the later words of the see-
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tion making it applicable to “every company incorporated 
otherwise than as above set out” inasmuch as it is admitted 
that it fulfils the other conditions of the section.

This company was incorporated by special Act eh. *24 of 1910, 
2nd sess. Sec. 28 (t) of that Act restricts the application of the 
Companies Ordinance to this company to the provisions 
relating to the right of inspection of the Lieutenant Governor in Council 
ami the filing of annual returns with the l!egi*trar of Joint Stuck Com
panies and . . . which give the Lieutenant-'Oovernor in ( ouncil or the 
Registrar of Companies the power to compel a proper disclosure by the 
company of the exact condition of its affairs to which the Western Can 
aila Fire Ins. Co. Ltd. i a company with which amalgamation was autli 
orized by the Act) is at the time of the passing of this Act subject.

I note some provisions of the company’s charter: sec. 3 after 
providing for the company’s capital stock says :

Such shares shall and art hereby vested in the several persons to 
whom they shall be allotted, their legal representative* ami a**ign*. subject 
to the provisions of this Act.

Sec. 11 says:—
In the event of the property and assets of the said company being in

sufficient to liipiidate all debts, liabilities ami engagements, the share 
holders shall be liable for deficiency, but to no greater extent than the 
amount of the ha lance remaining unpaid upon their respective shares in 
the capital stock.

There is nothing in the charter referring to a register of 
members. Nor does there appear to be any reference to a regis
ter in the sections of the Companies Ordinance regarding annual 
returns which are made applicable to this company. It seems 
to be expedient to note also some of the provisions of the Com
panies Winding-up Ordinance (eh. 13 of 1903. 1st sess.).

Sec. 2 (3) says:—
“Contributory” shall mean any person liable to contribute to the insets 

of a company under thig Ordinance in the event of the -nine being wound 
up. and in all proceedings prior to the final determination of such persons 
any person alleged to be a contributory, and shall also include the personal 
representative or representatives of any such person.

See. 7 states the consequences ensuing upon the commence
ment of winding-up proceedings among which are:—

Any alteration in the status of the members of the company, after the 
commencement of the winding up shall be void.

See. 14 provides for the liquidators settling a list of contri
butories and sub-sec. (2) says :—
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Every shareholder or mendier of tin- company or his representative is 
liable to contribute the amount unpaid on his shares of the capital, or 
on his liability to the company or to its members or creditors, as the 
case may lie. under the Ordinance, charter or instrument of incorporation 
of the company.

Sub-sec. (5) reads :—
Any list so settled shall be pna/d fari< evidence of the liability of the 

persons named therein to he contributories.

See. 15 says :—
The list of contributories may be settled by the Court, in which case 

the liquidators shall make out and leave at the chambers of the Judge 
a list of the contributories of the company.

See. 22 contains provisions respecting the enforcing of pay
ment by the contributories.

1 think I have set out all tin* statutory provisions which 
have any bearing upon the question to be determined except 
those relating to prospectuses, which I refer to further on.

Many of the eases deciding questions analogous to the pre
sent one are made to depend to a very large extent upon provi
sions of the Companies Acts which are not made applicable to 
this company.

In this case the first question to be answered is whether a 
subscription made upon oral representations without any pro
spectus is, by virtue of see. 57a void or merely voidable. I have 
no doubt that it is voidable only. The words are “(not) bind
ing upon the .subscriber.” The provision is clearly for the 
benefit of the subscriber ami if so he can waive it—not 1 think 
prcccdently or contemporaneously, for waiver at that stage is, 
1 think, if not expressly, at least by clear implication, excluded 
by the obvious of the provisions of the Companies
Ordinance relating to prospectuses which include I think not 
only sec. 57a, but, by virtue of the expression therein—“a pro
spectus in the manner hereinbefore set out ”—also secs. 55 and 
56, relating Jo the contents of the prospectus; and in sec. 56 (4) 
we find the provision ;—

Any condition requiring or binding any applicant for shares or de
bentures to waive compliance with any requirement of this section or 
purporting to affect him with notice of any contract or document not 
specifically referred to in the prospectus shall he void.

And sub-sec. (2) of sec. 57a w’hich I have already quoted is 
a somewhat similar provision.

2393
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I seo no reason, however, why after that full disclosure of 
the condition of affairs of the company, which a prospectus in 
accordance with the Ordinance is calculated to give, the sub
scriber cannot deliberately affirm his subscription by some un
equivocal act. (.(/-, subsequently receiving a proper prospectus, 
investigating the affairs of the company in the light of it and 
thereupon writing to the company to the effect that although 
he had become aware that his subscription was not binding upon 
him he had since received a proper prospectus ; that he had 
fully investigated the company's affairs, that he fourni that they 
were as represented, and that he now affirmed his subscription. 
If this conduct would be effective, it must be so because the 
original subscription was merely voidable by him, not void; for 
what is void cannot be affirmed. A voidable contract, however, 
is good unless the party entitled to avoid it elects so to do. This 
is the position in the case of a contract obtained by fraud.

(loufjh v. /,. (V AMV./f. ('<)., L.ll. 7 Kx. 26, is tin lending 
case. The Court there, after referring to a case of a lessor, en
titled to re-enter for breach of covenant, where the question 
was whether he had “waived the forfeiture” said that the ease 
of a contract obtained by fraud—the case before them—was 
similar and proceeded :—

In such vast's tliv qiivdimi is. lias tin- |i i--hi mi wlmm the frailtl was 
practised, having notice of the fraud, elected not to avoid the contract? 
or lias he elected to avoid it? or has lie made no election? We think that 
so long as he has made no election lie retains the right to determine it 
either way, subject to this, that if in the interval, whilst he is deliberat
ing, an innocent third party has acquired an interest in the property, or 
if in consequence of his delay the position even of the wrong-doer is affected, 
it will preclude him from exercising his right to rescind.

This general rule is applied in the case of an incorporated 
company actively soliciting subscriptions or carrying on busi
ness where there is a liability upon the shareholders to contribute 
in case of a deficiency of assets, in this way ; A shareholder en
titled to rescind as voidable by him his contract of subscription, 
must make his election against the contract with what, under 
the circumstances, is to be considered promptness, the reason 
being that it is obvious that it is at least likely that third parties 
may have been influenced to become shareholders or creditors
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Iiy llic fact uf his subscription : Oakes v. Turqnund ( 1N<>7). L.tt. 
- 11.L. 3f>2, and in the earlier cases it was held that the 
shareholder must also have succeeded in getting his name 
actually removed from the register of shareholders before a 
winding-up order was made. Ultimately the question came 
before the House of Lords in lieem Hiver Silver Minintf Co. v. 
Smith ( 1HGÎ)), L it. 4 ILL. (14.

The precise point there decided— I quote a portion of the 
head-note—was this :—

If lief uc a wimling-ii|i order is made, a person files a hill against a 
company alleging that lie had Ihs-ii induced by fraud and misrepresen
tation to become a member of the company, and on that ground praying to 
have his name removed from the lists of its members, lie will (on estab
lishing his allegations) lie entitled to have his name removed from the 
lists of the company, although between tin* date of his filing his bill and 
tic decree of the Court upon it an order has been made to wind up the 
company.

The Lords taking part in the judgment were Lords liatii- 
erlcy ( L.< '.). West bury, t'olonsay. and < 'aims.

Lord llathcrley said:—
The argument then is this: We are (say the appellants) within the 

rule laid down by this House in the case of Oakes v. Turquand-, L.R. 2 
ILL. 32Ô. We find that there was an agreement, and that this gentleman 
Wils. therefore, by the litli section of the statute, a person who had agreed 
to take shares. And we find another portion of the statute which sa vs 
that anybody who has agreed to take shares is a member of the company, 
and another which says that anyone who is a member is. in certain cases, 
a contributory: and they contend therefore, that Mr. Smith is brought by 
this process within the description of a contributory to the company and 
that his name might to remain upon the list.

The ease of Oakes v. Turq nanti, was decided when the position of cir
cumstances was this: A then shareholder had entered into what the House 
held to Is* a voidable, but not a void agreement ; . . the agreement
subsists until rescinded; that is to say. in this sense—until rescinded by 
the declaration of him. whom you have sought t > bind by it. that he no 
longer accepts the agreement but entirely rejects and repudiates it. Ii is 
not meant. I apprehend, by that expression "‘until rescinded.” ... to 
say that the rescission must !*• an act of some Court of competent auth
ority. and that until the rescission by the Court of eohi|M»tent auth
ority takes place, the agreement is subsisting in its full rigour. . . .
I apprehend the true view of the ease is this. The agreement is valid until 
rescinded. If in a ease of this description the directors had committed 
the fraudulent act of putting a man’s name upon the list which they 
ought not to have put there, and had allotted him shares, so that if it 
turned out. to be beiietieial it would be competent to the person to say:
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••Xiw, I elect,to hold them because, although coming to me by your fraud 
upon me. 1 find it is beiieticial to me to bold them, and you cannot aver 
voiir own fraud to prevent my so doing;*’ in that case the directors could 
not have taken the name oil" the list without communication with him. 
But. if immediately that lie knows what the directors have done, lie say-: 
"I have made up my mind to reject the contract, and I assert that in ten 
tion of mine in the plainest and most open manner competent to me. by 
inv communication to you insisting upon having my name removed, and. 
on your neglecting your duty to remove my name, I proceed to tile my 
hill to compel you to do so*' I take it that thereupon the contract is at 
an end, and the gentleman is entitled to have his name removed from the 
li-t. Hccausi• il tenu the duty of the directors not to irait for the fit infi 
of the hill if they knew, as we must assume them to have known, that the 
contract had lieen entered into upon those fraudulent representations. Tin 
v minent the if irere told Hint the contract iras rejected. and that he claimed 
no interest under that fraudulent act of theirs, it iras their duty to remnr. 
Iiis name, which could no lonycr he retained there, the contract heiny thus 
avoided and hi/ that means to avoid all further controversy.

That, however, was not done, then what must be the next proposition 
on behalf of the appellants? It must be that the directors having neg
lected their duty, having neglected to do that which they were manifest!) 
hound to do. they had thereby given rights to creditors which, if they had 
performed their duty, could never have had any possible existence. The 
thing seems absurd upon the face of it. and I apprehend that happily the 
law does u d justify such a proposition.

The legislature, therefore, having given the Court the power, it seems 
to me that it is perfectly compel nt to the Court to place this list in the
condition in which it ought to have been. It ought to have I..... corrected
by the directors without a suit. Certainly after the bill was filed, it 
should have I teen corrected by them.

Lord West In try was careful to limit the ground of his deci
sion to this :—

That it. was the duty of the directors, nt the time when the bill was 
filed at all events, if not liefore. to remove Mr. Smith's name from the re
gister. and that gives birth to the farther proposition, that what the direc
tors ought clearly to have done, there being a default on the part the 
directors, may now lie done by the Court in pursuance of the right asserted 
by Mr. Smith in that suit.

Lord < 'olonsay was equally careful to confine himself to the 
particular case putting his reason thus:—

That the party having taken steps to have his liability judiciallv put 
an end to. and to have his contract rescinded, which he was entitled to 
have rescinded, and that having been done before the machinery for wind
ing 'ip WHS put into motion nt all, lie is entitled to lie regarded as if 
that had lieen done by the Court nt the time he demanded it.

Lord Cairns said:—
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The clear duty of the directors was, when the claim was made in a way 
ns to which there could lie no mistake, to comply with that which was the 
right of the plaintill' in that suit, and to take his name otf the list of 
shareholders at all events upon the tiling of the hill.

In He Estates Investment Co. Pauie's Case (1869), L.R. 4 
< h. 497 (C.A.) decided after the decision in Reese Hiver Silver 
Mining Com pan g v. Smith, the facts were these : Eleven share
holders repudiated their share on the ground of fraud and re
fused to pay calls. (hie (Ross) brought an action. It was 
agreed between the solicitors for the company and the ten re
maining shareholders that the position of the latter should not 
be prejudiced by reason of their not taking proceedings, .lodg
ment was given in the action for the plaintiff; the company 
appealed; pending the appeal a winding-up order was made. 
The ten had taken no proceedings. It was held that it was still 
open to the Court to remove their names from the list of con
tributories.

In Ht Estates Investments Co., Ashley's Cost (1870). L.R. 
9 E(|. 263, the Court refused to remove the name of Ashley from 
the list of contributories under the circumstances that he was 
not one of the eleven shareholders acting in concert with Ross 
and that he took no slips ht répudiait liis subscript ion though 
with knowledge of these other proceedings and of the company 
continuing its business, but was awaiting the result of the liti 
gat ion before deciding whether he would repudiate or not. 
Especial emphasis was laid by the Master of the Rolls (Romilly) 
upon the necessity for prompt repudiation in such a way that 
the fact that his repudiation would be beyond doubt, so that 
in the event of the company turning out a financial success In 
coujd not against the will of the company retain his position as 
a shareholder.

In lie Scottish Petroleum Co. ( 1883), 23 Ch.D. 430, tin 
Court of Appeal, affirming in this respect the judgment of Kay. 
3.. held that the actual taking of legal proceedings, before tin 
making of a winding-up order, by the repudiating shareholder 
or by some other repudiating shareholder, whose proceedings 
were adopted with the consent of the company as a test cas 
was an essential condition for the removal of the repudiating 
shareholders name from the register.
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The case was argued on behalf of the repudiating share
holder by Mr. Haldane the present Lord Haldane, Lord Chan
cellor. He contended that :—

•flie case of (takes v. Turqiiaml. only decides that in the ease of a com- 
paiiy there must lie a repudiation In-fore the commencement of winding-up 
and all I need shew is that I repudiated before that time. There are 
early cases which say that steps must be taken to get rid of the shares 
before the winding-up. but they cannot I*- reconciled with the decision of 
the House of Isirds in limit Hirer Silver Minim) Co. v. Smith 
'I hr ruses are nil mnih' consistent Ini liohlini) that nothing mon- is rci/uireil 
limn tlmt n distinct repudiation precluding I hr ullottre from ever chum 
jut) the shares should hr mmlr hrfnrr the ev mine nee ment of tin irinding-np

This was the interpretation which 1 had put upon the deci
sion of the House of Lords in Reese River Silver Minina Co. v. 
Smith, before reading the decision in Ri Seal fish Petroleum Co.

The members of this Court are unanimously of opinion that 
tin- view put forward by Mr. Haldane, as the proper interpre
tation and logical conclusion to be drawn from the decision of 
the House of Lords in Reese River Silver Minina Co., is the cor
rect one, and that in Ri Scottish Petroleum Co. was wrongly 
decided, and that as we are not bound by the decisions of the 
Knglish Court of Appeal we should not follow the latter de
cision. We think that a distinct unequivocal (and therefore 
irrevocable) repudiation of a subscription (where the subscriber 
is entitled to repudiate) conveyed to the directors so that it be
comes their duty to remove the repudiating shareholder’s name 
from the list of shareholders if made before the commencement 
of the windng-up proceedings (where that is the only sug
gested answer) is sufficient to entitle him to have his name re
moved from the list of contributories without the necessity for 
the further step of the initiation of proceedings before the com
mencement of winding-up proceedings.

Coining to the faets of the present ease, it appears that 
Cowper subscribed for ten shares in the company some time in 
May. Hill, the application being for some reason post-dated 
June fi. 1911 ; that on July 6. 1911. he repudiated his sub
scription and asked that his subscription for the shares be can
celled. This was done by letter which was acknowledged by 
letter July 13. 1911. and although the company declined to
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ALTA. accede to the request the letter of repudiation would appear to
S.C. have been unequivocal. At the time of subscription. Cowper

gave two promissory notes totalling the amount of the deposit.
Western ITe says in his evidence :—
Canada

Nothing lui* paid on tin* note On June 5. Hill, at tin* ninetim
I niitvml a very strong protest against the application. I took legal

B.rk, j. advice and wrote letter of July tl, and got the letter of July in. I went
to the office of the company in Calgary and made a very strong protest. 
I In* man there laughed at me. He was a high official of the company. He 
said they would put me in prison if I didn't pay. I employed a lawyer 
in Kdmontoii who made certain empiiries and then told me t > await 
action by the company.

No attempt was. so far as appears, ever made by or on 
behalf of the company to collect the amount of the notes or any 
further calls if there were any on the shares until the liquidator 
by notice dated October 1. 1914. notified Cowper that he was 
on the list of contributories with a liability of $1,000. After a 
lapse of three years and three months it might. I think, be 
very well said that Cowper might well assume that the directors 
of the company had fulfilled their obvious duty and have re
moved his name from the list of shareholders. But I prefer to 
rest the decision of this case on the ground of his prompt and 
unequivocal repudiation conveyed to the company as a complete 
and sufficient rescission of his contract of subscription. Mr. 
Justice Stuart’s question on the stated case is: “Whether, quite 
aside from the truth or falsity of the verbal representations, 
Cowper’e name should be removed from the list of contribu
tories owing to the terms of sub-sec. 3 of sec. 57a.”

I would, for the reasons indicated, answer this question 
affirmatively. Answering this question, I think, fulfils the duty 
( f this Court. The question of costs and any other questions 
remain. I think, with the Judge of first instance.

Walsh, J„ concurred with Beck, J.

Judgment accordiiii/hi.
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VICK V MORIN & THOMPSON.

Itrilish Cohnnhia Supreme Court, M unto not J. J. Janwinj S. Ill15.

; 1. \|.I,I II.I M K i 8 II II—SSI—Vo.NTRim TOHY—Xl i.l H.I \< I n| I'll ll.DHKX.

Tin* iluvtiiin‘ nf vniitrilmtury negligence <l"c* not apply to an in
fant of tender yearn.

| llnnliirr \. (inter, I I . & F. 350: Chirk \. Cliainln ru, 3 i.i.IVD. '127.
3.1 s. referred to. |

I 2. Nki.lh.i x< i i § I < —•"»■»)—Ix.m kii> io inii.ihii:x Daxi.kimu s \ nnxi
TIOX'N—III ILUIXci MAIKKIAI.K OX Ml I (Mil. OKI MI SEW.

W here material not dangerous in it- -If in left in a safe hut incon
venient p -ition hy a contractor on school prrmiws where lie wan 
employed to <|h certain repairs, he will not he Halite for damage which 
resulted to olio of the scholars from its I icing moved by third parties 
to a dangerous position, which change the contractor could not haw 
reasonably anticipated.

[.!/«/.•//»* v. I’ififintt. 211 Can. S.C.I5. IHS. distinguished : Jackson v.
/.(, itlou Count it ' i .in. . /. 2‘i limes |.,H. 3.*>il. lelerred I". |

Action for damages for injuries to tin infant. statement
.!/<./•. MacXcil and .1/. .1. Macdonald, for plaintiff.
/.’. II. Win n, for defendants.

Macdonald, J. :—Plaintiff on January (i, 1914. was attend- Macdonald, j. 
I ing the publie school at Phoenix, B.('. lie was aged nine years, 

and. while playing in the basement of the school, had his leg 
' broken by an iron section of a steam heater falling upon him.

It appears that this piece of iron was about 5 feet in height
j and weighed over 500 lbs. It had been supplied by the defen

dants in the construction of a steam heater, but shortly before 
the accident it had been detached from the heater and remained 
on the floor for a short time. It was then with another like

I section placed against tin wall of the basement in an almost
:/ perpendicular position. In view of the circumstances, this was 
1 an act of gross carelessness and most reprehensible as what hap- 
\ pencil was most likely to occur. The children used this base- 
I ment in cold weather as a playground. To my mind, it is iin- 
I material as to what exactly caused the iron section to fall and in 

the excitement of his play it is not probable that the plaintiff 
| could recollect with any particularity the events that took place 
* just prior to his being thrown to the floor. Even if he had taken 

hold of this section having regard to his age and experience, I 
would not consider him to blame. In expressing this opinion as 
to the infant plaintiff not being liable under such circumstances,

B C.

s. c.
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I mu following the view of the law expressed in Ruegg (Em
ployer* ’ Liability). 8th ed., and eases there eited. in preference 
to that in May ne on Damages. 8th ed.. p. 83. 1 might state that 
one of the eases eited in Maync in support of the statement that 
“it is now Mettled that the doctrine of contributory negligence 
applies to infant plaintiff's” is questioned, if not expressly over
ruled. in ('lark v. Chamhern (1878). 3 Q.B.D. 327. at p. 339, 
where Chief Justice Cockburn on this point refers to Mamjau v. 

AHirfon, 4 II. & <'. 388. as “obviously in conflict with other 
“cases cited.” Channel. 1$.. in (lardmr v. (Irace, 1 F. & F. 
‘>09. says, “the doctrine of contributory negligence does not 
apply to an infant of tender age.” I do not think plaintiff did 
anything which it is unreasonable to expect such a child to do. 
Where then, dites the liability rest for the pain, suffering and ex
pense consequent upon the accident? It was the duty of the 
Board of School Trustees to have the basement reasonably safe 
as a playground, but the action is not against the Board. It is 
sought to hold the defendants liable as having not only supplied 
tin1 iron section which caused the injury, but for carelessly leav
ing it in a place where such result might happen. Notwith
standing the strong contention to the contrary. I am quite satis
fied that the defendants were the contractors for the installation 
of the steam heater and as such supplied the section in question. 
Such a weighty piece of iron was not necessarily dangerous if 
allowed to remain on the floor in the course of their work, or for 
a short time after it had been temporarily discarded. As soon 
as the children resumed the use of the basement after the Christ - 
mas holidays, it became apparent that it was an inconvenience 
in the course of their play but did not while in that position 
cause any injury. It was moved and placed against the wall 
so as to be a standing menace to the safety of the children. TH- 
was clearly an act of negligence, but, assuming that it was not 
done by a servant or agent of tin- defendants but by a thin 
party, then are the defendants liable? Defendants were nm 
called to give evidence on their own behalf and certain admis 
sions made by them to the father of the plaintiff remained in 
contradicted. They appear to have gone Home length in sud 
admissions, if they did not consider themselves to blame, but.
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(,u the other hand, their statements may have only been actuat'd 
liy synijiathy and the thought that although not to blame, still 
they had supplied the material which, through the carelessness 
of another party, had caused the injury. Defendants as con
tractors only had a limited use of this basement and after the 
holidays, except for repairs or adjustments to the steam heater, 
the Board had complete possession and control of such base
ment. They are not thus in the same position as the defendants 
in Mnl.ins v. I’ifjyott, 29 Can. S.C.U. INK. This iron section was 
not under ordinary circumstances something that might be con
sidered dangerous to human life or limb. Defendants, how
ever. knew that the basement was being used as a playground 
and the question is. if the thing left might under such circum
stances be dangerous to the children. Considering its size, 

i weight and shape, was it an obstruction to the use of the play- 
i ground that the defendants might reasonably expect its rc-

I
moval? “There can be no negligence unless there is a duty”— 
!,i Dunedin in Sort on v. Ashburton, [191-1] A.C. 932. it 
994. Such a duty may arise in many ways. Even assuming 
that the defendants might expect that the section would lie re
moved to give freer play to the children, still defendants doubt
less would contend that they were not negligent because they 

„ might presume that in removal it would not be placed in such a

i
dangerous position. Have tile defendants a right to assume 
that such material would be properly disposed of? Was there a 
duty cast upon them to see that no danger was likely to result 
to those whom they were aware had the right to use the premises 

that a thing, not inherently dangerous, might become so in 
any such manner as here occurred? It was certainly an obstruc
tion and one which would likely be speedily removed to some 
I place near at hand. In Clark v. ('hatnlu rs, 3 (j.B.D. 327. a bar- 
|ricr armed with spikes was placed by the defendant upon the 
J road and moved by a third party to another portion of the liigli- 
lv i.v where the plaintiff was injured. While the instrument 

i oenlt with is not of a similar character to the one considered in 
this action, still the decision assists in determining the point 

iJ,s to the liability of a person obstructing a public or private

B. C. 
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B.C. place. Chief Justice Coekburn refers to the liability of a party
8.C. placing the barrier on a road as follows:—

Thompson.

A man who unlawfully place» an olmtiuvii ui across either a public or 
a private way might anticipate the removal of the obstruction by some one 
entitled to tint* the way as a thing likely to happen, and, if tlii* »lmulil 
la- done, the probability is that the obstruction so removed will, instead of

Ma- 'lnnald, J. 1 icing carried away altogether, he placed somewhere near. If the obstruc
tion be a dangerou« one wheresoever placed, it may, as was the case here. 
In-coiiic a source of damage from which, should injury to an innocent party 
occur, the original author of the mischief should Is- held responsible. 
Moreover, we are of opinion that if a person places a dangerous obstruc
tion on a highway or in a private road over which |m*i'#oiis have a right 
of way he is bound to take all necessary precautions to protect persons 
exercising their right of way and that if lie neglects to do so he is liable 
for the consequences.

This quotation would absolutely govern tin- situation it the 
obstruction placed by the defendants in this playground were 
held to be a “dangerous one wheresoever placed.”

In Jackson v. London County Council and Chappell, ‘28 
T.L.R. 3Ô9, both the defendant council, which had the manage
ment or control of the school, and Chappell, who was employed 
to carry out certain repairs to the school, were held liable. In 
that case the contractor sent to the school a truck containing 
materials known us rough stuff and composed of four parts of 
sand and one part of lime with a little hair. The truck and its 
contents were left at the suggestion of the caretaker in a corner 
of the boys’ playground. When the school re-opened after the 
Christmas holidays, the headmaster noticed the truck and gave 
instructions to the caretaker to have it removed as he considered 
it dangerous. The caretaker telephoned to the contractor asking 
him to remove it. but he did not do so. At the close of the school 
in the afternoon as the boys were leaving, the truck, which had 
been left unguarded, tipped over and one of the boys threw a 
portion of the contents and injured the eyes of the plaintiff. 
The action had been tried before a Judge and jury and the trial 
Judge expressed great doubt as to whether there was any evid
ence of negligence fit to go to the jury. He instructed the jury 
that they must be reasonably satisfied that the accident which 
happened was one which might reasonably hare been anticipated 
by the defendants and guarded against. Tt was a question of
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degree, mid it was difficult tu s,1 when near the border line, on B-C.
which side the ease fell. It was more a question of fact than of s.C.
law. Judgment having been given for the plaintiff against each Ç“"K 
< f the defendants, the matter came before the Court of Appeal ^ <'• ^ 
loi' consideration. Lord Justice Vaughan Williams stated that Thompson.' 
the jury had found, in substance, that the accident was one Mar,ionaid.j. 

which might have anticipated from the mere fact of leaving the 
truck where it was. lit* held that the jury had also fourni that 
Mich truck was dangerous on account of being left where it 
might have been a convenient plaything for the boy. Refer
ence was made to the fact that the schoolmaster had recognized 
the truck as a source of danger. No particular reference was 
made to the contents of the truck being dangerous while in the 
playground on account of the nature of the mixture.

In Cnolii v. Mit I land it* tSAV.lt. Co., |1909| A.C. 22il. the 
defendant company was held liable through permitting children 
tu go on its premises and play with a turntable which was in a 
dangerous condition. The House of Lords held. that, under the 
peculiar circumstances, there was evidence of negligence to go 
to the jury. The article, thus allowed to be used by the children 
was in itself dangerous and the decision does not, to my mind, 
assist the plaintiff in this action. It is contended, however, that 
from the remarks of Lord Macnaghten in this case, referring to 
I.i/nrh v. Xiirdin (1841). 1 <j.H. 29. the section in question left 
;is it was should be considered a “nuisance.” This contention 
is entitled to considerable weight but 1 do not think should be 
accepted.

In litiHt n v. A 'till (1888), f> T.L.R. 20. a child aged 9.1, years 
left school ami while trying to clamber on a roller standing on 
the street near the school got his fingers caught in the wheels 
in consequence of another boy tampering, in play, with the 
shafts of the roller. Defendants were held not liable, but in 
that case great precautions had been taken to secure the roller 
and keep it in place.

As to the removal of the section. Barnes, the school master, 
gave instructions to the caretaker on account of its inconveni
ence to the children, lie was a favourable witness for the de-

3—22 ii.l H.
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fendant, and while he did not give specific evidence as to how 
the removal of this particular section took place, he accepted 
the responsibility of having placed the other section against the 
wall in like position. He seemed disposed to have the Court 
draw the inference that the section which caused the injury was 
moved by the caretaker under his instructions though he could 
not be certain in this connection. It was stated that the care
taker was in ' at the trial but he was not called as a 
witness by the defendants.

Assuming that the section in question was placed against the 
wall by the schoolmaster or the caretaker, could the defendants 
expect that such a careless act would have been performed, and 
were they required on that account to take precautions to pre
vent an accident occurring. Was such an act “of a sort tint 
might have been foreseen and very easily prevented.” 1 do 
not think so. If the section had been left on the floor, as far as 
the evidence discloses, it would only have been an inconveni
ence and not a danger to the children while engaged in play. 
It only became dangerous through the neglect of some third 
party who did not purport even to act on behalf of the defen
dants. The accident to the plaintiff is to be regretted, but. m 
my opinion, the action should be dismissed. This does not pre
clude the plaintiff from bringing action against any other per
son or persons in connection with his injury. Defendants are 
entitled to their costs, but if their sympathy towards the plain 
tiff and his father is the same as at the time when the boy was 
in the hospital, then they may be inclined to forego sueh costs.

Action dismissed.

22 D.L
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THORSTEINSON v. RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF NORTH NORFOLK
Manitoba King’i* Bench, Metcalfe, J. March 1, 1015.

1. Municipal corporations (§11 G—235)—Liability for damages—Con 
stri ction of dam—Diverting water.

A rural municipality in Manitoba is liable in damages for construetin 
through its servants a dam in the improvement of its roadways and > 
diverting water from its natural course that more water came upoi 
the plaintiff’s farm than would otherwise have reached it.

|Monitor v. Tache, 11 D.L.R. 020, 23 Man. L.R. 457. and Stott v. \or‘ 
Norfolk, 16 D.L.R. 48, 24 Man. L.R. 0, referred to.|

Action for damages against a municipality.
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,/. T. Thorson, for plaintiff.
Hon. Arthur Meighen, K.(\, for defendant.

Metcalfe, .1.: -The plaintiff claims that the defendant, a 
rural municipality, negligently constructed a dam and diverted 
water from its natural course, and subsequently negligently dug 
a ditch, which caused water thus diverted to be carried on to the 
plaintiff's land, so causing damage. The plaintiff's land is low 
and flat. It is in the municipality of West bourne, lying about 
3 miles south of the dam in question. The ditch complained of 
runs along the road allowance, ending without an outlet opposite 
the plaintiff’s land. The dam and the first 2 miles of the ditch 
were completed in 1895, and the last mile of the ditch in 191 Hi. The 
land now owned by the plaintiff was then unoccupied and apjwared 
to have belonged to the C.P.R.—in any event it was known as 
(1Mb land. It was then a hay meadow, producing hay gra>s 
swamp grass and reeds. It is lower than the land to the north, 
and the water of Image Creek, except such as would evaporate 
and soak into the ground, and such as would remain in depressions 
along the way, all found its way eventually to this (\P.R. land 
and the immediate vicinity by various courses and runways, all 
of which were about a mile and a half longer than the straight 
line. Since the dam across Image Creek and the ditch were con
structed some of this water goes by the ditch and some still follows 
the natural course. At various points in the last two miles of the 
ditch the water overflows into these natural courses and runways, 
and, except as aforesaid, thus eventually on to the plaint ill's land.

The work is such as would naturally be constructed by a grad
ing machine in the hands of some farmers doing the work for the 
municipality in preparing the road allowance for a roadway, to
gether with such ditching as would be required to drain the road 
allowance.

Stone, who was councillor for that ward, says that in those 
days the council left such matters to the councillor for the ward. 
Parly in the year the councillor would ask the council for an 
appropriation for his ward; an appropriation would be made, and 
the councillor would get the work done as and when he saw fit 
until the whole amount of his appropriation was exhausted; that 
such work was paid for sometimes without a resolution being 
passed. All the old vouchers are either destroyed or lost. There
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is evidence that Stone ordered at least the first mile of the* ditch 
to he dug and the first mile of the road to be made. There is a 
resolution of the eouneil ordering money to he paid to the mail 
l'ooh1, who was employed by Stone.

Regarding the dam, Stone says: “I remember I built it. 1 
built it for a road. I remember a washout. I caused it to be 
fixed up." There is also evidence that the municipality paid the 
man who did the work on the other two miles,-ami that it was all 
constructed in the manner Stone says was employed by the 
council in those days.

Considering the lapse of time and all the surrounding circum
stances, 1 think 1 should hold that the work was done by the 
servants of the municipality and within the scope of their 
authority.

Urging that Stone, although not an engineer, is a person whom 
the council deemed competent to perform this work, the defendant 
argues that it is protected by sec. 634 of the Municipal Act. 
Having regard to all the circumstances, 1 do not think the statute 
applies.

The plaintiff homesteaded the land in PHIS, lie says he knew 
that the C.P.R. had given up the land because it was too wet. 
It is objected that for these reasons the plaintiff has no cause of 
action. Similar objections were held untenable by Prendergast, 
J., in Slnll v. A'orth Xorfolk, 1G D.L.R. 48, 21 Man. L.R. t).

It is generally conceded that the whole district, including tin 
plaintiff's land, is drier now than it was when the C.P.R. gave up 
the land.

The water carried by the ditch goes of course in a more direct 
line than if it had been left to its natural courses and runways 
The damage complained of occurs for the most part in the spring
time before the frost is far out of the ground. At such time- 
naturally the evaporation and absorption is not great. While 
I am of the opinion that more water comes on to the plaintiff- 
land by reason of the ditch being there, I believe the greater pan 
of the plaintiff’s trouble would occur in any event.

As I said in Momlur v. Tache, 11 D.L.R. 620, 23 Man. L.R.
457 :—

Although I have arrived at the conclusion that the plaintiff has estai 
fished a case against the municipality, 1 have great difficulty in assessing 
the damage. . . . It is impossible to say to a nicety how much of tic- 
damage was caused fiy the action of tin* municipality.
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In that vase, however, I lielieve the damage was more con
siderable.

Kxereising the liest judgment that 1 can under the eireuin- 
stances, 1 find for the plaintiff for *200 and the costs of an action 
in the County Court. There will be no set-off.

./inlijHii I fm / hiiiitijf.

HERON v. LALANDE.

Hr it ink f'nlumhiii Su/imm Court. Ch mrnt, J. Wurth I. Ml"».

I Taxes i$ HI I 14s,/1 Tax dkki»—Sirrnxo \>im
A tax deed in Briti<h Columbia. made in Is1*'' ean Itr annulled only 

u|Min the grounds stated in H.S.B.C.. Mil. eh. 222 > • J.V»

Action to set aside a tax sale deed.

I). .1. Macfhnnhl. for plaintiff.
<inirye A*. McCronmn:, for defendant.

Ci.kmext, J.:- I* am precluded by authority from holding 
that the deceased. Heron, lost title to the property in question 
by laches, abandonment or estoppel.

1 am happily, however, also precluded, in my opinion, from 
declaring void the tax deed of ISPS by the statute law of this 
province: and. of course, that deed standing, the plaint ills have 
no status to attack the later tax sale proceedings. Section 2.V>. 
ch. '222. H.S.B.C. (11)11), provides as follows:

\ lax sale deed shall, in any proceedings in any Court in this province, 
•■■nd Mr the purposes of the Land Registry Act. except as hereinafter pro
vided, he row evidence of the validity of the assassinent of the land
and levy of the rate, the sale of the land fm tuxes, and all other proceedings 
leading up to the execution of such deed; .aid, notwithstanding any defect 
in such assessment, levy, sale or other proc -edings. no such tax deed shall 
he annulled or set aside, except upon the following grounds and no other:

'il That the sale was not conducted in ; fair or open manner;
''1 That the taxes for the year or years for which the land was sold 

I been paid: or
i That the land was not liable to taxation for the vear or vears for 

which it was sold.
I have not been referred to any case in wl eh these provision* 

i ve been construed. I am well aware that them is high authority 
i t the proposition that I should approach curative sections 
*iich as these in a spirit to confine them within u> narrow limits 

- possible. Approaching them in that spirit, I mu ». ne vert hc-
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less, have due regard to the English language and to the inten
tion of the legislature as it is to he gathered from the language 
used. I'nless one is to insert the words "if valid" after the 
words “tax-sale deed" and "tax deed,” as used in see. 250, it 
seems to me, as 1 have already intimated, that this statute tells 
me in so many words that I am not to annul or set aside the tax 
sale deed of 1SVS. To interpolate the words I have suggested 
would, it seems to me, border on the nonsensical. The action 
is dismissed with costs.

Action it ism inset!.

ALTA

s. (’.

Statement

FOSTER v. BROCKLEBANK.
Alin rtn .Supreme Court, Walsh, ,/. March lit», 1915.

|. Mkcii.wich’ ukns (§ VIII 63)- Scfficikni-y ok statkmknt Work on 
scikhilhovsk— Dkkkctivk akkih a vit—< hllSSloN ok name a ni»
liKSJ DF-NCK.

The saving clause (see. Ill of the Mechanics' Lien Act. Alta., may 
operate to make a lien effective although the affidavit of lien did not 
shew, as required by see. 13. the name and residence of the owner of 
t he properl y or interest to he charged. < r. tjr. oil a lien which t he atlidavit 
shewed lo he for work on a school identified by name and location 
although the hoard of school trustees was not named as owner.

■>. Mkciiamcs' i.ikns (JJ VI 10) St u-conthaiTons' uknh—Rkiht to- 
KxTKNT OF I'ACAN ATION A Nil CLK ANI NII 1C.

Where the contract work both with the principal contractor and the 
nub-contractor for excavating expressly included the cleaning up of the 
debris on the complet ion of t he building, and t lie owner called upon tin 
principal contractor to do it before taking over the building and the 
latter replied that he would have the sub-contractor do it. the sulr- 
contractor's lien for the excavation work will be kept alive by the 
cleaning up done by the latter in good faith in fulfilment of his aulw 
contraet although his last prior work (the excavating) was done more 
than five months before.

[Clarke v. Moore, I A.L.lt. 49, referred to.|

Trial of a mechanics’ lien action.
T. M. Tweedie, for plaintiff.
E. A. Dunbar, for trustees.
James McCaitj, for the V.P.R. Co.

Walsh, ,1.:—The defendant Brocklebatik was the contractor, 
under the defendant trustees, for the erection of a school building 
in Calgary. The plaintiff, under a sub-contract with him, did 
all of the work of excavating and certain specified portions ot 
the concrete work in connection with this building. Whilst en 
gage I in this work, he, from time to time, did some hack-filliiu
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and other work for Brocklehank on this job, which was not 
covered hy his suh-contract. All of the constructive work under 
the suh-contract was done and the work of the other character 
was performed hy the end of January, 1914. A Unit the middle 
of March following, the plaintiff and Brocklehank fixed the 
amount payable to the former in respect of all this work at $3,200, 
and tin- matter rested there without any payment being made 
un account or anything Iteing done looking to its payment until 
the following June. On June 4 the trustees' ( ommissioner of 
School Buildings wrote Brocklehank that lie was instructed to 
take over the building upon certain work, which lie s|>ccificd in 
the letter, being done by Brocklehank. One of the things >peci- 
tied was, “Clean up the grounds." Brocklehank informed the 
commissioner that it was the plaintiff's duty, under his sub-con
tract. to clean up the ground, ami that ho would have him do 
it. lie accordingly communicated to the plaintiff this request 
of tin- commissioner, and ordered him to do tliis work in fulfil
ment of his contract. The plaintiff at once acquiesced in tin- 
view that it was his duty to remove from the ground the litter 
iif rejected and unused material left there by him in the carrying 
out of his contract, which was the cleaning-up required h\ the 
commissioner. < Mi the following day he went up with a man 
and a team, and, as a result of six hours' work, cleaned up the 
ground, no charge being made by him for it. After this and in 
the same month on four different days he, with his team, did 
Ô7 hours' work on the ground for Brocklehank in grading and 
cleuning-up and other work of that class, quite outside of his 
contract work, for which lie Is-camc entitled to Is- paid by Brockle- 
bank *34.20. lb* claims a lien upon the school proper!) in 
question. $3,231.20. being $3,200, the amount agreed upon be
tween him and Broeklebank in March, and this later sum of 
*34.20. This amount is admittedly due to him by Broeklebank, 
who has not defended the action. The contest is entirely as to 
his right to a lien, a right which is contested as to the *3.200, 
principal!) upon the ground that tin- lien hail ceased to exist 
In-fore the registration of the affidavit under see. 13 of the Act, 
which registration did not take place till July 0. 1911. At that 
time there was owing by the trustees to Broeklebank. under this 
- ntract.a sum more than sufficient to pay the plaintiff’s claim 
and the claims of all other lien holders against the property.

ALTA.
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Hroeklebank assigned to the Canadian Hank of ('ommeree nil 
of tin- money «lu«* to him by th<- trustees in res|>ect t»f this huihling, 
ami they have paid the full amount of the same to the bank, 
upon its agreement to indemnify them against all claims hr 
liens, including that of the plaintiff. This action is. therefore, 
in substance between the plaintiff ami the bank. for. if his claim 
succeeds, it must pay the same under its agreement with the 
trustees; whereas, if it fails, it will In- entitled to hold the funds 
free from the plaintiff's claim.

The only ground, of course, upon which the plaintiff can rest 
his right to a lien for the $1,200 is that the work done b\ him 
in June kept this alive. Hut for that, his lieu had absolutely 
ceased to exist in July (when his affidavit was filed), for more 
than five months had elapswl lietween the date of the last work 
prior to the June work and the date of registration.

In my opinion, the work done by the plaintiff on June 10 was 
necessary for the complete |>erformniire of Hrocklcltank's con
tract with the trustees, and falling, as it did, within the scope of 
the plaintiff's suit-contract, was work to be done by him liefore 
he could Ik- said to have completed it. That is the view that 
all parties took of it at the time. The trustees cannot he heard 
to say that this is not so, for the letter of their commissioner, 
to which I have referred, insists u]hiii this verx thing Is-ing done 
before the building would lie taken over. Broeklehank at once 
admitted the propriety of this contention, and promptly placed 
the responsibility for it upon the plaintiff's shoulders. He 
assumed this responsibility without question and did the work 
without charge, because it was his duty as an honest contractor 
to do it. I am thoroughly satisfied of his entire (unm-fulix in the 
in: 'ter. There \< not even a suspicion that this work was done 
by him <• -lournbly for the pur|>ose of reviving the lien. I find 
that he did it under the honest belief tlii.t he had to do it in the 
complete pel fori i ..mice of his contract. The evidence is all one 
way as to this ! icing the correct view of his obligation. It does 
not rest alone upon the testimony of the plaintiff' and his wit
nesses, but is to be found as well in what the trustees’ commis
sioner says upon the subject under oath. Tin present Chili 
Justice, in ('Unit v. Monn. 1 A.I..H. Iff. at 52, sa

In the present r. there is no doubt the work though inconsiderable was 
» part of the <•< ntraet and s um thing which the owner would have insisted 
on being done before accepting the work as complete.
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Mure than that may hr said in support of this claim, for in ALTA 
this case, not only would the owner have insisted, hut lie aetuallx <r 
did iii'ist. u])on this work living done before accepting the build- jTTT77 
ing. Xml so I think June 10th was the last day upon ^ ^ 
which any work was done with respect to the *3,200 claim, and. , XS(i 
;i‘ the lien was registered within 81 days from that date, it w:i- VVi", " 
then 'till alive.

An attempt was made to shew that the debris and material 
moved on that day were not standing upon the school grounds, 
hut were removed from grounds adjoining the school premise».
| ; veil if that were so. it would not. in my opinion, affect the 
plaintiff’s rights, but I find, as a fact, that that was not the cast. 
and that the work done then by the plaintiff was performed upon 
the land in question.

I do not think that the subsequent work, amounting to *34.20. 
would have availed to revive the lien for the *3.200. It was 
in no sense connected with the work which gave rise to that 
claim, but was a separate and independent transaction, quite 
sufficient to entitle the plaintiff to a lien for *34.20. but no more.

The affidavit does not shew, as required by see. 13. the name 
and residence of the owner of the property or interest to In 
charged. It shews that the work was done for the defendant 
I ' ou the new Hridgeland School and the number of
the quarter section on which it stands is given. From then 
particulars it is just as easy to tell whose property or interest 
in this land is sought to lie charged as if the trustees had been 
mined in the affidavit as owner, and there is no possible preju
dice arising from this omission to prevent the application of the 
- t\ing provisions of see. 14. See Man. lirithjc Co. \ f»i//c*/m.
20 D.L.R. 124.

The affidavt sets out “that the particulars of the work done 
or e a erials furnished are as follows : Work performed and 
material supplied on the profierty hereinafter described in the 
Mini of .<3.231.20." It is objected that this is not a compliance 
with that part of see. 13 which requires that the affidavit hall 
set out "tin1 particulars of the kind of work or improvement* 
done, nade or furnished.” If any harm had resulted to anyone 
from the exceedingly meagre particulars thus given, I would 
Ik - date to say that they are sufficient to satisfy the require-

586104
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monts of the section, hut 1 am not going to give effect to this 
objection when, as is the ease here, not even a suggestion is made 
of any resulting prejudice.

The C.P.R. Co. was at the commencement of this action and 
still is the registered owner of the quarter section mentioned in 
the affidavit of lien. The trustees purchased from this company 
a small part of it as a school site, and the plaintiff’s lien will, 
of course, be confined to that part. It is described by metes and 
bounds in the agreement produced at the trial, the trustees being 
now, as 1 understand it, entitled to be registered as owner of -the 
same. The company was made a defendant, and properly so, 
I think, tlivre being nothing upon the abstract to shew any 
interest in any one else in any part of it or to indicate the par
ticular part of it in which the school board was interested. ( 'ounscl 
appeared for the company at the trial, and asked that the plain
tiff’s lien be confined to that part of the property or quarter 
section now owned by the trustees, the claim having been made 
by the pleadings for a lien on the whole quarter section in tin- 
absence of anything to describe that portion of it forming tin 
school premises. Having been assured at the opening of trial 
that the plaintiff’s lien, if given effect to, would be so confined, 
he asked for payment of the company's costs and withdrew. I 
think that the company is entitled to its costs, which I fix at 
$40, as nothing more was done by its solicitors than the filing 
of a defence and the formal appearance of counsel at the trial 
for the above purpose. The plaintiff will pay the costs, but may 
add them to his own.

There will be judgment in the usual form, declaring the plain 
tiff entitled to a lien on the school site and building for £3,234..*>u 
and costs, including the costs directed to be paid to the defen
dant company. Judgment for plaintiff.

LANGLEY v. HAMMOND.
Itritisli CuliiHibin Nupnnic Court. Clement, ./. March 3, IIIM.

1. Contracts i $ IV C 4(ti i Rescission—Misrepresentations—Materi

In order to eucceed on a claim to rewind a contract for misrepn 
scutation or to obtain damages as an alternative, it must Is- sln-w 
that the statement eunplained of was untrue and was made In tl. 
vendor with knowledge of its falsity or with such recklessness as t 
amount to moral guilt, and that the statement was in regard to 
material fact ami was an inducing cause leading the purchaser i 
enter into the contract.
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Action on a covenant contained in a mortgage. B- C.
F. J. Fulton, K.C., for plaintiff. 8.C.
K. P. Davis, K.(\, for defendant. Laxoley

».

( 'u : ment, J. :—Thin is an action on a covenant contained in Hammond. 
a mortgage made by the defendant in favour of the plaintiff. Cfomvnt.i.
At the trial it was admitted that there is no defence to the action 
and judgment was accordingly given in the plaintiff's favour 
for the amount of the mortgage with interest and costs. The 
mortgage was given to secure the purchase price of what is 
known as the Basque Hunch situate on the Thompson river not 
far from Ashcroft, the plaintiff mortgagee being the vendor. 
The defendant counterclaimed for rescission of the contract of 
Nile, but at the trial he limited his claim to the alterattive one 
f.-r damages suffered, as he alleges, through his having pur
chased the property, relying on certain statements made by the 
vendor. In such an action the burden is. of course, upon the 
party putting forward the claim, lie must convince the Court 
that the fact was falsely stated, either with knowledge of its 
falsity or with such recklessness as to amount to moral guilt ; 
that the statement was in regard to a material fact and was an 
inducing cause leading him to enter into the contract. The 
purchase was made at a time when there was much speculation 
in regard to what are called fruit lands. Now, when the action 
comes to be tried, there is practically no market whatever for 
sui'h property : in other words, the “boom” has collapsed, ru
der such circumstances I am free to confess that when I find 
in all the correspondence which has passed between the parties 
themselves, as well as between their solicitors during more than 
four years, that there is not one word of suggestion by the de
fendant or on his behalf that lie had been induced to enter into 
the contract by reason of false representations as to existing 
conditions upon the ranch or any suggestions indeed that the 
alleged representations had been in fact made; my attitude is, 
properly, 1 think, one of considerable scepticism. In such a 
case it is manifestly the duty of the Court to scrutinize with 
great caution the evidence advanced.

I have no doubt that during the negotiations the plaintiff did
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state liis opinion or belief that enough water could In1 obtained 
from Hat Creek and Oregon .Jack Creek to irrigate 1.000 acres ; 
but, while 1 think the estimate was. i i the light of later invest i- 

alion, a very extravagant one. I am unable to say that it was 
dishonestly made. Moreover, at the conclusion of the hearing 
1 strongly inclined to the view that any such representations 
made by the plaintiff were not in fact relied upon by the defen
dant. At that time a project was on foot for the erection of a 
reservoir in which could be collected and stored for use as re
quired the waters of Hat Creek. That project, for reason* 
which appear in the correspondence, has not, as yet, been van >. i 
through. The title to the water records held by the plaintiff 
were duly passed by the solicitors then acting for the plaintiff. 
The railway belt of British Columbia, which includes territory 
covered by the water records in question, is the property, so far 
as unalienated, of the Crown in right of the Dominion. F»r 
this and other reasons the matter has. as put in one of the let 
ters. got into a tangle, and that tangle, apparently, has not yet 
been straigtened out. This was the reason always put forward 
when an extension of time for payment either of principal or 
interest was asked. The letter of Mr. .James Murphy, dated 
July 20. 1014. written on the defendant's behalf about the time 
this action was commenced, is. to my mind, a very illuminatim: 
document, and I am quite convinced that the ground now taken 
by the defendant is an afterthought.

In his counterclaim there is scarcely one feature of the trail* 
action in regard to which fraudulent misrepresentation is no' 
alleged. At the trial these were all abandoned with the ex 
eeption of the one charge—that the plaintiff had falsely repre
sented that the waters of Hat Creek and Oregon Jack Crook 
would suffice, without storage, for the irrigation of 1,000 acres. 
As I have said, there is not a word about this in the cone* 
pondence so that the matter rests now upon the oral testimonx 
< f the witnesses. Since the trial I have read carefully the ex 
tended notes of the evidence and 1 am continued in the view 
that any such statement made by the plaintiff* did not. in fa**1 
induce the defendant to purchase the property.

There were, no doubt, many discussions with regard to tin
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I difficulty that hud ai'invn with regal'd to the title to the water B- c-
I records. These are well summarized in Mr. Murphy’s letter 6. v.
I above referred to, but 1 do not believe that at any time the j YMiIKV
I vharge was seriously made by the defendant to the plaintiff ,, »’■

IlAMMONll
I that he had misrepresented the actual position of affairs with ----

• I , ., .. , Clcmtnt, J.g i-egard to the water supply. Mr. i oung was called as a wit- 
I ness to corroborate the defendant’s statement that upon one

il occasion the plaintiff agreed not to press for payment until the 
defendant should be satisfied that enough water was available 
to irrigate 1.000 acres. Mr. Young entirely failed to corroborate 

« this statement and in fact, on cross-examination, the defendant 
stated that he was not sure that anything more had been said 
than that payment was not to be pressed for until the water 
i rouble was straightened out.

It is only fair to the defendant to say that, if it were neces
sary to my judgment to make an affirmative finding upon the 

' evidence of the plaintiff. I should have much hesitation in so 
doing, lie certainly did not shew himself in the box to be a 

i wry reliable witness. At the same time, the account of the 
iffereiit interviews with the defendant, so far at all events as 

relates to the claim now put forward, is so entirely borne out 
by the documentary evidence that I accept it as substantially

The counterclaim, therefore, is dismissed with costs.
Counti rclaim 'lismissnl.

DUNCAN & BUCHANAN v. PRYCE JONES LTD.
Alberta Supreme Court, McCarthy, ./. April 4. 1015.

ALTA.

9. C.
1. SaI.K § I I)—20)- ltfYFH OK GOODS—RETENTION—PhFSVMVTIOX oK |\- 

TK XTIOX—Ar< KITAN< V..
The buyer of goods is liable because of bis acceptance of same if lie 

retained them after actual receipt of same for such a time as to lead 
to the presumption that he intended to take possession thereof as

Principal and vient (§ I A—6)—Retail hvsinkhs—Head of depart
ment—Permission TO rvnrilAKE W1THOVT CONFIRMATION It Y MAN
AGER—Proof of vnqvaufied avthority.

I he fact that the firm had permitted one of the heads of a department 
m a retail store business to make purchases from the wholesaler without 
' "iilirmation of same by the manager is admissible in proof of the un- 
uualified authority of the head of the department to buy goods for his 
department from such wholesaler without such confirmation, although 
it was customary in the trade to have departmental orders so confirmed.
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Duncan & 
Buchanan

Ltd.

Action for the price of goods sold and delivered.
R. T. I). Aitken, for the plaintiff.
A. li. Mackay, for the defendant.

McCarthy, J.:—This is an action brought for the price of 
goods sold by the plaintiff to the defendant, and tried before 
me on March 1 and 2, 1915. While there may be some doubt 
in my mind as to the merits of the transaction, it seems to me 
that there are only two questions left for me to determine: ( 1 > 
Was there a contract? (2) Was the employee (the head milliner 
of the defendant acting within the scope of her employment?

The defendant contends that there was no contract, by reason 
of the fact that there was no official confirmation of the pur
chase or of the order bearing their official stamp, and allege that 
this is the custom with regard to purchases made by all depart
mental houses. While I can see that it is desirable that such :i 
rule should be adopted by such concerns as the defendant com
pany. at the same time the rules of this company are not tic 
laws of the land, and it was quite open to them to make that 
condition, namely, official confirmation, part of the contract 
The defendant contends notice of such a com was sent out 
to all houses from whom they were purchasing, whose name- 
appeared on their books. The books, however, are not pro 
d need, nor is any sufficient evidence produced to shew that suc I 
a notice (ex. 18) was sent to the plaintiffs. The defendant al>« 
offers in evidence statement of two witnesses, one from th* 
defendant company and the other from th Hudson's Bay Co. 
to shew that such official confirmation is a well-recognized custom 
As against this, however, there is the positive statement of on 
of the plaintiffs that in any sales that they had heretofore mad 
to the defendant, through the head milliner (Mrs. Morrison 
such confirmation was not required. It is left, therefore, then 
for me to determine as between the evidence of custom offered 
by the defendant and the positive statement of the plaint ill 
The order for the purchase of goods in question, apparently, w:i- 
given at Calgary to a member of the plaintiff's firm, by tl 
head milliner of the defendant company, in the month of April, 
1913. The original order is not produced. A copy, however, 
was left with the defendant company, and it would l>e com
petent for the defendant to produce a copy. Both parties, hov -

05
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iHcr, allege that the original and the copy are no longer in exist
ence. Subsequent to the order being given, the following tele
grams and night lettergrams passed l>etween the parties (ex. 11) : 

C.IMt. Co.’s Telegraph—Night Lettergram.
August 20th, 1013.

Hippy, Toronto.
Vour letter August 8th. Cannot find copy order. Cable us amount 

of order.
Curtis, Pryce Jones.

which was apparently answered by (ex. 12):
C.IMt. Co.’s Telegraph—Telegram.

Toronto, Ont., Aug. 21st, 1913, via Fcrnic.
Curtis, care Pryce Jones,

Calgary, Alta.
Order amounts to about nine hundred dollars.

Duncan & Buchanan.
The defendant then sent the following night lettergram to 

the plaintiff (ex. 13):—
C.IMt. Co.’s Telegraph—Night Lettergram.

August 21st, 1013.
Kippy, Toronto.

Much too big an order. Could not possibly accept. Why did not you 
shew Miss Harris when in Toronto. Better dispose nf them. Writing.

Curtis, Pryce Jones.
And shortly thereafter the following telegram is sent to the 

defendant by the plaintiff (ex. 14):—
C.IMt. Co.’s Telegraph—Telegram.

Toronto, August 23rd, 1013.
Mr. Curtis, Pryce Jones Co.,

Calgary.
Shall we send your goods express or freight. Wire.

Duncan & Buchanan.

ALTA

8.C.

Duncan <V 
Buca\n x\

McCarthy. I

On the same day, apparently, the following night lettergram 
was despatched by the defendant to the plaintiff (ex. 15):— 

C.P.It. Co.’s Telegraph—Night Lettergram.
Duncan A: Buchanan,

72 York Street, Toronto.
Ship one-fourth parcel velours equal assortment. Wait for instructions 

f"r remainder. We are writing.
Curtis, Pryce Jones.

The following night lettergram was sent by the defendant to 
die plaintiff, but the copy produced apparently hears no date 

I here is, however, a notation in writing in the corner of same, 
apparently not in the same handwriting, as the copy produced, 
as of August 23, and it would appear that such night lettergram
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was despatched on or ahoul that elate. (This night lettergram 
is put in as ex. 10):—

C.P.H. Co.’s Telegraph Night Lettergram.
Duncan A Buchanan.

72 York Street, Toronto.
Ship parcel velours as our lettergram. “Express.”

Pryce Jones.

September 5. Ex. 17 was sent by the plaintiff to the defen
dant, reading as follows:—

C.P.H. Co.'s Telegraph Telegram.
Toronto, Ont., Kept. 5th.

Pryce Jones, Canada, Limited.

(loods were made specially to your order. Will not accept any returns 
• Duncan A Buchanan.

The defendants having apparently advised the plaintiff In 
wire as follows (ex. 0):—

C.P.H. Co.'s Telegraph- Night Lettergram.
Calgary, Alberta, Sept. 4. 1013.

Duncan A Buchanan,
72 York Street, Toronto, Ont.

You have sent us all the parcels of velours we asked you to send <»> 
fourth. We are refusing the goods.

Pryce Jones.

There is other correspondence having reference to the matter, 
but it is not necessary for me to reproduce it here. The fact 
remains that the goods wore shipped on August 25, and wer- 
retained by the defendant until November 4. There is evident 
that the goods were of such a character that they were likely 
to depreciate in value if retained for any length of time. It will i 
be observed that the defendant requested that the goods be sent 
to them by express. On the other hand, when they made up 
their minds to return them, they returned them to the plaintiff 
by freight. Then* is no doubt in my mind that the correspond
ence referred to is sufficient to satisfy the statutes that the buyer 
accepted and actually received the goods sold. The law is very 
clearly laid down in Her, Sale of (loods, at pages 4, S and 10.
At p. 8, it says:—

In particular an acceptance within the meaning of the preceding seel mu 
takes place (1) where the buyer agrees unconditionally to buy specific goods 
or (2) where he retains goods or the documents of title thereto after an act il 
receipt thereof for such a time as to lead to the presumption that he intei \> 
to take possession thereof as owner.
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Ami at p. 9:—
An actual receipt takes place when there is a delivery of the kihmIs or of

ALTA.

S.C.
the ilocuments of title thereto, to or into the control of the buyer and so as 
toclivest the seller's lien in respect thereof. (/*/<•»<.) When the goods being p, 
in tin' possession of a third and neutral person the seller puts them at the
lisposal of th<‘ buyer and suffers him to take possession thereof.

The evidence ill this ease satisfies my mind that the plaintiff T,TD 
actually received the goods and there is evidence of acceptance. M.-reni.y, j.

Further. I might add that evidence offered on the part of the 
defendant shews that it was the practice of the buyers of the 
defendant to submit a copy of the order to their officials. Then* 
i> no evidence in this ease that their chief milliner ( Mrs. Morrison) 
did so. She apparently left the defendant company some time 
in May of the year that the order was given. 1 can hardly hold 
the plaintiff responsible for her neglect to do so. She was an 
e.nploycc of the defendant company, and the defendant must 
bear any loss that they have suffered by reason of her neglect.
As to the second branch of the case—was she acting within the 
scope of her employment there is no doubt in my mind that 
she was. Lx. 4. a letter from the defendant to the plaintiff', shews 
that a member of the plaintiff firm and the manager of the dé
tendant discussed a new “buyer" to succeed Mrs. Morrison.
There was also evidence that she had made several trips to the 
''astern part of Canada for the purpose of purchasing goods for 
the defendant, and there was also evidence that the defendant 
had allowed her to make purchases from the plaintiff without 
official confirmation. 1 must find, therefore, that she was acting 
within the scope of her employment, and, if she fails to receive 
"fficial confirmation of her purchase from the plaint iff. the plain
tiff's cannot be held to be responsible for that. Under the circum
stances. therefore, I must allow the plaintiff's claim to the extent 
ul *1 .(Ml.dll. The goods in question, of course, belong to the
defendant, and the costs will follow the event. 

Judgment for plaintiff.
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ALTA. LUSK v. CITY OF CALGARY
WHEATLEY v. CITY OF CALGARY.

SC. Alberla Supreme Court, McCarthy. ./. April 1. 101 r».
1. 1 IniiiwAVs i$ IN A 120)—BiuuiiK Statitohy liability m bailwai r< 

MAINTAIN Pt'HIJI HIGHWAY MVXKTPAUTY BOVND l" HEPA1K
V AII.VItK TO SlI'VLY PKOPKIt HAIM NO AOCIUKNT I.I XllII.ITY. 

Notwithstanding tin- statutory liability of a railway to maintaii 
a bridge ami it- approaches built under the authority of the Irriuatioi 
Ai t. H.S.C. l(HM). i h. til. see. 2.V a municipality within the confines 
which the approaches to such bridge form part of a publie higliw.v. 
which it is bound to repair will also be liable for damages on failure i 
supply a proper railing on either side of the approach so us to rende 
it safe for vehicle traffic where injury resulted from such neglect.

Action for damages.
/. IT. McArdlc, for plaintiffs.
C. ,/. Ford, for defendants.

McCarthy, J. McCarthy, .1.: The plaintiffs in these two actions, whir 
bave 1 Ni'ii ordered to Ik- tried together, were driving into tie 
city of Calgary, from the east, in a luiggy driven by a singe 
horse, and had got safely over a bridge which crosses the lifti 
meridian. When coming down from the bridge on the western 
approach thereto, the horse which they were driving shied a 
something on the road and became frightened and o'er
the embankment. The two plaintiffs were thrown out and i 
jtired. 1 find that there was no negligence on the part of eith 
of the plaintiffs, and that the cause of their injuries was tin
tai lure on the part of someone to supply a proper railing on eith 
side of the approach.

There is no doubt that the approaches to the bridge are an ; 
have been for a long time a serious danger to persons travelling 
into and from the city over the bridge in question. The bridge 
is one which was built by the C.P.It. over an irrigation canal. 
The city of Calgary extends on the east to the fifth meridian, 
and about two-thirds of the bridge are to the east of the cit\ 
limits and one-third has, since the bridge was built, been made 
part of the city of Calgary by an extension of boundaries. The 
accident occurred on the western approach to the bridge am 
within the limits of the city.

The action is brought against the city of Calgary alone, ill* 
plaintiffs’ advisers having been apparently of the opinion that 
they could not sue the C.P.U. Co. in the same action as t f 
in which they sued the city.

B$C
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It appears that there lias lx*en for a long time a dispute be
tween the city and the (MML Co. as to which of them is liable 
to maintain the * ' » in question and its approaches, and the 
dispute not having heretofore been settled, neither the company 
nor the city has done what I think is necessary to make the 
bridge and its approaches safe for travel to my mind a most 
unfortunate and regrettable condition.

It was argued by counsel for the city that, the bridge in 
question having been built under the authority of the Irrigation 
Act, eh. til, ILS.t'., under sec. 2Ô of that Act the liability to 
maintain the bridge and its approaches rests upon the company, 
it being provided in sub-see. (2) of see. 25 of that Act as follows:

Every such bridge and the approaches thereto shall be thereafter 
maintained by such person or company.

Notwithstanding that my opinion is that the (\1ML is liable 
to maintain the bridge and would lie liable if it had been joined 
in the action, I do not think the liability resting upon the com
pany relieves the city of its duty to render safe that part of the 
bridge and its western approach which lies within the city limits.

I think that, as to Mrs. Lusk, her injuries will be perhaps 
fairly compensated for by an award to her of the sum of $1,000 
damages and costs, and, as to Mrs. Wheatley, her injuries may 
be fairly compensated for by an award of $1,000 damages and 
costs, and I give judgment accordingly.

./inlymrut for plaint ijï*.

ARMSTRONG v. MARSHALL.
Mhtrla Supreme Court, Uarveg, Scott, S'uart, nml Simmons, ,/,/.

March 211. ltH*i.
1 ( '<ixtkacts i $ V CJ 393 -Rescission Assignment- Action in \^- 

spiNEK—Jinn mi he Ordinance - Land Titles Act (Alta. 
Effect.

The effect of sec. 101 of the Land Titles Act i Alta. I is to make the 
assignment of the purchaser's rights under a written contract for the 
sale of land effectual at once even without notice to the vendor, sub
ject to the proviso that any rights at law or in equity acquired under 
the agreement by the vendor before he receives notice shall not be 
prejudiced by the assignment : an action by a purchaser’s assignee 
against the vendor to declare the contract rescinded and for a return 
"f the money paid thereunder is not subject to the limitations of the 
Judicature Ordinance, 1907, Alta., eh. 3. sec. 7. sub-sec. 3. as to a pre
liminary written notice of assignment of a chose in action.

Armstrong v. Marshall. 11) D.L.R. 1*3. disapproved; Torkington v. 
'/-We . 1190212 H R. 427: McXinn v. r.ggotf. 11» D.I..R. *4)1. referred to.|

ALTA

R. r.

I.VSK

Whk.ati.i.n

ALTA

R.C.
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AltMKTIMi\H

Marmhali..

Appkal from a ju<lgm<iit of Walsh. 19 D.L.R. I S3.
/. 11". Mr Arille, for tin- plaint iff. respondent.
('. A. Wright, for the «(«‘fendant, ap|M*IIant.

The ju«lgm«‘iit of the ( ourt was «l«*liv«*r«Ml hy

Sit amt. .1. : On April 23, lit 12, the defendant agr«-«‘«l to >«‘11 
«•«•rtain property in Calgary t«i ( 'has. I*. MeCallum, C 'has. .1. 
Armstrong and IVr«*y W. Jopp, for the sum of $1,300. payahh* 
$700 in rash. $300 on August 23, 1012, and $300 on Ih-eemlK-r 
23. 1012. Tin* pur«‘has«rs paid the seeoiul instalment «ni Sep- 
temlKT 3, 1012. and on «*r ah«»ut S<‘ptemlMir 14 they assign»-d their 
contract to th«i plaint ill* hy signing an entlors«-mt‘nt on the hack of 
it in the following terms:

l'i»r value ren-ivnl w«* ln*r«,hy assign all our «‘state, right, title ami 
iiitrrest in the within contract hetuia-n Alls'll It. Marshall and ourselves 
to LIuuIm-iIi ArmetriHig. wife of Charles .1. Armstrong.

( hi Den-mlier 30 the plaint ill" paid a further sum of $02.52, 
and on January 27 the sum of $151.55, Imt th<>«‘ payments weic 
made through the husband, Cltarl«*s .1. A mist n mg, one of tin- 
original purchasers, and at the time they wire made the «lefendant 
was imt aware that Armstrong was acting for his wife.

During the whole of 1013 nothing was «lone except that tin* 
defendant made s«uin* «‘fforts to s«*«‘ur«‘ title to tin* pro|>erty which 
In* had agr«‘«‘«l t«i sell. Il«* had iMiught it from one Dawson under 
agr«‘ciiient <«f sal«*. Dawson had Isiught from som«‘«m«‘ «‘ls«*. and 
that other from another, until finally tin* r«‘gist<‘re«l owtn-rs were 
reached. It app-arcd also that tin* prop«*rty in question in this 
action was only part «if what was eoverni by some «if the previous 
agr«‘<‘in«‘iits. Then then* were forcelosur<‘ proc«‘e«ling> going on.

As the trial Ju«lg«‘ point«*d out. Marshall never was in a 
position t«i «lemand title front any otu- up to tin- time this action 
was eommenml. On January 9, 1914, M«‘ssrs. M«‘Anll<‘ «V 
Davidson wrote a letter to the defendant on Is-half of th<‘ plaintilf. 
in which they stat«*«l that they had Im-cii instructs! by tin- plaint iff 
to «lemand a transfer of the hits or a return of moneys pai«l, ami 
that the plaintiff was willing to pay the balanct- dut* whenever 
tith* could Ik* giv«‘ti. No reply was made to this letter, and nothing 
hap|H‘iie«l till May 5, when Armstrong went t«i tin* defendant on 
iM-half of the plaintiff and tendeml tin- balanc<‘ due and ask«*«l for 
a transfer. The defendant said In* couldn't «leliver title, but that
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In- thought hi* could in the morning. Nothing was done, and the 
defendant was then in fact quite iinahle to deliver title, (in 
May ti the plaint ill's solicitors wrote declaring that the contract 
was rescinded and demanding a return of the money, and on May 
Hi the action was begun by the plaintiff for a return of the money.

At the trial. Mr. Justice Walsh intimated that lie thought the 
plaintiff would be entitled to succeed were it not for her position 
as an assignee of the contract; and, entertaining some doubt a> 
to her right to maintain the action, lie reserved that question. 
Subsequently he intimated that lie thought .-lie was unable to 
maintain it because, the agreement of sale being a legal chose in 
action, she could not sue upon it in her own name because notice 
of the assignment had not lieen given pursuant to sub-sec. 3 of 
see. 7 of eh. of the Statutes of 1007. lie referred to Tor hi nylon 
v. .1/oyer, 110021 2 K.H. 127. lie gave leave, however, to the 
plaintiff to apply to have the assignors added as plaintiffs. This 
having been done, lie gave judgment for the plaintiff for a return 
of the moneys paid.

It seems to me to be open to serious argument whether the 
letter of January 0 might not be fairly treated as sufficient notice 
of the assignment. even though it does not in express terms refer 
to the fact of an assignment having been made. Hut I am of 
opinion that it is not necessary to decide that question, for the 
reasons I shall presently give.

I think, however, it may be pointed out that Toil, i nylon v. 
Mayer, su/tra, was a case of an action at law for damages for 
breach of the contract. No doubt the right to bring an action 
at law for damages for breach of a contract, if it is a chose in action 
at all within the meaning of the Act. must be considered a legal 
‘‘hose in action. Hut it is a question in my mind whether the 
proper method is not to examine each separate right that n-av 
arise under an agreement of sale, and to see whether that right 
could have been enforced in a ( ourt of law or in a ( ourt of equit y. 
The result of this might be that some of the rights passing by the 
assignment would In* legal choses in action to which the Act 
would apply, and some of them merely ' rights, not legal
'hoses in action at all, to which the Act would not apply. In 
other words, to say simply that the agreement of sale is a legal 
chose in action is. in my view, using too general an expression.

ALTA.
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was entitled to succeed, and lliat the appeal should lie dismissed 
with costs. The case of McXireu v. Piyyotl, 19 I) L.H. Mb. seems 
also to he directly in point and to support this com usion.

A ppeal dismissal.

ALTA.

S.C.

Armstrong

Marshall.

HOLMESTED v. CANADIAN NORTHERN R. CO. SASK.
.siinlcnlchi huh Sunritm Court, llaultain. ! Ainu ml, liruirn, Hlmiml ami

McKay. JJ July !•’». IM.Y s c-

Injvxctki.x 1 K 4:tj IIamaokh—Trespass- Htatvtorv right to do 
i.m .ai.lv — I'ropkr eovit i: Ixji xction RESTRAINING TRKSI'ASS 
Railway Ait.

Damages arc not assessable in a trespass action where the defendants 
have by statute a right to do legally (on complying with certain pre- 
rccpiisiies) the very thing which constitutes the trespass. The proper 
course is bv injunction restraining the defendants from continuing the 
trespass unless they acquire title and proceed to have the compensation 
or damages determined under the provisions of the Railway Act. within 
a reasonable time.

[HahmsUH v. C.S.U. Co.. JO D.L.R. .‘>77. varied. 1 

Appeal from 20 D.L.R. 577. Statement
11. Mills, K.( for appellant.
Il", li. Willoughby, K.C., for respondent Ilolmested.
./. I:. Chisholm, for respondent Amiable.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

I.amoxt, J.i—The defendant company took possession of a L*mon,>J- 
portion of the plaintiff's land and proceeded to construct a railway 
across it without I icing legally entitled to do so.

The plaintiff brought this action and claimed damages for the 
tre-pass and an injunction restraining the defendants from con
tinuing it. and also a mandatory injunction ordering the de
fendants to restore the land to its former condition.

The defendants admit being trespassers. At the trial all 
parties treated the action as one for fixing the amount to be 
allowed to the plaintiff for the damage done to 1 he plaintiff's lands, 
other than the land actually taken by the railway, as if it were 
an arbitration under the Railway Act. They a I o proceeded 
upon the assumption that tlie land had been subdivided, and that 
coiii|H*nsation should be assessed as of the date of the filing of the 
railway plans, May 21. 1912.

Counsel for the railway company now contends that the land,
"ii May 21, 1912, was not subdivided, and that damages should
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SASK have liven assessed on the basis of unsubdividcd land, and counsel
s. r. for the respondents admits the correctness of this contention.

Holmkhtkd

cn.il

Counsel for the company now argues further that May 21. 1912. 
is not the proper date as of which the compensation should In
fixed. lie points out that by see. 1112 of the Railway Act. as

I.amonl, J. amended by N and 9 Kdw. VII. eh. 32, see. 3. it is provided that 
compensation or damages shall be ascertained as of the date of 
the deposit of the plan, profile and book of reference; provided 
that, if the company does not actually acquire title to the land 
within one year of the date of such deposit, then the date of such 
acquisition shall be the date with reference to which such com
pensation shall be ascertained.

The railway company has not yet acquired title to the land 
taken by it for its railway, and it is contended, therefore, that the 
time for fixing the compensation has not yet arrived. 1 am of 
opinion that effect must be given to this contention.

The Act specifically fixes the time with reference to which com
pensation or damages will be paid. That time is the date of tin 
filing of the plans, if title is acquired by the company within one 
year thereafter. But if title is not so ", then the time
is the date of the acquisition of the title.

The plaintiff had it in his own hands to force the eompam 
to acquire title. In his action for trespass lie had a right to 
judgment, not only for such damages as lie suffered by reason 
of the trespass itself, but also to an injunction restraining tin 
company from further trespassing on his land, unless it acquired 
title and proceeded to have compensation fixed within the till!» 
allowed by the Court for that purpose. Instead of securing 
these, he put in no evidence whatever of the damage caused L\ 
the trespass, but proceeded to have assessed the damages for tin 
deterioration of the lands adjoining t lie lands taken by the railwax 
Such damages, in my opinion, are not assessable in a trespa— 
action where the defendants have, by >tatute, a right to do legal! 
—on complying with certain pre-requisites the very thing whirl 
constitutes the trespass.

The plaintiff is, therefore, entitled to nominal damages ami 
the costs of the action, and to an injunction restraining the d 
fendants from continuing the trespass, unless thex acquire tit 
and proceed to have the compensation or damages determim l

0953
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under the provisions of the Railway Act within a reasonable time. 
If the parties cannot agree as to what that time should lx* they 
may apply to tin- trial Judge to fix it. The judgment of the trial 
Judge should lie varied ueeordingly.

As the defendants . quiesced in the procedure adopted b\ 
the plaintiff in the Court below, and did not raise, either In-fore 
the trial Judge or in their notice of appeal, the point upon which 
he now succeeds, there should In- no costs of this appeal.

./udyment accordingly.

McGALE v. SECURITY STORAGE CO.
Manitoba Court of A/tjwal, Howell, C.J.M.. lïichanl>. Hrnlue, Cameron awl 

llagyarl, JJ..t. January à, I'.U.Y

I. W.XHUKIl SKMKX $ Il M1 I.OSS OK i.oohs \V.\l<KI|Ot sK Rm'KICI
Limitation ok liability.

The loss of goods in the hands of the warehouseman acting in viola
tion of his contract by breaking open the original packages without 
authority is not subject to the conditions in limitation of liability con
tained in the warehouse receipt.

[Harris v. li.W.H. Co., 1 Q.H.D. XM. applied.l

Appeal from Dawson. C.C.J.

./. II. Ilttijy, for appellant. defendant.

./, 7*. Hand den, for respondent, plaintiff.

I low Kl.I., C.J.M.: When the plaintiffs stored with the defen
dants the dresser and chiffonier, the drawers were filled with mis
cellaneous goods ami were locked, ami the evidence shews that 
the defendants knew this. These goods are not given in detail 
in the receipt, but merely the two articles of furniture. When 
the two articles of furniture were about to be handed over to 
Lewb. the defendants unlocked, or pried open, the drawers and 
took out the contents. This was not the wrongful or negligent 
act of one of the defendants* servants, but an act deliberately 
done pursuant to the directions of the chief officer of the defen
dant company. This was not the bailment originally agreed 
'U«m, and thus the defendants did an act to the goods not justi
fied under the original contract. I assume that the Judge found 
that the defendants did this act without authority from the 
plaintiffs. The loss occurred then not when the defendants were 
carrying out their contract, but when they were acting in viola-

• >i

SASK

s.c.
IIoi.\o>rKif

ex.if
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MAN.
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Howell, C.J.M.
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man. tion of it within the* principles mentioned by Lord Blackburn, 
C.A. in Harris v. (I.W.Ii. Co., 1 Q.B.I). 515, at 534, and the eases of

M—,k Lyon v. Mills, 5 Last 42S, and Davis v. (iarrvtt, (i Bing. 710, at
r. that page referred to by him. apply.

Sfx'viuty
Stoha«.k The matter might. perhaps, he hacked at in another way.

( The* goods sued for were* never really by <*ither party intende*el
how.ii,c.j.m. |() J,,. (.,,vered by the contract of bailment and were not described 

or se*t f rth in the eloeume*nt. The* ease* then simply is that the* 
defendants got possession of the plaint ill's goods and lost them. 
I have assumed that the alleged receipt binds the plaintiff, a 
matter that might In* open to argument.

( in the finding of fact by the trial Judge, I thinkjiis judgment 
should not be disturbed.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Heggsrt. .î.a. Il xml ART. J.A. : There is no question that tin* defendants 
had a perfect right to limit their liability in the contract of bail
ment by stipulating that “The responsibility of the com pan > 
for any one piece or package (and the contents thereof) enumerated 
hereon shall be limited to the sum of 825, unless the value thereof 
is noted in said schedule and an additional charge made to cover 
the additional risk.” Here no value is given of any package nor 
is then* any notation on the schedule, nor was any additional 
charge made in respect of the two packages said to have been 
lost.

Zung v. S.IC.IL, L.R. 4 Q.B. 359, was a ease in which the 
plaintiff took a ticket to be conveyed as a passenger from London 
t<i Paris, on which was printed: “The South Pastern Railwax 
is not responsible for loss or detention of, or injury to luggage of 
the passenger travelling by this through ticket except while the 
passenger is travelling by the S.H.R. Co.’s trains or boats. 
The plaintiff did not sign this memorandum. The plaintiff - 
luggage was lost between Calais ami Paris, on a French railway, 
and Cockburn, C.J., says: “However harsh it may ap|x*ar in 
practice to hold a man liable by the terms and conditions which 
may Ik* inserted in some small print ujhui the ticket, which In 
only gets at the last moment after he has paid his money, and 
when, nine times out of ten he is hustled out of the place at 
which he stands to get his ticket by the next comer—however
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hard it nmy ap|M*ar that a man shall la* hound hy conditions 
which lie receives in such a manner, and, moreover, when lie be
lieves that he has made a contract hinding upon the company 
to take him, subject to the ordinary conditions of the general 
contract, to the place to which he desires to he conveyed still 
we are hound on the authorities to hold that when a man takes 
a ticket with conditions on it, lie must he presumed to know 
the contents of it, and must he hound hy them."

Ski/nrith v. (IM.It., 4 T.L.H. 5KU, 59 L.T. 520, and Pratt \. 
S.P.K. ( 1 St>7), (Mi L.J.Q.B. 418, arc* eases where articles were 
lost which had been left at the cloak or check room of railway 
stations. The conditions on the hack of the ticket limiting tin* 
amount of damages recoverable are binding upon tin* bailor. 
The bailees receiving the goods have* a right to name the terms 
of the bailment.

Here the condition limiting the liability to 825 on each package 
and its contents is on the face of the* document and is in large 
and prominent type. Vnder ordinary circumstances, on the 
authorities above mentioned, the defendant would be liable only 
for the two packages, and the damages would be Soil.

The bailees removed the contents of these two packages by 
forcing the lock. They endeavoured to justify this action by 
conversations with the plaintiff. There is a conflict of testimony 
as to what did take place. The trial Judge has accepted tin 
plaintiff's version. I doubt whether 1 would have come to the 
same conclusion, but 1 do not feel justified in reversing his finding 
upon this point. There are some suspicious circumstances, such 
as the warehousing of jewellery in the manner described by the 
plaintiff. By reason of this change then, these detached articles 
taken from the dresser and chiffonier would not be valued accord
ing to the measure given in the orginal contract of bailment. 
1 -appose the value of these articles is the measure of damages.

It i- with some reluctance I come to the conclusion that the 
appeal should In* dismissed.

59
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MAN. STANLEY v. STRUTHERS.

K. B. Manitoba Kiny'x Uriah, Curran, J. January 11. 191.Y
1. \ KMMIK A XU IM Iti'IIASKH l| 1—27)—RkscIHHION OK COXTHACT I'hXI U

Deceit- Actiox kok.
Separate miroaviitutiona hy Ihv vendor to meml>eni «if tin* purchasing 

synilieale leaning tn a purehasi- agreement hy a trusli-e for tin- synilii-ate 
will not. even if false, sustain an action to rcacind a later agreement 
het ween such vein lor and an incor|>ornted eoni|mnv to which no repre
sentations were made hy tin- vendor on his entering into a new agreement 
direct with the company and accepting a aurremler from the syndicate 
trustee, particularly where some of the syndicate members elect to 
stand by the purchase; the plaintiffs' remedy under such circumstances 
is not an action for rescission but one for damages for deceit.

2. Mokatohivm SI 1 Moratohiim Act i Man. i Aeei.n ation ok
AoHKKMKXT OF SAl.i; I.AXDH IN OTIIRK I'HOVIXCK.

The Moratorium Act. Man., does not apply to the enforcement in 
Manitoba of an agreement for sale «if lands situate in aimther Province.

Statement At'Tit >n for rescission of an agreement for sale. *

f. /\ Fullerton. K.( anti /#. ('. Locke. for plaintiffs.
A. E. Iloskin, K.( '.. anti II'. ,/. l)om>m//, for tlefentlant, King. 
It. IV. Craig, for tlefentlant. Strut Iters.

(T’Kit\ n, J.: This action is somewhat |M»euliarly framed a< 
tti parties. Vpon the recortl ;ts it comes before me there are 21 
individual plaintiffs amd one company plaintiff; originally there 
were 22 individual plaintiffs and one company plaintiff. An 
amendment was made before trial whereby W. R. La very. ,1. .1 
Kilgotir anti ('. F. .1. Jackson, originally named as plaintiffs, were 
struck out, anti Kdwin R. ( 'tdeman ami John David Burke at It let 1 
as plaintiffs. \t the trial the plaintiff asked to have the name 
of S. Cook struck out as a party plaintiff for want of nutlioritx 
to use his name. 1 allowed this amendment, and also some other 
slight amendments |o the pleat lings which will appear in the 
record.

The plaintiffs ask for rescission of the agreement of sal . 
Lx. 2, made between the defendant King, as vendor, and tIn 
plaintiff company, as vendee, on the ground that such agreement 
was induced and entered into through false ami fraudulent repre 
sentations of the defendant St rut hers, acting as the agent of tic 
defendant King, in that In-half. The land in question is part of 
the townsitc of Dunmorc in the Province of Alberta, situate 1 
about ti miles east of Medicine Hat. This townsitc was purchased 
by the defendant King some time in the year 1V12 on behalf of a 
syndicate of which lie was a member. Subsequently the syndicat*
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became incorporated in Manitoba as the Dunmore Development 
Company. The land was suh<livid<'(l and a plan registered. 
King was and is a trustee of tin- land for this company, and his 
linn in Winnipeg acted as f iling agents on a commission basis 
of 30',.

The defendants Strothers and King met in Medicine Hat 
Mime time in January, 1013. St rut hers had learned that King 
was heavily interested in Dunmore property. Returning to 
Winnipeg on the same train, they got into conversation about 
Dunmore. and Strothers told King lie would like to secure some 
of this property. No arrangement was then made. Strothers 
>ays he then knew that Nibloek & Tull had the exclusive right to 
~ill these lots ami that he could not obtain any lots except 
through them. Eventually lie says he did acquire the lots in 
question through King. The evidence as to when and how, and 
the terms upon which these hits were so acquired, is vague, in
definite and inconclusive. There is a singular lack of definiteness 
in the evidence of Initli King and Strut hers on these very important 
points. Who was the purchaser, whether Strothers, or St rut her* 
and a man called Monro, or the syndicate which Strothers binned, 
doe> not clearly appear, neither does it clearly appear when the 
price was fixed, who fixed it, and how it was arrived at. Strothers 
does not claim to have I icon King's agent, and King jiositively 
denies the alleged agency of Strothers. Strothers says he had 
nothing to do with fixing the price at $35.200. If he had not, 
who had? There were only the two contracting parties, and if it 
was not Strothers it must have been King who fixed this price. 
Yet King says he did not fix the price at this figure. All Strothers 
will say upon the question of price is that la* v. as to get the property 
at the siiiic price at which Nibloek iV Tull were on February 15, 
1013. selling Dunmore property, and that ho was to be protected 
out of this price to the extent of 82 a foot frontage. There is 
no evidence of what Nibloek & Tulle’s selling price was on Febru
ary 15, or any other date. St rut hers says, again, arrangements 
were made with King that he and Munro were to be protected to 
the extent of $2 a foot frontage. King says that Strut hers was 
tn pay him 828,550 for the property, arid as long as he got the 
1 idi payment of 80,400 which Webster owed him on the alleged 
!"ior purchase of the lots by Webster, he. King, was not concerned

MAN.

K. R.

Sun mue*.
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MAN. with what cash payment St rut tiers received on his sale to the
K.B. syndicate.

Htakusv King further says that Webster agreed on the price of $31,(MM).

Rtrvtheb*.
at which King would sell the property for him, and it would not 
make any difference to him, King, what price St rut hers put in the
agreement of sale to Munro. He says he first learned what this 
price was when St rut hers brought the agreement to him to sign, 
meaning the agreement between Webster and Munro, which wu- 
subsequently surrendered. King admits that ke knew of the 
$2 a foot arrangement, and that that amount was to come out 
of the price named in the Webster and Munro agreement ; aim 
also that Strut hers was loading the property with an additional 
$4,200, as he supposed with the consent of his associates or of the 
syndicate, and that the syndicate were paying this much more 
for the property.

The evidence shews that the members of the syndicate dm 
not know the whole truth about this matter. St rut hers told 
them that lie was getting only $1 a foot. It is upon this evidenr. 
that I am expected to properly decide t he question of St rut her 
agency.

The only conclusion I can reach is that St rut hers was not tin 
agent of King. I think King agreed to sell the property m 
St rut hers or his nominees or associates at the price of $31,000. 
of which $0,400 was to be paid in cash. Though some under
standing was reached for a profit or commission to St rut hers and 
Munro of $2 a foot frontage, I cannot find that King was to 1" 
responsible for this $2 a foot or agreed to pay it. The rented > 
apparently lay with St rut hers, and was in his own hands by adding 
this profit to the price to be paid by the syndicate. Why tin- 
$2 a foot was discussed with King at all I do not know. There 
is no explanation offered. In some unexplained way this $2 ;< 
foot profit was commuted at $4,200, which is the amount tint 
was added to Webster’s selling price of $31,000, making up the 
gross price the syndicate was to pay of $30,200.

Vpon this state of facts I do not see how it can lie contend* 1 
that Strut hers was King’s agent. Each man was apparent b 
acting for himself and not one for the other, and consequently 
King was in no way responsible for any statement or represent 
tions St rut hers might make to the plaintiffs.
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We next find that Struthers, with the assistance of Munm, ___'
later on, after the interview Ix-tween King and Struthers on the K.B.
railway train. form<‘d a syndicate composed of the individual stam.ky
plaintiffs and W. It. I.averv. J. .1. Kilgour. S. Cook and ('. E. J. •'

Strvthkbi
.lackson. to purchase the lands in question from King for the sum 
of $35,200. of which $13,000 was to In- paid in cash and the balance 
of $21.000 in two equal consecutive1 yearly payments with interest.
An agreement of sale* to evidence this purchase was duly entered 
into between King as vendor and Munm as vendee representing 
the syndicate, though this fact is not stated in the agreement.

This is th<i sale that Struthers negotiated or arranged with 
King in connection with which I have been discussing the (piestion 
of Struthers’ agency and the payment of the S2 a loot frontage 
profit or commission.

The purchase price in this connection. 835,200, included the 
81.200 as thi1 amount agreed upon for Struthers* profit or com
mission, whichever it may be called, on arranging the sale for the 
>\ndieate. Struthers proceeded to collect from the members of 
the syndicate, and got 811,000 towards the cash payment. As. 
however, he had to pay King only $0.400, the amount so collected 
was more than sufficient, and the surplus he retained himself on 
account of his commission or profit. This surplus. $2.200. In- 
divided with Munm, and payment of the remainder of the $2.000 
was Arranged later, when the syndicate had In-come incorporated 
as the plaintiff company, by allotting to Struthers and Munm 
each 81.000 of stock in that company.

At some stage of the negotiations just when does not appear 
tin syndicate decided to seek incorporation in the Province of 
Alberta. This was done, and on the 25th of March. 1013, the 
plaintiff company was duly incorporated under the laws of the 
Province of Alberta, with powers, amongst a multitude of other 
things, to purchase or otherwise acquire and hold ami dispose of 
lands without limitation as to locality. By mutual consent of 
the syndicate and other interested parties, the outstanding sale 
agreement with Munro was surrendered to King and cancelled, 
and Munro quitted claim his interest thereunder to the defendant 
King for the purpose of enabling King to enter into an agreement 
ol sale for these lands direct to the plaintiff company. This was 
dune by Ex. 2, which is the agreement sought in this action to be 
n -rinded and set aside on the ground of fraud.
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Strvthers.

Curran, J.

It is to he noted that the date of this agreement is February 
15, 1913, which is prior to the date of the incorporation of the 
plaintiff company. I assume that the agreement was drawn up 
in advance hut not actually executed until the plaintiff company 
had become incorporated. The price and terms of payment arc 
the same in Ex. 2 as in the agreement with Munro. This docu
ment is properly executed by the plaintiff company as purchaser, 
and the receipt of the cash payment of 813,600 is by the vendor 
King acknowledged. It is apparent .therefore, as between the 
contracting parties, that this agreement was treated as if regularly 
entered into, ami as between the plaintiff company and Struthers 
the price was assented to, for we find that the company allotted 
stock to Struthers and Munro to make up the deficiency that 
existed between the cash subscriptions of 811,000 and the cash 
payment to be made to King of 813,000.

I find, therefore, that the slate had been wiped clean of all 
dealings with the property prior to the execution of Ex. 2.

The statement of claim alleges that Ex. 2 was induced by 
certain false and fraudulent representations made by the defendant 
Struthers as King's agent to the plaintiffs. The evidence does 
not bear this out. It discloses that whatever representations 
were made were so made, not to the plaintiff company, but to 
certain of the individual plaintiffs, but not to all of them. Four 
of the original members of the syndicate, as before stated, are not 
parties to this action and are not before the Court. They make 
no complaint, and must be held. I think, to bo satisfied with 
their purchase. If is also to be noted that only nine of the 
individual plaintiffs were put in the witness box to voice their 
complaints against the bona fides of the sale, and these nine gave 
different statements as to what was represented to them by 
either Struthers or Munro, as the case might be, when they were 
individually solicited to take an interest in the syndicate to pur
chase the lands in question.

It is clear, then, that no representations whatever, whether 
true or false, were made to the plaintiff company by either King 
or Struthers to induce that company to enter into the agreement. 
Ex. 2, sought to be rescinded. It appears that the plaintiff com
pany voluntarily entered into this agreement at the instigation 
of those who were acting for it and for the syndicate members.
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The plaintiff company is a separate entity from the individual 
plaintiffs, and now holds in its own right as a corporation the lands 
in question. What ground of complaint has it. therefore, to ask 
to he relieved from the lmrthen of this purchase? Can it avail 
itself of fraud alleged to have been practised on some of the 
-yndicatc members, and to urge that St rut hers’ fraud, even if 
proved, is a ground for rescission? 1 do not think so. It seems 
to me the plaintiffs, on their own shewing, both by the form of 
their pleading and by their evidence, have put themselves out of 
Court, so far as the plaintiff company is concerned. I must 
dismiss the action, therefore, of the plaintiff company with costs.

Next, what status have the individual plaintiffs to ask for re
scission of the agreement between King and the plaintiff company? 
They are not parties to that agreement and have no legal or 
equitable interest under it. It is not shewn that the plaintiff 
company was a trustee for them when entering into this agreement. 
Whatever legal rights or interests they may formerly have had 
under the Munro agreement in the lands in question, those are 
i ow gone, for that agreement, with the knowledge and consent 
of all parties, was surrendered to King and the land re-conveyed 
l>\ Munro to King. It seems to me that even if the separate 
representations to individual plaintiffs as testified to by those 
plaintiffs who were called as witnesses were made and were false, 
these cannot now be made a ground for rescission, either by the 
plaintiff company or the individual plaintiffs, separately or to
gether. In any event, all of the syndicate members are not 
complaining; four of them are electing to stand by the purchase. 
How. then, can restitution be made without the concurrence of 
these four? If the plaintiff's action is maintainable in its present 
I'Uiu. which I hold it is not, these four parties must join in the 
•“'ion and unite with the others in complaining of the alleged 
ira;id, and ask that the conveyance be set aside.

I hold that the individual plaintiffs have no status to maintain 
'' action, and their action must also be dismissed with costs.

1 express no opinion as to the truth or falsity of the representn- 
j i"ii< alleged to have been made to the nine plaintiffs who have 
[ '1 'I'died. The evidence is so conflicting that 1 should find great 
difliciili y in reaching a right conclusion. It is not necessary 
'haï I should do so in the view I take ef the status of the plaintiffs.

MAN.
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It seems to me that if the plaintiffs have any real grievance 
at all, which I much doubt, it can only he redressed by way o 
action for damages for deceit, and that no case for rescission ha 
boon made under the facts and circumstances as here disclosed.

The statement of claim will accordingly he dismissed with 
costs to both defendants.

I will now deal with the counterclaim <-f the defendant Kin*; 
The agreement in question, Ex. 2, contains a proviso that in th 
event of default being made payment of principal or intere t 
the whole of the unpaid purei money shall become due. Th 
instalment of principal mon .id interest which fell due on 
February 15, 1014. has not been paid. Payment has been de
manded of the plaintiff con pany, and the default still exist 
Iu virtue of such default the whole of the balance of the purchto- 
monev has liecome due and payable, and the defendant King, 
by his counterclaim, asks for judgment for this amount. Ib- i> 
entitled to this, and there will be judgment for the defendant 
King upon the counterclaim for the sum of S21 ,<>()<), with inton t 
at (>r, from February 15, 1913, and in default of payment within 
six months, foreclosure of the plaintiff company’s interest in tin 
lands in question may be had according to the usual practice of 
the Court and the agreement of sale cancelled.

The recent Moratorium Act does not apply, as the lands wli h 
are the subject of the agreement in question are not situate witliii 
the Province of Manitoba.

There will be a reference should it appear that there are am 
subsequent encumbrancers.

The defendant King will also have the costs of the couiU'T- 
claim. The costs will include all proper examinations for dis
covery on the part of the successful parties.

Action (tixmisxci1

ANDERSON v. FULLER.
lirilish Columbia Supreme Court, Morrison, J. March 15, 1915. 

1. Damages (§111 F—145)—Measure of—Deceit.
In an action for deceit on the sale of lands, a proper measure of • iain-

r i IT iin consequence
dealings with the defendant with interest and a reasonable sin 
time, labour and wages expended by the plaintiff on the property 
which was practically worthless for the purpose for which it was s" I

ages is the amount paid over by the plaintiff
ith interest and a reasonable sic for

Action for deceit.
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./. Mel). Mowat, for plaintiff.
Sir C. //. Tapper, K.( and Head, for defendant.
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Morrison, J. : - The plaintiff is an illiterate, confiding farmer. 
Having been attracted by a conspicuous advertisement in a news- 

V paper, inserted by a firm of real estate agents, with whom the 
| property had been listed by the defendant, pointing out to in- 

! tending purchasers the alluring opportunity opened for acquiring 
the farm in question, he interviewed the agents, who, as they now 

I say, and as the plaintiff also repeats, confirmed the representa
tion- therein made as coming from the defendant. The plaintiff 
and his wife proceeded to the farm and there met the defen-

|1
 liant, from whom they made some prudent, precautionary in

quiries. He told them the dykes were efficient ; that the land 
was properly underdrained, and that it would yield a yearly 
crop of 4(10 tons of hay. This reiteration by the owner satis
fied them on those essential points, and in due course they con
summated the purchase. Before so doing there were preliminary 
negotiations as to price, the amount of deposit to be made, and 
the commission to be paid the agents. The defendants would 
not agree with the real estate agents either to pay the commis
sion or guarantee it, so it was arranged, in order to safeguard 
them in that respect, that the agreement of purchase should be 
made out direct to them by the defendant, the area so conveyed 
to contain some 131 acres odd, and that they, in turn, should 

- agree to convey to the plaintiff the 100 acres within the dyke. 
$ The odd acres were outside the dyke and for farming purposes 

I really valueless. This outside land was to be held as security 
j for the commission on the sale*. At the same time—a part of 
2 the same* transaction—the necessary transfer of the 100 acres 

’ was made to the* plaintiff by the agents. He took possession 
in the fall of 1011. That winter season was a dry, frosty one, 

M and no serious defect in the dykes evinced itself. The succeeding 
3 s' i-on the land only yielded some 280 tons of hay, and in the 
sefall and winter of 1012-13 high tides occurred and the place 

became badly flooded. The dykes proved inadequate, and the 
Jwason of 1013 crop was much less than the previous year. They 
j*a\c way to such an extent that the services of a dredge were 
■engaged, nd altogether the place became unfit practically for 
Pay cultivation. In addition to this, the underdraining, if any,
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lell very fur short of what wia represented. The plaintiff made 
complaints anil protesta, anil the Uefemlnnt seems to have assured 
him that remedy in some form would In* forthcoming, t Iti- 
mately he assured the plaintiff that he was alxuit getting rid of 
the agents, in which event he would then deal with hint exclu
sively, and by implication, if not by direct assurance, led the 
plaintiff to consider that, as Is tween them, lie could lie protected. 
In this regard the defendant told the plaintiff that he was alsuit 
to take legal proceedings against the agents, and that In*, the 
plaint iff, would, in consequence, necessarily In* served uitli a 
“summons,” but not to mind that circumstance, as it was merely 
a bluff to get the agents out of the way. The defendant issued 
a writ in a foreclosure suit, a copy of which was duly served 
upon the plaintiff. Very shortly thereafter the defendant saw 
the plaintiff, and asked him if he had liecn served with the '•sum
mons,” and, up< a tn'ing told that such was the case, he again 
told the plaintiff not to take any notice of it, not to take any 
steps in the matter whatever. The plaintiff, relying upon what 
the defendant thus told hin . did nothing. In due course tin 
suit proceeded without resistance from the agents, of course 
nor from the present plaintiff. In-cause he was lulled to sleep fix 
the defendant herein, and the usual orders for foreclosure were 
made. The plaintiff was notified that he must quit possession, 
and, finally, upon threat to put in the sheriff, he did quit pos

session. There were several interviews lietween the plaintiff and 
defendant and also between the plaintiff and defendant's solici
tor, who were acting hind fuie throughout under instructions 
from the defendant, but 1 deem those of minor importance, and. 
in reality, supporting the view that the plaintiff was utterly at 
the defendant's merry, lie confidently and honestly entered 
into this transaction, lie gallantly, though vainly, strove to 
make the ln*st of what began to dawn on him was a bail bargain, 
into which he had put, for him, a very large amount of hard- 
earned money—in fact, all hr had. He was reedy, according t*. 
his limited understanding, to remain with the place to the la-t. 
and did remain until threatened with ejectment.

The outcome has lnn*n that the plaintiff has parted with some 
$13,000, about 811,000 of which the defendant retains, as w* II 
as the land. For this state of affairs, brought about substun-
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tially, us I have baldly recited, there must Ik* some adequate 
remedy. • S. C.

The material representations made to the plaintiff by and on Andkrsox 
In-half of the defendant were that the land would yield 400 tons y, 
of hav annually; that the dykes were sufficient to protect the -----

* * . . it- Morrinon. J.
land from the waters without ; and that the underdrams were 
sufficient. A dyke is like a chain, in that it is no stronger than 
its weakest part. That, until it is subjected to the supreme 
test of the highest reasonably anticipated water, no reasonably 
careful inspection just In-fore purchase can disclose the fatal 
defect. As to the underdrains, it seems to me obvious that a 
purchaser is justified in relying upon the owner's representations 
respecting them. The plaintiff impressed me from his apjiear- 
ance and his quiet, respectful, frank demeanour on the witness 
>tand as being an unsuspicious, susceptible individual, quite un
ready to cope with enterprising, eager men, such as those with 
whom he was dealing in this matter.

I think the defendant, within whose province it was to know 
those particular facts, was under a duty to exercise care in giving 
the plaintiff the information which determined his course. “A 
common form of dishonesty is a false representation fraudulently 
made, and it was laid down that it was fraudulently made if the 
defendant made it knowing it to Ik* false or recklessly, neither 
knowing nor caring whether it was false or true. That is fraud 
in it- strict sense:” Xocton v. Ashburton {Lord), [1914] AX'. 932.
S3 h. (H.L.) 784. per Lord Chancellor, at 794. The de
fendant kept on deceiving the plaintiff, and now attempts by 
raising the plea of estoppel to protect himself from the conse
quences. From the impression at the trial created by the re- 
sjiective parties, 1 do not think there is any element of estoppel 
in the case. 1 think one proper measure of damages is the amount 
paid oxer by the plaintiff in consequence of his dealings with the 
defendant, with interest, as well as a reasonable sum for time, 
labour and wages expended on the place. There will be judg
ment accordingly with costs.

.1 ud(j nir n t accordi njtij.
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SASK GREGORY v. GREAT WEST LUMBER CO.

8 <!.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, liaultain, C.J. May, 1915.

1. Judgment (§ 11 A—60)—Goods heized under execution—Interpleader 
—Second seizure made after first interpleader issue decided 
Execution in sheriff's hands—Second execution creditor not 
made party to first interpleader. 

lies judicata cannot be set up to bar the claimant of goods seized 
under execution in respect of an adverse decision in an interpleader 
issue with another execution creditor where the second seizure in 
question although in respect of the same chattel was not made until 
after the first interpleader issue was decided and where the execution 
creditor under whose execution the sheriff made the second seizure had 
not been made a party to the first interpleader although his execution 
was then in the sheriff’s hands.

Statement Trial of an interpleader issue.

//. Y. MacDonald, K.C., for plaintiff.
IV. IV. Livingstone, for Great West Lumber Co.
Sparling, for Stobart, Sons <k Co.

Haiiltain C.J. Haultain, ( —On October 3, 1913, a writ of fi. fa. again'1
the goods of J. A. Gregory was placed in the hands of the slieri; 
of the judicial district of Battlcford. This writ was issued in 
the suit of the Canadian Moline Plow Co. against .1. A. Gregon 
and others. Vnder this writ the automobile, the subject of th 
present issue, was seized by the sheriff. On November 4 tin 
plaintiff, Mrs. Gregory, claimed the automobile as her proper! 
and on November 7 the Moline company notified the sheriff that 
it disputed Mrs. Gregory's claim. On November 12 interpleader 
proceedings were begun by the sheriff, by notice of motion of 
that date.

The motion came on for hearing by the Local Master on 
November 18, and was adjourned to December l(i, to allow 
cross-examination of Mrs. Gregory on her affidavit filed in sup
port of her claim. On December 16 the adjourned motion wo 
disposed of, and an order barring Mrs. Gregory’s claim was made.

The Stobart company execution was issued on October 2\ 
and placed in the sheriff’s hands on the same day, and the Great 
West Lumber Co. execution was issued on December 17. and 
placed in the sheriff’s hands on the same day.

On January 26, 1914, the Moline Plow Co. execution we 
settled or withdrawn, and the automobile, which had been re
leased to Gregory on his bond to the sheriff, was immédiat< 1. 
taken in execution by the sheriff, under the writs of the d< n- 
dants on this issue. Mrs. Gregory again made claim to In
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automobile and the sheriff interpleaded, and the present issue SASK- 
was agreed to by the parties. There are two questions raised S. C. 
bv the issue: 1. Was the automobile, at the time of seizure v
(January 2<>, 1914), the property of the plaintiff? 2. Has the ^ ^
plaintiff's elaim to the automobile, as against the defendants, Lumber 
•|>ecn already tried, barred and dismissed by the order of ( 
December 10 so as to Ik» re* judicata" ? c.i.

The plaintiff’s claim in the former proceedings was that the 
automobile was her property, and the order of Decemlter It)
«lisposed of her claim in the following words: “It is ordered that 
the elaim of the claimant to the goods seized herein In- barred 
and dismissed.”

On the evidence submitted, in my opinion, the plaintiff must 
recover on the second question. Under a plea of res judicata it 
must be shewn that the same point has lieen decided lietween 
the same parties. It was urged by counsel for the defendant 
Smbart company that the Moline Plow Co., the defendant on 
the first issue, represented a class, that is, all execution creditors 
of J. A. Gregory, and that any numlter of that class may properly 
plead res judicata. 1 cannot give effect to that contention. If 
the Stobart company had lieen made a party to the former issue, 
a< it should have been, the present question could not have arisen.

The former elaim by the plaintiff was not made until Novem
ber 7, 1913, while the Stobart company execution was in the 
hands of the sheriff on October 29. For some reason or other, 
which does not appear, the Stobart company was not a party 
to the first issue. The fact that the property in question was 
not seized under the executions of the present defendants until 
after tIk* first issue was decided seems to me to settle the ques
tion. If the first issue had l>een decided in favour of Mrs. ( iregory, 
the defendants would not lie bound by that decision, and that, 
to my mind, effectually disposes of the question of res judicata.

I find, however, against the plaintiff on the first question.
The evidence in support of Mrs. Gregory’s ownership of the 
automobile was very unsatisfactory, and shews a most remark
able state of affairs as regards the management of her business 
by her husband. It might have l>ecn intended that the automo
bile was to 1hi bought for her and on her account, but the whole 
transaction was conducted bv the husband, who afterwards used
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the machine, paid for its upkeep and repairs, and took out a 
license as owner under the Vehicles Act (eh. 38 of the Statute- 
of Saskatchewan, 1012). There will In- judgment, therefore, for 
the defendants, with costs of and incidental to the issue.

Judgment for defendant».

HOWSON v. CITY OF MEDICINE HAT.
YUILL v. CITY OF MEDICINE HAT.

Alberta Supreme Court. Wahh. J. January 7. 1115.

I. |XJI XCTIOX ( ü I .1—N4)—Ml NICICAI.ITY—EXCKNIHTIBKH—1'sK OK I'l III h
kinds—Validity.

A municipal council may In* enjoined from acting upon a résolu 
tion passed for the making of expenditures which could In* levai lx 
made only on the passing of a by-law voted upon and passed by the 
burgesses.

Action to quash a by-law and for other relief.
IV. J. O'Xeaü, for the plaintiffs.
I. C. Hand, for the defendants.

Walsh, .).:—The resolution of which the plaintiffs complain 
contemplated the expenditure of money for purposes which can 
only he lawfully accomplished under force of a by-law to which 
the burgesses have given their assent. This much is clear from a 
reading of sec. 3 of Title XXI. of the city charter which is tin 
only provision of the charter conferring any power in this re 
speet upon the council. It is admitted that the only by-laws in 
existence which justify the defendants in the action of which 
the plaintiffs complain arc by-laws 346, 370 and 418, all of which 
received the necessary assent of the burgesses and were finally 
passed by the council. Each of these by-laws authorises the 
borrowing of a certain sum of money, the first of them “to pay 
for widening, improving and grading certain streets.” not 
naming them, and each of the other two “to pay for grading and 
gravelling streets and purchasing road construction plant mid 
machinery.”

The council under the impeached resolution has expended 
$6.000 in the purchase of land and proposes to make other larg* 
expenditures in the purchase of certain other land for the pm 
pose of opening up a new road leading into the city over it and 
over certain other land shewn as a street on registered plans and 
in the construction of this road. I do not think that any of the-
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by-laws can be relied upon to support this resolution or the action 
taken and proposed to be taken under it. By-law :$4ti certainly 
cannot, for a very essential part of the territory through which 
this proposed road is to run was not then within the corporate 
limits. Neither of the other two can because each of them is 
simply an authority for spending money on grading and gravel
ling streets, a vastly different thing from acquiring land on 
which to lay out a street and opening out as a public highway 
what was theretofore but a street on paper, a street shewn on a 
registered plan with no previous acceptance on the part of t In
corporât ion of the offer or dedication of it as a highway thereby 
shewn. The only authority, therefore, for what the defendants 
have done and intend to do is the resolution itself which is a 
manifestly inadequate authority in the face of the provision of 
tin- charter to which I have referred providing for the exercise 
of the council’s powers in this respect only by a by-law approved 
of by the burgesses.

I think that the plaintiffs as ratepayers and electors of the 
city are entitled to maintain such an action as this. Sec. 1 of 
Title XXIV. expressly confers upon any elector the right to 
apply to quash any by-law or resolution of the council for ille
gality. That is exactly what this action is brought for coupled 
with an additional claim for relief based upon and incidental to 
the alleged illegality. It is true that this section gives only this 
right to move to quash and does not in terms extend that right 
to the bringing of an action, but it is to my mind a recognition 
of the right of an elector to invoke the aid of the Court to undo 
an illegal act committed by the council.

I am unable to understand why it was thought necessary to 
institute two actions to accomplish the end which the plaintiffs 
seek to gain. The plaintiffs in each action are practically the 
same and the same solicitors represent them. Both actions art- 
founded upon the same illegality. One seeks a declaration that 
the resolution in question is illegal and that the defendant cor
poration lie restrained from buying any more land under it and 
from paying out any more money either in the acquisition of 
additional land or in road construction. The other simply asks 
that the individual defendants consisting of those aldermen of
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the city by whose vote# thi# resolution was passed be restrained 
from passing any further resolution for the construction of the 
road in question and from doing any other act looking to the 
payment out of money in that behalf. If this claim for relief was 
properly " , as to w hich I have my doubts. I can see no reason 
why it could not have been made in the other action. The actions 
were tried together and there is absolutely no dividing line be
tween the evidence applicable to one of them and that applicable 
to the other. The same remark applies to the mayor's examina
tion for discovery which was taken at the one time in the two 
cases. I direct that the action Is- consolidated and that in the 
consolidated action judgment go declaring the resolution in 
question illegal and restraining the defendants from further 
acting upon it and that the defendant corporation do pay the 
plaintiffs their costs as of one action.

Order accordingly.

BURNS v HILLS.
.1 Iberta Supreme Court, Stuart, J. February 26. 1015.

1. Marriauk i 6 IN' B—57)—Axmi.mkkt of Infancy—Lack of farkxt’s

Under the luw of Alberta an action does not He either by the girl’s 
luirent or by herself to annul her marriage at the age of sixteen under 
a marriage license obtained bv the husband on a false and fraudulent 
allidavit as t-i her aye and a ceremony performed without the parent'- 
consent, and tlii* although the marriage had never l>een consummated.

Am:\i. from ai order of the Master granting an application 
made by the deb «lant to strike out the statement of claim be
cause it disclos» no cause of action. A second ground on which 
the motion w »ased was that the Court had no jurisdiction 1 - 
entertain « rv the action.

Janus Short, for the plaintiff.
//. I\ (). Savory, for the defendant.

Stuart, J. -The plaintiff is an infant suing by her father a 
next friend and asks the Court to declare that a certain marring 
solemnized between her and the defendant is null and void on tli 
ground of the absence of consent of the father.

The learned Master granted the application and struck or 
the statement of claim upon the first ground, holding that th

4
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absence of consent did not render the marriage null and void. 
He did not consider it necessary to deal with the second ground 
taken in support of the application.

1 have examined the matter with care and 1 have been quite 
unable to discover anything more than can usefully be said be
yond what is contained in the reasons given by the Master. An 
attempt was made to raise a distinction between the words of the 
English statute interpreted in li. v. Birmingham, 108 E.H. 954. 
and those of our Marriage Ordinance, but I cannot see any rea
son for making any real distinction and even taking the words 
of the form in schedule B as being really part of the Ordinance 
even then becomes no stronger than those of the English statute, 
and li. v. Birmingham still applies.

I think, therefore, the appeal must be dismissed with costs 
on the first ground and that it is unnecessary for me to con
sider the question of jurisdiction. The result is that under the 
law of this province, if a young girl only sixteen years of age is 

ed to get married without the father’s consent to a man 
who has obtained a marriage license by a false and fraudulent 
affidavit as to her age, and although the marriage has never been 
consummated by a physical union (as 1 understand to be the fact 
here) still neither the parent nor the infant has any legal redress 
and there exists no possible method except a statute of the 
Dominion Parliament of undoing what has been done. The 
parties are man and wife and must remain so through life unless 
such an Act is obtained. Other provinces have taken measures 
to provide a remedy and I humbly commend the situation to the 
consideration of the authorities.

Appcal dismissed.

HOWARD v. MILLER.
Judicial ('ammitUc «J tin Privy Council. Lord Moulton, Lord Purler oj 

1 Vaddingtnn and Lord Sumner.

1. SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE (§ I E—31)—REALTY CONTRACTS EFFECT «H 
DOWER INTERESTS—INTEREST OF NON-KEOIS1 EKED CHANTERS—
Admissibility of contrait of sale.

The purchaser's interest under a contract of sale registrable under 
the H.C. Land Registry Act. UHMi. eh. 23 in the register of charges, is 
only such an interest in the lands as is commensurate with the relief 
which equity would give by way of specific performance; and his 
contract with the registered owner of an indefeasible fee will not 
he effective as against a claim under a valid but unregistered deed
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admitted by the vendor whereby her title was reduced to a claim for 
dower and the fee belonged of right to another whose title was shewn 
in answer to the purchaser’s action for specific performance; sec. 75 
of the Land Registry Act made the deed inadmissible in disproof of 
the purchaser’s title to a charge under his contract, but it remained 
properly admissible on the question of the extent to which specific 
performance ought to be granted under that contract.

|Miller a ml Nicholson v. Howard, May L’S, 1914. Supreme Court of 
Canada, reversed.J

1. Vendor and purchaser ($ I A—1) Rights and mahilitikk ok parties 
Enforcement of contract—Specific performance.

The trusteeship resulting from a contract for sale of lands under 
the rule that the vendor is as to his interest in the lands a trustee 
for the purchaser subject to a lien for the purchase money, is limited 
to cases in which a court of equity would grant specific performance.

Appeal on an action for specific performance of an agreement

(h ren Thompson and V. Lour sen, for appellant.
E. I\ Doris, K.C., and Hon. .1/. M. Macnayhten, for 

respondents.

The judgment of the Board was delivered by

Lord Parker: In this case the. plaintiffs claim specific per
formance of an agreement dated .1 une 1. BIOS, and made between 
the defendant. Mary Jane Sheard, of the one part, and the plaintiff. 
Miller, of the other part, whereby the defendant, Mary Jane 
Sheard. contracted to sell, and the plaintiff. Miller, to purchase, 
some 4.14 acres of land in the Vancouver District in British 
( olumbia. The plaintiff. Nicholson, is made a co-plaintiff as 
sub-purchaser of the property from tin- plaintiff. Miller. The 
defendant Mildred Howard is joined as co-defendant on the ground 
that she claims an interest in the property adversely to her co
defendant. In their Lordships’ opinion this joinder is mis
conceived and the judgment given at the trial, and confirmed on 
appeal for specific performance against the defendant. Mildred 
Howard, and the vesting of her interest in a trustee for the plain
tiffs is erroneous and cannot be sustained. There is no < 
principle by virtue of which land can be taken away from the true 
owner under colour of specific performance of a contract to which 
he was not a party and which he did not authorise to lx- made on 
his behalf. The action should have been dismissed with costs so 
far as the defendant. Mildred Howard, was concerned.

So far the case presents little difficulty, but there is a more 
important question which must be decided before this appeal b

5766
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finally disposed of. Besides resisting the claim for specific per
formance as against her, the defendant. Mildred Howard, set up 
her own title to the property. She was, she said, entitled to it 
as heiress-at-law of the late Harry Howard, the former husband 
of the defendant, Mary .lane Sheard, subject, nevertheless, to the 
dower interest of her mother, the last-named defendant, and she 
counterclaimed against the plaintiffs and her co-defendant for a 
declaration to that effect with certain consequential relief. The 
defendant, Mary Jane Sheard, did not defend the counterclaim, 
which against her must lx- taken as admitted. As against the 
plaintiffs, however, who did defend the counterclaim, the de
fendant. Mildred Howard, was put to the proof of her title. In 
order to prove it she put in three indentures. First, she put in an 
indenture dated August 2)1, 1893, whereby a certain block of land 
(of which the 4.14 acres in question formed part), was conveyed to 
Harry Howard and his wife, the defendant, Mary Jane Sheard, 
in fee simple, as joint tenants. Secondly, she put in an indenture 
dated June 14, 1900, whereby Harry Howard conveyed to his 
wife, the defendant, Mary Jane Sheard, an undivided moiety of 
the whole block in fee simple, thus vesting the whole block in her. 
Thirdly, she put in an indent ure, also dated June 14, 1905, whereby 
the defendant, Mary Jane Sheard, conveyed to Harry Howard 
the entirety of the 4.14 acres in question. The two deeds of June 
11, 1900, in fact operated as a partition of the block between 
husband and wife.

The indentures above referred to, if admissible in evidence, 
are, in their Lordships’ opinion, sufficient proof of the title set up 
by the defendant, Mildred Howard, but the plaintiffs contend 
that the second indenture of June 14, 190"), is not admissible in 
evidence against them, because of the provisions of see. 7f> of the 
Land Legistry Act (eh. 23 of the statutes of the Province of 
British Columbia, 1900), being an Act consolidating the existing 
statutes as to the registration of titles to land.

< hi reference to this statute it will lx- found that it contemplates 
and provides for four registers. First, there is a Legister of 
Indefeasible Fees. A certificate of title to an estate so registered 
is. as long as it remains uneancelled, conclusive evidence against 
all the world that the holder is entitled to the estate mentioned 
in the certificate (sees. 1Ô, 10 and 81). Seeondlv. there is a
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Register of Absolute Fees. The registered owner of an absolute 
fee is to be deemed to be the prima facie owner of the land referred 
to in the register for such an estate as he legally possesses therein, 
subject only to such registered charges as appear existing thereon, 
and to the rights of the Crown (secs. If) and 24). The certificate 
of title is not conclusive but only prima facie evidence of the title 
of the registered owner. It is to In* observed that nothing less 
than a legal fee simple can Ik* registered as an absolute fee. Thirdly, 
there is a Register of Charges (see. 25), that is, according to tin- 
definition clause (see. 3), any less estate than an absolute fee, and 
any equitable interest in land, and any incumbrance, Crown debt, 
judgment, mortgage, or claim to or upon any real estate.

The registered owner of a charge is to Ik* deemed to be prima 
facie entitled to the estate or interest in respect of which he is 
registered, subject only to such registered charges as appear 
existing thereon and to the rights of the Crown (sec. 29). The 
certificate of title is not conclusive but only prima facie evidence 
of the title of the owner of a registered charge.

It is to be observed that an applicant for the registration of a 
charge has in his application to state tin* nature of the charge in 
respect of which he requires registration (Form I) in 1st Schedule 
to the Act), and the register has also to state the nature of the 
registered charge (Form E, same Schedule).

Lastly, there is, under sec. 116, a register in which are entered 
copies of all instruments affecting land. The 74th section of the 
Act provides that no instrument executed after and taking effect 
after June 30, 1905, and no instrument executed before July 1. 
1905, and taking effect after June 30, 1905, purporting to transfer, 
charge, deal with or affect land or any estate or interest therein 
(with an immaterial exception) shall pass any estate or interest, 
either at law or in equity, in such land, until the same shall have 
been registered in compliance with the provision of tin* Act; and 
the 75th section provides that instruments executed In-fore ami 
taking effect In-fore July 1, 1905, transferring, charging, dealing 
with, or affecting land or any estate or interest therein, unless 
registered before tin- said date (with an immaterial exception) 
shall not be receivable by the Court or any Court of law or am 
registrar or examiner of titles as evidence or proof of the title ol 
any person to such land as against the title of any person to tin 
same land registered on or after July 1, 1905, except in an action
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before the Court questioning the registered title t< such land on 
the ground of fraud wherein the registered owner ha; participated 
or colluded. This section, in their Lordships’ opir ion, imposes 
a penalty on non-registration of an instrument by rendering such 
instrument inadmissible in evidence in certain cases, but has no 
further operation.

Returning to the facts of this case, it appears that, after Harry 
Howard’s death, the second deed of June 14, 1905, came into 
possession of the defendant, Mary Jane Sheard, and that on July 
30, 1907, she took both the deeds of June 14, 1905, to the Land 
Registry Office in Vancouver for registration. What happened 
in the office is obscure, but owing possibly to some misconception 
on the part of the registrar, the defendant, Mary Jane Sheard, 
ultimately signed an application prepared by him declaring she 
was owner of the land in question, and claiming to have it regis
tered in her name in the Register of Absolute Fees, and obtained 
such registration; the second deed of June 14. 1905, being abso
lutely ignored, though the registrar bad possession of it and 
ought to have been aware of its effect. In this, if there was no 
fraud, there was evidently a serious miscarriage, and the plaintiff, 

• Miller, in entering into the agreement of June 1, 1908, to purchase 
the land in question was, undoubtedly, misled by the register and 
the certificate of title obtained by the defendant, Mary Jane 
Sheard.

The agreement of June 1, 1908, was. in their Lordships’ opinion, 
an instrument purporting to affect land, and, therefore, required 
registration under the 74th section of the Act. When so registered 
(but not before) it would confer on the plaintiff, Miller, an equit
able interest, his title to which would be registrable in the Register 
of Charges. On the day after the agreement was signed the 
plaintiff, Miller, lodged an application for the registration of bis 
title to a charge by virtue of the agreement, but in such applica
tion he did not, as he ought to have done, state the nature of tta
int crest in respect of which be claimed registration. It is material 
to consider what this interest really was. It is sometines said 
that under a contract for the sale of an interest in land the vendor 
becomes a trustee for tbe purchaser of the interest contracted to 
I"1 sold subject to a lien for the purchase money; but however 
useful such a statement may be as illustrating a general principle
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IMP. of equity, it is only truc if and so far as a court of equity would
P. C. under all the circumstances of the case grant specific performance

Howard of the contract.
The interest conferred by the agreement in question was an 

interest commensurate with the relief which equity would give
Lord Parker. by way of specific performance, and if the plaintiff, Miller, had 

in his application attempted to define the nature of his interest, 
he could only so define it. Further, if the registrar had, as in 
their Lordships’ opinion he ought to have done, specified on the 
register the nature of the interest which he registered as a charge, 
he could only have so specified it. Had he attempted further to 
define the interest, had he, for example, stated it as an equitable 
fee subject to the payment of the purchase money, lie would have 
been usurping the function of the Court, and affecting to decide 
how far the contract ought to be specifically performed. As a 
matter of fact the registrar did not, any more than the plaintiff, 
Miller, attempt to define the interest in respect of which registra
tion was granted. lie granted registration, having (their Lord- 
ships will assume) first entered a copy of the agreement in the 
register of instruments under see. 1 Hi, but the register merely 
shews that the plaintiff. Miller, is entitled to a charge under the 
agreement on the land in question, and leaves the nature of the 
charge to be inferred. At most, therefore, the plaintiff, Miller, 
became the registered owner of an interest commensurate with the 
interest which, under all the circumstances, equity would decree 
by way of specific performance of the agreement.

Their Lordships are now in a position to deal with the question 
as to whether the second deed of June 14, 1005, was admissible 
in evidence. First, as regards the defendant, Mary Jane Shcard. 
it was not (having regard to the 75th section of the Act) ad
missible to disprove the primâ facie title conferred on her by lu i 
entry on the register as owner of the absolute fee, unless such 
yitry had been obtained by fraud in which she had participated 
or colluded. Hut as a matter of fact it was quite unneeessan 
to adduce the deed as evidence against her at all. She did not 
defend the counterclaim, thereby admitting the title of the de
fendant, Mildred Howard, as alleged in the counterclaim, and, 
further, she had on two several occasions admitted this title before 
the commencement of the litigation, first in her affidavit for the
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purpose of obtaining letters of administration to Harry Howard’s 
estate, and, secondly, in proceedings which she took (apparently 
at the instigation of the plaintiff, Miller) to have the agreement 
of June 1, 1908, adopted by the Court on behalf of the defendant, 
Mildred Howard. These admissions, unless satisfactorily ex
plained, would, in their Lordships’ opinion, be sufficient to rebut 
the primâ facie title conferred by registration.

Again, as regards the plaintiff, Miller, it is quite true that by 
reason of the 75th section, the second deed of June 14. 1905, is 
not admissible in disproof of his registered title, but if, as their 
Lordships have pointed out, he is registered only in respect of an 
interest commensurate with the relief which equity would decree 
by way of specific performance of the agre< ment of June 1, 1908, 
the defendant, Mildred Howard, is not under the necessity of in 
any way disputing the title in question. She adduces the deed 
of June 14, 1905, not as disproving the plaintiffs’ title, but as a 
material circumstance which the Court must take into account in 
deciding the extent to which specific performance ought to be 
granted. In their Lordships’ opinion, therefore, the objection 
to the admissibility in evidence of the second deed of June 14, 
1905, cannot be sustained, and the defendant, Mildred Howard, 
is therefore entitled to the declaration of her title as alleged in 
lier counterclaim.

The defendant, Mildred Howard, asks also for certain conse
quential relief by way of rectification of the register and cancella
tion of existing certificates of title. The Court, under sec. 92 
of the Act, has jurisdiction in an action contesting a registered 
title to make such order as may be just and appropriate under the 
«•ircumstances. According to this section, lief ore such an action 
' .•ill be brought, the proposed plaintiff should file an issue and 
give security to the satisfaction of the registrar, and it is possible 
that the plaintiffs might have obtained a stay of the counterclaim 
till this had been done. They did not, however, apply for such a 
■day, nor did they make any objection before their Lordships’ 
Board on the ground that no security had been given and no issue 
lih il. In their Lordships’ opinion, therefore, it was open to the 
< ourts below to make and is open to their Lordships to advise 
Hi' Majesty to make such order under the 92nd section as may 
meet the justice of the case.

IMP.

P.C.

Howard

Miller.

Lord Parker.

6—22 D.L.B.
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IMP.

P.C.
Howard

Lord Parker.

With regard to the relief to which the plaintiffs are entitled 
in this action, it would Ik* contrary to all principle to order the 
defendant, Mary Jane Sheard, to convey an interest which she 
has not got and which she cannot convey. The plaintiffs are. 
however, entitled to repayment of all moneys paid to her under 
the agreement of June 1, HH)8, with interest at 4 per cent, per 
annum, and their costs of action (except in so far as increased 
by the joinder of her co-defendant), and a lien for such moneys, 
interest and costs on her dower interest in the land in question.

Taking all the circumstances into consideration, their Lord- 
ships are of opinion and will humbly advise His Majesty (1) that 
the orders appealed from should be discharged; (2) that tin- 
action should l>e dismissed with costs throughout ns against the 
defendant. Mildred Howard; (3) that on the counterclaim of tin- 
last-immed defendant there should be a declaration that not
withstanding the entry on tin* register she is absolutely entitled 
to the land in question subject to the dower interest therein of 
the defendant, Mary Jane Sheard, and that tin* register should !»• 
rectified by striking out the entry of the defendant, Mary Jain 
Sheard. as owner of the absolute fee in the land ifi question and 
entering tin- defendant. Mildred Howard, as owner of such abso
lute foe subject to the dower interest of tin* defendant. Mary Jam 
Sheard, which dower interest should be entered in the Register <>: 
Charges, and that the certificate of title granted to the defendant. 
Mary Jane Sheard, should In* delivered to the registrar for can
cellation, and that the plaintiffs should pay the costs of tli 
counterclaim; (4) that the defendant, Mary Jane Sheard, should 
Ik* ordered to repay to the plaintiffs tin* moneys already paid l>\ 
the plaintiff, Miller, under the agreement, with interest at 4 per 
cent. ]H*r annum, and the costs of the action (except so far :i< 
increased by the joinder of the defendant, Mildred Howard), and 
that it should lx* declared that such moneys, interest and cost> 
are a lien on the dower interest of the defendant, Mary Jam 
Sheard, in the land in question, and that the registrar amend tin- 
certificates of title issued to the plaintiffs so as to conform with 
this report : and (5) that plaintiffs should pay the costs of thi> 
appeal.

4 />/><(// allow <1.
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BERARD v. BRUNEAU.
Manitoba King's Bench, Galt, ./. April 21), 191").

1. Adverse possession (§ I K 5N)—Possession - Adverse ootpanvy.
Possession follows the title unless there he an actual adverse oeeu-

[Briih v. Badger, 27 ().I{. 320; Doe <1. Cuthbertson v. McGillis, 2 
r.C.C.P. 124. referred to.|

2. Estoppel (§ III G 2—10)1)—(îrantok in deed—Den vino ownership—
Lota tee prior to Crown patent Sviiseqvk.xt patent Kkkect ok. 

Estoppel arises against the grantor in a deed or mortgage of land in 
respect of his covenants for title from denying that lie was the owner 
of the land at the date of the deed or mortgage, although his title at 
that time was merely that of a locatee prior to the Crown Patent ; in 
such case a subsequent issue of the patent to the grantor or to his 
personal representative after his decease feeds the estoppel in favour 
of the grantee or mortgagee.

[Iloltir v. Hamilton l."> I'.C.C.P. 125; Doe d. Irvine x. Webster, 2 
V.C.Q.B. 224. followed.]

3. Maxims (§ I 1)—Presi mption ok kioht and not wroxo—Effect
(IIVEX TO AXYTIIINO ESTABLISHED FOR SOME TIME.

It is a maxim of the law to give effect to everything thaï appears to 
have been established for a considerable course of time and to pre
sume that what has been done was done of right and not of wrong.

[Doe d. Murphy v. Mulholland, 2 O.S.V.C. 115.]

Action for the recovery of lands.
IV. Mndcley Crichton and li. IV. McClure, for the plaintiff.
IV. /.. McLaws and E. .17. Beaudry, for the defendant.

(«alt, J.:—The lands in question in this action consist of 
portions of lot 39. formerly the south half of the south half of 
section 21 in the settlement of Rat River, in the 5th Township 
and 4th range east of the principal meridian in Manitoba.

These lands were owned by the Dominion of Canada until 
March 13, 1914, when a patent was granted to the defendant 
Wensceslaws Bruneau in his capacity of personal representative 
of the late Thomas Bruneau. The transactions which form the 
subject matter of this action all took place prior to this Crown 
grant.

At the close of the trial a sketch of the land in question was 
put in with the consent of counsel on both sides as a superfluous 
exhibit, marked X, and as it sets forth very clearly the sub
divisions of the lands in question, I attach it to my judgment for 
reference.

The south half of the south half of section 21 is expressed 
by the patent to be otherwise known as lot 39 of the said settle
ment. which is not covered by any of the waters of the Rat River

MAN.

K. B.

Statement
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MAN. as shewn upon a map or plan of survey of said settlement approved
K. B. and confirmed at ()ttawa on October 3,1889, by William Frederick

Bkrard

Brvnf.au.

King for the Surveyor-General of Dominion Lands, and of record 
in the Department of the Interior, containing by admeasurement 
158 acres more or less.

Galt, J. At the commencement of the transactions in question one 
Thomas Bruneau occupied at least the easterly portion of this 
lot 39, and was more or less in possession of all the remainder 
of it. He died on February 3, 1890.

( )n < )ctober 23,1912, the Assistant Secretary of the Department 
of the Interior wrote a letter to the defendant’s solicitors as 
follows :—

“Replying to your letter of the S instant, 1 am directed to say that there 
is no evidence on file in the department that Wens Bruneau is entitled to 
the land described. It forms part of River Lot 31). Rat River Settlement, 
which was awarded to the late Thomas Bruneau on certain conditions not 
yet fulfilled. Mr. Wens Bruneau may be a member of the family, thi> 
being the basis of his claim, but these facts will require proof and also i 
conveyance to him of the interests of the others.”

From this it would appear that Thomas Bruneau, during his 
lifetime, had applied for the patent for the whole lot, but, not 
having complied with the requisite conditions, no patent had yet 
issued.

The plaintiff derives his title through documents executed l> 
Thomas Bruneau at a time when the latter claimed to be entitled 
to the whole of the south half of the south half of section 21. 
The defendant relies upon his patent and upon the Statute < ! 
Limitations.

When the defendant obtained his patent aftd t register
his title, the plaintiff filed a caveat, and this action is brought 
to try the rights therein claimed.

Lot 39 may lx- subdivided for the purposes of this inquiry 
into four parcels of land: First, the south-easterly 52 acres, shewn 
on the annexed sketch, and which admittedly belongs to the 
Bruneau family; secondly, the parcel of land marked on the 
sketch in red, consisting of 3 chains measured from the north
easterly corner and thence west to the Rat River, thence mirth 
to the boundary of the lot, thence east to the place of beginning: 
thirdly, 0 acres of land in about the middle of the lot and included 
on three sides by the Rat River; fourthly, 100 acres, or there
abouts, of land to the west of Rat River.

7257
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The plaintiff claims (par. 13) the south half of the south-west 
quarter, and all that part of the south half of the south-east 
quarter, situate west of the Rat River in section 21, and that 
part of the northerly three chains of the south half of the south
east quarter lying east of the Rat River in section 21, all in town
ship 5, range 4, east of the principal meridian in Manitoba.

This description includes the second, third and fourth parcels 
according to inv subdivision above mentioned. The deeds which 
form the plaintiff’s chain of title appear to have been prepared by 
an inexperienced conveyancer, and the descriptions are inaccurate, 
but the evidence leaves no room to doubt as to the parcels which 
were being dealt with by the parties. Having regard to the judg
ments delivered by the Supreme Court of Canada in Borland v. 
('note, 35 S.C.R. 282, I find nothing in any of the descriptions in 
this case which cannot be cleared up on the principle applied by 
the Supreme Court.

The portions of land claimed by the plaintiff are all included 
in a certain deed made by William Charette to the plaintiff, dated 
December 21, 1005, registered on December 27, 1005.

Charette’s title is derived through a conveyance made by 
Thomas Bruneau to one Gabriel Lafournaise on May 15. 1880, 
conveying the three chains above mentioned; and through a 
mortgage executed by Thomas Bruneau in favour of one Elzear 
Lagimodiere on May 10, 1884, and registered the same day, 
whereby Bruneau mortgaged the whole of the south half of the 
south half of the section to Elzear Lagimodiere, excepting the 
said northerly three chains.

The deed from Thomas Bruneau of the first part to Gabriel 
Lafournaise of the second part, dated May 15, 1880, was made in 
pursuance of the Act respecting Short Forms of Indentures. 
If is written in french. I would translate the description as 
follows: “All that certain lot or parcel of land situate and lying 
in the parish of St. Pierre of the Rat River aforesaid, being that 
north part of the lot lying in section twenty-one (21) in township 
five (5), in range four (4) east of the principal meridian, owned by 
the aforesaid party of the first part, described as follows: Starting 

I from the north-east corner of the lot aforesaid, and thence going 
I south a distance of three chains, thence westerly at a right angle 
I to a point where this line strikes the Rat River at its bank, thence

MAN.
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at a right angle to the north limit of the aforesaid lot, and finally 
from this last point to the place of beginning."

The description set out in this deed from Bruncau to Lafour- 
naise is certainly very defective. But it is identified as being 
“part of the lot lying in section 21 owned by the party of the first 
part." So far as 1 can discover from the abstract and documents, 
Thomas Bruneau never owned or claimed to own any portion of 
section 21 except the south half of the south half (now known as 
lot 3V).

The land comprised within the three chains has liecn so 
occupied and dealt with by the plaintiff's predecessors in title 
that there is really no doubt of its actual position along the north
east portion of the south half of the south-east quarter of section 
21, lying east of the Hat River.

On March lfi, 1NK2. by deed registered March 17. 1882. ( iabricl 
Lafournaise professed to convey to Philibert Ladouroute three 
chains, but the description was such as to indicate three chains 
at the north-east corner of section 21. This defect of description 
was remedied, or attempted to bo remedied, by a confirmatory 
conveyance from Lafournaise to Ladouroute, dated May 7, 1883, 
registered May 15, 1883, whereby Lafournaise conveys “that most 
northerly part of the lot of land situate in section 21 in township 5, 
range 4, east of the principal meridian, owned by one Thomas 
Bruneau, the grantor of the said party of the first part, and which 
most northerly part nay be described as follows, that is to say: 
Beginning at the north-east corner of the said lot, and thence 
running south three chains, thence west in a straight line to the 
Hat Hiver, thence north to the northerly limit of the said lot. ami 
thence back to the place of beginning.

On November 7, 1894, by deed registered September 30, 1895, 
Ladouroute conveyed to W illiam ( 'burette the north half of tin 
south half, and that portion of the northerly three chains of the 
south half of the south-east quarter lying east of Hat River, 
section 21, township 5, range 4. east of the principal meridian of 
the Province of Manitoba, and containing by admeasurement 
108 acres, be the same more or less." This description, involved 
as it is. at least fixes the three chains parcel as In-ing the northerly 
three chains of the south half of the south-east quarter lying east 
of the Rat River.
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( 'harette’s title to the remaining portion of the land comprised 
in his deed to the plaintiff is derived through a mortgage made by 
Thomas Bruneau to one Klzear Lagimodiere, dated May lb. 1884, 
and registered the same day. The mortgage is made in pursuance 
of the Act respecting Short Forms of Indentures, and was to secure 
the sum of 8500. The mortgaged lands are described as, all and 
singular that certain parcel or tract of land and premises situate, 
lying and being in the parish of St. Pierre, Rat River, in the 
County of Carillon, in the Province of Manitoba, and better 
described as being the south half of the south half of section 21 
in township 5, range 4, east, lying on the east side of Rat River. 
This description corresponds exactly with what is now known as 
lot 30.

Before tracing what took place in connection with this mort
gage. a reference must be made to certain other deeds executed 
by Thomas Bruneau shortly prior to the date of this mortgage. 
I note also the dates of registration of these documents, as the 
parties’ rights may to some extent depend upon the dates of 
registration.

On May 27, 1880, Thomas Bruneau executed a mortgage in 
favour of James Hutchinson for 8350, in pursuance of the Act 
respecting Short Forms of Indentures, and it was registered on 
May 28, 1880, but not against the lands in question, owing to an 
error in the description which was not cured until October 14, 
1885.

By deed of April 8, 1884, registered October 28, 1884. Thomas 
Bruneau conveyed the portion of the lands in question to his son 
Napoleon Bruneau.

By deed dated June 14, 1881, registered November 25, 1884, 
Thomas Bruneau conveyed to his wife Adelaide Bruneau a certain 
other portion of the lands in question.

( )n June 15, 1885, a bill of complaint was filed by James Hutch
inson, Malcolm Hutchinson and Jane Hutchinson, executors of 
the last will and testament of James Hutchinson, the mortgagee 
:ihove mentioned, against Thomas Bruneau. Napoleon Bruneau 
and Adelaide Bruneau, claiming rectification of Hutchinson's 
mortgage; a declaration that the conveyances to Napoleon 
Bruneau and Adelaide Bruneau respectively were voluntary, 
fraudulent and void; payment of the mortgage, and in default
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foreclosure. On Octolier 14, 1885, the plaintiffs in said action 
obtained judgment rectifying the mortgage, setting aside the two 
conveyances, and fixing April 14, 188(i, as the period for redemp
tion. The mortgage money not having l>een paid, a final order in 
said suit was issued on April It», 1880.

Lagiinodiere was not a party to the Hutchinson action. The 
deed to Najxileon Bruneau was dated April 8, 1884, but was not 
registered until October 28, 1884. The Lagiinodiere mortgage 
was registered on May 10, 1884, and would thus take priority to 
the deeds in question. No argument was addressed to me based 
u|M>n the possibility of any interests outstanding in Napoleon 
Bruneau or Adelaide Bruneau. I therefore need say nothing 
further atxmt these two deeds.

Lagimodiere’s mortgage having got into arrear, an action 
was commenced by him on February 17, 1893, against Thomas 
Bruneau and the executors of James Hutchinson, for the purpose 
of obtaining payment of the mortgage money, or in case of default 
foreclosure1. On Noveml>er 8, 1893, Elzear Lagimodiere obtained 
judgment, and June 7, 1894, was fixed for payment by the de
fendants into the lm|)crinl Bank at the city of Winnipeg of the 
sum of <800.25 to the joint credit of the plaintiff and the Registrar 
of this Court, and in default it was ordered and decreed that the* 
said defendant do stand absolutely debarred and foreclosed of 
and from all equity of redemption in and to the said premises; 
and it was further ordered and decreed that the defendant do 
forthwith deliver to the plaintiff or to whom he may appoint 
possession of the lands and premises in question in the cause, or 
such part thereof as the said defendant may In* in possession of. 
The defendants in that action made default in payment of tin* 
amount so found due, but no final order of foreclosure was shown 
to have lieen taken out. The default is shewn by one of the 
bank’s officials and by the testimony of both Elzear Lagiinodiere
and his son.

Elzear Lagiinodiere was called as a witness liefore me. He 
is an old man with failing memory. He states that Thoma- 
Bruneau never repaid the mortgage money. He left the manage
ment of his property many years ago to his son William. Soin» 
time after the judgment in the foreclosure action against Thom a- 
Bruneau, William Lagimodiere and his father believed that tin 
fat her was now the* owner of the mortgaged premises. The

I
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both went down and took possession of the* lands, as they were 
advised by their solicitor they could. They remained upon the 
land two or three days. The Bruneau family were living on the 
south-easterly portion of the property marked in blue on the 
principal map, ex. 12, and marked in white (52 acres) on the 
sketch annexed to this judgment.

William Lagimodiere says: “We went to Bruneau\s house. 
Mrs. Bruneau said, ‘Are you coming here to put us out?’ My 
father said, ‘I am coming here to settle this matter; I want to 
sell the land.’ She said she wanted to buy the part east of the 
Hat River. Damasse Bruneau said lie knew a party who wanted 
to buy the piece west of the river. The prices were fixed for the 
part east of the river where Mrs. Bruneau lived. Later on in tin* 
day Mr. Charette came and he bought the part west of the river. 
All this took place in the presence of Mrs. Bruneau. Damasse 
Bruneau and some other memliers of the family.” This inter
view took place on April 12, 1898, and on the same day an agree
ment was drawn up and executed whereby Elzear Lagimodiere 
agreed to sell to Damasse Bruneau all that part of the southerly 
17 chains of the south half of the south-east quarter of section 
21 situate east of Rat River in township 5. range 4. east of the 
principal meridian in the Province of Manitoba, and also that 
fraction of the northerly three chains of said south half of the 
south-east quarter of said section 21 sold by deceased Thomas 
Bruneau to Gabriel Lafournaise by a deed executed on May 15, 
1886. This last date is a manifest error, and should bo 1880. 
(See affidavit of execution and the deed to Lafournaise referred 
to.) The fraction described in this agreement must be a con
tinuation of the original parcel comprised in the three chains, 
between the latter and the river. I mark it on the annexed sketch 
with a black line. No evidence was adduced before me as to the 
identity or the usefulness of this minute fraction of land, which 
really seems to form part of the original three chains parcel. It 
may lie that Wensceslaws desired to get a portion or the whole 
of the 6-acre fraction. But there is no evidence that he did; 
and this latter fraction falls within the. description of lands 
conveyed on the very same day by Lagimodiere to Charette.

The conveyance to Charette was duly registered, whereas 
tli«' agreement was not.

MAN.

K.n.
Berard

Brvneat.
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MAN. This agreement was not carried out, hut later on Damasse
K.B. Rruneau agre-e-el with his l>rother Wenseeslaws that the latter 

Itëîmin might h<ieome purchaser instead. This arrangem<-nt was assented
r. to, and on January 5, 1900, Klzear Lagimodiere e-xce-uteel an

uijch.u agpc-iuvnt, of sale to Wenseeslaws of the same land mentioned in 
0nll'J' the agre-e-me-nt with Damasse. Rut this agreement was not 

registered. I therefore take it that Charette obtained the small 
fraction.

On the same day on which Klzear Lagimodiere and his son 
visited t he Rruneau’s, t he former agreed to sell to William ( 'harette 
the south half of the south-west quarter, and all that part of tin- 
south half of the south-east quarter situate west of the Rat River 
of section -I. township .1, range 1, east of the principal meridian, 
Province of Manitoba. This deed, like all of the others, is drawn 
in pursuance of the .Vet respecting Short forms of Indentures, 
and was registered on May 20, 1904. The description, so far as it 
relates to the south half of the south-west quarter, covers one-half 
of the 0-acre plot, ami, so far as it relates to the south half of tin- 
south-east quarter covers the other half of said plot.

William Charette was already the owner of the three chains 
parcel lying immediately to the north of the Brune-au's .12 acres.

By deed dated December 21, 190.1, registered December 27, 
190.1, \\ illiam ( harette conveyed all his property above mentioned 
to the plaintiff, who has been ill possession of it ever since without 
any interruption by the defendant or by anyone else.

It might, of course, be, and it was contended on behalf of tin- 
defendant, that the plaintiff and one or more of his predecessors 
in title were barred by the Statute of Limitations as against 
Thomas Rruneau or his representatives: see Pride v. limiter, 
27 O.R. 1120; but 1 see no ground for the application of the 
statute in this case.

From the earliest times it has been held that possession follow- 
the title unless then- be an actual adverse- occupancy: see l)m 
</. Culiihi rt.soH v. Med ill is, 2 l.C.C.P. 121.

The evidence leaves no room to doubt that at no time since 
tin- conve-yancc by Thomas Rruneau te> Lafournaise of the three- 
chains in questiem was the- <ie-fe-nelant or his father in actual 
ae I verse- posse-ssiem of cither the- tlire-e- chains eir of any otlie-i 
portion eif the- lands e-laimeel by the plaintiff herein for such > 
time as weiulel bar the- plaintiff eir any of his pre-ele-e-e-sseirs in till'
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The plaintiff relics for confirmation of his rights upon title by 
estoppel based upon the covenants in the deed from Thomas 
Bruneau to (îabriel Lafournaisc, and in the mortgage from 
Thomas Bruneau to Klzear Lagimodiere and the subsequent 
Crown grant. This argument is supported by a long line of 
authorities going abek to Dot <1. ('Iirintmas v. Oliver, 1U B.<V ( 1 SI.

It was argued for the defendant that this doctrine could 
have no place as regards deeds and mortgages executed prior to 
the issue of the Crown grant. That this argument cannot prevail 
appears from one of the earliest and most authoritative decisions 
Upon the subject, namely, l)tn tl. Irvine v. W chuter, 2 C.C.Q.B. 
224, the headnote of which is as follows:

“Where the nominee of the Crown before any patent issued for the lands 
on which he was located, by deed poll, conveyed away the lands and all his 
interest in them; and afterwards the patent was issued in his name, and lie 
then made a second deed to another person; held that the second grantee 
was estopped by the first deed from claiming the land."

McLean v. La aliair, 2 l B. 222, is another decision along 
the same lines. Both of these cases were approved and followed 
in Huiler v. Hamilton, 1Ô l .C.C.P. 125, and have never been 
dissented from.

In addition to this line of authorities we have the law expressly 
enacted in the Kstoppel Act, B.S.M. I bid. eh. til. the second 
section of which provides that
“Covenants for title in any deed of conveyance, deed «if mortgage or dee«l 
of lease made since the passing of the first Act respecting short forms of 
indentures or hereafter made, whether such deed he made in pursuance of 
tin' Act respecting short forms of imlenttires or otherwise, shall operate as 
an estoppel against the covenantor and all persons claiming title under him."

This certainly covers the title to the three chains above 
mentioned.

Then see. 8 provides:
Haeli and every deed of conveyance and deed of mortgage made since tin 

fifth «lay of March in the year 1SX0, affecting lands for which I lie patent of 
tlie Dominion (lovernment has or had not been issued, in eases where such 
patent is required, and expressed or purporting to be in pursuance «if the 
\«t respecting short forms of indentures, containing all or any of t lie following 

' "venants on the part of the grantor (or mortgagor, as the case may lie . 
' "lit.-lined in the first column of the first or second schedules to “Tin* Short 
I 'mins Actnamely, t hose numbered 2. Il, I, *» and 7 in I he said first schedule, 
ml those numbered ”». (i. 7. 8 and 10 in the said secoivl schedule. resp<*e- 

livcly, shall, in the event of the grantor lor mortgagor, as the case may be , 
h"l being actually seized of 11n- legal estate in fee simple of the said lands 
at the time of tin* execution of the said «Iced on account of such patent not

MAN.

K. B.

lb: hard 

Hucnkac.
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having been issued, and subsequently becoming through the issue of such 
patent seized of said legal estate in fee simple, operate to vest the said 
legal estate, in fee simple, in the purchaser or mortgagee, as the case may 
be, or his representatives, heirs or assigns respectively.”

Brvxeaü. The mortgage from Thomas Bruneau to Lagimodiere was 
càüt“r. dated earlier than the date mentioned in see. 3 of the Estoppel 

Act, and Mr. Crichton relied upon this as excluding the applica
tion of the statute to the lands included in the mortgage. But, 
as Mr. Me Laws replies, the provisions of see. 3 have always been 
the law.

The deeds relied upon by the plaintiff were all made in pur
suance of the Act respecting Short Forms of Indentures, and 
contain the usual covenants.

Finally, Mr. Crichton points out that when the defendant 
for the Crown grant, the plaintiff also communicated 

with the Department at Ottawa, and set forth his claims to tIn
land, and that the Government, after considering the claims of 
both parties, awarded the land to the defendant. The learned 
counsel argued that under such cases as Holton v. Jeffrey, 2 O.S. 
702, and Former v. Livingstone, 8 S.C.R. 157, it must be assumed 
that the Crown carefully considered tin- rights of the different 
applicants and its decision must lx- treated as a final judgment 
in favour of the defendant.

There is more than one answer to this argument. In the 
first place, the Crown has made the grant expressly to the de
fendant in his representative capacity, and it doubtless assumed 
that the defendant would protect the title to any portions of tin- 
land granted by Thomas Bruneau, the original locator, for valu
able consideration in favour of bond fide purchasers. And second
ly, it is recognized in Pride v. liodger, 27 O.R. 320, that even in 
the case of unpatented lands declaratory relief may, in a suitable 
case, be given which will work practically the result of a partition 
of the property subject to the Crown being willing to act upon 
the judgment of the Court.

Our own King’s Bench Act (R.S.M. 1013, ch. 46), sec. 13. 
(g) and (h), expressly gives the Court of King’s Bench jurisdiction 
to decree the issue of letters patent from the Crown to rightful 
claimants, and to decree the repeal and making void of letters 
patent issued erroneously or by mistake or improvident 1 y or 
through fraud.

A3C
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1 am therefore of opinion that Thomas Bruneau and his ___•
representatives are estopped by the covenants in his deed and K. B. 
mortgage from denying that he was the owner of the lands at the Be hard 
date of his deeds; and that the legal (-state conveyed by the Bhcxeac 
( 'rown to the defendant fed the estoppel in favour of the plaintiff. _ 
But, it is argued, Lagimodiere had no right to convey the mort- Galt J- 
gaged premises to Charette because he had no final order of 
foreclosure.

The first objection is not entitled to prevail, for the following 
reasons: Firstly, ever since April, 1898, the plaintiff and his pre
decessors in title have been in undisputed possession of the 
property. Secondly, the mortgage contained an express covenant 
entitling the mortgagee to possession on default by the mortgagor 
and that the foreclosure decree obtained by Elzear Lagimodiere 
on November 8, 1893, gives him the right to possession. He 
actually took possession of at least a portion of the property 
covered by his mortgage in April, 1898. In Kinsman v. House,
17 ( h.I). 104, Jessel, M.R., held that
possession hv a mortgager of any part of the lands comprised in tin- mortgage 
operated as possession of the whole.

The mortgage also contained a power of sale expressed to be on 
giving one month’s notice in writing. It is true that no evidence 
was forthcoming to shew whether or not such a notice had been 
given. Still the mortgagee was in possession. He had the power 
to sell, and lie did sell on April 18, 1898, to the plaintiff’s pre
decessor in title. It is argued on behalf of the defendant that 
there is noground to suppose that Lagimodiere was selling under 
his power of sale, and no evidence of fulfilling the condition as to 
notice in writing.

The first objection is met by the case of Kelly v. Imperial 
11 S.r.R. 516, which shews that when a man makes a sale of his 
property the purchaser is entitled to rely upon any power or 
authority which the vendor legally possessed in order to pass the 
title. In that case the foreclosure proceedings were found to 
have been defective. In the present case no final order of fore
closure was obtained.

Vs regards the second objection that no notice in writing of 
1 xercising the power of sale was shewn, ought I not, if necessary, 
t" presume that the requisite notice was given? It is laid down
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MAN. in Broom’s Legal Maxims, 7th ed., pp. 720, 721, when dealing
K. B. with the maxim, Omnia praesumuntur rite et solenniter esse aeta,

Berard

Brvnbau.

“ It is a maxim of the law of England to give effect to everything 
which appears to have been established for a considerable course 
of time, and to presume that what has been done was done of
right, and not of wrong. It is a most convenient thing that every 
supposition, not wholly irrational, should be made in favour of 
long-continued enjoyment. This maxim applies as well where 
matters are in contest between private {X'rsong as to matters 
public in their nature.” This principle was applied at a very 
early stage of our Canadian jurisprudence in Doe <1. Murphy v. 
Mulhullaml, 2 O.S. 1 !•">. Lastly, the same result would follow 
if Thomas Bruneau, after the judgment of foreclosure, had 
executed a release of his equity of redemption, in lieu of putting 
Lagimodiere to the expense of obtaining a final order : see 21 
Halsbury, Laws of England, 2115. Such a release after so long 
a length of undisputed possession by the plaintiff’s predecessor- 
in title might well Ik* presumed.

The defendant having repudiated the obligations entered into 
by his father, the original locatee, I do not think the plaintiff was 
under any obligation, before action, to tender any proportion of 
the fees paid by the defendant to the Dominion (lovernment for 
the patent. The plaintiff is not invoking the aid of the equitable 
jurisdiction of the Court, but only asking for his legal right-. 
Vndcr such circumstances such cases as liuddell v. Oeoryeson, !i 
M.R. 13, have no application.

There will be judgment in favour of the plaintiff with cost.-, 
including the costs of and incidental to the caveat and the petition 
thereupon.

The costs will lie taxed without reference to the statutory 
limit.

./udgment Jfor plaintiff.

ALTA. PARKER v. GRANT SMITH & CO

S.C. Alhrrla Supreme Court. Hytulmati, J. March 1. 1015.

1. Master ami servant (III A—00)—Strict! ral workers—Safety as
T( 1 AI’I’I.IA X CEH—N KG I. Kl E X CE.

Structural steel contractors in the erection of a building arc pi" 
perly found guilty of negligence in not providing proper guys or ciivh 
Hues or Isitli. for the safety of their workmen on the structure.

Statement Action for compensation for injuries.
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.1/. II. Peacock, for the plaintiff. ALTA.
C. T. Jones, for the defendant. S. C.

Hyxdman, ,). :—After carefully considering the evidence of Parkkr 
the witnesses for the plaintiff on the question of negligence (de- Cram 
fendants not having tendered any evidence on this point), I am
bound to find that the defendants arc guilty of negligence or —■Hynnman, J.
carelessness in not providing proper guys or cinch lines, or both.
The evidence is all to the effect that no unusual wind prevailed 
<m this occasion. I think it was the duty of the defendants to 
see that every precaution was taken to insure the safety of the 
workmen on the structure, and if they had followed out their 
usual practice of using cinch straps or lines, in connection with 
some of tin- columns which collapsed. I do not thing the accident 
would have happened. The plaintiff was very severely injured, 
and in fact has been disfigured for life, and it is very doubtful 
if he will ever recover his proper eyesight. T think $3,000 is fair 
and reasonable com pensât ion for him under all the circumstances.

There will, therefore, be judgment for the plaintiff for $3.000 
and costs.

Judgment for the plaintiff.

CHAPIN & CO. v. MATHEWS. ALTA.

Alberta Huprrme Court. Ilymhnan, ./, January 14, 1915. S. C.

1. Damai.rs (8111 A—8.1)—Mkasvhi: or—Nam: or maviiinkky—! terms—

Special damages resulting because of the buyer of machinery not 
being able to <|o certain work therewith because of defects requiring 
repair arc not recoverable where the seller neither expressly nor im
pliedly contracted to Ik- bound for such consequences and they did not 
naturally flow from the agreement of sale.

-. Si ai i rr.s (§11 1)—.125)—Rktroactiv i:\kss.
The Farm Machinery Act. Alta., is not retroactive in its operation.
| Hi nson v. International Hamster Co., hi D.L.R. 350. followed. |

Action for the price of machinery. Statement
iS\ II. Clarke, K.C., for the plaintiff.
James Muir, K.C., for the defendant.

Hyxdman, .1, :—There will be judgment for the plaintiff for Hyndman. j. 
tin- sum of $602.69, being the amount of his claim less $14.50. 
the price of the rings on piston which I am not altogether satis-
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ALTA.

Chapin &
Co.

Mathews.

Hyndmen, J.

tied were supplied, and less $109. which I allow under the 
amendment at the trial as the price at the factory of the defec
tive crank shaft. The judgment will hear interest at the rate of 
5 per cent, per annum from November 23. 1911.

With reference to the defendant’s counterclaim, after a care
ful perusal of the exhibits and authorities cited. 1 have come to 
the conclusion that it ought to be dismissed. In my opinion, 
the damages claimed were not in any way contemplated by the 
parties at the time of entering into the agreement nor do they 
naturally flow from the agreement. Then* is no evidence that 
the machinery in question was purchased so far as any right of 
the plaintiffs were concerned with the object of jdowing any 
certain or certified piece of land, but was sold in the usual and 
the ordinary course of business. The damages arc to my mind, 
not the natural and probable result of a breach of the agreement 
for the reason that the plaintiffs never at any time expressly or 
impliedly contracted to be bound for such consequences. Tin- 
defendant Mathews is a very intelligent man and has not in any 
way been misled or imposed upon nor taken advantage of as to 
the form of the agreement. Mr. Muir asked me to find that tin- 
agreement was unreasonable under the powers conferred by tin 
Farm Machinery Act.

I agree with the decision of Walsh. .1., in Henson v. Tin In
ternational Harvester Co., 1(1 D.L.R. 350, that the Act is not 
retroactive, but even if 1 were of the opposite view. T still do not 
think this a proper case for the application of its provisions. 
The remedy of the defendants, therefore, must be as agreed upon 
between the plaintiffs and himself as appears by the agreement 
of May 13. 1910, and as he did not see fit to avail himself of tin 
provisions of the agreement, I do not see how the Court can help 
him at this stage.

The counterclaim is. therefore, dismissed.
The plaintiff shall have his costs of claim and counterclaim.

Judgment for the plaintiff.
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ZARR v. CONFEDERATION LIFE.

Sits kilt chemin Supreme Conrl. U mil Inin. Itrnirn ami )lr hap.
March 20.

1. Lx Minimi ami tin a n't ( 8 I III) .1—-110)—Dîktrksk—ÏM.Kfixi. Action 
for AcAIXKT HAII.IKK XoT XI. A IN ST I.AMH.OKI) I M.KSS RXTIFIKI)

An action for illegal distrc--. should Ik* brought iigninst tin* Imilill 
wlm committed the net complained of and not agaiml tin- hindlord. 
unless it he shewn that the latter authorized the wrongful act or 
sanctioned and ratified it after it came to his knowledge. ,.r unle.s he 
chooses to take upon himself xvitlimit inquiry the risk of mi\ irregu 
Unity which the liai I ill' may have committed and lo adopt all" his acts 

[Hast 1er v. I.eMoynr, à ( li.X.S. 630. 28 L..T.( |\ 103. ref o red to. |

Appeal from a judgment in an action on a distress warrant. 

K. li. Jonah, for appellant.
./. X. Fish, for respondent.

The judgment of the Court, was delivered by 
Havltaix, Acting under the power of distress con

ferred on it by a certain mortgage, the defendant issued a war
rant of distress to one li. .1. Harwood in the following form :

DISTRESS WARRANT.
To R. .1. Harwood, our ha il ill' in this behalf.

We, Confederation Life Association, do hereby authorize and require 
you to distrain the goods and chattels of Karolina Zarr. the registered 
owner of the afferment killed lands, in ami upon the la :d* and premi-e-. in 
ate lying and being tin- north-east quarter of section thirty-four i :tl t in 
township fifteen I là I, and range thirteen ( 13». xvest of the Second Meri
dian. in the Province of Saskatchewan, for the Mini of one hundred a ;d eight \

1 SIM dollars, being interest and rosin due to us under a mortgage made 
1 > John Livingstone McKillop as mortgagor to us upon the said lands and 
l'i'Tiiisea, together with your costs, charges and expenses attending such 
distraining and to proceed for the recovery of the same as the law directs, 
hut you are expressly prohibited from distraining any property other than 
that of the said Karolina Zarr and from distraining any property not 
liable to seizure under execution. Dated at Regina, this 4th day of Fell 
mary. A.I). 11114.

( OM KHKKATION I.IFK ASSOCIATION, per “W. J.
Waltmi.” cashier and agent. Regina.

Kamiiiui Zarr mentioned in the warrant of distress had pur
chased the land mentioned from McKillop, the original" mort
gagee. and had become the registered owner of the land by 
transfer from McKillop subject to defendant’s mortgage, liar 
wood handed the warrant to one Peter Cooper for execution and 
some time in April. 1914, Cooper seized two horses belonging to 
tin plaintiff which were on the plaintiff’s farm, the north half of 

7 ~22 D.L.R.
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SASK. hop. 5 in township (i. r. 12. west of the 2nd Meridian. These
s. r. animals were held under seizure for some time and were sub-
' sequently released on the instvuetions of the defendant. Later
Zahh

v. on the plaintiff brought this action against the defendant and 
Tins Y.m k' was awarded $440 special damages and $00 general damages by 
Hn—cj. the learned District Court Judge who tried the ease. The de

fendant now appeals. The evidence shews that the so-called dis
tress was made without the authority or knowledge of the de
fendant. These two horses were the property of the plaintiff 
and were seized on his farm. As soon as these facts came to 
the knowledge of the defendant it ordered the horses to be re
leased to the plaintiff. On these facts the defendant is not in 
my opinion liable for the illegal seizure of the plaintiff’s goods. 
The bailiff was only authorized to distrain on the goods of 
Karolina Zarr, on the N.W. 1 | of 24-15-13-W. 2nd. The seizure 
of the goods of another person on other property was absolutely 
unauthorized and illegal.

An action for illegal distrcss should Im> brought against the bailiff wh-• 
committed the net com plained of and not against the landlord unless it I" 
shewn that the latter authorized the wrongful act or sanctioned and rati 
tied it after it came to his knowledge or unless lie chooses to take upon him 
self without enquiry the risk of any irregularity which the bailiff may 
have committed and to adopt all his nets. 11 llalshiiry. "JIM.

Lewis v. Head (1845), 13 M. & W. 834 ; Fra man v. Hash 
(1849).13 Q.B. 780. 11(i K.R. 1402, 1405; Hander v. L< Mm/m 
(1808). 5 C.K.N.S. 530 »t 535, 28 L.J.C’.P. 103 at 104.

In the last cited case ('ockburn C.J. as reportetl in 28 L.J 
CM*, at page 104 made the following observations:—

Where I send a man to distrain and he distrains something else than I 
authorized him to distrain. I am not liable. Out if lie does distrain 
the tilings I authorized him to distrain it is then my business to see i1 ' 
he does what is requisite to make it a good distraint of such things ;r I 
if I do not see to it I a in answerable for any irregularity lie may commit

There is u great difference as regards the liability of a prii 
eipal between the agent doing an authorized net in an illrr.il 
manner and the agent doing an act whirl) was not authorized it 
all. In the first ease the prineipal is liable, in the second. In » 
not liable.

The judgment, therefore, must he set aside and judgment 
dismissing the action with costs entered for the defendant. The 
plaintiff must also pay the defendant his costs of appeal.

Appeal allowt
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CHURCHILL v. McRAE. SASK.
Saskatchewan Su/m me Court. Ilaultain. C..I.. Itroirn, Khrootl. anti McKay. c~r* 

./•/. Marrh 20. Ill 15. D‘ *

I. .It IHiMKXT I § II A—6» I—( ()X Tit ACT < I SMI -LANDS AMI ('ll ATTKI.S IN 
CI.I OKI)—SACK FOR I.CMP SI M—.ll III.MI NT FOB POHNKNSION—\(>
CLAIM FOR KLM I F RKl.AKIHXti CHATIKI S- Si.COX|) ACTION FOR CHAT 
TF.1.8—RKS .11 lilt VI A.

Where it contract of salt* of laml* inclmleil also certain chattel* ami 
ImiIIi laml ami chattel* whin- sold for a liuii|> sum without its appear
ing how much was to In- paid for tin- dint tels, tin- vend »r who recover* 
judgment for possession of the laml in an action to forfeit the pay 
meats made and to foreclose the purchaser's interest in the land, and 
who does not claim in such action any relief as regards the chattels, 
will he harred hy the judgment in such action from claiming the chat 
tels in a second action, the matt r having become ns jmlicatu.

■>. .It ixiMKXT i S 11 A—001 — Rks .irnicATa—Application—I’oixth acti
ALLY DKCIIIKII t POX—I'OIXTS PROI’FKLY HFI.ONtil N(i TO St II.IKCT OF 
LITIOATIOX.

The plea of res jiulicata applies, except in special cases, not only to 
points upon which th.- court was actually required hy the parti, s tw 
form an opinion and pronounce a judgment. Imt to every point which 
properly la-longed to th - subject of litigation, and which the parties, 
exercising reasonable diligence, might have brought forward at tie

[llnulerson v. Il entier»ou. ."t Hare III. applied. I 

Aitkai. from a judgment of Ncwlands. J. Statement

■I. /•’. Frame, K.C., for the appellant.
./. ('. Marlin, for the defendant (’owie.
/'. II. Anderson, for the defendant McRae.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Brown, J. :—This is an appeal from a judgment of my bro- nmwn. j. 
tiler Ncwlands.

The plaintiff, by agreement in writing, dated April I. Bill, 
agreed to sell to one Storey and the defendant Vowie 
and their assigns, the North-Bast J—(>—and the South-West 

7—18—If)—W'Jnd. for the price of .$8,000, payable $1.200 
at the time of the execution of the contract and the balance in 
instalments at stated times therein mentioned.

The agreement was in the usual form of such agreements, 
with a provision that upon payment of the purchase price the 
defendants were to get title.

There were situate on this land at the time of the sale a 
number of horses, cattle, pigs and agricultural implements, ill 
of which were included in the agreement under the following
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SASK.
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McRae.

provision: “It is understood and agreed by and between the 
parties hereto that the consideration hereinbefore mentioned in
cludes also the sale to the purchasers” (here follows a state
ment of the chattels).

The purchasers, pursuant to the agreement, went into occu
pation of the premises and took possession and control of the 
chattels and from time to time made payments on account of the 
purchase price. By deed of assignment dated September HI, 
litl'-V the purchasers assigned all their interest in the agreement 
and in the land and chattels to the defendants. The defendants 
got in default with their payments, and on February (I, 1914, 
the plaintiff brought an action for the balance then owing under 
the contract, viz., $4,135.03.

In his statement of claim in said action the plaintiff recites 
tin1 agreement in question, describing the land and the price 
and terms of payment, but makes no reference whatever to the 
chattels, lie sets up default and asks for payment of the bal
ance due. In default of such payment lie asks that the agree
ment lie cancelled, that he be given possession of the land and 
that the payments made on account of the purchase price be 
forfeited to him. There is no reference whatever in the state
ment of claim to any of the chattels, the claim being framed as 
if the agreement dealt with the land only.

The defendants did not defend the action and the usual 
order nisi was made and eventually a final order was taken out 
by which the agreement was cancelled, the interest of the defen 
daiits in the land in question was foreclosed, all monies paid 
under the agreement were forfeited and the defendants were 
ordered to deliver up possession of the premises. The defen
dants. pursuant to said order, gave up possession of the piv 
mises, but they refused on demand to give up possession of Hi 
chattels. The plaintiff brings this action for recovery of tl 
chattels and the defendants inter alia raise the defence of “r - 
judicata.”

I assume for the purpose of the case that the agreement in 
question, having reference to both the land and the chattels, is 
an entire contract as contended for by counsel for the plaintiff 
and that, under the agreement the defendants could not be ro
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gat'd vd ns having the absolute title or ownership of the chattels 
until the price was paid.

There is nothing in the agreement to indicate how much of 
the $t<UU0 was for land or how much for chattels and any pay
ment that was made must he held to have been made on the 
purchase price of both the land and the chattels.

The defendants, under and by virtue of the agreement and 
the payments made on account thereof, secured an interest in 
the land and the chattels to the extent of the payments made 
and secured the right to absolute title of same upon payment 
of the balance of the purchase price. Counsel for the 
contends that any rights or interests which the defendants had 
in the chattels wore lost when the agreement was cancelled. 1 
cannot agree with that contention. The defendants secured an 
interest in the chattels under the agreement and by virtue of 
their payments, which the mere cancellation of the agreement 
could not destroy, and especially so in view of the fact that in 
the action in which the cancellation order was obtained, no men
tion or suggestion was made that the agreement had anything 
to do with these chattels.

If the plaintiff had wanted recovery of the chattels and can
cellation of the defendants’ interest in them, he should have 
asked for same in his original action and. had he asked for same, 
ii is very probable the defendants would have had something 
to say. Not having asked for this relief in that action lie can
not get it now. The matter is r<s jiitlicafu

In this connection I might quote from the Vice-Chancellor 
in the decision of llnulcrson v. //< mit /•>»#*. \ llarc. p. 114. 
where he says :—

I I I 'iov 1 -Inti* the iule of tin* ( unit v irrrvt ly whvi I -in I lint, where 
h ni veil matt r lieeome* the subject of litigation in. and of adjudication 
to. ii Court of competent jurisdiction, the Court rei|iiii * the partie* 1 • 
thiit litigation to tiring forward their whole east», and will not (except 
under special circumstance*) permit the same parties t ■ up-n the san e 

1 wt uf litigation in respect of matter which might have lieen hr night 
’ award as part of the subject in contest, but which was not brought for 
"aid. only because they have, from negligence, iuadvcitcnce. or even aeci- 

ii'. omitted part of their case. The plea of »r» jmlicaln applies, except 
in special cases, not only to points upon which the ( ourt was actually re- 
niii’d by the parties t . form an opinion and pronounce a judgment, but

SASK.

s. c.
Chvwhill

McRae.
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to wviy point w 11icli properly belungeil I i tli • subject of litigation, and 
whirl tin- panics. rxviri»ing ivasonaMr I'iligeiive. might have brought f v- 
watd at the tilin'.

Sec also Ncrrao v. A 'oil, 15 Q.ti.D. p. 549.
In my opinion, therefore, the appeal should be dismissed with

A//lx al dismissal.

MUNICIPALITY OF McLEAN v. THE SOUTHERN ALBERTA LAND CO
Albrrln Sit/m ni> Court, llurri fi. •/. -Inunary •>. IU15.

I. Tanks tg I E—4.11- Mi xhtiv.i. taxation—tin i e.\Ms ok mivkkxmknt

Lands speritirally assigned to a land company under its emtract 
with th ' ( i .vmni'i lit for the purchase* of Dominion (Town lands an 
subject to taxation f the company'' interest therein as an “occupant" 
under th Ruial Municipalities Act. Alta, although the ownership 
when a. aired is to be subject to certain conditions imposed by the 
Irrigation Act.

Action for taxes.
A. E. Dunlop, for plaintiff.
./. Hand, for defendant.

t
1

h
tl
ti
tl
tl
ji

Harvlv, (\J. :The plaintiff's claim is for certain taxi > 
assessed against the defendant as occupant of certain lands. Tin 
defendant is the purchaser from the Government of Canada -u 
these and other lands by virtue of a certain agreement of pm 
chase assigned to it and certain orders in council confirming the 
assignment and substituting certain other lands for part of tin 
lands in the original agreement.

The agreement calls only for some three hundred and eight > 
thousand acres and it is admitted that there is available to sat is I 
the purchaser in the lands reserved, over four hundred ami 
twelve thousand acres.

It appears that when the substitution was made, a certain 
area was set aside out of which the remainder to which tl 
defendant is entitled is to be taken. The lands in question li 
mit come within that area, but are definitely specified in the 
order in council. No question is raided as to any of the sai \ 
lands being unavailable and it would appear therefore that i 
defendant is entitled to become the owner of them upon comp!
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a net* with the twins of tin* purchase agreement. The fact that 
the ownership when acquired is to Ik* subject to certain condi
tions imposed by the Irrigation Act does not appear to me to 
affect the question at issue. It is well settled that the interest of 
a person in frown lands may be taxed though that interest may 
he no more than that of a lessee. It is also perfectly clear by 
the terms of the Rural Municipalities Art that it is the inten
tion to tax such interests and the defendant comes clearly within 
the definition of “Occupant” in the Act. I sec no grounds 
therefore upon which it can escape liability, and there will be 
judgment for the plaintiff for the amount claimed with costs.

JmlflHHHt for I In jthtiulifi.

Re FALSE CREEK RECLAMATION ACT.
Itrilixh 1'ohlii'bin Court of I/</«'*/. Mnnlonuhl. t'.l. !.. Irriioi. Martin, 

dull Hi- , mnl Url‘liillil>s. .11. I

I Amtmmiox (ft III 17» \w \m>—Am wiam > attach i no to i a mi— 
tV11at \in: KokknHum 1,'imit ok acchsk to ska Powi.it hi 
AHIHTKATOR—SKTII.Mi A Mill AW Mill.

An nrliitnitiir is nut entitled to allow in hi- a ward in vx|ir»|iriati ui 
|.r<momoIifor rights or interests which do not attach to the lands 
. h ! which cannot In* aci|tiin*d a- l ing advantages that attach to tin- 
land-; conse«|Ueiitly if tin- expropriating municipality had ditniin*d 
gi"nits from the ( rown to the foreshore so that a -trip of foreshore 
under such grant interven -d hetween the sea and the claimant-’ pro
perties. compensation as for a right -A access t<> ihe -ea cannot le 
allowed such proprietors as if they had direct littoral or foreshore 
rights, nor can the arbitrator properly consider as n potential value 
attached t • the proper!\. the intention uiauifc-ted li\ the municipality 
before conceding to a railway c.nupanx rights along its foreshore, to 
make foreshore grant- or I a-■- i > adjoining ••wild- -o a- t » enable 
them to enjoy the right of access t i the sea.

| Hi h'nlsc (rml. i » hi t rut ion. K I l.L.H. 4‘J'J. IT It.(Ml. 2H2; It. V. 
Ilruilhuni. 14 ( an. l-ixcli. 41!»; tiilurs Itu/iiils v. I.urostc. pi D.L.It. 
pis. refcrml to. |

A ft i:al from an order of Morrison. .1 . refusing to set aside 
an award.

Ihnttflus Antwnr and •/. f»'. //#///, for appellants.
Sir ('Intrli s llihlnrf Titpjur, lx.t and llmtsstr, for respond

cuts.

Macdonald, C.J.A.:—False <'reek is an arm of tin sea 
■1 jiing from Knglish Bay into tin* municipality of tin- City of 

Vancouver. By an Act of the Provincial Legislature the muni-
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c-ipality was givvn power to reclaim portions of its bed and 
shores, and as incidental thereto to purchase and expropriate 
certain lands abutting on the arm including the bits which are 
now in question. The property of the Crown in right of both 
the Dominion and the Province in the hod and shores of the arm 
adjacent to these lots was, by authority of various statutes, 
conveyed to tin- municipality, to enable it (inter alia) to carry 
out with the Canadian Northern Railway Co. and the Canadian 
Northern Pacific Railway Co. an agreement respecting railway 
terminals. Having failed to agree on the price to be paid for 
the said lots, arbitration was resorted to in pursuance of powers 
given to the municipality by one of the statutes aforesaid. Mr. 
Frederick Buncombe was agreed upon as sole arbitrator, and it 
was further agreed by counsel for each of the lot owners that 
the evidence with respect to each owner's claim should not In- 
taken separately, but the whole evidence should, to save expense, 
lie taken at once and applied to the different claims as applicable. 
During the pendency of these proceedings a question of law 
arose upon which counsel for the municipality desired the arbi 
t rat or to state a case for the opinion of the Court, but before t li
ra se was stated counsel for all parties agreed upon the point of 
law and delivered to the arbitrator a letter embodying a state 
ment of it as agreed upon. The question of law had to do with 
what was called the riparian, but more correctly the littoral 
rights of the lot owners. The question of law arose by reason 
of the lot owners’ leading evidence to shew that owners of lois 
abutting on the sea or other navigable waters in the province 
had generally been recognized by the Crown as having tin first 
equity to acquire the foreshore in front of their lots, and ails-* 
that there had theretofore been negotiations between the l -t 
owners looking to joint action for the reclamation and improu 
ment of False Creek east of the bridge, being tin part of tl 
arm in front of their lots, and it appears to have been contended 
oil their behalf that these were matters which the arbitral - 
should take into account. This contention, counsel for tin* mini 
cipality opposed, and in the letter above referred to insisted 
tliiil tin- riparian rights of tin* owners of tIn* various lots in question il 
not in s pi-'ii I-t. IRI2 i the -Inti- of notice to treat 1 include any right < 
built], dredge or construct any buildings or works as wharves, slip* 
otherwise below the high water mark.
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We want I » Iiv perfectly vlvar Hint whatever iiegutiatiomi tlivrv were 
between the owners of False ('reek vast of the Main St. bridge looking to 
joint action for reclanuition ami improvement of FnUe ( rwk vast of Hi 
bridge did not ns a matter of law confer upon the owners any further or 
other rights than those they originally had as owners of the lots abutting 
on the creek.

In this statement of the law, counsel fur the owners agreed, 
ami this mode of settling the question of law was acquiesced in 
by the arbitrator, who then proceeded to make his award.

The moved in the ( 'ourt below to set the award
aside on grounds which may be shortly stated as follows:

(1) That the arbitrator assumed to adjust tin- taxes between the 
parties—a subject not within the submission.

(21 That lie exceeded the submission in awarding interest on the sums 
awarded a» e ia pensât hoi. and also in adjusting income derived from the 
property for the period between the dates of the notices to treat and the 
date of the award.

(d) That lie awarded to himself fees greatly in excess of those to 
which lie was entitled under the Arbitration Act. there being n > agreement 
that lie should receive higher fees; and

111 That lie ignored the said statement of the law and included within 
the li'iiimlaries of the lots parts of the foreshore which was not within their 
hiiundarie.

The learned Judge whose order is appealed from overruled 
all these grounds except those relating to taxes, income and 
fees, and with respect to these items remitted the award to the 
arbitrator for reconsideration. The defendants contend that the 
award should not have been remitted, but should have been set 
aside not only on the grounds which induced the learned Judge 
to remit it. but on all the grounds above stated.

As to the taxes and income, it is I think sufficient to say that 
the affidavits filed on the motion below shew that counsel agreed 
that taxes and income should be adjusted by the parties between 
themselves. There appears, therefore, to be no reason why the 
arbitrator should have meddled with them. The fees which the 
arbitrator awarded to himself are admittedly greatly in excess 
of those allowed by statute, and as there was no agreement that 
lie should receive higher fees the learned Judge was. 1 think, 
right in his conclusion that the arbitrator was in error. It re- 
; ins t i consider the other grounds of appeal which were over
ruled I think the arbitrator was in error in allowing interest. 
There is no statutory or other authority in law for doing so in a

B. C.

C. A.
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ease like this 011c, nor did the parties agree to interest being 
awarded.

The remaining question is that raised in the fourth and 
last ground of appeal; it is based on this paragraph in the

I il i imt attiu'li Hint'll iin|M»itant'f i i t! «- variation in depth of the lots 
on 1 lie south side of the bridge for the agreement I. tween the vit y and the 
own r of lots I. 2 and 3 in connection with the widening of Main St. hy 
which he was given a ijuit claim of 120 ft. in depth, practically lived the 
depth of this tier if lots at the same line, and there can lie little, if any. 
dmilit that the owner of lots ."> and ti would have made with the city an 
agreement upon terms no less favourable than this neighbour, the owner of 
lots I. 2 and 3 had lie been prepared to do si. and all these lots are 
assessed on the same basis by the city.

As 1 understand the situation with which the arbitrator was 
dealing it was this, the municipality took some 14 ft. from the 
Main St. frontage of lots 1. 2 and 3, and presumably of the 
other lots in this “tier” for the purpose of widening the street, 
and gave the owner of lots 1. 2. and 3 a quit claim deed to suffi
cient of the foreshore to give his lots a depth including this fore
shore of 120 ft., presumably their original depth. The arbitra 
tor appears to have thought that because in his opinion the other 
hd owners might have obtained similar concessions had thex 
asked for them, they were entitled to have their lots valued on 
the basis of similar concessions though they had never obtained 
them.

lie appears to have ignored the real boundaries other than 
those of lots I. 2 and 3. and to have given compensation in n 
spect of them as though they had a depth of 120 tt. including 
foreshore, which they, to his knowledge, had not. In doing thi- 
he has gone beyond the submission, and has fallen into erre 
which must be corrected either by setting aside the award, or h 
remitting it for reconsideration with instructions to him to cm 
fine himself to the real boundaries.

In what I have just said I am guided entirely by what tli 
arbitrator has himself said, or what are necessary implication- 
from xvImt he has said in the paragraph above quoted. Even i:
I were permitted to look at it we have not before us the win 
evidence taken before him. I must accept the facts as stated ' 
the arbitrator where it was open to him to decide what the fn«-i
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were. 1 must, therefore, take it that the owner of lots 1. 2 and 3 
acquired some right, proprietary or otherwise, in the foreshore 
which the city quitted claim to him beyond the interest which 
he originally had in that foreshore, and beyond the interest which 
the other lot owners had in the absence of like deeds.

There are, in my opinion, two objections to the arbitrator’s 
conduct with respect to this lengthening of the lots. Me has 
ignored or misunderstood the law as stated in the letter. If the 
owner of lots 1. 2 and 3 had a proprietary intciest. or an interest 
beyond that which he originally had before the city’s quit claim 
deed was obtained, then in recognizing similar interests in other 
lot owners which they did not possess, lie was violating what 
counsel had agreed should be the limits of the lot owner's rights. 
Apart from this, and independently of the letter, he was assum
ing as being within the boundaries of the lots other than 1.2 and 
3. lands, or interests in lands, which were without their 
boundaries.

The power given to the Court by the Arbitration Act to remit 
an award instead of setting it aside was intended to remedy a 
hardship upon parties to arbitrations which theretofore arose 
from the want of such power. It is a serious matter to overturn 
all the costly proceedings of an arbitration if it can. in justice to 
,ill parties, be avoided. In this case the error lastly discussed 
does not a fleet lots 1. 2 and 3. but only the balance or some of the 

tier" of lots referred to by the arbitrator. The error is one 
which may be easily corrected. As to the error in awarding 
interest and awarding himself excessive fees, these manifestly 

in lie very easily corrected. The authorities indicate that 
awards should now not be set aside if remitting them to the 
arbitrator would appear to the Court to meet the justice of the 
case.

Counsel for the appellants very properly said, during the 
argument, that dishonesty could not fairly be imputed to the 
arbitrator. The submission was that the arbitrator had been 
•-'lilty of judicial misconduct, but they did not go beyond that 

ml suggest a want of bona fides. In these circumstances I think 
I should be violating sound principles controlling the exercise

judicial discretion if I were to set the award aside rather than 
remit it to the arbitrator.

B. C.

C. A.
i.Hk
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B. C. J would, therefore, sustain the order below, but with the
C. A additional instruction to the arbitrator to correct the errors re-

Hk specting interest and boundaries, and to make his award in the 
light of what I have said concerning them.

The appellants should have the costs of the appeal.

Irring, J. A.
except on very strong grounds. The parties having selected 
their tribunal it is highly undesirable that the Courts should do 
anything to prevent the decision from being final unless for 
very strong reasons. In False Creek Arbitration ( 191 *2). 8 
D.L.R. 422 at 42b. 17 B.C.K. 282 at 290. I dealt with this at some 
length. But nevertheless 1 am satisfied that this award cannot 
stand. There are, in my opinion, many serious errors in it. 1 
agree with the learned «fudge that the arbitrator’s fees are not 
authorized. That error could be cured by remitting it back. A 
more serious error is that the arbitrator has made a mistake as 
to the size of the lots, and as to rights which pass with them, 
and has, therefore, acted ultra vires. Further, 1 think the arbi
trator has misdirected himself as to the law relating to the valua
tion. and that this appears on the face of tin* award. The prin
ciple of compensation under statutory powers is that the owner 
should receive the market value of his land, that is to say, he is 
compelled to exchange his lands as they stood before the scheme 
was authorized- not its value to the taker with the assurance 
that the property is wanted for an authorized purpose. In fixing 
that compensation any and every element of value which the 
lands possess may be taken into consideration in so far as it 
increases the value, to the owner, but an enhanced value ma; 
not be given because of the sanctioning by Parliament of the ven 
scheme for the carrying out of which the compensation is beinu 
authorized. You would defeat the principle of compulsory pur 
chase by compensation if by reason of the fact that the land it 
question is wanted for a public purpose the price is to be it 
creased.

The following passages from the very well expressed awar.i 
seem to me to indicate where he has entertained a wrong id* i 
as to fixing the compensation :—

There i* to Im> considered primarily that the owner whose proper!> -
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being acquired, naturally taken advantage of the necessity of the pur- B. C. 
chaser to obtain the highest possible price. ------

If this means, as 1 think it does, that the railway company’s __
acquisition of the land was one of the necessities that the owners p^si
could take advantage of, the arbitrator was wrong. It is but C'kkkk
fair to the arbitrator to say that later on he cuts this down, n,,\ Act. 

and it is but fair to myself to say that 1 do not wish to criticize Irvl^~?.A. 
his award as a whole by what he says in his opening ; but it seems 
to me that in that opening is to be found the germ of his wrong 
going. Then again, he speaks of the “potential” values of this 
property. 1 do not question that the present potential value 
may be a factor, but the potential values may be too remote at 
this date to enhance the value of tin* land which at present is 
practically unproductive. I am inclined to think that under 
cover of this vague phrase lie has reached a conclusion which the 
present potential qualities of the place cannot support.

Having found that tin* lands, except two lots, are not revenue 
producing, and that the sales made in the vicinity arc not sup
ported by the earning power of tin* lots sold, the arbitrator con
siders the enormous increases in values (without regard to 
revenue) which have taken place in other parts of Vancouver.
On this enormous increase, and the potential advantages, and the 
increased size and attributes of the lands, he fixes the amount 
of compensation.

On the ground of economy much may be said in favour of 
remitting the case to the arbitrator, for reconsideration, but I 
think, having regard to the protest in the letter of December 
12. that the railway company is entitled, if it desires it. to have 
the award set aside. 1 would, therefore, allow the appeal and 
set aside the award.

Martin, J.A.:—By the order of tin* learned Judge appealed Martin, j.a. 

from, lie referred back the award to the arbitrator to be recon
sidered and amended in so far as it deals with “the subject of 
adjustment of taxes or revenue or both and also in so far as it 
awards costs and arbitrators fees and expenses.

I think, however, that the adjustment of taxes and revenue 
were left by agreement of both parties to the decision of the 
arbitrator ; that is the only fair inference T can draw from
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what occurred and, therefore, the award should not be interfered 
with on that ground as he was warranted in adjudicating.

As to the arbitrator’s fees, I agree that it cannot stand be
cause the arbitrator has, by some oversight apparently, but 
directly contrary to the provisions of the statute (set out in 
the tariff in the schedule to the Arbitration Act) awarded him
self $5,250, a sum so greatly in excess of what we are informed 
the statute authorised, viz., only $175 {i.c., for seven days sitting 
at $25 per day, each sitting to consist of not less than six hours 
as the tariff directs), that if an award is ever to be set aside on 
such a ground as amounting to misconduct (using the term in its 
legal sense only) then this is the case where it might be done. In 
Hi Prrbblf and Hob in.sox, 11892 ] 2 Q.B. 602, 604, it is said by 
Lord Chief Justice Coleridge that though whether this 
to misconduct is “an open question,” yet “ I am far from saying 
it might not.” I note that the tariff does not make any provi
sions for remuneration for the time occupied in the preparation 
of the award which may take a good deal of time, especially in 
such a case as the ‘present wherein the arbitrator has evidently 
bestowed much care thereupon.

As to the interest allowed. I think that the award cannot 
stand in that respect also; no authority justifying it has been 
cited to us.

If the matter rested here I should he in some doubt as to the 
course to be adopted because as is said in Redman on Arbitra 
lions at 279 :—
... It is conceived that no award will now lx* set aside for any defect 

which the arbitrator could cure, but that in all cases it will he remitt, d t 
him. Many of such mistakes can now lie corrected under the slip section 
(Arbitration Act, 1889. sec. 7(c).)
But there is this further element, that, 1 think, with all du 
deference, the award is. as contended, bad in law on its fan 
because so far as I can gather from certain discursive expre- 
sions the arbitrator has made it on a wrong assumption of tli 
riparian rights of the owners and without giving due effect to Il;« 
statement of those rights which was agreed to between tli 
parties and submitted to him in writing. He seems, so far as I 
have been able to extract his exact meaning, to have laid mil' ll 
stress upon the fact that in “common practice” the owners "f

0571
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property “abutting upon the water” have the “privilege of 
applying to the ( ’row» for a grant to extend the property affected 
out to deep water or to an established pier headline and this 
light or privilege is. 1 believe, rarely, if ever, withheld where 
the rights of others are not interfered with.” Hut the whole 
point on this head is that the “ rights of others” would in this 
ease be interfered with because the City of Vancouver is already 
the owner of the foreshore and bed as grantee from the Crown, 
and it is inconceivable that in such circumstances the Crown 
would give landowners, inside their property, the privilege men
tioned just as though the Crown had not parted with the bed 
and foreshore. How eoukl the inside owners ever hope to build 
on the city’s bed and foreshore “out to deep water or to an 
established pier headline.” or otherwise without the city’s per
mission. which not only has not been given but the city is here in 
opposition to their claim. Nevertheless he estimates this “ ripar
ian right or advantage, or whatever it may be termed (as) a very 
important factor in fixing the amounts awarded to the respective 
owners.” but in my opinion if the rights of the city arc properly 
understood and applied the so-called “advantage” is of so little 
if any practical value that it ought not to have been seriously 
regarded, nor can the owners derive any assistance in this rela
tion. if in any. from the use of the words “or interests” on which 
much stress was laid. There are some observations upon this 
hope or expectation from the Crown by Mr. Justice Tassels in 
Tin Kin y v. Bradburn (1913), 14 Can. Ex. 419. at 43(1-41. which 
was a case where inland lots had become water lots because of 
certain river improvements by the Crown, but in a lion-tidal 
river and, therefore, the circumstances are different. Even in 
that case he says, p. 437 :—

It may lie a quest ion whether a hope of this kind is an element that 
should he taken into account.

Ibil the case at bar is a much stronger one because the bed and 
foreshore had already been granted by the Crown.

There is, at least, one other matter in the award that is open 
to serious objection, viz., the assumption that the owners of lots 
•' sud f) could have made the same, or as favourable an agreement 
with the city as the owner of lots 1, 2 and 3, who got a quit claim
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deed from the city and. therefore, should now be treated on the 
same basis, though in fact they have not got the necessary deeds; 
but it is unnecessary to consider it because what has already 
been noticed is sufficient to warrant the award being set aside.

1 express no opinion about the amount of the award because 
we have nothing to do with that, as it was not attacked on that 
ground nor is there any evidence before us on the point.

(i.xllihkr, J.A. : I would set aside the award without a re
ference back.

McPhilIjIps, J.A. :—The appeal is one by the City of Van
couver and the Canadian Northern Pacifie R. Co. from the 
judgment and order of the Hon. Mr. Justice Morrison, who upon 
an application made to set aside the award complained of, re
fused the application but remitted the award to the arbitrator 
for reconsideration and amendment as to the subject of the ad
justment of taxes or revenue or both and also as to costs and 
arbitrator's fees and expenses.

The submission entered into was to a single arbitrator, being 
the claims of a number of owners of land upon False Creek also 
claiming riparian rights. All the claims were heard together 
in fact consolidated for tin- purpose of the hearing. The award, 
however, of course, deals in detail with each separate property— 
the amount in the whole awarded aggregating something over 
$900,000.

The arbitrator’s duty was to proceed to the determination 
of the value of the lands rights or interests at the date of the 
service of the notice — which was September 12, 1912 — the 
amount to be paid by the Corporation of the City of Vancouver 
for the lands riparian, littoral, or foreshore rights or interests V 
be determined by arbitration pursuant to the provisions of tic 
Arbitration Act.

The corporation of the City of Vancouver was authorized by 
statute to proceed to expropriate the lands under and by virtu- 

of the False Creek Reclamation Act (ch. 56, 1 Geo. V., 1911). 
and the lands in question in this appeal are referred to in para 
graph 3 of the articles of agreement between the City of Van 
couver and the Canadian Northern Pacific R. Co.—as contained 
in the schedule to the False Creek Terminals Act (ch. 76, 3 Ge«
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\\. 1913)—being tin Act to ratify a certain Agreement between 
tin City of Vancouver and tin- Canadian Northern Pacific R. Co. 
and the Canadian Northern R. Co.

It may be said that the effect of the legislation was to auth
orize the conveyance from the < row n to the ( 'ity of Vancouver in 
fee simple free from all restrictions all that portion, lying east of 
Westminster Ave. (now Main St.) of the lands covered by 
waters previously conveyed to the City of Vancouver—with some 
stated exceptions thereout as set forth in sec. 2 of the False 
Creek Terminals Act. It will be seen by the recital to the agree
ment as contained in the schedule to the Act that the City of 
Vancouver had obtained grants from both the Dominion of Can
ada and the Province of British Columbia to the bed of False 
Creek lying east of Westminster Ave, (now Main St.) in the 
City of Vancouver.

It may be said by way of summarizing the facts that it would 
not appear that any of the lands extended to low water mark, 
but that in the case of lots 1. 2 and 3—some additional depth 
was conveyed by the city from and out of the foreshore, but 
even with respect to these lots it xvould not extend to low water 
mark that is. the proprietorship in the lands did not extend 
beyond high water mark—save as stated in respect to lots 1. 2 
and 3—and even as to these lots—not all of the foreshore, i.r., 
to loxv water mark.

Therefore, the facts arc that the owners of the lands —all 
of them—have between them and the sea—the City of Vancouver 
owning the foreshore—this creates a situation quite unusual 
and one that calls for serious consideration when the value of 
the lands is under consideration — if anything is allowed — 
upon the view that there exists any riparian, littoral, or 
foreshore rights, interests or rights of access to the sea as 
referred to in sec. 5 of the False Creek Reclamation Act.

It would appear that when a question arose as to whether any 
riparian rights were to be considered by the arbitrator and 
allowed for that the solicitors for all parties without having the 
matter referred to a Judge of the Supreme Court by way of a 
stated case—agreed in the terms set forth at pp. 32. 33. 34 of the 
Appeal Book—that is as set forth in Messrs. Davis & Co.’s letter 
of December 12, 1913. to Messrs. Tupper & Co. :—

B. C. 

t . A.

jR*

rioN Act. 

Mr Phillips, J.A.
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That tin1 riparian rights of the owners of the various lots in question 
did not in September. 1912. include any right to build, dredge or construct 
any buildings or works as wharves, slips or otherwise below the high 
water mark.

We want to lie perfectly clear that whatever negotiations there were 
between the owners on False Creek east of the Main St. bridge I inking to 
joint action for reclamation and improvement of False Creek east of the 
bridge did not as a matter of law confer upon the owners any further or 
other rights than those they originally had as owners of the lot» abutting 
on the Creek.

In my opinion upon the fact* of the award and appearing at pp. 
(it), 07 and (18. the arbitrator did not proceed rightly in arriving 
at the values of the lands in considering the riparian rights 
and not in accordance with the agreement between the solicitors 
for all parties.

In fact he proceeded by way of absolute departure therefrom 
and swept away from consideration the fact that the owners of tin 
lands had between them and the sea the City of Vancouver—«*.<., 
tin* City of Vancouver had obtained grants from the Crown in 
the right of the Dominion of Canada and of the Province of 
British Columbia to the bed of False Creek—and would appear 
to have valued the lands as if all the owners of the lands were 
possessed of the right to enjoy the foreshore—as if a lease then 
for had issued and the. owners were entitled to build upon, 
occupy and use the land covered by water—being lands vested 
in the City of Vancouver. In the result it means that the course 
pursued by the arbitrator calls upon the City of Vancouver ii 
the amount awarded—to pay for land or interests therein m-t 
the property of these owners—but the property of the corpora
tion itself and as well for privileges which by the statement ui 
the arbitrator himself the City of Vancouver could prevent t! 
owners from obtaining, as note his language appearing in tie 
award, at p. (>7 :—

For while the city occupied the punition of living able to block or pi 
vent these owners from obtaining their foreshore grant or leases it mai 
fcstlv was not their intention so to do prior t" the agreement with i 
Canadian Northern Railway, as the weight of evidence plainly shews; .1 

the right of access to the sen from property so centrally situated is in 1 

opinion valuable and has a potential value beyond the figures awar-i

It is plain that the* arbitrator has proceeded wrongly ai I 
took into consideration and allowed to the owners, values whi
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were not capable of being taken into account ami. therefore, the 
award is in this respect bad on its face. An arbitrator, whilst 
entitled to value all that which is the property of the owners of 
the lands and to be expropriated, is not entitled to allow in his 
award for lands not vested in the owners or for rights or in
terests which do not attach to the lands and cannot in the imme
diate or even remote future be acquired as being advantages that 
attach to the lands.

In my opinion that which was present in ('(durs Rapids Mfy. 
<V Power Vo. v. LocoaU (1914), 10 D.L.R. 108 (P.( '. ), is absent 
in the present case—as the City of Vancouver owns the land 
covered by water being the bed of False Creek. Here we have 
the arbitrator allowing for land not the property of the owners 
and for possible advantages which it must be seen were im
possible.

Lord Dunedin in Cedars Rapids Mf</. tV Pawn• Co. v. Laeosie, 
supra, at 174. said :—

B. C.

C. A. 

,.,{K

noN Act. 

M« I'liillips. J.A.

There was a probability of a purchaser who was looking out for special 
advantages being content to give this enhanced value in the hope that he 
would get the other powers and acquire the other rights which were neces 
sary fur a realized scheme.
but in the present ease the City of Vancouver was already pos
sessed of the ownership of the foreshore lands and the lands 
covered by water being the bed of False ('reek—that being tin- 
sit nation how is it possible to support an award which has been 
reached by allowing in the values found for lands not vested in 
the owners—incapable of becoming vested in them and for 
advantages which the lands did not possess on September 12. 
1912. and impossible of being acquired in the future?

What the arbitrator was entitled to do in arriving at values
is succinctly set forth by Lord Dunedin at 171 in Cedars Rapids, 
etc., supra:—

1. The value to Ik* paid for is the value to the owner as it existed at the 
date of the taking not the value to the taker.

2. The value to the owner consists in all advantages which the land 
possesses, present or future, hut it is the present value alone of such advan 
tages that falls to he determined.

It is plain that bearing in mind these propositions the arbi
trator has palpably erred in allowing values which did not 
attach to the lands and is in this respect bad in point of law and 
for -this reason alone in my opinion must be set aside.
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Then we have the further questions of the allowance in the 
award of taxes, interest, and costs—in my opinion the arbitrator 
was without jurisdiction in allowing taxes or interest and the 
award is had as to birth these items—what was to be determined 
was tin- value of the lands on September 12, 1912.

The award is bad on its face in allowing and apportioning 
the costs as is therein set forth and offends against the schedule 
in the Arbitration Act—dealing with the allowance and disposi
tion of costs—and would appear to be upon an excessive basis 
even if no tariff existed. In passing 1 might state that in an 
arbitration of the magnitude under consideration it might well 
have been that there should have been some agreement between 
the parties, but apparently that was not come to.

Counsel for the respondent with great ability contended that 
the award even if found to lie bad on its face and wrong in law 
in any respect should be remitted back to the arbitrator—but see 
M(Jill(fonti rif v. Lit bcnfhnl (1898), 78 L.T. 211. It may be said 
though that this case is an authority for the proposition that 
even where there has been a mistake in law by the arbitrator 
that that would not constitute cause for setting aside the award, 
it is. therefore, with great hesitancy that I have come to the con
clusion that in the present case the award should be set aside. 
1 feel constrained, however, to do so upon the ground that the 
arbitrator exceeded his jurisdiction in the award made allowing 
for properties, rights, interests and advantages that were non
existent, it not being the case of possible inflated values, a 

matter with which I am not called upon to pass, nor merely 
mistake in law. that is not error confined only to a wrong decision 
on fact and law. but awarding values unsupportable by an. 
facts and as well erring in law. Whilst it is not misconduct in 
the sense of any wrong intent, it is misconduct for an arbitrate! 
to proceed in excess of the jurisdiction with which he is clothed 
and transcend the powers conferred by the statute, in pursuance 
of which only he is entitled to proceed and arrive at his award— 
it is misconduct in a legal sense—although devoid of all moral 
culpability : Ht Hull anti Hinds (1841), 2 M. & G. 847. In ill 
proper cases the advice of counsel should be taken and the pre
sent case is one in which the arbitrator would have been well to
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have been so advised (A*# Hare (1839). I! Bing. (N.C.) 1ÔS; 
Goodman v. Sai/irs ( 1820), 12 .1. & \V. ‘Jill : Hall a nd v. ('assidu 
(1888). f>7 L.J.P.C. 97 at 102), it is preferable though that this 
course should only he followed with the knowledge and consent 
of the parties, hut this is not obligatory.

I'pon the whole I am of the opinion that the award should be 
set aside : it. therefore, follows that in my opinion the appeal 
fchould he allowed.

A pin id idiom d.

| Appealed to Privy Council, mm* next ease. |

Re FALSE CREEK RECLAMATION ACT.
.Imlieial Vow mil In of Hie I’ririi Council, It.wo Mit/ llahlane. I. < I.onl 

I hi iiiil in anil I.onl I Hinson. June It. |U|.*i.

1 |)\macks | $ III 1.4 ~2tHh KxeuocHiATiox—Am tu Mi owxkhs -Rir.ivrs 
IN KORKNIIOKK \ Ml \TIO\.

The contingency that owners of lots abutting a river might 
ac(|iiire from the municipality additional ground in the foreshore 
I • extend the depth of those lots in lieu of what had been taken 
from them in front in a street widening operation, or the owners’ 
chances of getting leave from the Crown to extend some works or 
pier-head over the foreshore not belonging to the Crown, are too 
remote and speculative as elements of compensation for the taking of 
the foreshore for reclamation purposes, and an award based on such 
valuation is invalid ami will he set aside. The < • Jars Itit/nils. etc., Co. 
\ Laconic, 10 D.L.R I OH. (111141 VC. 5011. referred to.)
|He False CmI: IFelamaliou .1 el, 22 1).I,.K. |u:t. atlirmed.]

2. Daxiauks i § III l.i 2ii7 i F.xmoral ation Ri:< i am.vitox ok kokksmohi.
—Rll'AHIAN KIlillTK OK ACCKSS.

'I lie rights of riparian owners of going over the foreshore as a 
means of access to the sen are idem ills of valuation in awarding 
compensation for the taking of the foreshore for reclamation purposes. 
Ihile of Huccleuch, I ..It. f> 11.1.. 4 IS. referred to.

| He False Creek IFvInination .1 el, 22 P.L.It. DM. allirmed.]
:i. I \ ii.in st (611)—30)—KxmorniATiox awards Comim ration or 

A MOV .NT.
S c. 7. ch. 5(1. of the False Crock lievlamati n Act. DM1. vests the 

right to take possession of expropriated lands immediately upm the 
payment or legal tender of the amount awarded; hence, interest on tlm 
amount awarded for land taken thereunder runs from the date of the 
award, and not from the date of notice fixed by the arbitrator.

\lfe False Cre-I, l{i clama I ion ,1c/. 22 D.L.R. DM. allirmed. ]
1 Arbitration i 6 III—10)—Validity ok award—Kxvksnivk fkks.

An award which allows an arbitrator fees in excess of the scale 
allowed by statute must be remitted for correction.

|/•’< False Vre-k IF elamillion tr/, 22 D.L.R. DM. allirmed. ]
Arbitration (6 III — 17 »—Award—Discrktion as to hi mititnt, or skt- 

TINO ASIDE—RkVIKW.

The ipiestion as to whether an award should be set aside or remitted

B C

C. A.

ID
Fai.sk

x* I'liillii'S, J.A,

IMP.

P ('.
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for m'oiiHÎ<lerati«»n i- one of diwretioti, ami unless that discretion has
Ilet'ii obviously misused it will not Ik- interfered with on appeal.

[Ifr I'alnr Cm k Hrrlnnmlunt .Iff. 22 D.L.H. 10S, aHirineil.]

Appeal against a judgment of the Court of Appeal of British 
Columbia, by which that Court by a majority of four to one re
versed a judgment of Morrison, J., and set aside an award 
pronounced by Frederic Buseombc as sole arbitrator in an arbi
tration between the parties to the case.

The judgment of the Board was delivered by
Loan Dvnedin : The appellants are the owners of certain 

lots of ground in the City of Vancouver, which front West
minster Ave.. and are bounded at the back by an arm of the sea 
called False Creek. In Bill an Act was passed in British 
Columbia entitled tin False Creek Reclamation Act, which em
powered the corporation of the City of Vancouver to reclaim the 
False Creek by tilling it up, and in connection with this under 
taking allowed them to acquire compulsorily inter alia the vari
ous lots belonging to tbe appellants. It is unnecessary to so! 
forth the provisions of the statute as it empowered the corpora
tion to serve milieu to treat, and to acquire the whole rights of 
the appellants in the lots specified upon payment of the value m 
all rights so acquired, with arbitration in default of agreement 
as to the amount to be paid- all in ordinary form. The parties 
by agreement appointed Frederic Buseombc as sole arbitrate 
lie inspected the properties, heard witnesses, and delivered an 
award, in which he set forth the various elements which he h. 
taken into consideration and awarded certain sums in respect 
each of the properties taken.

The appellants applied to the Court of British Columbia f 
an order to enforce the award on an order of Court. This w 
met by a motion on behalf id" the respondents to set aside i 
award. These counter motions came to depend before Morris 
,1. That learned Judge refused to set aside the award, though 
milting it to the arbitrator to deal with some minor mat' - 
which need not be mentioned.

Appeal was taken by the first respondents to the Court 
Appeal (8 D.L.R. 422), who, by a majority as before slat I 
set aside the award.
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The question before this Board is whether that judgment 
was right.

The grounds on which the award was set aside were four in 
number—being all matters which appear on the face of the 
award and were alleged as follows :—

ill 'I In* urlilt ra tur allowed u valu:* over and above I lie value of the 
land taken for the ehaiiee which the owner would have had of getting leav * 
from the Crown to extend some opiiH hi nun fori uni. such as a pier head ovr 
the foreshore.

i -1 In respect of lots and 0 lie valued upon the assumption that 
they might have git an additional piece of ground lichind to make up for 
what laid been taken from them in front in a street widening operation, 
whereas, in point of fact, they did not get this additional piece.

(31 The arbitrator allowed interest on the sum* awarded from tin* date 
of tin* notice t i treat.

I ll Tile arbitrator awarded himself fees in excess of the* scale allowed 
bv the statute.

Their Lordships will dcttl with these points in reverse order, 
i 4) It is dear that the fees are in excess. This, however, could 
easily he dealt with by remit. (1$) In ordinary cases interest 
mi the price of land taken runs from the date of taking posses
sion. But in this case there seems no room for argument as to 
when possession was or might have been taken.

Sees. (I and 7 of the False Creek Reclamation Act (eh. .*i(i of 
1 hi 1*1 are as follows :

See. il.— In arriving at the value of any lands, lights, or interests »*x 
preprinted or to be expropriated, the arbitrators shall take the value i f tie 
lands, rights, or interests at the date of tin* service of the notice as herein
before provided.

See. 7.— I'pon payment or legal tender of the amounts so awarded or 
agreed upon to the person, body corporate, or party entitled to receive it.

upon payment into the Supreme Court of Itritish Columbia of the amount 
"f such e nnpensation under tin* award or agreement, the lands, rights, or 
interests so expr» i*d shall vest in the corporation, and there shall vest 
>■' t'*e e rpointi m pow r to forthwith take p ssession of the lands or in
terests the subject of the award or agreement.

Il is eleni* that interest in this case can, therefore, only run 
from date of award, and not from date of notice as fixed by the 
arbitrator. This also, however, could easily lie set right by remit.

12) Previous to the events of the arbitration a street widen
ing had been effected, for which ground had been taken on the 
street side from lots I. 2. *'t, and f> and (». All these lots are 
bounded behind by high-water mark. As part of the arrange

IMP.

P.r.

I Hr.

tu in Act.

Lord Hum din

62
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moilt for compensation tin* corporation gavv to lots 1. 2 and 3 a 
piece of the foreshore (which, as will he afterwards set forth, 
they had acquired from the Crown) sufficient to make the total 
depth of the lots 120 feet. This was not done as pprt of the 
arrangement with the proprietors of lots 5 and (I. It seems, 
therefore, clear that the arbitrator had no right to award a 
value based upon the supposition that 5 and II might have had 
a depth of 120 feet, when as a matter of fact they had not such 
depth. Had he merely said that the value of f> and (I per front 
age foot was the same as that of the other deeper lots, his view 
could not have been touched. Hut he has explained the ground 
on which he went, and that ground is on tin* face of it erroneous. 
This point, however, would only affect the award as regards 
lots 5 and (I.

(1) This is the only important matter. Their Lordships do 
not propose to repeat as to the general principles of valuation 
what was recently said by them in the ease of The Cedars It op-ids 
Manufai furituj and Cower Co. v. Lacoste, HI D.L.1Î. 1(18. |1914| 
A.C. 5(19. the gist of which is quoted by MePhillips, .LA., in tin 
present ease. It is evident that while all opportunity of em
ployment for a certain purpose in regard to the position of land 
to be acquired is to be taken into account, there must come a 
point where the opportunity becomes so remote as to be neg 
ligible.

It is here that their Lordships are constrained to come to tin 
opinion that the arbitrator went wrong.

The lots in question were bounded by the high-water mark 
The owners of the lots had no right in the solum of tin* for* 
shore. They had the right of going over the foreshore whet In 
covered by water or not, and so obtaining access to the sea. I 
the arbitrator had only added something to the value of the Ian 
itself for that privilege nothing could have been said—that ";i* 
the principle on which allowance was made in the case of tk 
Dale of liltedeuch, L.R. 5 ILL. 418.

But the arbitrator has done more than that. For after <1- ! 
ill g with the right of access to the sea, he goes on thus:—

While the riparian rights carries with it no definite legal right t • *"i 
upon, or extend the pr< pert y abutting upon the water, to or upon 
land under the water, the actual right of access to the water Inis in •
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mon practice carried with it the privilege uf applying to the Crown for a 
grant, to extend tin- property atTected out to deep water, or to an established 
pier head-line, and thin right or privilege, in. 1 believe, rarely, if ever, with 
held where the rights of others are not interfered with.

Now that a proprietor who abutted on the foreshore might 
apply to the Crown—proprietor of the foreshore, for such a grant 
may In- conceded. But it is quite different if the foreshore does 
not belong to the Crown. And in this ease the. foreshore «lid not 
belong to the Crown. For by a grant of 1001 the whole of the 
bed and foreshore of False Creek had been conveyed to the cor
poration. This grant contained certain restrictions, and was 
supplemented by an ampler grant in 1011. Now the effect of 
these grants was to deprive the Crown of the right of the solum. 
The allowance by the Crown to construct opera manufneta is 
rendered necessary apart from the common law by the provisions 
of the Navigable Water Protection Act. In respect of these pro
visions the Department of Public Works has issued regulations 
dealing with applications for permission to erect such works. 
One of the regulations is as follows:

Tin1 applicants must furnish proof that they own or haw a sullicicnt 
interest in the land or land covered with water upon which the works are 
to he constructed. It is not sullicicnt to hold the riparian interests alone, 
if the work extends beyond the limits of the shore, but. a sullicicnt portion 
of the harbour, river or lake must also be held by the applicants. The 
statute Inis reference to the erection of structures on lands owned by the 
applicants, and is designed to provide for due protection to navigation. 
It cannot Is- used as a means of acquiring title t > lands upon which the 
struct me is to lie erected.

It «mus, therefore, abundantly clear that the appellants here 
were not in tihtlo to apply to the Government for any permis
sion. To enable them to do so they would first be bound to 
acquire from the corporation so mueli of the foreshore and bed 
of False Creek as was to hear the opus munufiulum.

Now there is not a tittle of evidence that the corporation 
would ever have consented to sell. It is obvious that the arbi
trator really mistook the true position; for he says in another 
passage ;—

Kov while tlie city occupied the position of being able to block or pre
vent these owners from obtaining these foreshore grants or leases it mani
festly was not their intention so to do prior to the agreement with the 
CN.lt.. as the weight of evidence plainly shews.

IMP.

P. C.
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Lord Dunedin
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Now, while he is quite right in considering the situation as 
it was prior to the agreement with the railway company—or, in 
other words, the Reclamation Act under which the land is taken 
from the claimants—yet lie is radically wrong when lie speaks of 
the city being able to “block the owners from obtaining a fore
shore grant.” The Crown could not give a foreshore grant— 
not because the city “blocked” it. but because the foreshore no 
longer belonged to the Crown to give. And the right to ask for 
an opus mtnnt fact urn did not exist except in some one who had 
the foreshore. That meant conveyance from the city to the 
claimants, and there is not a jot of evidence to shew that there 
was a chance of any such conveyance. In other words, their 
Lordships agree with McPhillips, J.A., who says :—

'I In- arbitrator lias palpably vrrnl in allowing values which iliil not 
attach to the lamls (taken),
and with Irving, J.A., who says :—

I do not question that the present potential value may lie a factor, hut 
the potential values may lie too remote at this date to enhance the value 
of the lands, which at present is practically unproductive.
These observations are, in their Lordships’ opinion, strictly in 
accordance with the principles laid down in the ('(dors linpids 
ease already cited.

Their Lordships are. therefore, of opinion that the award 
as it is cannot stand. There remains the question of whether 
it should be set aside or remitted for reconsideration. This 
seems to their Lordships a question of discretion for the Judges 
in tin- whole circumstances of the case, and unless that discretion 
has been obviously misused they do not feel inclined to interfere 
with it.

Their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty to dismiss 

the appeal with costs.
. 1 ppnd dism isst d.

BRODEUR v ELLIOTT
Ilaniloba l\ inti's Hvwh. Uclrnlfc. ./. March I. Win.

1. Assn. N MINT (8 II—20| —KoMTAI l.l AhMi.N Ml NT—Ü U1MSIIKI AN H '
su.mi Phiowity.

To establish an equitable assignment of a eli - - in action in priori- 
to garnishment proceedings, it niu-t appear that tin alleged equital 
assignee had an interest in the fund and not merely some right 
action against the creditor whose debt is attached.
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Trial of issue in garnishment proceedings.
tV. li. Towers, and -/. /’. Hoy, for plaintiff.
M. (l. Macneil, for defendant.

Metcalfe, J. :—On March 29, 1912, Klliott recovered a judg
ment against one Wheatley for .$1,600, which remains un
satisfied.

Wheatley is a real estate agent. One li. J. Forrester em
ployed Wheatley to find someone who would exchange a city 
block for farm property owned by Forrester. Wheatley met 
another real estate agent named Frith. In casual conversation 
Frith said he thought he knew of some other agents who had 
such a block listed. Frith and Wheatley then went to tin- office 
of the plant iff Brodeur and. after some negotiations, eventually 
both Brodeurs principal and Wheatley's principal were 
brought together. In the negotiations a Mr. Chisholm, another 
real estate agent, also appeared, and there was mention of a 
Mr. McKinnon, another real estate agent.

I am not satisfied that McKinnon did any work at all in 
connection with the negotiations. All Brodeur says about it 
is. “There was a Mr. McKinnon who could not be ignored."

In any event the principals met and, after completing a 
preliminary agreement, called it off. Then they met behind the 
hacks of the real estate agents and themselves closed their deal. 
Then the trouble began. Brodeur sued his principal and forced 
a settlement. Then he wanted to get something out of For
rester.

lie says, and some of tin* others say, that Wheatley had 
ixpressly agreed to divide his commission equally amongst the 
five. This evidence I refuse to accept. It may be that all these 
other individuals (none of them appear to be partners) have 
had some right of action against Wheatley for their services.

It is more than probable that nothing would accrue there
from unless Wheatley were put in funds.

Turning from the successful issue with his own principal 
Brodeur, who seems to have been the guiding spirit of them all. 
says, “Let us sue Forrester.” But how ? He is advised by his 
counsel he has no right of action against Forrester; therefore

MAN.

K. B. 

Brodeur

Metcalfe, J.
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why not Wheatley suv Forrester; and so Wheatley was urged 
to sue for his commission. After tin- action was commenced 
Elliott, on October 17. 1913, served a garnishee order on For
rester, the defendant in that action. On May 11, 1914. Wheatley 
recovered judgment against Forrester for $1,100.

Brodeur, on the same day. took an assignment to himself of 
the judgment, claiming that he acted for himself and all the 
other agents. The plaintiff in the issue affirms the moneys 
owing on the judgment are his as against the defendant Elliott. 
Me relies strongly upon an < assignment before the
garnishee.

I am not impressed with the truth of the evidence upon 
which the plaintiff seeks to establish such equitable assignment.

These real (-state agents may. and probably have some right 
of action against Wheatley; but I do not think they had. when 
the garnishee proceedings were taken, any interest in the fund.

There will be judgment for the defendant Elliott with costs.

Judgment for defendant.

GOLIGHTLY v. BANNING.
Saxkalchcwan Suprenu Court, .Xcu'lainls, lirmni, anil Hlm mil, JJ.

March 20. 1915.

1. Xkolioknce 1 70)—Livery htahi.f. keeper—Contract to convey 
Stable scpplyinu driver—Driver neui.iob.nt— Liability oi

LIVERY STABLE KEEPER.
A livery stable keeper who engages to convey a passenger amI supplie- 

the driver as well as the horse and buggy will he liable in damage- 
for tlie driver's failure to do what a reasonable and prudent drive? 
would .have done on approaching a traction engine on the road with 
knowledge that there was a strong probability of the horse becoming 
scared and with knowledge that the road at that point was a dangerou- 
one on which to pass the engine, notwithstanding which the drivei 
attempted to pass with the- result that the buggy was overturned an 
the passenger injured.

Appeal from the District Court of Prince Albert.
//. MacDonald, K.C., for appellant.
F. It". Turnbull, for respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Brown, .!.: This is tin appeal from the Judge of the District 

Court of Prince Albert. The defendant, who carries on a livery 
business at Prince Albert, was engaged to convey the plaintiff t"

4726
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here a# I thought engine was coming. Saw engine stopped and then went 
on. Started horse up avenue. On way up (ioliglitly said. “Perhaps we 
had better get out." I said nothing. When got near engine some little 
extra noise in engine startled horse anil she jum|>ed to left first, then juni|>ed J
hack and turned short around to right. When we started up avenue 1 took 
tighter hold of reins and horse went along road with head up.

As tt result of the accident which is disclosed by the evidence 
the plaintiff was severely injured. The trial Judge in his judgment 1
says: -

It seems to mo that after having refused to accept the plaintiff's sugges
tion that Ik* should be allowed to descend, and. knowing, as he must have 
known, that there was danger to he apprehended from the course which 
ho chose to adopt, he must he held to have accepted the responsibility for 
any accident that might occur as a result. I must therefore hold that 
the driver was guilty of negligence by his imprudent conduct, and for this 
negligence the defendant is liable.

It is clear from the evidence that the road at this point wa 
a dangerous piece of road to pass on. and must have lieen so to 
the knowledge of the driver. It is also clear that in the event 
of the horse liecoming scared an accident was likely to follow, 
and this, too. must have lieen known to the driver; and I cannot 
resist the conclusion that the driver had reason to know that 
there was a strong possibility of the horse becoming scared in the 
attempt to pass the engine. Several alternatives were offered, 
any one of which would have lieen safer. He could have taken 
another road, as was suggested; he could have got out and led 
the horse past the engine, or he could have allowed the plaintiff 
to got out and walk past. Every case of this character must be 
determined according to the circumstances peculiar to it. The 
test of the defendant's liability is, was Anderson under the cir
cumstances negligent? Or, to put it in another way, did Ander
son, under the circumstances, in adopting the course which lie 
did, do what a reasonable and prudent driver would have done? 
The trial Judge has virtually answered that question in th- 
negative, and I am not prepared to say that lie reached a wrong 
conclusion.

The appeal should therefore, in my opinion, lie dismissed with 
costs.

■'i VJ
_

Appeal dismissed.
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LOBEL v. WILLIAMS. MAN
Manitoba Court of Appeal, Richard*. Perdue, Cameron and llapgart, JJ.A. « , 

January 5, 1915.
1. Vendor and purchaser (5 I—1)—Rights and liabilities—Damages

for non-performance—Right of pvrchaser to.
Damages can lie recovered by a purchaser from his vendor, unless 

the contract provides to the contrary, for delay in completing the 
purchase where the delay has been occasioned by default of the vendor, 
not in consequence of want of or defect in title or in consequence of 
conveyancing difficulties but by reason of the vendor not having used 
reasonable diligence to perform his contract.

[Jours v. Gardiner, |1902) 1 Ch. 191 ; Jaques v. Millar, (1 Ch. I). 153, 
applied. |

2. Damages I § III A 3—GO) Contract for sale of lands—Defect in
title- Vendor unable to remove Ahsence of fraud.

In the absence of fraud damages are not recoverable where the con
tract for sale of lands goes off for defect in title which the vendor cannot

[Bain v. Fothergill, I..R. 7 11.L 15K, referred to.]
3. Vendor and purchaser (§ 1 A—4) -Preparation and tender of con

veyance—Duty of vendor— Manitoba.
In Manitoba it is the duty of the vendor to prepare and tender the 

conveyance.
I. Vendor and purchaser (§ I C -10)—Purchaser Entitled to good 

title before taking possession -Vendor liable for failure to
TAKE SAME CARE OF PROPERTY AS OWNER WOULD TAKE.

The purchaser is not bound to take possession until a good title has 
been shown but may hold the vendor liable for his failure to take the 
same care that a prudent owner v mild take of his own property until 
the title has been completed.

[Foster v. Deacon, 3 Maild. 391, \ nd Itoyal Bristol v. /tomash. 35 Ch.
I). 3911. applied.]

Appeal from a judgment of Galt, J. statement

11". Hollands, for appellant.
A. E. U ask in, K.C., for respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Cameron, J.A.: In this action a few days before the trial Cameron,j.a. 

the defendant caused to be executed and registered a transfer of 
the lands in question in Saskatchewan. This has been accepted 
by the plaintiff, and the claim for $11,000, the exchange value of 
the lands, has been abandoned. The only relief now asked by 
the plaintiff, under the amendment to the statement of claim of 
October 24, 1014, is for a reference to fix the damages sustained 
by the plaintiff by reason of the delay in furnishing the plaintiff 
with the transfer to which she was entitled under the agreement.

The agreement was dated February 18, 1013. It was followed, 
within a few days, by performance on the part of the plaintiff.
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MAN. But, owing to circumstances not clearly disclosed, the personal
<\ A. representative of W. B. Nicol (for whom the defendant was

iTmÏki. acting) did not, though repeatedly requested so to do, convey

Williams.
the lands (agreed to ho conveyed by the defendant) until October 
17, 1914. This action was commenced July 10, 1914.

Cameron, J.A. The learned trial Judge, in view of the fact that the conveyance 
or transfer had been made la-fore the trial, dismissed the action.

The general rule is that damages are not recoverable (in tla- 
absence of fraud) where the contract g<a-s off through defect in 
title. This law was laid down in Haiti v. Fothergill, L.R. 7 H.L.
1 58, affirming Flcurcau v. Thornhill, 2 \\ .10. 107S, and oxer- 
ruling Hoplitis v. (irazebrook, 2 B. A: ( '. 31 :

If a person enters into a contract for the sale of a real estate, knowing 
that he has no title to it, nor any means of acquiring it, the purchaser cannot 
recover «lamages beyond the expenses he has incurred by an action f«»r the 
breach of tin- contract: he can only obtain other damages by an action of 
deceit :
per Lord Chelmsford in Haiti v. Fothergill, supra, at p. 207.

“This is an exception to the ordinary rule of common law. that 
where a person sustains a loss by reason of a breach of contract, 
he is prima facie entitled, so far as money can do it, to be placed 
in the same situation with respect to damages as if th<- contract 
had been performed:" Mayne. Damages, p. 211. (It is to be 
noted that the doctrine laid down in Haiti v. Fothcryill has not 
been generally accepted in the United States.) But, on that 
exceptional rule there have been grafted exceptions. One of 
those is where the contract fails for want of title, but a defect 
which the vendor ought to have removed and could have removed; 
or not so much from an inability to make title, but a refusal to 
do so. See Engel v. Filch, L.R. 2 Q.B. 314, affirmed L.R. 4 Q.B. 
059, which was not affected by the decision in Haiti v. Fothcryill 
(see Lord Hatherloy, at p. 209). There is an understanding that 
any contract for the sale of real estate may fail for want of titl< 
but no such understanding that it may fail In-cause the vendor 
does not choose to go to the ex|x-nse or trouble of |H-rforming 1 
part of the contract. In Day v. Singleton, (1S99J 2 Ch. 320, thci- 
is to be found a striking example of this.

In Jones v. (iardiner ( 1902), 1 C h. 191, it was held that damag* - 
can be recovered by a purchaser from his vendor for delay in 
completing the purchase, where the delay has been occasioned 1 x
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default of the vendor, not in consequence of want of, or defect in, 
title or in consequence of conveyancing difficulties, hut by reason 
of the vendor not having used reasonable diligence to perform 
his contract. This decision seems to me decisive on the point. 
Among other cases referred to in the judgment in Jones v. (Jardiner 
are Jaques v. Millar, 6 ( 'h.I). 153, and Royal Bristol Permanent 
Building Society v. Bo in ash, 35 Ch.D. 390. I refer also to the 
dictum of Turner, C.J., in Williams v. (Renton, L.H. 1 Oh., at 
p. 209.

It was urged that the plaintiff by her acts and conduct had 
waived any rights she*may have had to damages. Hut there is 
nothing to shew that the plaintiff ever intended to absolve the 
defendant from performing his part of the contract. The contrary 
b the case. And as she held the defendant to his contract she 
cannot be taken as having voluntarily surrendered any of the rights 
incidental thereto, in the absence of more positive evidence than 
we have before us.

The point is made that the plaintiff by virtue of the contract 
became the real owner of the property, and that thereby she 
became entitled to its possession, and could have taken possession 
without delay upon execution of the contract, and that, therefore, 
the defendant cannot be chargeable with damages by reason of 
the plaintiff’s delay in taking possession.

In England, as between vendor and purchaser, the purchase 
i> to be completed when the vendor shews a good title. There
upon the purchaser prepares a conveyance and tenders the same 
for execution and tenders at the same time the purchase* money. 
The vendor then executes the conveyance and gives possession to 
tin purchaser: Williams, V. <.V P. 4b. This is tin* law in this 
province, except that it is tin* duty of the vendor to prepare and 
tender the conveyance.

In the case of an open contract, the time for completion is the 
time when tin* vendor shall have shewn a good title: Williams, 
\ . <V P. 2b. Pending the completion of the purchase the vendor 
"ball retain possession of the property sold, and shall manage and 
preserve it with the same care as a trustee is bound to use with re
gard to the property subject to his trust : lb. p. 50. As the result 
ot the purchaser’s equitable ownership of the property sold and 
tli<‘ vendor’s consequent trusteeship for the purchaser, the vendor

MAN.
C. A.

Williams.

Cameron, J. A.
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___ ‘ is hound, while he remains in possession, to take reasonable rare
(’. A. to preserve the property in the same condition in which it was at
I.ohki. t*1<‘ (iatp °f the contract for sale: lb. 512. The vendor is hound

v- to execute at his own exix*nse such repairs as are necessary to
\> I1.LIAMH. .... ...

---- - preserve the property from deterioration until the proper time
Cameron, j.a. j-()r compietion Qf the contract : lb. 513. See Sherrnn v. Shaken- 

peare, 5 DeG. M. & S., at 517. I dealt with some aspects of this 
subject in Major v. Sheppard, 18 M.H. 511.

Even where the contract provides that the balance of the 
purchase money shall be paid on a particular day and that pos
session shall lx» taken by the purchaser oii that day, it has been 
held that such possession is intended as may safely Ik* taken : 
Williams, 516-517. The purchaser is not hound to take possession 
until a good title has lieen shewn.

In this case it is true the purchaser might have taken posses
sion, hut she was not hound to do so, and it might and would not 
have been prudent for her to do so. Between February, 1613. 
and Kept end >er of last year, the matter was pressed upon the de
fendant's attention. The defendant was not the vendor, but 
agent merely for the personal representative of a deceased owner. 
In my judgment the plaintiff was not bound to take the risks 
involved in taking possession. The acceptance of the money for 
grass cut on the premises after action brought was not an act 
of such consequence as to constitute a waiver with knowledge 
on her part of its alleged effect, of the plaintiff’s rights. Tin- 
defendant never offered possession and the plaintiff was never 
in default in any way. It seems to me that the plaintiff has mad- 
out a clear case for relief.

In Foster v. Deacon, 3 Madd. 364, Vice-Chancellor Lear!, 
held that, on a sale of certain lands, where the purchaser u 
k»*pt out of possession by difficulties in the title, even though an 
offer of interim possession was made by the vendor, the vendu- 
was not bound to accept it, and could not prudently accept 
He made a reference to the Master to ascertain what détériorât in 
if any, the lands had suffered, and to what amount, by unhusband- 
like conduct and mismanagement of the lands since the dat- -,f 
purchase. See Roi/al Bristol v. Bomash, 35 Ch.D. 360. win 
the judgmei t of Fry, J., in Jaques v. Millar, 6 Ch.D. 156. 
quoted and followed on the point of giving damages in addii n
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to specific performance, and when* Foster v. Deacon, Phillips v. 
Silvester, and Egmont v. Smith are considered and followed on the 
question of the duty of vendors. (See p. 398.) In Phillips v. 
Silvester, L.H. 8 ('ll. 172. Lord Selhorne states at p. 178: “// is 
true that each parti/ is entitled to refuse to alter the possession until 
the whole contract is completed.”

In Egmont v. Smith, L.H. (> Ch.I). 409, it was held by Lord 
Jessel that where a vendor of a farm subject to a yearly tenancy 
finds that the purchase cannot be completed, on the appointed 
day, and that the tenancy will determine before then, it is his duty, 
as trustee for the purchaser, to re-let the farm in order to prevent 
it going out of cultivation.

The duty of the vendor, pending completion, is thus succinctly 
stated in Williams, at p. 512: “The vendor must take the same 
care that a prudent owner would take of his own property.”

In this case tin* plaintiff promptly carried out her part of the 
agreement. She was out of possession of the land agreed to be 
given in exchange for a year and a half. Had the land been 
money she would be out of pocket interest on the <9.050 agreed 
on as its value. On the soundest principles she is entitled to 
damages for being out of possession of the land in the one case 
or of the money in the other, which latter damages would be 
measured by the interest.

1 would set aside the judgment appealed from, and direct a 
reference to the Master, substantially in the terms set out in 
Foster v. Deacon, to inquire what loss the plaintiff has sustained 
by being deprived of the use and occupation of the said lands 
during the period between the date of the agreement and the date 
of the transfer, and what damage, if any, has been occasioned 
to the said lands by reason of the same being unoccupied and un
cultivated, and also what deterioration to the buildings and fences 
thereon, and, if any, to what amount, by the conduct and mis
management of the said lands and buildings by the defendant 
during the period aforesaid.

I think the plaintiff is entitled to the costs of this appeal and 
of the action. The costs of the reference are to follow the result.

It does seem to me a case where the costs of a reference can 
well be avoided by agreement of the parties. Clearly, if the lands 
and premises have depreciated as a consequence of the defendant’s

MAN

0 A.

Williams.

Cameron, .LA.
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MAN.

C. A.

Williams.

Cemi'ron. J.A.

MAN.

K.B.

Statement

delay in making title, then surely the plaintiff, from the point 
of view of equity and common sense, is entitled to compensation.

It might Ik- suggested that the payment of interest on the 
exchange value of the lands between the date of the contract and 
that of the transfer would meet the demands i ice. I can, 
however, find no authority for adopting interest as necessarily 
or properly the measure of damages. It might Ik- excessive, or, 
on the other hand, altogether inadequate. The matter, however, 
is one susceptible of settlement. Hut if the parties fail to agree 
the reference must be proceeded with.

A ppm l allowed.

NELSON v. BAIRD.
Manitoba hiioj’s Itcnvli, .1 h iralfr, ./. 1 larch I, MUT».

1. Brokkkn i I —21 — Stock iihokkkn Mauuixh—Kuans ami liaiiii.itikn.
Tin- broker is protwted only in s » far as In* arts reasonably there 

muter, by a clause in Imuglil ami sobl notes of a grain broker, that In 
reserve.- tin- right in ease at any time margins are running out or 
ap|iroaeliing exhaustion. to close the trades by purchase or sale upon 
the exchange without calling for additional margins or the giving ol 
further notice.

2. Dam alls t § III A .*» I • II v aokm - stock iiiioklk Maw.ins—Dim mi
LM'K IN I-KICK8.

Damages for the wrongful closing out of a margin account x\i111
grain brokers lived not be li.xed at the highest or "peak" prit........
exchange at which the plaint ill on a bought order might have solo 
during the period for which the transaction should have run.

| Uicliotl \. Ilnrl, | I'.MII | -J lx.II. SU7. criticized; Michael \. Ilm 
II1MI2I I lx.II. 4tm. and Uowlall \. flail:. 23 U.L.It. «120, referred to

Action for broach of contract.
IV. II. Trueman, for plaintiff.
A. /V. Iloskin, K.t for defendant.

.Metcalfe, J. The plaint iff resides at Netherhill in tin 
Province of Saskatchewan, lie is a farmer and cattle dealer. 
The defendants are brokers operatng on the Winnipeg drain 
Exchange. Prior to the transactions over which this dispute 
arose the plaintiff had, through other brokers, some experience 
in dealing in “futures” on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange 
The plaintiff had also several prior dealings with the defend
ants as follows:—

5
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June 11/14. Bought 5,000 July Oat»—39J. June 23/14. 
Sold 5.000 July Oats—39J. July 22/14. Bought 1.000 Oct. 
Flax—155$. July 27/14. Bought 1.000 Oct. Flux—174}. July 
29/14. Sold 2.000 Oct. Flax—104}.

It wan intended that these transactions should be carried 
out on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange. In each transaction with 
the defendants there was sent to the plaintiff either a bought 
or sold note, as the case required, containing the following pro
visions:—

We have made the following transactions for your account and risk 
under the by laws, rules, regulations and customs of the Winnipeg Grain 
Kxehange of the City of Winnipeg, upon the distinct understanding and 
agns'iuent between us that the actual receipt or delivery of the property 
and payment therefor is contemplated and intended, and in the meantime 
until such receipt or delivery and payment thereof, we reserve the right, 
in ease at any time margins are running out or approaching exhaustion,
1 i close the trades by purchase or sale upon the said Grain Exchange of 
the City of Winnipeg without calling for additional margins or the giving 
of further notice.”

MAN.

K. It.

Mi ll Rife, .1.

In the transactions with other brokers similar notes were
used.

The negotiations in each ease had been carried on through 
one Myers, a grain agent residing at Nctherhill, who. in each 
ease, wired the brokers to buy. The brokers, being furnished 
with margin, bought, and sent the bought notes.

The terms of the contract must be gathered from the bald 
instructions to buy and sell ; from the acceptance of the employ
ment and these bought and sold notes; and from the surround
ing circumstances. The dealings bear the ear-marks of contracts 
in “ futures” with an intention to settle on differences.

On July 30, 1914 Myers wired the defendants to buy 3,000 
bushels of October x for the account of the plaintiff at a
price under 102. Myers at that time knew that large margins 
were required by the brokers. On the same day one Kievstcad 
wired the defendants to place $1,100 to the credit of the plain
tiff. The flax was bought at 158 and on the morning of July 31. 
lia* money was carried to Nelson’s credit in the defendants’ 
hooks.

Early on August 3. Nelson wired the defendants to buy
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man. 2,000 October wheat. This was bought by the defendants for 
K it. the account of Nelson at the opening price of 95J.

Neison It was intended by the plantiff that both these purchases 
B v• should be made on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange on margin.
---- I find that the plaintiff was aware that the margin then required

by the defendants for like transactions was 20c a bushel on flax 
and 10c a bushel on wheat “to be kept good.”

The wheat and flax were purchased in the pit of the Winni
peg Grain Exchange by the defendants for the plaintiff for 
October delivery. Such transactions arc daily recorded in the 
clearing house, and each transaction has to be supported by a 
margin placed with the clearing house by the broker. At that 
time the clearing house required from the broker a margin 
on 20c. a bushel on flax and 10c. a bushel on wheat “to be kept 
good.” Afterwards, throughout each day’s proceedings, when
ever the ])rices dropped 2c, the clearing house calls the broker 
for a further margin. The broker has fifteen minutes within 
which to settle, and so on each further drop of 2c. at all times 
daily until the closing of the exchange, and so on from day to 
day. About this time matters were very unsettled in Europe. 
The brokers were nervous and apprehensive.

On the morning of August 3, war was declared. Flax 
opened at 149, or 9c. below the purchase. It fell suddenly to 
136. Mr. Botterell says he then gave the order to his floor man 
to sell the wheat bought that morning and the flax; that the 
wheat, being saleable, sold first, but that, although they offered 
the flax all the way down to 1291. there were few sales, and he 
was unable to sell; that at this time the brokers offering flax all 
stepped out of the pit. refusing to slaughter it further; that 
flax then became a little firmer; that he took the first offer h< 
could get and sold this flax 2.000 bushels at 133 and 1.00O 
bushels at 134.

Except some telegrams to Myers, which arc not brought 
directly home to the plaintiff, there was no notice of fart he 
calls.

The defendants seek to justify the absence of notice b 
sitting up the terms of the bought and sold notes, mid ll 
extraordinary occasion.

v
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On the morning of August 3, the plaintiff had in the defen
dants’ hands available for margin: Transferred from Kier- 
stead’s account, $1,100. Money ou hand from past settlements, 
$03—$1,103.

The defendants decided to close out these deals when tlax 
reached 130. At that time, had an account been struck, it 
would (excluding all brokerage charges) stand about as fol
lows :— Dr. L'r.

By vii*h on haml.......................................... 1.103
To urnrgin on 3.00(1 11 ax at 20............... 000
To margin on 2.000 wheat at 10........... 200
To 3.000 flax at 158..................................... 4.740
By 3.000 flax at 130 4.oso
To 2.000 wheat at 1)5%............................ 1,910
By 2.000 wheat at 95%............................ 1.910
Short on margins.......................................... 297

$7,450 $7,450

The standing required margins being $800, his equity at 
lhat time was $503, less brokerage. Unless in the meantime the 
defendants should have credited the sale of the wheat in the 
jtit. which took place a few moments prior, when flax fell to 
1*29.1. this equity would have fallen to $388, less brokerage.

Nelson admits that he knew Myers had received a wire from 
the defendants that all the Nethcrhill clients had been sold out. 
lie came to Winnipeg (in August 7 and went to the defendants’ 
office, lie then saw Mr. Botterell, and asked him if he had been 
sold out. Upon Mr. Botterell answering in the affirmative, he 
complained that he had sufficient money on hand to have carried 
his “trades” and insisted upon his “trades” being reinstated. 
Botterell refused to reinstate the “trades.” Nelson then claimed 
that in any event there was some $400 coming to him. Botterell, 
I think, then took the stand that because of the unsettled mar
kets Kierstcad’s account would not stand the transfer of $1,100.
'nd that consequently, while their books had shewed a transfer 

<*f the money, they had transferred back to Kicrstcad s account 
the balance standing in their books to Nelson’s credit on August

after closing out the wheat and flax.
Nelson, being angry, left, and subsequently, on August 9, 

wrote to Mr. Baird of the defendant firm a letter as follows:—

MAN.

k. n.
N KI.HON

».
Baird.

Metcalfe, J.
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Dear Sir: 1 am addressing this letter to you personally in order to 
get a personal explanation of the treatment 1 have rec’d from the firm 
of Baird & Botterell.

On July 30. 1914, 1 had placed to my credit on your Option Ledger 
$1,100. | had no open trades prior to that day hut had a small amt. to 
my credit More that. On July 30 I wired to buy 3.000 Oct. Flax and 
rec’d a wire the same date that your firm had bought 3,000 Oct. Flax at 
158. On Aug. 3. I wired to buy 2.000 Oct. wheat under 98c. I rec’d no 
reply to this wire. I have Imhmi away from Xetherhill since the 3. but 
y<nterday rec’d a letter from your firm stating that on Aug. 3 you had 
sold for my acct. 2.000 Oct. Flax at 133 and 1.000 at 134 also that you had 
bought 2.000 Oct. wheat at. 95*4 and sold same at 05%. Now I want to 
know on what ground this Flax was sold and why the purchase of the 
wheat was not wired me. 1 knew that I had margins enough to cover my 
flax trade. I do not intend to stand for such treatment as this and shall 
ex|Mvt you to place the 3.000 bu. of Oct. Flax back to me at the price you 
sold it at and hold it for me until I order it sold. Hoping you will attend 
to this matter at once, 1 am. Yours truly, (Sgd.) E. (*. Nelson.

Mr. Bail'd, on August 21, responded as follows:—
Dear Sir: Your letter of the 9th inst. was unanswered owing to my 

absence from the City. On July 31. Mr. Kierstead instructed us to train 
fer $1,100 to the credit of your account, we transferred only $700 instead 
of $1,100 as this was all that Mr. Kierstead's account would stand. Your 
margins on Flax and Wheat were exhausted when we had the panic mar 
ket. and there wasn’t anything else for us to do but close out vour account, 
which we did and Reported to you in the usual way. You will appreciate 
that Flax sold at $1.30 per bushel on the day in question, and there wasn’t 
any time or opportunity for us to get in touch with you to secure addi 
tional margins.

We are very sorry that it was necessary to close you out. but we did 
so under the terms under which all trades are put on with us. and there 
fore are unable to reinstate your trades as requested. We believe that tin- 
above explanation will Is- satisfactory to you.

Yours very truly,
(Sgd.) Baird & Botterell.

Per H. N. Baird

Later, on August 22. 1914. Mr. Baird wrote to KierHtead ns 
follows:—

Dear <ir: We hind you herewith stn'cimut o* your aviourt. and -
the date of transfer from your account to that of Nelson your equities 
in open commitments would only permit of our transferring $700, a* tin- 
market took a very sharp break, and therefore the amount of $1,100, whirl, 
you asked us to transfer was not transferred, as you will note |x*r state 
ment enclosed.

While it is quite true you wired us to transfer the money from .-ne 
account to another, yet we never accept instructions by wire to transfer 
money from one account to another, and it was only on receipt of your
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letter dated July 30. which was received here August 3. the date of the 
panic, an<l on that day the $700 was all that was permitted to lie trails-

We have had a call from Mr. K. ('. Nelson, who claims that he made 
settlement with you on the basis of a transfer of $1,100. While this max- 
lie absolutely correct, and we have no doubt but that it is, yet xve in
formed him that we had only transferred $700. and that if there was any 
more money coming from you to him. that he must look to you for the 
amount.

During the panic there was no time to communicate with anyone in 
regard to additional margin, and we had to close out our friends without 
• onsidcration other than our own interests, and according to the terms 
under which commitment* are taken on by u*. We therefore ask you to let 
ns have a cheque for $70.25. which is the debit in your account, and oblige.

Yours very truly,
(Sgd.) Baird & Bottkbkm,.

Per H. N. Baird.

The defendant»! now admit that the plaintiff is entitled to 
$406.25 (being the moneys so transferred to Kierstead’s account, 
together with a balance of $6.25) and have paid it into Court.

The following prices for October Flax indicate the trend 
of the tlax market:—

Open High Low Close
Aug. s...... ........... 14» 14» 140
Aug. ........... 145', 150% 145% 150
Aug. 11 MS'/a IM'/, 152'i
Sop. 1 ......... ........... 13» 14» 138 138
Svp- 4 ......... 143 143-4 142 142
Oct. 1 ......... ........... 120% 121 no% ISO
Oct. 2H ......... l»ti 100% 105% 100%

0|>en High Low Close
Aug. 3 ......... 05% 07-y, »4% »6%
Aug. 7 ......... ........... KM» 110% 105% 110
Aug. 8 ......... ........... 110 110% 105'/, 105.7,
Aug. 17 ........... 07% ns 00% »8
Aug. 31 ......... ........... 115 my, 114% 114%
Sep. 4 ......... 117', 121 117'/, 120
Sep. 15 ......... 105 V» l»7% 105% 107%
Oct. 1 ......... 107’. 108% 107% 107%
Oct. 3 .........
Oct. 31 .........

104% 100 104% 105%
110%

MAN

K. B

Nelson

Metcalfe, J

The following prices for October wheat indicate the trend of 
the wheat market:—

The plaintiff, while obliged to aceept delivery on October 1. 
could not compel delivery until the last day of October.

There were two courses open to the plaintiff. He might
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MAN.

K. B.
treat the contract as rescinded, except for the purpose of bring
ing an action, lie might therefore: (1) Have brought an action 
for the breach, or; (2) Have refused to treat the contract as 
rescinded and insisted on his rights thereunder when the time 
for performance arrived.

lie chose the former course, and on September 4 lie com
menced this action.

Regarding the flax, the plaintiff alleges, in effect, that he 
paid moneys to the defendants and employed them to buy the 
ilax for 158 per bushel ; that the defendants undertook and 
agreed with the plaintiff, in consideration of such money then 
paid (and such further sums as might thereafter be required 
for commission and other charges to protect the defendants 
from loss in the event of a decline in the price of said Ilax) that 
they would retain and keep the said agreement to purchase in 
good standing and would guarantee the delivery of the flax to 
the plaintiff in October on payment of the price ; that in breach 
of the said agreement and duty the defendants closed out and 
cancelled the flax, causing a loss of $747.50, which the plaintiff 
claims.

Regarding the wheat, the plaintiff alleges a similar contract, 
and further alleges that at the time the wheat was purchased 
there was an implied contract that instead of the plaintiff tak
ing delivery in October, the defendants would re-sell the same 
at any time prior to October 31, 1914, upon being ordered by 
the plaintiff to re-sell the same and would account to tin- plain 
tiff for the profits of such re-sale ; that in breach of the said 
agreement to purchase, and of such implied agreement, the de 
fendants wrongfully closed out and cancelled said wheat con 
tract and wrongfully sold said wheat ; that wheat afterward- 
advanced in price; that the plaintiff could have subsequently n 
sold it at a profit of $500, which sum he claims as damages.

He therefore sues for : Damages for loss on flax. $747.50 
Damages for loss of profit on wheat. $500.00 — $ 1,247.50. Mom ; 
paid. $1,100.00—$2,347.50.

These allegations, coupled with the fact that at the trial 11. 
plaintiff’s counsel complained that the brokers had made im 
effort to protect his client by “stop orders” and the goner:
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circumstances are persuasive that the plaintiff intended con
tracts such as were condemned in Richardson v. Beamish, 13 
D.L.R. 400, 21 Can. Cr. ( 'as. 487, 23 Man. L.R. 306, and in 
appeal 49 S.C.R. 596. 16 D.L.R. 855, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 394.

For obvious reasons neither party has raised the point. I 
think that the brokers, if they acted reasonably, were protected 
by the bought notes. What was reasonable under the circum
stances? I have no doubt the brokers were nervous, apprehen
sive and excited on that day. Counsel for the plaintiff at the 
trial produced sheets shewing sales, and says that they disclose 
no reason for panic ; but these sheets, while they shew the actual 
sales registered, do not indicate the numerous offering bids 
that must have been made to force flax down to 129.1, with 
practically no sales, nor the many incidents naturally following 
the news of the declaration of war. 1 am of the opinion that 
the event was extraordinary.

It is extremely different looking backward to Judge what 
was and what was not reasonable. I think that under the cir
cumstances the defendants were justified in selling the flax. I 
do not think they should have sold the wheat.

The plaintiff’s counsel urges that he should have damages 
at the highest peak, and relies for that proposition on Michael 
v. Hart (1901), 2 K.B. 867. In that ease the plaintiff in April 
opened an account with the defendants (stock brokers) and 
employed them to buy and sell shares for him, depositing with 
them as security certain shares. Defendants bought and sold 
various shares for plaintiff. On May 11. it was agreed that cer
tain contracts for the purchase of various stocks for stock ex- 
change settlement of the middle of May should be carried over 
to the end of May settlement. Defendants contended that agree 
ment was conditional and proceeded to sell. The jury found 
that the agreement was not conditional and that the sale was in 
breach of the agreement.

Wills, J., at 869, says :—
The only matter that I have to deal with in this case is the measure of 

'lamages. . . . The defendants further by their contract undertook that 
l> would at any time before the settling day. if directed to do so by the 
plaintiff, sell the same shares for the plaintiff. This they did not do. hut 
repudiated their contract, and put an end to it. Under those circumstances

MAN

K.B.
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it seems to me that the pluiutiff is entitled to all the advantages that 
would have ln*en his or that might have been his if the contract had been 
carried out. Amongst those advantages was the right to sell the shares 
whenever lie chose during the period over which the transactions were to 
run. nml at different times different prices might have been realized 
Xu doubt t lie plaintiff would in filet never have realized the 
liest prices that ruled during that period. But I think I am right in 
saying that the Courts have never allowed the improbability of the plain
tiff’s obtaining the highest prices to In- taken into consideration for the 
purpose of reducing the damages. The defendants are wrong-doers, and 
every presumption is to be made against them. In my opinion the plain
tiff is entitled to the highest prices which were obtainable during the 
period during which he had the option of selling.

In appeal. 1902, 1 K.B. at p. 490, Collins. M.R.. in delivering 
the judgment of the Court, says:—

The general rule, which is laid down with regard to such cases, is that, 
where there lias been what has been called an anticipatory breach of con
tract going to the whole, consideration, it has not of itself the effect of 
rescinding the contract, for there must lie two parties to a rescission. It 
only has the effect of giving the other party to the contract an option to 
treat the repudiation of the contract as a definitive breach of it. and 
thereupon to treat the contract as rescinded, except for the purpose of hi* 
bringing an action for breach of it. It gives him the right to do that; 
but. on the other hand, he may refuse to treat the contract as rescinded, 
and hold the party repudiating the contract to his obligation when the 
time fixed for performance arrives.

After discussing Frost v. Knight (1872), L.R. 7 Ex. Ill; 
Boper v. Johnson, L.R. 8 C.l\ i(i7 ; Brown v. Muller (1872). 
L.R. 7 Ex. .‘119, and Johnstone v. Milling (188(1), 1 Q.B.D. 460. 
the learned Judge, at p. 492 of the report, continues: “In the 
present case the action was not brought till after the time at 
which the contract ought to have been performed by the defen 
dants, and the plaintiff, upon notice of the closing of his 
accounts, distinctly insisted on performance of the contract, 
and that the defendants’ obligation continued up to the dat< 
of the settlement. Under these circumstances the defendants' 
counsel argue that the damages ought to be calculated with n 
ference to the prices of the stocks at the time of the closing o 
the plaintiff’s account, and that, if they arc so calculated, thcr- 
will he no damages, or only nominal damages, and therefor- 
that the plaintiff can only recover nominal damages. T am - f 
opinion that, having regard to the principles laid down by tin-
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authorities to which 1 have referred, the contention for the de
fendants on this point cannot he sustained.”

“There is yet another alternative measure of damages which 
was adopted by the learned Judge. . . . With regard to the 
question, which of these two alternative measures of damages 
ought to he adopted, if the Court were against the defendants 
on the first point, after the argument had proceeded some way, 
the counsel for the parties effected a compromise, leaving the 
Court to decide only the first point taken by the defendants. 
We therefore give judgment on that point only against the 
defendants, leaving the damages to he ascertained in accord
ance with the arrangement arrived at by the parties.”

In (ioodall v. Clark, 2J O.L.R., < 'lute, J., at p. 620. speaking 
of Michael v. IIart, says :—

It seems doubtful if the extreme view laid down by Wills, «Î,, is good 
law. and suggests that the assessments should Is* made a- though by a

Especially in view of the contract and the special circum
stances, I will not allow the plaintiff the highest peak. What
ever the decision of the Court of Appeal might have been upon 
that point, 1 do not think the principle applies here.

There will be judgment for the plaintiff for $220 damages, 
together with the $406.25 in Court.

Had the defendants on August 7 paid that amount to 
the plaintiff, or had they sent him a statement of his account 
with a cheque to balance in the ordinary way. perhaps there 
would have been less trouble.

The plaintiff will have the costs of the action.
./udfjmcnt accordingly.

McNIVEN v. PICOTT.

(Intmio Ntiprrnir Cnnrl. Miihlhlun. •/.

I. YimmiR AND IM'KCII AHKlt ( $ I K—2U I — liKSClNHION OF CONTRACT—IlFsTI 
TVTION TO HT ATI'S QVO—RFMOVAI. OF 111 II.IMXOS.

Whore ii rescission of a contract for the sale of bind i- -ought by 
a purchaser upon no ground of fraud but upon the inability of the 
vendor to make a satisfactory title to the land conveyed, it is the 
duty of the purchaser to ma! ■ restitution of what lie hail received 
under the contract: and wlier. in pursuance of such contract the pur
chaser removes building upon the land and is unable to make com-

MAN.

lx. It.

ONT.

S.C.
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jilete re<tiUltioii, ilamage* <*«juivalent tu tin- valu»* thereof may lie 
allowed in restitution of the vend u- to Itis status <|iio.

[McXircn v. 1‘igott, 111 1).L.R. 840. 31 O.L.R. 305. reversed.]

McNlVEN X KMNIH AMI 1'1'KCII ASKR I $ I ( —17 I — VALIDITY OK TITLE—LAPSED
V. AGREEMENT KMTAIil.UMI I Mi II Kill WAY OVER LAND—EFFECT.

Pkiott. An agrevinent stipulating the estnlilisliinent of n highway across
a piece of land which had lieen spent liy lapse of time, or an action 
to remove such agreement as forming a cloud upon the title, does not 
a Hi et the title to the land as to entitle the purchaser to a rescission 
of the contract of sale where the vendor is otherwise willing and able 
to make a go ol title.

[UcXircn v. IHÿoit, 19 D.L.R. 840. 31 O.L.R. 305, reversed.]

Statement Appeal by the defendant and cross-appeal by the plaintiffs 
from the report of the Local Master at Hamilton.

The appeal and cross-appeal were heard by Middleton, «)., 

in the Weekly Court at Toronto.
G. Lyncli-Staunion, K.C., and S. F. Washington, K.(for 

the defendant.
W. S. Macliraj/ne, for the plaintiffs.

Middleton, j. Middleton, J. :—The facts giving rise to this appeal 
have already been before the Courts in more than one 
form. By an agreement bearing date the 12th March, 1913, 
Pi got t, the owner of the lands in question, agreed to sell them 
to the plaintiffs for $32,500. A good title was to be made within 
14 days; in default, the sum deposited was to be repaid, and the 
offer was to be void, at the purchasers’ option. Under the agree
ment, $2.000 was to be paid as a deposit, $4,000 on the 3rd April, 
1913, and the balance remaining after the assumption of certain 
existing mortgages was to be paid on the 10th June, 1913, that 
being the date named for the closing of the sale. It is then pro
vided that “we or any of us are to have possession at once of the 
said lands, to cut down trees, remove fences, clear off all obstacles 
necessary to put property in good saleable condition, survey and 
open up street through said property, sell or build on said pro
perty.” It was also agreed that Pi got t should have the free use 
of the house and 01 feet frontage on Wentworth street, as a 
dwelling, until the day fixed for closing.

An agreement had been made with Mr. Bell, the owner of 
the adjoining lands, looking to the opening up of a street across
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both parcel». It was assumed that this agreement was spent 
by the lapsing of the time mentioned in it. The solicitor acting 
for both parties did not regard it as any defect in the vendor’s 
title, and he told the purchasers that the title was satisfactory. 
Thereupon they entered into possession of the land and took 
down fences, removed hedges, and laid out a road which, it was 
contemplated, should be made through the property for the 
purpose of profitable subdivision.

Acting in perfect good faith and with a view to a profitable 
subdivision and sale of the land, the purchasers pulled down and 
removed a stable and some outbuildings upon the property. 
These were stone buildings, which, the Master has found, were 
worth $2,000.

Mr. Bell gave notice that he did not assent to the view above 
indicated as to the effect of his argument, and he claimed to 
have the right to open up the street that that agreement con
te across the Pigott land, notwithstanding the lapse of
the time-limit contained in the agreement. This frightened the 
purchasers, and they declined to carry out the agreement, al
though they paid the second instalment on the purchase-price.

An application was made under the Vendors and Purchasers 
Act, which was heard by the Chief Justice of the King’s Bench, 
and he refused to force the title upon the purchasers, thinking 
that the agreement constituted a cloud upon the title : lie Pigott 
amt Kern, 12 D.L.R. 838; (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1580.

This action was then brought to rescind the agreement and 
to recover back the purchase-price paid.

Thereafter, for the purpose of clearing up his title, Pigott 
brought an action against Bell. The rest It of this action was 
a declaration that the Bell agreement was spent, and formed no 
cloud upon Pigott’s title. The judgment in that action, Pigott 
v. Bril (1913), is reported in 5 O.W.N. 314.

The present action afterwards came on for trial before the 
Chief Justice of the King’s Bench, who decided in Pigott’s fav
our: but his decision was reversed upon appeal, the Appellate 
Division on the 12th May, 1914, McXivcn v. Pigott, 19 D.L.R. 
846, 31 O.L.R. 365, determining that the plaintiffs were entitled 

rescind the agreement by reason of what had taken place, and

ONT.

8. C.

McXivkn

Middleton. J.

6646
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ONT. a refund of the amount paid on account of the purchase-price
8. C. was ordered. The Court also directed the defendant to pay the

l’HJOTT.

plaintiffs their costs of investigating the title to the land in 
question, and referred it to the Master to take an account of the 
damages, if any, over and above these costs, to which the plain

Middleton. J. tiffs are entitled by reason of the defendant s failure to make 
title under his contract ; and also to determine the damages, if 
any, that the defendant is entitled to by reason of the plaintiffs’ 
dealings with the lands and premises.

Upon the reference, the plaintiffs claimed to be entitled to re
cover as damages the profits, or some sum to represent the pro
fits, which would have accrued to them if the defendant had had 
a good title. They also claimed to recover an amount paid to a 
surveyor for work done in laying out a subdivision of the 
and the costs of litigation with this surveyor. The defendant 
claimed to be entitled to recover as damages the value of the 
buildings, etc., destroyed and removed by the plaintiffs.

The Master has disallowed the claims of both parties, save 
thftt he has allowed to the defendant the sum of $7.1 as represent 
ing the amount received by the plaintiffs from the sale of the 
salvage from the buildings removed. The Master has assessed 
at $1,200 the damages that the plaintiffs arc entitled to receive 
if in the result their claim should be upheld, lie has in like 
manner assessed the defendant’s damages, if he is entitled to 
succeed, at $2,000. This, I understand, includes the $70.

Both parties now appeal from the Master’s report.
Dealing first with the defendant’s appeal, the plaintiffs’ ac

tion was in effect, and possibly in substance, for rescission ol‘ 
the contract, not upon the ground of any fraud, but upon the 
ground of the inability of the defendant to make what is deemed 
a satisfactory title to the land to be conveyed. In this case, and 
possibly also in the case of fraud (see Lagunas X it rati Co. \. 
Lagunas Syndicale, 1181)9J 2 Ch. 392), there can only be rescis
sion and the restitution to the plaintiff of that which he has 
paid under the contract, upon the terms that the plaintiff him 
self make restitution of that which he has received, so that the 
parties may be.restored to the positions in which they reaper 
tively were before the contract. If, either from the plaintiff’s

3
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own act or from misfortune, the plaintiff is unable to make re
stitution, he ealimit rescind. This statement is. I think, justi
fied by what is said in Houhlsworth v. City of Glasgow Hank 
(1880y, 5 App. Cas. .‘517. at p. 338; Hogan v. Ihalg (1877), Ir. 
R. 11 C.L. 11»; Clark* x. Hickson (1858), K.B. & E. 148; lins V. 
H< llmmrdy, [189(i | 2 Cli. 437, at p. 440.

Manifestly in this ease, owing to the destruction of the build
ings, the plaintiffs cannot make complete restitution. This point 
does not seem to have been dealt with by the Appellate Division ; 
but. if 1 understand the decision aright, the reference as to dam
ages awarded to the defendant must be taken to lie a reference 
to ascertain by how much that which the plaintiffs return falls 
short of complete restitution. Taking this view of the case, the 
defendant’s right to receive the $2,000 ascertained by the Mas
ter as being the value of his buildings which were destroyed, 
seems plain. As already stated, the $2,000 should be deemed to 
include the $75 already awarded.

ONT.

McNiven

Middleton, J.

Turning to the plaintiffs’ appeal : in Flarcau \. Thornhill 
(1770), 2 XV. Bl. 1078, the principle is lai 1 down that a contract 
for sale of land is merely upon condition, frequently expressed, 
always implied, that the vendor has a good title. If the vendor 
has no title or a defective title, and is acting without collusion, 
the prospective purchaser is entitled to no satisfaction for the 
loss of his bargain.

In Hopkins v. Grazcbrook (1820), 0 B. A: 31. this rule was 
modified. There, the vendor held out the estate as his own, well 
knowing that he had no title.

In Ha in v. Fotlicrgill (1874), L.R. 7 ILL. 158, Hopkins v. 
Cran brook was overruled, and it was laid down that the rule in 
the earlier case must lie taken to lie without exception, unless 
the plaintiff could shew sufficient to entitle him to recover dam
ages in an action for deceit.

In the meantime, in the case of Engel v. Fitch ( 18G8-»), L.R, 
3 Q.B. 314, L.R. 4 Q.B. 65», another principle had been estab
lished. It was there held that by the contract of sale the vendor 
had undertaken to use his best endeavours to make a good title, 
and where the failure to make a good title arose not from his

!«•- 22 D.I..K.
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inability, but from bis unwillingncHH to implement his under
taking, special damages might be recovered.

In Bain v. Fothergill, it is quite plain that the law laid down 
in Fngcl v. Fitch was left undisturbed.

In Day v. Singleton, | 1899] 2 Ch. 320, this principle was ap
plied, and damages were awarded where the executor of a vendor 
induced a lessor to refuse his assent to !.e assignment of a lease ; 
this being a deliberate breach of his contract to convey.

In Lehmann v. McArthur ( 1MN), L.U. 3 Ch. 406, a landlord, 
of his own motion, unreasonably and improperly refused bis 
assent. 1t was argued that the vendor was at fault, in that he 
di<l not resort to law to compel the landlord to assent ; but the 
holding was that, although the vendor was bound to do all that 
was in his power to carry out his contract, his obligation did not 
compel him to litigate with the landlord.

Fhrgue v. McKay (1003), 6 O.L.K. 51, is an example of tin
type of ease in which substantial damages may be awarded. 
There the vendor deliberately precluded himself from making 
a title, by selling to another, in fraud of his earlier contract.

Here it is plain, as the result of the litigation with Bell, that 
the defendant’s title was at all times good. It is not suggested 
that there was any collusion or any deliberate failure on his 
part. Although Pigott ultimately brought an action to get rid of 
whatever cloud Bell's unwarranted claim cast upon his title, la
ws s not bound to do this. It was beyond his obligation under 
his contract with the plaintiffs.

The result is, that the plaintiffs’ appeal fails, while the defen
dant^ appeal succeeds, and costs will follow the event.

A motion was made at the same time upon further directions 
1< the plaintiffs desire to carry the matter further, this is preins 
ture ; but, if there is no intention to litigate further there should 
be judgment for the return of the balance of the purchase-mom*.' 
after deducting $2.000. and the defendant should have the costs 
of the reference and of the motion for judgment.

Jadyment accordiugly-
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McNIVFN v. Pir.OTT.

Ontario Huftmur t'onrt. .1 it/nllutr Itirision. Minilitli, 1 ..I .it., Mm/»<•. a ml 
lloilfiin*. ./•/. I.. »»»»*/ I.i nnoj*. ./. J/rtir/i |.*>. IV1.*>.

1. VKMHiR ami h in :iaahi i § I K j!i| t uMK.xrr — I5i:i*i iu.vtion oi
IÎKSTITI TIUN OK I'llomiTY IX > A Ml < O.MHI IOX Al.TMtA'I IOX XI AIM 
IlY VOX.NI XT m IIOTII I’AHTIKH,

I iialti lity of tin* pnrv|in*er on repuilinling tin* vont met of *ale to 
iiniki* rvst itutioii of t In* |»ro|M*rt\ in I In* -aim* eomlitioii a» xvlieii In* 
n*v<*ivi*cl |msH4*nsioii will not form a defense to a claim for the rescis- 
xion of tin* eontravt where tin* alteration to tin* |iro|a*rty ha - la*en 
niaile pm *mint thereto ami therefore with tin* eon- lit of Imth 1 In* 
|airtlew: ho where the eontravt provided that pon»i*M»ii»n might la- 
taken at onee ami that the pui'vlia* r might provecd to eut ilown 
tree-, ami make ileinolitiona to put tin* |• r pert\ in aaleahle e •mlition 
ami lay out at reel a thereon ami the |iltrvhaaer prnvwded in the exer 
viae of thin privilege in giaal faith ami la-fore not in* of the favt that 
trouhle was likely to ariae in regard to tin* title, the vend i will he 
entitled to leveixe from tin* puivluiHer oil the sale falling through 
fur a defect in the tit'e only ill • amount received In the purelia-er 
froin tin* Male ami salvage of the building» deimdi»hed over and alioxe 
tIn* v nts of the removal and not tin* value of tie- building» prior t • 
the demolition.

| Un ill, in X. Slirliiltl, ."t O.I..I!. li Hi : \ihlisnn \ . Utlmni \iilo.. rtr. t'o..
Itl D.L.R. 318 :m O.LU SI, refer ml to; IfrAimi > IMgott, -£2 D.L.It
141. S3 O.L.R. 7H. varied.]

Aiti:m. by tin* plaintiffs front un onlvr of Miiidlktox, .1.

/. F. llcllmuth, K.lami IV. S. M<u liraiine, for tin* appel
lants.

(1. Lynch-StauntoH, l\.( and S. F. Washington, K.C.. for 
the defendant, respondent.

Tin- judgment of tin* Court was delivered by

11 mail xs, J.A. : Appeal from the judgment of Middleton. 
•I varying the Master’s report by allowing $2.000, the value of 
buildings destroyed and removed by the plaintiffs. As to an
other branch, the appeal was dismissed on the argument, and 
judgment was reserved upon the plaintiffs’ main appeal.

The learned Judge’s view now is that the judgment pro
nounced by the Appellate Division, and reported in 1D D.L.R. 
Mii. 'll D.L.R. dlif), necessarily involved restitutio in intitjrum oi 
its eipiivalent, lienee he allows $2.000, the value of the respon
dent ’s build tigs as they stood when the contract was entered into, 
rather than $75, the amount received by the appellants from the 
sale of the salvage from the buildings over and above the cost of 
removal.

147
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ONT. This, however, is not tlu* vase. No claim was made by the
S. C. respondent that the appellants were not entitled to rescission

M< Niven because they had removed the buildings, or that, if granted, they

'i' i
must fully compensate the respondent for the value of the 
buildings removed. It is hardly likely that the experienced

lliiilgine, J.A. counsel who then acted for the respondent would have over
looked that point, especially as it would have answered a 
double purpose, namely, as shewing, if unexplained, an ac
ceptance of the title (Margravine of Anspach v. Noel (1810),
1 Madd. 310; Commercial Hank v. McConnell (1859), 7 Or. 
323; Wallace \. //< sslein ( 1898), 29 S.C.R. 171) ; and as afford
ing a practical bar to rescission, unless full restitution could be 
be made.

However that may be, the point was not argued before the 
Court, and its judgment did not rest upon that view of the 
respondent s rights.

The contract itself probably affords the explanation. It 
provided that possession might be taken at once, and leave was 
given to the appellants to take possession at once and “to cut 
down trees, remove fences, clear off all obstacles necessary to 
put property in good saleable condition, survey and open up 
streets through said property, sell or build on said property.”

From the evidence taken before the Master, it appears that 
the buildings were removed when both parties were under the 
impression (which apparently the respondent and tlu* learned 
Judge below still retain) that the respondent had a good title, 
and before knowledge that a claim under the Bell agreement was 
being actively asserted. What was done was. therefore, not only 
in pursuance of the terms of the contract, but in good faith and 
before notice, not or course of the existence of the Bell ngre. 
ment, but of the fact that trouble was likely to arise therefrom. 
Inability to make restitutio in integrum is held to be a bar only 
as against the party by whose acts the property has been changed 
or depreciated ; Phosphate Sewage Co. v. llartmont (1877), ■ 
Oh.D. 394 : Hees v. /># Hernarelg♦ |1896| 2 Ch. 437. 440. I lur. 
found no case where it forms a defence when the alteration has 
been made pursuant to the contract, and therefore is something 
consented to by both parties.
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In Head v. Tatlersall (1871), L.K. 7 Ex. 7. it was decided ONT. 
that, while the buyer of a horse. which, by the contract, he could 
return if it did not answer the description, must return it in the 
same state in which it was bought, that right was subject to p.
any of those incidents to which the horse might be liable. (1) lf,l>11 ' 
either from its inherent nature, or (2) in the course of the ex- “‘•Mm. J.a. 
croise by the buyer of those rights over it which the contract 
Kavo.

The vendor is bound to hold the property for the purchaser 
after the contract is entered into : Clarke v. Kamaz, [1891 ] 2 
Q.B. 456. Neither he, nor the purchaser, if let into possession 
by contract, can change it. but they may-agree to any modifica
tion of their strict rights. If. where the vendor is asserting a 
good title, and. pending completion, lie and the purchaser are 
willing that the latter should begin to make improvements, or 
deal with it so as to make it different from what it originally 
was, the reason for the rule does not seem applicable. If the 
contract goes off. the purchaser may lose his expenditure (Kan- 
kin v. Sterling (1902), 3 O.L.R. 646) ; but the vendor certainly 
cannot complain if he gets the property back, together with any 
benefit which in its altered condition has come to the purchaser 
as the result of the agreement or pursuant to the terms of the 
contract. See Addison v. Of fawn Auto and Tari Co., 30
nut. 51.

The reference as to damage, if legally recoverable, was 
confined to what was claimed in the pleadings, namely, loss and 
damage caused by reason of the appellants not carrying out the 
contract, and because the respondent had been unable to meet 
obligations contracted in expectation of receiving the purchase- 
price for the property ; but the reference has been proceeded 
with under the idea that the value of the buildings was a pos
able element of damage. That, however, must be assessed un
der the real circumstances of the case, and not upon the view 
that the appellants had improperly altered the condition of the 
property, which is contrary to the fact.

Hence the allowance of the $75. being the profit made by the 
appellants, was the proper measure of damages, and is that
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which must have been in the contemplation of the parties, hav
ing regard to their contract.

The appeal should, therefore, be allowed with costs, and the 
damages reduced to $75. There should be no costs in the Mas
ter s office nor in the Court below to either party, as in the re
sult success has been divided throughout.

It may be proper to observe that the respondent admits that 
at the former trial he said that the demolition of these buildings 
was in pursuance of the agreement, though he now indicates 
that he so answered without going fully into it. Speaking of the 
plans used by the appellants when applying to the council to 
get consent to the proposed streets upon the property in ques
tion. the respondent, in answer to the question, “If either of 
these plans were adopted for the side of this property, it would 
be necessary to remove the buildings that you have mentioned?” 
says, “If any one chose the one method instead of the other, 
they would have to move the buildings to carry the other one 
out;” and when further pressed upon the same point he adds, 
“Yes. according to either of those plans, yes.” Schultz, who 
confirms this, says that a rough sketch-plan made by the re
spondent would involve the same result, though the respondent 
is not willing to admit this.

Appeal allmeed in pari.

B. C. BAIRD v. THE COLUMBIA TRUST CO.
^7 THE COLUMBIA TRUST CO. v. BAIRD.

Unlixh Columhia Supreme Court. \lorri*on, J. January II. I'.H.V

1. Tim sTs I 1)- 24) Rkkii.tino thvhts How a risks.
X resulting trust is one in which the juts oil in whose favour the triM 

arises is the |>erson who provided the property or equitable interest 
vested in the |ieraon hound by the trust.

statement Action for salary and commission and cross action for an 
accounting.

F. McDougall, for plaintiff.
IllIchit . K.( '., for defendants.

Morrison, .1,: These two actions, in which the issues nr 
practically the same, were ordered to lie tried together.

Broadly, the plaintiff claims that in his agreement with tl

Morn-'(H. J.
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defendants he engaged on the footing of a commission plus salary, B‘ c~ 
and not, as contended for liy the defendants, on the basis of s. a
adx*ll,1,e<fcti ilimmuf /•jkliiliilccimi t < , lui «ui>n,ul I faawl ilmf t lw

agnt
He then proceeds with the particulars of his claim under some

four headings or arrangements, the first of which has to do with l,IIST( "' 
the sale of shares in the A. B. ('. Elevator and Wharf Company, (,
Ltd. The real i" thereunder arises over the application of Timm-Co.
Mr. Helyer for shares. I think the claim respecting these slum's
should be allowed. -—

The second is as to the sale of commercial cars. I think, 
again, lie is entitled to a commission under this head as claimed. 
There will be a reference to ascertain the proceeds of the sales. 
The only charges to be deducted are those for freight. The 
third arrangement deals with the But timer Building. Mr. Mc
Dougall contended that a resulting trust was created in this 
transaction, and he claims a declaration accordingly. I cannot 
agree with that contention. A resulting trust is one in which 
the person in whose favour the trust arises is the jïerson who pro
vided the property or equitable interest vested in the person bound 
by the trust. I do not think the facts in this case respond to that 
definition.

1 think his alternative claim should prevail, and 1 find lie i> 
entitled to the sum of 81,500.

As to the rest of his claim, 1 do not allow numliers II, 5, 0, 7 
and S of the statement of claim. The counterclaim is dismissed 
with costs.

./lidaccording!//.

B C.TIDY v. CUNNINGHAM.

Itritish Columbia Supreme Court, Morrison, ,/. January I t, 1915.
< i \s (§ IV A Hii Lsc.xi'k ni I virtues kko\i Liability.

The owner of a gas works in connection with which gas pipes arc 
laid under city streets is not liable for the escape of gas without his 
knowledge through the breaking of a street gas pipe by a third party 
not under Ins control, the consequence of whose act‘t lie defendant could 
not reasonably have anticipated.

iHukants v. Lothian, |19I3| A.C. 203. 27s ; ('haring Cross \ . Lomlon 
lli'lraulir. S3 L.J.K.B. 1352, (lfll I) 3 lx. It. 772; l{ylanils v. Flilrlar,
! ILL. 330, referred to.|

Action for damages. Statement

^
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7. Hampton little, lor plain!ill.
IV. 7. Whitt sith , K.( for (lofentlunt.

Morrison. .1.: The defendant, who owns or controls a gas 
works in the city of New Westminster, is duly authorised by that 
city to carry on those works, and is empowered to lay pipes, etc., 
for the supply of gas to patrons. The pipes laid pursuant to 
these powers were properly laid, and the one in question was so 
laid within a comparatively recent period, and, at the time 
material to this matter, was in good sound condition. Through 
no negligence on defendant's part, this pipe sustained a clean 
fracture, and. in consequence, gas escaped, which found its way 
to the surface of the street under which the pipe is laid and into 
the Howcr shop of the plaintiff, whereby he claims he sustained 
the damage complained, .lust about the time plaintiff discovered 
gas in and about his premises, the street in question was being 
re| aired or altered or improved by a contracting company for the 
corporation of the city of New Westminster, and had utilized a 
heavy steam roller in the performance of their work. In carrying 
«m the work in question, it seems the surface of the street had liecn 
taken away cither wholly or partially and new material laid down, 
and at certain stages the steam roller was used over the loeux in 
(jut). After complaint by the plaintiff to the defendant, both 
parties drew the city council's attention to the fact that gas was 
escaping, and, after some considerable time, the street was 
opened up. when the fracture was discovered. I find that the 
fracture was caused without the kimwledge of the defendant b\ 
a third party over whom the defendant had no control and the 
consequence of whose act the defendant could not reasonably 
have anticipated: Xicholx v. Manta ml, 2 Kx.l). 1, Hramwell. IV 
and Hox v. J uhh (1879), 4 Kx.l). 70, Kelly. IV. both quoted l>\ 
Lord Moulton in delivering the judgment of the Privy Council 
in Hick or tlx \. Lothian, [1913J A.C. 203. at 278-9. Their Lordship - 
agree with the law as laid down in the jmlgments almve cited 
ami an* of opinion that a defendant is not liable on the principle 
of Fletcher v. Hyland*, L.R. I Kx. 2(i.">; on appeal, Hi fin mix \ 
Fletcher, L.R. 3 ILL. 330, for damages caused by the wrongfu 
act of third parties.

I find there was no negligence on defendant's part. and. 
there was a nuisance, it was not caused by the defendant.
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think that “nuisance,” as “ " to this ease, may Im* taken in 
the restricted sense referred to by Lord Sumner in the recent 
case of Chariny Cross, etc., Elcctricitji v. London lli/droidic Power 
Co., 83 Iv.LK.IL ((’.A.) at p. 1014. The present ease. I venture 
to say, is stronger than the illustration there put, inasmuch a> 
there is no act of the defendant jointly operating to cause the 
break in the pipe. The above case, as regards the quest ion of 
nuisance, turns on the fact that the nuisance was caused by tin 
defendant.

The action is dismissed. Action dismissed.

DANDY v. THE NATIONAL TRUST CO. LIMITED. ALTA
Alhirla Supreme Court. Simmons. ./. January 11. 11115. ^

I I'.XKerroKs am» administra tors (f IV A SO) (’i.mis vaiwr k>t.ui 
Premk station axi* i'iuhii «a ('i>hhoi«>i<ati<)\.

Where the t minuet ions lietween the plaint iff ami the deeeiiMeil were 
Kepurate. each giving rise to a separate cause of net ion. eorrohoration 
in regard to one transaction is not corroboration in regard to tlie other 
as against the estate of the deceased person in an action to establish 
an agency and to recover an alleged secret profit as to both transactions 

|Cwd v. (iront. .1- l".( " ( MV ÔI1 : /•** Ifo.- 21* ( ir. .‘{Sfi; I nyi r \ /,. /«/(/»
11*11 . Il* D.L.K. 52, aftirining IT D.I..K. 470. referred to.j

Arnos to recover against an administrator an alleged secret Statement 
profit made by deceased.

Alex. Stuart, K.C., for plaintiff.
II. II. Porlee, K.C., for defendant.

Simmons, .1.: The defendant is the administrator of the Rtinmmu,j. 
estate and effects of Joseph Robinson. late of Vermillion in tin 
Province of Alberta.

In April. 11)11, the plaintiff purchased from said Robinson the 
north-iNtst quarter of section 33. township ID. range ti, west of the 
fourth meridian in the Province of Alberta, at the price of $3.200. 
and in June. 1011. the plaintiff purchased from said Robinson the 
south-east quarter of said section at the price of $2.880.

The plaintiff says that in regard to the purchase of the north
east quarter Robinson represented to him that the land was owned 
h> a friend of Robinson’s in the Vnited States, and that he. Robin- 
on. could purchase it for the plaintiff cheaper than any one else 

could do, and at the plaintiff’s request the said Robinson agreed 
lo act as the agent of the plaintiff in making the said purchase.

B C. 

8. C. 

Tim
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The plaintiff says that the said Robinson then purchased the 
land direct from the (\1\R. Co., the owner, at the price of $2,040, 
and made a fraudulent profit thereby of $500.

The plaintiff alleges that the south-east quarter was sold to 
the plaintiff by the said Robinson under similar misrepresentations 
and a secret profit of $480 was thereby obtained by the said 
Robinson.

The plaintiff claims from tIk* administrator the return of said 
moneys so fraudulently obtained.

At the trial the plaintiff satisfied me as to the truth of the 
allegations above set out. This is a case, however, when1, pur
suant to sec. 12 of the Evidence Act of Alberta, eh. It. 1910, 
the statements of the plaintiff must be corroborated in some 
material part.

In regard to the purchase of the north-east quarter I find 
sufficient corroboration to satisfy the statute.

The said Robinson purchased this quarter section from the 
C.R.R. Co. on May 20, 1911. for $2,040, under an agreement in 
writing with the company of that date.

On August 5 Robinson executed a quit claim of this land to 
the plaintiff, and on Scpteml>er 9, 1911, he executed an assign
ment to the plaintiff of the contract to purchase from the railway 
company.

Mr. Morrison, a barrister at Vermillion, acted for both parties 
in the preparing and execution by the parties of the said docu
ments. He says there was a delay in obtaining the approval of 
the railway company to the said assignment due to an execution 
registered against Robinson.

On April 1, 1912, Robinson made a statutory declaration to 
the effect that in purchasing said north-east quarter he did so 
as the agent of the plaintiff. In view of his statutory déclarâtioi 
there is no explanation for the contract between Robinson and 
the railway company, and it is obvious that if his statutorx 
declaration is true this contract should have been made betweei 
the plaintiff and the railway company.

Mr. Morrison says lie understood from the instructions h 
got from Robinson that the plaintiff was purchasing direct fron 
Robinson. Robinson has made a statutory declaration that sud 
was not the case, but that he had no interest in the transact!'
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beyond his usual agency commission, but lie does not state the 
amount of the commission.

In regard to the south-east quarter I am not able to find in 
the documents or in the evidence of Morrison any corroboration. 
They were separate transactions, each giving rise to a separate 
cause of action and corroboration in regard to one transaction is 
not corroboration in regard to the other: Cook v. (Irani, 32 
C.C.C.l*. 511 ; He Hoss, 29 («rant 385 ; Yoyer v. Le paye, 19 D.L.R. 
52, December, 1914.

The plaintiff is therefore to have judgment for 8500 and 
interest at 5', from May 20, 1911, the date of purchase of said 
lands, and costs.

The defendant company to have its costs paid out of the (‘state.
.1 udyment aecardi nyly.

WEIR v. HAMILTON STREET R W CO.

On in i in Sup mm I'mu I. IZ iilm'k. (’.•/. A.’.»-.. II ml pi ns, ./ !.. ami Sutherland 
ami Liilcli. •/•/.

I S I Rl.fl' KAIL WAYS (SHI II— 21U—DaNCIKHOVS PLACING OF THOl.I.KY POLK
—Ahskxck of (ii Aims—Collision.

A sheet ru il way empowered l»v its Act of alinn
to criTt |iii|ts on a street, so an not to im|»edc public travel, will Is* 
Halde in damages for injuries to a vehicular traveller resulting from a 
collision of a motor ear with one of the trolley pules that had la*en 
shifted from its uniform position at the side of the sheet t » the devil’s 
strip, without any lights to guard it at night.

Aitkal by the defendants from the judgment of Latch- 
ford, J.

/>. L. McCarthy, K ( '.. for the appellants.
//. lloivHt, for the plaintiffs, respondents.

Sutherland, .1. : An appeal from the judgment of Latch- 
ford. 3.. in an action tried by him with a jury at Toronto on the 
21st April. 1914. The action arose out of a motor car accident 
in the city of Hamilton on the night of the 23rd May. 1913. 
In the car at the time were the plaintiff Robert Weir, the owner 
thereof, and the other plaintiffs, namely, his daughter Hladys 

al •lames Cowan Kent and Caroline Kent.
The ear ran into an upright pole of the defendant company 
King street, and was damaged and its occupants injured.

ALTA.

8 . C.

N *HK.
c!.Mi.to.

Slmnuiii*. .1.

ONT.

8. C.

Statement

Sul In rland, J.
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The plaintiffs alleged that the pole “had been negligently 
placed, maintained, and left unguarded and unlighted in the 
travelled portion of King street, by the defendants, so as to con
stitute a dangerous trap for passers-by.”

The defendant company pleaded that they were not respon
sible in law for any injuries sustained or damages suffered by 
the plaintiffs; that the pole had been placed in its position by 
the order, under the supervision, and to the satisfaction of the 
Municipal Corporation of the City of Hamilton, and that the 
plaintiffs could have avoided the accident by the exercise of 
ordinary care.

The defendant company had delivered a third party notice 
to the Municipal Corporation of the City of Hamilton, and by 
an order of the Master in Chambers, dated the 9th December, 
1913, the latter were ordered, within seven days from the ser
vice of the order, to deliver to the plaintiffs and the defendants 
respectively a defence or statement of points upon which they 
would rely at the trial, and given liberty to appear by counsel 
thereat in the usual way and for the usual purposes. In pursu
ance of such order, the municipal corporation delivered a de
fence setting forth that they would rely upon the defence of the 
defendant company, and denying all negligence on their part.

At the trial the action was dismissed without costs as regards 
the plaintiffs Kent. The jury, in answer to questions, found 
the defendants guilty of negligence, in that “the trolley poles 
should have been placed in a uniform position along the entire 
thoroughfareand that the plaintiffs could not, by the exer
cise of reasonable care, have avoided the accident; and they as
sessed the damages at .$735 and $300 respectively for the plain
tiffs Robert and Gladys Weir.

The poles of the defendant company, at the point where 
the accident occurred, were erected upon King street, one of tin 
streets of the municipality. The plaintiff Robert Weir, who was 
driving the car, was not familiar with the locality, and the 
night was rainy and misty. The car had been driven along 
•Tames street, and at the corner of King street turned easterly 
along that street, proceeding along the smith sale thereof, which
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under ordinary circumstances would be the proper side for the 
driver to take.

On the south side of King street, the two tracks of the de
fendant company were, on account of the gore or park in the 
street, located much nearer to the south than to the north side, 
and between them there was the usual devil’s strip of about 5 
feet in width. The car was being driven so that the wheels on 
the north side ran along the devil’s strip and those on the south 
side between the rails of the south track, and it was travelling 
at about 12 or 13 miles an hour, when " it came in con
tact. at a 75 feet east of the intersection of Hughson
street, the next street east of James street, and King street, 
with a trolley pole which had been placed there on the devil’s 
strip, and was the first of a series of poles along that strip in 
front of the gore.

It appears that along King street, up to the point where the 
car came in contact with the pole, the travelled portion of the 
street was not obstructed by trolley poles, as they were erected 
at the side of the street. It appears also that to any one well 
acquainted with the condition of the street at that point there 
was ample space on the north side of the tracks for motor cars 
and other vehicles to pass one another without difficulty.

I'uder these circumstances, the defendant company appeal 
on the following grounds: (1) that the ease should have been 
taken from the jury, there being no scintilla of evidence which 
could in law be construed as negligence on the part of the de
fendants; (2) that the “negligence found by the jury is not in 
law negligence on the part of the defendants, and that, on the 
answers of the jury and on the evidence adduced at the trial, 
judgment should have been entered for the defendants;” (3) 
that the trial Judge erred in directing the jury that “if the 
municipality was liable as a matter of law for an accident caused 
if it had erected the trolley pole, then as a matter of law the 
defendants, the Hamilton Street Railway Company, might also 
be held liable;” (4) that the defendants, in placing the poles in 
the manner indicated in the evidence, “acted in pursuance of 
the statutory authority delegated to the City of Hamilton, and, 
the provision as to the position of the poles being directory and
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not permieeive, the defendants could not be responsible for any 
damages resulting therefrom;” and (5) that the “finding of the 
jury negativing contributory negligence on the part of the plain
tiff Robert Weir is perverse and against the weight of evid
ence. * ’

After a careful perusal of the evidence, I am unable to see 
that the finding of the jury that there was no contributory negli
gence on the part of the plaintiff Robert Weir can be considered 
perverse, or should be disturbed, or the case on this ground sent 
back for a new trial.

1 think, in the light of the evidence, the finding of the jury 
as to the defendants’ negligence amounts to this, that it was 
negligence on their part, instead of continuing their trolley 
poles in a uniform position at the side of the street along the 
highway, to shift or change them in front of the gore or park to 
the devil s strip, and so in the way of vehicular traffic that the 
result was to create a trap.

In my opinion, to leave a pole erected in such a place un
lighted at night was to create a dangerous nuisance.

I think the placing of a pole in the position and condition in 
which this was might well be considered by the jury to be an 
obstruction to the highway and an act of negligence, and that 
the trial Judge could not have taken the case away from the 
jury.

The defendant company were incorporated under on Ontario 
statute of 1873, 36 Viet. eh. 100, and thereby authorised to con
struct their railway upon and along such streets in Hamilton as 
the council of the city by agreement might authorise, and sub
ject to by-laws made in pursuance thereof, “and to construct 
and maintain all necessary works, buildings, appliances, and 
conveniences connected therewith” (sec. 7), and “to make and 
to enter into any agreement or covenants relating to the con
struction of the said railway . . . the location of the railway, 
and the particular streets along which the same shall be laid,” 
etc. (sec. 15).

The city, by sec. 16, was authorised to pass by-laws “for the 
purpose of carrying into effect any such agreements,” etc. The 
company applied to the municipality for leave to locate and con-
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struct their lines in the city, and an agreement was entered into 
and a by-law passed to give effect thereto.

At the time of the accident, by-law No. 024, passed on the 
20th March, 1892, was in force. It recites that previous by-laws 
had been passed in the years 1873, 1882. and 1888, conferring 
certain rights and privileges on the defendant company, sub
ject to the conditions therein contained. It also recites that the 
previous by-laws provided that the cars of the railway company 
should be drawn by horses and mules only, and that the com
pany were desirous of constructing an electric railway, and it 
had been agreed that the previous by-laws should be repealed 
and previous agreements terminated.

Clause 1 gave authority to the defendant company to con
struct an electric street railway “and to erect all necessary 
poles and wires,” etc.

Clause 2 mentioned the streets to which the permission and 
authority should extend, King street being one named.

Clause 2 provided that all poles should be “placed on the 
side of the street, except on King street between llughson and 
Mary streets, where they shall be placed between the tracks” 
(no doubt on account of the gore), “and all poles of the com
pany shall be placed in such manner as to obstruct as little as 
possible the use of the streets for other purposes.”

Clause 31 provided that “all works of construction and re
pair .... shall be placed under the supervision and to the 
satisfaction of the city engineer.”

The poles were put up by the defendant company after being 
“located” by the city engineer.

Reference was made during the argument to the Street Rail
way and Municipal Acts in force at the time of the incorpora
tion of the company, and subsequent amending or repealing 
Acts. But in none of them have 1 been able to find any express 
or explicit authority given to a municipality to erect or auth
orise any other corporation or person to erect a pole in the nat
ure of an obstruction on the travelled portion of a highway. 
Nor do I find any such authority in the defendant company’s 
Act of incorporation. At common law there was no such right. 
“It is a nuisance at common law either to neglect any legal duty
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in respect of a highway, or to hinder or prevent the public* from 
passing freely, safely, and conveniently along it.” etc.: llals- 
bury's Laws of England, vol. 10. p. 151. ‘‘ Whether an obstruc
tion . . . amounts to a nuisance is a question of fact for the 
jury:” p. 152. “The following arc instances of acts which may 
be found to be nuisances : ... to erect, without statutory 
powers, telegraph or other posts in the >il of a highway pp.
153, 154 ; citing The (Juan v. United 'odom Electric Tele- 
yrapli Co. ( 1802), 31 L.J.N.S. M.C. ICC

The municipality is by statute required to keep its highways 
in repair, and can in a civil action be iMadc to answer in dam
ages for an injury sustained in consequence of its failure to 
do so.

When the defendant company have placed on the travelled 
portion of a highway a pole in such a position that a jury has 
found it to be an act of negligence, it is incumbent on the com
pany. I think, to shew some express statutory warrant for its 
maintenance in that position. 1 am of opinion that the com
pany have failed to do so. and that the judgment appealed from 
must stand.

Hut, even if such warrant can be considered to be given or 
properly inferred from any of the acts referred to. it could not, 
I think, be deemed to extend further than this, that poles could 
only be erected in such a position when all needed precautions 
were taken to safeguard the public, as, for example, by light
ing them at night. Here the evidence, before us is that no red 
or other light was upon the pole. Reference to Gcddis v. Pro
prietors of Benin Reservoir (1878), 3 App. ('as. 430, 455, 456; 
Metropolitan Asylum District Managers v. Ilill (1881), (i App. 
Cas. 193, 208.

Reference was made upon the argument to cases in which the 
question of the right of the Bell Telephone Company to erect 
poles in municipalities was in question. That company was in
corporated under a Dominion Act of Parliament which gave it 
exceptionally wide powers.

In lionn v. Bell Telephone Co. (1899), 30 O.R. G9G, it was 
held that ‘‘a telephone company having permission by its Act of 
incorporation to erect poles on the streets of towns and incor-
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porated villages, so as not to interfere with the publie right of 
travel, is not relieved from liability for damages when it plants 
the poles on the highway in such a way as to become an element 
of danger to the public, although, as required by the Act of 
incorporation, the poles are * ' under the supervision of
the municipality.”

In Atkinson v. City of Chatham, 20 A.It. 521, it was held, 
affirming the judgment of the trial Judge, that a pole placed in 
the travelled portion of the highway was an illegal obstruction 
thereon, causing it to be out of repair within the meaning of the 
Municipal Act. Maclennan, J.A., at p. 522, says: ”Prima facie 
it was an unlawful obstruction and nuisance upon the street, 
and having stood there for four years, with the knowledge of 
the city corporation, they must be held liable for the accident, 
unless they are able to shew that it was placed and maintained 
where it stood by competent authority." And at p. 524: “The 
public right is to travel upon and use the street with safety ; 
therefore, the poles must be placed along the side or sides, so 
as to give the public the largest possible degree of safety, con
sistent with their existence; anything short of that is not a 
compliance with the legislation. ... 1 think it is very evid
ent that it was a dangerous obstruction where it stood, and 
that it would have been very much less dangerous if placed near 
the sidewalk, instead of being within eleven and a half feet of 
the centre of the street. . . . Inasmuch, therefore, as the pole 
was placed in a dangerous position, when it might have been 
placed in one much less dangerous, it follows that the city are 
responsible for the accident, because it was their duty to re
move it.” And Moss, J.A., at p. 528, says : “But for the com
pany’s Acts of incorporation” (the company being the Bell 
Telephone Company) ”43 Viet. eh. (>7 (D.) and 45 Viet. eh. 
•'5 (I).), the erection or placing of poles anywhere on the high
way would have been an obstruction and a public nuisance; 
Hcgina v. United Kingdom Electric Telegraph Co., !) Cox C.C. 
137 and 174.”

In this ease of Atkinson v. City of Chatham, the plaintiff 
succeeded at the trial, the trial Judge having found upon the 
evidence that the accident was caused by the plaintiff’s sleigh
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coming in contact with the telephone pole, and without any con
tributory negligence on his part. The trial «Judge also held that 
the pole had been erected under the supervision of the proper 
officer of the defendant company, and the city corporation was 
liable, but was not entitled to indemnity from the Bell Tele
phone Company, which had been brought into the action as a 
third party, the city corporation claiming indemnity from it. 
The Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal of the City of Chat
ham from the judgment as regards this plaintiff, but allowed 
its appeal as against the Bell Telephone Company, and directed 
that judgment for indemnity be entered in its favour in this 
respect.

An appeal was taken to the Supreme Court of Canada, and 
its judgment is reported, Bell Telephone Co. v. City of Chatham, 
31 S.C.R. 61, reversing ihe judgment of the Court of Appeal, on 
the ground that “a person driving on a public highway who 
sustains injury to his person and property by the carriage com
ing in contact with a telephone pole lawfully placed there, can
not maintain on action for damages if it clearly appears that his 
horses were running away and that their violent, uncontrollable 
sj>ced was the proximate cause of the accident.”

I refer aho to Toronto Corporation v. Bill Teh plume Co. of 
Canada, [19051 A.C. 52; Senhcnn v. City of Evansville, 140 
Ind. 675; Atto ncy-General v. Barker (1900), 16 Times L.R. 
502, at p. 504.

The power of a Provincial Legislature and of a municipal 
corporation to interfere with a public highway is a limited one. 
It does not go the length of authorising something to be done 
which will endanger the safety of the travelling public and 
create a common nuisance. As erected and maintained, this 
obstruction was dangerous to those lawfully using the highway 
as the plaintiffs were doing when the accident occurred. It was. 
therefore, a common nuisance and a violation of the criminal 
law. No statutory enactment of a Provincial Legislature or by
law of a municipal corporation could, under these circum
stances, give it legal sanction.

I think the appeal fails on all grounds, and must be dL 
missed with costs.
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Mvlock, C.J.Ex., concurred.

Lkitch, J., being ill. took no part in the judgment.

IioixiiNK, J.A., dissented.
Appeal </ism issrd.

MORGAN v DOMINION PERMANENT LOAN CO.

Supermi Court of Canada. Sir Charles Fitzpatrick. C..1.. Davies, Idington, 
Duff and Anglin. .1.1.

1. Erai m 11 \t conveyances (g VIII—40)—Marriei woman—Fraud oi 
COM |»x NY's Al. K NT — M ISREI-REhEXTATION — ESTOPPEL — “Non EST

A married woninn who hy the fraud of the company's agent is inno
cently induced to sign mortgage papers in favour of the company and 
a direction to pay the proceeds of the loan to such agent in respect 
<»f property which she did not own but which was transferred into her 
name without her knowledge by such agent in pursuance of his fraudu
lent scheme to obtain money from the company in excess of its value 
through a false valuation and an application in the name of another, 
is not estopped from repudiating liability under the mortgage under a 
plea of non est fuel uni and of claiming that she was led to believe that 
the documents she was signing were of an eetirely different character, 
by her failure to personally inspect and read over what she was sign
ing: under such circumstances she was under no duty to protect the 
company from possible frauds by its own agent.

[Dominion Permanent v. Morgan. 4 D.L.R. 331 17 R.C.R. 36(5.
reversed.]

Appeal from the judgment of the Court of Appeal for 
British Columbia. 4 D.L.R. 331. 17 B.C. Rep. 366. reversing the 
judgment of Gregory, J.. at the trial, and eross-appeal from the 
same by the company, respondents.

The judgments now reported contain a full statement of the 
circumstances of the case and the questions raised upon the 
present appeal.

Livingston, Garrett, King & O'Dell, for the appellant. 
Cowan, Ritchie <0 Grant, for the respondents.

Fitzpatrick, C.J., and Davies, J.. dissented for reasons given 
in writing.

Idington, J. :—The respondent is a building society which 
was incorporated in 1890 under the Ontario Act respecting 
building societies and has since carried on its business in Tor
onto and shortly after its incorporation created a branch board 
in Nanaii . in British Columbia, through which certain deal-
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ings in question herein were had upon which this action by res
pondent against Caroline Morgan, wife of the appellant Thomas 
Morgan, and said Thomas Morgan is founded.

The statement of claim -s that Caroline Morgan made
an application in writing, on August 9, 1894, to said company 
for an advance of .$1,500 to be secured by mortgage on certain 
real estate in Nanaimo falsely and fraudulently representing 
that the said land was worth $1,200 and buildings thereon were 
worth $1,900 and that she had paid $1,200 for said land though 
she well knew the said land was under $500 in value and had no 
buildings thereon.

It is further alleged therein that, on March 28, 1895. she 
signed a statutory declaration by which she falsely and fraudu
lently represented to the plaintiff : —

(a) '1 nut she luul been in continuous and undisputed possession of the 
said lots and every part thereof since on or about the 1st day of Novem
ber, 1894.

(ft) That the various buildings described in her said application for a 
loan were erected wholly upon the said lands.

(c) That the said lots and building (house), were only charged or 
encumbered by an amount of $1.000 due for lumber on or used in such 
house and to lie paid out of such loan of $1,500—from plaintiff, whereas 
the facts were that the defendant. Caroline Morgan, never had been in 
possession of said lots nor was there any building erected thereon or any 
money due or accruing due by the said defendant for lumber in connection 
with any building or otherwise in relation to said lots.

Then Thomas Morgan is charged with being well aware of 
the making such false and fraudulent representations and pur
pose thereof and for the purpose of participating in the moneys 
to be advanced was a party to all said false and fraudulent 
representations.

It is further charged that they for the purpose of carrying 
out their fraudulent scheme procured one John Daniel Foreman, 
the appraiser of the respondent, to make the false and fraudu
lent statement in a statutory declaration of August 10. 1894,
that

|

the said lots were worth, exclusive of buildings, in cash $1.200. and 
that the buildings then completed were worth in cash $1.900. and that 
the property would bring at a forced sale in cash at that time $21.000. Isith 
of said defendants well knowing that the said land was worth less than 
$500 and had no buildings whatever erected thereon.

The statement of claim alleges respondent advanced the sum
of $1.500 and has thereby suffered damages.

3
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It is further alleged that Caroline Morgan exceutcd a mort
gage on said land and thereby covenanted to pay the mortgage.

Relief is prayed against both Morgans on the ground of 
fraud, and alternatively against Caroline Morgan on her coven
ant in the mortgage.

These charges were denied by the statement of defence and 
it was further alleged therein that :—

In or about the year 18!H she purchased from William lx. Leighton, 
agent of the plaintiff company, at the city of Nanaimo, in the Province 
of British Columbia, certain shares in the plaintiff company and signed, 
or believed she signed, applications for or other documents in connection 
with the purchase of these shares. If the signatures of Caroline Morgan 
appended to the alleged mortgage and relative statutory declaration were 
made by her (which the defendants deny), they were made in mistake or 
fundamental error, under the belief that she was signing documents in 
connection with the purchase of these shares and with no purpose or in
tention of signing the alleged mortgage or relative statutory declaration.
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On the issue thus raised the parties went to trial before Mr. 
Justice Gregory, who accepted the evidence of the defendants 
as substantially correct and, by his opinion judgment, reports 
most favourably on the demeanour, integrity and intelligence of 
Caroline Morgan, but less favourably upon the intelligence and 
manner of Thomas Morgan yet accepting him as a truthful wit
ness.

lie accordingly dismissed the action with costs.
Thereupon the respondent appealed to the Court of Appeal 

for British Columbia. That Court. Mr. Justice Irving dissent
ing, allowed the appeal as against Thomas Morgan, but dis
missed it against his wife and he now appeals here and respon
dent cross-appeals as against them both.

The appellant Thomas Morgan was asked in the witness box 
to write his wife’s name and he did so. There was no other 
specimen of Morgan’s handwriting placed before the Court. 
There was no expert evidence of any kind called. No expert 
opinion of any kind was given by any of the witnesses called.

The application which the statement of claim makes the basis 
of the action charging fraud against Mrs. Morgan was produced 
and shewn him and he denied ever having seen it or signed the 
name “Caroline Morgan"' thereto. The application for shares 
in the respondent company was also shewn him and he also
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denied ever having seen same or signed the name of Caroline 
Morgan thereto.

The Court of Appeal using and acting upon their own know
ledge of handwriting as a result of the comparison of that single 
specimen of Morgan’s writing of the name “Caroline Morgan. ” 
with the signatures to said applications, has come to the conclu
sion that he signed his wife’s name to said applications.

The only extended opinion of those concurring in the result 
is the judgment delivered by Mr. Justice Galliher, who deals 
with the matter as follows (4 D.L.R. 331 at 334) :—

Ah tu tin* IuihIwikI, Tin ana* C. Morgan, I entertain no doubt whatever 
that he signed the name “Varoliiie Morgan" to Exhibit 1. Application for 
Ixian : and Exhibit -, Application for Shares; and that In- wa« from the 
beginning a party to the fraud practised against the company.

Considering that he swears that he never saw any of these papers until 
years afterwards. I place no credence whatever in his testimony.

Looking at Exhibit 1, Application for Loan, we find some twenty ipn-s- 
tions answered, including value of building, description of buildings, 
amount due on same, rental value, etc., buildings which never existed on 
the premises. One would indeed need to be credulous to assume that he 
signed this document and knew nothing of its contents. It is as deliberate 
and brazt n a piece of fraud a.s could be perpetrated and I find the evidence 
fully connects Thomas C. Morgan with it.

Mi*. Justice Martin in a brief note suggests it is only after 
some hesitation he allows the appeal. The Chief Justice gave no 
written opinion.

Considering that the claim made is based upon the allega
tions of false and fraudulent misrepresentation of this man’s 
wife as above set forth, and that he is only charged with know
ingly aiding her therein, and that she is exonerated by the Court 
of Appeal ; that there was no application to amend the pleading 
so framing the action, and no suggestion of amendment : that 
the notice of appeal gave as one of the grounds thereof that the 
learned trial Judge should have found both defendants party to 
the fraud alleged in the statement of , I most respectfully 
submit the foregoing conclusion is erroneous in law.

If the charge had been made that he had conspired with 
others than his wife to commit the alleged frauds or that by forc
ing and use of the forgery of his wife’s name he had aecomp 
lished same. I might be able to understand such a conclusion of 
law, but as the record stands, I cannot.

0
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I also submit, for the reasons I am about to give, that, in law 
and fact, the conclusions reached are quite unwarranted.

The learned trial Judge, who heard the evidence and saw 
and heard these defendants and gave credit to their story, ought ^ 
not to have been reversed, especially in such a case as this, in- iyumwknt 
voicing thereby a finding of gross fraud and perjury, where *'I,AN ( ° 
there are no collateral facts or circumstances or fundamental idin#t»n.j. 
facts regarding matters in dispute upon which the Appellate 
Court so reversing can with absolute confidence and assurance 
rely and feel they are not mistaken. 1 respectfully submit mere 
skill in comparison of handwriting when used upon a single bit 
of handwriting, where a man failed to spell his wife’s Christian 
name correctly, is hardly such a stable foundation to build upon.

Let us, only dealing just now with the appeal of Thomas 
Morgan, look first at broad, salient features of the story with 
which we have to deal and see whether in it there is any inherent 
probability of its justifying such a finding as the Court of 
Appeal has reached, and later deal with the minor details relied 
upon in argument for respondent.

The local board of respondent was organized with one 
Leighton (who seems to have done a mixed sort of business of 
insurance, brokerage, and in short general agency) as secretary.
He later is spoken of as treasurer, and sometimes as agent, lie 
no doubt managed or was the active man in managing all the 
business of the respondent in that Nanaimo district. It would 
seem from a book produced which he was given by respondent 
to keep therein track of subscriptions for shares and payments 
thereon, that he got subscriptions for shares in the respondent 
company from a great many people and received money thereon 
and no doubt transmitted much, if not all. as in duty hound, to 
the respondent.

This seems to have been opened in the end of 1890. shortly 
after the local board was constituted, and a number, if not all.
<>f the directors on that board were among the first subscribers 
for shares.

The appellant says he was solicited by one Williams, a clerk 
of Leighton, to take shares in said company, and that he finally, 
hut when he is unable to say, assented and told him to have
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them “taken out” as his expression is, in his wife’s name. 
Williams, some years later, left for parts unknown and (up to 
the trial) had not since been found. Leighton, still later, is 
sworn by a clerk of his, vho succeeded Williams, to have been 
much worried over some crooked dealings he had got into, 
either through Williams or otherwise, and ultimately died of 
brain disease in an asylum.

One cannot help suspecting that the terse description sworn 
by Morgan to have been used by one Andrews in respondent’s 
employment, when investigating this matter and hearing 
Morgan's story, fits the office managed by Leighton:—

Andrews says, according to this:—
That is a rotten combination over there.
There is another case just similar to that happened George Thompson, 

and they can’t find George Thompson.

Andrews, who was in Court, and heard what Morgan swore 
to, was not called to contradict him.

I assume Leighton and Williams were both most dishonest 
men and given to practices such as this case indicates beyond a 
shadow of doubt they were guilty of in relation to the loan in 
question. The applications for shares and for loan were appar
ently filled up by Williams. Mrs. Morgan’s name is signed 
thereto in a handwriting clearly not hers. I should say it was 
signed by this man Williams i I were to permit myself to use 
my impression received fron i comparison of handwriting.

They were dated Align 0, 1894. At that time Leighton had 
a vacant lot which h« acquired in the previous June from 
one Roberts, who had mortgaged same to another v for
$:t00.

It was the description of this lot which was inserted in the 
application for loan. The application represented it to be im
proved in the manner set forth in the statement of claim. 
Neither the appellant nor his wife had then, or at any previous 
time, any real estate of any kind.

An appraiser’s certificate of of this property was
made at the foot of the application for loan by one John D. 
Foreman, a member of the said local board from its beginning, 
representing its value as stated in the application and certifying

9118
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to the good character and credit of Caroline Morgan, the appli
cant.

This was in the form of a statutory declaration taken before 
said A. S. Williams, a notary public, who had also subscribed as 
witness to the signature “Caroline Morgan” signed to the said 
applications.

These applications, so supported, were at once forwarded 
to the respondent at Toronto, and a stock certificate for fifteen 
shares, dated November 1. 1894, was issued, but never delivered 
to Mrs. Morgan, or any one for her.

The payments therefore were to begin December 1. 1894. 
Whether she paid from that date as contemplated by this certifi
cate. or when, is not clear. It is clear, however, that Leighton 
in whom was the title to the vacant lot to the extent of an equity 
of redemption therein subject to the mortgage for three hundred 
dollars, by deed purported to transfer the lot as if free from 
mortgage to said Williams on January 7. 1895. in consideration 
of $350.

One Peto, who witnessed this deed, I imagine possibly an
other employee of Leighton, seems to have made the affidavit of 
execution only on March 28. 1895. before E. M. Yarwood. of 
whom -we will hear more presently.

What purpose this conveyance to Williams was intended to 
serve puzzles one. for on January 18. 1895. he conveys by deed 
of that date to Caroline Morgan for the consideration of $225 
same land, but subject to a mortgage of $300 to the British Col
umbia Land and Investment Agency made February K. 1893.

The deed is witnessed by Leighton, who makes the affidavit 
of execution before the same Mr. Yarwood on March 28. 1895. 
That seems to have been a busy day for Mr. Yarwood, for it 
was on the same day Mrs. Morgan is alleged to have called and 
executed the mortgage in question, the transfer of her shares 
aforesaid as a further security for the loan, and the order upon 
respondent to pay Leighton the proceeds of the loan ; taken the 
statutory declaration by her that she was the absolute owner of 
said lands and had been in possession since December 1. 1894 : 
and testified to a number of other curious palpable lies as facts. 
All these instruments are of that date and subscribed by Mr. 
Yarwood as the attesting witness or notary public taking them.
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And there is still another thing lie is supposed to have done 
the same day, as a notary public, that is to certify that she ap
peared before him and being first made acquainted with the 
contents of the annexed instrument (i.e., the mortgage), and 
nature and effect thereof, acknowledged same, etc., and that she 
executed without fear or undue influence of her husband, etc.

Then on April (>, 1895, the deeds from Roberts to Leighton, 
from Leighton to Williams and Williams to Mr. Morgan, were. 
I infer from the account of Yarwood & Young rendered Leigh
ton, and other evidence, registered by that firm.

Why the registration was delayed till that time is unex
plained. But it does appear by the report of Mr. Yarwood to 
Leighton that he must have had entrusted to him the completion 
of the title and must have either paid no attention to what he 
was doing when taking the alleged declaration of Mrs. Morgan 
and certifying as lie did as to her execution of the mortgage, or 
lie would, as solicitor for the respondent, have found ample rea
son for further inquiry as to a good many things, for example, 
how the company could be making a loan of fifteen hundred 
dollars on a property passing from one party to another at such 
prices as evidenced by the deeds, and that no one had in fact 
paid off the prior mortgage, though a discharge had been got 
and withheld from registration.

As In- ventured as witness to explain this first, by saving he 
did not read or observe that, and had nothing to do with it, and 
further, by saying it was a building society loan, 1 may. paren
thetically as it were, remark that this attitude of Mr. Yarwood 
towards his duty and the facts suggest how easy it was for him 
to fall a victim to the fraudulent arts and devices of Leighton, 
a practised master of fraud.

But above all he certainly should not have permitted Mrs. 
Morgan to have taken the statutory declaration of which as the 
solicitor concerned on behalf of respondent he may be supposed, 
indeed presumed to have known the import and purpose and tie 
consequences of its falsity.

And applying the test of the account lie made out against 
her. yet never sent her but delivered to Leighton, he was her 
solicitor and owed her a special duty as such. I am far from
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assuming that hu was intending at any time to make himself a 
party to a deliberate fraud, but I do think the fair inferenee 
from all he says and the contents of these documents is that he 
simply signed because of his confidence in Leighton. If lie had 
discharged his duty, she never could have been induced or 
trapped into signing these documents.

It is quite possible though attesting the documents by his 
signature, he merely took the word of Leighton that they were 
all right, and signed accordingly. Sin- says she never saw him 
but saw his partner (who is not called), and signed in his pres
ence, what she was told was an application for shares. She 
never was told, she says, anything else. Though she refers to 
Mi*. Young as reading the documents, I do not think any one of 
experience will take this in its literal sense. No one seems to 
have at the trial pressed her to explain exactly what she meant 
by his reading and we must use our common sense. She was 
entirely without experience in business matters. And. though 
a woman of education and intelligence, as the learned trial 
Judge reports, any one of experience knows how little many 
such persons appreciate what they are doing in dealing with 
business matters entirely foreign to the limited sort of educa
tion unfortunately given too many of her sex.

We must then ask ourselves if it is really conceivable that 
she could knowingly have made a false statutory declaration, as 
Yarwood is made to certify she did take before him. if she had 
really had the document read to her. The learned trial Judge 
who had the best opportunity, by seeing and hearing her, and 
thus of knowing whether she was likely or not to make such a 
false declaration, has decided in no uncertain terms that in his 
opinion she would not.

I have read her depositions on examination for discovery and 
her evidence at the trial and eomex to a similar conclusion. We 
must bear in mind that she was giving evidence some fifteen 
years after all this had transpired and may be mistaken in main 
details, but she knew she never had any such property or any 
dealings for a loan of this character, and had hut one thought 
in regard to any business relations with Leighton and respondent 
and that was the subscription for shares in respondent company
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to be paid for in small monthly instalments, and that after pay
ing for some years thereon, she had agreed to transfer same to 
Leighton and he was to repay by similar small monthly pay
ments .$200 therefor, in consideration of her so transferring.

This, she says, led her to signing another document in the 
presence of Mr. Planta. A document is produced which seems 
to bear her signature and of the date she indicates as about the 
time when she supposed she was transferring her shares to 
Leighton. This document is an agreement for the extension of 
time for payment of the mortgage and is attested by Planta, 
then a clerk in Leighton’s office. Again we have one Norris, now 
dead, a brother-in-law of Leighton, and a notary public, signing 
a certificate of her having acknowledged it in his presence. She 
says she never saw him on any sueh occasion, and never heard 
of any such mortgage or proposed extension. She does say. 
however, that from about that time till some time after she had 
moved to Vancouver, which would be the same year I think. 
Leighton continued to make his payments to her which were 
sometimes collected by her brother in Nanaimo.

Planta, who is called hv the respondent, seems to have no 
definite recollection of this extension agreement, hut identifies 
his signature as witness thereto. He. however, corroborates her 
as to the collection by her brother from Leighton of the monthly 
payments just referred to. That seems to me a very strong cir
cumstance corroborative of her whole story. Indeed, twist and 
turn the case round in any way, it seems fatal to respondent’s 
contention of her knowingly joining in a fraud. Then we find 
the duplicate copy of the extension agreement turns up. not in 
her hands, but where Leighton’s custody of it left it to be found 
and whence it was produced and given her or some one for her 
shortly before the trial.

Now in all these years there is only one communication from 
the respondent company to her, and that is a brief note of 
March 9. 1898. which she denies ever getting and which is as
follows:—

Your policy for $1.501) expires on April Otli, ami must lie renewed with 
tlie company stdected hv this Association. Kindly call on Mr. \Y. K. 
Leighton for complete application form and pay him the premium.

Instead of the insurance being renewed by her going to
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Leighton, or he to her, we are told by Planta of its having been 
renewed by an application not signed by her, but by him for 
her when he was in Leighton’s office and would have done so 
under his instructions though evidently suspecting or having 
reason to suspect its fraudulent character. It is hardly likely 
with this sort of suspicion of his master that he would have for
gotten seeing Mrs. Morgan in relation thereto if any occasion 
therefor as the notice indicates.

The Morgans were still living in Nanaimo when this was 
done. Can we in face of her sworn denial and a not impossible 
explanation by her, fairly and properly assume that because she 
signed the declaration of March 28. 18ÎI4. she must lie held to 
have committed a deliberate fraud? And as a necessary conse
quence hold that her whole story is a tissue of perjury? If she 
deliberately and knowingly took that false declaration she must 
have done so for a fraudulent purpose and if she committed such 
a fraud, she could not forget it and must be following it up now 
with perjury, and all that for a share in a sum of eleven to 
twelve hundred dollars to be divided amongst three or four, for 
that would be all that was left after paying the prior mortgage 
and expenses.

Sometimes one gets so disgusted with the standard of truth 
and honest dealing too often adopted by some passing as reput
able people as to be possessed of wide awake suspicions. I am 
not prepared for my part to carry it so far as to brand this 
womali to be presumed to be from all we can learn, most highly 
respectable and honest, as guilty of gross fraud and perjury. It 
would be my legal duty if trying her for such offences with no 
more evidence than there appeal’s here to at once direct her dis
charge.

As to whether she was so negligent as to be liable 1 will deal 
with that presently. But before leaving this subject of her be
ing guilty of fraud, I must point out it is all based on what if 
anything is mere negligence. What should we think if Mr. Yar- 
wood. for example, had been joined as defendant, and a trial 
Judge had found him, because of obvious oversights a party to 
the fraud which might have been averted by greater care? For 
my part I think the one proposition is just as monstrous as the 
other and both unfounded. And when we reflect that he and
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all others, save possibly the clerks in his employ, had unbounded 
faith in Leighton, it is easy to comprehend how such bold 
swindles as involved here were accomplished. Such a man, 
eager and bent upon his fraudulent purpose, watches his oppor
tunity, day by day and month by month, to seize the occasion 
when those to be dealt with, are, by over-confidence in him, 
lulled into security and as it were, put asleep, and put off. or 
seized when off their guard.

Those inclined to doubt the feasibility and success of such 
ventures unless helped by the criminal connivance of those 
claiming to be mere victims and thereby led to charge them with 
being accessories to fraud, should reflect for a moment upon the 
innumerable eases of patent-right swindles which led to a change 
in the law governing notes founded on the consideration of an 
interest in a patent ; and the well known syndicate swindles : 
and perhaps above all on the too common cases of those wretched 
breaches of trust on the part of those doing a business that con
trols the money of other people. Inexperienced people at each 
new disclosure of such cases, marvel at the boldness and adroit
ness of him perpetrating the fraud and the incredible, or al
most so. stupidity of those enabling the swindler to secure sig
natures to almost anything. Rut we know, if experienced, that 
all such victims are by no means stupid or ignorant, indeed are 
often keen business men. Again, we must use our common sense 
and accept the assistance of the trial Judge in all such cases. It 
seems to me for the foregoing reasons that the claim against 
Mrs. Morgan on the grounds of fraud taken in the statement of 
claim must fail and with it must fall the claim against the 
alleged accessory.

Rut the Court of Appeal finds he signed the applications 
and. though she did not. she is in some way to be held guilty of 
being a party to the fraud.

Is there any tangible ground upon which that can rest 
Why should he even if to be presumed a rascal, deliberately con 
trivc to put his young innocent wife into such a position ? 1 
pressed counsel for respondent on this and got in reply no su g 
gestion that will for a moment in light of other facts wear even 
a plausible appearance. It is said he was under some obligation 
to Leighton.
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H(* denied in his examination for discovery signing said 
applications and told what that obligation to Leighton was. He 
gave details of how the latter came about. He had sometime 
before these occurrences got Leighton to indorse his paper for 
$2,790 at the bank, to be paid off by monthly payments of $103 
a month, and says he paid accordingly and gave Leighton $400 
for this use of his name as surety.

I have no doubt the respondent’s solicitor, who heard this 
story, accepted it as perfectly true, or we should have found 
some effort to discredit it by producing evidence from the bank 
to destroy it.

The statement of claim alleges that his motive was to parti
cipate in the proceeds of the fraud and there was thus afforded 
a fine opportunity to have investigated and if true, proven it at 
the trial with the double effect of shewing he did participate and 
that he was not truthful in his story as to his relation with 
Leighton.

It is urged he was a tailor in narrow financial circumstances. 
Granted that, for argument’s sake, is every tailor under such 
conditions to be presumed a rascal ? Or that he is ready to be
come such and so stupid in his rascality as to bring quite need
lessly into his scheme his wife and thereby, whilst using her as 
a tool thereof, to multiply the dangers of discovery.

Why should the deed of this vacant lot owned by Leighton 
not have been made to Morgan and he give the necessary mort
gage? I can conceive of Leighton not desiring to proffer such a 
loan in his own name, but why must he use Mrs. Morgan’s? 
Again, why if Morgan’s financial needs were the mainspring of 
these acts now in question, should the negotiations have dallied 
along from the 9th of August till the latter half of April?

Counsel at first suggested in answer to this inquiry there 
must he three monthly payments of instalments on stock before 
a mortgage could be taken. But his junior, also general solicitor 
for respondent, better conversant with the usual mode of deal
ing, frankly and properly admitted this was not an obstacle, 
for these small payments could be made at one time in advance 
and the borrower be recouped by proceeds of the loan. Indeed, 
there is no explanation possible for this delay upon the theory
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that Morgan’s necessities were the moving causes or one of the 
chief parts thereof.

It is quite conceivable that Leighton having an unregistered 
deed of the lot, hesitating how to use it to his best advantage, 
could frame such a scheme and be very uncertain step by step, 
just how he was to accomplish his purpose, and thus might, hesi
tating, delay and bide his opportunity of proceeding safely, and 
hence let the matter drift along. We have not that data furn
ished us to do more than surmise, though I fancy respondent 
ought to have got and presented much of it to see how this man’s 
surroundings shaped his actions.

We have enough proved in this case to establish conclusively 
that Leighton was, from the start which began with inducing 
Foreman to certify to a false report of valuation and the rest 
of the board or three of them recklessly to stamp it with 
approval, a somewhat accomplished adept in fraudulent prac
tices.

Even if the man be dead, no sentiment should restrain or 
restrict us in our purely scientific inquiry. The honour of the 
living is at stake.

It is said we have no other instance proven against him. Do 
we need any ? No one as a rule goes to pieces (to use expressive 
slang) morally speaking in a day. The internal evidence in this 
case demonstrates the process of moral decadence had pro
gressed very far in his case before his undertaking the work of 
the 9th and 10th of August, 1894. J1 is character is indelibly 
disclosed in the preparation of the applications of the former 
date now in question, and the Foreman report and indorsement 
thereof of the latter date. The Court was not sitting to investi
gate his career, and it might have been difficult under the 
pleadings for defendants to have got in general evidence rela
tive thereto, but we have the curious side light given by Mr. 
Andrew’s statements to Morgan already adverted to as given by 
the latter and allowed by respondent to go uncontradicted or 
unexplained.

Then to complete Leighton’s connection with the matter, w. 
find a sham sale by the respondent company to a relative of his 
under the power of sale in the mortgage without serving the 
usual notice or even sending a letter to the mortgagor.
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The mortgage provided this could be done, but it also pro- CAN-
vided for the inexpensive service of a notice by registered post. s. V.

One cannot help thinking it was a very harsh and ill-con- \jOHf 
sidered proceeding. Hut it is very obvious it was all contrived
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t rat ion of the strange power this man Leighton exercised over ,dil'g,on' J- 
all he came in contact with. That brings me to consider the 
claim made alternatively to hold Mrs. Morgan liable on the 
covenant in the mortgage. That is presented in two ways. In 
the first place it is said her ignorance of what she was doing 
was not of that character which would entitle her to succeed 
under a plea of non est faction.

I think the evidence of herself and husband, if believed (as 
the learned trial Judge and I believe it), is just of that kind 
which has many times been held as a complete answer by way of 
such plea to the action upon the deed. 1 have already written 
at such length demonstrating my view of the facts of which I 
conceive a right understanding of the utmost importance herein, 
that I do not propose to labour with the law bearing thereupon.
That is in such a case well settled unless we are to re-open the 
question and limit as has been suggested by high authority, such 
a defence under such circumstances as set up here to the illiter
ate. and deprive the literate and educated people entirely of 
such a defence in cases where they could have read what they
signed, but failed to do so.

With great respect. 1 submit, the doing or trying to do so 
would start anew a dangerous discussion and help the rascals 
to prey upon honest people.

The next way in which the claim is presented on this basis 
of liability independent of active fraud is that Mrs. Morgan was 
negligent and thereby misled respondent.

It seems to me that if she was negligent, that negligence, if 
any, was induced solely by the acts of those representing the 
respondent and ostensibly in the the course of executing the 
business of respondent ; and that in such case it cannot be heard 
to complain.

Certainly Leighton was held out by respondent, whatever it 
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chose to call him, us its agent, and so also were the solicitors 
who procured by the direction of Leighton the execution of the 
documents she signed.

Under such circumstances respondent can have no recourse 
against her.

The very document upon which reliance is placed shewed 
upon its face, when regard was had to the deeds under which she 
claimed, that it was palpably false and should have misled no 
one.

If she trusted too implicitly to others, then those others seem 
to have been as blindly trusted by the respondent. I think it has 
no ground to complain.

In parting with this case 1 may be permitted to say that in 
all eases of this character it is generally possible to demonstrate, 
by reference to collateral facts and attendant and surrounding 
circumstances, when thoroughly investigated, whether the 
accused has been guilty of fraud as charged or not, and I regret 
that so many clues, leading to such disclosures and light as such 
circumstances and collateral facts might afford, have been en
tirely neglected.

1 have already pointed out one of these in relation to the 
charge of appellant s hope of participation in the fruits of such 
frauds as committed and there are many of minor import in the 
path of such an inquiry.

The facts that no steps were taken to adduce expert evidence 
in relation to the disputed signatures though they were denied 
in the examinations for discovery, and thus respondent warned 
in time, suggests a grave suspicion that those then concerned 
for respondent certainly did not think it worth while as likely 
to maintain respondent’s contention.

It may be answered respondent had a right to rely on the 
rule of law entitling .Judges at trial to compare the writing of 
the genuine with the disputed. Experience teaches that such 
a proceeding is most hazardous. Even when the most scientific 
means have been applied by expansion of the letters and meas
urement of the angles and all implied therein mistakes are not 
unknown. When the facts of the case tend to render it ex
tremely probable that the writing denied is genuine, and tin 
denial is rather a mere obstruction in way of completing proof
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it is convenient and beneficial that a .Judge may dispose of such 
a contest by relying upon the rule. But to invoke and rely 
upon the rule alone against the sworn testimony of those accused, 
seems to me. I most respectfully submit a denial of justice and 
what is not generally expected of a learned trial Judge, and 
especially so, when the party, asking the Court thus to act upon 
its own expert knowledge, has not exhausted many other most 
obvious means of testing the veracity of those who have pledged 
their oath in denial.

I think the frank manner in which counsel for the Morgans 
invited every probing of matters bearing upon the conduct of 
his clients, whether technically admissible or not, might have 
been relied upon to have facilitated the investigation of the bank 
accounts of Morgan, even without forcing the bank to exhibit its 
books at the trial.

The facts that no one ever asked him to vote or pay taxes in 
respect of the property ought alone to have stood as a barrier in 
plaintiff s way of claiming any benefit therefrom in absence of 
more investigation than mere books in a municipal office.

The appeal ought to be allowed with costs here and in the 
Court below, the cross-appeal of respondent dismissed with costs 
and the judgment of the learned trial Judge restored.

Dm-* and Anglin, J.T., concur.
Appeal allowed with costs: cross- 
appcal dismissed with costs.

NELSON V. GAGNON.
British Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A.. unit Irring, Martin. 

Gullihcr, and McPhillips, JJ.A. Slay 7. 1915.

1. Ykndor and purchaser (§1 K—27)—Rescission of contract—Mis-
REPRES E NTATK )N—M ATE HI A LIT V.

In order to operate as a ground for rescission of a contract for the 
sale of land misrepresentation made by the vendor as to the quality of 
the land such as that the lots were “high and dry,” must have been 
the inducing or effective cause of the buyer entering into the agree
ment of purchase.

[Sweeney v. ('note, [19071 A.C. 221. United Shin Manufacturing Co. v. 
Brunet, [1909] A.C. 330. referred to.]

Appeal from a judgment of Macdonald, J.
S. S. Taylor, K.C., for appellant.
G. E. McCrossan, for respondent.
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M \< don am), A.. dissented.

iKUNti. J.A.: Two points have I icon argued In-fore us, tin- 
first as to the value of surrounding lots. The learned trial Judge 
has found the defendant's agent's representations on that point 
were not untrue. Mis finding of fact ran Ik- supported by the 
evidence, ami therefore we ought not to interfere.

The second point is that the agent represented the lot was 
" high and dry." The Judge has found that he used that ex
pression, and that the lots are high ami dry in a relative sense. 
If that was all the plaintiff had to prove I would allow the ap]M-al, 
but in an action of misrepresentation you must also prove that the 
misrepresentation complained of operated on the mind of the 
purchaser to bring about the purchase. Whether it did or not 
is a question of fact an inference of fact to Ik- drawn from the 
conduct and statements of the witnesses putting it forward: 
Smith v. Chntltrick ( 1884), 53 L.J.Ch. at 875; S live ne y \'. Cmtte, 
[llHlTl A.C. The learned Judge on this |w>int has found that 
the representation did not bring about the sale. In his opinion 
the sale was brought about by the plaintiff's expectation of making 
a profit by a re-sale in consequence or as a result of tin- ex|M-cted 
development of Lulu Island into a large city, an anticipation 
which was to be realized by the construction of dock-yards and 
other shipping facilities in the neighbourhood of the lot in ques
tion. On this point the learned trial Judge had a better oppor
tunity of forming his opinion as to the witnesses’ varying state
ments, and 1 cannot say that lie arrived at a wrong decision. 
The plaintiff endeavoured by his statement to make him believe 
that lie would not buy such a lot under any circumstances, but 
tin- learned Judge refused to give effect to this contention.

I would dismiss the appeal.

Martin. J.A., dissented.

(1 alliheh, J.A.. agreed that the appeal should be dismissed.

MePiilLLies, J.A.î—This is an appeal from the decision of 
the Honourable Mr. Justice Macdonald directing that judgment 
be entered for an instalment due in respect of an agreement for 
the sale of land, and dismissing the counterclaim for rescission 
and damages, founded upon alleged misrepresentations. I d° 
not find it necessary to allude in detail to tin- evidence adduced
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at the trial, as I fully and entirely agree with tin conclusion B c;
arrived at by the learned trial Judge upon the facts, and I also C. A.
am of the opinion that his judgment is right applying the law to \77sô\ 
the facts of the ease. It is amply proved that the defendant _ '
Nelson entered into the purchase of the land as a matter of __ _
speculation, influenced by the potential features of the neighbour- " 1 1
hood for business purposes; that is, the likelihood of great harbour 
improvements, the establishment of factories and other develop
ments. It was not the acquisition of the land for other purposes.
It is idle to advance the contention that the land was to be high 
and dry—save relatively so—and the evidence keeping in mind 
the locality—establishes that the land sufficiently satisfies any 
representation made. I cannot accede to the view that the 
defendant Nelson was unaware of the general topography and 
the situation of the land in question. Apart from this, the land 
cannot he in any way said to be situate in low, wet, pent lands.

The leading case upon the subject which requires attention 
upon this appeal is Cnitcd Shot Manufacturing Co. of Canada \.
Unmet, [1909] A.(\ 330, and at pp. 338 and 339, Lord 
Atkinson, delivering the judgment of their Lordships of the Privy 
Council, discusses the considerations which must be given atten
tion. and the facts which must be proved, Z.c.:

(1) that tin* representations complained <>f were made; (2) that they were 
false in fact ; (3) that when made were known to be false, or were recklessly 
made not knowing whether false or true; it) that by reason of the com
plained of representations the contract was entered into; (5) that within 
a reasonable time from the discovery of the falsity of the representations 
election was made to avoid the contract.

Now, have these facts been "established in the present case? In 
my opinion they have not. The representation chiefly relied 
upon, and the only one which needs consideration, is, that the 
land in question was high and dry. As I have previously pointed 
out, in my opinion, upon the facts of the case, and taking all the 
surrounding circumstances into consideration, the truth of this 
representation has been established: but if I should ho wrong 
in this, then it can be said that it was not this representation 
complained of which was the inducing cause o." the entry into 
the contract. The inducing and propelling cans * was undoubtedly 
that which the defendant Nelson apparently very frankly stated 
to his own counsel—the question and answer being fully set out
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in tin* judgment of flip learned trial Judge- and what appealed 
to the defendant Nelson was the likely increase in value conse
quent upon the development going on in the way of harbour 
improvements and business advantages —that is, the suitability 
of the land for factory or business purpose's, not the utilization 
of the land for purposes other than tin* purposes that neighbouring 
lands could Ih* put to. 1 cannot satisfy myself that the de
fendant Nelson in entering into the contract only did so upon 
the faith of the representation that the land in question was high 
and dry, or that he would not have given his assent to the contract 
unless in that belief. Therefore, to the extent that there was such 
representation, and to the extent that it might be possible to say 
it was false—if then- be disregard of the locality and the defendant 
Nelson l><- credited with want of knowledge thereof—then upon 
the facts the representation was not the effective cause of the 
defendant entering into the agreement. In Smith v. Kay (1859), 
7 ILL. 750, Lord Wensleydale, at p. 77(1, said:

Fraud given a cause of action if it leads to any sort of damage; it 
avoids contracts only where it is tin- gmuud of the contract ami where 
unless it had been employed, the contract would never have been made.

In Attwood v. Small (1855), 6 Cl. & F. 252, Lord Lvndhurst, 
at p. 595, said:—

Where representations are made with respect to the nature and char
acter of tin* properly which is to become the subject of purchase affecting 
the value of that property and those representations afterwards turn out to 
be incorrect and false to the knowledge of the party making them a founda
tion is made for an action in a court of common law to recover damages for 
the deceit so practised ami in a court of equity a foundation is laid for 
setting aside the contract which was upon a fraudulent basis.

The facts, however, of the present ease do not warrant it Ix-ing 
held that the representation complained of was the inducing or 
effective cause of the defendant Nelson entering into the agree
ment, and this Court is not embarrassed as the Court of Appeal 
was in Smith v. Land ami House Profterty Corporation (1882). 
28 Ch.I). 7. as hero the learned trial Judge has held that the 
purchaser did not purchase on the faith of the representation. 
There it was otherwise, Fry, L.J., saying, at p. 17:

The second question is whether the purchasers purchased on the failli 
of that representation. The learned judge has found that they did. On 
that question I feel the same difficulty as l.ord Justice Bowen ami oil tl 
evidence as read before us 1 should have felt inclined to come to the < 
elusion that the covenant was not induced by that representation; but .
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Mr. Justice Denman, who saw and hoard Alderman Knight, was satisfied 
with his evidence, I cannot give my voice for reversing his decision.

In the present ease Mr. Justice Macdonald saw and heard the 
defendant Nelson, and was satisfied that the agreement was not 
induced by the representation complained of, and no case has 
been made out by the appellant such as would warrant the dis
turbance of the judgment of the learned trial Judge, and we ought 
not to differ from his conclusion.

It follows, therefore, that in my opinion the appeal should he 
dismissed. Appeal dismissed.

DEVITT v. MUTUAL LIFE INS CO OF CANADA.
(Intario Snpn me ('uni t. Appellate Dirision, Faleonbi id in . C.J.K.IL. Itiddell, 

Latchford and Kelly, ././. March 22. 11115.
1. INSURANCE ( S III II—155) — Pin: Ml CM NOTKS—Xo.N-PAYMENT OF—FOR

FEITURE OF POLICY.
The defense that a promissory note, made hy the assured and in>t 

paid at maturity, was "given for any premium or part thereof" within 
the meaning of another clause in the policy, although it was in fact 
made in part renewal of an earlier note which was given in part pax 
ment of a premium, will bar recovery on the policy ami need.not he 
pleaded specially. 33 O.L.lt, 08. reversed. McUcaehic v. \orlh Ameri
can Life Assurance ('<>.. [ 18Ü41 23 Can. S.V.K. 1482. followed.

2. Insurance (Sill A—401 —Life insurance—Loan ox policy—Cash
SI RBE.NHER VALUE.

The "cash surrender value" clause of a life insurance policy, provid
ing for non forfeiture in the event of default in payment of any 
premium if tin* cash surrender value should exceed the amount of such 
premium, means the cash surrender value mentioned in the table 
of guaranteed loan and surrender values followed in another clause 
in the policy; that the insurer has the right to lix the surrender 
value for the purposes of the policy at the end of every year; ami 
that the surrender value fixed at the end of any one year continues to 
he the surrender value until increased at the end of the next year, ac
cording to the table. 33 O.L.lt. 08. reversed.

: IxsiHAM i. ( # III ('—55)—Life insurance__Si ukexuek value__In
terpretation OF CLAUSE.

The clause "surrender value in cash” in a life insurance policy 
means the amount of money or its equivalent which the insurer could 
a fiord to pay to lie rid of an existing policy, and is synonymous with 
"cash surrender value": and the word "available" therein further 
used does not mean "existing." hut contemplates a condition that can 
he taken advantage of. 33 O.L.ll. 08. reversed.

Appeal by the defendants from the judgment of Britton, .). 
d. II. M aison, K.( '., for the appellants.
It. S. Uoberison and •/. A. Scellai, for the plaintiff, respon

dent.

lîmoELL, -1. :—This is an appeal by the 
ni the judgment of Mr. Justice Britton.
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in the* learned Judge’h reasons for judgment, 3d O.L.R. 08, are 
as follows :—

Ernest F. Carlson, in his lifetime, of Edmonton, Allierta. 
effected an insu ranee upon his life with the defendants for the 
sum of $2.000. and received a policy for that amount, dated the 
28th day of March. 1910. Carlson died on the 2nd day of Febru
ary. 1911. at the city of Los Angeles, State of California. The 
plaintiff obtained letters of administration of the estate of 
Carlson, and has brought this action to recover the amount of 
the said policy. The defendants plead as a defence that the 
plaintiff did not, nor did any person on his behalf, furnish or 
deliver to the defendants proofs of the death of the assured. To 
this defence the plaintiff says that such proofs were in fact 
delivered, but they were unnecessary, as the defendants denied 
their liability and repudiated the plaintiff's claim. The plain
tiff did put in formal proofs, upon blanks, furnished by the 
defendants of the death of Carlson, but not until after the com 
mencemeiit of this action. All the facts were well-known to the 
defendants before action, and before the denial by the defend
ants of their liability. The denial of liability, under the cir
cumstances disclosed, was a waiver of formal proofs of death. 
The main defence is. that there was, at the time of the death of 
Carlson, an unpaid loan to the deceased upon the policy, and an 
unpaid part of the premium due the 1st of April, 1913. and. by 
reason of these debts, the policy became void.

The first matter for consideration is the meaning of the ex
pression “cash surrender value” in clause 9 ; and, in order that 
that clause may be fully investigated, I here copy from the 
policy the clauses which should be borne in mind. The clauses 
1 take from the original policy, not from the alleged copies 
furnished for the use of the Court. These arc not copies, and 
the labour of examining the original has been thrown upon 
us:—

7. Cash loans. At the end of the third and any subsequent 
year, provided all premiums have been paid as required, in the 
absence of statutory or other restrictions, the company will 
grant to the person or persons entitled, a loan for the amount 
shewn in the following table, deducting therefrom all previous
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loans (if any) and interest thereon, together with any other 
indebtedness to the company.

9. Non-forfeiture. If, at any time of default in payment 
of any premium on this policy after it has been in force for 
three years, the cash surrender value (less any indebtedness) 
shall exceed the amount of such premium (whether yearly, half- 
yearly or quarterly), this policy shall not lapse, but shall con
tinue in force for the time covered by the said premium. At the 
end of the said term or succeeding terms, upon the maturity and 
default of subsequent premiums, if the cash surrender value 
(less any indebtedness) is sufficient to pay the premium then 
due, or a premium for a period of not less than three months, 
this policy shall be continued in force until the end of such 
period, when, however, it will lapse and the company’s liability 
cease, unless the succeeding premium be paid in cash within the 
thirty days’ grace. All premiums in default, with interest at 
six per cent, compounded yearly, shall be a first lien and charge 
against the policy.

10. Surrender values. At the end of the third and any 
subsequent year during which full premiums have been paid, 
or within thirty days thereafter, on the surrender and discharge 
of the policy, provided there be no indebtedness to the company, 
the surrender value in cash or non-participating paid-up assur
ance, as shewn in the following table, shall become available to 
the assured or legal beneficiary. If there be any indebtedness 
to the company, it shall be deducted from the cash surrender 
value; or, if paid-up assurance be applied for, it shall be for a 
sum reduced in the like proportion.

Guaranteed Loan and Surrender Values.
Cash Surrender Cash Loans

of Veer. Condition No. 7 Paid-up A-siini
3 $ 68 $ 62 $ 300
4 94 84 4(H)
6 122 110 500
6 150 134 600
7 182 164 700
8 214 192 800
9 248 224 900

Mm \i 
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Cash Surrender ('ash Loans
[.ml uf Yi-ar. See Condition No. 7 Paid-up Assurance.

10 284 256 1000
11 330 296 mill
12 376 338 1200
13 440 396 1300
14 510 458 14011
15 586 528 1500
16 638 574 1600
17 690 620 1700
18 744 670 1800
1!) 802 722 1900
20 958 862 Paid-up
It is admitted that if “pash surrender value” means the

same thing in clause !) as in the table, the plaintiff's; ease must
fail on this point.

“Surrender value” is a well-recognised expression in life
assurance. It means the amount of money or its equivalent
which the company could afford to pay to be rid of the exist
ing policy. Actuarial]}*, it is a function direct of the amount 
of the poHcy, inverse of the probability of life and the amount 
of the premium. (Of course the amount of the premium is 
itself in practice a function direct of the amount of the policy 
and inverse of the probability of life; but there is no necessary 
fixed relation, and every company decides the amount for itself). 
So far the amount is capable of calculation within reasonably
narrow limits.

But there are other elements which must be considered by 
an assurance y. As a matter of business the proposition
must be made attractive. The company which offers the largest 
“surrender value” will, catcris paribus, get the largest busi
ness ; but at the same time surrenders are to be discouraged— 
every surrender reduces the amount of outstanding insurance, 
and the advertisement becomes the less alluring. It is human 
nature to follow the crowd, and the “largest company” is apt 
to get the most insurance. An assured liberally dealt with on 
surrender is likely to he a friend; one dealt with in a penurious 
spirit is a potential enemy. Many such considerations the wis« 
insurance man must bear in mind. The effect has not been

0118
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tabulated and cannot be tabulated without an enormous 
number of observations, if at all. Any one with a 
fair knowledge of the theory of probabilities and prac
tised in mathematical calculation could readily, with avail
able tables of mortality, etc., figure out the theoretical 
“surrender values,” but the psychological element is obscure, 
and every company may differ from every other in its estimate 
of its significance. Accordingly, every company must be per
mitted to determine its own “surrender value;” this may or 
may not agree with that of any other company.

Notwithstanding Mr. Robertson’s very clear and cogent 
argument, 1 think this company has fixed the surrender value 
of this policy for all purposes. The policy has a table giving 
the “cash surrender value” at the end of each year, and it 
would require very strong considerations to authorise us to 
hold that when the same words arc used in clause Î) they mean 
something else. No such considerations exist. The argument 
based upon clause 10 does not, I think, lead to the conclusion 
desiderated by the plaintiff.

In the first place, while in one part of the clause the words 
arc not the same, being “surrender value in cash” instead of 
“cash surrender value,” the difference is trifling and the mean
ing identical. There is nothing to shew that any difference of 
meaning was intended. Again, the very expression “cash sur
render value” is used in the latter part of the clause, clearly 
synonymous with “surrender value in cash” in the earlier part.

But it is said that the table was only for the purposes of 
clauses 10 and 7. I do not find anything which so indicates ; 
and the fact that the “surrender value in cash” is “available 
to the assured or legal beneficiary” only “at the end of the 
third or any subsequent year during which full premiums have 
been paid or within thirty days thereafter,” does not assist the 
contention now under consideration.

“Available” does not mean “existing.” It means “in such 
a condition as that it can be taken advantage of.” In Brett v. 
Monarch Investment Building Society, [1804] 1 Q.B. 307. the 
balance existed in fact, it was not available. In Birch-
oil v. Bullough, 11890] 1 Q.B. 325, the unstamped bill existed
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and was made use of to refresh a witness’s memory, although 
the statute said that it should not be “available for any purpose 
whatever;” but it could not be used itself, i.e., could not be 
taken advantage of to prove the receipt of money: Ashling v. 
Boon, [1891] 1 Cli. 568. The profits existed in fact and would 
help to make a future dividend, although they were not “avail
able for dividend” in In re Crichton’s Oil Co., [1902] 2 Ch. 86.

Remembering that the company must be the sole * ' of 
surrender value, it is perfectly justified in making that sur
render value arbitrarily increase at any particular time and at 
any interval. It may cause it to increase day by day, month by 
month, year by year, quinquennially, decenially. I think the 
company here has fixed the surrender value for the purposes 
of this policy, increasing at the end of each year (after the 
third). The surrender value so fixed at the end of any one year 

s to be the surrender value until it is increased. The 
assured cannot always avail himself of it. It is not “available” 
to him if he allow the thirty days to elapse, but it exists neverthe
less and exists at the amount fixed by the company. If during 
the thirty days the assured desires cash, lie has a right to demand 
and to receive it; if he lets that period go by, he cannot—it is 
no longer available to him so that he can realise on it 
without the consent of the company. If he applies at any other 
time, the company may refuse, and the matter will become one 
of contract vitra the policy.

On the facts of this case, I do not think that the plaintiff 
can succeed under the terms of clause 9 of the policy. (It is 
to be remarked that in the copies furnished to the Court this 
is headed “Automatic Non-Forfeiture;” the word “Automatic” 
does not appear in the original, and any argument based upon 
it falls to the ground).

Then the defendants rely upon clause 3. and upon the clause 
at the bottom of page 2 (page 3 in the copies furnished to the 
Court). Clause 3 in the policy reads thus: “3. Termination 
and revival. If any premium or written obligation given there
for be not paid when due (except as provided in the clause 
respecting non-forfeiture hereinafter contained), or if the inter 
est on any loan secured by this policy remain in default until

2

4725
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such loan and the accrued interest thereon capitalised annually 
amount to its cash surrender value, the policy shall he void and 
all liability of the company thereon shall cease; but it may be 
revived by the company within twelve months from the date of 
lapse, on satisfactory evidence being furnished of the good 
health and habits of the assured and on payment of arrears.”

(In the copies, so called, furnished to the Court, the claim 
is somewhat different ad Jin.; but the difference is not of conse
quence here.)

The added clause reads (so far as material) : ‘‘And 1 fur
ther agree . . . that the principles and methods which may 
be adopted by the y for the determination and appor
tionment to such policy, of any surplus or profits, shall be and 
are hereby ratified and accepted by and for every person who 
shall have any claim under such policy . . . and 1 further 
agree that if a promissory note or other written obligation be 
given for any premium or part thereof, and be not paid at 
maturity, the assurance granted and policy issued on the appli
cation shall not be in force, and the operation thereof shall be 
suspended while such default in payment continues, but 1 am 
nevertheless to be liable upon such obligation to the full amount 
unpaid thereon ; and upon payment as aforesaid during my 
life and good health, and before the lapse of the policy by 
efflux of time, the policy shall again acquire force.”

It is contended for the plaintiff that the latter clause is not 
pleaded ; and strictly that is so. Hut the plaintiff sets up the 
policy and sues on it; and the Supreme Court of Canada in 
Lake Eric and Ditroit Hiver A'.IV. Co. v. Sales (1896), 26 S.c.K. 
66:1, decided that, where the plaintiff’s claim is explicitly on 
a contract, all the terms of the contract may be taken advantage 
of by the defendant without special plea. Sec p. 677. There 
is no change in the rules of pleading affecting this question 
since that decision ; and 1 think the objection not well taken.

But, even if such a plea should have been specifically set 
out, the defendants should be allowed so to plead ; and, in case 
the matter is to go further, they would be wise to amend their 
defence accordingly. Since the Judicature Act, defendants 
have been held to their pleadings generally in two cases only :
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first, when the other side would be taken by surprise; and, 
second, when the defendant was considered to have declined to 
avail himself of a defence which would amount to a valid and 
sufficient answer to the demand and waived his right to insist 
upon that defence. Quilibet potest renunciare juri pro sc iiitro- 
ducto. Here the facts relied upon are specially pleaded, and 
it cannot be suggested that the plaintiff is taken by surprise or 
that he could better his ease by evidence; and it is plain from 
the pleading in other respects that the defendants never intended 
to waive any defence based upon the added clause.

The real defence on the point is, that a note for $15.25, made 
by the assured, dated the 7th July, 1913, at three months after 
date, was not paid at maturity. This note, the defendants say, 
was given for part of a premium ; and its non-payment at matur
ity, the defendants claim, furnishes a complete bar to the plain
tiff’s demand.

That the note was made by the assured and that it was not 
paid at maturity, is admitted; and, if the defendants can make 
it come within the words in the added clause “given for . . . 
any part” of “any premium,” 1 think they should succeed.

All the material facts appear from the documents. A pre
mium becoming due on the 28th March, 1913, the assured writes 
on the Kith April, 1913 (exhibit 4), with a money-order for 
$25 as part payment of the premium, and asks the company to 
send him “a note for sixty days for the balance,” which lie 
agrees to sign and return. A note (exhibit 5) for $30.50, at 
two months, is sent him ; this he signs at Vancouver on the 24th 
April, and returns to the company. Clearly this note was given 
for part of the premium; it was sent to the assured in answer 
to a request from him to send him a note “for the balance” of 
his premium then due. When this note was not paid at matur- . 
itv, the company, I have no doubt, could have declared that the 
policy “shall not be in force;” and, if the assured had died 
without change of circumstances, the policy would not have 
been payable.

But there was a change. The assured by letter (exhibit (i) 
of the 30th June, 1913, asks, “Will you kindly renew my note 
for $30, due June 24th, for two months.” The company decline.
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but say (exhibit 7), they “will accept an extension note when 0NT 
one-half and interest is paid ; therefore if you forward to us g.(\
$15.55 we could extend the balance for you for a period of
three months. Enclosed herewith you will find a note on the
company’s form which you could complete for $15.25 and return ‘ ,,,,, 
to us together with an order for $15.55. This will keep your Ixm k.\\< i: 
insurance in full force. Kindly let us hear from you by return canaim. 

mail so that your assurance will not lapse. . . . ” The note uuvhT i
was signed and returned with the money-order to the company, 
who write acknowledging receipt of “your favour enclosing 
money-order for $15.55, covering one-half of your note which 
fell due on the 24th June, and a note for the remainder. You 
will herewith . . . find enclosed the old note.” This note 
for $15.25 it was which was never paid, and the non-payment 
of which is claimed by the defendants as furnishing an answer 
to the plaintiff’s claim.

The mere receipt of the money-order and a note to satisfy 
the remainder of the April note would not be of consequence 
as a waiver of the right to declare the policy not in force; the 
added clause specifically provides for the liability of the maker 
continuing although the policy is no longer in force But the 
statement that the money-order and the note would keep the 
insurance in full force is conclusive of waiver, and indeed the 
deft do not contend to the contrary.

It seems to me that the real state of affairs is this. The com
pany had the right in June to declare the policy at an end (at 
least sub modo) ; for their own purposes, laudable enough no 
doubt, they prefer to make a new bargain with the assured 
quite outside of the policy : “You pay to us $15.25, and ‘this 
will keep your insurance in full force.’ ” The assured agrees, 
pays his money and sends his note ; and I cannot see why this 
is not a perfectly good contract on the part of the company to 
keep the “insurance in full force.” But the contract can 
scarcely be read as keeping the policy in full force other than 
on its terms. And it does really nothing more than specifi
cally to agree to what the law would enforce without specific 
agreement. The plaintiff does not seem to be advanced by this 
agreement beyond what the defendants concede.

A0B
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Were it not for authority binding upon un, I should be in
clined to hold that the April note was paid, and the new note 
was not one which came within the added clause.

The mere taking of a new note for the amount of a former 
is not in itself payment of the old one : Falconbridge on Hank
ing and Bills of Exchange, p. 577 ; M a cl a re n on Bills of Ex
change, 3rd ed., p. 320; if the holder retains the original, the 
presumption is that it is to continue to exist : Es p. liar clay 
(1802), 7 Yes. Jr. 506. As is said by a very eminent Lower 
Canadian Judge (I translate) : “If B. (the maker) intended 
to make a novation, he should have required G. and F. (the 
payees) to send him the first note:” per Stuart. J., in Xortd v. 
Bouchard (186(f). 10 L.C.R. 476. at p. 477. Here the note was 
given up, and, no doubt, destroyed. The company have never 
claimed that it continued in existence as a security after their 
sending it to the assured; they do not set it up in their plead
ings or base any defence on its non-payment.

The delivery up of the former note has often, if not univers
ally, been considered strong evidence of novation : Parsons on 
Notes and Bills, 2nd ed., vol. 2, p. 203; Daniel on Negotiable 
Instruments, 6th ed., paras. 1266, 1266a ; and where, as in this 
case, the new note is given for a smaller amount, the conclusion 
is well-nigh irresistible: 7 Cyc. 1012, para. />.

Everything here points to an intention to consider the new 
note and the money-order as payment of the note of April.

The new note then was not precisely a “written obligation 
given” for “any premium,” and so does not come precisely 
under the terms of clause 3. Nor, as 1 should have thought, is 
it “a promissory note or other written obligation . . . given 
for any premium or part thereof” under the added clause. It 
was given in part payment not of any premium but of a note, 
itself given in part payment of a premium. We should inter
pret a policy of insurance with reasonable strictness against the 
company which puts it forward and whose language it contains 
—more especially when forfeiture is claimed as the result of 
another interpretation. But it would seem that authority binds 
us to hold the contrary.

McGeachie v. .Worth American Life Assurance Co., 23S.C.R.
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148 (S'.C., 22 O.R. 151, 20 A.R. 187), is mainly relied on. In 
that case, in the insurance policy there were two clauses : (1) 
a clause like that in the present case: “if a note ... be 
given for the first or a subsequent premium or any part thereof, 
and if the same be not paid at maturity, it is agreed that any 
insurance or policy made on this application shall thereupon 
become null and void, but the note . . . must nevertheless 
be paid” (22 O.R. at p. 155) ; and (2) “if any premium note, 
cheque, or other obligation given on account of a premium, be 
not paid when due, this policy shall be void, and all payments 
made upon it shall be forfeited to the company” (22 O.R. at 
p. 158). The first note. $31.10, was renewed with interest by a 
renewal note, and that with interest by another. The assured 
sent, before maturity, a payment of $10, and gave a new note 
for the balance, which, when due, was renewed for one month, 
the old note being cancelled and returned to the maker. The 
last note not being paid, the company demanded payment by a 
letter which reached the post office of lie assured the day he 
died, and he never received it. Payment was tendered by his 
representatives and refused; and action was brought. Street, 
•I., held that the last note was given for a part of the first pre
mium, and dismissed the action on the strength of the condition 

1 1 ) above. This was reversed by the Divisional Court, Armour, 
C.J., and Faleonbridge, ,1. (now Chief Justice). The right to 
declare the policy void on the default in payment of the first 
note was admitted, but the conduct of the company in taking 
renewals and demanding payment was considered a waiver of 
the forfeiture. In the Court of Appeal, Jlagarty. C.J.O., and 
Burton, J.A. (afterwards Chief Justice), do not mention the 
clause upon which they base their judgment. Since the only 
clause justifying the company in demanding the payment of thq 
note is the former of the two above set out, and both these 
learned Judges consider the fact that the company did demand 
payment no waiver under the circumstances, it is fairly clear 
that they must have been considering that former clause. Mr. 
Justice Osier speaks of the latter clause only, but (20 A.R. at 
p 194) he says, “the . . . default in payment of the obli
gation given for the premium, and a call for its payment, which
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never came to the knowledge of the insured”—clearly indicating 
that, in his opinion, the last note was “given for the premium.” 
Mr. Justice Maclennan, while he thought that “the second and 
subsequent notes were not given on account of a premium, as 
the first was, but in payment of the antecedent ones . . . 
upon reflection, thought “it would be putting too narrow a con
struction upon the language of the condition to hold that the 
subsequent notes were not also given on account of a premium.” 
And at p. 197 he says: “By the terms of the contract he” (i.e., 
the company’s agent) “could demand payment of the note 
whether the policy was void or not.” By the terms of only the 
first mentioned clause, and not those of the latter, could the 
agent demand payment of the note, and it must be taken that 
the learned Judge considered that the last note was given, not 
only “on account of” the premium, but for a premium or some 
part thereof. Accordingly, the Court of Appeal must have con
sidered, in a case on all fours with the present, that the note 
given to make up the balance of a note given for a premium, 
after crediting a cash payment, was itself given for part of a 
premium. It is true that in the Supreme Court a different 
terminology was under consideration (23 S.C.R. at p. 150), and 
the company relied upon the latter condition. But we are bound 
by the judgment of the Court of Appeal ; and, if any distinction 
is to be drawn, it should be by a higher Court.

The policy was therefore not “in force”at the time of the 
death of the assured, and the plaintiff cannot succeed.

The appeal should be allowed and the action dismissed with 
costs. As to costs of the appeal, in the ease of Re Stinson and 
Colliye of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (1912), 27 O.L.R. 
505. a Divisional Court refused all costs (but one counsel feci 
to a. successful appellant when the material furnished was in
complete; such a course is d fortiori when the material furnished 
is incorrect. I think the same order should lie made in this cas.

We were informed that what the defendants want is a judg 
ment on principle, and not so much to prevent the payment of 
the policy; probably they, having such a judgment, will now 
pay the policy. The circumstances of the case arc very peculiar
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and payment, under such circumstances, would probably not ont.
be set up as a precedent.

Falconbridoe, C.J.K.B.:—1 agree.

Latchford, J. :—Two questions were raised upon this

S. C.

appeal. For the appe" s it was argued that the promissory tnnvraxcb 

note for $15.25 falling due on the 10th October, 1913, and not (,(A” ^ 
paid, was within the provision rendering the policy void “if ----

i
any premium or written obligation therefor be not paid when 
due (except as provided in the clause respecting non-forfeiture 
hereinafter contained).” The note was in fact in part renewal 
of a promissory note for $30.50, which, with $25 in cash, had 
been given in payment of the annual premium of $55.50 due 
on the 1st April, 1913. If the policy was not void by reason 
of the non-payment of the note for $15.50, the plaintiff is 
entitled to recover.

On the part of the plaintiff it is contended that, even though 
the note for $15.50 is considered as given “for” the premium, 
the provision as to non-forfeiture prevented the policy from 
becoming void.

In McGeacliic v. North American Life Assurance Co., the 
application provided that the policy should be void if a note 
or other obligation given “for” the first or a subsequent pre
mium was not paid at maturity. In the policy itself was a con
dition that if any premium note . . . given “on account of” 
a premium Nvas not paid when due the policy should lie void.
At the trial before Street, J., the question appears not to have 
been so much whether a second and subsequent notes were given 
“for” or “on account of” the premium, as the first note was 
given ; but whether the defendants had waived their right to 
consider the policy void. On appeal to a Divisional Court the 
policy was treated as voidable only at the election of the in
surers, and it was held that they had by their conduct elected 
tn continue the policy in force: judgment of Armour, C.J., 22 
O.K. 151, at p. 163. In the Court of Appeal, 20 A.R. 187, the 
judgment of the Divisional Court was reversed and that of 
Street, J., at the trial, restored, on the ground that the insurers 
"ere not bound, on non-payment of the note, to do any act to

22
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ONT. determine the risk. The policy became void upon non-fultil- 
8. C. ment of the condition, and no act on the part of the company
“V wan necessary to shew that the company had elected to avail

itself of the forfeiture. Maclennan, J.A., in dealing with the
Mvtval

Lot
Insvkance

question whether the unpaid note was given “on account of a 
premium”—a point which he thought might make a difference

( ANAUA. —said (p. 195) : “The second and subsequent notes were not
Latciiford, j. given on account of the premium, as the first was, but in pay

ment of the antecedent ones, or at least in lieu of them. Upon 
reflection, however, I think it would be putting too narrow a 
construction upon the language of the condition to hold that 
the subsequent notes were not also given on account of a pre
mium. We cannot truthfully, making a fair and reasonable 
use of language, say that they were not given on account of a 
premium. It is evident that all the notes were given for that 
and nothing else.”

The language of the contract in the present ease is slightly 
different, in that the word “therefor” is used instead of “for” 
and “on account of” in regard to a written obligation given 
for a premium. Hut it would, I think, be an unreasonable 
refinement to say that the note for $15.50 was not given “for” 
the premium that was unpaid. It was not given for anything 
else.

There remains the question as to the operation of the clause 
regarding non-forfeiture.

If the words “cash surrender value,” in the clause 
of the policy providing against forfeiture, mean, as the learned 
trial Judge considered, a cash surrender value ascertainable 
actuariallv at the date default occurred in the payment of the 
note for $15.50, the policy was in force at the death of the 
assured, and the plaintiff is entitled to recover. If, on the other 
hand, the words mean, as the defendants contend, the cash sur
render value stated in the table of surrender and loan values, 
which became available to the assured at the end of the third 
year—the 1st April. 1913—the action must fail.

It is to default in the payment of a premium, and not of a 
note or other obligation given for a premium, that the nm 
forfeiture clause applies. The time of such default depends
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on whether the premium is payable “yearly, half-yearly, or 
quarterly/’ It was at “the end of said term”—in this ease, 
at the end of the yearly term, the 1st April, 1913—that upon 
maturity and default the non-forfeiture clause become operative. 
The policy was to be continued to the end of the “term” or 
“period” thus begun, when it was to lapse and the company’s 
liability to cease, unless the premium for the succeeding term 
or period (in this case one year) was paid within the thirty 
days of grace.

Effect cannot, in my opinion, be given to the non-forfeiture 
clause, unless regard is had to the table which fixes the cash 
surrender and loan values as of the end of each term. It is 
only at the end of such terms that the premiums became due. 
and only at such times and not at any intermediate time that 
the non-forfeiture clause operated to save the rights of the 
assured.

1 therefore think the appeal must be allowed with costs.

ONT

S. C.

Life
r.NNVRANCB

Kelly, J. :—The first question to be determined is. what is K^uy. j. 
the meaning of “cash surrender value” used in the “privileges 
and conditions” which form part of the contract of insurance 
on which the action is brought Î The learned trial Judge treated 
the matter as if cash surrender value accrued from day to day; 
ho says, “the defendants have fixed it as a growing amount 
de die in diem.” If that is the correct view, the cash surrender 
value on the 10th October, 1913, the date of maturity of the 
$15.25 promissory note representing the balance of premium 
due on the 1st April, 1913, would not be $G8—the sum stated in 
the table as of the end of the third year of the term of the 
policy— but that sum, plus an additional sum accrued to the 
10th October, on a consideration of the sums named in the table 
as of the end of the third and fourth years respectively.

Rut is that the correct principle on which to determine cash 
surrender value at any given time? The policy does not say so; 
it fixes $68 as the amount at the end of the third year, and is 
silent as to any increase until the end of the fourth year is 
reached, when an increase over that at the end of the preceding 
year is distinctly made. Cash surrender value is fixed by the
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ONT. company, and their determination of it is specifically embodied 
S. c. in the contract of insurance. The policy contains not a word 

from which the conclusion may be drawn that the increase ini
the amount of cash surrender value should be otherwise than 
at the end of each of the specified years. If the company had

lxm ranch intended that the assured should have the benefit of an accrual
Canada. from day to day, or that before the end of the current year

the cash surrender value was to be other than that expressly 
fixed as of the end of the preceding year, apt language to that 
effect, in a contract no doubt deliberately and most carefully 
drawn, would have been employed.

The wording of the policy is the language of the company 
itself, and must be taken most strongly against it. This is 
the view expressed by Lord St. Leonards in Anderson v. Fitz
gerald (1853), 4 H.L.C. 484, where he says (at p. 507) : “It” 
(the policy) “is of course prepared by the company, and if 
therefore there should be any ambiguity in it, must be taken, 
according to law, more strongly against the person who pre
pared it.” Reading the policy even in the light of this decision, 
I cannot give to it the effect claimed for it by respondent. I 
know of no authority giving it that effect.

The other chief ground of defence is, that the .$15.25 pro
missory note was given for part payment of the premium which 
fell due on the 1st April, 1913, and, not having been paid at 
maturity, the assurance ceased to be in force. This contention 
is based on the term of the policy that “if a promissory note or 
other written obligation be given for any premium or part 
thereof, and be not paid at maturity, the assurance granted 
and policy issued on the application shall not be in force, and 
the operation thereof shall be suspended while such default in 
payment continues, but I am, nevertheless, to be liable upon 
such obligation to the full amount unpaid thereon; and upon 
payment as aforesaid during my life and good health and before 
the lapse of the policy by efllux of time, the policy shall again 
acquire force.” The ret is at issue with the appellants
on the effect of the note being overdue, and argues that it can 
not be considered as a note given for premium or part of pre 
mium. but in satisfaction of the balance unpaid on the note of

83
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$30.50, which was given for part of the premium due on the ont.
1st April, 1913. s. ('.

The question thus raised came squarely before the Supreme iïTvïrr 
Court of Canada in McCcachic v. Sortit American Life Assur- r. 
tnice Co., 23 S.C.R. 148, an action on a policy which contained 1 I.im'1
a condition that if any premium, or note, etc., given therefor, Ixklhawk 
was not paid when due, the policy should be void; it was held Canada.
that where a note given for a premium was partly paid when Keuÿ7j.
due and renewed, and the renewal was overdue and unpaid at 
the death of the assured, the policy was void. That authority 
is binding here.

The cash surrender value, as defined above (less the loan 
indebtedness admittedly due by the assured), did not exceed— 
it did not equal—the amount of the overdue premium, and the 
policy was not kept in force by virtue of the non-forfeiture 
clause. That circumstance is fatal to the respondent’s position.

I am unable to hold that what took place after the maturity 
of the note was a waiver of the breach of the condition so as 
to keep the policy alive.

The appeal, in my opinion, should be allowed with costs.
Appeal allowed.

CROZIER x. TREVARTON.
Ontario Supreme Court. lloijd, C.

1. Landlord and tenant (gITID—00)—Rights and liabilities of 
parties—Rent—Apportion ment—After betaking possession—
R.8.O. 1914, cii. 156.

The statute R.S..0 1914. cli. 156, see. 4. declaring all rent to accrue 
from day to day and to 1m- so apportionable has changed the common 
law rule by which rent was not due in respect of an intermediate 
broken period; and under the statute the landlord may recover rent 
up to the time when he re-entered on his acceptance of the tenant’s 
surrender when the latter gave up possession and gave tin? landlord 
notice to that effect.

\Hartcup v. Hell, Cab. & El. 19. and FAvidgc v. Meld on, 24 L.R. Ir. 
91. followed; Hall V. Hurgess, 5 It. & C. 332, distinguished.]

Landlord and tenant (6 III D—99)— Surrender of tenancy—Liabil
ity for rent—Notice of re-lease.

Where the landlord is notified by his tenant that the latter has 
given up the demised premises, and the landlord desires to preserve 
his claim against the tenant under the lease and at the same time 
re-let. he should notify the tenant that he is re letting on such tenant’s 
account.

[1 Vails v. Atchcfion, 3 Ring. 462. referred to.]
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Action for damages for breach of a covenant.
F. Arnoldi, K.V., for the plaintiff.
II. 8. White, for the defendant.

Boyd, ( '. :—The defendant, being a mason by trade, under
took to lease the farm in question from the plaintiff, who is 
a lawyer, through the medium of the plaintiff’s brother, who is 
also a lawyer. The farm was sadly out of repair, and the house 
was uninhabitable, and an agreement was drawn by the plaintiff’s 
brother, acting also for the defendant, by which provision was 
made for doing various repairs and betterments on the land 
This agreement was kept by the plaintiff—no copy furnished the 
defendant, though he says lie repeatedly applied for a copy— 
and it is now lost. The only evidence is, that the lease is in con
formity to that agreement, as stated by the plaintiff and his 
brother, as against the statement of the defendant that it is not 
so drawn. My strong impression is, that the defendant was to 
do or to have done much more work than is admitted by the plain
tiff, in many parts of which he (the defendant) was to render 
service as a mason, and for which he expected and understood he 
was to be paid or to have it allowed on the rent. This is con
firmed by the fact that lit- gave a detailed account of his services 
and outlay to his solicitor from time to time as furnished and 
made. By the terms of the lease he was to get full possession 
on the 1st November, 1906; but the farm was then in possession 
of another tenant, Conlin, who paid rent to the plaintiff down 
to the 1st March, 1907. Not till that date did the defendant get 
full possession, and thereafter lie went on to make the house 
habitable, lie is corroborated in this by the former tenant—who 
did not live on the place. He expended according to Ebbels’ ac
count, $109.20 in betterments, and he also paid others for work 
done on the building, etc., the sum of $59.89. lie kept posses 
sion from March, 1907, till about October, 1908, in all one year 
and seven months, and paid rent in July, 1908, to the extent of 
$125. The lease was for ten years at $250 for the first and 
second years. He was losing money in the place—found it in 
possible to live there, and vacated possession and went back to hi" 
former abode, and so notified the landlord by letter.

There was no personal communication between the parties
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the brother was the medium in respect to the doing of the work ONT. 
and ordering supplies and so on. s ,

The landlord, without any word of any kind to the tenant. ----
I km/h

entered into possession in April, 1000. and rented the plnee then 
to a tenant, and afterwards, in the same ex parte manner, to 1 io vurrux 
three other tenants, till finally he sold the plaee in September, Royd.r. 
1912.

The only letter, lie says, he sent to the defendant was on the 
.‘10th November, 1008, after the plaee had been vacated, claiming 
as due under the lease $.'180. For some unexplained reason, the 
plaintiff in his pleading says that all rent was paid up to the 
1st November, 1007, and to the 1st May. 1008. The first item 
of his detailed claim is for half a year’s rent due the 1st Novem
ber. 1008, a month after the defendant had left the farm. Vnder 
the circumstances and considering the situation and capacities 
of the parties, 1 declined to allow an amendment of this.

The chief claim is for damages for non-payment of rent down 
to the sale of the farm in 1012. This claim fails clearly upon 
the facts of this case. The plaintiff, being notified that the place 
was vacant and that the defendant had left, accepted that sur
render by reletting the farm in April, 1000. That transaction 
operated as an eviction of the defendant, in the absence of notifi
cation to the contrary given to the defendant. The plaintiff 
might have preserved his claim under tile defendant's lease Im
proper warning, such as that lie was reletting on the former ten
ant’s account, given to the defendant—but he undertook to en
ter on and lease the farm to others, to the extinction of the de
fendant's term of years.

The law is well-settled on this head by the ease of Walls v.
Atcheson (1826), 3 Bing. 462. cited and relied on in Halsbury’s 
Laws of England, vol. 18, p. 549.

Not so clearly settled is the point as to how much rent the de
fendant must pay. Ilis actual occupation was one year and 
seven months, and before the next gale-day (May) the plaintiff 
had rented the farm to the new tenant. Vnder the common law 
the rent was not due for any intermediate broken period, and tin
rent accruing would have been forfeited by the re-entry before 
the gale-day. That is laid down in Halt v. Burgess (1826), 5
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B. & C. 332, also cited in Halsbury (vol. 18, pp. 480, 486). But 
it is said, and the better opinion appears to be, that the Appor
tionment A et has changed this result: so that rent is held to be 
payable dc dir in diem, and so apportionablc as to the broken 
period.

There is dearth of direct decision, but the situation is thus 
treated in Halsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 18, p. 480. note (h) : 
“Formerly where the reletting took place between two rent days, 
the landlord could not recover the rent from the previous rent 
day up to the reletting; but apparently the rent would now be 
apportionablc for this purpose.” That volume was published in 
1911. In 1914, Foa’s last (5th) edition of his Landlord and 
Tenant puts the point more decidedly (see pp. 117, 118) : 
“Where a tenant left on a quarter day without notice, and the 
landlord let the premises to another tenant during the following 
‘ period, ’ no rent could be recovered for the time up to such 
fresh letting.” By virtue of the Apportionment Act “it is 
thought that rent could be recovered down to such reletting, 
although that reletting would amount to an eviction” (p. 118).

The case of llartcup it* Co. v. Bell (1883), Cab. & El. 19, ac
cepted and followed by the Irish Court in Elvidge v. Mcldon 
(1888), 24 L.R. Ir. 91, seems to justify the conclusion that the 
clause in the Apportionment Act (as it now appears in R.S.O. 
1914, eh. 156, see. 4), making all rent to be regarded as accruing 
due from day to day, enables the landlord to collect, and renders 
the tenant who has withdrawn liable to pay, rent up to the time 
when the landlord puts in a new tenant. In such a case the old 
tenancy is determined by operation of law except when the re
letting by the landlord is on the tenant’s account, and the latter 
has notice to that effect. The defendant should in fairness pay 
for his actual occupation, about a year and seven months, and 
also for the period between his going out and the incoming of the 
new tenant, for which I would fix as a fair amount the sum
of ........................................................................................ $520.00

Deduct from this cash paid... .$125 $125.00
Work done, etc., as noted by Ebbels.......... 109.20
And cash paid for work as by receipts put in 59.89 $294.09
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Judgment for the plaintiff for $225.91. Costs to the plaintiff 
on the lower seale. Costs of defence on the higher scale, to be 
deducted from what is due for claim and costs to the plaintiff ; 
and let the balance be paid to the plaintiff.

Judgment for plaintiff.

ONT.

s. < .

( RO/IEK

Tin x ximin.

McCALLUM, HILL & CO. v. IMPERIAL BANK OF CANADA. SASK.

Haskatchcican Supreme Court. Lament. J. S. ( '.

1. Landlord and tin a.NT (811 K—35 )—Assignment—Covenant not TO
WITHOUT LEAVE.

A km Bee’s covenant not to assign without leave is broken only by a 
legal assignment for the entire residue of tin* term.

[Centlc v. Faulkner, l 100H] 2 lj.II. 207, followed. |
2. Landlord and tenant (8111)—30)—Lease—Forfeiture- si iu.etti.no

—Refusal of lessor to consent to—Objectionable business.
If a valid and binding assignment of the term is made without the 

lessor’s consent being asked for although the lease contains a covenant 
that the lessee “will not without leave assign or sublet, the lessor un
dertaking that his consent will not In- arbitrarily withheld," the effect 
is to enable the lessor to forfeit the lease and to repossess the pre
mises; but if. before a valid and binding assignment is made I » a- »//’., 
the delivery of an assignment held in escrow pending the negotiations 
to obtain the consent) the consent of the lessors is requested, tin- re
fusal of such consent can only he justified if the proposed assignee or 
the business he is to carry on is found to be objectionable.

|Hates \. Donaldson, | 18ÎM»| 2 (J.I5. 24 1 ; Iturroir \. Inane.s, 118U1J
1 (J.B. 417 ; Eastern Telegraph v. Ihnt. | 1800 | 1 (j. 15. 8:5.1, referred 
to.j

3. Landlord and tenant (8 11 K—3.1)—Assignment covenant that les
sor WILI. NOT ARBITRARILY WITHHOLD CONSENT TO—EFFECT OF.

The effect of a clause in a lease that the lessor will not arbitrarily 
withhold his consent to" an assignment of the term which the lessee has 
covenanted not to make without his leave is not to impose an obliga
tion on the lessor to give his consent, but in case it is unreasonably 
withheld to release the lessee from the obligation of the covenant ami 
to enable him to assign without the lessor’s consent.

\ Andrew v. It ridge man, [1007] 1 K.B. 108; West v. (! wynne, [1011]
2 fh. 1. followed.J

Trial of ejectment action.
Action dismissed.

Statement

J. F. Frame, K.( and J. A. Cross, for plaintiffs.

La mont, J. :—This is an action of ejectment by the plaintiffs 
to recover possession of the premises known as lots 22 and the 
northerly six feet of lot 23, in block 2h4, in the city of Regina. 
The said premises were, by an indenture of lease bearing date

Lament, J.
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5ASK. March 24, 1004, leased to the defendants the Imperial Hank of 
S. C. Canada by G. T. Marsh, the then registered owner, for a term

.. of 10 years, with an option of renewal for a further term of
Hill * Co. 6 years. The rent reserved was $150 per month. The lease 
Impérial contained the following clause :—

And the said lessees hereby covenant with the said lessor that they will 
not. without leave, assign or sublet, the lessor undertaking that his connut. without leave, assign or sublet, the lessor undertaking that his con
sent will not be arbitrarily withheld.

On April 27. 1911. Marsh transferred the said lands to the 
plaintiffs, who became the registered owners thereof. In 1912 
the defendants the Imperial Hank, who had erected bank pre
mises of their own and had decided to occupy these premises, 
were approached by the defendant, the Merchants Bank of Can
ada with a view of taking over the lease of the premises in ques
tion. The Merchants Hank made an offer of $:$70 per month 
for the premises. On September 7. 1912. the manager of the 
Imperial Bank at Regina wrote the plaintiffs as follows :—

I beg to advise you tlint it is our intention to lease our old bank 
premises to the Merchants Hank of Canada upon the following terms of 
rent, $570 per month, and disposal of the fixtures, vault door, etc., at a 
price of $2.500. If you care to take over the lease upon these terms, please 
advise us.

There does not seem to have been any reply to this letter, but 
it is admitted that there were numerous interviews between the 
Regina manager of the Imperial Bank and the several members 
of the plaintiffs’ firm, in which, according to the evidence of 
J. A. Wctmorc, he verbally requested the plaintiffs’ consent to 
the assignment of the lease, but the plaintiffs took the position 
that it had been agreed between them and Marsh when they 
purchased the property that Marsh would obtain the surrender 
or termination of the lease, and that therefore they could not 
consent to any assignment thereof. The Imperial Bank caused 
an assignment of their lease to be prepared and executed both 
by themselves and their co-defendants, but they did not then de
liver it to the Merchants Bank. On October 9, 1912, the Im
perial Bank wrote the plaintiffs as follows :—

We send herewith duplicate of original assignment of lease dated Sep 
tetnher 25. 1912. from this llank to the Merchants Hank of Canada of tie 
premises at present held by us under lease from O. T. Marsh, and which, 
we understand, now belong to you. In this connection we would refer t"
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our manager at Regina*» letter tn you of September 7, 1912, intimating our 
intention to lea** the premise» to the Merchants Bank. We shall be glad 
if you will return the lease to us with your consent to assignment endorsed 
thereon or contained in n separate letter.

The plaintiffs got this letter on October 14. On October 
15 the Merchants Bank took possession of the premises. On 
October 22 the plaintiffs wrote to the Imperial Bank as fol
lows :—

Our consent to the assignment of lease by your Bank to the Merchants 
Bank of Canada should have been requested before, ami not after, the 
assignment was actually made ami possession taken by the assignees. We 
must therefore decline to recognize or acquiesce in the assignment in any 
way. We also beg to notify you that in view of your breach of covenant 
against assignment we will in due course take such action as we may be 
advised.

On November 5 the bank replied to this letter and pointed 
out that the assignment to the Merchants Bank had not yet 
been delivered, but that it still remained in escrow pending tin- 
granting or refusal of the plaintiffs’ consent, also stating that 
if that consent were refused the bank proposed taking tin- posi
tion that the consent was arbitrarily withheld within the mean
ing of the lease. The plaintiffs refused consent. On December 
1. the Imperial Bank wrote to the plaintiffs’ solicitors that the 
bank proposed to complete the assignment of the lease to the 
Merchants Bank by delivery of the assignment. This was ac
cordingly done. The plaintiffs then brought this action.

For the plaintiffs it was contended that the assignment of 
its lease by the Imperial Bank without the plaintiffs’ consent 
constituted a breach of the covenant not to assign without such 
consent which enabled the plaintiffs, under sec. 83 of the Land 
Titles Act, to re-enter and take possession of the premises. For 
the defendants it was contended that, as the plaintiffs admitted 
that the Merchants Bank was unobjectionable as a tenant, tin* 
consent to the assignment was arbitrarily withheld, and that 
therefore they had a right to assign without such consent.

The covenant of the lessees in this case was that “they will 
not without leave assign or sublet” the leased premises. This 
covenant is only broken by a legal assignment for the entire re
sidue of the term: 18 Hals. 576. In (ScntU v. Faulkner, 11ÎI00]

SASK.
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I M I I 111 M.
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2 Q.B. 267, Lord Justice A. L. Smith, in dealing with a similar 
covenant, at 273 and 274, said:—

The covenant does not relate to the parting with the possession of the 
demised premises, but simply to the assigning or underletting of them. 
It is not said that the defendant has underlet the premises. It is said 
that he has assigned them. What, then, is the meaning of the covenant 
not to assign the demised premises? In my judgment the meaning is not to 
execute a legal assignment.

Mere letting into possession is not a breach of the covenant. 
There must be a valid and legal assignment of the term. The 
Imperial Bank executed a legal assignment, but did not deliver 
it to the Merchants Bank until December 1. Prior to this, and 
in fact prior to giving possession, they had requested the plain
tiffs’ consent, which was not given. The question then is, was 
the omission or refusal of the plaintiffs to give the consent a 
breach of the undertaking not to withhold consent arbitrarily, 
and, if so, did that entitle the bank to validly assign the term 
without such consent? In Hates v. Donaldson, [1896] 2 Q.B. 
241, the lease contained a covenant by the lessee not to assign 
without license, such license not to be unreasonably withheld. 
The lessee desired to sell the term, and offered it to Bates, the 
lessor, for £400. He wanted the premises, but did not offer to 
pay the £400, whereupon the lessee assigned the term to the de
fendant without Bates’s consent. Bates brought action to re
cover possession. Mathew, J., who tried the action, came to the 
conclusion that the defendant was unobjectionable as a tenant, 
and that therefore the plaintiff’s consent was unreasonably with
held, and he dismissed the action. In appeal. Kay, L.J., said:—

The only question which it is necessary to consider is whether, in the 
circumstances of this case, the refusal was reasonable within this covenant.
.................... ’ll»1* lessee hail a right to assign without his (the lessor’s)
permission if he withheld it unreasonably. Was it reasonable to refuse 
without making an oiler to buy for himself? If he had answered the re
quest for permission by saying, “1 was in treaty with you to buy, and was 
ready to give the price you asked, and I now oiler it to you,” the case 
might have been ilillerent. hut that, at least, lie ought to have done, lie 
did nothing of the kind.

And A. L. Smith, L.J., at 247, said:—
Now, what is an unreasonable withholding of permission within the 

meaning of this clause? It is conceded by counsel for the plaintiff that if 
a tenant was desirous of assigning to a friend, it would be unreasonable
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for the lessor to withhold his assent, for the purpose of breaking the lease, 
but it was said, if it was not to a friend, hut to a stranger, and the lessor 
was willing to pay what the lessee wanted, ami as tnuvh as he could got from 
a stranger, it was not unreasonable to withhold his consent in order if pos
sible to break the lease, if he wanted the premises for himself. That is not 
my reading of the clause. It is admitted that there is no ease in the books 
which covers the present. Now when the lessor granted the lease he parted 
with his interest in the premises for the entire term. The tenant during that 
term can assign to any respectable or responsible assignee, in which case the 
lessor is Imund not to unreasonably withhold his permission. It is not. in 
my opinion, the true reading of this clause that the permission can be 
withheld in order to enable the lessor to regain possession of the premises 
before the termination of tin* term. It was in my judgment inserted alio 
intuitu altogether, and in order to protect the lessor from having his pre
mises used or occupied in an undesirable way or by an undesirable tenant 
or assignee, and not in order to enable the lessor to, if possible, coerce a 
tenant to surrender the lease so that the lessor might obtain possession 
of the premises.

( 'ounscl for the plaintiffs relied upon two decisions, that in 
Harrow v. Isaacs, (18911 1 <^.B. 417, and that in Eastern Tdc- 
<iraph Co. v. Dent, [1899] 1 Q.B. 835. In these cases it was 
held that where the lessees assigned or sublet the premises in 
forgetfulness of their covenant not to do so without leave, and 
therefore without asking for the lessor’s consent, tin- Court 
could not relieve them from the effect of their assigning without 
consent. These authorities are undoubted law. hut, in my op
inion. they have no application to the facts of the case at bar. 
In these cases a legal assignment was made without any notice to 
the lessors or the asking of their consent. In the case at bar not 
only is this not so but, on September 7th, the Imperial Bank 
notified the plaintiffs of their intention to assign and offered 
the premises to the plaintiffs on the same terms as they subse
quently obtained from the Merchants Bank. Then, between 
September 7 and October 14. the manager of the Imperial Bank 
had verbally requested the plaintiffs’ consent to the assignment. 
By the letter of October 9. they requested this consent in writ
ing. At this time the assignment, although executed, had not 
become operative as it had not been delivered; it was being held 
pending the consent or refusal of the plaintiffs; and it was not 
until the absolute refusal of the plaintiffs to give their consent 
that the assignment was delivered and became a valid and bind-
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ing assignment. Theiv is no similarity between these facts and 
those which existed in the vases relied upon by the plaintiffs’ 
counsel, and tin- principle of these cases is not applicable here. 
The clause in the lease against assigning without leave was put 
in for the lessors’ protection, to assure the asking of his con
sent before such assignment was made. This enables him to 
ascertain whether or not the proposed assignee would be objec
tionable as a tenant, or the business which he would carry on 
on the premises be undesirable. The clause in the lease pro
viding that the lessors’ consent would not be arbitrarily with
held was put in for the protection of the lessee, to enable him, 
if the lessor refused his consent, to the assignment of the term 
to -an unobjectionable assignee to complete such assignment 
without that consent. If a valid and binding assignment is made 
without the lessor’s consent being asked for, the lease is for
feited and the lessor has the right to repossess the premises, as 
was held in Harrow v. Isaacs, supra, and Eastern Teh.e/raphs v. 
Ihnt, supra. But if, before a valid and binding assignment is 
made the consent of the lessors is requested, the refusal of such 
consent can only be justified if the proposed assignee or the busi
ness he is to carry on upon the premises is found to be objec
tionable. The effect of the clause not to withhold consent arbi
trarily is. not to impose an obligation on the lessor to give his 
consent, but. in ease it is unreasonably withheld, to release tin- 
lessee from the obligation of the covenant and to enable him to 
assign without such consent: Andrew v. Hridqnnan, |lî)()7] I 
K.B., at 108; West v. Owpnnc, 11911 ] 2 Ch. 1. In the present 
case the proposed assignee was unobjectionable as a tenant, and 
the business proposed to be carried on was exactly the same as 
that which had been carried on by the Imperial Bank, the orig
inal lessors. The withholding of their consent by the plaintiffs 
was therefore, in my opinion, arbitrary and unreasonable, and 
tin- Imperial Bank was justified in completing the assignment 
without their consent.

The action will therefore be dismissed with costs.

Action dismissed.
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BROCKLEBANK v. BARTER.
1 Ibt I'ltl Supreme Court. Scott. Shun t. Heel: mol Simmons. ./•/.

1. ( 'oNTKAVTS ( 6 I K —05 I—< UXTHAVT «'OXII'I.K 11: OX FAI'K—I NI'OMl’LKTK-
XK8»—Obal kviukxi i;—Admission <h —Tkrmk hi i.xstrvmixt —
i X CO X NI HT K X C V.
Although a writing iippeaps mi it- face to mn-tituli a complete 

contract in itself, it may by oral or other evidence lie shewn to con
stitute only a part of the real contract; the terms of tie- instrument 
may lie inconsistent with the real agreement which may he proved by 
oral or other evidence, hut the giving of the in-truinent in that form 
may he consistent with the true agreement.

{Hilton V. Crooks. .1 AL.lt. |. applied. |
2. W'lTXKSMKN i 6 | II—58 i ( oKKonoit xriox - Ai.iu kt x l\\ mi xvi Act,

1910—(Irai, tkhtimony oi ci.aimant.
The “evidence” of the claimant which mpilies corroborât ion under 

sec. 12 of the Alberta Evidence Act. 1010, 2nd - —ion. eh. :i. in order 
to recover against the estate of a deceased p ■r-on mentis the oral 
testimony of tin* claimant.

Amu. to vary the judgment of Harvey, ('..I.
Appeal allowed.
.1. II. Clttrlh, for the plaintiff, appellant.
.1. .1. Mcdillivrttfi, for the defendant, respondent.

Scott, »].. concurred with Kick. .1.

Sti art, .).: I think this appeal should he allowed. I’pon 
reading the documents 1 am unable to see how any question of 
credibility of witnesses could have been involved at all. There 
is the letter from Brocklehank to Travis of the 1*1 h., there is 
the contract signed on the 19th, and there is the letter from 
Travis to Brocklehank on the 20th. In such a matter I think 
the occurrences should be treated as practically contempor
aneous. If a man signs a large contract which requires great 
care and consideration at ten o’clock and goes away but bethinks 
him of something in about an hour or so and hurries back to the 
other party saying that something had been overlooked and the 
other party quite willingly considers it, as any honourable man 
would, and writes a letter fixing it up instead of going to the 
trouble of altering the formal contract surely it should be 
treated as a proceeding simultaneous with the signature of 
the contract and surely the letter should be treated as attached 
to and forming part of the contract. Of course it will be a 
question in each case as to where you should draw the line but

14—22 U.I..R.
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I think in this ease the fact that the letter was not signed till 
next day should make no difference. The one letter, that of 
Rrocklehank. was signed the day before the contract, it was 
received by Travis before the contract was signed, he knew that 
Brocklebank was signing upon the condition mentioned in the 
letter and the next day he wrote confirming this and assuring 
Rrocklehank that he was fully protected. I am with respect 
unable to see how there can reasonably be suggested any mean
ing but one to this letter. It means beyond all doubt to my 
mind this. “Your contract does not cover the work of bringing 
all concrete up to the sidewalk level.” I think the matter 
should be treated just as if Travis had endorsed this on the con
tract or on the specifications.

Any statement Rrocklehank may have made to the (Tedit 
Foncier Canadien cannot alter this and could only create an 
estoppel in their favour.

The appeal should be allowed with costs, the judgment below 
varied and increased by adding thereto the sum of $4.513.50 and 
the plaintiff should have judgment for his costs of the action.

Beck, J. :—This is an appeal from the decision of the learned 
Chief .Justice at the trial without a jury in which he found 
$588.50 owing to the plaintiff who now appeals for the purpose 
of having the judgment in his favour increased by the sum of 
$4.513.50.

The defendants are the executors of the will of the late 
Jeremiah Travis, for whom the plaintiff contracted to erect a 
building. The contract is dated April 11). 1911. Mr. Travis 
had previously—on October 27. 1910—obtained a contract from 
the Foster Cartage Co. for the excavation and concrete work for 
the building in question. It is admitted that this earlier con
tract covered substantially only the exterior walls of the base 
ment and these to the height only of 9 feet, above the level of 
the basement floor.

Prior to the execution of the contract between the plaintiff 
and Mr. Travis of April 19. 1911, the plaintiff put in a tender 
dated March 13, 1911, offering to do the work and supply tic 
materials according to plans and specifications for $117.99 ».
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ami another alternative tender dated March 18. 1911 for “a ALTA, 
commission of 9 per cent, on an estimated cost of $105,922.49.” s. c.

The architects’ estimate of the cost of the whole work was Hhocki.k- 

$115,000 including the Foster Fartage contract, which amounted “ANK 
approximately to $5,000. leaving the estimated cost of fhe work Hartkr. 
to be done by the plaintiff approximately $110,000. It is ad- neck.j. 
mitted that both these tenders covered all the work of construc
tion not covered by the Foster contract, that is, all above the 
concrete walls brought up to a height of 9 feet from the level 
of the basement floor but including certain concrete work on 
the interior of the basement.

About April 10, Mr. Travis met the plaintiff and told him 
that his tenders were too high and the matter was discussed to 
some extent. Then on April 17. Mr. Travis telephoned to the 
plaintiff asking him to meet him the next morning in Mr.
Mapson’s office. This was not the architects’ office and the 
architect was not present at the meeting. The plaintiff and Mr.
Travis accordingly met in Mr. Mapson’s office on the morning 
of April 18. As a result of the conference at the meeting the 
plaintiff took away the plans and specifications and subsequently 
on the same day wrote Mr. Travis the following letter:— 
lion. J. Travis, April, IStli. 1011.

Dear Sir:—
After carefully going into the proposition submitted to me by you this 

morning. 1 have decided to accept your oiler on the following conditions.
1st. The Foster Cartage Company to bring all concrete up to the level 

of the sidewalk ; and
2nd. You to pay all wages fortnightly and all accounts on the first of 

every month for material supplied and work done.
3rd. You to furnish nil gravel for the completion of the building.
4th. You have already taken out a permit.
5th. You to go with me to the dealers and assist me to buy ns cheaply 

as jmssible for cash.
In consideration of these concessions, I will accept your offer of 

$100,000 for the erection of your block ; these concessions amount to 
$10.573.50. If this proposition meets with your approval phone me and 
I will meet you at Mr. Mnpson's office as suggested by you at 10 o’clock 
to-morrow.

The plaintiff explains that—as circumstances surrounding 
the writing of this letter—not much headway had at that time
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been made with the Foster contract ; no walls had been con
structed and the excavation was not completed; the Foster com
pany's men were at work ; the gravel taken from the excavation 
could be used for the concrete work but the Foster company were 
hauling it away, what they did not need for concrete for the 
fulfilment of their contract : the level of the sidewalk was about 
2 ft. G inches above the height of 9 ft. to which the Foster com
pany were to erect the walls; it being apparent that owing to 
the Foster company having to erect forms for the construction 
of the 9 foot walls and having sufficient gravel on the land they 
could carry the walls 2 ft. ti inches higher at much less than any 
one else; and Mr. Travis contemplated arranging with them 
to do the additional work necessary to enable the plaintiff to 
start his work at the level of the sidewalk.

The plaintiff says that Mr. Travis accepted the proposition 
contained in his letter of April 18. at the conference on April 
19, and that then they went from Mr. Mapson’s office to the 
architects’ office and signed the contract on April 19.

The plaintiff further says that on the morning of April 20, 
he said to Mr. Travis personally that he did not think the con
tract protected him as fully as it should and that on the same 
day lie again spoke to Mr. Travis by telephone to the same effect 
with the result that Mr. Travis sent him the following letter:- 
|{. A. Hrocklebuuk, Ksq., ( algnry. April 20th, 1911.

Contractor.

In reference to our conversation this morning it was clearly understood 
that I was to furnish all the gravel required for concrete work to be done 
by you. above the foundation. Mr. Hates omitted to have thin inserted 
in the contract as I mentioned to him the Foster Cartage Co. were to 
leave enough gravel there for the completion of the building, and if there 
is not enough left 1 will charge it to their account.

In reference to the other matters referred to in your letter of the 
18th. ns this work does not come under your contract I think you arc 
already protected.

Of the five items of the plaintiff’s letter of April 18, the 
2nd is substantially in the formal contract; the 3rd is speci
fically mentioned in Mr. Travis’ letter of April 20; the 4th is 
intended to make it clear that the owner and not the contractor 
is to bear the expense of the building permit ; the 5th, suggests a
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sort of an enforceable ugrcemcnt or underntanding which it ALTA, 
was to the interest of both parties to 'carry out. s. <

This leaves only the 1st item—the onlv one referring to ,,
hl«H KLE-

“work” strictly speaking, though the furnishing of the gravel hank 

was apparently considered to be “work” and possibly, too. the Barter. 
other items, for Mr. Travis in his letter of April 20. first says 
he will supply the gravel and then says : “In reference to the 
other matters referred to in your letter of the 18th, us this work 
does not come under your contract 1 think you arc fully pro
tected.” It is at all events clear to my mind that Mr. Travis 
by his letter of April 20 accepted to the full extent the condi
tions proposed by Mr. Rrocklcbauk’s letter of the 18th as the 
conditions upon which he would execute the formal contract.

In effect, so far as work and material were in question. Mr. 
Brocklebank said to Mr. Travis : “If you will (1) furnish all 
the necessary gravel for the concrete work and (2) will bring 
the structure up to the level of the sidewalk, so that my contract 
shall apply only to the structure above the level of the sidewalk.
I will sign the formal contract, plans and specifications without 
putting the architect to the trouble of altering any of these 
documents;” and Mr. Travis in effect said, “agreed.” Assum
ing that the parties did in fact so agree, it would be a monstrous 
thing if the law or any rule of evidence were such as to make 
it impossible for either party to prove that the formal contract 
was not the entire contract but merely an item of another and 
wider contract. But in Eaton v. Vrooks, 3 A.I,.11. 1. in a 
judgment in which the rest of the Court concurred. I shewed 
by reason and authority that no law or rule of evidence ex
cluded such proof. I there said :—

A writing, although on its fan* it appears to constitute in itself a 
complete contract, may. by oral (or other) evidence lie shewn to constitute 
only a part of the real contract, and in some cases, to lie more specific, to 
he merely a means adopted by the parties to carry their real agreement 
into effect. If the latter lie the purpose there may he an apparent incon
sistency by reason of a writing stating a false relationship between the 
parties as a convenient means of carrying into effect their real purpose.

. . . The trniM of the instrument (may be) incunsist’nt with the
real agreement, which may be proved by oral I or other) evidence; but the 
i/inut/ of the instrument in llmt form (may be) not inconsistent, but in 
accordance with the true agreement.
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In my opinion therefore the evidence of the real agreement 
between the parties was unquestionably properly admitted and 
the effect of it is not ambiguous or doubtful but quite clearly 
establishes the plaintiff’s contention by the letters of April 18, 
20, interpreted in the surrounding circumstances.

1 think sec. 12 of the Alberta Evidence Act, (eh. 3 of 1910, 
2nd. sess.) has no application. That section prevents one re
covering against the personal representatives of a deceased 
person “on his own iviiUiui,” unless such evidence is corrobor
ated by some other material evidence. That surely means on his 
own oral evidence. Here the plaintiff's ease is established, in 
my opinion, by documentary evidence.

1 think too, that the learned Chief Justice would have come 
to the same conclusion both upon the facts and the law had he 
not probably from the aspect which one or other of the counsel 
at the trial put upon the case, had it in his mind that the terms 
of the agreement outside the formal contract were being sought 
to be proved by oral evidence, with the letters merely by way 
of corroboration.

In the result 1 think the appeal should be allowed with 
costs. The judgment below increased by the sum of $4,513.50, 
the total amount of the judgment to be at interest of 5 per cent, 
per annum from the commencement of the action and there 
being a declaration of a Mechanics’ Lien in the usual form and 
the plaintiff should have his costs below.

Simmons, ,1.. concurred with Beck, J.
Appeal allowed.

Re VULCAN TRADE-MARK.

Exchequer Court of Cumula, Casuals, J.

1. Trair: mark (g III—-10)—Akshixami.ity ok.
A trade-mark en limit In- assigned in gross.
| Ucfifi v. Itassett. 3 O.L.R. 203. approved; Smith v. Fair, 14 Ont. 1» 

73ii. referred to.]
2. Trahi: mark (g VI—3«)—Kmünthatiox of—Ownership.

The applicant for registration in Cumula of a trade-mark must be 
the proprietor of same.

\pnrtlo \. Tmlil. 17 Can. S.C.R. 1 DO. and Slumlord Ideal v. Stawlard 
Sa ni tar a. 27 Times L.lt. 03, referred to.]
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3. TBAUK-MAKK <8 IV—Itil I M KIM.KXIIM -Dll I ASKS ~ DishiMIM ami. CAN

An intention t • abandon us to t aniulu a trademark used by a Ex. C.
foreign firm in a world wide business is not to he inferred from a —-
lapse of ten years between shipments made to Canada prior to an Rr
application in Canada to register tin* mark. Yu.van

I I/o»».». «.»/»». 'll I II I). HUS. roforml to.| lium: »«K.

4. Tkauk mabk 18 VI— 301—Kkointbation Unix titi.k unit km I \
KRIXtiKMKXT—AvUOX ABILITY.

Registration of a trademark under the Trade Mark and Design Act.
Van., confers no title to the mark, but is a pre requisite to the right 
to bring an action under the Act; and rectification of a registered 
general trademark may lie ordered by the Exchequer I ourt - » as to 
exclude a conflicting specific mark in prior use by another firm and 
sought to lie registered by the latter firm where the general mark was 
not applied by its owners to the line of goods covered In the -qiceitie 
mark until the dispute arose as to its use on such good-.

| I iitu Salts Hum V. l-'tl ill 11rs» Chtniir/ll Co.. 14 D.L.R. HIT. Il t all.
K.xeh, II. 3112. and /•*< .Yinllr, 14 D.L.R. 385, 14 Can. Kxcli. R. 4!»!». 
referred to.]

Petition to have certain trade-marks registered. The facts statement 
upon which the application was based are stated in tin* reasons 
for judgment.

./. F. Edgar, for petitioners.
•/. .1. Ritchie, for objecting parties.
R. V. Sinclair, K.C.. for Minister of Agriculture.

( 'assei.s, J.:—The present petitioners, styled in English the cswte.j. 
Vulcan Match Manufacturing Co., presented a petition to have 
it declared that they are entitled to have placed on the Register 
of Trade-Marks, three specific trade-marks set out in the peti
tion. The prominent feature of the alleged trade-marks is the 
word “Vulcan” as applied to matches.

It is important to refer to the application which is as fol
lows :—

I. Joseph E. Quintal, of flic City of Montreal, in the district of Mon
treal. nml Province of Queliec. one and on behalf of the firm of X. Quintal 
ft Fils, carrying on business in the said City as wholesale importers of 
wines, liquors, cigars, groceries, etc., do hereby furnish a duplicate copy 
of a general trade mark in accordance with secs. 4 and !» of the Trade- 
Mark and Design Act. which I verily believe to lie tin* | import \ of tin* said 
firm, on account of its having been the first to make use of the same. The 
said general trademark consists of the word "Vulcan" which can be printed 
in any form of type on labels, wrappers or packages, or lie stamped, 
branded, or stencilled in any way on goods manufactured and sold by the 
said firm.

It appears from the evidence that it is usual for those on-
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gaged in the wholesale grocery business to sell as part of their
Ex. c. stock in trade, matches. It is important, however, to bear in 

mind that no reference to matches is made in the application— 
Vl " xx and later on 1 will point out that, as far as the evidence shews.

Track-mark.
no matches labelled with the word “Vulcan” were in reality 
sold by the respondents with the label “Vulcan” until about
the time of the trouble between the respondents Bergeron, 
Whissell & Co., the assignees of N. Quintal et Fils, and the peti
tioners.

It would appear that about December 16. 1910. the peti
tioners asked the firm of Bergeron, Whissell & Co., for a con
sent for the registration by the petitioners of their specific trade
marks.

The petitioners pray:—“(a) That the entry in the Register 
of Trade-Marks, of the said general trade-mark “Vulcan” by 
N. Quintal et Fils, be expunged, or (b) That the said entry be 
varied by limiting the said general trade-mark “Vulcan” to a 
specific trade-mark applicable to the manufacture and sale of 
a class or classes of merchandise of a particular description 
other than matches.” . . .

It is clear from the evidence, that these petitioners—The 
Vulcan Match Manufacturing ( 'o.—-have been carrying on a most 
extensive business in matches, at all events as far back as the 
year 1870. Their business has been a continuous one. Their 
trade-mark, a prominent part of which is the word “Vulcan” 
was registered in Kngland as far back as the year 1880. and 
in the I'nited States as far back as the year 1883. A list of the 
places, and the dates of registration, are annexed to the evid
ence taken under the commission.

As early as 1882 shipments of matches by the petitioners 
having the trade-mark “Vulcan” on the boxes were sent to 
Canada. There were further shipments in June, 1885. Sub
sequent shipments were made in August. 1895, in September,
1895. in October, 1895, in November, 1895, and in February.
1896. . . .

In the case of Monson tV Co. v. Boclim, 26 Ch.D. 398. the 
judgment of Chitty, J., is very pertinent—the facts in this c:is.
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living much Ht ronger against any idea of abandonment than in 
that ease.

At the trial before me, Mr. Dandurand. a member of the firm 
of Bergeron, Whissed & Co., gave evidence, lie sets out a great 
number of articles in which the firm have dealt in and to which 
the trade-mark “Vulcan” was applied, lie is asked in regard 
to matches, and he states :—

“(^. And for some years you have used the word " Vulcan' 
in connection with matches, as 1 understand? A. Yes.

“Q. For the last three or four years? A. Yes.”
This testimony was given on January Id. 1914. The 

last three or four years, if taken back would mean to the years 
1910 or 1911. later on in cross-examination the question is put 
to him :—

“Q. The first time you recollect the word * Vulcan’ being 
applied to matches was since 1907? A. Yes.

“Q. There is no doubt about that ? A. No doubt, they were 
selling matches apparently continuously.

"<^. Then you remember getting labels made since 1907? 
A. Yes by our own firm.

For your own firm ? A. Yes.
‘ ' (j. These labels, such as the ones you produced here, they 

were made since 1907? A. Yes.
“<^. And those were the first Vulcan labels that you recollect 

seeing for matches ? A. Yes.
“Q. You never saw any Vulcan labels for matches before 

that? A. Never
“Q. Never ? A. No.
“Q. And you had those made since 1907. When would it 

be—1911 ? A. About three years ago.
”Q. About 1911 ? A. Three or four years ago.”
The importance of this evidence, in my opinion, is its bear

ing on the question of alleged abandonment. I have celled 
attention to the fact that in the application for registration of 
the trade-mark in 1894. matches are not stated as part of the 
business; and as the word “Vulcan” was applied to matches 
by the respondents only within three or four years, it is not 
reasonable to impute to the applicants any intentional assent to
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the rights of the rcspoiulents to use this word as a trade-mark 
as against the rights of the petitioners.

It always has to be borne in mind that the registration under
\m< a\ the statute confers no title. It is merely a pre-requisite to the Tbauk-mark. . , . .___ right to bring an action.

1 am of opinion that these petitioners are entitled to have 
their three trade-marks registered, and I so adjudge.

The question that remains to be determined, namely, how 
the registered trade-marks of the respondents is to be dealt with 
is one of difficulty. The trade-mark of the respondents, as I 
have mentioned, is a general trade-mark.

In the case of lie Auto Sales (lam and Chocolate Company, 
14 D.L.R. 917, 14 Ex. (ML .‘102, 1 considered the question of the 
jurisdiction of this Court to vary or rectify a trade-mark. In 
a later case of lie (lehr Soelle's Application, 14 D.L.R. 385, 14 
Ex.C.R. 499, 1 have given my views as to the difference between 
a general trade-mark and a specific trade-mark.

On the trial before me Mr. Edgar read a portion of the de
positions of Mr. Joseph Dandurand on his examination for dis
covery. Mr. Dandurand stated :—

“Q. You have consented to the registration of ‘ Vulcan' as 
a trade-mark by others, have you not? A. Yes Sir.

“Q. <>n payment of a consideration? A. Yes. on a certain 
consideration.”

The attention of the respondents had not been called to the 
effect a sale to others of the right to use the trade-mark might 
have on the validity of the trade-mark. See Tin Ilowden Wire 
Co. v. The lietu'den /train ('a., 30 R.P.C. 581. . . .

Nice questions would arise as to whether the law as applied 
in England, apply under our Canadian statute to a general 
trade-mark. 1 thought it fair to the respondents that they 
should have liberty to file an affidavit setting w.it dates of any 
assignments and consideration received for such assignment. 
It now appears that any sales made by the respondent firm of 
the right to use the word “Vulcan” were in regard to articles 
of manufacture not covered by their trade-mark—according to 
the views I have expressed in the case referred to of fldtr 
SotIh's Application. I have received a communication from the
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counsel of the petitioners to the effect that they do not desire 
to have the trade-mark of the respondents expunged except so 
far as applicable to matches. 1 would be very loth to declare 
that the trade-mark of the respondent should be expunged 
from the register in toto. The consent of the petitioners assists 
in relieving me from having to so decide.

The Canadian statute differs materially from the English

CAN

Ex. 1.

Id:
Vi m ax 

I KADI MARK.

Act.
In Smith v. Fair—a decision of the late Vice-Chancellor 

Proud foot. 14 O.R. Toll, there is a dictum which would rather 
indicate that the Vice-Chancellor’s view was that there must 
have been evidence of prior user in Canada, lie also appar
ently is taken to have held that, under our statute a trade-mark 
might be assigned in gross. This is merely a dictum and it was 
held the other way in the case of (legti v. Bassett, 3 <bL.lt. 263, 
by Count. J. I have no hesitation ill adopting the view of Mr. 
Justice Count. It is thoroughly in accord with the opinions of 
the English Judges. It is quite true that the Canadian statute 
permits an assignment of a trade-mark, but it would be con
trary to all rule applicable to trade-marks if a mark could be 
assigned to somebody who would use it upon goods neither 
manufactured nor sold by the owner of the trade-mark. It 
would have the effect of leading to misrepresentation. I may 
say in passing that the Berliner case, referred to in Smith v. 
Fair, is a case of passing-off. If the judgment on appeal cited 
by Proudfoot, V.C., is looked at it will appear that it was not 
decided on the ground of infringement of trade-mark.

In Spilling v. Bgall, 8 Ex. C.R. 195, the late Mr. Justice Rur- 
hidge guards himself against expressing any opinion as to what 
might be the result were the goods of the owner of the prior 
trade-mark in the United States placed upon the Canadian 
market.

The late Mr. Low, Deputy Minister of Agriculture, as t'a 
back as 1888, in two cases, namely. Bush Manufacturing Co. v. 
Hanson, 2 Ex. C.R. 557 ; draff v. Tin Snow Drift Baling Powder 
Co., 2 Ex. C.R. 568. expressed his views on the question. His 
opinion apparently being that the applicant must be the pro-

tff
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prictor of the tin do-mark the world over in order to entitle him 
to ownership of the trade-mark.

In tracing the Canadian statutes there does not appear to 
he any substantial difference between the Trade-Marks Act at 
present in force and the earlier Acts. The present statute pro
vides that the Minister may from time to time, subject to tin- 
approval of the (lovcrnor-in-Council, make rules and regula
tions and adopt forms for the purposes of this Act respecting 
trade-marks and industrial designs, and such rules, regulations 
anu forms circulated in print for tin- use of the public shall be 
deemed to be correct for the purpose of this Act.

The earlier statute of 1872 practically is the same. The 
form approved pursuant to the terms of the statute is that, “1
hereby request you to register in the name of...............................
a general trade-mark, which I verily believe is mine on account 
of having been the first to make use of the same, etc. I hereby 
declare that the said general trade-mark was not in use to my 
knowledge by any other person than myself at the time of my 
adoption thereof.”

1 do not find in any of the forms given under any of the pre
ceding statutes any limitations confining such use to Canada. 
I mention this because in one ease a reference was made to the 
fact that the Commissioner had accepted the application which, 
on its face, stated that there was no knowledge of user in Canada.

Vnder section 11 of the Trade-Marks Act. it is provided that 
the Minister may refuse to register any trade-mark, if he is not 
satisfied that the applicant is undoubtedly entitled to the exclu
sive use of such trade-mark.

The applicant for registration of the trade-mark must be the 
proprietor. The case of Purtlo v. Todd, 17 S.C.R. 190, deals 
with the question in an exhaustive manner. Reference may 
also be made to the ease of the Standard Idnd Co. v. The Stand- 
ard Sanitariy Manufacturing Co., 27 T.L.R. 63, where the Judi
cial Committee of the Privy Council dealt with the same ques
tion.

I have pointed out that the English statute differs from the 
Canadian statute. Prior to the statute in England of 187.7. the 
Courts there adopted what is usually styled the “three trade-
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marks” rule. This «mus to have boon based upon an order of CAN 
the Comptroller, or the other official who had charge of the Ex. e. 
matter. |.|;

In two cases, Re Walkden Aerated Waters Application, 54 . x 1 11 XN
L.J.Ch. 394, and Re Hyde cl- Co.’s Trade-Mark, 54 L.J. Ch. 395, ----
the late Master of the Rolls, Jessel, has explained the reason of 
this rule.

Clider the English Act an applicant can apply for a trade
mark for the particular articles under each class. There are 
a long scries of decisions in the English reports in which appli
cations were made for registration of trade-marks, which would 
embrace all the articles mentioned in the particular class—and 
where the applicant for the registration although obtaining the 
registration failed to use the trade-mark in respect to one or 
other of the particular articles. The Courts in England have 
in such cases rectified the register by expunging from the trade
mark register the particular article not so used. For instance, 
in R< Hart's Trade-Mark, 19 R.P.C. 5G9. “Condensed Milk” 
was covered by the registration bu' not used. The register was 
amended by striking out ‘‘Condensed Milk” from the register.

Hargreaves v. Freeman, 3 Ci' i). 39; Anglo-Swift Condensed 
Milk Co. v. Re arks, 20 R.P.C. 509, and Edwards v. Dennis, 30 
Ch.I). 454, and in numerous other cases, a limitation has been 
imposed upon the trade-mark excluding from its scope articles 
which might have been covered.

On the whole, having regard to the facts of the case. I will 
direct that the general trade-mark be limited by excluding there
from the use of the word “Vulcan” as applied to matches. The 
respondents will not be injured to any great extent, as the 
correspondence shews they were willing to sell the right to the 
present petitioners for a camparatively small sum.

1 think the respondents are liable to pay the costs of the 
petitioners, ami 1 so order. I give no costs for or against the 
Minister of Agriculture.

./udgment accordingly.
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CAN LAMONTAGNE v. QUEBEC RAILWAY, LIGHT, HEAT AND POWER CO.
„ Supreme Court of Cumula, Sir Charles Fits/uitrit'k, C.J.. Da cits. I ding ton.

Duff. Anglin ami Brodeur, JJ.

1. Negligence ( § I A—1)—Vavsim; death—Si dpokt- Higiit of action.
A legal l action for negligence causing death under art. 105(1,

is not taken away from an ascendant of whom the deeeased was 
noi, the “only support” in the terms of articles 3 and 1.1 of the Work
men's Compensation Act. Que.. 9 Kdw. VII.. eh. (ill. R.S.Q., 1909. arts. 
7323 and 7335; such ascendant if only partially dependent upon tIn- 
deceased may still maintain an action under art. 1050

[Lamontagne v. Quebec lty., /,. II. it /*. Co., ’23 Que. K.B. 212. re-

2. Statutes (§11 A—90)—< 'onstbuctiox ; mistake ok omission of —
LegISLATUBE ; IXTEXT.

A statute such as an Employers’ Liability Act. should not, upon 
any assumption or presumption of mistake or omission on the part of 
the legislature in the expression of its intention, be treated as extin
guishing rights of action which it does not expressly oi by necessary 
implication abrogate.

fCommissioners v. Pentscl, f 1891 ] A.C. 531. 549; Coieper Essex v. 
Acton Local Board, 14 A.C. 153, 199. applied.]

Statement Appeal from the judgment of the Court of King’s Bench, 
appeal side, Q.R. 23 K.B. 212, reversing the judgment of the 
Superior Court, district of Quebec, entered by Lemieux. 
on the verdict of the jury at the trial, and dismissing the plain
tiff’s action with costs.

Choquette, Galipcault, St. Laurent, Metayer d Lafertc, for 
the appellant.

Bedard, Lavcrgne t(* Prévost, for the re*

Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J. :—The plaintiff, appellant, 
who was, as he alleges, partially dependent for his support upon 
a son killed when in the service of the corporation, defendant 
and respondent, brought this action under article 1056 of the 
Quebec Civil Code.

It is admitted that the accident resulted in the death
of the deceased comes within the definition of sec. 1 of the Act. 
bul sees. I."> and 3 of the Act. now arts. 733Ô and 7323 of the Ix.S. 
Quebec, are relied upon in support of the contention that the 
right of action which the plaintiff undoubtedly had under the 
Code is barred.

It is obvious that the remedy given in cases like this against 
the employer by the Civil Code is taken away from the persons 
mentioned in see. 3 of the Act, who are (a) the surviving con-

3
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sort, (b) the children under a certain age, and (r) tin ascend
ants of whom the deceased was the only support at tin time of 
the accident. But the question here is: Can the plaintiff who 
admittedly does not come within this enumeration of represen
tatives entitled to recover under the Act. being only partially 
dependent upon the deceased, maintain this action? Or, in 
other words, is the action which the plaintiff undoubtedly had 
under art. 1056 of the Civil Code barred by the joint operation 
of secs. :: and 15 "f the Act

The Act was evidently intended to fix in those accident cases 
to which it applies the conditions of liability, the amount of 
compensation and the method of apportionment among those 
entitled to its benefits, and to that extent it may lie considered 
as exclusive. But the question remains : The plaintiff not be
longing to any one of the enumerated classes specifically dealt 
with, is it possible to hold that by necessary intendment his 
admitted right of action was taken away ?

Assuming the Civil Code to be merely a statute, it lias been 
in force for a long time and the principle of the special article 
upon which the plaintiff relies was part of the law long before 
the enactment of that Code, it seems, therefore, reasonable that 
the recent Act should be construed consistently with the Code if 
it is possible to do so. The ordinary rule of construction is that 
‘‘if two statutes can lie read together without contradiction or 
repugnancy or absurdity or unreasonableness, they should be 
so read.”

Those who are partially dependent upon the injured em
ployee are left to their remedy under the ( ‘ode. their right to 
recover continues subject to the obligation to prove that the acci
dent was attributable to an “offence or quasi-offence of the em
ployer” and to hold that this class is to be entitled to the benefit 
of the Act in the absence of express terms, would be to legislate 
for a case which the legislature has not thought proper to pro
vide for. In a word the plaintiff bases his claim upon the Code 
and to defeat that claim the defendant relies upon a statute 
which makes no provision for this particular ease. To maintain 
its defence the Court must add to the Act a provision which it 
does not contain.

Art. 12 C.C., provides that when a law is doubtful or ambi-
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can. guouH it is to be interpreted so as to fulfil the intention of the
g, c. legislature and to attain the object for which it was passed.

Here the language of the statute leaves nothing to doubt or to
IjA-

montaom: uncertainty. The only question is: Are we, under the pretence
of giving effect to what is alleged to be the intention of the legis
lature, “a common but very slippery phrase,” to supply what 
is clearly an omission in the statute. As 1 said before, that is 
not interpretation but legislation.

On the whole, I am of opinion that the Act may be and

of giving effect to what is alleged to be the intention of the Icgis-

not interpretation but legislation.
On the whole, I am of opinion that the Act may be and 

should be construed to mean that those whom the deceased did 
not support entirely arc left to their action under the Code, 
they must prove fault on the part of the employer and also the 
extent to which they have been prejudiced in a pecuniary way 
by the death of the deceased. There seems to lie good reason for 
the distinction because of the uncertainty which exists in the 
case of those only partially dependent as to the quantum of their 
right. The case is not free from doubt, but I think, all things 
considered, it is impossible to say that the statute has. by impli
cation. taken away a vested right of action when it is possible to 
so construe it as to leave that right subsisting.

[Reference to Clurl; v. Molyneux, 3 Q.B.I). 237. at p. 243: 
Blue v. Ilcd Mountain Knilwan Co., [1909] A.C. 3(11. at pp. 3(>7 
and 308 ; Bar the v. Il nord, 42 Can. K.C.R. 40(1. at 410. |

As to the question of the amount of the verdict T would have 
been disposed to follow the rule laid down in Tuff Vole linilwoy 
Co. v. Jenkins, [1913] A.C. 1. at p. 5.

When once you have gut it that there was evidence to go to the jury, 
and fiat there was a principle on which it could proceed of taking into 
account any reasonable prospective pecuniary advantage to the parents, 
then, u iless the verdict is so perverse and against the weight of evidence 
that it cannot stand, it is not for the Court to interfere.

Rut I defer to the opinion of my colleagues and agree to a new 
trial unless the appellant accepts a reduction in the amount of 
damages awarded. (See Barthe v. Hueird, 42 Can. S.C.R. 406.)

The appeal should be allowed with costs in this Court, but 
the opinion of the majority is that the amount of damages 
awarded is so gros sly excessive there must be a new trial (costs 
of first trial to abide the event), unless the plaintiff agrees that 
the verdict should be reduced to the sum of $1.260. in which case
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there would be judgment for that amount with costs of the trial 
and of this Court.

Davies, J., dissented.

Idixgton, Duff and Anglin, JJ., for reasons given in writ
ing were of opinion that the appeal should be allowed with costs, 
and the judgment of the trial Judge restored.

Brodeur, J., dissented.
Appeal allowed with costs.

MONTA< INK

III XT \Nil
l’o\\ Kit Co.

Haultatn, C.J.
Ijunoiit, ,T.

LECKY v. CARMAN. SASK.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, llaultain, C.JLamunt, Brown and El wood, JJ• s. C.

1. Pleading (§ I G—50)—Building contractor—Mistake Building en
croaching ON OTHER PROPERTY—TlTLK FURNISHED—W aIM K.

Where the building contractor, by his own mistake, encroached upon 
adjoining property with the building, an agreement between the con
tractor and the owner of the building that the former would procure 
and furnish to the owner a title to the strip of land encroached upon 
will, if carried out, operate as a waiver of an objection on that score.

Appeal in an action on a building contract. state men
./. A. Allan, K.C., for appellant, defendant.
H. Y. MacDonald, K.C., for respondent, plaintiff.

Haultain, and Lamont, .1., concurred with lb.wood, .).

Brown, I have perused the judgment of my brother 
Cl wood in this case, and concur in the result which he has reached.
I do not wish to be understood as assenting to the proposition 
that the plaintiffs were entitled at any time to recover any part 
of their contract-price in the face of the fact that the building was 
partly erected on property which did not Udong to the defendant.
This matter was, however, fully remedied before trial, and I 
concur in the view that what took place between the parties in 
the way of remedying this defect constituted a waiver of the 
objection.

Elwood, J.: The evidence in this case shews that at the time 
that it was arranged I>etween the plaintiff and the defendant that 
the building in question should be erected there was no definite 
sum arrived at as to the cost of the building. The learned trial 
bulge found that the arrangement was that the plaintiff should 
he paid the cost of labour and material, plus 10f ,'. No definite

15—22 D.I..R.
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SASK. arrangement was arrived at as to when tin- payment should lx*
8. ('. made, hut the practice adopted was for the plaintiff, at tin* end

Cakm.xn.

of each month, to render a statement of the work and material 
furnished during the month, and add thereto 10%. No objection 
was apparently made to this; and on these statements so rendered,

KIhiiim). .1. payments from time to time were made by the defendant to the 
plaintiff, aggregating $32,278.05. When the plaintiff was first 
told to go ahead with the building, the defendant contemplated 
that it should In* one-storey. This was subsequently changed 
to two storeys, and from time to time alterations were made. 
When the building was finally completed it was found that it 
encroached to the extent of one half-inch on an adjoining lot. 
Objection was made to this, and it was arranged between the 
plaintiff and the defendant that the plaintiff should procure a 
title in the defendant's name to this one half-inch. Prior to the 
commencement of the action a quit claim deed to the defendant 
was procured for this one half-inch, and after the commencement 
of the action, before the trial, a transfer was procured to the de
fendant for the half-inch. It was contended on behalf of the 

that the contract to erect the building was an entire 
one, and, the building having encroached upon the adjoining lot. 
the plaintiff was not entitled to commence an action until it had 
procured to the defendant the title to the adjoining half-inch. 
In Hals., vol. 3, p. 182, I find the following:

An entire contract means one where the entire fulfilment of the promisr 
by either party is a condition precedent to the right to call for the fulfil
ment of any part of the promise by the other.

Vnder the circumstances of this ease 1 am of the opinion that 
this was not an entire contract, that the understanding of the 
parties was that the plaintiff should, at any rate at the expiration 
of each month, be entitled to receive from the defendant payment 
for the labour and material furnished plus 10', thereof, and that 
under those circumstances the plaintiff could from time to time 
recover from the defendant these payments as they accrued due; 
that the remedy of the defendant, if any, would be an action for 
what damages the defendant might sustain in consequence of th< 
encroachment on the adjoining property. On the question of 
entire contract I would refer to the notes to Culler v. Powell, 2 
Smith’s L.C \ (lltli ed.), p. 1, and to the case of Roberta v. Havetocl 
(1832), 3 B. <V Ad. 101, referred to at p. It). In any event, I am

115
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of the opinion that if the* contract was an entire one there was a 
waiver created by the agreement between the plaintiff and the 
defendant that the plaintiff should furnish the defendant the title 
to the half-inch in question. The objection which the defendant 
was making all along was that the charges for the material, work 
and labour were excessive, and he wished the correctness of those 
amounts investigated. The other contention on behalf of the 
defendant is that the contract was one for the erection of a building 
at the cost thereof plus 10* , of such cost, with the sum of $40,000 
as the maximum. The learned trial Judge has found on tin* 
evidence that the intention of the parties was not to limit the 
amount to $40,000. There was abundant evidence to justify 
such finding; and without going into the evidence 1 might point 
out that the contract which was sent to Mr. Carman to sign did 
not limit the amount. It is quite true Mr. Carman did not sign 
that contract, but lit* had it before him, lie saw what construction 
the plaintiff was putting on the understanding 1*4ween the parties, 
he made no objection to this, and as late us November IS, HIM, he 
wrote a letter to the plaintiff, and he «lid not anywhere take tin* 
position that the contract price was limited to $10,000. That 
letter, to my mind, is totally inconsistent with the contention of 
the defendant that the contract was so limited, but is entirely 
consistent with the contention that the sum of $40,000 was a 
mere estimate.

The trial Judge having fourni the contract to be one which was 
not limited to $40,000, and there being evidence to justify such 
finding, 1 do not think that finding should be disturbed.

The result, in my opinion, is that the appeal should be dis
missed with costs. A/t/wal ilismismd.

SASK.

F. C.

KImiiimI. J.

P.EX v. HAYNES. N.S.
SII lirrinr four# t if Yora Scot in, Tmnislit ml. <1 mini in. anil S. (’.

Miiujlirr, l.uiujhii mill It il chic, ,1,1.

I. Triai. (6111 Kd—2tHh — lloMieim-: Inntrvvtion to .ivry—Prisoner's
I.KTTKK KURILS IT NO KAI.SK A NSW Ml TO KNTJI IRY --KxiM.AI.NINU 1*08- 
NKHKION OK MONKY.

i hi t ho trial of a iminlvr charge the count motion of a letter written 
l»v tlie accused ami placed in evidence is for the Judge and not for the 
jury, and where the letter itself is a request to make false statements 
in aiil of his defence, the trial Judge may tell the jury that they 
should take into consideration the prisoner's action in endeavouring to 
manufacture evidence to mislead the Court hy concocting the scheme 
as disclosed in his letter, to account for the money found on him.
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N.S.
8.C.

Rex

Haynes.

Statement

2. Trial ($111 K 6—2(11 )—Criminal case—Instruction—Inaccuracy in 
Judge’s charge—Prejudice.

A slight inaccuracy in the Judge’s charge to the jury in referring to 
certain evidence as having been given at the preliminary enquiry 
whereas it was in fact given at the trial itself, and the depositions at 
the preliminary enquiry were not then put in as evidence, hut the pre
liminary enquiry was referred to in the testimony, will not constitute a 
ground for setting aside a conviction, where the inaccuracy could not 
have prejudienlly affected the prisoner.

Crown cast* reserved. The prisoner was indicted for the 
murder of Benjamin Atkinson hv the grand jury for the county 
of Cape Breton and was tried before Drysdale, J., and a petit 
jury and was convicted.

Application was made to the learned Judge to reserve a case 
for the opinion of the Supreme Court en banc on a large number 
of grounds, and after hearing counsel he declined to reserve any 
question except as to whether in the charge as a whole there was 
misdirection in law. Subsequently, on further application he 
amended the case reserved so as to include the following grounds :

1. Whether the direction in regard to circumstantial evidence, viz.: 
“You have certain proved facts and you ask yourself what is the reasonable 
inference from these facts and you net on that opinion” was correct, and 
whether such direction was lacking in completeness and liable to mislead 
the jury?

2. Whether the direction that “Mrs. Atkinson, at the preliminary trial, 
when Haynes was accused of murder, goes on the stand and swore that she 
never saw him again until he arrived in Sydney, and when faced with the 
telephone girls,” was not incorrect ami calculated to mislead the jury?

3. Whether the direction that “the letter written to Dolly Bowrnls is a 
crime in itself" was correct and was not liable to mislead the jury?

4. Whether the direction that lie ( Ilayncs in writing the letter to 
Dolly Ttownds) was concocting a scheme to account for money found on 
him was correct and was not calculated to mislead the jury?

5. Whether the direction that an alibi means proof of absence of the 
accused at the time the crime was committed was correct?

0. Whether the direction that alibi here means proof of the accused 
being here in Sydney at the hour he is alleged to have committed the crime 
is correct and was not calculated to mislead the jury ?

7. Whether the direction, "you have certainly to take into account his 
action of making false testimony in this,” was correct, and was not assert 
ing as a proven fact what it was solely the province of the jury to deter

The material portions of the evidence are set out fully in the 
judgment of Graham, E.J.

A. I). Gunn and B. U\ Bussell, for the prisoner.
S. Jenks, K.C., Deputy Attorney-General, and 1). Hearn, 

K.( '., for the Grown.
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Sir Charles Towxhhexd, C.J.:—The learned trial Judge, 
having amended the reserved ease so as to he satisfactory to the 
Court and counsel on both sides. 1 deal with the questions re
served for the opinion of the ( 'ourt in their order.

The first point, as to whether the trial Judge’s direction in 
respect to circumstantial evidence was complete, and whether it 
might have misled the jury, was not seriously argued before us. 
as indeed it could not be after perusing the whole charge which 
completely disposes of any such ground.

As to the second, the reference to Mrs. Atkinson’s testimony 
at the preliminary hearing when the depositions were not in evi
dence, it is a sufficient answer that the same evidence was given 
at the trial before the Court and jury when Mrs. Atkinson ad
mitted that she had made false statements, to which the Judge 
referred, the only difference being that she did not say it “when 
faced with the telephone girls.” but this omission in no way 
affected the evidence as given at the preliminary investigation, 
and at the trial before the Court. The learned Judge, in stating 
the fact, merely erred in saying at the preliminary trial, instead 
of the trial then proceeding. It could in no way have pre
judicially affected the prisoner, as the whole importance of the 
evidence was, in both trials or hearings, she had stated a fact 
which she admitted afterwards was not true.

The third and fourth points arc practically tlie same, whether 
the trial Judge was correct in saying that the letter written to 
Dolly Bounds was a crime in itself and that llaynes. in writing 
tin- letter, was concocting a scheme to account for money found 
on him.

Taking the whole facts in evidence I should say that the com
ments of the learned Judge on this letter were perfectly in order, 
and the observation, such as any Judge * made on this
trial. That the prisoner had written the letter after his com
mittal to jail on the charge of this murder was not in 
and no one could read its contents without seeing at once that he 
was concocting a scheme to mislead the Court on his trial, and 
the fact of his attempting to do so, was. the Judge stated, a crime 
in itself. There could be no doubt as to the object of the letter, 
as it tells its own tale, and, as pointed out, was an important

11238162
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factor in the trial which the learned Judge properly placed be
fore the jury. Moreover, the construction of a written docu
ment, except in cases of libel, is for the Judge and not the jury.

As to the 5th and Oth grounds, whether the Judge properly 
instructed the jury on the question of what is meant by proof 

Townshend! o. j. <>f an “alibi,” 1 a mi quite unable to appreciate the difficulty sug
gested. The defence, in proof of it, was, that the prisoner was 
ill Sydney at the time the crime was committed. The learned 
Judge, instructing the jury as to what an “alibi” consisted of, 
says :—

“An alibi means proof of the absence of the accused at the 
time the crime is supposed to be committed, satisfactory proof 
that he is in some place else at that time.” Then lie adds, that 
in this case it means proof that he was in Sydney at the hour 
he is alleged to have committed the crime. This was the very 
contention of the prisoner, and he brought witnesses to prove 
such was the case, surely it was his duty to instruct the jury 
exactly as he did, and no misconception could exist among in
telligent men as to the meaning of proving an alibi.

The last point made is hardly worthy of notice, and was not 
particularly urged, but I should remark that it was eminently 
proper that the Judge tell the jury that in coming to a con
clusion, they should take into consideration the accused's action 
in making false testimony, that is, endeavouring to manufacture 
evidence to mislead the Court.

For all these reasons, I am of opinion that the accused is not 
entitled to a new trial on any of the grounds set forth, and that 
the conviction should be affirmed.

orthâm. b.j. Graham, E.J. :—This is a case reserved upon a conviction of
murder.

The body of Benjamin Atkinson, the deceased, was found on 
McQueen’s road, about five miles from Sydney.

The evidence tends to shew that he received a blow on tin 
head with a stone, which caused his death. The stone and pools 
of blood and his false teeth were found in the woods some sixt.\ 
four feet from where the body was found on the road and tli 
theory of the Crown is, that it was brought there to lend plausi 
bility to the appearance of an accidental death.

N.S

8.1*.
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I am quite satisfied that it was not an accidental death. The 
medical experts shew that.

It appears that the deceased had driven out from Sydney to 
Front Lake on this road that afternoon, and having taken 
supper with his wife and his brother-in-law, who were camping 
out there, and two others, he was returning to Sydney alone in 
his carriage. A short time after he left, one Duncan Rory Mc
Queen met the horse and carriage on the road, the reins drag
ging, but no one in the carriage. Two persons drove out to see 
if there had been a accident and the horse shied as he came to 
the body of the deceased, lying partly on the road. dead.

The next step in the proof as to whether it was the defendant 
who killed the deceased, depending almost wholly on circumstan
tial evidence, is more perplexing. The defendant was acquainted 
with the deceased s wife and brother-in-law, who had met him 
abroad and, in fact, he had come to Sydney at their instance.

1 shall deal with this evidence as it is quoted in the summing 
up.

At any rate he had been out in the locality of the camp on 
two or three different occasions. Near to the place where the 
pools of blood were found, were found some bits of paper, which 
turned out to be the cover of a magazine with the name of Good
win upon it. Goodwin had left this magazine in his room at a 
lodging house in Sydney, and the defendant also had a room 
in the same lodging house.

Then after the prisoner was arrested, a fragment from a 
wasp's nest was found attached to a pair of trousers of his. and 
out at the locus there were the remains of a wasp’s nest.

I have read the evidence of Bryant, and I am not myself very 
well persuaded from the mode of the production by him of the 
fragment from the wasps nest that the connection between it and 
the trousers can be absolutely depended upon. But, of course, 
that is for the jury.

But the most damaging circumstance is. that when the pri
soner was arrested, there was on his person the sum of $110. and 
for some time before this he had been borrowing small sums of 
money, and he cannot give any account for the possession of this 
money. In fact, it must have struck him as a very suspicious
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circumstance against him. because he took part in a scheme 
which would account for the acquisition of this money and the 
scheme failed.

He wrote what is called the Dolly Bounds letter to Los 
Angeles in California, and it was returned by the Chief of 
Police at that place to the Crown Prosecutor. It is as follows :—

My dear Dolly,—I am in a whole lot of trouble, ami was arrested on 
August 28th, ns a murder suspect in this place. I was (never) so surprised 
in my life and just because I was walking several times in that part of the 
country. You know why I left L. A. and why I wanted to get away as 
far ns possible. 1 had intended coming hack on the 20th or leaving here 
on that date, and now this terrible charge was placed against me. Dollie, 
before my God. I did not have anything to do with this, and as I am away 
from friends and no money. I am locked up in the county jail and the 
days are awfully long, and you know, dear, how I worry. I am nearly 
crazy. You know. dear, we have been the best of friends for twelve years, 
and we were true friends at that, and our meeting in L. A. again was sweet 
to me, and. Dolly. I know you will do anything in your power for me, as 
far as you can and I am going to ask you one now, and it is wholly within 
your power to help me to get clear of this, and what I want you to do 
is this. If anyone should write and ask you if you sent me any money, 
say yes. you sent me $150 by letter and I should have received it alsmt the 
17th or 18th of August, and that you mailed it to me in “bills," and did not 
register it. and if they ask you what kind of bills. 10’s and 20*s. and that 
you sent it from Seattle and that it was Canadian money.

I don’t think they will ask you what kind of money, but be prepared 
if they do.

The reason of all this is. they think this man was murdered and that 
I was hired to do it.

It is about killing me, dear, and if you can aid me this much I can make 
my case pretty clear. Won't you do this for me, dear, for God's sake help 
me this much. I am alsmt crazy with this jail. You know 1 would not 
harm a kitten and 1 never spoke ill of anyone in my life, and as soon ns you 
receive this please wire my attorneys here at this place. I have retained 
them in the case and I believe they are the best there is. ami as soon as 
you receive this send a night letter to them saying that you have received 
a letter (they will write you, too) anil that it was all O.K. Please do this. 
Dollie. and you will help sure me, and I have every confidence in you and 
know you will, and that will be all there is to do. For 1 had nothing to 
do with this in the world. Also you can say if you are asked that I called 
you such pet names as Teen or Patsy and Ilaby Doll, won’t you? I will 
send you or have the attorney send you, a transcript of the evidence. Also 
newspapers so you will know as soon ns they receive a reply from them 
They will want to know where to address a letter when 1 write you again. 
Don’t forget the wire and send it “collect.”

God bless you. dearie, for I am depending on you. So good-bye. fmi- 
yours anxiously, Mantalieo Fred.

If you think it irise you may call upon Miss Style, of ( has. A. McKelen
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The Crown, in order to shew a motive for the killing by the 
defendant, use the possesHioii money by him in two ways.
First, the counsel contended that the killing was committed for 
obtaining money. But 1 think that theory is very weak. On 
the deceased s person, when he was fourni, his brother-in-law 
Maddin found, besides the watch in his hip pocket, $130 odd 
dollars in bills, and some change, in one of tin- trousers pockets 
Lowden. the undertaker, also found “in one bunch” in the left- 
hand front pocket of his trousers $305 and in his watch pocket 
$25.

But there is a second suggestion as to his acquisition of this, 
and that is that there were improper relations between Mrs. 
Atkinson and the prisoner ami that he was paid the money by 
her to kill her husband.

This is the way in which the learned Judge at the t rial put 
this suggestion to the jury.

Mrs. Atkinson was next called ami told a story some parts of it some
what extraordinary. Nevertheless 1 will read what i have taken: —

“Live in Sydney. Ten or twelve years here. I know the prisoner. Met 
him. Was introduced to me by Mrs. Darnell. I met him several times in 
San Francisco. Had conversations with him alsiut a mine, lie told me 
what his business was—mining. My brother was a mining man ami I got 
interested. We had a talk about selling stock in a mine. Mr. liavnes 
ami his partner came to Marshfield in Oregon.”

The substance «if that is. that she met this man in California ami then 
again in Marshfield, Oregon. Then she went to Itramlon. a suburb or some
thing like that, two or three hours from Marshfield.

“I got ailvice from Mr. T.aing about tlm mini' and did not buy. Then 
some oil business came up. It was tulkeil about. About first of 
April left San Francisco ami alsiut first June left Marshfiebl. 
Haynes and 1 were to sell stock, met Haynes next in Winnipeg. This si«le 
of the Rockies, getting well into Canada now. Met him at the Royal 
Alexandra hotel. 1 had a brother there. It was in June I was in Winni
peg. Haynes was there before me. Came about same tilin'. My brother 
Charlie livi-s in Winnipeg. My brother William was taking up lamls in 
Winnipeg. Oil business in Brandon. It was at my suggi-stion Haynes 
rame to Sydney. I arrived at Sydney almnt the 27th of July. I stayed in 
Stellarton. 1 knew liavnes was here alieiul of me. I teb'phoneil to him 
from New Glasgow in July. T calleil him at the (entrai Office.”

Haysk

0
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Thin is testimony I can't make out. I don’t know whether you can 
or not. This woman met this man in San Francisco, in Marshfield, and 
had business transactions with him at these places and then in Winnipeg. 
Then at the preliminary when this man was charged with murder, she goes 
on the stand, a ml there, under solemn oath, swears that she never saw him 
again until she arrived in Sydney. Then when faced with the telephone 
operators, those people from New Glasgow, she comes hack ami tells us she 
forgot it. Although the man is charged with murdering her husband, prac
tically came across the continent—and still she says she forgot she met him 
in New Glasgow. This is a statement impossible to believe. What it means 
1 know not. You will have to take it. “I said to call him at the ‘Queen.’ 
1 can't say how I knew lie was there. 1 recommended the ‘Queen’ to him. 
1 said nothing about a key when telephoning. I telephoned him about a 
land boom at New Glasgow. I saw Haynes about it in New Glasgow. 1 met 
him at 11 a.in. in New Glasgow. I was not alone in his pre
sence. He stayed in New Glasgow. I stayed at my old home u week or a 
few days anyway. He was staying in our house when I came home. 1 had 
conversation with him in my house. There was nothing further alsiut oil 
business here. I did not know lie was in the house. 1 heard alsiut the 
picking of the locks and spoke to him. When I was in New Glasgow I 
did not know where lie was going. The very first time I spoke to him in 
the house was perhaps the first or second day. I said to him lie was the 
big man they were talking alsiut, picking locks, lie asked me did 1 want 
him to leave the house without clearing himself. 1 told him he had 
better go. Haynes told me that he did not touch the locks and asked me 
if I believed it myself. He went. I spoke to him in the hall after, when 
lie came back for his mail. He left a day or two after. I was sick for 
a day or so after 1 came home. 1 called him once at the Y.M.V.A. He 
wrote asking for his mail. I only called him once or twice before I went 
out camping. I never saw Ilavnes out there. My little girl and Miss 
Dixon were out with my husband the day of his death. This was the first 
year we camped out at Front Lake. After the death of Mr. Atkinson 1 
did not see this man. Had no letters from him. Mr. Atkinson left alone. 
When lie drove out I came behind up to John McQueen’s. I did not see 
the remains out there. ... I went out the road the 15th of August after 
coming into town.”

J omit the cross-examination read to the jury.
Later the learned Judge said :—

You will have to look at the whole situation. It is said there is no 
motive here. It was argued before von that the motive was not proved. 
The motive is a material part of the Crown’s case, of course, and the 
motive you very often draw from inferences under the proved eireum 
stances. It is said that this man met this woman and that their relations 
were such that he desired to get rid of the husband even by taking his I if»- 
The charge has gone so far that it has taken formal shape in the way of 
an information against this woman, which has been dismissed. It has 
been suggested that the relation between these people was such that lie 
desired to get rid of Atkinson, even by the taking of his life. Now, of 
course, that is a motive. It is also said that lie roblied him. If he did he
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missed a lot of money. And it is said that lie killed him for money. You 
can only speculate about this motive theory. It is somewhat extraordinary 
that she met him in New Glasgow ami on the preliminary hearing she did 
not remember that, she could not forget that. I do not believe she forgot 
it. Hut she comes back and makes a clean breast of it after she is faced 
here by the New Glasgow people, and she then says Hint she did not set» him 
and he came up. They are associated in New Glasgow. She conies home ami 
finds him quartered in the house, in her own hotel. Trouble has arisen 
and she tackles him at once, tells him he has to go. Hi» goes to the other 
hotel across the street; and the very day after she moves out to Front Lake 
settlement, this man begins to frequent the road. It is evident that she 
moved out and took charge of the tent on the 5th of August. There is a 
body <>f testimony, that on the 8th, 7th. Oth. 10th, and 12th, almost every 
day after llaynes was out in that vicinity and out on the road sometimes 
under the guise of a wrong name. Nevertheless, he was out there, louling in 
that district. Of course, it is suggestive that whenever the woman moved 
out, he followed. We don’t know what their relations were. You will have 
to speculate about it.

N.S.

S.C.

Rr.x

Havnkh.

Graham, E.J.

Mrs. Atkinson was u witness called by the Crown.
On her evidence thus given depends the whole cast» of impro

per relations between her and tin- prisoner, and what is a long 
step from the existence of improper relations—the payment of 
money to him to kill her husband or even the killing of her hus
band. It may be said that is for the jury. True, they may sus
pect improper relations, hut there is no evidence front which 
improper relations could justifiably be inferred. It will not do 
to put up a person as a witness, and then say, because that wit
ness has told an untruth, everything denied is untrue, and. there
fore. the affirmative must be true, although there is no evidence 
of the affirmative. And as to the payment of any money by Mrs. 
Atkinson to the prisoner, there is no evidence whatever to sup
port it. A paramour receiving <<150 from the wife to kill the 
husband in addition to the gratification of his passions is rather 
an unusual thing.

1 think, with deference, that the jury should have been 
warned that those inferences were not properly dedueeable from 
the evidence in the case.

Crime is never committed without motive, and hence, on the 
trial of a person charged with crime, it is always competent to 
give evidence shewing the motive which induced the criminal act. 
Where the crime is clearly proved and the criminal positively 
identified, it is not important to prove motives. But when the
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him is much fortified by proof that ho had a motive to commit 
the crime. Rut, I think, that there is a failure on the part of the 
Crown to prove motive in this ease and that it was put to the

Graham. E.J. jury as if there was legitimate proof.
Rut I believe that this point is not open owing to the way in 

which the case has been amended at the instance of the Court 
above requiring specific points to be stated.

The point as stated is as follows :—
Whether the direction that Mrs. Atkinson, at the preliminary trial 

when Haynes was accused of murder, goes on the stand and swore that 
site never saw him again until he arrived in Sydney, and when faced with 
the telephone girls, was not incorrect anti calculated to mislead the jury.

It may be that what the learned Judge stated to the jury was 
not literally before him in the evidence, but I think the effect of 
the evidence before him justified his interpretation.

This is the stenographic report of the evidence: Mrs. Atkin
son (page 305) says:—

Q. You telephoned to him? A. Yes. sir.
Q- From where? A. From New Glasgow. I thought of that before and 

spoke to counsel la-fore and I thought I should go to Mr. Hearn and tell 
him nbout it. and lie said he could correct it.

Q. What di<l you want to correct? A. They asked me if 1 had any com
munication with this man and 1 said no.

Q. 1 think you could have gone to Mr. Hearn if you wished. You say 
that when you made that statement that you had no communication with 
Haynes after you left Winnipeg until you saw him in Sydney that you 
were mistaken? A. Yes.

Q. And that you did telephone him from New Glasgow? A. Yes, sir. 
It was in July.

Q. Anything very urgent that you wanted to telephone him? Where 
did you call him up at? A. 1 tell you when 1 got to New Glasgow: there is 
quite a boom on in New Glasgow.

If. Where did you call him up at? A. 1 called him up at the Central

(.}. 1 suppose you heard the evidence of the telephone girls at New Glas
gow? A. Yes, sir.

Q. That you were talking to him about a key? A. There is nothing 
about a key in the evidence.

Q. There is nothing about a key in the evidence? A. In our message.
Q. They were mistaken? A. Absolutely, there was no conversation about 

a key.

Later, she said her niece was with her at New Olasgow, that
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the prisoner came there at 11 o’clock, they talked over the busi- N-s- 
ness of property in New Glasgow and he returned to Sydney at s. C. 
five o’clock, and she went to her former home at West ville, and
afterwards returned to Sydney.

However, this evidence clearly referred to what she had 
formerly said at the preliminary examination. Mr. Hearn, it is 
shewn, was the magistrate. “Being faced with the telephone 
operators” clearly refers to their evidence formerly given. It 
is true it may have been in another preliminary examination, as 
the defendant s counsel contend. But if that was so, it has not 
been shewn to us in this case. The learned Judge followed what 
was stated. It is not shewn that there is anything which can la- 
called a misstatement of fact to the jury.

In respect to the letter written by the prisoner to Dolly 
Bounds at Los Angeles, to induce her, if an inquiry was made of 
her to state a faleshood, viz., that she had sent him the money, 
which would account for the possession of it by him, the learned 
Judge, in the summing up, spoke ot it as a crime in itself and 
also as a scheme to account for money found on him and also as 
making false testimony. The prisoner’s counsel complains of 
this. 1 am not sure that the writing of this letter was an 
indictable offence. It was not the fabrication of evidence nor 
was it an inducement to Dolly Bownds to directly fabricate 
evidence, she being at Los Angeles and not in any way a probable 
witness, it rather was an attempt to induce her to throw any 
police officer, or detective, at Los Angeles, making inquiry of 
her off the scent, by telling a lie to him. But it was reprehen
sible and might have led to a crime and, 1 think, its characteriza
tion by the learned Judge, whether technically correct or not, 
was not very extreme, and the prisoner would not be prejudiced 
thereby. Its use for the purpose of indicating a presumption 
that a prisoner, who would do that, might be guilty of the crime 
charged is usual. Taylor on Evidence, secs. 11(1, 117.

1 do not agree with the interpretation of the letter which tin- 
prisoner’s counsel contends for, namely, that she may have 
actually sent him the money and he is refreshing her memory as 
to the transaction. The part asking her to say she was up near 
the Canadian boundary, which would account for the possession
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N S- of Canadian hills which, by the way, was the kind of hills he had
s.c. in his possession, indicates that he was asking her to indulge in

fiction.
A juror asked the learned Judge for an explanation as to 

the meaning of an alibi. I think the explanation and the illus
tration quite sufficiently apt. The criticism that it required 
proof of presence elsewhere at the same " moment that
the crime was committed is far fetched.

In my opinion, the specific questions reserved for our con
sideration must he answered in a sense unfavourable to the 
prisoner as I have indicated.

Meagher, J. Meagher, J., said that the jurisdiction of the Court on a
reserved case was statutory and the case could not he enlarged 
or anything imported into it. hut it must he accepted as pre
sented. With reference to the questions raised he thought that 
there was nothing in them and that the case reserved must he 
quashed and the conviction affirmed.

Longley, J.. concurred that the application must fail.

Ritchie, J. :—Haynes has been convicted of the crime of 
murder, and the learned trial Judge has reserved a ease.

The first question is:—
Whether the direction that Mrs. Atkinson, at the preliminary trial, 

when Haynes was accused of murder, goes on the stand and swore that she 
never saw him again “until lie arrived in Sydney and when faced with the 
telephone girls” is not incorrect and calculated to mislead the jury.

This reservation is made in the language submitted to the 
learned Judge by counsel. We were told at the bar that the 
point desired to be raised was that as a matter of fact there was 
no evidence in this case that Mrs. Atkinson was “faced with the 
telephone girls.”

I am of opinion that it is not open to the Court to adjudicate 
upon this question because there is no statement in the reserva
tion as to whether or not there was evidence that Mrs. Atkinson 
was confronted with the telephone girls. I do not think the 
Court has jurisdiction to travel outside the reserved case in 
search for facts, the evidence is not made part of the ease. That, 
however, would not he the proper course. The correet practice is 
for the Judge to state the effect of the evidence in the reservation.

4722
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In The King v. Cohon, (> Can. Cr. Cas. 393. the learned Chief N. S. 
Justice of this Court said :— • S.C.

I may add in conclmdon. that it is not competent for the Judge lielow to 
submit such a question as tin* lust, whether there is any legal evidence to '
sustain the conviction and send up the whole evidence for us to review, lie Hay.vks.
mav state the effect of evidence given to sustain a certain charge or give _.7T

Ritchie, J.
the material part of it. and reserve a question as to its suincioney in point 
of law to convict, but it certainly was never contemplated that he could
send up the whole lwaly of evidence, and asks if that evidence is sufficient to

In The Queen v. Cites (1894), 31 C.L.J. 33. the form of reser
vation was as follows :—

Having regard to the evidence and the provisions of the said section» 
and also the provisions of section -01 of the said ('ode. ought the defendant 
to have been convicted?

Chancellor Boyd said:—
We cannot agree to proceed in this ease. It must be remitted to the 

Judge to 1m* restated. The Judge must tlud the facts anil specify the (pies 
lions of law as to which lie is in doubt and reserve for our own judgment.

I also refer to Tin King v. Fortier, 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 423.
If 1 could see any possibility of prejudice to Haynes by ti e 

direction complained of. I would be in favour of remitting the 
case to the learned Judge for amendment, but I see no such pos
sibility. The sole point which was being made to the jury in 
that part of the charge here complained of was. that it was im
possible to believe that Mrs. Atkinson had forgotten that she 
met Haynes in New Glasgow.

I entirely agree that it is not possible to believe that state
ment. and 1 cannot see that the remark about the telephone girls 
could in any way prejudice the prisoner, entirely apart from it. 
the fact remains, that she did swear that she had forgotten as 
to the meeting with the prisoner in New Glasgow, and that was 
the thing which the Judge was. as I think, properly drawing the 
attention of the jury to.

In regard to the other points reserved, I am of opinion that 
none of them are well taken. It is not necessary for me to add 
anything to that which the learned Chief Justice has said in 
regard to them.

Conviction affirmed.
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C. A. Ilritish Columbia Court of Appval. Manlonaltl. C.Irriiitj. Martin,
(iallihrr. ami Mcl'liillipt, .1,1. 1. April 21. ltl|5.

1. MANDAMVH (g IA—4) — WlIKX MAY INM | KXINTKNCK «K OTIIEB

The court should exercise ils discretion by refusing a writ of niaii- 
ilainus where there is au alternative remedy which is initially con
venient, lienelieial and effective.

\ Hitt tun of finit it it v. Cilij of 1 ancourcr, 44 ( an. S.C.K. 2!». referred
ti».)

2. Maxuamis (§1 1)2—.'171 — Ahnkkhmknt hi tanks ( umcki.i.ixo hi

A luaiidamus should not la* granted t • renew the continuation of 
a property assessment hy the municipal e urt of revision unless the 
court is satisfied that the decision of the lower court was not made 
bo mi fi'lr or was n >t Imsed upon matters which it could legally take 
into consideration.

3. Tanks i 8 111 It 2 -125) Ansknnmkxt- -X am atiox Dmi.i.xiii x am i s.
If tin..... ndition of land values in a city are aluiorinal in that there

is practically no market la-cause of the collapse of a real estate Imhioi, 
the assessor must endeavour to lix the value for assessment purpose- 
on a normal footing under a statute which directs that pr ipertx shall 
la- estimated at it- actual cash value as it would In- appraised in pay- 
lient of a just debt from a solvent debtor. (/*«■; Macdonald, < .I. V.I

Statement Am-:Ah from a judgment of Hunter, C.J.B.C.
Kitchit■, K.C., for appellant.
Joseph Marlin, K.C., for rcHpondent.

Macdonald, Macdonald, ('..I.A.: -For several years prior to 1913 what 
in popular parlance and in the evidence is called a "rial estate 
boom” dominated the inhabitants of the city of Vancouver. 
Land values, population, building and municipal works and im
provements increased enormously. Two or three years ago the 
inevitable happened. The bubble burst and the pendulum 
swung to the opposite extreme.

In these circumstances the assessor was called upon to assess 
the lands within the city under section 38 of the Vancouver In
corporation Act, 1900. which reads as follows:—

All niable proper) \ -hull be est i muled lit its net mil cash value n« it 
would In- appraised in payment of a just debt from a solvent debtor, the 
value of (hi- improvements, if any. being estimated separately fiom the 
value of the bind on xvliich they are situated.

lie assessed the land in question in this appeal at $130,000 
and the building at $ 18,000. Mr. ( 'harleson the owner, com
plained to the Court of Revision that the land was assessed be-
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yund its actual cash value and offered evidence in support of his B-c 
complaint. The Court of R«x ision. after taking time to eon- <*. a. 
aider, confirmed the assessment. Mr. Charleaoti then applied , ,,,-suN 
for a mandamus to compel the Court of Revision to rehear the r- 
complaint and to adjudicate thereon according to law. The 
submission of Mr. Martin, his counsel, was that the Court of 
Revision had ignored section JH. Affidavits of all the memhers 
of the Court of Revision who had adjudicated on the ease une 
tiled. Kach deposed that the Court had proceeded on the fool 
ing of the said section. Nevertheless the learned Judge ordered 
the writ of mandamus to issue, and from that order the city has 

to this ('ourt.
The assessor is hy law required to make oath to the correct

ness of his roll. /.#., that he has made his assessment in accord
ance with law and that I must take it lie did in this case

Putting aside technical objections to the order appealed from 
and to the appropriateness of the form of relief sought, which, 
in the view I take of the merits of the case. I am not called upon 
to consider. I come to the important question involved in this 
appeal. It is not denied by Mr. Martin that if the members of 
the Court of Revision, honestly applied their minds to the de 
«•ision of the case on the footing of said section JS. no court of 
law can interfere. The order appealed from can only be upheld, 
if at all. on the ground boldly taken by Mr. Martin that the 
Court of Revision deliberately and dishonestly ignored section 
;!H and upheld the assessment on extraneous grounds, and «lid 
not in law adjudicate at all, but only pretended to do so.

The only evidence upon which he can ask us to infer that 
there was n«> real adjudication of Mr. ( 'hnrleson a complaint, is 
that of Mr. Nicholls, an assistant assessor Mr. Nicholls took 
part in tin- cross-examination of Mr. Chariestm ami his witnesses 
and at the close was called t«i tin- witness-box by Mr. Martin ami 
i!ske«l if he would pledge his oath to the truth of tin- remarks 
ami opinions expressed by him during such cross-examination, 
which he did.

Speaking of the valuation of Mr. ('hnrleson’a lands Mr.
Nicholls said:—

1*1—22 II.1..K.
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B. C. Il ii ri fl' llu* | icsciit vh 1 in* nf w liai lin* fui un» will lu»; ami again :
C. A.

Mv contention is, 1 am saving your future value is not $100,000. it is a 
great ileal more; ami again : We attenipteil t.i n.ake 1 h.* ligures xvlnit they

(ÏIAHI.KNOX would Is* in a noniial town, in a nornial time. <hir highest assessment

llYNNK.
is $2,1150 (per foot). We suv that is a fair nornial ligure. An Alderman: 
Q. You took into account the present conditions? A. Not the war. We

M.icdonald.
V.J.A.

tried to equalize the assessment and put it up to the council what general 
reduction they could make. The council do not contend we could sell that 
property at that price to-day.

By section 38 the législature endeavoured to fix a basis upon 
which assessment should he made. What the land would fetch 
at the moment at a forced sale is not the test. 1 think the asses
sor should look at the past, the present, and into the future. His 
view point should not be different to that of a solvent owner not 
anxious to sell, but yet not holding for a fictitious or merely 
speculative rise in price.

The assessment in question is on a valuation of $2.300 per 
front foot. There is evidence that at the height of the boom 
adjacent land of about the same relative value sold at $4,000 
per front foot. At the time of the valuation complained of all 
these lands were practically unsaleable. There was no market. 
It was not suggested that this condition of things will continue 
indefinitely though there may be a wide divergence of opinion 
as to how long it will prevail. Is then the assessor to shut his 
eyes to the past and the future and to fix the value on the axiom 
that a thing is worth what you can get for itf When these 
lands had a fictitious selling value of $4.000 per foot, the asses
sor. if he believed the value to be fictitious, could not honestly 
and in compliance with section 38. assess them at that figure. 
It is not the speculative value but the actual cash value which 
must rule, and that, in my opinion, is what the assessor honestly 
believed to be its worth in cash under normal conditions. ('(in
versely. if the conditions are abnormal in the opposite direction, 
that is to say where there is 110 market, he must no less than in 
the first example endeavour to fix the value 011 a normal footing.

Mr. Martin contends that rentals are the most trustworthy 
criterion of value, and that applying that test his clients land 
is over-assessed. But this contention does not advance us any. 
The conditions which affect the selling market also affect rentals.
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This is made plain in the evidenec in whieh it is eoneeded that B- C
rentals have dropped to about one-half of their former level. C. A.

While Mr. Charleson puts the value of his land at less than ( „ uu ksux 
$100,000, yet, in answer to a <|uestion by his eounsel. he said
that he would be willing to sell the lain! and the building, whieh __ „
together are assessed at $130,000 to the city for $150,000. which “cj.T1'1, 
may have indicated to the Court of Revision that he was not 
willing to sell for less than that figure. In (filler words, it was 
worth more than lie could get for it under existing abnormal 
conditions. To that extent at least his ideas coincide with those 
of Mr. Nicholls.

With the soundness of the Court of Revision judgment we 
have nothing to do, but only with the honesty in this trans
action of its members, and on a view of the whole ease I find 
nothing to warrant the order appealed from. .

In my opinion the appeal should be allowed and the order set 
aside with costs here and below.

Irvino, »J..\. : The respondent, Mr. Charleson. is the owner imng.j.A, 

of two lots situate at the corner of tlranville and Robson streets, 
in the city of Vancouver, and was assessed in respect thereof, 
under the Vancouver Incorporation Act. I fit Ml, for the year 
1015 on the basis that the value of tin* property was $155,000, 
the land having been valued by the assessor at $13(1,500. and the 
building thereon at $18,500.

Mr. Charleson, feeling that he had been overcharged in the 
Roll, complained to the Court of Revision and the Court of 
Revision after hearing his evidence as well as that of Mr. It. C.
Procter, who has been in the real estate business in Vancouver 
for the last seven years, of Mr. Ames, also connected with the 
real estate business, and the evidence of Mr. Nicholls, an assist
ant to the city assessor, reserved their judgment and some days 
afterwards confirmed the assessment.

Mr. Charleson then applied to and obtained from the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court an order for a writ of mandamus 
directed to hear the appeal in the manner provided in section 
38 of the above recited statute, whieh is as follows:—

All riitiilili- property nlinll In- eatimated »t it* actual (-anil value a* it 
woifiil in* appraised in payment of a ju«t debt from a -.nlvent debtor. the
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B. C. valut* of tin- improvement*, if any. living estimated separately from the

0. A
value of the laml oil wliieli they are situate.

The respondent s complaint is that the Court of Revision
( IIAHI.KSOX in refusing his appeal and sustaining the said assessment. 1

Brexi quote from his affidavit, “Never considered the evidence offered
by me as establishing the value of the said property for assess
ment purposes as provided in see. 38. " From the opening 
remarks of Mr. Joseph Martin made to the Court of Revision 
on February 26. 1915, when he read to the Court see. 38, it is 
clear that the Board must have appreciated that it was on that 
sec. that the appellant relied.

< hi the hearing of the application by the learned Chief Jus
tice eight affidavits were read in which eight of the 13 aldermen 
pledged their oaths to the effect that they had carefully weighed 
the evidence given before the Court of Revision and after con
sideration they had honestly and impartially reached the con
clusion that the actual value of the lots and improvements, as 
the same would he appraised in payment of a just debt from 
a solvent debtor, was substantially the amount found by the 
assessor and that in the event of their being required to recon
sider the same question on the same evidence, they would reach 
the same conclusion.

When the appeal came on to be heard before this Court we 
ruled that the order was a “final order" within the Rule; but 
Mr. Martin admitted that the personnel of the council had been 
changed since March 10, the day on which the Court of Revi
sion had given judgment, by the election to the council of a new 
alderman and the argument proceeded on that basis.

The writ of mandamus is a high prerogative writ and it 
issues to the end that justice may be done in all cases where 
there is a specific legal right and no specific legal remedy for 
enforcing such right : He Wail)an (1884), 12 Q.B.I'). at 478. 53 
L.J.t^.B. 229, or where, although there may be an alternative 
legal remedy, yet such mode of redress is less convenient, bene
ficial or effectual : Iter v. Hank of Emjland (1819). 2 B. iV Aid. 
620. Where the alternative remedy is equally convenient, hem 
ficial or effective, a mandamus will not be granted. This is not 
a rule of law hut a rule regulating the discretion of the Court
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in granting writs ol' maiiiliiinuN: H< llarlow ( iMil ), 30 Ll.tj.li. 
271.

Ill thv hisr of the Sishrs of i’liarilfi of ltroviilmn \. Tin 
Cilfl of Vancouver, lô B.C. 341. 44 S.c.R. p. 20. the point tlivrv 
involved whh rnisnl liy certiorari. hut it was doubted in the 
Supreme Court of Canada whether that was the proper method 
of proved un*. In trying to nseertain the vxa t ground on whivli 
:i refusal of a certiorari would he based. I have come across a 
ease. Hex v. Kinij ( I7KH). 2 Term. It. 234. where it was held that 
certiorari would not lie to remove assessments to the land tax. 
because to remove them would result in delay and occasion grave 
public inconvenience. This ease gives point to the limitation 
of the right to appeal specified in sec. ôtî. I shall not rest my 
decision on the ground that mandamus is not the proper remedy. 
The decision of the Court of Appeal in Hi x v. Sh /nu </ Horoai/li 
( 1ÎHI2), 71 U.K.Il. 23M. looks as if mandamus was the proper 
remedy if the Court « f Revision had neglected to consider the 
ease in accordance with the standard laid down by see. 3H. For 
the purpose of this judgment I will assume that it was the pro
per and only remedy without so deciding. The basis of nix 
decision is that there was no solid reason for believing that the 
Board was guided by evidence of extraneous matters in reaching 
a conclusion which was ipiile properly open to it acting in ob
servance of the statute.

Parliament has seen fit to commit to the council sitting as a 
Court of Revision, the duty of revising, equalizing and correct
ing the assessment roll, and it has constitute I the max or and 
aldermen, of whom five shall form a quorum, judges for that 
purpose who shall meet and try all complaints in respect thereof. 
The Court is authorized to take evidence on oath, and oil appeal 
is given from the deeision of the Court of Revision to a Judge 
of the Supreme Court (sec. f»(i) but this appeal is limited to 
the question whether the assessment in question is or is not equal 
and ratable with the assessment of other similar property in 
the city having equal advantage of situation against the assess
ment of other property of which no appeal has lieen taken.

In addition to the sworn testimony, the mendie rs of the 
Court of Revision are permitted to use their own judgment as
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men of affairs, per Idington, *1.. in the Misters’ ('as< ( 1910), 44 
K.C.R. 29. at p. 36. In our own Courts we have recognized this 
privilege, and the Court is entitled to assume that the assessor’s 
rating is presumably correct and quite well warranted by the 
statute, per Idington, J., at p. 36.

At the hearing before the Court of Revision the respondent 
expressed himself satisfied with the assessment of the improve
ments at #18,000.

Mr. Charleson gave evidence that this property which had 
been assessed in 1014. for land, #107,250; building, #18,500 ; 
total. #125,750; and for 1015, land. #136.500 ; building #18,500; 
total #155,000. IIis claim was that the rents of the day deter
mined the value of property and as there had been heavy falling 
off within the last few years, from 33 per cent, to 50 per cent., 
the property was over-assessed according to its present value 
to-day. lie admitted that the property was well situated on 
the best street in Vancouver and that property on that street 
in the neighbourhood of his lots had been held at #4.000 a front 
foot.

In reply to the question as to the assessment on the pro
perty on the basis laid down in sec. 38, Mr. Charleson said : “1 
am willing to sell that property to the city for #150,000,” lie 
then proceeded to say that, tested by rentals, the property would 
not he assessable for anything like that sum. Having regard to 
the price placed upon it by himself and the powers entrusted to 
the members of the Board to use their own judgment as men 
of affairs. 1 say it is impossible to say that there was not evid
ence which would justify them in coming to the conclusion they
did.

The assessment for 1014 does not concern us at present. The 
views of the Court of Revision for 1014 cannot control the mem
bers of the Court in 1015 on a question of fact. In an appli
cation for a mandamus, the Supreme Court does not sit as a 
Court of Appeal. Il' the Court of Revision, acting in a judicial 
temper, fairly and in good faith tackles the problem put before 
them, they have done their duty even if they have made a mis 
lake, and a writ of mandamus should not be allowed. It would
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be only a cloak to disguise an appeal, notwithstanding the limita
tion in section 56.

The learned Chief Justice, in reaching the conclusion that the 
Court of Revision had acted in defiance of section 38, had to 
consider the evidence given before the Hoard and the affidavits 
of the 8 aldermen. In regard to the duty of an appellate or 
reviewing Court considering evidence, we are told that great 
weight must be attached to the conclusion reached by the Court 
which has seen and heard the witnesses. That principle pre
supposes that the Court is honestly endeavouring to do right.

After jury trials, we have verdicts set aside because there 
was no evidence upon which the jury could find a verdict, and 
we have verdicts set aside on the ground that they are against 
the weight of evidence—such a verdict that a jury reviewing 
the whole of the evidence reasonably could not properly find : 
Metropolitan v. Wriçjht, Il App. Cas. 152. 55 L.J.t^.lt. 401. 
Lord llalsbury put it this way :—

If reasonable men might lind tin* verdict which ha* Iwvit found. I think 
no ( onrt luii* jurisdiction t > disturb n decision of fact which t'e- law has 
confided to juries, not to Judges.

B C.

C. A.

( II Mil I SON

In a recent case Li minim v. A nr Sham Shipping Co. 1014 ). 
84 L.J.1M'. 1, on appeal to the House of Lords to Scotland, the 
decision of an arbitrator under the Workmen's Compensation 
Act was being canvassed. The arbitrator's finding had been 
upset by the Court of Session of Scotland and a difference of 
opinion existed in the House of Lords. Three supported the 
arbitrator and two the Court of Session. Lord Loreburn said 
in part :—

When the ijuestion is whether or not an arbitrator as a re.isomihle man 
could arrive at a particular conclusion. I find that in some instances 
Courts have held that lie could not. while some of the judges have actually 
agreed to the conclusion. That is my position to day. I hope that I am a 
reasonable man. and if I had been the arbitrator I would have conic to 
exactly the same conclusion on the facts which lie lias found. I think tie* 
moral is that we should regard these awards in a very broad way and 
constantly remember we are not the tribunal to decide. I shall always 
I»' slow to say that no reasonable person could think dilièrently from my 
•elf.

Lord Shaw said :—
Had I been the arbitrator, had the noble Karl on the woolsack been the 

arbitrator, had Imrd Pa rumor been the arbitrator, we should each of us
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Iihvv reailifil tin* hhiiiv uiiticlueioii 11» that rvavlifil l»y tin* arhitnitur in 
tlii» vasv. Mini I'itln-r l,nnl Duimlin or l.onl Atkiimon Im-vii tin* arbitrator 
tliny would have n-avln-d an o|i|H>gite conclunioii. 1 grant freely that we 
are all reaxonahli* men and that an such eaeli of us is willing to coiieed*; 
of the itliels that I '.e eonelllrtioiiH wliieli well* lexpeetively reaehed on t hr 
same facta although quote opposite conclusions, are such as may In- 
reached by a reasonable man. I ask myself what right have we to deny 
similar treatment to the arbitrator appointed by the legislature to detei 
mine the facts in the first instance.

I think the principle taught in this cast* is respect for and 
toleration of the opinion of others. In such a ease as this, where 
we are called upon to review the action of the Court of Revision, 
we should take a broad view of the evidence and of the right of 
the members of that Court to form their opinion and to refuse a 
mandamus unless we are satisfied they acted without bona fiihs.

The affidavits filed by the eight aldermen arc unanswered. 
There was no cross-examination thereon, and. although Mr. 
Martin before us plainly charged the deponents with falsehood, 
1 am not prepared to accept that view or that they misconducted 
themselves in the Court of Revision. The observation of Mr. 
-lustier Duff' as to our duty to assume, unless there is solid 
reason for otherwise deciding, that the Court of Revision fol
lowed the statute in the discharge of their functions is very 
much in point. I think that irrespective of these affidavits wc 
would be bound to decide against Mr. Charlcson on the authority 
of the Shfitun case where the Court of Appeal expressed the 
opinion that if there was any evidence before them that the coun
cil had exercised its own discretion the mandamus should not 
be allowed to issue.

Mr. Martin relied on Hex v. Ailanison (187b), 1 (j.H.I). 4Ô2, 
L.J.M.C. 4b. That was an application for mandamus to magis
trates who had refused to issue a summons to certain persons 
charged with conspiring to break the peace at a meeting held 
by sympathisers of the claimant in the Tivhborne case. The 
evidence of the breach of the peace was plain and of an organ
ized arrangement beforehand to disturb the meeting, but the 
magistrates who filed affidavits, in refusing to issue the sum
mons, thought that the persons applying for it were applying 
in such a manner as to disentitle themselves from the law. The
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order for the mandamus was made with hesitation on the part 
of Blackburn, with some perplexity by Cockburn, <'.•!. The 
case is authority for the principle that the decision of a case 
by a judicial body on evidence of extraneous conditions is 
ground for mandamus. See also /iV.r \. London ('ounhi Council 
(1915), 31 Times 249.

But the vital difference " on that case and tliis is to he 
found in the affidavits filed in opposition to the application. 
There the magistrates said they thought they would not, acting 
in the interests of the community, be justified in granting sum
monses for conspiracy. Here wo have affidavits saying that the 
magistrates recognized and were governed by see. 38 as estab
lishing the standard of valuation and that they are not con
vinced by the evidence of Mr. Charleson this witness.

They have heard all that was offered to them, including ex
traneous matters urged by the assistant assessor in. as he sup
posed the interest of the city, but their determination of the 
appeal was founded on section 38.

1 would all a the appeal.

Martin, J.A., dissented.

(Ialmiikr, el.A., agreed with Irvinu, 3.A.

McBiiii.i.ii's, 3.A.: It is settled law that where there is cast 
upon any authority a duty of a public* nature—that duty must 
be discharged and in default, recourse may he had by way of 
mandamus to compel its performance, yet it is to be well remem
bered that it is only in the case where the inferior tribunal, 
clothed with jurisdiction to hear and determine the matter, has 
failed to exercise the jurisdiction—-that this remedy may be in
voked—and when granted it cannot be in the way of directing 
that the jurisdiction be exercised in any particular manner— 
that is. mamlmnus is only available where it is plain that there 
has been no exercise of the jurisdiction conferred.

In the present case an appeal was taken to the Court of Re
vision sitting in pursuance of the provisions of the Vancouver 
Incorporation Act, 1900. and it is contended that there was 
refusal to hear and determine the appeal in the manner pm- 
vided.
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The next step taken wax the application for a mandamus— 
which coming on before the Honourable the Chief Justice for 
British Columbia (Hunter, C.J.), resulted in an order absolute 
for a mandamus being granted—directing that the Court of Re
vision do proceed to hear the appeal with regard to the assess
ment of lots 1 and 2. block (id, subdivision of lot f>41 in the city 
of Vancouver, being appeal No. 107 in the manner provided for 
in section 38 of chapter 54 of the Statutes of British Columbia 
for 1000 being the Vancouver Incorporation Act and amend
ments.

It is from the order absolute granting a mandamus that the 
appeal is brought, and it would follow that the appeal should 
be dismissed if it is apparent upon the facts that there was fail
ure to exercise the conferred jurisdiction—a jurisdiction which 
must be discharged—upon the other hand if there was no such 
failure and the Court of Revision did examine into the appeal 
brought before them and did exercise their judgment in proper 
compliance with the statute, then the appeal should be allowed.

I'pon consideration of the evidence adduced before the < ’ourt 
of Revision, it, in my opinion, was ample to admit of that body 
arriving at a decision—in the proper exercise of the statutory 
duty imposed- -and that was to determine whether there had 
been any overcharge in the assessment, that being the ground 
of appeal.

The Court of Revision was entitled at the outset to rely 
Upon the assessment as being made in pursuance of the statu
tory provisions as contained in the Act- the onus being on the 
party complaining to adduce evidence of overcharge—and that 
onus, in my opinion, was not satisfactorily discharged—it can
not be said that upon an appeal to the Court of Revision mat
ters are to be looked at as if no assessment had been made and 
that then and there all considerations that led up to the assess
ment should be a matter of enquiry- if so the duties of the tri
bunal might be said to be interminable—rather that the assess
ment is assumed to be proper—subject, of course, to displace
ment if the ground of complaint is established -vide sections 
38. 4M. 50 and 54 of the Act.

The Court of Revision in the main—in the present ease-
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B. C. judgment This Court is not a Court of errors from that Court > it may
,r compel the Court of quarter sessions by mandamus to proceed to hear

^ ' and decide the appeal; but when they have so determined it. this (unit
( n xitLKsox cannot compel them to correct their judgment if it appear to be erroneous.

v. It is unnecessary to say whether the judgment pronounced by the Court of
Bykxe. quarter sessions was erroneous or not, because we have no jurisdiction

M< rtiüïü».I.A. *" "'""I"'1 l|ivni tn correct it;”
ami it is to bo noted that the ease was eited ami applied in the 
judgment of Coekburn, C..L in Tin Queen v. Overseers uf llVif- 
sull (1878), 3 Q.B.l). 457, 4ti8 (47 L.J.Q.B. 710. 7l(i), and by 
Lord Hersehell, L.C., in Ex parle Evans (ILL. 18ÎI3), (18114), 
A.<’. 16, 20 ( 63 L..LM.C. 81. 83)—at p. 20 Lord llersehell 
said :—

The justices have heard ami determined it; here is the record; here is 
the determination; they may have determined it wrongly. We cannot 
interfere upon this application.

Bex v. Adamson (1875), 1 Q.B.l). 201, was strongly relied 
upon by the learned counsel for the respondent as being a case 
where a mandamus issued. It is to be noted, however, that in 
that case it was held that the magistrates had not considered 
the evidence and given a decision upon it—a case not, in my 
opinion, similar to the one we have now before us—in that here 
there has been a hearing, the evidence has been considered, and 
a decision has been given upon it. Bex v. Adamson, supra, was 
referred to by Farwell. L.J., in Hex v. Board of Education 
(1910), A.C. 1G5, at p. 180. and in applying the decision to the 
case under consideration said:—

Further, they have by answering a question not put to them and avoid
ing any answer to the real question declined jurisdiction; see the judgment 
of Coekburn, C.J., in Rex v. Atlanison.

And further, in his judgment, at p. 181, said:—
Further, if the Hoard did not proceed on a mistaken assumption of 

the law. but deliberately discharged it either on the question of the con
struction of the Act or on the entire want of evidence, then Î should lie 
of th<‘ opinion that they have been guilty of misconduct so flagrant as to 
make it impossible for their decision to stand.

In the present case that has not occurred which so forcefully 
presented itself to Farwell. L.J.—here there was no declination 
of jurisdiction—no entire want of evidence—but a determina
tion upon consideration of the Act and the evidence adduced. 
Bex v. Board of Education, supra, went on appeal to the IP ise
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of Lords under the name of Hoard of Education and liice B-C. 
(1911), A.C. 179, and the decision of the < ourt of Appeal c.A. 
(1910) 2 K.B. 165, was affirmed. Lord Lorvburn, L.C., at p. (,,TuTTsov 
182, said:—

The Huar«l is in the nature of the arbitral tribunal and a Court of 1A *‘1 * * * * VI" 
law has no jurisdiction to hear appeals from the determination either \icphniii>i, j.a. 
upon law or upon the fact. But if the Court is satisfied either that the 
Board have not acted judicially in the way I have described, or have not 
determined the question which they are required by the Act to determine, 
then there is a remedy by mandamus or certiorari.

In my opinion, the Court of Revision have, in the present 
case, acted judicially, and have determined the question which 
they were required by the Act to determine and the present 
case is not one calling for remedy.

Some argument was addressed to the question of the futility 
of the proceedings were the order for the issue of a mandamus 
to stand—upon this subject a case that may be usefully looked 
at is Rex v. Bonnar (1903), 14 Man. R. 407. It was there held 
that the issue of a mandamus to the Revising Officer under the 
Manitoba Election Act, R.S.M. (1902) at 52. as asked for should 
be refused as it would be fruitless and futile as the Revising 
Officer and the Board of Registration were fundi officio—Rex 
v. Bishop of London (1743), 1 Wils. 11 ; Rex v. of Exeter
(1802), 2 East 466; and Rex v. Bateman (1883), 4 B. & Ad.
553, were referred to and followed.

It therefore follows that, in my opinion, the appeal should 
be allowed and the order absolute for the issue of a mandamus 
should be set aside, the appellants to have the costs here and the 
Court below.

Appeal allowed.

VON MACKENSEN v. DISTRICT OF SURREY. B. C.

British Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Irving, Martin, 7T~7
and Me Phillips, JJ.A. Apt it 6, 1015. u A

1. Highways i § IV A 1—120)—Faii.vre to repair—Injuries to traveller 
—Liability of municipality.

Where a statute vested in a municipality the public roads within its
boundaries and empowered the municipality to repair, but did not
purport to impose a duty to repair nor to create n liability on failure 
to repair, the municipality is not liable in damages for injuries sustained 
by a person driving on the road through its lack of repair, where the
non-repair was due to non-feasance only as distinguished from mis
feasance.

[Macpherson v. Bathurst, 4 A.C. 257; Cowley v. Newmarket, [1S02]

64
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A.Ü. 345; Cdder! v. Piet ou, (1893| AC. 524; Sydney v. Hourke, [1895]
A.C. 433, 64 L.J.P.C. 140; Vancouver v. McPhalen, 45 Can. 8.C.R. 194,
distinguished.)

Appeal by defendant from the judgment of Clement, J.
K. P. Davis, K.C., for appellant.
F. ./. McDougall, for respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.A.:—The judgment appealed from awards 
the plaintiff damages against the defendant, an incorporated dis
trict municipality, for personal injuries which he sustained when 
thrown from his waggon, owing, as he alleged, to the want of 
repair of the Jericho road, a highway within the boundaries oi 
the defendant municipality. Counsel for the defendant put aside 
all other grounds of appeal and asked the Court for judgment 
on the broad and, to the defendant, important ground of its 
liability or non-liability for non-repair of the road in question.

The facts upon which the question is to be decided are not 
in dispute. The Jericho road, half a mile of which only is in 
Surrey, was made by a few settlers for their own convenience 
in reaching another road nearby. It was declared in 1875 by 
the province to be a public road. The defendant was incor
porated in 1882. By the Municipal Act the possession and con
trol of public roads are vested in the municipality in which they 
arc situate, subject to any rights reserved by the dedicator. 
No such rights are in question here. Therefore, in 1882 the 
possession of that part of the Jericho road within the defendant's 
boundaries became vested in the defendant. There is no statu
tory provision affecting this case other than the one vesting the 
roads in the municipality and sec. 53, sub-sec. 17b, of the Muni
cipal Act, which enables the municipal council to pass by-laws 
“for establishing, opening, making, preserving, improving, re
pairing, widening, altering, diverting, or stopping up roads, streets, 
etc.”

After 1882. the settlers aforesaid continued to do some work 
on the Jericho road within the municipality without interference 
by defendant. They put down “puncheon” (another name for 
corduroy) at the place where the plaintiff met with his injuries. 
The defendant was not consulted nor did it interfere in this work. 
It did nothing towards the construction, maintenance or repair 
of that part of the road on which the plaintiff received his injuries,
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though it caused some repairs to ho made on the road at some 
distance therefrom.

The plaintiff’s ease, therefore, is founded upon the failure of 
the defendant to exercise the enabling powers given by said see. 
53, sub-see. 170. The complaint is that the defendant did 
nothing to improve or repair that part of the road in cpiestion; 
not that it did something which in the result brought about the 

aintiff’s injuries.
Unlike the special charter of the city of Vancouver in ques

tion, in The City of Vancouver v. McPhalen (1911), 45 S.C.U. 
194, the Municipal Act casts no duty on municipalities con
trolled by it to repair the roads, the possession of which were 
by law vested in them.

Having regard to the facts above recited and to the statute 
governing this case, I am unable to distinguish it from Municipal 
Corporation of Sydney v. Bourke (1895), A.C. 433. and must, 
therefore, allow the appeal and dismiss the action.

Irving, J.A.:—This is an appeal from Clement, .1.. who found 
in favour of the plaintiff on the ground that the municipality 
did not take care of the artificial works so as to prevent the 
highway becoming a nuisance.

He bases his judgment on the reasons of Mr. Justice I)ulT, 
set out at ]>. 213 of the report of City of Vancouver \. McPhalen 
(1911), 45 8.C.R. 194.

In all eases the first question which arises is what duty is 
imposed on the defendants, and what duty have they broken?

It is admitted that there is no complaint of positive mis
feasance against the corporation, and, in particular, it is ad
mitted that the box drain was built by the settlers; but it is 
said this place was a trap, and that the case turned on the fact 
that the highway was a nuisance, amounting to misfeasance, 
and that the plaintiff was entitled to maintain an action.

The defendants were incorporated in 1882. The road in ques
tion had been gazetted by the provincial government in 1875.

The defendants within the last five years employed one 
Hughes to repair the road, but apparently the place that needed 
it most, the portion where the accident took place, was left un
touched by the contractor.

The road at this part was built by the settlers 25 years ago,
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without authority from anybody; about IS years ago a eorduroy 
was laid on top of the road by the settlers. About three years 
ago a settler (Grant) removed a portion of this corduroy or 
puncheon. It was at or about this place where the accident took 
place, in a stretch of road of about 30 feet. Money had I «-en 
expended by the defendants on the road, but not on the part 
in the neighbourhood of this 30 feet.

By see. 370 of the Municipal Act (eh. 170) possession of all 
public roads is vest<-«l in the municipality. This “ vesting" only 
goes so far as is necessary for the particular powers conferred. 
The enactment by the legislature that a highway shall be vested 
in a municipal corporation is to In- construed as a means of pro
tecting the highway by attributing ownership so far as con
sistent with public rights. It is a convenient way of getting 
rid of all claims in respect of dedicating owners or owners of land 
fronting on the highway.

The statute eh. 170 authorizes, sec. 53, sub-sec. 176, tin- 
council to pass by-laws for “establishing, opening, making, pre
serving, improving, repairing, widening, altering, diverting, or 
stopping up roads . . . or other public thoroughfares," but
the Act does not contain a section such as was inserted in the 
Act under consideration in the McPhalenx>r Cooksley eases.

This sec. 53 (176), in my opinion, is merely empowering.
1 do not contrast it with sec. 371. because I am not prepared 

to say, without argument, how far that section obliges a muni
cipality to open, maintain and repair a road.

The statute, eh. 170, does not give any right of action to a 
person injured through non-repair or otherwise.

The right of action, then, must depend on the common law.
We have been referred to a number of cases. The defen

dants before us «!«> not argue contributory negligence or that 
they were without notice of the state of the road, but rely on tin- 
authorities, in particular on Sydney v. Bourkc, for their exemption 
from liability.

Wallis v. Assiniboia (1887), 1 Man. 89: Plaintiff failed be
cause the statute, which said the municipality should be charged 
with the maintenance of the- road, did provide that the munici
pality should be liable civilly or criminally.

Macpherson v. Bathurst (1879), (J.C.) 4 App. ('as. 256: The
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plaintiff, whoso action was dismissed at the trial, succeeded before 
the Privy Council because the hole torn by reason of their negli
gence amounted to a nuisance for which they were liable to 
indictment and also as a corollary to their liability to indict
ment to an action by any one sustaining direct and particular 
damage for such misfeasance. The Act imposing on the munici
pality “the care, construction and management of public roads" 
was not passed upon by the Privy Council.

('otrleji v. Xcinnarlrt 11892], A.C. 245: The plaintiff (whose 
action was dismissed at the trial) failed. The place complained 
of had been constructed years before the accident by Captain 
Maclin, without the leave of the local authority. There was no 
misfeasance on the part of the defendants. The fact that the 
footway was by statute “vested" gave the plaintiff no right of 
action.

The ruling in Macphersoii v. linthurst, sa/ira, as to an action 
lying wherever an indictment would lie, was questioned by bord 
Herschell, p. 354.

The plaintiff failed because the statute did not give an action.
(ieldert v. Pictou [1893] A.C. 524: The plaintiff (who suc

ceeded at the trial).failed. The approach to the bridge was out 
of repair, through the non-feasance of the defendants. The 
House of Lords held that the transfer to the municipality of the 
obligation to repair did not, of itself, render the corporation 
liable to an action in respect of mere non-feasance. It required 
words indicating an intention on the part of the legislature that 
liability should be imposed.

In the opinion it was pointed out that the Hathurat case 
turned on misfeasance.

Sydney v. Hourlce, [1895] A.C. 433. The plaintiff (who suc
ceeded at the trial) failed before the Judicial Committee. The 
charge was non-feasance, a failure to make repairs in a road built 
by the defendants. The defendants were held not liable (a) be
cause no liability was expressly imposed on them by statute, 
nor (b) had the legislature imposed on them a duty for the breach 
of which the person injured had a right of action.

The statute in question " vested" in the council all the streets, 
and empowered it to repair them, but did not purport to impose 
.t duty to repair.

B. C.

C. A.
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Their Lordships then dealt with the Maepherson v. Bathurst 
ease, and pointed out the facts of the ease», which 1 have already 
incorporated in the description of that case, and said that the 
Bathurst ease did not depend on the question whether the munici
pality was liable to an action in respect of non-repair.

Other matters were referred to, and it was said, in effect, 
that the Bathurst judgment, which must be read with great care, 
was rightly decided on the ground that it was a case of mis
feasance, that is to say, of having caused a nuisance for which 
they could be indicted, and, therefore, an action would lie.

Hut in respect of non-repair, as in the Cowl?y case, an action 
would not lie, although an indictment might lie.

Cam/tinIt v. City of St. John, 33 X.B. Rep. 131, on appeal 
to the Supreme Court of Canada ( 1800), 2b S.C.R. 1. The 
plaintiff failed at the trial and before the Supreme Court of 
Canada. 1 shall deal with only one phase of n The case was 
one of non-feasance, neglect to repair an asphalt road the cor
poration had laid down. The ( \>urt was of opinion that, assuming 
the city was bound as a duty towards the public to repair, the 
plaintiff had no right of action. The foregoing is a statement 
of all the cases cited before us, with the» exception of the eases 
of Cooksley v. City of Sew Westminster and MePhalen v. City 
of 1 'a net Hirer, but, before dealing with those cases, I shall draw 
attention briefly to other cases in our British Columbia Courts. 
Liiulelt v. Victoria ( 1804), 3 B.C. 400: Drake, .)., held the city 
of Victoria not liable under the Municipal Act of 1802. see. 104, 
sub-sec. 00. Smith v. Vancouver ( 1807), f> B.C. 401 : Davie, 
C.J., held the city of Vancouver guilty of misfeasance in building 
an 8 ft. sidewalk with a 2 ft. drop at the end. where it met a 
4 ft. crossing. (Iordan v. City of Victoria (1807), ü B.C. ûf>3: 
Davie, C.J., dismissed the action thinking the case was one of 
non-feasance. Patterson v. Victoria ( 1807), A B.C. 020: The 
majority of the Court thought that the case disclosed acts of 
misfeasance, mort» misfeasance than in the Bathurst case. Lany 
v. Victoria (not reported below), which followed the Patterson 
case, and the Patterson case were carried to the Privy Council, 
where the decision appealed from was upheld, and where certain 
other points raised by the city were held not open to the defen
dants. Cooksley v. Corporation of Sew Westminster ( 1000), II
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B.C. 33(1, was, in the opinion of the full Court, a ease of mis- ^
feasance, and came within the Hath urn! ease. The statute govern- C. A. 
ing it imposed on the corporation the duty of keeping the street V)IN" 
in repair. Mm kkxsi x

Then came McPhaten v. Vancouver (1911), 15 B.C. 397, and |,,S.|,'U( 
on appeal to the Supreme ( \>urt of ( 'anada (45 S.( Mb 194) founded "»•' Sl 11111 v 
on a different statute to that under consideration in this ease*. Irving.j.a.
The case against the city was one of non-feasance, and the city 
held liable as the duty to repair was created in mandatory and 
imperative language.

The result of these1 cases is that the plaintiff failed in every 
instance of non-feasance, except in the McPhalen case, and the 
latter turned on the language of the statute.

The learned trial Judge held that the defendants were liable 
because they did not prevent the road being a nuisance, irrespec
tive of the question whether the road under the care of the muni
cipality was originally constructed by them or not.

With deference to the learned Judge, that ground seems to 
me to ignore the explanations of the Hat hurst case given in the 
subsequent eases.

1 would allow the appeal.

Martin, J.A.:—It appears that the road in question, calk'd Mar,il"J-A. 
the Jericho road, was originally made, about 25 years ago, by 
certain settlers, at their own expense, to get access to their home
steads, and it runs east and west, crossing the boundaries of the 
municipalities of Surrey and Langley, about half a mile of it 
being within the limits of the defendant municipality, which 
lies to the west of Langley, and was incorporated in 1882. Though 
the road was gazetted as a “public highway" on May 22. 1875, 
no work or money has been done or expended by the defendant 
corporation on that (‘astern end of it which lies within 300 yards 
of the Langley boundary, but it has done work to the extent 
of 8202.20 since 1889 for repairs on*the other and western por
tion of the said half-mile of road, starting from the Latimer road 
and working east. We were not informed at all about that part 
of the road to the east of the boundary, within Langley, doubt
less because it has no bearing on the case. The accident occurred 
at a spot about 100 yards from the Langley boundary, in a 
shallow depression or mud hole, where water collected in the
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rainy season. and. therefore, what is locally called ‘’puncheon” 
(meaning cedar slabs, usually about S to 10 feet long and 0 inches 
thick) had been laid by the settlers across the depression for 
a distance of about 20 feet to facilitate crossing it, and a cer
tain amount of ditching both side and transverse (box drain) 
has been done in an unsuccessful attempt to adequately drain 
off the water, which ditches * ' of the road itself. The
road was originally only a bush track, and now may fairly be 
deseril cd as a rough but passable side road. After a careful 
|M»rusal of all the evidence, 1 should not, having regard to the 
surrounding circumstances and country side roads in general, 
describe the place in question as dangerous in the true sense 
at the time of the accident, which took (dace between II and 
12 a.m. It openly and palpably called for careful driving, be
cause the puncheon had largely drifted away, and the water and 
mud were about a foot or a foot and a half deep to a firm footing, 
but there was nothing in the sense of a trap or any concealed 
danger. However, assuming that it was a dangerous place and 
that the defendant, with due notice thereof, did not choose to 
exercise its admitted power to repair it, what is its liability?

There is no statutory obligation to repair this highway (<•/. 
Municipal Act, eh. 170. see. 53, sub-see. (170), and see. 371), 
as it is not a boundary road. It is to be noted that sec. 370 
only rests the “possession” of public roads, etc., in the munici
pality, and not the roads themselves, as in Munieijnil Council 
of Sydney v. Monde (1895), 04 L.J.P.C. 140. (1895) A.(\ 433: 
but, in the view I take, this makes no difference in the present 
circumstances. No question of a nuisance arises, in my opinion, 
for non-repair cannot be transformed into a nuisance merely by 
~o styling it, and the defendant cannot be indicted for nuisance, 
as it did nothing and committed no breach of a statutory duty. 
There is no greater duty cast upon the defendant to improve 
or repair this road under thç powers conferred by sub-see. ( 17(i) 
than there was to open or make it originally, or later to widen 
or stop it up: all these are “matters left absolutely to the dis
cretion and judgment of the council,” and the words are “em
powering only,” as was said in Sydney v. Monde, from which 
1 am unable to distinguish this case. To escape from the Sydney 
case, it was suggested that the case at bar is, in reality, one <>t 
misfeasance, but I am quite unable to see in what respect it

6K18

B.^^
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can lx1 so considered. because tlu> defendant heroin merely allowed 
the easterly portion of the road to remain in a rough state or 
gradually get worse, while repairing the western portion to a 
certain extent. The Sydney ease goes, 1 think, to this extent, 
that, even if the defendant had originally properly put in the 
“puncheon" at the hole in question, and then allowed it to fall 
into disrepair, it would not he liable for the consequences of 
such non-repair. What was done in liarmujh of liai hurst v. Mac- 
pherson ( 187th, 48 I,.J.P.( *. til, 1 A.('. 2.">fi [ri:., the digging of 
an open drain 2 to 1 feet deep and Ô feet wide along the side 
of a ay) was explained and held in the Sytlmy ease to he
based on tin1 fact “that the defendants had caused a nuisance 
in the highway,” just as “the owner of land adjoining an high
way has been held liable to an action if lie digs a hole so close 
to the highway as to create a nuisance to passengers lawfully 
passing along it.” Their Lordships go on to say that some of 
the dicta in the Bathurst case
can scarcely he supported, in view of the more complete discussion which 
the subject has subsequently undergone. But they do not affect the au
thority of that case, for the decision rests on grounds independent of them. 
The conclusion being arrived at that tlie defendants had caused a nuisance 
to the highway for which they could he indicted, it cannot he doubted that 
it was properly decided that the action lay.

Is this Court to hold that, if a municipality, under no obliga
tion to repair, properly builds an asphalt road, but decides not 
to repair it and lets it gradually wear down to such a state that 
a hole appears in it wjiieli is dangerous to traffic, thereupon the 
locus becomes a nuisance for which the municipality is answer- 
able? I think not. But, on the other hand, if a municipality 
undertakes, quite apart from any obligation, to repair a street 
and does so in a negligent manner, by, <.*/., leaving a sidewalk 
in an unsafe condition after the repairs were ostensil ly finished, 
then it is liable for misfeasance for causing such “a dangerous 
nuisance”: City of Halifax v. Tobin (19111, ">0 S.(\ 101.

It follows that the appeal should be allowed.

B.C.

(’. A. 

Vox

M< Phillips. J.A.:—This is an appeal in a negligence action in v 1 1 v
which Mr. Justice Clement, sitting without a jury, found in favour 
of the plaintiff, and assessed the damage's for the personal injuries 
sustained by the plaintiff at .8300, and awarded costs on the 
County Court scale.

5
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B-C- The* plaintitT, a resident of Port Kells, B.(\, whilst driving
c. A. on the .lerieho road, within the municipality of Surrey, was
VoN thrown from the vehicle in which he was driving, owing to the

Mackknskn disrepair of the road, and suffered personal injuries therefrom 
District l)0*nt where the accident took place was about 100 yards

«a si kkky. west of the boundary line between the municipality of Surrey 
MrPhiiiips, j.a. and Langley. The municipality was incorporated in the year 

1882; the road upon which the accident occurred was gazetted 
as a provincial highway on May 18, 1875.

Tin* admitted facts would appear to be that the road was 
first opened up by the settlers of the district, some 25 years 
before the trial of the action, and about IS years ago the settlers 
built the road as at present existing—that is a corduroy road, 
otherwise known as a puncheon road—with timbers or poles 
laid across the travelled way, and such was the condition when 
the road was brought within the municipal boundaries; no muni
cipal organization existed at the time of the original construc
tion of the road nor existed at the time the corduroy road was 
constructed, and no work was at any time done by the appel
lants upon the road at the point where the accident occurred, 
although some work was done at some other point, but it was 
not alleged nor contended that any work done by the appellant 
had caused or in any way contributed to the accident.

The road had become defective—some of the timbers or 
poles were washed out, leaving spaces of some 12 to 18 inches, 
and the road was difficult of travel— a wheel of the vehicle struck 
or was caught in one of the timbers or poles in the road, and 
the plaintiff was thrown out upon the road and sustained the 
injuries complained of.

The learned counsel for the appellant, in his very forceful 
and able argument, presented the case for the appellant in this 
way :—That the appellant had not imposed upon it any statu
tory or other duty to repair the road ; that the fee simple in the 
roads or highways are not vested in the " , but the
possession thereof only ; that the repair of the roads or high
ways, the opening up of same or the taking of them over, is a 
matter of absolute discretion in the municipality; and that no 
action was sustainable for non-repair or •liability for the injuries 
complained of; and relied strongly upon The Municipal Council

121348
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o/ Sydney v. Hourkc (1805), 04 L.J.P.C. 140, contending tlint 
it was the decisive case and was conclusive upon the qui'stion C.A.
to he determined upon tin- facts of this present ease, and was yns
an authority which demonstrated the impossibility of the judg- Ma< kkx>i n

ment herein appealed from being sustaine<l by this Court, and. District
1 may say—in fact, I am constrained to say that with this "* si iu<f.y. 

very high authority, holding, as it does, and a decision which m. niim-.*, ,i.a, 
is absolutely binding upon this Court, that, in the absence of a 
duty or liability being imposed by an Act of the legislature, the 
mere non-repair of a road does not entitle a person injured by 
reason thereof to sue the municipality.

It is apparent that no such duty or liability such as would 
he necessary to create the duty or obligation is imposed upon 
tic municipality by the provisions of the Municipal Act (eh.
170, H.S.B.C. 1011, 2 (îeo. V.).

There is no indication of the intention of the legislature to 
impose any such liability as contended for; it is true that the 
possession of public roads is vested in the municipalities, sec. 
370 reading as follows:

The possession of every publie road, street, bridge, lane, square, or 
other highway in a municipality, except Hitch as have been taken and held 
possession of by any person in lieu of a public road, street, bridge, lane, 
square, or other highway laid out by him without compensation therefor, 
shall he vested in the municipality, subject to any rights in the soil which 
the persons who have laid out such road, street, bridge, lane, square, or 
other highway may have reserved.

It is true there is power to make, alter and repeal by-laws 
having relation to streets, bridges and roads; but, in respect to 
the road in question, nothing has been proved shewing that 
any such steps were taken by the municipality having reference 
to the road in quest hm, sub-sec. (170) of the Municipal Act 
reading as follows:—

For establishing, opening, making, preserving, improving, repairing, 
widening, altering, diverting, or stopping up roads, streets, squares, alleys, 
lanes, bridges, or other public thoroughfares, and for establishing, opening, 
making and using quarries and gravel-pits for the purpose of acquiring 
material for making or repairing roads, streets, or highways within the 
boundaries of the municipality or the jurisdiction of the Council, and for 
entering upon, expropriating, breaking up. taking, or using any real property 
in any way necessary or convenient for the said purposes without the consent 
of the owners of the real property, subject to the restrictions contained in
Part XV. of this Act :

Every by-law passed under the provisions of this sub-section shall.
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I»vfc.r<‘ run.inn in <‘fi'ret. In- |iublislml in I lie (luzc-ttc* and in mum- ncwnpapi r 
pulilishril in I In- inuniripality. or if no newspaper is published in the munici
pality. then in a newspaper circulating in the municipality.

After the said publication a certified copy of the by-law, accompanied 
bv an application of the municipality for registration of the* title acquired 
by the said expropriation proceedings and the usual fees, shall be filed in 
the band Registry Ollier of the district in which the land affected by tin 
by-law is situate.

W<‘ do not find that express statutory requirement to repair 
which was present and adverted to by Mr. Justice Duff in his 
elaborate and admirable judgment in City of Vancourcr v. Mr- 
Phalen (1011), 45 8.C.H. 104, at p. 217.

In view of the very careful attention which the point in ques
tion in this appeal received at the hands of the learned Judges 
of the Supreme ( 'ourt of ( 'anada. in City of Vancourer v. McPhalen, 
supro, it is not necessary to review the authorities at length, 
but only to point out the line of differentiation which exists 
between that case and this, and that is that it is a decision which 
only determines that, where there is a statutory duty ini|)osed 
to keep the highways in repair and adequate means by statute 
have been provided enabling it to perform its obligations, persons 
suffering injuries by reason of such omission may sue and recover 
compensation, although no right of action is by statute expressly 
provided, unless the statute itself or the circumstances attendant 
upon its enactment repels any such inference of liability.

Therefore, in my opinion, The City of Vancourer v. McPhalen, 
supra, relied upon by the learned counsel for the respondent, 
cannot be held to be a decision helpful to him in the present case.

(’ounsel for the respondent, in a careful review of the ratio 
decidendi of Sydney v. Hour he, supra, endeavoured to distinguish 
the effect of that decision in its bearing upon the present case, 
in that, in the case before the Privy ( ouneil, it was admitted 
that the highway on which the accident occurred was originally 
constructed quite properly, but that in the present case, although 
the municipality did not construct the road, it took it over, 
allowed it to continue, and had let a contract for work upon 
a portion of the road—not, however, at the point in question— 
and that the facts would support an action for misfeasance.

I have no hesitation in coming to the conclusion that tin* 
facts, as proved in the present ease, cannot, even on the most 
elastic construction, be held to in any degree substantial in
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action for misfeasance ; il could only lx* one of mere non-feasance, 
and that was really the action which was tried, and, in my opinion, 
the present case is concluded in the appellant's favour by the 
decision of their Lordships of the Privy Council in Stplnei/ v. Mukixmn 

Hourke, supra—the municipality is in no way answerable for district 
non-feasance. Also see Lambert v. Lour staff Corporation (1901), "i nchrly. 

70 L..I.K.H. 333, (1901) 1 K.B. 590; Maguire v. Liverpool Cor- M.rirnm^ t.a. 
poration (HM)1 )' 74 L.J.K.B. (C.A.) 309, (1905) I K.B. 707.

It, therefore, follows that, in my opinion, the judgment of tin- 
learned trial Judge should be reversed, the action dismissed with 
costs, and the appeal to this Court allowed.

A ppeal allowed.

B C. 

C.A.

\..x

CANADIAN NORTHERN ONTARIO R. CO. v. SMITH. CAN
Supreme Court of Canada, Sir Charles Fitxpatriek. C.J., Davies, l ding ton, Duff, ^ , 

Anglin and Brodeur, 77.

1. Arhitkation is IV—40)—Railway company — Appeal — Motion to
(/cash—h RisnicTiox.

An appeal from the King's Bench. Quebec, to the Supreme Court of 
Canada, dismissing a motion hv a railway company for appointment 
of arbitrators on an expropriation, on the ground of the insufficiency 
of the notice to treat under the Railway Act, Can., will be quashed 
when it neither appears on the record nor by affidavit, under see. 4b 
of the Supreme Court Act. Can., that the matter in controversy amounts 
to the sum or value of 12,000.

[Turgeon v. St. Charles, 1.1 D.L.R. 208, 48 Can. S.C.R. 473, referred to.)

Motion to quash an appeal from a decision of the Court of statement 
King’s Bench, appeal side, Province of Quebec, affirming the 
ruling of a Judge in the Superior Court, District of Montreal, 
who dismissed an application for appointment of arbitrators in 
expropriation proceedings under the Railway Act.

Perron & Co., for the appellants.
Cast/rain, Mitchell <V Co., for the respondents.

Sut Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J.: This is a motion to quash 
for want of jurisdiction. The facts are as follows:

The C.X.R. Co., appellant, took proceedings under the Do
minion Railway Act to expropriate a parcel of land in the parish 
of St. Laurent, Province of Quebec. Notice was given to the 
registered owners of the lot, but not at first to the respondent 
Smith, who had a ten-years' lease of the property. Later, on 
becoming aware of the least-, the company served another copy

Sir Charles 
ruz|>atrick, C.J.
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of the original notice on the owner and on the lessee declaring its 
intention to amend the notice of expropriation by putting Smith 
uen cause.” The amount originally tendered by the company was 
$25,000, and this amount was not changed by the amended notice 
shewing the intention of the petitioner not to increase the amount 
of its original offer on account of the claim of the lessee.

On the petition made by the owner to a Judge of the Superior 
Court, to appoint an arbitrator under see. 196 of the Railway 
Act, Smith appeared to contest the right of the company on 
many grounds, the important one being that lie, as lessee, was 
entitled to be served with a special notice and to have a special 
arbitration as to his compensation. This right the company 
denied.

The petition came on for hearing before Mr. Justice Beaudin, 
who found that Smith was entitled to a special notice and arbitra
tion under the Railway Act, independently of the arbitration of 
the land-owner. His judgment was affirmed on appeal by the 
Court of King’s Bench. The company now appeals to this Court 
and have deposited their security in the Court below. Smith 
moves to quash on the following grounds:—

1. That the judgment in the Court below was interlocutory 
and related only to a matter of procedure;

2. There is no evidence that the amount involved exceeded
$2,000;

3. That the controversy does not relate to title of land;
4. That the judgment of the Court below was a judgment 

persona (lesitjnata und *r special jurisdiction conferred by the 
Railway Act and there is no appeal.

Reference was made at the argument to Turgeon v. St. Charles, 
15 D.L.R. 298, 48 (’an. S.C.R. 473, but that case has no applica
tion. It was there decided that a petition by a curator to a 
Judge in Chambers under the Quebec Abandonment of Property 
Act was a judicial proceeding within the meaning of that term 
in 46 or 37 (a) of the Supreme Court Act. However that may 
be, it seems to me obvious that the words, “suit, cause, matter 
or other judicial proceeding," in that section refer exclusively to 
civil proceedings which fall to he determined by the provincial 
Courts and Judges in the exercise of their ordinary jurisdiction 
in civil matters.
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Here the Judge to whom the application was made under the c 
Dominion Railway Act was, it is true, a Judge of the Superior S.C.
Court of the Province, hut for the purposes of that application q ^
his jurisdiction was “special and peculiar, distinct from, and inch»- 
pendent of any power or authority with which he is clothed as a 
Judge Court.” The Act conferring jurisdiction upon him M||TI1,
provides all necessary materials for the full and complete exercise . Sirrha,rle*. . 
of such jurisdiction in a very special manner, wholly independent 
of, and distinct from, and at variance with, the jurisdiction and 
procedure of the Court to which he belongs (secs. 194. 19f>, 190,
197 et set/., Railway Act). As to appeal, see see. 209. Para
phrasing what the Chief Justice said in Valin v. Langlois, 0 Can.
S.C.R. 1, at 33, 34, I would say:

Reading these special provisions in connection with the Railway Act, 
and what has been said of the Act generally, 1 think it is not arriving at 
a forced or unnatural conclusion to say that Parliament intended to con
fer upon provincial Judges in Dominion railway expropriation matters an 
exceptional jurisdiction with a special procedure and with all materials 
for exercising such jurisdiction, and having nothing in common with the 
provincial courts; that these Judges and Courts were merely utilised out
side their respective jurisdiction to deal with this purely Dominion matter.

The case comes clearly within the rule in C.P.IL Co. v. Little 
Seminorn of Ste. Thérèse, 16 Can. S.C.R. 606; St. Ililaire v.
Lambert, 42 Can. S.C.R. 264; Toronto, etc., liaihrag Co. ami 
Hendrie, In re, 17 P.R. (Ont.) 199; Cie du Chemin de fer de 
Montréal et Sorel v. St. Vincent, M.L.R. 4 Q.B. 404.

1 am entirely at a loss to understand how this case ever reached 
the Court of King’s Bench, hut as it comes to us from that Court 
and assuming that we have no power to inquire on this application 
into the proceedings resulting in the appeal below, I am of opinion 
that the case does not come within secs. 46 or 37 (a) of the Act.

Motion to quash granted with costs.

I)xxIks, J.:—I concur with Mr. Justice Anglin.
1 dington, J.: I agree with the result reached by the Chief idington,j. 

Justice.

Dl l f, J. : —The jurisdiction created by sec. 196 of the Railway n.ur. j. 
Act is not. 1 think, a jurisdiction given to the Superior Court or 
County Court as the case limy be, but to the Judge or Judges of 
those Courts. In other words, when acting under that section the 
Judge does not exorcise the powers of the Court as such but the

4
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CAN. special powers given by the Act. From the refusal of the Judge
s.c. on an application under sec. 19li to appoint arbitrators no appeal
C.N.

It Co.
Smith.

would lie to the Court of King’s Bench or to this Court.
Mr. Rinfret appreciated this and argued that the contestation 

was an ir " proceeding instituted in the Superior Court
for the purpose of restraining proceedings not in the Superior

Duff, J. Court, but before the Judge acting as persona desiynata, and 
that it was from the judgment in this independent proceeding 
that the appeal was taken to the Court of King’s Bench.

1 have examined the proceedings carefully and my conclusion 
is that beginning with the petition under sec. 19l> all the proceed
ings have been treated by the parties and by all the Judges before 
whom they have come as proceedings in the Superior Court. 
However that may be, the contestation has been most certainly 
treated as part of the proceedings instituted by the petition, and 
whether one holds that they were in the Superior Court or before 
the Judge extra muros, the result is the* same. If the first, then 
the Court of King’s Bench was obviously right in dismissing an 
appeal from a judgment in proceedings not only misconceived, 
but incompetent; if the second, no appeal lay to the Court of 
King’s Bench against a judgment given in proceedings under 
sec. 190 and none lies to this Court.

It is true that the objection that the judgment of the Court 
of King’s Bench was obviously right does not go to the jurisdiction 
of this Court. But appeals have been quashed in limine where 
they most certainly have failed as being manifestly without 
foundation, and this practice is beyond doubt a beneficent one. 
It is hardly necessary to observe that no appeal lies from a con
sidéra nt.

1 may add that collecting as best I can the effect of the words 
“matter in controversy . . . amounts to the value or sum
of 82,000” from the various pronouncements in which Judges of 
this Court have professed to elucidate them, 1 am not convinced- 
that the somewhat erratic course of decision permits me to hold 
that the condition of jurisdiction supposed to rest upon those 
words has been satisfied.

Anglin. J. Anc.mn, J.:—While adhering to the view expressed by my 
Lord the Chief Justice, in delivering the judgment of the Court 
in Finseth v. Ryle y Hotel Co„ 43 Can. S.C.H. (i4li, and to what 1

1555
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stated in Turgeon v. St. Charles, 15 D.L.R. 298, 48 Can. S.C.R. 
473, at 483, as to the scope of see. 37 (a) of the Supreme Court
A et, I am nevertheless of the opinion that the respondent’s motion 
to disallow the security filed by the appellant must succeed. If 
the proceeding before us is in the nature of a “judicial proceeding" 
within the purview of that section, “the matter in controversy" 
does not
involve the question of, or relate to, any fee of office, duty, rent, revenue, 
sum of money payable to His Majesty, or any title to lands or documents, 
annual rents or other matters or things where rights in future might be 
bound.

CAN.

s.c.

c.x.
Onta iu< >
It. Co

Anglin, J.

There is nothing in the record to shew that the compensation 
which the respondent claims he should receive for the expropria
tion of his interests in the lands taken by the appellants “amounts 
to the sum or value of -82,(MM)." Nor has any attempt been made 
under see. 4!bz of the statute (3 <V 4 (leo. V., eh. 51. see. 5) to 
establish by affidavit that “the matter in controversy” amounts 
to that sum or value.

The motion should be granted with costs.

Brodeur, .1., concurred with Davies, Du r and Axulin. .JJ. Brodeur, J.

Appeal <iitanhc<l with costs.

WRIGHT v. THE KING. CAN.
C.vcln ijior Court of Camilla. \ mirth . ./. Ex. C.

1. Bhokkrs (§11 11—10) Ri al kstati: iihokkrh—( umvi xsatiux —Cus
tom ah y COMMISSIONS.

In ordinary business transactions where the parties have not settled 
the salary (remuneration) of the mandatory, the salary, under Que
bec law depends upm the usage of the place where the transaction 
took place or upon the equitable determination of the judge.

2. Kvidkxcb <§ VI A—,il5)—Ohai. i \ im:n< i. Admissibility ----- Qi kiikc

An admission by the Crown, in its plea to a petition of right, claim
ing commission on an option obtained for the Crown ; that the option 
was obtained by the suppliant, and that while some remuneration 
should lie paid it had not been lived, and that the claim was excessive, 
is a “commencement of proof in writing" which will, under Quebec 
law, ht in oral evidence under article 1233 C.C.P.

Petition of right for the recovery of money alleged to be 
due as a commission oil the purchase of property.

The facts are stated in the reasons for judgment.

Statement
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CAN. IV. I). Hogg, K.C., for the suppliant.
Ex. C. f*’. '/. Curran, for the respondent.

Wbhjiit Audette, J. The suppliant brought his petition of right to 
'I'm Kino, recover the slim of $0,000 as representing his remuneration, in 

Audëttê t ^e nature of a eominission of 1% per cent, on the purchase of 
a piece of land made by him at the request of and for the Crown.

In the autumn of 1907, the suppliant was telephoned to and 
asked to come to the Custom House, at Montreal, where he met 
the Collector of Customs, Mr. White, who asked him to procure 
for the Crown, if , an option for the property in ques
tion which was required for Customs purposes. The suppliant 
then took the necessary steps and began negotiating for the 
option, which after some delay occasioned by the owners, he 
succeeded in securing. . . .

Then the suppliant and the Commissioner of Customs met 
at the Custom House and the latter authorized Mr. Wright to 
purchase^ and asked him about his commission, and the sup
pliant replied that 2'-A per cent, was the customary commission, 
adding that he was not a regular broker, and that he would 
leave that part with the Commissioner to deal with as it de
served. . . . The I* pursuing his negotiations with
the owners, at the request of the Commissioner of Customs, had 
the option altered and made for $402,000, instead of a cash 
transaction at $400.000. . . .

As a result of these transactions the suppliant, after a period 
of over G years, is seeking by his petition of right to recover the 
sum of $G,000 as a remuneration for such services. It has been 
established both by the suppliant’s and the respondent’s evid
ence, that the customary remuneration payable to a real estate 
broker under the present circumstances, would be 2i/> per 
cent, and the suppliant is now claiming V/> per cent.

The business was well handled and Mr. White said he sought 
the services of the suppliant because he knew him as having had 
a large experience in real estate and that it was a better policy 
to deal through him, than through a real estate agent ; because 
he feared if it became known, the property would go up. In 
that view the collector is eorroWated by witness O. Hyde, a

1146

3829
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large real estate dealer of Montreal, who said the suppliant 
did better than a real estate broker. . . .

The suppliant has taken the necessary steps and gone to the 
necessary trouble incidental to negotiations for such a traits-, 
action at the request of the proper officer of the Crown, duly 
vested with the proper authority, and who does not deny it, has 
accordingly a right to a reasonable compensation for such steps 
and trouble.

There may not have been in this case an express covenant 
to pay a fixed commission, but from the interview between Mr. 
McDougall and the suppliant it must be found there was a clear 
understanding in the mind of both parties that a commission 
would be paid. . . . The only question which really remains 
open is the question of <'juantum: but Mr. McDougall has ad
mitted in his evidence that the amount claimed was right and 
fair. . . .

In ordinary business transactions where the parties have 
not settled the salary of the mandatory, the salary depends 
upon the usage of the place where the transaction took place or 
upon the equitable determination of the Judge.

On this question of quantum the evidence clearly establishes 
that 21/0 per cent, is usually paid under such circumstances. 
The suppliant claims D/o, and the Commissioner of Customs, 
who is vested with all authority in respect to this purchase, 
looks upon that claim as fair and reasonable, and the Court 
agrees with this view. There are some other unimportant ques
tions raised, which in the view the Court takes of the matter it 
becomes unnecessary to discuss.-

There will be judgment declaring that the suppliant is en
titled to recover the sum of $0.000 and costs.

Judgme nt accordingly.

CAN

Ex. C.
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ONT. REX v. TITCHMARSH.

s. c. Supn iii> ('nul l of thitnrio. 1 /</>< Unir IHrisinn. Miiloel:, <*../.A>.. Miii lurcii.
Clutc, Riddell, and Sutherland, JJ.A.

1. ioi kis (§11 A i>—177)—Criminal jlrikdktion — Ontario (bown

1 In* criminal rules (Ont. Crown rules 1^70-1 —MS> as to certiorari 
passed in lims liy the Supreme ( ourt of Judicature for Ontario umler 
the authority of ( r. ( ode, sec. 570, remain in effect as to the ""Supreme 
Court of Ontario" since the reorganization of the former Court fat
as they are applicable, although there is no longer a "Divisional 
( ourt" to which by ( rown rule 12*7 an appeal is given by leave.

2. CKKTIOHAKI (6 1 A—.11—l,HOCKI)VHK—NOTICE OF MOTION KIBNT1TVTEU
FOR WRIT A Nil OKIIKR MSI.

It is competent for a Court authorized under Cr. Code sec. 570 to 
make rules of procedure inter alia as to certiorari, to substitute a 
practice by notice of motion for the former process by writ and order

Statement Motion by the defendant, ex parte, for a writ of certiorari 
to remove a criminal conviction into the Supreme Court of On
tario with a view to having it quashed ; and appeal from the re- 
lusal of tin- motion.

J. B. Mackenzie, for the applicant.

Meredith. Meredith, (\J.( '.1\ :—Mr. Mackenzie’s unflagging indus
try, in his searches for such purposes, has discovered two 
matters which, he contends, shew that there has been a serious 
flaw in the practice prevailing in this Province upon applica
tions to quash convictions for crimes ; and, as a consequence of 
his discoveries, he asks for a reversion to the older practice 
which prevailed for so many years before, and until, the adop
tion of the present practice, in the year 1908, under Rules of 
Court framed, in the first instance, by Mabee, J.

llis points are : that no Cotirt, such as that authorised, in 
sec. 57G of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1900, ch. 14G, to make Rules 
respecting the practice in criminal matters, in this Province, 
now exists ; and, therefore, that the Rules made, at the time I 
have mentioned, have ceased to have any effect; and that sec. 
63 of the Judicature Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 56, is not applicable to 
this case, because it deals with convictions made by a * ‘ magis
trate” only, whilst the conviction in question was made by 
“Justices of the Peace;” and this point is persisted in, not
withstanding the meaning given to the word “magistrate” in
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the Interpretation Art. R.S.O. 1914. ch. 1. sec. 29 (m) and (r), 
and in the Interpretation Act. R.S.C. 1906. ch. 1, see. 34 (15), 
because there is an interpretation of the word “Justice” con
tained in the Criminal Code, under which the conviction in 
question was made, and that interpretation, whilst it includes 
a “Police Magistrate,” does not include “magistrates” gener
ally : sec. 2 (18).

These contentions seemed, and still seem, to me, to have no 
weight ; but another point forced itself upon me during the 
argument, a point which seemed to me to be of sufficient weight 
to require further consideration before disposing of the appli
cation.

Regarding the points made by Mr. Mackenzie, it may not be 
at all necessary, for any general purpose, to repeat that which 
was sa ill respecting them during the argument ; but. so that the 
applicant may be under no misapprehension, 1 shall do so.

If the Rules of 1908 were well made, why should they fall, 
even if there were no Court now competent to make any such 
Rules? There seem to be but two provisions contained in them 
that might be affected by such a state of affairs, if it really 
existed : the first is the Rule numbered 1284. which provides that 
the motion to quash shall be made to a Judge of the High Court 
of Justice for Ontario, sitting in < 'hambers; and the other Rule 
numbered 1287—is that which gives a right of appeal, by leave, 
to a ” Divisional Court”—a Court which does not now exist ; 
nor does current legislation : 3 & 4 Geo. Y. eh. 50 (D.) ; touch 
the point.

There is no reason why the Rules, as far as they arc appli
cable, should not be applied by any Court, in the Province, 
having power to quash convictions. Why should they cease to 
have force and effect any more than the Act itself should?

But it is quite erroneous to say that no such body, or that 
no such Court, now exists : the same body and the same Court 
exist, with the exception of the “Divisional Court.” and they 
have existed all along, entitled to exercise and exercising the 
same powers, and performing the same duties: the name has 
been, in some respects, changed, and the manner of performing

ONT.

S.c.
Rkx

Mvmlii h,

18—22 D.I..R.
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such duties, and exercising such powers, has been in some re
spects varied ; but nothing more.

If, however, Mr. Mackenzie were quite right in his conten
tions, that quite a new Court had come into being, and that there 
are no Rules, or practice, applicable to it, why should not such 
Court adopt as its practice the procedure embodied in the Ma bee 
Rules? Until some binding legislation, or Rules, should be en
acted, the Court, having jurisdiction to quash, could, and would, 
necessarily, be obliged to, lay down some inode of procedure. 
See liobinson v. Bland (1760), 1 W. HI. 234, 256. 264.

Upon the other point, there was no need of any deep study 
of the meaning of the word “magistrate ;” nor of the exercise 
of any ingenuity in a vain endeavour to overcome the plain 
words of the interpretation enactments ; because, obviously, the 
provisions of the Judicature Act cannot apply to this case. Be
ing a provincial enactment, it can have no effect on procedure in 
criminal matters; which a motion to quash a conviction of a 
crime must be; because such procedure comes within the ex
clusive legislative power of the Parliament of Canada, and is 
excluded from the legislative power of Provincial Legislatures : 
the British North America Act, 1867, sec. 91, clause 27 ; and sec. 
92, clause 14.

So that Mr. Mackenzie’s points seem to me to be, obviously, 
quite ineffectual.

But 1 still have some trouble with the question whether there 
was any power to make the Rules of 1908.

They were made, in so far as they were to bo applicable to 
criminal matters, under the section of the Criminal Code, now 
numbered 576, which conferred all such power as was intended 
to be exercised in making the Rules, in these words ; “Every 
superior court of criminal jurisdiction may . . . make rules 
of court; . . .—(b) for regulating in criminal matters the
pleading, practice and procedure in the court, including the 
subjects of mandamus, certiorari, habeas corpus, prohibition, 
quo warranto, bail and costs . . . and (c) generally for
regulating the duties of the officers of the court and every other 
matter deemed expedient for better attaining the ends of justice 
and carrying the provisions of the law into effect. . . .”
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The general words of the section are, I think, restricted by 
these words, covering the very subject in question ; and, having 
regard especially to the words, “including the subjects of man
damus, certiorari, habeas corpus, prohibition, quo warranto,” I 
find it difficult to get out of my mind the doubt whether there 
was power to do more than regulate the existing practice in 
certiorari proceedings—the doubt whether there was power to 
abolish the certiorari proceedings altogether, and substitute en
tirely different proceedings.

Abolition, as well as prohibition, is quite incompatible with 
regulation: you cannot regulate that which you have destroyed, 
or even prohibited. This is obvious ; the one question is: Do 
these Rules abolish “//*< . . . procedure in the court”—of
“certiorari”?

What certiorari is, is not in any sense uncertain. Every one 
at all familiar with the practice of the Courts of Law knows 
that certiorari is, in such Courts, a writ; a writ issued out of a 
Court of law, having power to grant it. in the name of the 
Sovereign and tested by the Chief «Justice, by virtue of that 
Court’s superintending authority over all Courts of inferior 
criminal jurisdiction in the Province, for the purpose of a 
supervision of any of their proceedings which may be investi
gated in such Superior Court. Except in eases where legisla
tion has provided for an appeal, the writ of certiorari is the only 
mode by which a revision of proceedings on summary convictions 
can be had in a higher Court. And "tin procedure” in certiorari 
is the procedure begun by, and dependent upon, the writ of 
certiorari.

To abolish the writ of certiorari is to abolish ‘‘cer
tiorari ;” and, having regard to the well-known, the unmistak
able, meaning of the word, under a practice that has continued 
for hundreds of years, there can be no manner of doubt that 
Parliament, in making use of the word “certiorari,” intended 
it to carry that plain meaning : that is made doubly certain by 
the use of the other technical words associated with it, “habeas 
corpus,” “mandamus,” “quo warranto.” But the Mabec 
Pules do not merely abolish the writ, they abolish the whole 
practice, lock, stock, and barrel, and create another of an en-
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tirvly different ehumeter and name, Certiorari is gone, in all 
cases such as this.*

No reasonable person, having a knowledge of the subject, 
would contend that power given to regulate the practice on the 
subject of writs of habeas corpus in criminal cases, conferred 
power to abolish the writ and practice altogether; and yet, if 
there were power to do away with the writ of certiorari, there 
was, equally, power to abolish the writ of habeas corpus and the 
other writs named in the legislation and the whole of the long- 
existing procedure under them; quite too great a power to be 
acted upon if there were, at the most, even only a doubt as to 
the power; quite too much power to assume on doubtful lan
guage. Though 1 am strongly in favour of abolishing all writs, 
and all other unnecessary proceedings, and have long advocated 
it, that cannot rightly be done, in such a case as this, without 
clear legislative authority. 1 can call to memory no case in 
which that has been done other than by legislation or by Rules 
confirmed by legislation.

Parliament lias not said, unrestrictedly, that the Provincial 
Court may create a new practice in all criminal matters, nor that 
it may change the practice altogether; its language is quite re
strictive in dealing with this particular subject; the Court may 
only regulate the practice in “certiorari”; that is, the familiar 
long-continued practice under the writ of certiorari; it may not, 
expressly, even regulate the practice on motions to quash con
victions, but only in certiorari. Regulate “the practice”- not 
the subject—of certiorari; that is. the existing practice.

Hut the applicant has not relied upon this ground, and may 
not desire to do so, and as, ever since the making of the Rules, 
the Courts have acted upon them, the better way to deal with 
this motion is to dismiss it, and give leave, under these Rules, 
to the applicant, to appeal; an appeal which, if taken, may also 
answer the purpose of determining whether there is any Court, 
now existing, to which an appeal can be made; another ques
tion of grave importance.

*15ule 127!»: In nil cases in which it is desired to move to quash a cun 
viction, order, warrant or inquisition, the proceeding shall he hy a notice of 
motion in the first instance instead of by certiorari, or by rule or order

r

!

»

—
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I have delayed disposing of this application so as in ham 
whether the question 1 have last dealt xxitli \\;i discussed at the 
time of the making of the Rules; and am now ‘.nformvd that it 
xvas, and that the viexv. then entertained, was, that the Rules 
are intra vires: but, of course, that iloes not hind any one; tlie 
appellant is entitled, if he desires to do so, to have the point 
judicially determined.

The application is refused; and leave to api «al is given.
The defendant appealed, by leave, from the decision of 

Mkkkdith, C.J.C.P.
December If*. The appeal xvas heard by Mclock, C.J.Ex., 

Maclakkn, J.A., Cu ri. Rimikll, ami SrriiKRiaxn, d.l.
,/. It. .!/#/</.# uzic, for the appellant.
lùlinml Hu ni u, K.C.. for the Attorney-! louerai for Ontario.

The judgment of the Court xvas delivered by Rii>im:i.i.. .1,: 
The defendant xvas convicted of cruelty to animals, under see. 
,r)4*J of the Code. Instead of proceeding in tin manner pro
scribed by the Rules of 1908. the defendant chose to apply for 
a xx'fit of certiorari. This xvas refused by the learned Chief 
Justice of the Common Pleas; and the defendant now appeals.

A reasonable case is made out on the merits for the matter 
being brought into the Supreme Court, and this the Croxvn ad
mits. Accordingly, if the practice still exists and the Rules of 
1908 arc invalid, the xvrit should go.

The learned Chief Justice must have decided that the prac
tice prescribed by the Rules of 1908 is to be folloxvod. Not
withstanding that he has expressed great difficulty in coming to 
the conclusion he does come to, his decision is not doubtful.

It seems to me, with much respect, that the doubt arises from 
confusing “certiorari” and the “xvrit of certiorari.”

The word “certiorari” is simply the present infinitive 
passive of ccrtioro (- ccriiornn far in and from ctrlus, nrlior), 
used only in juridical Latin, meaning “I inform, apprise, 
shexv,” and it is taken from the original form of the xvrit.

The theory is that the Sovereign has been appealed to by 
some one of his subjects who complains of an injustice done him 
in an inferior Court; whereupon the Sovereign, saying that lie 
xvishes to be informed—certiorari of the matter, orders that the
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record, etc., be transmitted into a Court where he is sitting. 
This order is put in the form of a writ, which is the only and 
the conclusive evidence of such order. The form of the writ 
(when proceedings were in Latin) can be seen in any old edition 
of Fitz-Hcrbcrt *s Natura Brévium—my own edition is that of 
1730, and the writs are set out on pp. 548 sqq. The Library 
edition is of 1704. and the writs are there given in translation 
and not in Latin : pp. 242 sqq. The verb “certified” is the trans
lation of “certiorari.”

The whole proceeding of removal into a Court where the 
King may be “certified” is the certiorari; the means by which 
his order is made known is the writ. So long as by some means 
the record etc. arc got before the King, the means is unimport
ant. the effect the same. If the King were to (effectively) change 
his method of procedure and cause the record etc. to come into 
his Court by some other process than by signifying his pleasure 
by a writ, surely that could not be called an abolition of cer
tiorari, although the writ might be abolished.

It is most true that innumerable instances may be adduced in 
which the word “certiorari” is used judicially and in text-books 
and legal dictionaries as synonymous with “writ of certiorari;” 
but that is in the same way as we constantly speak of “injunc
tion,” meaning now “an order of injunction,” but formerly “a 
writ of injunction”—“prohibition,” meaning “an order of pro
hibition,” but till the other day “a writ of prohibition.” It 
could not, I venture to think, be said that injunction, prohibi
tion, etc., were abolished or interfered with when the writ went 
by the board; nor can it be said that civil certiorari is abol
ished since our Rule (now Rule 623) abolished the writ.

In the same way I quite fail to understand how the abolition 
of the writ of* certiorari in criminal matters has any greater 
effect. The remedy exists; the manner of obtaining it is differ
ent—that is all.

The King now says, “I desire to be certified of the matters, 
etc., and I am to be so informed by the record, etc., being pro
duced in obedience to a notice by the complainant,” instead of 
a formal writ under seal.

I think that the judgment is right and that the appeal should 
be dismissed. Appeal dismissed.
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UNDERHILL v. C.N.R. MAN.
Miuiilnlm 1'tmrl af 1 /Ifi/Ifl. Hiiii'i //. II.. Itirhariln, I'mutnnl, Mill ^

Haifi/art, •/./.!. I larch 111, 11115.

1. Railway him mission <§l -5) -Validity m okdkhs—PntLic.mox.
I’lildicutinii in tin- Cumula (iazcttc is not a condition precedent to 

tin* o|H‘i'Hti>’ii of mi oviliT of tin* Railway Coin mi union of Canada even 
as regards general orders a Meeting tin* |iuldi<*; see. -'ll of tin* Railway 
Art, Can., reijiiiri's that judicial notice shall lie taken of an order 
published hy the Railway ( ommissioii or liv leave of the Commission, 
luit in other cases the order may he proved hy a certified copy under 
see. (Ill of the Railway Act.

|It. v. C.XJt. Co., IS Can. Cr. Cas. 170. followed.]

Appkai, from a judgment of Mickle, Co.,C.J. 

il. V. Hudson, for appellant.
C. tV. Jackson, for respondent.

Honykll, C.J.M., and 
Camkron, J.A.

Richards, J.A., concurred with iioweii, c.j.m.
Iticliarils, J.A.

Camkron, .J.A. :—This action was tried before 11 is Honour esmeron. j.a. 

Judge Mickle, at Rapid City, who entered a verdict for the de
fendant company. I quote from his judgment as follows:

“This is an action brought to recover damages for injuries 
done to plaintiff’s automobile in crossing defendant’s railway on 
the highway between sections 7 and 8 in township 14 and range 
20. on December 3, 1913, from negligence of defendant in re
moving planks between the rails on the crossing. Defendant 
claims protection under an order of the Board of Railway Com
missioners permitting the removal of planks, etc.

“At the trial the parties agreed on a statement of facts: 
that the plaintiff had suffered damage in the manner claimed 
to the extent of $50; that the planks were removed in accordance 
with the Order of the Board of Railway Commissioners.’’

Section 31 of the Railway Act provides :—
Any order of tin1 Runnl shall, when published hy iIn- Hoard, or hy 

have of the Hoard, for three weeks in the Camilla llazcllr, and while the 
-aine remains in force, have the like ell'eet as if enacted in this Art. and all 
Courts -hall take judicial notice thereof.

“No evidence is " ed of publication of the Order.”
The question before us. therefore, is as to the construction 

to be placed Upon section 31. Is the effect of that section to 
render orders of the Board inoperative unless and until pub-

D6C
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lislied in the (iazettiS It has certainly never been taken as in
tended that all orders of the Board should be published. Great 
numbers of them deal with matters of a strictly local and private 
nature between railway companies and individuals or firms or 
private corporations, or between railway companies and rail
way companies, or with reference to the internal conduct and 
management of the railway companies. There could manifestly 
be no object in the publication of such orders, and it has never 
been thought necessary to publish them either to give publicity 
to them or to give them any other effect than that which they 
have as orders of the Board. On the argument for the plaintiff 
it was sought to restrict the operation of section $1. as an im
perative provision, to such orders as affect the public who are 
not parties to the application on which such order is made. But 
no such distinction is made in the section.

By sec. 10. sub-sec. 2. the Board of Railway Commissioners 
for Canada is constituted a Court of record. Orders of the 
Board are to be signed In the Chief Commissioner, sealed with 
the official seal and filed with the Secretary of the Board: (sec. 
23. sub-sec. (c)). The jurisdiction and general powers of the 
Board are set forth in sections 20 and 26A. and other sections 
of the Act. The jurisdiction of the Board in this particular 
case is not questioned. The only question is as to the effect of 
the non-publication of the order above quoted.

I would read the sections above referred to as giving the 
orders of the Board the force and effect of the orders of a Court 
of record and if. in certain cases, the Board deem the publica
tion of orders in the (Sazcttc expedient, then they are to have 
statutory effect and judicial notice must be taken of them by 
the Courts. It would not then be necessary to prove the original 
orders by production of the originals under section 08. or of 
copies certified by the secretary under section 09.

This view is in accord with the judgment of the Supreme 
Court of Saskatchewan in U. v. ('amrfinn Sortluru lift. Co., 18 
(an. Or. ( as. 1 <0. At p. 1 <2. Chief Justice Wet more says:— 

Now, does see. .'ll contemplate (liât every order or decision under sec. 
26 or 27 shall be published in the Gazette before it takes effect? T can
not bring my mind to the conclusion that that was what Parliament in*
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tended; ami I am, therefore. of opinion that it was not neee*sary that tin* 
orilvr in question should have been published in the Gazette in order to 
give it effect.

And at p. ITS. Mr. .lustier Xewlands says :
Does this section require the order or regulation to he published as 

provided, before the order or regulation can take effectÏ It doe- not say 
ho. Section .‘10 gives the Hoard power to make this regulation, and it has, 
therefore, power to put it into effect unless tile Act requires that some
thing else must In* done before it becomes effective.

Section 31 does not make any such provision. All that sec
tion does is to provide a way liy which this regulation shall have 
the effect of an Act of Parliament, and after its publication 
ret|uires all Courts to take judicial notice of it. I’ntil that is 
done the regulation would have to he properly proved before a 
justice could act upon it.

These views seem to me incontrovertible.
In ItuxktH v. 11 O.L.R. 1. Mr. Justice Teetzel held

that an order made by the Board became effective on the day 
it was made, and for the whole of that day: a view plainly in
consistent with the contention that it becomes effective on. and 
not until, publication.

Sections 41 and 42. in providing for the service of orders 
of the Board, contemplate action by the corporations and others 
affected by such orders immediately upon service thereof with
out reference to publication, the time for which is not definitely 
fixed by section 31. There is nothing I can see that prevents 
the publication, when decided upon, from being postponed in
definitely.

I think the learned County Court Judge was right in his 
conclusion, and 1 would dismiss the appeal.

Haooart, J.A. :—I would affirm the judgment of the trial 
Judge. I have perused the reasons of .Mr. Justice Cameron 
and agree with them. Section 31. eh. 37, R.S.C. which provides 
for publication in the Canada Gazette is not even mandatory. 
It is optional with the Board of Railway Commissioners to pub
lish the order. The words are that the order “shall when pub
lished by the Board or by leave of the Board . . . have the 
like effect as if enacted in this Act and all Courts shall take 
judicial notice thereof.” Sections 2fi>. 28 and 30 are wide enough
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to authorize the making of the order in question, and it is a valid 
order notwithstanding its non-publication in the Gazette. Non- 
com i)lia nee with the order would subject the defendants to the 
penalties of the Act.

I do not think the fact that there was no snow on the ground 
helps the plaintiff. There may have been no snow on the ground 
on December :t, and there might Ik* snow drifts on the 
morning of the following day. It was the season when snow 
might fall at any time. There may have been snow on the 
ground before that date. A reasonable meaning must be given 
to the terms of the order.

The appeal should be dismissed.
Appeal dismissed.

STUART v. TAYLOR.
ONT. Ontario Su/ininc Court. l/*/><V///0 Dirixioii. Mu lock, C.J.F.T., Hoihjim, 

ami Chile a ml Ifiihlell. .1.1.

1. XVills ( g il V—115)—Devise of i.axii—C onstri ction of habendum—
Life estate.

A devise of hmd to the sons of a testator for life and upon their 
marriage to their surviving wives and children, with a recital in the 
hnliendiim "to have and to hold to them as aforesaid mentioned” creates 
a life estate for the sons only, and intestacy as to the remainder.

2. Adverse possession <$ I (i—:tl )—Life tenants—Heirs of reversioner
—Limitation of action.

The continued occupation of land by the successors in title, in which 
their predecessors had a life estate as tenants in common, for a period 
more than il 5 years between the death of the life tenant and tin1 
commencement of action for its recovery by the heirs of the reversioner, 
is within the purview of sec. 7 ( it ) of the Limitation Act. R.S.O. 1U14 
ch. 75. barring recovery where lands are held adversely for a period of 
10 years.

it. Estoppel i § .1 2 125)_Estoppel in pais_Lands held in common_
Partition.

A tract of land devised by a testator to his sons to be held as tenants 
in common for their natural life, which had been fenced oil' and par
titioned by them into their respective severalities. does not create an 
estoppel against trespassers holding such land adversely against the 
heirs of the reversioner.

Statement Three appeals from the judgment of Middleton, J. : by 
the plaintiff; by the defendant Emily V. Sharon ; and by the 
defendants Strong. Chevalier, and the Dubya.

F. />. Davis, for the appellants the Dubya and Chevalier.
.1/. Sheppard, for the appellant Strong.
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J. //. /fodd, for the plaintiff, appellant.
A. Ii. Drake, for the appellant Sharon.
A. K. Bartlct, for the defendants Taylor.
Riddell, J.:—. . . The main ground of the appeals is us to 

the effect of the devise of the land in question. The will is printed 
in 12 O.L.R. at pp. COG, 607, (108. the clause in controversy being 
as follows: “ 1 give, devise, and bequeath to my son Narcisse < 'hur- 
i*on the east half of lot number f> on Lake St. Clair, township of 
Rochester, containing 50 acres more or less, and to my son Pierre 
Charron the west half of lot number 5 aforesaid, containing 
also 50 acres, and to my son Joseph Charron the west half of 
lot number 8 also on Lake St. Clair in said township of Roch
ester, and to my son Olivier the east half of the said lot number 
8 in said township, containing also 50 acres. To have and 
to hold to each of them for and during their natural life respec
tively, and if they should marry, after their and such of their de
cease to have and to hold to their surviving wife respectively, 
and on the demise of their or each of their wives to have and 
to hold to their children respectively and their heirs forever, 
and I give, devise, and bequeath to my three sons, Gilbert, 
Olivier, and Joseph, the south part of lot lettered ‘A’ also on 
Lake St. Clair in said township of Rochester, containing 50 
arpents, to have and to hold to them as is aforesaid mentioned, 
provided that they pay out of their share of money or otherwise 
to my executors hereinafter named the sum of $500, to be dis
posed of by my said executors in paying my debts and other 
bequests, and 1 give, devise, and bequeath to my son Gilbert 
Charron the north part of the aforesaid lot lettered A,* con
taining also fifty acres, in said township of Rochester, to have 
and to hold to him, etc., as aforesaid and not otherwise.”

The land in question is, in the devise to the three sons, “the 
south part of lot lettered 1A ' . . . containing 50 arpents, to 
have and to hold to them as is aforesaid mentioned, provided 
. . .” The learned trial Judge seems to have interpreted the 
words “as is aforesaid mentioned” as importing into this de
vise a devise to the wives and children of the three named sons, 
and held that the limitation could not stand in law. I do not agree 
as to the effect of the words “as is aforesaid mentioned;” it is
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“to hold to tin tu ns is aforesaid mentioned,” not to hold to their 
surviving wives respectively, or to have and to hold to their 
children. These limitations are all mentioned in the preceding 
devise ; hut in this they are not. What is “aforesaid men
tioned” as to having and holding “/o them” is, “to have and 
to hold to each of them for and during their natural life re
spectively;” and the whole clause now under consideration, and 
every word of it. can he given full effect by holding that these 
are the limitations meant. After the life estates there is an 
intestacy, as the will makes no provision beyond these life es
tates. The interpretation contended for would compel us to 
leave out “to them” or to import other words, either of which 
courses is wholly inadmissible.

We were pressed with the judgment of the Chief Justice of 
the King’s Bench in lie Sharon ami Stuart. 12 O.L.K. (505. That 
decision was on the last devise, and the limitation was “to have 
and to hold to him. etc., as aforesaid and not otherwise.” . . . But 
in our devise there is no “etc.’’—this devise has no limitation 
carried beyond its express words by an “etc.”—it must have less 
limitations than the third, and the only reasonable interpreta
tion is to abide by the express words. This interpretation is 
strengthened by the proviso imposing upon the named devisees 
the burden of paying the sum of $000 “out of their share of 
money.” We in no way attack the credit of the decision of the 
learned Chief Justice, but the contrary, so far as it affects this 
ease, when we say that the present devise goes no further than 
its express words carry it. There is consequently no necessity 
for a new trial on the ground that all parties relied upon that 
decision.

The declaration in the judgment appealed from, that there 
is an intestacy after the life estates of the wives, should be varied 
by declaring an intestacy after the life estates of the sons.

The plaintiff appeals, asking for an order that the lands in 
question should be divided among the heirs of Gilbert, Olivier, 
and Joseph, and not the heirs of Pierre, or for a new trial 
to bring in evidence of a family arrangement by the heirs of 
Pierre.
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Km il y \'. Sharon makvs the same appeal on much the same 
grounds.

Strong, Chevalier, and the Dubys appeal, and ask that the 
action be dismissed as against them.

We must now set out the facts so far as they seem to be mat
erial. Some of these we have by admission of counsel, and some 
from the evidence.

Pierre Charron (or Sharon) died shortly after making his 
said will, leaving seven heirs at law : Nelson (or Narcisse),
<Hivier( or Oliver), (lilhcrt, Joseph, Amelia, Peter, and Emery 
(or Henry). The date of the death must have been about 1 still.

The three sons, Hilbert, Olivier, and Joseph, took posses
sion of parcel “A,” and a few years after the father’s death, 
say eight or ten, they divided it into three substantially equal 
portions, fenced the lots and occupied the land, each occupying 
one portion. Each of the three (or his successor in title) con
tinued to occupy his piece ; and the parcels were fenced off as 
occupied.

I)uby and his predecessors in title have been in possession 
of his strip for about 00 years, and it is not disputed that the 
occupation was such as would give a title by the statute. 
Olivier died between 3f> and 40 years ago, leaving a widow 
who is now believed to be dead. She married one Israel Mark
ham. and, with her son. Frederick Henry Charron, and her hus
band. in 1884 conveyed the south part "of parcel “A” to Firman 
Lappan. Other heirs at law of Olivier conveyed their interests 
to Lappan in 188b and 1887. Lappan conveyed to Dieudonné 
La gave in 188!). and La gave to the defendant Strong in 1808, the 
possession in each case following the title ostensibly conveyed by 
the deed; so that Strong has now any title Olivier and his wife 
and heirs at law could convey in “the easterly third of the f>() 
arpents of said lot ‘A.’ ” as the deed put it.

Gilbert Charron died in 1011, his wife having predeceased 
him some f> years. The plaintiff Stuart has a deed from the 
grantee of his representatives of the east lb arpents of the 
south part of parcel “A:” and he is in possession of this lot. 
(The deeds arc not quite alike, but that is for the Master to in
vestigate as critically as is found necessary.)

Joseph died on the 4th September, 1012 (his wife having
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died in 1905) ; he left only one child, a daughter, the defendant 
Emily V. Sharon. In I860 he had (with his wife) conveyed 
all his right in lot <l A ” to G.C.G. ; and G.C.G., m the same year, 
conveyed to Rose Taylor, through whom the defendants Taylor 
claim.

The position of the defendant Chevalier is rather different. 
He has a deed, but it is not of this property or any part of it, 
and it does not assist in any way to determine rights here in 
question. His predecessor in title and himself have been in 
possession of the part claimed by him and adjoining Gilbert’s 
lot from before the time of the amicable division by the three 
sons of Pierre Charron.

As to the main ground of one appeal, the result will depend 
wholly on the language of the testator.

With these facts, we proceed to the other appeals; we should, 
of course, look to the formal judgment to sec what we have to 
dispose of; it is not the reasons of the judgment, but the judg
ment itself, with which we have any immediate concern.

Clause 1 deals with the declaration of title already spoken 
of; clauses 2, 3, and 4 direct a partition following on the de
claration, and arc unobjectionable; clause 5 is as to costs, and 
stands in the same category, with one exception to be men
tioned later ; clause 6 declares that the defendants Duby have 
not acquired title to any part of the lands, and the Duby ap
peal must now be dealt with.

The trial Judge proceeded on the ground that the Statute 
of Limitations did not begin to run against the heirs of Pierre 
Charron till the death of the last surviving life-tenant Joseph, in 
1912. It is claimed for Duby that lie. who or whose predecessor 
had undoubtedly for many years before the death of the life- 
tenants had possession of the strip of land, can thereby hold it 
as against the heirs of Pierre Charron.

It is plain that, if he has any interest in the strip occupied 
by him, his appeal must succeed. To succed so far as to obtain 
a dismissal of the action for partition, he must prove exclusive 
ownership.

The strip of land in his possession is said to be a part of 
Gilbert’s third. If so, before the death of Olivier the life estate
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of Gilbert in this strip had become barred by the statute; and 
as. during the period, Gilbert had been the owner of three re
mainders, viz.. 1/7th of 1/3i'd 1 21st, on the death of each of 
his two brothers and on his own, these also would be barred.

The learned Judge here referred to section 7(3) of the Limi
tations Act. R.S.O. 1914. eh. 7Ô : Sladdni v. Smith ( 180S). 7 
r.C.C.l*. 74; Doc <lnn. Hall \. Moulsdah ( 1847). 1G M. & \V. 
689; Clarke v. Clarke (1808). 2 |r. Hep. <'.L. 395.

We should therefore hold that SI addin v. Smith is not well 
decided, and that sec. 7 (3) applies to the present case.

Vnless more appears, the death of Olivier saw Duhy en
titled to the life estate of Gilbert in possession, the g’t of the 
fee. to which, on Olivier ’a death, he (Gilbert) became entitled in 
possession, and remainders amounting to t;, of the fee, in this 
strip. Of course any division by the three sons of Pierre could 
not be assumed to last beyond their joint lives, since, on the 
death of any one, other persons became interested in possession 
as tenants in common of an undivided third interest in all the 
land, and no arrangement by these sons, inter sc, could bind 
them.

Then Du by became a tenant in eommon of the fee; he held 
possession of the whole land without accounting to any one.

Reference to see. 12 of the Act. The result would be 
that, on the# death of Gilbert in 1911. since the outside 
limit of time given under sees. 40 and 41 of the Act had 
elapsed, Duby would have acquired the fee in one-third of the 
lot. directly under sec. 5 and indirectly under sec. 7 (3). The 
death of Gilbert would not give a new term for the statute to 
begin.

Hill v. Ashl)ridge (1892), 20 A.R. 44.
If the strip be considered not a part of Gilbert's third, the 

same result will follow â fortiori. The three sons of Pierre were 
tenants in common each for life or pur autre vie as might turn 
out. The trespasser acquired whatever estate they had in pos
session. and, by virtue of sec. 7 (3). also their remainders in fee. 
Then, as all the other heirs at law of Pierre became entitled on 
the death of Olivier to a share in fee, the trespasser, as tenant 
in common remaining in possession of the whole, became en-
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titled to their shares, both immediate through see. 5, and through 
see. 7 (3) in remainder.

On this evidenec and on this record, Duby should have a 
judgment dismissing this action as against him ; and that is all 
he asks now. The judgment should he varied accordingly, and 
Duby have his costs here and below.

This, however, should not be considered final in all respects. 
Some of the facts we have from statements of counsel, and some 
are not wholly clear except with the admissions of counsel. So, 
while all parties interested will probably be willing to leave 
Duby’s strip out of the partition proceedings, any one not a 
party to this record should, if he alleges the facts as being dif
ferent from what appears above, be allowed by the Master, at 
his own peril as to costs, to bring him into the partition pro
ceedings.

Chevalier is in the same position as to title. I think the same 
order should be made in his case as in Duby's.

These two argue that the partition made by the three sons 
of Pierre Charron should be declared binding on all parties. 
The argument that such act created an estoppel as against these 
trespassers savours of absurdity. The essence of an estoppel 
in pais is an act or word done or said with the intent that it 
should be acted upon by him claiming the benefit of an estoppel, 
and it will scarcely be contended that these three brothers 
divided up their lands so that some one should trespass on them.

1 do not think it matters to these defendants whether the re
presentatives of these three were bound by their partition ; but, 
in any event, as has been said, it could not last beyond the life- 
tenancies.

Strong stands in quite a different position. He has all that 
Gilbert and his children could give him. He is rightly a party 
to the partition; and whether there can be anything in the way 
of an estoppel will be threshed out in the Master’s office, when 
all the facts are known. The case cannot be dismissed as against 
him, the only declaration made being as to the effect of the will 
at the time of the death of Pierre. Evidence can be taken by 
the Master on anything shewing or tending to shew any trails-
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net ion (dehors tin* will), estoppel, descent, conveyance and 
everything material to determine the present title to the land.

Taylor is the assignee of Joseph Sharon, and is in the same 
position, and his appeal should he dismissed also, lie, too, will 
have a chance to shew in the Master’s office any right, claim, or 
title he may have.

Kmily A. Sharon can have nothing to complain of so far as 
the judgment is concerned. She claims a share in the estate 
under the will; the claim that she is a devisee in remainder un
der the will cannot he given effect to, hut she is an heir of Pierre 
Charron, and will he heard in the Master’s office. Her appeal 
should he dismissed.

For the plaintiff’s appeal the reasons are adduced, viz., that 
all parties relied upon the interpretation of the will in 12 
O.L.R., and they now desire to give evidence that all the heirs 
of (filbert (sic), i.e., Pierre Charron, deceased, consented to a 
division of the estate. This is quite unnecessary. It has al
ready been pointed out that evidence of everything ddiors the 
will can be effectively taken, and should he taken, in the Mas
ter's office in the partition proceedings. No evidence as to 
family settlement, etc., can affect the meaning of the will itself.

While Duhy and Chevalier should have their costs here and 
below paid by the plaintiff, who brought them in. there should 
otherwise he no costs.

The last clause in the judgment directing the Master to de
termine what improvements have been made on the property by 
the plaintiff and defendants, and the value thereof, is, of course, 
conditional on any such having made improvements under mis
take of title, and the. inquiry will not lu- as to the value of the 
improvements hut ;rs to “the amount by which the value of the 
land is enhanced by the improvements,” quite a different thing: 
the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, R.S.O. 3914. ch. 
109, sec. 37.

In settling judgments, etc., “officers of the Court should en
deavour to use the language of the statute, and not employ ter
minology which may seem to them to be equivalentlie Coul
ter (1907), 10 O.W.R. 312, 344.

MvIjOck, C.J.Ex., and Hodgixs, J.A., concurred.

P.l—22 D.L.R.

ONT.
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Riddell, J.

Muloek. C.J.Ei. 
HcKlgms, J.A.
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('lute, J., was of opinion that the defendants Elizabeth Duby 
and Louis Duhy and Albert Chevalier, had by their possession, as 
to their respective parcels of land, acquired title thereto, as 
against the three brothers. Oliver, Joseph and Gilbert, and those 
claiming under them, and in the partition were entitled to 
three-sevenths of the same respectively, and the judgment below 
should lie varied accordingly; and with this variation, that all 
three appeals should be dismissed : the costs of all parties includ
ing the costs here ami below of the détendants, tin- Dubys and 
Chevalier, to be paid out of the estate.

Order ns slated h\j Riddell, J.

MAN NISBET v. TAPPE.
------ Manitoba Court of l/>/>rf/Z. Horn II, Ifirliimls. Camrroa. ami
C. A. Ilaiijiart, •/./..1. Man 7, HU 5.

I. I’AIM.N KKHII IP I § III —10 I —I’orMATIOX INTO COM PA NY— Il H. I ITS OF I III HI

A partnership is nut relieved from any liability fur tin* price of 
goods purvlnised in tin- linn name because of it- formation into an 
incorporated company, if it appears that recourse for the price of 
goods was in point of fact sought from the partners and that sec. 
•Jo. of the .loint Stock Companies Act (Man.I respecting the pay
ment of stock had not hecn c implied with.

Statement Appeal from a judgment of the trial Judge.
(I. .1. El Hull, K.C., and IV. L. McLaies, for appellant.
.1. /•’. Iloshiu, K.C., for respondent.

Howeii,c.j.m. Howell, C.J.M.:—The learned trial Judge found as a fact 
that at the time the goods were purchased from the plaintiffs, 
the defendants Jay N. Tappe and C. II. Forrester were partners 
carrying on business as Jay X. Tappe & Co., and there was 
ample evidence to support that finding.

Ill addition to the evidence referred to in his reasons for 
judgment, the first recital in the agreement of July 23, under 
the hand and seal of each of these defendants declares the same 
fact.

It. might be well to consider the date when the joint stock 
company, known as Jay X. Tappe & Co. Ltd., took over, or was 
in a position to take over, this business.
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Letters of incorporation of the eoinpany were issued In 
patent, dated September 24. 1912, and recorded October 10. 
The capital stock is fixed at $50,000, in shares of $100 each, and 
five persons are mentioned as the incorporators, each with one 
share only, it is declared that nothing has been paid on any of 
these shares, and neither Tappe nor Forrester is mentioned as 
incorporator.

Section 20 of the Joint Stock Companies Act declares that 
no company shall commence business until at least ten per cent, 
of the capital stock of the company has been subscribed and at 
least ten per emit, so subscribed has been “actually paid up.*' 
At the trial* counsel for the defendant Forrester put in as 
exhibit 20. a book containing, amongst other things, a copy of 
the Letters Patent, which I take to be the book required to be 
kept under section 59 of the Act. This book also contains the 
minutes of the meetings of directors and shareholders, certain 
agreements and the by-laws of the company.

The minutes of a meeting of the directors of the company 
are shewn in the book as hold on October 14. in which by-law 21 
is enacted and passed, and this by-law set forth in full under 
the seal of the company has as a last clause the following

Don»* mid emieted n* a liv-law of tin- Director* of .l,i\ \. Tii|i]»e & ( ■ ».. 
Limited, on the 5th day of Xovcmlier. I ill 2. Then follow* the signature* 
of the President and Secretary, and the e >r|mrnto seal. Vet the ininnt * 
of the meeting sav this hy-lnw was |ia*s»*d on October 14.

This by-law purports to ratify and accept an agreement 
made July 23, previously, by which the defendants agreed to 
transfer the stock and assets of Jay N. Tappe iV Co. to a joint 
stock company thereafter to be formed.

At the meeting of October 14. the following resolution was 
passed :—

“It was then moved by A. lx. Dysart. and seconded by ('. It. 
Dixon that one hundred ( 100) shares of fully paid up. non
assessable capital stock of the company be issued at par to ('. 
11. Forrester and Jay X. Tappe, respectively, in payment and 
in accordance with the terms of the above mentioned agreement 
of sale. Carried.

“The said Forrester and Tappe were then admitted to the 
meeting.”

MAN

r. A.

Taimm:

Howell. C.J.M.
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No stock had been ribed ami no payments had appar
ently liven made thereon, at all events until the meeting of 
October 14. The by-law solemnly states that it was enacted on 
November Section I'll of the Act certainly luul not been 
complied with until October 14. if even then. I think the 
only safe to put upon the whole matter is that on
October 14 slock was allotted and a by-law to take over the 
business was passed to take effect on November and that 
this was the date when the joint stock company took over the 
business of the partnership, and until then the business was that 
of the partnership.

All the goods were sold and shipped before November ’>. 
There is no evidence that any portion of the goods was 
purchased by or in the name of the company, and from the 
evidence I have no difficulty in finding as a fact that all the 
goods were purchased by and sold to the partnership. It is clear 
that all were shipped in the partnership name and bills of 
exchange wore from time to time drawn upon the partnership 
and accepted in that name.

The action is brought on the bills of exchange and also for 
the purchase price of the goods and if there is any reason why 
the defendant Forrester is not liable upon the bills, 1 can see 
no reason for his escaping payment for the goods.

The appeal is dismissed with costs.

uicharde.j.A. Richards, J.A.:—The question before us is whether the de
fendant Forrester is liable for the price of the goods sold by 
the plaintiff's in the latter part of duly but delivered at different 
times later on.

The evidence convinces me that neither the defendant Tappe 
nor the defendant. Forrester supposed that the defendant For
rester was becoming liable, as a partner of day N. Tappe & Co. 
I am also satisfied, from the evidence, that the plaintiffs did not 
think, when they sold the goods, that they were selling them to 
the defendant Forrester, either alone or with others. T feel 
convinced that they imagined they were selling them to the 
intended joint stock company which was to be called day N. 
Tappe & Co. Limited, they, the plaintiffs, probably not being

96
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Rt BREAKWATER CO.
Onhirin Sii/m nir i 'otirl. Miihlh toii, ./,

I. ('OHltlH XTIONS XXI) ( UMVAXIKK I 6 Nil D ISO I EuKKIliN COMPANY — 
Wixiiivo i I- Dihtkiih'Tion.

The* Wimling-u|i Act. It.N.C. ItNNI. cli. III. a|i|ilie< to all companies 
carrying on bnnine** in ( amnia ami include* a# foreign corporation 
which i* living lii|tiidatv«| in the* country of it* origin : and the assets 
in the hands of the Canadian liquidator arc* to Ik* distributed pro rata 
amongst all creditor* of the company ranking pari without
preference to the claims of creditors residing in Canada.

Appeal by the American liquidator and foreign creditors of 
the company from an order of the Master in Ordinary.

A. J. Russell Snow, K.( for the appellants.
R. C. II. Casscls, for the Ontario liquidator, the respondent.

Middleton. J.: This company is an Ohio company, and 
is in liquidation in the Ohio Courts. Subsequent to the 
American liquidation, and at the instance of the American 
liquidator, ordinary winding-up orders were made in Ontario. 
Creditors have been advertised for in the ordinary way, and 
claims have been proved by creditors residing in Canada, as well 
as by creditors residing in the United States.

The winding-up was made under the provisions of the Domin
ion statute, which applies to all companies carrying on business 
in Canada: Allen \. IIohsoh ( 1890), 18 S.C.R. 007. The juris
diction of the Court to wind up a company under insolvency 
legislation is not taken away or defeated by the fact that a wind
ing-up order has already been made in a foreign country, 
even though that country was the country of the company’s 
origin : Ex p. McCulloch (1880), 14 Ch. D. TIG: In rc Arfola 
Hcrmanos (1890), 24 Q.B.D. 640; Ex p. Robinson (1883), 22 
Ch. 1). 816.

When once a winding-up order is made, then, 1 think, the 
provisions of the Dominion statute apply, and control the entire 
situation. The winding-up under our statute is in no sense ancil
lary to the proceedings in the American Court. It is an inde
pendent and self-contained proceeding. The statute provides 
that, regard being had to secured claims and to certain prefer
ences to wage-earners and the like, the assets shall be distributed 
among all the creditors of the company pro ratû. Th. re is no
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warrant for giving preference to the claims of creditors residing ONT. 
in Canada. 8. <.

If in the United States liquidation priority should be given |>K 
to the American creditors, then the amounts that such creditors l!m XK

WATKR
would receive under the American liquidation would be treated < «.
as payments made after the date of the Canadian winding-up. j.

and regard would then be had to such payments in order to se
cure the equality contemplated by the Dominion Act. There was 
no evidence before me as to what course will be followed in the 
American liquidation ; I. therefore, directed information to be 
obtained from the American liquidator : and I am now told that 
under the American liquidation all creditors, foreign as well as 
domestic, will rank pari passu in the distribution of the assets 
of the estate, after payment of preferred claims.

The American liquidator seeks to have the funds transmitted 
to him to make this distribution : but I take it that it is the duty 
of the Canadian liquidator to distribute the Canadian funds, 
and that he cannot discharge himself by remitting them to the 
American liquidator. The result would probably be the same, 
but the remitting of the funds to the American liquidator might 
render them liable to preferential claims not recognised in our 
liquidation, and might render them liable for the expenses of an 
American liquidation if the liquidator is not in funds.

This is in accord with llama th I'ortut/al v. Wathhll ( 1NK0),
5 App. Cas. 161. where it was determined : “Where traders 
possess two properties, one situated abroad, and the other situ
ated in this country, and there has been a petition for adjudi
cation here, followed immediately, in point of date, by pro
ceedings in insolvency abroad, and the foreign Court takes pos
session ot the foreign property, as under a nssio bonorum, and 
employs it in paying the foreign creditors a dividend, such cre
ditors cannot afterwards prove under the English adjudication, 
except on the condition of first accounting for what they have 
received abroad.”

This is to ensure equality among all the creditors, and has no 
application where the foreign adjudication recognises the rights 
of all creditors, domestic and foreign, to share pro ratâ.
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The judgment in Ik rc Klœbe (1884), 28 Ch. I). 175, 177. 
where the right of English creditors to priority in the adminis
tration proceedings is denied and the eases are reviewed, is most 
instructive. There Pearson, #].. says: “No doubt in a ease in 
which French assets were distributed so as to give French cre
ditors. as such, priority, in distributing the English assets the 
Court would be astute to equalize the payments, and take care 
that no French creditors should come in and receive anything 
till the English creditors had been paid a proportionate amount. 
But subject to that, which is for the purpose of doing what is 
equal and just to all the creditors, I know of no law under which 
the English creditors are to be preferred to foreigners. On the 
other hand the rule is they arc all to be treated equally, subject 
to what priorities the law may give them, from whatever part of 
the world they come.”

The appeal will, therefore, be allowed, and the matter re
mitted to the Master with the directions above indicated.

Costs of all parties may come out of the fund.

Appeal allowed.

CITY OF BERLIN v. THE COUNTY JUDGE OF WATERLOO.

Ontario Supreme Court. Miihllrton, ./.

I. Ml XK'll'.XI. CORPORATION8 ( | 11 A—31 I—1‘OWKBS OVKR l*OMi I IHJ’ARI 
MI NT—INVKSTKIATION — Pol.lt K ItoARII.

Sec. 27S. eh. 102. of the Municipal Act. H.S.O. 11114. directing a 
Judge of the County Court to investigate upon a resolution of the 
City Council any matter relating to malfeasance or misconduct on tie- 
part of an officer or servant of the corporation, does not apply t > an 
Inquiry into charges of misconduct in the police force, which hy sec. 
;{.■»4. etc., is within the jurisdiction of the Hoard of Police Commis
sioners.

Motion by the Corporation of the City of Berlin for a man
damus to the Senior Judge of the County Court of the County of 
Waterloo directing him to proceed with an inquiry, under a reso
lution of the city council, into certain charges of misconduct and 
lack of harmony in the police force of the city.

II. ./. Sims, for the applicant corporation.
Edward Baffin, K.C.. for the County Court Judge.

-
I
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Midolkton, J.:—Hy the Municipal Act, K.S.O. 1914, ch. 
192, sec. 248. where the council of n municipality passes 
a resolution requesting a «Judge of the County Court to investi
gate any matter relating to a supposed malfeasance or breach of 
trust or misconduct on the part of a member of the council, or 
an officer, or a servant of the corporation, “or to inquire into or 
concerning any matter connected with the good government of 
the municipality, or the conduct of any part of its public busi
ness. it thereupon becomes the duty of the Judge to make the 
inquiry directed, and the Judge is given for the purpose of that 
inquiry all the powers which may be conferred upon Commis
sioners under the Public Inquiries Act.

The police of the City of Berlin are in charge of a Board of 
Commissioners constituted under secs. 354 < t srq. of the Muni
cipal Act. The Board in this case consists of the Mayor, the 
Police Magistrate, and the Junior Judge of the County, who has 
been designated by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. The 
resolution in question requests the Senior Judge of the County 
to conduct this inquiry.

The learned Judge has declined to enter upon the inquiry; 
taking the view that what is now sought is not within the scope 
of sec. 248. and that he cannot be called upon to investigate 
matters which properly fall within the jurisdiction of the Board 
of Police Commissioners.

Upon this motion an affidavit is filed by the Police Magistrate 
stating that all complaints of every kind which have been made 
to the Board of Police Commissioners have been investigated and 
dealt with by the Board.

1 think the learned Judge is right in the position which he 
takes. The words which 1 have quoted from see. 248 are un
doubtedly very wide. Practically everything in one way or 
another concerns the good government of the municipality, and 
some limitation must necessarily be found to the wide terms 
used. Similar wide expressions are found in see. 250: “Every 
council may pass such by-laws and make such regulations for 
the health, safety, morality, and welfare of the inhabitants of 
the municipality ... as may be deemed expedient.” No 
one supposes that his general provision confers unlimited juris-
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diction upon the municipal council; yet it might well be argued 
that all laws dealing with every possible topic arc presumed to 
be passed in the interest of the health, safety, morality, and wel
fare of the inhabitants.

A somewhat similar problem has recently been faced in Aus
tralia, in the ease of Colonial Sugar Hr-fining Co. Limited v. 
Attorney-General for the Commonwealth of Australia (1912), 
If) Commonwealth L.R. 182. Attorney-General for tin Common- 
wealth of Australia v. Colonial Sugar lit fining Co. Limited 
(1913), 17 Commonwealth L.R. G44 and |I914| A.C. 237. There, 
an Act had been passed authorising inquiry of the widest pos
sible nature, and a commission had been issued directing an in
quiry into the sugar industry. One of the industries to be 
investigated attacked the Act. and brought action claiming a 
declaration of the invalidity of the Act and an injunction to 
restrain the investigation contemplated. It was admitted that 
the investigation was concerning a matter over which the legis
lative body had no jurisdiction under the constitution as it 
stood ; but it was said that the inquiry concerned the good 
government and welfare of the community, and that what was 
sought was material upon which to base proceedings looking 
towards an amendment of the constitution. The Privy Council 
held that the Act was ultra vins, and that the Legislature had 
no authority to direct an inquiry with reference to a matter out
side of some actually existing power possessed by the Legisla
ture, either under the constituting statute or at common law ; 
and that, therefore, there was no power to direct a general in
quiry—more particularly an inquiry into matters which had 
been excepted from the jurisdiction of that particular legisla
tive body.

This principle appears to me to be entirely applicable here, 
in our scheme of municipal government some matters concern
ing the welfare of the inhabitants are taken from the jurisdiction 
of the municipal council and vested in other legislative and 
administrative bodies. School affairs are entrusted to school 
boards and boards of education ; certain public utilities are 
placed in charge of boards specially constituted ; and the affairs 
relating to the police force are placed in the hands of Police
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Commissioners. I do not think it is competent for the municipal 0NT- 
council to direct an inquiry before the ('utility Judge into the s.c. 
matters entrusted to these independent bodies. Within the

( 1TY OF
limits of the jurisdiction conferred upon these bodies they arc Hrm.ix 
supreme and in no sense subordinate to the municipal council. rm V1Y
This has been demonstrated in a series of eases in which the ll IMi,:
municipal council has undertaken to review the action of school W.xmtum. 
boards. Middleton. J.

The unseemly results, if this is not so. are quite apparent 
upon most superficial consideration of the situation. The Board 
of Police Commissioners, consisting of the Mayor, the Police Mag
istrate. and one of the County Judges, has considered and dealt 
with the very matters now to be inquired into. The council now 
suggest that the whole matter be reviewed by the other County 
Judge. The Police Commissioners have the authority to act. ;ind 
no doubt have acted, in accordance with their views. The ( Vanity 
Judge who is asked to investigate has no power to take any 
action upon the evidence brought before him. His only func
tion is to report to the municipal council. The municipal coun
cil, then, has no power to act, for the matters in question are not 
within its jurisdiction, but under the charge of the Police Com
mission. If there is the right to have the inquiry, tin- inquiry 
might just as well be directed to take place before the County 
Judge who is himself a member of the Police Commission. In 
many counties this must be so, because there is only one Judge in 
the county ; and, speaking generally, the Senior Judge is the 
member of the Board; and the council, if it has the power, may 
direct that the conduct of the Senior Judge and his colleagues 
be investigated by the Junior Judge sitting alone.

For these reasons, 1 think I am bound to hold that the in
quiry authorised by sec. 248 can only be directed concerning 
matters within the jurisdiction of the municipal council and 
with a view to obtaining a report for the guidance of the muni
cipal council in dealing with matters over which it has authority.

The scope of the inquiry and its purpose is, I think, well 
indicated in lie <1 orison and City of Toronto (1888-!)}, Hi U.IÎ. 
275, lb A.R. 452, Corison v. City of Toronto (1890), 18 K.( Mi. .‘hi. 
Paramount authority of the Board of Police Commissioners
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with respect to matters over which it has jurisdiction is estab
lished in Kelly v. Barton (1805), 26 O.R. 608, 22 A.R. 522 ; and 
W interbottom v. London Police Commissioners (1901). 1 D.L.R. t

54», 2 O.Ii.R. 105. *
The decision of my learned brother Britton in Lane v. City of 

Toronto (1904), 7 O.L.R. 423, is in no way in conflict with this 
view. There it was alleged that in a municipal election for mem
bers of the Council and Board of Education there had been cor
ruption and misconduct. It was held that this was a matter con
nected with the good government of the municipality, and that 
an inquiry was justified under the statute. Manifestly so : what 
was to 1m? investigated was the conduct of an election under the 
control of the council itself. Its officers were charged with mis
feasance. No inquiry was sought into the conduct of the Board 
of Education ; the inquiry was into the conduct of the election.

The motion fails and must be dismissed with costs.

.1/otto n dis m issed.

REX v. PALMER.

Manitoba Court of I /»/#*»/. Ilom’ll, I/.. Itiehardn, Herdin', Cameron and 
II a agar t, -Id.A, April 111, 1918.

1. Intoxicating i.iqi okn i 8 III A—55)—Vnl.xxvfit salk.n—Ntatitom
PRE8I XIPTIOX FROM FT Mil XU l.U/l'OK IN Ql'AXTITY.

A statutory presumption of illegal sale of liquor is raised under sec. 
204 of the Liquor License Act. Man., against the person on whose 
premises is found more intoxicating liquor than is reasonably re
quired for the use of a person not licensed to sell ; and by virtue of 
sec. 215 such presumption will support a conviction for illegal sale 
without license as being an offence under the same statute although the 
information was only for unlawful possession of liquors in a local 
option district ami did not allege a sale by the accused.

[See If. v. Hnblieorer, 21 D.L.H. 203. 24 Van. Cr. Vas. 1. and Annota
tion to same.]

2. Intoxicating i.h/vokn i 8 III A— 55)—Sai f; xvitkoi i j.icknnk—Local
OPTION DISTRICT—A XIKN 111 NO CON VICTIOX.

I'nder the Liquor License Act, Man., the onus of proving a license 
to sell is placed upon the accused ( sec. 203) and where such onus is 
not rebutted, a conviction for unlawfully selling without license is 
justified under sec. 159 on the finding of more liquor than the accused 
would reasonably require upon his premises if lie fails to rebut the 
statutory presumption of selling which arises thereupon ; and the 
court may make the necessary amendments to a conviction purporting 
to lie for selling in a local option district so as to make it merely 
a conviction for selling without license without entering into a

f
■
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consideration of tin* validity of tin- lovai option by-law, the provision 
for sale without license 1 wing eipially applicable whether or no there 
was a valid local option by-law.

:i. SIMM A It Y CONVICTION I 6 Y—50)—('OSTS—AKHITBARY AMI KXCKSSIVK
a moi NT—Striking oct.

A summary conviction under a liipior license law cannot be sup
ported in so far as it awards as an arbitrary sum. lift y dollars to the 
complainant for costs where no witnesses were brought from a dis 
aine, but the court on a motion to <p.a»li may amend the conviction by 
striking out the award of such costs.

Motion to quaHh a nummary conviction by two justices un
der the Manitoba Liquor License Act.

F. M. Hiirbuhjc, for accused.
/'. V. Locke, for the Crown.

The opinion of the Court was delivered by 

. Richakds, J.A. : The defendant was charged before two jus
tices of the peace with having on 22nd January, 1910, at Tre- 
herne, in the municipality of South Norfolk in Manitoba, being 
a municipality in which a local option by-law was then in force 
under the provisions of the Liquor License Act and amendments 
thereto, unlawfully had in his possession intoxicating liquor 
“without having received a lawful permission to receive the 
same.”

The case was tried and the justices have returned an amended 
conviction by which they convict the defendant for that lie. on 
22nd January, 1915, at the said village of Treherne in the said 
municipality of South Norfolk in the Province of Manitoba, the 
said municipality being one in which the local option by-law was 
then in force, did unlawfully not being then the holder of a 
druggist’s wholesale license or a druggist’s retail license, sell in
toxicating liquor, W. B. Moore being informant.

The conviction adjudged the defendant, “for his said offence 
to forfeit and pay the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars to 
be paid and applied according to law, and also to pay to the 
said W. B. Moore the sum of fifty dollars for his costs in this 
behalf.”

It further provided that “if the said several sums be not 
paid forthwith then we adjudge that the said Joseph S. Pal
mer be imprisoned in” (naming the proper common gaol),
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MAN. “there to be kept for the space of three months unless the said
c, a. sum and costs and charges of conveying the said Joseph S. Pal-

mer to the said common gaol shall be paid.”
Pumek The defendant applied to quash the conviction on the ground 

----- that the alleged local option by-law, claimed to be in force whereI. A,
the offence was committed, was invalid for non-compliance with 
certain statutory provisions.

Section 215 of the Liquor License Act (eliminating portions 
not essential to the present case) reads:—

“215. No conviction . . . shall be held insufficient or 
invalid by reason of any variance between the information 
and the conviction . . . provided it can be understood 
from such conviction . . . that the same was made for an 
offena against some provision of this Act within the juris
diction of the . . . justices . . . who made or signed
the same, and provided there be evidence to prove such 
offence and that it can be understood from such conviction 
. . . that the appropriate penalty or punishment for such 
offence was thereby adjudged.”

It was not suggested that the justices had not jurisdiction, 
and section 159 of the Act provides a penalty for sale of liquor,
without the license therefore by law required, of not less than
one hundred dollars nor more than two hundred and fifty dol
lars and. in default of payment, imprisonment for not less than 
two months nor more than six months. The conviction before 
us imposes a penalty of $250 and fixes the imprisonment, in 
case of default, at three months.

It seems plain that the offence stated in the conviction is 
really one against section 159 of the Act.

Section 204 is hard to understand. But I take it to mean, 
amongst other things, that the fact that there is on the ac
cused’s premises “more liquor than is reasonably required for” 
the accused, “shall be deemed prima facie evidence of the un
lawful sale of liquor by” the accused.

In this ease there was found, on the accused’s premises such 
quantities of liquor ns to justify the magistrates in holding that 
it was more than was reasonably required by the accused. So
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that there was evidence, under section 204 to prove the offence MAN. 

of selling. C. A.

Section 20d of the Act throws upon the defendant the onus Kkx 
of proving that he was duly licensed, and he has not offered any p.m.mkh

evidence that he was so licensed. aicimrd^j.
There is in the local option clauses of the Act, no express 

prohibition of si IIinn li<|Uor without a license, the reason being, 
no doubt, that such prohibition is sufficiently provided in the 
general provisions of section 159.

It seems to me that, though the proceedings were instituted 
as for an offence under the local option clauses of the Act, and 
though the conviction, as returned, purports to be a conviction 
under those clauses, yet the references to them can be treated 
as surplusage and struck out. The offence provided for by 
section 159 is the same, whether committed in, or out of, a dis
trict where local option is in force.

There being, therefore, an offence shewn “against some pro
vision of this Act,” and the convicting justices having jurisdic
tion, and there being, with the aid of sections 20.1 and 204. evid
ence to prove the offence of selling liquor without a license, and 
the penalty, and the punishment in default of payment, being 
within the limit of the discretion given by section 159. I am of 
opinion that the provisions of section 215 apply and that the 
conviction should stand.

The imposition of fifty dollars for costs, however, stands on 
a different footing. There was plainly no right to arbitrarily 
fix such a sum. Counsel for the (Town admitted that the wit
nesses had not to be brought from a distance, and we are unable 
to say that any fees were paid to them.

I should have preferred to cut this sum down to the amount 
of fees actually allowable, but we have no papers returned from 
which we can attempt to make a bill of the costs properly tax
able. The only thing, therefore, open to us is to disallow the 
whole sum.

The conviction should I think, be amended as follows :—
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1st. By striking out the words “the said municipality being 
one in which the local option by-law was then in force.”

2nd. By striking out the words “druggist’s wholesale license 
or a druggist's retail license,” and by substituting therefor the 
words, “license to sell intoxicating liquor.”

3rd. By striking out the words “and also to pay to the said 
W. B. Moore the sum of fifty dollars for his costs in this behalf 
and if the said several sums” and by substituting therefor the 
words “and if the said sum.”

4th. By striking out the words “said sums and costs” and 
by substituting therefor the words “said sum.”

5th. By inserting after the words “common gaol shall he” 
the word “sooner.”

As so amended, the conviction should he affirmed.
I express no opinion as to the validity of the local option 

by-law, as the amended conviction does not depend on it.
As the conviction differs from the charge laid and has had 

to be amended. 1 would allow no costs of this application to 
either party.

Conviefion amended.
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BUSINESS BROKERS v. DINER.
Miinilobu Court of .4 pjHtil, Hom ll, C.J.M., Uiehurd*, l*erdne. Cameron mol 

Hnggnrt. JJ.A. June 7, 1915.

1. Brokers i $ Il B I IJi Real estate hkokerh -lvx< h\m.i. me i.amis 
SVEKICIKNCY OF SF It VICKS.

A real estate broker negotiating an exehunge of lunds for lii.s eustonicr 
is in no better position to claim that he procured a party ready, able 
and willing to exchange on the authorized terms than lie would have 
been if the sale had been for a fixed price which the purchaser was 
unable to pay. if the proposed exchange fell through because the other 
party to it was not able to give what he had agreed to give in exchange 
for the property of such customer, nor was any exchange effected or 
finally agreed upon by the document which the defendant signed.

Aitkal from the judgment of the trial Judge in favour of the 
plaintiffs.

IV. /•’. Hull, for plaintiffs.
./. (i. Homy. K.C '.. tor defendant.
Howell, C.J.M.. concurred with Richards. J.A.

Richards, .!.A.: The plaintiffs, a corporation under the 
( «impunies Act of Manitoba, sue the defendant for #000 claimed 
to have been earned as the fee, or commission, for making “a 
sale or other disposition" of a hotel property owned by the de
fendant.

One (Jordon had a farm with certain stock, which farm and 
stock it was proposed to exchange for the hotel property.

The plaintiffs' president. B. X. Fraser, who acted for them 
throughout, brought the defendant and (Jordon together, and an 
exchange was agreed of the farm and stock for the hotel. Memor
anda of the exchange were taken down by Fraser and given to 
one of plaintiffs' clerks to be put into the form of an agreement. 
While the agreement was being prepared Fraser and the de
fendant agreed that the latter should pay plaintiffs #000, as a 
commission, a similar sum. it is said, being agreed to be paid by 
( Jordon.

At the time of signing the agreement the defendant had not 
seen the farm, or the farm stock, and relied on (Jordon’s repre
sentations as to the quantity of land, the amount of the encum
brances against it, the rate of interest borne bv such encumbrances, 
the dates of payment of the principal of such encumbrances, and 
the nature and quality of the farm stock. As soon as it could 
conveniently be done after the agreement, the defendant's solicitor 
looked into the title to the farm, and found that the acreage was

MAN

C. A.
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Howell, C.J.M.
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less than had been represented by GoHon, and that part of the 
print encumbrances becaim avable at a much earlier
date than had been represented. There* was also a question 
raised that two stallions which had been represented as worth 
$4,000 were in fact worth much less. The defendant at once 
repudiated the exchange, and Gordon appears to have acquiesced, 
on I eing faced with the facts, as no attempt was made by him to 
enforce the bargain. There is no doubt that Gordon could not 
have enforced it, as the difference between the representations 
and the facts gave ample ground for the defendant’s repudiation.

The plaintiffs claim that, having brought the parties together 
and procured the execution of the agreement, they have done 
everything on their part to entitle them to be paid their com
mission. As I understand the learned trial Judge’s reasons for 
judgment, he upheld that contention. He gave judgment in the 
plaintiffs' favour for the $000 with costs.

It seems to me, on reading the evidence, that neither Mr. 
Fraser nor either of the contracting parties considered the signing 
of the agreement a completion of the matter. As far as I can 
judge, they looked on it merely as a statement of the terms of the 
exchange, and not to be carried into effect until the parties could 
investigate and each see that he was getting from the other what 
that other had agreed to give him. That, 1 think, appears dis
tinctly from the fact that after executing the document none of 
them acted as if it were a completed exchange. The parties to 
the agreement at once went to both the hotel and the farm and 
cheeked over the properties. Mr. Fraser himself went with them 
to the hotel for that purpose. That action by him would be un
necessary if he had, as he now contends, earned the commission 
when the agreement was signed. His taking it seems to me in
consistent with that contention. 1 do not think that any exchange 
was either effected or finally agreed upon. If the plaintiffs' claim 
is put on the ground that they procured a party ready, able and 
willing to effect the exchange, I do not think it can lx* supported. 
Gordon was not able to give what was agreed to be given by him, 
and the plaintiffs are in no better position than they would have 
been if Gordon, instead of agreeing to exchange, had agreed to buy 
for a fixed price, but was unable to pay that price.

With deference, I would allow the appeal with costs, set aside

0^48
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the judgment entered in the County Court, and enter judgment 
there for the defendant with costs, including a counsel fee of $20. 

Cameron, J.A., concurred.
Perdue and Haggart, .1.1.A., dissented.

.11until allowed.

DONOVAN v. THE EXCELSIOR LIFE INS. CO.
New Brunswick Supreme Court, Whitt. J. May 2Ô. 191.V

MAN

C. A.

ItVSINKSS
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1. Inhvranck (§ III A 4SI ReuVISITES ok contract- Non-dki.ixkry of
I’OI.K'Y- KfKKCT OF on PAYMENT OF PREMIV.MS.

The approval by the head office of a life insurance company of an 
application for insurance and the forwarding of a policy to the com
pany’s local agent which however was never delivered to the insured 
will not constitute a contract of insurance with the insured where it 
was a term both of the application and of the policy that the policy 
should not be in force until delivered, and until the official receipt for 
the premium had been surrendered bv the company during the con
tinued good health of the insured, although the premium had been 
collected by the local agent.

[Calhoun v. Cnion Mutual Life insurance Co.. Il» X H R. 13; Roberts 
v. Security Co., [1897] 1 Q.B. Ill; Equitable Fire v. China ll’o Ilona, 
119071 A C. 90, referred to.]

Action to enforce specific performance of a contract of in- Statement 
surance.

White, J.:—This action was brought to enforce specific per- vome. j. 
formance of a contract of insurance alleged to have been entered 
into by the defendant with the plaintiff's mother, and to compel 
the defendant to issue a policy as of March 5, 1912, on the life 
of the plaintiff's mother, payable in the event of death to the 
plaintiff.

By amendment at the trial the suit has resolved itself into an 
action to recover $1,000 upon a contract of insurance which it is 
claimed was entered into by the defendant, whereby the company 
insured the life of the plaintiff's mother in that sum, and agreed 
to pay such insurance to the plaintiff in the event of the death 
of the insured within the twenty-year period covered by such 
contract.

The material facts are: That early in March, 1912, Mr. King, 
who was then inspector and agent of the company, called upon 
the plaintiff’s mother with the view of getting her to effect in
surance on her life. He found that she was willing to take insur
ance for $1,000, but, as she was over sixty years of age. he. before 
proceeding further in the matter, reported the circumstances to

L
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the company's head office, as he was, by his instructions, required 
to do in all cases where the age of the prospect exceeded sixty 
years. Having received in reply authority to take the at ion, 
he, on March 11. 11)12, again visited the plaintiff's mother at her 
home on Pond street, Saint John, and while there, in the presence 
of the plaintiff and her mother, inserted in writing upon the 
printed form of application furnished by the company the answers 
which the applicant gave to the questions therein contained, all of 
which questions, he said, he read to her. The applicant, not 
being able to read or write, signed this filled-in application by her 
mark, and Mr. King signed the same as witness.

The application so signed contains inter alia the following 
stipulations:—

It is hereby < lee In ml mill agreed t hat t he st at emeu Is and represent at ions 
made in the foregoing application, together with those made to the Medical 
Kxaininer whose report shall be deemed to he incorporated with and form 
part of this application, shall he the consideration for and basis of the 
contract for insurance between me and THF. EXCELSIOR l.l I F IX- 
SVRAXCE COMPANY, and I hereby declare that all such statements 
and answers are true in so far as they are material to the contract, whether 
written by my own hand or not, and I agree that no other statements, 
representations or information, shall he binding upon or in any wise affect 
the rights of the Company.

That 1 have read or heard read and understand the said application 
and assent to all therein contained and I agree to accept the policy when 
issued on the terms mentioned herein and on such terms as are contained 
in the printed policy in use by the Company applicable to this application 
and to pay thereon the premiums of the first year.

That any policy which may be issued under the application shall not 
be in force until the same be delivered and until the actual payment to and 
acceptance of the premium by said Company or its authorized agent in 
accordance with the Company's rules during my life time and continued good 
health, and said premium shall then be considered to have been paid and the 
insurance to have begun at the due date named in the policy.

The premium, 883.1)0, was not paid at the time the application 
was signed, but was paid on or before March 15. Mr. King says 
it was paid on March 12; while the plaintiff says that it was paid 
the second day after Mr. King called. I'pon receiving the 
premium Mr. King gave the applicant a receipt, which reads as 
follows:—
The Excelsior Life Insurance Company,

Head Office: Excelsior Life Building, 59-61 Victoria St., Toronto.
$83 1)0 St.John, X.B., March 5, 11)12.

Received from Mrs. Julia Donovan, the sum of Eighty three & 90'100 
Dollars, being first year’s premium in full on policy for $1000 Insurance.

(Hgd.) II. Kino. Provincial Inspector

1
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It appears from tin* evidence that this receipt is not the 
official receipt specified in condition I of the policy, to which I 
will later refer.

The application was forwarded to the head office at Toronto, 
and on March 2f>, Mr. Ferris, the defendant’s manager at Saint 
John, received by mail from tin- head office a policy to which was 
attached a copy of the application which had been signed bv the 
plaintiff's mother and upon which the policy was issued; ami I 
infer from the evidence that it was accompanied by an official 
receipt for the premium. It was also accompanied by a letter 
which reads as follows (omitting the headings):
I S. I’ciTis. Km(|.. Toronto. March IS, HH2.

Provincial Manager, St. John. N.H
Dear Sir: Wc luivc accepted this application, mil are issuing policy, 

hut before delivering the same, you will please ascertain from Dr. Pratt 
that lie liassent in his confidential report, and that it is satisfactory. It is 
not yet to hand. You will also reconcile Dr. Pratt's statement that the 
applicanl is tiâ whereas the applicant herself gives her age as til. In a case 
of this kind in future in view o! the age it is best that proof of age he sub
mitted with a view of the same being admitted on the policy. Yours truly.

Sgd K. Maitsii vix. (leneral Manager.

On March 2b Mr. Ferris again called at the home of the 
applicant ami there shewed the policy to the plaintiff, but he did 
not then see the applicant, who. the plaintiff informed him, was 
lying down. He pointed out to the plaintiff that then* was a 
discrepancy between the age of her mother as stated in the 
application and that shewn in the report of I)r. Pratt, the examin
ing physician. In the application the age is stated to be 04 next 
birthday, while in the physician's report it is placed at 65 next 
October. The plaintiff testified that Mr. Ferris told lier, that 
as her mother’s real age was 65 next birthday the policy would 
only l>c good for $800. and that “to secure the other $‘200 to pay 
a few more dollars, and that would make the thousand; so he 
took away the policy and said it would In* nine or ten days liefore 
the other would come back, but in the meantime that was all 
right."

Mr. Ferris denies that he told the plaintiff the |x>licy was only 
good for $800, but admits he may have mentioned that sum, 
though he does not recollect doing so; and if he did, it was only 
by way of illustration. He says the policy was, as a matter of 
fact, according to his interpretation of its terms, good for $950.
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The witness was unable to state with certainty whether or not, 
pursuant to the instructions contained in the letter quoted, he 
took stops to ascertain whether Dr. Pratt had sent in his con
fidential report. Mr. Ferris did not deliver any official receipt 
for the premium to either the plaintiff or her mother, nor did he 
ever deliver to either tin1 plaintiff or her mother the policy of 
insurance, unless the facts detailed must l>e taken as matter of law 
to have constituted delivery. The plaintiff paid him $4.15 
additional premium called for to make the policy one for a full 
thousand dollars.

On the same day, that is, March 20. Mr. Ferris mailed the 
policy to the head office, and on April 4 received hack a new 
policy hearing the like date and similar in all respects to the first 
one, save that the premium specified in the second policy was 
$88.00. Mr. Ferris says that because he had. at the time he 
received the second policy, learned of the illness of the plaintiff's 
mother, he did not deliver that policy. After Mrs. Donovan's 
death, which occurred on April 7, he called on the plaintiff three 
times, at intervals of a few days between each visit, in order, if 
possible, to induce her to accept return of the premium paid, and 
on one of these occasions he made her a good tender of the amount 
of such premium, that is to say, of $88.05.

The defendant, by amendment made at the trial, set up the 
defence that the insured had made material misrepresentations 
in her application in two particulars, namely: First, in answering 
“No” to the printed question “10,” “Has any proposal to insure 
your life been declined, withdrawn or postponed? (live full par- 
tieulars.” Secondly, in answering “No” to the question “14,” 
“Have you any other assurance on your life? If so, where and 
for what amount? (live full particulars." Ans. —“No.”

The evidence relied upon to support the first ground of alleged 
misrepresentation is that the insured, prior to her application to 
the defendant for insurance, had verbally asked one Pressly, 
then agent for the Prudential Insurance Co., for insurance for an 
amount beyond 8200. Mr. Pressly's reply was that his company 
would not accept a proposal for insurance to thaï amount from 
an applicant who was a marks woman. The Prudential Co. did, 
however, insure the plaintiff’s mother, by a policy spoken of as 
an industrial policy, for a small amount, in the vicinity of $50,
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the pr(‘inium living payable weekly. This insurance was paid 
upon the death of the plaintiff's mother without question. No 
formal written application, or application other than I have 
stated, was made to the Prudential for insurance, and no medical 
examination was ever made in connection with the application 
to the Prudential.

1 do not think these facts sufficient to sustain the defence that 
there was a material misrepresentation in answering question 10. 
What took place did not, I think, constitute either a proposal to 
insure or a declining of the same within the meaning of that 
question.

As to the second ground of alleged misrepresentation, I do 
not think that it is material, inasmuch as the amount of tin- in
surance was so trifling. The defendant, I think it is fair to 
assume, would he aware of the- rule of the Prudential Co. not to 
insure a marksman in any sum beyond $200; and from the applica
tion sent in to its head office the defendant could see that the 
applicant, the plaintilT’s mother, was ;i markswoman.

As, possibly, having some bearing in this connection, I should, 
in setting forth the facts, have stated that the plaintilT testified 
that Mr. King, in taking her mother’s application, put questions 
and filled in the answers in the printed form which her mother 
signed, but that he never asked any question as to whether or not 
the applicant was insured in any other company, or had applied 
for such insurance. Mr. King's testimony was that In- felt quite 
sure he did ask these questions, but that, as tin- occurrence took 
place nearly three years previously, he could not undertake to 
swear, from memory, that lie had read all of the application to 
the applicant, although he believed lie had, as it was his custom 
so to do. The insured signed the- application, and, therefore, 
under the authorities (see liigyar v. Hock Life A.x.s. Co., 71 L.J.K.B. 
79 (1901), 11 K.B. 516) must be taken to have had knowledge of 
its contents, unless the fact that she was a markswoman, and that 
the witness to her mark was the defendant's agent, could lx- held 
to destroy the basis of such assumption; and no such contention 
as that was made before me. If it were important to make a 
finding upon the point, I would find that Mr. King was mistaken 
in his belief that he read to the insured the two questions quoted. 
He admits that Mr. Pressly, who was his son-in-law, had informed
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him of Mrs. Donovan's request for insuiance in tin* Prudential, 
ami of tin* reason why she could not, I icing a markswoman. get 
siieli insurance: and says, further, that it was at Mr. Pressly’s 
suggestion, and upon the understanding that Pressly was to receive 
a eoinniission if the insurance was effectcd. that he canvassed the 
plaintiff's mother. I find there was no fraudulent misrepresenta
tion hy or on the part of the plaintiff's mother.

But upon the vital issue, whether or not there was any contract 
of insurance entered into hy the defendant with the plaintiff, I 
must decide in favour of the defendant.

The contention made hy the plaintiff is. that so soon as the 
plaintiff's application was marked "approved," and was signed 
hy the manager and medical director of the defendant company, 
there resulted a contract to insure, hy which the defendant is 
hound. In support of this contention the plaintiff relies upon 
Roberts v. Security Company (IHV7). I (J.IL 111. The decision in 
that case was gravely questioned hy the Judicial Committee of the 
Privy Council in Fyuitablc Fin• Insurance ami Acculent Co. v. 
Chinii H o llony ( 1907), A.C. 9t>. In that case, referring to the 
contention that the question involved was already decided by 
Huberts v. Security, the Committee1 say: “The learned counsel for 
the appellant company cited, and relied on, a decision of the 
Court of Appeal in England in Roberts v. Security Co. Lbl. It is 
enough for their Lordships to say that the* words in the instrument 
in that case were different from those which their Lordships have 
to construe, and they are relieved from saying whether they would 
otherwise have lieen prepared to follow it."

But assuming (though I am far from so deciding) that, not
withstanding the judgment of the Supreme Court of this province 
in Calhoun v. Union Mutual Life Insurance Co., IV N.B.R. 13. 
1 should accept and follow the decision in Roberts v. Security, I do 
not think it governs the present case ; and this for the like reason 
assigned by the Privy Council in the case referred to, namely, 
that there are essential differences in the facts between Roberts v. 
Security and the present case. In Roberts v. Security the policy 
shewed upon its face no condition which required to he performed 
in order to give the policy effect as a binding contract. The 
only such condition stated in the policy in that case was that the 
premium should be paid, and such payment was acknowledged
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in thv policy itself to Imve been made. Lord Fisher, in liis judg
ment, says: “ I do not see any evidence of a conditional delivery, 
or that this document was intended not to lie a policx unless 
certain conditions were fulfilled."

In the present ease the application specified the policy applied 
for to he a non-participating twenty-year endowment. It was 
such a policy that was mailed to the company's agent at Saint 
John on March 21. That policy, in the portion thereof which 
the Judicial Committee, in lù/uitnhh \. Tin ('himj II" I Inin/, refer 
to as the operative part. states that the company, 
in considérât ion of l lie applival ion for I In.- policx o| iiiHiirancc upon t la- life of 
Julia Donovan, hereinafter railed the assured, of St. John, in the count y 
of St. John and Province of New Brunswick, and of the annual premium of 
Light y Three IM) I on Dollars, to he paid on or before the delivery of t hi- 
policy, and a like sum thereafter in advance to the Company at its Head 
< Ulice in the City of Toronto, on the first day of April in every >ear during 
its continuance, or until twenty full years’ premiums shall have hern paid

Hereby agrees (subject to the terms and conditions endorsed thereon, 
annexed hereto, or contained in the application attached hereto- to pay at 
the Head Office of the Company the sum of One Thousand Dollars, to Un
assured if living on the first day of April in the >ear one thousand nine 
hundred and thirty-two or to pay the said sum to Catherine Donovan, the 
daughter of the assured, or in case she shall pre-decease the assured, to the 
executors, administrators or assigns of the assured, upon receipt of proofs 
satisfactory to the Company of the death of the assured during the con
tinuance of the policy.

IN WITNESS WIILHLOf. the said Compute has executed these 
presents at Toronto, this first day of April one thousand nine hundred and

Endorsed upon the policy are a number of conditions, two of 
which are as follows:

I. Win'll Policy in Force. This Policy shall not lake effect until the 
same has been delivered, the first premium thereon paid and the official 
receipt surrendered by the Company during the lifetime and continued 
good health of the assured.

10. The Contract.—The Policy, the endorsements thereon. I the 
papers attached bearing the Company's seal, shall constitute t! entire 
contract between the parties hereto, and all statements made by the assured 
shall in the absence of fraud, be deemed representations and not warranties, 
and no such statement shall he used in defence of a claim under the policx 
unless it is contained in the application, a copy of which is hereto attached. 
No provision or condition of this contract can be waived or modified except 
by an endorsement thereon signed by the President, a Vice-President, the 
Ciencral Manager, or Secretary.

Now, assuming for the moment that the plaintiff is right in 
her contention that the moment the application was approved
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by the company it lieeame a valid contract, that contract could 
only Ih- one to insure the plaintiff's mother upon the tenus and 
conditions contained in their form of non-participating twenty- 
year endowment policy, liecause that is the form of policy asked 
for in the application. Condition 1 of that policy expressly 
provides that the policy shall not take effect until it has I«en de
livered and the official receipt surrendered by the company during 
the continued good health of the assured. To my mind this 
indicates very clearly that there was no intention on the part of the 
company that the preparation and mailing of the policy, and 
much less that the marking as approved the application sent in, 
should constitute a contract binding on them without performance 
of the conditions which the policy expressly stipulates must Ih* 
performed In-fore the policy shall take effect.

In \enos v. 11 id'ham (1867), 2 II. of L. 266, relied on by tin* 
plaintiff, Mr. Justice Blackburn, in delivering his opinion upon 
tlie question put to the Judges summoned, said:

If I thought that the parties did not in fact intend it (the policy) to be 
then finally binding, I do not think there would be any Magic in the law to 
make it binding contrary to their intention.

These words of Mr. Justice Blackburn are quoted with approval 
by Burton, J.A., in Western Assurance Co. v. Provincial Insurance 
Co., 5 Ont. Hep. 190.

1 do not think there was any such delivery of the policy, or 
surrender of the official receipt, as is contemplated and required 
by the policy as a condition precedent to its taking effect. More
over, when the policy was mailed to the agent at Saint John it 
was accompanied by the letter of instructions 1 have already 
referred to. In face of the contents of that letter I do not see 
how it could reasonably be held that the defendant, by accepting 
the plaintiff's application, intended thereby to make, or did in 
fact make, a contract binding upon the company regardless not 
only of conditions contained in the policy itself but of the instruc
tions given to the agent in the letter with which the* policy was 
mailed.

For the reasons stated 1 am forced to the conclusion that there 
never was any contract of insurance executed and in force between 
the parties.

It will be observed that the date which the policy, on its face, 
states to be that on which it was executed, is April 1, 1912. I
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have not discussed the effect of this in its hearing upon the question 
as to when the policy took effect. But in case the Court on appeal 
decide that I am in error in tin* conclusion 1 have reached, and with 
the view of avoiding, if possible, in that event, the necessity of 
sending this case down to a new trial, I think it well to make a 
finding as to the disputed date on which the insured became ill 
with the sickness of which she died. The plaintiff in her direct 
examination stated that her mother died on April 7. and was 
ill three or four weeks before she died. On cross-examination she 
said it would not be over three weeks that her mother was ill. She 
could not fix clearly the date on which Mr. l’erris called with tin- 
first policy, but said she recollected his visit and that her mother 
was not then ill. 1 am satisfied the witness honestly gave her 
best recollection of the matters upon which she was interrogated; 
and while her recollection of dates, and as to the duration of her 
mother’s last illness, was not very clear or satisfactory. I accept 
her statement that when Mr. Ferric called, that is to say on 
March 20, her mother was in good health. It seems to me that 
while the witness might easily be mistaken in attempting to recall 
the duration of her mother’s illness without reference to any 
occurrence outstanding in her memory by which she could fix 
the period of such illness, she would be most likely to remember 
whether or not her mother was ill when Mr. Ferris called with 
the policy, though she could not fix the date of that visit.

Judgment will be for the defendant with costs of suit.
Judgment for defendant.

N B

In i.
K\t i i.sio-j

ROUNDY v. SALINAS. B. C.

Hrilish Columbia Court if Appeal, Maalonahl, C.J.A., ami Irrimj, Martin, »
Gallihrr, ami MvChdlipx, JJ.A. April .'til, V.ll.Y

1. Judicial sale l$ II A—15)—Sale ok mineral claims under execution 
—Validity of inns.

The sale by the sheriff under execution of a mineral claim under the 
Mining Act. H.S.B.C.. eh. 157. is not invalid because the purchaser 
was not the holder of a free miner certificate at the time of making his 
bid at the sheriff's sale, if he had a certificate at the later date when 
the sheriff made a bill of sale of the claim to him: the court will uphold 
sheriff’s sales bona fide made notwithstanding mere irregularities.

[Crawxhaw v. Harrison, [1NV4] 1 Q.B. 71). 03 L.J.tj.B. VI, referred to.|

Appeal from Young, (’o.J.. dated September 11. 1914, heard Statement 
in Victoria, January 20, 1915, before Macdonald, (’.J.A., and 
Irving, M artin, (îalliiier and M< Phillips. JJ.A.
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Appeal dismissed April ISO. 191"», Martin ami McBim.i.ies, 
C. A. .1,1.A., dissenting.

Uot xiiY Macdonald, f J.A., agrees with Ihvino. J.A.
Sai'ivas. ,s- Tait, for appellant.

Mochan, K.C., for respondent.

irfing, j.a. Irmno, J.A.: -The defendant certainly has a strong equity 
in his favour. It was his money which paid the execution creditor, 
and to that extent was a final discharge of the execution debtor. 
Notwithstanding this, the execution debtor now sues without 
offering to repay the money so paid on his account. His con
tention is that there was no sale on the 25 th because the defendant 
was not eligible to purchase.

The defendant’s position, I think, may be maintained on tin* 
following ground : Sheriffs in England are required to sell by 
public auction under an execution for a sum exceeding l'20. A 
failure to observe this statute is an irregularity only: see ( ’rau'sliaic 
v. Harrison 11894], 1 Q.B. 70, 03 L.J.Q.B. 01. We have no such 
provision in British Columbia, and the sheriff here can sell by 
public auction or bill of sale. Hcrnaman v. Hawker (1850), II 
Ex. 700, 25 L.J.Kx. 00, is an authority for the proposition that 
the sheriff may sell in any way. A sale by auction or bill of sale 
is only a mode of exercising the authority which the law gives by 
the fi. fa.—“ You cause to he made.” Assuming, without deciding, 
what was done at the auction on March 25 was not a sale, the 
special property and power to sell remained with the sheriff until 
the 20th, when he gave the bill of sale to ti e defendant.

The bill of sale put an end to his power to sell under the fi. fa., 
and put an end to the plaintiff's general “property" in the claims. 
The acceptance of the bid at the auction we may assume was 
void, but the completion of the transaction on the 20th would 
be a new contract, although based on the theory that the auction 
bid was good.

What was done in this case was at most irregularity, and the 
authorities shew that Courts will uphold sales bond fide made 
where irregularities have occurred : see, for example, Jeanes v. 
Wilkins (1748), 1 Yes. Sr. 105, where a sheriff sold after the 
return day of the writ had expired; also Doe dem Stevens v. 
Doniston (1818), 1 B. <& Aid. 230, and Hcrnaman v. Bowker, supra.

If on March 2fi the sheriff had been ruled by the present
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plaintiff to make a return to the writ, lie would either return that 
the property remained unsold for want of buyers, in which case 
a writ of renditioni exponas would issue, to sell for the best price 
you can, or (more properly) make a special return saying that 
Salinas had at the auction made a bid. and paid *200, and lie 
(sheriff) would complete by bill of sale as soon as Salinas had 
obtained his qualifying free miner's license. There can be no 
doubt that if such a special return were made the Court would 
have extended the time for completion. As the Court could have 
adopted such a course there is no reason why we should not uphold 
the sale as made on the 20th. In considering how the Court 
would have dealt with such a return, we must have regard to the 
fact that up to the 20th the execution creditor had a legal right 
as against the owner to have the goods sold and to be paid out 
of the proceeds of the sale (per Lindley, M.K., in He ('tarie < ISOS*.
i ch. :m, 07 LJ.eh. 2:»).

I would dismiss the appeal.

B. C.

C. A.

Martin. J.A.: < In the admitted facts it appears that the M*nm. j.a. 

sheriff of the County of Atlin took in execution two mineral 
claims, the "Alderharan" and “ I'll Chance It.” the property of 
the present plaintiff, and on March 2f>, 1011. sold them by public 
auction to the defendant for $200 cash and gave the defendant a 
receipt for the money, and two days later, and in order to effectu
ate and carry out said sale, the sheriff gave the defendant a formal 
bill of sale of said claims.

At the time the claims were knocked down to the defendant lie 
was not the holder of a free miner's certificate, but lie obtained 
one two days later, on the 27th, and before the bill of sale was 
executed. No question, it will be observed, arises here of what 
might be the position of the parties if the sheriff had decided to 
treat the sale by auction as void or invalid and had later sold 
privately to the purchaser, because the transfer that he subse
quently gave was admittedly “pursuant to" and in furtherance 
of his sale by auction and therefore an attempted confirmation of 
it, and so the transfer relates back to said sale, which was com
pleted upon payment of the price and the giving of the receipt 
therefor. I say “completed” because see. 75 only requires 
transfers of mineral claims to be in writing (not under seal), and 
here we have a written receipt for the money, and though it is
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not before us. vet, ns it is admitted that it was given, it must 
be taken to include the essentials of the sale* it relates to, viz., the 
date, the price, the names of the claims sold, and the signature 
of the vendor, which is all that would be necessary to satisfy the 
section, which, it is to be noted, does not say that verbal transfers 
shall be void, but merely that only written ones shall be “en
forceable”: Cf. Me Meek in v. Furry (1907), 2 M.M.C. 432, 536, 
and (irutchjield v. Harbottle (1900), 1 M.M.C. 390. So here there 
was at least a written “document of title” that could be recorded 
under sec. 74, and it is f irthermore, and in any event, an acknow
ledgment that the purchaser had the right to obtain
from the vendor a formal transfer to satisfy sec. 75, if the receipt 
were not deemed sufficient, and that right he could not be deprived 
of if he had the capacity to acquire the property at all. Therefore 
the position was that the sale was completed at the auc ' ss
there was some other legal enactment which incapacitated the 
purchaser from acquiring the property.

These circumstances distinguish tin* case from Playfair v. 
Musyrove (1845), 14 M. & W. 239, because here, in my opinion, 
this chattel real—Pope v. Cole ( 1898), 1 M.M.C. 257; McMeekin 
v. Furry, .supra; Williams Creek, etc., Co. v. Symon (1897), 1 
M.M.C. 1—was, by virtue of said receipt, both “bargained and 
sold,” as well as knocked down, as Baron Rolfe puts it in the 
Playfair case, and so the question is, did the purchaser acquire 
“any right or interest ” in the claims having regard to sec. 12 of 
the Mineral Act, which enacts as follows:—

Subject to the proviso hereinafter stated, no person or joint stock 
company shall he recognised as having any right or interest in or to any 
mining property unless he or it shall have a free miner's certificate un- 
expired.

The would-be purchaser at the time of this sale not being a 
“free miner,” i.c., “a person . . . named in and lawfully
possessed of a valid existing free miner’s certificate and no other” 
(sec. 2), was, in my opinion, a member of a class prohibited from 
becoming, as he desired to be, a purchaser at said sale, which was 
consequently a void one, and all proceedings later taken to patch 
it up were inoperative. The situation is, perhaps, made clearer 
by the illustration that if immediately after the purchaser paid 
his money the sheriff had then and then* executed and delivered 
to him a formal bill of sale, he nevertheless took nothing, because

.

2963

05
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he was incapacitated l»y see. 12 from holding “mining property,” B C
and no claim of his thereto could be “recognised,” and so there c. A
was no sale in law. and it could not be made one afterwards by i^TTnio 
acquiring a capacity which lie did not hold at the time, the 
statutory bar having intervened between the original disability SXMVXv 
and the attempted confirmation. As it is an impossibility to add Mer,in J A 
something to nothing, therefore, since the original attempted sale 
was a nullity, it is inappropriate to refer to what was done later 
as having the effect of supplementing the void proceeding.

A reference during the argument was made to the ordinary 
case of a purchase of real property by an infant, but that presents 
no true analogy, because Coke himself has it “that an infant may 
make a purchase of land which is voidable only, for it is intended 
for his benefit, and at his full age he may either agree thereunto 
and perfect it, or, without any cause to be alleged, waive or dis
agree to the purchase: ' Kverslev on Domestic Relations, 3rd ed.,
754. And the general rule is: “All acts and instruments of a 
solemn nature which are not to an infant's prejudice are valid 
and binding until set aside by him on attaining majority:” p. 756.
It should in this relation be noted that by see. 4 of the Mineral 
Act legal infants over 18 years may acquire the privileges of a 
free miner, and it is declared that

A minor, who shall become a free miner, shall, as regards his mining 
property and liabilities contracted in connection therewith, be treated as 
of full age.

It follows, therefore, that, as was said in Giles v. drover (1872),
!) Ring. 128, 230, the claims “still remained the property of the 
debtor to whom they originally belonged,” who is the plaintiff 
at bar, and therefore the defendant acquired no “ right or interest ” 
in them, and consequently the appeal should be allowed and 
judgment entered for the plaintiff.

Galliher, J.A.:—There is no law which prohibited Salinas oauiher.j.a. 

from becoming a bidder at the sale.
He did bid and the property was knocked down to him by 

the sheriff; the money was paid by Salinas to the sheriff, and a 
receipt given.

This did not vest the title in Salinas. In order to do so it was 
necessary that the sheriff should execute a bill of sale to Salinas, 
and until the sheriff did so the title in the property remained in 
Koundy.
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B. C. After the sale the sheriff" was merely the conduit pipe to transfer
C.A. the rights of Ron inly to Salinas.

ItmÂîiv The plaintiff relies on see. 12 of the Mineral Act, eh. 157,

™.
R.S.B.C., which is: “subject to the proviso hereinafter stated no 
person or joint stock company shall be recognised as having any

Galliher, J. A. right or interest in or to any mining property unless lie or it shall 
have a free miner certificate unexpired," and contend that as 
Salinas was not the holder of a free miner's certificate on the day 
of the sale when the property was knocked down to him that the 
sale was abortive.

At the time the sheriff executed the bill of sale to Salinas lie was 
the holder of a free miner's certificate.

So far as the sheriff is concerned lie was not. 1 think, bound to 
inquire as to whether Salinas was the holder of a free miner’s 
certificate or not. at all events up to the time he executed the bill 
of sale, and finding him so at that time lie did nothing he was not 
required to do by virtue of his office in execution of the writ.

In order to succeed the plaintiff must go so far as to say that 
the defendant was at the time of the sale incapable of contracting 
with respect to a mineral claim.

The section in question, while it says he shall not be recognized 
as having any interest, does not destroy his capacity to contract, 
and when he has. by procuring a free miner's certificate, placed 
himself in a position to receive the fruits of that contract and the 
person authorized has conferred upon him those fruits, the plain
tiff cannot attack his position.

A person may contract in respect of something he is not at 
the time in a position to deliver—why not also in respect of 
something which he is not at the moment in a position to receive 
by reason of some disability as to receiving which is afterwards 
removed?

I think the more liberal construction of sec. 12 should be 
applied, />., that any person coming to the Crown claiming an 
interest in mining property shall not be recognized as having any 
interest unless he is the holder of a free miner's certificate, or that, 
in case of disputed rights between parties, a like result follows, 
and not the more technical construction that the section in
capacitates any one not so holding from contracting in respect of 
a mineral claim so as to render a sale to him under execution
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abortive where the title to the property has to be afterwards B c
conveyed by deed —the sale and giving of the conveyance being. c. A.
I think, a continuous transaction. „ '

llm NUY
If the latter construction is to prevail it narrows the field of 

bidders at public auction, and is contrary to what is supposed to 
be the advantages of sales in open market, and it is hardly likely Oaiiihcr, t.a. 

that the Legislature intended that.
Moreover, I think the section is one which i> designed foi

re venue and is penal in its effect.
Should I be in error in this conclusion 1 agree with my brother 

IlivINO on the other ground taken by him.

M< Phillips, .LA. : This is an appeal from the Judge of the M.-pi.mii*. j.a 
('minty Court of Atlin ( Young, Co.J.).

The facts being admitted are as follows:
“I. That on March 2ô. 1V14. the sheriff of the Comity of 

Atlin offered for sale at auction under an execution duly issued 
all the interest of the plaintiff in the mineral claims I’ll Chance 
It." ‘Black Hear’ and ‘Aldcrbaran,’ recorded in the name of tla- 
plaint iff. Said mineral claims were not Crown granted.

"2. That at such sale Pedro Salinas, the defendant, bid the 
sum of two hundred dollars ($200), and the sheriff knocked tla- 
property down at that price and yave Peilro Saltnns a ririi/il for 
the money.

“3. Pursuant to such sale the sheriff executed a bill of sale 
on March 20. 1014, of the interest of the plaintiff in the above- 
named mineral claims in favour of the defendant. Pedro Salinas, 
which was duly filed in the office of the Mining Recorder for tin- 
district in which the claims were located.

“4. On the date of the auction by the sheriff Pedro Salinas 
was not the holder of a free miner’s license, but on March 27.
1014, became the holder of one, and was the holder of such when 
the bill of sale was executed.”

The action is one for a declaration that the appellant is tin- 
owner of the mineral claims notwithstanding the attempted sale 
made by the sheriff, the delivery up of the bill of sale for cancella
tion, and damages for trespass upon the mineral claims.

The short point for determination is -was the sale a valid 
one in view of the fact that the ref was not at the time8834
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of the sale to him by the sheriff a free miner holding a certificate 
under the provisions of the Mineral Act (It.S.B.G. 1911, eh. 157)?

Turning to sec. 12 of the Mineral Act, we find that it reads 
as follows:-

12. Subject to the proviso hereinafter stated no person or joint stock 
company shall he recognised as having any interest in or to any mining 
property unless lie be or it shall have a free miner's certificate unexpire I.

In my opinion a mineral claim is in its nature an interest in 
land a realty interest, a chattel-real. Mr. Justice Gregory con
sidered what the nature of the interest in a mineral claim was in 
lia rim Is v. (inrn (1911). 1C» B.( '. IMS. Section 18 of the Mineral 
Act reads as follows:—

Is. The interest of a free miner in his mineral claim shall, save as to 
claims held as real estate, lx* deemed to he a chattel interest equivalent to 
a lease for one year and thence from year to year subject to the performance 
and observance of all the terms and conditions of this Act.

Were it not for sec. 12 of the Execution Act ( R.S.B.C. 1911. 
eh. 72), a mineral claim would not lie exigible and capable of being 
sold under an execution against goods and chattels. The section 
reads as follows:—

12. Any interest which a free miner has in any mineral claim before the 
issue of a Crown (liant therefor or in any milling property as defined by the 
‘-.Mineral Act" and any placer claim and mining property as defined in the 
‘Placer Mining Act" maybe seized and sold by the Sheriff under and by 
virtue of an execution issued against goods and chattels.

Now, it is not contended that there was but the one sale by 
the sheriff, and the bill of sale is referable only to the sale made 
when tin- respondent was not possessed of a free miner’s certificate 
and in pursuance of the side made on March 25. 1911 -that is. the 
bill of stile was executed by the sheriff its grantor to the respondent 
as grantee in recognition of a right or interest claimed to have 
been acquired by the sale of March 25. 1914. This, in my opinion, 
offends against the law and the policy of the law, and I would 
again refer to the judgment of Mr. Justice Gregory in lia rinds v. 
(Inrn, supra, at p. 439.

In Playfair v. Musgrore ( 1845), 14 M. A: W. 239-249 (69 H.U. 
690), Holfc, B., said, at pp. 246-247 :

The Sheriff has pleaded that he was justified in entering the plaintiff’s 
dwelling house by the writ Of fieri facias and that before the return he sold 
the lease and the plaintiff's interest in the term and continued in possession 
of the dwelling house for the fuller execution of the writ. Now, the word 
“sold" seems to me to mean “bargained and sold" for the law knows nothing
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of the sale of a chattel real except by instrument untlei seal; and the mere 
knocking it down at an auction is nothing more than making a contract to 
sell it.

If, therefore, the act of the sheriff in the present ease was tin* 
making of a contract to sell the mineral claims when knocking 
same down to tin* respondent at the auction, which contract of 
sale was evidenced by a receipt in writing, it was. in my opinion, 
a void sale, and the execution later of the bill of sale can in no way 
be sail I to be curative of a void act. The respondent was in
capacitated by statute from entering into an agreement for the 
acquirement of the mineral claims sold by the sheriff, and they 
con’d not be knocked down to him at the auction sale, and the 
agreement was therefore invalid.

The present ease raises the question of the protection of the 
revenue, and it is abundantly clear that the Mineral Art in its 
provisions—and the policy of the law generally is that all 
persons and corporations engaged in mining and holding or 
acquiring mineral claims or any right or interest therein shall as 
of necessity be the holders of certificates as free miners. It 
would follow that if the requirement be that which in my opinion 
is the law—all those bidding at the auction sale should at the time 
be the holders of such certificates, and that it is not to be admitted 
that the taking out of the certificate at the later time, before the 
actual execution of the bill of sale by the successful bidder, is 
sufficient.

In my opinion, therefore, the appeal should be allowed, and 
there should be a declaration that the appellant is the owner of 
the mineral claims in question, that the bill of sale be delivered 
up to be cancelled, and a reference to assess the damages, the 
appellant to have the costs here and in the Court below.

.1 pjH dl tlixmixscd.

B. C.

C. A.

M'l’hillii». J.A

REX v. KWONG YICK TAI. B. C.
Uritish Columbia Court of Apprtit. Uanluuahl. !.. Irriita. Martin.

Oallihcr and MrlMiillips, «/,/..!. April 0, 1915. A.
1. APPKAL ( 8 I C—25 I—Um'NAI. OK < KKTIOKAKl IN (IU MINAI. CASK—l'«CRT

OP Appkai., B.C.
No appeal lies in British Columbia from thv refusal of a certiorari 

in respect of a summary conviction muler the Criminal Code.
2. Conns (HI A U—175)—Ji hismvtiox—Corin'or Appkai . B.C.

The jurisdiction of the former full Court of British Columbia is by 
sec. 0 of the Court of Appeal Act. B.C. conferred on the Court of Ap
peal ns of April 25. 1907, not 1S97 as erroneously printed in the B.C. 
statutes, the correct date appearing in the original roll and being the 
date of the passing of the Court of Appeal Act.
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Appeal by defendant from order of Hunter, C.J.B.C., of 
December 23, 1914. refusing a writ of certiorari.

P.ttchie, l\.< for the appellant.
Joseph Martin, k.( for respondent (Martin Griffin, with 

him).

Macdonald, C.J.A.:—The appeal should be quashed. The 
accused was convicted under the Criminal Code and applied in 
the Court below for an order for a writ of certiorari which was 
refused, and from that refusal he is appealing to this Court.

No right of appeal from such an order is given by the Crim
inal Code or any other Dominion statute. While an appeal may 
lie in a like case in civil proceedings in virtue of provincial 
statutes, it cannot be held to do so in a criminal cause or matter.

It was urged by Mr. Ritchie that the late Full Court had 
prior to May 1897 power to review an order such as the one 
in question, and that all the jurisdiction which that Court en
joyed on April 25, 1897. was by section (i of the Court of 
Appeal Act, conferred on the Court of Appeal, and that hence 
this court has power to review the said order. This contention 
assuming it to be relevant, is founded on a clerical error in 
the revision of the statutes. Reference to the original roll will 
shew that the date is not April 25. 1897. but the date of 
the passing of the Court of Appeal Act. namely. April 25. 1907.

This Court is merely an appellate Court and has no original 
jurisdiction except that set forth in the Act. which jurisdiction 
is confined to matters incidental to the hearing and determin 
at ion of appeals. As we have no jurisdiction to entertain this 
appeal, I refrain from expressing any opinion concerning the 
merits of the case.

Irvinu and McPhilups, JJ.A., concurred with the Chief 
Justice.

Martin, J.A.:—In my opinion, this Court has no jurisdic
tion to entertain this appeal and therefore it should be quashed.

Galliher, J.A. : I am of tin- opinion that we have no juris
diction to entertain this appeal.

Appeal qvashed.
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PARKER v. THE CAPITAL LIFE.
A urn Srul.o Sit/a i mi 1'un i'I. 7 iiiriixln ml. /'•/.. ' i m In anil I,‘ nil

tlmt IaiiiiiIi fi. •/•/. / < III inn » l.'l. 1 ï» 1 ».

I. I XMK.XXVt I. H V II :i—|!Mh Yisilll'l'KI III IN-. I UI It XilN PXYMIM 111 
I’HIMil M Mill —Ailslll rUIMMATlON ill .VMM,

Where l lie iiuaiml was induced tu ab-tain fmin pay ing the |ireiiiiimi 
nuti* hy rea hi hi of the company. through it* agent, saying i hat l lie 
life insurance policy was then vni«l I *\ reason of t lie carrying "f the 
balance of the former premium note into the n \t quarter"* note, the 
company is est upped from setting up the non-payment "f the note 
when it was due. or availing it-elf of the eondition contained in the 
note vitiating the policy.

Hr fnifh ttillitiKtiit. 8 t h.l). Sll7. applied. |

Appeal from a judgment of Ritchie, J.
C. J. liurchcU, K.(and Colin Mi l\t ir.it , for appellant.
II. Mdlish, K.t for respondent.

Tow nsiiknd. concurred with Graham, K.J.

Graham, K.d. : This is an appeal from the decision of the 
trial Judge, finding a judgment for the plaintiff on a policy 
of life insurance for $1.000. The defendant set up his non
payment of a premium note.

After the death of the insured, the solicitor for the plaintiff 
received the following letter from the defendant company :

The Capital Life Assurance Cu. of Canada.
Ottawa. August 20. 1014.

Finlay MacDonald. Esq.,
Sydney. N.K.

Hr W illiam ./. Hut In .
Dear Sir—V nir favour of 21 instant received. Policy No. 024 called 

for a premium of *27.05 payable four time- yearly in advance, commencing 
December 20, 1012. At Deccmlier 30. 1013. there remained a balance of 
$10.70 unpaid on account of the four instalments of premium due for the 
first policy year. This balance of $10.70 with interest of 85 et*, fur 
delay up to that time was merged by our agent* with the next quarterly 
instalment due December 20, 1013, and a note for the combined amounts, 
in all $30.20, was taken by them. This note fell dm- by its terms March 
4. with no payment whatever made thereon, and the policy consequently 
lapsed automatically. It might have been reinstated upon payment of 
tin- amount due. ami submission of satisfactory evidence of health, but 
no application was ever made. So far as official receipts for premiums are 
concerned, these are banded to the insured upon his settling by cash or 
note. If a note is given, the policy, by the terms of the note, lapses unless 
payment is made on or Indore the due date thereof. Yours truly, M D. 
Grant, Secretary.

m
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NS. The aetion was brought no doubt on the strength of the facts

I
i#

I. »

* !
!

s.c. stated iu that letter being correct and the company is estopped
from saying to the contrary.

It is quite clear from the transaHions mentioned in the evid
ence that this company took notes for its premiums. That meant 
giving credit for premiums. This is not a case of a first pre-

Oraiiam, B..I. initun. At any rate the insured on February 2, l!M4. gave his
note to the agent of the company on the company’s form for 
$99.20 payable at .10 days with a condition that if it was not 
paid at maturity the policy would be void. This is the note :

\..n• jo. tin. Mm. i ii. i n. « if hii% i #n.2ii. Iialiinvv #:i!i.4ii.
Interest $ ’I liirtx «luvs after dale I promise to pax in the C apital
Life Assurani'« i miipaiiy ««I < uiuults at its Head Olliee, Ottawa. ( anadu, 
the m ii in of Thirty Nine ‘Jo loo Dollars, with interest theremi at ii per 
mil. |M*r aniiiim Dll paid. Iwing the renewal premium upon Policy No. 
tl’JI of the siiiil eoinpany oil nix life. It is understood and agreed that if 
this note hr not paid at niaturit x said Policy shall fort lux il h lieeome null 
and void, and also if payment of this note he made after its maturity, 
that such pa x meut shall not i • x i ve tin- Policy, hut the Policy max he 
reinstated on evidence satisfactory to the t out patty of continued good 
health.

Agency. Sydney. N.8.
i Xgents are not authori/«'«l t « make, alter or discharge contracts or 

waive forfeitures).

That note comprised n balance of $10.70 due on the previous 
note with interest. Hfi els., and the whole premium for another 
qua rter.

That note would fall due March 4 (or, rather, March 
7. for I suppose there are the usual three days’ grace), 
in 1014. And because this note was not paid at maturity, as the 
letter points out. it is contended that the policy lapsed. To 
that the reply is estoppel by reason of a misrepresentation 
which led the insured not to pay this premium note when it 
was due, and to change his position prejudicially.

The learned Judge has found as a fact that before the note 
fell due. namely, between February 27 and March 2. 1914. the 
defendant*s superintendent had a conversation with the insured. 
As detailed by the brother of the insured, (icorge Richard 
Parker, thaï conversation was as follows:

I

I. ■»

* !
!
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1,1. Will you tell t lit* Court tin- con vcimu lion you In'iml A. Mr. .lory N. S.
hjiill "Mr. I'mlv r, your policy is nul in fom\" My hrolher naill "NX liy
lie mi id i Mr. .lory) "You have «Mowed one purl of that premium lo In*
carrivil forlli info a noli- covering tin- nvxt premium. which i* ngniii«t i lu* I * \ iikku

ruli'H of our C ’ompaiiy.” My brother saiil, “My |m»Iit*\ lias not Itcen in force
for a long tilin' as you haw Imn'Ii iieeepting my iiutc« in purl payment on 
saim." Mr. .lory snhl. "it is *li ivlly ngaiiisl lli mil's of our ( ompany 
lo cany forth pari of the payment into u new ipiarler ami when I go 
hack to I lie ollice snllieone will he on I lie carpel for putting I hi- Hole
through." M \ hrotli I sail, 'll that i« so. w hat in h a in I paying
for?" A few Inisty wmils w re sniil hy my hrolh'i before Mr lmy went 
out. 1,1. Who was present at that tine \. My hrolher, the ileeea-eil. 
ami myself. Mr. .lory ami my other hrolher. My other hrolher was in t In- 
siockrooin. or in I he door of the «lock loom, which i~ ml joining I lie print 
ing ollice. l,i. tan you tell u« what happened n« a i «nil of that < H. 
jedeil. i A After Mr. .lory left we talked I lie innUei oxer, as we talked 
husine«« matters over, and I asked my hrother what conclusion lie had 
come to on tie* insurance, lie «aid. "Well, in \ie\x of what Mr. .lory «anl. 
it i« useless to pay the n de w In'ii due a« I a in deriving no benefit from 
the insurance." It was left with him. Nothing more xva» done.

The ullier brot her mi mil m nil es l his in elTvel anil M r. .lory, 
the superintendent, admits thaï conversation. hut says it took 
place al a later dale, namely . Ma fell 7. lie says that he saw 
the insured was too great a risk, in fuel lie was far gone in eon- 
Ninn |il ion. and that lie first telegraphed t In head ollice as In I lie 
matter, and it was after that that the von versa lion took place. 
The learneil trial .1 inlge has fourni against his testimony as to 
the date of the eon versât ion and in favour of that of the two 
brothers. Payment of the note eoiihl have lieen made at that 
date and been efleetive.

Now that representation, that the polie\ was void heeause 
this premium note was ea frying forward a ha la nee due on one 
premium note into another quarters premium note w-liieh was 
not permitted, was untrue. It was told with circumstance, 
namely, that someone would he on the earpet at the head office 
for putting that note through.

No see ret rule of the company of that kind if ally existed 
(the eompaiiy produced none), would vitiate the policy. The 

Statutes of Panada require any such condition to he indorsed 
on or referred to in the policy to he effective. The note had 
been put through. It was on one of their forms and it 
had been at the head office for 15 or -0 days with the interest 
all charged up.
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Tin: 
I-iI r.

firaham, K.J.

I think nil of thv elements of estoppel are present. It is 
elear that the insured believed the representation and acted on 
it. The representation was calculated to have the effect of 
leading a reasonable and prudent man not to pay this premium 
if the policy was already void. I think the superintendent in
tended that the man should not pay the note and that thus the 
policy would lapse, and the company get rid of a bail risk. One 
cannot believe that the insured in his condition of health would, 
after paying previous premiums, let off an insurance company 
at that stage if he could avoid doing so, and the payment of a 
premium would, comparatively to the advantage to be gained, 
be considered a small matter, lie must have relied on the repre
sentation. If the man had been in good health one can hardly 
imagine the official of the company not taking payment of the 
note. These people with moderate means who become insured in 
this way are really in the hands of a company when it repudiates 
a policy on any plausible ground.

The learned counsel for the company contended that this 
was only a representation as to law. I think there is more in
volved than a mere opinion of law, /.<., either a “general law” 
or a “well known rule of law” which the insured must be taken 
to have known.

It had nothing to do with any principle of law that a balance 
due on one ipiarter's premium note could not be carried for
ward into the next note, lie was stating a fart, lie did not 
profess to be giving an opinion as to what the law was. The 
fact stated was that a balance on one note being carried for
ward into another, because it was against tin* rules of the com
pany. rendered the policy void. I think the non-payment of 
the premium was proximately caused by tin* representation 
made. And it is almost trite to say that one cannot take advan
tage of his own wrong.

The defendant contended that this was something that could 
only be taken advantage of by an action of deceit and that there 
was no actual fraud. You may have fraud and <*stoppel Imth. 
Fraud is not essential to an estoppel. As a matter of fact 1 think 
this was a fraud and that the misrepresentation was dso avail-
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able as an estoppel in this action. I quote two pHNsngcs from
Ewart on Estoppel, Ell :

To create un estoppel vu /mis tlie party in whose favour it operate» 
must have altered liis position through reliance on the words <>r conduct
of the party estopped.

In parle Adamson, 8 t'h.U. 807, James, L.J. said: l.n r
Nobody ought to lie estoppeil from averring the truth or asserting a 

just demand unless b\ his acts or words or neglect his now averring the 
truth or asserting the demand would work some wrong to some other per
son who ha' lieeii induced to do something or !<• abstain from doing some 
thing by reason of what lie hud said or done or omitted to say or d >.

To apply the quotation 1 say that the insured was induced 
to abstain from paying the premium note by reason of the nmi- 
paiiy, through the agent, saying that the policy was then void 
by reason of the carrying of the balance of the former premium 
note into the next quarter'll note. The defendant is estopped 
from setting up the non-payment of the note when it was due, 
or availing himself of the condition contained in the note vitiat
ing the policy.

Without such a condition the mere non-payment of a pre
mium note when it fell due would not vitiate the policy. I refer 
to l\ ah l.i rho( l,t r \. /*entile ton-, 111! I'.S. 696.

The amount due can be deducted from the amount payable 
mi the policy.

Meanwhile another quarterly premium fell due but the com
pany had done nothing to renew the false impression it had 
created, and apparently the truth was only discovered by the 
solicitor.

I think that want of payment is in the same position as the 
other one, namely, that the defendant cannot set it up. There 
is American authority in favour of the plaintiff on both points.

In Manhattan Lift \. Smith, 44 Ohio State. 140.
The action of the company in the ease at bar was in effect a répudia 

timi of its promise to pay the amount stipulated in the policy. Kven had 
Mrs. Smith learned the amount and time of payment after the death of 
her husband a tender would have been a useless ceremony. On general 
principles whenever the act of one parly to whom another is Imuml to 
tender money, services, or goods indicates clearly that the tender is made, 
would not be accepted, the other party is excused from technical perform 
snee of the agreement. The law never requires a vain thing to lie done.
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In (îi rani v. Mithiu Life Insu ranci Co., 8(> Pu. St., the 
Court says :

lt whb urgued un helmlf of dvfvudioits that paviuent of tin* premium 
dm* on .human 14. 1871. was a condition precedent and also payment 
of the premium after that date falling due before his death in February. 
1872. and that equity will not relieve again*! looses resulting from non- 
performance of such condition through neglect alone of the sulfurer, lie it 
so. the iioii performance was because of defendants" refusal to take the pre
mium when tendered. They declared them forfeited on .human III. 
1871. and from that date persisted in treating it as a nullity. On another 
policy they hud given mortgage they gave notice as was their custom on 
the falling due of premiums hut none in reference to this. They still .*uy 
it became void ami that no life was left in it. The assured lost nothing 
by omitting the farcical act of a formal tender every quarter, while the 
<• iinpanx insisted the policx « a* dead. It was not this neglect hut their 
fault that the premiums were unpaid.

Tit it* ease was followed in the ease of Xational Insurant! ('u. 
\. Tin llmm Itcntj 1 of Xtir York, IS I Pa. Si. 4 Id. in which a 
portion of 1 lie headnote is as follows :

Where an insurance coin pa in has declared a policy forfeited and re
fined to accept a premium, the fact that insured subsequent I \ failed to 
pay the premiums as they fell due will not affect the right to recover on 
the policy if the forfeiture was invalid.

May oil Insurance, vol. 2, see. 3Ô8, it is said:
Payment or tender of payment of premiums is not nece*sur\ where 

the insurers have already declared the policy forfeited or done any other 
act which is tantamount to a declaration on their part that they will not 
receive it if tendered.

Note \. Where the insurer has declared the policx forfeited and has 
refused to accept a premium the fact that, the insured subsequenth failed 
to pay premiums as they fell due does not allect the right to recover on 
the policy.

In my opinion the appeal should In- dismissed with costs.

Huweii.j. Iti ssi:i.i,, .1,: A policy of life insurance was issued by the
defendant company on the life of William .1. Parker, the plain
tiff his mother, being the beneficiary. The premiums were pay
able quarterly, and a note was taken for the premium due Sep
tember 20, 1913, which was not fully paid otherwise than by its 
amount being included in a later note. The premium for 
December 20. was also not paid in cash. Whether a note was 
taken for it does not clearly appear. On February 2, 1914, a 
note was taken by the local agent for the balance of the Septem
ber 20 premium and the premium due December 20, 1913.
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This note* would come* due oil March 7. 1914. It was sent to the 
Head Office at Ottawa, and I think there can be no doubt that if 
this note had been paid at maturity the policy would have been 
in force. It is contended that the policy lapsed because of the 
non-payment of the December 20 premium within thirty days 
from its date as required by the policy. But I think we may 
fairly assume from the letter of the secretary in August ‘29, 
1914. that the premiums up to that for December 20. 191:», had 
all been settled either by cash or by note. Kit her that or else 
that the company is estopped from saying that they were not 
duly paid, and that policy was in good standing when the note 
of February 2. 1914. was accepted in settlement. That letter 
is as follows:—

| I/'t ter referred to appcio* in full in the judgment uf thulium. K.d.|

The statement in this letter as to the lapsing of the policy 
by non-payment of the note is in strict accordance with the 
express terms of the note signed by the assured in which lie 
agi ees to I his condit ion.

Between February 27. 1914. ami March 2. 1914. as
fourni by the trial Judge, a conversation took place between 
the (bmeral Superintendent who had come down from Ottawa 
and the late William J. Barker, the assured, in the course of 
which the former told the assured that his policy had lapsed 
and was no longer in force because of a rule of the company 
which did not permit of any balance due on an unpaid premium 
being carried forward into a note for a premium fully due at a 
later date There was no such provision in the policy and tIn- 
lea rued trial Judge has held, as I think, rightly, that the assured 
was not bound by any such rule made for the government of 
the company’s officials if there was one. of which he says there 
was no proof. At the time this conversation took place the 
insured was far gone in consumption and the Judge thinks it 
fairly to be inferred that this was his condition when the note 
was given. He draws an inference of fact that the note would 
have been paid at maturity if the Superintendent had not in
formed the assured that the policy was void. There was evid
ence to this effect and the Judge believed it. The only question 
therefore in the ease, on this appeal, which seems to call for

Tin
< U'lT.XI.

I.nr.
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N s ai'gumvnt, is the question whether the non-payment of the note
s. c. uiuler these circumstances eu used the poliey to lapse.

I’vkki it I am unable to see why it should not have done so. I do not
r. tec how the expression of the superintendent's opinion that 

Caintal t*lv poliey had lapsed lu va use of the non-payment in eash of
1,1 r a previous premium prevents the poliey from lapsing because

Ruawii,4. of the failure to pay the note for the later premium. If the 
statement of the superintendent is to be treated as a misrepre
sentation it cannot operate by way of estoppel. The principle 
of estoppel is expounded in the judgment appealed from. It 
only prevents the person making the representation from after
wards asserting against the other party a condition of things 
different from that so represented. The company does not wish 
to assert any different condition of things from that represented 
by the agent. It is contended now as its agent represented then, 
that the policy was void because of the previous failure to pay 
the premium.

The ground on which the plaintiff contends that the policy 
is in force is that the statement of the superintendent induced 
the assured to refrain from paying his premium. Probably it 
did. Hut the question remains, did it excuse him from his obli
gation to pay and place him in as good a position as if lie had 
paid? I cannot think so. If the company had refused to 
accept payment of the note the assured would, no doubt, have 
been in the same position as if the note had been paid. At all 
events, if lie had tendered the amount of the note this would 
have been the result, and I do not suppose it would have Imvu 

necessary to tender payment if the company had refused to re
ceive it or clearly indicated that it would not be accepted. Hut 
1 do not see how the mere expression of opinion by the superin
tendent could have the effect of discharging the assured from 
the obligation to pay the note or relieve him from any legal con
sequences that resulted from the failure to pay it. 1 do not say. 
although 1 am not without an opinion on the subject, what the 
legal results would have been if the representation of the agent 
had been fraudulently made for the purpose of inducing the 
asauml to refrain from making his payment. There is no find
ing of fraud and I doubt if there is evidence that would have
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justified Much a finding. 1 regret having to conic to the conclu- N-s
Hion that the uMMured had allowed his policy to lapse and that s. c.
the plaintiff's claim must therefore be dismissed, the appeal ,,XRKI1| 
being allowed with costs. '*•

Since the foregoing opinion was written 1 have been fax- , Xm xi. 
oured with a perusal of the opinion of my learned brother '•m'- 
Graham. Referring to the letter of August 21), 11)14. to Mr. niweu.j. 
Finlay McDonald, solicitor of the plaintiff, from the secretary 
of the defendant company, he says that the present action was 
no doubt brought on the strength of the facts stated in the 
letter being correct and the company is estopped from saying 
to the contrary. There is no assertion in that letter which the 
company might not safely repeat in the present action. Hut 1 
cannot think that any estoppel follows merely from the fact of 
an action having been brought on the strength of that letter.
It is conceivable to me that I might inadvertently and errone
ously admit that I owed by tailor for a suit of clothes and yet 
successfully defend an action brought against me for the price 
after discovering that I was mistaken in making such an admis
sion. It is not, however, necessary to dismiss this estoppel be
cause it is not the one relied on by the plaintiff. The estoppel 
relied on is that which it is said arises out id' the misrepresen
tation made by the company’s superintendent when lie told the 
deceased that his policy was void because of balance due on an 
earlier prém uni of September 20, had been carried into the note 
given for the premium due in December. It may be granted 
that all the elements necessary to constitute an estoppel exist in 
respect of the representation that the assured was prejudiced by 
his reliance upon the truth of the representation. The point 
at which 1 part company with my learned brother, relates to the 
application of the principle of estoppel to these circumstances.
He says that the company is thereby estopped from setting up 
the non-payment of the note due March 7. 1 must confess that 
I am not familiar with that manner of operation on the part of 
an estoppel. To my mind the effect of the estoppel, and its only 
effect, must be to prevent the company from averring that the 
policy had not been rendered void b> the inclusion of the un
paid arrearage in the note given for the December premium.
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N S In the citation given from the decision of James, L.J., it
C. appears to me that my learned brother fails to lay the neecs-

\kkkh sal,v slr<‘8N 0,1 0,16 °* the most significant words in the passage

the truth or asserting the just demands, etc.” I assume the truth 
in this ease to lie that the policy had not been avoided by the
inclusion of the arrearage in the Dcecmbei note. The defen
dant. I assume, is estopped from averring that truth. Itv it so. 
lie does not wish to aver the truth, lie is only too well con
tented with the lie, if it was a lit1, which lie told the deceased 
in regard to the a fleet of so including the arrears in the new 
note. The case that is made for the plaintiff is therefore not 
one of estoppel but of misrepresentation, and 1 do not think that 
misrepresentation can have excused the defendant from the 
obligation to pay the note due March 7. What effect the repre
sentation would have had if there had been a finding of fraud 
does not seem at present to call for decision. The circumstances 
come so near to a fraud that I should be very well pleased to 
see the question of fraud submitted to a jury.

Longlky, ,1. : In this case we have not only the evidenceLongky, J.

of the case, but we have the judgment of the learned Judge who 
tried the ease. In all the findings of fact which the learned 
Judge has made I concur, and also in his views of the law in 
relation to insurance, except on one point.

The policy in this case is a policy which dues not make the 
payments in advance a condition precedent, but even without 
that feature in a policy the Supreme Court of Canada has held 
that every premium must be paid and that a policy would be 
void if the premiums were not paid, as it would be impossible 
for a company to carry on an insurance business with no person 
paying in money. The policy in this case therefore would en
tirely lapse according to the terms required in the notes for 
keeping it alive, unless all the premiums had been paid up. 
In the present case the policy fell due on September 20, 1913, 
which was not paid at maturity. It may be stated that at this 
time the policy holder who was John Parker, was in very serious 
health, and in the last stages of consumption. On February 2,
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1914, he gave a renewal note for the coining quarter’s premium 
and a balance on the old quarter due September *20, a part of 
which was not paid until some time afterwards. And this note 
stated :—

II is untlemt'HHl mid agreed that if this nuit» is not pa hi at maturity 
saiil policy shall forthwith lievomv null a ml void ami also if tin- payment 
of this note shall not la* made at maturity, hut after it- maturity, such 
payment shall not iavive the policy hut the policy may he reinstated on 
evidence satisfaet try to the company of continued good health.

Now it is impossible to reconcile the duty of the agent in 
Sydney in taking this note with the obligation which lie owed 
to the company because he should at least have been able to 
have certified that the policyholder was in good health whereas 
in February. 1914. the insured was in a desperate condition of 
health making him a not insurable party at all. However, this 
note was taken, and it was payable on February 7. Somewhat 
prior to that date Mr. dory, the superintendent of the company, 
came from Ottawa to Sydney, as lie state for the express pur
pose of finding out what was the condition of the policyholder 
in respect of health. He came down, and mid an interview with 
the policyholder in which, as the Judge finds, lie made this ex
planation to the policyholder.

Mr. Jury said, "Mr. Parker, your policy i- not in force;" my hndhev 
said: “Why." He said (Mr. .lory), 11 You have allowed one part of that 
premium to lie carried forth into a m>te covering the next premium which 
is against the rules of our company." My brother said: "M\ policy has 
not liven in force for a long time a- you have liven accepting my notes in 
part payment on same.” Mr. Jury said : "It is strictly against the rules 
of our company to carry forth part of the payment into a new ipiarter 
and when I go hack to the olliee someone will Is- on the carpet for putting 
this note through.” My brother said: "If that is no, what in h am 
I paying for.”

If is upon this explanation of the superintendent that an 
attempt has been made to establish that he made fraudulent 
representations to the policyholder and prevented him from 
paying the note which was due in March, paying the next quar
ter’s premium and finally dying in July. 1914.

I hold that the superintendent represented nothing more 
than the facts justified. If he had conic down for the purpose 
of ascertaining whether or not the party was in suitable health 
to be insured at the time the note of February 2 was given,
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N.S hv in list haw been convinced at the first view of the policyholder
S.O. that he was not an insurable person and that note should never

I-AHKK. have been taken at all, and that the agent at Sydney was there
fore entirely at fault and blameablc for having taken that note.
But even if the note were held to be good and that the com
pany hail been guilty of delay in making themselves aware of

Lotiglty, J. the proper health of the party the representation of .lory to 
Porker was still a representation of law in regard to the char
acter and text of the note, and therefore he was bound by law 
to attend to it if it was to be kept alive and to pay for his last 
quarters insurance in cash, and 1 don't think the interview 
with .lory was suflieient to prevent him taking advantage of all 
possible rights ; ml interests that lie had in it.

The letter of M. C. Grant, dated from Ottawa, August 29, 
1914, I do not regard as in any way conclusively binding on 
the company. It was written after the death of the insured, 
and he may have written it with a misunderstanding of the facts 
of the case. In any case, even if this letter be regarded as the 
true position of Parker in the company at the time, it still re
mains necessary for Parker to pay up every farthing within the 
time to keep the matter alive.

My judgment :s for defendant.

wrObui> Sir I'harms Tiiwnhiiind, The rntult is that the
Townshmd. C.J. . . .. .appeal is dismissed.

.1 jtpral dismissed.

ALTA REX v. MARCEAU.

9. C. .1 lier ta Supreme Court. Scott, link, amt Walsh. .1,1. January S. HH5.
1. Disorderly iiovskk ($ 1 ,‘ii Om:\< i: ok kkkmmi Statim; clack of

A conviction made by a magistrate for keeping a bawdy house will 
not be quashed because it is not expressly shewn in the depositions 
that the street address referred to in the depositions was in fact in the 
city which was named as the place of the offence in both the information 
and the formal conviction, although the magistrate's jurisdiction was 
limited to that city.

in. v. C.r.n . 14 Can. Cr. Cas 1, 1 A.L.R. 341. applied.’

Statement Appeal under Alberta Crown practice Buie 20 from an order 
of Stuart. J., refusing tu discharge from custody and to quash 
the conviction of accused for keeping a bawdy house.
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./. McK. Cameron, fur appellant. 
James Short, K.(\, fur the Crow...

ALTA.

S.C.

Scott, .1., concurred with Walsh. .1.

Beck, J.: Had this been a ease in which the conviction was 
invalid on grounds which might he met under sec. 1121 of the 
(’ode by amendment, where the Court or Judge, upon a perusal 
of the depositions, is satisfied that an offence of the nature de
scribed in the conviction has been committed over which the 
Justice had jurisdiction. I should, had it come before me in the 
first instance, in all probability, have refused to amend on the 
ground that, though the magistrate was satisfied, I was not.

The evidence at best is slight and inferential, and depends 
on the evidence of disreputable witnesses, who, out of their own 
mouths, admit the practice of immoral methods in connection 
with the ease. The principal witness is one Ogden. He was 
employed by the Calgary police, paid for his services, and pro
vided with money for his out-of-pocket expenses. He went to 
the accused's house, says he had sexual intercourse with her, and 
paid her .$3. He had been, it is stated in the evidence, supplied 
with “marked money.”

Another witness is Detective Turner, who sent Ogden to the 
accused’s house. Turner and another constable sax thex waited 
outside the house till Ogden came out. Then they indicate that 
they made a pretence of arresting Ogden as a frequenter and 
took him back to the house. There they searched for the marked 
money and could find none. The magistrate’s decision rests 
wholly on the evidence of these three men men of no moral 
sense, adopting, according to their own account, immoral and 
disreputable methods. And their evidence, such as it is, goes 
only to one act and a very ambiguous statement of the accused. 
The three witnesses are, on their own admission, participes 
cri minis with the accused, and. for my part, I should not be 
ready to take their uncorroborated story. 1 had. in a former 
case, occasion to comment on the same methods being used by 
the Calgary police force. I there said, in referring to a result 
unfavourable to the prosecution, "If that is the result. I shall 
have no regret. I say this because of what I look upon as irregu
lar, immoral and disreputable methods adopted by members of 
the city police of Calgary to procure evidence on which to obtain

Rkx

Marceau .

22—22 lu..*.
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a conviction. They employed two men, residents of Calgary, 
one a married man, for their purpose. These two men picked 
up two street walkers whom they had seen going in and out of 
the house; arranged to go to the house with them; each of 
these men paid SI.50 for a room, to which they each took one 
of the women, to whom they each paid S3 for actual prostitu
tion; and it is quite clear, from these men's evidence, that they 
expect, not only payment for their services, hut a refund of their 
expenses. Their employers must at least have had a pretty 
correct surmise of the methods they would employ.”

My former criticism has evidently had no influence upon the 
Calgary police, who continue the hypocritical and Pharisaical 
pretence of being zealous in extirpating public vice by the secret 
adoption of the same vices.

It is time, in my opinion, that the mayor and council of 
Calgary, as representing the citizens generally, should publicly 
say whether they intend to tolerate such methods.

As the conviction is valid on its face and the evidence is 
sufficient to justify the magistrate in convicting. 1 regret that 
1 have to concur in the dismissal of the application.

Walsh, J.: The appellant was convicted by the police magis
trate for the city of Calgary on a charge of keeping a bawdy house. 
Stuart, J.. dismissed her application to quash the conviction 
and for her discharge from custody under it, and from his judg- 
ent an appeal is taken by lier under rule 20 of the Crown prac
tice rules.

The application rests upon three grounds, namely:
(1) That there was no evidence to shew that the offence 

was committed in the city of Calgary, the jurisdiction of the 
convicting magistrate being limited to that municipality;

(2) That there was no evidence as to the date upon which 
it was committed; and

(3) That there was no or not sufficient evidence to justify 
the conviction.

The only reference in the depositions to the in which
the offence was committed is that the house in question was
------------------- (a street number upon a named a venue was here
given). Nowhere in them is the city of Calgary mentioned. In 
addition to the reasons given by the learned Judge for refusing

2
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to give effect to this objection, I think this point is disposed of 
by the judgment of this Court en luinc in Hex v. Canadian Pacific 
H.Co., 14 Can. Cr. Ctis. 1. 1 A.L.H. 341. Stuart, J., in delivering 
the judgment of the Court in that case, says:-

“The information shews that the offence was alleged to 
have boon committed within the province of Albert a, and we 
must presume that it was for such an offence that the defen
dant was tried and convicted. I do not think therefore, the 
Court ought, particularly when jurisdiction appears on the 
face of the conviction, to scrutinize the depositions in order 
to discover an absence of exact evidence to establish local 
jurisdiction.”

This statement exactly covers this case, for here it is shewn bv 
the record that the charge upon which the woman was being 
tried and to which she pleaded was for an offence alleged to 
have been committed in the city of Calgary, and it was of that 
offence there committed that she* was convicted, as appears on 
the face of the conviction.

Upon the second ground. 1 think it quite clear from the 
depositions that the date to which the evidence is directed is 
the day before that upon which the evidence was taken, namely, 
September 10, 1014, which is the date mentioned in the charge 
and in the conviction. In addition to the references to the 
evidence under this head which my brother Stuart gave in his 
reasons for judgment, I think that the statement of the witness, 
W. E. Turner, one of the detectives under whose directions the 
raid was made, in answer to a question as to why this house 
was raided, “I know we made an effort to catch it, yesterday,” 
plainly refers, or at any rate justified the magistrate in inferring, 
that it refers to the events in which the two Turners and Ogden 
took part which resulted in the procuring of direct evidence 
against the appellant and the subsequent raiding of tin* house. 
This meets also, I think, Mr. Cameron’s objection that the 
references in the deposition to “yesterday” might mean a time 
later in the day than the hour at which this evidence was pro
cured and the raid was made.

As to the third ground, in my opinion the one act of sexual 
intercourse which the evidence shews to have occurred in this 
house, coupled with the statement which the witness Ogden
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ALTA. swears that the appellant made to him that “she had not horn
s. c. doing this over three or four days,” afforded sufficient proof,
Rex if believed by the magistrate, to stamp her house as a bawdy

The reference in this statement is obviously to business of
the character of that which the appellant and the witness were 
then negotiating, and is an admission upon her part that for 
three or four days before September Id she had been engaged 
in carrying on that kind of busine s. I do not think there is 
any evidence of the general reputation of the house, but there 
are other facts, such as the finding in the house of all of the 
accessories of such a trade, which, coupled with the proof of the 
one act and the appellant's admission, constitute sufficient evi
dence of the character of the house to justify the conviction.

The appeal is dismissed with costs
Appall dismissal.

IMP. "0R0NT0 POWER CO. LIMITED v. KATE PASKWAN.

P. C. Judicial Committee of the Pririi Council, l.ncd Atkinson, Lonl Pannoor, 
Sir (icorge Par mil and Sir Arthur Channcll. April 15. 1015.

1. Master '.mi < rvaxt i g 11 A 4—711—Pi ty ah to safety appliances—
HufSTlXi MACH 1X EKV—SELECTION OF APPLIANCES—INVENTION OF 
FACT toK .11 KY.

Although n muster is not bouml to adopt nil tin* latest impruve- 
nieiits anil appliances, the question as tu whether proper safety appli
ances had liven installed hy a master to prevent the overwinding of 
hoisting machinery is one of fact for the jury, notwithstanding tIn
flict that the master entrusted the selection of such appliances to a 
competent man ; and it is snllicient. for th - limling of the jury, where 
the evidence points to several kinds of safety appliances, that the im
proper devises had ln*en installed.

| Punkiran v. Toronto Poircr Co.. 15 D.L.R. 752. aflirmed.]

Statement Appeal from the judgment of the Ontario Supreme Court, 
Appellate Division, 15 D.L.R. 752.

Hlr Arthur 
Channcll.

The judgment of the Board was delivered by
Sir Arthur Viiannell:—This is an appeal from the judg

ment of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of Ontario 
confirming the judgment of Mr. Justice Kelly whereby he 
directed judgment to he entered, after a trial before a jury, in 
favour of the respondent for the sum of six thousand dollarr. 

The respondent is the widow of one John Paskwan, who was
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killed on February 8. 1913, by an accident on the works of 
the appellant company, in whose service he then was. having 
entered their employment on that day. The respondent brought 
the action on behalf of herself, and two children of hers, step
children of the deceased, who were alleg to be dependent upon 
him, and she alleged that the appcllai ere liable both at 
common law and under the Workmen Compensation Act, 
which corresponds to the Knglish Kmployers’ Liability Acts. 
The jury at the trial answered certain questions put to them by 
the learned Judge and found $3,000 as the damages if the 
liability was the restricted liability of the Workmen’s Compen
sation Act, and $0,000 if the defendants were liable at common 
law, and the learned Judge afterwards entered judgment for the 
$0,000.

The deceased man was working as ; rigger and bad been 
preparing some logs for hoisting by a travelling crane, and was 
waiting to hitch on the logs when he was killed by the falling 
of a block from the crane. The cause of the block falling was the 
overwinding of the drum which hoisted the chain on which the 
block was. It was not contended in the Supreme Court of On
tario or before this Board that there was not a clear case proved 
of negligence by fellow workmen giving a cause of action uuder 
the Workmen’s Compensation Act. and the only question on the 
appeal is as to the liability of the appellants at common law. 
The suggested grounds for holding them liable are that they 
ought to have provided some kind of safety device which would 
have prevented the overwinding, or that in default of such a 
device they ought to have employed a signalman to give warn
ing to the crane operator when he ought to stop winding. The 
respondent called several witnesses who spoke to two different 
kinds of safety apparatus which they had seen in use at other 
works, and it could hardly be said that at the end of the plain
tiff's case, there had not been made a case which must have 
been left to the jury. Indeed no submission on this point seems 
to have been made at that stage. The defendants’ answer to this 
case was that the directors of the company did not take any 
personal part in the superintendence of the mechanical work of 
the company, but employed a competent man as mechanical
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superintendent. It appeared from the defendants’ evidence 
that, on an occasion some two years before the accident to Pa <k- 
wan, the hook had fallen from overwinding in the same way, 
and that the defendants’ superintendent had then visited other 
works, including those mentioned by the plaintiff's witnesses, 
to see the safety devices there in use. and that lie came to the 
conclusion that they were not satisfactory, and accordingly no 
safety appliance was installed ; as to the signalman, the defen
dants’ cast1 was that the operator had a clear view and could 
so as well as any signalman could have done. The learned 
Judge left three questions to the jury in addition to the ques
tion of the amount of damages.

(1) Was the death of deceased, John Paskwan, caused by 
negligence or vas it a mere accident ?

To which the jury answered “Negligence.”
(2) Was the casualty or accident caused by the negligence 

of the defendants or of any person or persons in the employ of 
the defendants ?

Answer.- Yes.
(3) If so. state fully and clearly whose negligence it was 

and what were the act or acts or omission or omissions which 
caused or brought about the accident ?

Answer.—The defendant company were negligent through 
their authorized employees, namely, through their master 
mechanic, for failing to install proper safety appliances and to 
employ a competent signalman. Through their foreman rigger 
for failing to give proper attention to the descent of the large 
hook and to leave the craneman to watch the small block. 
Through the craneman for neglecting to stop the small hook at 
its proper place.

On these findings the learned Judge entered judgment for 
the larger of the two sums found by the jury as on a common 
law liability.

The summing up of the learned Judge is not now complained 
of nor is it contended that if there was evidence which ought to 
have been left to the jury, their finding ought to be set aside as 
perverse or one which the jury could not reasonably find. The 
contention of the defendants is that they performed their duty
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by leaving the selection ami care of the plant to a competent 
man, and they rely mainly on a well-known passage in the judg
ment of Lord < 'aims in Wilson v. Mirra, L.K. 1 II. of L. 
(Scotch), at page 332. Reliance was also placed on Crib It v. 
Kynoch, Ltd., 1307. 2 K.li. ‘>48, and Young v. Hoffmann Mann 
factoring Co., 1007. 2 K.B. 040. It is. of course, true that a 
master is not bound to give personal superintendence to the eon 
duet ol‘ the works, and that there are many things which in gen
eral it is for the safety of the workman that the master should 
not personally undertake. It is necessary, however, in each 
case to consider the particular duty omitted, and the providing 
proper plant as distinguished from its subsequent car»» is « speci
ally within the province of the master rather than of his ser 
vents.

In Crilib v. Kynoch and Young v. Hoffmann, the question 
arose as to the duty <>• a master to have inexperienced persons 
in his employ properly instructed in the way to perform danger 
ous work, and that is a matter which it is fairly obvious must in 
almost all cases be done for the master by others. The supplying 
of that which, in the opinion of a jury, is proper plant, stands on 
rather a different footing. It is true that the master docs not 
warrant the plant, and if there is a latent defect which could 
not be detected by reasonable examination, or if in the course 
of working, plant becomes defective and the defect is not brought 
to the master’s knowledge and could not by reasonable diligence 
have been discovered by him, the master is not liable, and, fur
ther, a master is not bound at once to adopt all tin» latest im
provements and appliances. It is a question of fact in each 
case, was it in the circumstances a want of reasonable care not 
to have adopted them, see per Willes, 3.. in Hanson v. Lan
cashire and Yorkshire Kailua y Co., 20 W.R. 207. Here the 
nature of the accident must be borne in mind. Accidents from 
overwinding are by no means uncommon with all kinds of hoist
ing machinery. They arise from negligence of the operator, 
but it is a kind of negligence so likely to occur that a jury may 
well consider that safety appliances should be provided, in 
mine shafts it is, in this country, compulsory to do so. In the 
present ease the jury may well have thought that even if the
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IMP piirticTiliir appliances spoken of hy the plaintiff’s witnesses,
P. C. and inspected by the defendants’ manager after the former aeei-
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dent. were not entirely satisfactory, still there could have been 
no real difficulty in installing a safety device, and that ought 
to have been done. Then, is it an answer that a master whose 
attention has boon called by a previous occurrence to the danger 
from overwinding, should take the advice either of his manager

Sir Arthur
('llBIIIII'U. or any other person whom lie presumes to be more skilled than 

himself, and on such advice do nothing? The jury might per
haps under such circumstances have found that there was no 
want of reasonable care and only an error of judgment, but this 
jury have not done so. It is enough to say. as both the Judge 
who tried the ease and the Judges on Appeal in the Supreme 
Court have said, that there was a case which could not have been 
withdrawn from the jury, and that the jury have found against 
the defendants. The learned Judge could not have ruled that as 
a matter of law the answer of the defendants was necessarily con
clusive in their favour. It is unnecessary to go so far as Mr. 
Justice Middleton did in the Court below and say that the jury 
have come to the right conclusion. It is enough that they have 
come to a conclusion which, on the evidence, is not unreasonable. 
Their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty that the appeal 
should be dismissed with costs.

A ppcal dism issf d.

MAN REX v. LUPARELLO.

C. A. Manitoba ('mil l of Appeal. Itiehanln, Perrlue, Cameron ami IJaygart. JJ.A.
February 24. 1015.

1. Jem <§ II It 55) Criminal trial Discharge of jvry and empanel
ling fresh jury— Inclusion of some of the same jurors.

Where, on the trial of a capital charge, the jury were not kept together 
on an adjournment over night, as directed by Code see. 045, where
upon the trial Judge discharged the jury and empanelled a fresh jury, 
before which the trial was commenced ih nom, there is no duty upon 
the trial Judge, on his own initiative, to exclude all the twelve jurors 
sworn on the first day from the second jury; and the circumstance 
that eight of the first jury before which testimony had been given 
were called and sworn on the second jury without challenge does not 
raise a presumption of “substantial wrong or miscarriage” to found 
an order for a new trial.

[/f. v. Theriault, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 414; It. v. Snnycr, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 
501 ; It. v. Long, 5 Can. Cr. Cas. 493; It. v. Lawrenee, 25 Times L.R. 
374, referred to.)

Statement Crown case reserved on a trial for rape.
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A. V. Darrach, for the prisoner.
John Allen, Deputy Attorney-!louerai, for the Crown.
Richards, J.A.. dissented.

The opinion of the majority of tin* Court was delivered hy
CAMEitox, J.A.: This is a ease reserved under tin* Criminal 

Code by Mr. Justice Metcalfe, who sets forth the facts therein. 
The prisoner was indicted on the charge of unlawfully having 
carnal knowledge of a woman, not his wife, without her consent. 
The question is whether the learned trial Judge was right in not 
excluding from the array the twelve jurors who were called and 
sworn on the afternoon of Tuesday, November 25. 1913. and 
who heard the evidence of several witnesses, but were discharged 
the next morning on the ground that they had not been kept 
tog ther over night. Another jury was then called and sworn 
and the trial proceeded with. Right of the jurors who sat on the 
jury who convicted the prisoner were members of the jury sworn 
the first day. The prisoner was found guilty.

Under sec. 299 of the Code, everyone who commits rape is 
liable to suffer death. Section 94.j, sub-sec. 1, provides that direc
tions that during an adjournment the jury shall be kept together 
be given in all cases in which the accused may upon conviction 
be sentenced to death.

Counsel for the prisoner contended that a manifest and 
substantial wrong was done him by the fact that the evidence of 
five witnesses for the Crown was given twice to eight members 
of the jury, who would thus be unduly and unfairly impressed 
thereby, lint the method adopted in England, according to the 
cast's cited, of discharging and re-swearing eleven jurors when the 
twelfth had become incapacitated to act by illness, meets this 
criticism: see Hex v. Laurence, 25 T.L.R. 374: Hex \. Ward, 10 
Cox 573: Hex v. Edwards, 3 Camp. 207, where eleven Judges 
upheld the trial Judge; Hegina V. Heerc, 2 Moody iV R. 472; 
H. v. A .she, 1 (’ox 150; Halsburv. IX., 370.

Counsel for the Crown relied upon sec. 1019 of the Code, 
which is as follows:

“ 1019. No conviction shall be set aside nor any new trial
directed, although it appears that some evidence was im
properly admitted or rejected, or that something not according
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to law was done at the trial or some misdirection given, unless, 
in the opinion of the Court of Appeal, some substantial wrong 
or miscarriage was thereby occasioned on the trial : Provided 
that if the Court of Appeal is of opinion that any challenge 
for the defence was improperly disallowed, a new trial shall 
he granted.”
It is urged that unless something is positively shewn that 

some substantial wrong or miscarriage has been occasioned there 
is no ground for this Court to interfere. We were referred to 
II. v. Harris, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 75, where a private prosecutor had 
a conversation with a juror, and Wurtele, .1., held that that could 
not avoid the verdict. Also to Tin King v. Mali Hung, 20 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 40.

It is further urged that the prisoner had, when the fresh jury 
was being called, the right to challenge for cause under sec. 035, 
sub-sec. (b).

Prisoner's counsel urged that it was the duty of the Court, of 
its own initiative, to exclude all the twelve jurors sworn the first- 
day. lie referred to II. v. Theriault, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. ill, at 
]). 455; IIeg. v. Songer, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 501, and to Hex v. Lang, 
5 ( an. ( r. ( 'as. 403, where Wurtele, ,1., at p. 400, defines the duties 
and functions of the Judge at a criminal trial with great clearness. 
A number of cases, including some of those cited above, are referred 
to in Tremccar [Criminal Code and Evidence, 2nd cd.. pp. 801 i 
cl seq.J, in his notes to see. 1010.

I must say that it does not seem to me that it was shewn 
that there was anything not according to law done at the actual 
trial at which the prisoner was convicted. The trial proceedings 
commenced on Tuesday became abortive and null upon the 
discharge of the jury on the following morning. With the swearing 
of the fresh jury the actual trial, leading up to the conviction, 
commenced, and the calling of some of the jurors sworn on the 
first jury to act on the second" was in no way contrary to law as 
I see it. But, further, there is nothing before us from which 
we can draw the conclusion that any substantial wrong or mis
carriage was occasioned by the presence of the eight jurors, who 
had been sworn the first day, on the jury who convicted. We 
can presume nothing of the kind. On the contrary, our pre
sumption must be, on the wording of the case submitted, that
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everything was properly done with due regard to the interest> 
of th<‘ ace used. To find any substantial wrong or inisearriuge 0. A. 
occasioned at this trial by the presence of the eight jurors in 
question on the jury, we are driven to the region of imagination
altogether. Moreover, the prisoner had. at the trial, the unim- '' *’Altl 1,111 
paired right to challenge for cause, and. in my humble judgment, ram,'r“" JA- 
there was no duty east on the Judge at the trial to exclude all the 
twelve jurors in question from the jury called and sworn on the 
second day.

I would, therefore, answer the question submitted in the 
affirmative.

./ mltjmi iit for Ihi ('mini.

JOHNSON v. BUTLER.
IZ/>f rhi N»/»/■</«i Cnnrl. Mulsh. •/.

ALTA.

S. ('.

1. Mia hank s' i ii.\s (8 VIII tin> Nuiici I’ominu <>i nv im\ni W hi n 
Xht KSMAItY Pui s» MClIoN Mi t II Whs* l.ll \ At I I Al l V. Ac 
1»LI< ATIOX OF.

’ll»* Mechanics’ Lien Act, HMMi, Alta, di. 21, sec. 11. do*' n-1 make 
necessary the posting el a notice hy the owner wlm does not learn 
until after the completion of the building h\ his tenani that eon 
struction work had begun. in order to escape the liahilii\ ensuing 
under the Act a- upon the statutory pre-muption that in default "i 
posting notice it shall he held to have hecn eoiistru i I a; tin- 
request of such owner;" sec. II applies only wln-re knowledge of 
the const ruction is acquired hv tin- owmr during the eour-e of con
struction and it is not sullicient to tix the owner with liahilit\ that 
in* had given the tenant permission hy the lease to erect a building 
at his own expense and to remove it at tin- end of tin* term.

Trial of mechanics’ lien action. m .i. n nt
IV. II. Sellar, for the plaintiff.
/•’. ('. Moyer, for the defendant.

Walsh, .1.: The plaintiff put up a building for the defend- W|<|1-'• 

ant Hut 1er on land of which lie was tenant under a lease from 
the defendant Spencer, the registered owner. When Hut 1er 
was negotiating for this lease lie attempted to induce Spencer 
to erect this building for him. but this. Spencer declined to do.
Spencer,• however, gave him verbal permission to have such 
buildings erected on this land, at his own expense, as lie might 
require for the purposes of the business which he intended 
to carry on upon it ; and the written lease contains a clause
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giving Huiler the right to remove, at the expiration of the term, 
any buildings placed by him on the demised premises. The 
building in question was constructed under contract with Butler 
alone, and upon bis credit. Spencer not only was not a party 
to the contract, but was not aware that it had been made or 
that any work had been done under it until after its full com
pletion and the building was in the occupation of Butler. No 
notice disclaiming responsibility for the work, on the part of 
Spencer, was ever posted on the land. The plaintiff, having 
recorded his lien against tlie interest of Spencer, now seeks the 
usual judgment for its enforcement.

I have considered but one of the many objections raised by 
Mr. Moyer to the plaintiff's right to recover, as in my view of 
the law that objection which goes to the root of the matter must 
be decided adversely to the plaintiff.

The plaintiff's work was admittedly not done at the express 
request of the defendant Spencer. It is only by virtue of the 
provisions of sec. II of the Act (('ll. *21. I90(i), that any argu
ment can be raised in support of the contention that the 
plaintiff’s lien attaches to this defendant’s interest in the land. 
This section provides that,

Kvcry liuililing . . . constructed upon any lands with the know
ledge of the owner . . . shall he held to have been constructed at the 
request of such owner . unless such owner . . shall, within
three days after It* shall have obtained knowledge of the construction 
. . . give notice that he will not be re*|R)iUMhle for the same, by post
ing a notice in writing to that elicet in some conspicuous place upon said 
land or upon the building or other improvement thereon.

It is proved, as I have said, that his first knowledge of this 
construction was acquired after its completion. It is true 
that he knew that his tenant Butler intended to erect, at his own 
expense, a building upon the land, but I do not think that that 
is the knowledge referred to in this section. It is knowledge 
of tin* fact of construction, not knowledge of the intention to 
construct, which, in my opinion, gives rise to the statutory 
request created by this section.

It is argued for the plaintiff that the failure of the defend
ant Spencer to post the notice called for by the section— 
within three days after he obtained knowledge of the construe-
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tion—lakes from him the right, which lie might otherwise have ALTA, 
had, to say that this work was not done at his request. s. c.

The two-fold purpose of the section is obvious. It is to give i,,i7n>.o\

to a contractor, who otherwise might have the mistaken idea »\ 
that lie was doing the work in hand for the owner of the land. 1 ' n
notice to the contrary so that he may. with his eyes open to the 
facts, elect whether or not le* will proceed with it on the personal 
liability of him by whom lie is employed, and at the same time 
to work a statutory estoppel against an owner who stands by 
while the work is being done to his knowledge, and says nothing. 
It surely never was the intention to make necessary the posting 
of such a notice by an owner to whom knowledge of the construc
tion conies only after its completion. I can sec nothing in the 
language of the section to compel me to adopt that view of it. and 
having in mind the manifest object of the provision, I think 
that I should not force that meaning out of it. It might happen 
that the first knowledge that the work claimed for was done 
might come to an owner through the service upon him of process 
for the enforcement of the lien. I low absurd it would be to say 
in such a case that unless lie, within three days after such ser
vice, posted the notice called for by the section, it must be held 
that the work was done at his request. And yet. if the plain
tiff's contention is well founded, that is exactly what would, in 
such a ease, follow the own» s failure to post the notice.

The section applies in mis only to a building constructed 
with the knowledge of 11 owner, which means I think, know
ledge acquired during course of construction and therefore 
none of its provisions apj I y to such a ease as this.

1 must hold that as the work was not done at the request 
of the defendant Spencer, his interest in the land is not liable 
for the amount of the plaintiff's claim. I regret this the less 
because the plaintiff dealt only with Butler whom he knew to 
he but a tenant of the property having the right under his 
lease to remove the building at the end of his term.

The action is dismissed as against tin* defendant Spencer 
with costs and the registration of the plaintiff's lien must be 
vacated.

Judgment according!g.
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ONT Re LORNE PARK.

S. ('. (tularin Supreme Court, Appellate Dirinion, Malack, C.J.Hjc., L'lute, Itiihlell 
ami Sutherland, J-l.

1. UkKDS (#11 A—15)—( OXSTIU I THIN OF COVF X AM—"VOMMOXH*'—lil 

CBBATIOX (iHOVXIIH.
The liitll groumls, the reservoir, and the picnic grmmils of a summer 

resort, uscil fur gem-mi recreation, are “commons” within tin- menning 
of a covi-iiant in a deed entitling the lot owners to free access to the 
“commons" of the park, and are appurtenances running with the land 
that cannot In- encroached upon hy subsequent purchasers or assigns of 
the vendors of the grounds.

statement Am:\i. from the judgment of Mii>i>li:tun, J., 18 D.L.R. 59."), 
30 O.L.U. 289.

./ ]ii(knell, K.C., for the appellant.

.1/. II. hudwitj, K.( '., for A. I{. Clarke and others, claimants, 
respondents.

c,ute'J* Clute, J-s—. . . The facts arc not in dispute.
and arc fully set out in the judgment of the learned Referee of 
Titles and in the judgment of Middleton. .1., reported in 18 
D.L.R. 595, 30 O.L.H. 289.

The question is largely one of facts, a short review of which 
is necessary before referring to the law hearing upon the ease. 
I take the facts largely from the carefully reasoned judgment 
of the learned Referee.

In July, 188ti, the Toronto and Lome Park Summer Resort 
Company was incorporated by letters patent under R.S.O. 1887, 
eli. 157. I pon its incorporation the conveyance was made to 
the company of the principal part of the land in question, to 
which an addition was made in May. 1889, and the company ac
quired the water lots in March, 1890. The purposes for which 
the company was organised arc stated in the patent to be: “To 
purchase, own, and improve Lome Park as a summer resort ; 
(a) to make such improvements and alterations as may be 
deemed expedient or advantageous ; (b) to erect and construct 
thereon all kinds of structures and buildings; (c) for the pur
poses of the company to erect and maintain wharves, docks, 
piers, and breakwaters; (d) to construct and maintain all neces
sary and desirable roads, bridges, streets, avenues, and sewers, 
and other conveniences of all kinds whatsoever, for the improve
ment of the park ; (c) to sell, lease, mortgage, or exchange the
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whole or portions of the said park or any of the struct lives or 
buildings now or hereafter erected thereon; (f) to own; (g) to 
run a line of steamers between the park and other places; (h) 
to enter into contracts for providing entertainments for the 
publie on the property of the company: (i) to charge fees for 
the privileges of the park; (j) to buy adjoining property for 
park purposes; (k) to borrow on security of park property.”

It was intended to be a summer resort for permanent sum
mer residents and transient guests; a private park open only to 
those whom the company saw (it to admit to its privileges. Ac
cess to it was by a gate on the Lake Shore road and by a wharf 
on the lake shore. The whole area was between HO and IK) acres, 
laid out into hits and streets and undesignated places, aggregat
ing about 25 acres. Many lots were sold ; the form of deed com
mon to all is made in pursuance of the Act respecting Short 
Forms of Conveyances; and, besides the usual covenants, con
tains a covenant that the grantors will pay off an existing incum
brance of $9,000 upon the park property and indemnify the 
purchaser against the same: and. infer alia, the following clause:
'It is hereby agreed that the party of the second part, his heirs, 

executors, administrators, and assigns, and his or their families, 
subject to the by-laws of the company, shall have free access to 
the streets, avenues, terraces, and commons of the said park, 
and shall have free ingress and egress for himself and them
selves. his and their family or families, servants and agents, with 
horses ami carriages or other vehicles, to and from the said lands 
by any of the streets or avenues in the said park, and, subject as 
aforesaid, shall have free ingress and egress to and from the 
said park at any wharf or wharves in front thereof. . . .”

I$y deed dated .lune 3. 1891, the Toronto and Lome Hark 
Summer Resort Company conveyed to one Frederick Roper 
all the property and estates of the company set forth in the 
schedule annexed, the consideration being $1 and the assump
tion of a certain mortgage.

This conveyance, as the Referee finds, appears to have been 
preliminary to organising a new company to take over the park 
property. . . .

The learned Referee finds that inducements were held out to
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ONT. the purchasers that they would have the benefit of public re-
S. c. creation grounds provided by the company, and facilities would

be offered for holding picnics to all who chose to patronise the 
Lorxe park for that purpose. . . .
Park. ] jlfrrce with the learned Referee that blocks X and Z were
ciuto.j. used as a common playground open to all the cottagers, and 

were two of the places intended by the word “commons,” and

r

that the lot-owners have a right to free access thereto, which 
ought not to be interfered with by the petitioner ; but 1 cannot 
agree with him that a different consideration should apply to 
block Y. As he very truly points out. it was equally open and 
accessible to all as the other two blocks ; and. while it was not 
used as frequently as the other two, it was used at the will and 
pleasure of the cottagers as a common and place of resort, and 
the evidence shews that the owners of the cottages could and did
resort thereto and make use of the seats and tables there pro
vided ; and I agree with my brother Middleton that no distinc
tion ought to be made between the three blocks as to the rights
of the cottagers in respect of the same.

1 am also clearly of opinion that the petitioner cannot claim 
as a botui jid< purchaser for value without notice. There is no 
doubt that sufficient was said at the time of his purchase to nut 
him on inquiry as to the rights of the cottagers ; but, whether he
was put upon inquiry or not, 1 am of opinion that the word 
“commons” in the deeds to the various cottagers had reference
to these three blocks, and that the plan annexed to and forming 
part of his chain of title through Roper was express notice that
these blocks were reserved and used for the general benefit of 
the park owners, including the cottagers.

Reference is made to Municipal Council of Sydney v. Attor
ney-General of New South Wales, 118941 A.(’. 444. 453 ; 13 
rye. 444 (IV.A.) ; Bateman x. Blurb, 18 Q.B. 870. and other 
cases there cited; 13 ( Ye. 448 (1).).

Here, no doubt, the dedication was not to the public, but 
was of a quasi-public nature, limited to the general use of those
who became owners of lots and residents within the park and 
their friends who might visit them, and others to whom the

1 company gave, for the time being, the privilege of user.
The deed which, it was admitted, is common to all the pur-

k
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chasers of lots within the park, contains a covenant in favour of 
the purchaser, that he, “his heirs, executors, administrators, 
and assigns, and his or their families, subject to the by-laws of 
the company, shall have free access to the streets, avenues, ter
races. and commons of the said park,” and free ingress and 
egress to and from the said park at any wharf or wharves 
thereof.

I agree with the learned Referee and my brother Middleton 
that the word “commons,” as used in the deeds to the purchasers 
of lots, was not intended to have any strict or technical mean
ing. but to signify certain places in the park which were to be 
open and free to all for the purposes of general enjoyment and 
amusement, and I have nothing to add in that respect to the 
view so clearly expressed in the Court below.

The leading case is that of licnals v. Co ml is hum, 9 Ch. I). 
V2f>, affirmed on appeal, 11 Cli.D. 8(i(i; and in the House of Lords, 
in Spicer v. Marlin, 14 App. ( 'as. 12.

Reference to Xotlhiyham Patent Uriel, and Tilt ('<>. v. Unfit r 
<I8h:>). 1Ô Q.B.I). 2«1. 2WI: S.C. on appeal ( IHMi). Hi 
778.

In my opinion, the principle here enunciated applies to the 
present case, which should be governed by it. The incorpora
tion of the original company shews clearly that its object and 
purpose was a building scheme, and that the duties of the com
pany and of the purchasers were correlative, and that there was 
what has conveniently been termed a “law” common to both 
for their mutual benefit. The subsequent patent of incorpora
tion. changing the name, reaffirmed the purpose. The mutual 
duties, express and implied, in the various conveyances to pur- 
< ha sers set forth the mutual obligations to carry out the original 
purpose. The literature published and the representations made 
by the chief officers under which purchasers were invited, and 
their conduct through a period of some 2Ô years, recognising the 
mutual relations between the vendors and the purchasers, all 
shew that the original scheme during this long period was not 
departed from, and the conveyances through which the peti
tioner claims his title, and particularly the pink plan referred 
to and forming a part of the Roper deed, and having special
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reference to the three blocks in question, and the express notice 
given to the purchaser (the petitioner) at the time of the pur
chase. put it beyond doubt that he was not a bond fide purchaser 
for value without notice of the object and purpose of the build
ing scheme and of the “law” governing the same.

The principle in Spicer v. Martin was applied in Mackenzie 
v. ('hildirs, 43 Ch. I). 265, referred to in the judgment appealed 
from. In that ease, referring to HcnaU v. Cowlishaw, Kay, J., 
(p. 276). quotes thus from the judgment of Vice-Chancellor 
Hall : “This right exists not only where the several parties exe
cute a mutual deed of covenant, but wherever a mutual con
tract can be sufficiently established. A purchaser may also be 
entitled to the benefit of a restrictive covenant entered into with 
his vendor by another or others where his vendor has contracted 
with him that he shall be the assign of it, that is, have the benefit 
of the covenant. And such covenant need not be express, but 
may be collected from the transaction of sale and purchase;” 
and proceeds ; “To apply that language 1 should in this case, if 
there were no express covenant, ‘collect from the transaction of 
sale and purchase’ an implied agreement by the vendors with 
every purchaser that none of the unsold lots should be built 
upon in a manner inconsistent with the building scheme, or at 
least that they would not authorise such a departure from the 
scheme;” and he held that the recital in the deed was not a 
mere expression of intention which the vendors were at liberty 
to change, but the effect of the deed was that the vendors thereby 
entered into a covenant not to authorise the use of the unsold 
plots in a manner inconsistent with the building scheme as 
therein expressed ; that, even if the deed had not the effect of a 
covenant by the vendors, yet the trustees were bound by a con
tract. implied from the whole transaction, restricting their deal
ing with the land in violation of the building scheme; and that 
an injunction ought to be granted restraining them from auth
orising any purchaser to build contrary to the building scheme.

The views here expressed arc, I think, applicable in principle 
to the present case. Having regard to the building scheme here 
inaugurated and put upon the market, the covenant giving to 
the purchasers the rights in respect of what arc called the com-
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mom clearly created an obligation on the part of the vendors 
that this right should not be encroached upon by them or pur
chasers from them.

In Davis v. Corporation of Leicester, | 1MÎI41 2 Ch. 208, it 
was held by North. J.. that the publication of particulars and 
conditions in that case was. to use Lord Maenaghtcn's language 
in Spicer v. Marlin, an invitation to the public to come in and. 
buy portions of the estate upon the footing of the general build
ing scheme put forward therein, intended to bind all the pur
chasers as likely to be for the benefit of all. and to " e the 
value of their respective properties, and, consequently, to in
crease the price they would be willing to pay for their respective 
lots. The rights of the purchasers inter se, when such a scheme 
exists, to enforce the provisions thereof against one another, and 
the obligation attaching to the vendors to observe and perform 
the same, arc now thoroughly settled and recognised; and refer
ence is made to the eases above quoted; and it was there held 
by North, J., and the Court of Appeal, that, if the ion
had been ordinary individuals, they would have been bound by 
the original building scheme.

The principle was also applied in Elliston v. lieacher, \ 1908] 
2 Ch. 374. and Parker. points out the requirements neces
sary to bring the principles of Dennis v. Coivlishaw and Spicer 
v. Marlin into operation, and states (p. 385) : “It is, I think, 
enough to say, using Lord Maenaghtcn’s words in Spicer v. 
Martin, that where the four points 1 have mentioned are estab
lished, the community of interest imports in equity the recipro
city of obligation which is in fact contemplated by each at the 
time of his own purchase.”

1 would dismiss the appeal with costs.

ONT
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Mvlock, C.J.Ex., and Sutherland, J., concurred.

Riddell, J., agreed in the result.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
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THE CANADIAN PACIFIC R CO. v. FRECHETTE.
Judicial < 'outmill' >■ uf the 1‘ririi Council. The Lord Chancellor I \iHcount

Haldane ), Lord I hi lied in, and Lard I H i main. June 25, 1915.

1. MaS'I’KH AM) SI H\ AM I § I I It I MH I—ASSI MITIOX OK RISK—Vom.lXU
< ARf- - K MiWI.l l.i l OK DAM,HI VIOLATION OK III I KS.

On tln> principle of ndniH. a brakcsiiiiiii is not entitled to rivuvrr 
from n railway vom|mny for personal injuries In- sust ai lied while 
une »ii|iliug vai> where, with full knowledge of the risk and in viola
tion of the eoii.|ianx "s rules, lie guv> between the ears while in motion 
for the purpose of unvoupling them.

123 Que. K.H. 2o:t. reversed.|
2. NKOl.UiKXVK I § I I A 75 I—( ONTKIIII TORY NKIiLII.KMT — Voi.K.NS.

If a person with full knowledge and appreciation of the risk and 
danger attending a ertain act, voluntarily does that act, it will lie 
assumed that lie voluntarily incurred the attendant risk and danger, 
and the maxim volenti non fit injuria directly applies.

125 Que. K.H. 205, reversed.)
5. .Mastkk ami si:uva.nt i § 11 A 2—hii Railway k.mvloykks—lit lks

AM) KKl.l'I.A I IONS—Mi nion OK ADOPTION.

A railway company are not required to have every rule for the 
guidance of their stall printed or reduced to writing: if their em
ployees are aware of the existence and terms of any rule they are 
I found by it.

125 Que. K.H. 205, reversed.)
4. Mastkk and skhvant i 8 II H 5—1551 — sakkty appi.iamkh—Avtoxiath

rot IT.KKS—Sr All TORY VOXI I'l l A M K.

Sec. 204 of the ( amidiau Railway Act, 1 ill Hi. imposing on railway 
companies the duty of equipping their cars with automatic couplers and 
with modern apd ellieieiit appliances, does not create an obligation 
to their employees to equip their cars with the very latest improved 
couplers immediately after they are put upon the market; and the 
equipment with cmpleis of Hi to 15 years' duration used extensively 
by other railways and approved by the railway commission is a 
siiflicient compliance with the Act.

| 25 Que. K.H. 205, reversed. |

Appeal from it judgment of the Court of King’s Bench of 
Quebec.

The judgment of the Board was delivered by 

i.oni Atkinson. Lord Atkixson This is an appeal from a judgment of the
Court of King's Bench of Quebec (Appeal Side), dated March 
9. 1914, confirming the judgment of the Superior Court, sitting 
in Review, dated November 28, 1913, whereby damages amount
ing to the sum of $12,000 were, in accordance with the verdict 
of the jury which tried the ease, awarded to the respondent in 
respect of personal injuries sustained by him through the negli
gence of the appellants, while he was engaged in working as a 
brakesman shunting a freight ear or waggon on the line at
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Princess Louise Basin at Quebec. This line and the electrical 
apparatus for lighting it belong to and are controlled by the 
Commissioners of Quebec harbour.

By see. 204 of the ( 'anadian Railway Act, 1900, it is pro
vided that :—

Kvvrv company shall provide and cause to l»«* used on all trains modern 
and eflieient uppparatus and appliances and means ... to securely couple 
and connect the cars composing the train and to attach the engine to such 
train with < rs which couple automatically by impact ami which can 
be uncoupled without the necessity of men going in between the ends of 
the cars.

In obedience to this enactment the appellants have equipped 
most of their freight cars at each end with a certain coupling 
and decoupling machine called the Tower coupler. It is un
necessary to describe in detail the mechanism of these machines 
further than to say that the portion of each called the knuckle, 
designed for coupling the cars by impact, is kept close and :n 
position by an iron pin or peg which fits into a sheath or socket 
in the knuckle, and that when this pin is withdrawn from its 
sheath the knuckle opens and the cars theretofore coupled to
gether become detached from each other. These pins are each 
attached to one end of a lever fixed to the car. The other end 
or handle of the lever projects beyond the side of the car to 
such an extent that it can be worked so as to raise the pin by a 
person standing on the permanent way but clear of the car. 
The fore and aft levers of each car project beyond opposite 
sides of the car. If that on one end of the car projects beyond 
its left side, that on the other end projects beyond ils 
right side. It was not disputed that when there is a strain 
on the coupling mechanism, which may happen in many ways, 
the pin may be nipped so tightly by the knuckle that it cannot 
be withdrawn by the action of the lever, and that it is only at a 
moment when there is what is called a “slack” between the 
ears that the pin does not stick, and can be readily withdrawn 
by the action of the lever. But it was clearly proved, and was 
not. their Lordships think, seriously disputed, that this stick
ing of the pin does not shew that the coupling machine is a 
defective machine. Strain will admittedly cause the pin to 
stick however perfect the machine may be.
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I.uril Atkinson.

The respondent was 27 years of age at the time of the acci
dent. was educated and intelligent, lie had been about three 
months in the employment of the appellant company as a 
“spare” brakesman, that is one who may he discharged in the 
slack season if no berth be found for him at some other place 
on the line.

On October 13, 1912, he had work through the night. The 
electric lights on the jetty were extinguished about 1.30 a.m., 
but the men who were at work on the railway were furnished 
with lamps such as brakesmen use, good of their kind. About 
five o’clock in the morning of this day an engine, with fourteen 
or fifteen waggons, bound for three different destinations, 
attached, was standing on one of the sets of rails on the main 
line. It became necessary to divide up this train and shunt 
those of the cars destined for Winnipeg into one siding, those 
destined for Vancouver into another, and those destined for 
Montreal into a third. The car furthest from, the engine was 
to be * into the Winnipeg siding. The respondent was
aware of all this and was helping in the very work under the 
superintendence of a foreman named Ernest Tremblay. The 
respondent threw over the switch lever which was situated on 
the north side of the line of rails upon which the engine and 
cars were standing, in order to let this foremost car pass into 
the Winnipeg siding, and, having done so. he recrossed the line 
to its south side. The engine was then pushing the car for 
Winnipeg up towards the points thus set. at a speed of about 
three miles an hour.

Tremblay signalled to the engine driver to stop the train, 
and then (at what interval of time is not clear) ordered the re
spondent to uncouple this truck. This the respondent pro
ceeded to do. He tried to do it several times with the aid of the 
lever, but found that the pin was fixed and the machine would 
not work. He then, while the train was in motion, went in be
tween the Winnipeg waggon and the succeeding waggon to en
deavour to work the lever on the opposite side of the succeed
ing car. This he clearly deposes to. He failed to uncouple the 
cars. As he walked along between the cars his foot caught in 
the points, he was knocked down by the succeeding car and car-
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ried about 25 feet over the switches, when all the earn came to a 
standstill. He crawled out from under the ears. Tremblay 
then came to his aid and found him badly injured.

The only negligence on the part of the appellants relied on 
by the respondent, in his declaration, were, first, their negli
gence in permitting this shunting to lie done in the absence of 
light, and second, their negligence in providing a defective coup
ling machine. But the pleadings developed ; much new matter 
was introduced, and new issues raised upon it.

The appellants in their answer, in addition to traversing the 
material averments in the declaration, pleaded :

( 11 That the accident was solely due to the respondent'» own negli 
gencc, and that they were not guilty of any fault or negligence whatever ;

(21 That the coupler attached to this car was a patent coupler of 
approved design, and was in good order ;

(31 That there was no necessity for the respondent to have gone in be
tween the cars for the purpose of uncoupling them;

(41 That even if it were necessary for him so to do, lie should have 
given notice of this intention, and was bound to wait till the ears had 
stopped before attempting to enter between them while moving, and that 
this was a grossly negligent act on his part, forbidden by the orders of 
tlm company ;

(6) That if lie had any dillieiilty in working the e mpler lie should 
have signalled to the engine-driver, as he had a right to do, to stop the 
cars, and should have given the signal to start again only after lie had 
got clear of the cars;

((II That the ap|iellants were not responsible for the want of light; and
(71 That its absence was not the cause of the accident.

The respondent replied to this answer by traversing its 
material averments, and pleading:

(1) That it was necessary for him to go in between the ears to get 
the pin out and make the knuckle work, and that in so doing lie had acted 
in the circumstances as all the other employees of the company act. and 
according to the practice followed not only on the appellants’ line of rail
way, but on all other railways; and

(2) That in doing what lie did lie conformed to the rules of the com
pany, and the directions of his superior employees, namely, the yard- 
master, John Vachon, and the foreman, Ernest Tremblay.

On these pleadings the ease went to trial. The learned Judge 
who tried the ease left seven questions to the jury. The five 
following, with the answers to them, are alone of importance 
on this appeal. They run thus:—

3. Is the said accident due solely to the fault and negligence of the 
plaintiff, and if so. in what did such fault and negligence consist?—No.
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4. Is tin* Haiti Hvvitlfiit dut* solely It» the fault and negligence of the 
defendant, its servants and employees, and if so. in what did such fault 
ami negligence consist ?- No.

•*>. Is the said accident «lue to the common fault and negligence of the 
plaintiff and of the defendant, its servants or employees, and if su. in 
what did the respective fault and negligence of each consist ?—Yes. The 

i KKfiiKm P,a*nti,r wns imprudent in going between the cars to uncouple them. The
___ defemlant was very much to blame for not instructing tin* brakesmen, as

l.nrd Atkiiwon. no rules were shewn to the jury that had a direct bearing on a shunter’s 
work in a yard, making up trains. Fréchette, after working all day, was 
called out to take Tweedell’s place, who was hurt running to catch the 
engine in the dark. Twcedell fell and injured himself. Further, the 
defendant should not allow the shunters to make running shunts during 
a dark night when there was no light, only a signal lamp of ulsmt one 
candle power, which was principally used for signalling. Further, Un
coupling apparatus was proven to Is- out of order, and Fréchette, acting 
•»n orders from Tremblay to uncouple the car. tried to lift the pin on the 
other car. if there was a «iouble lever attachment, it would not be neces 
sary to do s»». We lind the «lefendaut very negligent for not stopping tin- 
work when the lights went out.

•». Has the plaint i H' su tiered damage bv mi son of this accident, and if 
so. for what amount?—$lô.(MM).

7. If you replied affirmatively to question No. 5 what amount do vmi 
deduct from the damages suffered by the plaintiff?—$3,000.

The appellants rely strongly on the answer to this fifth ques
tion as proving that the jury were misdirected and misled by 
the learned Judge in his charge, inasmuch as they appear to 
have based this verdict to a large extent upon what they sup
posed to be improper methods of managing the business of the 
railway adopted by the appellants. Even if this were so it was 
irrelevant, as these methods did not materially, or at all. con
tribute to the plaintiff's injury, and upon this ground, with 
others, the appellants contend that they are entitled at the 
least to have the verdict set aside and a new trial granted.

But their main attack was directed against the answer of the 
jury to the third question. They contend that the evidence 
clearly establishes that the respondent’s own negligence was the 
sole effective cause of the injury he received; that having regard 
to that evidence, no reasonable man could find as the jury have, 
in fact, found in answer to this question ; and that as it is a 
crucial question the verdict should be set aside and judgment 
ho entered for them.

There is no doubt that the law of Quebec differs from the
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law of England on the question of contributory negligence pro
perly no called. If one takes, for example, such a plea of con
tributory negligence as might be framed in conformity with the 
judgment by Wightman, »!.. in Tuff v. Wurman, 5 C.H, (M.S.) 
573. 585. to this effect :

That the plaintiff himself so far contributed to the misfortune by his 
own negligence that, but for such negligence on his part the misfortune 
would not have happened, and the defendants could not bv the exercise 
of ordinary care and caution upon their part have avoided the cotise 
quence* of the plaint ill's negligence.

Now that plea, if proved, would be a perfectly good defence 
in England: Itadley \ London and Xorlh-Wi stern It a il trail 
Com i ut nit, 1 AC. 754. It would be no defence in Quebec. The 
jury in Quebec, notwithstanding the proof of it. would be en
titled to inflict a kind of penalty upon the plaintiff on account 
of his own negligence, proportioned, presumably, in their 
opinion, to his culpability, deduct that sum from what they 
would have awarded to him had he been blameless, and give him 
a verdict for the balance: Xirhols Cln mind Company of Canada 
v. Lefebvre, 42 S.C. Canada, 402. That is. in fact, what the
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jury have done in the present case.
But though this difference between the laws of the two coun

tries on this subject does exist, it is equally certain that in Que
bec. as in England, a plaintiff suing for damages in respect of 
an injury sustained by him cannot recover if his own negligence 
he the sole effective cause of that injury. See judgment of 
Taschereau, J., as he then was, in George Matthews Company v 
Bouchard, 28 S.O.C. 580. 584. At p. 584 he said:-

There is no evidence whatever that the negligence of the company, 
assuming negligence to be proved, caused the accident in question, and an 
affirmance of the condemnation against it would unquestionably be ;ii 
variance with our own jurisprudence.

The other membeiw of the Court took a different view as to 
the existence of evidence of the defendant’s negligence, but did 
not dispute this principle.

The ground of this distinction between the two cases is this, 
the latter is not, in the true sense of the term, a case of contri
butory negligence at all. That term can only be properly 
applied to a case where both the parties, plaintiff and defendant.
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arc each guilty of negligence so connected with the injury as to 
be a cause materially contributing to it. If the negligence of 
either party falls short of this it is an irrelevant matter, an 
iiuuriu, no doubt, but, to use Lord < aims' words, not an incuria 
dans locum injuria. Set* Lord Bowen’s judgment in Thomas v. 
Quarlcnnain, 18 Q.B.D., 685, 698, and Lord Cairns’ judgment 
in Tht Directors of tin Metropolitan Railway Company v. Jack- 
son, 3 A.C. 193, 197-8.

Some of the observations of Lord Cairns reported at the two 
latter pages of the last-mentioned case are so applicable to the 
present case that it is excusable to quote them at length. He 
said ( p. 197) :—

There was nut at your lordships’ bar any serious controversy as to the 
principles applicable to a case «if this description. The Judge has a certain 
duty to discharge, and the jurors have another ami a diflerent duty. The 
Judge has to say whether any facts have been establish'd by evidence 
from which negligence may Is* reasonably inferred : the jurors have to say 
whether from those facts, when submitted to them, negligence ought t i be 
infer*:«1. It is. in my opinion, of the greatest importance in the adminis
tration of justice that these separate functions should Is* maintained, and 
should lie maintained distinct. It would he a serious inroad on the pro
vince of a jury if. in a case where there are facts from which negligence 
may reasonably Is* inferred, the Judge were to withdraw the case from 
the jury upon the ground that in his opinion negligence ought not to lie 
inferred; and it would, on the other hand, place in the hands of jurors a 
power which might be exercised in the most arbitrary manner if they were 
at liberty to hold that negligence might Is- inferred from any state of 
facts whatever. To take the instance of actions against railway com 
panics: a company might be uiqiopular, unpunctual, ami irregular in its 
service; badly equipped as to its staff, unaccommodating to the public; 
notorious, perhaps, for accidents occurring on the line, and when an action 
was brought for the consequences of an accident, jurors, if left to them 
selves, might, upon evidence of general carelessness, timl a verdict against 
the company in a ca-e where tin* company was really blameless.

And at p. 198 he* proceeds :—
In the present ease | aril bound to say that 1 do not Mini any evidence 

from which, in my opinion, negligence could reasonably be inferred. The 
negligence must in some way connect itself or la- connected by evidence 
with the accident. It must lie, if I might invent an expression, founded 
on a phrase in the Civil Law. incuria dans locum injuria\ In the present 
case there was. no doubt, négligent"* in the company’s servants in allowing 
more passengers than tht* proper number to get in at Gower Street Station, 
and it may also have hen negligence if they saw these supernumerary pas
sengers. or if they ought to have seen them, at Portland Road, not to have 
removed them ; but there is nothing, in my opinion, in this negligence 
which connects itself with the accident which took place.
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Now, that was a wry strong cast*. Thv carriage of the com
pany in which Jackson, the plaintiff, was travelling, got over
crowded at (lower Street : three people were standing in it. At 
Portland Road some people, from a crowded platform, opened 
the door of this carriage, and others tried to force their way 
into it. The plaintiff stood up to prevent them, the train sud
denly moved on: the plaintiff to save himself from falling, put 
his hand upon the lintel of tin- door, when a porter hastily 
slammed the door as tin* train was entering a tunnel, thereby 
catching the plaintiff's thumb in the door and crushing it. Vet. 
for the reasons stated by Lord Cairns, it was decided that the 
Judge at the trial should have directed a verdict for the defen
dant company.

In reference to the right of a defendant albeit guilty of negli
gence not amounting to incuria dans locum injuria, to have a 
verdict directed for him where the plaintiff's negligence is the 
sole effective cause of the injury in respect of which he sues, 
the same great Judge laid down the guiding principle of the 
English law applicable to it in a well-known passage of his 
judgment in the case of Tin Dublin, WUklow, am! Wexford 
Hail wail v. Slattern, 3 A.C. 1155. At p. 1166 of the report he
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If «1 railway train which ought to whittle when passing through a 
station wen* to pass through without whistling, and a man were in hroad 
daylight, ami without anything either in the structure of the line or other 
wise to obstruct his view to cross in front of the atlvaneing train and to la* 
killed. I should think tin* Judge ought to tell the jury that it was the 
folly and recklessness of the man. and not the carelessness of the company, 
which caused his death. This would In* an example of what was spoken 
«if in this House in the case of Jackson v. Tin Metropolitan It" il naif Com 
pan if as an incuria, hut not an incuria Jans locum injuria•. The jury could 
not he allowed to connect the carelessness in not whistling witli the acci
dent to tin* man. who nish«*«l with his eyes open on his own destruction.

The principle thus laid down has been many times applied. 
It was applied in the ease of Davcy v. The London and South- 
Western Hail way Company, L.K. 12 Q.1VI). 70. and finite re
cently in the cases of McLtod v. The Edinburgh and District 
Tramway (1913), S.< ’. 626. and Tin Grand Trunk Hailway v 
Me Alpine (1913), A.C. 838. In each of these cases the act upon 
which the risk of injury attended, and from which the injury
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sustained resulted, was done by the person who suffered the

The question, therefore, which arose and was most discussed 
in the case of Smith v. Halin' and Son ( 1891), A.C. 325, namely, 
whether a man voluntarily incurred a risk attending his employ
ment. where the act or negligence by which he was injured was 
the net or negligence of some person other than himself, did not 
arise in these eases.

In eases such as Smith \. Halit r and Son, it must be shewn 
( I ) that plaintiff clearly knew and appreciated the nature and 
character of the risk he ran. and (2) that lie voluntarily in
curred it. I"util both are established, the maxim Vohnli non fit 
injuria cannot apply. If. however, a person, with full know 
ledge and appreciation of the risk and danger attending a cci'- 
tain act. voluntarily does that act it must be assumed that he 
voluntarily incurred the attendant risk and danger, and the 
maxim Volrnti non fit injuria directly applies. Lord llalshury, 
at page 338 of the report in Smith v. Halu r anti Son, points out 
this difference with great clearness, lie said :

Am 1 luivi* intimated before. I du not deny 1lint n particular eminent 
limy In- inferred from n general vour-e of vondiiet. Kvery «ailor win 
mounts tin- rigging of a ship knows and appreciates tin- risk In- i« encoim 
tering. The act is his own and lie van not be sat id not to eonsent to the 
tiling lie himself is doing. And examples might lie indefinitely multiplied 
where the essential cause of the risk is the act of tin- complaining plain 
t ill" himself, and where, therefore, the application of the maxim Volrnti 
turn fit injuria is completely justified.

The first question to be decided, then, resolves itself into 
1 his. Does the evidence shew that the respondent *s own negli
gence was the sole effective cause of the injury he sustained ; 
that is. does it shew that he. knowing the risk and danger of 
going in between ears in motion in order to uncouple them by 
means of this Tower coupler, voluntarily encountered that risk 
and danger, thereby sustaining the injuries he complains of ? 
If he did so. then it must be held that there was no evidence 
before the jury upon which they could reasonably find as they 
have found in answer to question No. 3.

The presence or absence of evidence sufficient, in any given 
ease, to support the finding of a jury as reasonable men. is a
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matter upon wliieh différent minds may well eome to opposite 
eonelusions. The division of judicial opinion in the present 
ease is proof of this. And every appellate tribunal, eonseious 
of the great advantage enjoyed by a jury in having seen and 
heard tin- witnesses, and in having had the whole trial condueted 
under their observation, must feel reluetant to disturb the deei 
sion of sueli a tribunal. This applies in a special degree to this 
Board, which has to deal with the administration of just ire in 
distant and dissimilar parts of the Empire, and has always 
desired to strengthen the well-deserved confidence of the local 
public in their native tribunals; but if. despite this ever-present 
desire, the Board, after careful examination of the evidence, 
comes to the conclusion that the verdict of the jury cannot be 
sustained, no course is open to it but to set that verdict aside. 
Any other course would amount to a judicial wrong, the punish 
ment of a litigant for something for which he has not been 
proved to be answerable.

.Now. since the respondent again and again admitted that 
he knew that in going in between freight cars while in motion 
to uncouple them lie endangered both his life and limbs, it could 
not be contended that he did not know and appreciate the risk 
he ran. lie was acquainted with the place; knew where the 
switches were; knew they were open, since lie himself had 
opened them. If the darkness increased the risk, lie must have 
been aware of that fact also. Accordingly. Mr. Leslie Scott, who 
appeared for the respondent, was driven to contend that, though 
his client knew well the nature and character of the risk he 
would run if he should act as he has done, lie did not encounter 
that risk voluntarily, but. on the contrary, encountered it under 
the compulsion of a legal contractual obligation. Basing him
self upon the supposed likeness of the ease of Sironl \. Cnimnni, 
I Ses. ('as. *J Series. 12.">.tliseiisscd at length by Lord ('ranworth 
in the liarlnnshill ('iillitrii \. h‘iid, :> Maequeeil. -(Hi. at *2S!t and 
—BO. he argued, borrowing Lord ("ranworth’s language, that a 
negligent and defective system of carrying on the operation of 
shunting was allowed to grow up upon the appellant railway, 
according to which brakesmen were only required to operate 
uncoupling levers from outside the waggons so long as the
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between cars when in motion for the purpose of uncoupling them 
whenever the pin happened to stick or the coupler did not work 
satisfactorily—that is that the brakesmen, including the respon
dent. were employed to discharge their duties as such accord

Lord Atkinson. ing to this defective and negligent practice which was so per
mitted to prevail.

This, he admitted, was the way most favourable to him in 
which the contention could be put. It will be considered pre
sently how far the principle of Sword v. ('amnon is applicable 
to the present case. Before proceeding further, however, it 
would be convenient to deal with the respondent's point as to 
the alleged defectiveness of the Tower coupler. The respondent 
himself admitted that in the best of couplers the pin may be 
held so tight sometimes that it will stick if there be not “slack” 
between the cars, lie explained how this “slack” might be pro
duced. Tremblay, his witness, proved that the Tower was the 
"avant dernier” patent, the Sharon the dernier patent, and 
that some of the former work as satisfactory as the latter.

In addition, three or four witnesses were examined on behalf 
of the appellants oil this point but not on the existence of this 
practice. They proved that this Tower coupler was a patent 
automatic coupler, the very best of its kind ; that its ordinary 
life was about 10 to 15 years; that about 75 per cent, of the 
Canadian Pacific freight cars were equipped with it; that it was 
used on many other of the great Canadian railways; that the 
Railway Commission, whose rules, regulations, and requirements 
all Canadian railway companies are bound to obey and comply 
with, approved of it; that the Sharon patented coupler was 50 
lbs. heavier than the Tower, had the same inside mechanism, but 
had the additional advantage of an attqfhment operating under
neath ; that the cars of the company were increased in size so 
that they were able to carry a load of from 50 to 60 tons, instead 
of 20 to 30 as theretofore ; that the company equipped these 
larger cars with the heavier coupler because of its greater 
strength and its additional attachment; and that no cars are 
built in ( anada with the levers attached to couplers running 
from side to side of the car.
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This evidence was practically uncontindicted. Mr. Leslie 
Scott admitted, as. indeed, according to a well-established prin
ciple of law he was bound to admit, that the company were 
under no obligation whatever to their employees to equip their 
ears with the very latest improved coupler immediately after it 
was put upon the market. Their Lordships are clearly of 
opinion that the evidence does not establish that the Tower 
coupler is a defective machine, or that the company failed in 
any way in their duty to their brakesmen to provide them with 
machines reasonably fit and proper for the work those brakes
men had to do. The learned Judge who presided at the trial 
was apparently of the same opinion.

It remains to deal with the evidence bearing on the main 
question in the ease. Of the five witnesses examined on behalf 
of the respondent on this part of the ease. two. Bégin and Thei 
rien, were former employees of the company, and three, Trem
blay. Desjardins, and Vachon were existing members of the com 
pane's staff. The respondent himself gave evidence, and there 
was this peculiarity in the proceedings that Vachon was first 
examined on behalf of the respondent, and afterwards examined 
on behalf of the company.

A great deal of the evidence given went to shew that the 
respondent, after working all day. was called upon to work at 
night as well—to take the place of a man named Twcedcll. who 
had met with an injury. This evidence was given with the 
object, apparently, of shewing that the company overworked 
the respondent, and. therefore, should pay him damages, 
although neither he nor any witnesses examined on his behalf 
proved he was fatigued or unable to do his work, or that he 
complained of being overworked, or tnat this alleged overwork
ing had in any way contributed to the accident which caused his 
injury. It was, therefore, quite an irrelevant matter, and should 
not have been taken into consideration by the jury, as it evid
ently was.

Tremblay, the foreman, under whom both the respondent 
and Desjardins were working on the morning of the accident, 
was the first witness examined. lie proved, amongst other 
things, that neither the Tower nor Sharon models will work
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satisfactorily if then* In- not ‘*slack'' between tin- caix. that 
sometimes u car cannot be uncoupled by using the couplet 
attached to it. that the brakesmen then endeavour to detach the 
cai's by working the coupler on the car succeeding the first, bill 
that the lever of this latter being placed on the side of the sue- 

Irkiikitk. ceeding car opposite to that, beyond which the lever first tried 
i id Atkinson, projects, the brakesman should go round the car sought to Ik 

detached, in order to get hold of the untried lever, that to do 
this the train ought to be stopped, but that sometimes the men 
go in between the two cars in motion to the extent of putting 
one foot between the rails upon which the cars are running, 
while keeping the other foot on the permanent way outside these 
rails; that there was a rule against doing even this, whether 
written or not he did not remember; that when he himself began 
to work as brakesman he was told not to do it ; that he never saw 
the respondent going in between two cars in motion to endeavour 
to uncouple them; that had he done so he would have said. 
“ Va pas là; e’ext dangereux.

The witness was then asked. Why. if it was dangerous t<» go 
in between two cars in motion in order to uncouple them, he 
had, as he admitted, done this himself ? He replied. "J< ris
quais" (p. 28). In cross-examination the witness was again 
asked, If the lever does not work, is it not necessary to wait till 
the train stops? and lie replied. "Oui, ou serait suppose uttni- 
tire." Mr. Leslie Scott suggested that Tremblay accompanied 
this reply with a shrug of his shoulders, more expressive than 
even Lord Burleigh's nod. as described in “The Critic." since, 
according to him. it indicated that the rule against going in lie- 
tween cars in motion was more honoured in the breach than 
in the observance; that the systematic disregard of it was winked 
at (as he put it) by the officers of the appellant company ; and 
that the negligent practice thus grew up which the respondent 
was by his contract of service entitled, indeed bound, to follow. 
There was no evidence that Tremblay accompanied his answer 
with a shrug of his shoulders, or any grimace or gesticulation 
whatever, and to the unimaginative his words would appear to 
mean no more than this, that the rule which should be observed 
was well known to the brakesmen, but that they sometimes some-
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what surreptitiously tiansgiessed it at their own risk. The 
witnesH then proceeded to give a detailed account of what hap
pened on the night of October 1- and the morning of Oeto 
her 13.

On most points there is little, if any, disagreement " *n 
his account and that of the respondent, lie said, however, that 
at or about 4.4.") on that morning, about three-quarters of an 
hour before dawn, the engine was pushing up a number of cat ■ 
tit the rate of about 3 miles an hour, as fast as a man could con
veniently walk, towards the switches in order to shunt the fore 
most car into the Winnipeg siding; that the respondent was then 
standing westward of the points at the point marked It on P (1). 
That lie signalled to the engine driver to stop the train, and that 
after he had so signalled he ordered the respondent to uncouple 
the foremost car; that in obedience to the order to stop, the 
foremost car ought to have been allowed to pass into the sidiiu 
and then the remainder of the train pulled back in an opposite 
direction ; that after giving the respondent the order to uncouple 
he himself turned away upon some other business, and did not 
see the respondent go in between the cars; but, attracted by his 
cries for help, went to the re» 's assistance, and found
him half way out from under the cars at point A on P (1). Tlx 
ears, lie said, were then standing still, tin- first still uncoupled. 
The witness further stated that he found the boot of the respon
dent between the rails of the switch at a place marked with a 
cross on P (I). that the distance of this latter point from the 
point marked A is 2f> feet just the length of one of these freight 
cars, which are 25 feet long by 8 feet broad. These- distances are 
most significant. They shew that the engine-driver must, in 
obedience to the signal lie had received from Tremblay, have 
so effectually slackened the speed of this long train of waggons 
that the first carriage came to a standstill some little over 25 
feet from the points of the switches. This is the strongest 
corroboration of the respondent's evidence (p. 103) to the effe-i 
that when he tried to work the lever the train was only proceed
ing at the rate of one-quarter of a mile an hour.

An effort was made on behalf of the respondent to shew that 
in this answer he under-estimated the speed of the train, but 1 lie
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measuied distances allow given shew that this was not so. They 
haw a most important livaving upon the slaloment afterwards 
made by him setting forth the reasons which induced him to 
go in between the ears. Tremblay admitted that while the cars 
were standing still after the accident he tried, with the assista net 
of others, to uncouple the first ear. but failed to do so. This, 
however, affords no proof that the coupler was defective since 
lie did not ascertain, and did not state, whether there was or 
was not any “slack” between the cars at the time, lie described 
at length the mode by which “slack” is produced, stated that 
in the course of a day a pin may stick two or three times, and 
that the lamp that the respondent had was an ordinary signal 
lamp sufficient for the purpose of signalling and reading the 
numbers on the ears, and sometimes of shewing where one was. 
Desjardins proved that occasionally the coupler will not work, 
and that when Ibis happens one is obliged to stop tlie train to 
uncouple, lie was then asked, did he always stop the train when 
this happened, and he replied, "('(ini uni vin! faire U ((•'eau- 
liant (il marchi est ohlii/ê île prendre < t la sur lui puree qu'on 
(si obliip' d'arrêter l> train pour decoupler quand la patente ne 
fonctionm pas," and then proceeded to add that he himself 
had gone in between cars en marche to uncouple them, that the 
yard foreman always reproached him for so doing, yet he had 
often done it. but w hen win king with other brakesmen the yard 
foreman always reproached him and told him they ought to let 
the train stop before decoupling when the lever would not work.

Then Begin, a man no longer in the employ of the company, 
was examined, lie stated that when the lever attached to the 
Tower coupler would not work they’endeavoured to pull out the 
pin by hand, and that in order to do this it was necessary to go 
in between the ends of the two cars, but Therrien, the other 
witness, examined after Bégin, who, like the latter, was no 
longer in the company's employment, stated that he knew it 
was dangerous to go between cars in motion, that he knew it 
was forbidden, that this very man, the foreman Begin, had told 
him a couple of times not to do it, but that sometimes he did it 
notwithstanding. Bégin was not recalled to contradict this 
statement. Vaehon was also examined ; he proved that the tom-
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puny have no control over the electric lighting of the Basin ; 
that it frequently went out altogether : that when it did they 
worked through the night at the Basin all tin* same: that the 
nirii never complained of this : that there are -to stations between 
Quebec and Montreal where there is no electric light, yet they 
worked through the night; that with the aid of the lamps sup
plied a brakesman would be quite able to do his work, and to 
see where lie was if he went in en the cars, lie could see
the rails and the frog of the switch.

The respondent was then examined, lie proved the opening 
of the points by himself, and the crossing and recrossing of tin 
line, and then stated, amongst other matters not in dispute, that 
he was standing at the point marked B P 1 when Tremblay 
ordered him to uncouple the first car; that lie ought to have 
done so before he came to the switch : that lie tried to do it (he 
first said three or four times, and afterwards said two or three 
times). ImiI without success, and .then went in between the cars. 
“(OHimc tout h month faisait,” to lift the lever on the second 
car: that it was so dark lie put his foot in between the rails of 
the switch at the point marked with a cross on I* I ; that he 
could not withdraw his foot; that lie was knocked down by the 
second car . injured, lie then explained how the Tower
coupler worked, lie admitted he was furnished by the ci 
with a book of their rules when lie entered their service, part of 
which he read. He stated the never instructed him
how to uncouple ears when the lever would not work : that he 
had been taught by the persons under whom Vaehou placed him 
(not one of whom he named) to go in between the cars to un
couple them ; that when he went in on any occasion between the 
cars to work the lever of the other car he followed the examples 
of his elders; that lie had learned from the other employees of 
the company that they had done the same, lie a< rd he knew 
the train was to stop as it approached the switch, lie said that 
nobody had ever told him. or had ever forbidden him to go in 
between cars in motion ; that lie knew in doing so he was expos
ing his life and limbs to danger, lie then gave three reasons 
for acting as he had done. First, that when an attempt to un
couple does not succeed, it takes 8 or 10 minutes more to un-
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couple if one docs not go between the cars "it on a des bêtises 
de l'homme, en charge (2) that he acted as all the others did, 
and to save time for the company ; and (3) to save himself from 
the bêtises he would have had. lie admitted, however, that h<* 
never had dis bêtises for this, and that he never had seen a fore
man dire dis bêtises to a brakesman because he did not enter in 
between cars in motion, but if he took HI minutes more to un
couple that would be known by his foreman.

One can readily understand that if a brakesman took t°n 
additional minutes to uncouple a car lie might be considered de
ficient in dexterity : but one only has to look at I* 1 to be con
vinced that this additional period of ten minutes was in this 
case a grotesque exaggeration. The train was on the point of 
stopping, as the respondent well knew. A quarter of a mile an 
hour is in such matters when speed is diminishing, little removed 
from standing still. In fact, the train did stand still after run
ning about 25 feet. The siding was clear : whether one car or 
six cars passed over the points into the Winnipeg section was a 
matter of perfect indifference. In any event, all the cars but 
the one to be detached for Winnipeg should be pulled back 
again in an opposite direction. To get round the Winnipeg 
car so as to reach the lever on the car succeeding it. the respon
dent would only have had to go along one side of the former 
25 feet in length across the end of it. 8 feet in breadth, and 
along the other side of it 25 feet. 58 feet in length, between 11) 
and 20 yards, or thereabouts, in all. To say that this involved 
a delay of ten minutes, so detrimental to the interest of the re
spondent’s employers that lie shrank from subjecting them to it, 
is preposterous. The fear of having bêtises attributed to him. 
whatever that strange phrase may mean, is too fanciful. Indeed, 
if these difficulties in uncoupling cars arise as frequently as is 
said, it would be strange that he should be blamed in any way 
for not uncoupling when the coupler would not work satis
factorily. The evidence of all of his witnesses bearing on this 
point shews conclusively that the rule prohibiting men from 
going in between cars in motion was perfectly well known.

The necessity of observing it was impressed upon brakes
men, and they were fully aware of the dangers attending the
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transgression of it. 11c must In- hound by evidence given on his 
behalf. Now the argument advanced by Mr. Leslie Scott places 

him in this difficulty. If the respondent contracted to .-•ei - v 

according to the defective system alleged to have been pursued, 

with or without light, lie has no more right to recox«t for in 

juries arising from dangers inherent in that system than would 

a sailor, to take Lord llalsbury’s illustration, be entitled to re 

cover damages because he fell from the rigging when, in obedi

ence to orders, lie went aloft, or a jockey who was retained lo 
ride a steeplechase be entitled to recover damages because in 

the race he was thrown and injured, while if the defective system 

merely applied to acts done in the daylight or with clear ami 
adequate artificial light, the respondent, knowing the dangers, 

as he admittedly did, was all the more rash and reckless in going 

in between the trucks at night. The case of Sironl v. Cnnuron 

was a very peculiar one. The plaintiff was employed to work 

on or near a certain crane erected in a quarry. The position in 
which he had to remain to do this work was such that he was 

within reach, when a blasting shot was fired, of stones sent living 

through the air.

There were only two ways of preventing this- one was by 

using bushes or such-like things to intercept the e stones, or by 

giving to the plaintiff such timely warning as would enable him 

to get beyond the reach of the flying stones. The operation of 

blasting was regularly and habitually carried cm to the know

ledge of the employer with culpable negligence in this respect, 

that the warning given before the shot was fired was too short lo 

enable the plaintiff to escape beyond the reach of the flying 

stones. 11 was sought to bring the case within the principle of 

the negligence of a fellow servant, namely, of the man who tired 

the shot, but it was shewn that this servant was not guilty of 

any negligence, since he merely acted in strict conformity with 

the only method of working adopted in the quarry : and that 

the person guilty of negligence was therefore t he employer, who 
knowingly permitted that system to be followed. That case, i,i 

their Lordships’ view, bears no resemblance whatever to the 

present. There is no proof whatever in this case that this prac

tice of going in between moving cars was ever tolerated or
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approved of by the company, or the infraction of the rule against 
it systematically winked at by the company or its officers, and 
still less proof that the respondent was hired to act under any 
circumstances in violation of the rule.

It was proved that the brakesmen, though directed to observe 
I he rule, violated it occasionally at their own risk. A company 
such as this are not required to have every rule for the guid
ance of their staff' printed or redm-ed to writing. If their em
ployees are aware of tlie existence and terms of the rule, they 
are bound by it whether it In- written or not. Negligence is a 
breach of duty, and their " ‘ ‘ < are quite unable to dis
cover what is the particular duty owed by the appellant Com
pany to the respondent which the company has violated. They 
supplied their brakesmen with machines reasonably effective 
for the purposes required. They caused their staff to be in
formed that certain rules should In1 observed. The fact that 
their employees violated these cannot enlarge the duties the 
company owed their staff, or impose new duties towards that 
staff upon them. The rc " has suffered very serious in
juries, and is entitled to one’s deepest sympathy : but on the 
whole case their Lordships are clearly of opinion that lie is the 
unfortunate victim of his own rashness and recklessness, and 
•hat consequently lie has no legal claim against the appellant 
company since they have done him no legal wrong. With moral 
claims, if any. this Board has no concern. They further think 
that the answer to question No. 3 is not such as a jury could, 
on the evidence, have reasonably found ; that this appeal should 
therefore be allowed ; the judgment appealed from overruled; 
the verdict found by the jury set aside; and a verdict entered 
for the appellants; and they will humbly advise his Majesty 
accordingly.

The respondent must pay the costs here and below.

.1 /i/kiiI allowed.

C2-A

9018
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M. BRENNEN & SONS v. THOMPSON

Ontario Snpn nn t'ourl. Sppcllalr IHrision. 1'alronhriihii. i'.-l.Hhhlrlt. 
Latchfonl ami Kelly, March if. I'.H.V

1. Jvugmkxt IS II El -130) Ui;h .irmcvTA— (ïimi.i sivfnkss as to
PART IKK—l*HI\* 11* AI. AMI A ». I MT.

When* an agent lias been sui'il and judgment taken against him. it 
operates as ns jmlicala barring the proseeiition of an action on the 
same grounds against the prineipal, even if the judgment is by default. 

[1‘artiniiton v. Haicthonn. 32 .1.1*. Kii7. applied. |
2. Klkctiox of hi;mi-hikh i S II- 101—Action auaixst crincicai. or v.i ni

—t hoick—Kffkvt.
For the piirpnse of determining their liability an agent aeting for 

an undisclosed prineipal may lie 'tied j -intl.\ with his principal; hut 
if a judgment has been recovered against eith r in an action against 
them jointly or in an action against either -eparnlclv, it will bar the 
prosecution of an action against either of them on the same grounds.

3. Aitkai. i 6 III—I’»' Fixai.m of hk« imon Intfki.oi i tokv oriikk—
Motion for dismissai..

An order overruling n motion for the striking out of a statement 
of claim and the dismissal of an action leased thereon against a pi in 
ci pal after judgment had been recovered against the agent is ''linal in 
its nature." and not “men h interlocutory" within the meaning of sec. 
40 ( 21 of the County t ou rts Ait. l’.s.d. eh. .AH. from which an appeal 
properly lies.

Appeal by the defendants from an order of tlit* Junior 
Judge of the County ol Wentworth.

The following statement of the facts is taken from the judg
ment of Middell, J. :

The plaint ill's, a company carrying on business in Hamilton 
as lumber dealers, on the 23rd October, 1014. issued a writ 
against Thompson. Levy, and Mrs. ('rear (as executrix) for 
$319.12 for goods sold and delivered, and for interest. The en
dorsement reads :—

“The following arc the particulars 
“1912. Aug. 17. To 73900 No. 2 white pine

lath at $3.80 ............................................. $280.82
“To interest thereon from Nov. 20. 1912. when 

same became due, to Oct. 20, 1914. at 7 per 
cent, per annum, the defendant having 
agreed to pay interest at the said rate on
all due accounts ....................................... 38.30

“And the plaintiffs claim .............................  $319.12
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and interest on $280.82 from the date hereof until judgment, 
at the rate aforesaid.”

The defendants Levy and Mrs. Crcrar entered an appear- 
a nee. hut Thompson did not ; and on the 3rd December, 1914, 
judgment was entered against him on default of appearance 
for .$320.77 and $21.30 costs.

The aflidavits tiled by the defendants Levy and Mrs. CTerar, 
under Rule 56. were in the same form— that they had a good 
defence to the action on the merits ; that they did not purchase 
or order the goods; that they did not agree to pay for them, 
and the goods were not delivered to them.

The plaintiffs delivered a statement of claim, which in sub
stance sets out that Levy and Mrs. (Terar’s testator had been 
in partnership to build a number of houses, and had employed 
Thompson to do the lathing; that Thompson had bought from 
the plaintiffs the goods the price of which is sued for; that the 
:»laintiffs had signed judgment against Thompson by default ; 
hut that if it should appear that Levy and Mrs. Crcrar arc 
liable as principals, the plaintiffs ask that the judgment should 
he set aside as against Thompson.

The defendants Levy and Mrs. Crcrar served notice of a 
motion to strike out the statement of claim, on the ground that 
it disclosed no cause of action, and to dismiss the action against 
them accordingly. On this motion the Junior Judge of the 
County Court of the County of Wentworth, in invilum these 
defendants, made the following order :—

“ 1. It is ordered that the default judgment signed and 
entered against the defendant I*. K. Thompson he and the same 
is hereby set aside and vacated without costs.

“2. It is further ordered that the plaintiffs be at liberty to 
amend their statement of claim and writ of summons herein as 
they may he advised, within one week from the date of this 
order.”

IV. /•’. li. ('ofinc, for the appellants.
U. 8. While, for the plaintiffs, respondents.

Ridden, j. The judgment of the Court was delivered by Riddell, J. : Tt 
is quite clear from the pleadings and statements before us that the
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real claim of the plaintiffs is this: "We sold lath to Thompson ; 
we do not know whether the other defendants are undisclosed 
principals ; if they are. \w claim judgment against them : and. to 
enable us to obtain that judgment, we ask to have the default 
judgment set aside; but. if they are not. we want judgment 
(already had) against Thompson.”

There are two common cases in transactions of this kind ; 
and much confusion, reaching into the cases and occasioning no 
little inaccuracy of statement, has arisen from the want of care
ful distinction between the principles upon which is based, in 
the two cases, the refusal of the Court to grant more than one 
judgment.

The first case is this : A., representing himself, expressly 
or by implication, as the agent of 13., buys from < '. goods in the 
name of and ostensibly for 13.; the goods are “bargained and 
sold” to 13., and credit is given to It. Payment being demanded, 
it. may acknowledge or ratify the agency of A. : if so, cad it 
quastio, no action lies against A. ; C. must light it out with It.

Or It. may deny the agency of A., th.cn ('. may ( 1) sue* It. on 
the contract, in which case he will succeed only if ht* prove A.’s 
agency, or (2) sue A., not on the contract- for the goods were 
not sold to him—but on the implied contract that he had auth
ority to act for B. The action may indeed be laid in tort for 
fraud. In this case he will succeed only if he fails to prove 
A. s agency. The causes of action arc wholly different. The 
one is on the contract for ‘‘goods bargained and sold, goods 
sold and delivered,” and would, in the old practice, be sued for 
on the ‘‘common counts.” The other is on a different contract 
(or on a tort), and would have been the subject of a special 
count. As they arc different, the judgment on one does not 
merge the other : if and when the one transit in ran judicatam, 
the other is wholly unaffected. It is not on the principle of mer
ger that the Court would not allow a judgment against both, but 
on the principle that the Court could not allow a plaintiff to 
have two judgments based on two contradictory and inconsistent 
sets of facts. Accordingly, if the plaintiff sued the ostensible 
agent, he could succeed only if the agent had no authority, and 
therefore there was no contract with the alleged principal ; then.

ONT.

8.C.
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Thompson.

Rldddl.
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ONT. if judgment were obtained against the agent, the Court could 
s. c. not allow a judgment against the principal. The cause of action, 

M îïïtrxM-N an,v’ a6a*,lst the principal, however, is not merged, non Iran- 
& Sons sivit in run judical am; there is no reason why an action should 

Thompson n°t he brought upon it ; but, before any judgment can be had
—~ on it. the former judgment must be got out of the wav. Allé nansRiddell, j. ’ .

contraria nun est audiendus.
Such was the case in Partington v. Hawthorne, 52 J.P. 807. 

Miss Hawthorne was the lessee of the Princess’s Theatre. Une 
Kelly, representing himself as acting for the Princess’s Theatre, 
ordered some goods for the theatre from the plaintiff. “The 
goods were sold and delivered to, and were debited against, the 
Princess’s Theatre." They were sold on the credit of the 
theatre, and .Miss Hawthorne did not deny receipt of them. For 
some reason which does not appear, Kelly was sued ; on default, 
judgment was signed against him. This, of course, was neces
sarily on the hypothesis that he had not the authority to act for 
the lessee. The lessee was then sued, as she might well be. Am 
cause of action against her had not been merged. The Master 
gave her unconditional leave to defend. Sir James Ilannen 
varied that order by giving her leave to defend on payment of 
the amount into Court. The defendant appealed, and then the 
plaintiff had the Kelly judgment set aside. The Divisional 
Court, Pollock. It., and Manisty, J., upheld Sir James Ilannen's 
order: Pollock, B., on the ground that the action against Kelly 
was obviously a mistaken proceeding, and should from the first 
have been against Miss Hawthorne (that is, Kelly was not, and 
Miss Hawthorne was, the Princess’s Theatre). Manisty, J., 
says that she did not deny the receipt of the goods which were 
sold and delivered to and were debited to the Princess’s Theatre, 
although ordered by Kelly.

This case is wholly intelligible and undoubted law, on the 
principles 1 have laid down. The judgment against Kelly 
rested on the claim that he had no right to buy for the Princess’s 
Theatre unless he (1) was the Princess’s Theatre himself, or 
(2) was authorised to buy for the person who was the Princess’s 
Theatre. The action against Miss Hawthorne rested upon the 
facts that (1) she was the Princess’s Theatre, and (2) Kelly was
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authorised to buy for the theatre. These two sets of facts were 
wholly inconsistent, and the Court could not permit the plain
tiff to have judgment on both hypotheses. But there was no 
merger of the claim against Miss Hawthorne, and once the judg
ment against Kelly was out of the way, the action against her 
could proceed.

That this obstacle to an action against Miss Hawthorne did 
not need to be removed before action brought, is certain. It 
will be sufficient to refer to /»Y Harper and Township of Hast 
Flamborouyh (1014), 32 O.L.K. 400. and cases there cited.

Instead of suing either the alleged principal and ostensible 
agent separately, (3) both may be sued in one action. But the 
causes of action arc still distinct: against the principal, for 
“goods sold and delivered;” against the agent, on a special 
count in contract or tort. If at the trial the agency is estab
lished. the plaintiff will have judgment against the principal— 
if not, against the agent, lie has no choice; no question of elec
tion arises; he must take the judgment the facts justify.

The other case, which has an outward resemblance but is 
different in principle, is this. A. goes to ( '. and buys goods 
ostensibly for himself. Credit is given to him. C. then dis
covers (as he believes) that B. is the real purchaser, and A. 
only an agent for his undisclosed principal, B. C. (1) may 
sue A., and will succeed if he proves the sale only ; or (2) may 
sue B., when he will succeed if he prove A.’s agency. In either 
case the action is the same, for “goods bargained and sold, 
and sold and delivered ;” there is only one cause of action, the 
one contract : a contract to which ('. is one party and either 
B. or A. (at (Vs option) the other. If he take judgment against 
either, the contract transit in ran jndicatam and is merged, 
gone. Be cannot thereafter say that the contract is in existence. 
Nor can he, having taken a judgment against one, revive against 
the other the dead contract ; it stays dead. There is indeed no 
objection to suing the agent and principal in separate actions ; 
it is not the writ which merges the contract, but the judgment; 
and, so long as the plaintiff stops short of a judgment, he can 
proceed safely with the other action.

379
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The plaintiff may accordingly sue both in one action ; but 
bere, differing from tin* ease first put, the cause of action is one 
and only one, and it is for that reason that he can have only one 
judgment. If, at the trial, he prove that B. is in reality the 
principal. In* may take judgment against B., but he has the 
choice or an “election,” nevertheless, to take it against A., the 
agent and actual purchaser. If he elect to take the judgment 
against A., transi! in run judicatum, and he cannot get judg
ment against If. In like manner, he cannot take judgment 
against If. and then get judgment against A. One or other, 
but not both, is the party to the one and only contract upon 
which he has sued.

The law has so recently been discussed by the Court in ('amp- 
lull Flour Mills ('a. Limited v. /tours, 32 O.L.R. 270, that it is 
unnecessary to say more on this point.

The present ease is the ease of an alleged undisclosed prin
cipal. and it is quite clear that, where the agent has been sued 
ami judgment taken against the alleged agent, this operates as 
a bar to the prosecution of the action against the principal, even 
if the judgment be by default : Morel It rot Ik rs it* Co. Limited 
v. Fart of Westmorland, [1903] 1 K.B. 04, [1904[ A.C. 11; 
see especially p. 14: French v. Hoirie, 11905J 2 K.B. 580, [1906] 
2 K.B. 074 ; Cross and Co. v. Matthews and Wallace, 91 L.T.R. 
500, 117 L.T. Jour. 220.

The cause of action having passed into a judgment, transit in 
rim judicatum. and this judgment cannot be set aside without 
the consent of the principal. “There cannot be more than one 
judgment on one entire contract.” See especially McLeod v. 
Power, [1898] 2 Ch. 295; Hammond v. Schofield, [1891] 1 Q.B. 
453 ; In re Hod (/son (1885), 31 Ch. 1). 177.

The only other question to consider is, whether the order 
appealed from is “final in its nature,” not “merely interlocu
tory,M under R.S.O. 1914, ch. 59, sec. 40 (2).

The application was. in substance, for a determination of 
the action against Levy and Mrs. Crerar, upon the ground that 
it could not be legally prosecuted against them further ; that w, 
that the facts alleged in the statement of claim did not eonsti-
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tute a cause of action. The decision of the Court below is, that °NT 
these facts do give a cause of action—that the defendants have s. v. 
not a perfect defence on the plaintiff's own shewing. This is M ^KNN|N 
final in its nature, though it may be in form interlocutory. & Rons

In Smith v. Traders Haul:, 11 O.L.R. 24. the County Court Thompson. 
Judge had struck out certain paragraphs of a statement of Ri^"j 
defence as disclosing no reasonable answer. On appeal, a Divi
sional Court decided that this was an order final in form within 
the meaning of the statute.

In the present case, the County Court Judge has decided that 
the facts alleged in the statement of claim do give a cause of 
action. There can be no sound distinction between the cases. I 
am of opinion that the County Court Judge should have acceded 
to the defendants’ motion, and dismissed the action as against 
them with costs.

The appeal should he allowed with costs, and the action dis
missed with costs; the judgment against Thompson to stand.

No case is made for amendment, nor is there any pretence 
that the facts are not as stated.

Appeal allowed.

Re HARRIS ONT

Ontario Supreme Court. Mithllctnn. ./. S.CÎ.

1. KXF.CUTORN AM) ADMINISTRATORS < § TV (’—100 ) DlSTRIBl’TION IN SPECIE
—Shares oe stock.

Where in (lie administration of the estate of im intestate a sale of 
shares of stock cannot he profitably made because of the uncertainty 
of their market value, a distribution in specie will not lie allowed 
over the objections of certain next of kin. if in effect it would place the 
control of the corporation in favour of some over the others.

Motion by the administrator for the advice and direction statement 
of the Court.

The motion was heard by Middleton. J.. in the Weekly Court 
at Toronto.

7). Inplis (Iront, for the administrator.
J. A. Macintosh, for the widow and adult son.
C. C. Campbell, for the adult daughter.
V. IV. Harcourt, K.C., for the infants.
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Middlkton, .1. : Andrew I). Harris died intestate oil Decem
ber 12. 1913, leaving him surviving his widow and four 
children, two of whom are now infants. At the time of his 
death. Mr. Harris was substantially the owner of a valuable 
factory business, as he held 2.994 shares out of 3,000 of the 
capital stock of the Ontario Sewer Pipe Company. This stock 
is of very considerable value, but at the present time, owing 
to the financial conditions now prevailing, the stock cannot 
readily be marketed ; and. although the business of the com
pany is large and profitable, it is plain that any attempt to wind 
up the company would be productive of great loss. There is a 
wide difference of opinion between those concerned as to the best 
course to pursue and as to the duty of the adi imistrator.

The widow and the adult son desire the administrator to give 
them the shares that would be coming to them upon a distribu
tion. that is, one-half of the 2,994 shares. The adult daughter, 
on the other hand, desires that there should be no partition of the 
stock, but that it should be held by the administrator until a 
realisation can take place at a fair price. The infant children, 
represented by the Official Guardian, submit their rights to the 
Court, and of course they cannot make any election.

The adult daughter has since her infancy resided with her 
grandfather and her uncle, one Thomas Kennedy, who is the 
manager of the Dominion Sewer Pipe Company.

The matter first came before me upon a motion to determine 
how far the daughter was entitled.to go in the examination of 
officers of the company for the purpose of indicating that the 
affairs of the company arc not being properly managed and that 
moneys of the company were being improperly spent. It ap
peared to me that the inquiry was being pressed too far, but 1 
did not think it wise to dispose finally of the motion, and 1 there
fore directed that the motion stand over and that the main 
motion be argued, reserving liberty to allow the other motion to 
be prosecuted, and further materials in answer to be filed, if 1 
came to the conclusion that the matters discussed had any bear
ing upon the rights of the parties under the circumstances.

There is, unfortunately, some hard feeling and a tendency 
to recrimination. It is said that the daughter is refusing to ac-
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cept her share, Necking rather to serve the interests of the unde, 0NT 
who stands in loco parentis to her, as manager of the opposition s. C. 
company. On the other hand, it is said that what has taken |{| " 
jilaee in the past would indicate that the affairs of the company Harris.
would probably be operated entirely in the interest of the widow .............
and adult son if they received their portion; for this, with the 
outstanding shares which are held or controlled by the widow 
and son, would give to them the majority interest and con
trolling vote in the management of the affairs of the company.

1 have come to the conclusion that this recrimination throws 
absolutely no light upon the situation, and that the motion must 
be dealt with upon the basis of the right or lack of right of 
those entitled to share in the estate to demand that their shares 
be given to them in specie. There are no creditors, and no rights 
need be considered save the rights of the widow and the children.

The question involved is not so devoid of authority as coun
sel apparently thought. There is no question that as soon as 
debts have been paid the administrator holds the estate in trust 
to convert and divide among those entitled under the statute to 
distribution, in precisely the same way that an executor holds 
an estate in trust under a will when he is directed to convert and 
distribute among several residuary devisees. As put in the case 
cited by Mr. Grant Cooper v. Cooper ( 1874), L.R. 7 II.L. 53— 
“the Statute of Distributions is nothing but a will made by the 
Legislature for an intestate. His next of kin stand with regard 
to his personal estate in the same condition as does the residu
ary legatee under a will. The same law therefore applies to 
both. Either is entitled to elect to take the estate is specie.” 
Hut it must be borne in mind, as pointed out in Sudclcy v. At- 
form if-Ccneral, 11897] A.( II, that until distributed the assets 
which arc the subject of the trust arc not the property of the 
beneficiary.

This, however, makes it necessary to consider the exact nat
ure of this right of election. The case is simple where there is 
only one cestui que trust, or where the ccstuis que trust are all 
of one mind and no complication arises from disability. There, 
as soon as all other interests have been provided for, the right 
to demand the delivery of the estate in specie is incontrovertible.
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0NT Rut I think it is also well established th«t where the parties
S. ('. beneficially concerned are not of one mind, then the parties
u',’ who so desire are entitled to insist upon the normal course of

Harms, administration being pursued to the cud. There can be no
Middleton,j. divergence from the donor’s will or from the statutory testa

ment which would injuriously affect the right of any one cestui 
que trust. That cestui que trust may compel a strict and literal 
adherence to the prescribed line of duty.

1 think this correctly sums up the law to be derived from a 
large number of authorities. The general principle is clearly 
stated by Lord Cran worth in Harcourt v. Seymour (1851), 2 
Sim. N.S. 12, at p. 45: “I take the law from this case to be per
fectly clear. Where by a settlement land has been agreed to be 
converted into money, or money to be converted into land, a 
character is imposed upon it until somebody entitled to take it 
in either form chooses to elect that instead of its being con
verted into money or instead of it being converted into land it 
sludl remain in the form in which it is actually found.”

The necessity of united action among beneficiaries, where the 
rights of all arc affected, is pointed out in Holloway v. Rad
ii iffe (1856), 23 Beav. 163, and Chalmers v. Bradley (1819), 1 
J. & W. 51 ; but, where the trust is to convert money into land, 
it has been held that any one entitled to the money may elect 
to take it, as this does not interfere with the other beneficiary : 
Seeley v. Juyo (1817), 1 1\ Wins. 389.

The earlier authorities are collected in Lew in on Trusts, 11th 
cd., pp. 864, 1205, ct scq.

In In rc Douglas and PowelVs Contract, \ 1902] 2 Ch. 296, 
it was held that there could not be an election to take in specie 
where a lunatic was concerned until a committee was appointed 
to represent him and had authority to assent on his behalf.

The most recent case, and that which resembles most closely 
the problem now presented is. In rc Marshall, [1914| 1 Ch. 192. 
There the testator bequeathed, infer alia, a number of shares in 
a limited company to trustees, upon trust to convert, with power 
to retain without conversion so long as the trustees should deem 
proper. The residuary estate of which the shares in question 
formed part was to be divided among certain residuary legatees.
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In the events which had happened, a son and two grandsons had 
become absolutely entitled to certain shares of this residuary es
tate, and claimed to have transferred to them their proportion of 
the shares of the company. It was held that “in the absence of 
special circumstances the right of the absolute owners to have 
a transfer of their shares ought to prevail over the discretion of 
the trustees.” ('ozens-llardy. M.H.. thus states the law (pp. 
199, 200): “Speaking generally, the right of a person, who is 
entitled indefensibly in possession to an aliquot share of pro
perty, to have that share transferred to him is one which is 
plainly established by law. There is also another case which is 
equally plain and established by law, that where real estate is 
devised in trust for sale and to divide the proceeds between A.. 
B., C., and D.—some of the shares being settled and some of 
them not- A. has no right to say 'Transfer to me my undivided 
fourth of the real estate because I would rather have it as real 
estate than personal estate." The Court has long ago said that 
that is not right, because it is a matter of notoriety, of which 
the Court will take judicial notice, that an undivided share of 
real estate never fetches quite its proper proportion of the pro
ceeds of sale of the entire estate ; therefore, to allow an undivided 
share to be elected to be taken as real estate by one of the bene
ficiaries would be detrimental to the other beneficiaries. But 
that doctrine, it seems to me, has no application, apart from spe
cial circumstances, to personal property. It may apply to a 
case of a mortgage debt which you cannot conveniently split 
up into shares; but when you arc dealing with the ease of a lim
ited company with ordinary and preference shares, you want 
to know a great deal more than that before you can say that the 
trustees are entitled to deprive an absolute owner of his right 
to claim a transfer. When the case was first before us we sug
gested that we should like to know what were the facts about 
the company ; what was its capital, and the number of its share
holders. and what were the special circumstances of the case; 
and it stood over in order that we might have better informa
tion. That information has now been furnished very conveni
ently and satisfactorily, and it appears that this is not in any 
sense a private company in which the testator held a control by
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holding the majority of the shares, or anything of that kind. 
It is a ease in which there are some 360 shareholders. The 
amount of the capital now represented by the testator's residu
ary estate is substantially one-sixth of the capital. The pre
sent appellants hold one-fith of that amount, in regard to which 
they say to the trustees, ‘Please transfer to us our one-fifth of 
the block of shares which you are now holding ; in our opinion 
there is no reason whatever why you should be entitled so to 
hold them.’ " Phillimore, L.J., points out that in certain cases 
the desirability of keeping a large block of stock together, so 
as to ensure solidity of voting power, might be a sound reason 
for refusing the applicant’s request.

In this case, applying the principle which, I think, runs 
through all these cases, 1 think it is the duty of the trustee to 
refuse to transfer any portion of the stock to the beneficiaries, 
unless all agree. It is plain that if the widow and the son suc
ceed in obtaining their one-half of the stock of the company 
now held by the administrator, this, together with the stock held 
or controlled by them, will give them the controlling vote in the 
company ; and the fear of the daughter that she will be con
verted into a minority stockholder, instead of having a joint 
interest in the controlling stock, is well-founded. 1 do not mean 
to say that she has established in any way that the majority in
terest will be used in any sense unfairly ; but her position will 
be changed without her consent. She will be given something 
other than that which she now has; and, as I understand the 
law, where the objection is one of substance, and not put for
ward manifestly unreasonably and vcxatiously, it is the duty 
of the trustee to protect the dissentients, and the Court cannot 
relieve the trustee from the duty which has been imposed upon 
him by the statute—which here constitutes his trust instrument. 
The statute directs a sale and conversion ; and. in the absence of 
consent, this must govern.

The question here raised and determined is not far removed 
from that which has arisen, but has not yet been determined, in 
Hose v. Hose (1914), 7 O W N. 41G. 32 O.L.R. 481.

The administrator was well justified in asking the opinion 
of the Court : and costs of all parties may, therefore, be paid 
out of the estate. Order accordingly.
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HAMILTON v. MARGOLIUS.
MORRISON v. MARGOLIUS

\laniloha h i nil's Itnirh, Unit. ./.
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W!ii‘i«' an agreement of sale ha< Im'i-ii completed by conveyance, it 
is no longer open to the purchaser. in the .ih*eiice of fra ml. to coni 
plain of misrepresentation b\ the vendor. except in cases in which the 
I'onsicleration for the conveyance has totally failed.

|#*<>/#' v. /‘o/)«. 29 Can. S.t'.l*. 291, referred I".

Action for specific performance.

./. F. Davidson, l'or plaintiff.
.1. Dabav, ;iml •/. Monitor, for defendant.

Galt, .1, : - This action was tried before me on April 28 
last.

The plaintiff Hamilton such for specific performance, or in 
the alternative, damages, arising out of an agreement made be
tween him and the defendant on September 2(1. 1913. The de
fendant contends that the plaintiff is entitled to no relief what
ever and counterclaims that the agreement be rescinded and 
that certain property, consisting of nine lots in British Col
umbia should be re-conveyed by the plaintiff to the defendant, 
etc.

The evidence shews that the plaintiff was the owner of 5 
lots in block 9, in the town of Morden. A mail named Winkler 
had for some time owned and occupied a house situate on one 
of these f> lots and there was a sixth lot additional owned by 
him. The defendant states that he knew the property slightly 
and that it was all enclosed by a fence.

Negotiations took place between Hamilton and the defend
ant with a view to exchanging certain lands and the agreement 
of September 26. 1913, provided that Hamilton agreed to ex
change and sell to Margolius
property in Morden. Manitoba, known ns tin* Winkler bouse, subject to n 
mortgage and taxes and encumbrance* not to exceed $2.300. Property 
comprising four lots in block 9 in said town of Morden.

Margolius agreed to exchange and sell to Hamilton 
Lots 1 to 20 inclusive, block 112, plan D.L. 1782. Salmon Hiver Valley, 

Cariboo District. H.C., clear of all encumbrances and taxes paid. . . .
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II"' tlvul to bv vIommI by (K-tobcr |(i, IllJ.'j, othviwisu to bu null uml void. 
K«eb of u.s to seaieli the titles at our own expense. Interest, rules, instil 
unee, taxes, etc., to lie adjusted between us up to date. And it is hereby 
deelared that the partie* hereto relied upon their own judgment in making 
this exchange and hoth of tlie parties agree to pay commission in the 
event of this deal lieing consummated.

The defendant Margolius, as I have stated, was, to some ex
tent, acquainted with the property and spoke of it as “The 
Winkler home. lie was not aware whether it consisted of 
one or more hits, as lie had made no search regarding it. Hut 
he knew that there was a substantial house built upon the pro
perty and that there were outbuildings consisting of a stable, 
windmill and a summer house. The plaintiff knew that tlie- 
property occupied by Winkler consisted of U lots and he him
self had purchased 5 of them, lie did not know the boundaries 
or description of any of the lots.

It appears by the evidence, ex. 2, that the house stands upon 
a corner lot, facing on a street; the stable is built on the lot 
behind it; that the house is built almost up to the boundary 
line between the two lots. So that unless the owner of the house 
also owns the lot with the stable on it, he would find himself 
in a very inconvenient position to utilize the rear of his pre
mises. So little did the plaintiff know of the ownership that 
even at the trial he was unable to state which of the G lots were 
his.

After the execution of the agreement the defendant con
veyed 9 of the lots in British ( olumbia to the plaintiff, and, 
being anxious to utilize the property at Morden, he made an 
arrangement with the plaintiff to receive the deed of the Mor
den property and to deliver a deed of the remaining 17 lots in 
British Columbia within one month. The 4 lots at Morden were 
accordingly conveyed to the defendant.

Both parties admit that the clause in the agreement as to 
the results of not closing the transaction by October 1G was 
waived. The defendant made use of his newly-acquired pro
perty by pledging the deed of it. by way of collateral security, 
with a creditor. He also negotiated for the sale of the pro
perty for certains lots in Stratheona.

On or about November 15, the defendant went to Morden
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to inspect his property and seareli the title, etc., and then dis
covered that what he had supposed to be the Winkler house pro
perty consisted of (i lots, as above mentioned, and that he was 
only to get 4 of them. He also found that the stable was not 
upon any of bis lots.

Having ascertained the above state of affairs, the defendant 
returned to Winnipeg and verbally repudiated the sale, lie 
also made arrangements with bis creditor, and got back 11n
deed he had pledged, so as to be in a position to make restitutio 
in inti</rum. Nothing material appears to have taken place un
til the note fell due. on or about December 8. and the same not 
having been paid, the plaintiff commenced this action.

The defendant pleads that he was induced to purchase the 
Morden property by the fraudulent misrepresentation of the 
plaintiff. 1 can see no evidence whatever to justify the im
putation of fraud under tin- circumstances adduced in evidence. 
No doubt the plaintiff knew that the property originally occu
pied by Winkler consisted of (I lots and that he. tin- plaintiff, 
had purchased 5 of said lots, including the one on which tin
dwelling house stands. It may well be that the defendant sup
posed he was getting the entire property originally occupied 
by Winkler, but he did not expressly stipulate for this in the 
agreement of September 2b. 1913. On the contrary, he agrees 
to the stipulation “that the parties hereto relied upon their own 
judgment in making this exchange.” Tin- maxim caveat emplor 
may well be applied to such a transaction The defendant had 
ample opportunity to make inquiry, either personally or through 
an agent in Morden, as to the exact condition of the property 
he thought be was purchasing. Instead of doing this the de
fendant writes to the plaintiff, on October 22. as follows:—

Dear Sir.—In consideration of vour handing hip deed of land from 
Mrs. Hamilton to myself covering lots 3. 21. 22 and 23 in block !>. Morden. 
plan 28, I hereby agree to hand you deed of 17 lots in re subdivision of 
district ILL. 1782, Cariboo district, plan 1211. within one month, and, as 
further security. I hereby authorize you to hold I lie title to the Dominion 
St. house until the said lots are duly conveyed. And I give John Hamil
ton my note for .-6tl(H) in favour of t . Hamilton.

The description of the 4 lots in Morden in the original agree
ment was too vague for the purposes of an agreement, and if 
the ease had rested upon this document alone I cannot see how
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specific performance could have been enforced against the de
fendant. but when at the defendant s own request the plaintiff 
conveyed 4 lots in block Î1 (including the lot on which the 
dwelling house stood) by a proper legal description, the above 
difficulty was removed. After receiving said deed the defend
ant did not even then inspect his property or make any inquiries 
regarding it. but. on the contrary, he pledged the deed of it to 
the manager of the Northern Life Insurance Vo. as collateral 
security to an outstanding loan and furthermore the defend
ant entered into negotiations for a sale of the property. It was 
not until November 15 that he took the trouble to make any in
quiries respecting the identity or extent of the lots which he had 
purchased. 1'nder these circumstances 1 think it is entirely too 
late for the defendant to complain.

The law is well settled that, where an agreement of sale has 
been completed by conveyance, it is no longer open to the pur
chaser. in the absence of fraud, to complain of misrepresenta
tion by the vendor, except in cases in which the consideration 
for the conveyance has totally failed. See CoL v. Pope, 29 
Van. 8.V.R. 291; Sid don v. X.E. Salt Co. Ltd.. 11005] 1 Vh. 
326, 74 L.J. Vh. 199.

In the present case it cannot be said that the consideration 
has totally failed for the defendant has received the larger por
tion of the land which he thought he was getting, including the 
dwelling house. The defendant’s counsel conceded that if spe
cific performance were granted the defendant would prefer to 
convey the lots in British Columbia rather than pay, in the al
ternative, damages in respect of them.

The plaintiff is therefore entitled to the relief which he seeks. 
The defendant’s counterclaim will be dismissed. The plaintiff 
is entitled to his costs of both action and counterclaim.

During the trial, counsel for the plaintiff offered to end this 
dispute by conveying to the defendant the remaining lot which 
he has in block 9. The defendant did not accept this offer. If 
the plaintiff be willing to renew the above offer upon condition 
that there be no further litigation, by appeal or otherwise, over 
this dispute, a clause to that effect may be inserted in the judg
ment.
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Morrison v. Margouus.

Galt, J. :—This action arisen out of the same transaction 
dealt with in the previous case of Hamilton v. Margolins. The 
plaintif!' sues both Margolins and John

The defendant Margolins, being anxious to secure a deed of 
certain property in Mord en wrote a letter on October 22. 1913, 
at the foot of which he inserts the following words
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1 hereby authorize you to liohl the title to the Dominion Street house 
until tin1 said lots are duly conveyed, and 1 give John Hamilton my note 
for t|«iOO, in favour of < . Hamilton iJohn Hamilton's wife).

The evidence shews that negotiations were pending between 
Hamilton and Margolins at about the date of this note for the 
sale or exchange of certain other property, and if the deal had 
gone through, the proceeds of the note would have been applied 
as a cash payment on the proposed deal. No money payment 
was required for the purposes of the Morden deal. Yet. having 
regard to defendant "s letter of October 22. it looks, at first sight, 
as though the note for $600 might also be treated as further 
security in connection with the Morden property, and might be 
forfeited by Hamilton in the event of the Morden deal not being 
completed within the month.

The difficulty or ambiguity, however, has been cleared up 
by John Hamilton himself in his examination for discovery in 
the action brought by him against Margolins, which, by con
sent, was tried together with this action, lie gives the following 
evidence on page 15, (j. 158-160:—

(/. Why did he give you tin» note": A. lie gave me the note as a de
posit on the Dominion Street house. (,». Did he carry out the bargain on 
the Dominion Street house? A. No. Q. The note was given as security 
for the carrying out of the bargain on tin* Dominion St. house? A. Ye*.

This extract was not specially put in at the trial, but I refer 
to it now as explanatory of other portions of the depositions 
which were put in.

The plaintiff’s interest in the note arose as follows: On Nov
ember 22, 1913, John Hamilton took the note to the plaintiff 
and succeeded in obtaining from the plaintiff the sum of $585. 
The transaction was a sale or discount of the note before it was 
due. Hamilton’s wife had already endorsed it “without re
course.” Hamilton was a client of the plaintiff’s solicitors,

9266
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.Messrs. Wilton, MvMumiy, Delorme iV Davidson, and it ap
pears that there were outstanding aeeounts between himself 
and his solicitors. The plaintiff .Morrison is a barrister, hav 
ing his office next door to the office of the plaintiff's solicitors, 
and lie is manager of the National Loan & Investment Corpora
tion, of which one of tin- said solicitors is the president. 
A few days after the note had been discounted the plain
tiff was repaid the sum of $080, which he had ad 
va need, by some member of the firm of solicitors referred to, and 
the note was thereupon handed to Messrs. Wilton. M(-Murray 
& Co. The plaintiff' was examined for discovery, but I find his 
evidence very unsatisfactory. It seemed quite impossible for tin- 
examining counsel to extract the information which the plaintiff' 
undoubtedly possessed without the greatest difficulty, and even 
then fragmentarily.

If the transaction had consisted of a simple purchase or 
discount of the note in question by the plaintiff, as his evidence 
at first appeared to indicate, nothing would have been simpler 
than to state tin* facts of the ease. Hut. as it is. he is suing upon 
the note which, so far as lie is concerned, has undoubtedly been 
paid off, and he either does not know, or pretends he does not 
know, on whose behalf he is suing. 1 take the following ex
tracts from his depositions by way of illustration. Q. 244-247:—

<,>. Did you try aunt collect tliait note from Hamilton'• A. No. Q, Did 
you ask him ? A. \o. (,». Wheat aire you suing him for? A. Item use he is 
liable on the note. Do you want him to pay? A. Certainly, if he gives 
this money I will take it.

251. Would you go after Hamilton or insist on your legal rights 
against. Margolin**? A. If Margolius can establish that tic is not liable, 
then Hamilton will be the responsible party. 2tM). (k>. You sue Hamilton 
and make costs against bim and lie may have paid you right a wax ? A. I 
will never have to stand the costs.” *

It looks to me ns though Hamilton, seeing that litigation was 
about to arise, determined to obtain all the advantage he could 
from the note in question, and for that purpose transferred it 
to Morrison.

If Messrs. Wilton, McMurrny & Co. paid Morrison oft' out 
of their own funds, irrespective of Hamilton's connection with 
the transaction, they surely would have taken the note them-
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kcIvck mid suc»l upon it. If. oil the other hand, they utilized 
funds belonging to Hamilton, but still retained the note nomin
ally for Morrison, why do they make Hamilton a defendant .’ 
As it is. I am left to eonjeeture for whose benefit this net ion has 
been brought. Hamilton has allowed judgment to go against 
him by default.

In my judgment, the plaintiff having been paid off. and 
having failed to shew a right to sue on behalf of any other per
son. the net ion must be dismissed with eosts.

The defendant Margolius counterclaims to have the agree
ment in respect to the Morden lots rescinded, and to have the 
note delivered up to be cancelled, etc.

I do not think the defendant is entitled to any of the relief 
sought by this counterclaim. The note was to be retained l>\ 
Hamilton, as shewn by his depositions, as further security in 
connection with the Dominion Street house, which was an en
tirely separate transaction, not in question here.

The counterclaim is therefore dismissed with costs.
Aclion (lismissnl.
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COOPER v. TAYLOR. MAN
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I ExKCVTORS AMI ADMINISTRATORN I * I l.ll III MOV XI OK ISROI YDR FOR 
—INDKBTKDNKMS TO KSTATK.

It is not n grnuinl for removing mi executor Hint lie is himself in 
dclded to tlie estate ii|ion n mortgage mnile to the testator if there 
are no arrears owing hy him upon it.

2. HXKCI TORS AM) ADMINISTRATORS (8 1V—7ô>— FaI.NF I I AIMS I’lXAlTX 
—( 'OSTS.

A plaintiff making an uiifoumleil charge against an executor of 
having mnile a secret commission will lie visitai with costs lo lie* 
fullest extent possible.

Ex m tors ami \ dm i ms rimons « $ l l :h IIkmovai. oi (inoi \ns roit
I'l ICMITTIM. si KVIVINIi I'XRTNKR TO CONTI NI 1 III s|M >s

It is n | a groini'l for removing an executor from olive that lie Innl 
permit ted the snlnrieil ami only partner in the deceased's law practice 
to take entire charge of the closing out of the accounts of the law 
practice for the estate, where the salaried partner. In rea* oi of hi- 
name being Used in the partnership name wa- personally liable i • the 
clients and interested in seeing that, trust funds were promptlx ar 
counted for. and no impropriety was shewn in the partner's admini- 
tration nor any loss attributable thereto.

Action to remove an executor and for an injunction hi ! Mat - *
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A. li. Hudson, for plaintiff.
.1. Miiylun, for defendants.

( 'nm.XN, J. :—This is an action brought by the plaintiff. 
Alfred Cooper, a brother of the testator, William Cooper, and 
one of the beneficiaries named in his will, against the defendants, 
who are the executors of the testator's will, to have said execu
tors removed from office and a trust company or some person or 
persons appointed in their place and stead ; for an account of the 
defendants’ trusteeship in respect of the estate : an injunction re
straining the defendants from further dealing with tin* estate, 
and for the appointment of a receiver.

The testator died on or about October 11. 1913, having made 
his last will and testament by which the defendants were ap
pointed his executors. The will is a holograph will and was 
admitted to probate in the Surrogate Court of the Central Judi
cial District on December 23. 1913. Some delay in actually 
issuing the probate was caused in arranging the succession 
duties, but 1 cannot find that any fault is attributable to the 
defendants on this account. Probate was actually issued on 
March Hi. 1914.

The plaintiff put in evidence certain portions of the examina
tions for discovery of both defendants ; the will; trust deed and 
some other documents and letters, and the defendant Taylor was 
examined viva voce at the trial. 1 have marked in lead pencil in 
the margin those portions of such examinations put in by the 
plaintiff, and in ink those portions admitted as explanatory at 
the request of the defendants. No other evidence was adduced 
by the plaintiff, and without putting in any evidence, the de
fendants, at the conclusion of the plaintiff's case, asked for a 
nonsuit. I then felt disposed to dismiss the plaintiff’s action ; 
but in view of the numerous legal authorities cited by the plain
tiff and which 1 then had no opportunity of examining, and con
sidering. and in deference to the argument of the plaintiff's 
counsel, I thought it best to take time and consider my judgment.

1 will first deal with the grounds urged against the defendant 
Newman, for these differ in some respects from those urged 
against the defendant Taylor. Newman was a trustee under a 
separation agreement by deed made between the testator and
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his wife. The testator in ami by this deed covenanted, amongst 
other things, to pay his wife the monthly sum of $(>5.50 during 
their joint lives, and to secure these payments he further coven 
anted to grant and convey to the trustee Newman property or 
securities to be approved by Newman as being in his judgment 
suitable security for this purpose, to the value, in the opinion of 
the trustee Newman, of not less than $5,000 over and above all 
charges and encumbrances; such properties and securities to be 
belli by the trustee during the joint lives of husband and wife, 
subject to the provisions contained in the agreement. This agree 
ment contained a further provision requiring the trustee from 
time to time at the written request of the testator to sell and 
convey such portions of the said property or securities as and 
when, and upon such terms as the testator should direct upon con
dition that he should first have conveyed to the trustee other pro
perty or securities in lieu thereof in the judgment of the trustee 
suitable for the purpose of such security and of at least equal 
value over and above all encumbrances. The proceeds of such 
sales were to be received by the trustee and paid over to the 
testator.

The agreement also contained a further provision obligating 
the trustee upon request from the testator to sell any of such 
properties or securities without first receiving other properties 
or securities in substitution, on condition that a price therefor 
should be obtained which in the judgment of the trustee was the 
best price that could then be secured, in which event the pur
chase price or proceeds was to remain in the hands of the trustee 
as security in lieu of the property disposed of and be invested by 
the trustee in his own name as such trustee. With respect to 
such moneys the testator had the right at any and all times t > 
convey to the trustee property or securities to the extent of all or 
part of such money as should then be held by the trustee and if 
the trustee was satisfied as to its sufficiency he was required to 
pay over to the testator such money as shall be replaced by 
proper securities.

A power of sale of the trust property was vested in the 
trustee upon certain contingencies. The personal liability of 
the testator for payment of the monthly sums to his wife and for
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performance of all other covenants ami obligation* contained in 
the agreement on his part was absolute and in addition to all 
other remedies contained in the agreement. The trustee was ex

pressly empowered to enforce all remedies available under tin* 
personal covenants of the testator contained in such agreement.

1 have referred to the provisions of this document fully for 
reasons that will hereafter appear.

The plaintiff contends that there is a conflict between interest 
and duty in the ease of the defendant Newman, because of this 
trusteeship, in respect of the following matter. When the 
testator Cooper died the defendant. Newman, as trustee under 
the separation agreement, held only a mortgage for $1,000, given 
by the testator on a half interest in certain farm lands, a lot on 
Elizabeth Street in the City of Portage la Prairie, which was 
encumbered, and a cheque on savings bank account in the Mer
chants Bank of Canada at Portage la Prairie, lie should have 
held securities in land or land mortgages to the full value of 
$0,000 ; but he allowed the testator Cooper in his lifetime to 
practically deal with such properties as had been conveyed to 
him by way of security under this trust deed as if it had not been 
pledged or bound in any way by the terms of such trust. In 
fact. I think Newman looked, more to the testator's personal 
covenant to pay the monthly allowances and his financial ability 
to do so rather than to these securities, which seem to have been 
regarded by the trustee, and indeed by the testator himself, as of 
nominal rather than real value to protect the rights of the cestui 
que trust.

Exhibit 11 shews what properties were in the first instance 
transferred to the trustee under the separation agreement. Of 
these lot 279, plan 12 B., is the Elizabeth Street property, valued 
by Newman at $1,000. The other properties named in exhibit 11 
appear to have been all disposed of by the testator in his life
time and not replaced, as required by the trust deed. Newman 
(b < ; n t appear to have insisted on such replacement being made 
and no substitution or replacement was made by the testator 
Cooper with the results that the trust security at the time of 
the testator’s death consisted only of the securities before men
tioned. to the value of $2.000 only instead of $5,000 as required
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by the trust (lord. The cheque on savings account referred to 
was worthless, as this account had been closed out by the testator 
long before his death.

It may be that the trustee was negligent in his duty to the 
cestui que trust in permitting these things to be done in viola
tion of the provisions of the trust deed, and thereby had rendered 
himself personally liable to the cestui que trust for any loss she 
might sustain in consequence of such neglect. But I do not think 
the liability ended there. The testator, so long as lie lived, was 
liable, not only to pay the monthly allowances, but to maintain 
the securities in the hands of the trustee to the full value of 
$5,000. It appears he did not do this, and at the time of his 
death was in serious default in this respect. Was his estate then 
not liable to make good this loss to his wife. All she had to de
pend on after her husband’s death was the property held by the 
trustee or which should have been held by him for her benefit. 
It seems to me that the estate was and is liable to the same extent 
that the testator himself would have been liable had he lived, and 
the trustee demanded fulfilment of his covenants. 1 think the 
defendant Taylor took a perfectly correct legal view of the lia
bility of the estate to the wife in connection with this matter, and 
that the executors were right in allowing her claim. It made no 
difference that Newman failed to compel the testator to live up 
to his obligations; the widow was entitled to the full protection 
the trust agreement gave her and the estate, in my opinion, was 
and is unquestionably liable.

Counsel for the plaintiff argued that it was Newman’s duty 
personally to make good to the widow the loss which re
sulted through his neglect of duty, lie goes so far as to say 
that Newman was guilty of a breach of trust and contends that 
he, with the concurrence of his co-executor, is saddling the estate 
with a burthen which lie himself ought alone to bear and hence 
there arises a conflict between personal interest and his duty as 
an executor in this connection. I cannot give effect to this argu
ment because, in my opinion, the testator’s estate is primarily 
responsible to the widow. The default which occasioned the loss 
to her was the default of the testator. It is true the trustee 
might have prevented it. but that fact does not relieve the estate.

MAN.

K. It.
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MAN- The legal duty to support his wife during their joint lives at all 
K. r. events always devolved upon the testator. He could not rid him- 

silt' of this responsibility while he lived, and by mutual consent 
- the fulfilment of this duty was. upon the parties becoming separ- 

avm-r. eommuted at certain monthly payments which the testator
iimn. j. obligated himself to make to the trustee for his wife.

It seems to me the beneficiaries have no status to insist that 
Newman’s default relieves the estate. The widow might have 
complained of this default, but I do not think that those inter
ested in the estate have any legal right to do so. They are merely 
the recipients of the testator’s bounty, lie must be just before 
he is generous. The debt to his wife must first be discharged, 
and 1 see here in the eminently fair and just arrangement 
by the executors with the widow, nothing to which the benefi
ciaries can legally or morally object.

The next objection urged against the defendant Newman was 
that he had made a claim for some $500 upon the estate when, 
as a matter of fact there was no foundation for such claim. 1 
do not think there is anything in this objection. 1 am quite 
satisfied that the claim when made by Newman was bond fide 
believed by him to be an honest claim. It was not presented in 
a formal way. vouched by statutory declaration or affidavit. All 
the defendant Newman did was to tell his co-executor Taylor that 
he was under the impression that he had not received his share 
of certain moneys (a payment of $1.000 made to the testator by 
one Curtis on account of a purchase of land in which Newman 
and the testator were jointly and equally interested) and to 
request Taylor to look after the matter for him. I find his ex
planation of the matter at page lfi of his examination for dis
covery perfectly satisfactory.

Newman is a man of (Hi years of age. He manages and looks 
after his own business. This transaction was not one connected 
with his business, but was a private matter which wu wholly 
looked after by the testator as appears from Newman’s examina
tion.

It does seem to me not incredible that Newman forgot that 
this money had been paid to him and honestly thought it had not. 
I'nder this belief was there anything wrong in what he did? !
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do not think .so. I am satisfied that there was no fraudulent or MAN 
dishonest intent, hut merely an honest mistake made. k i*.

The next objeetion urged was that both defendants had failed ,^pï 
in their duty with regard to the Cooper & Meighen law business.
See elause 7 of the statement of elaim for charges in this respeel 
Kxhihit 7 shews the nature of the partnership between the testa Curr‘" 
tor and Meighen. Meighen was a salaried partner only : but was 
held out to the public as a partner in fact. As between the part 
tiers Cooper alone was liable for the firm's debts and obligations 
and was entitled to the profits of the business. To creditors and 
clients of the firm in the absence of knowledge upon this point. I 
think there can be little doubt but that Meighen was equally 
liable with Cooper for the firm’s debts.

At the time of the testator’s death there was a sum of $11.400 
standing to the credit of the firm of Cooper & Meighen in the 
Bank of Montreal at Portage la Prairie. There were then debts 
owing by the firm and trust moneys to be accounted for to clients, 
also moneys for costs and legal services owing to the firm, 
accounts for which were to be rendered and the moneys col
lected. Part, if not all. of the bank balance was trust moneys.
It is not denied that the executors left the winding up of this law 
business solely in Meighen’s hands.

It is to be * ? in mind that Meighen was in active practice
and had an established business at the time the partnership with 
Cooper was formed. The Meighen business was simply con
tinued as a going concern under the partnei-ship name with, of 
course, the added advantages of Cooper’s professional ability, 
connection and nees. It was not Cooper’s business origin
ally, and I think this fact ought not to be overlooked in consider
ing the action of the executors in leaving it to Meighen to close 
out the partnership business. In this connection the defendant 
Taylor said in his evidence at the trial :—

I left the closing out of the linn business to Meighen because | thought 
his office could look after it better than I could. I knew of no one else 
who could do so. Naturally I could n t take those accounts away front that 
office without interfering with that business. Meighen was in practice 
before the Cooper partnership. 'I lie business of Meighen was simply con 
tinned in the name of Cooper A Meighen. I didn't see any necessity t > 
interfere with the winding up of the Cooper A Meighen busines*. I am 
satisfied J. If. Cooper knew of the arrangement for Meighen to close out

65
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MAN. Ou* ( nopcr A Meighen business. J never hud any dimlit alunit Meighen’*

K. B.
finaneial ability to aeeonnt for all moneys lie might receive.

From this testimony I have not the least doubt but that the
( 'OOPEB executors exercised a wise discretion in committing the winding 

up of the Cooper & Meighen business to the surviving pail nor
Meighen. Had they the power to do so? 1 think there can be no 
doubt that they had. By so doing they did not absolve them
selves from liability. If their plan of dealing with this 
portion of the estate proved injudicious, improper or inexpedi
ent, and loss resulted from it. I suppose the executors could be 
held accountable. However, no loss of any kind so far has been 
shewn, nor has anything of an improper character been disclosed 
which reflects upon the wisdom of the executors in making this 
arrangement or on their choice of the person selected to wind 
up the business.

A good deal was sought to be made of the fact that Meighen 
withdrew from the bank by cheque $982.17 of the funds of the 
partnership in the Bank of Montreal, and that Taylor was 
cognizant of and allowed this to be done. Now, Mr. Taylor’s 
statement of the arrangements made with Meighen is to be found 
on page 4 of his examination for discovery put in by the 
plaintiff:—

The arrangement that wv made with Mr. Meighen at the time was that 
lie was to go oil ami close out the Cooper & Meighen business, lie was t. • 
collect any account* that were owing to Cooper & Meighen. and lie was to 
pay ont any trust money* or direct debts of the linn of Cooper & Meighen, 
just continuing the a count at the Hank of Montreal in the name of 
Cooper & Meighen.

And he has this to say of the cheque to Meighen :—
<J. What was that $1182.17 for?
A. As | understand it it was for moneys which Cooper & Meighen had 

collected fir Mr. Meighen and which had liven placed to his credit in their 
books, and for the balance of the allowance of $2.000, or the moneys that 
would lie due to Mr. Meighen at the date of Mr. Cooper's death.

As a matter of fact, all of the moneys at the late firm's 
credit in the Bank of Montreal were chequed out by Meighen 
in payment to clients of moneys belonging to such clients and of 
debts owing by the firm, and an overdraft of some $1.500 was 
thereby created. This overdraft was arranged for by Meighen 
with the bank, and he was personally responsible to the bank 
for it. and not the estate. Since then and up to the time of
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trial this overdraft has been wholly paid off with the exception 
of some $40. In addition to this Mr. Meighen seems to have 
advanced of his own funds some $H9f> to liquidate liabilities of 
the late firm, which amount is still owing to him.

I take it that it was a matter of first importance to Meighen 
as the surviving partner that clients’ funds and trust moneys 
should be paid out without delay to tin- parties entitled. I think 
clients and others whose moneys were in the firm’s possession at 
Cooper's death had a right to look to Meighen and hold him 
accountable for their money. 11 is professional credit and stand
ing were involved, and the least appearance of bad faith or 
failure to account would have created distrust and injured him 
professionally, lie had rights which the executors could not 
ignore, lit1 had to be considered and the clients had to he consid
ered in this matter, rather than the beneficiaries under the will, 
who could have no possible interest in the partnership business 
until all debts and liabilities were satisfied.

It may be. from the provisions in the partnership agreement, 
that all the assets of the firm belonged to Cooper, and so to the 
estate upon his death, and that Meighen had no right of control 
or possession as against the executors. This is contended for by 
the plaintiff, and just a.s strongly contended against by Meighen. 
it is not necessary for me to say who is legally right upon this 
point, for. assuming that the executors alone had this right. I am 
satisfied that the arrangement they made with Meighen was in 
the best interests of the estate, and was made in good faith by 
the executors and in the exercise of a discretion which I think 
they possessed. I think further it was practically the only 
arrangement they could profitably have made under the circum
stances. When Meighen has completed his work lie will then be 
required to submit proper accounts of his stewardship to the 
executors. It will then be time. I think, to find fault if he has 
failed in his duty. It seems to me it is premature now to object 
to this arrangement. Mr. Meighen is a responsible man finan
cially and the executors are not without recourse, and them
selves are responsible as executors to the beneficiaries for what 
they do or omit to do.

The plaintiff also asks for an account by the defendants of

MAN.

Curran, J.
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MAN

K. It. 

foomt

their trusteeship in respect of the estate. This is not an adminis
tration suit. The claim for an account is really an incident to 
the main relief sought, which was primarily the removal of the 
executors from office. Since this claim has been abandoned, the 
question of a receiver becomes the main issue. If a ease for a 
receiver had been made out an account by the defendants would 
naturally follow. As such a ease has not, in my opinion, been 
made out, 1 do not think, at all events upon such evidence as is 
before me, that l ought to make any order for an account. 
Indeed, as the usual administration order is not asked for. and a 
case for such order established. I doubt if I have any power to 
make an order against the executors requiring them to furnish 
accounts. The action was begun on .lune (i. 1914. The plaintiff 
admits that the defendants have furnished him with an account 
of receipts and disbursements down to May 11 of that year; but 
alleges that the defendants have refused to permit him to make 
an inspection of documents and vouchers in their possession. 
This the defendants deny and the plaintiff has advanced no 
proof of his allegation.

The plaintiff alleges that the defendants have made -no effort 
to collect the debts due the estate. The defendants deny this 
allegation and say that they have done all that was reasonably 
possible to get in the moneys owing to the estate. The plaintiff 
has produced no proof of his assertions in this connection.

As to the charge contained in clause 8 of the statement of 
claim the fact appears to be that the executors retained the 
Elizabeth Street property for the estate upon the advice and 
request of some at least of the beneficiaries, and have paid the 
testator’s widow the sum of $1.000 in lieu of that property, this 
being the amount at which the property was valued by the de
fendant Newman. The property formed part of the trust 
security in Newman s hands, and upon the death of the testator 
it belonged not to the estate, but to the testator’s widow.

The charge that the defendants attempted to make a secret 
profit on this transaction is absolutely without foundation. The 
plaintiff has not adduced a tittle of proof to support it. and the 
charge seems to have been made recklessly and wantonly.

I have already dealt with the first part of clause 9 of the
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statement of claim, relating to the claim preferred by the de
fendant Newman. As to the remainder of this paragraph no 
evidence has been produced to shew that there is the > st 
foundation for the fears of loss therein expressed.

Clause 1(1 of the statement of claim is clearly disproved by 
Taylor's evidence. This charge appears to have been made 
without foundation and recklessly.

As to clause 11. Taylor admits that lie is a legatee and also 
that he and one Cummings are indebted 1o the estate upon 
mortgage given the testator in his lifetime. There is only 
some $1.900 still unpaid on this mortgage, and no arrears arc- 
owing. What the plaintiff's object was in making this allegation 
I do not know. The testator certainly knew that Taylor was 
indebted to him upon this mortgage when he appointed him 
such executor and apparently did not think this fact any reason 
for disqualification for such office.

As to clause 12 of the statement of claim the fact appears to 
be that the estate is indebted to Taylor in respect of some 20 
shares of stock in the National Finance Company of Vancouver, 
which Taylor bought for the- testator along with some (IS shares 
purchased for himself. The last payment on this stock was 
owing by the testator at the time of his death and is still owing 
by the estate. The company is in liquidation and it would be a 
waste of money, in the opinion of the defendant Taylor, to pay 
anything further on this stock.

The defence to clause Id of the statement of claim is a satis
factory answer, in the absence of proof to the contrary, which 
has not been adduced.

The plaintiff has produced no proof to support paragraphs 
14 and 15 of his statement of claim. The defendants have denied 
what is alleged against them therein and in the absence of proof, 
these allegations must fail.

The defendants deny clauses 16 and 17 of the statement of 
claim and the plaintiff has failed to prove these allegations also.

Clause 18 of the statement of claim is denied by the defend
ants and no proof of the allegation therein has been produced by 
the plaintiff. The same may lx- said of clauses 19. 20. 21 and 22 
of the statement of claim.

62
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MAN. 1 think 1 have now dealt with every matter arising upon the
K. B. plaintiff’s allegations. 1 cannot refrain from expressing my

°7™
disapproval of the plaintiff's conduct in making so many and 
varied charges of misconduct, neglect and breach of duty against 
these executors and coming to Court without any proof what-
ever to sustain them. Beyond the three or four matters which 
were argued and apparently only relied upon by the plaintiff’s 
counsel as entitling the plaintiff to succeed, and concerning 
which there was some evidence, no attempt has been made by 
the plaintiff to prove the multitude of charges made by him 
against the defendants. Some of these approach very closely to 
charges of fraud and dishonesty; for example, the charge of 
making a secret commission. Such charges ought not lightly to 
be made, and when made and not substantiated, a litigant so 
making them ought to be visited with costs to the fullest extent 
possible.

The plaintiff has, in my opinion, entirely failed to prove any 
case calling for the intervention of the Court and his action 
will therefore be dismissed with costs.

Action dismissed.

ONT. BIRCH v. STEPHENSON.

8. C.
McDougall v. stephenson.

Ontario Nuprnne Vo art. \ppcltatc Division. Meredith, C.J.D., Maclaren, 
Magee and Hudgins, JJ.A. January IK, 1015.

1. Bvn.in.xGn < # 1 B—11 )—Statutory regulations—Fire escapes—Death 
by fire—Proximate cause.

A mere non compliance with the Factory Shop and Office Building 
Act, .'i A i Geo. V. eh. (10 (R.8.O. ch. 220). in not providing fire-escapee 
and tin1 non-separation of combustible or iiillamimthle material ds** not 
entitle the personal représentatives of dependents to recaver for the 
death of a person who lost his lift- in a building when it was burnt, 
where the evidence fails to establish that the non-compliance with the 
statutory provisions was the immediate cause resulting in the person’s 
death.

Statement Appeal from the judgments of Palconbridue, C.J.K.B., in 
two actions.

/. F. Helhnuth, K.C., and J. (!. Kerr, for appellants.
(). L. Lewis, K.C., and Christopher (\ Robinson, for de

fendant. respondent.

Meredith.o.j.o. Tin- judgment of the Court was delivered by Meredith, 
C.J.O.;—These are appeals by the respective plaintiffs from the
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judgments dated March 27. 1914. which were directed to he 
entered by the Chief Justice of the King’s Bench, after the trial 
of the actions before him. sitting without a jury, at Chatham, on 
February 28, 1914.

The actions are brought under the Fatal Accidents Act. to re
cover damages for the deaths of Alexander McDougall and 
Robert J. Birch, which were caused, as the appellants allege, 
owing to the failure of the respondent to comply with the provi
sions of the Factory Shop and Office Building Act. :> & 4 (ieo. 
V. ch. 60, as to fire-escapes (sec. 59) and as to the keeping of 
combustible or inflammable material (sec. 56).

That the respondent was guilty of a contravention of see. 59 
is undoubted, and the fact that there were other means of escape 
is immaterial, except upon the question whether the deaths of 
the two men were caused by the absence of the fire-escapes which, 
by the section, the respondent was required to have provided.

There is more difficulty as to the barrel, party filled with 
printer’s ink. which was undoubtedly both combustible and in
flammable; but I am inclined to think that there was also n con
travention of sec. 56, in not keeping the ink. when not in actual 
use. in a building separate from other parts of the factory, or in 
a fireproof compartment in the factory.

Although this part of the appellants’ cases was proved, I 
have reluctantly come to the conclusion liât the actions fail 
and were rightly dismissed, because there was no evidence which 
warranted the conclusion that the deceased came to their deaths 
because of the failure of the respondent to provide the prescribed 
fire-escapes, or of the presence of the printer’s ink in the re
spondent’s factory. I say reluctantly because, if in such a ease 
as this there can be no recovery, the purpose of the Legislature 
in enacting the section in question will be frustrated in many, 
and perhaps in most, cases where death occurs, owing to the 
great difficulty that will exist in establishing the causal connec
tion between the death and the absence of the fire-escapes or 
the presence of the combustible or inflammable material.

Upon the evidence it is impossible to say that the deaths of 
the deceased were oc. asioned by the absence of the fire-escapes 
or the presence in the factory of the printer’s ink, or both. Tt is

ONT
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ONT consistent with tin* evidence, and perhaps the must probable 
S.C. theory, that they were suffocated by the smoke of the burning 

Birch building, especially as the avenues of escape, by the windows
e. which opened from the composing room, in which they were

sin iiknsos workjng W|1C|, the fire began on the “lean to." and by the stair- 
Meredith. o.j.o. Wilvs were not made use of as a way of escape, and as the loud 

calls which were made to them before the fire had made much 
progress, and before it had reached the composing room, met 
with no response. The place in which the bodies were found on 
the day following the fire also supports this theory; and, besides 
this, there is an entire absence of anything to indicate that the 
deceased had sought escape by any window at which a fire-escape 
ought to have been found.

It is clear, I think, that proof of a contravention of the Act 
and that a person lost his life in the burning building, is not 
enough to entitle his personal representatives or his dependents 
to recover? but there must be. in addition to this, reasonable evi
dence to warrant the conclusion that the death resulted from the 
contravention, and the appellants fail because of the absence of 
that evidence.

The Admiralty eases cited by Mr. II ell ninth have no applica
tion. The doctrine laid down in them, that an infringement of 
the regulations for preventing collisions contained in or made 
under the Merchant Shipping Acts. 1 854 to 187d. must be one 
having some possible connection with the collision, or. in other 
words, the presumption of culpability may be met by proof that 
the infringement could not by any possibility have contributed 
to the collision, and that the burden of shewing this lies on the 
party guilty of the infringement, proof that the infringement 
di»l not in fact contribute to the collision being excluded, depends 
upon the provisions of sec. 17 id* the Merchant Shipping Act, 
187d, which arc as follows : “If, in any case of collision, it is 
proved to the Court before which the case is tried, that any of 
the regulations for preventing collision contained in, or made 
under, the Merchant Shipping Acts, 1854 to 1873, have been 
infringed, the ship by which such regulation has been infringed 
shall he deemed to be in fault, unless it is shewn to the satisfac
tion of the Court that the circumstances of the case made depar
ture from the regulations neces. ry.”
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In the ease of Tin Fanny M. Carvill (lK7.r>), 13 App. ('as. ONT.
4f>5 (note), it was held by the Privy ('ouneil that the presump- s.c.
tion which this section creates may be met bv proof that the ,-----Hibcii
infringement could not by any possibility have contributed to v. 
the collision. This view as to the true construction of the sec- 11111 l vs0s‘ 
tion was treated as settled law by the Privy Council in the case Xl*r*,l,th- CJ*°* 
of Tin Arklow, 9 App. Cas. 136. and was approved and adopted 
by the House of Lords in the ease of Tin DnUr of Iluainich,
118911 A.C. 310, and was applied by the Court of Appeal in the 
ease of Tin Corinthian, (1909] P. 260. In this last case it was 
argued that the rule had been modified or explained by the 
House of Lords in the case of Tin lidlanoch, 119071 A.C. 269; 
and that, according to the decision in that case, the statutory 
presumption may be rebutted by shewing that the infringement 
of the regulation did not in fact affect the collision ; but that 
contention was rejected by the Court.

There being in the Factory Shop and Office Building Act no 
provision similar to that of sec. 17 of the Merchant Shipping 
Act, 1*73. these cases, as I have said, have no application; but, 
though they cannot help the appellants, they may suggest to the 
Legislature the advisability of amending the Provincial Act by 
providing that there shall be such a presumption as sec. 17 
raises, where there has been a non-observance of those provisions 
of the Act which are designed to safeguard human life.

It is unnecessary to discuss the cases bearing upon the 
general question as to what is sufficient evidence of the causal 
connection between a wrongful act or omission and the injury 
which is alleged to have resulted from it. but I may refer to 
Smith v. Midland II.IV. f'<>. (1888), f>7 L.T.IL 813. as a case 
which illustrates the difficulty which a plaintiff has to meet 
where a condition which is proved to exist might have been due 
to several causes and there is nothing to indicate by which 
of them it was caused.

I would dismiss the appeals with costs, if costs are asked.

.1 ppeaht dismisstd.
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ONT HEALY V. ROSS.

a c. Ontario Supn inc Court, .1 /ipeUntc Dirision, V.J.O., <lu noir,
Maclarcn and Mayce, JJ.A. February 16. 1915.

1 Drains ami skwi.kh (611 -HD- Ditviiks ami watkkvoi i<nfs—l'mm i 
ni hi Infant's i ami Noun: 11 infant'? ratiikk—ili vkiuan— 
InVAIIIHIY OF l’WHKKIUMiS.

The guardian :ntended by the interpretation clause (sec. 3) of the 
Ditches and Watercourses Act, Jl.S.O. IK97. eh. 2N5, is such ns has by 
law tin- inanagenient and control of tin* infant's land, and n d nioich 
the guardian of his person; and notice of proceedings u 1er the Act. 
given to the father of an infant whose land was affected by the proceed
ings the father not having been appoint 'd guardian of the infant’s 
estate—is insiillicient to *ati>f\ see. s of the Act. which requires notice 
to lie given to every “owner;” and the infant so improperly made a 
party to the proceedings is not liotmd by the award therein rendered, 
and all proceedings had thereunder are invalid : 32 O.L.It. 184. re-

Statement Appeal by the plaintiffs from tin* judgment of Middleton, 
J., 32 O.L.R. 184.

S. .s'. Sharin', for appellant.
./. T. .1/alcalin, fur defendants, respondents.

Garrow, J.A. The judgment of the ( -ourt was delivered by (i arrow. .1. A. :— 
rpon the argument before us. we declined to enter upon the 

question of the merits of the award, which counsel for the 
plaintiffs desired to discuss. See la n McLdlan ami Town 
ship of ('hinijuacoits)/ (1900), 27 A.It. 355,

The plaintiffs also object to the proceedings upon the ground 
that, when they were instituted, the plaintiff William .John 
ston the younger, one of the “owners,” was an infant and was 
not duly served with notice of the proceedings as required 
by the statute.

The statute in force when the proceedings began was R.S.O. 
1897. eh. 285 (the Ditches and Watercourses Act).

Section 8 of this statute is ns follows: “The owner of any parcel of 
land who requires the construction of a ditch thereon shall, before tiling 
with the clerk of the municipality the requisition provided for by section 13 
of this Ad. serve upon the owners or occupants of the other lands to lie 
affected a notice in writing (Form (') signed by him and naming therein a 
day and hour and also a place convenient to the site of the ditch at which 
all the owners are to meet and estimate the cost of the ditch, and agree, if 
possible, upon the apportionment of the work, and supply of material for 
construction, among the several owners according to their respective in
terests therein, and settle the proportions in which the ditch shall be 
maintained, and the notices shall lie served not less than twelve clear da vs 
before the time named therein for meeting.”
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Hy hoc. 3, the word “owner*’ is interpreted to menu and ONT 
include (1) nil owner, (2) the executor of an owner, (3) the T7\
guard inn of un infant owner, (4) unv person entitled to sell ----
and convey the hind, (5) un agent under a general power of v.

attorney or a power of attorney authorising the appointee to *osw
manage and lease the lands, and (li) a municipal corporation in °em,w-, A- 
respect of highways under its jurisdiction.

At that time William Johnston tin1 younger was about IT 
years of age. He resided with his father, William Johnston 
the elder, who was also an “owner” within the drainage scheme.
It was apparently at first assumed that the father owned both 
lots, lie was duly served with notice, and at the meeting in
formed tin- engineer that his son owned one of the lots. The 
engineer then verbally informed the son that proceedings wer»» 
being taken, but no fresh notices were served upon any one.

Not much help is. I think, to be derived from the two contra
dictory Knglish cases to which the learned Judge refers in his 
judgment. The language there under consideration was quite 
different. There was no such context as we have here in the 
case of agents and other representatives of owners whose lands 
are involved in the scheme, and the consent to In* given, by 
whomsoever given, had, for the protection of the infant, always 
a much-favoured person, to be approved by the Court. There is 
no similar protection in our statute.

An infant, it is dear, may have more guardians than one.
To put the simplest case, he may have a guardian of his person, 
ami another ami a different person as the guardian of his estate.
The father may, it is true, if he desires it. be both. See the 
Infants Act, K.S.O. 1914, eh. 153. sec. 2(i. Hut. if he is intended 
to have the management and control of the infant’s property, 
he is not exempt from giving proper security under sec. 27.

By force of the interpretation clause of R.S.O. 1897. eh 
285. the guardian of the infant may not only be brought in as a 
party to the proceedings under the statute, but he may also 
originate them, for he has all the powers of an owner, appar
ently. including that of entering into an agreement respecting 
the drainage scheme under sec. 9, which, when executed and 
filed, has all the effect of an award.
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ONT If there were two guardians, that is, one of the person and
S. c. the other of tin- estate, there would, 1 suppose, be little doubt

"T
that the proper guardian to act under the statute would be the 
one entitled by law to manage the estate, and not the one entitled 
to control the person only. The Legislature might, of course.

Garrow, J. A. have conferred the power upon the guardian of the person only ; 
but, considering the extensive powers of the guardian and find* 
ing the equivocal word in its present company, with other 
agencies all more or less associated directly with the manage
ment and control of the land of the owner represented, 1 can
not help thinking that the guardian intended by the statute 
was such a guardian as has by law the management and control 
of the infant’s land, and not merely the guardian of his per
son.

The result is that, in my opinion, the plaintiff William John
ston the younger was not properly made a party to the proceed
ings. and was not and is not bound by the award.

That being so, it seems to follow, as the plaintiffs contend, 
that the whole drainage scheme falls to the ground. The objec
tion is fundamental, like the objection to the absence of a 
proper initiating “owner” which proved fatal in Me Kill op v. 
Toienship of Logan ( 1899), 29 S.C.R. 702, even after the work 
had all been done.

The appeal should therefore, in my opinion, be allowed. 
But. under the circumstances, there should be no costs to either 
side here or below.

Appeal allowed.

IMP. THE EASTERN TRUST CO. v. MacKENZIE, MANN AND CO. LIMITED.

PC.
./,##/, nl Com miller nf 1 In Pririi Council. The l.onl Chancellor i Viscount 

I’ali'ani ). l.onl 1 Hinson, l.onl Vnnnoor. Sir (Iconic Tarncll ami Sir 
i rlhiir Vhannvll. 1 />nV 27. 101.”».

1. Il Ml W XYS ( 8 |—111—S.XI K OF K AI I.W A V— 1 XTF.HI’BKT A TIO N OF CONTRACT— 
RAI.ANCK OF IM'RCIIASK PRICK—SlTIKIIlIRM.

A stipulation in n contract for tin- "ale of a railway Hint tlic hal- 
ance nf tin* purchase price is to lie paiil from time to time to the extent 
of fifty per cent, in government subsidies points to the payment of the 
hnlaiiee out of subsidies paid in respect of the residue over and above 
fifty per cent., not to the payment, of the entirety of fifty per cent, of 
the subsidies, as a condition precedent to a demand for payment of r.i 
much as has been paid and for an accounting thereof.

1 Judgment of Canada Supreme Court reversed; Irvine v. Herrcy, 13 
1) Ml. StiS. 47 X.R.R. 310. affirmed.]
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g, iiaii.wavm i * l 71 Ham « tv hi hhiiiv IIvty ii ihimisiii't IliHim-
lift IOX UK H Nils PFNIMXi; I I I Ili.XTIOX.

A Provincial <iovernnieiit empowered liy -t «tnt** xxi;li tin* distri- 
Imtini of funds under a railway subsidy contract is h I justilled in 
making payment* tiiervon pending an actim f »r ill" determination of 
I In- n -| i ftivf right* rvlatiw thereto ami of whivli lin* tiovcriimciit had 
full notice.

| Judgment of ( niiadu Supreme Court reversed: Irrim- x. Ihm »/. i:t 
D.I..II. WIM. 47 N.S.R. 310. mflirt.... I.]

3. It ah.wavs ill—7) Railway hi uniiiy - Dihthiiii i mx itv ( muxvx

'I In- proper course to lie pursued hx tin- 1 i wn in a case xvliere it is 
chargisl with tin* dint riliut ion of en lain fund* under a rail wax \
vontract that is living litigated and a iweiver appointed i* either ••• 
applx to the «Min 1 for a const rue! ion of the contrail, ami I » pay mvord 
inglx. or to pay tic xxhide amount owr to the ri,c«,iv«,r to he paid out 
under orders of court.

|Judgment of 1 amnia Supreme Court rcvisisl; Irrim x. //•»«*</. 13 
|>.Lit. SUS. 47 N.S.R. 310. allirmed.l

4. Courts (|IC 1 101 Jirisiuctiux ovfr fxfvimx i mixlkxxicm—Din
1 mill TION UK IM III l« Ft XUS- ( 1 STOIUA I tills.

The powers conferred I y a statute oil the executive government re
specting the payn ills or disposition of certain funds are subject to the 
review of and construction by the judiciary ami does not extend to 
the di*p siti m of moiicx lie right L i which i- miiIi jmlin inhr /«n Its 
ami held in nmliii by the order of tile court.

|Judgment of t amnia Supreme Court rex i *vd: Irrim x. //#/ <•« #/. |3 
D.L.I5. HV.s. 47 N.S.R. 3|0. aflir..... 1.1

Û. P.XHTIFN (S II A ‘2- 71' \VTIOV XIIA INST CHOXVX P XIITIIS IIKFFXI1AN1 
ATTORXI V til X III XI. PRACTK'K.

'I lie mm existence of anx right to bring the t roxvn into court does 
not give the froxvn inimunitx from all law. or aulli iri/e the interfer 
cnee by the Crow n with private rights at it-* own mere xvill. and tlie 
practice in Kughiml in «a«es where no petition of right will lie i« to 
sue the I roxvn bx tie Attorney (leneral under a declaratory order

| Judgment of ( "amida Supreme Court rev i sed : Irrim \. Ilerri #/. 13 
D.L.R. HUS. 47 N.S.R. 31 ii. allirmed.l

41. COXTKMPT (file—14 I —DlNOIIKIIILXi I. OF" I X.l 1" Xl'TtOX —FoRlllIHlIXl. Ill
CKIIT of MO XI Y—Pay MF NTH IIY ( ROXX X — KrFFCT.

A pcr« n forbidden by a restraining order from receiving mix nioiiex 
out i f a railway subsidy fund pending an action for the determination 
of rights thereunder is hound l x the order so long as it remains undis
charged. and his acceptance of money in hreaeli of much order con
stitutes a contempt. although the payments were made by the Crown.

| Judgment of Canada Supreme Court reversed: hrim \. Ihrn •/. 13 
D.L.R. KliH. 47 N.S.R. 310. allirmed.l

Appkal from the* judgment of the Supreme Court of ( 'ntindn. 

The judgment of the Hoard was delivered by 
Sir Gkoruk Farwi:ll: This is an appeal from a judgment 

of the Supreme Court of Canada (Duff. .1.. dissenting), which 
reversed the unanimous judgment of the Supreme Court of Nova 
Scotia, dated duly 1913. varying the report dated January 1T>.

IMP.

P. C.

M acKfxzif. 
XIxxn ,x 
Co. Ltd.

Statement

Sir li. "if
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1912, of the referee appointed l»y the Court in this action. The 
action is a partnership action between James Irvine, since de
ceased, as plaintiff, and Robert 0. Hervoy and others as defend
ants, and a decree was made therein by (Iraham, J„ on March Id. 
1905, whereby the partnership was dissolved and certain ac
counts and inquiries were directed to he taken by a referee 
appointed by the Court. The respondents. Mackenzie and Mann, 
were made parties to the action under the following circum
stances. In June, 190.‘i, the llervey Trust and Guarantee Com
pany. as agent for the partners Irvine and R. <1. llervey, con
trolled all the capital, stock, and bonds of the Nova Scotia 
Southern Railway Co npany, which had been formed by the 
partners, who were unable to complete its construction and 
arrangements had been made whereby the railway was to be 
completed by the Halifax and South-Western Railway Company, 
and government subsidies were to be paid to that company in 
respect of the Nova Scotia line, which would form part of the 
said Halifax and South-Western Railway when completed; and 
on June 1 1. 1ÎHKI, an agreement was entered into between tin- 
trust company, as agents for the two partners of the one part, 
and the respondents Mackenzie and Mann (therein and herein 
after called the contractors) of the other part, whereby the part
ners agreed to sell and the contractors agreed to buy all the stock 
and bonds of the said Nova Scotia Railway Company for 
#27n.OOO. of which $70.000 was to be paid in fully paid capital 
stock of the said Halifax Company at par on an event which has 
happened, and the balance. $200.000. as follows: $5,000 on 
execution and the balance, $105.000, from time to time to tin- 
extent of 50 per cent, of the amounts paid by government on 
account of loans or subsidies in respect of the said Nova Scotia 
line as and when such amounts are paid until tin- whole $195.000 
is paid.

Provided that if the 50 per cent. In- nut wnflieient I • pay the $105,000 in 
full, the balance -tut 11 lie paid when the said loan* and subsidies have been 
nil received by the said company.

There is a further proviso which will In* more conveniently 
dealt with later.

The sum payable by the contractors would form part of the 
assets of the partnership of which the Court had undertaken the
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administration, and would he primarily applicable in discharg
ing the debts of the firm, including their indebtedness to the 
Nova Scotia Company, and inasmuch as the contractors owned 
all the stock and shares of that company, the discharge of the 
company's debts would enure for their benefit by increasing the 
value of the company’s assets, and consequently of its stocks, 
shares, and securities. The substantial question in the case is the 
amount payable under the contract by the contractors.

On January 29. 1904, a receiver was appointed of such 
assets, and an injunction was granted restraining the defend
ants Hervey and the Hcrvcy Trust Company from receiving 
from the contractors or the provincial treasurer of the province 
all or any part of the $195,000.

When this appeal was opened before their Lordships it was 
treated as common ground that (as appears from the report of 
the referee at page 126 of the record) by September 27. 1907. the 
total subsidy then paid by government was $.‘$97,080.90 :

IMP.

I* O.

IvXKTKRX

Sir George

()»c-liulf of this. #1118,5-10.4.*!, a -him Hiillieieiit to pay more than the 
amount called for under the contract of June 13, 1002.

This subsidy was paid on mileage. The inquiry with regard 
to this matter is given in the order of November 24. 1908 (page 
66 of the record) :—

What balance remains due and owing in nw|»ect of the consideration 
moneys payable under the said contract dated June 13. 1002. to the parties 
entitled under the said agreement, or the persons, if any, who succeeded to 
their rights thereunder.

The case has throughout proceeded on the footing of ascer
taining the exact amount due, but towards the end of his reply 
before their Lordships, counsel for the respondents took the 
point that nothing was due. because, according to his argument, 
the $195,000 fell short by about $30,000, and that the 
inquiry should be answered accordingly. It may be questioned 
whether such an argument is now open to the respondents, but 
whether it is so or not, their Lordships arc of opinion that it is 
untenable ; the $5,000 was undoubtedly payable and paid on the 
execution of the contract, and the balance from time to time to 
the extent of 50 per cent, of the amounts was payable and paid 
by government on account of loans or subsidies. There is noth
ing to lend colour to the suggestion that the contractors are not
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hound to pay until the whole aeeounts have been settled up, and 
shew no halanee. even of a dollar, owing. The proviso points to 
the payment of the halanee out of subsidies paid in respeet of the 
residue over and above the 50 per mit., not to the payment of 
the entirety of the 50 per cent, of the subsidies, as a condition 
precedent to a demand for payment of so much as has been paid, 
and an account of the amount of such payments.

Another objection was also taken by the respondent s counsel, 
which may possibly have been taken in the Supreme Court of 
Canada, although the only reference to anything of the sort 
occurs in Duff, J.’s dissenting judgment, where he says:—

If it liihl I... .. shewn Pint the |■ hiintill' in tin* action . r the receiver wan
aware that huvIi pavaient* were being made to llervev. then it is conceivable 
that a ease of estoppel might have lieen made out. Hut there i* no sugges
tion of anything of the kind.

The argument offered to their Lordships is that llervev, in 
contempt of Court, gut payment of some of the subsidy money to 
himself, and that a motion to commit him was made, which failed 
by reason of his disappearance from the colony. It appears to 
their Lordships that it is sufficient to state the point to shew its 
want of substance.

The real point, however, argued and dealt with in the Courts 
below is as follows. The contract of dune 13, 1902. contained the 
following proviso referred to aoove:—

It is purl of this contract that the (lovermnent of Nova Scotia have the 
right to he satisfied that all claim* for money* due and owing by the said 
Nova Scotia Southern Railway Company. Ltd., and its cm tractors in the 
Province of Nova Scotia for labour and supplies furnished in connection 
with the construction of the said Nova s.-otia Southern Railway Com
pany’s road, heretofore constructed, have lieen paid or satisfied, and the 
amounts of such claims may he paid out of the consideration moneys 
hereinbefore mentioned, and all sums paid in liquidation of such claims 
shall he considered payments on account of the said sum of $l!t">.000.

The object of this proviso is to enable the Government of 
Nova Scotia, in whose jurisdiction ht hour had been done by work
ing men, and materials supplied and used, on that portion of the 
railway that had been made in the province, to compel payment 
therefor by the Nova Scotia Railway and its contractors: the 
persons to be paid are the labourers for their labour and the 
tradesmen for their goods: the peinons who were bound to pay, 
and whose default was to be cured by government intervention,
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were the railway company and the eonti'actovK. There is no sueh 
provision with regard to any other work or material.

The contract is framed in accordance with the subsidy con
tract between the Nova Seotia Government and the Halifax and 
S.W. li. Co., in whom the undertaking of the Nova Seotia 
Company was vested (Act !.. 3 of 1903. Acts of Nova Seotia), 
confirmed by C. I. of the Acts of Nova Seotia. 1902, set out 
at page 2:17 of the record, which makes special provision for pay
ment of all labour in the construction of the work or materials 
therefor, and in case of default in paying the men or in paying 
for materials on or before the 20th day of the month for all 
works performed or materials delivered before the first of that 
month, the Governor in Council has power to retain all money 
due to the company and to apply it in paying the men their 
wages, or in paying for materials, and charge it as if paid to the 
company on account of the subsidy. The government undertook 
no personal liability for such payment, but took power to ascer
tain the sums due and the persona to whom they were due.

In dune, 1903, the government, under the statutory powers 
given under C. 20. 1903, Nova Scotia, appointed a Commissioner
to ini|iiiiv into nml report to the (iovvritor in ( oiim-il wlmt •liiims for 
wages of the workmen employed in and for material* supplied for the 
construction or unfinished eonstriivtion of the Nova Seotia Southern Kail 
way are due ami unpaid hy any person, linn, or corporation, and the par
ticular* ami amounts of sueli elaiins respectively, ami also all other claims 
against the eompany. construction company, or contractors engaged in ihc 
building i f the said railway, the nature and particular* of the ••aid claims, 
and the respective amounts thereof.

The Commissioner duly made his report, and the Govern
ment acted thereon, and made large payments to persons re
ported as entitled to payments out of the subsidy. The greater 
part of these payments reached the persons entitled thereto, and 
no objection is now raised in respect thereof. Hut before all 
the payments on account of the subsidy had been made, viz., 
on July 13, 1903. this action was commenced, and a receiver was 
appointed by the Court of the assets of the plaintiff's business, 
and an injunction was granted until the final determination of 
the action restraining the defendants. K. G. Ilervey, and the 
Hervey Trust from receiving from the Canadian hank, or the 
contractor*, or the Provincial Treasurer of Nova Seotia or other-

M \i Kl NZIE, 
Maw & 
Cil. Ï.TII.

Sir (li-nrui1

.
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wine, and the said bank and the contractors were restrained from 
paying to tin- said defendants or to any persons other than the 
receiver (inter alia), all or any part of the said $V).>,000. The 
Provincial Treasurer was dismissed from the action on the 
ground that the Court had no ion over him, and the
government, with full notice of the order, proceeded to dis
tribute the subsidy without any regard to it. With regard to 
payments actually made by the government under the statutory 
powers above referred to, the action of the executive may l>c 
justifiable; but even so, the question whether any particular sums 
mentioned in the contract were or were not properly described as 
for labour ami supplies is a question of construction, and, there
fore, of law for the Courts. Their Lor a are unable to 
agree with the view of the Supreme Court as to the powers of the 
Government and to the presumption that ought to be drawn as 
to the nature of the payments made.

It was further held, on the admission of the parties, that no 
injunction could be granted against the Crown, and further that 
no other party to the action was bound by the injunction or the 
appointment of a receiver.

This decision raises a question of great importance. Duff, .1., 
in his dissenting judgment, puts the first point very clearly:— 

The partie* were declaring that certain payment* made by the (iuvern- 
ment were to Ik* (led tie ted from the consideration money*. These were such 
payments as the (jovcrnnient should lie satisfied were due and owing in 
reaped of claims for “Inlsiur and supplies. The deduction could only lie 
made if two condition* were satisfied: (I) that tin* claim was for luliour 
and supplie*; and (2) that the (iovernment was satisfied that it was due 
and owing.”

In the present case the government have not only made 
payments which by no latitude of construction can come within 
the words “labour and supplies,” but have also paid a large sum 
to R. G. Uervcy, who was directly restrained by the Court from 
receiving it. If it was the case of a private individual, he 
would be clearly liable to make good the wrongful payment and 
to purge his contempt. In the case of the Crown there is no 
ground for Idington, J.’s proposition that the government may 
fairly say that they were given such power by the Legislature 
over the subject matter and that the Courts have no ground for

.*

■ •
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interfering, at all, directly or indirectly, with the exercise of 
such a discretion. There is nothing on which to fourni the exist
ence of the alleged discretion or to support a decision which pro
nounces the Executive Government free to dispose of money the 
right to which is sub jitdice inlir pmits ami held in nurfio hv the 
order of the Court.

The second point taken by Idington, #1.. is equally untenable 
and even more important. The non-existence of any right to 
bring the Crown into Court, such as exists in England by peti
tion of right, and in many of the colonies by the appointment 
of an officer to sue and be sued on behalf of the Crown, does not 
give the Crown immunity from all law, or authorize tin* inter
ference by the Crown with private rights at its own mere will. 
There is a well-established practice in England in certain eases 
where no petition of right will lie, under which the Crown can 
be sued by the Attorney-General, and a declaratory order ob
tained, as has been recently explained by the Court of Appeal in 
England in Altonu fi-dnurat v. Difson (1911), 1 K.B. 410. and 
in Atiorney-flnicrdl v. Burghrxt (1912). 1 Ch. 17'$. It is the 
dut; of the Crown and of every branch of the executive to abide 
by and obey the law. If there is any difficulty in ascertaining 
it the Courts are open to the Crown to sue. and it is the duty of 
the executive in eases of doubt to ascertain the law. in order to 
obey it, not to disregard it. The proper course in the present 
ease would have been either to apply to the Court to determine 
the question of construction of the contract, and to pay ac
cordingly, or to pay the whole amount over to the receiver 
and to obtain from the Court an order on the receiver to 
pay the sums properly payable for labour and supplies, as to 
the construction of which their Lordships agree with the 
Supreme Court of Nova Scotia.

The duty of the Crown in such a case is well stated by Lord 
Abinger in Dcarc v. At / orne y-(! encrai, 1 V. & C. Exch. at p. 208. 
After pointing out that the Crown always appears (in Eng
land) by the Attorney-General in a Court of justice—especially 
in a Court of Equity—where the interest of the Crown is con
cerned, even perhaps in a bill for discovery, he goes on to sav:— 

It Inn* liven tin- practice, wliieli I hope never will he (liscontiimeil. for 
the officers of the ( rown to throw no ilillienlty in the way of any proeeeiling
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for tlie purpose of In inging matters In-fore a Court of justice where any 
real point of «lillieulty that requires jmlicial decision has «iceurml.

Further, their Lordships are unable to agree with the Su
preme Court of Canada in their opinion of the injunction. Apart 
from the Crown, the Court had clear jurisdiction over all the 
parties to the action to restrain them from doing any of the 
acts complained of; its order and injunction operates in per
sonam, and compels the party forbidden to do any act. whether 
the receipt of money or the like, to refrain from doing it. whoever 
the other party may he, and whatever his rights may ultimately 
prove to be. The existence of such a jurisdiction has been part 
of the equitable jurisdiction of our Courts for centuries, and is 
necessary in a case like the present for the safe preservation of 
the subject matter of the action until the rights of the parties 
can be finally determined. It is a misconception to speak of the 
order and injunction of the Court in such a case as this as only 
permissive; it was, of course, interlocutory, not final, but it is 
binding on all parties to the order so long as it remains undis
charged, and although it could not bind the government not to 
pay or make the government responsible for that obedience to the 
law which the Court was entitled to expect, the man who re
ceived in breach of the order was guilty of a contempt in no way 
cured by the payment by the government. Their Lordships are 
unable to agree with the decision of the Supreme Court which 
gives the executive power to override the judgment of the Court.

Their Lordships, with all respect, differ entirely from the 
statement in Idington, J.’s judgment, that an injunction under 
which the hand giving may be innocent, and the hand receiving 
guilty, would be an anomaly not in accord with the policy of 
the law which developed the power of injunction. Such an in
junction is, on the contrary, in accordance with ordinary prac
tice and well-settled principles, and their Lordships are of opin
ion that the order to attach Hcrvey for contempt was rightly 
and properly made. An injunction, although subsequently dis
charged because the plaintiff’s case failed, must be obeyed while 
it lasts; it is clear that if a claimant to an inalienable govern
ment pension succeeded in persuading the Court in this country 
that he had a prima facie claim to it, and obtained an interim in
junction, the true owner of the pension could be committed for
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contempt if he received his money in defiance of the order, IMP.
although the Crown was no party to the litigation, and paid in 
disregard or ignorance of the order.

P. C.

Their Lordships agree with the decision of the Supreme
Court of Nova Scotia, and will humbly advise His Majesty to xi%ckV\Z,i 
allow this appeal, discharge tin- order of the Supreme Court of Manx a

Co. I,Hi.Canada, and restore that of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, 
of duly 5, 191.3.

But in remitting the report as directed by the last-mentioned 
order there should he a direction to the referee that in taking the 
accounts all amounts paid by the government of Nova Scotia to 
the creditors of the Nova Scotia Southern Railway Company 

to he set olT against the amount payable hv tin- re
spondents.

The " s must pay all the costs in the Courts below
and of this appeal.

.!/>/>#/// allowed.

PIORENS v BOARD OF INVESTIGATION. B C
Hrilisli Cul mu Ititi ('mill nf .1 ppm I, Uilrilniiilhl. ('.■!. t.. Irrhiii, Martin.

(hillHit r. iiinl MrlMiillipH, •/•/. I. Mail 14, |!l|."i.

1. Waters i II I l.iiii—Extent ok i sk Ihruiation PHEsrRimvK
HIOIITS—PlIK-KMCI ION.

"I lie pic-criptive ri>>lit wliieli under the Witter Art Amendment Art. 
1013. !$.( .. vit. N2. sec. 13. max accrue from the iivtual enjoyment 
wit limit interni|it ion for tin- full period of :Jii years for “some other 
purpose" than that for which n water record existed Imt for which 
water might have he n recorded, cannot he -et up so ns to support a 
claim for une of the water on other premises than that in respect of 
which it was recorded by the pre-emptor of lands ; the "other pm 
pose" in that statute ha* reference to the various purposes for which 
n water record might he granted, iv i/r„ for irrigation or for mining, 
in respect of the same lands,

2. Waters i g II F—105) — Irrigation ok laxiis—Prior aithucriatiov.
A pre einplor having a- Hindi acquired a water record for a specific 

purpose, namely, the irrigation of certain lands, cannot. applx that 
record to after-acquired lands without a new application ami record, 
and any other person acquiring a record in the interim would hav • 
priority of rights as against user on the after-acquired lands, i /*#■/• 
<•allihcr. J.A.)

Appeal from Board of Investigation under Water Act of statement
May 11, 1914.

./, L. (S. Abbott, for appellant.
Moore, for respondent.

1
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B. C. Macdox xui, <'.*LA.: 1 would dismiss the appeal.
0. A.

Mokkxh

ItoARI) OF 
IXVKSTIOA-

Board’s decision is correct.
On llie argument we decided 1 luit Curnow could not be heard 

as In- had not been added as an appellant by the Attorney-(Jen-
oral. We also held that the serving of notice of appeal by direc
tion of tin- Board does not make the person Nerved a party to the 
appeal.

The majority of the Court held that the action of the appel
lant in voluntarily making a party respondent does not amount 
to a waiver of tin- objection that no person can be heard unless 
by consent of the Attorney-Ocneral.

Mm tin, JA. Martin, «I.A.: This is an appeal by the executors of Pierre 
Morons from an order of the Board of Investigation under the 
Water Act, 1914, dated May 11. 1914, whereby the water record 
of said Pierre Morons on Twaal, or h4 Mile Creek, dated Novem
ber hi. 1870, was determined to apply to and directed to be 
used only in connection with Lot 22, Croup 1. Vale District, 
comprising Kit) acres, instead of applying also to Lot .‘179 in said 
District, upon which latter lot the id also been using
the water under said water record continuously since 1872, ami 
they claimed to be allowed to use it to irrigate upwards of 200 
acres. By the sait! order of the Board it was determined that a 
license would be issued to Morons to the use of the water upon 
certain terms limited to Lot 22 only.

Some quest ion was raised as to the right of appeal but to 
my mind it is clear that it will lie as coming within the first of 
three classes set out in see. 50 (1) which with see. 49 is as fol
lows:

411. An appeal shall liv from every «inter or derision of tin- Kngineer, 
the ( oin|i|roller, or the Ilium 1. unless otherwise provided in this Art.

•Vi. ill. All ji|i|ioul* from orders of the Hoard reflecting the ilireetion 
to issue livenst»* to re|thtee records, or the iimeinliiieiit or enneellatioii of 
Iteeiises, or nny order il lire ting the validity of a lirense, shall lie ti the 
(«mit of A|i|ieal. and the statutes ami rules governing appeals from the 
llmil judgment of a .lodge of the Supreme (murt to the Court of Appeal 
shall npply t • ami govern any siteli appeal.

because this is a matter “respecting the direction to issue licenses 
to replace records. ”

8^1154
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At the tiinv Momis got his water record, the only land he B. C.
had pre-empted in that neighbourhood was the KM) acres which c. A.
ufterwarda supposedly heeame Lot 22. and this pre-emption he mÔhkak 
had recorded on October 12. 1870. more than a month before he r. 
got said water reeoid ; under see. :$0 of the ' Land Ordinance. Iwkhth;\ 
1870.” assented to on •lune I of that year. Later, on November T,ov* 
lit. 187.1. he took Up a second pre-emption under section 2fi of MsiUn. J \. 
tin- said Ordinance of 100 acres being “immediately contiguous 
to or abutting on his said existing claim.” which increased it 'o 
•'120 acres and this second pre-emption subsequently became Lot 
1179. under a frown tirant, dated March 21. 1912. but the acreage 
was increased to 182 acres by said frown (Irani.

It was pointed out to us that in the frown tirant (dated 
March 2. 1912), of Lot 22 (therein stated to lie Kill acres) which 
was supposed to have issued in furtherance and confirmation 
of the first pre-emption, the boundaries thereof were stated to 
“commence at a post marked ' A ' on the bank of the Thompson 
river.” yet in the frown tirant no part of said Lot is shewn to 
be on said river, a part of said Lot 279 and other land interven
ing. There is undoubtedly a discrepancy between the original and 
present boundaries but this uncertainty does not assist the 
appellant.

The point of the case really turns upon the meaning of the 
words “some other purpose” in section 12 of the Water Act 
Amendment Act, 191'!. eh. 82. and the submission is that this 
water has been “actually enjoyed without interruption for the 
full period of twenty years for some other purpose than that 
for which it was recorded, but for which water might have been 
recorded” in that it has been used for Lot 279 since 1872 in addi
tion to its original “purpose” for Lot 22 in 1870. Ity the Act 
of 1870. water had to bo recorded in connection with a pre
emption, viz., “water . . . adjacent to or passing through
such land, for agricultural or other purposes." and the purpose 
for which it was recorded in respect of Lot 22 was “to be used 
on his ranch at the 84 Mile Host for the purpose of irrigation, 
i.r., agricultural.

Mr. Abbott presented a thoughtful and ingenious argument in 
support of the view that as water could have been recorded for
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B. C. Lot 379 in 1873, 1 ht* intervening three-year period, back to IS70,
C. a. ;s bridged over and attached to the record for Lot 22 by the later

twenty-year enjoyment. After some hesitation, however. I haveMwKKNH
v. reached the conclusion that this submission should not be given

Boar» or 
Invkstkix efleet to. for the chief reason that “purpose” here means “the 

object thereof” (to quote section 3(1) in relation to the specific
Hurt in. j.a. land to which the water record has been held to be appurtenant

under section 43 of the Land Act of 1884, which in present 
essentials is the same as section 3 of 1870: Kastern Toiin.shijt.s 
Haul. \. Vaaf/haii (1907*9), 2 M.M.t 440. 41 S.( '. 280, at pp. 
289, 312, 310-8. The primary definition of “purpose” is given 
in the New English Dictionary (Oxford) thus:

Hint wliivli MU1 ««i t* liefusv uiii'*vlf it* n tiling l i Iiv ihmv nr altiiiiivil ; 
tin* object one Ini* iu view.

And see the definition of “purpose” in section 2. Water Act,
1914.

Here the record might have been used on that land for “other 
purposes,“ #.</., power, than that irrigation purpose for which 
it was granted, in which case it would come within section 13, 
but it could not lx- used for any purpose at all on other lands 
so no room is left for the application of the expression “some 
other purpose than that for which it was recorded.” The difièr
ent purposes provided for by section 39 are all confined to the 
land to which the record is appurtenant. In other words, there 
may lie “other purposes” in connection with the enjoyment of 
a water record relating only to Whit «-acre but none at all if the 
same record is attempted to be extended to Blackaere.

I quite agree with Mr. Abbott that the user for “some other 
purpose” under section 13 need not begin at the same time as 
the original purpose under section 30 and that it might begin 
at any time whenever and after “water might have been re
corded” for such later purpose: but that does not get over the 
difficulty of applying the original record to other lands, which 
I think is insuperable.

For these reasons 1 am of the opinion that the intervening 
water record of Edward Suchel, dated April 0. 1871. now held 
by the respondent ('urnow. should prevail over the appellant’s 
claim to use the water on Lot 379. and therefore the decision of 
the Board should lie confirmed.
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Uaijjiikii, J.A.: I would dismiss this appeal.
Morons water record (A.It. 72) was granted November Hi, 

1870. and on its face is applicable to his ranch at 84 Mile Host. 
The only land lie had then pre-empted at that point was what 
has since been Crown (Iranted as Lot 2*2. Subsequently in 187!$ 
he applied for another piece of land which has since been Crown 
Granted as Lot !17!) and has continuously since that date used 
water in irrigating both 22 ami 379. As I read the different 
Acts bearing on the subject, a pre-emptin' having as such 
acquired a water record for a specific purpose, namely, the im 
gat ion of certain lands, cannot apply that record to after- 
acquired lands without a new application and record, and that 
mix other person acquiring a record in tin- interim would ha .' 
priority of rights as against user on the after-acquiml lands.

Mr. Abbott for tin appellant contends that if that be so tin 
still has the right by prescription and relics on see 

lion 1 •"$ of eh. 82 of the ltd'. Statutes. 191:$, urging that as tin 
record was for water for irrigation purposes on Lot 22 and was 
used for another purpose as well. viz... for irrigation on Lot 379. 
he comes within the meaning of the words in the section “for 
some other purpose.'*

I think this is an erroneous interpretation of these words. 
They haVe, in my opinion, reference not to the user on lands 
other than those designated, but to the nature of the purposes to 
which the water is to lie applied. <.//., irrigation, mining, etc.
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PEARLMAN v. GREAT WEST LIFE MAN
1/anihiliii Kbit's Itriirli. /*rniilrnianl, ./.I •/«/.</ |.*i. lillâ.

I. Ixsihxmi; <§l l> 201 Ai.kntn- Ititi a< ii oi xu \i v <n\m\<i Uxi.m
llllll ., COMMISSIONS.

An agency contract lietxxeen an insurance enmpanx ami it- di*trict
agent stipulating tin- forbi-aram....... . the company in take on -uli
agents eni|iloyei| Iiy him nor overrhlc hi- commission* paid them d«ie- 
not. ll|ioii the breach thereof bx the ennqianx. entitle the agi lit I i 
recover the c mini—inn- he xvonhl have earneil on the applications 
secured by such Mill agent-, where it a|i|iear- that the agent aulne 
<|iiently agreed to accept from the eompanx a -mailer percentage in 
aatisfaction «if what lie might have been originally entitled to.

Action by an insurance agent for breach of an agreement statement

5418
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S. Hart (Im n, for plaintiff.
('. V. Fullerton, K.C., and .1. II. lidl, for defendants.

I'ukndkroast. .1. The plaintiff, who is an insurance agent 
and had agents of his own to assist him in soliciting applications, 
brings this action for breach of an agreement alleged to have 
been entered into March l(i. 1907, whereby the defendants, at 
the same time that they appointed him their district agent, 
undertook not to take away any of his own agents or pay them a 
higher commission than they were receiving from him the 
breach being alleged to have been committed with respect to 
three sub-agents, ,1. T. Thompson, Robert K. Camp a ll. and John 
F. Roberts.

The measure of damages that he claims is the difference be
tween the commission that In- would have earned under his 
agreement with the company had he himself turned in the appli
cations secured by those agents, and the commission that he 
would have paid them on the same under his agreement with 
them.

There are other matters in the statement of claim, but they 
have been abandoned.

The statement of defence contains a denial of all the plain
tiff’s allegations, and sets up that on June 1, 1911, the parties 
entered into a new agency contract under seal, one of the terms 
of which was that all then existing agreements were terminated 
together with all rights acquired by the plaintiff thereunder.

The plaintiff's evidence is to the effect that prior to March 
1G, 1907, he was working as agent for Samuel Johnson, his 
brother-in-law. who was the district agent for the defendants 
and had with them an agreement as to sub-agents similar to the 
«ne on which lie now bases his present claim : and that desiring 
to give up his position and at the same time to favour him. as 
a relative. Johnson, accompanied by the plaintiff, interviewed 
Mr. Brock, the company’s managing director, and expressed his 
desire, us he was resigning, that the plaintiff should be placed 
in the same position that he was in as to sub-agents. The plain
tiff says that this was agreed to, in which he is substantially 
co roborated by Samuel Johnson.

The plaintiff says that in pursuance of the above interview.
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he then entered with the defendants into an agreement on a 
printed form (exhibit 8), which was the one in general use to 
provide for ordinary commissions, and also a typewritten one 
(exhibit 9), providing for special bonuses for which the printed 
form was not well suited, and that it was then again verbally 
agreed that the defendants should not take away his agents or 
give them a higher commission than they were getting from him.

The plaintiff’s contention, as above set out, is fully borne out 
by Mr. Brock under examination for discovery (page 8, lines 
12-16 and 26-51 ; page 9, lines 1-16 and 22-'ll ) : also by his letter 
to the plaintiff of February 25, 1909, enclosing that of Robert 
K. Campbell to himself of February 20. 1909.

It is to be observed at the same time that neither Mr. Brock 
nor Mr. Johnson state that it was expressly agreed that the 
company should pay the plaintiff the difference between the com
missions (or an over-riding commission as it was called), in ease 
the company did take away the plaintiff's agents, or paid them 
higher commissions. In fact, this is not at all set up in the 
statement of claim as a matter of express contract ; but only, at 
paragraph 14, as a consequence legally Mowing from the breach 
of the contract alleged.

MAN.

K. It.

I’karim xx 

(iHI XT YVkbT

Crviidergait, J.

As to the plaintiff's evidence, although it is doubtful in 
places whether he speaks of this matter as a matter of express 
contract or only as a consequence of a breach of what was agreed 
upon, he states at least once unequivocally that the matter of 
his being entitled to overriding commissions in the event of a 
breach, was expressly stipulated and agreed to.

The evidence does not shew that the defendants took awa. 
any of the plaintiff’s agents in the sense of taking the initiative 
in inducing them to leave his employ ; but it shews that they 
entered into agreements with the three agents named on August 
10. 1907, Septemlier 17. 1909. and October 9, 1911. respectively, 
and paid them thereunder higher commissions than they were 
receiving from the plaintiff.

I will say at once that with respect to the ground raised in 
paragraph 2 of the defence, clause 20 of the subsequent agency 
contract of June 1. 1911. did not have, in my opinion, the effect
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of terminating the lights which the plaintiff may then have 
acquired under the initial agreement.

On the foregoing facts and on the pleadings. I am of opinion 
that the plaintiff would lie entitled to recover. As to whether he 
would lie entitled to a measure of damages equal to the over
riding commissions of approximately 15 per cent, as he 
claims (which as just stated is not alleged to have been part of 
the express contract). I am not prepared to say definitely, nor 
do I deem this necessary. But lie would in any event lie entitled 
to damages of some kind for the breach.

There are. however, other facts in the case although not
pleaded.

The evidence shews that when the company entered with 
Thompson into an agreement allowing him higher commissions 
than lie was getting from the plaintiff, and later, when they 
entered into a similar agreement with Roberts, the plaintiff and 
Mr. Brock had on each occasion a heated interview- the plaintiff 
claiming that he was entitled to 15 per cent, overriding com
mission on the business brought in, or to be brought in, by those 
agents and Mr. Brock denying that their agreement had that 
effect, although admitting it was understood that the company 
would not take away his agents nor pay them higher commis
sions than they were getting from him. On each occasion, the 
interview terminated by Mr. Brock saying that lie would allow 
the plaintiff 5 per cent, of the commissions earned by the 
agent during the ensuing year, which was accepted by the plain
tiff. With respect to Campbell, the third agent. I understand 
there was the same conversation terminating in the same way. 
Mr. Brock, under examination for discovery, said that lie did 
not consider that the company owed the plaintiff anything, but 
that desiring to keep him with the company he was willing to 
allow him the 5 per cent, as a gratuity. The plaintiff, also 
examined for discovery, said (pages 15. 1(1. 17 and IS) : ‘’lie 
(Mr. Brock) said. I will give you this 5 per cent, for a year. 1 
said, (live me that, and lie did. . . . lie said, We will pay 
you 5 percent, for a year and as I said I accepted it. ... I said. 
I suppose I will have to take that Mr. Brock, or words to that 
effect. ... I took this 5 per cent. then, all that 1 could get,
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with a mental reservation." At page, 1H of the examination, 
there is this question, 120 : “ You claimed he made a bargain, he 
denied it, and he agreed to give you Ô per cent, which you 
accepted with a mental reservation ?" And the answer is:

Yes.
Th:s à per cent, on the commissions earned by the respective 

agents during the ensuing year in each case, was in fact paid to 
the plaintiff as the commissions were earned.

It is also admitted that at the time of those interviews which 
resulted in the plaintiff being offered and accepting I lie Ô per 
cent., only a negligible amount of overriding commissions Ind 
then accrued to tin- plaintiff, assuming that his contentions of 
law and fact be correct.

I should add that in the course of the year from August, 
1007, to August, 100S. during which the plaintiff was being paid 
5 per cent, on Thompson's commissions, he never claimed any
thing more (exhibit 12), and that from the expiration of that 
year until June. 1012. when he severed altogether his connection 
with the company, lie never claimed any overruling commissions 
at all with respect to Thompson. The same max be said xvith 
respect to Roberts (exhibit 14 i, and the other agent.

It seems to me that the offer and acceptance of the Ô per 
cent, as stated, whether viewed in the light of accord and satis
faction or as a new contract xxhereby the prior one xxas deter
mined. constitutes a valid ground of defence.

There had been, as admitted, practically nothing earned oi 
done at the time under the first contract, for I do not take «he 
plaintiff's training of his agents to be part performance of his 
agreement with the company. The contract xxas then xvhollv 
executory. Then, even if some commissions xvere earned at th - 
time. the contract was severable in its nature, having for its 
subject-matter a percentage of commissions on distinct and 
several insurance applications, and no time xxas provided for 
its duration. In the light of the matter being one of accord 
and satisfaction I would say that if tin express contract was 
as stated by Mr. Brock and as is intercutially to be gathered 
from .Mr. Johnson's testimony. I still consider it very doubtful, 
taking the breach as proven, xv hot her the I •’» per cent, overriding
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vommissmiiN that the plaintiff cluiniH, is a proper measure of 
damages. There would then appear to have been a bo tut fide 
dispute between the parties, where the rights of each might pro
perly be the subject of such adjustment and settlement. And 
in tlie other aspect, the contract would seem to be one which 
could be terminated at any time. But there was, moreover, the 
new contract and its attendant consideration.

This matter, however, was not at all pleaded in defence. The 
<1 nest ion is whether I should recognize this ground which eounsi I 
for the company has applied to be allowed to ra’se by amend
ment at .the close of his case.

The facts on which this defence is based were well known 
to the plaintiff, lie was a party thereto and lie has admitted 
them all on examination for discovery. That the plaintiff did 
receive ."> per cent, of those agents’ commissions for a year is 
surely a material fact even under the original pleadings, and 
1 do not think 1 am straining the rule by allowing the terms 
and conditions under which it was paid to be made a matter <.f 
defence by amendment.

In disposing of costs. I will also take into consideration ‘lv 
fact that the plaintiff has also applied for an amendment, with
out which he probably could have recovered in any event only 
nominal damages.

The action will then be dismissed, but without costs to eith.T 
party. Action dismissed.

ONT TREASURER OF ONTARIO v. CANADA LIFE ASSURANCE CO.

g q Ontario Supreme Court. Miihilefnti, J. March lit. 11)1.1.
1. CONST!TI TIONAI. I.AW i $ II A .1—207 )—C oMI'OllATIOX TAX—TAXATION OK

insi kam i: no:mii ms—Powers of Provincial Lkoihlati ri: — 
Direct taxation.

The < <npointions Tax Art. R.8.O. 1014. Hi. 27. in amended by t 
Deo. Y. Hi. II. ill so fur a* it impose* n tux up -n the grots premium* 
received hy any imilninee company in respect of husiiie** trammeled 
in Ontario, including every premium which hy the term* of the con
tract is payable in Ontario, or which is in fact paid in Ontario, or i* 
payable in respect to a i nk undertaken in Ontario, or in respect nf a 
|**r*on or property resident or situate in Ontario at the time of pa\ 
meut (clauses on and (e) of see. 4 1.11. a* enacted h\ | <Jeo. Y. Hi. 
II. sec. 21. is within the power* of the Ontario Le«i*|attire, and comes 
vit bin the word* of suhsec. 2 of sis*. !»2 of t lie licit isli North America 

Act. 1807. "Direct Taxation within the Province.”
[ Haul: of Toronto v. I.anihr (1887). 12 App. ( 'as. .17.1. explained and 

applied.]
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Action to recover the amount of taxes assessed under the 
authority of the Corporations Tax Act. U.S.O. 1914, eh. 27.

IV. S. Brewster, K.C.. for plaintiff.
Edward Bui/ly, K.C., for Attorney-! Jouerai for Ontario.
A. IV. Aiu/lin, K.C., for defendant company.

Middlkton, J.: Action to recover the sum of $20,009.20. 
the amount of taxes assessed against the defendant under 
the authority of the Corporations Tax Act, R.S.t). 1914. 
eh. 27. The defence is. that the statute imposing this tax is in 
whole or in part ultra vires the Provincial Legislature, because 
the tax imposed is not within sub-sec. 2 of sec. 92 of the British 
North America Act, “Direct Taxation within the Province.”

This taxation originated in an Act 62 Viet. (2) eh. 8, passed 
in 1899, and from time to time amended until it assumed its 
present form in the Revised Statutes of 1914. The Revised 
Statute has been further amended by the Act 4 Ceo. V. eh. 11, 
which increases the rate of taxation imposed upon insurance 
companies from one per cent, to one and three-quarters per cent., 
calculated on the gross premiums received by the company in 
respect of business transacted in Ontario.

The tax so imposed has been paid by the different insurance 
companies until last year, when the increased rate became 
operative.

This action is a test ease, for the purpose of determining the 
validity of the legislation in question.

That the Province may tax the insurance companies is not 
denied. The complaint is. that the tax is not a direct tax. and 
that, by virtue of an interpretation clause, the taxation is made 
to extend to subject-matter which is not “within the Province.”

The case really turns upon the correct understanding of tIn
decision of the Privy Council in /tank of Toronto v. Lamhe 
(1887), 12 App. Cas. 575. There the Province of Quebec im
posed a tax upon banks and insurance companies. The tax upon 
the banks varied with the paid-up capital, and an additional tax 
was imposed for each office or place of business. The tax upon 
insurance companies was of a named sum, without reference to 
the amount of its capital.

Their Lordships accepted as the definition of direct and in-
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direct taxation that found in the writings of John Stuart Mill : 
“Taxes are either direct or indirect. A direct tax is one which 
is demanded from the very persons who it is intended or desired 
should pay it. Indirect taxes are those which are demanded 
from one person in the expectation and intention that hi1 shall 
indemnify himself at the expense of another ; such arc the 
excise or customs. The producer or importai* of a commodity is 
called upon to pay a tax on it. not with the intention to levy a 
peculiar contribution upon him. but to tax through him the con
sumers of the commodity, from whom it is supposed that he will 
recover the amount by means of an advance in price:” Pol. He., 
bk. V.. eh. iii., sec. i.

While accepting this definition, their Lordships make it 
abundantly plain that they do not intend to import into the con
struction of this legislative enactment all the refinements adopted 
by political economists or by Mill himself in his discussion of this 
question : “It must not be forgotten that the question is a legal 
one, viz., what the words mean, as used in this statute; whereas 
the economists are always seeking to trace the effects of taxation 
throughout the community, and are apt to use the words ‘direct ’ 
and ‘indirect,’ according as they find that the burden of a tax 
abides more or less with the person who first pays it” (p. 581).

Reference is then made to the opinion of Mr. Fawcett, “that 
a tax may be made direct or indirect by the position of the tax
payers or by private bargains about its payment.” ( oncoming 
this it is said: “Doubtless such remarks have their value in 
economical discussion. Probably it is true of every indirect tax 
that some persons are both the first and the final payers of it; 
and of every direct tax that it affects persons other than the 
first payers; and the excellence of the economist "s definition will 
be measured by the accuracy with which it contemplates and em
braces every incident of the thing defined. But that very excel
lence impairs its value for the purposes of the lawyer. The Legis
lature cannot possibly have meant to give a power of taxation 
valid or invalid according to its actual results in particular eases. 
It must have contemplated some tangible dividing line referable 
to and ascertainable by the general tendencies of the tax and 
the common understanding of men as to those tendencies.”
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The definition from Mill is adopted, not “with the intention 
that it should l><« eonsidered a binding legal definition, hut be
cause it seems . . . to embody with sufficient accuracy for this 
purpose an understanding of the most obvious indicia of direct 
and indirect taxation, which is a common understanding, and 
is likely to have been present to the minds of those who passed 
the Federation Act ” (p. fiH.'l).

Precisely similar statements are made in other cases which 
have been carried to the Court of last resort ; and in the latest 
of these. Col Ion v. Tin Kitnj, 111H4 | A.C. 17b. it is said (p. Ifil ' : 
“Their Lordships are of opinion that these decisions have estab
lished that the meaning to be attributed to the phrase ‘direct 
taxation* in see. 9‘J of the British North America Act. IfofiT, is 
substantially the definition quoted . . from the treatise of 
John Stuart Mill, and that this question is no longer open to 
discussion.”

Mr. Anglin drew attention to the fact that the phrase “in
direct taxation” is not found in the Act. and argued that there 
might he taxation which could not be regarded as either direct 
or indirect, and that the Province had no jurisdiction.'unless it 
could he ascertained that the tax imposed was in truth a direct 
tax. This argument appears to have been put forward by coun
sel in the Lambc case; and I think it must be taken to have been 
repudiated by their Lordships, and that it may now safely be 
said that all taxation is. for the purpose of this Act, to be re
garded as either direct or indirect. It is either demanded from 
the very person who is intended or desired should pay it, 
or it is demanded from one person in the expectation and inten
tion that he shall indemnify himself at the expense of another.

Bearing in mind that it has been held that a company pos
sesses a distinct individuality from its shareholders, it might be 
argued from a theoretical stand-point that every tax imposed 
upon a joint stock company is indirect, because the taxation is in 
truth borne by the shareholders. But in the construction of 
this statute no such narrow interpretation can be given effect 
to, and the decision in Bank of Toronto v. Lnmhr is conclusive 
authority ; for there the tax imposed upon incorporated com
panies was upheld.
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What Mr. Anglin argued with reference to the tax now in 
question was that the intention, as ascertained from the Act 
itself, applied to the existing state of affairs, is that the tax, 
though imposed upon the insurance company, is in truth indirect 
because the Legislature must have contemplated that it would 
not in the result be borne by the insurance companies, but would 
be east upon the policy-holders. The imposition of a tax of one 
and three-quarters per cent, upon the premiums collected must 
in the long run mean that larger premiums must be paid to pre
cisely that extent, or the companies cannot continue to transact 
business. The insurance companies arc in truth, he says, dealers 
in insurance as a commodity, and this tax on the cost of the 
commodity, though levied on the vendor, must inevitably be 
paid by the purchaser.

At first sight this argument appears to be cogent and forcible; 
but, after the best consideration I can give to the matter, it 
appears to me to be unsound. The great bulk of insurance 
effected within the Province is effected upon the participating 
plan. The premiums levied are, to use technical " ige, 
“loaded;” that is, they are greater than necessary to meet the 
actual expected loss. This excess or “loading” constitutes the 
so-called “profit” in the operation of the company, and it is 
divided between the s and the participating policy
holders. Under the general law, the shareholders can only re
ceive ten per cent, of the profit. Ninety per cent, must be 
divided among the participating policy-holders. See the Domin
ion Insurance Act, 1910, 9 & 10 Edw. VII. eh. 32, sec. 110.

The effect of the payment of any taxation out of the gross 
income of the company will be to reduce the amount of profits 
available for distribution among the shareholders and the par
ticipating policy-holders. The tax does not become indirect 
because the amount which would reach the shareholders 
is reduced, nor does it become indirect because the amount 
which would reach the participating policy-holders would 
also be reduced. In other words, this case comes pre
cisely within the words already quoted. An economist might 
argue that this tax had been made indirect by the position of the 
policy-holders and by the bargain or contract between the in-
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suranee company «in«l the policy-holders; hut no such distinc
tion can be imported into the interpretation of this statute. The 
policy-holders having contracts with the company stand in pre
cisely the same position, as far as this matter is concerned, as do 
its shareholders. They alike share in its profits under their 
several contracts, but this does not affect the true nature of that 
tax.

To illustrate by analogy. A tax upon land or a tax upon its 
rental value is undoubtedly a direct tax. It does not become an 
indirect tax because the land has been leased, and under the lease 
the tenant has undertaken to pay all taxes. A tax upon the busi
ness of an employer is a direct tax, and does not become an in
direct tax because he has made an agreement to permit his em
ployees to share in the net profits.

ONT

Till AM IlK.B

Assi RANCE
Co.

Middleton. J.

It is true that this taxation may indirectly cause insurance 
companies to raise the premium upon insurance, either in the 
case of participating or in the case of non-participating policies, 
or perhaps both. It is by no means clear that this will be so. 
for the profits divided greatly exceed the amount of taxation ; 
but, even if so, in the great majority of instances taxation which 
no one doubts is direct does enhance the price of commodities, 
and so the burden is, in some more or less circuitous way. passed 
on to the ultimate consumer. A business tax or a tax upon 
business turn-over or a tax upon business premises is un
doubtedly regarded by the merchant or manufacturer as a 
part of the overhead charges which must be considered in 
fixing the price of the goods manufactured or sold. In 
this way it is in one sense passed on to the consumer; but 
the dominant intention of the Legislature is to impose a direct 
tax on the merchant, leaving him to recoup himself if he can 
devise the means, and as best he can. Therefore, the tax is 
direct.

All this, however, is beside the question, if I am correct in the 
view which I entertain that the taxation is direct, even though, 
by the contract of the policy-holders, ninety per cent, of it must 
be borne by them.

An argument was presented by Mr. Brewster which is not 
without weight : that the great bulk of this taxation, certainly

28—22 U.I..R.
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the entire taxation for the year 1914, must in truth be borne by 
the company, for the premiums arc payable on pre-existing 
contracts which are not susceptible of change. While this is 
undoubtedly so, 1 prefer to rest my judg *it upon the broader 
ground indicated, as the taxation is not o -mporary nature, 
and the incidents peculiar to a transition , nod are not a fair 
index of the real nature of the tax imposed.

Much has been said concerning the clause in question, looking 
only at the words “direct taxation” torn apart from their con
text and without regard to their historical setting.

The framers of the Act sought to mould a stable Dominion 
out of separate Provinces and to end the jealousy and friction 
which had resulted from the antagonisms and conflicting inter
ests incident to their separate existence. “Trade and Com
merce” was assigned to the Dominion, and with it had to go the 
power of imposing customs and excise duties. Manifestly no 
Province could be permitted to interfere with the general fiscal 
policy of the Dominion by any such indirect tax; but the Pro
vinces had to be given some source of income; and so direct 
taxation, and this alone, was permitted.

These considerations seem to indicate that it was not so much 
the intention to limit the Provincial powers to taxation which 
would be direct in the strictest sense in which that term is used 
by political writers, as to prevent the imposition of indirect taxes 
which would tend to interfere with the general policy of the 
Confederation. The ultimate incidence of the tax was not so 
much the concern of the draftsman as the securing of freedom 
for the Dominion from any interference by the Provinces in 
matters assigned to it. The term “direct taxation” ought 
therefore to be liberally and not narrowly construed, and all 
taxation which can fairly he regarded as direct should be per
mitted so long as it is confined “within the Province.”

The tax which is imposed under the Corporations Tax Act is 
said (in clause (a) of sec. 4 (3), as enacted by 4 Geo. V. ch. 11, 
sec. 2) to be upon the gross premiums received by the company in 
respect of the business transacted in Ontario; but, by clause (c), 
this is made to cover every premium which by the terms of the 
contract is payable in Ontario, or which is in fact paid in On-
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tarin, or is payable ill respect to a risk undertaken in Ontario, 
or in respect of a person or property resident or situate in On
tario at the time of payment. Notwithstanding the wide scope 
of this interpretation, 1 think the tax still remains a direct tax 
within the Province. The application of any artificial scale to 
determine the amount to be paid where the company taxed is in 
the Province or has assets which can be reached within the Pro
vince. does not appear to me to change the nature of the tax or 
to take it outside the powers of the Legislature.

The ’ * which the Legislature was called upon to face, 
when devising a fair basis for the taxation of insurance com
panies. was not easy. The amount of capital employed within the 
Province could not be ascertained. The amount of capital hears 
no relation to the amount of business done ; a fixed assessment 
or tax would bear heavily upon the smaller companies. The 
amount of premiums received for business within the Province 
seemed to be a fair criterion. The Courts, however, are not 
concerned with the reasonableness of the tax. T can find nothing 
ultra vins in the mode of assessment provided.

In dealing thus with this case I have perhaps done scant 
justice to the very careful and elaborate arguments presented by 
counsel : but nothing can be gained, so far as I can see. by more 
elaborate discussion at this stage.

Judgment will be for the plaintiff for the recovery of the 
amount claimed. Judgment for plaintiff.

Re M.. AN INFANT.
Ontario Supreme Court. .1/ iihlleton, •/. April !i. I 111 A.

I. I)|VOR( I. AND SEPARATION I § VII—75) ( l STUDY AND SI'PPORT OF (II III)
—Acrekmkxt am to—Acc ess to ciiii.d.

A separation agreement providing the custody and control of a 
child with the wife and its maintenance and education by the hus
band with a privilege to the husband of access to the child entitles 
the Imshand to access to the child only while in the mother's custody 
and control, and unless it is otherwise stipulated lie cannot object to 
the mother’s presence in the room during his visits to see the child.

| Hm sliril \. Kremlin! ( 18821. Hi L.T.R. Utlll; /tier v. Krayner 
118851. *24 Fed. Rep. 400. referred to.

Motion by the father of an infant for an order for its cus
tody, or, in the alternative, for an order construing a separation 
agreement so far as it related to the custody of the child.

4J.Ï
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Middleton, J.
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ONT.

Re M., 
an Infant.

Midiflfon. J.

I'. C. Lout/, for applicant.
(1. II. hiltm r, l\.( '.. for applicant ’s wife, the mother of

the child.

Middleton, J. Unfortunately the relations between the 
husband and wife arc most unhappy, and there is no prospect 
or possibility of reconciliation. The child, a little girl, was born 
on the 11th July, 1912. Upon the separation, “charge and con
trol’’ of the child were given to the wife, the husband paying 
for its support, maintenance, and education : this agreement not 
being an admission on his part that the wife shall always have 
the control and charge of the child, and not to prejudice him in 
any way should he desire to have its custody. The agreement 
then stipulates that the husband “shall have access to the said 
child at any reasonable time, upon sending notice to (the wife) 
that he desires such access. ’ ’

Correspondence has taken place between the solicitors with 
reference to the time and mode of access, and it has been 
arranged that the father shall have access to the child at the 
apartments of the wife’s mother once a week. The husband’s 
grievance is, that during his visit the mother, as well as the 
child’s nurse, remains in the room with the child. The husband 
desires that the child may be taken elsewhere for the purpose 
of allowing Ivm to be with it free from any adverse influence 
or control—or, in the alternative, that such arrangements may 
be made that during his visit to the wife’s apartments she may 
not be present with the child.

Upon the material there is nothing to justify my making any 
order giving the father custody of the child. It is manifestly in 
the interest of the child that it should remain in the mother’s 
custody ; and 1 do not think that I can use the threat of an order 
to deprive the mother of the custody for the purpose of com
pelling a course of conduct on her part which might appear to 
be reasonable. The parties have made their agreement ; and all 
I can do is to construe the agreement as I find it.

At the same time 1 may say that 1 am not satisfied that there 
is any reason why the wife should refuse to afford to the hus
band the satisfaction of being alone with his child during the
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short visit that he pays to it at her apartments. There is no 0NT 
reason to suppose that the father would be in any degree un- s.c. 
kind to the child, and the mother and nurse eould both be within 
easy reach so as to look after the child if any occasion should ax Infant. 

arise. Middinon. .r.
This case affords an illustration of the fact that there are 

many things which cannot be worked out through the Courts, 
and must be left to the good sense of the parties concerned. As 
said in lines generally attributed to that wise man of the world 
Samuel Johnson—

“How small of all that human In arts endure 
“That part which laws or Kings can cause or cure.”

All that the agreement gives to the father is a “right of 
access to the child. I find that these words are employed not 
only in statutes but in the forms given for orders dealing with 
the custody of children and in precedents for separation agree
ments. 1 should, therefore, have expected to find somewhere an 
exposition of what this right of access really involves.

The only case which I have found is Ever shed v. Evershed 
(1882). 46 L.T.R. 690, where Kay, J., had before him for inter
pretation an agreement which referred to counsel the settlement 
of a formal deed, which was to contain “all usual terms as to 
access to children, etc.” Specific performance of this agree
ment was sought, and the question was. whether the mother, who 
was there entitled to access, should during the periods of access 
have the custody of the children. Mr. Justice Kay thought 
she had not that right : “Access is a thing which can only be 
dealt with after the question of custody is determined ; it means 
access to children who are in the custody of some other person. 
Custody is a much larger and more important thing than 
access.”

In an American case, Rice v. Frayser (1885), 24 Fed. Rcpr. 
460, there is a discussion of the meaning of the word “access” 
when used in relation, not to children, but to property in the 
possession of a trustee. Access, it is said, means liberty to 
approach and inspect the property. Possession means much 
more than access. Access implies possession in another. This 
am» is well with what was said by Mr. Justice Kay.
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ONT. I think the meaning of the clause which 1 have quoted from
s.c. this separation agreement is, that the father is entitled to access

Re m . 
an Infant.

to the child only while it is still in the mother's custody and 
control ; and I cannot say, in the absence of any stipulation in

Middleton, J. the deed, that the mother is guilty of any breach of its provi
sions by remaining in the room when the father is seeing the 
child. It is clear, 1 think, that the father has no right to have 
the child taken to his house or in any way to have it taken out 
of the mother’s custody and control, lie must be content with 
access to it while still in her custody and control.

Notwithstanding the view that I entertain of the legal rights 
of the parties, 1 repeat what 1 have said, that 1 think the mother 
would be acting more in the real interest of her child if she 
would forgo her right to be present in the room—for she must 
appreciate what a source of embarrassment her mere presence 
must be to her husband.

The husband must pay the wife’s costs of these proceedings.
Order dismiss* d.

ALTA. GIER v. VAN AALST.
Alberta Supreme Court, Harrey, fStuart ami Simmons. .1.1.

1. Brokers (fill A—f>i—< iiaiuo: of sale ok several lots—Commission
ON TOTAL SALES—DISMISSAL —A A LSI: Nil, 1. HI—( AM ILLATION 
OF AVT1IOHITY.

Where a broker is given charge of the sale separatelx of a number 
of lots ami is to receive a percentage on the net profits on the total 
sales, lie would not be subject to dismissal, after having started on 
his work until it was completed, except for cause; but if the broker 
neglects the work of selling where it was a part of the arrangement 
that he should give his personal attention to the business, the pro
perty owner may cancel iiis authority.

[Hier v. 1 an Aalut, 111 D.L.Il. 870. affirmed.]

Statement Appeal by defendant from Scott. J.
Appeal dismissed.
A. II. ('lark*, K.C., for plaintiff, respondent.
II. /*. 0. Savory, for the defendant, appellant.

Harvey, C.J. Harvey, C.J., concurred with Stpart, J.

».«.«, j. Stuart, J. :—The plaintiff in his statement of claim alleges 
that about May 1, 1909. the defendant agreed in writing to sell
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to him 24 acres out of a certain piece of land containing 40 
acres, but that the particular 24 acres were not specified. The 
purchase-price was $2,580 which the plaintiff paid, lie alleges 
further that there was an arrangement between them by which 
the whole 40 acres was to be sub-divided and that this was done 
and the plan of sub-division registered ; that it was agreed that 
the lots should be sold, that the defendant was entrusted with 
the sale and that the title to the whole remained in the defend
ant’s name ; that the defendant did sell a large number of lots 
while some remained unsold ; that the defendant has received 
large sums of money from the sales of the lots and refused to 
account. And the plaintih claims (1) an account; (2) a parti
tion of the unsold lots; (II) an injunction.

To this claim the defendant, who is the plaintiff’s son-in-law. 
pleads denying that ho agreed in writing to sell the 24 acres as 
alleged and saying that if he did. the writing did not express the 
real agreement. He says that if the $2,580 was paid as alleged 
it was to enable the defendant to purchase the whole 40 acres 
from one John Kmery for the joint benefit of the plaintiff and 
defendant as partners and that they had at all times been part
ners with respect to the said land, lie further alleges that prior 
to April 1909, there was a verbal agreement between the parties 
that the defendant should invest moneys which might be there
after provided by the plaintiff in the purchase of land in or 
near Calgary upon the terms that all the land so purchased 
should belong to the plaintiff and the defendant jointly as 
partners, and that the defendant should do all the work in con
nection with the purchase, management and resale of the lands 
so purchased and should sell and dispose of it in such manner 
and at such prices as he should see fit and that the profits should 
be divided in equal shares; that pursuant to this verbal arrange
ment, the defendant did purchase for their joint benefit the 
land referred to in the statement of claim and also certain 
land in block 2 and block 29, plan 2129-0 Calgary, as well as 
another piece of land which is not in question, lie then alleges 
that this last mentioned piece as well as the land in block 29 
has all been sold and the proceeds divided, that a portion of 
block 2 had been sold and the profits divided, that 6 lots in

ALTA

Stuart, J.
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the block had been divided without sale between the parties, 
each taking 3 lots and that other 10 lots are still unsold and 
are the joint property of the plaintiff and defendant, but that 
the title remains in the name of the plaintiff ; that the unsold 
portion of the 40 acres is also partnership property ; that the 
plaintiff has refused to recognize that the defendant has any 
interest in the unsold portion of block 2, and that he has at all 
times been willing to render a full account of his dealings with 
their properties.

The defendant by counterclaim also asks for (1) a declar
ation that the plaintiff and he are partners with respect to the 
unsold portions of the 40 acres and of block 2; (2) a dissolu- 
of the partnership; (3) a partition of the property ; (4) an ac
counting; (5) such other relief, etc.

In his reply the plaintiff denies the existence of any general 
agreement as alleged and says that each transaction was separ
ate and distinct; and the written documents represent the true 
agreement : that the land in block 2 was bought entirely for the 
plaintiff ; that the defendant was merely employed to sell the 
lots in this block ; that the plaintiff still has thirteen of the 
lots unsold in which the defendant has no interest, and that the 
defendant obtained the three lots out of block 2 by a purchase 
thereof from the plaintiff. There is also a general denial and 
a plea of the Statute of Frauds as well as of the statute of 
Alberta, eh. 27 of 1900.

The action was tried by Mr. Justice Scott, who decided 
in favour of the plaintiff holding that there had never been any 
partnership agreement between the parties but merely an agree
ment that the defendant should sell the plaintiff’s property upon 
commission upon certain terms and he directed an accounting 
upon this basis.

From this judgment the defendant appeals. I observe that 
no formal judgment was entered but I suppose this may be over
looked. It will be observed that the defendant is the registered 
owner of the unsold portion of the forty acres and so the plain
tiff sues only in regard to that; while the plaintiff is the regis
tered owner of the unsold portions of block 2, so therefore the 
defendant sues by counterclaim in regard to that. The defend-
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ant made no attempt al the trial to substantiate his allegation of ALTA.
an agreement for a general partnership, it was spec ideally s. c.
admitted by counsel for the defendant upon the argument of (;n ^
the appeal that each transaction stood by itself although the p. 
.... ... .1 Vax Aai.stdealings in respect to one transaction might throw light upon ___

the real nature of another. It appears that the first transaction Btulrt J'
related to block 2.

I think it advisable to state precisely what the two parties 
testified in their evidence in order to see how far apart they are 
in their relation of the facts. As this land is involved in the 
counterclaim. 1 give the defendant’s story first, lie said that 
in the fall of 1908, while he was in partnership with one Duck
worth in the real estate business under the name of the Inter
national Colonization Co., he had suggested to the plaintiff the 
advisability of buying some South African scrip, that the plain
tiff had given him a note for $1,500 which was at first intended 
to be discounted for this purpose, that afterwards they changed 
their minds, that on his suggestion the plaintiff bought this 
block 2, making the first payment with the proceeds of the note, 
that he made arrangements with Gier as to the sale, that he 
(defendant) was to sell it and they were to divide the net profits 
evenly ; that he (defendant) was to fix the prices and should 
also determine when the lots should be sold and the conditions, 
that Gier was not to have any say whatever “whether or when 
he was to sell the lots or how, ” that he spent a good deal of 
time trying to increase the value of the lots by getting a fire- 
hall located on two of them and some stores on others.

With respect to the 10 lots remaining unsold in the block, 
the following statements from the defendant’s evidence arc very 
material in my view of the case. He said,
since September, 1908, 1 could have sold them (i.e., the 10 lots) I do not 
know how many times. I have refused to sell those lots on different occa 
sions. People knew in fact that I refused to sell those lots. I have had 
lots of people bothering me to buy these lots at different times . . .
I thought they would be worth more.

He stated also on cross-examination that the International 
Colonization Co. had got a commission from the vendor on the 
sale to Gier of block 2, that there never was any agreement in 
writing shewing that he had any interest in it. And again he
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said lie eould have Hold all the lots, but that he used his judg 
ment in selling what he thought good to sell and what he thought 
was good to hold.

The plaintiffs account of the transaction is as follows :—He 
says that he had not see i the block before he bought it. that the 
defendant suggested to him the buying of it instead of the scrip 
previously spoken of. that he had left a note for $1.500 with the 
defendant to make the first payment with, that the block was 
purchased from one Mitchell, through the defendant and on the 
defendant s advice, that he was guided by the defendant's assur
ance that a good profit could be made, that the arrangement was 
that the defendant was to resell the lots at such time as he 
thought advisable and at such prices and terms as he thought 
advisable. The plaintiff assented to the following statement of 
the position as put to him on his examination for discovery : 
"Mr. Van A a 1st negotiated the purchase, you providing tin- 
money ; he was given full management of the sale of the lots 
both with regard to the time of selling and the price and terms of 
sale, and you were to get back your money out of the sale and 
one-half of the net profits was to be yours and he was to get 
the other half of the net profits.”

Now, it is difficult for me to see wherein there is anything 
conflicting in the testimony of tin- defendant and the plaintiff. 
The real question is what interpretation is the Court to put 
upon such an agreement.

It seems to me that the tempt to turn such an arrangement 
into a partnership is f Surely we know enough of the
methods of real estate 11 am not reflecting on them at all in 
the present instance) to discern what the defendant was about. 
He admitted he had no money of his own of any account and that 
he could not buy block 2 himself. But he had it listed for sale 
as agent for Mitchell. lie was anxious to make money and if 
he could make a sale he would at least get a commission from 
Mitchell. To whom, he wondered, eould he sell? He bethought 
him of his own father-in-law who had money and could raise 
it and so he went to him. He saw, as every real estate agent 
sees, that he might not only get a commission on the sale, but 
as speculation was rife, also get the purchaser to leave it still
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in his hands for sale and so get another one. 11" the purchaser 
happened to lx* his father-in-law. no doulit In* would he able to 
make excellent arrangements. The father-in-law would he glad 
to help his daughter in such a way. so he got his father-in-law 
to bu.v it. But in selling on behalf of Mitchell to his father-in- 
law. lie got a commission from Mitchell and was Mitchell's agent, 
or at least, his firm was. I therefore place no value on the con
tention that the defendant’s trouble or work **in negotiating 
the purchase” was in some way part of partnership work. There 
was no trouble in negotiating the purchase when flier had put 
up the money for the price asked and Mitchell was willing to 
give him a commission for selling on his behalf. In my opin
ion nothing happened here in any essential different from what 
happens often when a real estate agent having made a sale 
secures a re-listing from a purchaser, (lier had bought the 
property outright in his own name with his own money. While 
this was being arranged and. if you like, as an inducement to 
lead (lier into making the purchase on which he was getting a 
commission from Mitchell. Van A a 1st said.
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you can leave it to me to resell it. I shall look after it all. leave it to me 
to fix the prices. I am in the business, I know best what to do and how 
and when to sell. You will he relieved from all trouble and yet half 
the profits and I. for my trouble, will take the other half a> my reward.

lie agreed to this naturally enough because the man was his 
son-in-law. but for my part. I cannot view it in any other light 
than employment by (lier of Van An 1st as his agent to sell, an 
employment indeed in which the agent was given unusual dis
cretion and authority as well as unusual remuneration for an 
evident reason, but nothing more than that. One might just as 
well say that when a person is induced by an agent to purchase 
property in respect of which the agent is getting a commis
sion from the vendor and while the deal is being arranged it is 
also arranged that the purchaser will leave the property with 
the agent for re-sale and the agent is to get 5 per cent, or 10 per 
cent, of the selling price as his reward, there is then a partner
ship created. What difference can it make that the reward is 
to be measured as 50 per cent, of the profit instead of 10 per 
cent, of the selling price? I cannot see that it makes any differ
ence at all!
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ALTA. With regard to the division of the 6 lots, I think there was a
s. c. perfectly reasonable explanation of this. The defendant said 
riFI{ that he approached Gier on the subject suggesting that these

i«. G lots should be held and not sold at present and that they were
- good lots to build on and he suggested that Gier should take 3 

stuart. j. ,md ]lv 3f paying to Gier what the latter 3 had cost. He
agreed to this and they “drew lots’* for the lots. Now, I cannot 
see any reason why the parties should not make a special bargain 
of that kind for a special reason without in any way giving 
an interpretation of their original agreement. The proposition 
was that the G lots would be withdrawn from the sale, if that 
was done, of course, the defendant’s one-half of the profits 
would be lost to him. As a substituted arrangement therefore, 
the defendant took 3 of the lots at the cost price and the other 
3 were not. perhaps, then, subject to sale by him, but it docs 
not seem to me that the very fine distinction or differences as to 
the position of the parties in regard to the 3 lots which Gier was 
allotted can affect the real meaning of the written agreement. 
I am of opinion therefore that there was no partnership with 
regard to block 2.

It follows that in counterclaiming in regard to it. the defend
ant is bringing an action in regard to a verbal agreement which 
is within the meaning of ch. 27 of the statutes of l!)0fi. It is 
possible however that there may be such a thing as part per
formance taking a case out of that statute as well as out of 
the Statute of Frauds of which it is an extension, but we do not 
need to concern ourselves with that question because the plain
tiff, as we were given to understand, on the argument, is quite 
willing that the defendant should have all that in my opinion 
he would be able to get even if there were no statute. Indeed 
he has already got it in so far as the lots sold arc concerned. 
The defendant has already in his hands the one-half of the 
profits reckoned on the basis of the cost per lot. The plaintiff 
is willing that he should retain this. The only difficulty arises 
when we consider the defendant’s position in regard to the 
unsold lots. They arc not partnership property. But leaving 
the statute out of view, there can be no doubt that the meaning 
of the agreement and the intention of the parties was that all
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the lots should be sold and that it was the one-half of the net 
profits on the * thing that the defendant was to get. Now, 
it might be that the profits on the first sale would be very small 
and, if the markets were rising, the defendant might expert to 
reap his chief reward from the later sales. He might have to 
take, for instance, a great deal more trouble in proportion to 
the advantage gained on the earlier sales than on the later ones, 
lie would be entitled to have the whole thing treated as a single 
transaction and to say “wait till the end, till all is sold, and 
then we shall see what my share is.” For this reason it is 
clear that the defendant having started on his work could not, 
unless for some special reason be dismissed from it by the 

until it was completed. But I think the trial Judge 
was right in his view that in the circumstances the plaintiff was 
entitled to treat the arrangement as at an end. It will be 
remembered that the defendant admits that lie could have sold 
the lots many a time if he had wanted to. The plaintiff having 
left the matter in his hands could not have complained very 
much, although 1 suppose he still had some power to object. But 
aside from that it appeared that the defendant did not continue 
to give his personal attention to the business. Some time in 
1911 he went off to Victoria and with the exception of three 
months in 1912 did not return to Calgary until July. 1913. 
He said that his r was looking after the business for
him. The last sale of lots in block 2 was in November, 1910. 
The brother was by no means as much interested in the matter 
as the defendant, because he only got 10'* of what the defend
ant was to give him. In my opinion the plaintiff had a right to 
expect closer personal to the matter by his agent than
that. He no doubt had confidence in his son-in-law, but he was 
not bound to depend on the services of that son-in-law’s brother, 
who was under a subordinate hiring at a much less remuner
ation. In my opinion either the defendant must be treated as 
having abandoned his work or the plaintiff had a right, even if 
he had not intentionally abandoned it. to determine the employ
ment when it was being thus neglected.

I, therefore, think the dismissal of the defendant’s counter
claim as far as it seeks a declaration that the defendant has now'
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any interest in the rt 10 lots of block 2 was quite
proper.

Then with regard to the 40 acres, there was here a somewhat 
different situation. The defendant himself bought this land 
from one John Emery for $4,300. He said that before doing so 
he had discussed the matter with the plaintiff and it is evident 
from his evidence that it was only because of his success of get
ting his father-in-law to take an interest that he was able to buy 
it at all. (lier paid him $2,580, that is three-fifths of the pur
chase-price and although the agreement spoke of 24 acres as 
being sold to Gier, it is admitted that this must be treated merely 
as a purchase of a three-fifths undivided interest, because the 
particular interest was never specified. The land was all sub
divided by an agreement and Gier paid three-fifths of the cost. 
It was agreed that the defendant should sell the property off in 
lots and that he should get one-half the net profits on the sale 
of (tier’s three-fifth interest. I am unable to see how there can 
be any different result in regard to this transaction from that 
arrived at in regard to block 2.

The defendant was a real estate agent, he was in partnership 
with, first. Duckworth as the International Colonization Co. and 
then with his brother as the Canada West Colonization Co. It 
was his business to sell real estate on commission. Like all 
real estate agents he was glad to do some buying and selling on 
his own account and get the profits himself. But to handle this 
particular 40 acres he needed assistance. Again he turned to 
his father-in-law and got him to take a three-fifth interest, and 
being in the real estate business he, of course, arranged that they 
should not partition the property, but that he should sell it out 
in lots leaving the final distribution of interest until it was all 
sold, but that for selling the three-fifths interest he should get 
one-half the profits thereon. He afterwards endorsed on one 
of the accounts for the information of auditors the following 
memorandum :—

Kt* 40 acres X.W. 1-4 see. 10, township 24, range 1, west of the 4th 
suhl Vi William (tier twenty four acres for $2.580.00 surveyed in lots, 
forty acres equal to 372 lots. William flier's share three fifths of 372 
lots equals 223 lots.

Wm. flier’s share to he sold hv A. Van Aalst. commission half of the net
profits.

^435
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I think the proper convlusion in regard to this transaction 
was made by the learned trial Judge. If the reward had been 
stated as ten per cent, of the selling price no one would have 
suggested a partnership. I cannot see why the nature of the 
transaction should be changed because (lier was willing. I think, 
for an obvious reason, to make his reward f>0' # of the net profit. 
The defendant tried to make out that the above memorandum 
did not properly represent the bargain, but it most certainly 
does in essence unless it be with regard to the word “commis
sion." I can see no great magic in that word one way or the 
other, but it is certainly of some weight that the defendant thus 
expresses himself when deliberately writing down what the 
bargain was. This being so, the remarks already made with 
regard to the balance of the unsold lots in block 2 are applicable 
in regard to the unsold portion of the plaintiff’s three-fifths 
undivided share in the forty acres.

The question raised at the trial in regard to the admissibility 
of his wife’s evidence against the defendant does not appear 
to be material. The learned trial Judge did indeed refer in his 
judgment to what she said, but there is ample evidence to sup
port his conclusion without reference to her statement. Indeed 
the conclusions I draw are inferences from quite undisputed 
facts rather than decisions upon conflicting testimony. In the 
result. I think the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

There was no formal judgment ever drawn up and it will 
still be necessary to settle the exact form of the judgment. 
This. 1 think, should be referred to the learned trial Judge, 
in as much as we are not modifying what he said in any way. 
1 observe that he reserved the question of the costs of the trial. 
That question should, I think, be still left to him to be dis
posed of.

ALTA.
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MAN. MALLORY v. WINNIPEG JOINT TERMINALS.

C. A. Miiniluhd Court of Appeal, Howell, C.J.M.. liiehards, Perdue, Canuron, 
and l/iiggart, JJ.A. June 7, 1915.

1. Railways (§ 11 D2—35)—Operation of — Nkolioenck — I'xvovered
SWITCH RODS.

Iii the absence of any regulation by statutory authority requiring a 
railway company to cover the switch rods of a hand switch on the 
railway, it is not open to a jury to find that the failure to do so con
stitutes negligence.

[Znrelt v. i\ P. HAY. Co.. >3 O.L.R. 01)2. referred to.]

Statement Appeal from a judgment of Prendergast, ,1.
Me Murray and Davidson for plaintiff, respondent.
0. II. Clarke, K.C. for defendant, appellant.

Howell. C.J.M. Howell, C’.J.M.:—If the verdict in this case is permitted to 
stand this Court thereby declares that where the ordinary switch 
roils universally used in Canada and the United States are not 
covered a jury may infer negligence against a railway company.

There was no evidence given in this case shewing the position 
or condition of the switch rods, the alleged cause of the accident, 
and no evidence that they were out of order or out of the ordinary, 
so I shall assume that these were the ordinary rods in ordinary 
use. I shall assume that their position, construction and condition 
is common knowledge to all. There are two rods (ordinarily flat 
bars of iron) crossing the track holding in, place the two movable 
split rails, one fastened to the beginning of each split rail, con
nected under the adjoining rail to the switch lever, the other about 
four feet further in, merely connecting and steadying the two 
rails. The rods are fastened to the bottom flange of the rails, and 
so adjusted and placed that they are between ties and that the 
top of the rods are about on a level with the to)) of the ties. Neces
sarily there must be a small unfilled space between the rods and 
the ballast, and the ballast at these points cannot come quite up 
to the top of the ties. These switches are to be found at almost 
all places on a line of railway ; in large yards there are hundreds 
of them. At each switch a rail starts diagonally to cross the line, 
and a man walking away from the switch on either line must 
cross a rail running diagonally across the track.

The two rails are each moved at the split end about six inches, 
and, therefore, to cover these rods at best an open space of about 
six inches must be left on each side, which might be a dangerous 
trap.
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The plaintiff by his evidence crossed the ? " rods, and 
when he fell he must have been at a point where one of these rails 
was beginning to obstruct the level walking on the track.

If not covering switch rods may he held to be negligence, the 
non-protecting of the crossing rail might et be evidence of 
negligence.

The law requires the railway company to protect the frogs so 
near the switches, but the Railway Commission have made no 
order or rule as to the covering of switch rods, and their construc
tion, condition and operation must be well known to each member 
of the Hoard. The switch rods in question, 1 assume, are of the 
form and in the condition ordinarily u <1 on all railways on this 
continent, and 1 cannot think that upon these facts the jury could 
find that the exposed condition of the rods was negligence by the 
defendants.

The terrible injury suffered by the plaintiff tends to warp one’s 
judgment, and I regret to hold that he cannot recover.

The appeal is allowed. The judgment in favour of the plaintiff 
is set aside and entered for the defendant-

Richards, J.A., dissented.

Perih'E, J.A.:—This action is brought by the plaintiff, a 
switchman, to recover damages for injuries sustained by him 
while performing his duties. The action is brought both at com
mon law and under the statute. It is alleged that the defendants 
maintain and operate a railway in the city of Winnipeg, being tin- 
railway terminals, premises and facilities used jointly in that city 
by the Canadian Northern Railway Company and the Grand 
Trunk Pacific Railway Company. Probably the “Terminals 
Hoard” referred to in (> & 7 Kdw. VII., eh. 52, is what is meant. 
No objection, however, has been taken to the form in which the 
responsible parties have been sued, whoever these parties may be, 
and a defence has been entered for them under the above name.

The plaintiff, while engaged in switching operations in the 
yards of the Winnipeg Joint Terminals on July 7. 1013. at about 
five o’clock in the morning, sustained the injuries in respect of 
which the action is brought. There was clear daylight at the 
time. A flying switch had been made, the plaintiff had cut off two 
cars, and these had moved to the line where they were to remain. 
The plaintiff then set the switch so that other cars might be

2»—22 D.L.R.
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MAN pushed to another track. The cars which were to be switched 
C. A. formed the rear end of the train, and this end had been stopped 

. within three or four feet of the switch at which the plaintiff was
M A 1,1,010

r. standing. After he had set the switch lie noticed that the knuckle 
" Joint**' (,°l*l>l<‘r 0,1 the end of the car nearest to him was not open.

Terminals He then stepped across the track and took hold of the lever, there 
Perdue, j.a. being a lever on that side only, and tried to open the coupler. In 

so doing he was performing part of his duties. The lever did not 
work: and then he took the knuckle in one hand and shook it 
while he held the lever with the other hand. He states that while 
doing this he held the knuckle with his left hand and the lever 
with his right, his back being turned to the car. While the plaintiff 
was so engaged, Lait, the foreman of the switching crew, saw 
that the switch had been set and gave the engineer the signal to 
push the cars past the switch. The car at which the plaintiff was 
working was then pushed forward upon him. His account of what 
then happened is as follows:—

A. When it knocked me in amongst the switch rods, I had difficulty 
with my feet. I couldn’t get any footing there at all. hut I was enabled to 
keep on my feet by hanging on to the lever, and on to the knuckle, and as 
soon as 1 caught my feet sufficiently. I sprang away from the ear, and as I 
sprang 1 tripped, or stumbled, and 1 suppose I went "> or 0 paces alright, 
and I fell when 1 was off my balance. (J. What do you say put you off 
your balance? A. Why, 1 stumbled, or tripped, over something, and 1 
couldn't get my balance again. Q. What do you say you stumbled, or 
tripped over? A. Well. 1 don't know whether it was the switch rods, or 
loose stone, or what it was. (J. And then what did you do? A. I fell on 
mv face, and turned over on my back, and I hadn't time to make a turn or 
get out, before the car was upon me.

Now, it is clear from the evidence of the plaintiff and of other 
witnesses that the end of the car was within three or four feet of 
the switch rods while the plaintiff was working at it and before 
it moved. The first step lie took would therefore bring him to the 
switch rods. Even if lie stumbled on these» in the first instance, 
he hung to the lever and the knuckle, and, as he says, when he 
caught his feet sufficiently he sprang away from the car. It seems 
clear to me that all this—the tripping on the switch rods, the 
keeping on his feet by hanging to the lever and the knuckle, re
gaining his feet, springing away from the car and as he sprang 
stumbling or tripping again—could not have taken place within 
the three or four feet between the car and the switch rods, while the 
car was moving forward. It appears from his own account that
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after getting free of the switch rods he stumbled again over some
thing, went five or six paces all right, and then fell. In cross- 
examination he stated that his heels struck the air-hose as he 
sprang away from the car. The air-hose was hanging six or seven 
inches from the ground. He then again states, “I wouldn’t say 
what I tripped on."

Switchman Hart, who was employed on the Winnipeg Joint 
Terminals, saw the accident from a distance of about twenty-five 
feet. He says the plaintiff when he first tried to open the coupler 
stood facing the car and holding the lever with his left hand; that 
he turned round and caught the lever with his right hand, while 
lie shook the knuckle with his left hand; that after the car started 
to move he tried twice to lift the lever. In his opinion, the plain
tiff stumbled over the rail. The plan shews that a rail belonging 
to another track runs at this point diagonally between the rails 
of the line the plaintiff was on. This same witness states that the 
plaintiff walked backwards two or three steps before he turned 
around with his back to the car, and that he then ran with the 
car three or four steps.

The following questions were put to the jury and answers 
given as appears;—

1. Q. Was Lait, the foreman, negligent in causing the train to back, 
as he did? A. No. (a) (j. And. was that the cause of the accident? A. 
Yes. ty Did the plaintiff trip or stumble on the switch rods? A. Yes. 
3. (y Was Mallory guilty of negligence? A. No. (2i ty And in what 
was lie negligent? A. Nothing. 4. Q. If Mallory was guilty of negligence, 
could the defendants (notwithstanding the same) have still avoided the 
accident, by the use of reasonable care? A. Yes. (a) Q. And if so, how? 
A. By properly covering the switch rods. 5. Q. If you find i in answer to a 
question above' that Mallory tripped on the switch rods, then, (a) Was 
the tripping the cause, or one of the causes of the accident ? A. Yes. d> 
Q. 1 ‘ould lie have saved himself, but for the so being tripped by the switch 
rods? A. Yes. ic) ty Was the tripping due to the exposed condition of 
the switch rods? A. Yes. (d) Q. Did the exposed condition of the switch 
rods constitute the negligence on the part of the defendants? A. Yes. 
6. (y As to the amount of damages, if you award such: they can exceed 
three id) years' hack wages, only, if you answer “yes" to ‘2. to (h), to 
(e) ami to id), of above question 5? A. Amount of damages $10,000.

The natural interpretation to put upon these answers is, that 
although the backing of the train was the cause of the accident, 
the foreman was not negligent in causing it to back; that the 
plaintiff tripped on the switch rods; that the tripping was the 
cause of the accident: that the plaintiff was not negligent : that
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the exposed condition of the switch rods constituted the negligence 
which caused the plaintiff to trip and so occasioned the accident

I have grave doubts whether the evidence was sufficient to 
enable the jury to find that the cause of the plaintiff's fall was the 
switch rods. According to his own statement he was able to 
keep on his feet after getting clear of the switch rods, to take 
several steps, and then spring away from the car. It was as he 
sprang away from the car that he > on something—he
admits he does not know what—and fell in front of the car. It 
would appear to me as if the final stumble and fall were not caused 
by the switch rods.

Independently, however, of the findings as to the cause of the 
accident, was it open to the jury to find that leaving the switch 
rods uncovered was negligence on the part of the defendants? 
The evidence shews that, except where an interlocking plant is in 
operation, the universal practice on Canadian railways is not to 
cover the switch rods. But where an interlocking system is used 
a covering is adopted to protect the mechanism, which is more 
delicate than that of the ordinary switch. The suggestions made 
as to how the hand switch in common use could be covered are 
not convincing. One witness says he saw the switch rods in one 
instance covered with gravel. The general use of such a protec
tion would, it is safe to say, cause many more accidents than the 
omission to use any covering at all. It is not shewn that a cover
ing of wood or metal would be feasible or would afford protection 
to anyone walking across or between the tracks. One might 
i ’ over the box containing the switch rods as easily as over 
the exposed rods. But it seems to me that the question is one 
to be dealt with by Parliament or by the Railway Board. The 
prevention of accidents to men operating or passing by switches 
was considered by the framers of the Railway Act when provision 
was made for packing the fixed rails at switches (see. 2S8). The 
Railway Board has also power to make regulations respecting the 

s, devices, structures and works to be used on a railway 
for the protection of the < ' yees of the company (sees. 30 and

It was admitted that no regulation had been made either 
by the Board or by statute providing for the covering of switches.

In Grand Trunk- Ry. Co. v. McKay, 34 S.C.R. 81. Mr. Justice 
Davies, speaking for the majority of the Court, gave (at p. °7)
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the following view of the law upon a similar question arising MAN. 
under the Railway Act:— c. A.

“In my opinion Parliament has by the 187th seetion of the \fAi iorv 

Railway Act vested in the Railway Committee of the Privy »•. 
Council the exclusive power and duty of determining the character ".for!'7'

and extent of the protection which should be given to the public Tkkminais. 
at places where the railway track crosses a highway at rail level. Pvrdue. j.a.
. . . I cannot think that these powers, so full, so complete
and so capable of being made effective, can, if exercised, be subject 
to review either as to their adequacy or otherwise by a jury, nor 
do I think that the failure to invoke the exercise of the powers is 
of itself sufficient to take the matter away from the jurisdiction to 
which Parliament has committed it and vest it in a jury."

1 would also refer to Zuvclt v. V.P.H.W. Co., 23 O.L.R.002, 
in which doubt was expressed as to whether the sufficiency of 
a headlight was a proper question for a jury fpp. (>()(> and till)).

The question as to whether all switch rods should be covered 
for the protection of railway employees is one of very great im
portance. The form of the protection to be adopted, if protection 
is to be made obligatory, would necessitate the assistance ami 
advice of experts and the most careful consideration by the Legis
lature or body possessing the power to compel the adoption of the 
device. Should it be left to a jury to sav that defendants were 
negligent because they adopted the course followed by even- 
railway company in Canada, and left the switch rods uncovered?
It appears to me that the matter is essentially one to be dealt 
with by Parliament or the Railway Board, so that the device to 
be adopted will be put in general use by all railways, and it will 
not be left to the conjecture of a jury to pronounce upon the 
necessity for, or the sufficiency of, the protection in each case.

In regard to the general duties of masters to take precautions 
for the safety of their servants, I would quote the following 
passage from Bevan on Negligence, 3rd ed., p. til l:—

The obligations of the master with regard to the use of machinery and 
appliances are so forcibly set out in an American ease (Tilus v. liruilfnrd 
Ry. ('<>., 136 Pa. St. 618) that they may very profitably be inserted here.
The master, it is said, performs his duty when he furnishes machinery “of 
ordinary character and reasonable safety, ami the former is the test of the 
latter: for in regard to the style of implement or nature of the mode of 
performance of any work ‘reasonably safe' means safe according to the 
usages, habits, and ordinary risks of the business. Absolute safety is un-
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attainable, ami employers are not insurers. They are liable for tin- con
sequences, not of danger, but of negligence; and the unbending test of 
negligence in methods, machinery and appliances is the ordinary usage of 
the business. No man is held by law to a higher degree of skill than the 
average of his profession or trade, and the standard of due care is the con
duct of the average prudent man. The test of negligence in employers is 
the same, and however strongly they may be convinced that there is a 
better or less dangerous way, no jury can be permitted to say that the 
usual and ordinary way commonly adopted by those in the same business 
is a negligent way, for which liability shall be imposed. Juries must neces
sarily determine the responsibility of individual conduct, but they cannot 
be allowed to set up a standard which shall, in effect, dictate the customs 
or control the business of the community.”

The conclusion at which I have arrived is that the jury were 
not justified in finding that the defendants were negligent in not 
covering the switch rods. This being the only negligence found 
by the jury, the plaintiff cannot recover at common law. Their 
finding that Lait, the foreman, was not negligent in causing the 
train to back up at the time the injury was caused, prevents the 
plaintiff from recovering under the Employers' Liability Act.

It is only natural to feel the deepest sympathy for the plaintiff, 
who has suffered most severe and painful injuries and has been 
maimed and largely disabled for life. I would express my regret 
that he did not take advantage of the Workmen’s Compensation 
Ad, under which he might have recovered a certain, even if in
adequate, compensation, rather than stake everything on the 
chance of recovering a larger sum in an action of negligence 
against his employers.

I think the appeal should be allowed, the judgment for the 
plaintiff set aside, and a judgment entered for the defendants.

H ago art, .1. A:- 1 agree with the conclusion arrived at by Mr. 
Justice Cameron.

To my mind there is not sufficient evidence to warrant the 
jury in drawing the inference that the exposed condition of tin- 
switch rods constituted negligence on the part of the defendants 
and that it was the duty of the defendants to cover these switch 
rods. The weight of evidence is that in this country switches arc- 
const ructed and maintained by railways generally as was tin- 
switch in question. There was no breach of,any statutory obliga
tion, because the Railway Act is silent as to the manner in which 
switch rods should be constructed and tin- Railway Coinmissio i
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never made any order or rule. To cover these rods with gravel 
as suggested would, in my opinion, render the truck more danger
ous, and to cover them with iron plate or sheeting might impose 
an unreasonable burden on the railways. The covering of switch 
rods in this country is confined to the block systems, where the 
delicate mechanism requires protection. The defendants adopted 
the usual and ordinary method employed by other railway-.

I do not think there is sufficient evidence that the tripping was 
caused by these rods. The plaintiff's application for employment 
as a yardman with the defendants contains one of the rules of the 
company with tin- requirements of which the plaintiff agreed over 
his signature to comply, in which “going between cars while the 
same are in motion and similar imprudent actions are strictlv 
prohibited."

The above finding of the jury is necessary to support the 
verdict for the plaintiff, and if the jury should not have made it 
then the case can only be disposed of by allowing the appeal.

Tin* verdict for the plaintiff should be set aside and a verdict 
entered for the defendants.

. 1 ppml allowed.
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J. I. CASE THRESHING MACHINE CO. v. DESMOND ALTA.

Alberta Suprenu Court, Senti, Stuart, Hi rZ. a ml Si in mans, ,1.1. ~

1. Bills and notes 1 A Promissory noth -What conkthttek
"Th ItESII 1N ( i M1 : M< IRA N1) V M. ”

A promise to pay subjoined to a "threshing memorandum" acknow
ledging the quantity ami price of threshing certain grain, may con
stitute the document a promissory note and therefore transferable 
by endorsement all hough the payee* is not indicated therein by name, 
if the document shows with reasonable certainty that the payee* is the* 
contractor for the threshing who hud acquircel a lien under the 
Threshers Lien Act, Alta.

Appeal from a District Court. Statement.

I. H. Howatt for the plaintiffs, respondents.
,/. N. Scrinujeour for the defendant, appellant.

Scott, J., concurred with Heck, J. H-,.,.

Heck, J.:—The» sole question for decision in this appeal—one 
from Mis Honour Judge Crawford—is whether the instrument, 
of which the following is a copy, is a promissory note:
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ALTA. THRESHING MEMOKAXDVM.

<<'.
Grain.

No. of bushels 
threshed. bushel.

.T. I. Wheat 3922 10 $392.20
Oats 190 89

Turn shim; Barley 44 32Machine
Co.

Desmond.

Max

$027 41 
120 29

•507 12
I hereby acknowledge having received a copy of the above account

which I accept as correct, and agree to pay in-----------days from date, and
if not paid on that date I agree to pay interest at the rate of 10 |H-r cent, 
per annum on the same from that date.

I also acknowledge having received notice of retention of above men
tioned grain under the Thresher's Lien until payment of this account in full.

(Sgd. ) James Desmond.
(Endorsed) “Julius Hass” and Htani|>ed on the back, “Oct. "JO, 1912," 

(apparently the date on which the Instrument was acquired by the Hank, 
as endorsee; and to whom the amount of it was ultimately paid by the

The Bills of Exchange Act (H.S.C., ch. 119) says :—
170. A promissory note is an unconditional promise in writing made by 

one person to another, signed by the maker engaging to pay, on demand or 
at a fixed or determinable future time, a sum certain in money, to. or to the 
order of, a s/tccified /srson, or to bearer.

Section 17, defining a bill of exchange, also uses the words 
‘‘a specified person or to hearer."

Sub-section 4 of see. 21 says: “The payee must be named 
or otherwise indicated therein with reasonable certainty."

By virtue of sec. 186, the provisions of sec. 21 apply to a promis
sory note as well as to a bill of exchange. The result is that in 
either case, if the bill or note is not " to bearer the payee
must either be named or “otherwise indicated with reasonable 
certainty."

In (ireen v. Danes (1825), 4 B. ('. 235, a paper in this form— 
“December 1814. Received of W. I). Boaz £100 which 1 promise 
to pay on demand with lawful interest," was held to be a note; 
Bayley.saving: “As to the first point "—(that it was not a note 
because no payee was named)—“of that there can be no doubt ; 
no particular form of words is necessary to constitute a note; 
and Chadwick v. Allen (2 Stra. 706) is in point to shew that it is 
not necessary to name the payee more explicitly than this note
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docs; the substance of the note there was. ‘ £15 5 balance due ALTA-
to Sir Andrew Chadwick, I am still indebted and do promise to s.r. 
pay.’ Whom he was to pay was not in terms stated, but as no r | 
other payee was named, who but Sir A. Chadwick could be the ‘ am 
object of his promise? So here, as the money was received from 'mv nm' 
Boaz, he alone could be the person to whom the money was to be ( " 
paid back. Pkhmoni».

A promise to pay “to the trustees acting under the will of the r
late W was held to be a promissory note: Mcyyinson v. Harper 
(18:14). 2 C. A: M. 322.

A paper in this form : “I.O.V. £8.1 to be paid May not 
addressed to anyone, was held to be a promissory note: Waithman 
v. Elxic (1843). 1 C. & K. 35.

Daniel on Negotiable Instruments, 5th ed.. s. 102, after citing 
the above decisions, says:—

But as t hero is no certainty about the payee on the fan of the /hi per. and 
nothing from which he can lw ascertained (i.e., on the face of the paper) such 
a paper could not consistently with accepted principles he held negotiahU 
And adds:—

Pothier puts a case quite similar. “If.’’ he says, “the drawer should 
omit the name of the payee, but should draw the bill in that form: Pay a 
thousand livres at sight, value received of A. It.." it appears to me reasonable 
to presume that the drawer intended that the bill should be payable to 
the person from whom the value had beep,received as no other person is 
named to whom it ought to be paid.” He adds, however, that he has 
learned from an experienced merchant that bankers would make a difficulty 
as to paying such a bill.

It was formerly held in England (contra in Scotland) that a 
bill or note payable to a specified person without more was not 
negotiable. The Bills of Exchange Act (H.S.C. 1900, eh. 110) 
changed the law in this respect by sec. 22, which enacts:—

A bill is payable to order which is expressed to he so payable, or which 
is expressed to be payable to a particular person, and does not contain 
words prohibiting transfer or indicating an intention that it should not In
transférable.

In view of the foregoing. I am of opinion that the paper in 
question is a promissory note, for the reason to answer the only 
important objection—that the payee is indicated with reasonable 
certainty as being the person who threshed the maker’s grain, 
this being unquestionably plain from the words of the paper, 
especially the portion which “Mains” a lien under the Thresher- 
Lien Act—the thresher being the only person who could “retain” 
a lien under that Act.
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1 think, also, that the note was negotiable in view of the 
statutory provision which I have quoted. In the result 1 am 
of opinion that the appeal should Ik* allowed with costs and tin* 
judgment in favour of the plaintiffs he set aside and judgment be 
entered dismissing the plaintiffs’ action with costs.

St vaut, .)., for reasons given in writing, although unable to 
conclude that the document is a promissory note, agrees that the 
appeal should he allowed, but without costs, the judgment below 
set aside, and the action dismissed but without costs.

Simmons. .)., concurred with Hkck, .1.
A /t/icul allowed.

ONT Re MASONIC TEMPLE CO. AND CITY OF TORONTO.
g Ontario Kupmin Court. M iilillcton, •/. March ga. It» 1.”».

I. I’lll.lll MIS I g I A 7 1 Ml M< ll'AI. KKlil I. vilos— III II IMM. I'lll Mils 
Statviohy iu ii.him. i.ixk—Fbont sues.

Tin- steps ns ii menu* uf access to the fimit of n Imilding xtcinling 
out iu'I'osh tlic p ri-sc r il ici I luiililiiig line Iml the Imihliiig It -elf li iug 
within the prescrila-il line, is not within the prohihition <>f a iiiuiiii-ipil 
h\ law. ailthoiizoil liy we. MM*, still-scc. |0. of the Mllllieipal Act. 
Ü.S.O. 101 I. eh. l!tg. pi'ohihiting the placing of a huihling mi a n -i 
ileiitial street nearer to the street line than a certain prescriheil «Ii- 
tance, as to (lisentith* one to a huihling permit.

| I’nihli laiton Corpora I inn v. 11 lurnrii (Inn rat. | ItMMi | A.t I. *peei 
ally referred to. |

Statement. Motion by the company for a mandatory order requiring the 
city corporation to issue a permit for the erection of a huihl
ing by the company upon land abutting on a city street. 

il. F. Sht/tlcy, l\.( '., and T. lie id, for the applicants.
Irviny S. Fairly, for the city corporation, the respondents.

Middleton.j. Miiuh.kton. •!.: The only ground alleged for the re
fusal to issue the permit is that the building is said to 
he closer to the street line than is permitted by a by-law of the 
city passed under see. 400, sub-see. 10. of the Municipal Act, 
K.S.O. 1914, ch. 192, authorising tin- municipality to pass a by
law ** prescribing the distance from the line of the street in front 
at which no building on a residential street may be erected 
or placed.”

The building in question, save as to the front steps, is well 
inside the prescribed line. In front of it. and as a means of ue-
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<*vns to the front door, it is proposed to construct steps which 
extend some distance from the front wall of the building and 
across the defined line. These steps, at their highest point, arc 
four feet six inches above the ground level.

I have come to the conclusion that the construction of these 
steps is not the erection or placing of a building, within the by
law and the statute. In each ease it is a question of fact whether 
what is done is within the prohibition of the statute.

Much light is thrown upon the situation by the decision in 
Hoya \. Paddington Jiorough Council, 11 !KKt| 1 < h. lltit. 1!MK! | 
2 Ch. r»f>(>, and, sub nom. Paddington Corgorat ion v. Altornty 
(a m nil, [ llHMi J A.C. I. There, under the Met ropolitan Open 
Spaces Acts, a disused burial ground was directed to be kept 
ill an open condition, free from buildings. Royce erected build
ings on abutting land, with windows overlooking the space. The 
local authority erected a hoarding so as to obstruct the access 
of light to his windows and prevent him from getting a prescrip
tive right over the open space. Boyce thereupon, in his zeal 
to assert the rights of the public, sought an injunction to re
strain the erection of this hoarding as being a building within 
the prohibition. Buckley. .1.. before whom the matter first 
came, declared that this hoarding was not a building within 
the meaning of the Act, although a hoarding had been held to 
be a building within certain other statutes, and within certain 
covenants and restrictions. The Court of Appeal took the op
posite view ; but, on appeal being taken to the Lords, the prin
ciple suggested by Buckley, .1., was adopted Lord llalsbury 
stating ( pp. !$ and 4) : “The subject-matter to be dealt with has 
to be looked at in order to see what the word ‘building’ means in 
relation to that particular subject-matter. It is impossible to 
give any definite meaning to it in the loose language which is 
used in some eases; anything which is in the nature of a build
ing might be within one covenant, and the same erection might 
not be a building with reference to another covenant . . .
But now. my Lords, 1 have to look at the word ‘building’ here 
with reference to this subject-matter and what the Act of Par
liament was doing. It is very obvious, I think, that what was 
intended to be done was to keep this disused burial ground from
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being uwed ns a building ground, to keep it us u place of exer
cise, ventilation and récréation.”

This is quite in accordance with the case of Child v. Douglas 
i 1854), 1 Kay 560, where Sir \Y. Page Wood held that the erec
tion of a wall two feet high with an iron rail on the top of it 
and the projection of a doorway, though built of brick, one foot 
beyond a prescribed limit, did not constitute a breach of a cov
enant not to build within a prescribed distance from the 
street ; the question being whether the erection complained of in 
any degree substantially interfered with that which it was the 
object of the covenant in question to secure.

(The authority of this case was somewhat interfered with by 
what took place on appeal. See the same ease (1854), 5 De G.M 
& O. 739).

Hull v. London County Council, [1901J 1 K.B. 580, recog
nises the same principle. There it is said by Bruce, J. (p. 588) : 
“It is quite clear that the object of the section is to preserve 
the width of the street and the general line of building front
age in order to obtain architectural uniformity;” and upon that 
principle a projection which would form no departure from the 
general line of the building erected, was not regarded as ob
jectionable. This case was subsequently doubted : but in the 
latest case in which it is referred to, A. and F. Fears Limited v. 
London County Council (1911), 105 L.T.R. 525, Lord Alver- 
stone, C.J., says: “If Hull v. London County Council is to be 
altered it must be altered by Act of Parliament and not altered 
by us.”

As might be expected, the American cases are by no means 
uniform; but they arc summarised thus, in Cve.. vol. 13, p. 716: 
“A restriction as to a building line will be held to intend only 
that the wall of the building should be on the line and will nut 

the erection of a stoop, porch, or platform along it 
unless they project an unreasonable distance as compared with 
like structures or unless they unreasonably obstruct light and 
air, or unless they arc in violation of the intent of the prohibi
tion. ’ ’

Manners v. Johnson (1875). 1 Ch. D. 673, is of importance
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as shewing that the English Courts regard bay windows and 
similar projections as constituting a substantial interference 
with the uniform and architectural symmetry which the statute 
endeavours to secure; and 1 am at present inclined to think 
that any solid superstructure over the steps would fall within 
this ease.

In the Supreme Court of the Vnited States I'aitnl Stales 
v. Mintin' (188")), 113, I'.S. 153—it is held that steps and ap
proaches leading up to a building may, for some purposes, be 
regarded as being no part of the building itself, but as merely 
constituting a means of ascent or way into the building.

If steps were situated some little distance from the main 
wall of the building, and there was a walk from these steps to 
the building, then it would be perfectly clear that the steps 
did not form part of the building, within the meaning of this 
by-law; and I think 1 am quite safe in holding that the steps 
here contemplated, which are entirely outside of tin1 main wall 
of the building, do not in any way interfere with the object 
which the statute aims at securing, and are not within its pur
view.

The question whether the architect could justify his refusal 
to grant the permit by reference to the by-law in question was 
not argued before me.

The mandatory order Sought must, therefore, be granted; 
and costs must follow the event.

Orth r accontiufjly.

COVENEY v. GLENDENNING.
t: utario Supmur Court. Midtlleton. ./. April 111. 1015.

1. CorporationN and companies ( § IVft6—130)—Statitory i.iaiiii.ityok
DIRECTORS—WARES'—ASNKiNMI XT OF.

The personal liability imposed upon directors by see. Its <>f tin- Cum 
panics Act, R.S.O. 1014. eii. ITS. for wages due to workmen of the 
company does not apply to an assignment of wage claims to a store
keeper in pursuance of an agreement with the company for periodical 
adjustment of such claims for supplies furnished them.

Action by an assignee of wages claims against the directors 
of an incorporated company to recover the amount of the claims, 
under sec. 98 of the Companies Act, R.S.O. 1914. eh. 178.
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T. II. Peine, for the plaintiff.
/>. /ii</lis (iront, for the defendants Glendcnning and Maekie, 

and for Clarkson, added as a defendant at the trial.
Judgment for default was signed against the other defend

ants.
Middleton, J.: The action was brought by a store

keeper carrying on business at St. Anthony Mine, who 
claims to recover against the defendants, as directors of the 
Northern Gold Reef Limited, the sum of $2,088.49 alleged to 
be due for debts for wages to labourers, servants and appren
tices, for services performed for the company—the plain
tiff being the assignee of the debts or claims.

The facts of the case are simple and undisputed : the whole 
question is. whether the plaintiff’s claim, in whole or in part, can 
be brought within the statutory provision imposing liability 
upon the directors.

The mine was originally the property of the Sturgeon Lake 
Development Company, and the plaintiff's original transactions 
were with that company. The new company was incorporated 
and organised in January, 1913. and the course of business 
continued with the new company in precisely the same way 
that it had been carried on with the old company.

By an arrangement made on tlu* 1st April, 1912, between 
the plaintiff and the Sturgeon Lake Development Company, the 
plaintiff agreed to move his store, then some distance from the 
mines, to the mines, and he was given the exclusive right to 
operate a store and pool-room there, in a building owned by the 
company, for a nominal rent. The company also agreed to 
supply him with electric light at a nominal charge. It was 
agreed—although the agreement was not reduced to writing— 
that the store should be run for the accommodation of the men 
working at the mines, and that the goods sold to the men should 
be charged up against their wages, and the amount so charged 
Up should be paid to the plaintiff—payment being in this way 
secured to the plaintiff for all the goods sold. In order to carry 
this into effect, the purchasers were required to initial the 
vouchers, and the vouchers were then sent to the company ;
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when the pay-cheques were drawn, a separate cheque was made 
out for the amount of each workman's store-hill, payable to the 
workman : the men then endorsed these cheques, and they were 
retained by the company. An adjustment was made monthly 
between the plaintiff and the company : lie was given credit for 
the amount of these cheques so held and for any goods he had 
sold to the company ; he was charged with the amount due for 
rent and for electric light and for anything else which lie owed 
the company ; and was then given a cheque for his net balance.

The bulk of the plaintiff’s claim is based on cheques for bal
ances due him, ascertained in this way. The remainder of his 
claim is based on wages-ehoques given to the servants of the 
company and cashed by the plaintiff : and as to these the claim 
is admitted.

The plaintiff has sued the company, judgment has been re
covered. and execution has been returned nulla bona. The suit 
against the company, outside the admitted claim, was not upon 
the cheques which the plaintiff holds ; the claim (no doubt to 
aid his present contention) was made up of the balances due for 
wages, represented by the original cheques in favour of the 
men. which had never been in fact handed over to the plaintiff.

One object of dealing with the cheques in the way indicated 
was to avoid bank commission on the cheques, which had to be 
sent to Toronto to be cashed. Manifestly this was not the only 
object, for on each occasion there had to be an adjustment to 
ascertain the true amount due to the plaintiff.

Two cases have been determined upon this statute, in one of 
which the plaintiff succeeded, and in the other the plaintiff 
failed : and the question is. which governs the case in hand?

In Lie v. Friedman (1909), 20 D.L.R. 49. the facts were very 
similar to the facts here, but 1 think they are different in the 
essential point. There the plaintiff did not discharge the lia
bility of the men for the goods bought until the money had been 
actually paid over by the company ; and. the company not 
having paid either the plaintiff or the wage-earners, the plaintiff, 
as assignee of the wage-earners, was held entitled to recover 
the amount of his claim.

In Olson v. Markin (1912). 8 D.L.R. 188. 4 O.W.X. 287.
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ONT. the agreement with the men was. that the amount of their board 
should be deducted from their wages, this board being paid to
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the plaintiff. It was held that the plaintiff failed ill his action 
against the directors, for the amount due was never due as 
wages, and never due to the workmen, 1mt was due to the plain

Middlvton, J. tiff under his contract with the company ; and. therefore, the 
plaintiff could not claim under any equitable assignment of 
wages ; and further, that, even if the money could have been 
at any time regarded as wages, the claim changed its character 
when the plaintiff accepted a note from the company for the 
balance due to him. 11is claim then became and was a claim 
upon this note, and not a claim for wages.

Neither of these cases is identical with that in hand ; but I 
think the money became payable to the plaintiff by virtue of 
his direct contract with the company when the adjustment took 
place and he accepted the cheque. There was then a novation, 
and under this new contract the plaintiff became a creditor of 
the company in respect of the cheques given to him. and the 
demands ceased to be demands for wages within the meaning of 
the statute.

This reduces the plaintiff’s claim to the amount of the men’s 
cheques held by him, which is $376.21 plus some small sum for 
interest, which the parties can, no doubt, adjust.

The question of costs is not easy, because the plaintiff has 
failed on most of his claim, and the amount recovered is well 

the County Court jurisdiction. 1 think the fairest solu
tion is to allow him $75 costs as against the defendants (llen- 

Mackie, " ' dare his right to rank against the
estate in the assignee’s hands for these sums. There will be no 
costs as far as Mr. Clarkson is concerned.
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CHAMPION v. WORLD BUILDING.

Supreme Court of Cuiunlii. Sir Charles Fitipatriel,-. C.,l.. Durits. Idimiton. 
Duff anil \ utilin. .1.1.

1. Coi’kth . S IV I)—270i Canada Sipkeme Cockt h kisdk imx Pku
VTNCIAÎ. APPEALS.

In order that there should lie jurisdietion in the Supreme Court of 
Canada under see. .‘$7. suli-aee. i h), of the Supreme Court .Net. in an 
appeal from the provimial Court *»t Appeal where the ease did not 
originate in a superior eourt, it i» not sullhieiit that in re-pert to 
some part of the action, some claim made in it or some relief which 
ni a y he avoided, there is concurrent jurisdiction in both the superior 
and inferior courts; the jurisdiction to enable such appeal must be con
current over the action a* a whole.

2. Am u is II A :».n Canada <i mo mi. Cot ht—Am aik to A« thin on
mechanic's lien.

Coder the Mechanics* Lien Act ilt.c.) an action to enforce a mech
anic’* lien may lie maintained only in a County Court ; consequently 
there can be no appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada from tin- de. j 
si ai of tlie ( ouit of Appeal. IU .. on appeal from -ueh County Court.

|Champion v. World lluildintj Co.. IS D.L.R. ôôô. appeal therefrom 
quashed. |

Appeal from a decision of the Court of Appeal for British 
Columbia (IS D.L.R. 00.1), dismissing an appeal and miss-appeal 
from the judgment of Grant. Co. .1., in the County Court. 

MaeXeill, Hird, Macdonald it- Darlinif, for appellants. 
/fourni (V Macdonald, for respondent, the World Building Co 
Hod well, Lawson <V Lane, for other respondents.

Sir Charles Fitzpatrick : -This Is an application to dismiss 
for want of jurisdiction. The action was brought in the County 
Court to enforce a mechanics’ lien under the Act R.S.B.C. 
(lilll). ch. 154. To that claim was joined a demand for a per
sonal condemnation in a sum exceeding the ordinary jurisdiction 
of the Court. It is admitted that in such an action the jurisdic
tion of the County Court is exclusive. The Act also provides, 
sec. 114. that in so far as the parties before the Court are debtor 
and creditor the Court may give judgment for “the sum actually 
found to be due notwithstanding such sum may exceed the ordin
ary jurisdiction of the County Court.”

The question is not free from difficulty, but on the whole 1 
am of the opinion that the claim to enforce the mechanic’s lien 
in such an action as this is the foundation of the jurisdiction of 
the County Court, and it is by reason and as a consequence of tIn
existence of that lien that the County Court has jurisdiction to
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CAN. deal with the personal obligation of the defendant. The .jurisdic
8. C. tion of the Supreme ( 'ourt on the other hand is dependent merely

Champion

Ill'll. I»l.\(l.

upon the amount of the indebtedness or liability and in that 
respect is exclusive. So that in so far as the action seeks the 
enforcement of the mechanic’s lien the jurisdiction of the County

Sir ('liarli-s Court is exclusive, and in so far as it is a personal claim the
Fitzpatrick. r.J. jurisdiction of th(‘ Supreme < 'olll't Would h( (‘Xcllisivv W0l‘C it HOt

Idlngton, J. 
Anglin, J.

for the statute which confers upon the County Court a special 
jurisdiction in this particular case.

I read the statute as conferring jurisdiction upon the County 
Court to give judgment upon the personal claim merely in so far 
as it is incidental to the enforcement of the mechanics’ lien. In 
that view 1 come to the conclusion with much hesitation because 
of the dissent of Duff. .1., that the jurisdiction is not concurrent 
and that the application must be granted with costs.

Davies, Iiungton, and Anglin, .1.1.. for reasons stated in 
writing were also of the opinion that the motion to quash should 
be granted with costs.

(dissenting)
Duff, J., dissented.

A /> pliait ion granted.

N. B FLOYD v. HANSON.

8. C.
\nr Itnnixiricl, Stijirvnir Court. W liitr. ./. Mill/ 25. 1915.

1. \ I MMIH AMI IM IM M.XSI.H {# I K 27 1 RESCISSION OF CONTRACT--MlBRK 
PRESENTATION MATERIALITY.

A misrepresentation on tlu* part of tlie vendor’s agent, although 
innocently made, that the property for wale included a three foot strip 
of land available as an alleyway, whereas in fact this strip belonged 
to the adjoining owner, is a ground for rescission of the agreement to 
purchase when it was a material consideration inducing the purchaser 
to enter into the contract that she would obtain such alleyway.

Statement Action for specific performance of a contract for the sale of 
land.

Henry Morton Floyd, for plaintiff.
I\ Knight Hanson, for defendant.

White, .1. : —This action is brought to obtain the specific per
formance of contract for the sale of a lot of land situate on the 
north-east corner formed by the intersection of Queen and Car
marthen Streets in the City of Saint John.
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The contract sought to be enforced bears date May lb. 1914. 
is under seal, and is therein expressed to be made by the plaintiff 
as vendor and by the defendant as purchaser. It sets forth
that tht* vendor agree* to sell and the purchaser agree* to buy nil that 
certain freehold property situate on the north-east corner of (Jueen and 
Carmarthen Street* and having a frontage on i.hieeii Street of approxi
mately seventy-three (73) feet, extending at right angles along Car
marthen Street for a distance of about sixty ( till I feet, together with all 
building- and improvement* thereon, for the price or sum of seven thou
sand three hundred seventy-live dollars to lie paid in the manner following, 
that is to say : Three hundred and fifty dollars 13ÔIi ) before the delivery 
of thi- agreement. Two thousand live hundred twenty-live dollars in cash 
on delivery of the deed of said property a- hereinafter provided : four 
thou-and live hundred dollars by taking the -aid property subject to the 
following mortgage* which are now lien* thereon: Mortgage for thirty- 
live hundred dollars (#3,000), due live years from September twenty- 
eighth. 1012. interest at seven per cent.: mortgage for one thousand dollars 
($1,000). due four years, dated March fifteenth. 1013. interest at seven per 
cent., payment of which the purchaser shall assume when the deed is 
delivered.

The contract further containa inter afin the following pro
visions :—

(b) The deed -hall be prepared by the vendor and at hi* expense in 
form satisfactory to the purchaser or her solicitor and shall be duly 
executed by the vendor and acknowledged so a* to convey to the pur
chaser the fee simple of said premises free of all incumbrances except as 
herein stated, said deed shall lie delivered by the vendor to the purcha-er 
upon receipt of -aid payments at the olllee of Allison & Thomas at . 
o'clock on . I!)I

lei Within twenty days from the date hereof the purchaser or her 
solicitor shall furnish in writing any objections she may have to the 
title of said property and the vendor shall then have a further period of ten 
day* to move same and if the vendor i- unable or unwilling to remove 
any valid objection to the tille within said time the purchaser may at her 
option accept the title and specifically enforce this contract or not in 
which la-t mentioned case the vendor shall repay to the purchaser all 
moneys paid hereunder and all parties -hall be relieved from all liability 
hereunder.

iti For the purposes of this agreement a title by possession shall not 
be deemed a satisfactory title unless the purchaser so elects.

The defendant by her pleadings sets up a number of de
fences. and upon the trial of the cause by amendment added as 
an additional defence that the defendant was induced to enter 
into the contract by a material misrepresentation of the vendor 
that the lot in question has a frontage on Queen Street of 
seventy-three feet, whereas the plaintiff owns and is entitled to
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NB convey at most only a lot with a frontage of seventy feet on said
8.C. Queen Street.

H AXHOtf.

From the evidence it appears that the plaintiff in the spring 
of 1914 listed the property in question for sale with Allison & 
Thomas, a firm of real estate brokers in Saint John. A card
setting forth particulars as to the location, size and character 
of the property to lie sold was prepared, and upon this was en
dorsed the following agreement, which was signed by the 
plaintiff :—

In <'oii*i<|(>ratioii of the listing for sale of my propwtx dcsviilivil Itpreon,
1 hereby grunt unto Allison & Thomas the exelusive right to oiler, -v" ami 
contract for the usual conveyance* of said property on the term* ami cm- 
ditioiis stated hereon, or that may hereafter lie assented to let me. 1 
further agree to contribute my efforts to induce such sale and if a -ale of 
it or any portion thereof is contracted or *ub*equently made through in
formation obtained in any way through said agencies 1 agree to pay 
Allison & Thomas a commission of .*» 1. however, reserve the right to
withdraw said property by giving 10 days’ notice in writing t«> Vli-on & 
Thomas.

(Sgd.) II. M. Floyh.

On the reverse side of the card among other particulars as to 
the lot the size thereof is given in these words: "Size lot 73 
Queen St. 60." Subsequently a second card was signed by the 
plaintiff in which the price at which Allison & Thomas were 
authorized to sell was reduced from $7.1i>0 net to $7.100. No 
other change was by this second card, made in the description 
and particulars contained in the card first mentioned.

The defendant during her negotiations with Allison X Thomas 
for the purchase of the land in question, and prior to signing 
the agreement for purchase was given by them for her informa
tion a document partly printed and partly in writing (that is 
to say a printed form with blanks filled in by handwriting) 
setting forth particulars of the property. In this last mentioned 
document the size of the lot is specified in these words: "Size of 
lot 73 Queen X 60.” It appears that upon the land in question 
there is a building having a frontage extending along the north 
side of Queen Street eastwardly sixty-nine feet six inches from 
the corner at the intersection of Queen by Carmarthen Street. 
Between the eastern end of this building and the building on the 
next adjoining lot to the east is an open strip of ground about 
three feet three inches wide, running back the whole width of
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the plaintiff’s building. The defendant test dies that when sin 
signed the agreement to purchase she understood and believed 
that this strip formed part of the land she was purchasing, and 
that had she known it did not form part of the land she would 
not have signed the agreement. She says that the representa
tion made to her by Allison & Thomas on the part of the plain
tiff. and her consequent belief that this strip of land was an 
alleyway forming part of the lot. was one of the inducements 
which led her to purchase; and that sin- considered this strip of 
land to be important because its possession would enable her to 
light two small tenements which she contemplated constructing 
in the eastern end of the building ; moreover, it would enable the 
owner of the lot to erect staging there to enable repairs to lie 
made when necessary oil that end of the building. It would also 
afford access to the rear of the vacant part of that portion of tin 
land lying north of the building and fronting on ( 'a mart hen 
Street.

It is not claimed by the plaintiff that his land extends along 
Queen Street beyond seventy feet. The registered deed from ( '. 
Ernest Wilson to the plaintiff, dated May 23, 1912. under which 
the plaintiff acquired title to the land in question, describes tin 
land thereby conveyed as—

Beginning at the south-east corner of Queen anil Carmarthen Streets, 
thence eastwanlly along the northern line of Queen Street seventy feet 
more or less to the western line of property owned by the estate of U. S. 
Normalise!!, deceased.

The deeds which the plaintiff tendered to the defendant as being 
in fulfilment of his contract follow this description.

Although the evidence of the plaintiff was in some degree at 
variance with that of Mr. Allison (of Allison & Thomas), as to 
the conversation which passed between them, prior to his sign
ing the contract, there is no such conflict in the testimony of 
these two witnesses as would lead me to find otherwise than 
that the defendant was mislead by the information she received 
from Allison & Thomas as to the length of frontage which the 
lot had on Queen Street. The listing card signed by the plain 
tiff and tiled with Allison & Thomas, as stated; and tin- 
document mentioned as handed by that firm to the defciidain. 
giving her particulars as to the property, both state that the

N. B

s c.
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N. B. Queen Street frontage of the lot is seventy-three feet. While I
S. C. do not find there was any fraud on the part of the plaintiff or

F,.«vn his agents. 1 cannot hut find upon the evidence that there was a 
mis-description. materially affecting the value of the subject 
matter of the contract, by which the defendant was mislead and
induced to enter into the agreement to purchase. Indeed. I 
think the statement in the contract itself that the lot to he con
veyed has a frontage on Queen Street of approximately seventy- 
three feet is one that is liable to mislead. “Approximately ” is de
fined in the “Century” Dictionary as “nearly approaching 
accuracy or correctness: nearly precise, perfect, or complete.” 
The description of a frontage of seventy feet as one of seventy- 
three feet can hardly be deemed approximately correct within 
that definition.

For these reasons 1 do not think that specific performance 
of the contract should be decreed. For the same reasons. 1 think 
that the counterclaim put in by the defendant to recover the 
three hundred and fifty dollars paid on account of the pur
chase money should be allowed ; it being admitted by tin- plead
ings that that sum was paid by the defendant to Allison & 
Thomas, at. or prior, to. the execution of the contract, as a first 
instalment on the purchase price.

Having reached these conclusions, it is unnecessary for me 
to discuss the other defences set up by the defendant, save in so 
far as is requisite to explain why 1 make no order allowing the 
defendant her costs of suit. The defendant in addition to other 
defences, some of which she failed to establish, pleaded that “the 
plaintiff's title to the said property agreed to be sold is a title by 
possession only.” In order to meet this defence the plaintiff 
was forced to procure and put in evidence certified copies of a 
number of registered deeds and of other instruments. By means 
of these certified copies and other testimony adduced he estab
lished a chain of documentary title back to 1842. The first link 
in this chain is a quit claim deed dated April 22. 1842. and 
registered August 4. 1851, from Robert McKelvey to ('hurles 
Whitney, conveying, or at least purporting to convey, the land 
in question. It was proved by.the plaintiff that lots No. 11(58 and 
No. 11(511. of which the land in question forms part, were granted
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by the* Crown in 1784. But there are no links in the chain of N.B.
documentary title connecting the grantees of the Crown with s.c.

• Robert McKelvey, the grantor in the deed of 1842.
rpon this evidence which I have referred to the defendant r. 

founds her contention that the title shewn by the plaintiff is one IUxw<,N‘ 
of possession only, within the clause of the contract which pro- Whi,r-J 
vides, that a title by possession should not be deemed to be a 
satisfactory title.

I do not agree with that contention. I do not think that a 
documentary title which is traced back to a recorded deed made 
over seventy years ago can be deemed to be merely a “title by 
possession” within the meaning of those words as used in the 
contract. At common law prior to the English statute. :$ X 4 
Win. 1V.. eh. 27. as pointed out in Sugden on Vendors, a pur
chaser had the right to require title commcneing at least sixty 
years previously to the time of his purchase. After the passage 
of that statute, it was contended in Cooper v. Ema il, 1 IMi. :{S8. 
that, inasmuch as this new Statute of Limitations shortened the 
period requisite to acquire title by possession, the sixty-year 
period r< " to establish the vendor's title should be corres
pondingly shortened. But the Court held that the statute did 
not introduce any new rule in that respect ; that the rule rested 
upon other grounds as well as upon the Statute of Limitations. 
Subsequently, by statute H7 and :$8 Viet., eh. 78 (the Vendor 
and Purchaser Act (Eng.)), this sixty-year period was reduced 
to forty years. That the rule requiring title to be traced back 
forty years, does not apply where, by the contract of sale, the 
vendor is not bound to shew any title beyond that of adverse 
possession, appears. I think, from (hums v. lioiuur, 54 L..L Ch.
517. 1 quote from the headnote of that case, which I think cor
rectly epitomizes the judgment of the Court of Appeal :

X A vendor at tlu> date of I lie contract relied on a title under a deed,
which was 8ulmvi|Uently shewn to he no title at all. After the date of 
the contract a twelve years' possessory title under the Statute of Limita
tions accrued—the Court holding such title siitlicientlv made out or ml 
mitted Iiy the purchaser forced it upon the purchaser.

It is against being required to accept such a title by mere 
adverse possession that 1 think the clause in the agreement, pro
viding that a title by possession shall not be deemed satisfactory,

■-----------------------------------------------
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N. B. is directod. But even if 1 am wrong in my interpretation of the
8. C. contract upon this point, it would not affect the fact that, in

K.ovm
my judgment, the defendant, if she intended to rely upon the 
misrepresentation set up by her as a defence at the trial, should

IIanm.x. have given the plaintiff notice of that fact as soon as she became
White, J. aware of the misrepresentation. Had she done so, it is not only 

possible, but, assuming the plaintiff to lie well advised. 1 think 
it very probable that he would not have brought this case to 
trial. She could not plead this defence in her statement of de
fence because she says that she did not discover that she had been 
mislead until after the suit was brought. But when she did 
make that discovery she should not have waited till the trial 
before informing the plaintiff that she refused to complete the 
purchase on that ground. The only reason she gave the plain
tiff, prior to the trial, for so refusing, was that the plaintiff's 
title was only possessory.

It is only upon the defence raised by the defendant for the 
first time at the trial, that she has succeeded; and 1 therefore 
think there should be no costs of suit to either party.

Having stated that the plaintiff traced a documentary title 
hack to IH42 1 ought, perhaps, to add this further observation. 
It appears that the title to an undivided portion of the property 
in question became vested in Sally F. Whitney. The plaintiff 
sought to shew that this title passed to one of his predecessors in 
title by the last will of Sally F. Whitney. To prove such last 
will Mr. Mclnerncy, the Registrar of Probates, was called, and 
produced the will of Sally F. Whitney, with the record of pro
bate of the same and copies of the will and probate were put in 
evidence and are exhibits in the case. Objection was made that 
the will having been proved in common form only, could not in 
this action, which involves the title to land, be established by the 
proof given. But Mr. Itaymond admitted that if the plaintiff 
had gone a step further, and put on record in the office of the 
Registrar of Deeds a certified copy as provided by the Evidence 
Act, sec. 65, then certified copy of that registry would be ad
missible here. So much being conceded, it follows, of course, 
that if time were given to the plaintiff to register a certified cops 
of the will under that section, lie could have proved what he 
sought to establish by a certified copy of such registry.
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Vnder the authorities 1 think I would, if necessary. haw 
power to direct a reference a.s to the plaintifl’*h title, thus afford- 

• ing the plaintiff opportunity to make good the defect, if such it
be. in Ills evidence of title from Sally F. Whitney.

Finler these circumstances I accepted the proof of the will 
made, as sufficient for the purposes of this suit, where the «pies 
tioti is whether or not the plaintiff could shew a sufficient title 
to entitle him to the decree naked for.

I therefore adjudge and order that specific performance by 
the defendant of the contract for sale ought not to he, and will
not he. granted to the plaintiff; and I further adjudge and order 
that the plaintiff do forthwith upon the settlement and entry 
of the claim herein repay to the defendant or to her solicitor tin- 
sum of three hundred and fifty dollars paid by the defendant 
as a first instalment on the purchase price of said lot. Then- 
will be no costs to either party.

•I u (I f I m< nl accord i iif/I if.

!

THE KING v. TAYLOR. CAN.

Kcrlm/mr Court of ('itiimlu, \mlrltr. .1 |.^

1. K .MIMAI IHIM.XI \ I $ 11 I I -I.ÏO) — KxI'KoI'IU ATION ( OMI'K VsATlOX
Kioiit i.i ni visKK.

Nn right to compensation in expropriai hm proceedings exists in n- 
spirt of thr privilege conferred on other members of the testator*» 
family tinder a devise of a farm to a son expressed in the following 
terms: "for hi' own use snhject to the right of the rest of my 
family to use the same for the summer ns heretofore ns I ku xx 
lie will allow them to do;” the privilege referred to is to lie construed 
as exi'ting only so long ns the devisee remititieil in occupation and was 
the owner and could not be claimed to the detriment of the fee.

| Ihniiilii rlil x. i'nrnon, 7 tSr. 31. followed.!

Information exhibited by the Attorney (ieneral of Fauada statement 
for the expropriation of certain lands for the purposes of a rillc 
range.

.1. II. Anuslroiif/, for the plaintiff.

.1. Friiip, K.C.. for defendant. <I. I). Taylor.
•/. A*. O'Mara, for the other defendants.

Ai imtti:. .1 : There is nothing in the evidence to shew that A . i 

when the defendant. George I). Taylor, gave the option in iptes 
tion he was unduly influenced, or that he was unable to act
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Kx. C.

The Kino
v.

AurtPttP. J.

satisfactorily for himself- -and that furthermore in getting 
$8,000, the amount of tin* option, he is not paid the full value 
of his property.

The option is the best intimation of what lie thought his 
property was worth at the time, and the Court cannot overlook 
that aspect of the case under the circumstances. Much more so. 
indeed, when even part of the claimant’s evidence bears that 
out.

The defendant was perfectly satisfied with the $8,000 until 
about one year after when he heard a higher rate per acre had 
been paid others, but he is overlooking the fact that such higher 
rate was paid for much better land than his.

Mr. Rudcliffe testified it would cost $2,500 to renew the 
buildings on the property. That is not the test. 11 is what 
were those buildings worth at the date of the expropriation, 
taking the wear and tear and depreciation into consideration.

The evidence on behalf of the Crown establishes clearly that 
Richardson acted in a perfectly irreproachable manner in his 
relations with Taylor when obtaining the option in question. 
Mis dealings appear to have been straight and above board—no 
fault to find with him. His valuation is also quite rational.

In the amount of the option Taylor received a very liberal 
compensation. The prospective capabilities and potentiality of 
the breach to be turned into building lots for summer residences 
are too remote to affect the actual market value—such prospec
tive value is not within a reasonable near future.

The defendants, outside of George D. Taylor, claim, under 
the codicil to a will, from the common auteur to them all.

Dealing with the claim of the other defendants as arising 
under the codicil. I find, following the decision in the case of 
Douffhertu v. ('arson, 7 Or. 31. their claim cannot be charged 
to the detriment of the fee. The defendant George Taylor does 
not here try and get rid of his property to free himself from 
the obligation towards his brothers and sisters, lie is forced to 
sell and that power to alienate is not denied him under the 
will. The obligation to receive his brothers and sisters existed 
so long as George remained in occupation and was the owner, 
but no longer.
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Indeed this comparatively light burden of allowing his bro
thers and sisters to come during the summer upon the farm 
would press much more heavily upon George if a certain sum is 
to be set aside as a monied value of the right of occupation, and 
it is highly improbable that the testator intended to impose 
upon George the greater burden which is one that would pro
bably consume a material part of the value of the lands.

There will be judgment as follows :—
1. The lands mentioned and described in the information arc 

declared vested in the Crown from the date of the expropria
tion.

2. The compensation for such land is fixed at the amount of 
the option given by George I>. Taylor, namely the sum of 
$8,000 which the said Taylor is entitled to be paid upon giving 
to the Crown a good and satisfactory title.

3. The said George I). Taylor is the only defendant entitled 
to any portion of the said compensation money none of the 
other defendants having any right to the said money, their claim 
being hereby dismissed without costs to either of the parties.

The Crown will have costs on the issue of compensation as 
against defendant George I >. Taylor, and the said costs are here
by fixed at the sum of $150.

■J tidy nu ut atmrdinyly.

KENDLER v. BERNSTOCK.

Ontario Supreme Court, \ppcllnlc />/risinn. Menvlith. C.J.O.. Oarrou', 
Maclarcn, Mutin , anti Hotlyim, I. March 15, UH.Y

1. Mechanic's i.iex is VIII Ilf*) — Enforcement of—Personal .him,

If under the Mechanics and Wag;* Earners l.ien Act. ILK.d. l!tl 4. 
eh. 140. a contractor fails to enforce his lien against the owner Itcctiuse 
of his failure* to commence the action within the statutory period, the 
contractor may he awarded in the same hearing a personal judgment 
against the owner to the extent of the amount of the lien claimed.

Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of an Official 
Referee.

II. II. Shaver, for appellant.
A. Cohen. for plaintiff.

G arrow, J.A. :—Appeal by the defendant from the 
judgment of an Official Referee in a proceeding brought by

CAN.
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A «dette, J.
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Girrow, J.A.
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the plaintiff to enforce un alleged lieu under the provisions of 
the Mechanics and Wage Earners Lien Act, R.S.O. 1914, eh. 14U.

Upon the hearing, the plaintiff failed to establish a subsisting 
lien, to which extent his claim was disallowed ; but, notwithstand
ing such failure, he was given judgment against the defendant 
personally for the sum found to be due by the defendant to the 
plaintiff for the work and material in respect of which the lien 
was claimed. And the sole question on this appeal is as to the 
jurisdiction of the learned Referee to award such judgment.

That such jurisdiction exists seems to be clear.
Section 48 of the Act provides that " i in favour 

of lien-holders shall adjudge that the party personally liable 
shall pay the deficiency, if any, upon a sale.

Section 49 provides that where a claimant fails to establish 
a valid lien he may nevertheless recover a personal judgment 
for such sum as may appear to be due to him and which he might 
have recovered in an action against the party.

There is absolutely nothing in the case that I can sec to take 
it out of the very explicit language of sec. 49; and the appeal 
should, accordingly, in my opinion, be dismissed with costs.

Hodoins, J.A.:—The only objection on which judgment was 
reserved was that, the action having been begun after the lien 
had expired, there was nothing on which to found jurisdiction 
to pronounce a personal judgment. The mechanic’s lien was 
registered on the 17th July, 1914, and in it the date of the last 
supply of material was given as the 18th June, 1914. Action to 
enforce the lien, under sec. 24 of the Mechanics and Wage 
Earners Lien Act, R.S.O. 1914, eh. 140, should therefore have 
been begun before the 16th September, 1914. It was not com
menced. however, until the 8th October, 1914.

Section 49 provides that where a claimant fails to establish 
a valid lien he may nevertheless recover a personal judgment 
against any party to the action for such sum as may appear 
due to him and which he might recover in an action against 
such party.

The Official Referee before whom the action was tried held 
that there was no valid lien—an issue expressly raised in the

C7:^D
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pleadings—and gave judgment for the amount found by him to 
he due by the appellant to the respondent.

The Act gives a lien upon the lands of an owner, limited 
except in certain eases to the amount justly due by the owner to 
the contractor, which was the relationship of the parties to this 
action. The lien in this case was registered apparently within 
the time limited by see. 22. ruder see. 3 1. actions to realise all 
liens must be brought in the Supreme C ourt of Ontario, and the 
procedure and mode of trial is therein prescribed. Power is 
vested in certain officers to exercise the jurisdiction of the Sup
reme Court in trying and disposing of these actions: Smeeton 
v. Collier (1847), 1 Ex. 457, 462.

There are generally but two issues to be determined: the 
first, whether a valid lien or more than one exists ; and the 
second, the amount due in respect thereof.

The Supreme Court being seised of an action commenced in 
it, according to the practice prescribed by the Act, to realise 
the lien or liens, it becomes a judicial question whether or not 
a lien or more than one exists, or whether, by reason either of 
non-compliance with any of the statutory provisions (see secs. 
17. 18. 19, 22, 24, 25) or otherwise, the lien or liens has or have 
ceased to exist. Evidence upon these points must be given at 
the trial, and the judgment becomes a judgment of the Court 
(sec. 37. sub-see. 3), and it is appealable under sec. 40. It is 
not always a simple matter to decide whether a lien has been 
registered in time or whether a mechanic’s lien proceeding has 
been begun within the proper time-limit : lit Moor chouse and 
Leak (1887), 13 O.R. 290.

If any one affected by the registration of a lien desires to take 
advantage of the cesser thereof by reason of the provisions of 
see. 23, 24, or 25. he may apply ex parte under sec. 27, sub-sec. 
5, to vacate the registration of the certificate of lis pendens; and. 
if he is successful, the lien itself may be discharged. In such a 
ease there is no trial, and no judgment can be pronounced. But. 
where the question is left to be tried, the provisions of see. 49 
apply, and a judgment for the amount properly due may be had, 
although no lien is established.

The appeal fails, and must be dismissed with costs.

ONT.

S.C.
K fndi.fr 

Bernstock.

Hodgtns, J.A.
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ONT. Meredith, C.J.O., and Maclaren and Magee, JJ.A., con-
g. c. eurred.

KF. N DU R Appeal dismissed with costs.

Hern stock.

ONT. SOPER v. CITY OF WINDSOR.
Ontario Supreme Court. Appellate Division. Unlock-. C.J.fcr., ('lute, 

Sul lo via ml ami Itiihlcll. .1.1.

1. Tanks < § III F—1451—Sale for—Person assessed may hey—Tax 
deed—New commencement of title—Assessment Act (Ont.).

The person assessed may himself liny in the property at a tax sale 
under tlu- Assessment Art. RXO. 1 !» 14 eli. 195. to perfect his prior 
defective title, and his tax deed will create a new commencement of 
title free from prior adverse possession.

|Sten-art v. Tayijart. 22 V.C.C.l*. 2K4. ami Tomlinson V. Ilill. 5 Or. 
(Ont.) 231. applied.)

Action for damages and an injunction.statement

7. //. liodd and /•’. />. Davis, for the appellants.
/>. !.. McCarthy. K.< for the plaintiffs, respondents.
('LITE, .).:—The plaintiffs claim the land in question by 

possession for a period exceeding twelve yea is prior to the 23 rd 
April. 1014, and state that during the whole of said period 
the lands have been enclosed with other lands belonging to the 
plaintiffs, by a fence erected by the plaintiffs; that on the 23rd 
April, 1914, the defendants broke down the plaintiffs’ fence and 
otherwise committed trespass ; and the plaintiffs claim damages 
and an injunction.

The defence states that on the 25th May, 1910, the defendants 
purchased from one Pulling the lands in question ; that Pulling 
purchased the said lands on the 15th January, 1902. and re
mained in continuous possession down to the time of the defend
ants’ purchase ; and further claims that any acts of ownership 
over the lands by the plaintiffs were by the leave and license of 
the said Pulling and the defendants, and denies that the plain
tiffs have acquired any title or interest by their alleged occupa
tion of the lands.

It appears from the evidence that Pulling bought the lands at 
a tax sale on the 21st December, 1900, and received a statutory 
deed, dated the 15th January, 1902. Pulling had previously 
owned the land, but, owing to some defect in the registered title
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by reason of a mortgage not being discharged, which had in ONT.

fact been paid off, and the difficulty of obtaining such discharge, s. c.
he allowed the lands to run in arrear for the taxes, with a view 
of clearing the title. It is claimed that the effect of this act upon r. 
his part, in buying in his own lands, was, that the tax deed was \vin-T*ho«. 
not effective to give a new start to his title as against possession.
The plaintiffs claim that they have been in possession a sufficient 
length of time since the tax deed to give them title.

It has long been held in our own Courts that there is no ob
jection to the prior owner of the land buying it at a tax sale:
Stewart v. Taggart, 22 U.C.C.P. 284. This view of the law has 
been followed in numberless cases and ought not now to be dis
turbed. Pulling, I think, had a right to purchase as he did.

The land itself is charged with the taxes, for which there is a 
special lien on such land, which has preference over all other 
claims except of the Crown: the Assessment Act, It.S.O. 181)7. 
ch. 224. sec. 149 (now R.S.O. 1914. eh. 195, see. 94). As was said 
by the Chancellor in Tomlinson \. Ilill, 5 Or. 231 : "It follows 
that a conveyance ... in pursuance of a sale for arrears of 
taxes operates as an extinguishment of every claim upon the land 
and confers a perfect title.” In my opinion, any possession by 
the plaintiffs prior to the tax title deed cannot run in their 
favour ; the deed creates a new commencement of title, freed 
from any such possession.

It remains, therefore, to consider whether the plaintiffs shew 
sufficient possession subsequent to the title deed.

As to this the son of the plaintiffs, after stating that the pro
perty had been fenced, gave evidence as follows :—

*‘Q. Has the fencing ever been removed on the side where 
the house is? A. Not until about two years ago. when the city 
bought the property adjoining ours on the west for factory pur
poses. When they moved the buildings out, they tore the fence 
down.

“Q. Has that fence been replaced? A. No.
“Q. Are the posts there? A. They took the posts.”
And he states that since that time he pastured the property 

and kept the weeds out, that is. two years ago. The trial took 
place on the 29th May, 1914.
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On cross-examination he says :—
“Q. ('an you tell me about what time in the year the fence 

was removed ? A. I cannot, I was not here.
“Q. When you came back the fence was gone ? A. Yes.
“Q. When had you been home before that? A. About—I 

think it was three summers ago this summer. 1 went to Indiana
polis.

“Q. How long have you been home ? A. I came back a year 
ago this last spring.

“Q. You came back in 1912? A. Yes.”
When he went . the fence was up; he went in October, 

1910.
”Q. So you went in October, 1910? A. Yes.
“Q. And the fence was gone when you came back? A. Yes.
“Q. That is about all you know of the removal of the fence? 

A. Yes.”
This witness fixes the time when the fence was removed in 

this way : he says: ‘‘I went in October ; I was away more than a 
year ; 7 came back a year from the following February;” that is, 
he returned in February, 1912, and the fence was gone when he 
came back.

Pulling states in his evidence that after the tax deed of 1902 
the property remained idle for a number of years until he made 
an agreement for sale to one Azaline Brown ; this was about six 
or eight years ago. She made two small payments on the pro
perty, and then relinquished her claim. She held it for two or 
three years. He states that he never heard of any intimation of 
Soper claiming the property ; that he had no knowledge that 
he made such claim ; but, on the contrary, Soper tried to pur
chase it from Pulling on several occasions within the last ten 
years.

George Cheync, tax collector since 1886 for the city of Wind
sor, states that the property has been assessed to Pulling. He 
traced it back to 1904, and the taxes were paid by Pulling up to 
the time he sold and by the Corporation of the City of Windsor 
since.

Azaline Brown states that she lived near this property for 30 
years ; that she purchased it from Mr. Pulling about 1906 for 
$300 ; that it was arranged that Pulling would send a man and

95
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mark the stakes with “IV" which she found there. She paid 
$15 at least, she says. She put up a sign upon the property, 
“No Trespassing,” after she purchased it. She put up this sign 
four times altogether. As to fencing, she says that there were 
a number of posts and wire here and there. In some eases it was 
cut at the top. and in other cases both wires, and in other eases 
the bottom wire: “So I would not call it a fence, that is why 1 
put up the sign.”

“Q. How many strands of wire ? A. Two.”
She further states that she pastured on the lot a couple of 

cows for two seasons, tethered with a chain and stake. This 
was a little while after she made the deal, in 1910 or 1911.

If the witness is correct in her date of sale and her length of 
possession under the purchase, then the time of pasturing the 
cows would he after she had given it up. She says that she 
pastured them from November. 1910. until it was time to put 
them in. and in the spring of 1911 she again put them out to pas
ture. She did not on the one lot all the time, but that
was their home. She remembers a man by the name of Bell 
being engaged in ploughing on the property; and. having heard 
that lie was ploughing the property that she had bought from 
Bulling, she went to see him and told him not to interfere with 
her possession; that she did not want it ploughed, lie stated 
that he had orders to plough it. She said. “Well, you have 
orders not to plough it.” and he stopped ploughing. The agree
ment which she had was burned. She says that she was never 
dispossessed by Mr. Bulling: that she moved out of the town 
and dropped payments. She could not state the exact date, 
about 190(i.

Charles Brown, a son of the last witness, stated that the pas
turing was in 1910 and 1911.

.Toe Bell, the witness referred to by Mrs. Brown, states that 
he rented lands belonging to the Sopers on the east and west 
sides of the street ; that :—

“When I got the east side ploughed I come to the west side 
and started to plough, and it was getting late in the evening, 
and I run two or three furrows, and in going home in the even
ing. on the corner of (Tiles and CToyeau, T met Mrs. Brown, and

31—22 D.L.R.
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0NT sin- said to mo. she says. ‘ Do you know you wore trespassing over
s. c there? I said. ‘ No. how am I trespassing?’ She says. ‘On that

sôri ii pif'ee of property there.’ I says. ’ I don’t know anything about
that.’ She says. ‘I know,’ and she says. ‘I forbid you plougli- 

Wim'sok. i*ig.’ 1 said. ‘ I rented that from Mrs. Soper, and if there is any
—j grievance you will have to settle with Mrs. Soper.’ So it went

on until the next day. and I went back and saw some signs up 
along tile fence.

“Q. What was on the signs’ A. 1 No Trespassing.’ 1 goes 
over to Mrs. Sopor, and I tells her about the grievance, and she 
says to me. ‘ Well, you go on and plough.’ but she says. ‘There is 
a little piece in there that is on the west side of Morsoa street.’ 
that she said there was some man down town claimed lie owned, 
and she told me who the man were, but I can’t remember, and 
she says. ‘A little further up Mr. McLean claims he owns a 
couple of lots in there.’ and she says, ‘lie has never red 
anything at all about it.’ and she says. 'You had better not 
plough this, and she says ‘until I see the man.' 1 says. ‘When 
you go down town, you see the man and see what lie wants for 
that strip.' 1 wanted to plough clean through: and she went 
down in a day or two. and when she come back she said In- 
wanted *S.:»0 for it. and I said. ‘No. I won’t bother,’ so 1 left a 
strip from Giles avenue coming this way. ... a space 1 sup
pose 150 or 160 feet. . . .

“Q. Did you plough on both sides of that strip? A. Yes, and 
left that without being ploughed.

What piece did Mrs. Drown refer to? A. Mrs. Drown 
told me. if my memory serves me right, she said. ‘1 own from 
the bush through to Giles avenue.’ That included the whole 
strip, because I were going clean through, and when I came back 
to plough, there was two or three signs up on the fence.

“Q. Did Mrs. Sopor say anything about the signs and ask 
who put them there ? A. She said—I don’t know she said, 
‘May be Mrs. Brown put them there or some one.’ she said.”

Mrs. Soper was recalled, and said that she knew about Mrs. 
Brow n pasturing her cows : ”1 knew that she had her cows 
there, and we were not making'any use of the land, and 1 told 
her boys they could use it.” Asked about going down to see

05
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some man, she said: “1 cannot remember that : if Mr. Kell re- ONT
memlters that. In- remembers letter than me." Tin* further cvi- Tr"
denee as to possession given h\ Mrs. Super is of the most general -----

« . SopKB
character. ,

I think that the evideneo wholly fails to shew possession hv \vî misor 
the plaintiffs for ten years subsequent to the tax deed. -—

In the view I take, it is unneeessary to eonsider whether the 
possession eoubl run against the defendants, who held the land 
in question in trust under a statute for public use.

The appeal should be allowed, and the plaintiffs* action be 
dismissed with costs.

Mi lock, C.J.Kx., and Sitiii:w..\m>. .1.. agreed. ^ 1

Hidi>i:i.l, agreed in the result. ivd-i.-n, j.
Jmli/nu nl in i ordinal</.

BURM v. THE KING CAN

I'.rrhrqU'T f url of ' -fmnht. {mirth. -I

I. <1 ATI I IS (fill'. IP* i I l HTOXI.n \i l I MUNITION OF S\l I Ni.
Si l/.l HI oi I.IHIIIS III I IN III | \ Nil NUN III II Mil | Pill X- | .

W ill'll- jewellery n it dlllinldv i« miveil with «luti;i)•)•• jcxx.il.ix whi. h 
i- living smuggled into ( aiin.ln ami all air - i/. ,| j,,|- jnn avii-ui ,.| the 
Vimtoins Act. tin- seizure is jn-t ilir.l i . Imth dutiable ami mm 
ilntialili- goods, Inn »s to mix of tin- latter shewn to tin- «ut i «d'action 
of tin* Kxc1iei|tivr Court it an. i to In* tin* *e|inrnle |iro|ierty of tin- wife 
of tin- juirtx against wli -m tin- --i/.tin .\a~ i...ol . t>i - -■ iznr,- max Is- 
released under tin- power conl'-i i.-<1 on tie- court to decide "nee -tding 
to the right of tin- matter** it usinais Act. sec. |su i.

\lt. x. Sit Ini ii< Is. S X.li.P. .'$S 7 : Ihmi i iiion //»</ In. x. Tin IJinrn. T 
('an. Excli. 311, referred to,]

Hm-iitrxvt: by the Minister of ('ustoms, under see, I7!l of statement 
the Customs Act (H.S.C. 19()l>. eh. 4h i of a claim for the re
lease of certain goods seized for an alleged infraction of the 
Customs Act.

Judgment accordingly.

//. C. Mi linin', for the claimant, contended that there was .Argument
no intention on the part of the claimant to evade the law. 
lit1 was under the impression that personal belongings such as 
rings were not dutiable. To shew how far his mind was from 
the offence of smuggling we must regard the fact that the claim
ant consulted an officer on board the ship he came by to a seer-
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tain his views on the matter. Claimant took his advice. This 
is elear evidence of an innocent mind. If Burin had wanted 
to dispose of the jewels he could have done so when he was 
in Canada before. The Court is required to decide “according 
to the right of the matter," and the demands of justice would 
not he regarded if the Court ordered the forfeiture of articles 
that were not dutiable simply because they were mixed with 
articles upon which certain duties were payable. As to the 
jewels belonging to the claimant’s wife they clearly must be 
released. She merely entrusted them for safe-keeping to her 
husband, and was in no way guilty of the offence of smuggling.

lie cited Mignault's Droit Civ. Call., p. 110; Audette's 
Brae. Exchequer Court. 2nd ed. p. 347; 12 Cyclopedia of Law 
and Procedure, n rbo “Customs Duties" p. 11 St» ; 24 American 
and English Encyclopedia of Law. turbo “Revenue Laws." p. 
888; R.H.C. B)0(». eh. 48. sec. 23.

//. ./. Triln a, for the respondent, contended that the evi
dence shewed a clear intent on the part of the claimant to 
defraud the revenue by evading the payment of duty. It was 
established that he attempted to sell the articles in question 
or some of them, in Montreal, after he had clandestinely intro
duced them into Canada. The evidence also rebuts the conten
tion put forward by the claimant that the articles had been worn 
for some time by him ; the expert evidence offered on behalf 
of the Crown is against that being found by the Court. Then 
there was no proof that claimant was an immigrant when he 
brought the goods in question into Canada, nor that they were 
really personal effects. In these circumstances the seizure must 
be maintained.

Avdettk, J.:—This matter comes before this Court on a 
reference by the Minister of Customs, under section IT!) of the 
Customs Act (R.S.C. 1 !)()(», eh. 48), the claimant having 
declined to accept the Minister’s decision maintaining a seizure 
made, at the port of Montreal, of twenty-six articles of jewellery 
“for having been offered for sale without report or entry at 
customs or payment of the duties lawfully payable thereon.”

The claimant, who is an ebonist by trade, first came to 
Canada in June. 1908, and settled in Winnipeg with his family.



During December, 1911, lie left < 'amnia for Antwerp, where he 
wanted to have his wife undergo a surgical operation. While 
in Belgium he tried to start a furniture factory, but fourni he 
had not enough money. He then came back to ('amnia and 
arrived in Montreal some time around September. 1*2. 191*2. 
Being in need of money he offered for sale, at three different 
places, jewels he brought with him from Belgium. Judging 
his social standing both from his own walk in life and his associ
ations, as set forth in the evidence, one is somewhat astonished at 
the quantity of jewellery In* possesses. However, that may be ex
plained both from the fact that his father-in-law was, besides 
being a saloon-keeper, a diamond cutter, and further that in 
Belgium, where banks are in the hands of private individuals 
and do not command the same security as in Canada, it is cus
tomary to invest one’s money in jewels, and sell them whenever 
one wants to realize. This will be again hereafter referred 
to.

Bringing this quantity of jewellery across with him. the claim
ant seemed anxious to avoid the law and smuggle the goods, if 
possible; and he therefore sought legal advice from, among 
others, one of the nautical officers on board of the steamer in 
which he was coming across, and, as may well be expected, the 
result di<l prove fatal to him. There are many eases in fiction 
as well as in real life where the danger of consulting a “sea 
lawyer” is exemplified—so it was with the claimant, who fol
lowing that officer’s advice with the obvious object to avoid the 
law. says lie distributed his jewels among several members of 
his family. Bis conscience further allowed him to swear to the 
ownership of such goods according to this distribution, as ap
pears by his affidavit of October 1*2. 191*2, and exhibit (I attached 
thereto, both forming part of the customs file.

His evidence is also unsatisfactory, unreliable and conflict
ing. A few instances may be here related. In his affidavit In
states he possessed this jewellery on his first arrival in Canada. 
Then in his evidence before this Court he states he bought some 
jewellery in Belgium on his return there (p. 20). 11 is wife states 
some of the jewels were bought in Belgium and in Krai ice be
fore their return to Canada, and further that the last time they
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wvnl to Belgium her husband Iuin (une occasion) the chance of 
a bargain and bought diamonds (pierres) which lie had made 
up in these1 horse-shoe pins.

It is unnecessary to review the evidence any longer, it will 
silfliec to give the result, it is. however, well to state at this 
stage that the claimant is not a British subject, and that he did 
not get naturalized before he left Winnipeg in December, 
DM I, where he had been since dune, BIOS, lie was still a 
Belgian when he came to t'amnia in DM2. Therefore, in view 
of that fact and of the further fact that quite a quantity of 
jewellery was bought by him in Belgium on his return thereto, 
which latter fact brings him within the principle of the ease 
of Tin (fun n v* Six Hands of Hums, hereafter referred to. it 
is obvious that item 7(>5 of schedule A of (i-7 Kdw. VII. can
not apply. Since any of the goods owned by the claimant him
self were smuggled by him through the customs, all of them 
should be declared forfeited.

In tin- result it appears quite clear that the six diamond 
pins were bought in Belgium on his last journey and were 
brought therefrom by him with the settled idea of selling them, 
and that they were smuggled through the customs. The same 
may also be said with respect to a very large proportion of the 
jewellery seized with, however, some exception. The six horse
shoe shaped diamond pins were not bought for his own use— 
a certain variety would have I wen resorted to if it had been the 
case. These, then, were offered for sale to the public. How
ever, it appears to this tribunal that some of the jewellery did 
belong to his wife, but from the loose and conflicting manner 
in which tin- evidence is presented, it is impossible to ascertain 
with any degree of certainty which of the said jewels belong to 
her and which do not. There is, however, enough evidence 
to find that the brooch or pendant, a marquise-ring w ith baroque 
pearls, and the ear-rings which go with this set, did belong to his 
wife, coming to her from her father as a wedding present, and 
the Court so finds for the purposes id' this case.

Great stress has been laid in adducing the evidence to shew 
that some of the jewels were not new and had been worn. That 
is not of great importance,—they might very well be new
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nml be worn temporarily, with still the ultimate objeet <m hvhnlf 
of the owner of selling them. Ami il must he borne in mind that 
they were really merehnndise iiivestmeiits. as above explained, 
and this being su. made them subject to duty.

living satisfied on the question of fact, can the ease of Tin 
(Jimn v. Sir Itnrrds of limns, s X II.|{. :$s7. b« overlooked.' 
Indeed this ease as above mentioned goes as far as deciding that 
where a seizure of goods is made, and that among such goods 
there are some which are not subject to duty, the seizure is good 
for the whole. However, that ease may lie distinguished from 
the present one in that here all the jewellery «lid not belong to 
the one and the same individual, permitting thereby this Court 
to actually “decide according to the right of the matter" as 
provided by section ISO of the Customs Act. These words 
“decide according to the right of the matter" were commented 
upon in the case of Tin Ihnninimi linn Co. \. Tin (Jiiicn, I l\\. 
C.lt. dll. where it was questioned as to whether or not they were 
really intended in any way or case to five the Court from fol
lowing the strict letter of the law and to give it a discretion to 
depart therefrom if the enforcement, in a particular case, of the 
letter of the law. would, in the opinion of the Court, work ai. 
injustice.

I nder the evidence as adduced before the Minister of Cus
toms, no other decision than the one arrived at could have been 
given, and his finding was most justifiable under the circum
stances. However, under the further evidence adduced at the 
trial read with the evidence before the Minister, and for the 
reasons above mentioned, this Court has come to the conclusion 
to somewhat vary that decision.

There will be judgment maintaining the seizure of the goods 
herein, with the exception of the above mentioned pieces of 
jewellery belonging to the claimant’s wife, viz.: the brooch 
or pendant, a marquise-ring with baroque pearls and the ear
rings which go with the set, of which said last articles of 
jewellery release, or mainlevée, is hereby ordered with direc
tions to deliver the same to the claimant’s wife upon her giv
ing a receipt for them.

The Crown will have* the costs of the action after taxation 
thereof.

CAN. 

l x C.

AiidnttP, J.
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CAN. ONTARIO GRAVEL FREIGHTING CO. v. THE "A. L. SMITH"
AND ‘ CHINOOK."

KVC. Hir'n i/urr ('i.url of Cnnuila. Toronto \<t mirait y Dintrirt. Hoilffinx, ./.I.

1. C<H.I.ISKIX i § 1 A 1)—SHIPPING—Tl <i AND TOW BOATH Rl I.KS OK HOAD—
Coxsthiition.

Thv rules of the* road art* not applied an strietly in the vane of a tug 
and tow an where a ningle vennvl in vonvenivd.

| Thi Li ml Hanaur,” H Anp. M.C. 217; v. Hirmutla, 13 Can.
Kxeli. 3X1), referred to.J

2. Admihai.tv i j II A)—Collision Action Rksthaimm; Rci.k as to.
The rule an to restraining a eollinion action in the domestic forum 

because of an action relating to the name matter in a foreign Court in 
one of convenience and fair dealing, hut can only be invoked by the 
defendant where the plaintiff in in some way responsible for or a party 
to the foreign proceedings; so, if the defendant has given a bond to 
pay the damages awarded, if any, and has thereupon obtained the 
release of the ship arrested in Canada, it is not open to the defendant 
to object to the jurisdiction on the ground of a |tending action taken 
by one of the defendant ships in a United States Court to limit her 
liability, although the collision occurred in American waters and the 
defendant ships are both of American register.

|,N/. Clair v. Whitney, 38 Cun. 8.C.U. 303. distinguished.]

Statement Action in rent for <lamages for collision.
Judgment accordingly.
./. //. Hothl, for plaintiff.
A. St. (ieortje Ellin, for defendant.

Hodgine, J.A. lloiMil.xs. J.A.:—The plaintiff's loaded scow Hustler. " 

while being towed down stream by the tug “Modes," was struck 
and sunk by the tug “Smith," heading up stream, towing the 
scow “Chinook" light. The collision occurred in the St. Clair 
River just below Russell Island, at a point a little beyond (id. 
Pointe Dock in American waters at about 1 a.m. on a bright moon
light night. November 28. 1913.

Roth tugs were hugging the American shore, and the “ Modes" 
had the right of way descending the stream. Ray, the mate of 
the “Smith," says that he saw the “ Modes" hugging the American 
shore and admits that the rule of the road is that the vessel coming 
down should keep or direct its course to starboard in the St. Clair 
River; that if he had wanted her to take another course he should 
have given some other signal, and that he did not do so; that the 
“ Modes" was in her usual course, and at the time of the collision 
she was as near to the American shore as she could safely go. 
This last admission accords with the statement of Hunter, the 
mate of the “ Modes."
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Hay accounts for the collision l»y staling that when he sighted 
the “ Modes" he saw her starhoard-light and thought she was 
on the range course for large vessels, that his ship was inside that 
course and so he intended to pass starboard to starboard instead 
of, as usual, port to port. He says the " Modes'' changed her 
course during a time when, owing to smoke, he had lost sight of 
her, and that when it cleared he saw her red light on a course 
at an angle of forty-five degrees to that of the “Smith," and 
right across her course. He says that the smoke was caused by his 
own fireman putting in fire, and that a following wind blowing 
at 35 miles (or 25 to 30 miles, according to Hunter) had carried 
the smoke forward, right down on his bow and obstructed his view. 
The weather reports put the velocity of the wind at Hi to IS or 'JO 
miles. As to signals, lie says lie did not give any and did not hear 
the first signal given by the “ Modes'' notifying hint that she was 
directing her course to starboard. This signal was given, accord
ing to Hunter, mate of the “Modes," and others, about half a mile 
away, and Hay admits seeing her on that course when sighted. 
Hay says the danger signal was given only five seconds before the 
collision, but admits this is a guess and it may have been fifteen 
seconds, in which time both vessels would go two hundred and 
eighty feet. Hunter deposes that it was given five hundred or 
six hundred feet away, and three or four minutes before the 
collision, when he noticed the "Smith” sheer, and that after the 
earlier single blast he had given way a little towards the American 
shore, but not much, as he had not much room. The sheer of 
the "Smith" was denied.

It is clear that the "Smith” was heading so as to pass inside 
the "Modes.” Hay says he gave no passing signal, because the 
"Modes” was so far to starboard; but I cannot accept this state
ment, as he admits that lie knew the " Modes," which he often 
met, was close to the American shore, and would have to edge in 
further towards the American shore, after passing Light Ten, 
because there is a bay just below that light and that she* had 
always done so, and he had no reason to expect she would not do 
it that night. He says he gave no danger signal, although the 
rules require three blasts when the view is obstructed: Canadian 
Rules, art. 15 (a); American Rules, No. XIII. Allen, master 
of the “Smith," on cross-examination admits that an upgoing 
vessel should keep out of the way, and that that should have been

CAN.
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done in this ease, and if 1 »Iin«l«*« 1 by sinokv In* would have given a 
signal.

Thi* “ Moili-s," when she realized that a collision was immin
ent, turned in towards shore and cleared tin* “Smith.” The 
“Chinook” came up on the starboard of the “Smith,” which 
struck the “Hustler” on the port bow. The "Smith” put her 
helm to port and went to starlxiard, and was also hit by the 
“Chinook” before she struck the “Hustler.”

The collision ought to have been avoided if the “ Moiles” 
had had longer warning of the >ln*er of the “Smith,” so Heddrick, 
captain of the “Moiles,” depose*», provided the "Smith" had been 
in control; but both he and his mate think that the “Smith's” 
steering was affected by the "Chinook,” which had machinery 
for Using crane and anchor in its forward end. and that I icing light, 
this affected her own steering, which Hunter says was not good.

The mate of the " Moiles" admits that she did not slow down 
or stop until his crossing signal was understood and answered; 
and this is relied on as a breach of the regulations contributing 
to the collision.

There are two answers to this. There was nothing to indicate 
that the "Smith” was not observing and would not observe the 
rule of the road, and the "Moiles” was justified in keeping on: 
The ('do. 14 A.C. 070, at p. OHO; Chinn Xavigation Co. v. Asiatic 
Petroleum Co., 101 L.T. 547, Il Asp. M.C. 310. The other 
answer made is that the danger from the loaded scow going down 
stream made this impossible, and that if the "Moiles” had 
stopped the "Smith” would have struck her, or the " Hustler” 
fouled her screw with the tow-line, as the down current was one 
and a half miles and the speed of the “Moiles” 4) ■> miles. To 
stop would mean collision or disabling or beaching the tug, as 
there was no visible channel bank and the “ Moiles” was in as far 
as was safe at night. 1 accept this explanation as reasonable; 
the rules not being applied as strictly in the case of a tug and tow 
as where a single vessel is concerned : The Lord Bangor, 8 Asp. 
M.C. 217; Canadian Pacific li. Co. v. Bermuda, 13 Ex. C.R. 389.

I also think that the difficulties in the situation proved dis
tinguish this ease from that of the (Been Wallis, L.R. 4 A. & E. 175. 
There was plenty of water to allow the “Smith” to have gone to 
t h eastward and avoided all trouble. Under the Canadian
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Rules, art. IS, it is provided that when two steam vessels are 
meeting end on, or nearly end on, su as to involve risk of collision, 
each shall alter her course to starboard, so that each may pas- 
on the port side of the other. Rule V. of the American rules i- 
suhstantially the same. Hunter say- when lie sighted the “Smith" 
he saw all her lights and hence his course was properly altered 
to starboard, although only slightly, owing to the danger he 
apprehended in getting too close in. He gave the signal required 
by art. 28 (a) American Rules I : and the fact that it was not 
heard does not put the vessel giving it in the wrong. If not 
heard, it was the duty of the “ Modes" or "Smith" to have 
sounded five short blasts tart. 28, American Rules 2 . Rax, on 
the other hand, says he saw the green lights of the " Modes," 
and. under art. 19 i American Rule X.i. it was his dut> to have 
kept out of her way. and the “ Modes" was right in keeping her 
course (arts. 21. 2Ô a and I». American Rules V. or \. . The 
"Modes" gave the five short blasts when no answer wa- given 
to the first signal, and so conformed to the rules.

On the evidence I find that the fault lay with the "Smith." 
and that she alone was to blame for the collision.

The defendants argue that as the Smith" had taken pro
ceedings in the District ( ourt of the I’nited States for the Eastern 
District of Michigan in Admiralty to limit her liability, that this 
Court has no jurisdiction to proceed with this action. It is also 
put in the statement of defence on the ground that the defendant 
ships are both American ships and that the collision occurred in 
American waters, hence the proper forum is the Tinted States 
Court.

It appears by the exemplification put in that those proceedings 
were begun in the Tniteil States Court on December 1. 1912, and 
that up to October 10, 1918. no judgment had been rendered. 
The proceedings were advertised in the Detroit newspapers, but 
no notice was given to the plaintiffs, and their president denies 
any notice, and says he saw only a “squib” in the papers. This 
is not to be wondered at, as the order directing publication 
authorizes service on the owners of the barge " Hunter" through 
the post office at Detroit, Michigan. The proceedings appear 
to be directed to limiting liability, and of proof being made 
by all claimants against the ship.
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The ‘'Smith" and “Chinook” were arrested on May 12, 1913, 
at the dock at Walkerville, in the Province of Ontario, this action 
having been begun on April 14, 1913, and a bond was given under 
which they were released on July 11, 1913. The question of juris
diction, therefore, dealt with in St. Clair v. Whitnvu, 10 Lx. (Ml. 
1, 38 Can. S.O.R. 303, docs not arise here. I do not think the 
objection is open to the defendants. They have chosen to give 
a bond and to obtain an order releasing the. res upon submitting 
to the jurisdiction of the Court, and securing to the plaintiffs 
payment of whatever amount is adjudged against them in this

The Inmd given is as follows
Know all men by these presents that the V'nited States Fidelity and 

Guaranty Company hereby submits itself to the jurisdiction of the said 
Court and consents that if E. Jacques A- Hons, owners of the vessels, “A. L. 
.Smith" and “Chinook," seized by the sheriff of the county of Essex in this 
action, ami for whom hail is to he given, shall not pay what may he ad
judged against them or said vessels or either of said vessels in the above- 
named action with costs, execution may issue against us, the said I'nited 
States Fidelity and Guaranty Company, its goods and chattels, for a sum 
not exceeding twelve thousand dollars ($12,(MX)).

Tlic ships tire therefore free, and the plaintiffs cannot follow • 
them into the American Court and claim against them. They 
arc limited to their bond, with which they arc well content.

I have found no case, and none was cited to me, where the 
person or ship damaged was restrained from proceeding in the 
domestic forum because the foreign vessel had instituted proceed
ings in a foreign Court to which the person or ship damaged was 
not a party.

The rule invoked rests upon convenience and fair dealing, and 
the plaintiff must be in some way responsible for or a party to the 
foreign proceedings before it is applied. No claim is made to 
limit liability under the Merchants Shipping Act.

I give judgment for the plaintiffs, with costs, and with a 
reference to the Deputy-Registrar of this Court at Windsor to 
assess the damages.
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AUDET v. SARAGUAY ELECTRIC AND WATER CO.

Quebec ('ourl of Review, Archibald, Martimau ami lltaudin,

1. Damages ( § III K 229)—Injvhy to hvsinkss Breach ok contract—
InBTAIJJNG dentist’s SKiN—Failvrk to prove special damages—

For every breach of contract which necessarily causes damage, the 
party breaking his contract can be condemned in nominal damages to 
lie fixed by the Court; this warrants a judgment in favour of a dentist 
for failure of an electric company to install and light an electric sign 
advertising his business, although special damage could not be proved.

Appeal in review from the Superior Court, dismissing the statement
action.

The appeal was allowed.
Lorattycr A' Prud'homme, for the plaintiff.
Foster, Martin, Mann. Macl.innon, Hackett «V Mtdrena. for 

the defendant.

The judgment in review was delivered by 

Archibald, .1.: Plaintiff declares that, by a private writing Archibald, j. 
of August 7. HU 1. the defendant undertook to furnish the premises 
occupied by him at 13011 Si. Catherine St. K., Montreal, with a 
system of electric wires necessary for the use of an electric sign 
with certain dimensions and certain letters, containing 311 Tungsten 
lamps of four candle-power each, and should furnish and install 
the said sign, and also should furnish electricity for the lighting 
of the said sign for a period of 00 months at the rate of SO per 
month; that -defendant had not complied with that contract 
and more than six months had elapsed since the signing of the 
contract : that defendant did install the sign and electrical appar
atus, but never connected the current with it. and the sign has 
never been in a position to light : that, consequently, plaintiff 
cannot derive any benefit from the said sign, which was his reason 
for ordering the same; that he has notified defendant to fulfil 
its obligation of lighting said sign, but defendant refuses, and that, 
in consequence, plaintiff has suffered, and will suffer considerable 
damage which he estimates at the sum of 81,500, which damage 
consists in the loss of his clientele and in the failure to* attract 
other clients; that plaintiff has duly protested defendant, and 
plaintiff concludes for judgment in the sum of $1,500.

Defendant denies all the allegations, except the protest, and 
alleges that the contract which the plaintiff sets up was not passed
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l»v 1 1m* company defendant and was never approved hy sai<l com
pany. and that it was only a proposal and had no effect until 
approved by the company; that the >ign which the plaintiff say- 
was erected was not so erected hy the defendant, hut l»\ -ome 
person unknown to the defendant and not under the order of de
fendant. and that plaintiff was notified hy the defendant that the 
contract in question had not Im-cii approved and would not In* 
carried out.

Plaintiff joined issue.
The judgment found that it had Ih-cii proved that about August 

I7. lull, the plaintiff was solicited to enter into a contract lex. 
No. 11. and it was signed hy plaintiff as well a< by defendant : that 
the contract was brought to defendant and was approved hy it 
and was initialled hy the defendant's manager, one Champagne; 
that it had also been proved that defendant had ordered the sign 
made by the Holman Licetric Sign Co., iff Toronto, in accordance 
with the description contained in the contract, and defendant's 
order to that company is produced; that subsequently defendant 
cancelled its contract for that sign as well as for all others, with the 
Holman Co., and then refused to carry out the contract with 
plaintiff; that, notwithstanding such cancellation, the Holman 
Co. had erected the sign in question under their contract with the 
defendant, and the Court found that tin* defendant was unaware 
that the sign had been erected at all and plaintiff was unaware 
that it was not the defendant who had erected it.

The Court also found that defendant had entered into a 
contract with tin* plaintiff which it did not carry out; that 
although no time had been fixed within which the contract should 
be carried out, it should have been carried out within a reasonable 
time, and that such reasonable time had elapsed before action 
brought : thereupon, the Court held that the kind of damages 
which the plaintiff was claiming was not the damages to which 
lie was entitled, considering that the proper measure of damage 
would have been the additional cost to plaintiff to have the con
tract. vMiich defendant failed to carry out, performed by some 
other person: that damages caused by loss of future clientele are 
too remote, speculative and indefinite. The Court then held 
that plaintiff would be entitled, seeing the breach of contract, to 
such damages as are an immediate and direct consequence of the
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inoxceution of the defendant's obligation. luit that he had not asked 
for such damages, and. therefore, the ( ourt could not grant them, 
and the action was dismissed.

I am of opinion that the judgment of the Court helow mis
interpreted the plaintiff's action. It is true that plaintiff based 
his damages upon the loss of his clientele who might l»e induced 
to go to his office by the existence of the sign in quest ion. But 
that was rather a description of the cause of plaint ill's damage 
than a specification of the details of it. There was undoubtedly 
a breach of contract on the defendant's part, and for that breach 
of contract plaintiff did not profess to be able to specify any details 
of damage.

For every breach of contract which necessarily causes damage, 
the party breaking his contract can lx- condemned in nominal 
damages, to be fixed by the Court, and. in opposition to what the 
Judge of the Superior Court has found, I am of opinion that 
plaintiff’s action in this case sought that kind of damage.

Plaintiff has not proved any considerable amount of damage. 
Certainly, if his place were illuminated in the evening by his sign, 
it would be of a nature to indicate to passers-by that lie was there 
exercising his profession )ne cannot tell who might be attracted 
by the sign and who might not. Some one was likely to be -o 
attracted. Defendant claims that it has established that plaintiff's 
time was fully occupied, and that he could not have attended to 
any further business, even if lie got it: but I do not think it lie- 
in defendant's mouth to make an argument of that kind.

I am of opinion that the judgment should be -et aside and 
nominal damages awarded, which I would fix at the sum of s|.">0. 
I would therefore reverse the judgment and maintain plaintiff's 
action for said sum of SIÔO. and costs of an action of that class, 
both in the Superior Court and the Court of Review.

METALS LTD. v. TRUSTS & GUARANTEE CO.

Mlurlu Su/iniur Court. Itrck". •/.

1. Mechanics' mens ( 8 VI ."it i—Kitkct or i-\yim. co.viractor or sen
CONTRACTOR.

If it. appears Unit moneys were paid In the* owner to tin* contractor 
or sub-contractor for tin- very purpose of being applied in paying 
wage earners having a privileged and preferential lien under the 
Mechanics' Lien Act. Alta., over other lienholders, and the inom-v-* 
were in fact so the owner is entitled to credit for such pay
ments against the contract price.

4M.'»

QUE

C. It.

An-hfbnM. .1.

ALTA.

8. C.
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2. Mechanics' i.ik\n ( t VI—471—Materialman Extent ok lien — 
Remedy ok hem ming possession—< eases when.

Tin* lien rrcutnl by see. ô of tin* M vltaiiic*' Lie# Act, Altu., fur 
the unpaiil price of material "until it i* put or worked into the 
ImiMing" i* a continuation of tin* seller'* lien for the uiipaid pur
chase price notwithstanding delivery until the material is worked 
into the Iniihliiig : anil the reineily of resuming |N>ssession must lie 
taken before the materials ate worked into the building.

Mechanics’ lien action.
Order accordingly.
Sa vary, for plaintiffs.
Moffat, for defendant Dick.

Beck, This is a mechanics lien action which I tried 
some time ago referring certain matters to a referee. I have 
now to deal with the referee’s report. [The learned Judge 
here referred to the report in detail.]

No point is raised except with regard to the last four items: 
Items 5, 6, 7 and 8 |total $.'1,00X711 in respect of which it is 
said the referee has not reported sufficiently.

And it is claimed by the defendant Dick the owner that 
this $3,558.71 should be deducted from the $3.563.30 balance 
claimed as in owner’s hands, leaving only $4.59 for which he is 
liable.

Inasmuch as under the Mechanics’ Lien Act the owner is 
liable for 6 weeks’ wages of labourers on the work, no matter 
by whom employed, even if such wages increase his liability 
beyond the contract price and such wages rank in priority to 
the claims of all other lien claimants, and inasmuch as all liens 
accrue against the owner’s interest from the time material is 
furnished or work is done, 1 think the owner is entitled to dis
charge such liens for wages though the result may be to reduce 
tbe fund which would otherwise be available for other lien claim
ants. The giving of notice by a lien claimant puts no obligation 
on the owner to stop the work. The liens of wage-earners for 
six weeks’ wages arc placed in a privileged position ; the pro
visions with regard to posting up receipted payrolls are at least 
as effective as a written notice to the owner to place upon him 
an obligation to pay them; and the Act gives such liens priority 
over all others.

I think further that if it appears that moneys though not
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paid directly to the wage-earners were paid by the owner to the 
contractor or sub-eontraetor for the very purpose of being 
applied in paying wage-earners (and thus discharging their 
liens) and the moneys were in fact so applied, the owner is 
entitled to credit for such payments against the contract price.

I therefore refer the matter back to the referee to ascertain 
with regard to items (I. 7 and K, whether and to what extent 
these items were paid for the purpose of paying wage-earners 
in respect of wages not exceeding six weeks’ wages and to what 
extent such payments were actually made.

My opinion is that the amount certified by the referee should 
be deducted from the sum of $3,558.71 and that the balance is 
the only sum upon which the lien of the Canadian Equipment 
Co. attaches. I make no order now to this effect because other 
questions will have to lie determined when the referee's report is 
completed and it will be best to deal with all undisposed of 
matters at the same time. Another point remains for decision.

The plaintiff's, the Western Planing Mills, Ltd., filed a lien 
but gave no notice of it. The referee finds that at the time 
Dick, the owner, took over the completion of the work there 
were on the premises not yet worked into the building material 
supplied by these claimants to the value of $209 and they claim 
a lien to this amount by virtue of see. f> of the Act which says :

Win'll mix nuit liai i* brought upon any laud to lie used in conncc 
tion xvith such land for any of tin* purposes enumerated in tin- last 
preceding section hereof, the same shall lie subject to a lien for the un 
paid price thereof in favour of any person supplying the same until it is 
put or worked into the building, erection or xvork as part of the same.

I think these claimants have no lien. The lien created by 
this section is a seller’s lien for unpaid purchase price. Such a 
lien exists independently of this section, until delivery. Thq 
section continues the lien notwithstanding delivery until the 
material is worked into the building. This special lien ceases on 
that being done. In order to preserve the lien, clearly. 1 think 
the remedy of resuming possession must be adopted and this 
necessarily must be done before the materials are worked into 
the building.

Orth r accordingly.

32—22 D.I..R.
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THE KING v. TWEEDIE.
Kn-hrqm-r Court of Cumula, Autlrllr. ./.

1. Advkrsk i'osskssion i § 1 A 11 Prescription —Distinction between.
The <li«tinrtion in English law between prescription and adverse pos- 

sessinn is that prescription relates to an incorporeal hereditament, 
while adverse possession is in respect of a thing corporeal.

2. Prune lands ($ I A—1)—Crown lands—Grant—Constriction of.
Crown grants are to he construed most favourably for the King where 

a fair doubt exists as to the real meaning of the instrument.
3. Easkmknts i§ Il B—10)—Crkation of—IB prescription Aoainst

Before l'.MKt (C.S.N.B. 1U03, ch. lût») there existed no laws in New 
Brunswick whereby a subject could prescribe an easement as against 
t he Crown.

4. Advkrsk i’osskssion i jj II—64) Aoainst Crown Bed ok n a mu able
RIVER KXTENT Ol HKIIITS.

No title by adverse possession against the Crown accrues to the
solum or bed of a navigable river by stretching a boom and I.... ming
logs in the waters of the river; the right to use a navigable river in that 
way is distinct from a right to the bed of the river, and is subject to the 
public right of navigation.

of m V. Atty.-Crn. of Canada. |B»14J A C 153, MS, 15 
D.L.R. 308, referred to.]

Information filed by the Attorney-General of Canada for the 
assessment of compensation due to the owner of certain land 
taken for the Intercolonial Railway under the Expropriation Act. 

./. H. M. Baxter, K.C.. for the plaintiff.
M. (>. Tad, K.C., for the defendant.
A. A. Daridxon, for the plaintiff.
M. A* ./. Tad, for the defendant.

Al dette. .1.: There are in this case two pieces or parcels of 
land expropriated which form die subject of contention, and 
which must be dealt with separately and which will hereafter be 
respectively called the upland lot and the water-lot . . .
The Crown by its original information tendered the sum of $2,150 
for the upland so taken and for all damages resulting from the 
said expropriation.

The defendant claimed that he was the owner and in possession 
of certain other lands which adjoined to the eastward of the said 
lands, and which lands were taken and expropriated for the pur
poses aforesaid, and taken and used for the right-of-way, and 
was and the owner and in possession of other lands on either 
side of the said right-of-way, which were and are injuriously 
affected by such expropriation . . .
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The defendant therefore claimed for all such lands and damages 
the sum of $2f>,(MM) . . .

At the opening of tin* trial the Crown admitted the title of 
the defendant to the upland loi. hut denied his title to the water- 
lot.

The upland lot left the hands of the Crown under a grant of 
May 4. 1798, and is filed herein as ex. “A."

The defendant claims the ownership of this water-lot l>v 
virtue of this grant . . .

It must he found that under the plain language of the grant 
itself the defendant cannot derive any title to the water-lot. 
Indeed, under this grant lot 37 is given to Thomas hohan, the 
predecessor in title of the said defendant, hut is hounded “by the 
northerly hank or shore of the Miramichi Hiver.” . . .

This Crown grant, ex. “A," clearly convoyed the upland, and 
the upland alone, the bed of the river remaining in the Crown, in 
the right of the province, the Crown holding it for the benefit of 
its subjects, for the purpose of navigation and fishery.

Now remains the question how. if ever, did the water-lot 
come out of the hands of the Crown? It must he found it never 
left the hands of the Crown.

The defendant contends that if it did not come to him by 
virtue of the grant, that he owns it by possession and prescription 
as against the Crown. . . .

Let us now approach the question of possession and prescrip
tion. under the laws of the Province of New Brunswick. iH.S.C 
ch. 140, sec. 33.) . . .

It is somewhat difficult to take actual possession of the solum, 
the bed of the river. It would not be sufficient to use the surface 
of the water, hut it would of necessity involve the actual seizing 
or possession of the soil of the bed of the river.

The right of stretching a boom and booming logs in the waters 
of a river is quite distinct from a right to the bed of the river. 
Standing by itself the former would lx* a profit à prendre in aliéna 
solo, an incorporeal hereditament subject to proscription.

The Miramichi River is a tidal and navigable river opposite 
the upland in question and where the ownership of the water-lot 
is claimed. . . .

It would, therefore, appear that the Crown, as trustee for the

CAN.

Kx. ('.
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CANi public, is the guardian of such right held by the public to use
I a. < . navigable and tidal livers as a public highway. Reference to the

TuTTino Kxclicqucr (’ourt Act, sec. 3d, R.S.N.I1. 1903, ch. 139, see. I.
The defendant having failed to prove, as a question of fact,

rWKKIUK. , , - .___ actual continuous possession for sixty years, it becomes un-
A"det,p.j. iH'cessary to decide whether or not a subject can acquire owner-' 

ship in a foreshore on tidal and navigable water by such possession, 
assuming that the word “land" in the statute would be wide 
enough to embody the meaning of foreshore. On the question 
of possession the defendant fails. . . .

Coming now to the question of prescription as distinguished 
from that of possession, it may be said that assuming the defend
ant could prescribe, as against the Crown, all easement over these 
waters, giving him the right to so stretch that boom and use it 
for collecting logs, lie would in such a case, fall under ch. 10b of 
the ( ’onsolidated Statutes of X.B., which for the first time enacted 
such law only in 1903. . . . Therefore, from 1003, there did
,not elapse such delay as would under that statute acquire the 
right to so prescribe.

Having found on the question of fact, as disclosed by the evi
dence, that the defendant cannot succeed in his contentions of 
ownership or easement with respect to the water-lot, it becomes 
unnecessary to decide whether or not a subject can acquire by 
possession or prescription the foreshore on tidal and navigable 
waters a moot question upon which decisions are found both 
ways.

The Crown at the trial, under the provisions of sec. 30 of the 
Expropriation Act ( ICS. 100b, ch. 113), filed an undertaking 
whereby it granted to the defendant a right-of-way across the 
line of the Intercolonial Railway at the Russell Wharf, and further 
undertook to efficiently maintain the same. Vnder the evidence, 
the privileges and material advantages derived from such under
taking, coupled with the offer of $2,1">0 made by the information, 
constitutes, in the opinion of the Court, a just and liberal com
pensation for the upland expropriated herein and for all damages 
resulting therefrom. Reference to Lyon* v. The Fishmongers, 
L.R. I App. ( ’as. bb‘2.

With respect to the water-lot, the defendant has failed to 
establish any title to the same either under his grant for the 
upland or bv adverse pos.-ession or prescription.
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. . . There will lie judgment in favour of the defendant for CAW
tin* sum of $2,150, together with a declaration that lie is entitled Kx. <
to the crossing mentioned in the said undertaking. The whole .|M|, K|M, 
with costs.

./ mlynicnt accord in\iltj.

ATT’Y-GFN’L FOR ALBKRTA v. ATT’Y-GEN’L OF CANADA
■lioliiinl I ''mi a' i1 hr of Hu I’riiii t'niniril. \i sen mil IlnliUinc. It' I.mil 

t Imilton. I.mil Simmer, Sir 1'liarltx I'll :/»u/riel,■. ami sir liixliua 
Williams.

IMP

P. C.

I < OSMITI TlONAl. LAW ( § I I \—jlNIl I'llOVIMTXI lll lil I.ATIoX DoM 
I MuX «All.WAY CO MCA MIS KXIIMUM. Kit.Ills OK III t l l'ANi Y 
l l.TKA A'IRKS.

s.. . 7 tif eh. 15. Alberta statutes. I!II2, amending tIn* Nlberta liail 
wax Ni l. 1JM»7. liy tin* addition uf a subsection |iiir|iurtiiig In make 
»ir. S2 of tin* latter Act apply hi Dominion railways so a» t" make 
tin* latter subject to a right of occupancy along xxitli a provincial rail
way "ii terms to he approved In the hieiiteiianl Ilovernor in Council, 
i» ultra rires of the Legislature of AI lier ta ; it would he none the 
less ultra rires if the amendment hail not heen limited as it was by 
a clause thereof to ease» where I he taking of the Dominion railway 
company’s land did not "unmisonahly interfere with the construction 
and operation" of its own railway.

| C /*./,*. v. No Ire Haine tic Itmisi roars. | |N!MI | A ( . and Maihleu
x. \ 1 Ison a l .s.ir Co„ fimmi AC l.-JU, applied.)

2. Kaii xx ays i g 11 It—hll—( Rossim. Khhith to—Dominion ami i*uo- 
V1XU.AI. RAILWAYS.

\ provincial railxvuy as distinguished from a Dominion or federal 
rail xx ay which latter is subject to the Railway Vet. Ian., has a locus 
stamli to make application to the Kailxvay Commission (Can . toi 
permission to cross a Dominion railway.

Am:\ij referred hy 1I.R.II. the (lovernor in (’oimcil for the statement 
hearing and eonuiderntion of the Supreme Court of Canada 
pursuant to see. GO of the Supreme Court Act.

Sir liobi rl Finla/i, K.C.. S. Ii. Woods, K.C. ( A.-tl. for 
Alberta), and fi' coffre tj Lawrence, for the

/. Y i <i oinbt, K.C. ( for A. < !. for t'anada). and liatinumd 
AstjiiHh, I'o spondent.

/*.' Lotit nr, K.C.. for the ( '.l\R. Co., intervenants.

The judgment of the Hoard was delivered by

Lord Mm lton : -Prior to the passing of the Act. i „ixi .
see. S2 of the Alberta Railway Act of I PUT stood in t he follow 
ing form

The company may take possession "f. use or occupy any lands belong 
ing i i any other railway company, use and enjoy the whole or any pm

7144
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thin of tin* right of way. track*, terminal, station*, or station ground* 
of any other railway company, and have and exercise full right and power* 
to run and operute it* train* over and upon any portion or portion* of the 
railway of any other railway company, subject always to the approval of 
the Ueutenant-Uovernor in Council lirst obtained, or to any order or dir
ection which the l.ieutenant-(lovernor in Council may make in regard to 
the exercise, enjoyment, or restriction of such powers or privilege.

(2) Such approval may la* given upon application and notice, and after 
hearing the Lieutenant-Governor in Council may make such order, give 
mucIi directions, and impose such conditions or duties upon cither party as 
to the said Lieutenant-Governor in Council may appear just or th «iralde 
having due regard for the public, and all proper interest*, and all provi
sions of the law. at any time applicable to the taking of land and their 
valuation, and the compensation therefore and appeals from awards 
thereon shall apply to sticli lands, and in cases under this section where it 
becomes necessary for the company to obtain the approval of the Hoard 
of Railway Commissioners for Canada, it shall do *n in addition t > other
wise complying with this section.

By sec. 7 of the Amending Act of 1111*2. the following sub
section was added to the sec. 82 above referred to:—

(3) 'Ilie provision* of this section shall extend and apply to the lands 
of every railway company or person* having authority to construct or 
operate a railway otherwise than under the legislative authority of the 
province of Alliertn in so far a* the taking of such land does n >t uni> t-on- 
ablv interfere with the construction and operation of the railway or rail
way * constructed and operated or being constructed and operated b\ virtue 
of or under such other legislative authority.

Tin* questions referred to the Supreme Court of Cnnnda 
were as follows:—

(1) Is sec. 7 of cli. 15 of the Acts of the Legislature of Alberta of 
1HI2 intituled an Act to amend the Railway Act intro rire« of the pro
vincial legislature in its application to railway companies authorized by 
the Parliament of Canada to construct or operate railwaysr

(2) If the said section be it/lfti vins of the provincial legislature in its 
application to such Dominion railway companies, would the section lie 
infra rires if amended by striking out the word ••unreasonably**":

At the hearing before the ...............Court of t'amnia it would
seem that by eminent of e,inline] representing the Dominion 
Government nml the I’mvinee of Alliertn reaper!ivrly, n third 
question waa submitted to the Court for hearing and consider- 
ation. It was hypothetical in form and no answer was given to 
it by the Supreme Court. Their lordships do not consider that 
such question should be regarded as forming part of the ques
tions referred to the Supreme Court by H.Il.II. the Governor 
ill Council, or that it is included in the present appeal. No
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attempt was made to argue it at the hearing, and their lord- 
ships do not propose to take further notice of it.

By see. 92. sub-see. 10. of the B.N.A. A et, 1807. it is enacted 
as follows :—

!•-. Ill vacli province the legislature may exclu*ively make la\>~ in lela 
tinii to matters coming within the classes of subjects n *xt hereinafter 
• numerated:—•

< HO Local Works and Vndertakings other than such as are of the fol
lowing classes:—

I n ) Lines of steam or other ships, railways, canals, telegraphs and 
other works and undertakings connecting the province with any other or 
others of the province or extending beyond the limits of the province.

iv) Sueli works as. although wholly situate within the province arc 
before or after their execution declared by the Parliament of Canada to Is* 
for the general advantage of Canada or for the advantage of two or more 
of the provinces.

By see. 91. sub-sec. 29. of the B.N.A. Act. Is(l7. it is enacted 
as follows :—

bl. ... It is hereby declared that (notwithstanding anything in 
this Act I the exclusive legislative authority of tie Parliament of Canada 
extends to all matters coining within the classes of subjects next heiein- 
after enumerated; that is to say:—

i -!• i Such classes of subjects as are expressly excepted in the enumera
tion of the classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the legis 
latures of the provinces.

It hits never been doubted that these words refer to and in
clude railways such as are mentioned in 92 110) (a) and (<■) 
above quoted. Indeed the language seems to point to 92 (10) 
so expressly that the contention is frequently heard that it is 
intended to refer to it solely. It is not necessary to decide such 
point in the present case. It suffices to say that railways such 
as are described in 92 (10) (a) and (r) come under the exclu
sive legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada. The 
provincial legislature therefore has no power to affect by legisla
tion the line or works of such railway. If authority were re
quired for so plain and evident a conclusion from these statu
tory provisions, it is to be found in the judgment of their lord- 
ships in the case of (WM. Co. v. Xofrt Ihnm dt llonsrconrs, 
118991 A.C. 3(57, and Madden v. X<hson and Fori Sht ppard It. 
Co., 118991 A.C. 62(5.

The provisions of see. 82 of the Alberta Railway Act, 1907,
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do not in the opinion of their lordships necessarily clash with 
these rights of legislation which thus exclusively belong to the 
Dominion Parliament, for it is possible to give to the words 
“railway company” the limited meaning of a company owning 
and operating a railway situated entirely within the province 
and to that extent tin- legislation is infra vires. But sub-sec. 
(•1). which was added by the Act of 1912 and the validity of 
which is under consideration, expressly extends sec. 82 so as to 
make it apply to a Dominion railway. With this addition the 
provisions of sec. 82 of the Railway Act. 1907, of the Legislature 
of Alberta, constituted unquestionably legislation as to the 
physical construction and use of the track and buildings of a 
Dominion railway, and that of a serious and far-reaching char
acter. Their lordships have no hesitation therefore in pro
nouncing that sub-sec. :$ is ultra vires of the Alberta Legislature.

They are further of opinion that it would not become infra 
vires if the word “unreasonably” were struck out of the section. 
It would still lie legislation as to the physical track and works 
of the Dominion railway, and as such would be beyond the com
petence of the provincial legislature. These are matters as to 
which the exclusive right to legislate has been accorded to the 
Parliament of the Dominion so that provincial legislatures have 
no power of legislation as to them and this holds good whether 
or not the legislation is such as might be considered by juries 
or Judges to be reasonable.

It was no doubt due to the almost self-evident character of 
these propositions that at the hearing of the appeal before their 
lordships but little attempt was made to support the validity of 
sub-sec. (3) in its entirety. To judge by the reasons given by 
tin* learned Judges of the Supreme Court in their judgments it 
would seem that much the same course was adopted in the argu
ment before the Supreme Court. The true aim of the discussion 
seemed rather to obtain the opinion of the Court and of their 
lordships upon hypothetical variations of the section which 
would have the effect of limiting its application. Indeed, in the 
hearing before their lordships, counsel for the appellants prac
tically confined their arguments to tin* single case of a provin
cial railway crossing the track of a Dominion railway. Their
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lordships are of opinion that great care should be exercised in 
permitting questions thus referred to the Supreme Court to be 
varied, more especially when those questions come up on appeal 
for decision by their lordships. It may no doubt happen that 
the questions relate to matters which are in their nature sever
able. so that the answers given may cast light upon tin- effect 
of the deletion or alteration of parts of the provisions the valid
ity of which is being considered. But their lordships do not 
desire to give any countenance to the view that counsel may 
vary the questions by hypothetical limitations not to be found 
in the provisions themselves or in the questions that relate to 
them.

In the present instance, however, the ease chosen by counsel 
for the appellants as the subject of their arguments has no 
doubt strong claims for separate* consideration, inasmuch as it 
is doubtless the case which was mainly present to the mind of 
the provincial legislature when considering sub-sec. (3). It has 
reference to the circumstances under which the exclusive power 
of parliament to legislate as to Dominion railways appears to 
operate most harshly on the freedom of action of the province. 
It was urged with great force that if the provinces have no 
power to authorize their railways to cross the tracks of Dom
inion railways they might theoretically be placed in a position 
of great difficulty. Regarded in the abstract it might lie possible 
for a tract of country situated in a province to be surrounded 
by Dominion railways in such a way that unless crossing were 
permitted a provincial railway situated within that tract would 
be completely isolated and cut off from access to other portions 
of the province. But the difficulty is essentially administrative, 
and not one that could be cured by any decision as to consti
tutional rights. It is scarcely too much to say that it would not 
be practicable to frame the actual claim of the province in the 
present ease in such a way that it could be a constitutional right 
possessed by a province. Even their own counsel admitted that 
the province could not give to one of their railways the right to 
cross a Dominion railway at any place or in any specific way 
chosen by them. They admitted that the place and manner 
must be subject to the approval of the Railway Board, a bod.* 
created by a Dominion statute in the year 1903, whose powers
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IMP- depend on a Dominion Railway Act. How eould a const it u-
p. C. tional right Ik* measured or defined by the views or decisions of
,-Y.,;KV Nll<*h a body—one which did not exist when the constitution was 
FOB created ?

Aliikrta
It is therefore not in abstract constitutional rights but in

administrative provisions that the remedy must be sought for
< axaiia. the inconveniences which in the abstract might flow from the 

Lord Muuiton fn<*t that the exclusive power of legislating as to Dominion
railways is vested in Parliament. And in this respect the 
present form of the Dominion railway legislation indicates 
and in their Lordships opinion provides an effective remedy. 
By section 8 of the Dominion Railway Act Parliament treats 
in a special manner the crossing of Dominion railways by 
provincial railways. These portions of the provincial railways 
are made subject to the clauses of the Dominion railway legis
lation, which deal also with the crossings of two Dominion rail
ways so that the provincial railways are in such matters 
heated administratively in precisely the same way as Dom
inion railways themselves. The Parliament of the Dominion is 
entitled to legislate as to these crossings because they are upon 
the right of way and track of the Dominion railway as to which 
the Dominion Parliament has exclusive rights of legislation, 
and moreover, as the provincial railways are there by permission 
and not of right, they can fairly be put under terms and regu
lations. But see. 8 of the Railway Act of the Dominion and the 
clauses which are by it made binding on any provincial rail
way crossing a Dominion railway appear to their lordships to 
indicate that it is part of the functions of tin* Railway Board to 
permit and to regulate such crossings. They are left unfettered 
as to whether they will permit such crossings to be at any par
ticular spot or to be carried out in any particular way. and this 
jurisdiction is essential to them as guardians of those powers of 
construction and operation of Dominion railways which are 
necessary for their existence and efficiency. But these powers 
of permitting crossings by provincial railways under suitable 
circumstances and with proper precautions have not been given 
to them idly and for no purpose. They bring with them the 
duty of using those powers for the benefit of the public when
ever an occasion arises where they can be wisely used.
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By these provisions the Dominion legislation has in their 
lordships' opinion given to provineinl railways desiring to cross 
a Dominion railway all the locus standi that they need for mak
ing an applieatinn to the Railway Board for permission to <lo so. 
The Railway Board is hound to exercise these powers given to 
it jlist as much as all other powers given to it so as to advance 
the best interests of the public. In this way the legitimate 
claims of provincial railways to obtain facilities for crossing 
Dominion railways are in fact met as fully as is practicable and 
this without risking the chaos of overlapping legislative powers.

Their lordships are therefore of opinion that both the ques
tions submitted to the Supreme Court of Canada should be 
answered in the negative and that the decision appealed from 
was correct. They will accordingly humbly advise 11 is Majesty 
that this appeal should be dismissed, but without costs.

A ns in rs accord inifl if.

HAIGHT v. DAVIES.
Manitoba hinij'n Itnich, Hull. ./.I. ./« n nary 111. Ill If).

I. M< KATOHIl M l 8 I — I) —(KOI* AliltKKMKM—Am.HXIHI.ITY.
All «gm*lin*nt fm sali* of lands whereby (lie purchaser N to pax tin 

proceeds of one half of the wheat crop yearly until the purchase money 
and interest is fully paid, is within the exception of see. 4 ( h I of the 
Moratorium Act. Man., although tin* agreement i~ not for delivery of 
part of the crop itself: hut - e. .'I of the Ai t applies to extend for one 
year the time lixed for redempti n under the Master's report made 
before the Act came into f ue".

Action under an agreement for sale.
A. \V. Ilowcn, for plaintiff.

Ualt, J.j—In this ease, heard before me at Mordvn. the 
plaintiff sues under an agreement of sale dated December I. 
1908, wherein the defendant purchased certain lands for the 
price of sf'2.ô(M). the agreement of sale provided that the purchase 
money should be paid as follows :

Th • proceeds of one half i f the whole of tin* wheat crop grown on the 
demised premises in each and every year until the full purchase prie»* 
together with interest thereon, is fully paid; the lirst payment of priori 
pal to liecome due and he paid on the 1st day of December, IH1U. together 
with interest at 7 per cent, per annum from date thereof to lie paid on 
the said sum or so much thereof as shall from time w time remain un
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MAN. |mi»l. whether licfore or after the name liccomcs due. and such interest to

K. H.
Im* paid yearly on the 1st day of December until the whole of the moneys 
payable hereunder are fully paid.

IIakîiit

Daviks.

The said agreement also contained the usual acceleration 
clause. The statement of claim shews that only two payments

UaJt. J. have been made by the defendant, namely, one on February 28. 
Ml-. .$'>05.95, and one on December 16, 1912, $140. Judgment 
was obtained by the plaintiff on May 26, 1914. with a reference 
to the Master. The Master's report was made and tiled on Octo
ber 1. 1914. fixing the time for redemption on January 2, 1915. 
The present motion is for a final order of foreclosure.

The question is to what extent, if any, the Moratorium Act 
applies to this ease, Mr. Bowen, on behalf of the plaintiff, relies 
upon section 4 (b) of the Act as removing any difficulties in the 
plaintiff's way. The sub-section reads :—

Nothing under this section shall lie construed mi as to intevfer • with 
any rights of a vendor or a mortgagee to enforce any agreement of a pur
chaser or mortgagor in any such instrument to hand over a share or shares 
of the crops on any such land to lie applied in reduction or satisfaction 
of the moneys, whether principal, interest or otherwise, secured by a in 
such instrument.

The agreement in question provides, not for the handing over 
of any share or shares of the crop but for handing over the pro
ceeds thereof. On the other hand, it is impossible to apply anv 
portion of the crop from time to time in payment of principal or 
interest unless the value of the grain be first ascertained.

I think the meaning of this peculiar sub-section will be best 
arrived at by construing it in accordance with the spirit rather 
than the letter of it. 1 accordingly hold that section 4 of the 
Moratorium Act does not affect the plaintiff’s rights. But sec
tion 4 of the Act contains the following provision applicable to 
the circumstances of this case
and in all pending actions for such redemption, foreclosure or sale, in 
which the time lived for redemption is after the thirty -first day of duly. 
11114. the same i* hereby extended for one year from the date so fixed for 
redemption, and no final order for foreclosure or sale shall lie made in 
any such action until after the lapse of such extended period.

The plaintiff is entitled to immediate payment of his princi
pal. interest and costs, but no filial order for foreclosure, nor 
for removal of caveat, can be made until after the lapse of a yenv
frnin ••iimiaiy 2. lill.V „/ fw plaintiff.
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ADAM v. RICHARDS.

British Oolumbio ('uni t of 1/>/#<•«/. l/*e Jonahl. fI.. Irrinii. Martin, 
Haiti In r, ami MrlMiillips, ./•/. I. January <». 1915.

I. Levy xmi skizi hk < s III < 591 —sfi/.i m. vxhkr kxkci tm.x I'kiohitiks
—RlUHTH OF AKKIUMKF FOB CKI.UITOHN.

Where a sheriff under tin* Execution Act. H.('.. sec. |:t. »ei/e. mone\ 
in specie belonging to tlic vxi'ciition debtor. Imt instead of holding tin 
same for thirty ilays in like manner as where goods have Ih'i-ii levied 
upon and sold, forthwith pays the money over to the execution credi
tor, an assignee for creditors under the Creditors Trust Deeds AiH. 
R.S.1Meh. Id. to whom the debtor made an assignment immediately 
after such execution creditor got his money has no status to sue for 
the money on behalf of all creditors as it no longer ladonged to tin- 
execution debtor after the sheriff had taken possession of •.nine; nor 
had the assignee the right to sue for the enforcement of claims which 
other execution creditors within the thirty-day period might have had 
against the fund or against the aherilf under the Creditor» Relief Act. 
i; H.B.f . ..........

[Johnson v. Birkcriny, | I99HJ I K.II. I: ('hiil.soii \ Sims, IT < hit. 
R. 392, referred to.)

Appeal from an order of (iregory, .1.
K. C. M(lifers, for appellant.
F. .1. Mc I Harm id, for respondent.

Mavdo.xau), C.J.A. The plaintiff sues as assignee for tin 
benefit of creditors of the debtor. The moneys in dispute were 
seized by defendant sheriff under a writ of ji. fa. issued at the 
instance of the co-defendant. Some of them were paid over by 
the sheriff' to the execution creditor in the morning, and in the 
afternoon of the same day the assignment to the plaintiff was 
executed.

The issue is a simple one. Section 14 (2) of the Creditors 
Trust Deis Is Act gives an assignment precedence over executions 
not completely executed by payment. In Sinclair v. McDoni/aH 
(1869), 29 U.C.R. at p. 393, Wilson, d.. with whom Morrison,
J. , concurred, said :—

I make no distinction here lietween the debtor paying the money and 
the sheriff making it hv seizure of goods and the conversion of them by «ale 
into money or seizing the money and getting it without the act and against 
the will or resistance of the debtor. When once he had the money it 
ceased to lie the m icy of the debtor and became the money of the credi
tor, just the same as if the sheriff had raised the amount by seizure and 
sale of goods.

See also Clarkson v. Severs (1889), 17 O.R. 392.
In the case at bar the moneys were taken in specie from the
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B C. debtor’s till and were, except as hereinafter mentioned, on the
C. A. third day paid over as aforesaid to the execution creditor under

Richard*.

whose writ the sheriff had seized. They were taken in the legal 
sense of that term against the will of the debtor and are in the 
same category as moneys realized on the sale of goods. From the

Mn< dnnald. time they came into the sheriff’s hands they were moneys of the 
execution creditor, or of those who might become entitled to the 
distribution thereof under the Creditors Relief Act.

If then these moneys when they reached the sheriff's hands 
ceased to be the property of the debtor the assignment could not 
in any way operate upon them, and 1 think this would be so even 
if they had been retained by the sheriff for future payment over 
to the execution creditor, or for distribution under the Creditors 
Relief Act. The moment they ceased to be the moneys of the 
debtor his power to dispose of them by an assignment for the 
benefit of creditors or otherwise ceased.

Much of the argument was directed to the application to the 
facts of this case of the Creditors Relief Act, but. in my opinion, 
that Act has nothing to do with the case. It has to do with 
the respective rights of the first execution creditor and .judg
ment creditors who were entitled to take advantage of the Act. 
but the rights of those persons are not in question in this action. 
With such an issue the assignee for the benefit of creditors is 
not concerned. If he cannot get the moneys in question in virtue 
of the Creditors Trust Deeds Act then he must entirely fail.

There remains, however, the matter of $*7.00 taken from the 
till by the sheriff on the evening of the 27th. the day of the exe
cution of the assignment, still to be dealt with. The facts appear 
to be that the sheriff left with the debtor’s bartender the sum 
of $00.00 with which to make change, and took his l.O.C. as 
evidence of the fact. That night, namely, after the assignment 
had been executed, the sheriff took from the till the said sum of 
$*0.00. gave $24.00 of it to the assignee, the plaintiff, with which 
to pay some arrears of wages to the debtor’s employees, and 
carried off the balance—$64.05. It now becomes necessary to 
consider the rights of the parties in respect of this sum of $64.05 
because of the reversal of the judgment below. It appears that 
the said sum of $60.00 was included in the sheriff’s cheque of
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$457.15 issued to the execution creditor that morning, ami then B. C.
fore in the judgment below it was not necessary to deal specific <• \
ally with this sum because the assignee was given the benefit of 7An x x*
it as included in the gross sum awarded to him. Rut if that r. 
judgment is to be reversed 1 have to consider the assignee's right 1,11 " Vl‘l>v 
to the $64.05 as a separate item. The arrangement under which Mc.'!t."vI'v 
the sheriff was virtually carrying on the business and seizing the 
earnings front day to day may have been a very beneficial one 
foi all concerned, but it was an irregular way of executing a 
writ of fi. fa. If the $60 were loaned by the sheriff to the bar
tender, it passed to the assignee before it was taken from the 
debtor's till on that evening, and was the assignee's property.

There has been no cross-appeal, but that was unnecessary as 
when the judgment below is to be set aside this Court should 
render the judgment which ought to have been rendered below, 
and as I think this sum of $60.00 never passed to the execution 
creditor, or if at an earlier date it «lid so. the possession of it 
having been for the time being rcliii<|uishci! by the sheriff to the 
debtor, it. together with the $4.0.*) taken over the counter that 
day. passed to the assignee.

There should therefore be judgment for the plaintiff for the 
sum of $64.05, but without costs of the action as the plaintiff 
has failed in his principal claim and has succeeded only in re
spect of a matter as to which there was no great contest.

The appellant should have the costs of the appeal.

Irvino, J.A. : The B. A. Trust Company on May 2d, 1014. «mn*. j.a.
placed a writ of execution for $1,524.15 against the goods of 
Molonv in the sheriff’s hands, and on the same day the sheriff 
seize«l all the goods and chattels (including some moneys) on 
th«' premises known as the “Brown dug."

< Mi May 27. 1014. Molony made an assignment to the plaintiff 
for the benefit of his creditors under the Creditors Trust Deeds 
Act. On May 27. the sheriff paid to the plaintiff $.‘182.15; tins 
was afterwards reduced to $457.15. On May 28. the assignee 
made a formal demand on the sheriff for all moneys taken from 
the “Brown dug." To this the sheriff on duly 1. replied that 
the matter had been dosed up some «lays ago. The assignee1 then
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B. C. brought this action fur an account of all moneys received by the
V. A. sheriff under the writ. The sheriff's defence was that he had
— paid over all moneys received by him before the assignment was

Rîchahds.
executed or he had notice thereof, and that he was justified in so 
doing by section Id of the Execution Act and section -0 of the
Creditors Relief Act. The learned Judge gave judgment in 
favour of the assignee for $331.40 on the principle that priority 
among creditors was abolished and the assignee was entitled to 
everything including moneys in the hands of the sheriff under 
an execution not completely executed by payment.

Three statutes come in question—eh. 70, Execution Act ; 
eh. GO, Creditors Relief Act ; and eh. 13. Creditors Trust Deeds 
Act.

The Execution Act, ch. 70, deals with writs of execution 
issued out of the Supreme or County Courts and any inferior 
Court. The statute is a combination of the old B.C. Statute, 1 
& 2 Viet. (Imp.) ch. 110, and some sections taken from the On
tario Statute. Sections 13, 14 and 15 are taken from the Im
perial Statute and authorize the sheriff to seize moneys.

The object of the Creditors Relief Act, ch. GO, is to abolish 
priority among creditors by execution from the Supreme and 
County Courts, and, to secure that end, requires the sheriff 
when he levies money upon an execution to make an entry 
thereof in a book, and such sum shall be distributed rateably 
amongst execution creditors, and other creditors whose writs or 
certificates are in the sheriff's hands at the time of the levy, or 
within 30 days after the entry.

The Creditors Trust Deeds Act, ch. 13, relates to assignments 
made for the benefit of creditors. It vests in the assignee all the 
real and personal estate belonging at the time of the assignment 
in the assignor, and declares as to goods with which we are now 
concerned that every assignment shall take precedence of all 
judgments and of all executions against goods . . . not com
pletely executed by payment, subject to a lien in favour of such 
execution creditors for their costs.

It was argued by Mr. Mayers that the Creditors Relief Act 
can have no application to a levy made on money under section 
13 of the Execution Act. The history of that section is dealt
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with in Johnson v. /'/< /,< rintf. [19081 1 K.ll. I. Mr. Mayers' 
contention is that this section, being a special act in force when 
the Creditors Relief Act was first passed in 190*2. is now to he 
treated as wholly outside the provisions of the Act on the prin
ciple //< nt ntlia s/n ( inJilins non <hro</anf. That argument would 
bring about an anomalous state of things that whereas moneys 
realized by sale of goods under a writ of fi. fa. would be subject 
to the Creditors Relief Act, money seized at the same time under 
the same writ would not be. When we read section 13 of the Kxe- 
eution Act and its history, we can see that the object of the 
enactment was. first, to enable the sheriff to seize that which at 
common law was not liable to seizure, and. secondly, to fix a 
time from which the money would become the property of the 
execution creditor. In effect, the statute did. with reference to 
money, what the common law had already done with reference 
to flu proceeds of a sale of goods under a writ of fi. fn. that is. 
put an end to 1 he ownership of tin- debtor and make the amount 
seized or the moneys realized the property of the execution
creditor, so that In..... uld maintain an action against the sheriff
therefor. That argument does not carry him very far. The 
words completely executed by payment mean payment by 
the debtor to the sheriff. When the goods are sold and the money 
received by the sheriff, the execution debtor has lost his interest 
in the goods. The goods belong to the purchaser; the money 
paid therefor belongs to the execution creditor.

If the sheriff had proceeded according to the Creditors Relief 
Act lie would have entered it in his book and then other claim
ants might have come forward and taken advantage of that net. 
Rut. instead of doing so. he paid over to the execution creditor 
$357.15. It is on this refusal to follow the provisions of the 
Creditors Relief Act that the plaintiff bases his claim.

The answer is. I think, plain. The assignee had no interest 
in the moneys paid over before the assignment. Such moneys 
were not part of the assignor's estate at the time of the assign
ment.

The appeal must therefore be allowed.
The assignee was entitled to the money in the till on the even

ing of the 1271h, viz.. $88.1)5, but of that he has already received

B. C.

C. A

It lea ardh.

Irving. J A
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B.C. $20 in cash. 11 ik judgment will therefore he for $05, hut with
C. A. out costs ah lie failed on his main contention. The sheriff should

Adam
have the costs of the appeal.

ItlVIlAKIlN. Martin. J.A.. concurs with M.xcihin.xiji, (’.J.A.
Oellihrr, J.A. (ixi.l.llllit. J.A.:- The plaintif!’ is the assignee for the eredi 

tors of one 11. 11. Molony and I lu* defendant is the sheriff I'm 
Victoria.

The defendant as such sheriff seized certain moneys on the 
premises of Molony under a fi. issued upon a judgment for
$1.500 at the suit of the Hritish Ann riant Trust Co. v. Molnutj.

These moneys were seized on the 24th, 25th and 20th days 
May respectively, being the daily proceeds of sales in the Brown 
Jug Hotel, of which Molony was the proprietor, and amounted 
to about $500.

<hi the morning of May 27. the sheriff after deducting sher
iff's fees, poundage, etc., paid over to the plaintiff's solicitors 
tin* sum of $.182.15. and having on May 28 discovered that he 
paid over too much issued a new cheque to plaintiff's solicitors 
for $257.15, taking hack the cheque of 27th which hail not been 
cashed.

On the afternoon of May 27. while the sheriff was still in 
possession. Molony executed an assignment to the plaintiff in 
trust for all his creditors and the sheriff went out of possession.

The plaintiff as assignee claims for the creditors this sum 
of $257.15, less the costs of judgment liritith Ann riant Trust 
Co. v. Molontf.

At the hearing the learned trial Judge gave judgment in 
plaintiff's favour for $221.40. Iieing for the amount claimed 
and from this judgment the defendant appeals.

Tine. Acts come in question the Kxeciition Act. R.S.B.t'. 
1911. ch. 79. sec. 12; the Creditors Trust Deeds Act. R.S.B.t 
1911. eh. 12; the Creditor* Relief Act. R.H.B.C. 1911. ch. 60.

Cnder section 12 of the Kxccutimi Act the sheriff is directed 
to seize all moneys, etc., belonging to the execution debtor and 
to pay ami deliver such moneys to the execution creditor.

It is contended that this clause governs and that the Credi
tors Relief Act has no application.
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The sections of the Creditors Relief Act invoked by the B C- 
respondents are section 3 :— c. A

Subject tu tin- provision* hemmiftvr contnined, there shall lie no prior Âïn>t 
ity hlining creditor* from the Supreme Court or County Court*. ,,

And section 4:— Richards

In vase a slier ill" levies u|Nin an execution against the property of a Oelliher. J.A

debtor, lie shall forthwith enter in a (took, to lie kept in his ollice open to 
public inspection without charge, a notice stating that such levy has been 
made, and the amount thereof: and the money shall thereafter Is- distri 
buted rateabh amongst all execution creditor* and other creditors whose 
writs or vertilicates. given under this Act, were in the alien If'* hands at the 
time of the lw\. or who shall deliver their writs or cert i lien I es i > the said 
sheriff within one month from the entry of notice, etc.

Section 13 of the Kxeeution Act, eh. TU. R.S.B.t 1*111 is 
section I ! of eh. 72, R.S.B.t18Ü7. which in turn is taken from 

1 & 2 Viet. (Imp.), eh. 110. sec. 12. and is prior in date to the 
Creditors Relief Act. eh. 17. of the B.C. Statutes. 1902. and 
appellants argue that the Kxeeution Act is a special Act and is 
not affected by a later Act. and for that proposition cite a num
ber of authorities.

I have read these authorities cited but they do not. in my 
opinion, apply in the case before us.

Section 13 of the Kxeeution Act gave power to the sheriff 
to seize moneys, hank notes, etc., with certain directions as to 
paying over or realizing upon : additional powers not thereto
fore possessed.

The Creditors Relief Act abolishes priority among execu
tion creditors and in that respect it makes no difference, to my 
mind, whether it is moneys seized or goods seized. Moneys when 
seized are cash and do not require to be converted or sold 
goods are sold and converted into cash and in either event the 
seizure* of cash in the one instance and the conversion into cash 
in the other, the proceeds are to be held by the sheriff to be dis 
tributed as provided in the Creditors Relief Act.

But there is another feature to be considered. Assuming 
that the cash seized had to be retained for 30 days by the sheriff 
before distribution, the assignment for the benefit of creditors 
intervenes between the date of seizure and the date for distri
bution.

Can execution creditors whose writs are in the hands of the
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B.C. sheriff before the assignment rank in priority to creditors who
C A. can claim only under the uaiigimieiit f

Richards,

Unithaujit \. Marr (1893), 20 A.It. 6*9. following Unm h \ . 
M (Lachlan ( 1802), 19 A.R. 496, is authority for this, but in 
the Un )lh an pi ease the sale of the goods seized did not take

«inllilu-r. J. A. place until after the assignment, while in the ease at bar the 
actual money was seized and was in the hands of the sheriff be
fore assignment.

MacLennan. J.A., in his judgment in the Unilhaapl ease 
refers to that distinction in these words:—

Jf the money were realized and the entry made in the idierill"'* lunik* 
before the assignment it it |mmiihle that the fund might he divisible among 
all ereditors coming in within the limited time. Hut no question of that 
kind arise* here for the sale was not made until after the assignment.

1 treat the moneys seized here in the same way as 1 would 
moneys realized under a sale made before the assignment and 
ill that view we have before us the very point suggested by Mae- 
Lennan, J.A.

We of course have not the opinion of the ( '< irt on that point 
in the Itnithuupt case, but in dealing with the case at bar it 
seems to me that when the sheriff seized the moneys before the 
assignment they became moneys which he was bound to distri
bute under the provisions of the Creditors Relief Act.

His first duty was to enter a notice in a book in his office 
stating that the levy had been made and the amount thereof and 
after such entry the other creditors who within one month from 
the date of such entry should deliver their writs or certificates 
to the sheriff were entitled to share.

In other words, these moneys had been realized before the 
assignment and as to them the execution was completely exe
cuted by payment before the*debtor assigned: see Sinclair v. 
Me Don ,/all, 29 C.C.R. :IK8.

Further, moneys seized or moneys realized from the sale of 
goods before an assignment are in the hands of the sheriff not 
subject to disposal by the debtor in the same way as goods, but 
the special interest and property therein is in the execution cre
ditor who has seized ami such creditors as come in within the 
prescribed time to the extent of their claims, so that as to these 
moneys execution creditors who come in subsequently are u
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H|H*cial class by virtue of the statute and the only class who can B. C.
claim to be entitled to share with the first execution creditor, c. A.
ami as neither the assignee nor those who claim through him bv ~• Aüam
virtue of the assignment are within this class the assignee has »*. 
no status to maintain this action in respect of these moneys. Kichabus.

There is a further item of $(14.05 taken by the sheriff on °*|,,her- 
the afternoon of the 27th, subsequent to assignment, and as to 
$4.00 of that there is no question that that belongs to the 
assignee. As to the other $00 the sheriff took that or a like 
amount on the 23rd, but in effect loaned it to the debtor to In 
used as change in carrying on the business. That, when loaned 
to the debtor, again became the property of the debtor and was 
such when the assignment took effect.

This the assignee is also entitled to. The transaction though 
honestly intended as in the interest of all parties was irregular, 
and as the assignee cla’ms for an account and pressed this item 
upon us at the hearing, we are obliged to give effect thereto.
In the result the appeal is allowed with costs as to tin* moneys 
paid over to the Trust Company, and the plaintiff succeed* as 
to the item of $04.05, but as his action fails in the main there 
will be no <;osts below.

McPhii.mi’s, «J.A.:—In my opinion the appeal should bp xi.-nunn»»,j.a. 
allowed- -the moneys seized and realized by the sheriff from day 
to day amounted pro tant» to the execution against goods being 
completely executed by payment the decisions which, in my 
opinion, support the conclusion at which 1 have arrived are 
('larkson v. Sii'irs (1889), 17 O.ll. 592: A'.//#/« v. ('lari,son 
(1890). 17 S.C.K 251: Thoniar*on v ./«mi* (1909), 18 M.R.
223; XnrtoH \. Foln/ (1911). 20 M.R. 519.

In considering the above authorities it is to lx* noted that 
the Creditors* Trust Deeds Act (ch. 13. It.S.B.C. 1911). has in 
provision therein similar to section 9 of the Assignments Act 
(ch. 8. R.S. Manitoba 1902) which require* the sheriff when an 
assignment for the benefit of creditors is made, to deliver to 
the assignee all the estate ami effects of the execution debtor in 
his hands in British Columbia the controlling enactment is 
ns contained in section 14 sub-section «2) eh. I I. It.S.B.C. 1911 
which reads:
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B. C. (2). Every eiicli assignment shall take precedence of all judgment* of all
ç ^ execution* against goods, ami of all attachments of debt* not completely
_ " executed by payment, subject t<i a lien in favour of such execution vredi
Adam tor* for tlieir costa.

Hintardh *n (’lurkxoH v. Severs, supra, Ferguson. »!.. tit |>. 598. said :—
— - The authorities are abundant, shewing. I think, that by the seizure and

Mrl hilllm. J.A. ^|H. pr,,|M.rty jh changed, and not only so, but that by this act and
receipt of the money |»v the sherilf. the writ of execution is executed. From 
and after that |eii >' tie writ i« an • n utioii in- nlnl: and if l ie payment 
mentioned in the section were held to mean payment to the execution plain
tiff by the sheriff. I do not see bow that could Is* any part of the execution
of the writ, or how the execution of the writ I which was complete liefore)
could Is* completed by it.

In Hyatt v. Clarkson, supra, (iwyniiv. .1.. at pp. 257 ami 258 
ku id :—

Now the statute in its tith section enacted that an assignment for the 
general Is-m-lit of creditors under that act should take precedence of all 
judgments ami of all executions not eonipletelv executed b) payment; the 
effect of this section was to deprive a judgment creditor of all right of 
precedence in payment of his judgment debt a» to so much of the debt as 
remained unpaid or us resitted by • xi-cuti ou rxivutnl ; and to give pieced 
cnee to the assignment for tin- general lienellt of creditors over all judg
ments. even though executions issued thereon should Is* in the sheriff's 
hands to Is* executed.

Some considerable stress was laid upon the action of the 
sheriff n at once paying over the moneys realized to the exe
cution creditor. i.t.. not withholding same for ratable distribu
tion under section 4(1) of the Creditors Relief Act < h. (10, 
R.S.It.t '. 1911 '. in my opinion no heed need be given to this eon 
tent ion—especially in view of the evidence in the present ease 

• that no other writs of execution against the execution debtor were 
placed in the sheriff's hands- further, in my opinion, the Credi
tors Relief Act has no application when an assignment for the 
benefit of creditors has been made—then the controlling statute 
is the Creditors Trust Deeds Act—in this connection I would 
refer to what Mathers, .1.. said. pp. 220-227, in Thortlarsetn v. 
Jams, supra, there referring to the Kxeeutioiw Act ( R.S.M. 
1902. eh. 58), which provides for a ratable distribution of 
moneys realized by the sheriff under an execution

I am mil hm it appears to me. concerned with the dis|Ni*ition the -beriff 
may have to make of this money after lie bn* received it. If lie were then 
iMiiind to distribute it ratably amongst all the defendant*' creditor* a* 
under the assignment, it might I*- *aid nothing could !*• accomplished by
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his retaining possession «if tin* goods. lint that is not the ease. At most 
he would only have to distribute it ratably amongst those crc«litor« having 
execution* in his liamls.

As previously pointed out. no other exceutions did eonie into 
his hands.

It uns not necessary that the moneys should have been paid 
over hy the sheriff to the exveution creditors to establish “roiu- 
pletely exeeute<l by payment ” (Creditors Trust I beds Act. eh. 
Id. R.S.IU 1911). payment to and receipt by the sheriff fullv 
satisfies the language of the statute, in my opinion, and I would 
refer to what Macdonald. .1.. said in Xtirlon \. Folni. supra, p.
521 :—

1'nder sect ion s of tin- Assignments Act. an assignment for the gcimral 
Is-neiit of creditors -hall take precedence of all judgment- and regi-tered 
eertitieate- of judgnii tits and of all evi'clltion* not completely executeil liv 
payment. It is urge«| that the word* “completely executed In payment” 
mean by payment to th«' execution creditor. The word* of the statute fol 
lowing. "Subject to the lien, if any. of execution or attaching creditors for 
their costs." will, however. di»pr| that interpretation, a-, after pax incut in 
the execution creditor, there con hi n >t lie am lien for cost*. •■( ompletely 
executeil hv payment" must, therefore, mean payment to the sheriff: upon 
payment to the sheriff, therefore, by the defendant the money- were applied 
to the claim of the «hd'emlant company. The debtor therefore could not 
interfere with their application, ami such moneys could not be affected hv 
tile assignment itsidf : 1'hnl'Htin \. St nr*. IT ( t.lï. ÔU2.

With regard to the maimer iu which the sheriff realized the 
moneys whether by sale—or payment voluntarily or involun
tarily by the execution debtor the language of Wilson. J.. in 
Sinclair v. Mcpont/all (18fi9). 29 l .< '.<j.lt. dSK. at p. I91, is 
very much in point :

I make no distinction here lietween the debtor paying the money, ami 
the sheriff making it by a seizure of good- and the conversion of them bv 
sale into money, or seizing the money ami getting it without the act and 
against the will or resistance of the debtor.

When once he had the money, it ceased to he the money of the debtor 
ami liecame the money <>f the creditor, just the same as if the sheriff had 
raised the amount by seizure and sale of good*.

\ltirhnitl v. l*tlhiH. S It. X ('. 722, is of some force and application here

In XnrtoH v. F oh n, supra, the moneys were paid to the sher
iff under an arrangement made between the execution debtor 
and the execution creditor, and the sheriff was instructed to 
withdraw from possession and release the seizure and payments 
were later made to the sheriff. Macdonald, •!.. said, at pp. 107-
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B. C. 10S (referring to section 9 of the Assignments Act, eh. 8. ILS. 
Man. 1902):—

------  Hut it i* fuit lier urged dial under wet ion a tin* sheriff «hall in case of
Aiiam an H**ignnicnt forthwith deliver to the iiswjgnee all the e«tnte and effect* 

RH'IIAkiih. "f tin* execution debtor in hi* hand*, and further, that if the nherilf ha*
------- Hold the debtor** estate or ally part thereof lie shall deliver to the assignee

MrPlilllli*. J.A. j|M. nioiiey* *o n-ali/ed by him. The money* received by the sherill" were 

imt at the date of the assignment part of the estate and effect* of the 
execution debtor a* they were appropriated to and Inimuhc the property 
of the defendant company prior to the assignment to the plaintiff. The\ 
were not moneys realized by the sherill" from a sale of the debtor’s estate 
and the plaintiff i* not entitbsl to them a* such.

Now ii <|UvHtion arises ax to the actual time when the assign 
ment for the benefit of creditors took effect, the statute is silent 
as to this; section 5 of the Act (eh. l’$ R.S.B.t *. 1911), reads :

5. No assignment under this Act «hall !*• dated after the executioa 
thereof by the assignor.

The assignment hears date May 27. 1914. and there is evid
ence that the sheriff received upon that same day $88,00. pay
ing thereout for wages $24 leaving $04.00. and there is evid
ence that this money was received after the assignment. No 
evidence would appear to have been given as to the actual time 
when the assignment was made and delivered—the assignment 
being a deed would take effect from delivery Patterson, •!.. in 
ltroinn \. liitrton (1847), 17 U.lj.ll. 49. at p. 50, said :

Now the rule uniformly acted upon from the time of Via fit on'* raar to 
the present day is that a deed or other writing must !*• taken to speak 
from the time of the execution and not from the date apparent on the 
face of it. That date is indeed to !*• taken pn m à fa vit a* the true tiui" 
of execution : but a* soon as the contrary appear* the apparent date is to 
!*• utterly disregarded.

And in ./«//at v. Ilu<ilns ( 1854). 10 Kx. 4*10 ( 102 R.R. (Mil 
at p. 4M. Pollock, (ML. said :

We are all of opinion that the deed must Ik- taken to *|*>uk front the 
time of it* execution.

Therefore upon the facts, in my opinion, as to the $04.05, it 
cannot be said that the execution, to that amount, was completely 
executed hy payment, and that amount the plaintiff is entitled to.

I would vary the judgment of the learned trial Judge—in 
this way that the plaintiff do recover the sum of $64.05, instead 
of $331.40. with such costs as would in the County Court he 
allowed upon the recovery of such a sum the a to have
the costs of this appeal. Judf/ment varied.

1897
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GASS v. DICKIE n

ftui'ii Scot in Sit/imnr ('nuit. Su I 'hurl in Toirnnliinil. fUni hit hi. ^ f.
If moo li mill l.onifhii. Mnrrh !». |Hl.V

1. Sl'HKOGATlOX l # I — I I -SATINK.XVTIOX OK 1.IKX BY o\K OK MX MIX I HI 
XISK.KH—It Kill TN AOAI.XNT Till: OTIIKKH.

Where oin* of tin* devisee», under :i devise to several |ier»un* sepnr 
ntely of «•••rtain prujierties to each. bn* |>ai«l mon* than hi* equitable 
share of a lien or charge in favour of a third jierwm xx-hieh by the 
terms of the will is ini|Mi*eil jointly ii|>ou all the profiertie* in priority 
to the devises, such devisee is entitled to Is* subrogated a* against 1 In* 
other* to the claim of the lienor in respect of the excess paid over and 
above his rightful share.

| Hi Ml x. Hmrmrti, J ( h ."»4: Itr Hunk of l.mrpoo/, 4.1 Vs.lt
•Jo.*i. referred to,|

Arn xi from the judgment of Ritchie. .1. statement
II. Millish, K.( for appellant.
IV. .1. Henry, K.(for respondent.

Slit < 'ii.xitLi.s Townsiii:\ii, ( '..I. : I am of opinion that the s,rchirw*» 
decision of the trial Judge. Ritchie. .1 is in all points perfect lx ' "<h""1 ' 
correct. The will of the testator is clear and explicit when In 
says : -

I further direct that the payment of tin* said sum of twenty dollars 
per year and the charge and expenses for the comfortable support and 
maintenance of my said xvife as aforesaid shall be and remain a first lien 
and charge upon the respective properties devised and bequeathed to the 
(Kirties who are herein directed to pay and support my «aid wife a* afore

Nothing could exonerate the lands in question from such 
charge except the release of Nancy (iass. the widow. It matters 
not that the defendant was not aware of the existence of such 
charge, or that his title was warranted. The support and annual 
legacy have not heen paid in full, and it is clear that John < '.
Gass expended more than Robert of such support as Nanc.x Gass 
did receive -more than his share. How much will have to In 
determined by a reference.

It was contended by Mr. Mcllish that to the extent the sup
port had been the land now owned by defendant was
relieved whether paid or furnished by John or Robert. I d<* 
not agree to such contention. I think in equity and this is an 
equitable suit Robert’s slum* must bear his m of the
expense and annuity and that John is entitled to In subrogated 
to the willow's claim in that respect. This, indeed, is the only

D1D
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N. S.

to.

Sir Oie? le* 
Towneliend, C.J,

question in tin* eaw- and it eeareely admits of any doubt. An 
examination of the authorities supports the plaintiff's. John’s, 
contention. In Sheldon on Subrogation, p. 212. the rule is 
stated as follows :—

This right of subrogation is paramount to any other claim or lien upon 
the property against which it is sought to Is* exercised if such other claim 
or lien was subject to the obligation which has been discharged by one 
debtor, or to the satisfaction of which his property has contributed more 
than its equitable share, but it cannot take place lieyond the amount 
actually paid by or from the property of the one who seeks to enforce it. 
nor beyond the proportionate share of those wlm are either personally or 
bv a pledge or mortgage of their property jointly liable with him. . . .
The rule in England is now the same in this re»|H-ct as to Imth sureties 
and joint debtors.

< 'niuisvl for defendant did suggest that under tin- will John
and Robert were trustees with implied power to sell tin- lands, 
and that defendant in purchasing was protected by the Trustee 
Act. eh. 15, R.S., see. 48. I hardly think it necessary to say 
more oil this point than that the terms of the devise do not 
admit of such an interpretation and that they were in no sense
trustees.

Tt was further suggested that there would be difficulties in 
enforcing the lien by a sale of the lands and it might lie that 
if sold there would not Ik- enough realized to pay the amount 
and to continue Nancy's support. It is quite certain that the 
Court can order a sale in such case, and so far as the fund 
admits, in case there is a surplus, will direct how it is to lie dis
posed of. and in case of deficiency it is no reason against en
forcing plaintiff's rights against the property.

1 am of opinion the appeal must fail and the decree of the 
learned Judge below should be sustained, and further directions
given on ion to him.

finhiui. e.j. (iRAIIAM. E.J. :—This case has been greatly simplified by the 
death of Mrs. (lass, whose support for life was charged on the 
testator’s lands, three different lots. Her death has been notified 
to us by counsel. There will be required an amendment of the 
statement of claim, in lieu of a supplemental bill, bringing the 
matter down to date.

I think Robert (lass will have to be made a defendant in 
order that the accounts may be taken and the amount ascertained

11
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which .John ('. Gass has contributed towards her support in 
excess of the amount contributed by Robert (lass.

The plaintiff .John (' (lass, if he has contributed more than 
his brother, is entitled to be " to the position of Mrs.
(lass in respect to the charge or lien on the land and t<> have the 
land sold to pay that excess.

But 1 differ from the view of the learned trial .Judge that 
this sum should fall first oil the land purchased by Dickie be
cause that happens to be the last land sold which was subject 
to the charge. That was the old inverse order rule, not the law 
of England. All of the land bound by the charge must be 
marshalled in such a way that all of the lots according to their 
values will contribute. If Mrs. Gass released any of the land 
bound by that charge Dickie is entitled to have that loss taken 
into the account. I refer to the case of In rt Haul,- of Livtrpool, 
4:t VS R. 205.

It is said by Kay. .!.. as he then was. in Moron v. lit rl;lt v. 
5.) L..I. ( h. 524. at 526:

If a person mortgages estates \ ami Y to A., ami then mortgages or 
assigns estate X to It. and Y to ('.. the rights between I*, and < . are to 
compel the payment of the first debt out of the two estate- ratably, and 
throw it on them ratably, so that there shall be left of those estates the 
proper proportion for each of the separate assigns. That right '-xists. It 
is not a right which the first mortgagee can interfere with in an> way. 
He cannot say, "I have paid myself out of this estate, and therefore the 
right is gone.” The right is a right quite independent of him. It does not 
interfere with him. but if he chooses to pay himself the whole debt out of 
one estate, then, to the extent of the proportion of that estate a- between 
the two separate assigns, it must lie paid out of the other estate. The 
equity is an equity lietween the two separate assigns. It I» the equitable 
mode of administering an estate which is subject to charge-. Now I take 
it that that equity applies just as much where there is an express charge 
as where there is in elTeet a charge. Iieeause it arises from the ciretmi 
stance that the first mortgagee has two funds out of which t" pay himself. 
If A., the first mortgagee, has two funds, either or both of which lie may 
apply in paying himself, and then one of those funds is assigned to It. and 
the other to ('.. the equity Isdween It. and ('. exists front the simple fact 
that A., the first mortgagee, has two funds out of which lie may pay 
himself.

In Flint v. Iltnrtml ( 1K!13). 2 ( h. 54. Kay. L.J.. then raised 
to the Court of Appeal, way*, page* 72-73. pretty much the same 
thing, and he adds :—

As so stated the rule is independent of the question whether < had notice

N.S.
s. c.

Oraliam, E.J.

965685
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s.

Graham, E.J.

•»f A.’» mortgage or not. Why almuld notice of that mortgage | A.'s mort
gage! alter the right of V. against H.

This disposes of the question of Dickie’s notice of Mrs. Gass’s 
lien by virtue of the Registry of Deeds Act.

I think the whole quotation is very applicable to Dickie’s 
rights as against the assigns of the other lots if they have been 
alienated. If not, of course, they must be first resorted to to the 
exoneration of Dickie’s lot. lint if they have been alienated 
then tin- sum will be apportioned over these other lots and 
Dickie’s pro rata, taking into account any loss which she should 
bear by having released them from her lien. .John ( '. is stand
ing in his mother’s shoes as to the matter and has no greater 
rights. In my opinion the decree must be varied as indicated.

Ktiutll. 1.

Sir diaries
Towneheod, O.J.

Rvsskll and Lonuley, JJ.. concurred with Graham. K..I.

Sir t 'hari.i:s Townsiiini», ( —I concur in what my
brother Graham says in regard to the apportionment.

Judgment varied.

ALTA

SC.

Shiti-mviit

Simmons. J.

KING v. DOLL.
I llirrlii Silfirnnr Co mi-/. Si ni liions. ./

1. Assign Ml M FoK i KKIHTOHS I $ VI—Ô0) — I'hockhty IX< M'liKI»—SKI'AKAIl 
HI S| NK.SK—ACQI'IKKI KM K OK IIKHTOH—Si Its Kl# IK NT CLAIM IIARKKI). 

Win-re the creditor*. the a**ignee ami the debtor had acted as if 
certain -peeulntive dealing- of the debtor through himself and his 
nominee- to acquire government coal land- were mu within the debtor’s 
assignment for creditors, made specially Is-cause of a separate mcrcan 
tile business, although the assignment in form included all the debtor’s 
real estate, the ac(|Uiescenee of the debtor will bar hi- subsequent 
claim that the estate through the assignee should have protected lie- 
coal lands by making payments out of the general estate necessary to 
prevent the forfeiture of his interests.

Action agaiiiNt an assignee for breach of trust.
11. II. Mi Lull's and •/. ('. flrnkovski, for plaintiffs.
O. IZ. Itiggar, Ix.t for defendants.

Simmons, .1. (Oral): The present action has been confined
to somewhat narrower limits than the pleadings indicated it 
would be in the first place, namely, as to whether the assignee 
committed a breach of trust in regard to certain payments which 
fell due on certain coal lands in township 2!t. range 23, west of 
the 4th meridian. I do not think it is necessary for me to deal 
with the question of whether the land lawfully passed or not
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under the assignment, although without going into tin* matter ALTA, 
further than in a superficial way I would In* inclined to think s. C.
they did. They were an interest in land and he assigned all K(N('(
his interest in reid estate in the assignment. Kill 1 do not think
it is necessary in the view 1 take of the evidence to decide that __ "
although that is my opinion in that regard. Now Mr. Doll had S|mmone.J* 
been carrying on a jewellery business quite extensively in ('ai- 
gary for many years, and in later years, say in 19(M> to 1910. 
had branched out into the real estate business, and apparently 
acquired some very valuable property in the city, and during the 
same period of time he also entered into dealings with the De
partment of the Interior through his nominees and himself to 
acquire coal lands in township 29. < hie cannot take any other 
view of the coal land transactions and the real estate transac
tions in the city than this, that they were speculative transac
tions and they come within a different class than that of the 
mercantile trade; the business carried on by him in connection 
with this jewellery business. The assignee, according to the 
evidence put in by the defendant, was advised by his solicitors 
who were acting apparently for him (by Mr. Allison) that he 
should not make these payments, lie was also advised by Mr.
Allison that the coal lands did not pass so that if lie did make a 
mistake in that regard it would ho a mistake due to a mistake 
in law made by Mr. Allison as to the assignment, and if lie had 
made a mistake in fact as to the desirability of making these 
payments, it was apparent he was met with that difficulty that 
he was advised by his solicitors not to make these payments, an 1 
also Mr. King who was acting for the creditors says that he 
notified him that the creditors would take that position, namely, 
that the coal lands had nothing to do with the assignment and 
were not contemplated by the parties and that he could not use 
any of the moneys—the product of the mercantile business—to 
redeem the coal lands, so that seems to establish that he acted 
perfectly bum fiih. lie acted on his solicitor's advice and under 
the wishes of the parties specially interested in the assignment, 
the creditors. They did not wish to have anything to do with 
the coal lands. Mr. King does not say what the legal position 
taken by them was; I rather inferred from Mr. King that the
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creditors through him thought it was u speculative transaction 
and one upon which they had better not venture. However, 
aside from that I would say that Mr. Doll acted himself as if 
that were the effect of the assignment, up apparently till the 
time that he made the application to Mr. Justice Stuart. He 
personally conducted negotiations with the Department of the 
Interior. Apparently without asking for the consent of the 
assignee or Mr. King lie entered into negotiations with certain 
people for the purpose of getting offers for the sale of these lands 
and he refused at least one offer, Mr. Newton’s, although the 
assignee, Mr. Doll says, thought that offer should be accepted. 
He took it upon himself then to lean on his own judgment 
rather than on that of the assignee in regard to these coal lands 
so that it seems very far for him to come hack now and say the 
assignee took the wrong view and would not put up the money 
when he says: "I. Mr. Doll, was the person and tin- only person 
who had the light to say how and when and at what price the 
coal lands should be disposed of.” Even aside from that I 
would say that on the facts it was very, very evident that Mr. 
Doll, associated with his wife, had the control of properties in 
the city of Calgary which apparently he had transferred to his 
wife, but over which he still had control which wore not neces
sary for the jewellery business, which were very valuable and 
which were marketable. Mr. Doll used the expression something 
to this effect, that real estate transactions and real estate deals 
were rife within this period of 11)08 and 1910, and even subse
quently to that before this action was launched, very high prices 
could have been obtained for these properties and Mr. Doll 
absolutely fails in any attempt to shew that the assignee pre
vented him from disposing of properties in the city of Calgary 
which apparently had a good marketable value, which, in my 
opinion, on the evidence, would have retired all his indebted
ness to the creditors, and even have paid for his coal lands if 
he had acted as I think would have been wise, and disposed of 
some of them, but I find even in regard to his coal lands, the 
area reserved by the Department on which his money was 
applied was in the neighbourhood of five hundred acres, and if 
the offer of Newton had been accepted that would have realized 
over $00,000 and that would have retired his creditors and paid
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up the government and left apparently something of a surplus. 
Surely under all these circumstances an assignee for the benefit 
of mercantile creditors would have been absolutely unjustified, 
in my opinion, in advancing moneys on a speculative proposition 
such as undeveloped coal lands. Mr. Doll was modest and pm 
the price of these lands at .$125.000 to $150.000. but one of his 
witnesses. Mr. Smith, put a much bigger price on them, a price 
which works out to about half a million. It is evident that no 
person was willing to buy lands at any price in that district be
tween the time these lands were taken up and the trial of this 
action.

I do not think it is necessary for me to go any further than to 
observe that the payments in the first mortgage1 were accruing 
due in September and December. 1908. and March and dune. 
1909. Part of the lands comprised in the1 mortgage had a good 
market value. They all apparently had a good market value 
and the whole indebtedness could easily have been retired by 
Mr. Doll by disposing of some of these lands which were under 
mortgage. Apparently the creditors and the assignee offered no 
obstacle to Mr. Doll’s adoption of what seems to me should have 
been the act of a prudent man. 1 am bound therefore to dismiss 
the defence and counterclaim in that regard.

There will, of course, be the accounting which both parties 
desire, covering the period during which the assignee was in 
control of the1 assets of the business.

•Iutlgme»/ accordintjhj.

ALTA.

S. C.

Doll.
Simmons. J.

MESSIER v. CHENERY. QUE.

Quebec Court of Reciswn, Sir ('. I\ Daritlson. C.J., Trllier ami g r
(Ircnuthields, ././.

1. Principal and .vient (§ II D—25)—Property owner—Aoent—Instruc
tions—Sale contrary to—Purchaser's rights—Return of pur
chase money—Repudiation.

The property owner is not bound by the uct of his real estate agent 
in selling suit-division lots at a lesser price than his instructions war
rantee l where there has been no approval or ratification of such sale 
by the owner; the purchaser in such case who has paid purchase money 
to the agent may sue the latter for its return on the principal repudiating 
the agent’s promise of sale, as money received under warranty of autho
rity.

Appeal in review from the Superior Court, Demers, J.. statement
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Monty A' Laurandeau, for the plaintiff.
Atwater, I)uclos <V Bond, for the defendant and plaintiff in 

warrant y.
McKeown tV Barry, for the defendant in warranty.

The opinion of the Court of Review was delivered by 
oreinahieids,j. Greenhhields, J.:—Considering only the first ground, as 

the second is more fully considered in the action in warranty. 
The complete answer, in my opinion, to the first ground urged by 
the principal defendant is. that he received the principal plaintiff’s 
money: he received that money on his own clear and distinct 
statement that he was fully authorized to sign the promise of sale, 
and fully authorized to receive the money, and it was ut »n that 
statement that the plaintiff was induced to accept the promise of 
sale as signed by the plaintiff in warranty and part with his money, 
and if what the principal defendant said to the principal plaintiff 
on that occasion was not true, clearly an action would lie against 
the principal defendant for the recovery of the money paid.

It is not, as pointed out by the learned trial Judge, a question 
of whether the defendant in warranty held out tin- principal de
fendant as his agent, and by such holding out rendered himself 
liable for the acts of the principal defendant : that might arise 
oil an action against the defendant in warranty by the plaintiff 
in warranty, but the action of the principal plaintiff against the 
principal defendant is founded upon the alleged fact, that the 
principal defendant represented to the principal plaintiff that 
he had authority, whereas lie had none, and by that representation 
he obtained money from the principal plaintiff, to which lie was 
entitled. And upon that ground 1 am with the learned trial Judge 
in the opinion that the principal defendant must fail.

As to the action in warranty, the plaintiff in warranty's action 
cannot be maintained unless, and without a positive statement or 
finding that on August 15 he had complete and full authority to 
sell those thirty lots for 8250 each. I am again with the trial 
Judge in the opinion, that until there had been a general approval 
by the defendant in warranty of the recommended selling price 
of each lot, or until the defendant in warranty had approved of 
the selling price for these individual lots, the authority of the

QUE.

C. R. 

Messier
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plaintiff in warranty was incomplete1, and lie was without the power 
of 1 lading the defendant in warranty.

It is true, and it is reasonable that in order to facilitate a 
speedy sale of these lots that the defendant in warranty did consent 
to a certain price for certain lot-, and when the promises of sale 
were submitted to him, hi* approved of the same and signed them, 
but I do not find in this a waiver of his right to exact an individual 
approval of all the lots, or an individual approval of each lot, as 
it was sold.

1 am of opinion that the proof justifies the statement, that at 
one time the defendant in warranty did, in view of the fact that 
no project had been submitted, limit the power and authority of 
the plaintiff in warranty to sell lots other than in a specified area, 
and 1 am of opinion that verbal evidence is perfectly admissible 
upon this point. It does not vary the written agreement: it 
rather goes to confirm it, and all it could possibly mean, is, that 
awaiting that general project, followed by its approval, the de
fendant in warranty did consent to the sale of a certain number of 
lots within a certain specified area. Some lots were sold outside 
of this prohibited area. The defendant in warranty explains it 
and said he protested and told the plaintiff in warranty that he 
would have to get them back, or get them changed for lots outside 
the prohibited area, and in some cases lie says he got them back 
by re-purchase.

It is suggested by the defendant in warranty that the whole 
circumstances surrounding the giving of the promise of sale for 
the thirty lots in question constitutes bad faith on the part of the 
plaintiff in warranty. He had sold up to then some (1,400 lots; 
he was under contract, on pain of forfeiture within two weeks more, 
to sell $34,000 of lots. One can, of course, see his great interest 
in trying to rush through this sale, which would amount to more 
than his previous total sales.

To conclude, I am of the opinion that under the letter of 
February 17, 1010, the plaintiff in warranty had no power or 
authority to sell any individual lot or any number of individual 
lots until the selling price of these lots had been approved of by 
his principal, the owner of the land. I am firmly convinced of the 
correctness of this opinion, and the fact being beyond dispute 
that no such approval either general or special had ever been given

34—22 D.I..B.
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QUE by tin' defendant in warranty. I am forced irresistibly to the con
C. R. clusion that the plaintiff in warranty acted beyond his authority;

MT" that the defendant in warranty was not hound by its act ; that the 
principal plaintiff's action against him, principal defendant, is 
well founded, and that the plaintiff in warranty has no recourse
in warranty against the defendant in warranty: and I am to 
confirm the judgment for the reasons given hy the learned trial 
Judge.

A i>/>< ni dismissed.

QUE. Re MENS WEAR LIMITED.

8.C. (Jui’hiT Superior Court. Itrnneau. •/.
1. VOKIDHATIOXN A Mi < OMI'AMI S ( # XI—tiU.u—\\ INDIXIi IT—l,l<ji II» A Toll

—1)181 xtkrkstkd caki y Amo AIIU.ITY.
It in ailvisnlile that tin* liquidator for tin- winding up of n eoni|>an\ 

under tin- Winding up Act. It.N.C. Itmtt. eli. 144. -it. lût. In- a dis
interested party having no claims against and no share in the com

[//< Central llnnl.- of Cnnailn. 1Ô (hit. 1!. 30!l. followed.]

Petition to appoint liquidators and inspectors.
Alienin', Darios tV Bond, for petitioner in first part.
Broun, Motif (jornerji cl- McMichtuI, for petitioner in second 

part.
Bruneau, J. Bui .xi:\r, .1. : -The Court, having at a duly convened meet

ing. taken the advice of the creditors, shareholders and contri
butories. of the said company in liquidation, and inspectors to 
the property of the company in liquidation, as appears by the 
prod s-verbal of said meeting of this day and having heard the 
said petitioner on the first part, by its counsel, asking that 
Charles L Shorev, In- appointed liquidator and Robert Wilson. 
-V (i. Valiquctte. inspectors and having also heard the peti
tioners on the second part, by their counsel, asking that E. 
Alexander Wright and Gordon B. Kingan, lie appointed such 
liquidators and that George B. Gerrard. James M. Robertson & 
Jacob lx el left be appointed inspectors;

Considering that it is advisable that the liquidator appointed 
for the winding up of a company in liquidation be a disinterested 
party, having no claims against and no share in the company ; 
lit Cintrai Boni, of Canada, lf> Ontario R. 300.
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( 'onsidcring Huit ( 'ha ries L. Sliorey seems to have personal QUE. 
interests in the company in liquidation ; s.<\

Seeing that the name of the said < 'havies L. Sliorey has been ~j7^* 
suggested as one of the inspectors; Men'* w » xr

Doth hereby appoint as liquidators Iv Alexander Wright |JMI" "
Sc Gordon B. Ivingan and as inspevtors. George 0. Gerrard. nnmomi.j. 
banker, .lames M. Robert son. merchant, daeoli Kellert, merchant
and Charles L. Shorey. all of Montreal, with costs of both peti
tions against the estate. .... , ,relit ton firoutcd.

MITCHELL v. SANDWICH WINDSOR ETC., R.W CO ONT
OiltHiin Su/in lilt Court. Aftprlblh IHrisiun. Mnlnrl. C..I.I . . Chili I," l’III ill ^ (. 

il ilil Slit In ihlinl. hi,

1 I VII MUON I g I I.—107 I—Uu.lir IO—<<IXSTKV<TION III STREET RAILWAY 
I v-M lev lo XII.KII V|\<. CKOI'EHTY <IW x EK —ItEsTKHTI N<. \< < Ess.

V pro|N*rtY owner oil tin* street iill'ctcd who would mistaiii «pccinl 
! imay. Iieviiiisv of restrietiil iiccc«* |i> hji property if aii electric 
railway line w<*n* e\ten<|t'<l along the adjoining «tree! max «ne the 
lailxvay eumpiiiiy to restrain the construction, altlim h autliori/ed hv 
tie niuniei|ialiix if no permission lias I teen obtained from the < hitario 
Uailxvax ami Municipal Hoard l»x the company «ulijcct to it% authoritx 
under the Ontario liiiilxvnx Act. :i A 4 tien. V. ch. SU. sec. 2.VI.

Am xi. from the judgment of Lennox, .1.. granting an in- staten nt 
junction and mamlatory order ami for damages to be assessed.

/. F. Hdlmuth, K.C., and (I. .1. Urquhart, for the appellants.
•/. //. IImId, for the plaintiffs. resp<indents.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
< id te, .1. : The plaintiffs sue on behalf of themselves ami all Clu,,‘i J- 

other ratepayers of the City of Windsor, and charge that the 
defendants have commenced to construct a line of railway from 
their tracks on South Windsor street, in the city of Windsor, 
south along Ferry street to Chatham street, thence west to 
Victoria avenue, and thence south to London street, and in so 
doing have torn up the pavement on portions of the said streets; 
that the work was done without authority, and has made the 
streets impassable.

The plaintiff Drcseh is the owner of lot 14 on the west side 
of Ferry street, and is erecting a four-storey building thereon, 
and. by reason of the conditions caused by the defendants, he 
has been obstructed ami delayed and hindered in his work, and
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further charges that the value of his property has been depreci
ated by the construction of the line, as Ferry street is too nar
row to accommodate an electric railway ; and the plaintiffs ask 
for an injunction to restrain the defendants from proceeding 
with their work, and for a mandatory order requiring them to 
restore the streets to their original condition, and for damages 
and costs.

The defendants, besides denying the allegations of the plain
tiffs’ statement of claim, plead that they are authorised by spe
cial Acts of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of On
tario, and by by-laws of the Corporation of the City of Wind
sor, to construct the works aforesaid. They also state that the 
plaintiffs have no status to bring this action, and that the Cor
poration of tin City of Windsor is a necessary party. They 
further plead that the Ontario Railway and Municipal Hoard 
has exclusive jurisdiction to interpret the various franchises 
granted by the city. The writ was issued on April 8. 1914.

It was held by the learned trial Judge that the by-law of 
April 27. 1914, of the Municipality of the City of Wind
sor, purporting to authorise and empower the defendants to 
construct the line of railway in question, not having been sub
mitted to the people as required by low, has no legal effect, and 
he granted the injunction and mandatory order, with a refer
ence to the Master to assess the damages, and held that the Cor
poration of the City of Windsor was not a necessary party.

Upon the argument it was urged by counsel for ti e appel
lants that, under their charter and the various agreements with 
the Corporation of the City of Windsor, they hod a franchise 
and authority to do the work complained of; and that the Muni
cipal Franchises Act, 2 Geo. V. ch. 42, has no application to 
their charter and does not affect their rights.

It will be necessary, therefore, to examine somewhat closely 
the Acts, agreements, and by-laws under which the defendants 
claim the right to construct the line complained of.

The learned Judge here referred to the Act to incorporate the 
Sandwich and Windsor Passenger Railway Company. 35 Viet, 
ch. 94 (().), sec. 4 and sec. 13; 50 Viet. ch. SO (O.). whereby see. 
1 of the Act of incorporation was repealed.
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On April 17. 1 sî>:». un agreement was entered into be
tween the Corporation of the City of Windsor, the Sandwich 
Windsor and Amherst burg Railway, and the Windsor Electric 
Street Railway Company.

The learned Judge here referred to the agreements and by
laws as follows.

Reference to .'15 Viet. eh. 64, sees. 4. 13. 14; 50 Viet. eh. 80 
(<).); agreement April 17. 1803. between the City of Windsor, 
the defendants, and the Windsor Electric Street Railway Com
pany: by-law 783. of the City of Windsor; 50 Viet. eh. 07 (<).) ; 
by-law of City of Windsor passed dune 10. 1803; agreement of 
duly ‘JO. 1002. City of Windsor, defendants, and the Cit\ Rail
way Company of Windsor; by-law of City of Windsor adopted 
Feb. 2. 1014: a by-law passed April 27. 1014 : the Municipal 
Franchises Act, 2 Geo. V. eh. 42 (().), now R.S.O. 1014. eh. 107 : 
R.S.O. 1807. eh. 223. see. 560, sub-see. 1; 10 Edw. VII. eh. 81. 
sees. 3. 4: 3 & 4 Geo. V. eh. 36, see. 250.

The defendants being subject to the provisions of the On
tario Railway Act, the building of the proposed extension is 
within the meaning of see. 250, sub-sec. 2, and requires the 
sanction of the Board, and this notwithstanding the terms of 
the agreements between the Corporation of the City of Wind
sor and the defendants. The new sub-sec. 3 of see. 250 came into 
force on duly 1. 1913 (see see. 304). and the acts complained 
of occurred in April. 1914. so that it appears that, while 
the assent of the council was proper and within the agreements 
between the city and the defendants, the authorisation of the 
Board was a further condition precedent imposed by the Legis
lature to entitle the defendants to begin the construction of 
their line on the streets in question.

It will be seen, upon reading secs. 232 and 250 of the On
tario Railway Act, that the first gives authority to the corpora
tion of a city or town to equip and operate a railway along and 
over the highways of the city, subject to the approval of the 
Board, but that such power is not applicable where a previous 
agreement exists; and. if there is a as to whether such
right exists, the Board is to decide. Section 232. therefore, does 
not apply to this case, as was contended at bar. This is not a
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contest between the claim of the city and the defendants to con
struct and operate a street railway, nor does the city dispute 
the existence of the agreements under which the defendants 
claim the right to build the railway; on the contrary, the Cor
poration of the City of Windsor has expressed its acquiescence 
by resolution and by-law as to the proposed acts of the defen
dants. The result is, that see. 250 applies, and it was admitted 
that the defendants had not obtained the consent of the Board 
authorising the work to be done.

The Municipal Franchises Act. 2 Geo. V. eh. 42 ( R.S.O. 
1914, ch. 197), sec. (1), provides that a franchise shall not be 
granted by the council of a municipality to use a street or high
way without the assent of the electors. Section 4 1 1 ) applies 
this provision to an extension of works already constructed ; 
sec. 4 (2) declares that sub-sec. 1 shall not apply to any fran
chise granted by general or special Act before March Hi. 
1909. but no such franchise or right shall be renewed nor the 
term thereof extended by a municipal corporation except by 
by-law with the assent of the electors, as provided by sec. 3. 1 
am of opinion that this last clause as to renewal is not retro
active. The defendants’ right to use the streets in question for 
their railway rests upon the agreements of April 17. 1s93. and 
•luly 4. 1893. as modified by the agreement of duly 28. 1902. vali
dated by 3 Kdw. VII. ch. 112; and. that being a special Act 
prior to March Hi. 1909. the last clause (2) of sec. 4 excludes the 
application of the section to the defendants’ franchise.

It is not. therefore, in my opinion, under the peculiar 
circumstances of this case, compulsory upon the city cor
poration to submit the by-law authorising the construction 
of the railway on the streets in question for the approval of the 
electors; but the sanction of the Board is necessary. The latter 
not having been obtained, the acts of the defendants were with
out authority and illegal, and created a nuisance on the streets 
in question.

It also appears from the evidence that the plaintiff I)resell 
suffered peculiar damage by reason of the acts of the defend
ants upon the said streets, upon which his premises front. These
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acts rendered access to his house and lot diflieult. if not impos
sible, and increased the cost of netting material there for l.is 
building operations.

1 am also of opinion that the Corporation of the City of 
Windsor is not a necessary party to this action.

The by-law was properly passed authorising the railway to 
be built, but the sanction of the Board was necessary, and was 
not obtained. That was wholly a matter for the defendants. 
It is not a case where damages alone is a proper remedy.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
Appeal dismissed with costs.

DENHOLM V. GUELPH & GODERICH R. CO.

liaitnl of Hailtrtiy Coni inissinm rn

1. Railways i < V 11i Drain all Vimoinini; lands Damai.km Rail 
XV \Y AvT, sk<\ '2.‘>111 2 i.

Tin* Railwiiy Chiu mi»-ii m i-xi-nising tin- statutory power contained 
in see. 2.VI i2 I ni' tin- Rail why Art. Can., to order a railway to con
struct a drain under it» track- for tin* henelit of ail adjoining owner 
ami to ti\ iIn* terms and conditions, may order the work done h\ tin 
railway at it- own expense where the owner could have ea-ily drained 
hi- land hut for the rail wax intersecting the -aim* : the -tatutorx 
ohligatioii so east upon the railway will remain notwithstainliiie th<- 
land-owner'» release in the conveyance of land for the right of wax. 
of his claim for damages hv rea-on of the exercise of the railway 

• company's powers.

The application was disposed of on material on file with the 
Board.

The facts are fully set out in the judgment of the .Wistant 
Chief ( 'onnnissioncr.

The Assistant Chief Commissioner: John Denholm has 
complained to the Board that the construction of the (ioderich 
Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway has deprived him of the 
proper use of a portion of his farm, on lots 27 and 28, concession 4, 
in the township < f Ilullett, because of the lack of proper facilities 
of drainage under the railway. The matter has been taken up by 
correspondence with the complainant and the railway company; 
and the assistant chief engineer of the Board, Mr. Simmons, having 
made an inspection on the ground, reports that “there i.» no doubt 
but that the pipe, which is at mileage üti.NÔ, should lie lowered 
about 18 inches."
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Some months ago, accompanied by a representative of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway Company and Mr. Denholm, I made 
an inspection of the property in question. A part of Mr. Den
holm's farm on the north of the railway track which is low lying 
land cannot be used for agricultural purposes because the pipe 
carrying the drainage under the railway company’s tracks is not 
low enough. I agree with our engineer that this pipe should be 
placed 18 inches lower than it now is. If this change was made 
in the culvert, Mr. Denholm’s low land could be drained and 
made suitable for agricultural purposes. It is estimated that 
the cost of lowering the pipe which carries the drain under Du
rai I way would be in the vicinity of 8200. The only question is, 
whether the drainage should be done at the expense of the railway 
company or Mr. Denholm.

Under see. 250 of the Railway Act, the obligation is clearly 
placed upon the railway company to do just such work as is now- 
required by Mr. Denholm.

It is contended by the railway company that in the conveyance 
to the Guelph and (ioderich Railway Company, of the right of 
way through the Denholm farm from Mr. Denholm’s predecessor 
in title, that the company is relieved from any responsibility in 
this matter. The language of the clause in the conveyance in 
question is as follows:—

“And this indenture further witnessei that the said price or 
sum includes compensation to the party the third part (the land 
owner), his heirs, executors, adminisi- tors and assigns, for all 
damages which may be sustained • ie said party of the third 
part or any of them by reason of tin exercise upon the said lands 
hereby conveyed of the powers of the party of the second part 
as a railway company, or any of them.”

There is nothing in the conveyance with reference to the question 
of drainage; nor, is there anything to show that it was the inten
tion of the parties to permit the railway company to contract itself 
outside the provisions of the Railway Act; if, indeed, it were 
possible for it to do so.

Paragraph b, of sec. 250 (2) of the Railway Act states that 
whenever a land owner desires to obtain means of drainage under 
the railway, the Board may order the company to construct such 
drainage, and may use its discretion upon what terms and con
ditions the work shall lx- done.
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If the railway was not tlivre Mr. Denholm could easily drain 
his land. The existence of the railway prevents him from doing so. 
The language of the Act is quite clear; and 1 do not think any 
general clause of release from damages in a conveyance should 
relieve the railway company from the obligation placed upon it 
by the statute.

An order should go for the railway company to lower the 
existing pipe under its tracks IS inches, at its own expense, and 
the work should be completed within 30 days.

('()MMISSION!:it (loOI)KYK COllCUITcd.
Ordt r accord in fflfl.

CAN.

Ky. i im

Denholm

(iVELI-H A- 
( !< • DE RICH
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CnmmisM imr.

MACKENZIE v. O’CONNELL. QUE
(Jin her Su/n rior Ctnirl. Hrfunlin.

1. l'H.XL'II AND DECK IT < # V—‘JO 1—DoMK II.I —IlKI'AHTl KK FHOM PBOVINi l
1 mi:NT to DkniAi D—Writ ok nkizikk iikkohk .ivimimk.nt.

TIi«* il«‘|iarture from the province of Quebec of a person domiciled 
in tin* Inited States ami who lias vuiitraeteil a debt in Quebec while 
there for a temporary purpose is not siillieient to uliew intent to de 
fratul the Quebec emlitov without evidence of special intention to 
defraud to maintain a writ of seizure before judgment.

s.c

Action to quash an attachment.

Hibbard it1 <losselin, for plaintiff.
Pélissier, Wilson d- St-Pierre, for defendant.

St-ntmm-nt

Bkavdin, J.:— Whereas plaintiff obtained on September IS 
last. 1914. a writ of seizure before judgment against said de
fendant. for *100 on the ground of secretion and his departure 
from the province, and on the 24th of the same month issued a 
capias on the same grounds with the addition that he was to 
leave also the Province of Ontario, the whole with intent to de
fraud :

Whereas defendant has contested both proceedings by two 
distinct petitions by which lie prays the dismissal of these pro 
feedings because*he does not reside1 in this province, being only 
here to run horses on the race circuit of Canada and the Vnited 
States ;

Whereas the parties have consented at the hearing that both 
petitions he united for hearing and evidence and be decided by 
one judgment :

Beeudin. .1.
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( onsidcring that the defendant was and is a resident of Louis- 
ville. Kentucky, l'.S.;

Considering that said defendant runs horses on the race 
circuit id' Canada and Cnited States; that tin* race horses seized 
were engaged in the week in which the seizure was made at 
the Dorval race track and were being shipped to attend the 
races in Toronto the next day in the ordinary course of business;

Considering that it does not appear that defendant, by that 
fact or by his own departure, had any intention to defraud said 
plaintiff;

Considering that the departure from the province of a per
son domiciled in tin- Cnited States and who has contracted a 
debt in the province even if it be true that plaintiff is a creditor 
of defendant, which the Court does not decide, as it does not 
arise, in the opinion of the ( 'ourt, does not in the absence of evid
ence of special intention to defraud, constitute a departure 
with intent to defraud;

Considering that the issue of the attachment before1 judg
ment as well as that of the capias is not founded in fact nor 
in law;—

Doth maintain both the petition to quash the said attach
ment as well as that of the capias is not founded in fact nor 
and set aside the said seizure before judgment, as well as the 
capias. with costs against said plaintiff.

See the following authorities: Shmv v. Mcl\<n:ii, (i Can. 
S.C.R. 1S1 ; Daniel \. Antofia, 10 ILL. 320; Marcotti \. Mwnliet 
II ILL. 400 ; Drapeau v. />< standees. Hi ILL. 433: L< mieux v. 
Cirqut Sills, 7 ILI\ 45(1; Hon! et v. Miltenthal Urns., 8 R.l\ 28f>; 
Keller! v. ('crama. 4 Rev. «le #1.. 31.

Order aceartlinql»/.

ROB1LLAPD v. SLOAN.
ç’i/f hr" Sii/it rinr Court. II"fir.

I. (M ueras ($ I lit 1(1)- Distp alikication or Xoth'K ok him xciation 
(p h wahkanto i,himti:iu\«;k A urn IK 'J07. M.C., Ip K.

Tin* not ici* of renunciation provided in art. JOT. M.C.. (pie., to he 
given by a <lisc|iialifii‘d inuni<iipal councillor providi's a means of avoiding 
quo uvrnwto proceedings which otherwise might be taken against him 
because lie would be deemed to have continued in the exercise of his 
, Mice unless the notin' were given; the notice is by no means a con 
dit ion precedent to quo uarrunto proem lings.
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[Ihhifif v. (iirnmin, IJ (Jue. I..R. 1411, applied; Dunum v. /.urn//. 44 QUE.
(jiic. iS.C. 4hV, <loul)ti'<l.| ------

1Î. OmrKKs (§ I HI —1<>> Dikqvai.ikk xtiux <u Coxtkait with mixk i- S.C.
I'AI.ITX I'koHT—Co.WI’I.Kilo.N <H WORK A II I K'l.K M .( , Ip I . —

Tin1 disqualification of a iumiici|ial councillor under art. IÙ, M.C., Hoiiii.i.arii 
(pic., because of ufontract with tin- mnniri|iality for rond repairs, from 1*.
which lie obtains a profit, continues after tin- completion of tin- xx'ork Ni.o.xx* 
contracted for anil the receipt of payment therefor.

\lhmlr v. Hrotltur, IS (pie. S.C. 440, and Dunum v. La mi/, 44 (pie.
S.C. ISO. dunbted.l

An inscription in law against a petition quo irarraala. statement

Wright, (iambic <V Smart, for the petitioner.
I). l{. Harry, K.(\, for tlit* respondent.

XN i.iK, J. : 'Fite respondent inscribes in law against the petition 
on which a writ in the nature of quo irarranta issued on the demand 
of the petitioner, seeking to dispossess him of his office as mayor 
and councillor of the township of Litchfield, on the ground that 
lie had entered into a contract with tin- corporation of tin- town
ship. The grounds of the inscription in law may lie summarized 
as follows: (I) That the petitioner had no right to the writ until 
and unless the office held by the respondent had previously been 
declared vacant by the municipal council, under art. 207 of the 
Municipal Code; (2) that the alleged facts caused, at most, only 
a temporary disqualification of the respondent during the existence 
«if tin- alleged contract, which ended, as alleged in the petition, 
prior to the issue- of the writ.

The facts alleged in the petition are as follows: That on June 
7, 1913, the municipal council of Litchfield passed the following 
resolution, to wit :

Moved by Councillor Hcaimma, seconded by Councillor l.unnn, that 
Mayor B. .1, Sloan and Councillors Kavanagh and Thomas Sloan be ap
pointed a committee to repair or build the dump or culvert at Peter Cun
ningham's creek, ami repair or build a washout on road, xvest of Kearn's 
Hill, ami to regulate the xvaterenurse which crosses the properties of Mrs. 
Patrick Kavanagh. Martin Crace and Francis Hearty. Carried.

That the respondent, acting in collusion with the said councillor 
Kavanagh, entered into a contract or agreement with the cor
poration, at iy the said committee, whereby he should do tin- 
work and bo paid tlu-refor; that he was so paid by the corpora
tion, on Decent I :«-r 9. 1913, according to a detailed account for 
work and materials from which the respondent obtained a profit. 
The petitioner prays that the respondent be dispossessed and 
exclut led from office as councillor, and that he I *e disqualifieras 
councillor of the township for a period of five years. The order 
for ti e issue of the wiit was signed on Fel-iuary ti, 1914.

2
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S. C.

Rohii.lard

On tin* first reason of the respondent’s inscription in law it 
appears from art. 207 of the Municipal Code that any councillor 
who becomes disqualified during his term of office must give 
notice thereof without delay and tender his resignation. If he 
do not so act, he is deemed to continue in the exercise of his office, 
and becomes liable to all penalties, prosecutions and other rights 
of action set forth in the Municipal Code. It is a singular deduc
tion from this provision of law to hold that, if the disqualified coun
cillor abstains from giving such notice, he will be exempt from any 
proceedings in the nature of quo warranto, under art. 987 of the 
(’ode of C.P. By this pretension, the latter provision of law 
could be made ineffectual by the abstention of the disqualified 
councillor from giving the notice alleging the reasons of his dis
qualification and tendering his resignation. He would be the 
arbiter of his own fate, and although, as in the present ease, alleged 
guilty of violation of the law, remain in office free to continue his 
offences. The respondent supports his pretension by a reference 
to a recent decision of the Court of Review in Damon v. Lamy, 
44 (jue. S.C. 489, where it was held that :

l il conseiller municipal qui loue ses chevaux pour des t ravaux aux chemins 
faits sous la direction de la municipalité et sous la surveillance d'un surin
tendant nommé par elle, n'encourt pas de plein droit la déchéance de sa 
charge. Kilo doit, au préalable, être déclarée vacante de la manière prévue 
i\ l'art. 207. C.M., et. tant que cette formalité n'a pas été remplie, il n’y a 
pas ouverture, contre lui. au recours du quo warranto.

With all respect be it said that tliis interpretation of the law 
presents great difficulties. Article 205 M.( ’. says that a councillor 
under such circumstances cannot “act as such,” and art. 207 M.( '. 
provides in effect, that if he does not resign, but absents himself 
and refuses to act further as councillor (through fear of quo 
warranto proceedings or for any other reason), he will nevertheless 
be deemed to have continued "in the exercise of such office” 
(and so be subject to quo warranto proceedings), and liable to all 
penalties, etc.; for example, that set forth in art. 117. The 
formality suggested by art. 207, far from being a condition pre
cedent to the issue of a writ of quo warranto, provides the only 
way of avoiding it, as the writ cannot issue if the dif 
councillor has previously resigned. In Dotage v. Germain, 12 
Q.I-.R. 119, where the quo warranto was quashed, it was held:

•That the holder of a municipal office, who becomes subject In a legal 
incapacity, cannot be proceeded against for a penalty, if he have deposited

199
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with the secretary-treasurer a notice of such incapacity, with a tender of QUE. 
resignation, even though such resignation he not accepted by the council s'c"
for want of quorum or other cause.

It is apparent, under this reason, that if the holder of the H«»i*ii.i.arh 
office had not given the notice and tendered his resignation the swan. 
writ of quo warranto would have been justified. xx7j~|

In support of the second reason, the case of Houle v. Brodeur,
18 Que. 8.C. 440, and which was confirmed by the Court of 
Review, was cited by the respondent. In that cast* it was held 
that a mayor who, in a case of urgency, allowed the corporation 
employees to have some planks, joists and money, the value 
of which the corporation subsequently reimbursed to him, without 
profit, had not made a contract with the said corporation in the 
meaning of art. 205 of the Municipal Code, and had not become 
disqualified. It is true that the learned Judge added that if 
art. 205 had been applicable the incapacity resulting would have 
ended with the payment of his account and the seat of the mayor 
would not have become vacant. This important addition was 
of the character of an obiter dictum, but has since been followed by 
a judgment of the Court of Review, presided over by the same 
Judge who rendered the decision in Houle v. Brodeur. The ease 
before the Court of Review was Damon v. Lamp, already referred 
to, where it was stated that:

Vn conseiller qui aurait eu avec la corporation un contrat qui a été 
exécuté, dont les travaux sont reçus s'il n'y a plus rien ù régler et qu'il ne 
reste plus que le paiement a faire, n'est pas déchu de sa charge dans l'inter
valle entre le règlement final et le paiement; et le fait qu’il reçoit le paie
ment plus tard ne peut pas. non plus, entraîner une déchéance contre lui; 
and again:

Si <m examine attentivement la rédaction de l'art. 20."), on voit qu’il 
faut qu'au moment où l’on demande qu'un conseiller soit déclaré déchu de 
sa charge, il l'exerce en violation de la loi municipale, de l'art. 205; or, 
dans l'espèce, le défendeur n’était pas en faute, il ne travaillait pas; il 
avait cessé de travailler le 3 juillet et le quo warranto n'est arrivé que le 
23 septembre.

With all respect, this latter paragraph seems to carry the gram
matical interpretation of a statute too far. If this principle were 
applied to the Criminal Code,-there would be few crimes, since 
they are generally defined in the present tense, and, at the time 
of the trial, are completed events, and the indictment comes 
subsequently. Article 17, R.S.Q. 1909, reads as follows:

17. The law is ever commanding; and, whatever be the tense of the verb
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or verbs contained in a provision, sticli provision is deemed to be in force 
at all times and under all circumstances to which it may apply.
Thus, when art. 2(10 M.(\ says that whoever receives any pecun
iary allowance or other consideration from the corporation for his 
services cannot act as a member of the council, it does not mean 
that the complaint must coincide in point of time with the illegal 
act, and that, unless it does, the offender can continue to act as a 
member of the council.

Such a contention was adversely disposed of in the English 
case of Hex v. Howlands, [190U| 2 K.B. 292, and in our own ( 'ourts, 
in the joint appeals of Martineau <t* Debien, amt Martineau <V l)an- 
sereau, 20 Que. K.B. 523. In Martel tV Prévost, 0 1ML 211. the 
dissenting Judges were of opinion to dismiss the quo warranto 
proceedings for the reason that:

Il n’y a aucune déchéance prononcée par la loi, cl conséquemment, on 
ne peut pas dire qu’au moment où la requête a été présentée, le syndic 
exerçait illégalement sa charge.

But the majority of the Court held, in maintaining the writ 
of quo warranto, as follows :—

Que dans l'espèce, les faits allégués et offerts en preuve constituent une 
incapacité de droit commun, sinon statutaire, d’exercer la charge de syndic. 
Qu’il n'est pas nécessaire que cette incapacité soit déclarée par une disposi
tion statutaire, pour donner lieu au recours de l’art. 987. . . . Que cette 
disposition du code s'applique t\ une incapacité survenue après l’élection 
ou nomination du titulaire, de même qu'à une incapacité existant lors de 
son élection.

The change of sovereignty in this country introduced the 
public law of England, including the remedy in the nature of 
quo warranto against those who misuse or abuse their positions 
as public officers. Blackstone (vol. 2, p. 152) says that the law 
tacitly annexes to grant of office "a secret condition that the 
grantee shall duly execute his office, on breach of which condition 
it is lawful for the grantor to oust him,” and, speaking of the 
remedy by quo warranto, he says : “The writ commands the de
fendant to shew by what right he exercises such a franchise . . . 
having forfeited it by neglect or abuse," and this principle is re
stated in C.C.P. art. 990, when it says : “If the petition is well 
founded, the judgment orders the defendant to be ousted and 
excluded from the office.” The intent to alter the common law 
cannot be presumed (Endlieh, sec. 127). It must In* expressed.
( >ur statutes have never expressly altered the common law applica
tion of the remedy in the nature of quo warranto, so that the
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remedy remains with its full effect. Our law does not provide 
for any temporary incapacity or disqualification of an offending 
public officer, during the existence only of the act by which he 
has misused his office.

The respondent's inscription in law is dismissed with costs.

QUE

s. c.
Rohm i xrd

Inscription in lair dismi.istd.

PYE v. McCLURE
Hritish Coin in liia Court of Aiifual, Irrimj, Martin, (iallilnr, niai MvPh illi/m, 

./.A t. IprW «1. 11115.
1. ( OXTHAVTK ( S IV A—315)—Al.lSi MINT CONTRACT—I’l.UI'OI: ! A N ( 1 -|)f 

i.lll i: OF CAHK.
< in a contract of agistment the onus is upmi the agister to j»r.*v • 

that the death of the pony, which was turned out on his range for 
food and shelter for the winter season, did not arise hv reas u of tie 
agister's neglect to use such care as a prudent or careful man would 
exercise in regard to his own property.

| Plii/i/is v. Tin Xcir ClariilijvH Hotel. 22 Times I..IL 41»: Platt \. 
Waihliiijiton, 2.‘t O.L.K. I7K. referred to.|

B.C.

0 A

Appeal hy defendants from judgment of Thompson, (o.J.
.)/. .1. Macdonald, for appellant.
Darling, for respondent.

Statement

Iryixo, J.A. : 1 would dismiss the appeal. Platt v. Wad
dington (1ÎI11), 23 Ont. L.R. 178, shews that the onus was on 
the defendant, a ltd. in my opinion, lie has not satisfied it.

An agister owes, at least, some duty to the owner of a horse 
turned out, and failure to find the body for six weeks after is 
evidence from which negligence could he presumed.

Irving, J.A.

Martin, J.A. :—After a consideration of all the evidence, 
which 1 have carefully read over since the argument. 1 have 
reached the conclusion, after some hesitation, that the judgment 
should he affirmed, though there are certain portions of it that 1 

cannot, with all respect, accede to, and it is not wholly consist
ent. But the two points of the case that tell most against the 
defendant are (1) that he made a misleading report of the 
pony's condition, thereby putting the plaintiff off his guard 
for the necessity of proper attention to the animal, which was 
not doing well, probably chiefly because of its having been in
fested by lice when in the plaintiff’s possession; and (2) the

Martin, J.A.
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B. C. haystack (which it was admittedly contemplated the pony should
0 . A. have the use of) was not fit nourishment for a horse. In these
I*YE two respects the defendant failed in his duty on the special 

agreement made between the parties, which was not entirely the 
ordinary one. of agistment (as to which </. Oliphant on Horses,

Martin, J.A. 6th ed., 242), but in one respect (the representation that the hay 
was “good,” p. 9), something more. The ease lias given me 
some difficult)' in deciding, hut on the two essential points of 
fact which the Judge has directly or infèrentially fourni in 
favour of the plaintiff. 1 cannot bring myself to say he has been 
clearly wrong, so the judgment should not be disturbed.

Galliher, J.A. UalIjIUER, J.A. :—The evidence, to my mind, establishes that 
the defendant fulfilled his express contract with the plaintiff 
and unless it was incumbent on the defendant when lie ascer
tained that the animal was suffering from an ailment, to treat 
it therefor, this appeal should be allowed.

The defendant before he took the animal to graze was sus
picious that it had mange, but was assured by the plaintiff that 
it had not. and that he (the plaintiff) had been treating it with 
medicine procured from a veterinary for an itching at the root 
of the tail.

The plaintiff turned the animal over to the defendant as 
one in good condition to be allowed the run of the defendant’s 
premises during the winter.

In February the animal was found dead on the premises, the 
plaintiff claiming it died from starvation, the defendant’s theory 
being that it was afflicted with lice which naturally weakened 
its condition and rendered it more susceptible to the rigors of 
winter. Whether the animal died of starvation or not, it was 
not, as 1 view the evidence, from the lack of food available on 
the range, or from lack of shelter.

The defendant and his foreman say the animal had lice, and 
if we accept that, it becomes a question whether the defendant, 
knowing this, is liable because he did not treat the animal.

When the foreman discovered this it certainly would have 
been a simple matter to have applied kerosene as he did t<> his 
i wn cow. which he alleges caught lice from this animal.

Had the defendant or his foreman not known of this afflii
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lion 1 should have thought that, under the contract and the 
method of grazing horses or cattle on the ranges in this country, 
the defendant would not be liable, but having that knowledge 
and neglecting to apply the simple and inexpensive remedy, or 
at all events to inform the plaintiff of the animal's condition, 
constitutes negligence for which the defendant is responsible.

I would sustain the learned trial Judge but on different 
grounds.

McPhillii’s, J.A. :—In my opinion this appeal should be 
dismissed—the onus which was upon the defendant was not 
satisfactorily proved, i.r., to prove that the death of the pony 
did not arise by reason of his neglect to use such care as a pru
dent or careful man would exercise in regal’d to his own pro
perty. rpon the evidence it is clear that there was absolute dis
regard of the welfare of the pony and the absence of ordinary 
diligence and further the hay which had to be turned to during 
inclement weather—for fodder was not lit for food, and the 
pony died at the haystack, it can reasonably be said, because of 
the want of food, fit to sustain life : see l/< A*# nzit \ . Cor i isph, 
b Car. & I*. 6)12, 62 K.K. 762; linvt v. Tahiti r, 5 C.li.N.S. K4 : 
Smith v. Cook (1875). 45 L.J. 122. In Thipps v. Tin Xtic Ctar- 

*s Hold Lid. ( 1905), 22 T.L.Ii. 4b. at p. 50, IIray. .1. said :
That lit* was of opinion that when it. was once proved that this «I- <r 

was placed in the defendant's custody as an ordinary hailnient it was their 
duty to shew some circumstances which negatived the idea of negligence 
on their part. No such evidence had been placed before him. The -ton 
which their witnesses told was one lie could not accept and lie must there 
fore hold that they had not proved that reasonable care was taken and 
must come to the conclusion that there was negligence'on their part.

The judgment of the learned trial Judge therefore, in my 
opinion, should be affirmed.

Appeal (list)iissed.

UNION BANK OF CANADA v. DODDS.
Nankatchciruii Supreme Court. Hhcood. •/. Mop 2!». Ill 1.1.

1. Bills ami notch (git 'i—< onsiiikration—Form aha mi: — Accommo
dation note.

I he forbearance of the creditor under an arrangement by which the 
debtor was given a reasonable time to realize on securities owned In 
him in order to pay the debt, is a siillicient consideration to snpp.i. • 
an accommodation note given by a third party directly to the credi
tor as collateral security.

.‘hi—22 D.L.K.
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SASK Action on a promissory note.
S. C. Xctvconibc, for plaintiff.

VSiox Rank M\ IV. , for clrfomlttiit.

Dodds.

KhW(H)i), J. This is an application brought by the plaintiff 
to recover from the defendant a promissory note made by tin*
defendant in the favour of the plaintiff for $500 and interest.

The statement of defence alleges that there was no considera
tion for the promissory note, and the defendant is a holder with
out valuable consideration, and. in the alternative, the con
sideration is illegal.

I find on the evidence that, prior to the giving of the note 
in question, a manager of the plaintiff had wrongfully taken 
money belonging to the plaintiff; that an inspector came down 
and discovered the shortage, and the plaintiff through this in
spector and through their solicitors was pressing the manager 
for payment ; but no mention was made of any criminal proceed
ings. The manager agreed to turn over to the bank, as security 
for his indebtedness, certain property which lie owned, and that, 
in addition to that, the bank was urging the manager to give 
other security. In consequence of this, this manager and the 
inspector went to the defendant and the defendant in his evid
ence. inter alia, gives the following account of the reason for 
taking the note ; he said this ;—

To make u shewing for the hank ainl allow him to realize on his real 
estate; his lots in Prince Albert. 1 think, ami in ("utknife. lie luul 11vi 
tili'il mi a homestead, and hail an interest in a crop of Max near ( utknife. 
hut the 1'nion Dank were pressing him hard and what had to he done had 
to lie done immediately.

This manager in his evidence, inter alia, says:—
The hank were pressing me for payment of this overdraft, and of course 

they didn’t want to push me s i that 1 would lose out, so that 1 could realize 
as much as 1 could on what 1 had. and I obtained this security and it was 
agreeable to the hank.

The manager, before the taking of the accommodation note, 
had agreed to turn over to the bank his property. The evidence 
is rather vague as to when this was turned over, but I find on 
the evidence that it was turned over to the bank after the taking 
of the accommodation note. There is no evidence as to what 
the bank did with this property. It comprised practically all of
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the malinger'h assets, hut I think I am justified in assuming 
that nothing has been realized by the bank on this property and 
that the bank still holds it: not absolutely, hut by way of 
security.

It seems to me. from the evidence, that the hank, in taking 
the account, practically agreed to give to tin manager a reason
able time to realize on the security, and that the hank not having 
realized on the security, nor taken any furtln-r civil proceedings 
against the manager, there was a forbearance on the part of the 
hank, and that such a forbearance is a sufficient consideration 
for the giving of the note: ('rears v. Hunter, 1!) Q.B.D. :!4<i 
seems to bear out this proposition.

There was nothing illegal in the taking of the note and, 
therefore, in my opinion, tin- plaintiff is entitled to recover, and 
I so hold. There will, therefore, he judgment for the plaintiff 
against the defendant for $.*>00 and interest thereon at f> per 
cent, per annum after maturity, and costs.

Jinli/ment for i>laintif)-

Re HARPER AND TOWNSHIP OF EAST FLAMBOROUGH.
Ontario Supirmi 1'oiirl, IFnhlrll, I.

1. Municipal corporations (glie—.30) — By-law—Yaliiuty of—Muni
cipal Act. lt.s.O. tail—Railway and Municipal Bo\ri> -Ap
proval OF—WlTIIDIIA W AI-

Ill order that tin1 validity of a municipal money hy law -liait nut In- 
open to question in an\ court, under the Municipal Act. lt.S.O. 11114, 
cli. 102, sec. 205. hy reason of the approval thereof hy the Ont. Bail 
way and Municipal Board, -ueh approval must remain effective when 
tin* proceedings in which the hy-laxv i- attacked runic on to he heard: 
the court will have jurisdiction i" quash where the Board's approval 
order existing when the notice of motion to quash was served was 
afterwards withdrawn hy the Board.

| Hr Foirh r ami Watcriloirn. 7 O.W.X. SHU. followed: //* Ihniiilirrlp 
ami Fast Flam boro, li O.W.X, 187. and /’<■ Sliair ami SI. Thomas, IS 
1\H. 454. referred to.]

Motion hy J. C. Harper, a ratepayer of the township, for an 
order quashing a hv-law passed hy the municipal council of the 
township providing for the issue of debentures in order to raise 
one-half the cost of construction of a new high school build
ing. in the township.

J. G. Farmer, K.O., for the applicant.
IV. T. Frans, for the township corporation.
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ONT

8. C.
Re

Habper

Township 
of East

BOROUGH. 

Riddell. .1.

RmiiKLL, J. :—This is an application to quash a by-law of 
Hast Flamborough : the particulars are set out in the judgment 
of Mr. «Justice Latch ford in /jV Fowler ami Village of Wattr- 
down, 7 O.W.N. .‘109.

The notice of motion to quash having been served, it was dis
covered that the by-law had been approved by the Ontario Rail
way and Municipal Board : and, when the motion came on before 
the Chancellor, he enlarged it that the applicant might apply 
to the Board to have the certificate set aside, lie did so with 
effect, and the certificate was set aside accordingly. The motion 
came on before me; and, on objection taken that the notice of 
motion was served when the by-law was inexpugnable by reason 
of the provisions of the Municipal Act, R.S.O. 1914. eh. 192, sec. 
295(4), 1 enlarged the argument that counsel might consider 
the point.

Argument was renewed and completed to-day.
The objection is, that, as the rights of a plaintiff must be 

determined as of the teste of the writ : Cornish v. Holes (1914), 
31 O.L.R. 505, 521; Xorthern Electric and Manufacturing Co. 
Limited v. Cordova Mines Limited (1914). 31 O.L.R. 221, 238, 
243 ; so the rights of an applicant on such a motion as the pre
sent must be determined as of the day of the service of the 
notice of motion, the beginning of the proceeding: He Shaw ami 
City of St. Thomas (1899), 18 P.R. 454. No doubt, speaking 
generally, that is so: but I do not think that such a principle is 
conclusive here. The section cannot be read literally—it cannot 
be that, after a by-law has been approved by the Board, it is not 
“open to question in any court:” if the approval is withdrawn 
and the order of the Board set aside, no one would argue that 
“thereafter” a motion could not be prosecuted begun by a notice 
served thereafter.

Full effect can be given to the section by interpreting it as 
meaning that the Court cannot question the validity of a by-law 
which has been approved by the Board if such approval is in 
existence when the Court is called upon to decide. And this 
works both ways : if the approval of the Board were obtained 
after notice served and before the return thereof, I have no 
doubt the Court could not declare the by-law invalid.

No case has been cited in which a plaintiff, having begun
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an action in ignorance of a bar existing 1<» liis obtaining bis 
rights, but on discovery of the bar procuring its removal, is 
still barred because of that previous obstruction.

Were this a case of estoppel, difficult questions might arise : 
but, even then, there is respectable authority for the proposition 
that an action begun which can be met by a plea of estoppel, will 
lie if the estoppel be removed before the matter comes to adjudi
cation.

(ioodrich v. Bodurtha (1856). 72 Mass, i 6 Gray) .‘52:1. re
ferred to.

The difference between merger and estoppel 1 do not go into. 
The cases are not few in which, when the matter came on for 
consideration and determination by the Court, an estoppel by 
way of judgment existed, the fact that the judgment might be 
appealed as in Doc v. Wright (1839), 10 A. & E. 763, Overton v. 
Harvey (1850), 9 < B. 324, Scott v. Vilkington (1862), 2 B. & S. 
11. A ouvion v. Vrc( man (1889). 15 A pp. (’as. 1. or even had been 
appealed and the appeal was pending, as in Harris v. Willis 
(1855), 15 C.B. 710, was held to be immaterial. As Cozens-
1 lardy, L.J., puts it in Marchioness of 11 anti y v. (I ask ell, [1905]
2 Ch. 656, at p. 667, “A judgment is . . . not the less an 
estoppel . . . because it may be reversed on appeal. . . .” 
But I know of no case in which the estoppel had been removed 
at the time the matter came up for adjudication, and it was 
held that the estoppel existing at the beginning of the proceed
ings still continued as a bar.

I think the motion must be heard on the merits: and on the 
merits I am bound by the judgment of Mr. Justice Latch ford in 
7 O.W.N. 309. It is argued that certain parts of the judgment 
of Mr. Justice Lennox in He Dougherty and Township of Hast 
Flumborough (1914), 6 O.W.N. 487. are opposed to my brother 
Latchford’s view : but these are obiter, and must have been con
sidered in the later ease in 7 O.W.N. 309.

I think the motion must be allowed with costs (including 
costs of the postponements).

ONT.

8. C.

Re

Town.shiv

IIOROUGII.

ttlildvll, .1.

Motion allowed.
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C. A. lirilish Columbia Court of \ppral. Macdonald, 1.. Irvimi. Martin, and
JJ.A. \pril 30. HUA.

1. MlX KH AMI Ml N KU Al.N l 8 1 A -S ) — Pl.ACKR CI.AIM — LOCATION - IIKCTIKI- 
CATIOX UK I.KAHK.

A free miiuT Ineating u placer claim in tliv vicinity nf lumls limier 
Icahc fnan the gold eommi*Mi«mer and who locate* his claim outside 
of the boundaries described in such lease, is not deprived of his claim 
legally obtained by his location and record when a rectification in 
afterwards made of the boundaries described in the lease under the 
authority of an Order-in ( ouneil. particularly where such Order-in- 
Council contained a danse saving the rights of free miners.

Minks ami mixkkai.s i 8 1 A— 7tii— I'i.ackh minim;—Li am hiii—Ovci;-
I'ATIOX l N'llKH.

The marking out of the ground by the applicant for a mining lease 
under the Placer Mining Act. R.S.H.tch. I.'hi. is merely a preliminary 
to the application for a lease; it does not constitute occupation and 
is subject to the modifications which the gold commissioner may make 
and 1" ili1 1 un. aril's which lie may fix. i /•« r Irving, d.A.i

Appeal from a judgment of Macdonald. .).

Budwtll, l\.( ’.. for appellant.
1C. .17. A. Woods, for respondent.

Mm donnlil, Macdonald, C.J.A.: The attack on the validity of the plain
tiff's placer claim, the “Sunflower,” was not sustained by tho 
learned Judge. The evidence was conflicting upon both ques
tions involved, namely, the date of staking and the size of the 
posts. The decision of these questions was eminently one for 
the trial Judge who saw and heard the witnesses, and 1 find noth
ing to convince me that the conclusion arrived at by him is 
erroneous.

The contest then turns on the alleged conflict in boundaries 
between the “Sunflower” and the “ Vernon lease.” the instru
ment of title under which the defendant company claims the 
ground in dispute. That lease is dated June 15, 1900. In May 
of that year the lessee staked the ground and applied for the 
lease, giving a description of the area applied for and attaching 
to the application a plan of the ground. That description and 
plan shewed the ground to be a rectangular parallelogram, the 
sides being 1,500 and 1,800 feet respectively in length. The 
lease as issued contained a similar description except that it does 
not in words state that the piece of ground is rectangular. The 
plan which was attached to the lease was in terms made part 
of the description. That plan was detached at a subsequent
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time when a rectification was made in the description, and is 
not in evidence. That description including the plan continued 
to be the description of the boundaries of the "Vernon" until 
long after the location and record of the .‘‘Sunflower.”

Now the validity of the ‘'Sunflower" having been estai) 
lished. the burden rests upon the defendant company to estab
lish the alleged overlapping of the "Sunflower" upon the 
“Vernon" claim. The effect of the lease was to withdraw from 
the category of lands open to location by free miners the area 
in the lease. The free miner locating a placer claim in the 
neighbourhood would lie entitled to regard the boundaries of the 
"Vernon" as properly described in the lease, and if lie located 
his claim outside those boundaries no rectification afterwards 
made of those boundaries could take away what lie had obtained 
by his location and record. The real question, therefore, in my 
opinion is what were the boundaries of the "Vernon" as de 
scribed originally in the lease.' That is the issue, the burden of 
which the defendants must satisfy, and that I think they have 
not satisfied. If the verbal description contained in the lease 
originally be accepted for the respective length of the four 
sides of the claim, and it must be. and it be assumed that the 
plan shewed the angles to bo right angles, and a survey be made 
from the starting point in that description, namely, the south 
east corner of the “Durban No. *J." which while not an apt de
scription of that corner must mean the one near the bank of the 
Creek, and running in a direction however slightly north of 
east, it will be found that the boundaries of such a rectangular 
plot will not conflict with the “Sunflower." It may be said, 
why assume that the lost plan would shew right angles? That 
would be a most pertinent query if the onus of proof were on the 
plaintiff, but not when the defendants come into Court with a 
partial description only of the area embraced by the lease. No 
survey has been made from the description contained in the 
lease. On the contrary all surveys made were made for the 
very purpose of establishing other boundaries.

It is conceded by counsel for the defendants that the original 
description in the lease was erroneous. An Order-in-Council 
was passed in 1904. at the instigation of the lessee, authorizing
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nil amendment of the description and the rectification of the 
boundaries, but there was a clause therein saving the rights of 
free miners and this saving clause is the basis of the learned 
Judge's decision in the Court below. I am not sure that I should 
go as far as the learned Judge has gone in his construction of 
this saving clause. I think it meant that the boundaries were 
not to be enlarged so as to encroach on existing placer claims, 
and that is enough for the purposes of my decision in this case. 
Had the “Sunflower” or any portion of it been within what the 
defendants could prove to lie the boundaries as originally de
scribed I should have thought the saving clause would not help 
the plaintiff, but that is immaterial now in view of my conclusion 
that the defendants have failed to prove that any portion of the 
“Sunflower” is within the boundaries of the “ Vernon” as origin
ally described in the lease.

The appeal should, therefore. Ik» dismissed.

Irvixo, J.A. :—Plaintiff as owner of the “Sunflower” mineral 
claim sues for trespass committed by servants (laymen) of the 
defendant company. The defence raised two points :

1. Was the “Sunflower” placer claim properly staked ? That 
is I think correctly answered by the Judge’s findings of fact. It 
was staked on July 5. 1901, with legal stakes.

2. Was the lease known as the “Vernon” lease applied for by 
Million (R.S.B.C.. eh. lJti. sec. 90. Placer Mining Act), in May. 
1900, a bar to the plaintiff’s right to stake the “Sunflower”? 
Mr. I tod well relies on the granting of the lease in 1900 and 
claims that the defendants were in possession of the land applied 
for and comprised in the lease from and after the Order-in- 
t'ouiicil of June 15, 1901, and that the defendants’ title relates 
back to the marking out of the land in April, 1900. or at any 
rate to June 15, 1900.

The defeat in Mr. I tod will's contention in my opinion is that 
he assumes the substantial part of the steps to be taken to obtain 
a lease is the original marking out of the ground by the ap
plicant.

That marking out in my view is merely a preliminary to the 
application for a lease. It does not constitute occupation. It is 
to shew what ground the application is intended to include, but
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as the Gold Commissioner may refuse or modify the terms of 
the application as he shall think fit (see. 95), it is plain that it 
is the Gold Commissioner and not the Lieutenant-Governor who 
fixes the terms and boundaries of the' lease. The Gold Commis 
aioner may not grant a lease in any locality marked out without 
the sanction of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. The sane 
lion does n.it confer a title on the lessee to any land, but once 
that sanction is granted the matter devolves on the Gold Com
missioner whose duty it is to see that land actually occupied by 
free miners, or land available for agricultural purposes is not 
included within tin- lease, and generally to make such modifica
tions of tlie terms of the application as he thinks fit.

The right of the free miner to “enter on any land not law
fully occupied for placer mining purposes” would be exercise 
able I think after the applicant had marked out the locality In- 
intended to apply for and until the survey of the lease was com
pleted. The clause in the lease itself “except and always re
served out of this demise all such mining claims situate in whole 
or in part within the tract hereby secured as are legally held and 
represented by free miners” would include claims taken up after 
the preliminary marking out. A marking out by an applicant 
under sec. 90 is not a “location” of the claim. It is designed to 
let the free mining public know that there is a proposal that tlu- 
marked out area should be withdrawn from the reach of tin- 
individual miners, so that they can make a protest to the 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council. The recitals shewing why 
it'is expedient that this area should be leased indicate the rea
sons for permitting so large an area to be taken up as a lease.

Tin- strongest evidence that could In- put before the Lieuten
ant-Governor in Council that the area ought not to be withdrawn 
from the operation of the individual free miner would be the 
fact that after the marking out by the applicant a large portion 
of the area had been covered by the individual applications.

The fact that the applicant is given 30 days within which 
he is to make his application in writing is not. having regard to 
the absence of express words closing the area to location by free 
miners, proof that the area is so closed. That provision as to 
time may very well have been inserted for the sake of regularity 
of procedure and to prevent stale claims being put forward.

Dkini kb

Irving, I. \

B
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I think Mr. liixlwvll's contention bused on the aeceptanee by 
tin* Government of certain surveys is not supported by any
thing in the statute.

The Government is not concerned with the surveys. When 
the sanction is given the Gold Commissioner notifies the appli
cants and it is for them to locate the lands to be comprised 
within their lease and have them surveyed. This survey and 
location is generally done at one and the same time. If the appli
cant is negligent in this respect it is his own fault if he suffers 
damage. In ('luir v. llom Sound, IS B.C. 312. a case 
under the Land Act. the limits had been located, and the surveys 
accepted after notice. The trespassers were never misled.

The defendant company here made their preliminary mark
ing out in April. 1900, and applied in May for an identified area 
of 1,500 feet by 3.2(H) feet.

The Lieutenant-Governor in Council gave sanction for 1,500 
feet by 1.800 feet, but did not identify the part which had been 
rejected.

The notification from the Gold Commissioner (p. 353) dated 
.July 7. 1900, prescribed the conditions under which the lease was 
to issue as of June 15. 1900. viz. :—

1 liv ground mviitioned in tin- said «indication was to lie surveyed hy a 
duly qualified Provincial Land Surveyor, who would furuisli this ollice with 
plans and also à certificate to the ell'ect that the said ground does not 
conflict with other leases or placer claims.

Mr. Brownlee made a survey of the location to be included in 
the lease, and a plan of that survey was attached to the lease 
which was then drawn up and executed. What that plan shewed 
we do not know as it was removed from the document and, there
fore, the location, when it was discovered (later) that the survey 
of the leasehold also were wrong. After the lease had been ex
ecuted with this faulty plan attached the “Sunflower" claim was 
located (in July, 1901 ).

On August 19. 1904, an Order-in-Council (p. 307) was 
passed, reciting that a mistake had been made in the survey of 
the Vernon, and authorizing the Gold Commissioner to amend 
the plans and descriptions so as to correct the leases “provided 
the amendment did not conflict with the rights of any free 
miner.” The Order-in-Council also provided that the amended 
lease was to be re-executed.
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The defendant company through their manager was in lîHMi 
a party to the ‘‘Sunflower” being jumped, and the company 
having bought out the jumpers grunted a lay to some men who 
worked the ground. This seems to me eogent evidence for be
lieving tlie “Sunflower” was not within the original boundaries.

In the summer of 1908 another surveyor Wilkinson was called 
in and made a new survey of the lease. Station No. 2-i which 
was the identification mark referred to in tin- application was 
not then in existence.

The land as first located by Wilkinson shewed the " Sun
flower” outside of the lease.

This location was ignored, no doubt because it did not 
include the “Sunflower.”

Then another location and survey was made which did in
clude within its boundaries a portion at least of the, “Sun
flower”; thereupon an undated deed poll giving a new descrip
tion of the leasehold was executed by the ({old Commissioner 
and attached to the lease on March 11. 1908.

In my opinion the defendants’ lease could only become effec
tive after the amendment was made and the new lease executed 
(if it was ever executed). If might then relate back to the date 
of the location and survey which was adopted by the ({old Com
missioner, but I think the true date is the execution of flu 
lease (sec. 92).

1 agree with the learned Judge that the validity of the plain
tiff's claim made in 1901 could not be destroyed by an amend
ment of the defendants* lease based on a location and survey 
made years later.

I would dismiss the appeal.

Martin. J.A., agreed in dismissing the appeal.

M("Phillips, J.A.:- The defendant, the Spruce Creek Power 
Company. Limited, appeals from the judgment of Mr. Justice 
Macdonald, who held that the defendant had been guilty of acts 
of trespass upon placer mining ground of the plaintiff—the re
spondent in the appeal.

The learned trial Judge in his reasons for judgment said:—
If the gvmniil tu Ik> obtained under ;t lease is governed by the locution 

of the posts placed at each corner of tin- claim and not by the description

B C. 
C. A.

Mr•I'litlliii*. J.A.
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in tin- I ini ri* hii !»sin| lient ly granted. tin* company Is-camc «*nt itl«*«l to t li«* 
ground within tin- limita of tin- second survey made In Wilkinson. This 
shews, aeeordng to exhibit .12. a substantial portion "f tin- ■"SiiitHower” 
placer claim within the liouiidarics of the land occupied In the Vernon

The appellant holds the placer ground covered by the Vernon 
lease and the respondent holds the placer ground covered by 
the * * Sunflower * ’ placer claim—the action would seem to have 
proceeded and to have been determined upon the footing that 
if the appellant should be held to be entitled to all the placer 
ground covered by the amended description and plan attached 
to the original Vernon lease then no acts of trespass had been 
committed and that the action should stand dismissed I so read 
the evidence.

The matter for determination upon this appeal is. therefore, 
resolved into small compass.

The learned Judge has held that the original staking entitled 
Mr. Wilkinson, the surveyor, to survey and describe the ground 
as covered by the amended description, and if that ground was 
by the act of staking and the application made therefor reserved 
from all other entry by other free miners, then it follows that 
the respondent could not from the time of the staking enter upon 
any of the ground so staked and stake out a placer claim, that is 
that the error of description afterwards corrected was a right 
available to the appellant and being corrected by the frown no 
exception thereto is possible of being taken by the respondent 
and to the extent that the “Sunflower** placer claim encroaches 
upon the true description of the placer ground as staked and 
applied for and intended to lx* covered by the Vernon lease, there 
is no title in the respondent. Should this ho the true position in 
law it follows that no acts of trespass were committed.

The application for the Vernon lease was in the following 
terms :—

I desire to make application for a lease of liem-h ground for placer min
ing purposes commencing at an initial |»ost planted on the right or north 
hank of Spruce ('reek about loo ft north of Survey Sin. 2.1, and running 
down stream 1,500 ft, in a X.W. direction to post Xo. 2; thence at right 
align- 2..‘loo ft. in n X.K. direction to post Xo. :i; thence parallel with 
front line 1,500 ft. in a S.K. direction to post Xo. 4: thence 2.000 ft. in a 
S.W. direction to point of commencement containing an area of less than
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Lease to run for 20 year* ami claim to be known as the Vernon bench 
hydraulic lease claim.

The number of niv Free Miner’s Certificate is 19934 It., issued at Van
couver, B.C.. 31 May, 18911.

Respectfully
J. F. Mvrto.v,

April 22nd, 1900. Per Win. K. Ward. Ally.
The application ns made was duly recommended to bo granted 

by the Gold Commissioner of the District—amongst others—as 
contained in the recommendation of date June 2, 1900, the re
commendation being in the following terms:—

B C.
C. A.

I»KISI |-,K 

SPRVOfi

McPhUliim. J. A.

Your Honour.—In accordance with para. 90 of the Placer Mining Act. 
1 have the li nour to enclose herewith applications from I lie undermentioned 
persons for hydraulic leases and would recommend the same for your 
favourable consideration in council:—

J. F. Murton. 80 acres.
A. 1*. Freimuth, 80 acres.
XV. E. Ward. 80 acres.
W. V. Hall, 80 acres.
d. II. Brownlee, 80 acres.
K. ('. Lowry. 80 acres.
Martha Brownlee, 80 acres.

This property is situate on Spruce ( reek in the Atlin Mining Division 
of ( 'assiar District. The ground can only lie worked on a large scale by 
reason of the depth of gravel, etc., and the cost of getting water on the

Section 92 of the Placer Mining Act has been complied with and I 
would recommend that the rentals lie fixed at S.'iO yearly with the u-ual 
amount of development work.

I have the honour to be.
Your Honour’s obedient servant.

J. 1). GRAHAM.
Gold f 'oniiniftnioiu r.

Following thv recommendation an Order-in-t'ouncil was duly 
passed and approved by 11 is Honour the Lieutenant-Governor 
on June 15, 1900. which reads as follows:—
To 11 is Honour

The Lieutenant-Governor in Council.
The undersigned has the honour to report for the consideration of the 

Council the following: That applications under the Placer Mining Act 
have been received from the undermentioned for a lease each of 80 acres of 
certain ground for hydraulic purposes situate on Spruce ('reek in the 
Atlin Lake Mining Division, ( assiar District, viz. : —

d. F. Murton.
A. P. Freimuth. 
W. E. Ward.
\\ C. II.,11

.1. II. Brownlee.
I*. C. Lowry. 
Martha Brownlee.
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Xml to recommend that inasmuch ns tin- Gold ( ommissioner of tin* District. 
Mr. .T. I). Graham, in snlnnitting these applications for approval states that 
tin* ground can only he worked on a large scale owing to the depth of the 
ground and the cost of getting water on the ground, also that the require
ments of the Act have lieen complied with, he he authorized to issue to 
the applicants a lease each of the ground applied for. for a period of 20 
years, at an animal rental of $.»(> and <uhjeet to a yearly expenditure on 
development work of not less than #1,000 on each lease.

Dated this loth day of June. A.I). 1000.
Smith (thtis,

Minister of Mines.

It is to be noted that the Order-in-('ouneil reads that the
Gold <'ommissioner “be authorized to issue to the applicants a 
lease each of the ground applied for for a period of 20 years.”

On duly 7. 1900. J. F. Murton. the predecessor in title of the 
appellant, is.advised of the determination of the Lieutenant- 
Governor in Council by letter in the following terms: -

Gold ( oininissioucr’s Ollice,
Atlin. B.C., July 7th. I'.mo.

Sir,—Notice is hereby given that the hydraulic lease applied for by 
you on Spruce Creek will lie issued upon your complying with the follow
ing conditions:—

Have the ground mentioned in the said application surveyed by a duly 
qualified Provincial Land Surveyor, who will furnish this ollice with the 
plans and also a certificate to the effect that the said ground does not 
conflict with other leases or placer claims.

If your lease is issued it will date from the 10th day of .lune, mon, 
and it must he completed within sixty days from that date, otherwise «In
application will he cancelled.

Yours truly.
If. X orNu.

1 o .f. I'. Murtou. Foi' Ihf Unlil ('ommission.
Atlin.

In due course a mining lease issued in pursuance of the ap
plication made, but later all proper amendments authorized by 
Order-in-Couneil, were made as to description and plan and 
notations thereof duly made on the lease, and the lease with the 
amendments is in the following terms :—

The Order-in-Counci 1 admitting of the amendment of the 
plan and description of the ground covered by the Vernon lease 
to correspond with the survey is in the terms following:—
To His Honour

The Lieutenant-Governor in Council.
The undersigned has the honour to report for the consideration of the 

Council the following: —

Î-
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That an application lias I wen received from the (told Commissioner at B. C.
Atlin. asking for authority t" anieiul the deseriptioti of the ground covered ~ “
by the undermentioned leases, viz.:— '

lKii “Hastings.*' |«7 "I’retu in." 188 “Plumas,” and lstl “I'cimoii,” Dkisiik 
which were issued with descriptions prepared at the time of staking the a.
grmmd. and upon siirvexs being made said descriptions were found to lie M’Ui < 1

CltHK.erroneous.
And to recommend that Mr. .1. A. Vraser, the Hold Commissioner of the McPhilli.- .i.A. 

Atlin Lake Mining Division, he authorized to amend the plans and descrip
tions of the ground covered by said leases su as to correspond with the 
surveys, and thereupon to have re-executed said leases to the lessees 
mentioned in said leases or to their assigns, provided such amendment to 
the descriptions of the ground does not conlliet with the rights of any 
free miners.

Dated this ]!lth day of August. A.D. 11104.
liiciiAim Mi I$imn:.

Minister 0/ I Unix.
Tito learned counsel for the respondent strongly urged that 

the concluding words of the Ordcr-in-l 'ounoil preserved the posi
tion of the “Sunflower’ placer claim, the words being “pro
vided such amendment to the description of the ground does 
not conflict with the rights of any free miners.” and that tin 
“Sunflower” placer claim as applied for on duly •’>, 1901. and 
duly re-recorded has precedence to the Vernon lease as amended, 
the application made by the predecessor in title of the respond
ent and the certificate therefor.

The governing statute with respect to the location of placer 
claims and tin title thereto at the time of the granting ot tin 
Vernon lease and the recording of the “Sunflower placer 
claim was the Placer Mining Act 1 eh. I'll». R.S.IU '. 1K91. and 
amendments thereto—the Placer Mining.Act at present in force 
is eh. 105 of the R.K.ll.f'.. 1911).

It is provided as follows in the Placer Mining Act in section 
22 thereof :—

22. In case of any dispute as to the titD* of a placer claim the title 
to the claim shall Ik* recognized according to the priority id such location 
subject to any question as to the validity of the record itself and subject 
further to the free miner having complied with all the terms and condi
tions of this Act.

Now unquestionably the appellant had the priority of loca
tion—the location date living April 22. 1900. whilst that of the 
respondent’s predecessor in title was on duly •». 1901- the auth
ority for the granting of the lease which issued to the s115
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predecessor in title is to be found in Part VII. of the Placer 
Mining Act. and the power to grant the lease extended over “any 
unoccupied and unreserved Crown lands for placer mining pur
poses.” and section 95 provides that the Gold Commissioner may 
with the sanction of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council grant 
or refuse any application or modify the terms and conditions of 
the application.

It would appear upon the facts that tin* Gold Commissioner 
in the present case granted the application as made and that his 
decision was duly sanctioned by the Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council—it is to be noted that the application was granted, no 
modification thereof being imposed.

It would appear that the Vernon lease was granted before a 
survey thereof was made and when a survey was made it was 
found that as made it overlapped and encroached upon certain 
placer claims.

Then it was decided by Order-in-Council to have a new sur
vey and the new survey would appear to have been carried out in 
complete accord with the original staking and application—that 
is. it was not the survey of any new or different ground in any 
particular, but it was the defining upon the ground by a surveyor 
of the actual placer ground originally staked—and that was the 
area of land out of the then unoccupied and unreserved Crown 
land the appellant’s predecessor was entitled to—applied for— 
and was granted or intended to be granted : see Boclitu r v. IIurtle 
( 1912). -Mi X.S.Ii. 231. 50 S.C.K. 204: Home v. Strubin (1902), 
71 L.J.P.C. 88.

Turning to section 128 of the Act. sub-sec. (/), it will be seen 
that power is conferred upon the Gold Commissioner in case 
of disputed boundaries or measurements, to employ a surveyor 
to mark and define the same and the survey would appear to 
have been made with his authority as well as by Order-in- 
Council.

At the time of the location of the “Sunflower” placer claim 
the Placer Mining Amendment Act. 1901. was in force, same 
having come into force on duly 1. 1901, the location being made 
on duly 5. 1901. the application for the record of a placer claim 
had to be under oath and in the form set out in the schedule to 
the Act (see sec. 23 as enacted by eh. 38, 1901, and Form II. as
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set forth in see. .‘$7 thereof). paragraph 8 of Form II. reads a.s B C. 
follows:—

3. That tin* said la in I i- nt iirvwiit tmuvctiiiieil fur iilnvi,r mini iitf inir . ~

Turning to the application as made by the respondent's pro- Snu n:
decessor in title for the record of the “Sunflower"* placer claim___
if is seen that this paragraph id) is in the affidavit as sworn to 
and called for by the Act : now as a matter of fact it is clear upon 
the evidence that to the extent that the “Sunflower” placer claim 
encroaches upon the placer ground covered by the Vernon lease 
—that land was not unoccupied for placer mining purposes, but 
in occupation for placer mining purposes and was not unoccu
pied and unreserved Crown land capable of being entered upon 
and staked as required by see. ‘JO of the Placer Milling Act (as 
amended by see. 10, eh. 88, 19(H)—therefore the staking and the 
subsequent application for the record of the “Sunflower” placer 
claim was in part over occupied land already duly staked and 
covered or intended to lie covered by a then existing lease, the 
“Vernon mining lease,” and the respondent’s predecessor in 
title could not obtain any title thereto, and the priority in title is 
in the appellants (sec. 22, Placer Mining Act).

Further, in my opinion, upon the evidence the appellant 
being in possession and holding under a lease from the Crown 
the respondent failed in establishing title as against the ap
pellant.

The land in dispute being staked by the predecessor in title 
of the appellant from that time it was not unoccupied and 
unreserved Crown land-—and was not open to any other entry, 
unless the free miner so staking the land fails to proceed and 
make an application therefor or if making application same be 
refused, then and then only could the land be said to be unoccu
pied and unreserved Crown land: section 91 of the Placer Min
ing Act provides that the free miner shall, after staking the 
ground and posting the requisite notices, within thirty days 
make application in writing to the Gold Commissioner this well 
indicates the intention of the legislature—the land staked is 
upon the staking segregated from all other unoccupied and un
reserved Crown land, and in my opinion the Crown is from that

3(1—22 ii.i-.R.
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B. C. time onward entitled to deal with the applicant or his successor 
c, \. in title to the denial of all other claimed interests, save only as to 

ni those of prior right arising by priority of location, and pro-
i\ vision is made in the terms of the lease under which the appel-

VbkfV lunt holds the wording being “all such mining claims (if any)
----- situate in whole or in part within the tract herein secured as

are legally held and represented by free miners on the day of 
the date of these presents." and the provision in the Order-in 
Council does not in its language carry the exception or reserva
tion any further, that is. that tin “Sunflower’ placer claim can
not be looked at as being a claim which is entitled to ret 
not being legally held and living after the staking and issuance of 
the lease.

With respect to re-execution of the lease—this in my opinion 
was wholly unnecessary and in any case would be a matter of 
form- there was full and ample authority in the (told Commis
sioner to amend the lease and what was done in my opinion was 
amply sufficient in the way of formality and the lease in the 
form in which it was proved in evidence in the action must be 
taken as a Crown lease of the land therein described.

The powers of the Gold Commissioner are most extensive and 
besides all those powers specifically detailed in see. 12s of the 
Act there is to be found this very comprehensive section :—

130. I In* liuM Commissioner slmll Imvi* power to <l<> si 11 thine* neve# 
eaty or expedient for the en trying out of the provisions of thi* Art.

In my opinion there always was from the time of the staking 
the granting of the application and the issuance of the lease 
power in the Crown to effectually vest in the free miner the land 
staked, applied for or intended to be applied for following upon 
the staking- the initial act and that which was done was mere 
rectification which surely was within the power of the Crown, 
and in my opinion nothing more was needed than the passing of 
the Order-in-Council and what was done by the (fold Comniis-

I n the way of analogy, what does the Court do when a deed 
is ordered to be rectified ? The order itself is sufficient without 
re-execution or a new conveyance; sometimes the Judge initials 
the alteration ; this is, however, unnecessary. The more cus
tomary way of proceeding is to have the decree of the Court en-

0413
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dorsed on the instrument: see Whitt v. Whitt ( 187*2). L.li. 1» B C.
K(|. 1247 : II tint if v. Pturson i ls79). l'l < ’ll. I). 545 : Utah v. K a I < c. A.
(1907). 1 1 ’ll. 564 at n. 566; .S'/or/. v. Viitiuti ( 1858). 25 Beav.

1 Di isi i it

2:35 ; J a chiton \. tiruqtft (1901). 1 < h. 2K. :17 : I! iff on! i Lortl) \. r. 
Fihhiiriliniii (lh!MI), < <’h. :I2.

The lease, therefore, in inv opinion must lie looked at as a •----
MiPhillips. ...A

good and effective demise of the land according to the description 
and plan attached and its effectiveness is from the day of its 
date not only from the time of tIn- amendment nr rectification, 
and the possession of the is good as against the re
spondent : (thmroinl Lumber Co. \. /'///////» i 1904). 71 L..I.1M '.
62.

The predecessor in title of the being the first appli
cant for the land in question was entitled to tin* land as staked 
and became and was entitled to a lease thereof. The respondent s 
predecessor in title was an applicant after tin* staking and appli
cation of the 's predecessor in title and could obtain no
title thereto. In Mott v. Loci,hurt ( 1 ss:ï). 52 L.d.P.C. 61. a 
Nova Scotia ease. Sir Arthur 1 lobhouse said, at pp. 62 and (Id:

On tin- 2nd "I <letoher. ISSII. tlir appellant* ii|i|ilifil lu lli-' ( «tiiniiii uer 
for prospecting licenses over ~ix Mocks of Imul in a district not pro 
cliiimcd us a gold district. \o ptwious nppliciition lutd lieen recorded 
for any part of these block*. The applicut i ns of the appellants were 
received and recorded and the statutory payments made by them. No 
licenses were issued, hut - n the tttli of September the appellants acting as 
though they were licensed began to work the ground. ... in the month 
of November they applied for base- ■ f three of the blocks. Again their 
applications were received and recorded and their moiiex taken, but no lea-- 
was actually issued. . . . It appears from the evidence . . . that tic 
non-issue of licenses was a common tiling. A- to the iion-is*ue of lease- 
that . . . was due to the pressure of business iu (In* olliee. I hi the nth
of September. I SSI), the repondents went to make application for a lease 
of a block of land covering portions of the appellants hlo. L

It would appear that all that took place was verbal ami a 
question arose as to conflict of application with the previous 
application, and the respondents did nothing further until 
March :tl, when written applications were made; these applica
tions were refused as conflicting with the Mott application. Sir 
Arthur I tollhouse, at p. 64. said :

The Supreme Court decided in fin ur of the respondents on two main 
grounds : First, they held that the appellants obtained n > title hecau-e l ie 
district was unproclaimed and the appellants were explorers for minerals

2744
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and did not occupy under section 33 or acquire under the clause* relating 
to uiiprnclaitned district*. Secondly, they held that the respondents did 
acquire title because they occupied and staked off areas and applied on the 
9th of September in good time under section 33.

Their Lordship* cannot quite follow the reasoning on which it is held 
that the appellants obtained no title. As they read the statute, it con
templates the grant of both licenses and leases in all districts, whether 
proclaimed or unproclaimed. The < were not tied down to apply
for a lease under section 33. They might apply, and dpi apply, for 
licenses under section 35 and the subsequent section*. Nor is occupation 
and staking olT a condition precedent to all leases in an unproelaitiled dis 
triet. Section 42 clearly confers upon licensees the right to have leases. 
The provision* in section 33 a* to parties occupying and staking off is 
evidently intended to lay down a rule of priority between persons resting 
their rival claims on the ground that they had occupied and staked off.

As regards the title of the respondents, there are fatal objections. The 
Supreme Court have decided that they ought to succeed on their application 
of tin1 9th of September. 1880. Hut in the lii>t place no application at all 
was made on 1 hat day. Application must be in writing, and must be made 
to the Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner • isection* 14 and 151; 
whereas all that the respondents did was to mention their wishes to the 
clerk in the olllee. and to take his assurance that they were too late. If. 
however, there was an application, there was also a rejection of it. and 
then the respondents should have appealed. An appeal must. by section 84, 
be presented within twenty days. In effect the Supreme Court have enter
tained an appeal *i\ months or more after the decision complained of.

The only effective application by the respondent* was that of March, 
1881. At that time the appellants were occupants of the disputed ground. 
Either they were lessees in substance and right, though not in form, which 
their Lordships think to be the sounder view ; or their applications for 
leases were still pending. In either ease the application* of the appellant* 
could not. by the term* of section 14. lie received.

The result, is that their Lordships will humbly advise Her Majesty to 
reverse* the decision of the Supreme Court, and to dismiss with costs the 
appeal from the Commissioner. The respondents must pay the costs of 
this appeal.

The above ease affords some very considerable assistance in 
my opinion in arriving at a decision in the present east , although 
of course care must be always exercised in applying eases based 
upon differing statute law, still there is great similarity in the 
statute law as considered by their Lordships of the Privy 
Council and the Placer Mining Act.

rpon the whole my opinion is that the lease as amended or 
rectified—and in that amendment and rectification it was only 
the carrying out on the part of the Crown of the application 
which had been received and approved—is effective as against

D^6D
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any title in the respondent a title subsequently acquired and B. C.

unavailing as against the previous application and demise fol- , \
lowing thereon—being the title which the appellant is entitled to ,

Dkisi.ku
insist upon and which in my opinion must be given effect to—the r. 
appellant is not only in possession, but in my opinion entitled ('hm k'
to the land in dispute under the demise being a previous demise -----McPhiUiiw. J.A.
to that under which the respondent claim. Lord Mersey in City 
of Ynncouvt r v. Yuncouva' Lumber Com pun y (1911), A.C. 711. 
at pp. 720. 721 and 722. said :—

’I I»*** 1 icing tin- fiu-ts the defendants take up tin- punition that they 
are in possession, and ias they properly may do) they rely on their 
possessory title. The question, therefore, turns entirely upon the strength 
of the plaint ill's title. Is it, better than the possessory title of the de
fendants? The plaint ills' title is to he found in the lease of February 14,
IS'.m. Iiy which Headman's Island was hy name demised to them. If that 
lease is a good and valid demise it must prevail over the defendants' 
rights, which rest in mere possession. It was argued for the appellants 
that it was not a good demise, firstly. Is-eause it was not granted under 
the tirent Seal; and. secondly, because it was obtained by “deceit" prae 
tised upon the Crown within the meaning of IIrocl, \. Coo/.» , fi Ping. Milt.
.\- I i the llrat of these points it was intimated by their Lordships in the 
course of the argument that it was not open to the appellants to rely 
upon it inasmuch as they had never put it forward in the Courts below, 
although it was open to them to have done so. \s to the second point it 
is perhaps desirable to state the rule of law on which the Court of Com
mon I‘leas proceeded ill delivering judgment in I li'orl: v. Coo/,». The rub
is a rule of common law by which a grant by the King which is wholly 
or in part inconsistent with a previous grant is held absolutely void 
unless the previous grant is recited in it. Hut the rule is qualitied to 
this extent, that if the subject had no actual or constructive notice of the 
previous grant, the second grant will lie good t« the extent to which it 
may be consistent with the tlrst grant though v id as to tin- rest. The rule 
arises out of a duty which the law casts upon the subject of making 
known any previous inconsistent grant of which h- may himself have 
notice. If lie neglect this duty lie is held to have deceived the King when 
accepting the grant made to him. with the result that he takes nothing 
l:v his grant. It was sought in the argument t > apply this rule to the 
facts of the present case. It was said that. Ludgate knew, or had notice, 
d" the grant to the appellants contained in the Order in-Council of June 8,
I8ST. and the trial Judge seems to have taken this view. Their Lordships, 
however, arc of opinion that there is no evidence to support this contention, 
and they think that the Chief Justice was right in finding as lie did that 
the Court ought not to presume, and could properly presume, that the 
plaintiff had either knowledge or notice of the city's alleged rights at t In
time lie obtained his lease, or that he in any way "deceived” the Crown.
This being so, the case of Alcock v. Cooke, has no application and both 
points are disposed of.
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l:poll the farts of tin- present rase and applying tin- law 
1 hereto in my opinion there ran In- Imt the one result, and that 
is. that the judgment of the Court below he reversed, the notion 
dismissed with eosts and the appeal living allowed with <■ ists here 
and in the Court below to the appellant.

Appui! ilisiuissul.

B C. HAYES v GODDARD.

. . Iti ihsh I Hiii whin l "in I ni I liin nl. Uilriliimllil. I I.. Ii riit'i. Mnrlin. mill
\h Pli ill ifis. .1.1. I Mini 11. Mil .

I MV IN «/l XI I IX III III II . \ IX IN III X Ml I'l IH II \M It i $ I I 11 -O | III I 
l lox l inixi PI Keil.XM 1*1(11 l .

In I In uIim-imm* nf f m ml in re**|M*et of n mi«n*pn*Hriilali<*n io In tin* 
xxiiltli i'l" n Iniililinii lui. tin* |iim*luisi*r *»n«*«l fur I In* lia In live uf pii ii-lio ->• 
•iiuii \ mnl no el.■lining ii-vi**»iHii i* i*nlitli*i| in an alialeinvnl fur 

■x in area xxlicrc I lu* f millage xxa- in fail «mix .'in feet xxliPi*
I In.......ni rael ealleil for n frontage if .'l.'l fe«*|. Iml till- |iin eli.i-ei xxli>
Ii.i lnkeii |Mi--i >-.imi ami mail ini|n ix viiiviil*» voxerini' llie mlilitimn-l 
Milee feel In XX liieli till' eailllul lie llUlile i' lint elllilleil In lia mage» 
I reason lliereof in mliiil inn I • mieli alialeinenl where the sale xx is 
ui an entire lut I tea ring a «Iv-vriplixv tiumlicr limier a registeml |»lmi 
of Niih-ilix i'ion ami I lie true Imnmlarx xx a- -liexx n liy the regi-ler. il 
plan ami l»x iIn* stake*» on tin* groiiml.

Am:\i. from the judgment of Morrison. .1,

C. li. Mi \ • ill, K.C., for appellant. 
H. !.. Hi ill, K.C., for respondent.

liardonaid. MACDONALD, C.J.A. : The plaintiff sued to reeover the balanee 
of purchase money due her on the sale to the defendant of a 
wide as represented, and she claims and was allowed $200 for 
house and five lots. The main dispute arises in this way: IVior 
to the said sale plaintiff was the owner of a tract of suburban 
land on which was situate the house in <| nest ion. .lust prior to 
the sale the plaintiff subdivided the tract of land into building 
lots. Before the. subdivision the sewage from the house was 
carried by a drain to a septic tank some distance from the house. 
After the subdivision the septic tank was on a lot numbered fib. 
The defendant’s lots were numbered 49 to fill inclusive. On the 
day the defendant made her purchase, one Kliugerland pur
chased lot fib. There is no evidence as to which agreement was 
first in point of time. Slingerland refused to permit the defen
dant to use the septic tank and eut off the connection of the 
drain with his property. Suit was brought by the present de-

»
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fendant against Klingerlnnd for interference with wluit she R £•

claimed ns an easement appurtenant to tin* house. She tilti- r. a.
niately failed in that suit. About the time that suit was eom iTm-s 
meiieed her husband. Harry (ioddard, who was her a tient, eom

• I I . i ■ . 1 ioiUl.XHIi.plained to the plaint ill's sales a tient 4 ’a I In I id of the interior 
cnee with the drain, lie says that an agreement was entered '*«-.Va.1 '
into between himself and ('alland that a new tank and drains 
should be put in at plaint ill 's expense on « s own lots
in substitution for 1 hr old septic tank, and that plaintiff should 
also pay compensation for the loss of the so-called easement.
( a I la ml "s testimony is that he on lx agreed to pax for tin* iiexv 
drains and tank, and that that agreement xvas carried into e\e 
cut ion by a competent person under the personal supervision 
of the said Harry (Ioddard and that the cost was paid by the 
plaintiff. There is no evidence that plaintiff xvas apprised by 
( alland that (Ioddard xvas claiming compensation for tIn loss 
of the easement. She was apprised of the arrangement to put 
in the iiexv tank which < 'alland says xvas done for the sake of 
peace, but that she never authorized I "alland to enter into an 
agreement to make eom pensât ioli for the loss of the quasi ease
ment was not pi oven in evidence, nor xvas it slicxvn that she had 
ever held ('alland out as having any such authority. In nix 
opinion the only agreement entered into between the parties 
binding on the plaintiff was the agreement to instal the iiexv 
system of sewage. That system was completed about .1 une.
1910, and no demand xvas thereafter made upon the plaintiff 
for anything further in connection with the matter until this 
action was brought. I think therefore the judgment below xvas 
wrong in awarding to the defendant on her counterclaim $90(1 
as compensation for tin* loss of the so-called easement.

The defendant also counterclaimed for compensation for a 
deficiency in the area of one of the lots, namely, lot fill.

The lots xvere sold by descriptive number and on the regis
tered plan the area of this lot is truly shewn. Defendant, how
ever, contended that before and at the time of sale, ('alland 
represented that this lot had a frontage of M feet on the street, 
whereas its frontage was almost three feet less than that.

I think I must accept the finding of the learned Judge that

8849
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the representation was made mid acted upon, and that therefore 
the defendant is entitled to an abatement in the purchase price. 
She is not asking for rescission or resisting specific performance, 
and the case is therefore one of abatement simply. The house 
and five lots were sold to the defendant for $6,000. The relative 
values of the house and lots were not precisely shewn, but a 
plan and price list of the subdivision in question is in evidence. 
The whole five lots and the house in question arc put in the price 
list at $6,000, and the rest of the subdivision is priced according 
to lots. Lot 53 is a corner. The corner opposite on the east- 
lots 30 and 31, of equal size with defendant's lots 52 and 53 
are priced at $1,200 for the two, and the corner on the other
wise of 52 and 53 to the west lots 54 and 55—at $1,250 for the 
two. the inside lots adjoining are priced at $450 and $5(10 respec
tively. It can therefore be taken, and there is no evidence to 
the contrary, that lot 53 at the highest would he priced at $750. 
The learned «Judge accepted the said Harry Goddard’s evidence 
mid 11n ev.deuce of some other witnesses given on behalf of the 
defendant in which they estimate the value of lot 53 at $100 
per front foot. This was said to be the value in 1910, a year 
after the sale and when property was at its highest in that 
locality on an inflated market. It seems to me that this method 
of arriving at.the compensation for deficiency is radically wrong. 
The true basis is the value at the time of the sale.

I therefore think the sum allowed, namely, $300, by the 
learned Judge for deficiency in area should be reduced in the 
proportion of 23 to 100. The deficiency was a little less than 
three feet, but the fraction is slight, and I would therefore allow 
$69 in abatement of the purchase price on this head.

The defendant being in possession erected a small frame 
office building which projected beyond the true line of said lot 
53, and also planted some trees beyond the same line, but within 
what would have been the limits of the lot had it been 33 feet 
wide as represented, and she claims and was allowed $200 for 
anticipated cost of moving back the building and the trees and 
building a new fence.

I am unable to s<v upon what principle the plaintiff can be 
made liable in respect of the building and trees. The alleged
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niisreprewntation ns to tin* width of tlio lot was dearly not 
fraudulent. The defendant voluntarily and without ascertain
ing the true boundary as it was shewn on the registered plan, 
ami by the stakes on the ground, chose to incur the expense for 
which she is now claiming 1 can find no authority for allow 
ing that on the principle upon which abatement is allowed on 
purchase price for deficiency, nor can 1 find authority for award
ing damages.

There is some evidence that the moving back of the line of 
lot 53 will destroy the dilapidated fence which was there at tin 
date of defendant's purchase. This. 1 think, is proper to be 
taken into consideration as an element in 1 he difference in value 
between tin* lot with the fence on it as represented and the lot 
as it actually is. As far as I can make out from the evidence 
which is very vague, this loss is trivial, and 1 think if 1 allow 
$31. making the total amount of abatement $100. 1 shall be doing 
ample justice to the defendant.

The appeal should therefore be allowed and the judgment 
on the counterclaim reduced from $1,400 to $100. the appellant 
should have the costs of the appeal and the respondent’s costs of 
the counterclaim should be confined to the issue respecting the 
deficiency in area, and the plaintiff should be given the costs of 
the counterclaim on the other issue, namely, that relating to tin* 
tank and drains.

B C.

<\ A.

Have*

< iODIIAim.

Macdonald.

1 imNil. Martin and MePun.ups, .1.1.A., agree with Macdon 
ald, C.J.A.

Appeal allowed.

Martin. .1.A. 
McCliiUliis. ...A.

SCHARF v. DILLABOUGH. SASK.
Saxkalchncan Supreme Court, Lumont. ./. March .*>, 101.’».

1. Salk (§ I B—0)—Passing of titi.k—Const rvctiyk dki.ivkkv (Nions
IN POSSESSION OF THIItU PARTI .

Where there is a sale of goods which at the time of the sale are not 
in the possession of the vendor, hut in the possession of a third party, 
and that party is made aware of the sale and consents to the goods 
remaining in his possession as the goods of the vendee, that is sufficient 
actual change of possession to support the sale.

\Jones v. Henderson. 3 Man. 1. It. 433; lie Cunningham, 2S Ch. I). Uvj 
McXiehol v. Brueks, (» Terr. L.R. Is4, referred to.]

8. C.

Action for the price of goods sold and delivered. Statement
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Sa5k.. || ]/,y/A. K.<’., for claimant.
S. C. II . //. H. Spot!<>n, for dcfcmlnut.

s,«11 A|{| Lam ont, .L: Although there was some confusion in the
Dim.Aiion.ii. claimant’s evidence. 1 see no valid reason for holding that the 

transaction as related I » v him was not burnt tulv. The facts of thisLament, J.
issue as 1 find them are as follows: In May, III Li. one Allan 
Scharf, a brother of the claimant, became indebted to Dillabough, 
for which lie gave a promissory note. Allan Scharf was also 
indebted to the claimant I red Scharf. In July or August, 1913, 
Allan Scharf offered to sell the hearse in question and an ambu
lance to the claimant for 8200, the amount to be credited on his 
account. On September 1.5 the claimant agreed to buy at that 
price, and lie gave his brother credit in his books on that date. 
The hearse was then in a garage owned by one Kennedy, in Moose 
Jaw. After completing the deal with his brother, which took 
place, the claimant says, at Kennedy’s garage, the claimant asked 
Kennedy if lie could leave the hearse in his garage as it was too 
high to go into his own burn. Kennedy said he could leave it 
there until such time as lie. Kennedy, would require the room it 
occupied. It was left at Kennedy’s garage until November 11, 
at which time there was snow on the ground, when the claimant 
took the wln*els off in order to put it on runners or skids, and took 
it to his own barn. He kept it there all winter, and in the follow
ing spring took it out and took it to a painter to get it painted; in 
June, 1914, he paid the painter 835 for painting it. and took it 
away. At that time his brother Allan Scharf had a garage, to 
which the claimant took the hearse. In December, 1913, the 
plaintiff Dillabough obtained judgment and issued execution 
against Allan Scharf. On July 29, 1914, the sheriff issued his 
warrant to seize the goods of Allan Scharf to satisfy the execution. 
The seizure was made in October, at which the hearse in question 
was seized. The claimant claimed the hearse, and the sheriff 
obtained an interpleader order. For the execution creditor it is 
contended that the claim is void under the Bills of Sale Act, 
because that Act requires that where no bill of sale is registered 
there must be an immediate delivery followed by actual and con
tinued change of possession. The question here is: Was there an 
actual change of possession sufficient to support the sale? To 
start with, 1 think we may take as settled law the statement set
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out in the hist edition of Barron A: < I’Brien i BM I vd.i, where llie __
authors say, at p. 3113: 8. C.

Registration of a tiill of goods is not necessary when the goods are in S( ,, XR|, 
the hands of a warehouseman, who becomes the agent of the transferee 
and agrees to hold the goods for him. Dii.i.aimiviui.
And for that statement the learned authors eitr Join ' \. Ilcmlcr- Lament, j. 
.so//, 3 Man. 1,.R. 133. and AV ('miniihjIkiih, 28 Ch.I). (182. in 
McXichol v. lintel,s, (» Terr. I,.R. 1S4. a vendor sold certain cattle 
which lie had in a pasture field which he had rented. On the 
same day he transferred to one Klump the lease of the pasture 
field. The following day the vendee of the cattle applied to 
Klump for permission to leave the cattle in the pasture, where 
they were looked after by the vendee and his servants. The 
vendor subsequently sold the same cattle to one Brack-. It was 
held by Mr. Justice Wet more that there had been a sufficient 
actual and continued change of possession to support the sale.

As to whether or not t lie consent of a person who is in posses
sion of the goods at the time of the sale to hold t hem for t he vendee 
is a sufficient change of possession to support the sale. I refer again 
to the same edition of Barron A < >’Brien on Bills of Sale, at p. 3*7, 
where the authors say :

And it is submitted that where goods are in an unoccupied shop or 
wan house, under lock and key. the mere delivery of i lie ke\. whicli formerly 
was held to constitute a sufficient compliance u ith the Act, would no longer 
suffice, though, if notice to the landlord or his agent in charge of the build
ing were also given, such might be considered as an open and sulliciciitly 
public change of possession.
And as authority for that they cite the case of (louuli v. E retard,
11 W.R. 702. In that case the vendor sold a quantity of timber 
lying partly on a public wharf and on a private wharf
owned by the vendor himself. He gave the key of the private 
wharf to the vendee, and notice of the sale was given to the 
wharfinger of the public wharf. The sheriff seized the timber 
under an execution against the vendor. In an interpleader issue 
it was held that the vendee was entitled, and the ground upon 
which the learned Judges who took part in the trial seem to have 
based their judgment, so far as the timber lying at the public 
wharf was concerned, and therefore in the hands of a third party, 
was that a notice thereof had been given to him. Pollock, C.B.,

There was possession on the part of the plaintiff; no creditor could be 
misled. The goods had been delivered to the plaintiff; the furniture was

5
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iii his iHfHMessinn. The timber at tin* private wharf was umler his control, 
ami the wharfinger had had notice that the vendor had sold the timber on 
the publie wharf.

Martin, B., says:
I be timber was lying partly at a public wharf, and the wharfinger 

had notice of the sale to the plaintiff, and partly at the private wharf of the 
\cndor, the key of which had been delivered to the plaintiff. The vendor 
had no apparent possession whatever: the plaintiff was as much in pos
session as he could be.

From these authorities | gather that the law is. that where 
there is a sale of goods which at the time of the sale are not in the 
possession of the vendor, hut in the possession of a third party, 
and that party is made aware of the sale ami consents to the 
goods remaining in his |»ossession as the goods of the vendee, that 
that is sufficient actual change of possession to support the sale. 
That being so, I hold that the position of Kennedy here, and the 
agreement of Kennedy to allow the goods to remain there as the 
goods of the claimant, was a sufficient actual and continued change 
of possession to support the sale. The claimant's claim, therefore, 
will be allowed.

Judgment for claimant.

ONT. ROSE v. ROSE.
« q Ontario Supreme Court. Appellate IHrisinn. Meredith. C.J.O., Magee and 

Hod g inn. I.. and Itidilell. ./,

1. Till STS i § II A—4.4 I—TM STICKS—1*1 III IIANIMi STOCK ON OWN ACCOVNT— 
Rim ITS OF CKKTl'IS QI'K i'll l STK NT— 11 !•: MOV Al. OF Till STEF.

A trustee is prevented not only from doing things which bring an 
actual loss upon the estate hut from doing anything which has a 
tendency to interfere with his duty and to injure the trust; the fact 
that the trustee purchased a block of stock on his own account, and 
with his own money from a company controlled by the estate, in which 
the trustee was also a beneficiary. does not entitle the cestui a «pic 
trustent to a declaration by the court that he is a trustee for them of 
the shares so bought subject to a lien in his favour for the price paid ; 
but if it be shewn that his interest and his duty conflict because of such 
purchase, that would be a ground for removing him from his office as 
trustee.

fHamilton v. Wright. !• Cl. & F. Ill: Itennett v. (Sasliglit. etc.. Co., 
4K L.T.R 156; Moore v. MeUlgnn, [1H1I41 1 1.15. 71 : and He Marshall. 
116141 1 I'll. 11)2, referred to.j

Statement Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Boyd, < at 
the trial, sitting without a jury, dismissing the action, which was 
brought to remove the defendant from his position of trustee of 
certain shares of the capital stock of the Hunter Rose Company 
Limited, a commercial company, and to declare the defendant a
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trustee for the beneficiaries under the will of George Maclean 0NT 
Rose of 115 shares of the capital stock of the company which s. C.
were allotted to the defendant by the directors of the company, KoSE 
subject to a lien on those shares for the amount paid by him to
the company for them. Of the shares allotted to the defendant ___
only 74 were in question, that number having been bought by the 
defendant in July. 1912, at par, from the company.

L. F. Ilcifd, K.C., for the appellant.
IV. .V. THU a and •/. •/. Muchmum, for the defendant.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by Hoixuns, J.A. :—

. George Maclean Rose died on February 10, 1898,
having made his will, by which lie appointed the Toronto General 
Trusts Company executors and trustees. . . .

The will also contains provisions as to the disposition of the 
shares of any of his children who should predecease him. The only 
other provision to which reference may be made is the following : 
“I do not wish to interfere with the discretion of my trustees in 
the manner in which they shall convert my estate into ready 
money after my decease, but for the purpose of letting my 
wishes be known to them with regard to my business as printer 
and publisher which is at present carried on by me, but which 
desire or wish my trustees arc not to consider as binding on 
them, 1 declare that in the selling of my business my trustees 
shall give my three sons, Daniel A. Rose. William W. Rose, and 
Frederick W. Rose, who are now engaged with me in my said 
business, the first opportunity to purchase same if all necessary 
and suitable arrangements can be made between them and my 
said trustees.”

The respondent became trustee in place of the Toronto 
General Trusts Corporation on September 8, 1907, upon the 
terms either of the w ill or on those of an unsigned declaration of 
trust prepared contemporaneously with his accession to the trust.

On May 14. 1912. an action was begun by the present 
appellant and Malcolm <Rose, a brother, to prevent the divi
sion among the family of the shares owned by the estate, 244 in 
number, and to Compel the sale of the shares cn bloc. A motion 
was made for an injunction, and on the return thereof it was 
arranged that it should be turned into a motion for judgment
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ont. upon facts to be agreed upon. Pending this, and before any
s r statement of facts was settled, the 74 shares in question were
RoVp bought by the respondent from the company at par. The estate,

owning 244 shares, had a majority of those issued, but. after the
___ 74 were put out, the total amount of stock became 500 shares,

nodgin., j.a. thus leaving the estate with less than 51 per cent.
The present action was then brought, leaving the other suit 

pending and undisposed of.
The point for decision is. whether a breach of trust has taken 

place on the part of the trustee in so purchasing the remaining 
shares, if that depreciated or might depreciate the value of those 
held by him for the benefit of the estate, or, if not a breach of 
trust, whether the respondent should be removed from his office 
on the ground that his interest and bis duty conflict.

No doubt, control of a limited company vested in an estate 
or in an individual is of importance apart from the intrinsic 
value of the holding.

The respondent here has not dealt with any trust property nor 
has he made any profit out of it. The sole ground put forward is 
that his personal action in acquiring other shares, validly issued, 
confirmed as it was by the shareholders of the company, will 
result in a possible depreciation of the selling value of the shares 
held by him as trustee, if they are to be sold en bloc. I am far 
from thinking that this is proved to be certain or even probable. 
Vpon the evidence it would be impossible to say that depreciation 
in fact has taken or will take place.

The learned Judge here referred to Hamilton v. Wright 
( 1N42 ). 9 Cl. & F. 111. as to conflict between interest and duty : 
Broughton v. Brough!on (1855), 5 I)e(I. M. A: (!. 1(50. 164: Moon 
\. Mr* il gnu, [18041 1 I.R. 74.

The principle laid down by Lord Brougham is adopted in 
such cases as Thompson v. Havelock ( 1808), 1 Camp. 527, at p. 
528 : Shipuuty v. Broad wood, | 189!) | 1 Q.B. 369. at p. 373 : Benson 
v. Hcathorn (1842), 1 V. & C. Ch. 326, at p. 341 ; and Tennant 
v. Trenchant (1869), L.R. 4 Ch. 537.

Iron ('Ian Brick Manufacturing Co., Turner's ('use (1889), 
19 0.1*. 113. 123.

The principle of these decisions extends, it seems to me, to
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any not where it is established that there is a direct eonfliet, and ONT.
to eases where it may be reasonably said that such a eonfliet s.c.
may arise. I can conceive of a position arising by the ac- 1{()SF
quisition of shares by a trustee to which this rule may be r
applicable. Hut this is not at present one of these eases to which 
the rule, if extended to eases of possible conflict, can be applied. Hodfti"*'J,A 
This respondent was not appointed by tin* testator, but by the 
beneficiaries, and if lie holds the estate shares as trustee for them, 
their rights must be determined by the terms of the trust they 
created. It is doubtful whether the respondent holds the 
shares under the terms of the will, or whether the act of the 
beneficiaries created an entirely new status and responsibility, 
evidenced by the unsigned memorandum to which reference has 
boon made. Under either, it would be competent for the restin's 
que trust to put an end to the trust, or for the trustee, if the 
time has come for winding it up. to do so. From his evidence it 
appeal’s that he is anxious to do this, and that before the writ 
in the first action was issued he so declared himself. Ilis inten
tion in acquiring shares beyond what he then held may be. in 
one view, as much in the interest of his cestuis que trust as 
against it, for his idea seems to have been to pri vent the sale to 
an outsider and to preserve for the estate a control through him 
of the situation and of the business. It would at this juncture be 
unjust to assume that his interest and his duty do or may con
flict : a decision as to which cannot be made until the terms of 
his duty are ascertained and defined. If it turns out to have 
been his duty to divide the estate shares among tin1 beneficiaries, 
it is plain that his purchase of the 74 shares could by no possi
bility have injured the estate. It is a strange position for tIn

to occupy, namely, that, while the respondent as 
trustee is anxious to put an end to the trust by distributing the 
shares among those entitled to them, the appellant should have 
pending an action to prevent him from doing this, and at the. 
same time be endeavouring to remove him from the trust because 
he will not sell to an outsider, the result of which would be to 
give away the control of the business, against the wishes of the 
majority.

The relief sought, namely, to remove the respondent as

1744
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trustee is just what the respondent himself is anxious to accom
plish in another way. While the first action is pending, to 
determine whether the respondent should be compelled to sell the 
estate shares in a block, or whether he is not entitled to rid him
self of the trust by dividing them among those entitled—in 
short, the very point at issue between the parties—it would be 
manifestly unjust to remove him.

It may be that, applying the ease of Moore v. McGlynn, and 
having in view the possibility that the voting power on the 
shares of the respondent might in some event be used against 
that of the estate so as to depreciate their value, if it became a 
finest ion of control, the respondent should relinquish the trust or 
be removed from it. But it must be first determined what his duty 
is. When that point falls to be settled, reference may usefully 
be made to the ease of In re Marshall, f 1D141 1 Ch. 192.

1 think that the rights, if any. of the appellant, would be 
fully provided for by postponing decision as to any action such 
as that until the determination of the first pending action. It 
will be there adjudged whether the respondent is bound to sell 
en bloc, and in that case he may desire to have leave to bid, and 
that leave, if granted, would end his fiduciary position: Coals v. 
Boswell (1886), 11 App. ('as. 232. The other relief sought, 
namely, to declare him a trustee for tin* estate of the 74 shares, 
is of course impossible upon the evidence. He bec une possessed 
of these shares, paying for them with his own money; the estate 
has and can have no claim upon them, unless they were in some 
way acquired as a gift or addition to the estate which he was 
disabled from acquiring in his own behalf. No such suggestion 
is put forward.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs, and the appel
lant should have the right, notwithstanding this dismissal, to 
apply after the final disposition of the finît action, under the 
statute, for the removal of the respondent as trustee, if in that 
action the rights declared leave it open to him so to do.

A pin al dismissed.
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VILANDRE v. ALLIE.
(Quebec Superior Court. IIutehiiihoh. ./.

1. Coltl’illtATKlXS AND COMPANIES l $ V I 23IÎI QUEBEC CuMI'AMKS \<T
Application for shakes—Memorandum ok aokeement Accept-

Aii application for shares in a company to he organized umler the 
Quebec Companies Act and not im-lmlcd in the memorandiim of agree
ment accompanying the petition for incorporation cannot lie accepted 
two years later, so as to make the applicant, who had paid nothing 
upon them and had not participated in the corporate business, liable 
for calls where at the time of the pretended acceptance and allotment 
the company was insolvent and the shares valueless.

Liquidator's petition re shares in a company.

(nimnh/ A' Panneton, for liquidators.
('Imijuelte, (inti/until, SI. Laurent, Métayer <V Laferté. for con

testant.

Hutchinson. .1.: The Court having heard the parties by 
their respective counsel on the merits, and having examined the 
proceedings and record and deliberated:

Considering that the contestant Allie did sign an application 
for shares filed herein as ex. I\ but it is not stated at what date 
his application was signed, although presumably it was before the 
incorporation of the company: in any event, it did not form part 
of the memorandum of agreement which accompanied the petition 
for incorporation;

Considering that the Vila miré Co. was incorporated under 
Letters Patent of the Province of Quebec on March II. P.ll 1 :

Considering that in February. 11113, it became evident and 
was known to the directors that the company was insolvent, and 
proceedings were taken under authority of the directors to obtain 
an extension of time from creditors of the company and finally 
to obtain any settlement whatever that would be of any advantage 
to the company :

('onsidering that on March 31. 11)13, at a meeting of th<- direc
tors it was resolved that the shares of this company subscribed 
according to the list of subscribers of record in the archives of the 
company, be allotted, and in the list which was prepared the 
present contestant was included: and at a meeting of the directors 
on April 12. 11)13, it was resolved that certificates of shares be 
given to each of the shareholders according to allotment made on 
March 31, 11)13. and that mention be made on each certificate
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QUE. what amount was paid by each shareholder on his shares in the
S. c. company; and it was further resolved that a call lie made for the

Yl LA MIRE balance due on shares, and that this call be made payable one- 
tenth thereof per month, commencing on June 1. 101.'$: the sec
retary-treasurer to give notice to each shareholder by registered

Hutchinson, J. letter;
Considering that the contestant never attended any meeting 

of tin1 said company, and paid nothing whatever on the stock, 
nor was he asked to pay anything, and no notice of any kind was 
given to the contestant in regard to the stock until April IS, 1011$;

Considering that the offer of the contestant was to take stock 
in a solvent company, but after the lapse of two years or more 
he is offered stock in a company hopelessly insolvent, and of no 
value whatever;

Considering that the allotment of stock by tin- said directors 
on the application of the contestant, and the notice given to the 
contestant, and the call made, did not come within a reasonable 
time, were too late particularly as the company was then known 
to be notoriously insolvent, and it was evident that the company 
was demanding money from the contestant without any ex
pectation or intention of giving any value whatever for the said 
stock allotted to him, but on the contrary, was attempting to 
obtain money from the contestant, for the payment of which 
he was not. and is not, in any way responsible:

Doth, therefore, dismiss the petition of said li(|iiidators so 
far as the present contestation is concerned, and doth maintain 
the contestation of the said contestant with cost-.

/*# lilin)i dismiss* il.

ONT. RAYNOR v. TORONTO POWER CO.

S.C.
ihiliirin Supn nu- Court, \pftrllutr Dirision, Miilock. C.J.Ex., ('Iiih . Itiihlrll, 

nml l.nniux,
1. M.xsn i! ami s cuvant i § 11 A 4—60)—Workman -Electric tower— 

Injury- Electric shock—Assurance Wires dead—Xeiilioence
—( OMVETENT FOREMAN.

A workman engaged in painting on un electric transmission tower 
ami who is injured l»y an electric shock from same after lie had been 
assured by his employer-’ representatives that the place where lie was 
to work was safe and that the wires on that part of the tower were 
dead, although other wires on the- tower carried highly dangerous cur
rents. proves a /immi facie case of negligence against his employers, 
the electric power company, when lie shews that his injuries wre caused 
by a dangerous element under the company’s control at a time and 
pla<*e where such element ought not to have lieen ; and if the system
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adopted by the company did not afford a <afc and proper place for the ONT 
plaintiff to do hi-* work. I lie company i- not relieved from reapon —
sibility by the fact that the operation* were superintended by a com S. C.
potent foreman.

\Miiftlir Mhihni Co. x. Mrlt„ii'i'ill 12 Can. S.C.K. 120. H mol,* Raynor
Sinnlan v. /hitrinn. -II ( an. S.t'.l!. 412. and l!;il<in<lx V. Fh'lrlirr. J..I5.
3 H.L. 33». applied.] Toronto
. .. .i-i . ,, .......... I’OWKB CO

AITKAIj I l oin till judgment ot I- \U (iMlRIIMil . < ..l.lx li.

IK L. McCarthy, K.( '.. fur 1 lie appellants.
•/. II. Campbell, for the plaintiff, respondent.

CM'TK. .1.: Tin plaintiff was employed by the defend ci«t., j. 
ants, under tin* direct ion of their officers. to paint cer
tain of their towers, to which were attached wires conveying 
electricity, and lie claims that In- was informed by his foreman 
and the defendants’ officers that the current of electricity had 
been shut off from the said wires, and he was directed to climb 
amongst the frame work of one of the towers and paint that part 
near to the wires : that he did as directed, and. after he had pro
ceeded with some painting, the defendants suddenly and without 
warning to the plaintiff negligently caused the electric current 
to flow over the said wires, with which the plaintiff was obliged 
to be in contact to do the said painting, and thereby caused a 
heavy current of electricity to flow through the body of the 
plaintiff, and caused him to fall to a plank walk or platform 
7 or 8 feet below where lie was working, whereby parts 
of his body were burned by the electricity, and he was seriously 
injured. He further charges negligence on the part of the de
fendants in not providing a reasonably safe structure or works 
for the plaintiff lawfully engaged in his work, and that they 
negligently failed to provide any proper system of appliances 
for controlling the electric current in order to prevent unfore
seen and extraordinary risks to the plaintiff while engaged in 
the said work.

The defendants deny that the plaintiff was informed by their 
officers that the current of electricity had been shut off or that 
he was directed to climb up the frame work as alleged. The de
fendants further deny that, without warning to the plaintiff, they 
caused the current to flow over the said wires, and charge that 
the injuries that the plaintiff suffered were caused by his own 
neglect and want of care, and further deny that they failed to
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provide a proper System for the eontrol of the electrical current 
while the plaintiff was engaged in the work in question.

The ease was tried by Chief Justice Sir Glenholme Falcon- 
bridge, and he finds as follows (setting out the findings of the 
learned Chief Justice, as above).

The notice of appeal asks that judgment be entered for the 
defendants, or for a new trial, upon the grounds: (1) that the 
judgment is not supported by the evidence; (2) that the evidence 
makes it clear that the wire upon which the plaintiff’s paint pot 
was hanging was not alive at the time of the accident; (3) that 
there is no liability at common law, and there is no finding of 
negligence on the part of any employee or superintendent of the 
defendant company which would make them liable under the 
Workmen’s Compensation for Injuries Act; (4) that then- is 
positive evidence that there was no current turned on the line 
where tin- plaintiff was working; (T>) that the trial Judge has 
not found how the current came to be on the wire, or what, if 
any, theory he accepts as to how the current got there.

The case resolves itself largely into a question of fact as to 
whether there is evidence to support the findings in the judg
ment of the trial Judge.

|The learned Judge here reviewed the evidence in detail 
and continued.|

l pon the whole. I think that the evidence of the four wit
nesses referred to was quite sufficient to justify the finding that 
the plaintiff was injured from a current from what is called 
unit A (wire 3), a wire supposed to be dead. I think I should 
have reached the same conclusion.

That being so. there was evidence of negligence on the part 
of the defendants in sending the plaintiff to a dangerous place, 
and the onus was upon the defence, in my opinion, at that stage 
iff the case, to satisfy the trial Judge that the defendants were 
guilty of no negligence. This they failed to do.

It was said by Lord Macnaghtcn in Mr Arthur v. Dominion 
Cartridge Co., |190f>] A.C. 72. 75. that it is not the province 
of the Court to retry the question. “The Court is not a Court 
of review for that purpose. The verdict must stand if it is one 
which the jury as reasonable men, having regard to the evidence 
before them, might have found, even though a different result
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would have been more satisfactory in the opinion of the trial 
Judge and the Court of Appeal."

I think that applies with equal force to a case tried by a 
Judge.

“When a finding of fact rests upon the result of oral evidence 
it is in its weight hardly distinguishable from the verdict of a 
jury, except that a jury gives no reasons. The former practice 
of Courts of Equity arose from the fact that decisions often 
rested upon evidence on paper, of which an appellate Court can 
judge as well as a Court of first instance:" Lodqi Units Collierii 
Co. v. Manor, etc., of Wednesburi/, 11 !)()K| A.C. 323. 326. In 
that case the judgment of the trial Judge was restored, against 
the view taken by the Court of Appeal, expressly upon the 
ground that the findings of the trial Judge were conclusive upon 
the questions of fact.

It never was intended that the plaintiff should undertake the 
risk of working near live wires ; and if. from any cause, the wire 
became alive without default on the part of the plaintiff, that 
was not a risk which he assumed.

It is the duty of the master to keep the plant in a condition 
in which, from the terms of the contract or the nature of the 
employment, the servant has the right to expect it will be kept : 
Clarke v. Holmes (1862), 7 11. & N. 037 (Ex. ('ll.) ; Ilalslmry’s 
Laws of England, vol. 20, para. 255; and the extent of the 
master’s duty varies according to the degree of danger involved 
in the work, and also according to the skill and experience pos
sessed by the servants: ib.f para. 256.

For some reason which the defendants did not give, they did 
not provide the plaintiff with a safe and proper place to do his 
work, as they should have done, and, having shewn that his in
juries were caused by a dangerous element under the control of 
the defendants at a time and place where such element ought not 
to have been with its destructive power, the plaintiff is, in my 
opinion, entitled to recover. In other words, he made out a 
prima facie case of negligence which the defendants have not 
answered: Ainslie Minina and HAY. Co. v. McDnuqall, 42 S.C.R. 
420. The system adopted by the defendants did not. in fact. 
afford a safe and proper place for the plaintiff to do his work,
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and the defendants are not relieved from responsibility by the 
fact that the operations were superintended by a competent fore
man : Brooks Scanlon O'Brien Co. v. Fakkcma (1911). 44 
S.C.R. 412.

It was urged on the part of the plaintiff that, electricity being 
in its nature a highly dangerous element when not under efficient 
control, a very high degree of care and precaution was necessary 
on the part of those who were responsible for its creation and use, 
and that the principle in Uplands v. Fletcher, L.R. 3 ILL. 330, 
applied; for. although in this case it was not by reason of the 
electricity escaping from the lines and passing into a neighbour
ing property that the injury was caused, yet the injury was 
caused by reason of the fluid entering a wire where at the time 
it ought not to have been permitted, having regard to the work 
and duty assigned to the plaintiff. It is pointed out by the Lord 
Chancellor (Lord Cairns) in that case (pp. 338, 339). as a prin
ciple of law. that an owner or occupier of a close may law
fully use it for any purpose for which it might in the ordinary 
course of the enjoyment of land be used. On the other hand, if, 
not stopping at the natural user, the owner desires to use it for 
any purpose which may be deemed non-natural, for the purpose 
of introducing into the close that which in its natural condition 
was not in or upon it, and if. in consequence of so doing, or in 
consequence of any imperfection in the mode of their doing so, 
the water so introduced escaped and passed off into the close of 
tin* defendant, then that which was being done was at the peril 
of the party doing it. and if injury was caused thereby the per
son permitting it would be liable; and (pp. 339. 340) reference 
is made with approval to the principle as laid down by Mr. .Jus
tice Blackburn in the Exchequer ( 'handier as follows : “‘We 
think that the true rule of law is. that the person who, for his 
own purposes, brings on his land and collects and keeps there 
anything likely to do mischief if it escapes, must keep it in at his 
peril ; and, if he does not do so, is primâ facie answerable for 
all the damage which is the natural consequence of its escape. 
He can excuse himself by shewing that the escape was owing to 
the plaintiff’s default; or, perhaps, that the escape was the con
sequence of vis major, or the act of God.’ ”

Lord (’ranworth states the rule of law as follows (p. 340) :
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“If a person brings, or accumulates, on bis land anything which, 
if it should escape, may cause damage to his neighbour, he does 
so at his peril. If it does escape, ami cause damage, lie is respon
sible. however careful he may have been, and whatever precau
tions he may have taken to prevent the damage.”

In Xational Telephone ('<>. v. linker, 118981 2 Ch. 18(1. Kcke- 
wich. d.. after full argument by eminent counsel, held that the 
principle of Uplands v. Fletcher applied to an electric current.

The question was again considered in Eastern and South 
African Telegraph Co. Limited v. Capetown Tramwaps Com
panies Limitât. 111)02] A081. In this case the judgment of 
the Privy Council was delivered by Lord Kobertsoil, who said 
(p. 391) : “Now, if regard be had solely to the action of the re
spondents in storing electricity on their lands, it must be allowed 
that the analogy is very close to the illustrations given in It plaints 
v. Fletcher of the kind of things which a proprietor can only do 
at his own peril. Electricity (in the quantity which we arc now 
dealing with) is capable when uncontrolled of producing injury 
to life and limb and to property: and in the present instance it 
was artificially generated in such quantity, and it escaped from 
the respondents’ premises and control. So far as the respond
ents are concerned, it appears to their Lordships that, given 
resulting injury such as is postulated in Uplands v. Fletcher, and 
the principle would apply.” Lord Robertson then points out 
that in the case before him neither person nor property was 
injured: “Certainly there is here no injury of the same genus or 
species with the tangible and sensible injuries which have 
hitherto founded liability on the principle in question, and which 
have always constituted some interference with the ordinary use 
of property.” And it was there held, in regard to that section 
of the tramway which had been constructed under statutory 
authority, that Uplands v. Fletcher did not apply, because the 
disturbance can only occur when the cable is constructed without 
certain precautions which the evidence shewed had subsequently 
secured its immunity. It was also there held, in regard to those 
sections of the tramway which had been constructed under cer
tain statutes, that the escape of electricity, being a natural inci
dent of the operations legalised thereby, and not resulting from
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a leak, within tin* moaning of the statutory undertaking or con
dition, did not impose liability on the respondents. Sec also 
Yount/ v. Town of Gravenhurst (1910-11), 22 O.L.R. 291. at p. 
302, affirmed 24 O.L.R. 467.

In Cairns v. Canada He fining anti Smelting Co. (1914), 6 
O.W.X. 562. it was held by this Court that the principle in 
Hylands v. Fit teller applies to a ease where, in smelting ore. noxi
ous gases were given off, which seriously affected the health of 
the plaintiff and other occupants of his lands, and injured his 
property.

In Hogal Electric Co. v. livré, 32 S.C.R. 462. it was held that 
the defendants were liable for actionable negligence, as they had 
failed to exercise the high degree of skill, care, and oversight re
quired of persons engaging in operations of a dangerous char
acter.

In Citizens’ Light and Power Co. v. Le pitre t 29 S.C.R. 1. the 
principle was recognised and applied that persons dealing with 
dangerous things should be obliged to take the utmost care to 
present injuries being caused through their use, by adopting all 
known devices to that end.

Having regard to the dangerous nature of the electric cur
rent. and tin fact that the plaintiff was ordered to go to a place 
where, if he were not protected by the current being turned off 
from the wires about which he was to work, there was the greatest 
possible danger, it appears to me that the responsibility of the 
defendants is not less in their duty toward the plaintiff than it 
would be toward a person upon whose land the defendants had 
permitted the electric current to flow and injury was caused 
thereby.

In my opinion, the appeal should lie dismissed with costs.

Mr lock, C.J.Ex., and Lennox, ,1.. concurred.

IiirnELL, #1.. dissented.
Ajiitl tl ism is. til.
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THE KING v. WILSON.

Kfi'hvifinr ('owl nf ('amnia, ('a**il*, ./.
1. EmINHXT DOMAIN I § III < ' i:r>) Kxi‘ltOI‘ltlATIOX CoMl'KX.-ATlOX

Spcriiil adaptability is notlung mon* iIi.mii mii dement of mnrkei 
value in expropriation eases: the eompi-nsalion in lie awarded for lie 
propi-rty taken is to be fixed as if I In* svheme under whieli the eompul- 
sory powers are <*xereis»'d had no «•xisiem «

\('ritars lût puls\. I.nriisl, , Hi D.I..II. His. | |!i| 11 A.C. ôtiîi; t'unanl \ 
Th> l\iiifi. Id Can. S.C.U. ‘.Ml, and Siplm // \ Xnrlh lûi'h ni I,’. < ■ I'd I 
d K.lt. tLMI, referred to: Tin Kim) v. Marplnr*nii, lô Cun. I \<-h. I{. 21Û. 
followed.)

2. Eminknt domain § III C Id.'ii Kximmhmiiation ok uatku-i.ot C«im-
1‘KNSATIOX X .XU KS Sl'KCI I.ATIVK IIKXKHTS.

Where there is no evidence of market value to guide the Exelieciuer 
Court in assessing compensation for a water-lot expropriated for pulilii 
purposes iimh'r tlie Expropriation Act, Can., the compensâti«m will 
not be granted with reference to a hope or expectation as to the use li
the property which cannot be regarded as a right of property in th 
claimant, »\r. ;//•. the expectation of the owner of a water-lot in a publie 
harbour being able to obtain the re»|iiisite permission b\ order-iii 
council to plaei- erections theri'on under R.S.C. I'.MMi. eh. lb'»

|('orrirv. Murlhrmott. |1H11| A.C. lll.'itl. and Mai) v. Hmhai, Ids Mass 
21. referred to.)

This was a ease arising out of tin* expropriation of certain 
lands for the Ocean Terminal Scheme of the Intercolonial Railway 
at Halifax. X.S.

T. S. Boycrs, K.( for plaintiff.
II. Millish. K.O., for defendants.

Oasskls. .1.: This is one of several <*ascs tried before me at 
Halifax, between the Nth and 22ml October last. There were :i 
series of expropriations on behalf of the Dominion Government 
in connection with large works undertaken with the object of 
providing the city of Halifax with large terminal accommodation. 
Millions of dollars are being spent in connection with these works, 
the object being to have terminal accommodation in connection 
with the Intercolonial Railway. For these terminals, consisting 
of a breakwater, and several wharvc> with warehouses, slips, etc., 
it became necessary to expropriate a large area of land. Various 
disconnected properties were expropriated on the part of the 
Crown. The information embraces all of the properties of \\ ilson’s 
expropriated. They consist of what is known as the wharf prem
ises, this being the main property. The other properties, of which 
there are several set out in the information, are house property.

i )n p. 5 of the information the ( rown sets out in the paragraphs 
from "a" to “g" the various sums offered for these properties.

CAN

Kx.< .

ft ■
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The total amount tendered Ijv the ( 'rown is the sum of $83,250. 
The amount elaimed by the defendants in par. 5 of the statement 
of defenee shews a total claim of 8410,500.

The plan of expropriation was tiled on February 13, 1013. 
On ( let<»ber 2. 1013, the Crown advanced to the defendants the 
sum of 830,000 on account.

[Reference to The King v. Mae/dierson, 15 Lx. C.R. 215; 
Cedar 8 Ha {rids ease, 10 D.L.R. 108, [1914| A.C. 500; Sydney v. 
Xortli Eastern IE C<#., [1014] 3 K.R. 020; ('nnanl v. The King, 43 
Can. S.C.R. 00; Lucas ease, [1000] 1 K.R. 10; The King v. 
Hradhurn, 14 Kx. CML 432.]

Th<‘ water lots in question form part of the harbour of Halifax. 
This is conceded. Vnder the provisions of see. 7, eh. 115, of 
R.S.C. 1000. approval of the ( !overnor-in-( 'otineil must be 
obtained before the owner of these water lots can place any erec
tion* upon them. . . It is sufficient that the market value existed; 
and that market value may have been derived in part from the 
idea in the public mind that the grantee had certain rights; but 
assuming that there is no proof of market value, then there arises 
the question whether the hope, so called, of obtaining the approval 
above mentioned, should be taken into account as an element in 
arriving at the market value at the time of the expropriation.

[Reference to Lynch v. ( it y of Glasgow (11103), 5 C. of Sess. 
(’as. 1174, at pp. 1180, 1182.]

in the ease before me, as 1 pointed out, there is no obligation 
on the part of the Crown to approve of the construction of works. 
At the time of the expropriation no such right had been obtained; 
and if the authorities I have quoted are correctly decided, it 
would seem to me that this hope of obtaining such approval could 
not be an element within the meaning of our statute.

[Reference also to ('orrie v. MacDermott, [11114] A.C. 1050; 
Benton v. Braid,line, 151 Mass. 250; May v. Boston, 158 A..iss. 21, 
where a similar view is expressed.]

During the progress of the ease it would appear that those 
who valued the land allowed for certain house properties ex
propriated on the basis of replacement. In other words, they 
ascertained what it would cost to build a house as it stood—they 
made a certain allowance for depreciation, and then allowed the 
owner the balance. This course was adopted in most of the
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cases, the result I icing that the owners were ven liberally treated 
in most eases. In one or two of them 1 do not think sufficient was 
allowed. But in the greater number, more than sufficient as the 
difference between the market value which should govern, and 
the replacement, so styled by the witnesses is considerable, 
the market value being considerably below the replacement 
value.

(Reference to Browne <V Allan's Law of Compensât ion, 2nd 
ed., appendix, p. (150; the case of the Corporation of Edinburgh v. 
Th<‘ Xortli Hritlsli Unit ira y Co.: Corro v. Maclicnuott, supra.]

In most of the text books, notably Cripps on Compensation. 
5th ed.. and Browne A Allan, the case of the School fourni of 
London v. The South Eastern lia lin'd y Co., d T.L.R. 710. is referred 
to. “The section of the private Act was substituted for the pro
visions of the Land Clauses Act, which gave compensation for 
the land taken."

I know of no provisions which authorizes the application of 
the reinstatement doctrine to the ordinary cases of expropriation 
of lands as in this particular case, consisting merely of isolated 
dwellings and the lands upon which they were situate.

The business of Wilson is that of dealing in fish. According 
to his evidence, the largest part of his business is dealing in fresh 
fish. It is a business that has been in existence since the year 1878. 
The property consists of a certain quantity of land, and a certain 
amount of water filled in. upon which is situate the wharf with 
the various erections thereon. The land had a frontage of 21 (i 
feet, with a depth running out into the water of 300 feet. Tin- 
grant of these water lots was prior to Confederation. The area 
of land, including that portion filled in, is 38,400 square feet. 
The area of land covered with water and not filled in is 20,310 
square feet, as given by Mr. Clarke.

After the announcement of the proposed scheme of the ( îovern- 
ment, a Board was established, the members of which were Melvin 
S. Clarke, A. W. Stetson Rogers and .1. ( ’. Harris. The ( hairman 
of the Board was Colonel Weston, the manager of the Eastern 
Trust Company, a gentleman of very large experience in connec
tion with real estate in Halifax. The method of procedure adopted 
by this Board was that these three valuators would make separate 
and independent valuations of the different properties, and would

CAN.

Ex. C.
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then meet and agree upon a sum to he offered. To the sum agreed 
upon in this particular case of Wilson would Ik- added ten per cent, 
for compulsory surrender, and the amount agreed upon was the 
amount tendered. For the wharf property and the buildings 
erected thereon the sum of 860,000 was tendered. The defend
ants claim the sum of $300,000.

In referring to the evidence, it is usually referred to as if the 
entrance to the harbour, namely, out towards the Atlantic Ocean, 
were south from the lands in question, and the lands further up 
the harbour north. It would be probably more correct to state 
south-east and north-west, but it is immaterial. 1 merely mention 
the fact in order to make plain what is continuously referred to 
in the evidence.

The Wilson case is put forward in the evidence to say the least 
of it in a very loose manner. Without any qualifications Wilson 
purports to place upon the water lot and the wharf property a 
value of $1,000 a foot frontage, making in all the sum of $216,000 
irrespective of buildings, lie bases his claim upon certain facts 
which he states gives the property a very great value for the 
purposes of his business. These reasons are purely
imaginary. It is unquestionably near to the source of supply; 
but tin- distance between this property and the property in tla
cent re of the town is not more than a quarter of a mile. . . .
Tin- two main grounds upon which Mr. Wilson relies, namely, tin- 
first point of call, and the pure water, are purely mythical. . . .

Ilis estimate of $1,000 a foot frontage as tin- value of the 
water lot is purely guesswork. There is not a tittle of evidence 
in support of such a claim. . . .

All the evidence on the part of tin- claimants utterly fails to 
substantiate any such claim as has been put forward. The 
evidence of tin-(Town witnesses establish beyond question, to my 
mind, that the allowances made were intended to be full and 
ample. . . . They have allowed for the land at fifty cents
a square foot, and for the land covered with water thirty cents a 
square foot. They seem to have made this allowance to Wilson 
by reason of the fact that he was occupying the premises in ques
tion, and that to him carrying on his business it was worth this 
amount. . . .

Mr. Clarke in bin evidence admits that lit- allowed too little 
for the cold storage plant. His allowance was $2,500. It should
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lx* .$4,000, an addition of $1,500. In addition to the sum allowed 1
for the value of the premises to Wilson for the purposes of his Ex.C.
business, I would add the sum of $5,000. There is no doubt tiik kix«s 
there must lie a certain dislocation of his business difficult of >'• 
estimation. 1 would therefore add to the value of the wharf "s<>v 
property the additional sum of $1,500 and $5,000 together with 
ten per cent., making the sum of $7,150, which added to the sum 
of $00,000 tendered would make the total for this property the sum 
of $07,150, and this amount 1 allow. 1 would refer to the ease of 
Pastoral Finance Ass. Ltd. v. The Minister, decided by the Privy 
Council, |1914| A.C. 1083. . . .

I am left in considerable doubt as to any loss of profits which 
Wilson may have suffered by reason of the expropriation. He 
has been for a considerable time landing his fish for the fresh 
market delivery at a wharf leased to him, apparently without any 
loss. A well established business of this nature would have a 
regular trade, and it is hardly likely that any of those bringing 
fish to the harbour of Halifax would pass over Wilson by reason 
of having to travel a quarter of a mile further in a motor boat.
As to his curing the finnan baddies and • bteining pure sea water, 
the probabilities are that this part of his business would be carried 
on at the outlying places referred to, Canso and Hubbards. He 
would there get what seems to be a requisite for properly salted 
and cured fish, namely, pure salt water.

Dealing with the various houses, the subject matter of the 
expropriation, 1 have had the opportunity of visiting all of these 
houses. . . . The only house of any possible value is the
one owned by Wilson. As I mentioned before, these gentlemen 
have approached the subject with the desire to reimburse the 
various land owners for any possible loss that they have suffered.
Had they approached it from a legal standpoint of market value, 
and allowed upon that basis, the amount allowed to Wilson would 
not have been nearly as much. The Crown does not object to 
their method, but giving these replacement values instead of the 
market values has put the owners in a much better position than 
what according to my view of the law they are entitled to. On 
the whole I think the amount offered for these household proper
ties is ample, and I so adjudge.

The result is that $7,150 will be added to the sum of $83,250
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tendered, making in all the sum of $90,400. Thu defendants are 
entitled to interest on the sum of $67,150 to the date of judgment, 
as the sum tendered was insufficient for this property. No inter
est is allowed ort the amounts tendered for I la* other properties, 
as 1 am of opinion the amounts tendered were ample. In adjust
ing the accounts, regard must he had to the amount advanced, 
also the rentals agreed to he paid for the occupation of the premises 
of Wilson after the expropriation. No douht counsel can agree 
on these details.

I think no costs should he allowed to either party.
./ udymvnt accordingly.

ONT. Re ROGERS.
^ Ontario Nupremv Court Muhtleton. •/. January 25, 1 !i 1.1,

1. 11 inn ways ( 8 V A 1—245 i—Vlonixi; of- Norm, of timi:.
The notice which must lie published liy ;i municipality of its proposed 

by-law to close part of a public street under the Municipal Act. U.S.O.. 
11114, ch. l!»2. see. 476, must state a time when the by-law will lie con
sidered so that those interested may then attend and lie heard.

| lf> Hint salt amt Asplioilrl. 45 I'.t'.ll. 1411, followed.]
2. La mi mils i s II -20)—Sam of vi.okki> hkiiiwav Ixvaliii iiy-i.aw—

R Mil HT MATRIX OF TITÏ.K.

The giving of the statutory notice under the Municipal Art. L'.s.t!.. 
1014. i'h. 102. sec. 475, of intention to close a part of the highway by 
municipal by law is a condition precedent to a valid by-law: and a 
purchaser from the municipality of the closed portion of the highway 
in a tract registered under the Land Titles Act. Out., may be refit sell 
registration of his title where the notice published by the municipality 
was radically defective.

[ Wanna in a l,i r \. tlrccn, lu < Int. I!. 175. referred to. |

Aitkal from the refusal of the Master of Titles to register 
the appellant as the owner of certain lands.

F. (1. Long, for appellant.
Irving S. Fairly, for city corporation.
•/. II. Carhrrighl, K.( '.. for Attorney-General.

Middleton, J. :—The Master bases his refusal upon what he 
regards as defects in the notice given under sec. 475 of the Muni
cipal Act. R.S.O. 1914 ch. 192.

The due giving of notice under this section is clearly a statu
tory condition precedent to municipal action. The section itself 
makes this clear, and if any authority is needed it will be found 
in Wannamahrr v. (Irccn (18S6). 10 O.R. 457.

-

«

1
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The learned Master thinks the notice here given is not ade- 0NT 
quatc because it contains no reasonable intimation of what was s. c. 
proposed.

What the statute requires is “notice of the proposed by-law.” Rookrs. 

The notice published was, that the council would consider “a MiddM,.,,..1. 

by-law to close a certain portion of Voucher street and certain 
lanes in connection therewith.” It was then stated that the by
law and plan shewing the land affected might be inspected at the 
city clerk’s office.

This, it seems to me. falls far short of affording notice of 
the by-law. The lands need not be, and in many instances ought 
not to be. described by metes and bounds and by reference to 
plans and lots, but the notice should state, in language that can 
be understood by one reading it. what is proposed. Reference 
to a document that may be seen elsewhere is objectionable, and 
for that reason reference to a registered plan to be found in the 
office of the registrar of deeds may be as bad as reference to a 
plan in the city clerk's office. This is in accordance with the 
holding that a prospectus which stated that certain contracts 
relating to a company’s affairs might be seen at its office, was 
not notice of these contracts.

The Master also holds the notice insufficient as not indicating 
when the proposed by-law would be considered. The notice says 
it will be passed “on the 10th day of August, 1014, or so soon 
thereafter as it may be deemed advisable.” 1 do not know from 
the material, and counsel were unable to tell me. whether the 
council met on the day named. The by-law was considered and 
passed on September 4. 1914.

The case of In r< HirdanU and Toirnshi/t of Asplunhl t Isso),
4f> r.C.R. 149. 152, determines that the statute requires notice 
of the time when the by-law will be considered to be given, so 
that those interested may then attend and be heard. The case 
has been followed, and, so far as I can ascertain, has never been 
criticised, so that the notice is clearly insufficient to justify ac
tion on September 4. I say nothing as to the validity of 
any action that might have been taken had the council met on 
August 10 and dealt with the matter.

I am inclined to think that the Master went too far in offer-
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ONT. ing to allow registration upon an indemnity to the assurance
8. C. fund under the Land Titles Act. It.8.0. 1914 ch. 126, sec. 123

Rb
RcMiKRS

(10). Certainly 1 should not interfere with the exercise of his 
discretion to exact this security.

Middleton, J. The appeal should be dismissed with costs to be paid to the 
Attorney-General.

Appeal dismissed.

ONT. Re MORROW.

8. C. Ontario Supreme Court. MiitiHeton, ./. March ‘20. 1915.
1. Wll.I.S (Sill It—s:i | — DESCRIPTION UK III XI KM IAHIKS -CHILDREN—STEP

CHILDREN.

Special circumstances must In- shewn to warrant the inclusion of a 
stepchild of a «Ivccaseel sister of the testator in distributing a bequest 
made In terms to the children of such deceased sister.

•2. Wills iglll R- s.'li — Description of hkxkfutahieh — Children — 
Grandchildren,

The interpretation of the word “children" in a bequest can only 1m- 
altcred from its pi per meaning so as to include grandchildren if on a 
proper construction of the will it is found to have been intended to 
bear the larger signification.

[He hirk. A if hot non v, Kirk. 52 L.T. 34U. followed.1

Statement Motion by the executor of the will of John Morrow, deceased, 
for an order determining questions arising as to the construc
tion of the will.

('. ('. Hass, for executor.
G. 7. Walsh, for children of a deceased brother.
./, Gilchrist, for children of another deceased brother.
11. Williams, for Utiby Livingston.
7. Aitson, for Fanny Williams.

Middleton, J. Midolktox, : -The testator, who died on .January 28, 
1914. by will dated October 9. 1913, divided Lis estate 
(after certain minor legacies) into seven shares and gave 
the shares to different relatives and the children of deceased 
relatives. The testator evidently knew little concerning the re
latives and what had become of them; and three questions are 
presented for solution.

One share is given * to the children of my deceased sister 
Jane Lawson, formerly da." Morrow and Jane Livingston, in 
equal shares." Jane Morrow married Thomas Lawson in 1862. 
Thomas was a widower with two children—Mary Lawson, who
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died in 1889, and Mrs. Williams, who still lives, born in 1859. 0NT-
Jane Morrow had also a child of her own, Charles Livingston, s. c.
son of a second marriage after the death of Lawson. Charles ““ 
Livingston is now dead, leaving a daughter him surviving. This Morrow. 
share is claimed by the surviving stepdaughter and by the Middleton.j. 
grandchild of Jane.

1 think that neither claimant can succeed. The word “chil
dren” may, in certain circumstances, include a stepchild, but no 
such circumstances exist here. It is not shewn that the testator 
had ever heard of Mrs. Williams, much less that, when he made 
his will in 1913, he regarded this lady, born in 1859. as a child 
of his deceased sister Jane. The granddaughter cannot take, 
as there is no gift to her, and she is not within the class pro
tected by the Wills Act, and entitled to take the parent's share.

The case of Re Kirk. Nicholson v. Kirk (1885). 52 L.T. 346, 
is precisely in point. The word children may sometimes cover 
grandchildren if from the will it can be so ascertained : but. as 
there said by Pearson, J.: “I cannot substitute ‘issue’ or 
‘grandchildren* for ‘children* merely on the ground that at the 
date of the will or testator’s death the named person has no 
child living but only grandchildren ... I can only alter 
the word ‘children* from the proper meaning if on a proper 
construction of the will itself it is found to have been intended 
to bear a larger signification.”

Lord Blackburn says: ‘‘The words ‘child or children* pri
marily mean issue in the first generation only, son and daughter, 
to the exclusion of grandchildren or other remoter descend
ants:” Bowen v. Lewis (1884). 9 App. Cas. 890. 915.

It is not without significance that in this will there are gifts 
to the children of others, and in these cases there are children 
to take.

This share must be disposed of as on an intestacy.
A share was given to Anna Maria Campbell, a sister-in-law. 

dead before the date of the will. As to this there is also in
testacy.

A share is to be distributed among the children of John Mor
row. He had children and also a grandchild, issue of a de
ceased child. For the reasons given, the grandchild cannot 
take.

88—22 im .r.
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ONT It should lx* declared as follows:—
S.C. 1. Neither the stepdaughter of dune Livingston ( Morrow)

Ris
Morkow.

nor the granddaughter take.
The devise to Anna Maria Campbell, dead at date of will,

Middlvton, J. inoperative.
•>. ({erard Morrow, infant grandson of Archibald Morrow, 

does not share.
4. Intestacy as to the shares of Ann Maria Campbell and 

•lane Livingston.
Costs of all parties out of these shares.

(huit r lu cnnlihfiln.

ONT. RIDGE v. M. BRENNEN & SONS.
SC. thitario Su/miur Court. l/»/»*7/«/e IHrisinu. 1 Irrnlitli. o., Harrow.

Marian n. Mayer awl lloilyiiut, .1,1.A. February 10. liMfi.

1. EasKMKMM 1 6 III—,‘1‘J 1 - lillillT OK WAY—IlVIl.lUXO OVKR PASNAOB—Ex 
CROAt'llMKXT.

TIm* |m‘V*oii 1 nixing tilli- only to a right of wav over land the fee of 
which i* in Hiintlicr. cannot maintain an action for encroachment of n 
cornice uf an adjoining building over the pansage way unless it inter 
feres with the reasonable use of the way.

[Houury \. I‘rtry. 1» O.LR. 101. n fi i red to.]

Stiltelliellt An appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of the Senior 
Judge of the County Court of the County of Wentworth dis
missing an action, brought in that Court, to compel the defen
dants to remove a cornice erected by them on their building and 
overhanging a strip of land over which the plaintiff had a right 
of way.

The strip belonged to a Mrs. Fell. The lands of both the 
plaintiff and Mrs. Fell were originally owned by the same per
son ; that person conveyed the fee in one part to Mrs. Fell sub
ject to the right of way in favour of the plaintiff over the rear 
10 feet ; and conveyed the fee in the other part to the plaintiff 
with the right of way described in the same terms.

The defendants, in repairing their building, which immedi
ately adjoined the rear of Mrs. Fell’s land, projected the cornice 
over the strip. The cornice was more than 17 feet above the 
ground, and there was no evidence that it interfered with the 
plaintiff's user of the way.

.1/. Mnlom, for appellant.
S. F. \Yttxhint/lon, K.C.. for defendants, respondents.
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The judgment of the Court was delivered by Mkkkditii, 
>. : We think the law is plain. The only right of the ap

pellant is a right of way ; and the law is elear that, unless the 
cornice interferes with the reasonable use of the way. there is 
nothing of which the appellant can complain.

It would be quite open to tin* lady who owns the fee simple 
of the land, subject to this easement, to take objection to the cor
nice. and to get rid of the difficulty which Mr. Malone suggests 
would arise if the cornice were to remain ‘JO years.

The appeal must be dismissed with costs.
.!/>/>#nl dismissal.

ONT.

s. c.

M. Hill XXI X
X <<IN -V

Mewtith, C.J.O.

Re GREIG AND CITY OF LONDON ONT

(hilariu Nillirt t ('nurl. Middleton, ./. March IS. |!l|5.

.'17 ) I.IVKXSKN ÜKlivmoN ok—X" XI.III-1. Intox iv.vnxc; i iqt orh is II X 
I tv ok rarnox.

XX here ,t petition for liquor license minet ion initier tin- Liquor 
License Ad. II.S.i!.. Hl| I. eh. 2I*>. sec. pi. whh not in fact «Inly «dgned 
mill tin* municipal council knew tint! it whs not. ami aeteil in ilctiance 
of the statutory provision or without, appreciating the fact that the 
power of the council itself to initiate a reduction hv-InvV which once 
existed had Ins'll taken from it. the hy-laxv based on such petition 
must he quashed.

[Itr W illiams ami Itramplon, 17 <I.I..IL .'IPS. referred to.)

Motion by tlrcig to quash by-law No. 48!W of the ( 'ity of Lon
don, being a by-law to limit the number of tavern licenses to 20. 

.V. P. (ira yd on, for applicant.
T. a. Meredith, K.( for city corporation.

Middleton. .1. : By sec. 10 of the* Liquor License Act. R.S.O. 

1914 ch. 215, it is provided: “If a petition in writing, signed by 
at least 10 per cent, of the total number of persons appearing in 
the last revised voters’ list of the city to be qualified to vote at 
the municipal elections is filed with the clerk of the city on or 
before tin 1st day of No vein Ik* any year, praying for the sub
mission of a by-law . . . the council shall submit such pro
posed by-law to the electors . . .” If the majority of the
electors assent, the council shall, within (i weeks thereafter, 
finally pass the by-law.

A petition was prepared, and signed by a large number of 
persons, and lodged with the clerk of the city, and by the Board
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ONT. ol ( ontrol the petition was referred to the assessment eonunis-
SC. sioner for the purpose of ascertaining whether it had been ade

Re
Ckkio a no

quately signed, it being assumed that see. 259 of the Municipal 
Aet, R.S.O. 1914 eh. 192. applied.

The assessment commissioner, instead of following the re
Miildlfton, J. quirements of this section and certifying that the application 

was sufficiently signed, made a long deliverance, finding the 
number of signatures on the petition, that a certain number of 
names did not appear on the voters’ lists, and that of the re
maining names the addresses given did not correspond with 
the addresses on the voters’ list. Appended to this certificate 
was a list of the names appearing under these two classes. The 
commissioner then gave the total number of names on the 
voters' list, and finished thus: '' 1 hereby certify that this state
ment is correct to the best of my knowledge and judgment."

rpon receipt of this document, the Board of Control referred 
the petition back to the commissioner “for the certificate re
quired by the provisions of the Act," and authorised him to ob
tain the opinion of the city solicitor as to his procedure. The 
commissioner then held a court .under the provisions of see. 16 
of the Local Improvement Act, which is embodied in sec. 259 of 
the Municipal Act, but most of the witnesses suhpumacd. it is 
said, refused to attend.

There was much argument and controversy before the com
missioner, and in the result he found that lie had made substan
tial errors in counting the total number of voters upon the list, 
and he changed his rulings as to some of the voters’ names on 
the petition, and in the end found that the petition fell short of 
the adequate number of required signatures by one-tenth of one 
signature. Thereupon he signed a certificate, perfect in form, 
stating that the “petition has not been signed by at least 10 per 
cent, of the total number of persons,’’ etc.

This certificate was taken before the municipal council . . . 
was ignored, and a by-law was passed directing the submission of 
the proposed by-law in due course.

The by-law was submitted, and received the approval of the 
majority of the electors voting, and was thereafter finally passed 
by the municipal council.
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1

t

The motion attacks tho by-law upon two ground*: first, that 
tin* petition was not in fact signed by the requisite number of 
ratepayers; and. ......ndl.v. that the by-law had been passe»! with
out the certificate of the assessment commissioner, which, it is 
contended, was necessary under see. 259 of the Municipal Act. •

It appears that the petition had been prepared by having the 
signatures of similar petitions obtained by different persons and 
at different places, and that the same course had been adopted as 
was followed in regard to the petition in /»'« Williams ami Taira 
of H ram pi oh ( 1908). 17 O.L.H. :19X; the signatures had in 
several instances been cut off from tin* heading and pasted below 
similar headings; and. notwithstanding the decision in that case, 
these signatures had been counted by the commissioner. If, as 
was determined in that case, these signatures should be disre
garded. tin- petition was clearly in fact insufficiently signed.

An attempt was made to support tin- by-law upon the theory 
that the first certificate must be taken to have been a certificate 
in accordance with see. 259. and that the council must be taken 
to have acted upon it. ami that everything done by the commis
sioner thereafter was a nullity.

I do not think that this contention can be successfully made: 
for the only certificate that was ever before the council was the 
later one. ... 1 also think that at any time before the council 
had acted upon the certificate it was open to the commissioner to 
correct any error that he might have made.

Section 259 contains a provision that in cases where it applies 
the certificate of the commissioner is final and conclusive. The 
desirability of some such provision is clearly manifest, but I think 
that the section as it now stands is not wide enough to reach 
the case of a license reduction by-law. . . It applies only where, 
by the Municipal Act or some other statute, “it is provided that 
a by-law may be passed by a council upon the application of 
a prescribed number of electors.” There are many instances in 
which it is so provided, but the Liquor License Act. already 
quoted, provides for a totally different thing. If the prescribed 
number of electors petition, the council is not empowered to pass 
a by-law, but is required to submit it to the electorate. If the 
electorate carry the by-law, then the council must pass it. . . . 
There is the widest difference. . . . In the one case the council

ONT

s.r

Hi:
<Uti m \ mi 

London'.

Middleton, J,

i\V ’ *

i: d>i .

-
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ONT. may itself act if the proper requisition is made—in the other,
S. C. the council must submit the by-law to the electorate, and, if the

Hi: electorate approve, must pass it.
'•him; axd Thin . . . is emphasised by the requirement of nee. 259,

I.UXIHIN. that the certificate shall be furnished before the by-law is finally

Middleton, J.
passed. It would be most reasonable that the sufficiency of the 
petition under the Liquor License Act should he determined in 
some similar way. but the determination ought to be before the 
by-law is submitted to the electorate, and not only before the 
by-law is finally dealt with.

Sub-section 3 of see. Ifi of the Liquor License Act. imposing 
the compulsory duty upon the council, to be enforced at the in
stance of any elector, by mandamus or otherwise, contains no 
exception based upon the existence of the certificate.

If the municipal council had satisfied itself that the petition 
was signed by the requisite number of electors, and then had 
directed the vote, and no proceedings had been taken to inter
fere with the submission to the ratepayers, I should have thought 
that it might well be argued that, after the submission, it was 
too late to raise any question as to the sufficiency of the petition, 
and that sub-sec. 3 of sec. 16 . . . in effect superseded all 
possible criticism of the sufficiency of the petition : but where, as 
here, the petition was not in fact duly signed, and the municipal 
council knew that it was not. and acted in defiance of the statu
tory provision or without appreciating the fact that the power 
of the council itself to initiate a reduction by-law. which once 
existed, had been taken from it. 1 can see no course open but to 
quash the by-law. . . .

While the by-law is quashed with costs, 1 think it proper to 
fix the costs at a sum which will not cover . . . unnecessary 
material. I therefore give $80 costs.

1 have said nothing as to the power of the Board of Control; 
but it appears to me that it has been assumed throughout that 
the Board of Control lias a jurisdiction which it does not in truth
pOBSCSS.

By-law quaxhrrf.



REX EX REL. YATES v. LAWRENCE.
Ontario Slip mm Court, M irhllrton. ./.

ONT.

1. Ki.mtioxh (fill A—221 — Ikhum i.akitikh— stati tory vr.Rioii for vomi 
x ATio.v — Non-com h i a m i :.

W'Iihi tin- ili-linitv stiituturv hour for nominntioii of t>nini«*i|»al cmm 
villorx i' (li*|»arti*il from ih-lilii-niti-ly ami intnitioually. tin- election 
cannot In- km id to have Im-i-ii conilucti-il in acconlaticc with tin- Muni 
ripai Act. I!.S.(!.. lol l. eh. 102. ho ax to make applicable the curative 
provisions of see. 150.

Appeal by the respondents from tin order of the District statement 
Court Judge, voiding their election.

C. J. Holman, K.C.. for appellants.
E. F. II. Johnston, K.C.. for relator.

Middleton, J.:—The Municipal Act. H.8.O. 1914 eh. 19‘J. Middleton.j. 
see. 63, provides that the nomination of candidates for munici
pal office shall be held at 10 o’clock in the forenoon of the last 
Monday in December, unless the council of a town exercises the 
power conferred by sub-sec. 4 of see. 64. of fixing the hour for 
nomination at 7.30 p.m.

Notwithstanding the clear provision limiting the hour to 
which a change may be made, the municipal council of this town 
by by-law directed that the nomination meeting should begin 
at 7 o’clock. The statute provides (sec. 68) that nominations 
may be made at any time within an hour from the time fixed.
The returning officer, obeying the by-law, held the meeting for 
nominations from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. There is some evidence, 
which, 1 think, cannot be disregarded, that this prevented nomin
ations which would have been made had the meeting been held, 
in accordance with the statute, from 7.30 to 8.30.

It is argued that this is a matter falling within the curative 
provisions of see. 150; and that, it not appearing that the mis
take affected the result of the election, the Court ought not to 
interfere.

It is not easy to define matters that come within the scope of 
sec. 150. nor do 1 think that it would be wise to attempt to do 
so. It is, however, I think, right to determine that see. 150 does 
not entitle the Court to disregard the violation of an express 
provision of the statute. Its scope is rather to avoid the defeat 
of the popular will resulting from stupidity or inadvertence in
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ONT. an holiest endeavour to comply with the numerous details in-
s. c. vident to the conduct of an election. 1 lay great emphasis upon

the proviso that the power conferred by this section is only to
KX KX BEL. * *
Yates be exercised when the Court is satisfied that “the election was 

wvionci conducted in accordance with the principles laid down in this 
---- Act.” When the definite statutory hour for nomination is de-

iddlrton, J.
parted from, deliberately and intentionally, the election cannot 
be said to have been conducted in accordance with the principles 
of the Act. If the clerk inadvertently opened the meeting five 
minutes late, or if he prolonged it beyond the stipulated time, 
this might well be a matter covered by the curative provision.

For this reason, as well as from the fact that it has been 
to appear that the non-compliance may well have affected 

the result, the appeal must be dismissed ; and 1 can see no reason 
why costs should not follow the event.

Appi til dism issed.

CAN PENINSULAR TUG & TOWING CO. v THE “STEPHIE.”
^ Exchequer Court of Cumula. Toronto Aihuiralty District. Hotly ins.

1. Admiralty (fill—5)—Kai.vaue—Action ko it—Specific agreement— 
Liability of ship and cargo.

The rule upon a claim in admiralty proceedings for salvage is that 
unless there is a specific agreement for a sum certain, the interests 
in the ship and cargo are only severally liable each for its proportion 
ate share of the salvage remuneration.

| Tlic "Mary Cleasants", Swab. 224: The " 1‘ynnnee," Hr. & L. 1811; 
The "Haisby10 P.D. 114, referred to. |

Statement Action in rem for salvage services.

H. V’. LeSueur, for the plaintiffs.
F. F. Fardee, K.C., for the ship.

iiodgiuN. n.i.,.1. U oi hi ink, D.L.J. :—It is admitted that the services were
actually rendered, and that the amount charged therefore. 
$1.080.63. is reasonable. The sole question is whether the ship 
is liable for the whole amount or only for her proportion, hav
ing regard to the fact that the salvage preserved the cargo and 
enabled the ship to earn the freight.

This depends upon whether there was an agreement for a 
specific sum or whether the ship merely accepted the services of 
the salving vessel.

No evidence was given that any sum had been agreed upon

0
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The bargain, whatever it was. was made not by the master or CAN. 
owner, but by homer, acting for the insurers of the cargo, and no Kx. <. 
details of it were vouchsafed at the trial. The ship therefore .»iv7\m i

or master. The "Cumbrian" ( 1887), b Asp. M.L.C. l.'il ; the 
"Crin: Hi inrich" ( 1888), Id I*.I), 31.

The rule where no specific agreement is made for a sum 
certain is that the interests in the ship and cargo are only sever 
ally liable, each for its proportionate share of the salvage re
muneration. See the "Mary Ch usants" (1857). Swab. 224; 
The **Cynnnce" ( 1863), Hr. L. 189.
The "Huisby" (1885), 10 P.D. 114.

The values given for the ship and cargo at the trial were 
$2.000 and $12.000 respectively and the freight earned and paid 
is agreed by the parties to be $661.93. I'pon that basis the 
plaintiff's will be entitled to for proportion of their
claim based on a valuation of the vessel and freight at $2.661.93, 
as against the value of the cargo at $12.000; in other words, to 
judgment for $240.00.

As the importance of the exact values of vessel and cargo 
were probably not, in this view, present to the minds of counsel, 
either party may apply to me on affidavit to vary them before 
May 18.

The plaintiffs should have their costs of action and will be 
entitled to a like proportionate part of them from the cargo 
on the adjustment under the general average bond.

./udyment accordingly.

LUCAS v. CITY OF TORONTO. ONT.
Ontario Supreme Court. h'alconbritlge. C.J.K.H.. RUMell. I.atrhfnnl amt S. C.Kelly, ,1.1. April (J. 1!US.

I. Stkkkt railways i 6 III H—3tH—In.u ry to non—( oxtrirvtory nkoli

For the plaint ill' suing an electric railway company for having run 
down and killed a valuable dog owned by him. to have allowed the dog 
to follow the rig in which lie was driving along the street car track in 
a city at a distance of 1 011 feet or more is such contributory negligence 
as will disentitle him to recover where the jury has found that the 
plaintiff did not have his dog in proper control while on the street.

Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of the County 
Court in an action tried with a jury.

Statement

440
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ONT. IV. A*. limn a, K.(\, for appellant.
N. IV. (iroham, for defendant corporation. rcKpondent.

Palc'onbridoe, C.J.K.B. :—The defendant is sued ns owning
and operating a street railway ear on Danforth avenue, Toronto.

Toronto. The plaintiff alleges that his dog was struck and killed by a 
Fsironhrtdge, street ear owing to the negligence of the defendant's motorman.

The defendant says that the motorman of the ear exercised all 
possible care and diligence, and that the accident occurred by 
reason of the negligence of the plaintiff, in that he did not ob
serve the provisions of the by-law of the Police ( 'ommissioners 
which enacts that “no person shall allow his dog to run at large 
in the city. For the purposes of this by-law, a dog shall be 
deemed to be running at large when fourni in the street or other 
public place and not under the control of any person.”

Questions were submitted to the jury by the learned .lodge 
and answered as follows :—

(1) Were the plaintiff’s injuries caused by the negligence 
of the defendantÎ A. Yes.

(2) If so, in what did such negligence consist ? A. In not 
seeing the danger until too late.

(3) Was the plaintiff guilty of any negligence which contri
buted to the accident? A. Yes.

(4) If so, in what did such negligence consist ? A. In not 
having his valuable dog in proper control while on the street.

(5) Could the motorman, after he first became aware that 
danger was imminent, have stopped the car in time to avoid the 
collision, by the exercise on his part of ordinary, reasonable 
caret A. No.

(6) At what sum do you assess the damages ? A. $100.
Vpon these answers the Judge was of opinion that the plain

tiff was not entitled to judgment, and dismissed the action (in 
view of the finding of negligence against the defendant) with
out costs.

The plaintiff’s counsel applied for and obtained an appoint
ment for the reargument of the question whether the plain
tiff or defendant would be entitled to judgment upon these find
ings; that argument was held, but the learned Judge was un
able to see his way clear to change his opinion.

The plaintiff appeals from this judgment, on the ground that
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on the answers of the jury the plaintiff was entitled to judgment 
for $100 and costs; and, secondly, that the jury’s finding of con
tributory negligence by the plaintiff is wholly unsupported by 
the evidence and against the law and the facts.

The dog in question was an Airedale with a very good pedi
gree. The plaintiff had owned him about nine or ten months at 
the time of the accident, and he was a little over four months 
old at the time he bought him.

The plaintiff was driving along Danforth avenue in a waggon 
drawn by one horse, and the dog was following him about 100 
or 150 ft. behind. The plaintiff says that when the car was 
50 ft. behind the dog, he (the plaintiff) made some effort to sig
nal, and shouted to the driver of the car to stop, but that the 
motorman came on and killed the dog.

I think that there is evidence to sustain the findings of the 
jury, and the only question is whether the answer to question 
4 as to the plaintiff’s negligence is sufficient to disentitle him to 
succeed. I am of the opinion that, apart from the provisions of 
the by-law, allowing his valuable “pup”—as the plaintiff calls 
him—to follow him on a street car track at a distance of KM) ft. 
or more, was, in itself, such an act of negligence as to justify 
the entering of the verdict in favour of the defendant.

It is to be observed also that the negligence of the motorman. 
as found by the jury, is “in not seeing the danger until too 
late.” and it seems to me that it would be placing too great a 
burden upon a motorman to hold that he was obliged in law to 
“see the danger” so as to stop his car to avoid running over a 
dog, whether he was a highly pedigreed animal or only a common 
and ordinary dog. Most dogs in Toronto know enough to get out 
of the way of a street railway car, and if this particular dog had 
not enough sense for that, his owner should have been- -rather 
than the motorman—aware of the dog’s want of sagacity, and 
should have had him, as the jury say. in proper control while 
on the street.”

1 think, therefore, that the appeal fails and must be dis
missed with costs.

Riddell and Latchford, JJ.. concurred.
Kelly, J., agreed in the result, for reasons stated in writing.

A ppeal d is tn issed.

tiftt
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8. C.

Toronto.

Felronliiiilgp,

Riddell. J
Loti i ford, .1.
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Statement

Meredith,

Re FEARNLEY’S ASSIGNMENT

flutarin Snim nir Vourt. Meredith, f March lit. 1U15.

I AxsIi.XM i:\ T KOK ( KKIHTOKS (I VIII A—«I.Ï I—< ONKI.IVTlNti VI AIMS |)| 
TKKMIX ATIOX IllHIKIXT S I ATI TKN AsSKiXMKXT At T Till STI K
Act.

XN lii'it special provisions arc cnacteil for i lea ling with particular cases, 
these provisions arc to govern, even though there may he some general 
provisions of another enactment with* enough to cover some of them : 
hence, an assignee for the liendlt of creditors, under an assignment 
within tin- provisions of the Assignments and Preferences Act. ll.K.O. 
M*14. ch. 184. is not entitled, upon a summary application to the Court, 
under see. till of the Trustee Act. ll.K.O. Ill 14. ch. 121. or under Rule 
«ioo. to have conflicting claims of right to rank upon the estate deter
mined.

Motion by an assignee for the benefit of creditors for an 
order determining conflicting claims to rank upon the estate 
of the assignor in the hands of the applicant.

(!. M. Willoughby, for the applicant.
IV. II. Itanium, for F. J. Fcarnlcy, a surety.

Meredith, C.J.C.P. :—The applicant is an assignee for the 
benefit of creditors, under an assignment which comes within the 
provisions of the Assignments and Preferences Act. K.S.O. 1914. 
eh. 44 : and the purpose of the application is to have conflicting 
claims of right to rank upon the estate determined, upon a sum
mary application in the Weekly Court.

See. IHI.— 111 A trustee, guardian or personal representative may. with
out the institution of an action, apply to the Supreme Court in the manner 
prescribed by Rules of Court, for the opinion, advice or direction of the 
Court on any question respecting the management or administration of 
the trust property or the assets of his ward or his testator or intestate.

Rule 1100. The executors or administrators of a deceased person or any of 
them, and the trustees under any deed or instrument or any of them, or 
any person claiming to la- interested in the relief sought as creditor, 
devisee, legatee, next of kin or heir at law of a deceased person, or as 
cestui que trust under the trusts of any deed or instrument, or as claim 
ing by assignment or otherwise under any such creditor or other person 
as aforesaid, may apply by originating notice for the determination, 
without an administration of the estate or trust, of any of the following 
questions or matters:

(«) Any question affecting the rights or interest- of the person 
claiming to be creditor, devisee, legatee, next of kin or heir at law. or 
cestui que trust.

( g) The opinion, advice or direction of a Judge pursuant to the Trus

I h | The determination of any question arising in the administration 
of the estate or trust.
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It is said that the application is based upon the provisions 
of the Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1014. eh. 121—see. 00. I suppose: 
and it is shewn that an application of the same character was 
recently made and given effect, under the provisions of Rule 
000: but not without an expression of doubt as to the applicabil
ity of the Rule to such a case—a doubt which. I have no doubt, 
was well-founded : see H( Ballrim ( 101Ô). 7 O.W.N. 77S.

The novelty of such an application in itself raises a strong 
suspicion that it is misconceived : as 1 had and have no doubt 
it is.

In the first place, the contest is over the right to a dividend 
which has already been paid to one of the contestants. No 
opinion, advice, or direction that could be given upon this appli
cation, if there were power to give any. could recall the money. 
It is too late to throw the grass of advice or opinion at those 
who have the money: if anything is to be done, the time has 
come for throwing the stone of a writ issued out of the proper 
Court having jurisdiction to deal with the amount involved. 
The creditors who have the money have not in any way sub
mitted their rights for consideration upon this application; 
they have altogether ignored it. as they had a right to do.

But it is said that there may be another dividend; and so 
it may be that the questions which perplex the assignee may 
become practical ; and the opinion, advice, or direction sought 
really needed: and. that being so, it is necessary to consider 
the question whether the invocation of the Trustee Act or of 
Rule 600, in such a case as this, is in any way warranted: 
and 1 am yet unable to perceive how it can be.

Special comprehensive provisions are contained in the As
signments and Preferences Act for the winding-up of the as
signed estate through the assignee, the assignor, the creditors 
and “inspectors” representing them, and the County Court 
Judge. Under sec. 34 of the Act. by which sees. 33 and 34 of 
the Creditors Relief Act are made applicable, all questions re
specting distribution arc provided for, in addition to such other 
provisions on the subject as the Assignments and Preferences 
Act contains.

ONT
8.C

Fkarn let’s
Assignment.

Meredith,
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Assignment.

Mirvdllh.

When special provisions are enacted for dealing with par
ticular eases, those provisions are to govern, even though there 
may be some general provisions of another enactment that might 
be deemed wide enough to cover some of them.

Beside this, 1 cannot think the Trustee Act wide enough to 
coyer this case; nor van I see how Rule 600 can be.

Section 26(4) of the Assignments and Preferences Act pro
vides that nothing in the two next preceding sub-sections shall 
interfere with the protection afforded to assignees by sec. 56 of 
the Trustee Act; and the protection afforded by that section is 
not to trustees merely, as it should be if the word “trustee” 
included “assignee for the benefit of creditors,” but is to 
“trustee, assignee or personal representative.” One section, 
and one section only, of the Trustee Act, is made applicable to 
assignees such as the applicant. I hold that the provisions in
voked of the Trustee Act are not applicable to this case. In re
gal'd to Rule 6(H), it carries forward only that which was for very 
many years, to some extent, the practice of the Court of Chan
cery, applicable to the cases to which it is commonly applied; 
and is, as the words “without an administration of the estate 
or trust” shew, applicable only to eases that would be determin
able properly in such an administration. Insolvent or bankrupt 
estates are not so administered.

However, at the urgent request of the parties who did 
appear upon this application, for some expression of opinion 
respecting the difficulties in which they think they are involved, 
it may not be amiss to add, but, of course, only as amicus con
sultons :—

That it could hardly be possible to express any opinion upon 
facts so vaguely set out as they arc upon this application. Both 
sides should be heard, and that can be only in proceedings which 
will compel the attendance of each ; or else one side only heard 
after notice to the other in proceedings in a Court where there 
is the right to adjudicate in the absence of him who does not 
attend. An action by the surety, or the assignee, or both, may 
be found to be the only way of recovering part of the dividend 
paid, if it be recoverable.
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The law upon the subject of u contest between creditor and 
surety as to right to rank upon the debtor’s estate is simple and 
not unreasonable. If the surety be surety for the whole debt, 
he cannot rank in with the creditors until the whole
debt is paid: why should he? His obligation is to pay the whole 
debt; how can he be permitted not only to fail to do this but to 
prevent, for his own gain, the creditor obtaining full pay
ment from the debtor? Hut where the surety is answerable for 
part of a debt only under no obligation as to any other part— 
on payment of that part, he, and not the creditor, is entitled 
to rank in respect of it. That debt is wholly paid to the credi
tor; he has no further claim on any one for it. The debt becomes 
the debt of the debtor to the surety, and he alone can prove it, 
rightly. The only difficulty that has arisen is one regarding a 
case in which, although th, surety is surety for the whole debt, 
his liability is limited to a certain amount only; in that ease 
the surety cannot rank in competition with the creditor: why 
should he? The arrangement is that the whole debt is to be 
paid, but that the creditor is to look to his other rights for re
covery of any sum due to him in excess of the surety’s limit of 
liability. What right then should the surety have to prevent, 
for his own benefit, the creditor’s full resort to his other rights 
until he is fully paid? The principle is logical and right; the 
difficulty is in saying whether any one, who has limited his 
liability, has also agreed that tin1 whole debt shall be first paid: 
or. put as it ordinarily is, in terms which to some may seem in
consistent, whether the surety has guaranteed the whole debt, 
hut limited the maximum amount of his liability.

If one has done no more than give an accommodation note 
for a certain sum for the benefit of the creditor, it may be very 
difficult to shew how he has guaranteed any greater debt: but 
that the parties must fight out. if they cannot otherwise settle it. 
or have it settled, without litigation.

No order is made upon this application.

ONT

s. c.
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CAMPBELL v. McMILLAN.

Alin rln Supremi Court, Stuart, link, Simmons ami W alsh, .1.1.

1. Damaok.s (6111 .1 Mia) ('onvkksion Mihtaki: Rkti kn Rkihttion

It is nonv tin- less a conversion ol goods that they wen- taken hy 
mistake, hut their return, on discovery of the mistake, will minimize 
the damages to he aw ' if I lie owner is placed ill Hitch a position 
that lie can use the goods.

Aitkal fmm tin action for damages for goodN taken In tnie- 
takc. «althoii^li Ruhmpiently returned.

./. .1. I’htrkr, for plaintiff, respondent.
I). II. MacKinnon, for defendant. appellant.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Hi.< h. .1.: I think the findings of fact of the learned trial 
Judge resulting in his finding the defendants liable for conversion 
should not he disturlied. The defendants took possession of the 
plaintiff’s potatoes by mistake. Though hy mistake it was a 
conversion. Some days afterwards they replaced them in the 
ear from which they had taken them. This could result not in 
annulling the conversion hut in reducing the damages if they 
succeeded in placing the plaintiff in such a position that hy using 
the potatoes lie could minimize his damages perhaps to a 
negligible amount. The burden of this was on the defendants 
and they have failed to sustain it.

I think, however, that the damages ought to have been cal
culated on the basis of 111 cents a bushel, that appearing to lie 
the current price at the place and time of conversion. There 
were Ô04* ■_> bushels. This, at 10 cents, makes #201.NO. There 
were «tOl sacks at 10 cents, making $00.10, a total of 8201.00. 
I think interest at S', from July I. 1011, should lie added to this. 
The judgment. I think, should be reduced to this amount, for 
which the plaintiff should have judgment with costs and with 
#70 costs of appeal to be paid by the plaintiff, respondent, ami 
to be set off against the damages and costs.

ALTA.

s.o.

.1 lolijmcnl ncconli mil a.

4
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Re B.C PORTLAND CKMFNT CO. LTD

ltrilinh 1'ohi hi Ilia Nii/ni nn Vout’l. Mtiriliniuhl, ,1. lui ft I.'», Ill I'».

1. ('OKINIKATIOXH AMI eOMI'AXIKH i § V it 2 21» I I ItoMl |NNI K PoWKKN OK
M AJOKITY I’MOSITIKH.

Dissentient nr iiliseiitre In »ml In »l* i * » rv luniml In | ln> net ion .. f the 
majority in ilvvlaiing a siviunl i - - in* of lioinl* a priority oxvr a lirai 
issue in order to raise money for (lie payment I pressing claim*. and 
in conformity to the powers of a deed of irnsi authorizing the isMir

2. Don ns <$111 \ fifi i - ( 'miiiihati. i ion on I'iiiohiiv m ism» t in in
Tons- Mom-Y aux am i > .

A second issue of corporate Imnd* which were In a majority of 
Isindholders declared to constitute a priority over a lirst issue, for 
the purpose of enabling the corporali m to raise money in readjust 
ment of its IInances, will operate as a priority only in favour of 
holder* who anpiired them for present money advances t > the cor 
punition, hut not in favour of creditors holding them a* collateral 
security for past indebtedness.

Issi Ks for determination of priorities.

It. M. Mmdomihl, for plaint iff.
S. S. Taiflttr, K.C., for defendant h.

Macdonald, d. : Tins is nil issue directed to determine the 
question of priority, as between the holders of two sets of de
limit tires or bonds of the British Columbia Portland Cement Co. 
Ltd. The holders of a first issue are plaintiffs and the holders 
of a second issue are defendants.

After the first issue of bonds the company carried on its 
business for a time, but claims of creditors arose which were 
being pressed for payment. The situation was then dealt with 
by the bondholders and shareholders. A trust deed was exe 
eutcd to secure a second issue of bonds, which purported to lie 
in priority to the first issue. The plaintiffs, as holders of the 
first issue of bonds, contend,that such priority does not exist, 
on the ground that there is no power in the first trust deed to 
effect this result, or even if there is sufficient power for that 
purpose, it was not properly exercised so as to create such prior 
ity. The further ground is taken that, even if such authority 
exists, and was properly exercised, the defendants did not be 
come holders of such bonds under circumstances that entitled 
them to claim such priority. Dealing with the lirst point. I think 
that section (i of the first trust deed, coupled with section 19, 
gives authority to a majority of the bondholders of such issue

609

B.C.
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Statement

Murdoneld, J.
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of bonds for tin* purposes mentioned. I think also that the pro
visions of such trust deed have been properly complied with 
so as to enable such majority to hind the minority and create a 
second issue of bonds which w II take priority over the first 
issue. The first trust deed would in that event be postponed as 
a security and only take effect subject to the second trust deed 
and the bonds properly issued and secured thereunder. Dis
sentient bondholders under the first issue would thus be de
barred from objecting to the priority of the second issue, if the 
bonds comprising such issue were received and held by parties 
in a position to claim such benefit.

In thus forming an opinion that this power existed and was 
duly exercised. I have considered the necessity for clearness of 
the authority and the strictness required in carrying out its 
terms—see on this point Menant ih Invtslnunt Trust Co. v. 
International Co. of Mexico, reported in footnote to Swath v. 
Y allai Cold Ltd., 1189:$] 1 Ch. 477. at 4H4.

If the second issue of bonds was secured so, as to
apparently create such priority, then did they conic into the pos
session of persons who are entitled to such priority « I will 
first deal with the holders of the second issue as a class and then 

consider two special cases differing from such class.

Assuming that dissentient or absentee bondholders of the 
first issue were bound by the course pursued by the majority 
of such bondholders, then, as between such majority and the 
dissentient bondholders, the control thus obtained would only 
operate to the extent and for the purpose indicated in the trust 
deed securing the second issue. The company had power to 
postpone or interfere with the rights possessed, by even a single 
bondholder under the first issue, in so far only as an authority 
for that purpose might be conferred by the bondholders through 
a proper utilization of the provisions of tin* first trust deed. 
When such authority was received the company purported to 
act within its scope. A trust deed, dated January I. 1914. was 
executed reciting, in It r olio, that there had been a previous issue 
h\ the company uf $400,000 ten-year first mortgage Ismds of 
which $2*2.0011 were held through sale and allotment : that such

1434
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IhukIh, debentures or other securities and “to pledge or sell the 
same for such sums and at sueli priées as may lie deemed expedi
ent." It is quite apparent that the intention, at the time, was 
to borrow money in the manner indicated. There was no author
ity given to use the bonds as collateral security for the com
pany's indebtedness. The transfer of such second issue was 
thus not in accordance with the notice calling the meeting of 
bondholders nor the resolutions passed at such meeting. In 
order to bind the bondholders under first issue and create a 
priority, strict compliance with the authority conferred on the 
company was requisite. It was pointed out that the notice of 
I >ond holders' meeting shewed that it was called “to consider the 
raising of money to pay off pressing claims of the company and 
to furnish working capital." It was contended that the result 
sought to be accomplished had in reality been effected though 
in a different way. I cannot agree with this contention. If the 
creditors had accepted the bonds, dollar for dollar of their in
debtedness. or even at a discount, it might have been considered 
that the bonds to that extent had been sold. There is a decided 
difference between such a course and the one pursued. A bond
holder might be satisfied with a proposition to borrow money 
by issue of bonds and thus clear up the indebtedness of a com
pany and not be agreeable to placing such Isn-ds with its cre
ditors as security and still leaving the indebtedness unpaid. The 
defendants, in my opinion, cannot obtain any priority as against 
the plaintiffs unless the form of the bond assists them. They 
are “bearer bonds." It is submitted that they arc negotiable 
to such an extent that being termed “first mortgage bonds” 
they obtain priority over any previous issue by the company. The 
case of Ihu I, v. Tom r (îulviniiziiifi Co., 119011 2 lx.It. 214. was 
cited in support of defendant's contention. I do not think it is 
applicable. It was an interpleader issue between the holder of 
a debenture and an execution creditor. The debenture was 
issued without authority but the holder had no notice of the 
irregularity. It purported to have been properly signed and 
scaltsi and was apparently in order.

There wss ample authority to uliew that no informality will alter the 
rights possessed In a In uni fiilr holder for value upon ü document that pur
ports to la* in order.
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Vide Lord A1 verst one, at p. .‘MM. Thv company was estopped 
from setting up the irregularity. The execution creditor could 
only seize the chattels that the company as his debtor could 
honestly dispose of, and so failed as against the debenture holder 
who had a prior charge on such portion of the assets of the 
company. I am also referred to Eddstcin \. Schuler, | 19021 2 
lx.lt. 144. in support of defendant's position. While this case is 
authority as to the negotiability of tin- bonds there referred to. 
even where the original owner had been deprived of them by 
theft, still it does not go the length that tin- defendants require 
in order to succeed. Such bonds bore on their face the state
ment that they would be paid “without regard to any equities 
between the company and the original or any intermediate 
holder thereof. The holder for the time being held them with 
this representation and any benefit incident thereto and also 
with the risk that his ownership might be destroyed by some 
other person acquiring them for value “without any notice of 
infirmity in the vendor's title." Kvcn if the second issue of 
bonds in question were negotiable they had no similar state
ment on their face and were “subject to the provisions of tIn
trust mortgage." If this document had been examined it would 
be apparent that the bonds intended to be secured by such mort
gage were issued in order to borrow money and not to be trans
ferred as collateral security for an existing indebtedness to tin- 
company. They were thus not negotiable to the same extent as 
tin- bonds referred to in the case just cited. I am of opinion 
that the holders of the first issue of bonds have not lost their 
priority.

A company issued delienture stock purporting t" l»<- a It ret charge and 
which gave a limiting security of all it« assets. It afterward* issued de 
benturea to other persons which also purported to lie a lirai charge and 
gave a like floating security. Ilchl, that the h ddere of the délient arcs, 
whether they had or had not notice of the issue of the st'uk. did not 
obtain priority over, Imt ranked after the «dockholders.

Smith v. English <V Scottish Mt n autili I nr. Trust, | lN!Mi | 
W.N. Hti.

During the course of the trial it became apparent that all 
the holders of the second issue of bonds were not in the sa im
position. Two of them T. W. Fletcher and S. ,1. Crowe had

hi:$
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received a portion of these bonds as Nocurity for present ad- 
vanvvH to the company. They were />/#</</< to them and thus 
came within the object sought to be obtained by the issue of 
such bonds. It was contended that the form of the order directed 
in the issue did not admit of enquiry as to these two bond
holders. I doubted my right to deal specifically with them, but, 
in order to avoid a further application being made on their 
part and to save a consequent expense and delay. I thought it 
well to receive evidence in support of their position, so that in 
the event of an appeal all matters pertaining to the rights of 
the bondholders could lie considered.

In my opinion, T. W. Fletcher and S. .). Crowe are, to the 
extent of the money advanced on the strength thereof, entitled 
to hold bonds of the second issue in priority to the first issue.

I do not require to consider the question of costs as that 
has lieen dealt with in the order directing the issue.

(h'<h r avvonlingJg.

WOOD v. GRAND VALLEY R. CO

Snpri mi Court of ('amnia. Sir Cliuilm Fitzpatrick. #'•/.. I hi rim, hliiniton.
I Hfilin, mill Unulcur. .1.1. March I A. 1015.

1. (dMH.U IN i # \ I \ no. I.iAim mkm ox—Pkhsonai. i.iaiiii ity ok kxii 
WAY CKKNIIU NT—Kxil l HI TO «'OM 1*1-1 TK IIKAM II l.lXK—IllOIITM OF 
IIONOIIOl.OKKM.

An agreement wlicrcliy a ruilxvay |*r*»»*i«l«*iit undertake» on Is-half of 
himself uiul tin- company to build an extension line in order to secure 
a toxvnship tin- licnvlll of competitive freight rate-, in consideration 
that the manufacturer* and citizens of the township purchase the 
railway Iwnid*. renders the president personally liable with the c un 
puny to the purchasers of the IhhuI- upon their failure ........mplete the

| ill n.L.lt. :nn. SO O.L.Il. 44. allirme«l.|

± Damai.km (Kill A 1—441—( onmikcction ok iikancii mm I aim io to 
COMI’I.KTK—I.I Allll.IT Y TO IIOND IM'BCll ASKRM.

Substantial damages, in an amount determinable from the evidence 
as to the loss sustained, may Is- awarded to purchasers of railway 
Isolds, for the breach of an agreement by a railway company to build a 
branch line which, if completed, would secure their township better 
freight facilities, and on the strength of which agreement the bonds 
were purchased.

| Id l> LU. :u;I. SO O.LU. 44. attlrmed.)
:t. Ai'ckai 11 I A I i Un.in to si umtantivi kiuiitn .Ivikimkxt for

RKKKHKNCK—Non X ARIAXI I OK II.XMAliKM—KlNAl.lTY.
The judgment of a Provincial Supreme Court which doe* not dele, 

mine ailvei*elv the <|uautuni of damages, but merely orders the easi- 
back for a further reference, constitutes no deprivation of i. "siibstan
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live right in controversy in 1 lit* actio,," within tin- meaning of see*. CAN.
2<«■ i mill ."{<$ of tin- Supreme Court Ah. R.s.t 11MHI. eh. I:*!*. a* - — 
amended Iix Art. 1!*I3. from which an appeal will lie. 8. C.

[Hi D.L.R. :WI. 30 O.L.II. 44. allirnivil.l ~—

Aitkal from a tlveisioit of tin- Appellate Division of tin >'■
Suprvmv ( 'ou ft of < Ultimo ( 1(1 D.L.R. dill. JO < U,.R. 44 t. net ting \ IVi iv 
aside the judgment of the Divisional Court ( Id D.L.R. 720. 27 *'• ( "
D.L.R. 556), and that of tin- trial Judge (5 D.L.R. 452. 20 D.L.R. statement.
441).

The text of the agreement on which the action was based is as 
follows:—

In v nsMmitiim nf lin* purchase of the bond* of the Hrand Valley 
Railway t o. by certain manufacturers ami other citizens of St. tienrge.
Hut., ami the mini of one dollar i #1 i now in hand paid. Mr. A. .1. Pat tison, 
president of the tirand Valley t o.. herein undertake-. and agrees on hi*, own 
Iwhalf and on Is-half of the said Hrand Valley I!, t o., that lie xxill make 
or cause to he made a through t rallie arrangement xxith the Canadian Pacific 
Railway Co. making direct connection with the ( P R. at Halt, in terms 
of the Railway Act of Canada in witch a way that the current coin pet it ix 
freight rates xx ill apply continuously from St. <imrge on precisely the same 
basis as from <4a11 and other points in this railway district, to all points 
cast and west in Canada.

While not undertaking anything on behalf of the C.P.R. Co. it is dis 
tinctlx provided l»y this agreement that the said A. .1 Pattiwon will do all 
things lawful to secure the agreement above mentioned, and further that 
should it lie neeewsary to do so he xxill bring the matter la-fore the Railway 
Commission of Canada xxith a view to the creation and enforcement of the 
through t rallie arrangement herein mentioned.

It is further agreed that the extension of the Hrand Valley Railxvax t<
St. Heorge and the securing of the almxe mentioned agreement xxith the 
( P.R. Co. xx ill pmeced with at once and with the greatest possible dispatch.

It is further agr... I that the Hrand Valley R. Co. xxill build and <• m
struct in a substantial wax for the handling of heavy freight. 11.•• necessary 
switches and sidings connecting their system xxith the various mills and 
factories of St. Heorge upon such terms as may he agreed upon Is-tween the 
respective parties.

Provided alxvay s that, the terms, conditions and -■ venants of this agree 
nient shall he binding upon the heirs, executors and assigns of the said A 
•I. Pattison and the said Hrand Valley Railxvax Co.

Dated at St. Heorge, (hit.. June 21*. ItMiit.
(Rgd.) Thk Hiaxii Vai.i.ky Ry. ( <>.,

1. 7. PaltiHpn. Pits’f.

Slu K.( ami Swt i t, for appellants.
Holman, K.< for rvNpomlcnt Pnttiaon.
(Iranson Smith, for mtpomlvnt. Tin- (5rami Valley Railway 

Company.
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CAN Sir Charm» Fitzpatrick, ('.J. :—1 am of opinion that the
8. C. appeal and cross-appeal should be dismissed with costa.

K. On.

Damps, ,1. : The .substantial questions to be determined in 
this appeal, beyond Fattison's personal liability, are what dam
ages the plaintiffs are entitled to recover by reason of the failure 
of the defendant to continue the construction of the Grand
Valley Railway from a point on the line called Blue Lake to the 
Village of St. George, as contracted for ; and. secondly, whether 
the evidence put in at the trial of the cause was ample enough 
and supplied sufficient data to enable the Court to fix upon and 
determine the measure of these damages.

The learned trial Judge thought sufficient evidence had been 
given and assessed the damages at $10,000.

The Divisional Court reduced these damages to $3,880, which 
they divided between the two plaintiff companies, allowing to the 
individual plaintiff's only nominal damages.

The Appellate Division being of the opinion that there was an 
“entire absence of evidence to supply the data upon which the 
amount of loss sustained by the breach of the agreement could 
be ascertained.” vacated both judgment and directed a refer
ence to ascertain the amount of the damages.

1 understand a majority of my colleagues are of the opinion 
that this was. under the circumstances, the judgment which 
should have been given and have agreed to dismiss the appeal 
and confirm that judgment. While 1 do not formally dissent 
from this judgment. I think it fair, however, to say. specially in 
view of the appeal made to us by counsel at bar. that if we 
reached a conclusion adverse to the objections against the 
maintenance of the action altogether we would, if possible, 
finally dispose of the question of damages, I was personally 
prepared, after considering the evidence submitted, to have now 
and on the evidence before us disposed of this question of dam
ages.

The conclusion 1 finally reached was that the judgment of the 
learned trial Judge was under all the circumstances and evidence 
a fair and reasonable one.

The reasoning of the learned Judge in the following quota
tion which 1 make from his judgment commends itself to my
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mind not only as lair and reasonable, but as coming quite within 
the reasoning and the judgment of the Court of Appeal in 
ChafAin v. Hicks, |1911| 2 K.B. 78«.

The learned trial Judge says:—
III this vase the I'laintiirs expected to receive great lieiietit if they could 

secure the construction of the railway and competition liet ween the IIrand 
I'runk and the Canadian Pacific. In addition they expected great con
venience in the carrying on of their business by the ready access to a 
railway by which incoming and outgoing freight could Is- handled. They 
expected additional prolit by the increased prosperity of the municipality in 
which thex were interested. All these considerations were present to the 
minds of both parties at the time of the making of tlie agreement.

There were many elements of uncertainty. These could not he elinrti
nted. If all that was h iped for came to pass, the advantage to the plain 
till's would far exceed the #HI.IMMI paid. The price was not given for a 
thing certain, hut was given for the chaîne of obtaining the great advan 
tage hoped for. If I were to attempt to assess damages on the basis of the 
plaintilfs receiving all that they contemplated, then the damages would he 
many times the price paid. Put. endeavouring to assess in the light of a I 
the uncertainties and contingencies pointed out by counsel, and which were, 
no doubt. ci|iiully present to the minds of both parties at the time the 
agreement was made. I th.uk I shall not go far wrong if I place the dam 
ages at the same sum as that which Pattisoii and his railway company 
induced the plaintiffs t > give for this chance.

Had it not been for the decision of the above ease of ('ha/Ain 
v. Hicks, 119111 2 K.B. 78«. and the cogent reasonings of the 
able Judges who constituted the Court of Appeal in explaining 
the grounds on which they reached thoir conclusion I would have 
felt inclined to agree with the judgment appealed from on the 
ground of the insufficiency of the evidence.

An attempt was made to minimize the extent and meaning of 
that judgment of Chaplin v. Hicks, | 19111 2 K.B. 7H«, but the 
weight to be attached to it not only consists in the exact point 
there decided, but also in the personnel of the Court and the 
reasoning by which they supported their conclusion.

The head-note or summary of the report reads as follows :
Where I y cunt met n mini bus a right t«* belong to a limited class of com 

pet it or* for a prize, a breach - f that contract hv reason of which lie is 
prevented from continuing a mendier of the class and is thereby deprived 
of all chance of obtaining the prize is a breach in respect of which lie max 
Is- entitled to recover substantial, and not merely nominal, damages.

The existence of a contingency which is dependent on the volition of a 
third person does not necessarily render the damages for a breach of con
tract incapable of assessment.

CAN

S.C.
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CAN It uns dearly impoHHible under the fact# of that ease to esti
8.C. mate with anything approaching to mathematical accuracy thexYw damages sustained by the plaintiffs, hut it seems to me to be 

clearly laid down there hv the learned .bulges that such an

K. Co.
impossibility cannot “relieve the wrongdoer of the necessity of 
paying damages for his breach of contract" and that on the
other hand the tribunal to estimate them whether jury or .lodge 
must under such circumstances do “the best it can" and its con
clusion will not be set aside even if “the amount of the verdict 
is a matter of guess work. “

See last paragraph of judgment of Vaughan-WiHiams. L.J., 
pages 792-3.

Fletcher Moulton. L.J.. at page 795. says, and 1 quote it 
because of Mr. Holman's argument in this appeal as to the re
moteness of the damages claimed here:—

It lui» 1... .. contended in tin1 present case thut tliv damages nrv too
r<*tti<it«• ; that they are not the natiirirl consequences if a hreaeli with regard 
t i which tin» parties intended to contract. To my mlml tlie contention that 
they are too remote is unsustainable. The \x*rv object ami -«-ope of the 
c n tract were to give the plaintitT the chance of lieing selected as a prize
winner. and the refusal of that chance is the breach of contract complained 
of and in respect of which damages are claimed as compensation for the 
exclusion of the plaintiff from the limited class of competitors. In my 
judgment nothing more directly flowing from the contract and the inten
tion of the parties can well lie found.

Again on the same page the same learned Judge says, speak
ing of the difficulties of establishing and fixing the damages :—

Hut it is sa ill that the damages cannot lie arrived at because it is im
possible to estimate the ipiantum of the reasonable probability of the plain- 
tiff’s being a prize-winner. 1 think that, where it is clear that there has 
been actual 1 « resulting from the breach of contract, which it is difficult 
to estimate in money, it is for the jury to do their best to estimate; it is 
not necessary that there should be an absolute measure of damages in each 
case. There are no doubt well settled rules as to the measure of damages in 
certain cases, but such accepted rules are only applicable where the breach 
is one that frequently occurs.

And again at page 79b. «peaking of tin- case he was then deal
ing with, hv says :—

1 cannot lay down any rule as to the measure of damages in such a 
case; this must lie left to the good sense of the jury.

Farwvll. L.J.. at page 798. nav»: —
The two words “chance’* and "probability" may be treated as being 

practically interchangeable, though it max lie that the one is sonn “.hat less
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ilvlliiilc1 than tin* other. Tin» iicccH*niy iugrctlicnt* nf *tieli an action am 
all present: tliv defendant lia* committed a hreach of his contract, tin- «lam 
ag«‘s claimed an- a rcasonaUc ami prolialdc consequence of tliat hreach. tin- 
loss has aecrncd to thv plaintill' at t lit* time of action. It is oliviou*, of 
CMiiirHv. that tin1 chauvi1 or prohnldlitx may in a given vase lie so slender 
that a jury voulil not pnqicrly give more than nominal ilamagvs. sax one 
shilling; if they Inul done so in tin- present. case, it xvoiihl have lieen en 
tiielx a quest ion for tln-m. and this (oiirt could not have interfered

Applying this ic»asoning ami these principles to the ease 
before us ami our own eomtnon sense acting as jurymen I would 
not have felt much difficulty on the evidence given in accepting 
the conclusion reached by the trial Judge as to the amount of 
the damages. But as I have said I will not formally dissent from 
the conclusion reached by my colleagues supporting the judg
ment of the Appellate Division referring the ease back for 
further evidence.

One word in conclusion as to tin1 personal liability of the 
defendant. I fully concur with all my colleagues and with all 
the Courts below in maintaining that liability. I think it is 
hardly open to argument.

Iiunuton, J., dissented.

Anoi.ix, —Viuler sec. .‘Mi and clause (r) of sec. 2 of the 
Supreme Court Act (as enacted by ){ and 4 (ieo. V. eh. 51, see. 
1), only those judgments of the highest provincial Courts of 
final resort (rendered in the provinces other than Quebec and in 
proceedings other than equitable) are appealable to this Court 
which determine adversely to the appellant, in whole or in part, 
a substantive right in controversy in the action or other judicial 
proceeding. Such determination must be effected by the judg
ment appealed from- not by some former or other judgment- 
ami the right must be a substantive right in controversy in the 
action.

By the judgment now in appeal the question of the liability 
of the defendant» is determined in the appellants* favour. A 
reference is directed to ascertain the quantum of damages to 
which they are entitled. Of that direction the appellants com
plain. asserting that on the evidence in the record, they were 
entitled to a determination of the amount of their damages by 
the trial Court and that the judgment of that Court which fixed

til»
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them at $10,000 should be restored. They insist that the varia
tion of that judgment, by substituting, for the adjudieation that 
they should recover $10,000, a declaration of liability and a refer
ence to ascertain the amount of their damages, deprived them of 
a “substantive right in controversy in the action” within the 
meaning of that phrase in clause (e). With deference 1 am 
unable to accept that view. I cannot see that it makes the 
slightest difference what disposition of the case was made in the 
Court of first instance. The question as to our jurisdiction 
would be precisely the same if that Court had directed a refer
ence as to damages and its judgment had been affirmed on ap
peal. By the judgment in appeal the plaintiffs’ claim that they 
had a right to damages is decided in their favour; the quantum 
of those damages is left to be ascertained in further proceedings. 
The position would be precisely the same if that had been the 
judgment at the trial. Can it be said that the quantum of dam
ages to which the plaintiffs arc entitled—which is the substantive 
right in controversy in the action now being dealt with—is de
termined adversely to the appellants by the judgment now ap
pealed from? 1 think not. That right now remains undeter
mined and it is immaterial what disposition of it had been made 
by the judgment of first instance. I am, for these reasons, of 
the opinion that this appeal should lie quashed for want of juris
diction; and, if that course were adopted, the cross-appeals 
would meet a similar fate. Lindcmark v. Picard, Feb. 9. 1914. 
un reported.

But, in deference to the views of my colleagues, who, I under
stand are of the opinion that the Court has jurisdiction to enter
tain this appeal, I proceed to consider it on the merits.

Dealing first with cross-appeals by both defendants against 
the finding of their liability. I entertain no doubt that both were 
properly held to be parties to the contract in question and liable 
f-,r damages for its breach. As to the company there can be no 
question that it was intended that it should be bound. Its pre
sident, Pattison, executed the instrument on its behalf, and he 
gives explicit evidence of his authorization to do so by the 
directors and of ratification of his action by the share
holders, which is uncontradicted. Moreover, it received the
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moneys paid by the plaint ill's and it acted on the agreement which 
it would now repudiate. As to Jettison’s personal liability the 
terms of the contract make it clear that that also was intended ; 
and 1 think the proper inference from the evidence is that his 
signature to the document, accompanied by the descriptive word 
“president,” which is similarly used in the body of the instru
ment, was to witness his personal obligation as well as
that of the company.

Neither can 1 accede to the contention that the plaintiffs, 
other than the Jackson Wagon Company and the Brant Milling 
Company, arc restricted to nominal damages by the particulars 
delivered by them and the terms of the order under which they 
were delivered. All the plaintiffs claimed the return of the 
moneys paid by them. The damages of which particulars were 
ordered and given were claimed in addition to and over and 
above the refund of the moneys demanded. At the trial it be
came obvious that the claim to recover the moneys paid as on a 
total failure of consideration could not be maintained ; and the 
trial Judge—as he had the power to do—apparently allowed 
the plaintiffs to substitute for that claim a demand to recover 
the same amount by way of damages for breach of the agree
ment ; and the further claims for damages, of which particulars 
had been given, were abandoned. No formal amendment to the 
statement of claim was made ; but the judgment of the learned 
trial Judge proceeds upon the assumption that the ease should 
be dealt with as if that had been done. It cannot be otherwise 
intelligently explained.

On the main appeal, the case of Chaplin v. Hicks, [1911] 2 
K.B. 780, is chiefly relied upon by the appellants. But all that 
that case decides is that “the existence of a contingency which 
is dependent on the volition of a third person does not necessarily 
render the damages for a breach of contract incapable of assess
ment.”

In such a case the plaintiff “may be entitled to recover sub
stantial, and not merely nominal damages.”

In that ease the plaintiff had given in evidence all the 
material facts relative to the assessment of damages which were 
susceptible of proof. She had furnished to the jury all the data

621
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which it was in her power to supply. Having done that she was 
not required to render certain that which was contingent, or to 
furnish the means of measuring with exactness and precision 
something essentially indefinite. Simpson v. London and Xorlh 
Western li. Co., I Q.B.D. 274: Kenned}/ v. American Express Co., 
22 Ont. Apt». R. 278, and Jameson v. Midland 1C Co., 50 L.T. 
426, are other decisions similar in principle. But Chaplin v. 
I lie lis, 110111 2 K.B. 786, is not authority for the proposition— 
for which an analysis of his argument makes it clear that counsel 
for the appellants really cited it—that, because the realization of 
the plaintiff’s expectations under a contract is subject to con
tingency, he is not bound to put the jury in possession of in
formation in his power to enable them to appreciate what would 
have been the advantages to be derived by him from his expecta
tions if realized, as a basis on which to assess the value of the 
chance of realization of which the breach has deprived him. It is 
the failure to give such information—to supply such data as were 
given in Chaplin v. Iliclis, 11911 | 2 K.B. 786—that renders the 
reference ordered by the Appellate Division necessary, since that 
Court, in the exercise of its discretion, instead of dismissing the 
action, as it might have done, has seen fit as a matter of grace 
and indulgence, to allow the appellants another opportunity to 
adduce the evidence which they should have given at the trial 
as to relevant and material facts susceptible of proof, know
ledge of which is necessary to enable the assessing tribunal to 
estimate what would have been the value to them of the per
formance by the defendants of their contract as a long step 
towards realization of their expectations. The plaintiffs are 
claiming special damages. No doubt the particularity of proof 
required varies with the circumstances. (Arnold on Damages, 
pp. 3, 4. and 12.) The assessing tribunal is. however, entitled to 
such assistance by proof of material relevant facts as the claim
ant may under the circumstances reasonably be expected to 
afford it.

But it is said that such evidence is in the present case un
necessary because we have in the consideration given and ac
cepted prima facie proof of the value placed by the parties them
selves on the contractual rights acquired by the plaintiffs. That
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sueh a moasuro of damages must, in the circumstances of the 
case at bar, be illuso* seems manifest. For divers reasons a 
man may be prepared nay for a thing much more than any 
real pecuniary value it have, not only to persons in general, 
but even to himself. Actuated by patriotic or philanthropic 
motives he may be willing to expend money for which lie expects 
no return in the way of pecuniary or other material advantage. 
As to some of the plaintiffs there are circumstances in evidence 
that rather suggest that they were not pecuniarily interested. 
Unless in the case of a purely commercial contract, where the cir
cumstances indicate with reasonable certainty that the price paid 
represents the fair value to the purchaser of the thing lie bar
gained for, that price cannot afford a reliable basis for assessing 
damages for failure to deliver.

But in the present case, in addition tr the contractual rights 
for the breach of which this action is brought, the plaintiff's for 
the .$9,700 paid by them obtained bonds having a face value of 
$10,000, on which they were subsequently paid interest for five 
years. The actual value of these bonds at the time they were so 

acquired is not shewn, although it is sufficiently apparent that 
they had some substantial value. It is impossible on the evidence 
in the record to say how much of the $9,700 was in fact given for 
them, and what part of it the plaintiff's paid for the advantages 
likely to accrue to them from the fulfilment of the contract to 
construct the projected line of railway and to establish through 
connections. The value to them of the advantages to be antici
pated from the fulfilment of these undertakings may have far 
exceeded tin- amount which they paid, or, cyi the other hand, it 
may have been materially less. Of that value the payment of 
$9.700 made to secure such advantages plus the bonds for 
$10.000 does not afford any criterion.

On the evidence in the record 1 feel that I should find my
self quite incapable of fairly estimating the damages to which the 
plaintiffs are entitled. The value of the chance they have lost is, 
without further material, not susceptible of assessment. Unless 
the action should be dismissed, the reference to enable the plain
tiffs to supplement their evidence is necessary. 1 think we should 
not interfere with the exercise of discretion by the Appellate

VWV
Anglin. ,T.
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CAN. Division. In conclusion 1 cannot do hotter than quote a well-
s. c. known passage from the judgment of Bowen, L.J., in Ratcliffe v.

Vo,'

Evans, [1892] 2 Q.B. 524, at 532 and 533:—
The character of the act» themaelvea which produce the damage, and 

the circumstances under which these acts were done, must regulate tin* 
degree of certainty and particularity with which the damage done ought 
to lie stated and proved. As much certainty and particularity must he

Anglin, J. insisted on. both in pleading and proof of damage, as is reasonable, having 
regard to the circumstance* and to the nature of the acts themselves by 
which the damage i- done. To insist upon less would lie to relax old and 
intelligible principles. To insist upon more would lie the vainest pedantry.

I would, for these reasons, dismiss the appeal and the cross- 
appeals with costs.

Brodeur, J. Brodlvr, .1. :—I would he of opinion that the judgment of 
the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of Ontario should 
be confirmed.

The action was for the recovery by the appellants of a sum 
of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) for breach of contract.

The appellants were all interested in the welfare of a place 
called St. George, and were anxious that that place should lie 
connected with the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway through 
the Grand Valley Railway and agreed to take over $10.000 of 
bonds of the latter company if the respondent Pattison and the 
company itself would undertake to extend the Grand Valley 
Railway to St. George and to secure a competitive freight rate 
from the C.P.R. Co.

The bonds were taken over by the appellants and the com
pany started the construction of the " h in question ; hut,
though they had promised that by the fall of 1906 the extension 
of the railway would have reached St. George, the company 
failed to carry out their agreement.

In 1911 they instituted the present action against respondent 
Pattison and the Grand Valley Railway Company for the re
payment of their money and for damages for breach of contract.

Pattison denied his personal liability in connection with 
that agreement. The three Courts below, however, have decided 
against him on that point : and, as it was mostly a question of 
fact, it is not necessary for me to deal with that phase of the 
situation.

35
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I think myself that Vat tison shouhl lx* held personally liable 
under the agreement which was made on dune 29. 1900.

The only difficulty remaining is with regard to damages. 
Particulars had been asked before the trial from the plaintiffs as 
to those damages. Some of them stated in answer to the order 
that was then given that they would claim only nominal damages. 
The others, namely, the Jackson Wagon Co. and the Itrant Mill 
ing ( 'o. gave particulars.

At the trial before .Mr. Justice Middleton, in view of the 
opinion that was then expressed by the Judge, no evidence was 
adduced as to these specific damages claimed.

The plaintiff relied upon the case of Chaplin v. Hicks, | 1911J 
2 K.B. 780. and the trial Judge proceeded to assess the damages 
at the same sum as Pattison and the railway company induced 
the plaintiffs to subscribe.

The judgment was varied by the Divisional Court and 
nominal damages only were given to all the plaintiffs, with the 
exception of the Jackson Wagon Co. and the Brant Milling Co., 
in whose favour judgment was entered for $8,880.

An appeal was taken from that judgment to the Appellate 
Division. The Court maintained that the plaintiff’s were entitled 
to recover the damages sustained by them by reason of the 
breach of the agreement and they ordered that the case be re
ferred to the Master to ascertain the amount of such damages.

In view of the expression of opinion at the trial, it is pretty 
evident that the claim for damages was not gone into as it 
should have been without that. It is very muclVto be regretted 
that the parties, after having gone before four Courts will have 
to go again into this question of evidence as to the extent of those 
damages, but we have not got sufficient material before us to 
deal exhaustively with the subject.

I think the judgment of the Appellate Division, which 
ordered a reference, should be maintained and this appeal 
should be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with easts.
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CAN. THE CANADIAN NORTHERN QUEBEC R. CO. v. GILBERT GIGNAC.

8. C. Fiipreme Court of Camilla, Italics, hliniff on. buff. A niff in. anil Itroilcur, J.l.
February lu, ill 15,

1. Ai’PKAL ( 8 I A—1 )—Right to—Voxhhmatiox ok .ii iigmi xt hki.ow — 
Railway okiikiis—Auuixu hvk< ihv imkkctions—Effect.

An order of the Superior Court direeling the eoiintruetion of drain 
age to prevent the overllooding of lands l»y railway ditches, which is 
rendered more specific by a judgment of the Superior ( ourt in adding 
thereto recourse for future damages in case of default, is in effect a 
confirmation of the judgment of the Court of first instance, and there
fore appealable to the Supreme Court of Canada by virtue of sec. 40 of 
the Supreme Court Act. R.S.C. 11MIH. ell. l.'Iil.

[Hull Electric Co. V. Clément. 41 Can. S.C.H. 4111. followed.]

Statement Motions to sot aside the judgment of the registrar, and also 
to quash an appeal for want of jurisdiction.

The Registrar.
The order appealed from is as follows :—
The Registrar:—This is a motion to affirm jurisdiction of 

the Court. It would appear from the pleadings that the lands 
of the plaintiff, having been by the works of the defendants 
compelled to receive more water than they were by nature called 
upon to carry, the plaintiff brought an action in 1911 for redress. 
The parties came to an agreement on October 28, 1911, set out 
in the statement of claim, which provided for the construction 
by the defendants of certain drainage works which would re
lieve the plaintiff from the injuries complained of and the action 
was thereupon dropped, the defendants paying the costs and 
damages. .

Subsequently the defendants altered the drainage system 
with the result, that the plaintiff’s land was again subjected to 
an overflow of water and the present action was taken in which
the plaintiff by the 10th paragraph of his pleadings, declared 
himself to be the proprietor of the lands in question and, by the
11th. declared that he was not subjected to any servitude with 
respect to the water now being brought upon his property by 
the defendants, lie also asked that it be declared that the de
fendants should make the works necessary to relieve him from 
the injuries complained of and in default of so doing that he, the 
plaintiff, be authorized to make these works at ihc cost and 
charges of the defendants and that the defendants be ordered 
to pay damages to the amount of $250.

The defendants denied generally the allegations of the plain-
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tiff and also alleged that the works subsequently made by them 
and which the plaintiff now complain# of were so made at his 
express request and that the result of the works was to carry 
the water in its natural channel as it existed before the con
struction of the railway.

The case was tried before the lion. Mr. Justice Letellier, who 
gave judgment as follows:—

Nmis maintenons ruction et déclarons «pic la défenderesse n’a aucun 
droit «l'exercer sur la propriété «lu ileniaiuleur la scrvitiulc il’écoulenient 
des eaux «pii résulte des travaux «le la construction «l«‘ son chemin de fer; 
et nous lui ordonnons «le cesser l'exercice de cette servituile et «le cesser «le 
faire couler dans le fossé de ligne et la décharge «lu «lenittlldeur. les eaux 
qu’elle lui envoie venant dans le fossé de ligne et eoniliiite par le talus et !«• 
fossé du chemin de fer; et nous lui ordonnons de faire les travaux néces
saires it cette lin. et qu’A son défaut «!«• la faire avant le mois d’octobre, 
1914, le demandeur soit autorisé il faire ces travaux aux frais «le la défen
deresse et il ses dépens, en par lui donnant avis du temps mt il fera ces 
travaux; et nous condamnons de plus la défenderesse il payer au demandeur 
la somme de $200 «h- dommages avec intérêt et «lépeiis «h- l'action.

The defendants thereupon inscribed in review where the 
judgment was confirmed in the following language:-

Continue le dit jugement avec dépens, sujet-it la mollification suivante du 
«lispositif «pii se lira comme suit; —

Nous maintenons l’action et déclarons que la défenderesse n'a aucun 
droit d’exercer sur la propriété du demandeur la servitude d'écoulement 
des eaux, lequel résulte des travaux de construction du chemin de fer: — 
Nous ordonnons de plus A la défenderesse «h* «liscoiitinner l'exercice «le telle 
servitude et de cesser de faire se déverser dans le fossé de ligne et les 
décharges du ilemanileiir les eaux «pii s’y écoulent par suite du talus et du 
fossé du chemin de fer; et nous ordonnons A la défenderesse de faire les 
travaux néci-ssaires pour mettre lin au «lit trouble conformément A la trans
action intervenue entre les parties le vingt-huit octobre 1911. et A défaut 
par elle de ce faire d'hui au premier mai prochain, la Cour réserve au 
demandeur tout recours pour dommages ultérieurs, et nous e uidamnons 
de plus la défenderesse A payer au demandeur la somme de «leux cent 
cinquante piastres de dommages avec intérêt et les dépens de l’action.

The defendants now desire to appeal from the judgment of 
the Court of Review, claiming that no appeal lies to the Court 
of King’s Bench and that an appeal lies to the Supreme Court 
of Canada under section 40 of the Supreme Court Act, which 
reads as follows:—

In the Province of Queliec an appeal shall lie to tin- Supreme Court 
from any judgment of the Superior Court in Review where that Court 
confirms the judgment of first instance, ami its judgment is not appeal-
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able to the Court of King's Hench, but is appealable to His Majesty in 
Couneil, 54-55 Viet. eh. 25. see. 2.

It will he perceived that, substantially, the only modifications 
made by the Court of Review of the judgment of the Superior 
Court are two

1. That while the earlier judgment simply orders that the 
necessary works be done to put an end to the cause of complaint, 
the subsequent judgment provides that the manner of doing 
these works shall be that provided for in the agreement between 
the parties above referred to and,—

That in ease of default instead of authorizing tin- plain
tiff to make the works himself, it reserves to him the right of 
further recourse by action in the event of future damages. The 
question between the parties in the present motion, therefore, 
resolves itself shortly into this: lias the judgment in the Court 
of Review confirmed, although modifying, the judgment below, 
or has it rectified an error in that judgment? It is to be noted 
that the Court of Review expressly uses the words “confirme le 
dit jugement,” and that the modification in question which the 
plaintiff now claims to be so material to his interests, was not 
asked for by him by way of a cross-appeal, but was of its own 
motion granted to him by the Court as a result of the defend
ants’ appeal.

Two cases are cited by the defendants in favour of their 
motion. The first is Iicauchcne v. Labair, 10 R.L. 11.1, a decision 
of the Court of Queen’s Bench of Quebec, which is very much 
in point. The judgment turned upon the interpretation which 
should be placed upon what now appears as art. 43 (4) of the 
Code of Civil Procedure of Quebec, which provides that an 
appeal shall lie to tin- Court of King’s Bench, sitting in appeal, 
except :—

At tin* suit nf tin* party who lias inscriln*il in n*vii*w a cause in which 
tin* sum 111*110111111*11 or tin* value of tin* thing claimed amounts to or exceeds 
live hunilml dollars, and who has proceeded t • judgment on sueli inscrip
tion. when the judgment confirms that rendered in the first instance.

In that case upon an appeal by the defendant from a judg
ment of the Superior Court the Court of Review said

Considérant (pie le dit jugement est correct quant au droit du de
mandeur Lahlx* au pétitoire, c’est il dire, il la propriété de l'immeuble 
qu’il réclame, maintient cette partie du jugement, mais quant A la condenma-
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tion pour <l«*n\ aimées <le fruits «*t revenus, consiilérant que le «lemaiuleur 
n'a acquis l'immeulile que le 4 février. 1S74, et qu'il n'a pas eu cession île 
fruits et revenus précédant cette date, la cour ici présente revise et renverse 
cette partie du dit jugement avec dépens de la cause en four Su|H*rieure A 
Artliahaska contre le défendeur.

Notwithstanding this modification of the judgment of the 
Superior Court, it was held by the Court of Queen’s Bench that 
the judgment of the Court below was confirmed by the judgment 
of the Court of Review and that no further appeal lay.

The defendant also relies on the case of JI nil Electric It. Co. 
v. ('lenient, 41 Can. 8.C.U. 419. where a judgment for the plain
tiff in the Superior Court for .$fi.00l) was. upon appeal by the 
defendant to the Court of Review, reduced to $3.0(10. The de
fendant, dissatisfied with this, appealed to the Court of King’s 
Bench, where it was held that no appeal lay. because the judg
ment in review had confirmed the judgment below. The judg
ment of the Court of King’s Bench was affirmed by the Supreme 
Court, this Court holding that the defendant, when dissatisfied 
with the judgment of the Court of Review, should have appealed 
directly to the Supreme Court, it being a ease in which no appeal 
lay to the Court of King’s Bench because the Court of Review 
had confirmed the judgment of the Superior Court.

The plaintiff relies on the case of Fraser v. Itunnth, M.L.R. 
3 Q.I». 310, but in that ease the Court of Review expressly and 
in terms reversed the judgment of the Superior Court, lie also 
relies, upon Simpson v. Faltiser, 20-Can. S.C.R. li. but in that 
ease also the Court of Review in terms declared that there was 
error in the judgment of the Superior Court, and this is the 
ground upon which the Supreme Court said that no appeal lay 
from the judgment of the Court of Review to this Court, but 
only to the Court of King's Bench.

It appears to me that a review of these decisions justifies it 
being held that where the judgment in icview confirms the 
judgment below in favour of the plaint ill", although some addi
tional or other relief is also given to the plaintiff, not as a result 
of a cross-appeal by him, but by the Court of its own motion for 
the purpose of more effectively carrying out the judgment of 
the trial Judge, no appeal lies to the Court of King’s Bench by 
the defendant, and. therefore, an appeal may be taken to the
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CAN. Supreme Court of Canada, if the judgment would have been the
8.C. subject of a further appeal to the Privy Council, had the case
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been a proper subject for an appeal to the Court of King’s 
Bench. In the present case it is admitted that had the judg
ment in review simply confirmed the judgment below, the case

filOSAO.
would have been appealable to the King in 11 is Privy Council.

---- - This is all action négatoire raising an issue with regard to a
< gistrar, sorvjjU(j(, w),j(.}, under the jurisprudence of the Supreme Court

is a matter concerning “titles to land” and is, therefore, appeal- 
able to the Privy Council under article 68. sub-section 2. of the 
Code of Civil Procedure, and is also appealable to the Supreme 
Court, where substantially the same language is used in sec. 
46, sub-sec. (/>), of the Supreme Court Act.

I am, therefore, of the opinion that the jurisdiction of the 
Court should be affirmed.

A motion is now pending returnable on the 1st day of the 
February session to quash this appeal for want of jurisdiction.
1 would have refused to entertain the present motion until the 
Court had dealt with the motion to quash were it not that both 
parties were desirous of having the present motion disposed of 
because, if I were against the jurisdiction of the Court, the de
fendant would be within the delays provided by the Code of 
Civil Procedure for launching an appeal from the judgment of 
thi* Court of Review to the Court of King's Bench, but the time 
tor taking such proceedings will expire before February My
order as to costs, therefore, will be that the costs of this motion 
be costs to the defendant in any event of the cause unless the 
motion to quash is granted, in which event my order affirming 
jurisdiction will, of course, fall.

E. Helium, K.C.. for respondent, supporting the motions.
/,. A. Cannon, K.C., for appellants, contra.

Davies, J.:—I concurred with the judgment of this Court 
in the case of Hall Elu trie Co. v. Clément, 41 Can. K.C.R. 419. 
only because, as 1 stated, the settled jurisprudence of the Pro
vince of (jlichee upon the meaning of sub-sec. 4. of art. 43, of the 
Code of Civil Procedure of (Quebec, was that a judgment of the 
Court of Review confirming one of the Superior Court and 
affirming the right of the plaintiff to recover in the action, but
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reducing the amount of damages awarded to plaintiff was a con
firmation of the judgment of the Court of Review within the 
meaning of the article of the Code referred to and was not 
appealable to the Court of King’s Bench.

1 think the registrar was right in affirming our jurisdiction 
to hear this appeal direct from the judgment of the Court of 
Review which confirmed, but modified, that of the Superior 
Court; and that the appeal from his judgment should be dis
missed with costs and the motion to quash the appeal should be 
refused with costs.

No absolute rule can, in my opinion, be laid down. The 
question in each case must be not simply whether there was a 
formal confirmation of the Superior Court, but whether the 
modification was a substantial modification of the judgment of 
the lower Court. Here, the substantial question in controversy 
was decided by both Courts in respondent’s favour; the modifi
cation related merely to the manner in which effect should be 
given to that judgment.

I think, therefore, that no appeal would, under the jurisprud
ence of that Court, lie to the Court of King's Bench ; but, as it 
is conceded one would lie to the Privy Council, the appeal will 
lie here.

Idin< on, .). :—This appeal seems to me within the principle 
affirme by the judgment of this Court in Hull Ekclric Co. v. 
Ch . 41 Can. S.C.R. 419, and, hence, the motion to quash 
mus! be refused and the counter motion of appellant against the 
ruling of the registrar dismissed, each with costs of motion.

Duff, J. :—I concur in the result.

Anglin, «1. :—In my opinion, the jurisdiction of this Court 
to entertain this appeal is settled by Hull Electric Co. v. Cle
ment, 41 Can. S.C.R. 419. The Court of Review pro tanto affirmed 
the judgment of the Superior Court against the defendant, and 
from the judgment so affirmed it has a right of appeal to this 
Court. Unless the plaintiff should launch and maintain a cross
appeal the variation of the judgment made by the Court of 
Review will not be a subject for consideration in this Court.
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Tin* :i p | id hi ii t is vntitlvd to tin* costs of the motions before 
us to <|imsli mid by way of appeal from the order of the legistrar 
affirming jurisdiction.

Ituom i u, .1.: Il s’agit de savoir si nous avons juridiction 
pour entendre cette cause.

Le demandeur intimé. (îignae. avait, en 1911. institué une 
action négatoire contre I ’ en alléguant ipie cette
dernière laissait écouler sur son terrain des eaux qu’il n’était 
pas tenu de recevoir, l ue transaction était intervenue le 28 
octobre. 191 I. et la compagnie appelante avait reconnu comme 
bien fondées les plaintes du demandeur. (Iignae. et s’était en
gagée de faire certains travaux.

Les travaux convenus auraient été exécutés mais ils furent 
subséquemment démolis par la compagnie et alors la présente 
action négatoire a été instituée. Cette action a été maintenue 
par la Cour Supérieure dans les termes suivants :

Nmis mailitviiiuis l'action H ihVlarons <|in* la défenderesse n'a iiiieim 
droit d'exercer sur la propriété du demandeur la servitude d'écoulement 
îles eaux <|iii résulte des travaux de la construction de son chemin de fer ; 
et lions lui ordonnons de cesser l'exercice de cette servitude et de cesser
de tail.......tiler dans le fossé de ligne et la décharge du demandeur, les eaux
«ju'élle lui envoie venant dans le fossé île ligne et e uidllite par le talus et 
le fossé du chemin «le fer ; et nous* lui ordonnons de faire les travaux 
nécessaires A cette lin. et ipi'A son défaut de les faire avant le mois <V« tel «dire 
lui I. le demandeur soit autorisé A faire ecu travaux aux frais «le la 
«léfi-mh'ri'sse et A ses dépens, en par lui «humant avis «lu temps où il fera 
«•«•s travaux ; «•! nous condamnons «le plus la «léf«,n«h,r«*sse A paver au 
demandeur la somme «le de dommages avi'e intérêt et dépens de

Lu «léfemleresNe a porté lu cause «levant la Cour «le Revision, 
où le jugement fut confirmé «laits les termes suivants :

Iji ( our . . .
Continue le dit jugenmiit avec dépens, su et A la iuo«lilieation suivante 

«lu dispositif «pii *«• lira comme suit:
Nous maintenons l'action et ihVlarous «pie la défenderesse n'a aucun 

«Iroit «l'exercer sur la propriété du demandeur la servitude «l'iVouhonent 
«l«‘s «•aux. leipud résulte «!<•* travaux «le construction du «•lieniin «le fer: 
Nous ordonnons de plus A la défcmleressc «le discontinuer l'exercice «le t«dle 
servitude et «le cesser «le faire se déverser «laits le f «ssé «h* ligne et les 
détduirgcH du demandeur les eaux «pii s'\ «'■coulent par siiiti* lu t a lu» et du 
fossé «lu chemin «le fer; il mais ordonnons A la iléfcnih'rcss»* «!«■ faire les 

travaux né«,«,ssaires pour mettre lin au «lit troulde eonforménient A la traits 
action inteivenue entii- les paili s !«■ vingt huit «tel dive, lull, et A défaut

5513
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par vile tie <•<• faire «I'liui un premier mai prochain, la C-mr rcserv»* an 
demautleiir tout iwmiis pour tlomiiiMgett ultôiietU’H, *•( iioiim rontlaumoii* 
dv plus la à payer an tleiiiaiitleur la ► •iiiiiie <!«• «leux «•«•ui
ciii(|iianlc* piastres ile «luinniagi-s avec i111«'• i«'• t et li*s dopons «It* l'action.

i/uppelnntc appelle à cette vour «lit jttgvnivnt ilv la Cour dv 
Revision.

Kn vvrtu <lv la section 4<l «le l’acte de la Cour Suprême, il y 
a appel «levant celte cour «le tout jugement «le la Cour de Révi
sion continuant celui <l<- la Cour supérieure.

.le dois dire «pie par contre, en vertu <l«i Particle 44 «lu Code 
de Proe«*«lure Civile, les jugements <l<‘ la Cour Supermure «*ou- 
firnms par la Cour de Revision ne sont pas susceptibles «I appels 
à la t'our «lu Italie «lu Roi.

Nous avons donc à décider si dans la présente cause l«- juge
ment a ijuo a confirmé celui de la Cour Supérieure.

Comme on le voit, l’action négatoire a été maintenue en Cour 
Supérieure et en Pour de Revision. Suivant la demande «pli 
en avait été faite par l'action, la défenderesse fut condamnée, 
en outre, à faire certains travaux.

Kn Cour Supérieure on avait ordonné «/< fain lis Inivaiu 
m'a ssii in s.

Kn Cour de Revision on a spécifié «pic les travaux ihvraiml 
Un fails suivant la convention <hs juirliis. Mais dans son prin- 
eipe l«‘ jugement «le la tour Supérieure est le même: on a simple
ment spécifié plus clairement la nature «les travaux à faire.

Il n'y a pas de iloute «pie la partie «lu jugement «pii main
tenait J'action négatoire puisse être port«*c «levant <*«*tte cour. 
Kn effet. la Cour «le Révision sur ce point a confirmé simplement 
le jugement <l<‘ la Cour Supérieure et la compagnie appelante 
n'aurait pas le droit d'aller «levant la Cour «lu Itam* du Roi pour 
fa in* renverser <*ette partie «lu jugement.

C'est du moins la pratique suivi** par la Cour «lu liane «lu 
Roi dupuis la d«'vision reinlim eu ISTti «lans la «•mise «!«• /»*< auclr ni 
v. Labaic, 10 R.K. HT». Kt la Cour Suprême a décidé «lans !«• 
même sens «lans la cause «le llall /•./<<//'/« In. v. Chinent. 41
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1.’mitre partie du jugement ipii détermine eumment les 

travaux devront être exéeutés n’est ipte la eiinmspieiiee de 
I’aetimi négatoire elle même. Hile lie touehe pas à la suintai....
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du litige, mais elle rend plus explicite l’ordonnance de la Cour 
Supérieure.

Elle enlève, il est vrai, au demandeur la faculté d’exécuter 
lui-même les travaux. Mais il ne se plaint pas de cela. Le juge
ment a quo d'ailleurs déclare formellement que l’on confirmé 
celui de la Cour Supérieure.

Dans le cas où un jugement de la Cour Supérieure est par
tiellement confirmé ou infirmé [far la Cour de Revision, la Cour 
Suprême devra exercer sa discrétion pour décider si l’appel doit 
être porté directement devant elle, ou bien s'il doit au préalable 
être soumis à la Cour de Banc du Roi.

Garsonnet, Procédure Civile, vol. 5, p. 328.
Le législateur a voulu évidemment éviter les appels trop 

nombreux et alors il a décrété que les jugements confirmés par 
la Cour de Revision seraient immédiatement portés au Conseil 
Privé ou à la Cour Suprême. Dans les jugements partiellement 
confirmés, la Cour Suprême rencontrera certainement mieux les 
vues du législateur en permettant de suite 1’ * qu’en ordon
nant aux parties de passer par la Cour de Banc du Roi.

Les motions doivent être renvoyées avec dépens.
Motions refused with costs.

Solicitors for the appellants: Taschereau, Hoy, Hannon, 
Parent <V Fitzpatrick.

Solicitors for the respondent : liellcau, liaillaryeon cV Helleau.

WILSON v. BRITISH COLUMBIA REFINING CO.

Hritinh Columbia Court of Appeal, Irving. Martin, ami MeChillips. .1.1.A.
Mag 14, 1915.

1. Corporations and companies (§V('l—101)—Transfer of stock— 
Rioiits of pledgee.

See. 53 of the H.V. Companies Act, 1807. eh. 44 [R.K.B.C. 1011, 
eh. 3ii. see. 401 has no reference to a ease where a transfer of shares 
is made hut applies only where the shares appear to have been pledged 
as collateral security and where the owner’s name ami not the name of 
the pledgi-e remains on the books of the company as the holder of the 
shares; it does not enable the company to set oil' against a dividend 
a debt due by a person who was a shareholder hut whose transfer of 
the shares t > a hank manager in trust for the hank as collateral 
security for a loan to such shareholder had been accepted and régis 
tered hv the company and a new certificate issued in respect thereof 
in the name of tlie hank manager; the company might have declined, 
under its articles i Art. 10, Table A. Companies Act, IH07 l. to register

44
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any transfer of shares nnulv by a member who was imlvhted to it. but B.C.
having rvgistvrvil. it must treat tin* transferee as the owner of «livid- -----
end a thereafter payable. C. A.

I Wilson v. U.C. Ur fining Co.. 20 D.L.H. 418, reversed.| '

Appeal from judgment of Murphy, »J.
Sir C. II. Tupper, K.C., for appellant. Rkfi.mxo

Co.
Ritchu. Ix.( ., tor respondent.

Irving, J.A. Plaintiff sues for a half dividend payable in irving. j.a. 
respect of 22,655 shares registered in his name, which dividend 
was declared on December 21, payable as to one-half on Feb
ruary 1.

The writ was issued on March 17, 1914, the other half divid
end being payable on May 1, 1914.

The company was incorporated on September 2. 1908 under 
the B.C. Statutes then in force.

We had in the case of Rost v. JI.V. Refining Vo. (1911), 10 
B.C.R. 215, some experience of this company.

By two letters, dated respectively November 12, 1913, and 
December 9, 1913, the company were invited to transfer from 
Melekov, who was then the registered holder of these 22,655 
shares, to “Maurice W. Wilson, in trust,” that is as to 21,905 
shares: as to the 750 shares the words “In trust” were not 
used.

From the letters it is quite apparent that the request was 
being made by the Royal Bank of Canada. The transfer was 
at once made and on November 13. 1913. a certificate certifying 
that 21,905 shares were vested in “Maurice W. Wilson in trust” 
was delivered to the bearer, presumably a messenger from the 
bank, and later a certificate for 750 shares was also sent to the 
plaintiff. On December 13. the defendants declared a dividend, 
the first half of which would amount to $1,132.75. On Feb
ruary 3, the defendants sent to the plaintiffs a cheque for $37.50, 
being half of the dividend on the 750 shares, and in the course 
of time claimed to retain the balance of the dividend for a 
debt which they alleged to be due to them from Melekov. They 
as a matter of fact, it may be stated, held the note made by 
Melekov for $1.570.90. which note was dated November 4. 1913, 
payable 00 days after date, and therefore it will be seen not
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B.C. duv at the time the shares were transferred on November 13.
C.A. 1913.
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The defenee claimed inter alia that the plaintiff was not 
the registered holder of these 21,905 shares, that the company 
claimed a lien oil them as Mclekov owed them the sum of 
$1,576.90; that the plaintiff held them in trust for the Royal

Irrlng, J.A. Rank of Canada, which in turn held them as collateral security 
for a debt due to the bank from Mclekov, who was the real 
owner. Further, the transfer to the plaintiff of November 13 
was a mistake ; that the secretary was under the impression that 
the words “in trust” meant in trust for Mclekov, and had he 
known that it was in trust for the Royal Rank of Canada, the 
transfer would not have been allowed to go through.

The defendants counterclaimed to have this mistake set 
right, but the counterclaim was dismissed and no appeal has 
been taken on that point.

The learned trial Judge (Mr. Justice Murphy) held that 
it had been established that the plaintiff was the holder of the 
certificates issued : on that point 1 agree with him. lie also 
held that Mclekov was indebted to the company in the sum of 
$1.576.90: upon that point 1 agree with him, but Mclekov was 
not indebted to them, in my opinion, until after the transfer 
made for the reason that 1 have already indicated in the dates 
above given.

The learned Judge directed judgment to be entered for the 
defendants. From this decision the plaintiff appeals and argues 
first, that it was not proved by satisfactory evidence that Mele- 
kov was indebted to the company. 1 think, on reading the evid
ence that Mclekov was indebted to the company. I think, on 
reading the proceedings at the trial, that that point was there 
conceded, and it is not now open to the plaint:ff to bring for
ward that argument.

The second point was that assuming that the first one be 
given against the plaintiff, and that the debt amounts to 
$1,576.90, it is said that the company had no right to deduct 
the amount of Mclekov s debt to the company from a dividend 
which was payable in respect of shares held by the plaintiff, 
and it is on that point that the argument chiefly turns.
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By tin* company's articles. Table A. of the Act of 1897 
applies so far as the points involved in this case are concerned.

Article 8 provides that the instruisent of transfer shall be 
executed by both parties, and until the name of the transferee 
is entered in the register book the transferor shall be deemed 
to remain the holder of such shares.

Article 10: The company may decline to register any trans
fer of shares made by a member who is indebted to them.

Article 75 provides that the directors may deduct from the 
dividends payable to any member all such sums or money as 
may be due from him to the company on account of calls or 
otherwise.

Section 35 of the Act provides that no notice of any trust 
shall be entered on the Register.

Section 43 of the Act provides that a certificate under the 
(*ommon Seal of the company shall be prima fd( 'u evidence of 
the title of the member to the shares specified.

These articles and sections are taken from the Knglish Com
panies Act, 25 & 20 Viet. eh. 89. secs. 30 and 31.

The Act also contains the following sections which have 
been copied from the Ontario Statutes:—

52. No person holding shares. stock or other interest in the company 
as executor, administrât ir. guardian or trustee, shall he personally sub
ject to liability as a shareholder: but the estates and funds in the hands 
of such person shall In- liable in like manner and to the same extent as 
the testator or intestate or the minor, ward, or person interested in the 
trust fund, would he if living and competent to act and holding such 
shares, stock, or other interest in his own name.

53. No person holding shares, stuck or other interest as collateral 
security, shall lie personally subject t > liability as a shareholder; hut the 
person pledging such shares, stock or other interest as such collateral 
security shall he considered as holding the same, and shall lie liable as a 
shareholder in respect thereof.

This 53rd section seems to me inconsistent with the general 
policy of the English Act, with section 53.

It is unfortunate that sections from the Ontario Statutes 
arc so often grafted on to English statutes complete in them
selves when they are reproduced in this Province. The result 
often is a misfit. These unnecessary insertions give rise to a 
great deal of litigation by reason of their not falling in with the 
scheme of the English Act.

B. C.

C. A.

It. 0. 
IlKKIMNO

On.

Irving, J.A,
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Assuming tho following facts arc not in dispute (1) that 
Melekov was indebted to the company ; (2) that prior to the 
declaration of the dividend the shares had been transferred to 
the plaint if!* “in trust;” (3) that the plaintiff who was the 
manager of the Royal Bank of Canada holds them as trustee 
for the bank; and that (4) the bank received them as collateral 
security for a debt due the bank from Melekov, the learned 
Judge, reading article 75 authorizing the directors to make the 
deduction, in connection with the Ontario section 53 just set 
out, came to the conclusion that the company was entitled to 
make the deduction.

With deference to his opinion, I have arrived at a different 
conclusion.

In my opinion, section 53 can have no reference to the case 
where a transfer of shares is made. On its face it can only 
apply where the shares appear to have been pledged as collateral 
security, and the real owner’s name remains on the books of the 
company.

The 75th article can only apply to the person whose name 
is on the books of the company as a member: see on this sec
tion Lindlcy on Company Law, 6th ed., p. 610.

Having regard to the provisions of the 53rd section a person 
making a loan and taking as security shares of a company, and 
who must be guided by the form of the company’s memorandum 
and articles and certificate tendered to him by the borrower as 
security, would have two courses open to him in preparing his 
security.

In the case of a share certificate where the shares arc not 
fully paid up, he take a charge and give notice to the
company and so have the advantage of section 53.

In the case of fully paid up shares he would take a transfer 
and rely on the general policy of the company’s Act which is 
plainly expressed in In re Perkins (1890), 24 Q.B.D. 616, by 
Coleridge, C.J., who says:—

. . . Companies have nothing whatever to do with the relatione between 
trustees and their cestui que trust in respect of the share-' of the com
pany. If a trustee is on the company's register as the holder of shares, 
the relations which he may have with some other person in respect of the 
shares are matters with which the company have nothing whatever to do;

6
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they can look only to the man whose name is upon the register. It seems 
to me that, if we were to throw any doubt upon that rule, we should make 
the carrying on of their business by joint stock companies extremely dilli- 
eult. and might involve those v impunies in very serious questions, and the 
ultimate result would be anything but beneficial to the holders of shares 
in such companies themselves.

The company in the event of the transfer being applied for 
where the shares are not fully paid up, or where the transferor 
is indebted to the company, might decline to register a transfer 
under article 10, but where the transfer is actually made, the 
company would, 1 think, be bound to look to the registered 
member, lie, in turn, would, if compelled to pay expect to be 
indemnified by his cestui que trust. In the absence of express 
words the company has no lien on a member’s shares for debts 
owing by him. The company’s remedy is to refuse to transfer.

Although the statute, section 41. directs that no notice of 
trust shall be entered on the register, nevertheless the practice 
in British Columbia of using the words “in trust ” seems to be a 
common one.

In this case, as in the case of London, etc. v. Dublin, 1189)1] 
A..C. 506, the words “in trust “ must, having regard to the 
letter covering the application, have informed the secretary of 
the defendant company that the plaintiff was applying for regis
tration in trust in respect of the bank of which he was manager, 
and there was nothing to suggest that he was acting as a trustee 
for Melckov.

The object of the section is to free not only the company 
but also the creditors from inquiring from those other persons 
for whom the shares are held: Chapman v. Barker’s Case (1867), 
L.R. 3 Kq., at 336. The entry “in trust,” if made, would be 
for the benefit of the beneficiaries and not of the trustees or of 
the company : see Muir v. City of Glasgow Bunk ( 1S71I), 4 A.C. 
360. a Scotch case where the practice is to insert a memorandum 
shewing that the shares are held in trust.

I would allow the appeal.

Martin, J.A., agrees in allowing the appeal.

McPhillivs, 3.A. : This appeal, in my opinion, should be 
allowed.

Section 40 of eh. 30. R.S.B.C. 1011 (identical with section
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53 of eh. 44 R.S.B.C. 1897). declares that a person holding 
shares as collateral security shall not be personally subject to 
liability as a shareholder—but the person pledging the shares 
shall be so liable the enactment was no doubt framed to enable 
the pledgee of the shares or the mortgagee thereof to escape the 
liability which would otherwise fall upon any such pledgee or 
mortgagee if he should become the registered holder of shares 
upon which any liability existed or could subsequently be im
posed. It is settled law that the registered holder of shares is 
liable in respect of anything unpaid on the shares and it mat
ters not whether the registered holder is beneficial owner thereof 
or a mere trustee—and even where a trustee to the knowledge 
of the company—Chapman v. Barker's Case ( 1867), 3 Eq. 361.

In the present case the plaintiff has been registered as the 
holder of the shares in question—“in trust”—and the evid
ence is that the plaintiff holds the shares for the Royal Rank.

In placing the plaintiff upon the register as the holder of 
the shares “in trust”—the company acted in contravention of 
section 35 of the Companies Act, eh. 39, R.S. (1911 ) (identical 
with sec. 41 of eh. 44 R.S.B.C. 1897), and. in my opinion, this 
entry is to Is* ignored and is without any legal effect.

The attempt here is not to charge the cestui (pie trust—the 
Royal Bank—with any liability as a shareholder—in any case 
any such attempt would be fruitless—see Braun's Case ( 1865), 
2 Dr. & 8m. 452460, 143 R.R. 229; Somervail v. Crée (1879), 
4 App. Cas. 648: but it is attempted to retain dividends pay
able upon the shares—under section 75 of Table A. of the Com
panies Act (eh. 41. R.S.B.C. 1897), which reads as follows :—

75. The directors may deduct from the dividends payable to any 
member, all such sums of money as may be due from him to the com
pany on account of calls or otherwise.

The shares standing in the plaintiff’s name issued as fully 
paid and were transferred as such, and the plaintiff was regis
tered as the holder thereof—as and being fully paid shares.

It cannot be said that the amount claimed to be due to the 
company by Melekov the transferor of the shares, is at all well 
defined and whether for calls or in what way the same is due and 
payable to the company, however, the claim is that there is the
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right to deduct any indebtedness and the amount due and owing B c-
is represented by a promissory note of Mclekov, overdue and C. A.
unpaid of $1,576.90, with interest at 7 per cent., being dated W||SON
November 4. 1913, payable sixty days after date to the order

. R. c.
of the company. Rkfimxo

This is to be noted though, that no proof of calls being in r<,~
arrears or unpaid was given, the manager of the company, ,J. A. j.a.
Cunningham, upon cross-examination for discovery, was asked 
the following questions:—

Q. In paragraph 8 of your defence, you say that on tli«> !)th of December 
—t lia t would be the date when you wen- requested to transfer the 750 
shares to Mr. Wilson? A. Yes.

(J. \ < ii say at that date Mr. Mclekov was indebted to the defendant com
pany. Now, what was the indebtedness of Mr. Mclekov at that time? A.
#1.570. covered by note.

if. #1.570 with interest at 7 per cent. What was that indebtedness 
for? A. It was for purchase of stock, part of which was the stock that 
was transferred in trust to Mr. Wilson.

Q. Now, was the 4th of November. 11)13, the first time that Mr. Mclekov 
became a shareholder in your company? A. Oh no; he has been a share
holder since the inception of the company.

The company apparently took the promissory note in con
nection with a purchase of stock and the closest statement we 
have is “part of which was the stock that was transferred in 
trust to Mr. Wilson.”

Now the question is, can the company, notwithstanding that 
it has registered the plaintiff as the holder of fully paid shares 
—successfully contend that they are not fully paid? In lie 
Concessions Trust, [ 1896] 2 Ch. 757, it was held that when 
the secretary certified to the instrument transferring the fully 
paid shares, the company was estopped and in the present case, 
the secretary so certified.

Were this a case where it was proved that the secretary had 
unauthorized!)* certified, then, according to the decision in the 
House of Lords in George Whitrchurch iV Co., |1902| A.(\
117. there would be no estoppel.

The plaintiff living placed upon the register as the holder of 
the shares became a member of the company: Fry, L.I., in 
S’icols Case (1885), 29 Ch.I). 421, said at p. 447. that the sec
tion referring to the 23rd section of the Act (1862) (sec. 32,
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('ompanies Act, <*h. 39, K.X.B.C. 1911), “makes the placing of 
the name of a shareholder oil the register a condition precedent 
to the ”

The plaintiff having acquired membership in the company, 
must he looked upon as the member holding the shares, and 
the dividends in question in this action must he dividends due 

MvPhiiiipe, j.a. and payable to him, and there is no proof whatever that he is 
indebted to the company, with all respect and deference to Un
learned trial Judge, I am quite unable to agree with the view 
that in section 75 of Table A. “member” must be read as mean
ing shareholder.

Now it is unquestionable admitted law—unless it be other
wise provided—that once the transferee is upon the register 
then the transferee becomes liable to pay all moneys subse
quently becoming payable, however, according to tin- Companies 
Act in British Columbia we have seen that shares held by way 
of collateral security are specially dealt with and in such cases 
the pledger or mortgagor remains liable as a shareholder the 
pledgee or mortgagee being exempted from such liability, whilst 
this is the case, it by no means follows that by indebtedness for 
which the company has a lien, the intention of the Legislature 
is plain—if there was to be liability, say on non-fully paid up 
shares, the shares would be incapable in most cases of being 
utilized in obtaining any advances thereon, so provision was 
made against any such liability falling upon the transferee, to 
construe section 75 of Table A. as contended for, would, by 
another method be destroying the value of the shares as security 
to perhaps even a greater degree, in that indebtedness of the 
transferor to the company at the time of the transfer or subse
quent thereto would be chargeable against any dividends—the 
spirit, intention, and meaning of the statute law, in my opinion, 
can be gleaned and tin* proper construction to be placed on 
same is—that whilst even after registration in the transferee, 
when shares arc held by way of collateral security, there is no 
liability upon the transferee as a shareholder, yet as the mem
ber of the company in whose name the shares arc registered, 
he is entitled to the dividends, save it be that there is the right 
to any deduction to be made therefrom for calls payable by him

B. C.

C. A.

B. <\ 
Rkfixino 

On.

A504B
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or he is otherwise liable as such member (Companies Aet, eh. 
44. R.S.B.C. 1897), under clause 10 of Table A. the company 
may decline to register any transfer of shares made by a mem
ber who is indebted to them, in the present case although the 
company makes the claim that Melekov, tin- transferor, was 
indebted to them at the time of the transfer, nevertheless 
assents to the transfer and registers the plaintiff as the member 
entitled to the shares, and further as entitled to fully paid

Now there is no evidence whatever that the plaintiff is 
indebted to tin* company nor is it so contended, but the right 
of deduction made is based upon the fact that Melekov. tilt- 
transferor is indebted to the company, in my opinion by approv
ing of the transfer of the shares to tin- plaintiff and registering 
him as the member entitled to the shares, coupled with the fact 
that the shares are fully paid shares no lien can be said to now 
exist as against the shares registered in the name of the plaintiff, 
this, in my opinion, constitutes a clear waiver of any lien: 
Bank of Africa v. Salisbury Mining Co. ( 1892), (il L.J.IVC. 34 ; 
Higgs v. Northern Assam Tea Co. (1869), 4 Kx. .'{87; Nortlurn 
Assam Tea Co. (1870), 10 Kq. 4.78 : Hi McMnrdo (1892), 8 
T.L.R. 507.

Section 40 of eh. 39 (R.S.B.C. 1911. and the identical section 
53, eh. 44. R.S.B.C. 1897). may be construed in another way, 
i.c., until registration, the transferee incurs no liability in re
spect to any calls or is otherwise liable in respect thereof- un
doubtedly pending registration the transferee is possessed only 
of an "" right to the shares—the legal ownership is only
effectuated when the transferee is entered on the register, and 
that the Legislature intended to protect the person who had 
shares, by way of collateral security, transferred to him, and who 
was equitable entitled thereto, from the payment of calls in re
spect thereof, it might be said, why legislate as to that which is 
admitted law, that until registration, there is no liability upon 
the transferee, and that it is a saving provision intended only 
to cover exemption from liability after registration? Unques
tionably this has force, but when the history of the legislation is 
looked at. bearing in mind that the law some years ago was not

B. C.
cTa.

It. ('.
Rkmnixo

M'i‘liilli|.s. J.A,
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no well settled, the legislation, viewed in this way, does not seem 
so singular; section 40 above referred to may be followed back 
in the legislation of this Province to eh. 5, see. 35, of the stat
utes of 1878. and appears in somewhat similar language, as 
section 33 of the Companies Act, eh. 21. of the Consolidated 
Statutes of British Columbia, 1888.

To even yet indicate uncertainty as to liability, it is only 
necessary to refer to Palmer's Company Law (1011) Oth ed., p. 
132 :—

It is not clear that tin* registration «if tlit* transfer divests tin- lia
bility of tli«* transferor for calls in arrear ( Hoy lake Kail Vu., 9 Cli. 257); 
but where the transfer is in the usual form it seems the company may 
su«- the transferee for the calls in arrear (Herbert Hold Limited v. Hay- 
craft (C.A.), ‘27th March, 1901), and it is clear that the transferee takes 
tlit* shares on the footing that the call has not been paid, ami cannot vote 
in respect thereof if the articles provide that no member shall be entitled 
to vote at all if any calls or other sums of money shall hi- «lui» and payable 
to the company in respect «if the shares of such members: Kandt (Sold 
Minin;/ Vo. v. Waimcright, [1901] 1 eh. 184.

If this view were adopted then the plaintiff, after registra
tion, would be liable to the company in respect of any calls in 
arrear, but none have been proved, and further, how contradic
tory for the company to contend that there arc moneys due in 
respect of calls in arrears, where the shares are stated to be 
fully paid?

In my opinion no liability can be imposed upon the plaintiff 
even adopting this view.

Then proceeding to the further consideration of clause 75 
of Table A., the deduction may be made “for the dividends pay
able to any member,” now upon the declaration of a dividend 
each shareholder is entitled to claim his proportion thereof, in 
the present ease, unquestionably the plaintiff is the person en
titled and he was to sue therefor, but the contention is
that nothing is due to him because of the indebtedness of Mele- 
kov to the company, and clause 75 is invoked, the dividend 
though is not payable to Mclekov but to the plaintiff, and to 
deduct the indebtedness of Mclekov to the company offends 
against section 40 of the Act, which enacts that

No |i«*rs«)ii holding shares . . a.* collateral security shall hi- per
sonally subject to liability ns a shareholder,

76
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and a liability as sot forth in clause 75 “on account of calls or 
otherwise” is undoubtedly a liability as “a shareholder,” a lia
bility which is upon Melckov, a liability the plaintiff is by stat
ute exempted from, and not being liable therefor, it is. in my 
opinion, impossible to make any such deduction.

To admit of the company taking the dividend would he to 
admit of the company taking the money of the plaintiff to pay 
a liability imposed by statute upon the transferor. Melekov 
alone, a liability which the plaintiff is expressly and by statute 
relieved against, although he is the registered transferee of the 
shares, to take the moneys of the plaintiff to pay the calls or 
moneys otherwise payable by Melekov as a shareholder, 
assuredly would be imposing a personal liability upon the plain
tiff.

No calls were even proved to be due or in arrears, or other 
indebtedness as a shareholder by Melekov, the most that was 
proved was that part of the consideration for the $1,576.90 pro
missory note, had relation to some of the shares transferred by 
Melekov to the plaintiff, in my opinion, this was even on the 
basis of liability upon the plaintiff, insufficient evidence, I may 
further add, that, in my opinion at most, all that could be de
ducted, would be moneys payable in respect of calls or otherwise 
payable in respect of the shares as a shareholder, not debts 
otherwise contracted.

In the present case, in my opinion, the facts entitle it to be 
held that the plaintiff is the transferee of fully paid shares 
and that the shares were properly issued as fully paid, but that 
even if improperly issued, the company, by issuing same as 
fully paid and approving of the transfer thereof as such and 
registering the plaintiff as the transferee thereof, is estopped 
from now setting up as against the plaintiff that there is any 
sum due in respect of calls or otherwise, for which the plaintiff 
can be in any way held liable, the company has its recourse 
against the transferor Melekov. as provided by statute, but no 
recourse against the plaintiff. In Payi v. Austin ( 1884). 10 
S.C.R. 132, at p. 154, Strong, .1., said:—

Wlicn, however, shares improperly issued as paid up have come into 
the hands of a subsequent transferee a» a ho no fitlc purchaser for value,

B. C.

C. A.
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who luis taken lln-iii U|miii the representation of the proper officers of the 
vompany made to him direetly. either in answer to enquiries or otherwise, 
or upon the faith of a written representation appearing on the ecrtifi- 
eates. that the shares are paid up, it is well established that no liability, 
either at law or in equity, attaehes t • the shares in the hands of such an 
innoeent purchaser. Numerous eases, both in Kngluiid and the l oiled 
Slates, warrant the decision of this Court in Mil'nul,in \. Mdnhjrc, to 
the effect just menti ned. and it is manifest that were it not for such a 
rule the transfer of property in shares would lie so all'evled as greatly to 
impair the value.

Also svv Ii ii r kin,shall' \. .\ i rolls ( 1N78). I> App. ('«is. 1004 ; 
11 oil'll i nils Case, W.N, (IS,SO), SO; Murkliuni v. Pun Ur's ('use, 
11S9!I| 1 ( 'li. 414. and llloomcnlhiil v. Ford, | 1S!)71 A.C. 1C2.

The two eei'ti lieu ten that issued to the plaintiff covering the 
shares issued respectively November Id. I Old. for 21,000 shares 
and December 15, 101d, for 750 shares, and not until «1 une 2d, 
1014. by way of counterclaim in this action does the company 
claim rectification of the register of members. This delay in 
itself is a formidable objection to giving any effect to the con
tention made that the transfer of the shares and the certificates 
were without the authority of the directors and not binding 
upon the company, and, in my opinion, is inadmissible.

Lord Blackburn in Tin liruilforil Itnnkinij Company Lim
it nl v. Henry liriijijs Sons <(• Company, Limited ( 1886), 5b 
L.J. (ILL.) dG4, at p. dbS. said :—

'I lie Législature are competent to exact that a trading company of this 
sort should have the right to disregard the ordinary rules of justice and 
charge what they knew was one man's property with another man's debt, 
if only that property consisted of shares in the company ; but I do not 
think it possible to construe section 30 (section 3f>. eh. 30. ILS.It.(1011) 
as an enactment to that effect. The Karl of Kelhorne in Tin Nocirlc Urn 
eralc tic Purin V. W alker (64 L.d.K.II. 177. L.IL 14 Q.lt.l). 424), said : 
“I think that according to the true and proper construction of the Com 
panics Act. IKG2. and of the articles of this company there was no « hli 
galion upon the company to accept or preserve any record of notices of 
equitable interests or trusts if actually given or tendered to them and 
that any such notice if given would be absolutely inoperative to affect 
the company with any trust." I do not think it necessary to express any 
opinion as to this, for I do not think that the appellants in this case 
seek to affect the respondents with a trust they seek no more than to 
affect them in their capacity of trailers with knowledge of their (the 
appellants i interests.

In tliv present ease the shares are the property of the plain
tiff. the dividends are the moneys of the plaintiff, and in constru-
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ing the statute law, here required to be construed, I cannot B- C. 
arrive at the eonvlusion that 1 lu* property and moneys of the (.a. 
plaintiff arc chargeable with “another man's debt." that is the wî7sô\ 
debt of Melekov, which was the decision of the learned trial 
Judge. with which, with the greatest respect. I cannot agree. Umi\i\<>

It therefore follows, in my opinion, that the plaintiff is 1 
entitled to the shares registered in his name freed of any lien M iiiimi», i a. 
thereon in favour of the company. Firstly, holding the shares 
as collateral security the liability as a shareholder rests alone 
upon the transferor, Melekov ; secondly, if I should be in error 
in this then the company in approving when it might haw dis
approved of the transfer of the shares and registering the plain
tiff as the transferee thereof, the shares being certified as fully 
paid, is estopped from saying that they are not fully paid shares 
and waived any lien or right to deduct moneys due for calls or 
otherwise by the transferor Melekov. Thirdly, the company 
being aware of tin- fact that Melekov had transferred his shares, 
and that they were held by the plaintiff in trust for the Koval 
Bank of Canada, and that lie had ceased to be the owner of the 
shares, is disentitled to deduct moneys due by way of dividends 
upon shares of which he is no longer the owner. I would there
fore allow the ", the plaintiff to have the costs here and in 
the Court below.

.!/</>< a! allowed.

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA v. WHIELDON. g. C.
Itritish Columbia Court of t /</>«#//. Manlouahl, I.. I trim t. Coltihrr, awl » . 

l/e/'/iiZ/f/.x. ././. I. \pril (I. lflI.*»

1. Vu Arm. MoimixciK (III A—7 )—('onsiiikbation Mow i idks Ktatk

A chattel mortgage in which the consideration was stall'd to In- "a 
loan of *1.200 on promissory note of even date" is not voided under 
the Mills of Sale Ai t. M.C., where in fact a promissory note for that 
amount was then given h\ the mortgager to the mortgagee and the 
whole amount went to his credit subject, to a deduction of an overdue 
account of more than #1.100: the consideration is to he held as truly 
set forth although such overdue debt was not disclosed.

[Crvtlit Co. \. Co It, li Q.B.D. 205. applied. |
2. Masks i $ VIII (’ IS1 )—Statvtory ski i kitiks—Akhuinmkvi m i iiai

TKIj MOBTdAOK.
An assignment of a chattel mortgage by a mortgagee, a trust com 

puny, to a chartered hank on the latter taking over the trust com 
puny's securities and giving credit therefor is not contravention of

D3D
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see. 70 nf tin* Bank Act (Can.), if tin* transaction was entered into 
with good failli and without any intention of evading the provisions 
of that Act.

\Hmil> of Toronto V. Perkins. S Can. S.C.H. 1103. referred to.]

Appeal from a judgment of Murphy, J.
MncIunes, for appellant.
Sir Charles Uibbert Tapper, K.C., for respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.A.:—The plaintiff’s rights in this action arc 
founded upon the chattel mortgage given by the defendant 
Whieldon to the Peoples Trust Company and assigned as the 
plaintiff alleges to it. The action was commenced to restrain the 
defendant Ball from disposing of goods and chattels of his co
defendant Whieldon, and which the plaintiff alleges to be covered 
by the mortgage. Ball’s title depends upon an agreement en
tered into between himself and his co-defendant subsequent to 
the mortgage by the terms of which Ball was authorized to dis
pose of the goods and chattels in question and to hold the pro
ceeds in trust to pay the costs of the sale, to pay himself (Ball) 
an indebtedness which his co-defendant owed him, and to pay 
one May an indebtedness owing to May by defendant Whieldon, 
and if anything should remain it was to belong to defendant 
Ball. By consent the goods and chattels were sold by Ball and 
sufficient of the proceeds paid into Court to satisfy the plaintiff’s 
claim if it should succeed in this action. Ball was in possession 
at the time the action was commenced and therefore the plaintiff 
must succeed if at all on the strength of its own title.

The defendants attacked the mortgage on several grounds: 
they said the consideration was not truly set forth in the mort
gage as required by the Bills of Sale Act. It appears that 
Whieldon owed the Peoples Trust Co. on an overdue account 
$1.119.92. He gave a promissory note to that company for 
$1.200 and gave the mortgage So secure the note. This paid off 
the indebtedness and left a small balance to his credit. In the 
mortgage the consideration was stated to be “a loan of $1.200 
on promissory note of even date.” Therefore, any creditor or 
other person interested in Whieldon‘s estate looking at the 
mortgage would. I think, be justified in concluding that the 
mortgage was given for a present advance. I think that is the 
effect of the statement of the consideration.
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In the absence of authority I should have thought that when 
a statute declares that the true consideration should be set forth 
otherwise the mortgage should be void, that it meant the true 
consideration in substance and not merely in form, and that 
if the real object was to secure a past debt, the concealment of 
that fact by stating the consideration to be money lent on the 
security of a promissory note of even date with the mortgage 
would be an evasion of the statute. But I think I am bound by 
authority to hold otherwise. 1 refer to ('redit Co. v. Pott ( 1880), 
6 Q.B.I). 29f>, which has been referred to without disapproval 
in a number of subsequent cases.

Further attack was made on the ground that the promissory 
note was not attached to the mortgage. The mortgage, however, 
contains a full description of it. and 1 think that is sufficient.

It was also contended oil behalf of the defendants that the 
description of the chattels in the mortgage was insufficient. 
Were this case governed by statutes similar to those in force in 
Ontario and Manitoba 1 think this objection would be fatal. 
But our statute does not require a description of the chattels 
and. therefore, if the instrument described the chattels in such 
a way as to leave their identity capable of ascertainment i think 
it is sufficient. In other words, unless the description is so in
definite ns to render the instrument void for uncertainty 1 
ought to hold the description sufficient.

The chattels are described as a certain number of horses and 
cows and lot) tons of hay, ami all other goods and chattels in 
and upon the premises occupied by the mortgagor, or in and 
upon any other premises the property of the mortgagor, to
gether with all other goods and chattels that may hereafter be 
brought upon the said lands in addition to renewal or substitu
tion of the above enumerated goods and chattels, all of which is 
then described as being in and upon lands therein specified.

Again, it was said that there was not sufficient evidence that 
the goods taken possession of by the defendant Ball and subse 
quentlv sold by him. were the goods or any of the goods described 
in the mortgage.

1 think the learned Judge was entitled to draw the inference 
that the goods sold by Ball and which realized between four and

B. C.
C. A.

WllIEl.IHlN.

Manlonald,
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B. C. five thousand dollars, were all the goods and chattels on the
C. A. premises of Whieldon, at all events that these were more than

Will EI.UON.

sufficient of the goods covered by the mortgage to satisfy the 
plaintiff’s claim.

It. was further contended that there was no legal assignment 
of the mortgage to the plaintiff. 1 think the document of .Janu

Mmdonald, ary 13, 1913, was a sufficient assignment, hence it is unnecessary 
to consider the effect of the subsequent assignment of the Peoples 
Trust for the benefit of their creditors, and the later order for 
the winding up of that company’s estate. The contention that 
the assignment should be accompanied by an affidavit of attesta
tion and an affidavit of burnt fidcs is not in my opinion a sound 
one. By the Bills of Sale Act it is provided that an assignment 
need not be registered. It is, therefore, in a different category to 
the bill of sale itself.

The only other substantial ground of attack upon the mort
gage was that the transaction between the Peoples Trust Co. and 
the plaintiff, evidenced by the agreement of January 13, was so 
far as this mortgage is concerned, a violation of see. 7(i of the 
Bank Act. I do not think it is. The law is not quite settled on 
the point, but it was discussed in the Bank of Toronto v. Perkins 
(1883), 8 S.C.R. 603. Mr. .Justice Gwynnc in that case appears 
to adopt the dicta of Chief Justice Robinson in Commercial Hank 
v. Hank of Upper Canada (1859), 7 Or. 430, in which the bona 
fidcs of the transaction between the bank and its t is
made the test. It is there said that if the mortgage was really 
and in truth taken to secure the loan upon the bill, and not that 
the bill wan created for the purpose of upholding and giving 
colour to the mortgage, the transaction should be sustained. 
That question was treated as a question of fact, and deciding the 
question of fact in this case I have no doubt that as between the 
Peoples Trust Co. and the plaintiff, the transaction was one in 
which neither party had any intention of evading the provisions 
of the Bank Act.

I think, therefore, the appeal must be dismissed.

(ialliher, J.A.

Irving, J.A., concurred with Macdonald, C.J.A.

(Ialliher, J.A. :—This case has caused me no little trouble to 
decide, more especially upon one point, but on the best eon-

Galliher, J.A.

9653
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sidération 1 can give to it 1 have conic to the same conclusion 
as the Chief Justice, in whose reasons for judgment 1 concur.

The point I refer to is whether the mortgage truly sets forth 
the consideration.

I lad it not been for the decision in ('redit Com pu in/ \. roll 
( 1880), (i Q.B.l). 295. which seems exactly in point here, 1 must 
confess I would have inclined to the view that the consideration 
was not truly set forth; however, 1 feel that 1 must defer to the 
better judgment of the eminent Judges of appeal who tried that 
case—approved of as it is in later cases in the English Court of 
Appeal.

McPhillips, J.A.:—In this case the appellant Ball claims 
that the chattel mortgage and assignment thereof upon which 
the Royal Bank (the respondent) bases its claim to the money 
in Court (the goods and chattels were sold and to the extent of 
$1,082.18, paid into Court to await such disposition thereof as 
might be made in this action) is invalid and void upon a number 
of grounds ; as to the chattel mortgage the consideration is not 
truly set forth, being collateral security to the promissory note— 
the promissory note not attached thereto—subject to a defeas
ance not expressed, affidavit of attestation defective in that chat 
tel mortgage now marked as exhibit ; affidavit of bona fidcs not 
made by authorized officer nor does it truly set forth considéra 
tion; description of the goods and chattels insufficient; and no 
proof that the promissory note was ever made or delivered. As 
to the assignment of the chattel mortgage—that same is not duly 
attested by affidavit and is without the affidavit of bona fidcs 
called for by the Bills of Sale Act—and was not executed by 
the proper officer of the Westminster Trust Company—liquida
tor of the Peoples Trust Co. Ltd.—as required by sec. 20 of Un
winding Vp Act (R.S.C., <-h. 144. 1906), that tin Peoples Trust 
Co. Ltd. having on January 29. 1913. executed a general assign
ment of all its assets real and personal to assignees for the 
benefit of creditors—same became vested in the assignees inclu
sive of the chattel mortgage in question and. therefore, could 
not assign the chattel mortgage to the bank on September 15. 
1912—that the bank cannot set up any title to the goods and 
chattels under the agreement of January 13. 1913. in that same
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B. C.

C. A.

Bank of 
Canada

WniELDON.

McPbillipa, J.A.

was not pleaded and in any event invalid by reason of section 76 
of the Bank A et ( R.S., eh. 29, 1906), and that the bank failed to 
identify the goods and chattels sold by the appellant Ball and 
there was failure to prove the specific goods and chattels of 
which conversion was alleged or the measure of damages sus
tained by the bank.

The appeal was very exhaustively argued by counsel for the 
appellant, but in my opinion the appeal really resolves itself 
into exceeding small compass, as presented by the learned counsel 
for the bank.

All the objections both as to substance and technicality to the 
chattel mortgage and the assignment thereof may at once be 
swept away when it is seen that the appellant Ball was in no way 
a purchaser for value or otherwise entitled to the goods and 
chattels sold by him, the document under which title was claimed 
clearly disproves this, being the agreement of surrender of lease 
of date, August 11. 1913, paragraph 2 thereof reading as follows:

2. Tim party of tin* first part (tin* appellant Mall I shall on or before 
the 31st «lay of October, 111 13, cause to lie sold by public auction which shall 
he well and sufficiently advertised for a period of two weeks preceding 
the sale, all the said goods, chattels and effects being crop farm stock of 
whatsoever nature the property of the party of the second part (the de
fendant Whieldon) and situate on the premises hereinbefore described or 
either of them.

It will be, therefore, seen that tin1 appellant Ball in making 
the sale of the goods and chattels was selling not his goods and 
chattels, but the goods and chattels of the defendant Whieldon, 
and there is no evidence whatever to substantiate any claim that 
the goods when sold under distress for rent or that the appellant 
Ball was in any other way rightly entitled to the goods and 
chattels.

In the result of things the sale was really a sale by the appel
lant Ball with the authority of the defendant Whieldon, the 
mortgagor under the chattel mortgage to the Peoples Trust <’o. 
Ltd., which chattel mortgage was duly assigned to the bank— 
this being the situation of matters, it is plain that all the excep
tions taken as to the validity of the chattel mortgage wholly fail. 
However, were it necessary for me to decide upon the many ex
ceptions taken to the validity of the chattel mortgage and the 
assignment thereof I do not hesitate to say that none of them
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have merit or in any why impugn the full force and validity 
of the chattel mortgage and the assignment thereof.

The defence which was most strongly pressed before this ^ 
Court and the Court below was the invalidity of the transaction 
—and reliance was placed upon see. 7(1 of the Bank Act- and 
that the transaction was one of lending money on goods in 
consideration of a present advance.

I have carefully and anxiously scanned, weighed and consid
ered the agreement of January 13. 1913. between the Peoples 
Trust Co. Ltd. and the bank, and have come to the conclusion 
that it is an agreement that can be well supported in the light 
afforded as to what the law really is in respect to matters of this 
character, and it must be recollected that it plainly was not the 
intention of Parliament to render impossible that which is neces
sary in the carrying on of banking business and the safeguarding 
of business and financial affairs generally. The authorities which 
support the transaction here impeached in my opinion are the 
following: Re Ontario Haul;, liant; of Montreal’s Claim ( 1910), 
21 O.L.R. 1 : McFarland v. liant; of Montreal and ltoynl Trust ('o. 
(1911). 80 L.J.P.C. 83; Ontario Rant; v. McAllister (1911). 43 
S.C.R. 338. Mr. Justice MacLaren Re Ontario liant;, supra, at 
pp. 32 and 33, said :—

These hanks, being corporations created by the Rank Act. have, in 
addition to the powers conferred upon them by that Act, the power under 
the Interpretation Act. R.S.R.C. 1606, eh. 1. sec. .'JO. “to acquire and 
hold personal property or removables for the purposes for which the cor
poration is constituted, and to alienate the same at pleasure.”

By sec. 76 of the Rank Act. “the bank may . . . (c| deal in. dis
count and lend money and make advances upon the security of, and take 
as collateral security for any loan made by it. bills of exchange, bonds, 
debentures and obligations of municipal and other corporations, whether 
secured by mortgage or otherwise, or Dominion, provincial. British, foreign 
and other publie securities; and (d) engage in and carry on such business 
generally as appertains to the business of banking."

The powers conferred by these two sections are wide enough to include 
the transaction in question. Clause 2 of the agreement speaks of it as 
being a “purchase by way of discount and rediscount.” Strictly speaking, it 
is not a sale by the Ontario Bank and a purchase by the Bank of Montreal 
of the assets in question. There is no price named, nor do we find the other 
indicia of a sale. It is in substance rather a loan or advance by the Bank 
of Montreal of the money necessary to meet the liabilities of the Ontario 
Bank as they become due, and the Bank of Montreal is to apply the

WlIJRI.OOX,

IfcPhUlipa. I.A.
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m-'iicy realized from the securities transferred to it towards meeting those 
liabilities and repayment of these advances with interest.

I'rnler the above mentioned sections there is, in my opinion, ample auth
ority for the agreement in question. It was in reality a borrowing by the 
Ontario Bank and a lending by the Bank of Montreal, a dealing in the 
bills of exchange, promissory note, and other negotiable securities, an 
alienation by the Ontario Bank and an acquisition by the Bank of Mon
treal, and it was surely such business generally as appertains to the 

Mc Phillips. J. A. business of banking. This Court decided in Montgomery v. Ityan, lli O.L.K.
7*>. that a bank incorporated under our Bank Act could sell either the 
account of one of its customers or the promissory note which evidenced the 
debt. See also Mini V. Sharp I 1H4M). 17 L.J. Ex. 200, at p. 212, ami llals- 
bnry's Laws of England, vol. I. pp. 020. 031.

This is not a vast- of the Royal Bank entering into a trans
action with another bank subject to the Bank Act as the Peoples 
Trust Co. Ltd. is not so subject, but that does not really affect 
the question of law. The Peoples Trust Co. Ltd. had engaged in 
business—in some respects analogous to that engaged in by a 
bank subject to the Bank Act—but not in contravention of it, 
and to acquire the business so carried on was, in my opinion, 
the doing of something by the Royal Bank appertaining to the 
business of banking.

It is contended that because of the fact that the promissory 
note of the defendant Whicldon was secured by the chattel mort
gage in question that the Royal Bank in taking over the promis
sory note of the defendant Whicldon and the chattel mortgage 
securing the same contravened sec. 70 of the Bank Act, when the 
Royal Bank in conformity with the agreement of January 18, 
1913, took from the Peoples Trust Co. Ltd. the promissory note 
endorsed as agreed upon for $30,341.31, that note to be deposited 
to the credit of the Peoples Trust Co. Ltd. in a special account to 
be opened as the Peoples Trust Co. Ltd. account in trust for 
depositors of South Hill branch, but the Peoples Trust Co., nor 
the directors thereof, were not to be at liberty to withdraw any 
portion of the proceeds of the promissory note until the whole 
of the depositors had been paid in full and the liability of the 
Peoples Trust Co. Ltd. and the directors to the Royal Bank and 
the liability to the depositors of the Peoples Trust Co. Ltd. was 
completely discharged and only thereafter such sum as remained 
should be paid over.

This in effect amounted to what might be termed a guarantee

B. C. 

G. A.
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to cover the amounts due to the depositors, it being a matter of 
estimate though that the deposit accounts would be met by the 
amount outstanding upon loans secured by promissory notes, bills 
of exchange and other securities, of which the chattel mortgage 
in question in this action was one, the amount of the loans being 
$20.078.fit), the difference between this amount and the $30,341.31 
being by the Peoples Trust Co. Ltd. paying the Royal
Bank as well in cash $4,762.81, that is the amount of the loans 
being got in with this cash payment the total amount due the 
depositors would be met.

B. C.

C. A.

Whif.mmix.

Mci'hilllps .1.4.

The agreement cannot be said to be one easy of construction, 
yet after all it would really seem to be more one of purchase than 
one of the borrowing by the Peoples Trust Co. Ltd., and a lend 
ing by the Royal Bank, in fact it can be said to be the former, 
but if the latter I am of the opinion that it is supportable and 
not affected by sec. 76 of the Bank Act.

It was in the agreement provided that within a period of six 
months certain of the promissory notes, bills of exchange and 
securities might, at the election of the Royal Bank, be rejected, 
but at the expiration of that period they were deemed to be 
taken over by the bank and the Peoples Trust Co. Ltd. then 
became entitled to credit therefor and amongst others so taken 
over and the securities held therewith was the promissory note 
and the chattel mortgage securing the same of the defendant 
Whieldon.

The evidence is that the agreement was carried out and the 
transfers made of the various properties real and personal by 
the Peoples Trust Co. Ltd. to the Royal Bank and the cash pay
ments made by the Peoples Trust Co. Ltd. to the Royal Bank 
at least I so understand the evidence and it was not contended 
otherwise upon the argument of the appeal, viz., the $4,762.81 
provided for in paragraph 8 and the $12,500 provided for in 
paragraph 16 of the agreement therefore we have a completed 
agreement and an effective purchase which in my opinion the 
Royal Bank was at liberty to make and the transaction was not 
ultra vires in its nature and does not offend in my opinion any 
of the provisions of the Bank Act, but is a transaction which can 
be said to be one in ordinary course in the discharge of the busi
ness of banking and appertaining thereto.

6411
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Will ELDON. 

M.Phillip*. J.A.

The present case has few features differing from that of Re 
Ontario Rank and McFarland v. Rank of Montreal and Royal 
Trust Co., supra, and in my opinion it is unnecessary to further 
enlarge upon the analogy and similarity of the facts, it must he 
taken as an assumed fact that in all cases where a transaction of 
the nature of that between the Montreal and Ontario Ranks 
takes place—that there will lie securities which will be trans
ferred—no doubt properly taken in the discharge of banking 
business and in conformity with the Rank Act, and when in their 
nature mortgages upon real or personal property so taken for 
debts past due to the bank, and unquestionably these securities 
would be capable of being enforced. In the present case the chattel 
mortgage which in my opinion the Royal Bank is entitled to 
claim under, was taken in due course by the Peoples Trust Co. 
Ltd. when an advance was made, that company not being subject 
to the Rank Act and it was a security it was entitled to take and 
being transferred to the Royal Bank under the provisions of the 
agreement of January 13, 1913, it becomes a security enforceable 
by the bank in the carrying out of the terms of that agree
ment.

In Ontario Rank v. McAllister (1911), 43 S.(\R. 338, the 
Thief Justice of Canada (the Right Honourable Sir Charles 
Fitzpatrick) said, at pp. 847-348, when dealing with the conten
tion that there was a violation of the Rank Act :—

With respect to the alleged violation of the section of the Hank Act 
which prohibits trafficking in or carrying on the business of buying and 
selling goods, wares and merchandise, this was an isolated transaction 
entered into to enable the hank to realize the amount of an indebtedness 
which had been legally contracted and anything done for that purpose can
not nlfeot the legality of the transaction under which the bank acquired 
the assets of the company and assumed its obligation under the lease.

How destructive of .the possibility of the entry into such an 
agreement as is in question in this ease, to hold that the security 
under which the Royal Rank is claiming is unenforceable, an 
agreement which is in no way attached—a bond fide agree
ment—and all to the end and purpose that the depositors of the 
Peoples Trust Co. Ltd. be paid the moneys due and owing to 
them out of the assets of that company.

Further, we have Mr. Justice Davies saying, at p. 333 of 
Ontario Rank v. McAllister, supra:—
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Hanking liunhiv** in (ana«la mil ut from the very cir<-imi*tanct‘M •• f the 
cn*«*. I wlmuhl imagine. In- vumlncteil ii|»»i a liruailer ami nomewliat more 
elastic hasi* than in fully developed Inisinew* communities such as limit 
Britain and in construing the power* conferred upon hanks to carry on 
suck bimiiHHH generally as appertains la the hit si mss of hanl,in<i. it is fair 
that Canadian condition* should he fully considered and allowed for.

In niv count ruction of hoc. 7« of thv Bank Act tlu* taking 
of the assignment of the chattel mortgage called in question in 
the present ease was not ultra vins of the Royal Bank and that 
the chattel mortgage was and is enforceable security.

B. C.

C. A.

Hank or

WniKi.no*. 

M.-Ptiillli*. J.A.

That the chattel mortgage was well and sufficiently assigned 
in my opinion cannot Ik» successfully gainsaid; the assignment 
was duly carried out- following the terms of the agreement of 
January 13. 1913—by the Peoples Trust Co. Ltd., by its liqui
dators. the Westminster Trust Limited, through one J. J. Jones, 
its principal officer, designated by the Court pursuant to the 
order of Gregory. J.. under date of February 24. 1914, and was 
in my opinion sufficiently authorized.

That the appellant Ball is not to be admitted to contest the 
legality or validity of the chattel mortgage and the assignment 
thereof has already been passed upon- it being my opinion that 
he cannot—he was merely the agent for the sale of goods and 
chattels the property of the defendant Whieldon in no way a 
purchaser thereof for value or otherwise entitled to them, and as 
the defendant Whieldon admittedly can not take any exception 
in the matter it is clear that the appellant Ball cannot {(Iran v. 
Stout ( 1893), 69 L.T. 282), the conversion was wrongful and the 
Royal Bank in my opinion was and is entitled to the moneys 
lodged in Court being representative of the goods and chattels 
to which the Royal Bank was entitled—and wrongfully con 
verted and sold.

In the result, in my opinion, the judgment of Mr. Justice 
Murphy, the learned trial Judge, should lie affirmed and the 
appeal dismissed.

A\>\nnl dismissed.
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B. C. DUMPHY v. CARIBOO TRADING CO.

C. A.
Hrilisli Columbia Court of 1 /i/aal. MnrilonulJ. C.J.A.. lrrin<i. Martin, 

liallilnr. ami McIMiillips. JJ..I. April ti. l!l|5.
1. BROKERS (g II II 2—10)—llKAI. ESTATE IIHOKKHH—( OMPKXS.VHOX l'AIE- 

PUE TU COMPLETE TRANSACTION 1,1 A si; M A UE IIY PRINCIPAL.
Where a real estate broker's claim for commission is based upon 

his having procured a purchaser ready, willing and able to carry out 
the deal upon the terms .specified, and that the vendor hiuiaelf made a 
lease which prevented the carrying out of the proposed sale, the 
broker must shew that, had it not been for the lease, the proposed 
purchaser was ready and willing to carry out the deal on the terms 
upon which the property was listed.

Statement Appeal by defendant front decision of Macdonald, J. 
llarvey, K.( for appellant.
ftitchie, K.( for respondent.

Murdonald,

Irring, J.A, 
(dissenting)

Martin. J.A.

Mavdonaij), C.J.A., agreed with (Jaia.iiier, J.A.
Irving, J.A., dissented.

Martin, J.A.. agreed with Galliher, J.A.
Galliher, J. A. Galliher, J.A. : 1 n my opinion, this appeal narrows down 

to a consideration of whether the plaintiffs * a pur
chaser ready, willing and able to carry out the deal upon the 
terms

As to whether the purchaser was able to carry out the deal, 
while 1 might not have conn* to the same conclusion as the 
learned Judge, 1 am not prepared to say he was wrong.

There is only left for consideration then whether he was 
ready and willing.

Accepting the learned trial Judge's view that ( 'unliffc should 
not have entered into the lease, and by so doing prevented him
self from carrying out the arrangements which he made with 
the plaintiffs (as the Judge finds) that is not a complete answer 
—the plaintiffs must shew that, had it not been for the lease, the 
proposed purchaser was ready and willing to carry out the deal 
on the terms set out.

The purchaser Turner says he was. and if that answer stood 
alone it would be an end of the matter, but I think we should 
consider all the evidence and circumstances applicable to this
answer.

It is to be noted that when Turner and his agent Kid ridge

9677
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were up at tin* property, they left without giving any intima- B.C.
tion that they were desirous of purchasing or making any direct c. A.
offer of purchase, and while thev looked over the land and stock ----

. . Pcmimiyin a general way they did not go into the matter so as to a seer- r.
tain whether there was approximately the quantity indicated in tkuiTxu
the memorandum on which the lump sum of $180.000 was Imsed ( "•
—not feeling desirous of purchasing, as they sav, as the lease n.mi.cr. i.a. 

stood in the way.
Nevertheless one year afterwards Turner swears he would 

have purchased hut for the lease.
I can hardly understand that. 1 could understand it if he 

hail said that, finding the lease in the way 1 did not consider the 
other features at all so as to say whether 1 would or would not 
have purchased, had not, for instance, the number of cattle, 
quantity of hay or stock of goods in the store been below the 
mark.

. Mow could he truthfully say he would have completed tin- 
deal but for the lease, if he had never placed himself in a posi
tion to judge of the amount and values of the chattels which 
formed a very considerable item in tin* transaction.

A discussion arose on this very point and the evidence of both 
Turner and Eldridge is clear that they were claiming that they 
would deduct for any shortage and < 'unliffc refused to agree 
to this, saying the sale was for a lump sum and he would not in 
effect guarantee the quantity.

Take for instance the item of cattle. There was supposed to 
be 550 head, and these on the hoof were valued at $80 per head 
or a total of $44,750.

('unliffc said. “I think there is that many more or less, but 
if not 1 w ill not stand for deduction for shortage, ” and Eldridge 
in Turner’s presence claimed that lie would deduct $85 per head 
for every head short and in like manner regarding the other 
chattels.

If Turner had gone on and satisfied himself that approxi
mately the goods and chattels wore there or was there anything 
to shew that he had decided to take a chance, or in other words, 
that there was in his mind then the purpose to close the deal 
but for the lease. 1 might take a different view on this branch,
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B. C. but in the light of tht* evidence mid the Hurrouiiding eireum-

( A. stances I feel that 1 cannot accept the Imld statement that he

Cakihoo 
TRAD! X'.

' to.

would have purchased but for the lease.
Of course 1 feel the difficulty 1 am in as the learned trial 

Judge has accepted this as sufficient, but this is hardly a case 
of demeanour of witnesses or contradictory evidence, but rather

OaUiher, J.A. of drawing an inference from circumstances and uncontradicted 
evidence.

Although not necessary to the decision on this point 1 cannot 
say that the manner in which the plaintiff admits he proposed 
dickering for the first payment by exchange of Vancouver pro
perty impresses me very strongly as to the genuineness of his 
intention to purchase on the vendor's terms.

1 would allow the appeal.

Mcl‘hilllps, J.A.
(dissenting)

McPlIIMJPK, J.A.. dissented.
Appeal allowed.

B. C. ROYAL TRUST v. HOLDEN.

('. A. Itritisli Coliimbio Court of A/ipial. Irrinij. Martin, (lallilirr. anil MrChillijiH,
-1 J.A. April ii, 1015.

1. Ski orr am» coimkhii.aim i § 1 I)—20)—Thvstkk ami cestui que

Then* may hv a set-off against tin* trustee of a <h-ht due from tin* 
instiii ipir trust in respect of tin* fund to which tin* latter would In* 
entitled on its coining into the trustee's hands. ( Per Irving and 
Martin. .Id.)

| Hanhrs v. Jarris, | 19031 1 K.1I. 540, 72 L..I.K.II. 207. followed. |

Statement Aitkai. from judgment of Clement. J.

I{. M. Macdonald, for appellant.
«S'. «S*. Ta pi or, K.C., for respondent.

Ining. J.A. litvino, J.A.:—The plaintiff sues for $‘2.000 on the defend- 
ant's covenant contained in an agreement dated February 5, 
101*2. made between Annette Holden, of the first part, and the de
fendant of the second part, and the plaintif!' therein called the 
trustee of the third part.

The agreement contains the following recital :
Whereas differences have arisen between the parties of the first and 

second part, and an action is now pending Is-tween them in the Supreme 
Court of British Columbia, wherein the party of the first" part has made 
certain claims against the party of the second part, which claims the
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party of tin* second part doen not admit, but in order to settle all matters 
in difference between the parties, and to make a provision for the support 
and maintenance of the party of the first part, the party of the second 
part has consented to enter into the arrangement hereinafter set out.

By the first clause it was agreed that the plaintiff should pay 
$1,000 on the execution of the document and costs to be taxed 
and also—and this is the money sued for—at the expiration of 
every six months thereafter the sum of $1,000 in cash, until the 
aggregate amount . . . shall amount to $8.000.

The third clause provided as follows :
As and when the said sums are received the trustee shall pay the 

same to the party of the first part, but it is hereby mutually agreed between 
nil the parties hereto, that the trustee shall not recognize any assignment 
of the said moneys, whether due or accruing due at any time made or pur
porting to be made by the party of the first part to any other person or 
persons, but the party of the first part shall, in each instance. <itisf\ the 
trustee that the said payments are being made to the party of the first 
part personally, and for her sole use and henelit i nothing herein shall pre
vent the party of the first part from bequeathing the same to aux of her 
relations). and in consideration of the premises and of the agreements 
hereinbefore contained on the part of the party of the second part, the 
party of the first part doth hereby for herself, her heirs, executors, and 
administrators hereby release and forever discharge the party of the 
second part, his heirs, executors and administrators of and from all man
ner of action, causes of action, debts, accounts, covenants. «• utructs, claims 
and demands whatsoever which the party of the liM part ever had, now 
has. or which her heirs, executors, administrators or assigns or any of 
them hereafter can. shall or may have against the party of the second part, 
or his heirs, executors or administrators, for or by rcas >n of any cause, 
matter or thing whatsoever, existing up to the present time.

The defendant pleaded that the said Annette llulden was 
by virtue of a judgment of this Court, dated dune 10. 1912. 
indebted to him in the sum of $1.082; and. by virtue of an order 
of the Privy Council, dated August 8. 1911, was also indebted 
to him in the sum of £42 4s. 2d, or $200. and claimed to set off 
these sums against the amount sued for.

The defendant paid into Court the difference, viz., $700. At 
the trial, the learned Chief Justice upheld the defence of set off 
and gave judgment for $700.

The next point for our decision is. can the defendant set 
off against the trustee a debt due from the ctslui qur trust*

The plaintiff’s contention is that as these are not mutual 
debts, nor in the same right, there can be no set off.

B. C.

C. A.

Irving, J.A.
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It would appear that prior to tin* statutes of set off. Courts 
of equity did not exercise any jurisdiction as to set off, unless 
some peculiar equity intervened, independently of the mere 
fact of mutual unconnected accounts.

At common law there was originally no right of set off at all 
(declining to follow in this respect the Civil Law where com
pensation was freely allowed). That it was not till the statute 
of set off in the reign of George II. that there was any such right 
established, and they only applied to cases of mutual debts.

Kquity followed and even extended the law. the Courts, of 
equity holding that certain cases were within the equity of the 
statute although not within their actual words.

Sir George Jessel. AI.IL. tells us in lit W'hih house, 9 Ch.D. 
597, that Courts of equity did allow set off. but the Court of 
equity, following the spirit of the statute would not allow a man 
to set off, even at law, where there was an equity to prevent his 
doing so, that is to say where the rights, although legally mutual, 
were not equitably mutual.

Now, as the plaintiffs arc the representatives of Annette Hol
den. and suing for her benefit, 1 can see no equity to prevent the 
defendant setting off her debt to him against the plaintiff’s claim. 
On the other hand I think the relationship of the trustee to 
Annette Holden constitutes some equitable ground for the defen
dant being protected against the plaintiff’s demand.

There arc many instances of a trustee suing on behalf of 
another being met with a set off: liankes v. Jarvis, 11903) I 
K.B. 551, 72 L.J.K.B. 207, is one, and that ease seems to me to 
be in defendant’s favour.

The argument that is based on the theory that this was “an 
inalienable provision for her” like the pension in (iallurcoh v. 
Smith ( 1880). 17 Cli.D. 1. cannot be supported on the agree
ment of the parties. The “provision” in that case was exempt 
from set off by reason of public policy laid down by statute.

The expression “mutual debts” is somewhat hard to under
stand according to the old cases, but when we see in the ancient 
and approved form of plea given in liullcn v. Leake, 3rd ed., 
«82. viz.:—

'Mint the plnintill. nt tin* iMiiimcneemviit of tin- -nit wa* ami still is 
indebted to tin* defendant in mi amount equal t > the plnintiiï's claim . . .
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we arc relieved to find that ‘'mutual debts” mean practically 
debts due from either party to the other for liquidated sums, 
or money demands which can be ascertained with certainty at 
the time of pleading—;xr Kennedy, L.J., in Bennett v. White, 
[1910| 2 K.B. at 648, 79 L.J.K.B. 1133.

I do not think tlie form of tin- judgment to lx- taken against 
a married woman enters into the question we have to decide.

I would dismiss the appeal.

Martin, .I.A. : By an agreement under seal dated February 
5, 1912, Annette Holden and the defendant arrived at a settle
ment of certain recited claims of hers against the defendant 
then in litigation in an action in the Supreme Court of British 
( 'olumbia, and
in • iili‘1' to settle all matters iu dÜTerence between the parties ami t<> make 
a provision for the support and maintenance of said

Annette Holden the defendant agreed to pay to the plaintiff 
company as trustee for her. a certain sum in cash and .$1.000 
every six months until $8.000 in all were paid. In considera
tion of the foregoing Annette Holden in the same instrument 
gave the defendant a general release of all demands, but there 
was no corresponding release by defendant to her. It vas the 
duty of the trustee to pay the moneys over to her "personally " 
upon being satisfied that she had not assigned them. Two in
stalments due August f>, 1913. and February 1914. have ad
mittedly not been paid, but the defendant claims to set off 
against them certain costs due to him by said Annette llolden 
in unsuccessful actions brought against him by her as appears 
by three certificates and allocators tiled ; the orders or judgments 
upon which these were issued are not before us.

So far as the right to set off against the plaintiff, the trustee, 
is concerned, the case is governed in principle by Han Les v. ./arris, 
[1903] 72 L.J.K.B. 267, in favour of the defendant. And I am 
unable also to take the view that in those circumstances any
thing turns here upon the question of any particular form of 
order or judgment, even if we had them before us. In fact. I 
cannot see how any question of separate estate arises at all 
seeing that it is a question merely of the woman being person-

B.C.

V. A.

Irvin».'. I.A,
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B. C. ally liable* to the* plaintiff for voulu of her unsue-erssful actions
C. A. against him. which debts lie sets off against money in his own

SS
hands which is payable to her “personally.”

Something was said about the appropriation of the money
If CM.DK N. for the* specific purpose of the woman's maintenance* distin

Martin. J.A. guishing this case, but even if that were so the difficulty here is 
that it was to be paid for two purposes, viz., (a) to settle the 
action, and (/i) for maintenance, and who e*an say how much 
was to be* appropriated for either purpose. In such indefinite 
circumstances there could be no definite, or any. appropriation.

In liiv opinion, the appeal should be dismissed.

Oallihrr, J. A. Galuhkr, J.A.:—I’m 1er the* agreement of February 5, 1912 
(A.B. 35), the parties of the first and second part have agived 
upon a sum certain in settlement of the* claims made by Annette 
Holden and for providing for 4he support and maintenance of 
the said Annette Holden.

Whether William Holden was or was not at that time obliged 
to provide for the maintenance and support of Annette Hidden 
lie* has entered into an agreement to do so and is estopped from 
raising that question—in fact if truly read, 1 think the con
sideration for the granting of moneys for support and mainten
ance was the settlement of all claims and disputes lietween them.

In a ease where the agreement was for maintenance and 
support only—could the defemlant set off as against moneys pay
able under that agreement any debt which he might recover 
against Annette Hidden? 1 think not. The* moneys were to be* 
applied to a specific purpose and in such a ease* mutual creel its 
e*e>uhl not arise*. The parties have agre*e*el to a sum ne»e*e*Nsary 
and suflieie*nt for a specific purpose, ami it has liven so alle>e*ati*el, 
ami to elive-rt any part of those* inemeys would be* contrary to the 
expre-ss intent and agreement of both parties, nor do 1 think 
the ele*fe*mlant is in any better position by reason of the* fae*t 
that the* agreeme*nt recites in aeldition to the* precision for main-, 
tenane'e and support that it is also in settlement of all edaims and 
disputes lietween the parties.

In r< Polir ft, e.r pnrh Minor ( 1893). 62 L.J.Q.H. 236, a soli
citor having a bill of e*eists already owing te» him by a debtor
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refused to do further work unless a eertain sum was paid him 
for future services, and the debtor having paid him £15 for this 
purpose, eertain work was done, and before the sum was ex
hausted and while there was some £12 still in the hands of the 
solicitor the debtor was adjudged bankrupt. This sum of £12 
was claimed by the trustee in bankruptcy.

It was held that this money became due to the trustee at the 
moment of bankruptcy.

The solicitor claimed the right to set oft' the amount of his 
prior debt against this money in his hands and the Master of 
the Rolls, whose judgment was concurred in by Lindley, and 
Smith. L.JJ.. deals with the claim at p. 25K, in these words :

It was a Un contended that this is a va<;- of mutual cmlit and that the 
residue of the £15 ought to he set oil- against the amount due from the 
bankrupt to the solicitor in respect of work previously done. Put the 
money was paid for specific purpose, and that being so. there could n it he 
any mutual credit.

See also remarks of Williams. .1., in Mul-Kvnt Fruit Fin lorn 
(1896). 65 L.J. i ll. 250.

But if these eases are distinguishable as being in proceedings 
under the Bankruptcy Act. which 1 do not determine, there is 
another clause in the agreement which, coupled with the recital 
is. I think, a complete answer to the defendant *s contention.

The portion of clause :{ which I refer to is as follows;—
As and when the said sums arc received, the trustee shall pay the name 

to the party of the first part, hut it is hereby mutually agreed between all 
the parties hereto, that the trustee shall not recognize any assignment of 
the said moneys, whether due or accruing due at any time made or pur
porting to he made by the party of.the first part to any other person or 
persons, hut the party of the first part shall, in each instance, satisfy the 
trustee that the said payments are being made to the party of the first 
part personally, and for her sole use and benefit.

The effect of this clause which all parties mutually agree to 
is to prevent Annette Holden from in any way anticipating 
payment of the e monies and what William Holden is now 
attempting to do is in effect to anticipate payments.

I would allow the appeal.

MvRihlmps, J.A.. agrees with Galliiikr, ,1.A.

Appeal iliumissnl.

'

titiT)

B.C.

C. A.

Tm «T

—
Oallihcr. J.A.
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ONT. ACKERSVILLER v. COUNTY OF PERTH.

SC. Ontario Sn/trcnir Court. Mrrcitith, C..I.C.I\

1. Il h; ii ways (gIVAl—120)—Repair of—Financial ability—Keakox-
AIII.E STATE FOR TRAFFIC RK(jl 1HK.MKNTK.

The statutory duty of a municipality to keep its highway* in repair 
may lie limited by its financial ability in view of the limitation placed 
by statute upon its borrowing powers ; the duty of the municipality 
is to keep the roads under its control in a reasonably suUicictil state 
for tradio re<|tiirements.

2. Highways ig III—104)—Municipality raising roadway—Covering
ditch—Substantial danger—Wing wall or guard.

Where a municipality in order more easily to perform its duty to 
repair, raises tin* roadway or lowers a ditch across it so as to create 

. a substantial danger, it is its duty to provide a guard (ex. _#/;•. a 
"wing wall”) on the culvert so as to prevent vehicles going oil the 
road into the ditch.

Statement Action to recover damages for personal injuries sustained 
by the plaintiff and for injury to his motor ear, by reason, as 
he alleged, of the negligence of the defendants, the Corporations 
of the County of Perth, the Townships of Downie and South 
Easthope, and the City of Stratford, in failing to keep a high
way in repair.

Ii. T. Harding and M. 0. Owens, for the plaintiff.
(i. (!. McPherson, KM'., for the defendants the county and 

township corporations.
Ii. S. Robertson, for the defendant city corporation.

Mwedlth. Meredith, C.J.C.P.:—The main facts of the case are plain;
I have no doubt about them : the plaintiff had proceeded 
in his motor ear along the highway which forms the 
boundary line between the city of Stratford and one of 
the two defendant townships, until he had reached, and 
just crossed, the highway in question, which runs between 
the said two townships to the place in question, whence it 
runs into the city of Stratford. Having reached that point, the 
plaintiff stopped, and then backed into the highway in which 
the accident happened, with a view to turning around and going 
back on the same highway by which he had come. In thus 
backing around he reached the edge of the bank at the culvert, 
on the left hand side of the road, with the result that the ear 
turned over into the ditch ; he went too far on that tack, thereby
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making the drop into the ditch inevitable. Nothing, as I find, 
depended on the width of the road or its condition in any re
spect, except that there was no device of any kind to prevent 
anything or any one going into the ditch if it or he went far 
enough in that direction: if the road had been adamant, and 
extended to the end of the culvert—another 18 inches—1 have no 
manner of doubt that the plaintiff would have gone over the 
bank, and have gone over without the little chance that the 
wheel beginning to sink on the edge of the soft earth gave him 
to recover ground by a swift forward movement. The night 
was dark: the man had no means of seeing just where he was, 
even if he had looked behind; his one guide was his position as 
indicated by the light of the lamps of his car thrown upon tin1 
road in front of him ; he had not, 1 find, completed his intended 
backward turn, when the sinking of the wheel indicated his 
danger: then, I am satisfied, he applied the powerful lever brake, 
called the emergency brake, which was found, after the accident, 
to be firmly set ; but then it was too late ; the car was then on 
too frail ground for any such action to save it ; the only chance, 
if there were indeed any. was immediate forward move
ment. . . .

The one substantial question in the ease is: Were the 
defendants, or any of them, guilty of negligence in regard 
to the plaintiff in not having placed an efficient guard of 
some kind at the side of the road at the place where the acci
dent happened?

The statute-imposed duty of a municipality in regard to the 
care of highways is to keep them in repair: the Highway Im
provement Act adds the word “maintain,” but unnecessarily, 
as it seems to me, for to keep in repair necessarily includes main
tenance, whilst maintenance does not necessarily include all that 
must be done to keep in repair: in other words, a road, or any
thing else, may be maintained, though not in a sufficient state of 
repair; and keeping in repair necessarily includes renewal; 
and so it is that, under the one word, whilst a blazed line 
through the woods may be a sufficient state of repair under 
some circumstances, nothing short of the best of road 
construction will do under other circumstances. The stat-

ONT

S.O.

Co I N TV OF
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ONT. utc does not *ay that any municipality shall pave its streets, 
s. c. but it says that which necessarily compels pavement where
■ 7 pavement is needed: the municipality shall keep the road

vii.i.KH in repair; and where the traffic is great that injunction
OOUWTY OF>vxty of can bo obeyed only, in places of great traffic, by the construction 

Vkstii. of paved ways. That is, as it seems to me, quite plain; and has
Meredith, been, as I have always understood it, the law in this respect as

it has always been administered in this Court. But that duty 
may be limited by the money means which the municipality has; 
and that is not Court-made law: another statute limits the 
money-raising power of every municipality: the two statutes are 
of equal authority and must not la? interpreted to conflict with 
one another; hence it is commonly said, with substantial ac
curacy, that the municipality must, g regard to its means, 
keep the roads under its control in this respect, in a state rea
sonably sufficient for the requirements of the traffic over them.

It was an important road with a good deal of traffic over it, 
as the action of the county municipality in assuming it, and 
the fact that the place in question is a place of junction of the 
whole four defendant municipalities, shew. And at this place 
the defendant county municipality made a ditch, four feet deep, 
with a culvert, four feet in height, running into it, and left the 
ditch without any guard-rail or other protection against person, 
animal, or vehicle going over the bank into it—an obviously 
dangerous exploit, especially in the case of a heavy carriage such 
as the plaintiff drove over it. . . .

It may be, indeed it must be, difficult to draw the line be
tween the place that must be and that which need not be guarded, 
in order to keep a highway in repair. Different places have 
their different circumstances, and each must be dealt with as it 
arises; dealt with, not according to the notion of the particular 
Judge before whom it is tried, but according to the evidence; 
but where a municipality, in order more easily to perform their 
duty to repair, raise the road, or lower the ditch, so as to create 
a substantial danger, I would, generally speaking, find it to be 
their duty reasonably to guard it.

Vpon the evidence adduced in this case, 1 find that the 
defendant county municipality owed a duty to the plaintiff.

4
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and to all other persons lawfully travelling upon the road in 
question, to provide some efficient guard against the accident 
which happened, and all like accidents arising from the danger 
which the unguarded ditch creates: that neglect of that duty was 
the proximate cause of the accident and of all the injury which 
was the result of it ; and that, if there were any negligence on the 
part of the plaintiff, it was not a proximate cause of the acci
dent, nor was it contributory negligence disentitling the plaintiff 
to recover in this action.

It is proved that “wing-walls," built up so as to have 
afforded ample protection, would have cost but from $30 to $35, 
and, as I have said, there is no evidence that this wealthy county 
would have been hampered, in any money sense, if it had ex
pended that sum at the place in question, and any other sums 
of money required to give the like protection in all other places, 
if any, requiring it, upon any of the highways which this muni
cipality is statute-bound to keep in repair.

The plaintiff is, accordingly, entitled to recover from the 
defendant county municipality damages—reasonable compen
sation under all the circumstances of the ease— for the injuries 
he sustained in the accident ; and the other defendants arc en
titled to have this action dismissed as to them.

In regard to damages: the plaintiff’s motor car was much 
injured; the bill for repairing it is $298; and the plaintiff him
self sustained painful bodily injuries: he was in the hospital for 
a week; it was nearly two months before lie went to work again; 
he has not yet quite recovered from all the ill effects of his in
juries; and the medical gentlemen, who testified in his behalf, 
expressed the opinion that he is under some permanent physical 
disability, caused by the accident, which “will be stationary 
from now onthis they attribute to some injury to some nerves 
of the spine; but it is not said that he is hampered by it in his 
business of driver of a motor car for hire; and before the acci
dent he was advised to give up his occupation of teamster be
cause of disability which was attributed to lumbago; and gave it 
up accordingly. This ailment, in his back, had been of so severe 
a character that his medical adviser had sent him to London for 
a more thorough examination than could be had where he
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was ; the result is said to have been that nothing more than 
lumbago was discovered, though the seaehlight of X rays was 
employed in the diagnosis.

The plaintiff’s expenses at the hospital and for medical ad
vice and treatment for his injuries sustained in this accident 
were altogether $41 ; and, as 1 have said, his pain and suffering 
were considerable.

After his car was repaired, there was no reason why it might 
not have been employed in his business ; drivers of such ears arc 
numerous and obtainable for reasonable wages. The business of 
owner and driver, as the plaintiff is, of a touring car, cannot be 
a very profitable one.

I assess the plaintiff’s damages at $1,000; made up of these 
items : actual outlay, $.'150; the items I have mentioned amount to 
$339, but there must have been other small expenses, not enumer
ated, for which the additional $11 are allowed ; there is not suffi
cient evidence to enable me to allow any damages for unrepaired 
and unrepairable injury to the ear; it would be quite too specula
tive and uncertain to add anything for this. I positively refuse 
to guess at any substantial damages. $150 for loss of earnings ; 
about $3 a day net ; which under all the circumstances of the 
case seems to me to be enough ; and $500 for personal injury, in
cluding “pain and suffering:” I am hopeful, and satisfied, upon 
the whole evidence, that the plaintiff is already very little worse 
in health and physical strength than before his accident ; and 
that, before long, he shall be as well as he would have been had 
there been no such accident.

There will be judgment for the plaintiff against the defend
ants the Corporation of the County of Perth, and $1,000 dam
ages, with costs of action ; in other respects the action will be dis
missed, without costs.

If any party desire it, there will la* the usual stay of proceed
ings, upon this judgment, for 30 days.

Judgment for plaintiff.

Appeal by the defendant the Corporation of the County of 
Perth from the judgment of Meredith, C.J.C.P., 22 D.L.R. 066.

April 26. 1915. The appeal was heard by Meredith, C.J.O., 
Oarrow, Maclaren, Mauke, and Hodoinr, JJ.A.
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(lllin Osier, for the appellant corporation. ONT.
(1. (1. McPherson, K.( for the defendants the Corporations s. c. 

cf the Townships of I townie and South Lasthone. Ackkhs
11. S. lioberfson, for the defendant the Corporation of the vii.uk 

Cilv ,.f Stratford. Oootm or
/«*. T. Harding, for the plaintiff, the respondent. Pramr.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
({arrow, J.A. : The learned Chief Justice, in what was evi

dently a very carefully considered judgment, found in favour of 
tlie plaintiff against the defendant the Corporation of the County 
of Perth and dismissed the action against the other defendants.

The defendant the Corporation of the County of Perth ap
pealed. There was apparently no formal appeal by the plain
tiff against the judgment in so far as it dismissed the action 
against the other defendants; but on the hearing before us all 
four defendants were represented by counsel, and the argument 
proceeded as if such formal appeal had been duly made.

The main difficulty in the ease seems to be, not so much as to 
what may be called the merits of the plaintiff's claim, as to 
which of the four municipalities should be held responsible.

The contention by counsel for the county is, that the Dow nie 
road, which runs north and south, and is the township boundary- 
line between the townships of South Kasthope and I townie, as 
assumed by the county, ends towards the north at the southerly 
limit of Lome avenue, which runs east and west, and is the 
boundary-line between the two townships on the south and the 
city of Stratford on the north. And sec. 19 of the Highway 
Improvement Act, H.K.O. 1914, eh. 40. and the dictionaries as 
to the meaning of the word “intersects" in that section, were 
referred to before us. The meaning of that section is, 1 think, 
quite plain ; “intersect" is used in the sense of “crossing" or 
“passing across." with the result that there is “county road” 
on each side of the highway so intersected. That, however, is 
clearly not this case; and the section has. therefore, in my 
opinion, no application.

The by-law passed by the county on assuming the highway 
describes it as “the town-line between Gore of Dow nie and South
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ONT. Easthope, facing the 3rd. 4th. 5th, and 6th concessions.*’ The
s. c. 1st and 2nd concessions lie to the north of Lome avenue, and are 

* therefore now within the limits of the city of Stratford. The
vii.i.KR culvert and the ditch into which the plaintiff fell are situated in

r' the line of Downie road, but to the south of the middle line ofOVXTY OF
Perth. Lome avenue.

narrow, i.a. Nothing in the * of the by-law, in my opinion, com
pels us, acting upon legal principles of construction, to adopt the 
contention of the defendant the county corporation as to the 
northerly limit of the highway assumed thereby.

The parties were not dealing with a mere paper line, or with 
a paper highway, but with an actual long-travelled and leading 
road from the south into the city of Stratford. It was doubtless 
the intention, in passing the by-law assuming that road by the 
county, to put it into a better state of efficiency than it had been 
when under the control of the township councils. That is the 
apparent and indeed the avowed object of the statute under 
which the county acted in assuming the road. And. under the 
circumstances, it is, I think, quite un reasonable to suppose that 
it could have been intended that there should remain, as sug
gested, the hiatus, under the control of the councils,
of the few feet between the northerly terminus of the highway, 
as assumed by the county, and the northerly extension of that 
highway into and within the boundaries and jurisdiction of the 
City of Stratford. Nor, if there is any doubt about the proper 
construction of the language of the by-law, is it unimportant to 

• observe that the parties themselves did not so interpret it, for it 
is in evidence that after the by-law was passed the county re
moved the former culvert built by the townships, and built the 
present one on its site, at an expense, it is said, of something over 
$100. True, the County Clerk at the trial deposed that this was 
done in error, but no explanation was given by the witness as to 
how the error came to be committed or by whom it was actually 
made, for it was not, I suppose, made by the witness himself.

Altogether I am very much inclined to doubt the alleged 
error, and to suspect that its suggestion is of the kind known as 
wisdom after the event.

I am, therefore, of the opinion that the conclusion of the 
learned Chief Justice, placing the responsibility for the plain-
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tiff’» injury upon the county corporation, was correct. I also 
agree generally with his reasoning ami conclusion as to what I 
have before called the merits of the plaintiff’s claim, and have 
very little to add. The one point upon which 1 had some doubt 
was as to whether the conduct of the plaintiff on the occasion in 
question was so reasonable as to excuse him from the charge of 
having contributed to the result from which he suffered. The 
night was dark. He apparently, although residing in the 
adjoining city, was not familiar with the ground, and there is. 
to me at least, the suggestion of recklessness in what he did.

My doubt, however, is not sufficiently strong to justify me in 
dissenting from the conclusion in the plaintiff’s favour upon the 
issue of contributory negligence.

For these reasons. I would dismiss the appeal of the county 
corporation with costs.

A/»/>< al dismissid.

ONT.

Cm \tt or

flarrow. J.A,

CAMPBELLFORD, LAKE ONTARIO, Etc., R. CO. v. MASSIE. CXN
Su/trimi Court of ('mill'll. Sir Charlt Fit ; /sit r irk-. ('..I.. Itr < . IiIiiujIoh,

Duff. \ mil hi ami lin "h ur, .1.1. '*■ * •

1. AkMTHATION AND AWAIta ($111 Hi! IvxcitncitlATKIN OF I \\|> \ \|.CA
TION- Validity.

The inert* permission to » majority of the valuers to examine witnesses 
does not necessarily make the submission one of arbitration rather 
than a valuation; each ease must be determined according to its partic
ular circumstances.

|Iti f’enii-ll i/wn. Is (j. IVI ). 7. applied.

Appeal from Uc Laidluw ami Cam/thtIlford, # /<.. /«'. Co., l!i statement 
D.L.R. 4SI. a decision of an Appellate Division of the Supreme 
Court of Ontario maintaining an award in a matter of expropria
tion of land for railway purposes.

MncMurehtj iV &/tenet-, for the appellants.
Cassets. lintel:. ImIIiij «V Faleonhriiltji. for the respondents.

Sut ('itahlkh Fitzpatrick. C..L: I agree with Mu. .It stick .I /|nlr «
Of FF.

Davies, .1.:—I agree that this apjwal should be dismissed 
and concur with the judgment of the Division that the
case should go back for trial with a declaration “that the agree
ment between the parties provides for a valuation by the valuers 
named therein or a majority of them and expresses the true agree
ment between the parties."

43—22 D.I..B.
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Tl»1 question argued before us is whether the .'igreeinent of 
reference in question provides for an arbitration or for a valuation 
and whether it can lie fairly construed as providing for a decision 
by any two of the valuators named or must lie unanimous.

I think this case is one of those intermediate cases referred to 
by Lord Kslier in In re (’arux-W ilxitn and (1mm, IN Q.lt.l ). 7. 
where though a dispute has actually arisen it is not intended that 
the persons appointed to decide it shall lie hound to hear evidence 
and that it must lie decided not on any general principle, hut on 
its own particular circumstances.

Heading the agreement as a whole and with reference to the 
subject-matter of the reference and the circumstances under which 
it was entered into, I have reached the conclusion above stated.

The question to be determined by the valuators was the 
“amount of compensation for land and damages which the re
spondents were entitled to as owners of lands taken by the ap
pellate railway company.”

The agreement named three “valuers” to whom that question 
was referred. It provided that if the valuer appointed by either 
party died lie might substitute a new valuer, and if the “third 
valuer” died the other valuers might agree upon a third valuer 
in his stead, “and in that case the decision of any two of the 
valuers should be conclusive and binding without appeal.” Then 
follows a covenant that the decision of the valuers should be 
observed and should be binding and conclusive upon the parties 
and “should not be subject to appeal from the decision of the said 
valuers or any two of them.”

The agreement further provided that 
the valuers may view the property and may at their discretion call such 
witnesses and take such evidence or statements on oath or otherwise as 
they or a majority of Hum may think proper and shall give such weight, if 
any, to such evidence or statements as they in their discretion think proper.

('tinsidering the one thing referred to them, namely, the fixing 
of the compensation to be given the land-owner for his land taken 
and damages sustained, the fact not without significance that the 
parties are called “valuers” all through the instrument and not 
arbitrators, and the special provision that the valuers might view 
the premises and decide tin* question submitted to them without 
the aid of witnesses, or if they determined to do so might hear 
statements from witnesses not under oath, I reach the conclusion
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that the submission was a valuation only and not an ordinary 
judicial arbitration.

Then as to the power of two of them to make a binding de
cision, I revert again to the provision that in case of the death or 
incapacity of the third named valuer, Judge Morgan, and tin- 
inability of the two remaining valuers to agree upon an amount, 
it was provided that they might agree upon a third valuer, and 
in that case, that is where a third valuer was appointed by the 
other two, the decision of an if two of tin miners should lie conclusive 
ami binding without appeal.

I think that the appellant attaches more weight to this change 
of language than it deserves. It seems absurd and without reason 
to hold that in the case of the namvtl valuers unanimity should be 
required, while in the other case of the death or incapacity of one 
of the named valuers, ami the appointment in his place of a third 
by the other two, such unanimity was dispensed with. It is clear 
that in the latter case any two of the valuers could make a final 
and conclusive decision and if it was intended to change that im
portant fact with respect to the decision of any two of the named 
valuers, very clear and explicit language would be required to 
shew such change.

As I have said, while the language used is inapt I think it fairly 
bears the construction placed upon it by Mr. Justice Hudgins 
speaking for the Appellate Division, and that it may fairly be 
paraphrased thus, “shall be final and conclusive and shall not be 
subject to appeal."

For these reasons 1 would dismiss the appeal with costs.

I in noton , J., for reasons given in writing, was also of 
opinion that tin- appeal should be dismissed.

Dri i\ J.: I think the s are entitled to have their
motion to set aside the award heard and disposed of; but as a 
majority of the Court are for dismissing the appeal, it is not neces
sary to consider what would be the most convenient form of order 
for giving effect to the view above expressed.

Anulin and Bhodkvh, ,1,1., were also of opinion that the 
upix'iil should Ih- dismiss'll. Appeal <li*»iimil mil,

•Oil the same day judgment was given in ( am /ilitUfanl, etc., I fail inn/ 
(a. v. Lu ill I a u\ in whieli tin- court held ili.il :i similar agreement was a 
submission for valuation onlv. allirming the ludgmcni of an Xiiocllatc 
Division (hi D.L.R 4SI. ;{| O.’L.lt. Jim
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BOYD v. DEAN.
Sit sin fchi mm Nu/in hi r Cmirl. XnrlmulH, ./. Feb nun'y l.'t. IB 15.

1. Writ and ckocksh ig II A—16)—Skrvivi; opt of ,n rikmvtion—Hb-
XKWAI. OF WRIT—NKW AVFR.M DATS.

If a material representation u|kiii which the leave to serve out of 
the jurisdiction was obtained in the first instance turns ont to la* 
unfounded, the jdaintilF ought not to lie allowed, when an application 
was made by the defendant to discharge the order for the issue of the 
writ and service, to set up another and a distinct cause of action 
which was not before the .judge upon the original application.

| Fnrkvr v. Srlmllrr. 17 T.L.Ii. •JBB. referred to. |
Appeal from decision of Acting Master in Chambers.
I*. //. Gordon, for appellant.
V. If. Smith, for plaintiff.

New lands, .1.: This is an appeal from the decision of the 
Acting Master in Chambers on an application to set aside a 
writ for service out of the jurisdiction, on the ground that 
defendant has assets to the extent of $200 in the province.

The affidavit upon which the order was granted stated that 
the plaintiff was advised and believed that the defendant had 
on deposit $4,2100 in the Merchants Bank of Canada at Regina. 
As this application came under sub-section !) of Hide 23. this 
was the only ground that gave the Court jurisdiction. Upon 
this affidavit the Master ordered the issue of the writ. The 
defendant moved to set aside the service of the writ upon him 
on the ground that the above statement was not correct and he 
swore that the money in question did not belong to him and was 
held by the bank in escrow, to pay to another party on the per
formance of certain conditions. This ground of jurisdiction 
having failed, the plaintiff then set up that defendant had an 
equitable interest in certain real estate in the province worth 
more than $200.

That such an interest would be assets under the meaning of 
that rule I have no doubt, but I am of the opinion that plaintiff 
having got his order upon one state of facts cannot now, when 
he finds that they are untrue set up another state of facts to 
give the Court jurisdiction, lie must stand or fall upon the 
grounds upon which the order was granted.

In Parker v. Schuller ft nJ., 17 T.L.R. 290. the Court of 
Appeal so held. Homer. L.J., at page 300. says :—
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Moreover, in my opinion. un application I'm- h-uve to issue a writ for 
service out. of tin* jurisilietion ought to lie mmle with great care ami 
looked at strictly. If a material representation upon which the leave was 
obtained in the first instance turns out to he unfounded, the plaintiff ought 
not to he allowed, when an application was made In the defendant to dis 
charge the order for the issue of the writ and the service, to set up another 
and a distinct cause of action which was not before the .fudge upon tin- 
original application.

I am therefore of the opinion that tin- appeal should he 
allowed, and that tin1 order for and the service of the writ 
should be set aside with costs.

A itprul allowed.
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Newlende, J.

ROTHESAY PARK COMPANY v. MONTGOMERY BROS. SASK

Sa.skalrhrinin Suprrmr Court, Lu mont, ■/. /•'• Itnui ni S, | M |”—”

1. IhlOKKas I 8 II It—|ll|—ItKAI. ESTATE IIKOKKKS—('ONI|»EXNATION TO—Vl'OX 
DEFAULT OF I't'KeilAHFR.

In the absence of any stipulation to the contrary, a real estate 
agenf is entitled to his commission although the vendor has taken 
hack the property and forfeited the purchaser's rights under the eon 
tract of sale for default in paying the second instalment of pur 
chase money.

| Mct'nlluw v. UuhuvU. %1 K.L.K. 444. followed.!

Action for an accounting. statement

.V. A*, ('rain, for plaintiff.
(1. E. Ttndor, K.C., for defendant.

La mont, J. :—This is an action in which the plaintiffs seek umont.j. 
to have the defendants account for moneys collected by them for 
and on behalf of the plaintiffs. The defendants admit having 
made the collections for the plaintiffs, but contend that the 
plaintiffs owe them a large sum of money as and by way of com
mission on sales of land made by them as agents for the plain
tiffs.

The plaintiffs listed their land with the defendants for sale, 
and made them their agents to find purchasers. The defend
ants' remuneration was to be the difference between the selling 
and the net prices as set out in the schedules to the agreement.
For this remuneration the defendants were to find purchasers, 
and they agreed that they would collect the instalments of pur
chase-money from the purchasers found by them. They found 
purchasers for some twenty parcels of land in respect of which
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commissions nrv claimed. The purchasers paid the first pay
ment. Imt. failing to pay the second, the plaintiffs cancelled the 
contracts. The plaintiffs having cancelled the contracts and 
thus prevented the defendants from collecting the balance of 
the instalments, the defendants contend they are entitled to their 
full commission.

In Mc('uIIum v. Ilus.sdl, *2 S.L.R. 444. the Court < a I nine 
held that an agent was entitled to his commission when* the ven
dor cancelled the contract, even though the agent had agreed 
to wait for his commission until the purchaser obtained a loan 
or sold the property. That case, in my opinion, is in point hero. 
It was contended by the plaintiffs that, under the terms of this 
agreement the defendants’ remuneration became due only as 
the instalments were paid. In my opinion this view cannot be 
supported. When we look at the terms upon which the agree
ment bound the defendant to sell, and the clause by which the 
agreement was terminated at the expiration of six months un
less renewed, it seems clear that it could not have been contem
plated that the defendants' remuneration would depend upon 
their collecting the subsequent instalments, for in that view, if 
the plaintiffs did not renew the agreement, the defendants’ com
mission. excepting one-half of the first payment, would never 
become due. Furthermore, if such had been the intention, the 
agreement should have so stipulated. The plaintiffs stated that 
the cancellation notices sent out were merely for the purpose 
of stimulating collections, and that the defendants agreed to 
their being sent out for this purpose. The correspondence does 
not bear out this assertion. The defendants’ letter of August 
7. 1913, which refers expressly to some of the notices of cancel
lation in respect of which commission is now claimed, is a pro
test against these notices being sent out. In their reply, 
under date of August 14. the plaintiffs do not say that the de
fendants agreed thereto, but seek to defend their action in send
ing out the notices on the ground that they needed the money. 
1 am therefore of opinion that the defendants are entitled to 
their commission on the sales made by them which were can
celled by the plaintiffs.

It was contended that the claim of the defendants for their
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commission should have been hy way of counterclaim. The SASK. 
dvfvndaiitN set up all the facts, hut they did not expressly eoun- s. o. 
tcrclaim for their commission. As the plaintiffs are in no wax .. 
prejudiced, I will treat the matter as though the defendants Park Co. 

had countcrclaiined for their commission. The plaintiffs will movu.omiky 
therefore have judgment for the amount admitted due hy the l!llus' 
defendants, with costs, and the defendants will have judgment Lament. 4. 
on their counterclaim for the amount of their commissions, with 
costs, with the right to set the same off as against the plaintiffs’ 
judgment. If the parties cannot agree as to the respective 
amounts due to each of the parties, there will he a reference to 
the local registrar to ascertain the same.

./mlgmcnt accordingly.

BANK OF OTTAWA v. STAMCO LIMITED ANI) BANK OF BRITISH SASK 
NORTH AMERICA. ____

Rimka tchncaii Nuprrinr Court, El wood, ./. April 10. 1015.

1. Esrom:i. (§111 A—41#n—Essentials of—Change of position.
To fourni an estoppel it must lie shewn that tin- party for whose 

lienelit it is elainieil altered his position liecniise of tin- representation 
or act of the other.

2. Kvhm:n<t. i§IYK—440)— Don mkntary eviiiknce—Aominsiiiii.ity ok

Marking a letter with the words "without prejudice" does not 
necessarily exclude it from being given itr evidence against the writer; 
the letter is to he excluded if the writer is in dispute or negotiation 
with another and is offering terms without prejudice for the settlement 
of tin- dispute or negotiation, hut to determine whether these condi 
lions exist the trial .fudge may look at the letter marked "without 
prejudice."

|/*V Huinlrcy, 118931 2 (J.ll. 119. distinguished. |

Action on a promissory note and counterclaim. statement
//. 1. MacDonald, K.C., and .1. If. T ingle g, for plaintiff.
/\ A". Mackenzie, K.C., for defendant hank.

Elwood, J. :—At the conclusion of the trial hereof, it was Eiwood.j. 
practically conceded on the argument that the only question to 
lie determined was whether or not the plaintiff, by its letter to 
the defendant bank of September II. 1914, is estopped from 
alleging that Stameo of Regina, Limited, was at the time of the 
giving of the mortgage referred to in the pleadings in insolvent 
circumstances or unable to pay its debts in full or knew that it
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wiis on the eve of insolveiiey. it was contended that the ques
tion of estoppel was not sufficiently raised by the pleadings. 1 
am of opinion that that question is sufficiently raised by the 
pleadings. The letter in question contains in print the follow
ing: “Without prejudice to the bank or tin- writer.” In n 
I)ainlr< n, <.r parte llolt, | IK93 | 2 (j.ll. 1 Hi. Vaughan-Williams. 
J., at p. 119. says as follows :—

In mir opinion thv rule wliieli ••xvlmlcs documents marked "without 
prejudice” has no application unless some person is in dispute or negotia
tion with another, and terms are offered for the settlement of the dispute 
or negotiation, and it seems to us that the Judge must necessarily be 
entitled to look at the document in order to determine whether the condi
tions. under which alone the rule applies, exist.

The above seems to me to be directly in point ; and I hold on 
the authority of the above that the letter which is claimed to con
stitute the estoppel was not privileged.

The evidence shews that some time in August, 1914, the 
branch of the defendant bank at Sa ska1 n, which had a large 
claim for moneys advanced against Staim .> Limited, which was a 
different corporation from Stamen of Regina Limited, received 
from Stamco Limited as collateral to its indebtedness four pro
missory notes made by Stamco of Regina Limited in favour of 
Stamco Limited. One of these promissory notes for $000 was 
overdue, another one fell due on September 4. and two others 
at later periods. On September 1. Stamco of Regina executed 
to Stamco Limited, as security for the payment of the four pro
missory notes, the mortgage complained of. On or about Sep
tember 7. the defendant bank wrote to Stamco of Regina Limited 
demanding payment of the note for $3,061.10. which fell due 
on September 4. On September 9, Stamco of Regina Limited 
wrote stating that they had made direct settlement with Stamco 
Limited by way of the mortgage. On the following day the 
branch of the defendant bank at Regina wrote to the plaintiff 
bank ai-king for a report as to the means, standing, etc., of 
Stamco Limited of Regina. The result* was the letter of Septem
ber II, 1914, which was communicated to the defendant bank 
at Saskatoon. On September 15, Stamco Limit'd assigned to 
the defendant bank the mortgage complained of. This was 
received by the defendant bank without any knowledge or notice
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of any defect in the mortgage and in the belief that Stamen of 
Regina Limited was solvent ; and I find as a fact that that 
belief was at any rate largely caused by the letter of September 
11. That letter is as follows:—

The mont recent statement of the alTaira of this firm is dated Deeemlier 
31. 11113. in which they shew a paid-up capital and surplus of $20,002.70. 
They appear to he doing a very good business and are at least holding 
their own. Since Stamco Ltd. at Saskatoon have been closed down. I hi-, 
branch has enjoyed a great deal of business which otherwise would have 
gone to the parent company. They are suffering from a lack of capital, 
but as the business is now managed in a very efficient and economical man 
Her, they should make money.

For The ltank of Ottawa.
Broad St.. Regina.

K. R. 11. Smith.
Ma niif/rr.

1 also find as a fact that the defendant bank would not have 
accepted the mortgage* had it not believed Stamco of Regina was 
solvent. On September 21, the defendant bank wrote to Stamco 
of Regina advising of the assignment of the mortgage and ask
ing to have a fresh mortgage made direct to the bank. On 
September 22 Stamco of Regina Limited wrote advising the 
defendant bank that a new mortgage could not be given; and 
in that letter is the following :

At the time I executed the mortgage, our bank here was going to have 
same set aside, which is in their power to do within a certain time, but 
as 1 explained that the mortgage was to Stamco Limited, covering our 
account, and that they had agreed to accept same, they allowed it to rest. 
You will readily see that it is absolutely impossible for me to execute a 
new mortgage in place of same. . . . The mortgage given to Stamco
Limited is good, as our property can easily stand same, and if our bank 
here takes n > further steps Stamco Limited has excellent security.

At the time that tin* mortgage was given. September I. the 
plaintiff objected to Stamco of Regina Limited about the mort
gage. but they finally consented to let it stand, as their solicitor 
informed them that they could attack it within sixty days, and 
it was also anticipated that before the sixty days the plaintiff 
would be able to realize its claim by various assignments which 
it held. On September f>. the plaintiff obtained from Stamco of 
Regina Limited an hypothecation of collections and an assign
ment of accounts. Nothing further was done towards having a 
new mortgage executed to the defendant bank. The assignment

tiHl
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of September 15 was not registered : the evidence is not clear as 
to why, hut I gather on account of some defect in the assignment 
which prevented its being registered. On October 23 a fresh 
assignment was executed, which was on the same day sent for 
registration, and was registered. On October 24, the defendant 
bank received from the solicitors of the plaintiff a letter giving 
notice that the mortgage in question would be attacked on the 
ground that it was a preference and contrary to the Act respect
ing Assignments and Preferences by Insolvent Persons, eh. 142 
R.S.S. The defendant bank had no notice that there was any 
conditions attached to the consent by the plaintiff to the execu
tion of the mortgage. On October 20, a tire destroyed a portion 
of the property of Stamco of Regina. Limited, and the insur
ance, amounting to about $4,000, was subsequently paid to the 
plaintiff. The evidence does not shew how it was that the plain
tiff obtained this insurance.

1 am of the opinion that the letter of September 11, consti
tuted in effect a statement that Stamco of Regina Limited was 
solvent, and I am also of opinion that any person receiving that 
letter would come to the conclusion that Stamco of Regina Lim
ited was solvent. The evidence shews that in May. 1914, the line 
of credit which Stamco of Regina Limited had with the plaintiff 
bank had expired, that the bank refused to renew the credit, 
and that the reason it did refuse to renew it was that the report 
referred to in the letter of September 11, 1914. did not shew a 
satisfactory condition of the affairs of Stamco of Regina Limited. 
The manager, who signed this letter and who gave evidence at 
the trial, stated that he was satisfied no other bank would take 
tlie account. < hi September 5, as 1 have above stated, the bank 
took an assignment of practically all the assets of Stamco of 
Regina Limited ; and under all of the circumstances 1 am of 
opinion, and find, that when the letter of September 11, was 
written, the defendant bank knew and believed that Stamco of 
Regina Limited was not solvent, and I also find that the letter of 
September 11. was not a fair or true report of the financial con
dition of Stamco of Regina Limited. I find, as tlv* result of the 
receipt of that letter, and by accepting the assignment of the 
mortgage, the position of the defendant bank was altered. It
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is quite true that a day or so after September 22. the defendant 
bank had before it the letter of Stameo of Regina Limited from 
which I have quoted above, but that letter, it will be observed, 
convoyed the information that the plaintiff had decided to let 
the mortgage stand, and although it refers to the possibility of 
the bank attacking the mortgage, yet. in view of the letter of 
September 11 from the bank it might quite well be that the 
defendant bank would not imagine that it wotfld be attacked on 
the ground that it was a fraudulent preference. On September 
28. the defendant bank wrote to Stameo of Regina Limited to 
see the Bank of Ottawa and explain matters, and nothing further 
appears to have been heard until October 24, and after the lire 
which had destroyed part of the assets of Stamco of Regina 
Limited. In the meantime the plaintiff had abstained from 
taking any proceedings under the overdue notes against Stamco 
of Regina Limited which they held.

In Kniyhts v. Wiffen, L.R. T> Q.B. 660, the facts were briefly 
as follows: the defendant, having a quantity of barley in sacks 
lying in his granary, which adjoined a railway station, sold 80 
quarters of it to M. No particular sacks were appropriated to 
M.. but the barley remained in the granary subject to his orders. 
M. sold sixty quarters of it to the plaintiff, who paid him for it 
and received from him a delivery order addressed to the station- 
master, as was usual in such cases. The plaintiff sent this order 
in a letter to the stationmaster, saying, “Please confirm this 
transfer.” The stationmaster shewed the delivery order and 
tin- plaintiff's letter to tin- defendant, who said. “All right, 
when you get the forwarding note I will put the barley on the 
line.” M. became bankrupt, and the defendant, as unpaid 
vendor, refused to deliver the barley when the forwarding note 
was presented to him by the stationmaster acting for the plain
tiff. The evidence shewed that prior to the presentation of the 
delivery order the plaintiff had paid M. for the barley sold to 
tin- plaintiff. At p. Blackburn. .1.. says:

In the present case the money lunl bwn puni before the presentation 
of tin- delivery order, but I think, nevertheless, that the position of the 
plaintiff was altered through the defendant’s conduct. The defendant 
knew that when lie assented to the delivery order the plnintill' as a reason 
able man would rest satisfied. If the plaintilV hail been met by a refusal
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rest satisfied in the belief, as a reasonable man, that the property had been 
passed to him. If once the fact is established that the plaintiirs position 
is altered by relying on the statement and taking no steps further, the case 
becomes identical with Woodley v. Country ami llama v. Watson. . . . 
In the present case the plaintiff altered bis position relying on the defen
dant's conduct when the delivery order was presented. The plaintiff may 
well say. "1 abstained from active measures in consequence of your state
ment, and 1 am entitled to hold you precluded from denying that xvliat you 
stated was true."

Elwood, J. Sec also judgments in the same ease of Mel lor, •).. and 
Lush. .).

The above ease seems to me to be the strongest possible auth
ority for the proposition that in this ease the position of the 
defendant bank had been altered, and 1 so hold and find. The 
result will be that then1 will lie judgment dismissing the plain
tiff's viaim with costs.

It was practically conceded at the trial that the defendant 
bank could not succeed on the counterclaim, and there will 
therefore be judgment dismissing the counterclaim with costs.

./ttdgmcnl accordingly.

ALTA.
s.c.

MAGRATH-HOLGATE v. COUNTRYMAN.
Alberta Suprême Court, 1res, ,/.

1. Dedication i§I It 121 Skli.im; lots with hesfect to map oh plat
—Sl’IIDIVISIONS- ItlCHTS OF PIRCHASER.

The vendor of six acres of land sold en bine has no right afterwards 
to register a subdivision of the land with its incidental concession of 
lanes and streets through it against the will of the purchaser, although 
the contract contained a clause "plan to be similar to City View ad
dition adjoining."

2. Specific performance (§11 101—Decree IIioiit of vendor to—
Confirmation of title—Rio ht «if \e\dee for costs pko-tanto.

The vendor suing for specific performance may make title even at 
the trial and if he does so ami then* has been no repudiation, he is 
entitled to a deem* for s|ieeific performance, hut the defendant pur
chaser where title has not previously been made is entitled to costs 
up to and including confirmation of report on title.

\Halkett v. Dudley, 7(i L.J. Ch. 330, |1007| 1 Ch. ÛOO, followed].

St a ten lent Action by vendor for specific performance.
//. II. Parlee, K.C., for plaintiffs.
G. II. O'Connor, K.C., for defendant. Manning.
G. K. Winkler, for defendant, Countryman.
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Ives, —On August 0, 1012. by agreement in writing, the 
plaintiff agrml to sell to the defendants certain lands described 
in the agreement. The purchase price was 8(1.000. of which 
82,000 was paid down, or within a few days of the agreement, 
and the balance was to be paid in three deferred instalments 
together with interest at 8 per cent. The final payment matured 
on February 6, 1014. Only 8300 has been paid on the purchase 
price in addition to the down payment of 82.000.

The plaintiffs claim a balance of 84,300.20 and specific per
formance of the agreement by the purchasers.

In February, 1913, the plaintiffs caused the said quarter 
section to be subdivided and registered the plan thereof as G100 
A.O., and in this subdivision the lands in question were included 
and became lots 23 to 44 inclusive in block 7 and lots 1 to 44 
inclusive in block 8.

It is not clearly shewn when defendants first became aware 
of the subdivision, but in any event the fact came to their know
ledge in July, 1013. when one Smith, a real estate agent, with 
whom defendants had listed the lands for sale, ascertained, on 
going to the Land Titles Office, that a subdivision had been made. 
Prior to the plan being filed the defendant Countryman had 
transferred her interest in the lands and agreement to her co- 
defendant Manning, who had assumed her obligations thereunder. 
1 cannot construe the agreement to give plaintiffs any right what
ever to subdivide the land sold cm bloc. I find, therefore, that the 
land must be delivered cm bloc.

Certainly there is no refusal here on plaintiffs' part to perform 
their part of the agreement.

Nothing further appears to have been done or any step taken 
until the action was commenced in June, 1014.

At the trial, an order made by the Chief Justice, and dated 
November 25, 1014—two days before the hearing was filed by 
plaintiffs.

This order cancels the plan in so far as the lands in question 
are concerned, and enables the plaintiff's to deliver title to the 
six acres cm bloc, as provided in the agreement. Facli party was 
allowed to amend their pleadings to meet the result of the can
cellation of the plan. Upon the authority of Halkrlt v. Dutlby, 
70 L.J. ('h. 330. 330, [1007) I Ch. 500, and the cases cited there
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ALTA. in the judgment, it would seem very clear that the vendor may
S.C. make title even at the trial, and if lie does so and there has been

M.ViRATlI-
Holoati

no repudiation, the vendor is entitled to a decree for specific 
performance of the contract, but the defendant purchaser is en
titled to costs up to and including confirmation of report on title. 

The title of plaintiffs is admitted, and they will have judgment
against the defendants for specific performance of the contract.

I’pon the admission of facts filed by defendant Manning, the 
defendant Countryman shall have judgment against him for such 
sum as may be paid by her under plaintiffs' judgment with costs; 
the plaintiffs to pay defendant Manning the costs of this action 
up to and including the trial.

Counterclaim of defendant Manning is dismissed without

Jmhjment for sjncijic performance.

B. C.

COLE v. REED.
liritiah Columbia Court of Appeal, Macilonabl, C.J.A.. Irring ami

Martin, JJ.A.
C. A. 1. Contracts (§ IV A—315)—Performance —Breach—Disclosing terms.

Parties to a joint venture owe an obligation to each other not to <lo 
any net which will prevent or render less probable the contingency 
which will make the venture successful, and the one who throws over 
the opportunity of himself closing the transaction in which he is to 
divide the profits with another working in the same interest so as to 
enable a third party to secure the benefit which is the object of the 
venture because of the latter’s offer to divide with him may be com
pelled to pay out of the profits so received to his partner in the venture 
the amount which the latter would have been entitled to receive had 
the defendant made the deal himself.

1 Inchbald v. II extern, etc., Coffee Co., 17 C.B.X.8. 733. referred to.]

Statement Appeal from the judgment of Hunter, (\J.B.(\
,/. IV. de II. Farris, for appellant, plaintiff.
Ritchie, K.C., for respondent, defendant.

Macdonald, Macdonald, C.J.A.:—The plaintiff, who appears to have 
had some influence with the Kitsilano band of Indians, entered 
into an arrangement with the defendant, the effect of which, as 
I gather it from the evidence read, in the light of the conduct of 
the parties, was that if they could bring about a sale to the province 
of the rights of the Indians in their reserve, from which they 
anticipated a large profit, the plaintiff should receive from the
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defendant 820,000. The plaint iff lmd already opened negotiations 
with the Indians and with tin* Attorney-General, acting for the 
province, and in furtherance of their scheme lie brought about a 
meeting of the Indians on the reserve, at which, and at subsequent 
meetings, the plaintiff and defendant attended. In further pur
suance of the scheme, defendant had an interview with the 
Attorney-General, and ascertained from him the sum which the 
province would likely pay for the Indians' rights. At this inter
view the Attorney-General informed the defendant that H. (). 
Alexander had in the previous year devoted some time to a like 
enterprise without success, ami intimated that defendant should 
associate Alexander with the present scheme. On his return from 
that interview the defendant informed plaintiff of this suggestion, 
to which lie assented, and also mentioned it to Alexander. The 
latter professed to deride the idea that the plaintiff and defendant 
should reach an agreement with the Indians.

Defendant promised Alexander that if ho, the defendant, 
succeeded, he would give half what he made to Alexander. This 
inspired in Alexander a reciprocal impulse of generosity, which 
led him to say a day or two later:

lioed, you made me a spoiling proposition the other day. I will tell 
you what I will do if I ever put that through at any future day, I will give 
you half what I make.

Some days later plaintiff and defendant were negotiating with 
the Indians at a meeting of the hand, and had reached a critical 
stage of the negotiations when defendant made an excuse, left 
the meeting, and returned to Vancouver, leaving the plaintiff 
with the Indians. On arriving at his house the defendant tele
phoned to Alexander that lie had failed with the Indians. This 
was on Saturday night. On Monday or Tuesday Alexander got 
from defendant the form of agreement which defendant had been 
endeavouring to get the Indians to accept, and. taking defendant 
with him “as a witness,” they attended a meeting of the Indians, 
which appears to have been a continuation of the one which de
fendant had left. They procured the exclusion of the plaintiff 
from the assembly, and secured the consent of the Indians to the 
contract in the form prepared by defendant, but on somewhat 
more liberal terms to the Indians.

The transaction was subsequently carried out by the Indians 
and th<‘ Provincial Government, and resulted in a profit to the

B. C.

C. A.
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B. C. promoters «»f slightly initier $K0,000, of wliieli Alexander made
(’. A. defendant a “present” of half. When the plaintiff demanded

Hkkd.

his share defendant dismissed him with this letter:
This is to confirm what 1 have stated to you, namely, that Alexander 

does not recognise you at all in the transfer of the Kitsilano reserve.
Ma<<1i.nald. Plaintiff then brought this action for the said $20,000.

The impression which the evidence leaves on my mind is very 
unfavourable to the defendant. 1 do not suggest that Alexander 
was a party to defendant's attempted betrayal of the plaintiff: 
he merely assisted in bringing tin- sale to completion, and divided 
with defendant the profit which resulted from that sale. The 
defendant in effect transferred the conduct of the matter to Alex
ander, because, as 1 am convinced, from what lie learned at the 
meeting of the band he felt that his hands would thereby be 
st rengthened.

But, assuming that but for Alexander's assistance the Indians 
could not have been induced to make the sale, the defendant 
could not rid himself of his obligations to the plaintiff by professing 
to relinquish the transaction and taking advantage of Alexander's 
“sporting proposition” of a “present” of half the profits. De
fendant may have concluded that plaintiff’s assistance was of 
little or no value; indeed, that appears to have been the learned 
trial Judge’s view (if it: but that cannot affect the plaintiff’s 
rights, which depended not on the value or degree of his influence 
with the Indians but on the success of tin- common enterprise.

The appeal should be allowed, and judgment should be entered 
for the plaintiff for $20,000 and costs here and below.

Irtiiig, J.A. Iiivino, J.A., for reasons given in writing, concurred with 
Macdonald, C.J.A.

Martin, J.A. 
(dissenting)

Martin, J.A., dissented.
.4 ppnil allowed.
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WEYBURN SECURITY BANK v. MARTIN AND DIEMERT. SASK.
Saskatchewan Su/trente Court, lirmru,./. Ftbrwinj Illl.’i. 's'v"

1. Jl iMiMKNT (§1 F I Hi) Si MM A HV J! IMIMKXT I .It/I I DATI.Il IlKMWIi.

An application for Niimman i . Iirim nt upon n limiiil.- lcd <I< i: nil 
should not In- granted wliriv ihrir in urn sriiihis c’lmllirt ns in nulli, r 
of find, or any mil difliculty ns in maitcr of law.

[Jacob* v. /tooth's iJislilhr;/ Co.. s.*i LT JtiJ. fnllowrd

Appeal from order of the Local Muster on an application for sunn mt 
summary judgment.

./. ('. Marlin, for appellants.
Williams, for respondents.

Brown. Thin is an appeal on the part of the defendants Brown.j. 

Martin from an order of the Local Master at Weyburn on an 
application by the plaintiffs for summary judgment. The action 
is for the amount due on a promissory note which the defendants 
Mart in made in favour of the defendant Diomert. I he plaint iff- 
allege that they are the holders in due course of this note, and 
that they obtained same before maturity in good faith for value 
and without notice of any defect in title. The appellants set up 
that the note was given as collateral security for the purchase 
price of land, that Diemert covenanted to give good title to tic- 
land free of encumbrance, and that as a matter of fact lie cannot 
give good title. They allege that the plaintiffs were fully aware 
of the conditions under which the note was given to Diemert 
(and the material as a whole would indicate that such is the case).
On the argument before the learned bocal Master, it seems to 
have been admitted that the real trouble is that while Dicneit 
can give title he is not able to give it free of encumbrance. Now, 
as between Diemert and the Martins, the Court would not give 
judgment in Diemert's favour for the amount of this note without 
seeing that they were protected in getting a good title free of en
cumbrances. The Martins would be entitled to defend any action 
which he might bring in respect to the notes on the ground which 
they have set up, and it seems to me that in parting with this note 
knowing that his title was encumbered and that he was not able 
to lift such encumbrance. Diemert might well be said to have 
committed a breach of faith. But do these allegations also entitle 
the Martins to defend as against the plaintiffs? Section 50 of the 
Bills of Exchange Act reads as follows:
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A hol<l(*r in «lilt* course is n holder who has I aki n a hill. complete ami 
regular on the face of it. under the following conditions, namely :

(a) That lie lime .• the holder of it before it was overdue and 
without notice that it had been previously dishonoured, if such was 
the fact:

(h| That he took the bill in good faith and for value, and that at 
the time the bill was negotiated to him lie had no notice of any defect 
in the title of the person who negotiated it.
2. In particular the title of a person who negotiates a bill is defective 

within the meaning of this Act when lie obtained the bill, or the acceptance 
thereof, by fraud, duress or force and fear, or other unlawful means, or for 
an illegal consideration, or when lie negotiates it in breach of faith, or 
under such circumstances as amount to a fraud.

As the Imnk had full knowledge of the eimuiistaiiees surround
ing the making and delivery of this note, and took the same with 
such knowledge, it seems to me to lie at least arguable that they 
took it subject to the same equities as Diemert held it subject to. 
1 am not deciding that this is not a good defence; 1 do not feel 
called upon to do so on this application. It is sufficient for the 
purpose of the application if the defendants have a fairly arguable 
defence. It has been laid down by several authorities that the 
summary jurisdiction under which applications of this kind arc 
made must lie used with great care ; that a defendant ought not 
to lie shut out from defending unless it is very clear that he has 
no defence in the action under discussion. Summary judgments 
should not lie granted when there is any serious conflict as to 
matter of fact, or any real difficulty as to matter of law: Jacobs 
v. Month's Distillcru Co., 85 L.T. 202; She/)/tards v. Wilkinson, 
(i Times If. 13; Cranford v. (lillntor, 30 L.R. (Ir.) 23S; Alloway 
v. Pamranke, 1 S.L.R. 127: Craves v. Mason, 1 A.L.R. 250.

The Local Master has pointed out in his judgment certain 
defects in the appellant’s statement of defence, but these defects 
should not, in my opinion, deprive him of the right to defend and 
of so amending his defence as to harmonize with the facts.

In the result the appeal will be allowed, with costs, and the 
plaintiff's application for summary judgment dismissed with 
costs, the appellants to have leave to amend their defence as 
they may lx* advised.

A p/teal allowed.
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STANOSZEK v. CANADIAN COLLIERIES. B c
Il itisli Vol uni hin Vourl uj I/>/><«/. Muriloinihl. I.. Iri'imi. Martin, p .

tiallilnr. a ml MilMiillifiM, .1.1. \. \fnil 0. 111].*». Al

I. \nv THIAL I ÿ 11 —üf/ l I MI'HOI'KH ADMISSION u| LVHlIM L—KXiHA«T OF 
MIMXO ItKCUHTK.

It is a gmuml fur a m-w trial in an avtiun fur injury ai a niinn 
through allvgail hrvnvli uf -tatutory i uh-< that tin- trial .liulgi- gave 
vri'ilvnvi» tu i>\iract- from tin- mining vom|HUiy*s n*|»urt tu tlu* guvmi 
nient, altliuiigli t lie re|iurt it«elf u n- nut put in vviilenee. the plaint iIf 
nut wishing tu lie liuiiml hy all uf the statements made therein, and tin- 
defendant euni|iany uhjeeting that the entire re|iuit must go in ur mum

Am:al by defendant from derision of Murphy, .1, staten eni
V. /'. Harrison, for appvllnnt.
.1. Ja it/hlun, for respondent.

Macdonald, A.. coiivurrvti with Iiivino, 3.A. i.viii»n*i.i,
O.J.A.

Iuvino, •!.A. : The accident in respect of which lliis action irving. j \ 
was brought, took place on Monday morning shortly <11 
o’clock. The negligence charged is a breach of tin duty im
posed by Rule 1*2. which rule forbids a second hole being loaded, 
before the adjoining hole has been fired. The plaintiff’s case 
was that on Friday night four holes had been drilled in the 
face of the coal and that they had all been loaded in defiance 
id* Rule 12. That of these four holes one had exploded, the 
next hail missed fire, and of the other two one was allowed to 
remain loaded from 11 o'clock on Friday night, when the misfire 
took place, until Monday morning when the accident occurred 
by which the plaintiff was injured.

The misfire incident took place on the .‘1-11 p.m. shift on 
Friday, when Schultz and Povitch were working, Sutherland 
being the fire boss. They were succeeded on the 11 p.m. Friday 
to 1 a.m. Saturday shift by the plaintiff and Savonick, Pickup 
being the fire boss on that shift. The 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday 
shift was taken by Schultz and Povitch with Sutherland as 
fire boss, and after 3 p.m. Saturday, no work was done in the 
mine, except an inspection which was conducted by Pickup. On 
the Monday morning the plaintiff and Savonick went on at 
7 a.m. where they found a straight place with three cars of 
fallen stuff which they shovelled out. The plaintiff drilled

0
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four holm which were duly exploded, lie then says lie began 
the 5th hole about 10.30 when the accident occurred as he was 
making a hole in the face for bis drill.

The defence was that all the holes put ill on Friday had 
been exploded, and. further, that all the coal in the four hole* 
loaded on the Friday night had been worked out between II 
o'clock Friday night and 3 o’clock Saturday morning, so that 
the face had been advanced to such an extent that it was im
possible for any part of the loaded holes to remain. Further, 
the defence undertook the task of shewing that the accident was 
due to the explosion of a cap on the floor and not from a hole 
in the face. There was much evidence given on both sides and. 
in ordinary eases, the finding of the learned trial Judge would 
prevail : Ijtnlfit Units Collicnj ('it. v. W’nhusburjf ('orpn. 
1190K| A.C. .Tib; hit no Sit llnp \. Lint Tin on Totiff, 119121 
A.r. 325.

In this case there occurred something which I think makes 
the rule laid down in those cases inapplicable.

The first witness for the defence was Flinton, the superin
tendent for the defendant company. < hi his cross-examination 
the following occurred :—

<,>. You have to make a re|*ort to the Government a* to the eau ne of 
the accidenta? A. We do.

if. And you always make ii pretty full enquiry ? A. We try to; we can
not alwaya get a full account, lint we have to make that within ‘24 hour*, 
and sometime* a report i* made out and afterward* we lind out aome other 
information that it might have lieen cati*ed otherwise.

if. You kn xv that there waa a iniaacd allot there? A. I know they had 
a misted allot, hut I alao know that allot waa cut out and the place was 
driven eight or nine feet further on. lad ween the date of this missed shot, 
and the date of the accident, far la-yond where that accident could have

if. Did you know, when you made the report to the Government, that 
it was reported that it waa an old miaaed allot ? A. Peacock mqdc that 
report ; lie wa* manager at the time at No. S.

if. And lie signed the report? A. He signed the report, or at least I 
expect lie did. I could tell if I saw Ilia signature, prohahly.

if. Thia is a copy furnished me liv your solicitor? A. Yes. there is no 
doubt lie signed it.

Mr. Lrightom I want to put in part of that.. It is partly in the form 
of question and answer. I do not want to lie laitind by all the answer.

Mr. Harrison : I submit the whole of it should go in.
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Q. I his is correct, is it: “There was an <>hl missed shot, powder never B. C.
shot in doe Staiioszek*H place and as lie was in the act of mining the place, ~ -
must have struck the piece of explosive with the point of his pick, thus i • A. 
"causing the injury.” A. That is absolutely wrong, hut I believe lie made Stxxonzfk 
that report at the time. Iielieviug that lie was right. r.

Col MT: That is the report you say that was sent to the (ioveriiliient? Cxn wmx
Mr. I.i i;i hi on: Y'es. my Lord. Collieries.
Mr. Harrison: Hut that he said further that he struck this with his Irving, j.a. 

pick: I submit that the whole document should go in. or nothing. It is
what he reported from start to liuish. or nothing at all: lie cannot take a 
few words here and there.

Col KT: Are you going to call I’caenck
Mr. Harrison : No, he is not here.
Cot kt: If you put the report in. you will have to put it all in.
Mr. I.rii/hton : I have asked it that is a correct statement in tile report 

that was made, and he says it is.
Wihuss: We afterwards found that that statement was not so.
Mr. Leighton: Hut that is the report lie made at the timeï A. That is 

the report that went into the liovernnient.
tj. Where is Mr. Peacock now'r A. lie is at ( umhcrlaud.

As I understand the ruling of the learned dudge, tin* report 
was not to go in unless the whole of it went in: see also p. 50, 
line 27. where the ( 'ourt says you cannot put in part and not 
the other. Hut whether this is right or not the dudge looked 
at the report—either the whole of it, or the part of it read 
to the witness—and in weighing the testimony of Pickup, the 
man who was present immediately after the misfire took place 
on Friday and who made the inspection of the face on the Sun
day. whose evidence, if believed, strongly supported the defen
dants* ease, came to the conclusion that lie ( Pickup) was un
worthy of belief and that he ( Pickup) was entirely responsible 
for the accident, lie proceeded to say that lie believed the plain
tiff the more readily because of the report that was made to the 
Government.

As this report is not in the appeal-book we must. I think, 
infer that the conclusion was reached by the learned dudge 
acting on the extracts of the report read by the counsel.

In my opinion, that was a wrong way to deal with the re
port for three reasons. The first is that the report was not in; 
the second is that you e seize on a portion of a report and 
decide a case on that without reference to the other statements 
in the report ; and the third is that Collins had no authority

4
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C. A. defence was the cause of the accident.
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As a matter of fact, he made no such admission, lie asserts 
that the extraet read appeared in the report ami also stated that 
the report contained this, the plaintiff stated he did “not

Irving, J.A,
know what had happened, unless he struck a cap with his 
pick.**

The report having lieen misused in the way 1 have described 
and the probabilities (of which we can judge as well as the 
learned trial .fudge) being that the face had lieen advanced,
1 think we should order a new trial.

Martin, J.A. Martin, J.A., agreed that their should be a new trial.

Oalllher, J.A.
i dissenting I

Uallihkr, J.A., dissented.

Mvi'hiiiii*.j.a. .McI’hilui's, J.A., would dismiss Ihv appeal no written
reasons.

Sew trial ordered.

SASK. SHIERMAN v. HARRIS AND CRASKE

R.C.
Nioth iilt In ini 11 Nit pit'hi r Co art, Laniont, 7. 1 pril III. I'.U.”».

1. Ixsi kano: (g VI 240)—Eihk ixhikami: - Pki.uk of i.osm—Sr ATI s
OF l.lAKII.ITY.

A claim against an insurance company under a |sdiey of lire in- 
su ranee is nut a délit due or accruing due until the amount of the 
loss i* fixed ; it is a claim of indemnity for lus», and until the 1 is* is 
ascertained, by the admission of tie- company or otherwise, the claim 
under the policy is one of damages rather than of debt.

\ lltirll \. I.iIiiiiiiiIoh Nlriiin haumlrfi 2 A.I..R. l.'Ni. applied. |
2. tiAKMMIMKNT (8 111—Otf) — No.V AITFAKA NO. OK I.AHMSIIFI -PHKHl Ml’-

TION'S AH TO LIABILITY.
Where a garnishee fails to appear to a garnishee summons under 

the Saskatchewan Practice, his failure raises against him and in 
favour of the creditor tie- presumption that In- owes tie- debtor the 
amount of the claim sued for. hut such failure cannot In- considered 
an admission of liability as against any one except tie- creditor in 
the particular case in which lie failed to appear.

| f)ich*ini \. In ii II mu un II. Id U.L.I*. 774. considered,]

Statement Appeal from an order of a local Master.
L. H. liiiifi, for appellant.
(’. M. Jolnifdon, for respondent.

Lammit, .1. Lamon .1. :—On November 25, 1914. the plaintiff issued a
garnishee summons and served the same upon the defendant.
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and the garnishccs. Prior to this date a iiuinIm‘I* of creditors SASK. 
had sued the dvfvndant and gnruishecd moneys supposed to hr s.0. 
due from the garnishees to the defendants. The last of these.

NnmtMAs
wherein one Mills was plaintiff, had been served on November n.

11 \Kiim
21. 1914. The garnishees did not appear to these summonses rxn 
A motion was made t<i set aside the summons on November 21. < hahkb.

on the ground that at the time it was served there was no debt j.
due or aeeruing due from the garnishees to the defendants.
The learned Master found that no admission of liability had
been made by the garnishees prior to November 2*. and rouse 
ipientlx that there was no garnislmble debt due before that 
date. An appeal was taken from this order to the ( ‘bief dustier 
in Chambers, who dismissed the appeal. An application was 
then made to the Master for an order setting aside the garnishee 
summons of the plaintiff herein served November 25, on the 
same ground, that there was no debt due when the summons 
was served. No judgment had been signed against the gar
nishees. The Master ordered the summons to be set aside. 
From that order this appeal is brought.

For the plaintiffs it is contended that the order was wrong, 
for two reasons, (1) that the learned Master erred in finding 
as a fact that tin* garnishees had not admitted liability until 
November 28, 1914, and (2) that in any event the failure of the 
garnishees to file an appearance to a garnishee summons issued 
by one Mills, and served in March. 1914. was a sufficient admis
sion of liability on their part to uphold the plaintiff's summons 
served November 25.

On the first of the above grounds the appellant must fail. 
The law is well settled that a claim against an insurance com
pany under a policy of fire insurance for loss suffered is not a 
debt due or accruing due until the amount is fixed and liability 
therefor admitted by the company. In Hand all v. Liflii/nw, 12 
Q.B.I). 525, Williams, J.. in giving the judgment of th • Divi
sional Court, said:—

In tin* first place it is v lea v I lull tin- cliiini of I In* judgment debtor 
Litlignw itgaiiist tin* iiisiiranee c •ni|>auy which resulted in an award in his 
favour was not at the date of the garnishee order an attachable debt. It 
is not a debt either present or accruing ; it P a mere claim for iiiilbpii 
dated damages and was not the subject of attachment in the hands of 
the insurance company.
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In II aril v. l'il mon! oil Shmn Laundry Com jinny, 2 A.L R. 
130, Harvey, »!., said :—

It HVfiiiH dear on principle ns well as on authority that the daim 
against the insurance company under such circumstances is one of «lamages 
and not of délit. Il is a claim of imh-mnity for loss, ami the fact that it 
arises out of a contract «l«»cs not make it anything else. It might at a «•«•! 
tain stage lie converted into a «lehi In the amount licing ascertuiu«‘il and 
agree*I on ami liahility admitted, Imt these circumstances do not i*\i-t her»'.

No garnishahlc debt, therefore, existed prior to the admis- 
siott of liubility by the company which the Master found (and 
properly so) was first made on November 28.

Then was the failure of the company to file an appearance 
to the garnishee summons of Mills, served in March, 1914, an 
admission of liability binding on them as against the plaintiff? 
I am of opinion it was not. Where a garnishee fails to appear 
to a garnishee summons, his failure raises against him and in 
favour of the creditor a presumption that he owes the debtor the 
amount of the claim sued for. This presumption is sufficient 
to entitle the creditor to sign judgment in default against him. 
It may he said to be an admission of liability, which is the lan
guage useil in Piil,son v. Van Hummill, Hi D.L.li. 774. Hut 
it an admission only in the sense that in the particular ease 
in which he failed to appear the plaintiff may proceed upon the 
assumption that lie admits liability. It cannot lie considered an 
admission of liability in fact binding on the garnishee as against 
anyone except the creditor in the particular case in which lie 
failed to appear. Even against such creditor it is a presump
tion which may be rebutted upon an application to set aside the 
judgment by explaining the failure to appear and shewing that 
in fact no debt was due or accruing due to the debtor when the 
summons was issued.

The appeal will therefore be dismissed with costs.

Apjieal dismissed.
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MOORE v. DEAL. B. C
Hritish Col twili in Court of Appeal, Macdonald. C.J.A.. Inina. Marlin. n x

(lallihcr, anil Mcrhilli/is, JJ.A. April <>. l'.Mô.
1. Stay of I'RiN’KKDiMiH (§ I 13) -Xox-i'aymkxt of vostn Simii.ah aithix 

To justify :m order staying an action on tin* ground that costs awarded 
in favour of the saine- defendant against the same plaintilT in a pre\ ions 
action had not been paid, the second action must be for the same or 
substantially the same cause of action as the first.

[Higgins v. Wood hall, OT.h.H. 1, followed. |

Appeal by plaintiff from tin- judgment of Morrison. .1. statement
Killam, for appellant.
Haviland, for respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.A.: I think the judgment appealed from 
was right in ordering that those portions of the statement of 
claim relating to the < opper Mountain. ( upper Mountain No. I. 
and Bank of Vancouver mineral claims should he struck out.
As to the Relief claimed in respect of these three mineral claims, 
the doctrine of ns judicata must he applied, and a subsequent 
action for tin* same relief should lie dealt with under the pro
visions of Hide 2SS of the Supreme Court Hides.

As to the balance of the order appealed from, 1 think Un
learned Judge was in error. From the statement of claim it 
appears that the plaintiff and defendants were respectively in
terested, either severally or together, in a number of mineral 
claims. In 1900 the plaintiff executed powers of attorney in 
favour of each of the defendants, for the purpose of enabling 
them, in the plaintiff’s absence, to deal with said mineral claims.

In 1D0S the plaintiff brought an action against the defendants 
to set aside a transfer of tin- said Bank of Vancouver mineral 
claim made by defendant Deal to his co-defendant under Id- 
power of attorney, and for an account. That action was dis
missed with costs. In tin- following year the plaintiff brought 
another action against the defendants to set aside transfers of 
the said Copper Mountain and Copper Mountain No. 1 mineral 
claims made by defendant Deal under the said power of attornex 
to his co-defendant, and for an account. This action also was 
dismissed with costs. None of these costs have been paid bv 
the plaintiff.

The present action was commenced in 1912, and in his state
ment of claim the plaintiff repeats the allegations made in the
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previous actions respiting the sni<l mineral claims, Hank of 
Vancouver. ( upper .Mountain ami Cop|H*r Mountain No. 1. and 
claims the relief previously claimed in the other actions. These, 
I think, were frivolous and vexatious claims, and were properly 
struck out of the statement of claim. But. in addition to these 
claims, the plaintiff set up that the defendants had fraudulently 
dealt with the following mineral claims belonging to the plaintiff 
or in which the plaintiff had an interest, namely. Copper Cliff. 
Cop|>cr Cliff No. 1. and Copper Cliff No. 2. ami a mineral claim 
at Welcome Hass, which, in his affidavit in these proceedings, 
the defendant Saulter a pi tears to identify as < N.pper Islet or 
Copper Islet No. 1. The plaintiff also claims to have advanced 
to the defendants the sum of 82,72(1 in connection with their 
said dealings or interests. He alleges that defendants have re
ceived large sums of money in connection with these claims, and 
prays for an account. That these latter claims constitute an 
entirely different cause of action from those litigated in the two 
previous suits does not, in my opinion, admit of the slightest 
doubt. \\ hat authority is there, then, for ordering a stay of this 
action until the plaintiff shall have paid the costs of previous 
actions brought against these defendants, not for the same *r 
substantially the same, but for quite separate causes of action? 
I have been unable to find any. On the contrary, in every case 
in which a stay has been granted until costs of a previous action 
should have been paid, the relief was grounded upon the fact 
that the second action was for the same or substantially the 
same cause of action as the fi. t. In Hit/(jinn v. WikmIIiiiII ( ISStl), 
(i T.L.K. 1, the Court of Ap|»eal, consisting of Lord Halsbury, 
L.C., and liord Kshev, M.R., and Lindley and Lo|m*s, L..I.L, on 
an appeal from a Divisional Court, refit ed a stay. The* Lord 
Chancellor, whose remarks were concurred in by the other mem
bers of the Court, said lie had no doubt that the Court had juris
diction to interfere, but that the jurisdiction would only Ik* 
exercised in the ease of vexatious proceedings, and that a judicial 
discretion must be exercised as to what proceedings were vexa
tious. He is reported to have said:

The court must not prevent u suitor from exervhing his undoubted 
rights on any vnguc or indefinite principles. It was dear that the Court 
ought not to interfere in this case. It had been urged that the cause of 
action was the same in both actions, hut that is not h i.
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Turning to the Hides of th<- Supreme Court adopted I » v the 
legislature. I find that rule 2113 provides that if any subsequent 
action shall he brought before payment of the costs of a discon
tinued action for the smut or suhstanlialhi Hit smm must of action, 
the Court or a Judge may grant a stay.

Such a case is exactly analogous to this one. One who has 
had his action dismissed with costs is not logically in any worse 
position, in respect of the question under consideration, than one 
who has chosen to discontinue with costs. If, in the one case 
a plaintiff is only to be stayed if his new action is for the same 
or substantially the same cause of action as the old one, why, 
in the other case, should he be stayed when his action is for a 
separate cause of action? This rule is in hartnom with the 
principles adopted by Courts in the exercise of their undoubted 
inherent jurisdiction to prevent an abuse of their process, and 
I think 1 am right in saying that the Courts have not carried the 
doctrine any further generally than the legislature has carried 
it in the particular case provided for in said rule 2113.

Cases like the present must not be confused with those in 
which a stay is granted for the purpose of preventing multiplicity 
of actions. If two actions are pending at the same time, and 
all the relief claimed in both may lie obtained in one, the second 
action will be stayed, and the parties allowed to settle their 
differences in the one action: Karl of Kaulktt v. Vincent Hill 
[18113], 1 Ch. 277, and Williams v. Hunt [11105], I lx.It. 512. 
1 can see a very clear distinction in principle between staying 
an action until the costs of a previous action for substantially 
the same cause of action shall have been paid, and staying an 
action where the previous one was for a separate cause of action. 
Courts are loath to put obstacle's in the way of a plaintiff seeking 
to enforce his rights, and the imposition of a condition that he 
shall pay money before proceeding may, in effect, amount to a 
prohibition in the case of a plaintiff without means. That con
sideration has no application, however, where he has already 
litigated the same right. Cases of this nature can now seldom 
arise, except under said rule 2113 and in actions of ejectment, or 
where there has been a non-suit.

The appeal should be allowed to the extent of removing the 
stay.
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litx I no, J.A.: I think the* learned Judge was right lieyond 
question in striking out the matters relating to the first actions.

Having clone that, I am of opinion he was not justified in 
staying the action.

I would allow the a|>|>eal on that point.

Martin, ,I.A.: Though the present action is not in all 
respects for the* same causes of action as those which have been 
determined in two former actions, yet I think it is really so "sub
stantially the same" within the* meaning of rule 2V3 that it would 
be vexatious to allow it to proceed except on terms. Now, Lord 
Justice Fletcher Moulton said, in Ife Connolly lints. Ltd., (ItMIJ 
1 ( h. 731, at 743:

It is quite clear that the Court has felt justifieil in exercising this 
jurisdiction where it is satisfied that it would lie vexatious to let the other 
act ion proeeed. Just as fraud assumes innumerable shapes so vexations 
may assume innumerable fthajies.

Having regard to the* matters alleged in the first action begun 
on November 21, V.N)8, and the second one begun on July Id, 
HMM, it is obvious indeed, it was conceded at the argument 
that .all charges of fraud respecting the collusive* conveyance of 
the three mineral claims then disposed of, but now again re
vamped. should have been struck out of this now record. Rut. 
in addition, it was also asked in tin* prior actions that the plain
tiff should be recognized as the sole owner of said three* claims 
and the transfers of his interest cancelled, and this dual claim 
is again advanced, after all these years, in the present action, 
only now it is put forward as a “sole or joint” ownership. It 
is true that other claims are now included and a partnership set 
up, but. from a perusal of all the pleadings and proceedings in 
the three actions, it is difficult tq resist the inference (in the 
absence of any real explanation in the of the plaintiff)
that the present amplification of the original causes of action is 
not merely an attempt to escape the consequences of the two 
former failures. The statement in par. 5 of said affidavit that 
the claim in the present action is “entirely different“ from the 
former ones is obviously untrue.

Viewing the matter as a whole, I think the learned Judge 
was right in regarding it as a case where there was so much of 
the original "substance” left that it would be vexatious to allow

C-B
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it to proceed unless the costs <if the former actions were paid. ‘
It is true that the second clause of the order dealing with the ('.A.
three said claims is. apparently by inadvertence, a little wider M0«,ltt. 
than the former pleadings and issues would justify, and it should r 
he restricted to the alleged collusive transfers thereof. Other- 
wise the order should stand, and. though the appeal must he '«»rtin, j.a. 

allowed to said extent, it should, in my opinion, he without costs.

(iallihkk, J.A.: I think the order appealed from is right 
as to the mineral claims already adjudicated upon, hut that the 
appeal should he allowed as to the balance.

The order below should be varied accordingly, costs to the 
appellant.

„ , . . , .... MePhllllie. J.Mi riiiu.li's, .J.A., agrees with M -v•Donald. ( .J.A.

.1 ppeul aUmvvd in part.

Re ONTARIO AND MINNESOTA POWER CO. AND TOWN OF FORT 0N1 
I RANI I | ____

Ontario Sn/in nn tUiurl, !/»/*< Halt IHrision. Mrrnlilli. C.7.O.. Marian a. S. (..
I lain r ami lltnhiinx, t.

1. Tanks igllll)—13S| Xhmkhsmkxt I’kvikw Aiti-ai..
The vlTvct of tin* repeal of see. .">2 of the Ontario Railway anil Muni

cipal Aft iff ItlOil Iiy <hit. Slat. .‘I A 1 tie». V. ell. .*<7. nil tin- reenact- 
nient »f tlnit Art, May il. 1913. was that as t» a snlise«|iii‘iit decision of 
the Court of Revision »f a town in a territorial district assessing a 
power plant either the right of appeal directly to the Ontario and 
Municipal Hoard was taken nwax until the new Municipal Act. 1913.
3 & 4 (ieo. V. eh. 43 came into force on July I. 1913. or the right of 
appeal, left as it existed In-fore the statute of 1900. was one to a judge 
in Chandlers, even if see. 13 of the Assessment Amendment Act of 1913 
did not impliedly repeal the provisions as to appeal contained in the 
Act relating to territorial districts.

fItr port Praiu-rs Ahscksiiii nt. II D.L.R. 5114, 27 0.I..R. 022. referred 
to. |

Motion by the company for leave to appeal from an order statement 
or decision of the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board, of the 
16th June. 1914, dismissing, upon the ground of want of jurisdic
tion. an appeal to the Board by the company from the decision 
of the Court of Revision of the Town of Fort Frances affirming 
the company's assessment for the year 1913.

Glyn Osier, for the company, the applicant.
E. E. A. Du Vcrnct, K.C., for the town corporation, the re

spondent.
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The judgment of lin- ('ourt wax red by
Mi io nri h, < '.d.o. : This is u motion b,\ the Ontario and Min 

Ursula Rower Company for leave to appeal from an onlvr or de- 
rision of llir Ontario Railway ami Municipal Board, dated 11n- 
Hit li .Imir. 1014. dismissing an appeal to tht* Itoanl hy lin- appli
cant from the Court of Revision of tin- Town of Fort Frances, 
upon 1 hr ground that the Board had no jurisdiction to hear the 
ap|K-al.

The applicant appealed to the Court of Revision against its 
asseshineiit for the year 1913, and its appeal was dismissed on 
the 20tli dune, I Old.

The applicant gave notice of its intention to appeal to the 
Ontario Railway and Municipal Board from its assessment as 
confirmed hy the t'ourt of Revision: the notice of appeal was 
addressed to the Board, and was received h\ it on the 4th duly. 
10111; a copy of the notice was served upon or filed w ith the clerk 
of the municipality between the 21trd and the 28th dune, 1913. 
hut upon what day is not shewn. The appeal came on to l>c 
heard before the Board on some day prior to the llitli dune. 1014. 
hut on what day does not appear; and the further consideration 
of it took place on the Bith dune. 1014, when tin* decision from 
which the applicant desires to have leave to appeal was given.

The view of the Board wax that tin* result of subsequent leg
islation was to take away the right which previously existed of a 
person assessed to appeal directly from the Court of Revision 
t«i the Board, and that the only appeal which it had jurisdiction 
to hear and determine was an appeal from the decision of the 
dodge of tin* District Court on an appeal to him from the deci
sion of the Court of Revision.

(The learned Judge hen» referred to the Act respecting the 
establishment of Municipal Institutions in Territorial Districts. 
R.8.O. 1897 ch. 225, secs. 40-59; the Assessment Act. R.S.O. 1897 
eh. 224. see. 75, sub-sees. 2 and 7. and see. 84 : the Assessment Act 
of 1904. 4 Kdw. VII. ch. 23, see. 70. the Act of 1904. Kdw. VII. 
ch. 24. hv sec. 5 of which sec. 40 of R.S.O. 1897 ch. 225 was 
repealed and a new section substituted for it, i nd sees. 43 ami 
45 were amended ; the Act of 1905, 5 Kdw. VII. eh. 24. by sec.

17
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1 of which see. 4.1 of R.S.u. I8D7 Hi. 221 was repealed and a now 
him*. substituted ; liy him*. 2 of which him*h. Hi-48 and 4H were 
amended : and by hoc. .‘I of which there wan added to eh. 221 a 
new neetion. 48 ( #/ ) : the Ontario Railway and Municipal Hoard 
Act, llMNi, (i Kdw. VII. eh. :ll. nee. 12: and the Act of |!l|(l. Ill 
Kdw. VII. ell. 88. see. 111. re pea III it; see. 7<i of the Assessment Act 
•if 1IMI4. and substituting for it a new seetion.|

The result of this legislation was. that a person assessed in 
a municipality in a territorial district had the right to appeal 
in respect of his own or any other person's assessment to the 
council of the municipality, and the right of a further appeal 
to the District Judge, whose decision was final : but that, if tin 
person desiring to appeal from the council or tin4 Court of Re
vision was assessed upon one or more properties to an amount 
aggregating $10,000, he had the right, instead of appealing to 
tin* District Judge, to appeal to the Ontario Railway and Muni
cipal Board ; but, notwithstanding this right of appeal to the 
Board, a ratepayer had the right, according to the decision of 
the Court of Appeal in //< Fori Francis Asst ssuu nl, II D.L.R. 
504. to appeal to the District Judge as provided by see. 44 of 
eh. 221. as amended by 4 Kdw. VII. eh. 24. se<*. 1 (21. amt there 
was a further appeal to the Court of Appeal from the decision 
of the Boanl upon a question of jurisdiction or law. if leave to 
appeal should be given by the Court (0 Kdw. VII. eh. 31, sec. 
43).

1 apprehend that the effect of the amendments to eh. 225 was 
impliedly to repeal see. 70 of the Assessment Act of 1904 ; but 
whether it did or not is immaterial, as the only part of the sec
tion which was applicable to territorial districts was sub-sec. 2. 
which provided for an appeal to the Judge of the County Court 
of the county to which the district was attached for judicial pur
poses, and the district in which the applicant’s land lies is not 
so attached to any county.

It was, I have no doubt, intended by see. 13 of the Assess
ment Amendment Act of 11)13 (3 &. 4 Geo. V. eh. 4ti), and by the 
repeal by the Municipal Act of 11)13 (3 & 4 Geo. V. eh. 43) of eh. 
225, and the repeal of the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board
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Act of 1906, and the re-enactment of it. omitting see. 52. by 3 & 
4 Geo. \ eh. 07, to get rid of the anomaly which resulted from 
the decision in the Fort Francis case, and to provide that there 
should be no right of appeal directly from the Court of Revision 
to the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board; but, unfort un 
atcly perhaps, while the Assessment Amendment Act of 1913 
and the new Ontario Railway and Municipal Board Act cam 
into force on the 6th May. 1913, the new Municipal Act did 
not become law until the 1st July, 1913.

The result of this, it is argued, is that the right of the as
sessed property-owner to appeal directly from the Court of Re
vision to the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board was not 
taken away until the repeal of eh. 225 took effect on the 1st July, 
1913.

Section 13 of the Assessment Amendment Act of 1913 (3 & 
4 Geo. V. eh. 46) repeals sec. 76 of the Assessment Act, as en
acted by sec. 18 of eh. 88 of 10 Kdw. VII., and substitutes for it 
a new section, which provides that the appeals for which the 
section makes provision, both in municipalities in territory with
out county organisation and in other municipalities, shall lie 
from the decision of the Judge to the Ontario Railway and Muni
cipal Board, and until eh. 225 was repealed the effect of this 
was merely to provide that an appeal should lie from the de-, 
cision of the Judge to the Board—in other words, that where 
the person assessed appealed to the District Judge he should 
have a further appeal to the Board.

It is unnecessary, in the view I take, to decide whether the 
section has the effect of repealing the provisions of
ch. 225 as to appeals and the amendments to that Act to which I 
have referred; for, assuming that they are not repealed, there 
remains in the way of the applicant the fact that sec. 52 of the 
Ontario Railway and Municipal Board Act of 1906, which pro
vided for the appeal to the Board, was repealed before the de
cision of the Court of Revision was given, and that this resulted 
either in taking away altogether the right to appeal directly 
from the Court of Revision or in leaving the riyht as it existed 
before that Act was passed, that is. to appeal to a Judge of the 
High Court in Chambers.

8155
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It follows from this that the appeal to the Board was not 
competent, and that the Board rightly determined that it had 
no jurisdiction to hear it : and the result is, that the applica
tion must hv dismissed, and I would dismiss it with costs.

Appall dismissal with tods.

McDonald v. Morgan.
Aoiyi Siot in Su/imm Court, sir Cluirlcs Tniriixhcml. <1 mini hi,

ami UumkcII. l.onyhy ami If il chic. .1.1. February 13. I il If».

I • Hii.i.n a mi no ikk i S VI ( I ho i — Dkikmks- MIMIKI'HKNK math ink 
Tim I OK I’AYMI NT.

Where there Iihh liven no «leeeit iih to tin* iivUihI term-* of tin- note, 
fiiiml in not shewn ti|mii wliieli t • invaliilate the sale of guml* hv the 
celling agent's representation that the hnyer would not have to pa\ 
anything on the price until May I. while at tin- same time the agent 
obtained the buyer's signature to a promissory mie maturing at an 
earlier date, which mite remaining in the |Misaession of the payee, the 
buyer was not in fact called upon t • pay sooner.

Al’PKAl, from tile judgment of Meagher. .1,
II. Mtllish, K.C.. for appellant.
*/.*/. Power, K.C.. for respondent.

Sut Charles Townsiiind. (’..I.: This is a motion to set 
aside the findings of the jury in favour of the defendant ami for 
a new trial ; also, to reverse and set aside the judgment on the 
counterclaim against the plaintiff.

The action was brought on two promissory notes admittedly 
made by defendant to the plaintiff and in the alternative on an 
agreement between the plaintiff and the defendant for the 
leasing to defendant of a player piano for the same amount for 
which the two notes were given. In other words, what has been 
termed a hire and sale agreement by which among other things 
defendant on payment of the amount was to become the owner 
of the player piano. A number of defences were originally set 
up to this claim. The only one important to notice here is that 
she was induced by the fraud and misrepresentation of plaintiff 
to sign the agreement. The fraud alleged in the particulars of 
defence was that owing to her defective eyesight she was unable 
to read the agreement and that the one set out in the statement
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N.S. of claim totally ami essentially differs from that which was read 
s c. over to her when she signed the same. It is not important to
7! sav more on this matter than to point out that in the defence of

r. fraud as originally pleaded and up to and during the, trial it was 
Mow, an. l|U| N|M.,.jjjv,| that one of the terms of the agreement as well as 

TownehM«i!c.j. niakiiig of the notes was that they were not to lie paid until 
May 1. I Old. During the trial the defendant swore that the 
plaintiff's agent so read the agreement and the notes as to induce 
her to believe that they were payable on May 1 then next, 
whereas in the agreement and notes they were payable respec
tively in and thirty days after they were signed on January 
20. l!Md. The learned trial Judge permitted the defendant to 
add a defence setting up this new ground and further put to the 
jury as the ninth question:—

Dill Itvki'H IIIIIke to (li'fciiilmit liefiW -die -igncil tliv iiyivvinvnl iiml 
notes h represent*! ion iiml the notes were not ptiyiilile until 1st Mux or 
liny tiling to that ell'eet ainl did she net upon it. to xxliieli the jury answered. 
Yes.

One of the chief grounds urged for setting aside the verdict is 
that "questions upon which findings were made and were asked 
were improper questions about matters not rained by the plead
ings or in issue. "

It must be confessed that the whole result of this trial is most 
unsatisfactory. The mode in which the case was placed before 
the jury in my view, had a tendency to confuse their minds as 
to the real issue and most of the questions, it seems to me. were 
immaterial and unnecessary. There was really only one sub
stantial defence if true, that is to say. did the plaintiff or his 
agent fraudulently misrepresent to the defendant the terms 
of the agreement and notes and if so, in what respect. It may be 
said that the ninth and tenth questions cover the same ground. 
No doubt they do, and it will be necessary to enquire how far 
the evidence sustains their answers.

I have already called attention to the fact that as originally 
pleaded the claim of defendant that the notes were read to her 
as not payable until May 1 was not alleged. The same as re
spects the agreement. Now, this was and now is. perhaps, the 
most important factor in her defence. Again, she insisted in her
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testimony that the pianola was not to be paid for until May 1 N.S.
and yet this fact does not seem to have been eomniunieated to her s. i
golieitor, nor to have been the trial. Coining to the ~ "

McDoxa
evidence she is supported by one witness only, and that witness r.
not very clear or satisfactory, as to the alleged misreading of the 
agreement and notes. On the one hand is the clear eireumstan Toïï»h.'.,'il 
liai statements both of Hclyca and Langley that there was no 
niisrepresentation whatever and that the terms both <d‘ the 
agreement and notes were correctly read and explained and 
then we have these two witnesses with the documents hearing her 
admitted signature. It seems to me that the answers are against 
the weight of evidenee and considering this with the manner in 
which the issues were placed before the jury, which were before 
alluded to. I think there are ample reasons why this case should 
lie submitted to another jury.

It follows that the judgment on the counterclaim in defend
ant’s favour should be set aside.

Ri’sskll, #1. : Accepting the version of this transaction given 111 - 1
hy the defendant and her witness, the defendant bought a p'anola 
for $400 and an organ of which she was the owner. SI ,* had 
until May 1 to pay for it and could exchange the pianola for a 
piano if she thought lit. She did an exchange and plain
tiffs took the pianola away, but did not give her the piano, as 
they had not been paid for it. Notes of hand were given for the 
$400. one for $f> and the other for $d00 at do days. Plaintiff 
now claims that the notes were void for fraud as it was repre
sented to her that they were drawn payable on May 1. Put sin 
does not clearly prove the fraud as to this. Her witnesses say 
that the agent told her she would not have to pay anything till 
May 1. when she was suited with a piano. The most she says 
herself, and that only after she was worked up to it. is that tin- 
agent told her, the note was _ on May 1. Her first state
ment was that she was to sign tin- note for $400 and she would 
not have to pay a cent before May 1 which is quite consistent 
with his not having deceived her as to the actual terms of the 
note. She was not. in fact, called upon to pay the note before 
May 1. I see no defence to the note.

As already stated, before May 1 the defendant exchanged the
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pianola for a piano. The lien for tin- price of the pianola hail 
I teen lost. Whether or no there was a lien on the piano for the 
unpaid priee need not lie determined as there is no counterclaim 
for refusal to deliver it. What the defendant claims is that the 
whole transaction has been rescinded and she can recover as she 
has done for the value of her organ. I cannot sec that this is the 
ease. I think plaintiff should recover on the note and the 
counterclaim for tin value of the organ should he dismissed. The 
piano is the defendant’s property whether subject or not to a 
lien for the price. 1 am not now asked to say.

Whether there should In* a new trial or judgment for the 
plaintiff on the note may he debatable. A judgment for the 
plaintiff will he consistent with all the findings of the jury except 
the ninth, ami it wotdd be consistent with that finding if it only 
means that it was represented that the notes were not to be paid 
until May I and not that they were so made payable on their face. 
As there was evidence to support the finding in the latter setise, 
although it was product'll by a process of ingenious leading. I 
fear it may be necessary to set aside the finding referred to 
before judgment can be entered. If the terms of the note were 
fraudulently misread, it is probably the legal result that the note 
was a void instrument on which no recovery could be hail. If 
so. it might be as well to set aside the findings which, although 
innocuous, are nonsensical as well, such as that the notes were 
given to bind the sale, and that the consideration therefor was to 
enable Belyea to complete the sale.

In my opinion the appeal should lie allowed with costs and a 
new trial ordered.

(iRaiiam, K.J., and Lonulkv and Ritchie, »M., concurred.
Appeal allowed with costs, and new trial ordered.

VOLCANIC OIL AND GAS CO. v. CHAPLIN
<tnlario Nuprrnir Court. Lennox, J. March 8. lit 15.

1. Costs tg 11—35)—Stati toby tariff—ArrucATlox or.
Thv new tarill uf co*t* in Ontario which licratnc operative September 

I. 1913, applie* to all taxation* lietween party an-l party after that 
date.

| Hr Not ici torn, <1 O.W.N. 1125. followed.)

Appeal by the plaintiffs from the taxation by the Senior 
Taxing Officer.
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Re HISLOP.

Onlmin Sii/n t w> I'ourt. I/«/*» //<//« IHrininn. Fnlrunltritliji. It., It illicit,
l.nlchfonl. ami hilly, March 1*. 11*15.

I. t'o-TKNAM'V (III .*11 ( HKA'IION TKHI \M»NTAHY tiIKT K'/IAI. IMVI

A lewlameiitHry yifl “tu In* dlviihil'* Ih-iwi-vii two or mon*, mean* hii 
iliviaion ami vmite* il tenancy ill <• mini hi.

| Iff llislo/t. 7 O.W.X. 014. nllirmed. |

Am:\i. by an executor from the judgment of Middlkton, J.

!.. liars!mu and II. S. H<tbt rtson, for appellant.
\\. Davidson, l\.< '.. for representatives of Kuphemia Moody.
X. IV. Hotvill, K.( for executors of Janet Glover.
If. S. Ilans, for David llislop.
./. IV. (iraham, for Margaret IIMop.

Ki i.i.v, .1.: ... The part of the will out of which the
questions arise is the following devise : “To my brother John 
llislop I leave the disposition of all my real and personal estate 
of which I may die possessed to be divided by him the said John 
llislop according to his best judgment amongst my two brothers 
the said John llislop and my brother David llislop . . . and 
my three sisters, namely Margaret llislop . . . Janet Glover 
. . . and Kuphemia Moody . . .”

The will was made on the 2Jrd March. 11)10. and the testator 
died on the 30th June, I Did. Kuphemia Moody died intestate 
in November, 1D12, and Janet Glover died on the 22nd January, 
1DI4. leaving a will.

Mr. Justice Middleton states the first of these questions thus: 
“Has John llislop an absolute and uncontrollable discretion 
which enables him to divide the testator's property among those 
entitled, in such shares and proportions as he may see fit. or is 
the testator's intention that the property shall be divided 
equally, ami is John llislop s function limited to apportioning 
so as to bring about that which, in his judgment, would consti
tute equality? ” The ’s contention is, that the testa
tor's direction that the division be “according to his (the exe
cutor's) best judgment" confers upon him power to make the 
division amongst the five named persons in such proportions as 
to him seem best. I can find no such meaning in that language,

7144
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particularly when read in connection with the other words used 
by the testator in making the devise. That to which his best 
judgment was to be applied was not the proportion in which the 
named persons should take, but the mode of making the division, 
as. for instance, what assets should each get as his or her share 
of an equal division. Had the testator said in express language 
that the executor should make the division in such proportions 
as in his best judgment he thought proper, or words to that 
effect, the result might have been otherwise.

Authority is not wanting that the language employed im
ports an equal division. A testamentary gift “to be divided” 
between two or more, means an equal division and creates a ten
ancy in common : Stroud’s Judicial Dictionary, p. 55!), citing 
l‘t til v. Chainuan ( 1750). 1 Yes. Sr. 542, referred to in the judg
ment appealed from.

In Liddard \. Liddard (I860), 28 Bcav. 266. where lease
holds were conveyed to trustees, and it was declared that when 
the settlor’s eldest son attained 21 years, they should In- in trust
for him. and that they should be assigned ......rdingly. but so
that the settlor's wish that bis other children “might he allowed 
by the eldest son to participate with him in the same.*' should 
be observed by him. it was held that the younger children were 
entitled to equal shares with the eldest, as tenants in common. 
The Master of the Rolls (Sir John Romilly) said (p. 271 ) : “It 
is true the settlement says that the children are to be allowed by 
their brother to participate with him. but that does not invest 
him with the right of determining whether they shall partici
pate with him at all. or only to such extent as lie may think lit 
to allow. . . . The question then is. whether, in the absence of 
any direction as to the mode of participation, tIn* participation is 
not to be in equal shares and proportions. I am of opinion that 
it is.”

Anything which in the slightest degree indicates an inten
tion to divide the property must be held to abrogate the idea of n 
joint-tenancy, and to create a tenancy in common : Jarman on 
Wills. 6th ed.. p. I7!H ; Hobertson v. Feastr (1871). L.R. 6 Ch. 
6ÎI6. A different intention does not follow from the use of the 
additional words “according to his best judgment.”

ONT.

s 0.

Its
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ONT So ntronglv is the word “divided” when used in lliis conncc-
s.c. tiou held to menu equally, that where a direction was to pay, as- 
Vi." sign. an<l divide a sum to certain legatees as joint tenants, a ten-

Hismh" alley in eominon was held to lie created: Month v. AMimjton
( 1857), 27 L.J. ch. 117.

And n<i in earlier eases, a devine to A. and B. between them 
(Lashhritok v. Cock ( 181ti). 2 Mer. 70). and a bequest unto and 
among certain persons (llichnrdson v. liichardson (184.1), 14 
Sim. 12(1), were eaeh held to create a tenancy in common.

There is good ground for holding that the division contem
plated by the testator was to be based on an equality, and that a 
tenancy in common was created. That being so. the answers 
given by the judgment appealed from to the other questions sub
mitted must be held to be correct.

The appeal should, therefore, be dismissed with costs.
I' ll, ulllfillg*, 

Falconiiriihii:. <\J.K.B., and Rim>i:i.i., J., concurred.

Latciii'ord, J.:—John llislop. his brother David, his sister 
Margaret, and the personal representatives of his deceased sister 
Euphemia, are under the decision appealed from entitled re- 
Npcetivcly to an equal one-fourth share in the estate of the test

ily appealing John llislop obviously manifests an intention 
of not dividing the estate in equal shares.

rpon the argument his counsel admitted that the words of 
the devise imported that he would be obliged to give some part 
of the estate to each of the brothers and sisters who survived 
the testator, but contended that, while such part should not be 
illusory (how little would be illusory he declined to say), the 
amount of it was in the discretion of the executor— who. being 
one of those entitled, might apportion to himself more than he 
thought proper to allot to the others entitled. ( onsidered apart 
altogether from the facts ami circumstances attending the mak
ing of the will, the very words of it import, in my opinion, an 
intention on the part of its maker to benefit equally his brothers 
and sisters— all of whom he named. IIis whole estate was given 
to the executor to be divided among the only five persons who 
stood in equal relation to him. 1’pon the authority cited in the
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judgment appealed from, a division between two must lie an 
equal division; and, in the absence of anything to indicate an 
intention to the contrary, a division among a number of persons 
Htanding in the same relation to the testator must also be equal.

Appeal dismissed irilh casts.

CROSSMAN v. MOSELY.

.Vor#i Sri.Im Sa/ininr Court. Sir Clittrh s Tnirimhnnl, C l.. Uniham. I! •/ . 
•liai It ass, II. I.oniilrii. aial Ihi/mliilc, .1.1. .lantiarif 2. 1(115.

1. Al'CTlON 11 I—5 I- S.XI >. OK I A KM I Mi KHMTH—ÏKIIMs PhoMINKOKY

<hi an auction -ale of funning dl'cets on advertised term* ■ I *i\ 
moiitliH* credit, three month* without interest, on approved joint n*•(*. 
a Inner who obtains deliver.! on a promise to pax cash in a few day* 
and refuse* to give an approved note on the advertised term*, may »-■ 
sued fitliwitli on defaulting in his promise, and cannot set up in 
answer that tIn* three months' credit term had md expired.

Appeal from the judgment of Patterson. ( o.( '.,1.
II. Mellish, K.C., for 
F. L. Mihur, K.C., for respondent.

Slit ('iiaklkh Townsiii nu, This is all appeal from the
County Court Judge's decision on questions of fact. 11 is only 
in exceptional eases on well settled rules that this Court inter
feres with the findings of the Judge below. In this ease I think 
he was clearly in error in his conclusion. The terms of the sale 
as advertised were notes at !i months. The defendant did not 
give his note but stated that he would pay cash in a few days, 
and to this the plaintiff agreed. When called on for the money 
a day or two after the sale defendant says lie told plaintiff that 
he would pay after his return from Toronto where lie was then 
going, and from which place lie did not return for some weeks. 
There is no evidence that plaintiff assented to this, nor was any 
time mentioned within which lie would return. As defendant 
did not comply with the terms of sale and did not pay cash for 
the purchase in a few days, by his default the debt became pay 
able, and plaintiff was entitled to sue for the same when lie did 
If defendant’s statement is to be accepted it must be pleade I 
and proved. No such defence is set up by the defendant as t ! • a :

TU
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Re
Latclifur.l, .1.
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S. <’

Sir Charles
fownsliHiil, C..|.
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he wiih only to pay on his return from Toronto, nor does the 
evidence shew that plaintiff so agreed. Indeed the evidence of 
the defendant on that point was wrongly received when there 
was no plea to justify it. It will he observed that defendant 
pleads that he was entitled to six months' credit by terms of the 
sale, but as already shewn he had entered into a different con
tract, even on his own contention. The Judge below bases his 
decision on the ground that defendant was entitled to six 
months' credit in which he was wrong. That is evident from 
the admitted fact that he gave no note and promised cash.

In my opinion, the judgment below should be set aside and 
judgment for the plaintiff for the price of the cattle in addition 
to the other item allowed below, plaintiff to have costs of this 
appeal, and all costs below.

( t rah am, E.J. :—This is an action among other things for the 
price of two cows and some other articles for $110;

This paragraph from the judgment shews the ground on 
which the learned trial Judge decided against the claim :

’I he Hint vlaim is for tin* price of two vows and other article* sold and 
delivered by plaintiff to defendant. Neither the price nor the delivery is 
denied, but defendant says he Isinght the eiws at auction upon a six 
months* credit and the six months had not elapsed when action was brought. 
Plaintiff admits it was a term of the sale that six months’ credit should In* 

given, but says defendant waived this term and entered into other arrange
ments. I*pon the facts—rather it is a mixed question of law and fact— 
I cannot IIml that defendant waived the credit term and as far as this 
item is concerned plaintiff cannot recover.

It is proved that the plaintiff was selling off' his stock by 
auction and it was advertised by handbills and the terms on the 
bills were six months’ credit, three months without interest on 
approved joint note, or, as is said in another place, ”approved 
security. ’ ’

The prominent feature of the ease is that the defendant hav
ing purchased the articles never came forward with a joint note 
for the price but took away the articles. Evidence was given 
by plaintiff:—

III' nuiil lie was nut going to give me a note, lie woulu pay me the 
mon,.)'. I saiil “wheat” Ile said “llrst of the week." 1 saiil ' all right.” 
lie said he was going to Port Elgin anil I letter not come for my money
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on Monday but to conn* on Tuesday. 1 went to hi* place Tuesday night. 
No one home. Didn’t sec him till Thursday night. I gave him hill. Never 
said anything.

The learned Judge did not disbelieve him hut says that he 
could not find that defendant waived the credit term, lint the 
defendant, in effect says the same thing:—

Itcf.ue I brought vows away I had a conversation with plaint ill. I said 
“I won't go in and give you note. I'll come and *ee you again.” lie said, 
“all right.”

N.S 

8. C.

C'ROSSM AN

Townahcnd, C.J.

John t'orbett says :—
Live at Tidnish. Know plaintitV and defendant. Ilcniemher sale on 

duly 2Uth. Present at sale. Saw defendant as lie was leaving. I heard 
defendant tell plaintiff lie wouldn’t give a note for stulV lie hoiight but 
would pay money first of week or in a few days. Plaintill" replied that 
would he all right.

Robert Crossmaii says :—
Son of plaintiff. Present at bis sale. Saw defendant at sale. Saw 

him as lie was about leaving. Plaintiff and last witness there. Heard 
defendant say lie would not give a note but would pay him first of follow 
iug week. Father said that would he all right.

Now, having obtained possession of the animals on such a 
representation that he would pay him the cash the first of the 
week he cannot possibly hark back to the original terms of 
credit. The defendant, instead of paying, went away to Toronto 
and two months and seven days after the sale plaintiff was 
obliged to bring this action.

Now a new defence is started in this Court, namely, that 
there was an agreement before he went to Toronto that the 
plaintiff gave him time, that is until he returned from Toronto, 
to pay tu is claim of $110. There is this against that theory: 
h iist. it is not in the pleading, therefore unlikely to have taken 
place. This is the pleading as to this item, and it is the only 
pleading as to that :—

1. As to the claim for two cows and other articles purchased 
by defendant at i* sale held by plaintiff, the defendant says 
that the same were sold upon terms of credit set forth in the 
advertisement of the sale, namely, upon the terms that the 
defendant should pay for them three months after the said sale 
and the said period of credit had not expired at the time of. 
action brought.

3
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2. As to the claim for two cows and other articles purchased 
by defendant at public sale held by plaintiff, defendant says 
that the same were sold upon the terms set forth in the adver
tisement of the sail ale that they should be paid for by note to 
be made by the <1< ’ant in favour of the plaintiff for the
payment of the pr. >i the said goods to the plaintiff three 
months after the date of the said sale and the action was com
menced before the time at which the said notes would have be
come payable.

Then the probability of it is displaced by the defendant’s 
own letter. But before coming to that let us look at what tin- 
plaintiff says : I resume his evidence:—

Next ditv or the day after In* came t > my place; said he was going away 
to Toronto. I said "What about my bill?” "Well." he said, "what about 
it ?" 1 said “You are going away and I want it fixed or money.” He said 
In* was going to pay money before he went, lie went away without pay 
ing me. Received <•/!’ I from defendant on day it was written. Rrmight 
by his soils, (lave them the vows. Went to house with letter, lie refused 
to pay me anything for keeping tows.

This is the letter G/P. 1. It will be remembered tlmt the 
plaintiff had given him a bill and the defendant testifies, “Never 
saw bill till time 1 went to tell him I was going away.”

Tidnish. X.N., October *21st, 1913.
Mr. Lewis t r ssman. Tidnish. X.N.

Dear Sir.—You will please let the hcaicr have the three cows to take 
up to the farm as it is too rough for them t » lie out at nights besides the 
trouble you have milking them this wet weather. If you will call at my 
son's h mse lie will pay your account in full.

I should like to have seen you before I go away as I have several 
things to talk to you about.

Yours truly,
i Sgd. i Thomas Monki.y.

In the face of these difficulties I think it is too late to start 
a new defence on the hearing of the appeal. I am of opinion 
there was no such agreement.

As to the item of pasturing and milking three cows of defen
dant in the months of August and September. Iff Id, at 20c. a 
day, #15.12. he really pastured them, the Judge finds. But the 
learned Judge finds that the service was gratuitous. This find
ing is unreasonable on the evidence and must be set aside, but 
tin- plaintiff is only entitled to service up to the date of action. 
The other three items are admitted.
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The appeal will Ik* allowed and judgment given for the N s-
plaintiff for tin sum of $129 with the costa in this (’ourt and in s.0.
the Countv Court. ... -

Lonolky, and Drvsdai.i:.' .1.1.. concurred. Mokm.y.

Ri-hkkll, J„ diwnlMl. (dlwrntlng)
Appeal allowed with costs.

Re SINGER. ONT.
Ontario Supreme Court. Appellate IH vision. Xlereilith. Ma cl nr en, £ p

Maijc<\ anil lloilijinM, .1.1.. 1. April 20, 1916.

1. Wills i § III (I 7—1501—Maixtknanc k ok chiiurkn Disc kkhon as
TO—MaKHIAIU. OK CHILI»—Ekfkct on hkqvkst 

A clause in n will directing the pax ment to a widow tin* net income 
of an estate for the maintenance of herself ami the children of the 
testator during her widowhood, vests the discretion in Iter, if exer
cised in good faith, as to the manner and extent to which provision 
should lie made to each child, and does not obligate her to take into 
consideration the need of support of children who had become foris
familiated or had married.

2. Wills i § I F—00)—Conn u.—Limitation an to timi: ok uimtribi tion
—Ekkkct on rumors h ums ok will—Timk ok vkstino.

A will providing the equal division of an estate amongst the children 
of the testator upon the death or re-marriage of the widow, in the 
event of their attainment of a certain age, modified by a codicil that 
the real property shall not Is- divided among the beneficiaries until 
after ten years from the death of the testator, has the effect of sus
pending the conversion of the real estate for purposes of distribution, 
upon their attainment of that age, for the period mentioned in the 
codicil, unless to prevent loss by depreciation or to pay incumbrances 
or debts.

Appeal from the judgment of Middleton, J. statement
(}. II. Watson, K.<\, and S. J. liirnbaum, for appellant Annie 

Singer.
('. •/. Holman, K.C., for Max Singer and others.
//. E. Ilose, K.<\, and ./. IV. Pickup, for Israel Singer and 

Alexander E. Singer.
(i. S. Hodgson, for M. J. Singer, the surviving executor.
.1/. //. Ludwig, K.C., for the widow of Solomon Singer.
F. IV. Harcourt, K.C., Official Guardian, for the infants.

Meredith, C.J.O. :—This is an appeal by Annie Singer Meredith,c.j.o. 
from the judgment dated the 20th January, 1915, which 
was pronounced by Middleton, J., on an originating motion for

i
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the const ruction of the will and codicil of Jacob Singer, and a 
cross-appeal by Israel Singer and Alexander K. Singer from the 
same judgment.

Jacob Singer died on the 13th November, 1911, and left sur- 
Meredith,c.j.o. viving him his widow, Annie Singer, and eleven children, the 

eldest of whom, Mrs. Miller, is forty-two years of age, and the 
youngest, Fannie, seventeen. Of the children, eight were sons, 
ami three of them. Moses, Max, and Israel, have attained the 
age of thirty. The will is dated the lfith May, 1904. and the 
codicil bears date the 31st October, 1911.

The first question for decision is as to the effect of the follow
ing clause of the will : “I direct my said trustees to pay to my 
wife Annie Singer during the term of her natural life and as 
long as she will remain my widow the net annual income arising 
from my estate for the maintenance of herself and our children. 
Should however my said wife re-marrv then such annuity shall

It is not a little singular that at this time of day there should 
be any reason for doubts as to the legal effect of this provision. 
Thousands of wills containing a similar provision have been 
made, and it is a form commonly in use by testators desiring to 
provide for the maintenance of their wives and children.

Apart from authority, I should have no doubt as to what 
the testator meant or as to what the language he has used to 
express his wish imports, and that is, that his wife should be 
entitled during her widowhood to receive the income, subject to 
an obligation on her part to maintain the children out of it. but 
leaving to her discretion the manner in and the extent to which 
provision should be made for any child, a discretion not subject 
to control or interference by the Court so long as it should be 
exercised in good faith ; and that, as 1 understand the decision 
of the Court of Appeal in Allen v. Furness, 20 A.R. 34, was 
that Court’s view of the effect of such a provision as the will 
in question contains. In that case the appeal was from the 
judgment of the Chancellor, and he and Maclennan, J.A., who 
delivered the judgment of the Court of Appeal, referred with 
approval to the decision of Vice-Chancellor Kindersley in In re 
Robertson's Trust (1858), fi W.R. 405.

ONT.

s.c.
Rs



In that ease the bequest was of a sum of £7,000 to the nephew 
of the testator “for the maintenance ami support of himself and 
liis family, ” and the Vice-t 'haneellov in delivering judgment said 
that he had not “the smallest doubt that the testator intended 
the legacy to lie paid to the legatee, taking it for granted that, 
like any other father, he would maintain and support himself 
and his family thereout. That being so, he did not mean to 
express any trust, and therefore there must be a direction that 
the £7.000 be paid to the petitioner, in the words of the will, 
namely, ‘for the maintenance and support of himself and 
family” and the Vice-Chancellor added that “the only effect 
would lie that, in -asc any child was not maintained, he might 
apply to the Court.”

This last observation was quoted by Maelciman, J.A. (20 A.It. 
p. 41 ). and lie does not suggest that lie does not agree with it.

Referring to Lambe v. Homes, L.R. (I Ch. 597, Maelciman, 
J.A. (p. 41), said that lie was unable to distinguish the case with 
which he was dealing from that case; adding: “The words, ‘to 
be at her disposal in any way she may think best’, which were 
contained in that devise, but not in the present one, can, I think, 
make no difference, for they add nothing to tin1 effect of a simple 
gift, and the remaining words are in substance the same as the 
present, for ‘family’ means ‘children.’ ”

In In re G. (Infants), [ 18991 1 Ch. 719. the trustees were 
directed to pay the annual income of the trust estate to the 
testator’s wife during her life if she should so long continue his 
widow, “she maintaining, educating, and bringing up such of” 
his children . . ; and Kekewich, J., referring to this provision, 
said that it was urged on behalf of the children, and not denied 
on behalf of the mother, that it imposed upon her an obligation 
enforceable by the Court ; and, dealing with the character of the 
obligation, he said : “It matters not how the enforceable obliga
tion ought technically to be defined. It may be regarded either 
as a trust or as an implied contract. There is a close analogy 
between cases of this character and those where a gift of pro
perty has been coupled with an obligation to repair. Some cases 
of the latter class have recently been commented on by the Lord 
Chief Justice in Blackmorc v. White, [1899] 1 Q.B. 293, and he
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ONT. seems to treat the right of enforcing such obligation as resting 
S. c. on implied contract, and that view is at least consistent with the 
“jjjj* judgment in In rc Skingley (1851), .'1 Maen. & 0. 221, which

siNtiEB. for some time was treated, and perhaps may still be treated, as
Merciith, c.j.o the leading authority on the subject. North J.’s decision >n 

In re Booth, [1894] 2 Oh. 282, and that of Knight Bruce, V. 
in Longmore v. Elcum ( 184:$), 2 Y. & ('. Oh. 363, both of which 
are cases of the class here under consideration, treat the obliga
tion as founded in trust and enforceable by exercise of the juris
diction which the Court has over trustees. But they equally 
treat the obligation as enforceable, and, as already mentioned, 
that is not denied.”

In In rc Pollock, f 1906] 1 Oh. 140. a widow to whom property 
was devised in trust during her widowhood for the benefit and 
maintenance of herself and of the children of her deceased hus
band and herself, and the proper bringing up of the children, 
was held to have the powers of a tenant for life under sec. 58, 
sub-sec. 1 (vi.), of the Settled Land Act, 1882, and it was held, 
or at all events assumed, that the interest of the widow was 
charged with the maintenance of the children.

I do not read In rc Booth (supra) as deciding anything dif
ferent from what was decided in Allen v. Furness. In both 
cases the Court had to deal with a case in which it was sought 
to make available for the benefit of the creditors of the bene
ficiary the whole of what was given to the beneficiary, in the 
one case “for her use and benefit and for the maintenance and 
education” of the testator’s children, and in the other “during 
his life for the support and maintenance of himself and his 
(three) children ;” and what the Court did in Allen v. Furness 
was to refuse to give to the creditor equitable execution except 
upon the terms that what the Court deemed to be a reasonable 
sum should be applied for the support and maintenance of the 
children ; and what was done in the other case was to direct 
an inquiry as to “whether any and if any what provision ought 
to be made for the maintenance of any, and if any which, of the 
children of the testator out of the income of the testator’s 
estate.”

Mr. Justice North says in In re Booth ( [1894] 2 Ch. at pp.
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284-5): “The words” (i.e.. “for the maintenance and eduea- 0NT-
tion of my children”) “are, in my opinion, inserted with the s.C.
view, not that she should spend the income for any purpose she ^
liked, hut that she should have it for her use and benefit, and sinof.r.

also ‘for the maintenance and education of my children.' That Meredith,c.j.o. 

was the object to which the money was to be applied. In my 
opinion, those words were inserted for the purpose <>f shewing the 
object, or intention, or trust, whichever you choose to call it, 
with or upon which the testator made the gift to his wife. Sup
pose the gift had been made to a stranger for his use and benefit, 
and for the maintenance and education of the testator’s chil
dren, could there have been any doubt that lie would have taken 
the income subject to a trust for the maintenance and education 
of the children ? No doubt the widow takes a share in the in
come; but I cannot say that the children arc excluded from all 
interest, any more than I could if the widow had been a trustee 
—for she is a trustee—for any other persons.”

These observations seem to indicate that, in the view of the 
learned Judge, the wife took the income subject to a trust for 
the maintenance and education of the children; and. if that is 
the effect of his decision, it is opposed to Allen v. Furness, and 
we must follow that case in preference to In re Booth.

Nothing, however, was decided in In re Booth that is incon
sistent with the view that, had the widow not become bankrupt 
and the income had been claimed by her creditors, the Court 
would not have interfered with the exercise of her discretion, if 
it were exercised in good faith, as to the manner in which and 
the extent to which she should provide for the maintenance and 
education of the children.

The next question is as to whether the widow, in carrying out 
the object with which the income was given to her, is bound to 
take into consideration the need of support of children regard
less of whether or not they have become forisfamiliated or have 
married.

In Cook v. Noble, 12 O.R. 81, it was decided by Proud foot, J., 
after a review of the authorities, that, where the right to main
tenance and support is given in general terms, it will cease with 
the marriage or forisfamiliation of a child.

4li—22
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ONT. | am not aware of any subsequent case in which the decision
s.c. of Proud foot, J.. has been questioned, except perhaps by the
“jjjp present ( in In re Miller (1909), 19 O.L.R. 381, who

singkb. said he doubted the value *»f the decisions on which Proudfoot, 
M<rp<tithTc.j.o. Jm proceeded, as regarded in the light of later decisions, and 

added : “The law now seems to be that an annual sum or a pro
vision for maintenance and education is not to be limited to un
married children. Those married may share if the need exists: 
In re Booth, 11894] 2 (*h. 282. ('ook v. Xohle was decided in 
188ti. Frewcn v. Hamilton, 47 L.J. < 'h. 391, decided in 1877. was 
not cited in ('ook v. Xohle.”

It seems to me, and I say so with great respect, that the 
Chancellor has overlooked the fact that in Frewcn v. Hamilton 
the were purchasers for valuable consideration ; and
that fact is emphasised by Malins, V.-C., who said (p. 394) : 
“This is not under a will, as in the case that was cited of Bow
den v. Laing (1844), 14 Sim. 113, where maintenance was to be 
paid to the mother out of her own income, but here the children 
are purchasers for valuable consideration.”

It is to l)e observed also that in that case the provision was 
for maintenance and education, and that a distinction is made 
in some of the cases between such a provision and a provision for 
maintenance only.

We should, I think, adopt the rule laid down in Vook v. Xohle. 
The ease was decided more than a quarter of a century ago; it is 
probable that during that period many wills have been drawn 
relying upon the law being what it was held by Mr. Justice 
Proudfoot to be; and for that reason, and because, in my opinion, 
the construction which lie placed upon words similar to those 
which were used by the testator in this ease, having regard to 
conditions and the mode of life in this country, gives effect to 
what a testator who has used such language to express his wishes 
really meant, that construction should be adopted.

The next question is as to the rights of the sons when they 
have reached the age of thirty years.

The will provides as follows : “I direct my said trustees to 
pay to each of my sons who shall reach the age of thirty years a 
sum equal to half that portion of my estate to which such son is

28
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entitled under thi« my will upon the clout h of his ?r, eueh 
portion to he valued at the time of each son attaining his 
thirtieth year, the valuation to he made hv my executors and 
trustees and shall he final. Such payment to he considered as a 
loan from the estate.”

In order to understand the effect of this provision it is neces
sary to see what provision is made as to what the sons shall be 
entitled to at the death of their mother, and that is to be found 
in the following provision of the will : “Upon the death or re
marriage of my said wife 1 give devise and bequeath all the rest 
and residue of my estate not hereinbefore specifically disposed of, 
to my said children, share and share alike, and 1 direct my said 
trustees to pay to each of my said children upon his or her 
attaining the age of twenty-one years his or her share of my 
estate, deducting, however, therefrom any sum or sums which 
shall already have been advanced to such child, and in the event 
of any of my said children predeceasing my said wife without 
leaving lawful issue him or them surviving, then his. her or their 
share or shares shall he divided equally between my surviving 
children who shall attain the age of twenty-one years, hut in the 
event of my said children who shall so predecease my said wife 
leaving him or them surviving lawful issue then I direct that 
such issue shall stand in the place of and be entitled to the share 
of the parent so deceased.”

ONT.

8. C.

Re

Mrredith, C..T.O.

It was argued on behalf of the sons who have attained the 
age of thirty years that they arc entitled to be paid a sum equal 
to half the value of the share of the estate to which they would 
become entitled, in the event of their being then living, on the 
death or re-marriage of the wife, and that they are entitled to 
be paid that sum without being required to give security for it 
and without any obligation to pay interest upon it.

It was argued on behalf of the widow and those of the chil
dren who take the same ground as she does that the right of 
the sons under this provision is by the codicil postponed until 
ten years from the date of the testator’s death, or at all events is 
so postponed except as to the personalty and the proceeds of 
such of the lands as the executors and trustees may in their dis
cretion determine to sell and do sell, and that the sons are not

«
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ONT. entitled to any payment unless upon giving satisfactory security
S. c. for the amount they receive and for the payment of interest
*■ upon it until thev become entitled to their shares of the estate.Re 1

Singkb. The provision of the codicil which is relied on is the follow-
Meredith. C.J.O. illg :—

“10. I hereby further direct that my real property shall not 
he divided among the beneficiaries as directed by my will until 
after the lapse of ten years from my , and I further direct 
that the business of managing my real estate shall be carried on 
by my sons as it has been carried on heretofore, and I direct 
that my sons shall receive such salaries as shall seem just in 
the discretion of my executors in remuneration for their 
services. ’ ’

It appears that between the date of the will and the making 
of the codicil the testator had become the owner of a large num
ber of house and other properties—between 300 and 400 of 
them—and that these form practically the whole of the estate 
that will be left after payment of the funeral and testamentary 
expenses, the succession duties, and the debts other than those 
which arc secured by mortgages on the " , which amount to
a very large sum.

The solution of the question for decision is surrounded with 
difficulties. If a son who attains the age of thirty years is en
titled to be paid a sum equal to one-half of his prospective share, 
without being required to give security or to pay interest, the 
result will be that the widow’s income will be reduced by so 
much of it as would have been derived from the investment 
of what is paid to him, and it may be that a son who ultimately 
is not entitled to a share of the estate because he has prede
ceased his mother may leave nothing after him which can be 
made available to repay what has been advanced.

After much consideration, I have come to the conclusion that 
the effect of paragraph 10 of the codicil is to postpone the right 
under the will of the sons who attain the age of thirty to be paid 
the one-half of their shares, except in so far as it may be prac
ticable to make payments to them out of the personalty and the 
proceeds of such of the real property as the trustees may have 
sold.

17
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It is reasonably clear that the intention of ♦he testator was ONT
that, as far as it should be practicable to do so, his lands should s. C.
be retained in specie and should be managed by his sons, and 
that the division of his estate, as far as it consisted of Singes. 

r‘‘al y. which was to have taken place upon the death or Mwt«MU,i c.j.o.
ie-marriage of his wife, should be postponed, if either of these 
events should happen within ten years after his death, until the 
expiration of that period ; and that. 1 think, is the effect of the 
provisions of paragraph 10 of the codicil. If I am right in that 
view', it follows, I think, that the direction of the will as to the 
payment to the sons is inconsistent with it. and is pro tanto re
voked ; and that that would be the result apart from the pro
visions of paragraph 14 of the codicil, which directs that any
thing in the will which is at variance with the provisions of the 
codicil “shall lie subservient and subject” to the codicil.

It follows also that the executors and trustees arc not bound 
to convert any of the real estate for the purpose of making pay
ments to the sons, and I do not think that they would be justified 
in converting it unless perhaps it was prudent to do so to pre
vent loss by depreciation of the property, or if it should be neces
sary to convert to pay incumbrances or debts.

If there should be money available for making payments to 
the sons, I do not think that they can be required to give security 
for what they may receive, or to pay interest upon it. The direc
tion that what they receive is to be considered as a loan from 
the estate, coupled with the provision for the deduction, upon the 
ultimate distribution of the estate, from the share of any child to 
whom advances shall have been made, of the amount of the ad
vances. was intended to make it clear that a son who received any 
money under the direction as to payments to sons who attain the 
age of thirty years, should not. in addition, receive a full share 
of the residue to be divided, when the division came to lie " .

This consideration, and the absence of anything being said as 
to the loan bearing interest, or of an addition of interest to the 
sum to be deducted from the share, lead me to the conclusion 
that interest is not payable on the sum which a son may receive, 
and that he cannot be required, as a condition of making a pay
ment to him, to give security for it.

0
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ONT. It is true that the effect of this view being given effect to will
g.C. he to reduce the amount of the income which the widow will 

receive, hut that is a result which follows from the dispositions 
Singe*. the testator has made, and there is no help for it. It may well 

Meredith.o.j.o. be, I think, that the testator, when he made the codicil, had in 
view that this would he the result of the provisions he had made 
by his will, and that one of his objects in providing that there 
should be no division of his real property for ten years after 
his death was to prevent that from happening, by keeping his 
real estate, from which the bulk of income would he derived, 
intact for that period.

I express no opinion as to whether what I have said as to the 
duty of the trustees as to converting the real estate is applicable 
to the payments to the daughters on their marriage, because that 
question was not argued.

It was not proper, I think, upon the motion before my brother 
Middleton, to direct the inquiry which he directed to he made 
as to an allowance for maintenance to the children. It will be 
time enough after the true construction of the will and codicil 
has been determined, if any child thinks that the discretion of 
the widow has not been exercised in good faith, and that he is 
prejudicially affected, to take such steps as he may be advised to 
enforce any right he may claim to have to the intervention of the 
Court; and it would be most unjust to the widow to make any 
such direction as has been made until she, with the knowledge 
that as the result of the litigation she will have obtained as to her 
rights and duties, has failed to perform any duty which may 
rest upon her.

I do not differ from him as to the rights of the widow and 
the children in respect of the annual income of the estate, except 
in two particulars. In my learned brother’s view, the discretion 
which the widow is entitled to exercise as to the application of 
the income to the maintenance of the children is limited to de
ciding what amount shall be applied for the maintenance of each 
child, and that she is not entitled to exercise a discretion as to 
whether or not a child needs or should receive an allowance for 
maintenance ; while I am of opinion that she is entitled to exer
cise her discretion both as to whether a child needs and ought
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to receive an allowance for maintenance and as to the amount ONT.
of the allowance, if she deems the case one in which an allow- s. C.
ance should be made ; and that her discretion, if honestly exer- 
cised, is not open to review or to be overridden because a Court singer. 

may happen to take a view which differs from hers. MwditHTc.j

The other matter as to which we differ is as to the "children 
whose claims for an allowance for their maintenance it is her 
duty to consider. As I understand my learned brother’s reasons 
for judgment, a child who has left the parental home and is liv
ing away from it has a right to have his claim considered and 
dealt with by his mother ; while I am of opinion that he is not so 
entitled, and that a child who is forisfamiliated or has married 
has no such right ; and I would vary the judgment by adding 
to it a declaration to that effect.

As already intimated, I do not think that the inquiry which 
has been directed by the 3rd paragraph of the judgment should 
have been directed. By paragraph 3 it is ordered that it be re
ferred to the Master in Ordinary to inquire whether any and if 
so what allowance for maintenance should be made to each of the 
children of the said Jacob Singer out of the income of the estate.

As I have said, an inquiry of that nature should not be 
directed until after the rights of the parties have been finally 
determined, and the widow has then had an opportunity of exer
cising her discretion, when any child who is entitled to have his 
claim considered by the widow, if he is able to establish that the 
widow has not honestly exercised her discretion, will be in a posi
tion, in a proper proceeding, to seek the intervention of the 
Court for the redress of any wrong he may have suffered.

I would also add to the 4th paragraph of the judgment a 
declaration that the executors and trustees are not bound to 
convert any part of the real estate for the purpose of making 
payments to the sons who have attained the age of thirty years, 
and ought not to do so merely for that purpose.

For these reasons, I would vary the judgment in the manner 
T have indicated, and I would strike out the 9th paragraph of it. 
which provides for the disposition of the costs of the reference 
directed by the 3rd paragraph : and. with these variations. I
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ONT. would affirm the judgment and make the Name order as to the
8.C. costs of the appeal as is made by it as to the costs of the motion.

Rl Maclaren, J.A. :—I agree.

Magee, J.A. :—The testator’s will of the 16th May, 1904, 
stated shortly if inexactly, gave his real and personal estate to 
his executors in trust with full powers to sell or mortgage, and, 
after certain pecuniary legacies, directed his business to be 
continued and the profits paid to his wife during widowhood 
and the net income of the residue of his estate to be paid her 
during widowhood, for the maintenance of herself and the 
children, and, on her death or re-marriage, the whole estate was 
given to the children share and share alike, the trustees being 
directed to pay each child upon attaining the age of twenty-one 
years his or her share, deducting any sum or sums already ad
vanced to such child ; the issue of any child dying before the 
mother taking such deceased child’s share ; or, if no issue, such 
deceased child’s share going over to the survivors ; but the trus
tees were directed, as each daughter married with her mother’s 
consent, to settle on her a sum of $6,000 and pay her $1,000, and 
as each son attained the age of thirty years to pay him a sum 
equal to one-half of his prospective share—to be valued at the 
time he attained that age—such sum to be considered as a loan.

The will was made in 1904, when the testator’s wife was about 
fifty-two years of age. He had three daughters, the two young
est being respectively twenty-one and seven years old, and nine 
sons, of whom the oldest was twenty-nine or thirty years old, and 
five were under twenty-one years, the youngest being twelve. 
Had no codicil been made, I apprehend that each son, on attain
ing the age of thirty years, would have been entitled to receive 
the sum directed to be then paid him, just as clearly as each 
daughter would have been entitled to her $7.000 on being mar
ried. It would have been the duty equally of the trustees to 
raise the money, whether for son or daughter, by exercise of 
the powers to sell or mortgage which were given to them ; and. 
if delay occurred in raising it, the son or daughter would have 
been entitled to interest on the amount during the delay.

One question here is, whether this right of the sons has been
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interfered with by the codicil, made seven years later, directing ONT
that my real property shall not he divided among the bene- s. c.
ficiaries as directed by my will until after the lapse of ten years ~
from my death.” The state of affairs at the date of the codicil, Singer. 

the 31st October, 1911, was practically the same as at the testa- mi^Tj.a. 
tor’s death on the 11th November, 1911. IIis wife was then fifty- 
nine years old. Two of his daughters were married, and the 
other was a girl of fourteen. Of his nine sons, four or five were 
married, five were under thirty years of age. the youngest being 
a minor aged nineteen. The testator had, a few years previously, 
discontinued the business the profits of which were under the will 
to go to the wife during widowhood. That discontinuance would 
increase the income from the general residuary estate. If with 
the business capital he increased his real estate it did not lessen 
the personalty available for payments, inasmuch as under the 
will the capital was specifically tied up for the wife’s sole benefit.

The realty (apparently including some leaseholds) was 
valued—not probably too highly—at about $800.000, and in
cluded over 300 houses of various sorts ; but there were mort
gage existing against it amounting to about $310,000. He 
owed his bankers and others in all about $30,000, but he held 
mortgages to about $37,000, and shares, life insurance, and ac
crued rents to about $10.000. The pecuniary legacies given by 
will imd codicil outside of his children were about $8.200. There 
would be expenses and succession duty to pay. The war, which 
is said to have caused some depression in the real estate market, 
was then untbought of, and no depression at that time is shewn.

Each of the twelve children might look forward to receiving 
say $40.000 or more in the event of the mother’s marriage or 
death. For the purposes of the advance to the sons, such portion 
was “to be valued at the time of each son attaining his thirtieth 
year.” This valuation of a reversionary interest might not, 
in the ease of some of the sons, amount to more than half of the 
prospective $40,000. In the case of the youngest, who would 
not attain thirty years till his mother would he seventy, the 
valuation would of course then be greater. Thus the total 
amount of the advances to sons called for by the will would he 
much less than one-half of the ultimate values of their several

V -,y
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shares, and would he spread over a period of eleven years from 
the date of the codicil. It would not, therefore, involve undue 
sacrifice of property or the borrowing of unduly large amounts 
at one time. 1 cannot see that any of these payments to indi
vidual children at different successive periods could he consid
ered. or arc likely to have been by the testator considered, as a 
division of his real estate. The only division indicated by the 
will is that which would occur on the death or re-marriage of 
the testator’s wife, and this division it is, ami this alone, which, 
in my opinion, the testator postpones for ten years from his 
death.

That this is more likely may appear from another considera
tion. When his will was made, it directed that each child should 
receive payment on attaining twenty-one years. Six of his 
children were minors, the youngest being only seven years old. 
In the natural course of things, then, several years would have 
elapsed before his estate could be all distributed. In 1911, when 
he made the codicil, only one son and one daughter were minors, 
and this may have induced him to fix the ten years as the mini
mum time to elapse before the division. There is nothing to shew 
that the condition of the land market would render it more advis
able in 1911 than in 1904. Nor are there any other circum
stances or any provisions in the will or codicil which, so far as 1 
can see, render it necessary to give to the word “divided” a 
meaning other than that which seems to be the only obvious one. 
Bearing in mind that his estate available for his children was 
practically all real estate, it seems to me very unlikely that, 
desirous as he was that his sons should have some capital on 
attaining the age of thirty, he should leave them without any 
source from which it could be got, during a further period of 
ten years or less. I would therefore construe the codicil as not 
interfering with the provision in the will for payment by way 
of loan to the sons on attaining the age of thirty years.

In other respects I agree with the conclusions of my Lord 
the Chief Justice.

IIodgins, J.A.:—I agree with the judgment of my Lord the 
Chief Justice.
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The only difficulty to my mind is created by the direction to 
pay to each of the sons who reach the ago of thirty “a sum equal 
to half that portion of the estate to which such son is entitled 
under this my will,” upon the of his mother ; having re
gard to the terms of the codicil, which directs that the real 
property is not to he divided among the beneficiaries as directed 
by the will until after the lapse of ten years from the testator’s 
death.

It is to be observed that in the codicil the postponement of 
the division of the real property relates to some division directed 
by the will, and, on looking at the will, that division is to occur 
upon the death or re-marriage of the wife, when and as each 
of the children attain twenty-one years of age. The direction 
to the trustees is to pay the share of the estate to the beneficiaries, 
just as in the clause firstly referred to the direction is to pay a 
sum equal to half the sons’ share.

I think, judging from the language of the will and codicil, 
that it must have been intended by the testator to postpone the 
division as directed by the will, in so far as that involved the 
real estate, which might be taken by the beneficiaries in specie, 
if they all consented. The managing of the real estate and the 
direction that the sons shall receive such salaries as shall »eem 
just in the discretion of the executors, and the fact that the 
amount of the share is to be ascertained by a valuation, a tenu 
properly applied to real estate, would seem to enforce this view.

Under the circumstances, I think that the conclusion come 
to by my Lord the Chief Justice upon this branch of the case 
is more nearly in accordance with what the testator 
than any other view which has been suggested.

Judgment belote varied.

Re DE BLOIS ESTATE.

Y ora Srotia Supreme Court, fJraham. A'../.. ami Itusmlt. Lonylrij amt 
Drymlatr, ,/./. February 13. 1015.

1. Contracts (6 IN ('—320) Korgkry — Ratification — ('ompovxmxg

The forgery of another's name may he ratified by t lie party whose 
name lias been attached without his authority unless such ratification 
involves an agreement to stille a prosecution.

|Scott v. Hank of Xnr Itrinmiriek, 23 Can. S.C.R. 277. 283, applied: 
for previous decisions see ti D.L.R. 110. 8 D.L.R. t$8.]
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Dominion Law Reports. 122 D.L.R.

Appeal from un order confirming the report of the referee..

IV. ÏJ. Roscoc, K.(\, and IV. F. O'Connor, K.C., for creditors.
T. .S'. Roger», K.C., for the executrices and trustees.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Drysdali:, —Under an originating summons herein there 
was a reference to Mr. Ross as referee to take evidence as to the 
amount of the indebtedness of William M. De Blois to the estate 
of his deceased father and to certify the amount of such indebted
ness. The said referee took evidence and reported the amount of 
such indebtedness at $10,509.01. This report came before His 
Lordship the Chief Justice and was confirmed. Counsel for 
creditors of William M. De Blois asserted an appeal against the 
order of the Chief Justice confirming such report in so far as 
such report allows $2,311 and interest a portion of the said sum 
of $10.509.01 as indebtedness of William 11. De Blois to his father 
or rather the appeal is against the confirmation of the report 
involving the whole amount, but specific items arc objected to 
amounting to $2,311 and interest, as improperly allowed in mak
ing up the amount certified by the referee.

The question is not whether these sums were or were not paid 
by the late Mr. De Blois, but whether they were made on the 
request of William II. De Blois. It is not said that the 
were not paid by the late Mr. De Blois, but it is alleged there is 
no proof of any request by William II. De Blois of such pay
ments and that consequently they cannot rank as an indebtedness 
of William 11. to his father.

The amounts in dispute consist of promissory notes made by 
William M. De Blois to which Henry 1). De Blois appears to 
be a party. It is said the name of Henry I). De Blois was a 
forgery and that the payment or lifting of these notes by Henry 
I). De Blois does not create indebtedness on the part of William 
to his father.

Assuming the name of Henry I). De Blois to have been forged 
by the son or attached by the son without the father’s authority, 
1 see nothing to prevent the ratification of the son’s act by the 
father so as to create liability on the part of the son unless any 
such ratification involves an agreement to stifle a prosecution.

0571
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which is not suggested here. I think Scoff v. Tin Haul; of Xnr 
Brunswick, 23 Can. S.C.U. 277. 283. is authority for this pro
position.

Again, I am of opinion that the circumstances disclosed here 
justified the referee in holding that the payments were made on 
request. A request should. I think, lie implied under the cir
cumstances. The son was represented by Mrs. McCormack, who 
held from the son a general power of attorney authorizing her 
to transact the son's business. She seems to have conferred with 
Henry I). De Blois respecting the payment of all moneys claimed. 
The son sent Mrs. McCormack a list of his debts, and between 
Mrs. McCormack and the father conferences seem to have been 
had respecting the son’s liabilities. The referee has held that 
the amounts in question should be considered as payments of 
the son’s obligations by the father and as payments made on 
request. In this I think he was warranted by the evidence dis
closed under the reference. I would dismiss the appeal.

Apptni dismissed.

MEAGHER v. MEAGHER.

Ontario Ruprnnc Court. IpprUatr IHrisinn. \l<mlitli. C.-I.O.. Oarroir. 
Marlarrn. Matjrr. and llnihiins. ././, I I/in'/ 2«l. ItH.i.

1. Wills (§111(12—12(1» Lin kstati— I’owkkn— Knkkcisi: of—Av
miXTMEXT TO (INK'S 8KI.F—"On OTIIKBWISK.”

A devise Iiv a testator of all hi*, estate to hi-, (laughters nou inatim, 
to hold for themselves ami to make siieh disposition thereof from lime 
to time among his children or otlnrnisr as the daughter- may decide, 
creates a life estate with a general power of appointment as to the 
residue which might lx» exercised hv the appointment to themselves— 
the words "or otherwise" referring to the time of disposition as well 
as to the objects of the gift.

Appeal from the judgment of Lennox, «I.

A. C. Mt Master and 7. II. Fraser, for the appellant and the 
respondents George Meagher and Thomas Meagher.

I. F. Ilellmuth, K.C., and F. T. Coatsworth, for the respon
dents Many Ann Meagher and Margaret Kllen Meagher.

E. C. Cattanacli, for the Official Guardian.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Meredith, C.J.O. :—This is an appeal by the defendant John 

Joseph Meagher from the judgment of Lennox. J., dated the
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14th May, 1914, which was directed to be entered after the trial 
before him, sitting without a jury at Toronto, on the 10th March, 
1914; and the appeal is limited to that part of the judgment 
which declares the true construction of the 5th clause of the will 
in question.

The action is brought by George Meagher, one of the sons of 
Thomas Meagher, deceased, to have the probate of an instrument 
bearing date the 27th December, 1910, alleged to be the last will 
and testament of the deceased, set aside and delivered up to be 
cancelled, or in the alternative for the determination of the true
construction of clause 5 of the will, the effect of which, as alleged, 
is that the respondents Mary Ann Meagher and Margaret Ellen 
Meagher hold the property mentioned in that clause upon “a 
secret trust” for the children of the deceased.

The learned trial Judge determined in favour of the validity 
of the will, and held that, upon the true construction of it, the 
respondents Mary Ann Meagher and Margaret Ellen Meagher 
take beneficially and absolutely the property mentioned in the 
fifth clause.

The will is as follows :—
“The last will and testament of Thomas Meagher, of the 

township of York, in the county of York, farmer, is as follows :—
“1. For the purpose of carrying out the trusts contained in 

this my will I give devise and bequeath all the estate real and 
personal of which 1 die seized or possessed or to which I may 
be entitled at the time of my decease unto my daughters Mary 
Ann Meagher and Margaret Ellen Meagher upon trust as fol
lows :—

“2. Immediately after my decease to pay all my debts, 
funeral and testamentary expenses.

“3. To pay Rev. Father Canning my Parish Priest one 
hundred dollars for masses.

“4 To pay each of my grandchildren one hundred dollars.
“5. To hold all my property in lots eight and nine in the 

third concession from the bay in the township of York together 
with all stock crops furniture and other goods and chattels and 
personal property thereon for my said daughters Mary Ann
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Meagher and Margaret Ellen Meagher for themselves and to 
make such disposition thereof from time to time among my chil
dren or otherwise as my said daughters decide to make they my 
said daughters in the meantime to have all the rents and profits 
therefrom.

“(5. I desire my said trustees to sell my east part of the west 
half of lot one in the third concession east of Yonge street in 
the township of York giving my son Michael Meagher the first 
right of purchase and to divide the proceeds thereof between my 
sons Michael Meagher and James Meagher in equal proportions.

“7. I direct that no part of my real estate shall be mort
gaged.

“8. All the rest and residue of my estate I desire my trustees 
to sell and convert into cash and divide the proceeds in equal 
shares among themselves and all my other children.

“9. In dealing with my estate 1 desire my said trustees to 
be guided by the advice of Emerson ( 'oatsworth of Toronto one 
of His Majesty’s counsel.

“10. I appoint my said trustees the executrices of this my 
will hereby revoking all former wills.

ONT.

Meagher 

Meagher. 

Meredith, C.J.O.

“In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand this 
twenty-seventh day of December A.D. 1910.”

It is settled law that where property is devised or bequeathed 
upon trust, and the trustee is empowered or directed to dispose 
of it as he may deem best, without the object of the trust being 
further defined, the trust is void for uncertainty, and the trustee 
does not take beneficially; and it is argued for the appellant 
that that is the case here unless the word “otherwise” is used 
with reference to the time, and not the objects, of the disposi
tion which is directed to be made, and that if it is to be so read 
the trust is for the benefit of all the children in equal shares.

Two other views as to the meaning of the clause are sug
gested : the one. that adopted by the learned trial Judge; and 
the other, that the disposition of the corpus of the property is 
to be made by the two daughters, not as trustees, but in their 
personal capacity, as they may decide, and that they are tenants 
for life with a general power of appointment over the corpus.
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In my opinion, the appellant s contention îh not entitled to 
prevail.

The of the testator’s property is, no doubt, vested in
the two daughters upon trust, but the purpose of the fifth clause 
is to designate the persons who arc to take beneficially the pro
perty mentioned in it. and what the clause says is that the trust 
is “to hold . . . for my said daughters Mary Ann Meagher 
and Margaret Ellen Meagher for themselves and to make such 
disposition thereof from time to time among my children or 
otherwise as my said daughters decide to make they my said 
daughters in the meantime to have all the rents and profits 
therefrom.”

If the clause had ended with the names of the daughters, it 
would of course be clear that they took the whole beneficial in
terest in the property, and the words which follow may mean 
either that the two daughters, individually and not as trustees, 
are to make the disposition, or that the trustees are to make it 
in accordance with the directions of the two daughters as in
dividuals and not as trustees.

The daughters are to have the property for themselves and 
to make such disposition of it from time to time among the chil
dren of the testator or otherwise as they may decide to make; 
and the former is, I think, the meaning of this provision; but 
it is immaterial which of these two views is the correct one, for in 
either case the disposition is to be made in accordance with the 
directions of the two daughters.

It is important to observe that there is a gift of the bene
ficial interest in the property to the two daughters. The trustees 
arc “to hold” it “for my said daughters Mary Ann and Mar
garet Ellen Meagher,” and the purpose for which the testator 
says they are to have it is “for themselves and to make such dis
position . . .;” and in this respect the ease differs from 
Ycap Cheah Xco v. Ong Cheng Xeo, L.K. G P.C. 381. in which it 
was said by Sir Montague E. Smith (p. 390): “In trying to 
reach its meaning” (i.e., the meaning of the clause of the will 
disposing of tin1 residue), “it is to be observed that it contains 
no words of gift, but directions to the executors, and that they

1
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are mentioned by that title, and not by name. The first direc- ONT.
tion is to collect and receive the residue; the next, ‘that they, s.c.
their heirs, successors, representatives, or descendants, may 
apply and distribute the same (all circumstances duly con- 
sidered) in such manner and to such parties as to them may *,EA0,,E*- 
appear just.* These are neither usual nor apt words of absolute MOTW,iU«.c.j.o. 
gift ; on the contrary, they indicate an intention to impose a 
trust to distribute the funds among persons other than, or at 
all events, in addition to, themselves.”

And again at p. 392 : ‘‘Several cases were cited in the argu
ment. in which various forms of expression, conferring unlimited 
and unconditional powers of disposition, were held to amount 
to absolute gifts. It is unnecessary, however, to discuss these 
decisions, or to consider what would be the proper construction 
of the discretionary power in this will if it had been coupled 
with plain words of gift, uncontrolled by other parts of the 
will. Their Lordships’ decision, founded on the whole will, is, 
that a trust was intended to lie created, which has failed for 
want of adequate expression of it.”

In my opinion, no trust as to the disposition of the beneficial 
interest in the corpus of the property is created. If it had bien 
intended to create a trust, one would have expected very differ
ent language to have been used. It will be observed that it is 
not the trustees, but the testator’s two daughters nominalim, 
who are to make the disposition, and it is they and not the trus
tees who arc to decide as to the disposition which is to be made.
Where anything is to be done by the two daughters in their capa
city of trustees, it is so stated. In clause 0. dealing with a farm 
owned by the testator which he intends shall be sold and the 
proceed® of it divided in equal proportions between his sons 
Michael and James, the persons who arc to sell and divide the 
property are “my said trustees.” So in clause 8 it is “my trus
tees” that he desires shall sell and convert into cash and divide 
the proceeds of the rest and residue of his estate, and so also 
in clauses 9 and 10.

If it were not for the provision us to the two daughters being 
entitled to the rents and profits until the disposition should be
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made, I should have agreed with the learned trial Judge that the 
two daughters take beneficially and absolutely, but that pro
vision is. 1 think, inconsistent with an intention that they should 
so take; and my opinion is that the two daughters take bene
ficially for life, with a general power of appointment over the 
corpus. There is not much difference in the result between the 
two views, because, if my view is correct, the two daughters may 
make an appointment in their own favour and so became en
titled to the whole property. The power to appoint cannot be 
read as a power to appoint only among the children of the testa
tor. The words “or otherwise.” while they may refer to the 
time of making the disposition, also include the objects of the 
gift.

The meaning of the testator in this case, as of testators in all 
cases, must be gathered from tin* whole will, and one of the 
reasons for the decision in Ycap Xco v. Ong Cheng Xeo
was that it was evident from the whole will that it was not the 
intention of the testatrix to give an indefinite and unlimited
power of disposition, but that her intention was to create a trust 
to carry into effect the purpose she had of benefiting two fam
ilies, and that that was “apparent both from the general frame 
of the will and its particular provisions” (p. 391).

Cibbs v. Hum sc g (1813), 2 V. & B. 294, was distinguished 
upon the ground that there was there a clear gift of the residue, 
introduced by the apt words “1 give and bequeath,” to the 
trustees and executors, whose names were given in a parenthesis, 
with absolute power of disposition, and without any indication 
of the families or persons whom the testatrix desired to benefit.

It may be said that the testator in the ease at bar desired to 
benefit his children, and that according to the Privy Council case 
that prevents the two daughters from taking beneficially, but 
I do not understand that such a reference as the testator makes 
to his children is such an indication of a desire to benefit them 
as to bring the case within the principle of that decision. In 
that case the power to apply and distribute was “ (all the cir
cumstances duly considered) in such manner and t< such parties 
as to them may appear just,” and what was really decided was

0
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that, as the testatrix had indicated 1 the opening part of her 
will whom she intended to benefit, the words “to such parties” 
meant to such parties as the testatrix had indicated her inten
tion to benefit. In this ease the testator expressly authorises the 
disposition to be made among his children “or otherwise.”

Gibbs v. Rumsey has been observed upon in Ellis v. Selby 
ns.’Pi). 1 My. & <>. 286. and in Buckh v. Bristow (18G4). 10 
Jur. N.S. 1095; and it is said in Jarman on Wills, 6th ed., p. 
902, that it was at one time supposed that if the property was 
not expressly given in trust, the donees took beneficially, men
tioning Gibbs v. Rumsey as a case in which that was the view 
taken, but that distinction has been disapproved—citing Buckle 
v. Bristow, Yeap Chcali Neo. v. Ong Cheng Xeo, and Fenton v. 
•\evin ( 189J), .‘11 L.K. I r. 47S, in support of the statement in 
the text.

While that may be the case, Gibbs v. Rum sc y has not been 
overruled, and it may be observed that nothing was said, in 
any one of the three eases referred to, to indicate that the fact 

that the gift is to the trustees not by that title but nominatim is 
not a circumstance properly to be considered in determining 
whether the intention is to create a trust.

For the reasons I have already given, the case at bar is a 
stronger case for holding that the two daughters take beneficially 
than was Gibbs v. Rumsey for holding that the wife in that ease 
so took.

Referring to a contention that a father to whom the trustees 
of the will were directed to pay dividends ‘‘during his life, 
nevertheless to be by him applied for or towards the mainten
ance education or benefit” of the children of his wife, took the 
dividends upon a trust to apply them for those purposes, the 

Master of the Rolls said, in By ne v. Blackburn (1858), 26 Bcav. 
41, 44: ‘‘In this case, the testator himself appointed trustees of 
the fund, and he therefore could not have intended the father 
to act as a sub-trustee, and if he intended the children to have 
a direct and positive interest in the fund during the life of their 
father, he would have directed his own trustees to make the pay
ment to the children. But he positively directs the payment to 
be made to the father.”

ONT.

8.C.
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Applying those observations to the ease at bar, if the testator 
had intended that his trustee should make the disposition of 
the property mentioned in clause 5, he would not have directed 
it to be made by the two daughters nominatim but by his 
trustees.

Besides this, even if the disposition had been required to be 
made by the trustees, they were to make it as the two daughters, 
as beneficiaries and not as trustees, should decide that it should 
be made, and the trust would have been to hold the property for 
the persons to whom the trustees should direct that the dis
position should be made. It cannot be doubted that, if the 
trustees had been directed to make such disposition of it as the 
testator’s son Thomas should direct, the son Thomas would have 
had power to appoint as he might choose, and no trust would 
have been created, ami I do not sec why there should be a differ
ent result in this ease merely because the trustees are the same 
persons who were to decide as to the disposition to be made, not 
as trustees but in their personal capacity, and as a right con
ferred upon them in addition to the interest in the property 
which they were to take.

If, as I think, the two daughters arc given a power to make 
such disposition among the testator’s children or otherwise as 
they may think fit, the power is a general one, and may be exer
cised by appointing to themselves: Farwell on Powers, 2nd 
ed., p. 8.

For these reasons, 1 would vary the judgment of the learned 
trial Judge by substituting for the declaration which it contains 
as to the true construction of clause f> a declaration that the 
respondents Mary Ann Meagher and Margaret Ellen Meagher 
are entitled beneficially to an estate for the lives of themselves 
and the survivor of .them in the property mentioned in clause 
5. with a general power of appointment over the corpus giving 
them the right to appoint either to themselves or to any other 
person as they may think fit.

In other respects the judgment should be affirmed and the 
appeal dismissed, and the appellant should pay the costs of the 
appeal.

Judgment below varied.
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SCHUCH v. MELDRUM. ONT.

Ontario Supreme Court. Middleton, d. January 20, 1015. «5 p
1. I’i.kaiunh i§ I I*—ISO)—Statement of vi.aim—Fn.ixo timf—Rii.kn

OF C’Ol'HT—l 'ONTKAVFVTION OF.
I'Ih* Vmirt has a discretion to permit u statement of claim to aland 

when* the Statute of Limitations has not intervened although the 
statement of claim was delivered too late under the Ont. C'.IL 1013. 
and notwithstanding that this was delilierately done for the purpose 
of avoiding a trial at the first available assize.

Appeal by the ({«‘tondants from an order of the Master in statrii'i m 
< 'hambers.

/»*. ('. II. ('tinsels, for defendants.
S. Davis, for plaintiff's.

Middleton*, J. :—By the writ of summons the plaintiffs claim Middle|on- J. 
damages for libel and slander, and an injunction. The writ was 
issued on the 9th October. 1914; appearance being entered on 
the 26th October. The statement of claim was not delivered 
within the time limited by the Rules, but, without any extension 
of time being obtained, was delivered on the 8th January. This 
was not the result of oversight or of any slip on the part of the 
solicitor, but was a course deliberately taken with the view of 
avoiding a trial at the winter assizes at Toronto.

The libel alleged is. in substance, that the first-named plain
tiff, who is the president of his co-plaintiff, the Ontario Metal 
Products Company Limited, is an alien enemy, and that for this 
reason Canadians ought not to do business with him. This, it is 
said, was defamatory, because the plaintiff was and is a British 
subject. The reason for avoiding the trial was the fear that 
strong feeling against alien enemies would prevent a fair trial 
being had. It may Ik* observed that, if there was any such feel
ing. the plaintiff Sehueh would not be injured, if. as he alleges, 
he is a British subject.

I do not think the course pursued was proper. If the 
excuse given was entitled to any weight, it ought to have 
resulted in a motion to postpone. The plaintiffs were not 
justified in adopting the irregular course they took, with a 
view of precluding the defendants from bringing the action to 
trial at the present sittings; but. admittedly, the defendants had 
no desire for an early trial, and 1 can see no good purpose which
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ONT. would bo served by dismissing this action, where it is open to the
s.c. plaintiffs, if so advised, to issue another writ immediately.

SvIMTII
If the Statute of Limitations had intervened, 1 should have 

dismissed the action, as what was done is an abuse of the prac-
Mki.drvm. tiec; but 1 do not think I should now interfere, for the Master
Middleton. J. has exercised his discretion in ease of the plaintiffs.

The appeal fails and must be dismissed ; but, in the circum
stances, I do not give costs.

Appeal dismissed.

N. S. HERTLE v. JENNY

s.c. \ora Sii liii Sayreim■ Court. Sir Charles Towasheml. C.J.. tira ham. 
ami Russell, Lonyley ami Ritchie. ■/./. February 13, 1015.

1. Salk MS I H—5)—Ralk of noons—Dfi.ivf.ry—1)vty of skli.fr.
In lliv absence of a counter agreement the seller is not Imuml to 

semi or carry the goods to the buyer ; lie dues all that he is hound 
to do by leaving or placing the goods at the buyer's disposal so that 
the latter is aide to remove them.

fSmith v. Chance. 2 It. X- Aid. 753; H ow/ v. Tassell. i$ Q.lt. 234. re
ferred to.]

Statement Appeal from the judgment of Wallace, Co. C.J.
//. (\ Morse, for appellant.
U. T. Macüreitli, K.C., for respondent.

Ritchie, J. Ritchie, J.:—The action is brought for work and labour in 
converting a row boat into a motor boat and making a cover for 
the engine in another boat. So far as the work on the row boat 
is concerned, the learned County Court Judge has found the 
sum of $20 to be sufficient. 1 agree with him and on this branch 
of the case the appeal must fail.

So far as the cover for the engine is concerned the Judge has 
disallowed the claim holding that the plaintiff was bound to de
liver or tender the cover to the defendant and finding that he 
did not do so. The contention of the plaintiff is that his claim 
is for work and labour and not for goods sold and delivered and 
that, therefore, no tender or delivery was necessary. It is a 
question of some difficulty as to whether or not the plaintiff is 
right in his contention, but in the view which I take of this case 
it is a question which it is not necessary to decide. I treat the case 
as the Judge below did, as a case of goods sold and delivered, and
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dealing with it on that basis 1 am of opinion that the plaintiff 
is entitled to recover. When the cover was completed the legal 
question is was the plaintiff bound to deliver or tender tin- cover, 
or was it sufficient for him to notify the defendant that the cover 
was finished and ready for him to come and get it. I think that 
notification is all that was necessary, the cover being finished and 
at the plaintiff’s place of business. I cannot find any evidence, 
any contract expressed or implied that the plaintiff’ was to send 
the cover to the defendant.

Sec. 30 of the Sale of Goods Act is as follows:—
Whether it is for the buyer to take possession of the goods or for tlie 

seller to semi them to the buyer is a question depending in each ease on the 
contract expressed or implied between the parties. Apart from any such 
contract expressed or implied, the place of deliver}’ is the seller's place of 
business if he have one. ami if not. his residence.

The cover was finished and was in the loft of the plaintiff’s 
workshop. The section of the Sale of Goods Act which I have 
quoted is the same as sec. 29 of the English Act. Commenting on 
that section Mr. Benjamin in his Book on Sales, at p. 1182. says:—

In the absence of a counter agreement the seller i* not ImiiiiuI to send 
or carry the goods to the buyer. He dot*# all that he is Ih»uml to do by 
having or placing the goods at the buyer's disposal so that the latter is 
able to remove them.

It would seem that at common law apart from the statute the 
presence of the goods at the seller’s place of business ready to 
be delivered, the defendant being notified, is equivalent to de
liver}’. In Smith v. Chanvf, 2 B. & Aid. 753, at 755. Ilolroyd. 
J., said:—

A party cannot maintain an action for goods sold and delivered until 
lie has either delivered them or ordered something equivalent to delivery 
as for instance, if he has put it in the vendee** power to take away the 
goods himself.

In 2 Kent’s Commentaries. 12th ed.. p. 505. it is said:
The store of the merchant, the shop of the manufacturer or mechanic 

and the farm or granary of the farmer at which the commodities sold are 
deposited or kept must he the place where the demand and delivery are to 
he made when the contract is to pay upon demand ami is sjlvnt as to the

I also refer to Wood v. Tttsscll. fi Q.B. 234. The law being in 
my opinion as 1 have stated it. I turn to the facts.

It is clear that the cover was finished and that it was at the

N.s

s. c.

.IKNW. 

Ritchie, J.
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plaintiff*m workshop. Did ho notify the defendant that the work 
had been completed ? There is no finding on this point. It was 
not if the dodge’s view as to delivery is correct necessary to 
make such a finding. The plaintiff says :—

I notified .lenny that tin* whole work was nearly completed; t lie re came 
a wet day. After I notilleil him that all the work was done and gave 
him the hill, lie took the Iniat away. The engine cover was in a loft over 
the h at.

The defendant says : “llertle did not say to me that all tin- 
work was finished, he simply handed me the hill.”

The hill was for all the work. I cannot come to any other 
conclusion than that the rendering of the hill was a clear intima
tion that the cover was finished and ready to he taken possession 
of hy the defendant. And it certainly does seem likely when the 
plaintiff handed tin- hill to the defendant that he would make 
some reference to the completion of the work. I think he did, 
and as I have said, there is no finding the other way. Both 
parties having partially succeeded and partially failed. 1 think 
the appeal should he dismissed as to the work done on the row 
boat and allowed as to the engine cover without costs.

The result will he unsatisfactory to both parties, but if it 
has the effect of discouraging litigants from fighting to the hitter 
end cases in which trifling sums of money are involved the liti
gation will have served a useful purpose.

Graham, K..L, RnwKLL and Lomu.ky, .1.1., concurred.

Sir ('harlkh Tow nsin:no. ('..I.. dissented.

Appeal allowed in part.

ONT. EDWARDS v. TOWN OF NORTH BAY.
o p Uuinrio Nupn nir Court. Mrmlith, C..f.tt„ tSnrroir. Mnrlarrn, amt Untjrr.

/./.I. March 15, 101».

I Highways ig IX Ail—I55i—lev niukwai.k—Is.mhikh to pedestrian— 
Liability ok mi xiripai.ity.

"I lie gross negligence rci|iiircd liy nee. 450. sub-sec. of the Muni
cipal Act. R.S.O. 1014. eh. 102. is established in an action for injury 
to a jiedestrian hy falling on an icy sidewalk in a town where the ice 
on a sidewalk in front of a store on a busy street was lumpy and 
formed a slofie and it was shewn that within a period of live days
............ tlier persons fell at the same place, not withstanding which the
town corporation did nothing to remedy the dangerous condition of

■■■Ml
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Aitfal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Kklly, .1. 0NT

S. II. Bradford, K.C., for appellant. S‘(
(i. II. Kilmer, K.V., for defendant eorporation. Kiiwakuk

Town of
The judgment of the ( ourt was delivered by 0arrow, J.A. :— North lt\>

The aetion was brought to reeover damages said to have been o.rrow. j.a. 

caused to the plaintiff by falling upon a sidewalk on Main street 
in the town of North Bay. which it is said was out of repair 
owing to the negligence of the defendant corporation. The acci
dent occurred on the evening of Wednesday the 12th February,
1914. The plaintiff's injuries as a result of the fall were quite 
severe. Her left wrist was broken, and she was also injured in
ternally. but not, I think, upon the evidence, in either respect 
permanently.

The negligence complained of was permitting an accumu
lation of ice and snow to be and remain upon the sidewalk upon 
which the plaintiff fell. Kelly. J., dismissed the action with costs, 
upon the ground that gross negligence had not been established, 
as required by sec. 4">0, sub-sec. 3. of the Municipal Act. R.S.O.
1914 eh. 192—a provision which has long formed part of the 
municipal law of the Province.

In discussing the evidence in his judgment delivered at the 
trial the learned Judge seemed to be of the opinion, based upon 
the evidence of certain witnesses called for the defence, that the 
account given by the plaintiff and her witnesses of the condition 
of the sidewalk at the time of and shortly before the accident 
was erroneous, or at least overstated, although not deliberately 
so. This does not, in my opinion, amount to a definite finding 
against the credibility of the plaintiff and her witnesses, but is 
rather a balancing of the plaintiff's ease against that presented 
in defence, with a final inclination towards the latter upon the 
weight of evidence. The learned Judge having, therefore, him
self supplied the corrective for the exaggerations, if any, on the 
part of the plaintiff. I have the less diffidence in expressing my 
own view, derived from a careful perusal of the evidence, upon 
the question of fact presented, which, with deference, differs 
from the conclusion arrived at by the learned Judge.

The condition of the sidewalk at the time of the accident, as
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ont given in evidence by the plaintiff, is. that she fell in front of
s. r. Campbell *n drug «tore, “the iee being lumpy ami slanted there.

ami verv slipperv. and a slope from the inside out to thenw vims ' ii.KllWARIW
v. street.”

mull Hay. If the ease stood as it did at the close of the plaintiff's evi
dence. the plaintiff’s right to recover could scarcely, it seems to 
me, be in doubt. She had, it appears to me, proved very clearly 
that upon one of the busiest streets in the town there was. where 
she fell, an obstruction caused by an accumulation of ice and 
snow which rendered its use in that condition dangerous, as 
is evidenced by the undisputed fact that within a period of five 
days three other persons all fell at the same place. No one on 
behalf of the defendant has offered a single suggestion to explain 
why they should all have fallen at that particular place.

The case thus made is not. in my opinion, fairly met or dis
placed by the evidence given on behalf of the defence, largely 
and indeed entirely negative in its character, of persons who did 
not see what the plaintiff’s witnesses described or do not remem
ber the conditions as they then existed. There was no particular 
reason why they should observe or should remember. Probably 
they would have had a more lively recollection if they too had 
slipped and fallen, as did the plaintiff and her witnesses.

Upon the whole, the evidence seems to me to establish a rea
sonably clear ease of gross negligence within the meaning of the 
statute, entitling the plaintiff to recover.

There having been no assessment of damages. I have also had 
to consider that question; and. dealing with it as I best can, I 
think the sum of $500, suggested from the Bench on the argu
ment of the appeal, is upon the whole a fair amount. And for 
that sum the plaintiff should. I think, have judgment. She 
should also have her costs here and below.

Judgme nt accordingly.
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GREGOIRE v. MARKHAM CO. LTD ALTA.

I Iberia Siipriun Co ml. /{#<•/,•. .limitai if hi. 11115. S. C.

1. EXWTTIIIX Igl—3)—C IIIX#l I TO IlKirroR IlIHUCi: UKMVKRY- Sl IZI hi III

A cheque by tin* simili in favour of tin- judgment debtor for the 
hitter’s remuneration on his employment by the sherill" to fee«l ami 
«■are t ir certain horses seized a« to which an interpleader was pend 
ing is not subject, while still in the sherill's hands before delivery to 
the debtor payee, to seizure by the slier i IV under Alberta practice rule 
.'bill considered without reference to the new rule (115.

| Cour toi/ \. I ini-nit. *JI L.J.t h. J!M. 51 K.ll. dJti. followed. |

Action to recover a cheque seized by the sheriff. statement

(i. (1. Dunlop, for execution creditors.
C. ('. MvCaul, K.C., for execution debtors.

Beck, d.:—The defendants Markham Co. Ltd. and other »•<*.j. 
cmlitors severally obtained judgments and executions against 
one McDougall. The sheriff made a seizure of a band of 
horses, and owing to the pendency of interpleader proceed
ings, employed the defendants. Markham Co. Ltd., to take care 
of and feed the horses. In the result the sheriff became in
debted to the defendants Markham Co. Ltd. in the sum of $ti(KI 
wld. The horses were found to be subject to the executions and 
were accordingly sold.

The sheriff subsequently issued a cheque in favour of the de
fendants Markham Co. Ltd for the $000 odd; the cheque was 
never delivered to the company but always remained in the pos
session of the sheriff. Shortly after issuing the cheque the sher
iff purported to seize it under an execution in his hands against 
the defendants the Markham Co. Ltd. I have to decide whether 
the seizure was effective. I think it was not.

The Rule 359 under which the seizure is*sought to be sup
ported is as follows;—

Tin* sheriff having the execution of any writ • *f execution against goods 
may seize any money or bank notes, any e/iri/iow. bills of exchange, pro
missory notes. Ismils. mortgages, specialties, or other securities for money 
belonging to the execution debtor, etc.

This is substantially to the same effect as the English statute.
1 & 2 Viet. ch. 110, sec. 12.

The new rule 615 has an important addition to the list of

i •.

.*
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ALTA. thingN scizable, but is not applicable to the present ease as it
S. C. was not in force at the time of the seizure.

Obrooiik In Courtoy v. Vincent, 21 L.J. Ch. 291, 15 Beav. 48(J, 51

Markiiam
K.R. (>2ti, it was held that a cheque of the Accountant General 
in favour of the execution debtor still remaining in the office
of the Accountant General, i.e., undelivered to the execution 
debtor could not be seized by the sheriff under the English 
statute mentioned.

The Master of the Rolls said :—
1 have communicated with the Accountant (îeneral ami 1 find that in 

Watts \. Jeffery™, 3 Mac. & (!. 422. the cheque had actually lieen delivered 
out. 1 think that a cheque remaining undelivered in the hands of the 
Accountant Genera} is not the property of the debtor, so as to entitle the 
sheriff to seize it.

Reference may be made also to Clarke v. Easton, 14 U.C.R. 
251.

1 think the ease of Courtoy v. Vincent, meets the present 
case, and 1 see no reason for not following it. 1 would there
fore answer in the negative the question submitted to me, viz., 
whether the. cheque was under the circumstances capable of 
being seized by the sheriff under the said writ of execution.

J ntl y tn e n t accord inyl y.

N. S. McDonald v. Campbell.

6.C. \ uni Sett lia Supreme Court. Sir Charles Toirnshetul. C.J.. tlrahaw, F.J.. 
nml Itussell ami hongley, February 13, 1915.

1. \ K\V TRIAL ( < III It 15)—G not XU FOR OROKRINO—CONTRADICTION—OVKK
W II KLM 1 NO MASS OF TKSTIMONY—DoCCMKNTARY KV1DKNCK.

It is a ground for ordering a new trial that on one essential por- 
1 ion of the ease the successful party in the court below is found by tin 
Appellate Court to be contradicted by the overwhelming mass of 
testimony, particularly where the documentary evidence supports such 
contradiction.

Statement Appeal from a judgment of Ritchie, J„ on a promissory note.
II. Mellish, K.( and Hugh lioss, K.('., for appellants.
W. F. O'Connor, K.C., and D. A. Cameron, K.C., for re

spondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Rtiwll, J. Rt'shell, ,J. :—I think there should be a new trial in this 
ease. The judgment of the learned trial Judge cannot be re-
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versed except upon the testimony of a witness whom the learned 
Judge regarded as unsatisfactory, and of whom he says that in 
drawing conclusions as to his evidence, he has to take into 
account the impression he formed of him as a witness. On the 
other hand, the defendant's account of the matter is extremely 
unsatisfactory. Ilis evidence is in important respects contra
dicted by overwhelming evidence from other witnesses and on 
the question at issue between the parties is opposed to all the 
inherent probabilities of the case.

The Harrington (’o. Ltd. was desirous of selling out one of 
the businesses which constituted the assets of the company and 
on December 111. 1911, passed a resolution providing for the sale 
of the business in question to the defendant on the terms of the 
purchaser giving his note for a sum equal to the par value of his 
stock in the company which was .+ 11.800. the stork to be assigned 
to the company as collateral security for the note, the balance to 
be paid in cash.

A meeting of the shareholders was to be held and was held on 
December 22. 1911, at which the defendant, who was a director 
in the company, was present, when the same terms substantially 
were affirmed as those on which the purchase and sale should be 
made. A note for $11.800 was accordingly drawn up and signed 
by the defendant, although he now contends that lie signed the 
note in blank and in several parts of his evidence lie speaks of it 
as if it had been a note for .$11.000 only.

The terms of the purchase could not be carried out by the 
defendant and the learned Judge is no doubt correct in saying 
that the sale was off" in consequence of the inability of the defend
ant to comply with the terms. Hut it is certain that negotiations 
continued between the parties with reference to the business 
and a verbal proposal seems to have been made by the defendant 
which on December 29. 1911. was accepted, providnl Mr. 
bell pays $1.000 io-day. In the event of Mr. Campbell not com
pleting the sale the managing director. K. G. Konig, was author
ized to take whatever steps were necessary to liquidate the 
business.

The plaintiff’s contend that they never gave up the direction
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of the business and would have liven unwilling to do so until the 
$1,000 in cash was paid. The defendant's contention is that lie 
was put in charge of the business in the first instance in pursu
ance of the resolution of the directors, but went out of possession 
again after his alleged notification to the managing director that 
he would not carry out the terms of the arrangement.

A second sale was made in March. 1011. and the only dispute 
with reference to it relates to the terms upon which the defend
ant was to take over the business, lie contends that the terms 
were that he was to surrender his stock to the extent of $11.000. 
retaining $800 of his stock, to give notes for a cash balance of 
$2,319.03 and pay $1,000 cash. The notes were given and th< 
cash paid and the notes were afterwards paid. 1 assume, in due 
course.

The plaintiff's contention is that the original note for $11,800 
was to be taken in part payment for the business at the sum of 
$11.000. $800 being credited on the note and treated as a pay
ment on account, being included in the notes that were given for 
the balance of $2,319.93. Konig, the managing director, refers 
to this as a payment of $800 on the note for $11,800; the de
fendant says that no such payment was made. These varying 
statements can. of course, be easily reconciled by the explanation 
that the $800 was in fact included in the balance of $2,319.93 
shewn as the result of the accounting.

It is quite incredible to my mind that the company would 
have been willing to accept the defendant’s stock as a payment 
on account of the business at its par value when they must 
have been aware and certainly were aware that it was not worth 
anything like par value and. moreover, had been advised that 
they could not legally accept the stock in payment of the mer
chandise and real estate which they were handing over to the 
defendant.

Resides all this, tin1 documentary evidence is entirely opposed 
to the contention of the defendant. In making up the account 
or memorandum upon which the transaction was to be based 
after setting out the value of the real estate, merchandise and 
what is called the running gear, they place on the other side of
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the account, among other tilings, “Note, .+ 11,000.” The defend
ant, of course, must lx- assumed to have perused this memoran
dum and to have assented to its terms, and 1 conceive it to he 
hardly doubtful that, whether he so understood the matter or 
not, it was tin- understanding of the plaintiffs that the note must 
be considered to he and intended to be in their hands a valid 
and continuing obligation for the sum of $11,000. In other 
words. I think it was their understanding that the terms of the 
original bargain which were the only ones upon which the manag
ing director was authorized to carry out the sale, were adhered 
to accepting in so far as it was necessary to modify them because 
of the stock in trade having been depleted in the interval between 
December and March.

The learned Judge professes not to deal with or in any way 
adjudicate upon the facts in connection with the second sale, 
but to leave them open and untouched by his judgment and not 
in any way concluded or determined thereby. But it is impos
sible to separate the two transactions. If it should turn out 
on an investigation respecting the second sale that tin* plain
tiff’s contention is correct and that this note for $11,800 was 
meant to stand as payment on account of the business, the diffi
culty is that effect could not be given to such a finding because 
the plaintiffs would be precluded by the judgment of the learned 
trial Judge from recovering on the note, tin matter being m 
judicata. In fact they would be precluded if the present 
judgment were affirmed from setting up this contention.

I have said that on one essential portion of the ease the de
fendant is contradicted by an overwhelming mass of testimony. 
I refer to his statement that tin* stock certificates were delivered 
to the managing director. Konig, in connection with the second 
sale. The evidence is clear beyond question that they were given 
in connection with the first sale in December, that they were 
handed over to the Canadian Bank of Commerce together with 
the note for $11,800 and remained in the custody of the bank 
from that date until some time in the year 1014.

I should have regarded the evidence of the defendant as 
being very unsatisfactory and self contradictory, and I think it
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quite remarkable that Norman McDonald, who was present at 
several of the interviews between Konig and the defendant was 
unable to give evidence which would have set at rest the ques
tions of fact at issue between them.

1 think the appeal should lie allowed and a new trial ordered 
the costs to abide the event.

Appeal allowed.

ONT. MURDOCK v. KILGOUR.
< f*. thilariu Su/in iiir Cmirl. Aii/nllati lli r initia. McruHth, C.J.O.. Harrow, 

Mar! arm. \la;nr. a ml lluili/ins. «/•/.. I. March 1.*». 11115.

I. I.vmxn xTi\<i Myrons (file—Mi—It non. at ion of Myron traffic
Tkmi'kkancf.—Election- A aliiiii y—.Ii risiihtion to uktkumjni:.

I In- Nu|ii «'mv ( ourt of ( hitarin lias m> jurisdiction to determine the 
validity of an election hold ttiidvr tin* Canada Temperance Act It.N.t . 
11MKI. oh. 152. i'vs|M-vting the regulation of trallie in intoxicating 
liquors, the scrutiny of which is l»y secs. 1171o i. IHI and 70 conferred 
in Ontario, on the .judge of the County Court, whose decision is de
clared tinnl.

| Chap ma a \. If a ml. II ( an. S.( .1!. 312: McPIicrnoa \. I Ichrimj, 47 
Can. S.C.It. 451. referred to.]

atement Appeal from the judgment of Lennox. J.
daims lluvcrson, K.(for the appellant.
IV. E. Earn h, K.C., for the plaintiff, respondent.

Meredith, C.J.O. :—This is an appeal by the defendant 
Kilgour from the judgment of Lennox, J., dated the 2nd 
November, 1914. which was directed to be entered on a 
motion for judgment upon a statement of facts agreed upon 
by counsel for the appellant and for the respondent, and em
bodied in a memorandum filed.

The respondent, who brings the action, is an elector entitled 
to vote under the Canada Temperance Act and the Election Act 
of Canada, in the town of Welland, in the county of Welland, 
and is a resident of that town, and voted on the submission of 
the petition for the taking of the votes of the electors of the 
county on the question of the bringing into force in the county 
of Part II. of the Canada Temperance Act.

The action is brought against the appellant, who is the pre
sident of the Welland County Hotelkeepers’ Association, Hugh 
A. Rose, the returning officer, and L. B. Livingstone, Judge of
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thv County Court of the County of Welland; ami tin- claim OUT 
of the respondent as endorsed on the writ of summons is “for s. t\ 
a declaration that the proceedings had and taken in the county ..

* M I'RIHH'K
of Welland on and prior to the 29th day of January. 1914. for r.
a polling of votes under the Canada Temperance Act, were not UI‘MU **'
pursuant to or in accordance with thô proclamation of the M,r,'',l!h
Governor in Council in that la-half or to the said Act. and
that on or after the 29th day of January. 1914. certain of the
ballot boxes used in connection with the said proceedings were
tampered with so as to make it impossible to determine what
ballots were actually cast by electors ami how they were marked.
and that the said proceedings did not and do not constitute a
polling of votes under the said Act. and were and are invalid
and void, and ought not and do not operate to prevent tin- issue
of a new proclamation by the Governor in Council upon the
petition upon which the said former proclamation was issued,
or the putting of a similar petition to the vote of the electors of
the said county at any time; and to prohibit the defendant
L. B. C. Livingstone, as Judge of the County Court of the
County of Welland, from determining or certifying as i result
of the pending scrutiny under the said Act whether the majority
of votes given on the said proceedings was or was not in favour
of the petition to the Governor in Council ; and for an injunction
restraining the defendant Hugh A. Rose, as returning officer
under the sait! proclamation, from transmitting any return to
the Secretary of State with reference to such proceedings except
such return as this Honourable Court may be pleased to order.”

The respondent moved for an order prohibiting the Judge 
until the trial or determination of the action from determining 
or certifying, as a result of a scrutiny pending before him under 
the Act. whether the majority of votes given on the proceedings 
taken in the county of Welland on and prior to the 29th day of 
January. 1914. pursuant to a proclamation of the Governor in 
Council for a polling of votes under the Act, was or was not 
in favour of the petition, or. in the alternative, for an injunc
tion to the like effect, and for an injunction restraining the 
returning officer until the trial and final determination of the

48—22 U.I..R.
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action from transmitting any return to the Secretary of State 
with reference to the «piestion as to whether or not the majority 
of the votes was in favour of the petition, or. in 11n- alternative, 
for an oilier prohibiting the returning officer from transmitting 
his return.

Oil the motion coming on to he heard, it was turned into a 
motion for judgment, on the facts stall'd in the memorandum 
to which I have referred, and judgment was pronounced do 
elaring “that the proceedings had ami taken in the county of 
Welland on and prior to the ÜSMh day of danuarx . 1914. for a 
polling of votes under the Canada Tom pern nee Act wore not 
pursuant to or in accordance with tin- proclamation of the 
(iovernor in Council for the g of the votes of the electors 
of the said county for and against the petition to the Governor 
in Council for the bringing into force in the said county of 
Mart II. of the said Act. and were not pursuant to or in accord
ance with the said Act. and that the said proceedings did not 
and do not constitute a polling of votes under the said Act. and 
were and are invalid and void, and ought not to and do not 
operate to prevent the issue of a new proclamation by the 
Governor in Council upon the petition upon which the former 
proclamation was issued, or the putting of a similar petition to 
the vote of the electors of the said county at any time.” and 
by the judgment it was ordered “that the defendant Hugh A. 
Rose be and is hereby perpetually restrained from transmitting 
any return to the Secretary of State with reference to the said 
proceedings, except a return that the said proceedings were 
invalid and void as declared by this judgment;’’ and it was 
further ordered that the action be dismissed as against the 
defendant Livingstone.

The facts admitted in the memorandum are the following:—
“1. The plaintiff is an elector entitled to vote under the 

Canada Temperance Act and the.Dominion Election Act, in the 
town of Welland, in the county of Welland, and is a resident of 
the said town, and voted on the submission of the petition here
inafter referred to.

“2. Pursuant to a petition in that behalf, under the Canada

0
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Temperance Act. the Governor in t oimcil issued his proclaim) 
tiou on the Htli day of November, lî» 1 ». for tin taking of the 
votes of the electors of the count \ of Welland on a petition to 
the Governor in Council for the bringing into force in the said 
county of Part II. of the Canada Temperance Act, and pro
ceedings in the nature of a poll of the electors of the said county 
on the said petition took place on the 2!Mil day of January. 
15114.

“•$. On or about Monday the 2nd day of February. 1 !M4. the 
Hugh A. Iiose. as reluming officer. proceeded to

open the ballot boxes that had been used in the slid ......eedings
and to sum up the votes, and as a result of such summing up 
announced that the petition had been defeated by a majority 
of six votes.

"4. Thereafter on the 17th and I Mb and on the 2ô1h. 2bth. 
and 27th days of February. 1014. a serutinx was had before 
the defendant L. H. C. Livingstone. Judge of the Couni,\ Court 
of the County of Welland, pursuant to provisions of the said 
Act.

The said scrutiny was had on the application of the 
plaintiff herein, who is secretary of the committee which had 
in charge the preparation of the said petition and the submis
sion of the same to tlie electors. The defendant Kilgour, who 
is an elector under the said Acts in the said town of Welland, 
was and is president of the Welland County Hotelkeepers' 
Association, which was and is an organisation opposed to the 
submission and to tin- adoption of the said petition in the said 
county.-

“t>. All the ballots found in the ballot boxes, the contents of 
which were examined on the said scrutiny, were in the form 
marked exhibit A to the affidavit of John Franklin Gross, filed 
herein.

“7. In a number of the polling places the deputy returning 
officers did not give out the ballot papers with the counterfoils 
attached, as required by section 37 of the Canada Temperance 
Act.

“H. In three of the polling places where proceedings in the

9809
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nature of a poll were taken on the sai«l ‘29th day of January, 
Î9I4. the deputy returning ollieers plaeed numbers on the 
ballots, instead of upon the eounterfoils. the said numbers 
corresponding with numbers either on the voters' list or in 
the poll book for the polling subdivisions, in such manner that 
the said ballots could be identified as ballots that had been 
marked by individual voters. The number of ballots thus 
marked was 185.

• «I. As a result of the scrutiny aforesaid, the < ounty Court 
Judge found that J.tilti ballot papers had been marked for the 
petition, and J.7‘11 ballot papers against the petition, and is 
prepared to certify that the was defeated by a majority
of 115 votes.”

The form of the ballot paper mentioned in the tith paragraph 
of the memorandum was that prescribed by the Act, except 
that the following words were omitted :

“19.
“Voting oil the petition to the Governor (leurrai for the 

bringing into force of I‘art II. of the Canada Temperance Act.
The s contention is. that the Supreme Court of

Ontario has no jurisdiction to inquire or determine, by action 
or otherwise, as to the validity of the voting, or of any other 
of the proceedings taken under the Act, and also that the re
spondent had no status to maintain an action, if an action is 
maintainable, and that the validity of the voting could not 
properly be determined in an action in which only the appel
lant. the returning officer, and the Judge of the County Court 
are defendants.

It was conceded by counsel for the respondent that he could 
not support that part of the judgment by which the returning 
officer is restrained from transmitting his return to the Secre
tary of State, as required by see. (14. but he argued that the 
action, so far as it sought an inquiry into the validity of the 
voting, was maintainable, and that thA action was properly 
constituted.

No ease was cited which supports the contention of the 
respondent’s counsel, and none was referred to. nor have I

03
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found ono in which the inlorfomico of a Provincial Court was 
sought to obtain such an adjudication as that which was made 
in this case.

The Canada Temperance Act provides its own code of pro
cedure; and the provision which it makes for an inquiry as to 
whether or not a majority of the votes was or was not given in 
favour of the petition to the (Inventor in Council affords, in my 
opinion, the only wav in which, by a judicial proceeding, the 
result of the voting can be inquired into.

But for the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 
('hujnnan v. Hand, Il S.C.R. .!I2, I should have thought that 
the powers of the .Judge of a County Court in holding a scrutiny 
under see. (>9 were larger than by that case they were decided 
to be. but by that decision we are bound unless the subsequent 
case of McPherson \. Mihrituj i the Wi sl l.orm <'asi i. 47 
S.C.K. 451, has overruled or modified it. Accepting the con
struction which the Supreme Court in that case put upon tIn
sertion. I cannot escape from the conclusion that tlie draftsman 
of the Act thought, erroneously, as the result has shewn, that 
he had given to the Judge upon a scrutiny the powers which in 
that case it was unsuccessfully argued were conferred upon him 
by what is now sec. (ill; and this view is fortified by the pro
visions of what is now sec. 105.* No ■‘tribunal having cogniz
ance of the question" is provided for by tile Act. unless it be 
the tribunal before which the scrutiny takes place, which in 
Quebec is a Judge of the Superior Court, in British Columbia 
a Judge of the Supreme Court of that Province, or a Judge 
of the County Court, and in any other Province, except Sask 
atchewan and Alberta, the Judge of tin County Court.

In Vhapnum v. Hand, in the course of the argument of coun
sel for the respondent, he pointed out that if see. (12 (now 09)

* 10.1. No polling of votes under t lii- I'art shall lie declared invalid In 
reason of a ni»n-oom|dinnec with the provision* of this Part, a* to the tak 
ing of the poll or the counting of tin- votes, or of anx mistake in the use of 
the forms contained in the schedule to this Act. if it appears to the tri
bunal having cognizant...... . the i|ue*tion that the pi lling of tin vote* was
conducted in accordance with the principles laid down in this Part, and 
that such non-compliance or mistake did not a licet the result of the 
polling.
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werv construed to give the Judge only the power to recount 
and declare the numerical majority of ballots, sec. 70 (now 105) 
is meaningless, because, as he argued, there would be no tribunal 
having cognizance of the question, of the validity or other
wise of the poll. This argument was not dealt with by any of 
the Judges except Henry. J., who appears to have agreed with 
it, for he said (pp. 320-1): “Whether the ballot is right or 
wrong: whether parties are guilty of corruption or not, are 
matters into which there is no provision made by the Act to in
quire, unless it can be done under the scrutiny.” Then, after 
mentioning the provisions of sec. (»2. he went on to sav: “Now, 
what is the meaning of that ? Nobody else has any authority to 
try out the question.” And later on he said : “If the judgment 
of the Court below is wrong, then corrupt or illegal practices 
will not avoid an election such as this.” And there was no 
dissent from these views expressed by any other member of the 
< 'ourt.

It would be highly inconvenient if the powers of a Pro
vincial Court could at any time be invoked to stay, or to set 
aside, any of the proceedings leading up to the issue of the 
proclamation bringing the Act into force, or to set them aside. 
If that were permissible, those opposed to the bringing of the 
Act into force might be able to prevent the vote from being 
taken at the appointed time, or to delay the proceedings for 
bringing it into force until the end of the litigation they had 
begun, which might not arrive until the ease had reached, and 
had been decided by, the Privy Council.

The provision for the scrutiny and the absence of any other 
provision for questioning the result or the validity of the voting, 
point clearly, 1 think, to the conclusion that Parliament did 
not intend that any other means should be available for ques
tioning the result of the voting than the scrutiny for which— 
inadequately as it has turned out—the Act provides.

It may be said that, if this is the correct view, there is no 
remedy where such irregularities as in this ease have been 
found to have occurred, or perhaps worse ones, have taken 
place; but. if that be the case, the remedy must be sought in
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Parliament ; ami, as 1 understood the statement of counsel upon 
the argument, Parliament has already supplied the remedy by 
an amendment of the Act; and I may add that I do not see 
why it was not open to the Judge on the scrutiny, if the form 
of ballot paper used rendered a ballot void-—as to which I 
express no opinion—to have rejected it in making his count, 
nor do 1 see why it was not open to him to reject any ballot 
paper which was numbered as stated in the memorandum, if 
that was a ground for rejecting it; and, if that be the ease. Ids 
decision as to the count, even if erroneous, was final l see. 70).

Having come to the conclusion that my brother Lennox acted 
without jurisdiction, it is unnecessary to consider the question 
raised as to the constitution of the action.

I would allow the appeal, reverse the judgment appealed 
from, and substitute for it a judgment dismissing the action, 
and leave each party to bear his own costs of the litigation.

ONT
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Harrow, J.A., concurred. i.arii.w, I.A.

Maviarkx and Maoki:, .Id.A., agreed in the result.

Hoixiixs, J.A. :—1 agree in the main with the judgment of 
my Lord the Chief Justice, which 1 have had the privilege of 
reading.

The provisions of Parts I. and II. id' the Canada Temperance 
Act. R.S.C. 190(5, eh. 15‘2, seem to give to the electors qualified 
to vote for members of the House of Commons the initiative 
in promoting local prohibition in the county or city to which 
they belong. In the Governor in Council is vested the right to 
accede to the request or petition, provided a majority of those 
electors vote in favour of it. The sections relating to the com
mencement of these proceedings shew that it is the Governor 
in Council who must be satisfied that the signatures to the 
petition are genuine and sufficient ; and thereupon the Governor 
in Council may issue his proclamation, which, in addition to 
the usual provisions, can include “such further particulars, 
with respect to the taking and summing up of the votes of the 
electors, as the Governor in Council sees fit to insert therein’1 
(sec. 11. clause j.)

Hodgin*, J.A.
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By m\ 15 the right to vote is defined ns belonging to nil 
persons qualified to vote at an election of n member of the 
House of Commons, and under sees. IS and 19 the returning 
officer prepares and furnishes the voters’ lists upon which the 
i "11 is taken. Provision is also made by sec. 39 for cases where 
i o voters’ list exists. By see. 54, the deputy returning officer's 
decision upon any objection to a vote is final, subject only to 
reversal on a scrutiny : and the returning officer is bound to 
count only such votes as are allowed by the deputy returning 
officers (sec. 59), except where ballot boxes have disappeared. 
In that case he is (sec. 01) to ascertain the number of votes 
“by such evidence as lie is able to obtain.” He is bound, in 
making bis return, to mention the mode by which he ascer
tained the number of votes given in each interest (sec. 01 I. By 
see. 05, hi return is to be accompanied by the statements of the 
deputy returning officers, as well as the ballot boxes, etc.

A scrutiny, if applied for, may. in Ontario, be had before 
t! County or District Court Judge, who. “upon inspecting the 
ballot papers and hearing such evidence as he deems necessary.
: id on hearing the parties, or such of them as attend, or their 
counsel, shall, in a summary manner, determine whether the 
majority of votes was, or was not, in favour of the petition to 
the (iovernor in Council;” and his decision is final (sees, (ill 
and 70).

Many prohibitions and penalties are provided for in the 
Act. Pndcr sec. 114, the returning officer, in making his return, 
whether a scrutiny has taken place or not. “shall send with it 
a report of his proceedings, in which he shall make any observa
tions he thinks proper as to the state of the ballot boxes or 
ballot papers as received by him.” This is in addition to the 
requirements already pointed out, viz., the mode iu which he 
ascertained the number of votes under sec. 00.

I'lider these provisions, and having regard to sec. 105 (which 
corresponds to the well-known curative section in the Ontario 
Municipal Act), it appears to me that the tribunal which alone 
has cognizance of the question therein mentioned may well be 
the (Iovernor in Council, in whom is vested the right or duty.
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if tin* petition “has hvvn adopted by the electors.*' of declaring 
that Part II. of the Act shall be in force.

The return, if it complies with the statutory requirements, 
will afford all the information necessary : and there is no reason, 
if doubt still exists, why the (ïovernor in Council should not 
call for further information before proclaiming Part II. Sec
tion 10ti can be read as applying to a criminal prosecution for 
any offence under the Act. or to a civil action for penalties 
under see. 102.

It may he that, but for the view taken by the Supreme Court 
of Canada, as d by the Chief .lustice, see. |nl might
also be held to govern the proceedings on the scrutiny.

The duties of the deputy returning officers, the returning 
officer, and the County or District Court Judge, respecting tin 
votes polled, while in part judicial, finally result only in form 
ing a foundation for the return which is to be made to the 
Governor in Council. See sees. (12. (Id. and (14. The proclama
tion, however, depends, not on the return, but on the fact of 
adoption by the electors, which has to be decided by some tri
bunal. if the elements mentioned in see. Kl.l enter into the 
question.

If Part II. is finally proclaimed, then the consequences pro
vided in see. 11(1 must necessarily follow. In the event of „„ 
adverse vote, as in the present ease, where there would lie, in 
consequence, no proclamation, see. IPS enacts that no similar 
petition shall hi- put to the vote within three years. Put there 
is nothing to prevent such a petition from being prepared, 
signed, and presented. And. if satisfied that what had taken 
place was not saved from invalidity bv see. 101. the dis
cretion to act or not to act seems to me to have been left to the 
Governor in Council. If not, who can say whether the petition 
in to be acted on or not? This is a situation which arises after 
a scrutiny by the County Court Judge, and therefore lie cannot 
intervene. It only confronts the executive, who must therefore 
decide, as it appears to me. It is a small matter to leave to the 
discretion of the Governor in Council, compared to the judicial
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duties devolving upon that body under the British North
America Act in relation to education, and under the Dominion 
Railway Act.Ml KIHK'K

1 am. therefore, more inclined to the view that the tribunal
referred to in sec. 10f> is the Governor in Council, owing partly

nodgtae.j.a. |(l t|u, ,,a,.,.uw limits of the County Court Judge's powers, but
particularly In-cause there are larger duties imposed by tho 
Act, and involved in the exercise of the rights it confers, than
are comprehended in the scrutiny sections.

If 1 am right, then I do not know of any power in the Courts 
of this Province to inquire into the exercise of this discretion, 
nor to entertain an action against the Governor in Council. The 
thing is unheard of ; and, if it cannot be done directly, it hardly 
needs to be stated that it cannot be done indirectly.

The Secretary of State, to whom the return is to be made, 
cannot act upon it: that must be done by the Governor in Coun
cil. I had thought during the argument, having regard to such 
cases as Shafto v. Hole hate Vauyhan cV Co. ( 1887 ). 34 Ch. D. 
72.*», Ii'tsun v. Attorncji-Cnicral, [1911J 1 K.B. 410. [1912] 1 
( h. 1 .*»8. Himjlus v. Attonuy-Oeneral, (1911 j 2 Ch. 139. : 1912] 
1 Ch. lTd. Thornhill v. Weeks, [1913] 1 Ch. 438. [1913] 2 Ch. 
404. that proceedings might lie against the Secretary of State 
for a declaration as to the proper construction of sec. 108. Such 
an action would determine whether that section referred to 
the result of the vote as certified, or the result as determined 
by some judicial decision. But, upon further consideration, 
1 do not see that those cases can apply to the situation here. In 
two of them there was either a threat that penalties would be 
imposed or sued for, and in the others the defendant was said 
to be interested in making and asserting a right as against the 
plaintiffs. In the ease at bar, the Secretary of State has noth
ing to do with the penalties, which are either recoverable by a 
common informer or are imposed in the course of administering 
the criminal law, which in Canada is enforced by the Provincial 
authorities. In the English Finance Act cases, the penalties 
are said to be recoverable in the High Court, and are treated as 
part of the demand made by the Commissioners or as intended 
to be enforced by them.
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Hut, whatever view may be taken of the Dominion Temper
ance Art. it certainly does not warrant the proceedings which 
have been instituted here. In a matter affecting the electors of 
1 Ik- county of Welland, of whom 7,347 voted on one side or the 
other, the judgment of the Court has been obtained at the in
stance of one elector against two gentlemen who have not the 
remotest status either to uphold or to contest the result. Mr. 
Kilgour happens to lie an elector, and is likewise president of 
the Welland Hotelkeepers’ Association, a body commercially 
interested, and eminently unsuited to represent the 3. 731 electors 
voting against the petition. It is fair to assume that fully nine- 
tenths of those who voted against the petition must have been 
free from any pecuniary interest. The other defendant, 
Rose, is the returning officer, whose duties are defined by statute, 
and who, occupying that position, has no possible interest in 
the result and ought not to have been forced into this law-suit.

The result is, that an injunction has been granted against 
him which would prevent him from performing his statutory 
duty—a result not supported before us by counsel for the re
spondent. The County Court Judge was also made a party. 
What right have any one or all of these defendants to represent 
the electors of the county of Welland, and how is it possible, if 
they have no such right, that the Court should make a declara
tion which, if effective, takes matters out of the hands of the 
Governor in Council and practically abrogates the provisions 
of sec. 108 of the Canada Temperance Act?

1 am not aware of any practice that enables a plaintiff to 
pick out some one individual and litigate with him so as to 
a fleet the rights of others not represented by him in law or in 
fact. The rule of Court under which alone a plaintiff may 
avoid joining all parties interested is Rule 7">, which gives no 
warrant for this proceeding, and indeed was not even pressed 
into service.

It is true that in cases under the Liquor License Act of 
Ontario a practice has obtained of asking the Court to make 
declarations that the whole poll has been invalid. In Hair v.
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Town of Mtaford, 20 D.L.IL 47Ô. 41 D.L.IL 124. I considered my
self Imuiid to defer to thv opinions expressed, in the ruses to 
which I have referred, hy Judges of experience, lint I uni con
st mined to say thaï my own opinion is decidedly against what I 
regard as a course leading to greater evils than those it is de
signed to cure. I endeavoured in that ease to indicate some of 
the considerations which led me so to think, and also the prin
ciple which ought to govern when declarations are sought against 
individuals which are intended to govern the public rights o£ 
others; and it is unnecessary in this case to enlarge upon them.
1 mention those eases because they were cited to us as authority 
for the extraordinary frame of this action.

In St odd nr 1 v. Town of Owen Sou ml, s D.L.IL 942, Lennox. 
>1., made a declaration of the kind I have mentioned, but 
apparently with some hesitation, and he remarks upon the di(li
mit y occasioned by the fact that the council of the munici
pality. and of necessity its advocate, represented both thoso 
for and those opposed to local option. He therefore allowed 
counsel for one party to aid in the defence. In Carr v. Town of 
Sorih Ho>!, Li D.L.IL 4ÛK, the learned Chancellor dismissed the 
action, but on the ground that the allegations of impropriety 
wore not proved. While the town of North Bay was a defendant, 
the only one who appeared at the trial and argued was referred 
to by the Chancellor as "a defendant added by special order. 
B. V Mulligan.” In an earlier case of Hi You<hil:i and Ylllaefc 
of (Irinishif. 19 O.L.1L 402, Muloek, reviewed the pro
ceedings at and prior to the voting on a local option by-law and 
decided that they wore invalid, allowing two electors to inter
vene. as the Council of Grimsby announced that they did not 
intend to take part in the motion.

In all three eases, which seriously affected the rights of the 
electors at large on an important publie question, the munici
pality, which alone could claim in any sense to represent them, 
was either absent or indifferent, and the Court had to rely 
largely upon assistance volunteered by individuals interested 
in the result.

The constitution of this case is, if possible, more open to
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objection, cik the action has not the merit of possessing as a 
defendant any one who even technically represents anybody 
but himself.

I loth for the reasons given in the judgment of my Lord the 
Chief Justice, and those I have mentioned, I think this appeal 
should hr , “ ' and the action dismissed. But. as both
parties have participated in a proceeding which, in my opinion, 
has no real foundation and should not have been pursued, 
they may well be directed to bear their own costs throughout.

Ainmil allow d.

EARLEY v. WINNIPEG ELECTRIC R. CO

\l'l llilolut ( till) I of I /i/i' ill. lint’ i II. f 1/.. It irlm i'll s. il irl llil'nl'l /./.I.
\lnii lo. mi 5.

1. Xi:\v tmi.xi. ( § III H—151 — Kunoxiot s vkhuk t—Action iiy iii Miami 
AM) Win I MIKI IM II \ISS AS II) |*|.A I NTIKFs 

The verdict in a negligence action in list he certain in that il must 
shew in wleme favour it wa- given where two plaint ill'. hiislmiid and 
wife, -ue for separate calls) s of action, one In tlie wife ami one In 
tin1 Imsliand: a new trial niii't lie ordered if the verdict is brought 
in “for I lie plaint ill" in a lived 'tun of damages where there is nothing 
to shew for which plaint ill the verdict wa- given in an action In the 
wife for damages f ir her injurie' in falling from a street ear and 
an action In tin* husband for medical expenses ami the loss of his 
wife’s society and services.

Am \i, from the judgment of the 1ri.il Judge in a negli
gence action.

E. Andmon, K.C.. and A*. />. (• iui, for defendants. appel
lants.

E. .1. Cohni, and .1. N. Dont/Iass, for plaintiffs, * s.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Richaruk, J.A. : The plaintiffs are husband and wife. The 
action is for damages resulting from alleged negligence on the 
part of the defendant’s servants in starting up one of the de
fendant’s street cars while the wife, who had been a passenger 
on it, was getting out. It is claimed that, by such negligence, 
she was thrown to the ground and injured.

The suit is brought on separate causes of action, one by the 
wife and one by the husband. That by tin* wife is to recover
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MAN- damage# for her injuries, pain, suffering and impaired health, 
v. a. laying the damages at $7,000. The husband claims $3,500 for

I'vkii y 1°8N °f hi# wife’s society and services and for his expenses in
procuring medical attendance for the wife, and otherwise.

Ku:< me It is claimed by counsel for defendants that the jury did 
,{i 1 " not bring in a verdict of at least nine of their members. Dut.

Richard*.j,x. assuming for the present purposes that nine of them did con
cur. the verdict they did bring in was for I In plaintiff, fixing 
damages at $2,500.

On that verdict which does not say. as will be noticed, for 
which plaintiff the jury found, the learned trial Judge entered 
judgment in the wife's favour for the whole $2,500, giving no 
judgment either for or against the husband.

The defendants appealed, taking several objections to the 
judgment, only one of which was argued, as the Court thought 
it fatal, viz., that the verdict was not one on which the judgment 
could be supported.

On the appeal the plaintiff's counsel offered to disclaim, on 
the husband’s behalf, all right to the verdict. That, however, 
if necessary to the validity of the judgment, and if it would 
have helped matters, which 1 doubt, should have been done be
fore judgment was entered.

There is very little authority to lie found. There is no doubt, 
however, that a verdict must be certain in this, that it must 
shew in whose favour it was given. Here there are two dis
tinct actions—one by each plaintiff. There is nothing to shew 
for which plaintiff the verdict was given. It might, so far as 
we can tell, have been meant wholly for the husband. If so, 
the effect of the finding would be that the wife had no cause of 
action. But if she had none, neither had the husband, because 
his right of action could only arise from the wrongs that gave 
rise to hers.

The judgment must be set aside, and a new trial had. The 
costs of the appeal are to be costs in the cause to the defend
ants in any event. The costs of the trial already had are to 
abide the ultimate result of the action.

Judgment accordingly.
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DOYLE v. MUIRS LTD
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If -m i1 servant* li'iixi' tlivir xxnrk n in lui 
injury uf a fellow *«-rvant. that «loe* uni iiite 
|iliixcr fur damages ni «-(1111111 h Inxx m under iIn- lini|ili 
Ad. N.S.. or I In- Workmcu'i- ('nnip«‘ii*nth>ii Act. Mil". N 

| \ mi il n i/i x. I.a lira shin it )ml.sliin It. Il'.'Ugi
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Ari'K.M, from tin- judgment of Mitchii-. .1 
7. 7. I'mvi r, K.( for jippolliiitt.
II. Millish. Ix.( '.. for iVKpondcnt.
Tlu* judgment of tin- Court nun delivered In

(îraham. K.J. : This is n i-hiim under tin- Workmen\s Com- 
ponstition Ad. 1111(1 ( N.S.), eh. :}. see. Ü. \Y<- have to deride 
whether the ease is one of "personal injury hy aee"nlent arising 
out of and in the course of employment caused to a workman.**

The contention of the defendant and the decision of the trial 
Judge is that it was not. The learned Judge has n ' the 
testimony given hy Doyle. Doyle it appears was in the employ of 
the defendant manufacturers, in what is called the hard candy 
department. Me and the other lads. Craves and Aimitagc. 
rather older than he. who were concerned in the injury are what 
are called helpers. They had no position over him. This is 
what the plaintiff says :—

I was rolling a liatvli of molasses kisses mnl xx lien I was «lone rolling 
1 took them away from the machine. Craves sent the girl to tin- other end 
of the room. These fexv strips were left and lie told me to put them in tin- 
pan. which was not my work. I walked away paid no attention to him. 
1 left the table where I was working and went to Kreil Purcell and asked 
him could 1 pull his strip of candy and he paid m> attention and I went 
around a post going to the sink to get a drink. Graves overtook him mnl 
told me to go hack and lie was going to force me back, -lust then A Mint
age came along and took up these shears and put them in my hand, me

' ra Int m

li-lloxx workm 
nmol In- said I 
under t In- \\ m km- i"- i

lai'.i u 
iabilitx <u i :

lial.ilii
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N. S. guessing whut In- meant, anil lie said, Oo at him like that" (fencing). I
■ li'l not have them three seconds when A nil it age gave them a ijiiiek j< rk 

* ' out of my liiiinl ami they ilexv open ami one end went in my eye.

Dovi.t: The eye Wits destroy et 1 and it is for this injury that he claims
Moms’ |.to. «UiiiiiHt the employer.

... The learned .Indue finds that the act of Armitagv was mis-Crnlinm, R.J.
ehievous and tortious hut not criminal.

The plaintiff relies on the ease of Chall is \, London and S. IV. 
A*. Co., 1111051 2 lx.It. 154. That was the ease of a locomotive 
engineer on his locomotive who was injured hy stones thrown at 
the locomotive from an overhead bridge hy mischievous hoys. 
And it was held that it arose out of the employment as an engine 
driver and that the throwing of stones at a passing train was in
cidental to that employment though it might not he incidental 
to other employments. The Court of Appeal with the same 
•Judges had decided the earlier case of Annilaiji v. Lancashire 
and Yorlshin l{. Co., 111)0*21 2 K.II. ITS. and they expressly 
affirmed that case and distinguished it. In that case while Armi- 
tage and the other hoys were engaged in the paint 
of the company one hoy for a lark i'd another hoy into a 
pit. The latter in anger threw a piece of iron at the former, 
hut it missed him and hit Arm it age in the eye. 11 was held that 
the accident did not arise out of the employment.

It is rather fortunate that both of these cases came up for de
cision in a later case in the Court of Appeal and with other 
.lodges, except the Master of the liolls, when distinctions had to 
he made and observations occur in respect to these two decisions.
1 refer to the case of Fihi/cndd v. IV. (I. Clarlu <1 Son, 11!)08|
2 lx.It. 71M».

In that case a practical joke was played upon the applicant 
hy two of his fellow workmen on the scene of the employment, 
attaching the hook of a hoist to his collar and he was hoisted up 
and in falling was injured, and it was held that this accident did 
not arise out of the employment. The Master of the (tolls at 
7118 said, referring to the Annilat/t ease :—

It Was there argued ns it tins lieen argued here that when a number of 
young buys are employed together at work*, it is a common experience 
tbat they will, when the foreman's back is turned, occasionally engage in 
larking, and it was submitted there that if two boys in the same employ-

1
117866
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I gut lurking over tli«*ir wnrk a ml injury i* accidentally therein neeu 
sionetl to a third who is engaged upon his work tin- accident may lie said 
to arise out of and in the course of the employment. That argument was 
dealt with and repudiated by every mendier of the Court in the year 1902. 
So far as I am aware that case has never been questioned or challenged 
ill this Court or in the House of Lords.

There is nothing inconsistent with this decision in the subsequent case 
of (Vttillis \. I.omlou ami South \\ .It. r,,.. | |«m.'»| •_> K.R. |*,4. which has 
heen referred to. In my view if this point is intended to he raised it must 
lie raised elsewhere, and it is not for us to gn back up n the delivered and 
unanimous decision of this Court in Inuiluiii v. I.umaxhin d Yorl-nhif 
/.Ml . Co.. 119021 1 K.lt. I7H.

Ituekley, L..I.. ill 799. in drilling with the expression. “(Mit 
of and in the course of the employment.** says:

'I he words are used conjunctively not disjunctively. . . The work
man must satisfy both the one and the other. . . . The words “out of”
point. I think, to the origin or cause of tin- accident : the words “in the
course of" to the time, plat..... ml circumstances under which the accident
takes place. The former words are descriptive of the character or qua lit v 
of the accident. The latter words relate to the circumstances under which 
an accident of that character or quality takes place. The character or 
quality of the accident as conveyed by the words “out of" involves. | think, 
the idea that the accident is in some sense due to the employment. It 
must be an accident from a risk reasonably incident to the employment.

Kennedy. L.J.. at SOI. approves of something said by ( 'ozens 
Manly. L.J.. as lie then was. in the .1 rmiliif/t ease. 1100:?| *J 
K.lt. at 181$. There. ( 'ozens-1 lardy had said :

I think that sonic meaning must lie given to the words "out of" in the 
section. They appear to point i this the quotation in the opinion of 
Kennedy. L..I.I to accidents arising from such causes a« the négligence 
of fellow workmen in the course of the employment or some natural cause 
incidental to the character of a business. i The Master of the Rolls con 
tinned). An accident arising out of the dangerous nature of a business 
carried on and not involving any human agency such, for instance, a* 
spontaneous combustion of some material might he said to arise out of 
the employment, but I do not think that an accident caused l»\ the tortious 
act of a I'd low workman having no relation whatever to the employment 
can he said to arise out of the employment.

Kennedy. L.J.. sitys:
If I were to venture to add anything that soundsidy might not carp 

at the expression "natural." having regard to the case of Chultis v. I.omlon 
ami South Wcntvru It. Co.. | 19(101 '2 K.ll. 1.14. it would he to add to the 
word “natural" the words "or common.”

There Inis not. I think, been liny thing subsequently varying 
this. Trim v. Ktïla, 119141 A.C. 11(17. while very interesting on

N.S.

Moms Ltii. 

Orshani. R.J.
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Moihh I.mi

(iraliam, B.J.

thv expression “accident ” has no hearing oil this case, ami 
Plumb v. Cobdcn Flour Mills Co., 11914] A.C. 62, while not 
belonging exactly to this class of eases has some bearing on this 
case. Lord Dunedin, with whom the other law Lords agreed, at 
67 says :—

In tin» caw* in which there is no prohibition to ileal with the sphere 
I of employ ment I must lie determined upon a general view of the nature 
of the employment and its duties. If tin workman was doing those duties 
he was within. It' n t lie was without or to use my own words, in the ease 
of Kerr v. William Un ml ami Co., 110111 Kf. 701. an accident does not 
arise out of the employment if at the time the workman is arrogating to 
himself duties which he was neither engaged nor entitled to perform.

1 have not access to the Scotch Reports, but the ease of F al
louer v. London and lilusfjoir Engineering, de., Co., Il (’t. of Sess. 
Cas. (5th Her., 564). decided by all the »Iudges of the Court of 
Sessions is referred to approvingly by Collins. M.R., in Challis v. 
London and South We stern IL Co., at p. 158. w here he says :—

Ijord Trayner said, “if some servants leave their work and indulge 
in horse play to the injury of a fellow servant that does not infer liability 
on the employer. It cannot Is- said to Is- incidental to his business or one 
of the hazards attached to it.

A text writer, Daw-barn, on Km plovers' Liability, at p. 116. 
distinguishes between the Arm it age ami the Challis classes of 
eases as follows: —

The dilference Is*tweell these two classes of cases is subtle hut very 
real. I Icing injured l*v a fellow workman acting ftsdisldy has really nothing 
to do with the employment : whilst many employment* are subjected to 
the special risks of outsiders Isdiaving wickedly or idiotically.

In my opinion this ease is very much nearer the Arm it age 
ease than to the Chid I is ease, and for that reason 1 think the 
appeal must be dismissed with costs.

A pin al dism issed.

S0B0L0FF v. REEDER.

Ontario Supreme Court. I.ennox, ./. March I. 1915.

VkMMIK AXI» IM'IW'II AMKR ( $ I ( '—I .‘iff)—|)KKKeTIVK TITI.K—ItflLDl.NU Rl 
strictions—Specific ckrformance.

Failure of the vendor to specifically disclose building restrictions 
under the registered conveyance to him will not constitute an answer 
to an action fur specific performance where the oiler to purchase was 
prepared by the purchaser's agent on his own printed form containing 
a stipulation that the purchaser “takes the property subject to am 
covenants that run with the land."
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I

Jd

Action by the vendor for specific performance of an agree
ment.

A. ('(then, for plaintiff.
./. •/. (Iran, foi* défendants.

Lennox, J. :—The action is for specific performance, and is 
founded on a written agreement to purchase land in Toronto 
from the plaintiff, entered into and signed by the defendant Gee 
in his own name. It is clearly shewn by the examinations for 
discovery and the statements of defence, and was admitted at 
the trial, that Gee in making the purchase was the duly author
ised agent of the defendant Reeder and acted for him and on his 
behalf. The agreement is. therefore, binding upon Reeder ac
cording to its terms : ('ave \. Mackenzie ( 1877). -Mi L.d.X.S. C’h. 
564: Heard v. Villen (1869). L.R. 4 Ch. 548; Fry on Specific 
Performance, 5th cd„ Canadian Notes, p. 171 : Ilalsbury’s Laws 
of England, vol. 7. p. .‘$79 : para. 782. It is none the less binding 
upon him. if it is a fact, as alleged, that Gee failed to follow the 
specific instructions of his principal : Duke of Heanforl v. Xeeld 
(1845). 12 Cl. & V. 248, 27:$.

The plaintiff does not press for judgment against the defend
ant Gee. It is, therefore, unnecessary to consider whether the 
action could be maintained against both. In the uncertainty as 
to the party liable, until after discovery at all events, it was not 
improper to join him as a defendant : Rule 67. The trial costs 
have not been increased by his name being upon the record, lie 
has set up a counterclaim which he cannot maintain. The 
action as against this defendant and his counterclaim will he dis
missed without costs.

The defence of the defendant Reeder is. that the land in ques
tion is subject to a restrictive covenant as to building and occu
pation contained in the deed under which the plaintiff claims.

The agreement sought to be enforced is in the form of an 
offer to purchase, signed by the defendant Gee, and an accept
ance of the offer by the plaintiff. It was drawn up by Gee with
out instructions by the plaintiff as to its form, and, in the part 
containing the offer, has this provision : “The purchaser takes the 
property subject to any covenants that run with the land.” Gee 
says that he did not know of this provision ; but he is a land

ONT.
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ONT. agent, it is the form he regularly used, it was printed by his
s.p. order, his name is printed on it. he propounded it to the plaintiff

soimi off HN a ProP<‘r agreement, he handed it to the defendant Reeder 
v. immediately it was executed, and Reeder accepted and acted upon 

liKKDEB. ^ wj()10Ut objection. The contract is of the defendants’ making, 
Lennox, j. the language is their language, and neither of them can be heard 

to object.
It is argued that the plaintiff was bound to disclose specifi

cally the tenure under which she held the property. Too much 
reliance was placed upon the language of English eases founded 
upon conditions which do not exist here under our system of re
gistered titles; and. in addition to all this. Reeder and his agent 
were the only persons alive to the probability, perhaps having 
actual knowledge, of there being embarrassing building and 
occupation restrictions.

It is objected in tin* pleadings that a proper deed was not 
tendered. This objection is not open to the defendant Reeder. 
The deed was prepared by his solicitors, executed by the plain
tiff, left in tin- solicitors' possession, and subsequently returned to 
the plaintiff—the defendant Reeder refusing to carry out the 
purchase. The deed is not fair to the plaintiff; and. to avoid the 
expense of a reference. I direct that it be amended by inserting 
a special restrictive covenant similar to that contained in the 
deed from the Robins Realty Company Limited to the plaintiff, 
dated the 10th May, 1010, and registered as No. GfiOOOF. West 
Toronto, and that it be executed by the defendant Reeder.

The title has been accepted and adjustments made. If there 
is need for later adjustments which the parties cannot agree 
upon, or for any cause they think a reference is necessary. I may 
be spoken to.

There will be judgment for specific performance by the de
fendant Reeder of the agreement in the pleadings mentioned, 
with costs of this action, but not including costs to the plaintiff 
occasioned by the- joinder of the defendant Gee. and the usual 
judgment as to sale of the property and payment of the defici
ency, if any, by the defendant Reeder.

This defendant’s counterclaim will be dismissed with costs.
Judgment accordingly.
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SMITH v. HUMBERVALE CEMETERY CO.

Ontario Sajireun Court. h'alroubriilar. C.-I.K.U.. Itiihlrll, Latchford. awl 
Kelly, -U. \larch 22. 11115.

1. ( tUUMKATIOXS A XU CUM I'A NIKS I g I \' I)—till)—t KMKTKKY COMPANY—( UK 
COBATK I'UWKBS—DlNIDNITlOX UK LOTS KUB XONIUKIAI. PIKPOSKH
—Ultra vibkh.

I.ami lii-lil l«y a compiiny iiieui|M nated under tin* ( emetery Coin- 
panii-s Act K.8.O. 1887, vli. 175. fur burial purpuM-s ciuniut Ik- dis 
posed uf fur any other purposes, which powers of disposition can
not lie enlarged hy subsequent re incorporation: and any attempted 
disposition by the corporation of any part of such land for purposes 
foreign to its original powers is an act ultra vires which may In- en
joined by any shareholder.

Appeal from the judgment of Britton, .1.

K. F. H. Johnston, K.C., and D. Inglis (Irani, for appellants. 
Ci. II. Watson, K.( for defendants, respondent#.

Riddell, d. :—Some time before 1893, a number of per
sons. including the plaintiff Smith, formed themselves into 
a company under the provisions of R.S.O. 1887, eh. 175, see. 
1. Acquiring a suitable piece of land, some 50 acres in extent, 
outside of the city, they signed a certificate, in the form pre
scribed by see. 3 of the Act just mentioned, and registered it in 
the proper registry office on the 14th April. 1893. The com
pany took the name (in the certificate) of the Humbervalc Ceme
tery Company; it sold a large number of burial sites, and many 
interments took place in the cemetery.

Apparently the land, which in 1893 was best adapted for a 
burial-ground, in the lapse of time became valuable for other 
purposes, and the “members” or some of them became desirous 
of selling the land yet unused or a considerable part of it. One 
Dr. Winter desired to purchase, and acquired by purchase tin 
shares of a majority of the members. On the 15th January. 
1912. after a dividend of one per cent, had been directed to In- 
paid. the board of directors instructed the president to sell the 
“cemetery lands and the interest of the said cemetery company 
at the rate of 50 per cent, of the par value of the stock.” and 
an amount sufficient to pay expenses “that the company may In
put to in getting power to sell:” his own commission he was to 
get from the vendee.

On the 8th April, an offer made by Dr. Winter was laid

ONT
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ONT. before the board, and not dealt with. On the 4th September,
s. c. 1912, the matter being under consideration, the board decided to

vumi apply letters patent re-incorporating the company under the
v. name of the llumbervale Cemetery Company Limited, and

( i mktkryLE PUHS(,‘l a by-law to that effect. This was approved at a meeting
t o. of Hhareholdci’H on the 19th September, 1912. A petition was

Riddrii,j. accordingly filed with the Provincial Secretary asking letters 
patent, and setting out that “the object for which incorporation 
is sought is to carry on business as a cemetery company, and for 
that purpose to hold the lands now owned by the llumbervale 
Cemetery Company, and, if deemed necessary or expedient, to 
purchase or otherwise acquire and hold any additional lands 
for the purposes of the company, and with power to sell, alienate, 
and convey any of the said lands now held by the . . . com
pany, and any other lands not required for the purposes of the 
company, if deemed necessary or expedient.” The name of the 
re-incorporated company to be the llumbervale Cemetery Com
pany Limited. It would appear that the real purpose of the re- 
incorporation was to obtain power to sell the land not theretofore 
used for burial, or part of it; but I do not think this material. 
On the 18th October, 1912, the Provincial Secretary gave a re
incorporating charter with the power as requested.

The directors of the old company thereupon transferred all 
its assets to the new company, and shortly thereafter the new 
company gave a deed of part of the land to Dr. Winter.

The plaintiff Smith was, as has been said, one of the original 
incorporators of the cemetery company, and became a share
holder in the new company. Barlow is the owner of a burial lot. 
These two, with one Robertson—as to whom there is no evidence 
—began this action, on the 24th July, 191)1, against the two com
panies, Paterson the president, and Fraser, the secretary, of 
the new company, and Dr. Winter, alleging in effect that the 
new company had no power to convey the land to Winter, and 
claiming consequent relief. Pending action, an application was 
made to the Provincial Secretary, and an order in council was 
issued, on the 22nd September, 1914. that all the powers of the 
new company, save and except those possessed by the old com
pany, should be as from the date of the re-incorporating charter 
suspended until further order.
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No proceedings in the nature of a sci. fa. have been taken. 
The Attorney-General is not a party, and has not been asked, nor 
has he agreed, to lend his name to these proceedings.

The ease came down for trial before Mr. Justice Britton with
out a jury at Toronto, and that learned Judge dismissed the 
action with costs. The plaintiffs now appeal.

The plaintiffs suing not only for themselves but for all others 
in their class, it has been decided more than once, both in Eng- 
land and Ontario, that that fact should appear in the style of 
cause : see Hide 5 (I). But this may and should be amended.

The locus standi of the plaintiffs is attacked. Smith seems 
to have taken part in the movement to obtain the new charter; 
and, if the act of the new company here complained of were the 
obtaining of the new charter, there might be reason in holding 
Smith to be estopped. But the participation in one improper 
act of the company is no bar to a shareholder objecting to 
another, even of the same kind, lie may undoubtedly object 
if the second is claimed to be ultra vires: Mostly v. Koffy- 
fontein Mines Limited, |jllllj 1 Ch. 73; Koffyfontein Mines 
Limited V. Mostly, [1911 ] A.C. 409. And here the act is wholly 
different from that in which it is said Smith took part.

Where the act is ultra vires in the strict sense, one share
holder may sue : Simpson v. Westminster Palace Hotel Co. 
( 18G0), 8 H.L.C. 712; and may of course sue for others in his 
class as well : Russell v. Wakefield Waterworks Co. (1875), L.R. 
20 Eq. 474; Burland v. Earle, [1902] A.C. 83, and cases cited.

The plaintiff Barlow bought a lot before the granting of the 
new charter, but 1 do not decide as to his position, that of Smith 
being ample to support this action.

Nor do 1 proceed upon any supposed sacredness of the ceme
tery. What the company propose to do is wholly repugnant to 
my sense of propriety, but it is their legal right we must investi
gate—not their good taste and regard for the feelings of others.

The law in England as to graveyards I disregard. The 
parish graveyard has its own law. but this cemetery is a pure 
creation of the statutes, and we must look to the statutes for the 
law applicable.

The company, being formed under see. 1 of R.S.O. 1887, eh.
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Itiddell. J.

1(5, could do what it pleased with its land by the unanimous 
consent of its members ; it was not a corporation, but an ordinary 
company or partnership. But, when the certificate mentioned 
in sees. 2 (b) and 3 was i-cgistcrcd, a very great change took 
place: “The company shall thenceforth become and be a body 
corporate,” with a corporate existence. Any debts thereafter 
incurred were not chargeable against the individual s;
the “company ” is vested with powers of compulsory expropria
tion (conditionally) : see. 32; and receives the benefit of the 

Act if it desire to be wound up. But the land also 
changes its character: before registration it is the property of 
the company to do with as it pleases, but thereafter the company 
“may take, hold and convey the land to be used exclusively as a 
cemetery or place for the burial of the dead” only (sec. 2) ; the 
land can “be freed . . . from . . . trusts arising on ac
count of its having been held for the purposes of a cemetery or 
cemetery company,” by being sold in a winding-up proceeding: 
sec. 33; but not otherwise.

And the land is not wholly in the company’s control even as 
to who shall be buried in it: “strangers and . . . the poor of 
all denominations” must be furnished with a grave “free of 
charge :” sec. 12. The land may be sold for burial sites, and the 
money employed in repaying to any member who does not desire 
to take land to the full extent of his stock, interest or paid-up 
stock, not exceeding eight per cent, per annum, and also repay 
the paid-up stock : see. 17(1) ; but, “except as ", no divi
dend or profit of any kind shall be paid by the company to any 
member thereof :” sec. 17 (3).

The land—all the land and not a part of it—is held in trust 
for the benefit of the stranger and the poor, as well as those 
who may desire to buy a place for their dead to sleep. All this 
is wholly with a power to sell (except for burial
sites sold to individual proprietors.)

The next question is the effect of the re-incorporation, which 
was under 2 Geo. V. eh. 31—for convenience I refer to the 
R.S.O. 1914, ch. 178, which is a consolidation of that statute 
without change of terminology.

Section 11 enables the company to make an application to the

7591
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Lieutenant-Governor, and the Lieutenant-Governor (or the Pro
vincial Secretary—sec. 4) to grant letters patent; by see. 12 the 
power of the corporation may he limited or extended to such 
other objects as the petitioner may desire. I shall assume that 
the power to sell the land to Dr. Winter was intended to be asked 
for, and that the Provincial Secretary intended by his charter 
to grant the power. I think, however, that this is not justified by 
the words of the section, and that the Legislature could not have 
intended, by such general words, to enable an officer of the 
Crown to give power to trustees to sell lands they have in trust 
and put the proceeds in their own pockets, or the pockets of tin- 
shareholders; the proper execution of the trust requiring the 
trustees to hold the land. This becomes clear when we read the 
next section.

Section 13 seems to me to prevent such a power being exer- 
ciseable: “All debts, contracts, liabilities and duties of such 
corporation shall thenceforth attach to the new . . . corpora
tion. and may be enforced against ? same extent as if such
debts, contracts, liabilities and duties had been incurred or con
tracted by it.”

That it was the plain duty of the former corporation to hold 
this land upon the trusts declared by the statute is clear; and 1 
thii l- that this duty attaches to the new corporation, and may be 
enforced against it as though it had itself incurred this duty 
ab origine.

ONT

s.c.

Smith

Hum bkhvau: 
Cemetery

The marginal note is referred to as against this interpreta
tion. A marginal note is no part of a statute; 3 & 4 Geo. V. eh. 
2 (an Act respecting the Revision and Consolidation of the Sta
tutes of Ontario), sec. 9 (4); Duke of Devonshire v. O'Connor 
(1890). 24 Q.B.D. 408; Sutton v. Sutton (1882). 22 Ch. I). fill ; 
though it may sometimes be of some assistance to shew the drift 
of a section: Hush ell v. Hammond ( 1904). 73 L.J.K.B. 1005 ; 
Suhohon v. Fields (1802). 31 L.,1. Ex. 233. 7 11. & X. 810.

It would, in my view, be giving too narrow an interpretation 
of this section to limit it to the claims of creditors.

This section was not brought to the of my brother
Britton, as it should have been, and it is upon it that T would 
base my opinion. It is common grouii the powers of the
Provincial Secretary are limited strictly by the statute.

22
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ONT.

K.C.
I would allow the appeal, and give judgment for the plain

tiffs, with eosts throughout. The exact form of the order may

Smith
be spoken to if necessary.

v. Falconbridge, CJ.K.B.:—I agree.
Him iiKHVAUi 

1 KMCTEBY
co. Latchford, J. :—The whole 50 acres, and not merely that

Lutchford, J. part of it in which lots were sold and interments made, consti
tuted “the cemetery” which the original company was bound to 
use “exclusively as a place for the burial of the dead.” But 
limited dividends were to be paid out of the proceeds of the 
sale of lots; and any surplus was to be devoted to “preserving 
and embellishing the land as a cemetery;” R.S.O. 1887. eh. 175, 
sec. 2 (</) and sec. 18. Graves were to be furnished gratis for 
strangers and the poor : sec. 12.

For 20 years the company conducted the cemetery in accord
ance with the Act under which it became incorporated. Burial- 
lots were, however, sold but in a small area of about (i acres. By 
1912 the demand for suburban property for building or specula
tive purposes had given the unsold part of the cemetery an 
enormously enhanced value. Dr. Winter, by acquiring a 
majority of the shares, obtained control of the company, and on 
the 8th April, 1912, made an offer to purchase part of the 
company’s lands. The company, however, had no power to sell 
except for burial purposes. What it could and did do in Octo
ber, 1912. was to apply for and procure re-incorporation under 
sec. 11 of the Ontario Companies Act, 2 Geo. V. eh. 31, now 
K.S.O. 1914. eh. 178. As re-incorporated, the company seemed 
all that Dr. Winter could desire. The loathsome "" itions 
which clung to it in its former state of existence had, it was 
thought, been put aside. The new being stood endowed with 
ample powers, and proceeded to iv them. The offer to pur
chase made to the old company was accepted, and all resolutions, 
by-laws, and agreements thought necessary to make valid the 
transaction were made by the directors and ratified and con
firmed by the shareholders, quorum moqua pars was the doctor 
himself.

Notwithstanding the general words contained in sec. 12, en
abling the Lieutenant-Governor by the letters patent to extend

2
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the powers of the company “to such other objects ... as ONT.
the applicant desires,” it is, 1 think, clear that such powers can- s.<.
not be extended so as to conflict with obligations imposed on smith
the company by statute. Section 13 of the Act (now sec. 13 of r.
R.S.O. 1914, eh. ITS) provides that “all . . . liabilities and ^Èmetfry 
duties of such” (in this case the original) “corporations shall to.
. . . attach to the new or re-incorporated corporation and may L&tchford, j. 
be enforced against it to the same extent as if such . . . lia
bilities and duties had been incurred . . . by it.”

The liabilities and duties imposed by statute on the former 
company remain ; and one at least of the plaintiffs has estab
lished a status to insist that the new company shall continue to 
discharge them.

I would therefore allow this appeal with costs.

Kelly, J. :—The defendants rely upon the powers assumed IV ">• 
to be given the Humbcrvale Cemetery Company Limited in the 
letters patent of re-incorporation, to support the position that 
that company has the right to effect the sale of the lands now 
in question.

When the incorporators of the original company, the II uni- 
bervale Cemetery Company, complied with the requirements of 
sec. 2 of R.S.O. 1887, eh. 175, then in force, as to subscription for 
stock, payment on account of the stock subscriptions, and the 
execution and registration of the required instrument, they be
came a body corporate with power to “take, hold and convey the 
land to be used exclusively as a cemetery, or place for the burial 
of the dead.” That corporation did acquire land—part of which 
is the land now in question—and sold from it burial plots, many 
of which were actually used for burial purposes. There came a 
time, however, when it was thought desirable to sell outright, 
and not for burial purposes, the remaining lands, or perhaps a 
part of them ; and it seems to have been recognised that the 
powers then possessed did not go so far as to authorise a sale 
such as the corporation desired to make. Application was then 
made for re-incorporation under the provisions of 2 Geo. V. eh.
31 (the Ontario (’ompa nies Act) ; and. accordingly, letters 
patent were issued bearing date the 18th October, 1912, to the
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Humbervale Cemetery Company Limited, for the purposes and 
objects of carrying on business as a cemetery company, and “for 
that purpose to hold the lands now owned by the Humbervale 
Cemetery Company, and, if deemed necessary or expedient, to 
purchase or otherwise acquire and hold any additional lands for 
the purposes of the company, and with power to sell, alienate, 
and convey any of the said lands now held by the . . . com
pany, and any other lands not required for the purposes of the 
company, if deemed necessary or expedient.”

Relying on these powers, the new company, to which the 
lands of the earlier company have been transferred, purported to 
make a sale, the validity of which is in these proceedings at
tacked; and as a defence they claim the right to make such sale 
unaffected by the limitations to which the older company was sub
ject. That company had a restricted right to convey—it could 
convey land to be used exclusively as a cemetery or place for 
the burial of the dead. There was also under R.S.O. 1887, eh. 
175, a further power of selling the lands free from the trusts 
arising on account of its having been held as a cemetery, in the 
event of the winding-up of the company. That, of course, does 
not apply here.

The letters patent cannot be taken without considering as 
well the terms of the statute by which their issue is authorised. 
Section 13 of that statute, 2 Geo. V. eh. 31. provides that “all 
rights of creditors against the property, rights and assets of a 
corporation amalgamated or re-incorporated under the provi
sions of this Act. and all liens upon its property, rights and 
assets shall be unimpaired by such amalgamation, or re-incor
poration, and all debts, contracts, liabilities and duties of such 
corporations shall thenceforth attach to the new or re-incorpor
ated corporation and may be enforced against it to the same 
extent as if such debts, contracts, liabilities and duties had been 
incurred or contracted by it.”

The removal of the restriction upon selling which existed under 
the former incorporation would be a most serious interference with 
the conditions under which the old company became entitled to 
hold, and purchasers of burial lots made their purchases; and 
such removal should not be held to be effected, unless upon the
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dearest and most unequivocal language. In the ibsencc of such ONT. 
language, there should be no assumption that me former limita- s. v. 
tions no longer exist. Not only is such language wanting, but g*Mm| 
see. 13 clearly expresses the intention of the Legislature that r. 
the re-incorporation should not relieve the new corporation from (-kWktkrv*K 
the liabilities and duties to which the earlier corporation was sub- in
ject. That being so. the attempted sale cannot be upheld. Keiv. i

It does not appear from his reasons for judgment that this 
important provision was urged before or brought to the atten
tion of the learned trial Judge.

The status of the plaintiffs with respect to their right to 
maintain this action is also questioned. The plaintiff Smith 
was one of the incorporators of the original company, and he 
is a shareholder of the re-incorporated company. The objection 
to his right to maintain the action cannot, therefore, be sup
ported.

On the grounds I have so far dealt with, the plaintiffs are 
entitled to succeed. The other grounds put forward in opposi
tion to the plaintiffs’ position arc not so established as to con
stitute a valid defence.

The appeal should be allowed with costs here and below.

Appeal allowed.

COLEMAN v. THE CITY OF HALIFAX. N s.

\or« Scotia Supnmc f.’ourt. Sir ('harlot Ttnnmltnul. Graham, F. ./.. < ,
a at I Lonylcy, atul Ititvhie. •/•/. February 13. 1015.

1. 11 Mi II WAYS < $ I Y A I—-120 I— ItWAIKS—Want OK—I.VICKY TO THAN II.
U R—Liability of mi \u icai.ity.

Sit. 532 of the Halifax City Charter does not impose an absolute 
liability upon the vit y to ki-ep the streets in good order and repair 
as under see. 522. the committee on works is to exercise a discretion 
as to the expenditure of the money at its disposal for the purpose of 
street repairs; and mere non repair, as distinguished from an act of 
misfeasance, does not give rise to an action on the part of the person 
injured in conséquence thereof,

| \ ancoimr v. MrPhalen, 45 Van. S.V.R. |t»4. distinguished. |

Appeal from a judgment of Wallace, Co. C.J. statement
F. II. Bell, K.C., for appellant.
IV. 7. O'Hcant, K.C., for respondent.
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Ritchie. J.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Ritviui:, :—This action is brought to recover damages 

against the city in respect of injuries sustained by the female 
plaintiff. In August last Mrs. Coleman was walking on Cunard 
street, and in consequence of a hollow or rut in the earth side
walk. she fell and was injured. This is not a case of faulty con
struction, but purely a question of non-repair, from which 
under the authorities it follows that the city is not liable, unless 
an absolute statutory obligation is thrown upon it to keep the 
streets in good repair. Mr. O'Hearn, for the plaintiff, very pro
perly rested his ease upon the alleged breach of statutory duty. 
The question for adjudication is as to the construction of the 
statutory enactments relative to the maintenance in good repair 
of the streets. Sec. 532 of the City Charter is relied upon. It 
is as follows:—

The committee on works shall, so far as tin- funds at its disposal will 
permit, keep clean and in good order and repair every street, the legal 
title to which is vested in the city and no other, and the cost of so doing 
shall he defrayed out of the general revenue of the city.

The committee on works by sec. 522 has (among other things) the 
"charge and management of the city streets and all works connected there 
with.”

The city engineer performs “such duties as are prescribed by 
the Act, or by the council or by the committee on work," and 
lie is responsible for the mode and manner of constructing any 
public works of the city.”

It is contended for the plaintiffs that for every accident 
which may happen, in consequence of non repair, the city is 
liable, provided funds at the time are at the disposal of the com
mittee on works.

To give this construction to sec. 532 would mean that when 
and as soon as funds are at the disposal of the committee, the 
engineer is to go over all the streets in the city, and if tin- 
streets arc not in good repair spend perhaps every dollar of tin- 
appropriation at once, without giving any consideration as to 
what may lie most urgently required before the end of the year.

If this is the true construction then the committee on works is 
not to have the charge and management of the streets and all 
works connected therewith, and is not to exercise any discretion 
or judgment, but is- simply to expend the money at once. Tin
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count ruction asked for, it is obvious, puts an eml to management 
or the exercise of discretion by the committee or the engineer. I 
think it is very clear that this could not have been the intention 
of the legislature when it gave in express terms to the committee 
the charge and management of the streets and the works con
nected therewith.

If the words of the statute were cle. r ami explicit I would 
have to give effect to them without regard to consequences, but I 
cannot find any words, which drive me into adopting a construc
tion which in my opinion is in opposition to the intention of the 
legislature in regard to the charge and management of the streets, 
and which would I think defeat the objects sought to he attained, 
namely, the proper maintenance of the streets so far as the ap
propriation will allow.

In the interests of tin- streets nothing would lx- more unwise 
than to expend the whole appropritaion in the summer, and leave 
nothing for tin- autumn and winter. The insufficiency of the 
amount at the disposal of the committee must make it necessary 
that allotments be made for the different streets or sections of 
the city, consequently the committee is called upon at the start 
to exercise discretion. It is all the streets of the city that are 
to be kept in repair so far as funds will permit.

Sec. 5:12 recognizes that the appropriation is not. or may not. 
be sufficient (as a matter of fact it is not sufficient), and, there
fore. does not impose an absolute liability upon the city to keep 
the streets in good order and repair. As to how and when the 
money is to be expended, that is left by see. 522 under the 
charge and management of the committee on works which means 
that the committee is to exercise discretion and good judgment 
in that regard.

The ease of the 07// of Vancouvn' v. MvVhuUn, 45 Can. 
S.C.R. 194. is clearly distinguishable. In that ease, there was 
an absolute and unqualified duty imposed upon the city to keep 
the streets in repair, and it is upon this ground that the judg
ment is based.

Sir Louis Davies said:—
Tin» absolute duty to keep tin* streets in repair i- imposed upon tin- 

corporation. Provisions arc inserted giving adequate means to enable the 
corporation to discharge its duty.

N.S.

Ritchie, J.
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N- S. There being in that vase a breach of absolute statutory duty
s. (*. resting upon the city, which resulted in injury to the plaintiff he 

was held to be entitled to recover, but in this ease, as I have
pointed out, there was no absolute duty, but only so far as funds 
would permit, and there was a committee which was given the
charge and management of the expenditure to be made on the 
streets, and which, therefore, had discretion as to how and when 
the expenditure should be made, having regard to the object 
sought to lie attained, namely, the keeping of the street during 
tin* year in the best repair that the appropriation admitted of.

Since the argument Mr. ()'Hearn has referred the Court to 
Maxwell on Statutes. 5th ed.. p. 388. and to Tin ('Hit of Xew 
York v. Furze, 3 Hill. 615.

The principle to be deduced from these authorities is stated 
by ( 'hief Justice Nelson in City of Xi ir York v. Furn . as follows :

'1 In' iufercucc dedticihle from tin- various ease* mi tin* subject m-ciiis to 
lu*. Iliat when a public body or olliccr Inis Ih-i-ii clothed by statute with 
power to do an act which concerns the public interest or the rights of 
third persons, the execution of the power may be insisted on as a duty, 
though the phraseology of the statute is permissive merely and not per
emptory.

I am in entire accord with this statement of the law. but I 
am unable to see what bearing it has upon the present case.

There is no doubt that a duty rests upon the committee. 
That duty is to keep the streets in good repair so far as the 
funds at its disposal will permit. All I have attempted to shew 
is that the committee has a discretion as to the best mode of per
forming the. duty which the legislature has cast upon it.

The appeal in my opinion should lie allowed with costs ami 
the action dismissed with costs.

Appeal allowed.

KEECH v. SANDWICH, WINDSOR AND AMHERSTBURG R. CO.ONT
(I nia tin Supmne Court, Meredith, C.J.U.. tlarroir. Uaclami. Magee. amt

II oil gins, t/./.l. March If), Ml 5.

I. XkUl.KiKNCK I $ I (' £—50)—pAXl.KIIOt K CHIMISKN—|)VTY TO IXVITKK — 
Vol.l XTAKY ANSI MCTION OK KINK.

The owner or ocvupunt of premises owes to an invitee » duty not 
to expose him to any unexpected danger without warning him of it; 
but where the danger is patent to everyone ami the invitee knows of it 
lie must. In- taken to have voluntarily assumed the risk.

I Lucy v. Itainlcn, 11 !) 14] 2 K.B. MIS. followed.)
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Am: \i. by tliv defendant from the judgment of the Senior 
Judge of the County of Essex.

/>. /., McCarthy, K.C.. for appellant company.
II. E. Host. K.C.. for plaint ill*, respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Meredith, C.J.O.The appellant company is a dealer in 

gravel and sand, and its business premises abut on Sandwich 
street west, in the city of Windsor. The ascent from them to the 
street is very steep, so steep that a pair of horses cannot draw up 
it a loaded waggon, and the company has provided, as a means 
for pulling loaded waggons up the hill, a cable which is operated 
by means of a steam engine on the level ground : the modus oper
and! being that the cable is hooked on to the reach of the waggon, 
which is then pulled up the hill by the cable being wound up. 
The horses walk one on each side of the cable, and at a short dis
tance from the crest of the hill the power is shut off. and the 
cable then becomes automatically detached from the reach. At 
this point there is a pulley around which the cable passes, 
placed at the distance of 19 feet from the nearest rail of the track 
of the defendant railway company. The length of a waggon 
and horses is said to be about 22 feet ; and. when the cable drops 
from the reach, the horses' heads, if they are not turned, are 
a little over that rail. From the pulley to the street the ground 
rises a little, and the horses have there “a little stiff pull." This 
appliance was provided for the purpose of the appellant’s busi
ness. but persons who purchased sand or gravel from the ap
pellant were permitted to use it for hauling their laden vehicles 
up the hill.

On the 15th June, 1914. the respondent was employed by a 
purchaser of gravel to haul it from the appellant’s premises, and 
the purchaser employed a teamster named Lcspcrance to drive 
the horses while engaged in that work. Lcspcrance had been 
engaged all that summer in hauling gravel from the appellant’s 
premises, and was well acquainted with the locality and the 
local conditions and the way in which the cable was operated 
ii pulling waggons up the hill. He had already drawn five 
loads on that day, and had gone for the sixth at between half-

ONT
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Meredith, C.J.O.

60—22 D.I..R.
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past four and a quarter to five o’clock in the afternoon. The 
waggon having been loaded, the cable was attached to the reach 
of it. and the waggon was pulled up the hill. The account given 
by Lvspcranee ... at the trial was : that the horses came up 
the hill on a trot ; that looking to the east there was nothing to 
obstruct his view, but that the view to the west was obstructed 
. . .; that he was watching his horses and looking out to the
east for the street ears, and saw none coming from that direc
tion ; that when he got to the top of the hill he saw a street car 
coming from the west, and endeavoured to make a short turn, 
but. as he said, “the ear got “ him “before” he “made the hill 
that, when the cable dropped off the back of the waggon, his 
horses were “right on the street ear track;” that he had partly 
succeeded in turning his horses when one of them was struck 
by the ear ; that, if he had seen the car sooner, he could not have 
stopped his horses, oil account of the rate at which he was I ic
ing “shoved ;” that when he saw the car it was about 100 feet 
away and was coming “quite fast that he had never met with 
an accident before, although the cable on all previous occasions 
had been operated as it was being operated at the time of the 
accident ; that sixty or seventy other teams were drawing out 
sand or gravel on the day of the accident, and that some of them 
were pulled up the hill while he was waiting for his turn to 
come.

The action is brought to recover damages for injury done to 
the horse by the street car colliding with it; and in his plead
ings the respondent alleges that his waggon was drawn “swiftly 
up the incline,” and that the collision occurred through the 
negligence of the railway company in not stopping the car in 
time to avoid the collision, and through the negligence of the 
appellant or its servants in operating the engine and cable.

The jury found, in answer to questions, that the accident 
happened by reason of the negligence of the appellant ; that its 
negligence consisted “in not having a watchman at the top of 
the hill;” and that the respondent did not, by reason of his own 
negligence, contribute to the accident. Vpon these answers the 
learned trial Judge directed that judgment sh< uld be entered 
for the respondent against the appellant for the damages as-
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sensed by the jury ($192) and costs, and dismissing the action 
as against the railway company, with costs if exacted.

As 1 understand the respondent’s pleadings, what the jury 
has found to have been the negligence of the appellant is not 
alleged as the negligence which caused the accident, but its 
cause is alleged to have been the improper manner in which the 
appliance for pulling the waggon up the hill was operated : and 
that ground of negligence is negatived by the finding of the 
jury.

Lcsperanee was, no doubt, not a mere licensee, but was in 
the position of an invitee ; and. though the appellant would have 
been liable if the accident had been caused by the negligent 
manner in which the appliance Lesperance was making use of 
was operated, the appellant owed no duty to him except the duty 
not to expose him to any unexpected danger without warning 
him of it.

Putting the respondent’s case on the highest ground upon 
which it can be put, his complaint is that, owing to the proxim
ity of the pulley, at or near which the power was shut off. to 
the railway tracks, the method employed for pulling the waggon 
up the hill was a dangerous one, at all events in the absence of 
a watchman stationed at the top of the hill to warn persons 
coming up it of the approach of street cars.

The answer to this is. 1 think, that where the danger is pat
ent to every one, and the invitee knows of it, he voluntarily 
takes upon himself to bear the risk.

The eases dealing with the question of the duty which an 
owner or occupant of premises owes to an invitee were considered 
and discussed by Atkin, .1., in the recent case of Lucy v. liumh n, 
[1914] 2 K.B. 318, and that is the doctrine that he deduced 
from them, and rightly so, 1 think.

It is manifest from Lesperance’s evidence that he knew of 
and fully appreciated the danger, if danger there was, from 
the proximity of the pulley to the street railway tracks, which 
I doubt ; and. if it existed, it was patent to every one who made 
use of the appliance for the purpose of pulling his waggon up 
the hill. There was, therefore, nothing in the nature of a trap 
or hidden danger known to the appellant and not known to 
Lesperance.

ONT.
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1 have no doubt that the accident which happened was 
occasioned by the unusual manner in which the street cars were

Kkech
being run ... of which Lespcrunee testified he was not 
aware; but, if he was not aware of it, there is nothing to shew
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that the appellant or its servant knew of it, if that would have 
made any difference as to the extent of the duty owed to Les- 
perance.

In my opinion, the respondent’s case entirely failed, and
Meredith. C.J.O Ills UCtioll should llUVC 1)1*011 <1 isillissvd.

If I entertained a different view as to the duty which the 
appellant owed to Lespcranee, 1 should have been of opinion 
that the findings of the jury ought not to be allowed to stand.
. . . The injustice of fixing liability upon the appellant for 
an act of negligence which was not charged against it, and as 
to which it luul no opportunity of presenting its case to the 
jury, is manifest.

I would allow the appeal, and substitute for the judgment 
. . . against the appellant, a judgment dismissing the ac
tion against it. the whole with costs.

Appeal allowed.

B. C. ROBINSON v. BURNABY.

r \ Hritish Columbia Court of A [titrai, Macdonald. ('.J. A., Irving, Martin,
(lalliher, and M('Phillips, JJ.A. Mag 14. 11115.

1. Contracts (§ IV D—3WIi lit ii.dim; contract—Minhipal improve
ments- Certificate of performance.

Where the question of proper work mid of due diligence in proceed- 
ing with the. work to he done for a municipal corporation in making 
road improvements is left to the decision of the construction engineer 
under the contract, and upon the contractor’s default ami due notifica
tion of the engineer's decision in respect thereof, the municipality takes 
the work out of the contractor's hands under a condition of the contract 
empowering it so to do, the contractor may still he liable to the muni
cipality for the loss incurred by the latter through the failure of the 
contractor to fulfil his contract, if the i given by the contract
for terminating the contractor’s work expressly reserves any right of 
action to which the contractor may be subject from any neglect in not 
proceeding with the work in accordance with the sjiccifications.

(See Annotation on Engineer’s Decisions under Construction Con
tracts, 10 D.L.R. 441; Hrilish Clanzstofl Mfg. Co. v. ti’encrai Accident 
etc. Corporation, (1912] 8.C. 591; Marshall v. Mackintosh (1898), 78 L.T. 
750, referred to.|

Statement Appeal from judgment of Morrison, J.
Deacon, for appellant.
McQuarrie, for respondent.

6
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Macdonald, (’.J.A., agrees tlmt appeal should be dismissed.

Irving, J.A.: I think the evidence supports the conclusion 
of the learned trial Judge. 1 would dismiss the appeal.

Martin, J.A., agrees that the appeal should be dismissed.

(iALLIIIKR, J.A.: I agree in dismissing this appeal.

M< Phillips, J.A.: The appeal is from the judgment at the m einiiips..la. 
trial pronounced by Mr. Justice Morrison in an action by the 
plaintiff, the contractor, with the defendants, a municipal cor
poration. for the carrying out of certain road work, consisting 
in the main of some 15,000 yards of earth excavation. The con
tract was entered into on May 20. 1012, to be completed on 
June 15, 1012, but the evidence shews that there was great delay 
in the carrying on of the work only some 8,000 yards of excava
tion done when the work was taken over by the corporation 
about the middle of June, 1012.

The plaintiff would not appear to have given that attention 
which lie was called upon to give to the work, nor did he employ 
apparently workmen capable of doing the work in an expeditious 
manner, and late in the day on May 20, 1012 made an 
attempt to get the work completed by employing one John 
Rundgren the letter to Rundgren 1 A.P». ex. 18. p. 288) fully 
indicates the plaintiffs then vain effort to get the work com
pleted. On June 7 the corporation served notice on the plain
tiff, in pursuance of clause Hi of the contract, requiring him to 
forthwith proceed with the proper execution of the work con
tracted to be performed, and in case of any further delay after 
the lapse of seven days to proceed with the execution of the 
works to the satisfaction of the engineer, that the corporation 
would suspend the further execution of the works by the plain
tiff and take possession of the plant and employ other contractors.
This notice was given under the hand of the construction engi
neer, Hugh L. Thompson.

The evidence is that the plaintiff did not proceed with ex|K*di- 
tion after the receipt of this notice; in fact, il may be said that 
the notice was ignored, and on June 17. IV12. the corporation, 
at a meeting of the municipal council, acting upon a re|Mirt from 
the construction engineer, passed a resolution that the work be 
placed in the hands of the construction engineer.

78!)
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Oalliher, J.A.
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hollowing this action upon the part of the corporation, the 
plaintiff would not appear to have in any way made any real 
attempt to cope with the situation thus created, and the cor
poration, on June 2(i. 1912, through their solicitors, advised 
the l nited States Fidelity and (îuarantee Company, the surety 

Mteiuiiii».j.a. for (!„. ,|U(, completion of the plaintiff's contract, of what had 
lxi*n done, the letter concluding as follows:

The contractor has failed to comply with the terms of the said notice 
and the corporation has taken possession of the said works and propose 
to complete the said contract unless you his surety desire to undertake the 
completion thereof immediately to the satisfaction of the engineer.

You might kindly advise us by return of post as to whether you desire 
the municipality to complete the contract or whether you will do it your-

Thc answer of the surety company was as follows:
EXITED STATICS FIDELITY and GVARANTEE COMPANY, 

Baltimore, Mu.
Vancouver, B.C., Can., June 27, 11112.

Hi cut Thompson, Esq.,
Municipal Engineer, Edmonds, B.C.

Dear Sir,— He L. CL Robinson.
We endeavoured to get you on the telephone this evening about five 

o'clock in reference to the above matter, but were unable to raise the Munici
pal Hall. It would appear that Mr. Geo. H. Webster has expressed a will
ingness to assist Mr. Robinson in the carrying out of contract under which 
he is in default. We have therefore, to request that you do nothing in the 
matter of awarding the contract to other contractors until the writer has 
had an opportunity of conferring with you. The writer leaves for Victoria 
on to-morrow afternoon's steamer, so try, if possible, to get him on the 
telephone Friday a.m.

Yours tryly,
Wrioht. Cannon & Co., Ltd.

Per L. M. General Agents.
Later it would seem that nothing came of the project that 

the plaintiff was to la* assisted by Mr. (îoo. H. Webster in the 
carrying out of tin* work, and on July 8, 1912, the municipal 
council met and passed the following resolution:
July 8th. 11112. Fo. 132 21.

The Construction Engineer reported that Mr. L. G. Robinson's bonds
men had decided to complete the contract on Pole Line and Johnston 
Roads, but have since altered this arrangement and left the contract in 
the hands of the council, lie recommended that the offer of X. Cosco to 
complete the work for HO cents per eu. yd. 1m* accepted.

Moved by (>. Fan Vel, seconded by the Reeve :
That the recommendation of the Engineer be adopted.—Carried 

unanimously.
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The plaintiff apparently abandoned all idea of making any 
further overtures to the corporation. and the surety company 
as well, and the'corporation had the work completed.

Some question arose between the plaintiff and the corpora
tion as to the amount of work actually done by him. and the 
plaintiff wrote the following letter to the construction engineer, 
under date July 19, 1912:

B. C

C. A. 
Homin'mm 

ItlKNAHT.

Mi nuii.i«. j.a.

(i. L. ROBINSON.
Consulting Engineer ami Ornerai Contractor,

Holden Building. Hi Hastings Street Hast,
Vancouver. IS.C.

HUli July, 1912.
Hugh L. Thompson, Knq..

Const ruction Engineer.
Municipal Hall. Kdmonds. B.C.

Dear Sir. He Pole Link Road Contract. Bt rnaiiy.
I bi‘g to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the llitli instant, which 

has remained unanswered until now owing to the fuel that I have been out 
of town for several days.

1 have had an inde|>cndcnt survey made of the earth removed l»v me 
under the above contract up to the lsth June last and cannot admit your 
figure of 332Ô yards as correct.

Very truly yours.
!.. (i. Rouinson.

Not until August 5, 1912. does the plaintiff take any further 
step. He upon that date serves a notice of action on the cor
poration, the construction engineer, the contractor who went on 
with the work, and the members of the municipal council, ad
vising them that ho would commence an action for damages against 
them, in consequence of what had taken place, and on Septem- 
lier 14 the writ issued in this action.

In my opinion, it is unnecessary to enter into or with greater 
detail enlarge upon all the facts and circumstances attendant 
upon th<‘ entry into the contract with the plaintiff and the plain
tiff's plain default under its terms a clearer case could hardly 
be demonstrated of the right in the corporation to intervene 
(Sumpter v. Uulyts (1898), 97 L.J.Q.B. (C.A.) 54Ô) and clause 
Hi of the contract -the agreement of the parties in cast* of de
fault—gives a code for the determination of all questions of 

. count as I>etween the parties: and the learned trial .bulge has, 
in his judgment, arrived at the right conclusion. Clause hi reads 
as follows:—

lti. IMPROPER MATERIALS: If at any time it shall appear to the
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Engineer that the works, or any part thereof, arc not I icing executed in a 
sound and workmanlike manner, or that the contractor is not proceeding 
with diligence or regularity, or if lie shall neglect or refuse, or if he shall 
not proceed with nil proper diligence to comply with all orders of tin* En
gineer, it shall then be lawful for the corporation to give the contractor, in 
writing, a notice signed by the Engineer requiring him forthwith to proceed
with the due and proper execution of the works, and in ease .......... factor
shall delay after the lapse of seven days from the service of such notice 
given to the Foreman or to the contractor or left at his registered office, to 
proceed with the execution of the works to the satisfaction of the engineer, 
or if the contractor shall be declared insolvent, file apt i for liquidation 
or compensation with, or make an assignment for the benefit of his creditors, 
it shall be lawful for the corporation to suspend the further execution of 
the works by the contractor and to take possession of all plant, implements 
and materials upon the works belonging to the contractor and to employ 
any other emit ractor, workmen or persons to complete the work by measure, 
value or day work and to provide all necessary materials or otherwise to 
proceed with and complete said works, and the contract in whole, or in 
part, at the option of the corporation, may be taken out of the contractor's 
hands and become void, but wit bout prejudice to any right of act ion to which 
the contractor may be subject from any neglect in not proceeding with the 
works in accordance with the specifications, and money shall be retained 
by the corporation until the whole works are completed and the corporation 
may deduct all such additional cost, charges and expenses together with 
the cist of the reparation of the works or property damages during the 
progress of the works, as the Engineer shall certify to have been incurred 
in consequence of the default of the contractor, or if such additional costs 
and expenses exceed the amount so due to the contractor, the amount due 
in excess shall be recoverable from the contractor or his sureties or Bond.

I in 1er this clause lfi the construction engineer was to deter
mine the question of proper work, due diligence, and as further 
provided, and these questions were not to he the subject of 
further inquiry or submission to arbitrators. It. therefore, 
followed that the plaint iff was bound by the decision of the 
engineer. In Foster a ml Dickscc \. Manor, etc,, of llostiinj* 
(1902), 29 T.L.K. 204, Farwell, J.. at p. 200. said:

There could lie no doubt that if the parties to a contract chose to agree 
that the engineer shall be the sole judge the court would not interfere with 
the judgment of the engineer except in the case of corruption or the nature 
of the contract itself might be such that the court could not interfere by 
injunct ion.

There can be no question that, upon the facts of the present 
case, the corporation were entitled to suspend the further exectr 
tion of the works by the plaintiff" and to engage another person 
to do the work, and the plaintiff is unquestionably liable to tIn
corporation for the loss incurred by them through the failure

LL
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of the plaintiff to fulfil his contract : Marshall v. Mackintosh 
(1898), 78 L.T. 7"»0; British (ilamstoff Manufacturing Co. \. 
General Accident Fire amt Lift Assurance Corporation ]1912] 
S.C. .‘>91. Ct. of Svss.

1 would, therefore, dismiss the appeal.
Appeal dismissed.

KIRK v. INGRAHAM.

JS'ora Srnlin Siipreint Court. Sir Chnrh * Tiornshrml, (Irnhiiin, K.J., 
amt Uiissrlt, Lonylt y mut Ritchie, JJ. March 9. 1915.

1. P.XltTXiatSHlP '§111 It < I'.XHTXKH INUKUTKIi VKItSOXAI.I.Y- I I KM Al.SO 
IXDKIITKD- -VaRTXKHHHU' Mo.NI V I SRI) Ml HT UK Al'I'LIKl» ON I'.XHT- 
NKitsIIIP AeetlCNT.

If a partner is indebted on his own avenant to a peiouii to whom tIn* 
firm is also indebted, and that partner with the moneys of the firm 
makes a payment to the creditor without specifying the account to 
which it is to lie paid, the payment must lie taken to have been made 
on the partnership account and must be applied accordingly.

I Thom/i'll oi v. Itrniru. 1 M. A M. in, applied.J

Am \i. from the judgment of Metdllivray. Co.C.J.
//. Mtllish. K.C., for appellant.
IT. Chisholm. K.f., and ./. L. Ralston, K.C., for respondent.

liIT''illl-'.. .1. : In this case the plaintiff seeks to hold the defen
dant Ingraham liable as a partner of the defendant McDonald. 
The action was tried before Judge Me(iillivrav, of the County 
Court, sitting as a Referee. The defendant McDonald was a 
contractor engaged in the construction of public works for the 
Government of Canada. Judgment has been given against the 
defendant. Ingraham, for 82.800.38, and from that judgment 
this appeal is asserted.

Two points are taken by Mr. Mellish. K.C., on behalf of the 
defendant Ingraham:

1. That on the evidence, having due regard to the proper 
appropriation of payments, the plaintiff’s claim against the 
partnership has lieen paid in full.

2. That there was no partnership between McDonald and 
Ingraham.

1 deal first with the question of payment, which is the order 
in which the case was argued. Assuming for the present that
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then* was a partnership, it commenced on October 1, 1890. The 
.1 u<lge adjusts tlie accounts as follows:—

IfNNl
April V. To Balance account settled. 81.tills 78
June 2. Cash 358.00

15. Exchange* of freight 125 00
Aug. 3. Paid E. M. McDonald 200 (X)

10. William Chisholm UNI (X)
Kept. 21. For coal 45 (X)
Aug. 21». Balance interest 403 50

June 16 Bv ( 'ash Dept. Works $2..'XX) (N)
<VI, 313 05

July 13. Cash 40 (X)
Sept. 21 Freight 112 50

12.300 38

There is a finding that McDonald's indebtedness to the 
plaintiff at the time of the formation of the partnership was 
$2,020.25. McDonald was also indebted to Kirk and Whitman 
in the sum of §358.32. These two sums, amounting to §2,385.27, 
were debts due by McDonald alone. The $2,020.95 is part of 
the $4,098.78. The Judge says :—

Should there he it finding as to these outstanding balances 1 find that the 
payments subsequently made, particularly the $2,5(X) received on June 15, 
I'.KMI. should be appropriated first and foremost to payment and wiping 
out of these outstanding balances amounting to $2,385.27, and I direct, if 
necessary, that such payment he so appropriated.

I confess that this startles me. The credits were partnership 
credits, and yet the Judge says lie first and foremost appropriates 
them to old debts of McDonald's in which Ingraham has no 
interest. On the contrary. I say first and foremost apply credits 
from the partnership to the payment of partnership debts.

In Lindley on Partnership (8th ed.), p. 271, it is said:
If a partner is indebted on his own account to a person to whom the firm 

is also indebted and that partner with the moneys of the firm makes a 
payment to the creditor without specifying the account to which it is to be 
paid, the payment must be taken to have been made on the partnership 
account and must be applied accordingly.

It seems hardly necessary to quote authority for the proposi
tion that the money of one man cannot be appropriated to the
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payment of another man’s délit, hut the decision of Chief Justice 
Abbott in Thompson v. Hrown, 1 M. <V M. 10. is so directly in 
point and is expressed in such terse and clear terms that 1 am 
tempted to quote. He says:

The general rule certainly is that when money is paid generally without 
any appropriation it ought to be applied to the first items in the account, 
but the rule is subject to this qualification, that where there are distinct 
demands, one against |H*rsons in partnership, and another against only one 
of the partners, if the money paid be the money of the partners the creditor 
is not at liberty to apply it to the payment of the debt of the individual; 
that would be allowing the creditor to pay the debt of one person with the 
money of others.

The Judge puts his appropriation upon the ground that 
general payments go to the first items in an account, entirely 
disregarding the fact that he is appropriating partnership money 
to the payment of McDonald’s old debt.

It is contended that Ingraham is a dormant paît nor, and that 
the plaintiff had the right no special appropriation harintj been 
made bp McDonald to appropriate the money, notwithstanding 
that it came from the partnership, to the debt of McDonald. 
The answer made by Mr. Mellish, from which, in my opinion, 
there is no escape, is that as a matter of fact the plaintiff did not 
attempt to make the appropriation before the trial, and that when 
the attempt was madt* the plaintiff had full knowledge that the 
money which he was so seeking to appropriate to the payment of 
McDonald’s individual deb belonged to the partnership. 1 he 
Judge also had this knowledge from the evidence.

The action is brought (among other things) for the price of 
creosoted timber. Of this timber a part. amounting in value to 
$554.88, was returned to the plaintiff. This was not credited 
to the partnership; it clearly should have been. 1 cannot under
stand the principle upon which, when a partnership is sued for 
articles supplied and a part of those articles is receiv'd back by 
the plaintiff, the credit is to go. not to the partnership, but to one 
of the partners. It is not necessary to consider whether the part
nership is entitled to further credits, because, deducting the old 
debt of McDonald. $2,02(1.115: the Kirk and Whitman note, 
$358.32; the credit for the timber returned, $554.88; amounting 
to $2,940.15, the amount due from the partnership to the plaintiff 
is overpaid by $039.77. I’pon this ground the judgment must be 
reversed and the appeal allowed with costs. The concluding
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N. S. paragraph of the judgment seems to put tin- plaintiff's ease on tin*
s.c. ground of estoppel. Counsel did not attempt to support the

Tnobaham.

judgment on this ground, and it is perhaps enough for me to say 
that there is nothing in the case in the nature of estoppel.

In the view which I take of the question of appropriation of
Illtrlile, J. payments. I do not see that any useful purpose will he served hy 

dealing with the question as to whether there was or was not a 
partnership.

Oriham, R.J.
Graham, E.J.. and Ri ssei.l, ,1.. concurred.

Ijongli-y, J. 
(dinwnUiig) Lonoley, J., dissented.

. 1 p/Hitl nllinml.

ONT. CRICHTON v. TOWNSHIP OF CHAPLEAÜ.
S.C. tlntnrio Suprnnr Court. I.nuiox, ./. Mnrrh S. |!l]5,

1. Ix.it xrrmx i g 1 <1 001—I’i.tha vines act ne mi m< icality—( aiiiivim. 
on mom no imiti ri: hvsixkmm—1 xtkhkkt tie HATec.wuts.

An ini miction will lie gr.mird nt tin- iiHiimcv of a ratepayer having 
a special interest as a competitor in the moving picture htisines*. who 
sues on behalf of himself and all other ratepayers, to restrain a 
a municipal corporation from carrying m a moving picture business 
ill the township hall under the guise of a lease to the township's 
agent made with the intention of evading the law. and the action 
may he maintained without first quashing the township In law under 
which the illegal lease purported t > lie made.

Statement Action to rest rain the exhibiting of moving pictures.
(•. A’. Hitchaiuni, for plaintiff.
//. E. Host, K.C., for defendant.

Lennos, J. Lennox, #1.: The defendant corporation is engaged in a 
business in which it has no right to engage. The defendant Dex
ter is the agent of tin* corporation for the purpose of enabling 
it to carry on a show business, and as a cloak to cover up the real 
nature of the corporate operations. The by-law and so-called 
lease, purporting to hi* made under it. arc palpable shams for 
the purpose of evading tin- law. A perusal of these documents 
is sufficient to convince me of this, and it is put beyond argu
ment hy the evidence at the trial.

The plaintiff' is a ratepayer of the municipality, and sues 
upon behalf of all other ratepayers as well as upon his own In- 
half. Loss to the municipality is quite a probable result of the



ONT.business thv defendant corporation is carrying on. The taxes 
and the revenue front the town hall are being imperilled, and the 
defendant Dexter and his daughter and others are engaged at 
wages, so far as they relate to the picture show, to the payment 
of which the defendant corporation cannot lawfully apply the 
revenues of the municipality. If the municipality emerges from 
the transaction without a scandal and serious loss, it will be at
tributable to good luck, if there is such a thing, or the honesty 
of Dexter, not to the good management or the proper discharge 
of its duties by the municipal council. In a sense the council 
may have acted in good faith, but with a manifest intention of 
evading tin* law. This is one side of the ease—the sturting- 
point.

The plaint ill' is not only a ratepayer, interested in prevent
ing an improper diversion of the municipal revenues, or the tak
ing oil of unlawful obligations, but lie has a special d peculiar 
individual interest in this matter as well, lie is engaged in the 
moving picture business, fw which lie has to pay taxes and 
license fees. He must submit to rivalry and lawful competition 
of course, but lie is not bound, I think, to submit to the special 
handicap of a People’s Theatre unlawfully carried on by the 
defendants, and special and captivating appeals such as: “Citi
zens of ('luii>li au, Patronise the Town Hall Show, and in doing 
this Look after Your (hen InterestsThis is unlawful and there
fore unfair competition. In the circumstances of this case. I 
think that the plaintiff can maintain this action, without «plash
ing the by-law, and without joining the Attorney-Ucncra! : Hope 
v. Hamilton Hark ('oininissiont rs (1901), 1 O.L.lt. 477: Standly 
\. /*#rry (18711-9), 23 Ur. 007, « A.It. 195. 3 S.l'.R. 356; M<- 
Honaltl v. Luncashr Séparait School Trustent (1914), 31 O.L.lt. 
300; Alt.ninth r Township of lltiward i 1887). 14 O.It. 22, at 
p. 44: Ottawa Clietrie Li y lit ('u. v. City of Ottawa (1906), 12 
O.L.lt. 290; Township of hinloss \. Sfaufftr (1858), 15 V.l'.lt. 
414; Host \. Township of Wist W ana nosh (1890), 19 0.lt. 294; 
Holt v. Township of Mi dontt 11892), 22 O.It. 302; Biggar’s 
Municipal Manual, pp. 379, 511. And it «lues not matter that 
the transaction may be beneficial to the municipality: Jones v. 
Town of Port Arthur (1888), Hi o.lt. 474.

8. C.
(’KM'IITON

Township
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Statement

It in not so civil I* that the plaint iff has the right to join Dex
ter. but authority is rather in favour of it: llulsbury’s Laws of 
Kngland. vol. 8. p. 3f>(i, para. 812; /loll v. Township of Medonti, 
supra; and Nome other eases referred to.

I do not think that the purchase of the piano was illegal or 
improper. If the town hall is to be made available for enter
tainments from time to time, and revenue-producing, it may 
be part of necessary equipment, just as seating and lighting is 
necessary. Whether the picture machine is of this class was not 
shewn, and 1 cannot judge. It was not purchased with this ob
ject : but, beyond this. I make no finding as to it.

There will be an injunction restraining the defendant the 
corporation from carrying on a moving picture business in the 
town hall or elsewhere, and from employing the defendant Dex
ter as its manager for this purpose, and from investing or apply
ing the revenues of the municipality in any enterprise of this 
character, and restraining the defendant Dexter from carrying 
on any business or enterprise of this character, with full costs 
against the municipality, including the examination of Dexter 
for discovery, and without costs to or against Dexter.

Order accordingly.

Re CHATHAM GLEBE TRUST.
Ontario Supreme Court. Sutlierluiul. ./. March hi. 1915.

1. CHABITIKN and CHURCHES (§1 D—59)—( HOWS (IRAXT OF LAND TO USE 
OF CLERGYMEN—DISTRIBUTION OE PROCEEDS—DISCRETION AS TO 
APPORTIONMENT.

Oil a Crown grant of laiul to trustees tlivir heirs ami assigns to lie 
held to ami for a glebe for tIn* use ami benefit of the ministers ami 
congregations of the Church of England in a certain town or city, the 
income of the trust is to he divided in iilnpiot parts according to the 
number of the churches «if that denomination existing from time t.• 
time in the city, tin* minister and congregation of each church may 
properly In* treated as a single entity and payment may he inatle to 
the rector ami church wardens, leaving it to them to apportion the 
distribution as between the minister ami congregation.

\Dumoulin v. Lanfitri/, 13 Can. S.C.R. 258; lie Hislop. 22 D.L.R. 
71». 8 O.W.X. 53. refer ml t«».|

Motion by originating notice for an order declaring the true 
construction of a trust in a grant of land.

The lands were sold, and the trustees had in hand the sum 
of $13,200. See the Ontario statute 3 & 4 Geo. V. ch. 150.
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The iippli«*aiits were the present trustees, and they asked 
the opinion and advice of the Court in respect of the following 
questions:—

1. It having Imi-ii decided hy arbitrât inn that t lirist Church, (hat ham, 
ami lloly Trinity ( liurvli. ( hatliani. Is'ing the only two churches of the 
K-dahliwIied Church of Knglaml at present in existence in the city of 
Chatham, are entitled to participate in the uses ami Iwm-llt* of the saiil 
trust, in what shares ami proportion-* shoiihl the trustees pay the income 
of tin* trust to the tw i churches

2. Under the wording of the trust, in the event of other churches of the 
( liureli of Knglaml IwiiiL' estahlish«N| in the future in the said city of 
( hatliani. would the ministers and congregations of such new churches lie 
entitled to participate in the uses and benefits of the trust 7

,‘t. Cmlcr the wording of the trust, would ministers of the established 
( lunch of Knglaml. residing in ilie said city of t hatliani, but. not having 
charge of churches or congregations of the I hurch of Knglaml. nor having 
the performance of ddinitc clerical duties assigned to them in connection 
with such churches and congregations. Is- entitled to participate in the 
list's ami benefits f the trust r

4. Under the wording of the trust, i a i would it lw necessary for the 
trusty's to deal with the ministers and the congregations of Church of 
Knglaml churches in the city of ( hatliani as separate entities and t > pay 
so much of the income of the trust to the minister and so uim-li to or for 
the lienellt of the congregation, or would the minister and congregation 
of any such church lw properly treated by the trustees a« a single entity 
no that payment to the Itect >r and Wardens as the governing Is sly of *uch 
church would satisfy the obligations of the trustee* in that behalf; and 
(b>. if the minister and the congregation should lw treated as separate 
entities, in what shares or proportions should the shares of income payable 
in respect of any particular church lw distributed l**tween or,among them?

ô. In the event of there being at any time in the future more minister* 
or clergymen attached to and performing clerical duties in connecti n with 
any church of the ( hurch of England in the city of ( hatliani. would each 
of such clergymen lw entitled to participate individually in the said in 
come, and if so in what shares and proportions7

F. F. lit its, K.< '.. for truKtvcH.
O. L. Lewi», K.C.. for Christ Church.
T. Sc nil art!, for Holy Trinity Church.

ONT.

st. c.
IU:

('ll ATM A M

Statement

Sutherland, J. (after setting out the farts at length) It suth«t»nd. i. 
is contended on behalf of t 'lirist Church and congregation that, 
they being the direct successors and practically a continuation 
of the original S. Paul’s church, and the trust being “to hold 
the same to and for a glebe” etc., and glebe meaning a por
tion of land attached to an ecclesiastical bénéfice as part of its 
endowment, the whole of the fund should in strictness be used
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for its minister and congregation. The further words of the 
trust are, however, “for the use and benefit of the ministers 
and congregations’’ etc., and they would seem to contemplate 
more than one minister and congregation for whose use the glebe 
and its revenue should be used and applied. ... It is also 
conceded that the arbitration had settled this in so far as the two 
now existing congregations and their ministers are concerned, 
and that both arc to share.

It is, however contended that, while this may be so. it does 
not necessarily imply that each should get one half of tin1 re
venue, or that if. at a later date, additional congregations are 
formed, they and their ministers should share in the fund.

It is contended on behalf of Christ Church that, as it was the 
successor of the original congregation and in receipt of the whole 
revenue for a time, it should be dealt with in a different way 
from that in which Holy Trinity Church should be dealt with, 
and that a portion of the revenue should first be set apart for it. 
and only the balance thereof divided in some appropriate and 
equitable way between the two.

It is further contended that, in default of a disposition of 
the matter in the manner just suggested, the revenue should be 
divided between the two existing congregations on the basis of 
the number of their respective members: AHornt ]!■(• entrai v. 
(iramlt (1856-7), 5 Gr. 412, <i Hr. 200; Luntilnj v. Dumoulin 
i 1884-.") i. 7 O.IL 044. II A.U. 544; Dumoulin v. Luntjlri/ (1886), 
13 S.C.R. 258.

As the membership of the existing congregations will be 
fluctuating from time to time, this does not appear to be a 
very satisfactory or equitable adjustment, and if in time an
other congregation or other congregations and their ministers 
will be entitled to share, the matter will become yet more com
plicated and difficult. It would seem to me, however, that the 
language in which the terms of the trust are couched would 
imply that all congregations then existing or thereafter to be 
formed in the town of Chatham, and their respective ministers, 
were intended to have the advantage of the glebe land and its 
revenue, and that this will apply in the future in case further 
congregations arc formed therein over w'hich other ministers 
will be called to preside.
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1 do not think that there is anything in the language used to 
indicate that any preference should be given to one congregation 
as compared to another, where there happens to be a difference 
in territorial area or in the number of members, nor that, if 
there is to be a division, the shares should be other than equal 
shares.

1 think also that the language used, “for the use and benefit 
of the ministers and congregations,” seems to imply that it is 
only ministers in active oversight of congregations who are in
tended to be recipients of the benefits, and who, with their con
gregations, should share in the benefit of the trust.

1 see nothing in the language used to indicate that the trus
tees are called upon to tion the paid between the
ministers and their congre " ns. 1 cannot sec how a better 
principle can be applied in this case than that expressed in the 
maxim that “equality is equity Lew in's Law of Trusts, 12th 
ed., p. 1277; Jarman on Wills. 5th ed.. pp. 175, I7fi; Williams 
V. Hun (1885). 9 O K. 534: hi Ilislop (1915). 22 D.L.R. 710. 7 
O W N. «14. 8 O W N. 53.

1 would, therefore, answer the questions propounded . . . 
us follows :—

1. Half V» mi ll. si. Ye*. ». No.
4. (a) The minister ami congregation of each church may properly lie 

treated as a single entity ami payment properly made to the Rector and 
Wardens thereof.

I hi The minister and congregation may lie left to apportion as they 
may decide.

ô. \ es; and the amount which they and the congregation shall agree 
upon as payable to such ministers may lie eipially divided lietween them 
if there Is* but two. or among them if there lie nuire.

The costs of all parties will be out of the fund.
•/mlami ill ar ran! in fill/.

YAGER AND WESTERN TRUST CO v CORPORATION OF SWIFT 
CURRENT

Nankatchrican Supreme Court, lluultuin, January 4, III 15.
I. Appeal (§ 1 A 2»—Rhjht to—Expropriation award.

No appeal lies from an award made under the expropriation clauses 
of the City Act. Snsk.. mo does the Act respecting .lodges* Orders in 
matters not in Cmyt." R.S.S. eh. 55. apply in an award made by u 
district Judge acting as arbitrator under the City Act.

ONT.
8. C.

Mm
Chatham

Hiitlurlend, J.
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SASK Application for lvau* to appeal from an order of a District
8. C. Court .1 udge.

Wbhtkrx

CoRPORA-

CVRRKNT.

Taylor, K.C.. for respondent.
IV. E. Knowles, K.C.. for elaimants.

IIavltain, C.J.:—This is an applieation for leave to appeal 
from an order and award made by his Honour W. (>. Smyth, 
Judge of the District ( mirt of the Judicial District of Swift 
Current, made under the provisions of section 253 of the City

Hmiltiiin, C.J.
Act.

In my opinion, there is no appeal from an award made under 
the expropriation clauses of the City Act. The Act makes no 
provision for an appeal and consequently “An Act respecting 
Judge's Orders in matters not in Court" (eh. of), R.S. Sask.) 
«Iocs not apply (see sec. (>). In any event the award made in 
this ease is not an order within the meaning of that Act. lie 
IIumberstonc <V Edmonton, 14 VV.L.R. 492. The fact that the 
City Act provides for a reference to cither “a Judge or a bar
rister to lie appointed by him" is a sufficient reason in itself for 
holding that eh. 55, R.S.S. does not apply, lit IInmhrrstouc «1 
Edmonton, above cited, also holds, under similar legislative pro
visions that the arbitration «Iocs not apply to matters of this 
kind.

The application must therefore be refused with costs.

.1 })j)liration refustd.

N.S. McSORLEY v. THE DOM COAL CO.

EC.
Y#mi Scotia S iif mine Court, Sir Clinch x Toirmhcml. C.J., ami lira hum.

H.J.. Ifusscll, amt Ihifudale, March 11. 1016.

1. Mantkk ami skkvant i S II It 7—176 i Minks Sakkty xim’I.iamks 
Minor kmhxiykk—Violation ok warm non.

Tin* employment of » Imv of 14 year* of age to attend to the wire 
rope at the revolving drum of u hoisting gear of a mine is not Hindi 
a* to vail for special supervision or special instruction where the drum 
was properly guarded and the work was properly hoy's work if done 
hy him where lie was directed to do it outside of the guard*, particii 
larly where lie had lievii specially warned of the danger of attempting 
to work inside the guards and «as injured hy doing so in spite of the 
warning.

Statement Action for injuries causing death.

II. Millish, K.C., for respondent.
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The judgment of the Court was delivered by

I)rvsi).\li , .1. : The action is liy the father and administrator 
of one Anthony MeSorley, deceased. for injuries eausing the 
death of said Anthony MeSorley in the works of the defendant 
company. Anthony MeSorley. the hoy killed, it seems, was under 
14 years of age and was employed to attend the rope that coils on 
a h listing drum, lie had been on the job for some time and got 
entangled by the rope and was killed by the revolving drum. 
The allegation is negligence on the part of the company in con
nection with the operation of the machinery. It would seem 
from the evidence 1 hat the drum was reasonably protected by a 
guard or fence, and that the operation of attending to the coil
ing rope was not. if properly done, a hazardous proceeding, and 
the accident arose, nojdoubt, by reason of the boy getting inside 
the fence or guard and guiding the rope from a position not in
tended for use in such operation.

It would appear that the boy had been seen by an employee. 
Walker, guiding tlie rope from, what lie states, was a dangerous 
position, namely, from a place inside the fence or bars, and, in 
the presence of the donkcx engine man. warned MeSorley of the 
danger in so placing himself. This, it seems, was a day or two 
before the accident, and it seemed to be common ground on the 
argument before us that the boy met his death by getting inside 
the bars and attempting to do his work therefrom, lie had been 
warned of the danger in attempting to work inside the guards 
and it seems reasonably certain he brought the injury upon 
himself.

The action was tried with a jury before Mr. dustier Longley 
and the verdict of the jury was against negligence. Objection 
was taken to the charge of the learned .Judge on the trial, but 
unless there was reasonable proof of negligence on some allega 
tion against defendants this objection will not avail the plain- 
till’. I ask myself what is disclosed to make a ease of absence or 
want of due care on the part of the defendant, and what could 
be submitted to a jury in that connection Î The mine was well 
equipped, the machinery in order and the drums apparently pro
perly protected, and in my opinion nothing proved in the ease to

1
■i

■
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suggest neglige lie»' on the part of the company. It was urged 
that the employment of a boy of about 14 at the work in question 
called for special supervision or special instruction, and that the 
absence of such special supervision or instruction involved negli
gence on the part of the company that ought to bo submitted to a 
jury. But a consideration of the evidence convinces me that this 
point is not well taken. The work was boy’s work, and had 
been performed by the boy, MeSorlev, for some time. He had 
been specially warned as to the danger involved in attempting 
to work inside the guards and I do not think any further or 
special supervision by the company was called for.

I am of opinion the appeal fails.
A/>/>< al dismissal.

ONT. MITCHELL v. GRAND TRUNK R. CO.
g q Ontario Supreme Court, Mulock, C.J.Kr. Mureh 11, 1016.

1. Railways i 8 III—50|—ArciiaxTs at t sonmix»»—nk.xai.k am» wakx
IXIiS—IXrOIIPmiXT IIKAKCM A X.

The statutory duty under wee. 270 of the Railway Art. Can., to 
warn |H>rson* crowing or alMiut to crown the track of the approach of
a train hacking up acroww the wtreet i* one for the ............................ .
which the railway coni pain may Is- liahle in damage* for an accident 
reuniting fr un the failure of the hrakeman to give suflicicnt warning 
with tin* air whistle at the rear of the train : the placing in charge 
of the rear end of the train when moving reversely upon level cross
ing* in a town >f a hrakeman nnaei|iininted with the conditions exist 
ing near the crossing which would Interfere with persons seeing the 
approaching train ami without knowledge of where the crossing was. 
is in itself negligence for which the company is liahle.

2. Railways i * IX" 2 i Acciukxt at i mossixo Coxthiiii'Tory x>:u-
UOCXCK—RllllXO WITH A NOTH KB.

Vontrihiitory negligence of the peraiii who had hi ml the vehicle 
and was hiuiself driving it i* not attrihutahle to the passenger who 
is riding with him in the vehicle and wlm has no control over same, in 
answer to the latter's action for damage* against the railway, under 
the Fatal Accident* Act, Ont., where the passenger jumped from the 
vehicle when a collision weennsl imminent and was killed and the acci
dent was due to the company's neglect of it* statutory duty under see. 
-7« of the Railway Act. Can., to give warning of the approach of the 
train moving reversely over a level crossing.

statement Action under thv Fatal Accident* Act.
T. ./. Agar, for plaintiff.
•S’. F. Washington, K.(\, for defendants, 

tiuiock,c.j.e*. Mclock, t'.J.Kx.:—On the morning of the 2.’th December,
1914, the deceased was proceeding westerly along Union street, 
in the town of Simcoe, in a cutter drawn by one horse. There
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were two other occupants of the cutter, namely, one (llcini, the 
driver (who had hired the horse and cutter), and one Snelgrovc, 
who was sitting at the left side of the cutter with Glenn on his 
lap, the deceased being at his right. The defendant company’s 
line of railway crosses Union street at rail level at right angles. 
A few hundred feet south of the intersection of the railway 
track and Union street is the company’s station, and the train 
in question was standing there. It consisted of the engine, ten
der, baggage ear, and passenger car, and backed northerly across 
Union street, the passenger car being in front. The horse and 
cutter with the occupants, Glenn and Snelgrovc, crossed the 
track in safety at a distance of about from 4 to 7 feet in front 
of the backing train. The deceased, however, jumped from the 
cutter, falling on the track, where lie was fatally injured.

The plaintiff alleges that the accident was caused by the de
fendant company’s negligence and by their failure to comply 
with the requirements of sec. 27(> of the Railway Act.

The case was tried by a jury, and their findings are as fol
lows

1. Were the defendants guilty of any negligence which caused 
the accident? A. Guilty of contributory negligence.

2. If so, in what did such negligence consist? A. In not 
equipping train running transversely with a properly equipped 
flagman.

3. Was Glenn guilty of any negligence which caused or con
tributed to the accident? A. Yes.

4. It* so. in what did such negligence consist? A. In driving 
too fast in approaching what he knew as a dangerous crossing.

5. Was the deceased guilty of any negligence which caused 
or contributed to the accident? A. No.

fi. If so. in what did such negligence consist? (No answer).
7. What damages, if any. do you award the plaintiff? A.

$1,000.

ONT

8. C.
Mitchkm.

Tbvxk 
R. Co.

Mtilock. C.J.Ei.

When the jury brought in their answers, the following took 
place, as reported by the Court stenographer.

The Chief Justice: What do you mean by saying that the 
defendants were guilty of contributory negligence?

The Foreman: I think, my Lord, the feeling of the jury was
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ONT. that they hadn't equipped the train with the proper signalling 
g c appliances in order to avoid collision with teams passing on that 
----- crossing. They neglect to do that. They neglect to supply theMi H ni i i

v. proper flagman in his proper position on tho fore end of that car. 
Thcnk considered it in that light.
R. Co. The Chief Justice: That is not the meaning of contributory

Muiork,c.j.s*. negligence. < y negligence is one negligence plus an
other negligence.

The Foreman: I think the meaning of the jury, as far as the 
contributory negligence was concerned, was that neglect in not 
having had this contributed towards the accident.

The Chief Justice: That is not enough. You must find out 
what was the cause of the accident.

The Foreman : In our finding we coupled the negligence of 
the company with the negligence of the driver in driving too 
fast.

The Chief Justice: Well, driving too fast, unless he got on 
the track, would not play any part.

The Foreman : Approaching the crossing, knowing it to be 
a dangerous crossing.

The Chief Justice: This is your verdict, is it?
The Foreman : That is the verdict as the jury have found it.
The Chief Justice: You all adhere to this, do you!
The Foreman : We do.
The Chief Justice: I speak to all the rest of the jury. You 

have heard the discussion which has taken place between the 
foreman and myself ; you have heard my questions and you have 
heard his answers; are his answers your answers! Do you all 
agree with that ! (Jury agree). Because his answers given 
verbally here will form part of the general finding of the jury, 
and save you the trouble of retiring.

The meaning of the jury’s answers is somewhat obscure, but 
1 think it is to the effect that the accident was caused by the neg
ligence of the company and of the driver, and that the com
pany's negligence consisted in not giving the warning required 
by the statute, and that such failure to warn arose (a) by reason 
of no competent man being stationed on what was for the 
moment the foremost end of the backing car. and (b) by reason

545
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of the car not living equipped with signalling appliance's suffi- 0NT
riently powerful to lie heard at surh a distance from the ear as s. c.
to serve as an effective warning to persons about to cross the xtirviTu, 
track; the jury in effect finding that, if it had been so equipped, 
the occupants of the cutter would have heard the earlier warn- im \K 
ing given by Price when about 250 feet from the crossing in 1 "
ample time to avoid the accident. Uuiock, c.j.e*.

Section 27fi of the Railway Act is as follows : “ Whenever in 
any city, town or village, any train is passing over or along a 
highway at rail level, and is not headed by an engine moving 
forward in the ordinary manner, the company shall station on 
that part of the train, or of the fender, if that is in front, which 
is then foremost, a person who shall warn persons standing on. 
or crossing, or about to cross the track of such railway.”

The car at its “foremost " end was equipped with an air 
whistle appliance, and by moving a valve this appliance, if in 
working order, would serve as an emergency brake. For some 
reason not shewn, the emergency brake had been rendered non- 
effective, and in lieu thereof the train was equipped with a cord, 
whereby the man stationed at the * * foremost end of the moving 
train could signal to the engineer, who. according to his evid
ence. would lx- able to stop the train more quickly by the engine 
than would be possible by the emergency brake. It seems to me, 
however, that the jury in speaking of signalling appliances 
meant appliances for warning persons about to cross the railway, 
and not appliances for communicating with the engineer, for in 
this case the evidence of Price, the brakesman, who was the per
son stationed at the foremost end of the car, is to the effect that 
he did not attempt to stop the train until after the deceased had 
been run over, but he did. by means of the air whistle, endeavour 
to warn the occupants of the cutter. . . .

There was a conflict of evidence as to whether the engine 
whistle was sounded and the bell rung; but, even if both of 
these things were done, the company would not thereby be re
lieved from their statutory duty to give the warning contem
plated by see. 27(>. The language of that section is mandatory.
The person standing on the foremost platform of a train not 
headed by an engine, etc., “shall warn persons standing on or
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Unlock, O.J.Er.

crossing or about to cross the* tnick.” etc.: and the question here 
is whether such statutory warning was given. Glenn, according 
to his evidence, did not hear the first air whistle, but only the 
one sounded when he was within 29 feet of the east rail of the 
track, and at the same moment he saw the approaching train, 
the north end being at a point which he fixes as about 00 or 70 
feet south of the place of the accident, lie was then travelling 
at the rate of from 8 to 10 miles an hour, and was within a couple 
of lengths of the horse and cutter from the track, lie had but 
an instant in which to determine upon his course of action. The 
thought came to him that if he were to continue he would run 
into the train and he pulled on the reins; at the same moment 
the deceased grabbed them in front of Glenn’s *i. bringing 
the horse almost on its haunches on the track. Glenn then re
covered and loosened the reins, and the horse jumped forward 
clearing the track, and about at the same time the deceased 
jumped out of the cutter, alighting upon the track, when in a 
moment he was fatally injured.

Each occupant of the cutter was entitled to the benefit of 
the statutory provision in question. The only evidence of the 
deceased having heard the warning of the air whistle is that 
furnished by his act of seizing the reins. This was at some point 
at most not •$() feet from the track.

The jury’s finding in effect is. that the statutory warning 
contemplated by the section was not given, and there is evid
ence to support that view. Apparently they accept Glenn’s 
evidence that he did not hear any earlier whistle, and conclude 
that a warning given when a collision was imminent and practic
ally unavoidable was not a warning the meaning of the
statute.

With regard to the finding as to the brakesman's incompet
ence; it seems that this was only the second occasion that Price 
had been with this train in Simcoe, and it does not appear that 
he had any definite idea where the crossing was, or that there 
were buildings on the south side of the highway which would 
interfere with persons on the highway seeing the approaching 
train or his seeing persons about to cross the track. The com
pany should not, I think, have placed in the responsible posi-

6

74
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tion where Price was on that day a person quite unacquainted 
with the conditions existing near the crossing. He acted accord
ing to the best of his judgment, and the moral as well as the 
legal blame for the accident rests with the company for having 
required Price to perform duties with the nature of which he 
was not familiar.

There is no dispute that after Price blew the air whistle at a 
point about 250 feet from the crossing, he did not again blow 
it until too late, namely, when the accident was unavoidable. 
Whether the signalling appliances referred to by the jury were, 
or were not, adequate, the evidence shews that Price did not 
give such warning as is contemplated by the statute, and, if it 
were open to me as trial Judge, 1 would so find; but sec. 27 of 
the Judicature Act docs not empower the trial Judge but only 
the Court of Appeal so to deal with the case.

The jury exonerated the deceased from negligence. He was 
a passenger only; and, therefore, the plaintiff's rights arc not 
affected by (ilenn’s negligence.

Judgment will be entered for the plaintiff for $1,000, with 
costs of action.

Judgment for plaintiff.

\i < «».

TOM GUNG v. FONG LEE.
A'onr Scutiii Su/imni• Court, Sir t'harlrn Toirmhriul, thulium, H..I..

mnl l.onyliy mul lh ysiluh, .U. .1 anuuru 2. |!i|.">.

1. RKCOHDK XMi KKtilSTKY I.XWs < « III 1 —21 )— KFFKCT OF BR0I8TKY XdTICI 
— It Kill TM OF SI HHKQl K\T I'VKcll ANKRS.

To disentitle a party from insisting in equity on a legal priorit\ 
acquired under a registry law. actual notice is required ; after such 
notice it would lie a fraud for tin- party who had bought with notice 
to claim tin- henelit of the registry law as against the unregistered 
claim of which lie had notice.

[Kosh v. Hunter, 7 Can. N.C.K. 280. followed.|

Appeal from the order of Russell. J.
L. A. Lovett, K.C., for appellant.
II. Meltish, K.C., for respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Sir Charles Townshkm». <\J.s—1 II.The learned trial Judge 
was undoubtedly right in holding that tin- subsequent registered 
deed from Thcakstone to Campbell rendered ineffectual as

N.S. 

S. <
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N. S. against him and his grantees the previous lease from Theakstone
s. c. to defendant vvhieh had not been registered. This result is ex-

pressly enacted by the Registry Act. eh. LIT. R.S.N.S.. see. ‘20.To.............
There is no evidence to shew that Campbell had knowledge of de- 
f bint’s lease, or rather the terms of it. further than that it was

TfiSwhnSlcj. ears only, which would expire in the May following the
pu. nasi and s > the Judge has found. This leaves open the one 
question, that is to say, the nature of defendant's tenancy after 
May 1, 1913. Did lie become a yearly tenant or a monthly tenant 
only? This depends on the action of Campbell after lie became 
owner and the plaintiffs who purchased from him. The deed 
from Theakstone to Campbell was made November 30. 1912. and 
registered on December 4. 1912, from which date defendant’s 
lease was void as against Campbell. The rent according to the 
terms of defendant's lease was $11 payable monthly, and was so 
paid to Theakstone while owner. Although dated May 1, it is 
proved that the tenancy actually commenced on May 9. and the 
rent was paid every month on the 9th or the day after. When 
Campbell became owner he collected the rent on the 9th as 
before and the plaintiffs, Tom (lung. Torn (ling and Charlie 
Coui. through their solicitors, in writing, demanded the rent 
from defendant as due on the 9th of each month. Their last 
notice was dated on April 9, 1914. demanding the rent as due and 
payable on that day. From these facts, in my view, the defend
ant became a monthly tenant to the plaintiff and was entitled to 
a month's notice expiring on the 9th of the month in which he 
was required to give up possession. The writ in this action to 
eject the defendant was issued on April 22. 1913. At that date 
he was rightfully in possession as a monthly tenant and could 
not be ejected without one month’s previous notice expiring on 
the day his rent became due. Defendant’s contention that non
payment of rent is no ground of forfeiture unless there is an 
express proviso or condition to that effect is no doubt correct. 
Reference to Woodfall’s Landlord and Tenant, p. 371. and the 
authorities there cited makes this clear.

I think the learned Judge was right in hoi ling that actual 
notice of the terms of the lease must he shewn. In Ross \. 
Hunter, 7 (’an. 8.C.R. 289, at 321, Strong. J.. says:—
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It it* xvi'l! svttlvil tlint nothing short «>t' a tunl noth''. »mli notiw a» N. S.
natkvs it a fra ml mi tin* part of a piirvhn*<*r to iiM-t on tin- registry laws. “ ”
is siiilicifiit to disi'iititli- a party to in-i-t in equity mi a loyal priority 
no uiroil under tin* statntf. 'piiM tirxn

There is no pretence here that ( 'amt.hell and the plaintiffs at r t|.
the time of purchase had actual notice of tin term of defendant's -----
lease. They were, as I have said, led to suppose it was for 3 r > i < i 
years only expiring in the May following.

I am of opinion that this appeal should he allowed and the 
action dismissed with costs.

.1 />/#< nl alloici (I.

KAULBACH v. WOODWORTH. N. S.

Voni Scotia Supreme Court. (Inilunu. IIuxhcII. Ih ijstlah. ami llitchic. v ,
April 5. 11115.

;. Ji ixiMKNT (§V1 A—2551—Kxm rtox ox—Motion fob—Cot nty t'ot'BT 
—TlTI.K to 1.AXII—Sl I'KKMK VOIBT—ltKFkRKNVK TO.

I'niler tin* County Court Act. X.S.. sees. 44 and 45. a tuition for 
leave to issue execution on a judgment of t lie County Court may pro 
perly lie referred to the Supreme Court rn baur where a question of 
title to land ho ml Jule conies into question by reason of the judgment 
I icing for purchase money of land and of an objection iieing raised in 
good faith of want of title and that the description of the land offered 
to lie conveyed was of a different property.

Appeal from a ruling of a County Court Judge. statement.
V. 7. Patou, K.( and li. ('. S. Haul bach, for appellant.
I>. F. Matheson, K.C.. for respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Ritchie, J. :—An application was made under Order 40. rule Ritrhie. j. 
22. by the executor of tin- late C. Edwin Kaulhach to the Judge 
of the County Court for District No. 2 for leave to issue execu
tion on two Judgments, one of which was recovered by the late 
Mr. Kaulhach on March 2. 1883. as executor of John II. Kaul 
bach, and the other was recovered by Mr. Kaulhach on June 24.
1893. Both judgments were taken by confession, the second 
judgment being taken to recover interest due on the first judg
ment. Certain objections were raised in the County Court 
against the application, and issues of fact in regard to them 
were ordered to be tried and were tried with a jury. The find
ings of the jury as to these questions were against the defendant.
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N. S.

s.c.
Kavlbach

Woodworth.

Ritchie, j.

The defendant then raised a new objection in the County Court. 
On February 28. 1883, Mr. C. Kdwin Kaulbach agreed to sell to 
the defendant a certain farm. There was a memorandum in 
writing in regard to the sale of this farm, signed by Mr. Kaul
bach. It is as follows :—

-Htli February, 1883. This is to certify that the property or farm 
lately occupied by David Frausel of Waterloo and purchased by me at 
sheriff's sale, I have this day sold to Isaac Woodworth of Waterloo for 
the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars. He is to have a deed of the 
same on payment of said amount with interest from this date.

The consideration for which the confession upon which the 
first judgment was entered was given, was the sale and convey
ance to the defendant of the farm mentioned in the memorandum 
which I have quoted. The farm was purchased by Mr. Kaulbach 
at sheriff’s sale, and a deed was made to him by the sheriff. The 
executor of Kaulbach is willing to deliver to the defendant a 
deed containing the same description as that in the sheriff’s deed 
to his testator, upon payment of an amount agreed to be due. 
but the objection of the defendant was and is that this descrip
tion does not cover the farm referred to in the memorandum, 
but covers another and different property and that, therefore, 
leave to issue execution ought not to be granted.

I pon this contention being made the (’ounty Court Judge 
properly, I think, held that the title to land bond fide eame into 

and that consequently he had no jurisdiction.
The Judge has stayed the proceedings and certified his rea

sons as provided by statute, and tl o clerk has accordingly trans
ferred the record to this Court.

It is urged that the words of see. 44 and sec. 45 of the County 
Court Act. a izing the transmission of an action from the 
County Court do not cover this case. They are not apt words 
for this case, but it was. I think, clearly the ' of the
Legislature that whenever the title to land came in question tin 
transmission should be made, and the language is. I think, fairly 
susceptible of a construction which will give the remedy which 
the legislature should be given. I quote from Maxwell
on Statutes at p. 109:—

It is said to be the duty of the Judge to make such construction of a 
statute as shall suppress the mischief and advance the remedy. Even where

8

6569

0005

4580
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tlie usual meaning of tlit* language falls short of the full object of the legi- N. S.
laturv a more extended meaning may lie attributed to it if fairly suscep
tilde of it. _"

It was also contended that the defendant's proper remedy Kait.ua» u 

is to bring an action for an injunction to stay proceedings on the wthihwortu 
judgment, but sub-see. f>, of see. 18. of the Judicature Act pro- 
hibits this course. It was passed to provide a summary and less 
expensive remedy. In this connection 1 cite Wright v. Bcdgrovi,
11 Ch. I). 24, referred to by my brother Graham at the argument.

There will be a reference. Counsel will frame and submit an 
issue. The substance of it will be:—

Is the land described in the sheriff’s deed to C. ltd win Kaul 
bach, dated February 12, 1883, the same property or farm men
tioned in the memorandum in writing, dated February 28. 1883. 
and signed by ( Edwin Kaulbaeh? If so. has the plaintiff a 
good title to it? *

Costs will be reserved and leave is granted to either party to 
apply to the Court or a Judge for further directions.

Judgtnt at according!g.

OGDEN LTD. v. CAN. EXPANSION BOLT CO.

Ontario Supreme Court. Ho pit. f '. t prit 'ill, 1915.

1. Trade;-mark (g IV—18)—Name, or expansion iioi.tn—Firm initials—
Distinctiveness.

The word “Obcol" used as a trade-mark on expansion Imlts repre 
senting the initials of the name of its company, while phonetically 
alike, is unconfusingly distinctive from the trade-murk "Selico," 
packed in dissimilar cartons, and const it utes no infringement as 
ground for injunction.

2. Evidence <8X11 K—978)—Wehhit and si i eiitem y—Inekini.emeni
OF TRADE-MARK —('ONFl'SlON —THAP WITNESS.

A person sent as a "trap-witness" to purchase an article ■ >f a eer 
tain brand claimed to In- imitated, and who knew the distinctive dial 
acter of the various brands, does not establish confusion a> an ele 
ment of proof in an action for injunction for the infringement of a 
trademark.

ONT

S. 0.

Action to restrain the defendant company from using the statement 
word “Cebcol” in connection with the sale of its goods, and for 
damages and an account of profits.

J. F. Edgar, for the plaintiff company.
-V. W. Bowéll, K.C., for the defendant company.
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0NT- April 2<i. Boyd, <: Thu companius (plaintiff and defcn-
s.r. dant) deal in “expansion bolts,” under which term are com-

T kdward Priwd three classes of products : (a) closed back machine
oi.dkn- ( o. shields; {b) expansion tag shields; and (c) screw anchors. 

Limited
v. lhe first product forms the largest part of the defendant’s

Expansion business, tm,l not dealt in at all by the plaintiff. The other
Hoi.r ('o. two products, expansion shields (made of malleable iron for 
Limited. . , ..___ use m stone and cement walls) and screw anchors (made ot lead

Bn>d'c‘ and used in wooden structures) are dealt in by both companies, 
and in both the screw anchor forms the smallest part of their 
t rade.

The plaintiff company may be said to be derived from a 
United States corporation called The Star Expansion Holt Com
pany. who used as a trade mark for their goods, about 1903, the 
word “Scbeoand their goods, under two descriptions, “Star” 
and “Scbeo,” were advertised and sold in the United States 
ami in Canada prior to the incorporation of the plaintiff. Mr. 
Ogden, president of the United States company, took steps to 
organise the plaintiff in July, 1914; and, using his own name, 
it Mas incorporated as the J. Edward Ogden Company Limited. 
The plaintiff is spoken of and treated as the successor in Canada 
of the Star Expansion Holt Company of the United States. The 
American company and Mr. Ogden both assigned to the plaintiff 
all their right, title, and interest in and to the trade mark 
“Scbeo.” which had been registered by the American company 
in the Department of Agriculture at Ottawa on the 10th July, 
1910. It was assigned to the plaintiff company on the 10th 
September, 1914 ; and the action was brought on the 22nd Oeto- 
ber, 1914. This action proceeds on two grounds: first, that the 
defendant has applied the word “Cebcol” to its goods, which 
is claimed to be “a fraudulent imitation of the plaintiff's trade 
mark” (para. 15 of claim) ; and, secondly, that the defendant 
sells and passes off its goods in a deceptive manner so as to 
induce purchasers to believe that the goods are those of the 
plaintiff (para. 14 of claim).

The plaintiff sets forth that the company and its predecessors 
have adopted a form of label, coloured yellow, having at its top
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in large letters "SEBCO," in the centre the representation of a 
screw anchor lying horizontally, and underneath the words 
“Screw Anchors," and then figures indicating the screw num
ber and size of drill required and quantity in the package 
(para, (i of claim) ; and the complaint is. that the defendant 
(para. 14) Ims sold and offered for sale screw anchors etc. with 
marks and labels in simulation and imitation of the plaintiff’s 
marks and labels, and "the entire appearance and get-up of the 
defendant’s label is so similar to the plaintiff's label as to 
deceive the public.”

ONT

J. Row A Ml 

Limite»

KXI'AXKION

It is to be noted that the deception complained of is con
fined to the yellow label and its get-up, and does not extend 
to the package in which the label is placed. The pasteboard 
box is called "carton" by American usage ; and. though some 
suggestion of injury on this score appears, it is not put forward 
as a factor in the gravamen of the complaint.

The genesis of the word used as a trade mark by the plain
tiff is obvious: it is made iq, of the initials of the name 
“Star Expansion Bolt Company." and it was suggested to that 
company by the practice of their customers to write only thn 
initials of the company in sending in orders for its pro
ducts. This is indeed a very common plan of expediting oral 
and written intercourse—dropping the full names of corpora
tions and using only the initial letters; and, if these happen to 
form any sort of vocable, that easily suggests itself as a good 
trade mark.

The American predecessor of the defendant was the United 
States Expansion Bolt Company, and that company availed 
itself of the first three words to form a trade mark “use,” 
which was regarded as an admirable stroke of business. Fol
lowing this well-recognised practice, when the representative 
of the United States Expansion Bolt Company, who had been 
doing business in Canada for that company, projected an off
shoot company for this country, he decided on a name of the 
same geographical import as the American company, and had 
it incorporated as the Canadian Expansion Bolt Company, in 
March. 1914. It was easily the next step to take the initials of
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the company’s name for the purpose of identifying the products 
with the company dealing in them, viz., C. E. B. Co. L., or 
CEBCOL, the word complained of.

Looking at the genesis of both trade words, and giving cre
dence to the organiser of the defendant that he was not aware 
of the use in Canada of the word SEBCO when he put forth 
the initials of his company as a trade mark, 1 find myself unable 
to say that what was done was anything more than an honest 
and fair use of the initials of this company’s own name to call 
the attention of the public interested in the output of this com 
pany’s trade as being expansion bolts made or furnished by 
the defendant, and not the output or product of any other 
concern. Eliminating, therefore, any intention to practise un
fair and dishonest competition, how are the facts of the case 
to be regarded?

Dealing with the question of the trade marks per se, and 
applying the test suggested by some Judges, when the two are 
not absolutely identical but similar—that is, place the words 
side by side and test by inspection of the eye whether one is an 
obvious imitation of the other—so far as the view goes, I would 
not conclude, in the absence of evidence, that an ordinary dealer 
in these goods or an ordinary purchaser of them would be con
fused : one has five letters, the other six, the first and last let
ters are different (C-L and S-O).

Tested phonetically, there is more likelihood of confusion, 
unless regard is had to the origin and the “C” is given the hard 
sound which is heard in “Canadian.” This is indeed the way 
in which the defendant’s mark was pronounced by the man in 
Aikenhead’s, who largely dealt in the defendant’s bolts ; and 
if it be called “Kebeol,” none but the stupid or careless man 
who always blunders would be likely to confound the words.

Regard must be had to another aspect of the case, i.e., the 
origins of both. I question whether the plaintiff’s trade mark 
would now be registered, as a valid and distinctive name, in 
view of the recent decisions in In re R. J. Lea Limited's Appli
cation, [1913] 1 Ch. 446, 452, and Registrar of Trade Marks v. 
W. cf- G. DuCros Limited, [1913] A.C. 624, 632. The precise
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point is touched by Lord Shaw : “1 do not think that any 
fight which is substantially by way of monopoly should be 
granted to one particular trader, to use. under the guise of a 
trade mark and for himself alone, initials which may be of gen
eral use in trade.” As pointed out by Far well, L.J.. in In re 
Applications of IV. «V G. DuCros Limited, [1912] 1 Ch. (144, 
tifil, “it is the common practice of tradesmen and manufacturers 
to put the initials of their firms on their goods, their invoices, 
and letter paper, and to use such initials in various modes.” 
And the meaning of the statutory word “distinctive” is 
“adapted to distinguish the goods of the proprietor of the trade 
mark from those of other persons . . . not only persons at 
present in the trade, but also persons who may in the future 
embark in the trade:” per Cozens-Ilardy. M.R., in In n Appli
cations of IV. tV G. DuCros Limited, | 1912] 1 ('ll. at p. 652. And 
in In re IL J. Lea Limited's Application, [1913] 1 Ch. at p. 
464. Hamilton, L.J., says : “As a distinctive mark the proprie
tor’s surname is adapted to distinguish the goods of the pro
prietor of the mark from those of persons who do not bear or 
use that name, but only to confuse them with the goods of other 
persons who do hear that name.” See also Slazr tigers Lim
ited's Application (1914), 31 R.P.C. 501. 507.

There were, when the plaintiff’s trade mark was registered, 
dozens of companies using the descriptive words “expansion 
bolts” in the corporate names of their firms, such as Cinch Ex
pansion Bolt Company and Standard Expansion Bolt Company, 
and of these at least three were disposing of their goods in 
Canada—the Star Expansion Bolt Company, the Diamond 
Expansion Bolt Company, and the United States Expansion 
Bolt Company. To all these companies the controlling initials 
EBCO were common property as indicative of the business they 
were engaged in. By the use of these public letters, with the 
“S” for “Star” prefixed, the plaintiff claims to have secured 
a monopoly in its favour, as against other possible prefixes and 
initial letters of the various firms who wore then making and 
dealing in or might hereafter deal in expansion bolts.

Assuming that the trade mark of the plaintiff is to be treated
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jin valid, then the trade mark registered by the defendant, pend
ing action, of CKB< '<)L, should also be treated as valid, though 
I have in y doubts as to the worth of either. Upon this part of 
the ease, and generally as to other issues. I would eite Coombe v. 
Mcndit Ld. (1913), 30 R.!*.('. 709, also Pope Electric Lamp Co. 
Limited's Application (1911), 28 R. 1M\ 629. and In rt llors- 
burgh ( 1878), 53 LJ. <*h. 237. note (Jessel, M.R.)

But it is not needful to pass upon this point in order to deter
mine the present controversy.

As a matter of fact, the defendant has not used the word 
attaeked apart from explanatory context. The use complained 
of is on labels where the word CEBt'OL no doubt appears in 
the same position relatively as on the plaintiff's label, but the 
key to its import and significance is plainly printed in easily 
legible small-sized capital letters :—

“Canadian Expansion Bolt Co. Ltd.
“Toronto, Canada/’

The evidence convinces me that this company was desirous 
to point out the meaning of the trade mark used, and to distin 
guish it from the rival company. The evidence further shews 
that the cartons in the market at the time were of green colour, 
readily distinguishable from the brown or greyish brown box 
in which the defendant’s goods were packed. It is not proved 
that there is anything special or unusual in the cartons used 
by both as to shape and cover. The defendant says that it 
ordered boxes from an ordinary box-maker, and he furnished 
those of common and cheap character of his own motion. Noth
ing was in evidence to derogate from this statement.

There is but a limited public interested in and using these 
goods—chiefly, if not exclusively, hardware houses, contractors 
builders, electricians, plumbers, and such like—very few cus
tomers indeed who buy the articles singly ; and, when they do. 
the evidence is that the particular article is asked for by name 
and supplied by its being taken out of one of the cartons opened 
or kept open for the purpose. The sale is usually, however, in 
the boxes containing 100, of which complaint is made in the 
pleadings.
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The publie interested is an intelligent one—not likely to be 
deceived as to what is ordered or what is received, and it is of 
great significance that no single one of this constituency is 
called upon to give evidence or to prove actual mistake or mis
leading or confusion. In the case of honest traders accused of 
passing off their goods as the goods of the rival complainant, 
the rule of the Courts is. that it lies upon the plaintiff to mak * 
out beyond all question that the goods are so-got up as to be cal
culated to deceive, and that is a matter of proof by witnesses • 
Payton <£• Co. v. Snelling Lam par d tf* Co., 119011 A.( ’. .‘$08. 310 ; 
Claudius Ash Sons <(• Co. Ld. v. Invicfa Manufacturing Co. 
Limited (1912), 29 R.P.C. 465 (H. of L.).
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I am quite in accord with the language of Ritchie, Kq. J., 
in Johnson v. Parr (1873). Russell Kq. Dec. (N.8.) 98. 100. 
referring to the get-up of goods and imitation labels : “A Court 
will not interfere when ordinary attention would enable a pur
chaser to discriminate. It is not enough that a careless, inatten
tive, or illiterate purchaser might be deceived by the resem
blance, but the Court would inquire whether a person paying 
ordinary attention would be likely to be deceived.”

At the last moment before action, a piece of what is called 
“trap-evidence” was procured by the plaintiff ; but that single 
exceptional example emphasises the lack of any of the usual evi
dence given to prove deception in passing-off cases. The existence 
of such a scrap of evidence does not prevent the Court from dis
missing with costs an action not otherwise supported: Uutter rf* 
Co. v. Smith ( 1900), 18 R.P.C. 49. 1 have no doubt that the ex
planation of the sale is that it was a blunder. As said by Esher. 
M.R., in Turton v. Turton (1889), 42 Ch.I). 128, 135, names may 
be so alike that careless people may not notice the difference, and 
the.similarity may occasion such blunders; “but they are the 
blunders of the people who make the blunders.”

Here are the facts of this one instance of mistake. For th*> 
purpose of getting evidence in the suit, on the 3rd October, one 
Tyndall was sent by the plaintiff to Aikenhead's hardware store 
with a written order for 25 Sebco screw anchors, and obtained 
two dozen, which he paid for, got an invoice, and brought back

.
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order and invoice to the plaintiff. The Aikcnhead invoice was 
for “2 dozen Scbeo screw anchors." The clerk took the screws 
out of a yellow box on a shelf, labelled “Cebcol.” The pur 
( baser knew that the anchors were taken out of the wrong box, 
and that they were anchors dealt in by the defendant, but did 
not call the boy’s attention to the mistake. This is the sole 
and only evidence of any confusion by witnesses, and this proves 
that the boy who sold the goods, and who was a raw hand 
taken from working the elevator at the noon hour, had made a 
mistake. It is proof of one blunder which does not implicate 
any one but the blunderer. Next, the same messenger was sent 
to order verbally 100 Cebcol screw anchors from the same firm, 
and there was procured a box with yellow label marked Debcol, 
containing 100, with an invoice calling them ‘100 only lead 
screw anchors." This was on the 20th October, and the writ 
issued two days after, without any warning letter being sent 
to the defendant.

Another dealing is reported on the part of a clerk of Mc
Intosh & Co., who arc the ext Cam i agents for sale
of the goods of the plaintiff and of the Star . its pre
decessor—which does not appear to be of importance. The Can
adian Electric Company on the 24th November, 1914, order 200 
screw anchors from McIntosh, to be furnished according to 
sample. The sample sent was of 1 ‘Cebcol1 ’ goods. McIntosh 
wilt “Scbeo” goods, and part were returned as being too small 
and not suitable, and then the said witness bought sufficient 
Cebcol goods to till the order. The witness knows both kinds of 
goods made by the parties, and would not mistake one for the 
other. He tells of the way the trade is conducted: the traveller 
that first goes round gets the order for expansion bolts of the 
kind he is selling unless the purchaser orders a particular kind. 
Mostly all the plaintiff’s customers are in touch with the plain
tiff's goods and ask for them as “Scbeo,” and most of their 
orders come in marked “Sebco.”

McIntosh also says that hardware men handling the samples 
would not mistake the goods of the plaintiff for those of the 
defendant.

8017
4169
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The plaintiff makes use of advertisements in workers’ and 
trade journals to reach the public, and in these its goods are 
referred to as “Star” and “Sebco,” and reference is made to tha 
Star Expansion Bolt Company as serving to explain the trade 
names. The defendant does not advertise in journals, but by 
samples in bags distributed and delivered to the trade dealers, 
contractors, and electricians, and by circulars all stamped with 
the name and referring to the Canadian Expansion Bolt Com 
pany.

Adverting to the three kinds of articles known as expansion 
bolts, no question arises as to closed back machine shells, which 
are not dealt in by the plaintiff.

As to the second class, expansion shields, they are put up by 
both parties in boxes of wood of quite different shape and 
appearance. Branded into the wood of the front end of the 
plaintiff’s is the word SEBCO, with the print of a star under
neath. all in black; whereas on the defendant's is the usual 
yellow label with the name of the defendant company printed at 
length. There can be no complaint as to this branch of the 
business.
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As an instance of confusion. McIntosh, exclusive agent for 
the plaintiff, says that on the 3rd duly. 1914. the Aikcnhead 
Company addressed an order to tin1 defendant, Canadian Ex
pansion Bolt Company, for 1.000 ‘‘Sebco” screw anchors, and 
that by mistake it came to the witness, who tilled it with “Sebco" 
goods. This of itself does not indicate confusion as to the goods 
or as to the companies. How the mistake occurred is not shewn, 
nor does it appear how the order came to the hands of McIntosh 

The whole stress of the conflict centres around the sale of a 
comparatively small part of the plaintiff’s business, /.<•., tin- 
screw anchors, and. I think, the attack made fails.

As to impeaching the plaintiff’s trade mark in this action 
by the defendant, that is permissible.

The law is settled, on the existing statutes as to trade marks, 
that it is open for tin- defendant to impeach directly by his 
defence the validity or efficiency of the registered trade mark:
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ONT. and the whole situation was fully dealt with by Moss, J.A., in
S.C. Provident Chemical Works v. Canada Chemical Manufacturing
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Co. (1902). 4 O.L.H. 545, 546. This decision was approved and 
followed by Burbidge, J., in the Exchequer Court of Canada, 
in Spilling v. O’Kelly (1904), 8 Can. Ex. C.R. 420.

Upon the whole contention, my judgment is against the 
plaintiff, and the action should be dismissed with costs.

Action dismissed.
Bord. 0.

MAN, MAPLE LEAF MILLING CO. LTD. v. COLONIAL ASSURANCE CO.

C. A. Manitoba Court of King's Bench, Macdonald, J. January Hi. 1915.

Statement

1.•Insurance (§ VI A—240)—Loss by fire- Remedies of Assured- 
Excessive claim.

Where an excessive and exaggerated claim is made by a policy holder, 
and resisted by a fire insurance company, such a claim will not preclude 
the policy holder from recovering the real value of the goods burnt and 
damaged unless the claim is fraudulently made by the policy holder 
in the sense of endeavouring to obtain from the company money lie has 
no right to.

[Norton v. Royal Fire Life Assurance Co., 1 Times L.R. 409, re
ferred to.)
Action on a fire insurance policy.

Edward Anderson, K.(\, and H. 1). (lay, for plaintiff.
M. C. Macneil and H\ L. Me Laws, for defendant.

Macdonald, J. Macdonald, J.: This action is founded on a policy of fire 
insurance issued by the defendant company to one W. Denby, 
for the sum of $1,500, covering stock of merchandise at Burks’ 
Falls, in the Province of Ontario, the stock having been damaged 
and in part destroyed by fire; the said policy and all benefits and 
interest therein having been assigned by the said Denby to the 
plaintiff company for the benefit of his crei

The defendant company alleges that there never was such 
a person as “ W. Denby,” and from the evidence it appears that 
the name is an assumed one, and that the real name of the assured 
is “ YV. Denemhurg,” but for many years he has been known and 
has carried on business as W. Denby. Davidovitch, who is 
married to his daughter, and Finkelstein, who married his grand
daughter, the daughter of Davidovitch, both say they knew him 
by no other name. Leonard flowing, a merchant of Burks’ 
Falls, knew him for five years, and did not know him by anv other
mime.

80
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It is suggested that the name assumed concealed his national- 
ity, which his real name would have revealed, and that had his K. B. 
nationality been known the insurance contract would not have \7v-i7 
been entered into. In view of the fact, however, that he had Leap 
for years been known as Dvnby, I cannot conceive that his inten- < „ (
tion was to deceive, and, furthermore, he did not solicit the insur- '*•

, , , CoiONIAI.ance. but, on the contrary, he was solicited for it. Assi kw. i
The policy was issued on May 2d. 1(112, although by error 1 °

dated 1913; the fire occurred on August 17. 1912, and proofs of Mn«ionai<i. j.

loss were duly made on September 25, 1912.
There are several grounds of defence to the action, but they

are reduced to a few outstanding features, and the main conten
tions arc- fraudulent representation inducing the contract and a 
fraudulent claim of loss.

Incendiarism through the wilful act of the insured has been 
urged, but the evidence does not, to my mind, justify a finding 
in favour of that contention. There may be suspicious circum
stances surrounding the entire transaction, but that is all. If 
the act of the insured amounts to a crime, and payment is resisted 
on that ground, it is necessary to adduce such evidence as would 
justify a conviction on a criminal charge for the same offence.

The contract for the insurance was negotiated in Ontario, but 
was completed in Manitoba by the acceptance of the risk and the 
issue of the policy. The goods insured were also situate in 
Ontario.

The Fire Insurance Policy Act, eh. 103, R.S.M., provides 
that the conditions set forth in the schedule to the Act shall, 
as against insurers, be deemed to be part of every policy of fire 
insurance entered into or renewed or otherwise in force in Manitoba 
with respect to any property therein. Now, the property insured 
was not within Manitoba, and the endorsement of the conditions 
on the policy was not intended as conditions of the company to 
which the insured was assenting. Condition 8, for example, 
could not possibly be so intended, as it applies to property in the 
city of Winnipeg and other parts of Manitoba, and to no other 
part of Canada.

Ch. 183 of the Ontario Insurance Act, see. 194, provides 
that the conditions set forth in this section shall, as 
against the insurer, be deemed to be part of every contract in
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force in Ontario with respect to any property therein; and such 
conditions shall he printed on every policy with the heading 
“Statutory Conditions." The policy here has not the statutory 
conditions printed on it as required by the statute; hut tlw* 
effect of such omission and the penalty therefor is that the policy 
becomes subject to the statutory conditions only: Citizens Insur
ance Co. v. Carsons, L.It. 7 A.C. Off.

Now. the Ontario conditions forming part of this policy, 
wherein is there a breach of any of these conditions? The follow
ing is the most material (see. 18. sub-sec. c) : “The person making 
claim shall furnish a statutory declaration declaring (inter alia I 
that the* account is just and true,” and sec. 20 provides that “any 
fraud or false statement in any statutory declaration shall vitiate 
the claim of the person making the declaration."

The business, as already stated, was managed by Davidovitch, 
and all matters connected with proof of loss was prepared by him. 
but 1 )enby must he held responsible for the actions of his manager, 
and it must further l e held that the claim of the plaintiffs is no 
stronger than would be that of Denby were he the plaintiff.

Now. what are the fraudulent representations inducing tic 
contract? The insurance, as has been already observed, was 
solicited by a firm of brokers in Toronto. In his application Un
assured certifies that after diligent effort he has been unable to 
procure the amount of insurance required to protect his property 
in insurance companies duly registered to transact business of fire 
insurance in the Province of Ontario, and that he has offered to 
pay the insurers tin- rate of premium stated, and yet the insurers 
complain that they have been deceived in tin- character of the risk. 
The application is for Sti.OOO insurance, and the stock and fixtures 
are valued at SI 1,000. It is contended by the defence that this 
is a false and fraudulent representation, and that the value was 
grossly exaggerated. A stock book is produced shewing stock
taking in the months of January and September, 1011, and June. 
1012, and unless these lists are padded the value placed by Un
assured upon his stock at the date of his application for insurance 
is within the mark. It is, however, a matter of comment that on 
August 17, 1012, the date of the fire, the stock on hand amounted 
to but $5,314.

There was a special summer sale by which the stock, it i
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claimed, was greatly reduced, hut Davidovitch, the manager of 
tin* business, says that at the date of the fire the stock was $2,000 
less than it was at the last stock-taking. This would make the 
value at the date of the fire about $9,000, assuming the fixtures 
to be a negligible quantity: but only $0,300 worth of stock can 
be accounted for at date of fire, and this is explained by Davido
vitch claiming a total extinguishment of goods, leaving no residue 
to make up the difference. Taking into consideration the char
acter of the goods claimed to have been totally consumed, to
gether with the evidence bearing upon this phase of the case. 
1 have no hesitation in holding that no such quantity of goods 
was totally burnt up. The evidence on this point is conflicting, 
but there is no doubt that this estimate is entirely out of pro
portion to the actual loss.
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The proof of loss makes claim to a total loss of $9,186,30: but 
included in this amount is $2.000. estimated goods destroyed 
leaving no remnants, that is. goods totally destroyed without 
any trace of them being left. Davidovitch says that the loss of 
goods totally destroyed was greatly in excess of $2.000 as il 
would have to be to bear out his figures but that it was con
sidered unnecessary to make this loss any greater as the insurance 
would not cover any greater amount.

It appears by the evidence that insurance to the extent of 
$0,000 was effected, but there is nothing to shew that any of it 
was paid. $1.500 is the amount to which the defendant gave its 
indemnity, and this is all that is sought to be recovered in this 
action: and the loss far exceeds that amount.

Where an excessive ami exaggerated claim is made by a policy holder, 
and resisted by a lire insurance company, such a claim will not preclude 
the policy holder Iroin recovering the real value of the goods burnt and 
damaged unless the claim is fraudulently made by the policy holder in tin 
sense of endeavouring to obtain from the company money lie has no rig'.t h : 
Xorton v. 77/e Itoyal Fin■ «V Lift . 1 suurun, - ('<>., 1 T.l. li. MW.

Now, docs the statement in the statutory declaration claiming 
goods destroyed and no remnants to the value of $2,000 vitiate 
the claim? Had the claim been for $0.000 I think it would, but 
it seems to me that the statement must lx* material to the claim, 
and I cannot see how a claim for $1.500 on an ascertained loss of 
over $4,000, even if loss estimated at $0,000, can have such an 
effect.
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If the assured had recovered other insurance, and to the extent 
K. It. of $4,500, I would consider that he had heen almost, if not alto- 

maim p get her, fully indemnified for his loss, but there is no evidence
Leaf thij,t such is the ease.

Milling . .
Co. Ltd. With some hesitation, I have come to the conclusion that the 

plaintiffs are entitled to judgment for SI.‘>00 with costs.

./ udyment for plaintiff.

RAMSAY v. WEST VANCOUVER

Hr if ink Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A.. Irving, Martin, 
(iallihcr, and Mrrhillipx, JJ.A. Mag 14, 1915.

IMMINENT DOMAIN (§ III C 1 — 143)—DIVERSION OK IIIOHWAY—COMPENSA
TION TO ABUTTING OWNERS.

Where it municipal by-law closes a portion of the width of a highway 
required for the construction of a railway and does not merely authorize 
the railway company to construct the railway along the street, a 
property owner whose access to his property abutting upon such 
highway is thereby interfered with is entitled to compensation from 
the municipality as for damages occasioned by “altering" the highway 
under the Municipal Act, R.8.B.C. 1911, eh. 170, sec. 52. sub-see. 170.

[Hankerville v. Ottawa, 20 A.R. (Ont.) 10S; Hr Talc and Toronto, 
10 O.L.R. 651; lie Medlcr and Toronto, 4 Can. Ry. Cas. 13. referred to. j

Appeal from an order of Clement, .1.
II. M. Macdonald, for appellant.
Harvey, K.C., for respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.A.:—The appellant, a municipal corporation, 
entered into tin agreement with the Pacific Croat Eastern Railway 
Company, giving the company liberty to carry its line of railway 
along a public highway within the boundaries of the munici
pality, together with the exclusive right of possession of a strip 
of the highway 4(i feet wide, which strip the by by
law closed to public traffic. This left still open to traffic a strip 
of 20 feet in width of the original road allowance, along the 
northerly side of the portion which had been so closed.

The railway company, on its part, agreed to purchase and 
dedicate as a highway a strip of land 20 feet wide on the southerly 
side of the said closed strip, so that the result of the by-law and 
agreement combined was that highways 20 feet in width were 
provided for traffic on each side of that portion of the original 
highway which was stopped up as aforesaid.

The appellant also agreed with the railway company to in-

B c.
o. A.

Statement

38^9
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demnify it agitinst all actions and demands for damages or com
pensation by the owners of the abutting lands.

B C.

v. A.
By sec. 52, sub-sec. 17b. of the Municipal Act. power is given

to municipal corporations to pass by-laws “for establishing. 
opening, making, preserving, improving, repairing, widening. \ xmmus. 
altering, diverting, or stopping up” public highways. The owner>

Macdonald,
of land injuriously affected by the exercise of such powers are CJA- 
given the right to compensation for injury to their lands, and to 
have the amount thereof determined by arbitration: sec. 3V4 
et neq. The respondent's land abuts on the said 20 feet of the 
original road allowance not closed, and he is endeavouring to 
proceed to arbitration under the said provisions of the Municipal 
Act, and in this connection obtain the order for the appoint
ment of arbitrators, which is the subject of this appeal.

The appellant's counsel contended that, because the Pro
vincial Railway Act enables the railway company, with the 
approval of the Minister of Railways and the consent of the 
municipality, to run its line along a public highway, such ap
proval having in this instance been obtained, the effect of the 
by-law and agreement aforesaid should be held to be- merely the 
consent of the municipality to the railway company’s occupying 
said strip, but not exclusively. In view of the terms of the by
law and agreement, 1 think this contention cannot be given 
effect to. Had the railway company proceeded in accordance 
with the provisions of the Railway Act alone, the strip of the 
highway in question could not have been closed to public traffic.
It could be closed only, if at all, under the provisions of said 
sulniec. 170.

The appellant's counsel then took, in the alternative, the 
position that the by-law and agreement were ultra rire* of the 
appellant, basing this contention on the one ground alone, viz., 
that, while it had power to stop up a highway, it had no power 
to narrow it by stopping up part of its width.

I am not concerned with the powers of the corporation to 
enter into the agreement in question in all its parts. The appel
lant may or may not have exceeded its powers in some of the 
terms of the agreement. In this connection the one above stated 
is the only one argued before us, and I shall confine myself to
it.
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Ramsay
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Vaxcoivih

I think the powers vested in the corporation by said sub- 
see. 170, read in the light of sub-sec. 193 of same section, arc 
sufficient to authorize the closing to traffic of the said strip of 
the highway. It is true that power is expressly given to widen 
highways, and nothing is said as to narrowing them, but power 
to close them up altogether or to alter them implies, in my opinion, 
power to close part of the width.

The appeal should be dismissed.

Ihmng, J.A.: 1 would dismiss this appeal. Baxkerville v.
Ottawa, 20 A.R. 108. seems in point.

Martin, J.A., agrees that the appeal should be dismissed.

Galliher, J.A.While it was necessary for the munici
pality to pass a by-law granting permission to the railway com
pany to construct their line along a public highway, the by-law 
itself went further, and stopped up a portion of the highway, 
thereby limiting the width of the highway along which vehicles 
could travel, and in that sense bringing the act authorised within 
the meaning of the word “altering” in the second line of sub
set*. 170 of sec. 52, ch. 170, R.S.B.t '. 1911.

This interferes with the right of ingress and egress which the 
plaintiff had to and from his property which abutted upon the 
highway, and I think his ‘ for compensation against the 
municipality is properly launched.

I would dismiss the appeal.

McPhillips, J.A.: This is an appeal from the order of Mr. 
Justice (’lenient, of date October 2, 1914. made upon the hearing 
of an originating summons appointing arbitrators, under the pro
visions of the Municipal Act, to determine compensation for any 
damages caused by injuriously affecting lands of the claimant, 
owing to the stopping up of a certain highway, known as Bellevue 
street, the by-law being No. 38, passed on October 14, 1913.

The whole of the street has not been stopped up, but, in my 
opinion, the statutory authority admits of a portion of the street 
being stopped up (sec. 53, sub-sec. 17b, ch. 170, R.S.B.C. 1911).

The corporation having stopped up a portion of the street, 
it necessarily follows that there may be damages by way of 
injurious affection of abutting lands, and there is the rigat to

4
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have any such damages assessed by arbitrators (see. 394, eh. 170, 
R.S.B.C. 1911), the compensation being provided for under 
statutory provisions: Metropolitan Hoard of Works \. McCarthy 
(1807), L.R. 7 H.L. 243; In re Tate and City of Toronto ( 1007»), 
10O.L.R. 651.

The corporation in the present ease did not merely confer 
upon the Pacific (ireat Eastern Railway Company the right to 
carry its line along the street in question (sec. 53, sub-sec. 197, 
eh. 170, R.S.B.C. 1911), but in the by-law it is provided, it is 
to the extent there set forth stopped up and closed, clause 1 of the 
by-law reading as follows:

1. The must southerly forty-six (46) feet of the said highway bounded 
us aforesaid being a strip of land forty-six (46) feet in width, thirty (30) 
feet on the north side and sixteen (16) feet on the south side of the centre 
line of the proposed right of way through said highway as shown on the said 
plan, is hereby stopped up and closed from traffic as a highway, save and except 
such portions thereof as are crossed by streets running across said highway.

The situation would possibly have been different if there had 
been in the present case merely the authorization to the railway 
company to construct the railway along the street ; then it might 
be that no damages could be assessed against the corporation : 
In re Medler A' Arnot and Toronto (1902), 4 Can. Ry. Cas. (C.A.) 
13 and pp. 33-35. The question of damages (if any) in such 
a case might be assessable only under the provisions of the Rail
way Act. However, as this is a point not necessary of decision 
in the present case, I withhold the expression of any positive 
opinion thereon.

The Arbitration Act (eh. 11, R.S.B.C. 1911) applies to arbi
trations under the Municipal Act, and there is the power in the 
arbitrators to at any time state a special case for the opinion 
of the Court upon any question of law arising in the course of 
the reference, and the Court or a Judge may so direct in a proper 
case (secs. 10 (6) and 22).

It follows that, in my opinion, the order of the learned Judge 
was right, and the appeal should be dismissed.

B. C.

C. A.

W I M
V x xrovvRR. 

M. Phillips, J.A.

.4 p pea l d is in issed.
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ONT. Re ROURKE

S. C. Ontario Supreme Court, Middleton, ,/. April 1,1. 1015.

Statement

1. Ixvomi»i:ti:nt pkkkoxh i § 1—<h—Li writ s—Rkhtoratio.x to capacity
— EkFKCT 1 TOX IX KVK.XT OF IIKATII,

When* a person was l>y an tinier of court adjudged a lunatic anil 
his aliairs and estate placed in charge of a committee, the court has 
no jurisdiction, after the death of the lunatic, to enter hy virtue of 
sec. lu of (lie Lunacy Act. II.S.O. hi 14, eh. lis. upon an inquiry with 
a view of ascertaining whether the lunatic had in fact, some years 
liefore his death. Int. une of sound mind and capable of managing his 
own a Hairs, and that certain payments, in the nature of gifts, made 
hy the committee out of the lunatic's property, with his knowledge 
and approval, might Is- validated.

2. 1 XCOM!*KIT:XT 1‘KHHOXH 1 6 X I {III LfXATIc'H KNTATI 1‘oWKRS or COM-
M1TTKK—1 X \ KSTM KXTK.

The property of persons not sui juris should not Is* left for private
investment, hut should Is- paid into or lodged in Court and become
subject to the general system of administration, hy which the interest 
is punctually paid and the corpus is always forthcoming when needed.

Motion by Christine Holford, executrix of the will of Dennis 
Rourkc, who was committee of the person and estate of dames
Rourke. declared a lunatic, by way of appeal from the ruling
of the Local Master at Sandwich.

E. A. Cleary, for Christine Holford.
A. C. Heighington, for some of the persons interested in the 

estate of James Rourke.

Middleton, J. April 15. Middleton, J. :—On the Kith day of June. 1908, 
on the petition of Dennis Rourke, brother of the lunatic, insanity 
was declared, and it was referred to the Master at Windsor to 
appoint a committee, the committee being by the order required 
to pass his accounts annually and pay into Court balances found 
in his hands. The Master was directed to propound and report 
a scheme for the maintenance of the lunatic.

Pursuant to this order, on the 5th December, 1908, the Mas
ter reported that he had appointed the brother committee of the 
person and estate. He also reported the value of the real 
estate as .$23,487, and the value of the personal estate as $18,167. 
The lunatic was confined in the Provincial Asylum.

The Master did not report, as required, any scheme for the 
maintenance of the lunatic, but he did do that which he was 
not required or authorised to do—he recommended that, after
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paying the m-eessary asylum dues, the committee might invest 0NT
and keep invested the principal moneys and accumulation of in- s. c.
come, passing his accounts once a year. On the 18th December,
1908, an order was obtained in Chambers confirming this report Rovrkk. 

of the Master, directing payment of specific sums for the main- Midduton. j. 

tenance of the lunatic, and directing that the scheme for the 
management of the lunatic's estate propounded by the Master 
should be approved.

In lie Morris and Hr Dropc (1902), 5 O.L.R. 99, my Lord 
the Chancellor laid it down as an invariable rule that the pro
perty of persons not siti juris should not be left for private 
investment, but should be paid into Court and become subject 
to the general system of administration, by which the interest 
is punctually paid and the corpus is always forthcoming when 
needed; and it is pointed out that this settled policy has been 
for many years embodied in the form of order invariably used 
(and it was used in the case in hand). My Lord further adds 
that much injury and loss has resulted in past times from the 
careless handling of the property of persons not sui juris, and 
that experience has shewn that no preponderance of advantage 
is gained by reason of any increased earnings of funds left in 
the hands of private individuals, to countervail the 
security of the fund when in Court.

This policy, not then announced for the first time, received 
legislative sanction and ' on the revision of the Lunacy
Act in 1909. By 9 Edw. VI1. eh. 37, sec. 11 (d), the committee 
is required to give security, not only for the due accounting for 
the lunatic’s estate, but for the payment into Court of the bal
ances in his hands upon such accounting forthwith after the 
same shall have been ascertained or otherwise as the Court may 
direct.

The accounts of the committee were passed on the 18th 
December, 1909. shewing that the amount coming to the hands 
of the committee in cash was then $15,093, and that a little 
over $800 had been paid out in due course of administration;
$6,762 was invested in municipal debentures, and $7,499 was in 
hand as cash uninvested. The committee was allowed $400 for 
his services.

3122

3344
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ONT. The lunatic, having apparently improved mentally, was dis
S. c. charged from the asylum on the 1st March, 1910, and he then
Ri

Rourkk.
went to live at the House of Providence, conducted by the 
Sisters of St. Joseph, at London, Ontario, where he resided until

Middleton. J. the time of his death on the lltli November, 1013.
No proceedings were taken to supersede the order declaring 

lunacy, and the property remained in the custody and control 
of the committee until he died on the 4th July, 1913.

In August. 1912, the committee, owing to the feeble condi
tion of his health, handed over the management of the affairs 
of the committeeship to his son-in-law, Ignatius Holford.

Christine Holford, the wife of Ignatius, has taken out letters 
probate to the estate of the committee, and Ignatius has taken 
out letters of administration to the estate of the lunatic.

Without obtaining any order authorising a reference, and 
in assumed pursuance of the obligation to pass accounts con
tained in the original order, the husband and wife proceeded to 
pass the accounts before the Local Master. In the accounts 
brought in before the Master, the wife, as representing the com
mittee, seeks to have allowed to her $2,450 said to have been 
paid to J. R. Rourke, one of the sons of the committee, as a 
donation. She also seeks to have allowed the sum of $2.500, 
$2,4(H) of which was paid on the 17th September, 1912. to her 
sister Mary McBride, also as a donation, and three sums aggre
gating $350 paid to the House of Providence as a donation.

Between the husband and wife, in their respective capacities, 
there is no lack of harmony, but the Local Master somewhat dis
turbed this state of felicity by directing notice to be given to 
some of those beneficially interested in the lunatic’s estate; and, 
not unnaturally, objection is being taken to the allowance of 
these sums.

The learned Local Master was invited to go into an inquiry 
with a view of ascertaining whether the lunatic had in fact 
become of sound mind and capable of managing his own affairs, 
so that these payments, said to have been made with his full 
knowledge and approval, would constitute full and valid gifts. 
Those opposed to the allowing of these payments denied the
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Master’s jurisdiction to enter 01 ,his tempting field of inquiry, 
and the Master certified that in his view he had no jurisdiction.

From this ruling on appeal is now had by the executrix of 
the committee.

I think it is clear that the learned Master is quite right, and 
that he had no jurisdiction to enter upon this inquiry ; in fact, 
it also appears reasonably clear that the learned Master has no 
jurisdiction to enter upon any inquiry, as the order under which 
he is acting contemplated the passing of the accounts of the 
living committee of a living lunatic. The practice has been well 
established that, upon the death of the lunatic, a special refer
ence is made to pass the accounts of the committee, those bene
ficially interested in the accounts being then represented by 
the administrator or executor of the lunatic. There is no pro
vision in such orders in ordinary cases for notice being given to 
those beneficially interested in the estate.

in the alternative the applicant now asks for an order refer
ring to the Master to inquire into and determine the competency 
of the late James Kourkc to make the gifts, and the validity of 
the gifts. 1 do not think that this is an inquiry that should be 
entered into in this way. The real issue is one between the 
donees on the one side and those beneficially interested in the 
estate on the other ; and 1 do not think that any good purpose 
would be served, even if there is jurisdiction 1u make the order 
sought, and the order should otherwise be deemed appropriate, 
by directing an inquiry in which these really interested on either 
side are not adequately and properly represented.

As a further alternative. I was asked now to make an order 
declaring that James Kourkc become of sound mind and capable 
of managing his own affairs upon discharge from the asylum in 
December, 1909. I do not think that any order superseding 
lunacy can be made after the death of the lunatic. Section 10 
of the Lunacy Act, K.S.O. 1914, ch. G8, contemplates the super
seding order only for the purpose of restoring the person to the 
management of his own affairs.

Beyond this, the material filed is entirely inadequate. Chris
tine Hoi ford made an affidavit which does not state anything

ONT.

s.c.
Rl

Rot'RKK. 

Middleton. J.

53—22 IM..R.
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concerning hcr uncle’s mental condition. A certificate from 
tin- Inspector of Prisons and Charities is produced, in which it 
is stated that it has been certified to him that dames Ifourke has 
become of sound mind. An affidavit is produced from Cath
erine O’Connell, known in religion as Sister Scliolastica. who 
was in charge of the ward in the House of Providence at London, 
in which she states that Mr. Roiirkc was competent. This is 
altogether inadequate, having regard to what is laid down in all 
the books as necessary upon a motion of this kind.

It appeared to me exceedingly desirable that the real issues 
should be tried out between those concerned, and I suggested that 
the present matter should remain in abeyance until such issues 
could be tried, but in a way that would be free from all technical 
advantage or disadvantage to either party. Kaeh side appeared 
confident of some advantage from the present unsatisfactory 
position of affairs, and insisted upon the matter being dealt with 
on the basis of strict rights. This being so. no course is open 
to me save to dismiss this motion with costs to be paid by the 
applicant to the respondents, leaving the parties to work their 
way as best they can out of the chaos in which they have involved 
themselves. Motion dismissed.

EWING v McGILL.

Alberta Supreme Court, Scot!. Stuart, link, amt Walsh, ././,
January 26, 1915.

1. Motions ami oriikks i $ I—4)—Affidavits—Cross-kxamination Dis
CRKTIOX OF ( "Ol"HT.

The discretioniirv power given to n judge tinder rules of court to 
order :i eross-exiiminnlion on an affidavit used on a motion is to be 
judicially exercised and where it appears that the discretion in refusing 
a cross-examination was not exercised upon a proper ground, the ap- 
pellate court will reverse the order.

[Gaodchild v. lb Hal. 19 D.L.R. 161, referred to.]

Action to recover the amount of the first of tin* deferred 
instalments of purchase money and interest under an agreement 
for the sale by plaintiff to the defendants of certain land, the 
agreement containing the usual covenant by the purchasers to 
pay.

O. M. Iii(i<iar, K.C., for defendants.
A. M. Sinclair, for plaintiff.
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The judgment of the Court was delivered by

W ai.sil .1.: It is a purely personal judgment which i- sought 
no other relief being claimed. Simmons. .1.. on an application 
to him. under old rule 103. ordered that the defendants’ appear
ance should be struck out, and that the plaintiff should be at 
liberty to enter up final judgment for the amount claimed with 
costs. From this order the defendants appeal, by leave of tlie 
learned Judge who made it. The only ground of appeal argued 
before us was that, on the hearing of the application upon which 
the order was made, the defendants were improperly refused the 
right to ero's-examine the plaintiff on his second allidavit filed 
in support of the motion.

The summons was issued on June .Y I HI I. on an affidavit of 
the plaintiff, which, after proving the agreement and the defen
dants' default. contains the following paragraph:

4. I am able, ready and willing t<> ui w a i ransfer of ilie lands mentiuiird 
in the said agreement to tin1 defendant mi payment of the total sums dm 
by them under the agreement.

The agreement, which was made an exhibit to this affidavit, 
contains a covenant on the part of the plaintiff that he would, 
on payment of the purchase money and interest, transfer the 
lands to the defendants, “subject to the conditions and reserva
tions in the original grant thereof from the Crown." The de
fendants, before the return of the summons, delivered their state
ment of defence and counterclaim, containing the following para- 
gru|ilis:

(i. In the alternative, the defendants state that the plaintiff agreed to 
transfer to the defendants, upon payment of all sums due on the said agree
ment. the said lands by good and sufficient transfer free and discharged 
from all encumbrances but subject to the conditions and reservations in Un
original agreement from the Crown.

7. The plaintiff is not registered owner of the said lands free and dis
charged from all encumbrances subject only to the conditions and reserva
tions in the original grant from the Crown.

5. The original grant from the Crown contained the coal rights under 
the said lands and the plaintiff is not the owner of the coal rights under the 
said lands.

The counterclaim simply repeats paragraph (i of the state
ment of defence, and asks for cancellation of the agreement and 
repayment to the defendants of the money paid by them under 
it, with interest. The defendants, on the return of the summons,

K$
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W iluh. J.
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In night into ( 'hnmhers an abstract of the* title to the* lands in 
question “reserving all mines and minerals to Sherbrooke Land 
Company,” shewing that. on its date, June 18. 1014, the same 
stood in the plaintiff's name. After some enlargements, the 
motion finally came before my brother Simmons on July 7, when 
a further affidavit of the plaintiff, sworn on July 4, was filed, 
which, after setting out that the plaintiff is the registered owner 
of the lands in question, “including the mines and minerals upon 
and under such lands,” contains the following paragraph:—

3. That I am and have always been since the Pith day of November 
1011. ready, able and willing to give to the defendants clear title to the 
■aid lands, including the mines and minerals, in and under the same, in 
compliance with the terms of the agreement of sale sued upon herein upon 
payment by the defendants of the sums due or accruing due under the said 
agreement of sale.

It was upon the statements contained in this third paragraph 
and particularly as to the date when he acquired the title to the 
mines and minerals that the cross-examination of the plaintiff 
was sought. The learned Judge’s reasons for his refusal of this 
application do not appear before us. as lie disposed of the matter 
orally on the spot, but it was stated before us in argument and 
without contradiction that lie refused it because, as it appeared 
that the plaintiff then had the whole title to the lands, including 
the mines and minerals, the date upon which he acquired the 
title to the mines and minerals was immaterial.

The contention for the defendants is that the paragraphs of 
their statement of defence above set out and their counterclaim 
constitute a repudiation of the contract, on tin* ground that the 
plaintiff then had neither the title nor the right to call for the 
title to a material part of tin* subject matter of the contract; 
that if the plaintiff, as a matter of fact, at the date of the delivery 
of this defence, had neither the title to the mines and minerals 
nor the right to call for it, the repudiation of the contract thereby 
made entitled them to be relieved of further liability under it 
and that their liability, could not be revived by a subsequent 
acquiring by the plaintiff of such title or right to call for it. For 
this reason they say that they should have been allowed to cross- 
examine the plaintiff, particularly as to the statement in his 
affidavit that he had been since November 13, 1911, ready, able, 
and willing to make this title.
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I think tlivre can ho no doubt hut that, if the defendants' 
pleading amounts to a repudiation, and if the fact is that at 
the date of its delivery the plaintiff could not make title to the 
mines and minerals, this repudiation would have thr result con
tended for by the defendants, always assuming, of course, that 
the defendants had not, by something which occurred after tin 
discovery by them of this lack of title, clone something to disen
title them to so repudiate. The recent decision of this Court 
in Goodchild'x. Iirlhcl, Iff 1 >.L.H. Mil. makes that sufficiently 
clear. It is contended, however, for the plaintiff that the defen
dants’ pleading, which is admittedly the only thing that the 
defendants can rely upon for that purpose, does not amount to 
a repudiation. It is said that the counterclaim, which asks fur 
a cancellation of the agreement and a return of the money paid 
under it, is based entirely upon the allegations of paragraph (i of 
the statement of defence, and that these allegations, standing 
alone, are not sufficient to entitle the defendants to the relief 
prayed for by the counterclaim. I think, however, that it is 
to the statement of defence and not to the counterclaim we must 
look for the purpose of determining whether or not the pleading 
amounts to a repudiation. The defendants, >o far as this appli
cation is concerned, are simply resisting the claim which the 
plaintiff makes against them for the payment of this money, and 
their reasons for resisting it must be found in their statement 
of defence rather than in their counterclaim, which is practically 
their statement of claim in a cross-action for the return of the 
money already paid. 1 think, therefore, that we must read 
paragraphs (i. 7. and 8 of the statement of defence for the purpose 
of reaching a conclusion as to whether or not the pleading does 
amount to repudiation. I am of the opinion that it does, even 
though neither the word “repudiate" nor any equivalent of it 
appears in it. The defendants, by their pleading, tell the Court 
and the plaintiff the reasons why they should not be ordered 
to pay the amount sued for. The reason disclosed by the para
graphs in question is that the plaintiff" is not the owner of the 
coal rights. What meaning can be drawn from this other than 
that, because of the facts alleged, the contract is not binding 
upon the defendants, which is as practical a way of repudiating 
it as can well be imagined? If, in answer to a letter from the 
plaintiff demanding payment, the defendants had replied that

ALTA.

8.C.
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they would not pay because of the facts which they now plead 
in these paragraphs, I do not see how any argument could he 
made that they did not thereby repudiate the contract, and so 
I think we must treat this pleading as a repudiation.

The question, then, is whether or not the cross-examination 
of the plaintiff should have been permitted. It is urged that 
there was no right to cross-examine, inasmuch as under old 
rule 105, which was then in force, the defendants could only 
shew cause against the application “by affidavit of himself or 
someone who can swear positively to the facts or by offering to 
bring into Court the amount claimed in the action." Under 
rule 103, however, the defendants were entitled to'shew by affidavit 
or otherwise that they have a good defence to the action, and I 
do not think that this right is limited or taken away by the 
language of rule 105.

The shewing of a good defence by the cross-examination of 
the plaintiff upon his affidavit is shewing it otherwise than by 
affidavit, and so is strictly within the rule. The fairness of this 
construction could not be better exemplified than by this case. 
If the defendants have any defence at all to this action, it s 
founded upon facts which are peculiarly within the knowledge 
of the plaintiff and which they, the defendants, are unable to 
prove by their own affidavits. Unless, therefore, they can get 
at them by this method, they cannot get at them at all, and they 
must quietly submit to a judgment against them which the plain
tiff might not be entitled to if they were able to get these facts 
from him under cross-examination. 1 am sure that no one will 
attribute to me the slightest intention of impeaching, even by 
suggestion, the entire accuracy of the statement sworn to by the 
plaintiff. I am simply endeavouring to shew the injustice that 
might arise from placing upon these rules a construction that 
would make it impossible to use a plaintiff's cross-examination 
in answer to such a motion.

The rule providing for such a cross-examination under the old 
practice is 2V3:—

Upon any motion, petition or summons evidence may lie given In 
affidavit; Imt the Court or judge may on the application of either party 
order the attendance for cross-examination of the persons making such 
affidavit and may make such interim order or otherwise as appears nccessnn 
to meet the justice of the case.

It is said that the power given to the Judge under this
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is discretionary. That is so, hut the discretion so given must 
be judicially exercised, and, if it is not, an appeal will lie. It 
is quite apparent that leave to cross-examine was refused in this 
case because of the opinion of the learned .bulge that the plain
tiff was entitled to succeed by reason of the admitted fact that 
he then was in a position to make title to all of the land, and 
that it would avail the defendants nothing to shew that the 
title to the minerals or the right to call for it had first been ac
quired by him after their repudiation of the contract. Being in 
error as to this, his discretion was not exercised upon a proper 
ground, and this Court not only can, but should, set the matter 
right.

Vpon the argument the suggestion was made that rule 10-1 
does not apply to this action, as the money sued for is not a 
debt or a liquidated demand. This point was not raised by the 
notice of appeal, and Mr. Biggar disclaimed any idea of raising 
it now. He, in fact, expressed his willingness to submit to it 
as a term of allowing the appeal that this question should not 
be raised when the motion comes before a Judge again, and 1 
think this term should be imposed. The question is now of but 
academic interest, in view of the fact that the new rule 287, 
which takes the place of former rule 103, applies to any action 
in which a defence has been filed.

1 would allow the appeal with costs and set aside the order 
for judgment and the judgment entered under it, and direct the 
plaintiff to attend before the clerk for cross-examination on his 
affidavit of July 4, at a time and place to be appointed by him, 
after the completion of which the motion for judgment may be 
brought on again by the plaintiff on two clear days' notice. The 
defendants must not delay this cross-examination. I nless ex
cused by the default or delay or absence or illness of the plain
tiff, it must be had within ten days from the delivery of this 
judgment, failing which the plaintiff shall be entitled to move 
for judgment as hereinbefore provided. The defendants, upon 
the hearing of the motion, are not to be at liberty to raise the 
point that this case is not within old rule 103. Any directions 
with reference to such cross-examination or motion which may 
be necessary to meet any contingency not herein provided for 
may be given by a Master in Chambers or a Judge1.

.4ppeal allowed.
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PARKS v. SIMPSON.
Ontario Su in-run Court, i/i/altalr Ihrisiou. Verni it h, fMarla ren.

Matter, and llothiinu. ,1.1. I. March 10, 1015.

1. .llDtiMKM Ig VI A—255 i—A Clin.\ OX—IlKillT TO DAM.ViEH KOK .non- 
com ri iam i with—Nati in; and kkoi ikitkn as basis or action.

I 1 Im* «i va il ii hie as a cause of action, a judgment must lie definitive 
and personal for the payment of money, of a character as would sup
port an action of debt under the old forms of procedure; Imt u > action 
will lie to recover damages for the breach of directions of a judgment 
f o' the return of certain liées and honey, the detention of which re
sulted in the destruction of that property.

Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of the Senior 
Judge of the County of Hastings.

F. F. O'Fhjnn, for appellant.
F. <i. Porter, K.C.. for defendant, respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Meredith, C.J.O. This is an appeal by the plaintiff from 

the judgment of the County Court of the County of Hastings, 
dated December 17. 1914. which was directed to be entered by 
the Senior Judge of that Court, after the trial before him, sit
ting without a jury, on the 12th of that month.

The amount of litigation in which the parties have indulged 
over a comparatively trifling matter is little less than shocking. 
The original dispute was as to whether the price at which the 
appellant purchased from the respondent’s testator 53 skips or 
hives of bees was $200 or $110. which was further complicated 
by a claim by the appellant for damages for the detention of 
some boxes and other articles which lie had brought to the 
deceased’s farm for the purpose of his taking care of the bees 
and the honey they made until the time arrived when they were 
to be taken by the appellant, and which, as he alleged, the 
deceased had prevented him from doing.

Two actions were brought, one by tin» deceased for the re
covery of the balance which he claimed to be due to him on the 
purchase, and to enforce, by sale of the bees, a lien which he 
claimed upon them for this balance: and the other by the appel
lant. alleging that he had purchased the bees for $110, and that 
the property in them had passed to him, and claiming $50 dam
ages for his services in “caring, nursing, and attending to’’ the
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been, and a return of the articles lie had brought to the de- °NT- 
ceased's farm, or their value, and $00 as damages for their s.C. 
detention, and in the appellant's action he alleged that the ,] 
deceased had repudiated and cancelled the sale of the bees and <*.

S | M I 'NO 'the bargain he had made in connection with them. __
Besides bringing his own action, the appellant counterclaimed M r ll"' ‘ 

in the deceased’s action for the return of his goods and chattels, 
or for the value of them, and “damages for their conversion and 
detention.”

The two actions were tried together before the Senior Judge, 
sitting without a jury, on the 11th June. 1912, and by the judg
ment which he pronounced on the 19th of that month it was 
ordered and adjudged that the appellant “was entitled to a re
turn of all his bees and honey and other chattels brought upon 
the” deceased’s “property for the purpose of working the hives 
and caring for the honey” and $25 damages for their detention : 
that tin* deceased was entitled to $195, “balance of the purchase 
money,” with interest thereon at five per cent, from the 15th 
day of May. 1911, until judgment; that the appellant should 
pay into Court that sum and interest, less the $25 damages, 
“whereupon” lie should “be permitted to remove from the 
premises” of the deceased his goods and chattels which are 
enumerated, “together with the bees and honey bought by him 
from the” deceased; and that, immediately after such removal, 
the money paid into Court should be paid to the respondent; 
and each party was left to bear his own costs.

From this judgment the appellant appealed to a Divisional 
Court of the High Court of Justice, and on the 29th November.
1912. his appeal was dismissed with costs, the Court being of 
opinion that the Court below had done substantial justice :
Porks v. Simpson, Simpson v. Parks (1912), 4 O.W.X. 422.

A motion was made by the respondent to the Divisional 
Court to vary the minutes of its judgment, and was dismissed 
without costs on the 8th February, 191!: ib. (1913). 4 O.W.N.
829. The report does not shew the nature of the motion, but 
it was probably for the same relief that was subsequently ob
tained from the Senior Judge, when, upon the p< i;!i i of tin
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respondent, and on the 30th August, 1913, an order was made
S. C. amending the judgment by providing that, if the appellant

did not pay into Court the money he was ordered to pay in,

Simpson. 
within 30 days from the 30th August, 1913. the respondent
might issue execution for the amount against the goods and

Meredith, C.J.O. lands of the appellant, and the appellant was ordered to pay 
the posts of the application.

This application was opposed by the appellant, who filed,
among other affidavits, an affidavit of his own, in which it was
stated that on a visit to the farm of the deceased on the 13th 
August. 1913. he found only 3 colonies of bees alive out of the 
53 that he had bargained for. and that the rest were dead.

The appellant paid the money into Court on the 13th or 
Kith September, 1913, and on the following 11th November, it 
was paid out to the respondent, on her application, supported 
by her affidavit sworn on the 10th November. 1913, in which she 
deposed that the appellant had taken away from her premises 
all the articles which he had brought there, and “all the pro
perty and goods purchased by him” from the deceased or made 
by the bees “except 50 boxes which the appellant then examined 
and would not take away, saying they were no use to him.”

The present action is brought, as the reply and joinder of 
issue states, to recover “damages for non-performance of the 
judgment pronounced by the Court” (i.e.. in the former actions) 
“and for failure of the defendant to carry out the same.”

It appears from the reasons for judgment of tin1 learned 
Senior Judge that his view was that there was no new evidence 
which might not have been given at the former trial, and that 
the appellant had “no rights in this action as to any damages 
accruing before the 19th June. 1912, which were not adjudicated 
upon in that trial and settled by that judgment;” and that, as 
to any damage since that date, the appellant “had the right
under that judgment to remove his goods and chattels im
mediately upon payment by him of the amount found owing to 
Simpson;” and that, “if he suffered any damage by reason 
of the goods and chattels remaining in the possession of Simp
son after that date, it was his own fault;” and the action was 
therefore dismissed with costs.
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Jl appears from the testimony of the appellant in this action
that he has got back all the goods and chattels which he brought s. < .
to the deceased’s farm, except 5 top boxes, and that his claim 
is for damages for the loss of the bees, which, as he alleges, 
came to their death owing to the negligence of the deceased.
and for the loss of some of the honey which they had made, M,r"l"h,<Meredith, C.J.O.

which had “candied” on the deceased’s farm and had become 
practically valueless.

The evidence as to the f> top boxes which the appellant testi
fied he had not got back was not satisfactory, and the proper 
conclusion is. I think, that lie was not prevented by the respond
ent from taking them away, and that if he did not get them it 
was his own fault.

The extent of the 's right as to the bees and honey
is to be measured by the judgment in the former actions, and 
is that, upon payment into Court of the $1(>5. and interest, less 
the $20 damages awarded to him. he was to be permitted to 
remove them from the premises of the deceased: and all other 
questions arc, in my opinion, concluded by the judgment.

It is unnecessary, in the view I take, to express any opinion 
as to whether the loss occasioned by the death of the bees and 
the spoiling of the honey falls upon the or upon the
respondent. The rights, if any. which the appellant may have 
must be sought and obtained in the Court by which the judg
ment was pronounced.

It is only a judgment for the payment of money upon which 
an action may be brought : that, to be available as a cause of 
action, a judgment must be a definitive personal judgment for 
the payment of money, final in its character, and not merely 
interlocutory, remaining unsatisfied and capable of immediate 
enforcement, is settled law. ( 'ye., vol. 2‘1. pp. 1502-4, and the 
authorities there cited, support this statement of the law. See 
also Sfli</man v. Kalkman 11S(I0). 17 Cal. 152; Smith v. Kmuhr 
(1894), 58 Mo. App. 61.

The theory upon which it was held that an action of debt 
might be brought upon a judgment was that, upon its being 
shewn that a judgment is “still in force and yet unsatisfied, the 
law immediately implies that by the original contract of society

3144
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the defendant hath contracted a debt, and is bound to pay it:” 
Blackstone’s Commentaries, Lewis’s ed., book 3, pp. 1Ô9, 1G0.

A debt which is properly enforceable by an action of debt 
must be a sum of money due by certain and express agreement 
where the amount is fixed and specific, and does not depend 
upon any subsequent valuation to settle it; and, if the contract 
is to be discharged by the delivery of stock, merchandise, or 
other articles of trade or value, the action cannot be main
tained : ( 'ye., vol. 13, pp. 403. 407. 409; and, although forms of 
action have been abolished, it is still necessary to found an 
action upon a judgment that the judgment be of a character 
which would have supported an action of debt under the old 
forms of procedure.

The judgment upon which the appellant sues is not a 
judgment for the payment of a sum of money, either certain or 
uncertain, but the action is in reality an action to recover dam
ages for an alleged breach by the respondent of the directions 
of the judgment in not permitting the appellant to remove his 
bees and honey ; and such an action does not lie.

It may not be amiss to point out that, even where the action 
lies, it was said more than 1T>0 years ago in Hoiccn v. Harm It 
(1754), Saycr Kit), 1G1 : “As there is a degree of vexation in 
bringing an action of debt upon a judgment, such an action 
ought not to be favoured.” And Blackstone says: “ Wherefore, 
since the disuse of those real actions, actions of debt upon judg
ment in personal suits have been pretty much discountenanced 
by the Courts, as being generally vexatious and oppressive, by 
harassing the defendant with the costs of two actions instead 
of one:” Blackstone’s Commentaries. Lewis's ed.. book 3, p. 
1 GO. And as late as 1899 a very eminent Judge said : “But, 
although an action will lie. still if the person who has obtained 
a garnishee order brings an action upon it without any necessity 
he will run the risk of having it stayed as an abuse of the pro- 
eess of the Court, and probably have to pay the costs:” per 
Lindlcy. M.H.. in Pritchett v. English amt Colonial Syndicate 
(1899] 2 Q.B. 428. 435.

In my opinion, the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Appeal (Iismissed.
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STEWART v. CUNNINGHAM.
lirilixh Columbia Court of A ppm I, Miicdotiahl, C.J.A., Irriny, ami 

Mr Phil lips, JJ A . Apr, I <i. 11U.*..
1. Vendor and Pvhchakkr i$ I H ."> \< rmx k.k im rchase mum a

DEFENCES MlSREI'liESENTATIUN- \\ XlVEIt.
An «‘loot ion to affirm the contract to buy a block of land not with

standing alleged miHrvnrvseiilations as In ils suit ability for building 
lots may be jiredicateil from the fact that the purchaser himself sub
divided the property and undertook to offer it to the publie as suitable 
for building lots and did not advance his objectii u until sued for pur
chase money after the lapse of a year from the making of the contract.

2. Vendor and vvi« haseu ? I K Rescission or contract Mis
representation.

To justify rescission of a contract for sale of land on the ground of 
misrepresentation there must have been a definite assertion of alleged 
fact as distinguished from a vague atlirmanee of the excellence of the 
property. Per Irving. .1.A

Appeal by plaint ill’ from judgment of Macdonald, .1.

N. S. Taylor, K.C., for appellant.
//. U". ('. Burke, for respondent.

Macdonald. ( U.A. : I would allow the appeal. The. facts 
and circumstances of this case an not, in my opinion, such as 
ought to lead to the intervention of a Court of equity in favour 
of the defendants. The transaction is a good simple of the 
manner in which speculators do business on a highly inflated 
real estate market. The plaintiff, to my mind, was the only 
person connected with the sale, and what followed, who was not 
guilty of want of reasonable care and attention to the business 
in hand. Met 'ready was a friend of at least one of the defen
dants. lie knew or suspected that the defendants were open 
to purchase a parcel of land for the speculative purpose of sub
dividing it into lots and offering them to the public, lie ascer
tained the fact that the plaintiff was the owner of block 1 in a 
district survey in the municipality of North Vancouver, lb- 
told her he had a “client " who would purchase the block. She 
was induced to “ list " it with him, whereupon he sold it to the 
defendants, and was immediately employed by them to procure 
its subdivision into lots and to offer them to the public. The 
block was surveyed bv defendant's surveyor into -It) lots. Tin- 
streets did not conform to the lines of the block, but angled 
across it, indicating plainly the precipitous nature of the ground. 
It was also known to all the parties, who were familiar with 
North Vancouver, that the property was situated on a moun
tain-side.

845
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B. C. The defendants fixed varying prices for the lots, influenced,
C. A. no doubt, by the situation and topography of the land. A

Stkw.xkt prospectus was issued, in which, amongst other laudatory state
ments, the view was said to be superb. For a year or mon- 
following the said subdivision tin- defendants or their agent

Mil' '1'innld, Met 'ready were endeavouring to sell lots, but the real estate 
market reacted and became inert. In November, 1!)13, more 
than a year after the agreement, defendants made default in tIn
payment <d‘ one of the instalments of purchase money, and in 
February, 1014, when the plaintiff was pressing for payment, 
the defendants made excuses for non-payment.

The plaintiff finally sued for the instalment, and the defen
dants resisted on the ground that the block hud been falsely 
represented to them, by Met 'ready, as being good level land 
suitable for building lots, whereas it was not such. This was 
their sole defence and sole ground for rescission up to the opening 
of the trial, when they applied to amend by setting up that 
Mc( 'ready had represented the land to be in a certain locality, 
which lie pointed out to them from the window of their offices, 
a distance of 2} 2 miles, with directions for their guidance for 
reaching it for inspection: that by reason of these directions, 
which were misleading, the defendants, before concluding tin- 
purchase, had inspected the wrong property, and had not seen 
block 4 until about the time the action was commenced. This 
appears to be the ground upon which the judgment below is 
founded. The learned Judge rather severely criticises the plain
tiff for not having called Met 'ready as her witness. With great 
respect, I cannot concur in that criticism. Met'ready was, no 
doubt, the agent of the plaintiff in making the sale to the de
fendants, having got his commission from her. Nevertheless, la
wns otherwise a stranger to her while he was the friend and, sub
sequent to the purchase, the agent of the defendants. They had 
a good opinion of him even at the time of the trial, when they 
gave their evidence, and did not doubt his honesty. Then why 
did they not avail themselves of their opportunity to call him 
as their witness? At all events, it is, in my opinion, not open 
to adverse comment that the plaintiff did mit do so.

In view of the fact that, after the alleged misrepresentations 
by McCready that the land was good level land suitable for
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building lots, defendants scut their surveyor there, saw the result B c
of his work, undertook to offer the property to the publie as c. A.
suitable for building lots, made no complaint for more than a
year, and then only as a defence to a suit for purchase money, 
they have, in my opinion, not made out their case as at first
pleaded.

It. therefore, only remains to consider whether th y ought
to have succeeded on the case >et up for the first time at the 
trial. Now. there was no uncertainty as to the subject matter 
concerning which the parties were negotiating. It was a sur
veyed block of land, shown on a plan which. I think, the fair 
inference from the evidence is. defendants saw before they signed 
the agreement, and before they attempted to inspect the land. 
It was situate in a locality surveyed into blocks, with streets 
between, some of them well-known streets, with which defen
dants were not unfamiliar. Defendants >ay that a mill was 
pointed out. but it appears there were two mills. Some green 
timber was also mentioned and a stream. Doubtless Met 'ready, 
iu undertaking to direct them generally where to find the land, 
would mention objects of the kind, but. as the land was sur
veyed and the posts could have been seen.Met ready could not 
have intended his directions as more than a general indication 
of the locality of the land, nor could the defendants properly 
regard them as anything but such. If they were misled, they 
were, in my opinion, not misled in a way which entitled them to 
a rescission of the contract.

1 cannot regard McC'ready s directions as representations 
material to the contract.

The plaintiff should have judgment in the action for the 
moneys due under the contract, with costs, as well as the costs 
of this appeal.

Irving, J.A.:—In my view the dates are of the greatest im
portance. The representations as to the land being suitable lor 
subdivision purposes, this we call a representation as to its 
quality, and the directions for its identification by the intending 
purchasers, were made early in May. 1912.

The defendants then went to North Vancouver, to hunt the «m
property up, and failed to find it.

On May 27. 1912, the agreement for sale was made and $1,500

ii
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paid down. In June, 1012, tin* property was surveyed and'sub
divided by the purchasers' agents. Plans were made and prices 
fixed. This denotes a knowledge by t he defendants of the quality 
and characteristics of the land. On November 27. 1012. the 
first instalment of the deferred payments fell due. It was not 
paid till January. 10111 six months after the subdivision. On 
May 27. I Obi. the second instalment fell due, and one-half of 
it was paid in June, 10hi, one year after tin subdivision. On 
November 27, 1013, a third instalment fell due, and was not 
paid, and in this month Cunningham asked for time to make 
the payments then in default sixteen months after the sub
division. ( hi January 22. 1014. the vendor brought her action 
for the amount due, and in February, 1014. when the statement 
of defence was about due. the purchasers made the discovery 
mn which they now rely)that they had, by mistake, examined 
a piece of land different from that which they had bought, and 
that which they had bought did not have the " s which
tin- vendor’s agent had represented it to have.

Mr. Taylor asks us not to believe the story told by them 
that this was their first visit to the land, but 1 do not think 
that course is open to us. The findings of the learned Judge 
must be respected, and lie must have thought these witnesses 
truthful. I think the ease can be disposed of on the ground 
that they had elected to contract after they had notice
through their s, Hewitt, the surveyor, and Met 'ready, their 
subdivider and salesman, of the true quality of the ground.

When the subdivision plan was made in June, 1012, the un
usual zigzag roads were plainly shown, and Mr. Sprott inquired 

what was the reason for their being drawn that way, and was 
told that this was necessary by reason of the grades. Sprott 
must then have known that this subdivided land could not have 
been the place Ik- and Cunningham had gone to. and his agents, 
Sprott and Met ready, already knew that the land was like tin- 
roof of a

In my opinion, this establishes clearly the intention of tin- 
defendants to accept the property, notwithstanding its defects, 
and an election on their part not to r< the bargain on
discovery of the misrepresentation : Campbell v. Fleming, 1 A. 
& Kx. 40, 3 L.J.K.B. 136.

2631
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In Oh i il< an I v. Alrxnndii (decided by this ( 'unit on Deeem- 
livr I, 1VIH), when* tin- misrepresentation was that the ground 
was level, wi‘ upheld tlic .luilgv's decision and rescinded tin- agree- 
mcnt. In tin* present case we an* asked to reverse tin trial 
.ludg<-, who lias granted rescission. In both eases the purchaser 
went to examine the land lie was almut to I my. and in hot h eases 
lie got on other ground.

In the* Oli/ihant ease the purchaser was led tu I my b\ being 
expressly directed by the vendor to a piece of land which was 
not the land for sale.

In this ease the purchasers were given a description of the 
land, a description of its suitability for subdivision purposes, and 
also a description of its situation. They sought it out alone.

In the Oli/ihant ease the direction was precise and given close 
to the land, and there could be no doubt he was misled. In this 
case the directions to find the land were given in the city of 
Vancouver, from the window in a high building there, several 
miles from the land; and with reference to a mill either a 
shingle mill or planing mill in such a case, as mills are con
stantly moved, they could easily mislead themselves. \> a 
matter of fact, they did not find the property when tiny went 
out to inspect it, but examined property much closer to town: 
the surveyor employed to > it had no difficulty in doing
so. nor did they, when pressed by the necessity for putting in a

Tin- learned Judge was much concerned with the point, the 
serious point for his consideration he thought, as to whether or 
not the visit of inspection of these two gentlemen alone was not 
negligence on their part of such a Miaraeter as to disentitle them 
to relief, but lie finally came to the conclusion that they acted 
in a reasonable manner and granted them rescission.

In l{idyrair v. Hurd (IKSI), 20 Cli.l). I. it was laid down 
that the effect of false representations cannot be got rid of by 
shewing that the person deceived was guilty of negligence. That 
was the sale of a solicitor's business represented to be worth 
CI00 a year, and the negligence relied on was that the vendor’s 
books were produced, but the purchaser did not take the trouble 
to look at them. But is that rule of law, which is designed, 
no doubt, to protect a man who has been lulled to sleep, applicable

B. C.

(’ A.

IrviiiK, .1, A.
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to a ease of this kind, when* the gist of the representation was 
as to the suitability of the land for subdivision? A matter which 
depends so much on opinion and judgment. I cannot think so.

Lord Halshury, L.C., in the House of Lords, referred with 
approval to the familiar canon that one must read a judgment, 
however general in terms, as having reference to the particular 
facts with which the judgment is dealing: Husxell v. Hussrll 
[1897], A.C. at 124. I do not think the point in Hrdgrare v. Hurd 
should prevent us from holding that it was the purchaser's own 
want of care which led them into this difficulty—more particu
larly as they do not suggest that Met 'ready was guilty of mis
leading them; they have the utmost confidence in him they say. 
Nor can 1 agree with the- learned Judge that there was any duty 
on the vendor's agent to take precautions that the intending 
buyer is made aware of the character of the property that he 
intends to purchase.

If the learned Judge thought the question of negligence was 
the turning point of the case, he, in my opinion, misdirected him
self. The real point was as to their intention to abide by the 
coni met.

Then (continuing to deal with the quality of the property), 
what was it the plaintiffs’ agent said on that point more than an 
expression of his belief, having regard to the character of the 
surrounding land, the class of stuff that was being sold and the 
condition of the market? There must, to justify rescission, be 
a definite assertion of fact distinguished from a vague affirmance 
of the excellence of the property. Dimmode v. Hallet, L.R. 2 
Ch. 21, is instructive on what will justify rescission, but, on the 
ground that the purchasers, having notice through their agents 
of the true qualities of the ground in June, 1913, and continuing 
to make payments on account, I would allow the appeal.

McPhillips, J.A.:—This is an appeal from the judgment of 
Macdonald, J., delivered at the close of a trial had before him 
without a jury, the action being one for instalments of principal 
and interest due upon an agreement for sale of the east half 
of the west half of block 4, subdivision of district lot 882, group 
1, Vancouver district, lying and being in the municipality of 
North Vancouver, in area 10 acres, sold by the plaintiff to tin
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defendants for $(>,000, the agreement for sale entered into hy the B' ^ 
phiintitTs with the defendants being May 27, MM2. C. A.

It is clear upon the facts that the defendants became the S|| WXKT 
purehasers in a highly speculative way, when the real estate 
market was, perhaps, at its highest pitch, and when the instal- ' hxW' 
ments went into arrears it max well lie said that the boom or ---- -

Mt'IMiillip*. J.A.
real estate inflation had broken, ami the lands were and were,
perhaps, for some time previously to the payments falling into 
arrears—unsalable. The defendants set up by way of defence 
fraudulent representations made by the plaintiff, #>., that the 
land was good lex el land ami suitable for building lots, whilst 
the lands were on a precipitous slope and valueless, and counter
claim for rescission of the agreement for sale, return of purchase 
money and damages.

With the greatest of deference and respect for the learned 
trial Judge, I am unable to agree with the conclusion at which 
he arrived, which was, granting rescission and an order for the 
return of the purchase money already paid by the defendants, 
viz., $3,275.

It is patent on the evidence that the defendants entered into 
the purchase recklessly ami carelessly, and xvere only desirous 
of subdividing the property ami placing it upon the market with 
a florid description of its beauties and potentialities, desiring to 
reap therefrom handsome returns from the sale prices fixed and 
relied wholly upon an agent by the name of Met'ready, in whom 
they placed great trust and still believe to be an honourable 
man, and permitted Met'ready, along with Palmer, Hurmeister 
and Von (iraevenitz, Ltd., to place the property upon the market, 
the land not selling really, perhaps, solely because the market 
was too replete with like outlying subdivisions or more probably 
because of the fact that the boom was on the wane. The de
fendants then cast about for some defence, and the defence alleged 
is set up.

Can it be that the law will support this course of conduct 
of recklessness and carelessness, and then absolve these defen
dants from obligations solemnly undertaken under an agreement 
for sale ?

In my opinion, upon the facts of the present case, the law 
will not excuse, but hold, the defendants to the obligations under
taken by them.
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B. c. The learned trial .Iu<lg<‘ arrived at the con elusion that
C. A. Met ready was the agent for the plaintiff in effecting the sale.

Ktkw a ht With this finding of fact 1 cannot agree. In my opinion, lie was 
the agent for the defendants. The plaintiff had never seen the 
property, and had bought it some four years before the sale to

Mi'IMiilliim. J. A. the defendants, and was not overly anxious to sell the land, and 
Me(’ready opened matters with the plaintiff and said lie had 
a client looking for land in that neighbourhood, and all that the 
plaintiff said was he might sell it for $0,000, and Met'ready paid 
down, about a week afterwards, the sum of .$25 on account of 
a purchase of the land at $0,000. Met 'ready was unknown to 
the plaintiff before this.

Therefore, there was no representation whatever made by 
the plaintiff. It is contended, however, by the defendants that 
representations were made by Met 'ready to them and directions 
as to where the property was upon the ground, and that, in 
following these directions, they went upon the ground, but got 
upon the wrong property.

From thi‘ evidence the strongest statement sworn to as to 
the property being level is given in the defendant Cunningham’s 
evidence.

It may be taken, I think, upon the evidence as common 
ground that there is no such thing as level land in North Van
couver. It is all ascending land, practically foot hills to the 
mountains beyond.

The defendants did not proceed as reasonable men should 
have and could have. Had they done so, it was quite an easy 
matter to identify the land purchased by them.

The truth is that it would look as if the defendants were 
almost willing to delude themselves into the belief that the 
property they were buying was the most desirable of the imme
diate neighbourhood, although they were buying the land at 
8000 an acre, as against about $1,500 an acre prevailing in 
the near neighbourhood.

The singular happening is this, that, apparently with no 
further information obtained than at first they swear they were 
apprised of, the defendants go out, in February, 1014, after 
action commenced and instalments are in arrears, and then do 
find the property—why did they not find it at the outset?
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No satisfactory explanation of thi< is forthcoming or can I» 
home in upon my mind. It was the ease of seeking for some 
line of defence, and one that, in my opinion, is absolutely un
tenable upon the surrounding facts and circumstances of this 
ease.

If there was misrepresentation and fraud, it is plain that the 
misrepresentation and fraud <-0111(1 only he that of Met 'ready, 
as there is no suggestion that the plaintiff was in any way charge
able with any misrepresentation or fraud; and what do the de
fendants say of Mc( ’ready? \\ hen the defendant Sprott is under 
examination by his own counsel the following takes place:

[The learned judge here reviewed the evidence at length.)
The evidence is that the defendants, in about a month or six 

weeks after the purchase of the property, had it subdivided, it 
being surveyed by Mr. Marvin \Y. Hewitt, a duly qualified 
British Columbia land surveyor.

B. C.

C. A.

M l-hillip*. J.A,

It was incumbent upon the defendants to make out and 
substantiate their defence. It was in no way part of the plain
tiff's case, in my opinion, to call Met 'ready Met 'ready was the 
agent of the defendants, but, even if the case were to be viewed 
differently, and it could be at all contended that Met'ready was 
the agent of the plaintiff and entitled to make representations 
upon her behalf, the defendants, having apparently unbounded 
faith in Met 'ready, could have safely called him. However, it 
must Ik* left to counsel to conduct the cases of their clients; it 
only remains for the Court to determine the facts and apply the 
law thereto.

That which the defendants were called upon to prove and 
in which they failed, in my opinion, is well defined in t'nited 
Shoe Manufacturing Co. v. Brunet, |ltMIÎI] A.C. .'WO. Lord Atkin
son, at p. 338, said:

The respondents on September 30, 1905, filed their plea to this declara
tion. It is very voluminous and somewhat involved. In effect it amounts

(1) That the appellants by falsely representing to the respondents that 
they, the appellants, were the pat an tees of the machines mentioned in the 
“leases sued on", induced them to take the said leases and enter into the 
covenants contained in them, and (2) that, by reason of the practical mon
opoly which the appellants had acquired in Canada in the manufacture and 
supply of shoemaking machinery, the covenants contained in the “leases 
sued on” were in restraint of trade, and. therefore, illegal and void as
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B. C.

C. A.

Stewart

M.'Plilllipa, J.A

against public policy. On these pleadings issues, twenty-two in number 
were ultimately framed by the Court with the assistance of counsel repre
senting the parties; and on application of the respondents the case was 
ordered to be tried before a judge and jury.

It will in the first instance be convenient to consider these two defences 
separately.

To maintain the first, the burden rested on the respondents of establish
ing, either by the admission of the appellants or by the findings of the jury, 
the following conclusions of fact; (1) that the representations complained 
of were made by tin-appellants to the respondents; i2) that these representa
tions were false in fact; (3) that the appellants, when they made them, 
either knew they were false or made them recklessly without knowing 
whether they were false or true; (4) that the respondents were thereby 
induced to enter into the covenants contained in the leases; and (5) that 
immediately on, or at least within a reasonable time after their discovery 
of the fraud which had been practised upon them they elected to avoid 
the leases and accordingly repudiated them.

Of these the last is the most vital, in the sense that it is the condition 
precedent which must be fulfilled before the respondents can escape from 
the obligations of the contracts they have entered into, however fraudulent 
those contracts may be.

A contract into which a person may have been induced to enter by 
false and fraudulent representations is not void, but merely voidable, at the 
election of the person defrauded, after he has had notice of the fraud. Un
less and until he makes his election, and by word or act repudiates the 
contract, or expresses his determination not to be bound by it (which is 
but a form of repudiation) the contract remains as valid and binding as if 
it had not been tainted with fraud at all; Clough v. Loudon and Sorlh-Western 
Ry. Co. (1871) L.R. 7 Ex. 26, approved by Lord Blackburn in Erlanger v. 
Sew Sombrero 1‘hosfdiale Co. ils78), 3 App. Cas. 1218, at pp. 1277-1278, and 
by Lords Watson and Davev in Aaron's Reefs v. Twits [1806], A.C. at 
pp. 290 anil 294. In the first mentioned case Mellor, J., says, L.R. 7 Ex. at 
,, 84

“The principle is precisely the same as that on which it is held that the 
landlord may elect to avoid a lease and bring ejectment, when his tenant 
has committed a forfeiture. If with knowledge of the forfeiture he, by the 
receipt of rent or other unequivocal act, shews his intention to treat the 
lease as subsisting, he has determined his election for ever, and can no 
longer avoid the lease.”

It is to be remembered that this is not an action for specific 
performance, but one for instalments due, and the defence is 
rescission, and it requires stronger evidence to lie adduced, be
cause it has been laid down that misrepresentation, though in 
a slight degree, is an objection to specific performance, there 
is a distinction when the contract is asked to l>c rescinded 
Cadman v. Horner, 18 Yes. 10-12, 11 R.R. 135; He Banister- 
Broad v. Munton, 13 Ch.D. 131, 142.

There lias been long delay in the present case, but it is said 
the defence now set up was not even discovered until after the
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commencement of action. This is a circumstance, though, that 
weighs strongly with me in not giving credence to the defence 
as set up.

How impossible is it to believe that this question of gradient 
was unknown to the defendants. The survey is made within 
one month or six weeks of the purchase; the surveyor goes upon 
the ground, makes the survey, plants the stakes, makes the plan 
and blue prints are struck off; the prices are fixed upon the lots 
varying with location ; printed matter, with plan, is distributed 
to the public, all under the direct supervision and control of the 
agents for the defendants, and yet it is contended that this ques
tion of gradient known to the surveyor and the agents of the de
fendants—if not known to the defendants- is at this late date 
such a defence as will entitle rescission to be granted.

As pointed out by the surveyor, the gradient does not exceed 
that present in a well-settled portion of the city of Vancouver, 
and it is a matter of common knowledge that in the large cities 
of the Pacific Coast tin* grade in question would not be deemed 
to In* at all prohibitive or ever greatly affect the salable value. 
That which destroyed the salable value of the propert y in ques
tion was not the gradient, but the collapse of the boom.

In my opinion, the defendants failed to establish a defence 
which would admit of rescission being directed. In my opinion, 
therefore, the appeal should be allowed, the plaintiff being en
titled to judgment for the amount claimed and due under the 
agreement for sale; the counterclaim to be dismissed: the plain
tiff to have the costs in the Court below and of this appeal.

Appeal allowed.
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RORAY v. HOWE SOUND.
liritinh Columbia Court of Appeal. Macdonald. C.J.A.. Irriny. Martin. (ialliher 

and Slcrhillipa, JJ.A. May 14, 1915.
1. Corporations and companies i $ IV (13—120> Directors—Compensa

tion to—Authorization.
Directors have no right to ho paid for their services, and cannot 

pay themselves or each other, or make presents to themselves out of 
the company’s assets, unless authorized so to do by the instrument 
which regulates the company or by the shareholders at a properly con
vened meeting.

[Re (!. Newman it- Co., [1H95J 1 Ch. 674, referred to.]

Appeal from the judgment of Clement, .1.
E. C. Mayen, for appellant.
J. G. L. Abbott, for respondent.

B.C. 

(1. A.

I
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B C. Macdonald, C.J.A., would allow appeal.
C. A.

Ikwno, J.A.: The services rendered by Roray were such as

«T; might fairly he regarded as incidental to his office as director, 
which office he held, and to have been undertaken by him in 
virtue of his office. For such services a director has no right to
look for payment unless authority is to be found in the articles 
or given by the shareholders.

1 would allow the appeal.

Martin, .I.A. Martin, J.A., agrees that appeal should he allowed.
Gallthcr, J.A. (îALLiiiKH, .I.A.: Assuming that Davis, one of the directors, 

agreed to pay the plaintiff a commission on the sale of the mill, 
that alone could not bind the company, nor do 1 find anything 
in the acts of the other directors or of the president, Taylor, 
that would in any way aid the plaintiff. They claim they knew 
nothing of any commission to he paid, and, when suggested to 
them by the plaintiff, they repudiated same. On the whole, I 
think there was no contract for commission, cither express or 
implied.

MiVliilLi», J.A. M< Phillips, J.A.: In my opinion, this appeal is entitled to 
succeed. The plaintiff was, upon the facts, a director in the 
defendant company, and I do not understand that the learned 
trial Judge has held otherwise, but 1 cannot, with all respect, 
agree with the learned trial Judge in the language used by him 
in the course of his judgment,

I also find on this evidence that, while perhaps plaintiff remained legally 
a director as to that I express no decided opinion but, assuming he was 
a director.then practically, as between himself and these other three gentle
men, he was not a director, lie was allowed no voice whatever in the con
duct of the business of the company of any description after that meeting 
of October.

The plaintiff, being a director, must he held accountable as 
such, and cannot escape from the discharge of his duty and lia
bility as such or not Ik* deemed such because of the action of 
his fellow directors in excluding him from their councils. It is 
idle contention to advance any such argument. Therefore, the 
case must he approached with the premise that the plaintiff, then 
being a director of the defendant company, brings about the 
sale of a certain shingle mill plant and appurtenances, the pro|>erty 
of the company, the sale price Inung $20,000. and claims to be
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entitled to a ."V, commission thereon, aii< 1 the learned trial Judge 
has held that the plaintiff is entitled to rceover, and the appeal 
is from the judgment allowing the plaintiff this sum, viz., $1,000.

It is well settled that, unless the articles admit of directors 
entering into contracts with the company of which they are 
directors, practically no contractual relationship is admitted, 
save as to taking up shares subscribed for debentures, etc. There * 
can be no conflict of duty, and all secret benefits by way of com
mission or otherwise are matters that call for accounting to the 
company: limn v- Ford, [1890| AX'. 14. 05 LJXj.lt. 2IT

It is also well settled that directors are not /niniâ fticit en
titled to remuneration for their services, but, as a matter of fact, 
the articles, as a rule, do make provision for remuneration, and 
it is a matter of internal management : llurland \. Earle, |1002| 
AX’. 83.

The contention is that there was an agreement upon tin- 
part of the directors or an agreement by one of them. It. !.. 
Davis that the plaintiff was to receive .V, commission upon 
the sale if effected by the plaintiff, and it was effected.

It is to le noticed, though, that, quite apart from whether 
this would be in any way legally binding upon the company 
Davis positively denies making any such agreement, it is true 
Davis wrote the following letter to the plaintiff, but, apart from 
this letter, it cannot be said that there is any evidence upon 
which any agreement to pay commission may be founded:

Mount Vernon State Hunk.
Mount Vernon. Wash..

December Kith, I WIT
C. S. Horny, Jr.,

Lotus Hotel, Bellingham. Wash.
Friend Horny,—I have received your letter and had a short talk with 

Taylor, who said he would call and see you last night. I also ta'ked with 
Shrauger, and believe, if your parties are ready to do business at once, 
that a deal can he made for the $20,000. You should, however, have asked 
821.000, so you could get the commission out of it.

They should pay half cash or at any rate not string out payments so 
long. I would not he willing lor them to have the mill six months, with 
only $.*>.000 paid, without they put up additional security besides the mill. 
Am not very strong on selling at this price any way.

Yours very truly,
H. L. Davis.

Even if it had been the case of $21,000 being asked and the 
sale going through at that price, the plaintiff would have had to

80 7
«

B. C.

1 . A.

Rent AY
l\

llowi

• PlnlliiH, J.A.
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C. A.

M< Phillips. J.,1

account to the company for the $21,000, and would not have 
been admitted to retain the $1,000 as commission unless it were 
that the company could be said to be legally liable therefor.

To determine whether, upon the facts of the present case 
there can be any liability upon the part of the company to the 
plaintiff, it becomes necessary to examine the articles of asso
ciation. Clauses 85 and 102 of the articles appear to me to be 
the only clauses in this regard that need lie referred to, and 
they are in the following terms: —

So. The directors shall he paid all their travelling and other expenses 
properly and necessarily expended by them in connection with the com
pany, and they shall also he entitled to receive out of the funds of the com
pany. by way of remuneration for their services, such sum as the company 
in general meeting may. from time to time, determine.

DlHQVALIKlCATION OF DlltKCTOKH.

sti. The office of director shall he vacated:
If he ceases to he a member of tin* company.
If he becomes bankrupt, insolvent or compounds with his creditors.
If lie be declared lunatic or becomes of unsound mind.
If by notice in writing to the company he resigns his office.
102. Any director may, notwithstanding any rule of law or equity to . 

the contrary, be appointed to any office under the directors, with or without 
remuneration; but he shall not vote upon any question connected with the 
appointment or remuneration of such office. No director shall be dis
qualified by his office from contracting with the company either as vendor, 
purchaser, or otherwise, nor shall any such contract, or any contract or 
arrangement entered into by or on behalf of the company in which any 
director shall be in any way interested, lie voided, nor shall any director 
so contracting or being s;i interested be liable to account to the company 
for any profit realised by any such contract or arrangement by reason of 
such director holding that office or of the fiduciary relation thereby estab
lished, but it is declared that the nature of his interest must be disclosed 
by him at the meeting of the directors at which the contract or arrangement 
is determined on, if his interest then exists, or in any other case at the 
first meeting of the directors after tin* acquisition of his interest, and that 
no director shall as à director vote in respect of any contract or arrange
ment in which he is so interested as aforesaid; and if he do so vote, his 
vote shall not he counted, but this prohibition shall not apply to any con
tract by or on behalf of the company to give to the directors, or any of 
them, any security by way of indemnity, and it may at any time or times 
be suspended or released to any extent by a general meeting.

Construing these two clauses of the articles, it is apparent, 
upon the facts, that the plaintiff does not make out a ease en
titling him to recover this commission. No remuneration by 
way of commission upon the sale was determined at any general 
meeting of the company, nor was there any agreement come to,
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at any meeting of tlu* directors, to pay him any such commis- B~c- 
sion, nor was there any disclosure made at any meeting that A. 
he was to receive* any such commission nor was there* at any 
later time* any such disclosure* or notification of any agreement
which the plaintiff can invoke* to in any way substantiate the* sôV'x!> 
claim made*. Se*e* Imperial Mercantile ( redit v. (Oleman, L.R. ----

M. I'liillll's. J.A. .•*«
ti H.L. 189.

It is attempte*eI tei establish a liability, upon the* spe*e*ial facts 
e»f the pre*se*nt case*, that the*re* was ineli vie Inal asse*nt e »f the* elircc- 
tors. This, though. I eh» not e*emsieler was proved, anel, e*ve*n if 
proveel, in my opinion won le l be* ine*fTe*ctive te» fix liability upem 
the* company. I)ire*e*te»rs e*anne>t pay themse-lve*s or e»ne* of tlicm- 
se*lves fe»r se*rvie*e*s rendereel unle*ss authe»rize*el se» te» elei by the* 
articles governing them, anel then only in conformity the-re-with; 
not acting inelividually. but in a directors’ me*eting e»r authe»rity 
the*re*fe»r is given at a eluly conveneel share*he»lelers’ me*e*ting.
Lindley, L.J., In re C. Xemnan eV Co., 11SV.*»| 1 (’ll. 074, at 080, 
said:—

Directors have* ne> right le» be* paiel for the*ir service's, ami e-nmieit pay 
the*iiise*lve*s or e*ae*h either. e»r make* pre-sent s te» the*mse*lvi>s out e»f the* nun- 
puny’s asse*ts. unless authe»rize*d so to elei by tin* instrumemt whie*h re-gulntes 
the company or by the* shareheililers at a properly convened inerting. The* 
shareholders, at a inerting duly convened for 1 lie purpose, can, if they think 
pre»pe*r. re*mune*rate elire*e*te»rs for their trouble* or make* pressent s t<» them 
for their senders out of assets preiperly elivisible amongst the* share-hohle*rs 
themselves. Further, if the* e*e»mpany is a going e-oneern. the* majority e*an 
bind the mineirity in such a matter as this. Mut to make* pre*se*nts out of 
profits is e»ne* thing and to make them exit e*f capital or out of money borrowed 
by the* company is a very different matter. Sue*h meiimy cannot be* lawfully 
eliviele'd ainemgst the* shareheilelers themselve*s, mir can it be* given away 
by them fe»r nothing te» the*ir elire*ete»rs. see as te» biml the* e*e»mpiuiy in its 
e*e»r|H»ratc capacity. Hut. even il the* shareheilelers. in ge*ne*rul meeting 
cemlel have* sanetioneel the* making e»f the*se presents, ne» general meeting 
te» cemsieler the* subjert was e*ve*r he ld. It may be* true*, ami probably is 
true, that a inerting, if held, wemlel have* done* anything which Mr. (Se*e»rge*
Newman elesireel; but this is pure* spéculâtiem. ami the* licpiielateir. as re*pre*- 
senting the* company in its corporate* capacity, is entitlc*el to insist upem 
anel te» have the* heme-fit e»f the* fae-t that. e*ven if a general inerting cemlel
have sanet ioneel what was elone, such satictiem was newer e»btaim*el. Ineli-
vielual asse-nts given separately may precliiele tlmse who give* them from 
complaining of what the*y have sanetie»ne*e|; but. for tin- purpeise* e»f binding 
a company in its ceirporate* capacity, iudivielual asse-nts given se*parate*lv 
are not eepiivalent te» the* assent e»f a me*e*ting. The* e otnpany is e*ntitloel to 
the* protection afTe»rele*el by a eluly e*e»nve*ned me*e*ting. ami by a résolution 
properly cemsielercd and carrieel and eluly recorded.
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' ’ Also sec* Young v. Naval, Militari/ and Civil Sendee, 11!)05|
(’.A. 1 K.H. 687, 74 L.J.K.B. 302; uml Transvaal Lands Co. v. New

lîôinv Belgium (Transvaal) Land and Development Co., | 1014] 2 Ch. 488
'*• at 502.

Soi!mi. It, therefore», follows that, in my opinion, upon the facts of
~ the present ease the plaintiff cannot he admitted to have made

l‘lnlli|«. j.a. 1
out such a ease as would warrant the» company the defendants 
living held liable to pay the* claimed commission. The condi
tions precedent to the creation of liability upon the company 
have not been proved, i.e„ the procedure as authorised by the 
company's articles were not followed. In fact, there is an entire 
absence of all that which was requisite and imperatively neces
sary to waive the rules and settled law upon the subject.

I would allow the appeal,‘the action to be dismissed, the 
appellants to have the costs here and in the Court below.

Appeal allowed.

MAN. CHAPMAN v. PURTELL.
jj Manitoba hiny's Hrtich, Mat hern, t January 10, 1016.

1. Moratorium i g I 11—Word "ixsthvmkxt"—Hkuihtkrkii .icoomi:nt—
Nl NCKXSIO.N OK MI X.

I In* word "inst ruim-nt" a* used in see. 2 of tin- Moratorium Act, 
Man., dm** nut include a registered judgment for the payment of 
nnmey ho a* to suspend or take away the judgment creditor's right of 
action for a declaration of lien in respect of the certificate of judg 
ment registered in the lamd Titles office and enforcement of same by 
a judicial sale.

Statement Motion for final judgment.
E. A. Deacon, for plaintiff.
No one for defendant.

Ma,l";rs- Mathers, C.J.K.B. :—This is a motion for final judgment
in an action brought to sell land under a judgment recovered 
in the County Court on July 16, 1913, amounting to .$526.25. 
On August 16, 1913, a certificate of the judgment was registered 
in the Winnipeg Land Titles office, in which district the lands 
sought to he sold are situate, and this action was begun on 
October 30, 1914. The relief prayed is that the judgment In- 
declared a lien and charge upon the lands and that they may be 
sold to satisfy it.
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The plaintiffs arc entitle»! to tin1 relief claimed unless their 
right is taken away or suspended by the Act, familiarly known 
as the Moratorium Act.

The Act is not a model of perspicuous legislation, and I 
am not surprised that Judges have differed as to its meaning. 
Thus 1 lind that my brother (ialt. on November Ô last, in 
Lcdoux \. ('aim run, *21 D.L.R. 8(14. dveitlod that a judgment 
when registered under the provisions of the County Courts Act 
respecting tin* registration of judgments is an “instrument 
charging land with the payment of money” within the meaning 
of section two. 11<* consequently held that the learned Master 
was right in refusing to settle an advertisement for sale of lands 
pursuant to a final order for sale thereof made on May 28. 1914, 
several months before the Act was passed, in an action brought 
to sell the lands charged by a judgment recovered and regis
tered in March. 1913.

( )n the other hand, my brother < 'urran, on < Mobcr 30 last, in 
l\nif/hl v. Farnll ( un reported), refused upon motion of the de 
fendant to restrain the plaintiff from proceeding to a sale of 
the lands bound by a County Court judgment under exactly 
analogous circumstances.

These two decisions are directly in conflict. 1 have there
fore, no alternative but to examine the matter for myself and 
to follow the decision which appears to me to be the sounder in 
principle.

I entirely agree with the opinion expressed by my brother 
Galt in Fislur v. Foss, 19 D.L.R. «9. 24 Man. L.R. 773. that this 
Act does encroach on the rights of the subject and ought there
fore to be construed in such a manner as not to interfere to any 
greater extent than is expressly, or by necessary implication, 
provided.

If the plaintiff's right of action is stayed, the inhibition 
must be contained in the first part of sec. 2. That section 
says :—

Notwithstanding any provision in any mortgage of land or agreement 
to purchase land or in any other instrument charging land with the pay 
nient of money, not including lien* under tin- Mechanics' & Wage Kurnevs* 
Lien Act. no proceedings for the sale of any land under any power of sale 
contained in any such instrument or otherwise existing for default in
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payment uf any such moneys shall lie taken by or on In-half of the 
mortgagee, vendor, or other person to whom sueli money may In- payablt 
until after the lapse of six months from the 1st day of August, 1UI4. if 
sueli default took place on or before that date. etc.

In the present ease the default manifestly took place before 
August 1 last, and, if the Act applies, the plaintiffs’ motion 
for judgment must be refused.

It is now settled law that the title of a statute is an import
ant part of the Act itself and may be referred to for the pur
pose of ascertaining its general scope : Maxwell on Statutes, 67. 
This Act is intituled, “An Act respecting contracts relating to 
land.” In an Act so intituled one would not expect to find pro
visions dealing with the statutory lien upon lands which a judg
ment creditor has acquired by registering his judgment ; be
cause, a judgment is spoken of as a contract of record,
it is not a contract at all in the sense in which that term is 
ordinarily used and understood, much less is a judgment for the 
recovery of money a “contract relating to land.” Such a judg
ment in no way relates to land.

Then do the provisions of the Act extend beyond its scope 
as indicated by its title? If an action to sell land under a re
gistered judgment is stayed by the first part of section 2, it 
must be because such a judgment is either a “mortgage of 
land” or an “agreement to purchase land” or another “instru
ment charging land with the payment of money.”

Obviously, I think, a registered judgment is not a “mort
gage of land” or “an agreement to purchase land” within the 
meaning of the Act. If covered by the Act at all it must be 
because it comes within the words “other instrument.” The 
general rule of construction is that a general word which follows 
particular and specific words of the same nature as itself takes 
its meaning from them and is presumed to be restricted to the 
same genus as those words ; or, in other words, as comprehend
ing only things of the same kind as those designated by them, 
unless, of course, there is something to shew that a wider sense 
was intended : Maxwell on Statutes, 5th ed. 538. A judgment 
in its widest sense is an “instrument;” but is it an instrument 
of the same genus as a mortgage of land or an agreement to
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purchase land? Both of those instruments come into existence 
by agreement of the parties; hut that is not the case with a 
judgment, which comes into existence by the action of a Court 
and, in the great majority of eases, contrary to the will of one 
of the parties at least. But it may be said that when a certifi
cate of the judgment is registered, from that time the judgment 
binds and forms a lien and charge upon the lands of the judg
ment debtor “the same as though charged in writing by the 
judgment debtor under his hand and seal.” The “instrument” 
referred to in section two is one which by virtue of a “provi
sion” contained in it forms a charge upon land. A judgment 
for the payment of money contains no such provision, neither 
does the certificate which is registered. The charge arises not 
because of any provision in either the judgment, the certificate 
or the memorandum of registration made by the registrar, but 
by virtue of the artificial effect which the statute gives the judg
ment in consequence of the registration of the certificate. With
out the statute the registration of a certificate of the judgment 
would be ineffectual to create a charge upon the debtor's lands. 
It requires the concurrence of the three things, the judgment, 
the certificate and its registration, plus the statute to obtain 
that result.

An involuntary charge upon land which comes into existence 
in this way and is indebted for its effect and operation to such 
a combination of circumstances, is, to my mind, not an “instru
ment” at all, much less is it an instrument of the same kind as 
a mortgage of land or agreement to purchase land as these terms 
are used in section two of the Act.

Then again, the object of the section is to restrain the exer
cise of the power of sale contained in an instrument charging 
land with the payment of money or otherwise existing ‘‘for de
fault in payment of any such moneys.” That language im
plies that a time for payment has been fixed by the instrument 
creating the charge. In the case of a judgment the default 
must necessarily have occurred before the judgment was re
covered. The subsequent registration of a certificate of judg
ment is merely the pursuit by the creditor of one of the remedies
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which the law provides for the default in payment which took 
place prior to the recovery of the judgment.

It seems to me that the whole scope of this Act, including 
its title, indicates that the Legislature was dealing with mort
gages, agreements and other instruments creating rights against 
land by the act of the parties themselves and not with rights 
which owe their existence to operation of law alone. To inter
pret the Act otherwise would, in my opinion, be giving it a very 
wide, and not a strict, construction, as the law requires. Every 
part of the section can be given full effect by interpreting it in 
the sense 1 have indicated. The words “or any instrument 
charging land with the payment of money * ’ may well have been 
inserted to include a document that was neither a mortgage in 
the strict sense, nor an agreement to purchase land; but which 
created a lien upon land to secure the payment of money. There 
might not be in such a document a power of sale, but the Act 
refers to a power of sale contained in the instrument or “other
wise existing." These latter words would include the inherent 
power of the Court to order a sale of the land to realize such a 
lien.

There is nothing, it appears to me, in section 4 of the Act 
that stands in the plaintiff's way. The first part of that section 
prohibits the bringing of an action “to enforce a covenant or 
agreement to pay money contained in any such instrument 
that is, contained in such an instrument as is referred to in 
section 2. It is clear that a judgment does not contain a coven
ant or agreement to pay in the sense in which the terms are used 
here. But, even if it did, the prohibition is against bringing 
an action until the lapse of six months after the happening of 
default. In this ease the default in payment had occurred con
siderably more than six months before action. The remaining 
part of the section says—
and proceedings to enforce payment by writ of execution or registration of 
certificate of judgment "in any such action” now pending, wherein final 
judgment lias not been entered liefore the 1st of August. 1914. are hereby 
stayed for a period of six months from the coming into force of this Act. 
if the judgment recovered include the principal money secured by such 
instrument or any portion thereof.

The words “any such action” manifestly refer to the action
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mentioned in the first part of the section, namely, an action MAN.
brought to enforce a covenant or agreement to pay money eon- k. h.
tained in any Hindi instrument. The plaintiff's action is not
an action brought to enforce a covenant or agreement to pay 
money contained in any such instrument.

With the greatest deference for the opinion expressed by
so careful and painstaking a .Judge as my brother Galt. I am of 
opinion that the word “instrument” as used in section 2 of this 
Act does not refer to a registered judgment for the payment 
of money, and that, therefore, there is nothing to stay the 
plaintiff’s action, and he is entitled to judgment as prayed, with 
costs.

See. :> only applies to actions upon such “instruments” as 
are referred to in sec. 2. It follows that the time hitherto al
lowed for redemption in an action such as the plaintiff’s is 
unaffected by the Act.

./ndf/ment for plaintiff.

Annotation—Moratorium—Postponement of Payment Acts—Construction Annotation 
and application of.

Elymolugiciilly. the word Moratorium is derived from the l.atin v id 
tintratorius. denoting delay and. in the legal sense, it signifies the legal title 
to delay in making due payment, or a legislative authorization of stispen 
si on of payment. In England they are termed as the Postponement of 
Payment Acts.

A moratorium is either minor or major : a minor moratorium >nl\ 
applies to hills of exchange; a major moratorium includes all other debts 
except such as may he expressly reserved. In the Franc > Prussian war of 
ISTit. the moratorium declared in France continued until the end of the 
war. There has been no moratorium in England for over a hundred years, 
hut one has to go hack to Napoleon's times to find a parallel for the pre 
sent emergency. The British moratorium in the present war. as* will is* 
noted, may he classed as a major moratorium, since it practically applies 
to all payment"., save those expressly excepted ; 33 L.X. 257. tilt L.J. 475.

Moratory laws are an encroachment on vested rights and they should 
1m- subject to a strict construction : F inker v. Uohh, 111 HI..11. 6b. 72: 24 
Man. L.R. 773. 77S. They should, therefore, he construed as not to interfere 
with such rights to any greater extent than is expressly, or by necessary 
implication, provided: Chapman v. 1‘uriell. supra, 25 Man. L.R. 7i">.

Discussing the Effect of War and Moratorium, Mr. Schuster, in his
2nd ed., 1914, at pp. 68. 59. says: “War is not carried on exclusively by 
the armed forces, and is not exclusively directed against the enemy state 
as such. The interference with c immerce is a weapon which is not h *s
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deadly than the bullet or the shell. To injure all subjects of the enemy 
state, to dry up the springs of their prosperity, to raise the price of their 
food, and to impede their trade and their intercourse with the world is 
just as much a patriotic duty as to join in the actual lighting. Justice ami 
equity are to lie considered only in so far as the prineipal object, the in 
Diction of the utmost possible injury to the inhabitants of the enemy conn 
try, is not impaired thereby. 'I lie Statutes. Orders and Proclamations 
issued since the outbreak of war do not override the common law rules 
giving effect to this principle, but are merely intended to make some tin 
decided points clearer, ami to fill up s me obvious gaps. They certainly 
do not in any way attempt to mitigate the serious injustice to individuals 
which some of the rules on the subject entail."

The efficacy of the moratorium was clearly established during the 
Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, when the French government from time 
to time introduced moratory laws and thus maintained the system of 
French credit, unimpaired during the time of grave national emergency. 
The working of the system is fully set out in the case of Itoi/urllr \. Ore. 
man. L.R. 10 Q.H. 525. A mornt iriuni enacted by the edict of the Km 
peror of the French had been extended from time to time by the National 
Assembly, ami provided for a postponement of the date of the maturity of 
hills of exchange accepted and payable in Paris until some umnths aftei 
the conclusion of the war. The delay in making presentment was excused, 
and the international validity of the moratory enactments was recognized 
by the Kuglish ( oints. It was laid down that the obligations of the 
accept r and the indorser must e v Is* determined by the l<,r loci of per 
forma lice—that is. the French law : 137 L.T. 37D.

The British Parliament by the Postponement of Payment Act. 1014. 
4-5 Geo. V. eh. 11. authorizes the postponement of payments of any negoti 
able instrument or any other payment in pursuance of any contract, by 
Royal proclamation, and confirms the moratorium of August 3rd, loll, 
relating to the postponement of payment of bills of exchange. The effect 
of the moratorium which is in operation by virtue of the Imperial statute 
known as the Postponement of Payments Act. 1014, and the various pro 
damations issued thereunder, may lie summarized as follows : It postpones 
fot various periods all payments in respect of any bill of exchange, re 
acceptance or negotiable instrument, or to payments due under any con 
tract, excepting—Wages and Salaries; Payments by governmental d> 
partments. including payments under the Old Age Pension Acts, the 
National Insurance Acts, and the Workmen’s Compensation Acts; tie 
payments of bank notes ; the payments of dividends and interest on truste 
securities; payments in respect of maritime freight ; payments in respect 
of rent ; payments to or by retail traders in respect of their business 
Liabilities when incurred did not exceed five pounds in amount ; rates and 
taxes ; debts due from any person, firm or company resident outside of the 
British Isles; payments in respect of withdrawal of deposits in a savings

1
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"I In- ( um ts Kmergeitcy Powers Aet. 11114. ami the rule- tlivreunder. are 
intemleil for tlie relief of ilehtors wlm for the time being are uiiahle to 
discharge their debts , b\ reason of eireiimstauees attributable, directl\ or 
imlirectly. to the present war." Kwept as to alien enemies the relief 
ap|ilki:—

(«» To the enforcement of judgments and orders for the payment of

{It i To the opera! ion of certain remedies which under normal eondi 
tens are open to creditors without the interveiitimi of Court. <,«/.. distress 
in case of non-payment of rent, resumption of possession of property, exer 
vise of powers of sale on the part of m rtgagees not being mortgagees in 
possession, forfeiture of a dep sit in the case of the purchaser's default 
in the completion of a sale, f irfeiture of an insurance policx in the case 
of the non-payment of a premium.

(r) To certain proceedings in the Courts h\ which a creditor under 
normal conditions may obtain an order a Meeting the debtor's proper! \
(ejectment on the part of the lessor, foreclosure on the part of a mort 
gagee). and to bankruptcy petitions.

The moratorium proclaimed under the Postponement of Payments Act. 
11*14. does not extend to contracts made after August I. Hilt: Snfihtic v. 
Morgan, Ml T.L.K. 54.

In l.tring \. Iilrnlisrr's Mfg. I'".. *»!• I..-I. UTH. it appeared that the 
plaint ill' in May sold the defendant company certain goods, of which de
livery could be taken by the defendant, up to September 12, 11*14. Rome 
of the goods were delivered in .Inly, but as a dispute arose, no further do 
Iivery was made. The terms as to payment had been agreed as g' . per 
cent., discount for cash in seven days. On September 21. the plaint ill" 
finally commenced action for the goods sold. It was contended that the 
moratoria did not apply to debts which became due after the date of the 
tirst moratorium in August. It was held by the Recorder of London in 
the Mayor's Court, that the first moratorium postponed all existing liabil
ity in respect of contracts up to September 4. 11*14. and that the subsequent 
moratorium postponed liability for payment to Oetolier 4. 11*11.

In the case of //<!/*/«■ v. Maunant It, .11 T.L.K. 3(15. it was held that the 
moratorium proclamation does not apply to a c.i.f. contract; namely a sale 
of goods subject to cash payment against documents upon arrival of 
steamer. In that case it involved a sale of several chests of opium, ship
ment from Calcutta, subject to cash payment against documents upon the 
arrival of the steamer in Ismdon. When the steamer arrived the seller, 
apparently apprehending the effect of the moratorium meanwhile de
clared. refused to tender the documents of shipment unless payment was tirst 
made. It was held that the moratorium did not apply to the payment in 
question, and that it was incumlient upon the seller as condition precedent 
to the performance of the contract on his part to tender the shipping docu
ments to the purchaser, and his failure to do so will render him liable for 
the difference of the contract price the purchaser is obliged to pay.
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Tbe effect iif the proclamâti ms made under the Postponement of Pay
ments Act, lull, was t i give a statutory oped it for the period mentioned 
therein, so that during such period no action was maintainahle in respect 
of a délit coming within the proclamations. If. during the suspensory 
period, a writ, has heen i-siied. the plaint ill' is not entitled to judgment, 
although no appearance has heen entered: and the (Hurt, on the facts 
Is-ing brought to its not ice. will of its own motion either dismiss the action 
or remove the wiit from the Hies of the Court. If judgment has been 
inadvertently allowed to lie signed, it will lie set aside by the Court when 
brought to its notice without requiring the defendant to institute a motion 
f ir the purpose: f/roimip/mar Co. v. King (1014), 2 Ir. 1$. 535.

When, after money has become due, a writ has been issued in an action 
to recover the amount, the fact that after the issue of the writ a statutory 
moratorium temporarily suspended the plaintiff's remedy, is not a defence, 
if. before the trial of the aeti m. the temporary moratorium has censed to 
apply to the plaintiff's claim: dlnskir v. /V/ry. 50 N.J. 02, .‘Il T.L.R. 40.

Hv a proclamation made under the Postponement of Payments Act. 
1014. a moratorium was decreed in respect of certain payments, but it was 
provided that the proclamation should not apply to “any payment in respect 
of a liability which, when incurred, did not exceed £5 in amount.”

In ./»/>/» v. Whittnkcr, (10 L..Î. 536, an action was brought to recover 
the payment of a sum of £20 6s. 2d. on a running account for meat sup 
plied at different dates, consisting of small -unis, none exceeding £5. It 
was contended that the moratorium does not apply to any payment in re-
spirt of a liability which when incurred did n it exceed £5 in amount. It
was held by the ( ounty ( oiirt. that, when a debt is contracted. Is-ing made 
up of a series of items in one running account, each item as it is incurred 
becomes - i e min eteil with the previous item as to constitute une debt, ami 
there is an implied promise on the part of the debtor to pay that debt. 
The case is therefore not within the exception, but is subject to the Mora 
toriuni Act.

In the case of .\uslcr v. I.ontlon Motor Conch Works. 50. L..T. 24. .‘II 
T.L.R. 26. it appeared that during the currency of the moratorium the 
plaintiffs issued a writ specially indorsed with a statement, of claim for
the price of goods sold and delivered, some of the items being less, ami
some more, than £5. It was held, that as the proclamation did not provide 
that the M< .atorium should “apply to a liability exceeding £5. being an 
aggregate of a number of liabilities, each of which when incurred was les» 
than £5." the defendants were not entitled to have the writ set aside or the 
statement of claim struck out. and the action must proceed, but ns to tli 
items which were over £6 they could plead the moratorium.

A call upon shares which is payable on a date falling within the morn 
toriuni proclaimed under the Postponement of Payments Act, 1614, is 
debt within the moratorium, and consequently a resolution of the director 
of the company purporting to forfeit the shares for non-payment of tli-- 
call during the currency of the moratorium, is invalid. Such a résoluti<
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id a U» an attempt without the leave f the Court to take possession of 
property within the meaning of section 1 ill ( b ) of the Court* (Kmer 
geneV Power* ) Aet. 1 !» 14 : HurtjtHK \. O.Z/.V. < hi Mrs. I.im.. 59 S.l. {Ml. Ill
T.L.R. 5!i.

By see. lilt of the Postponement of Payment Aet. |»|4, and a pro 
clamation issued in pursuance there f. the payment of any sum due ami 
payable before the date of the proclamation in respect of n contract made 
before that time was postponed to a specified date. It was held, that rent 
due and payable In-fore the date of the proclamai i n could not be re 
covered in an action in which the writ was issued aft r the proclamâti hi 
and before tin- specified date, because not «lue and payable at the date nf 
the writ: and that as the right, given by tin* agreement of tenancy, to re 
enter for non-payment was only a security for tin- rent, it followed that 
the right also did not exist at tin- date of tin- writ ami could not lie en 
forced in tin- action: Iturrcll v. dread. K4 I...I. (K.B. • ISO; [ 1914) V V 
3H2.

It was held ill Shottland v. Cahitin. :j| T.L.B. 2!»7- t’-at th -ugh a land 
lord who liad levied a distress for rent la-fore the date of the proclamation 
of a moratorium under the Postponenn-nt of Payments Act. 1914, but who 
had not sold tin- goods lief ire that «late, was not entitled to sell the goods 
during the currency of the moratorium, yet lie was entith-d to remove tin- 
goods from the demised premises for the purpose >f securing his possession 
of the goods.

The moratorium proclamation in force August fith. I !» 11. «h-clared that 
payments which were postp; tied, if not otlu-rwis • carrying int«-r«-st. should, 
if specific demand was made for payment and payment was refused, carry 
interest at tin* Bank of England rate current --n August 7. 1914 : that rate 
was six per cent. It was held, that a demand by a stockbroker for pay
ment for shares of stock sold for the mid-August account, the settlement 
nf which hail subsequently Is-en p stponeil b\ the Sink Exchange Com 
mittee at a future date, c «mes within the moratorium proclamation so 
as to make interest payable on demand for payment at the date of account 
for which they were s «Id: and, that the broker was entitled, upon the refusal 
to take the shares, to sell them without applying 1 > tin- Court under tie- 
i ourts Emergency Powers Act. 1914, as the scrip which the purchaser re 
ci-ived was not a "security” within the meaning of sec. I. sub-sec. * i />i of 
that Act : Barnard v. Foster, .‘Il T.L.H. :9»7. |1915| W.N. 1,‘lti.

A deposit of money subject to an agreed rate of interest will not, upon 
a demand for re-payment, subject the amount to tin- rate of interest 
current at the Bank of England at the time of tin- proclamation of the 
moratorium, but will lie governed by the rate fixed l x the agreement : 
1'oatH v. Direction Dcr Diaconto-dcsellschaft, III T.E.K. 4 Hi. [I915] W.N. 
224.

The intervention of the moratorium during the period allmvi-d by a 
bank for the payment of an overdraft will postpone the date of payment of
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the overdraft for the morn ted term, and the hank lias no right to refuse 
payment on cheques drawn meanwhile: Allen v. London Com»///, t ie., Itank, 
31 T.L.R. 810.

On August <1. 1R14. a moratorium proelamatiou was issued, providing 
that all payments not less than £*> due and payable before August t> or 
on any day before Septemlier 4. in respect of any cheque drawn 
before August 4. or in respect of any contract made before that 
time, should lie payable one month after the original due date 
or on Septemlier 4. A cheque was drawn on a bank August â and 
presented for payment on August 10. which was returned by the bank. 
It was held that the bank was protected by the moratorium, as the case 
was one of payment in respect of a contract made before August 4: Flaeh 
v. London <(• South Western Hank. 31 T.L.R. 334.

Where a debt does not become due by virtue of the proclamations under 
the moratorium until some date after an act of bankruptcy already com
mitted. there is nevertheless a debt within see. (I. sub-sec. 1 (6), of the 
Hankruptcv Act, 1SS3. and the debtor can commit an act of bankruptcy .- 
Ite Sahler. 112 L.T. 133. |I!»I4| W.X. 43».

The Dominion Parliament authorizes a moratorium. My virtue of sec. 
4 (e) of the Finance Act. 1014. eh. 3 (('an.), in ease of war. invasion, riot 
or insurrection, real or apprehended, and in case of any real or appre
hended financial crisis, the Governor in Council may. by proclamation pub
lished in the ('amnia (laze I le. authorize, in so far as the same may be within 
the legislative authority i f the Parliament of Canada, the postponement 
of the payment of all or any debts, liabilities and obligations however 
arising, to such extent, for such time ami upon and subject to such terms, 
conditions, limitations and provisions as may be specified in the proclama

In Ontario, under the Mortgagor’s and Purchaser’s Relief Act, 1»15, 
eh. 22. sec. 5. in cases of foreclosure of mortgages or agreements for the 
purchase of lands, no action can lie taken without leave of Court, and in 
such cases the Judge, if he is of opinion that time should be given to Un
person unable to make any payment by reason of circumstances attributable 
directly or indirectly to the present war, may. in his absolute discretion, 
by order, refuse to permit the exercise of any right or remedy, or may 
stay execution or postpone any forfeiture or extend the time for the expen
diture of any money, for such time and subject to such conditions as In- 
thinks fit.

The Manitoba Moratorium Act does not apply to the enforcement, of 
an agreement for the sale of lands situate in another province: Stanh i/ v 
Strut hers, 22 D.L.R. (10.

Section 5 of the Moratorium Act. 1»14. Man., which stays actions “for 
the recovery of possession of the land charged" until after the lapse of a six 
months’ period, does not limit the recovery of a personal judgment for 
the amount due under a sale agreement for principal and interest, an i 
where an action which was pending when the Act was passed had not pi
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reeded to the entry of liiutl judgment before August 1st. ]il|4. the limit» 
t imi of see. 4 a* t • actions to enforce » covenant or agreement in respect 
of lands does nut prevent the subsequent entering up of judgment, although 
it stays proceedings to enforce payment by writ of execution or by régis 
tration of the judgment: I'islirr v. Ifnss, Ill D.L.R. tin. *24 Man. L.R. 77T

In the case of LviUiur v. ('timemu, 21 D.L.1I. SII4. 2ft Man. L.R. 71. it 
was held, alii lining the Master's deci-ioli. that a registered judgment was 
an instrument charging land with the payment of money within the mean 
ing of sec. 2 of the said Act. and no proceedings for sale could lie taken 
until after the lapse of ti months from August I. HU4.

The same view was taken in the ease of Slolnnlia n \. linn is. 21 I ». I.. 11. 
7ft. 2ft Man. L.R. 71. and it was further held that where the judgment is 
registered after duly .'II. 1HI4. it is a "contract" within the exception of 
sec. li. and by virtue of sees. 2lft Id of the (,'minty Courts Act so that 
the restrictions of the Moratorium Act do not apply to prevent an order 
for sale being made thereunder within the six months' period : sluhoilian v 
Harris, 21 D.L.R. 7ft. 2ft Man. L.R. 74.

Rut id Chapwan v. Hurtrll, supra. 2ft Man. L.R. 7th it was held that 
a registered judgment is not an “instrument charging land with Ill- 
payment of money." within the meaning of that expression as used in sr 
tion 2 of the Act : and. although a judgment for the payment of nionex is 
spoken of as a contract of record, it is not a contract at all in the ordinary 
.meaning of that word, much less a contract relating to land, and the title 
of tin* Act would indicate that it was not intended to all'ect judgments for 
the payment of money in any way. In construing the words in section 2.

Notwithstanding any provision in any mortgage of land or agreement 1 > 
purchase land or in any other iiMruinent charging land with the payment 
of money." it is proper to apply the • justlrm ipnnis rule and to hold that 
the " words “other instrument" do not extend to a registered judgment 
which is not of the same genus as a mortgage or agreement of purchase.

A foreclosure decree as to the purchaser’s interest under a land pur 
chase agreement will, since the Moratorium Act-. 1014. be conditional upon 
the non-payment of the principal, interest and costs within one year from 
the taxing officer's certificate, together with subsequent interest to tin* date 
of payment : Masircll \. Canirmn. 20 D.L.R. 71.

On motion for judgment in an undefended action for foreclosure of an 
agreement for sale, the plaint ill" is not entitled t > claim that the Mora
torium Act does not apply because of an abandonment of the land by the 
defendant, as provided in sec. 7. unless there is in the statement of claim 
an appropriate allegation to that elleet : \rmstmnii v. Sirlirls. 24 Man. 
L.R. 782.

In an action, commenced before the coming into force of the Moratorium 
Act. and not defended, the vendors claimed spi-eilie performance of an 
agreement of sale of land and in default, rescission and immediate posses 
'ion. also that, in default of payment, the lands might lie sold to realize 
the unpaid purchase money, interest ami costs. It was held. that, so far
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ns repartis the relief liv Hale, the vend »r* were entitled to a sale at the 
expiration of a year from the fixing of the time for payment : t'nited 
I lires I or« v. tiai/nor. 24 Man. L.R. 781.

An agreement f r sale of land whereby the purchaser is to pay the 
proceeds of one half of the wheat crop yearly until the purchase money 
and interest is fully paid, is within the exception of see. 4(h) of the 
Moratorium .Vet. Man., although the agreement is not for delivery of part 
of the crop itself: hut sec. 3 of the Act applies to extend for one year the 
time fixed for redemption under the Master’s report made before the Act 
came into force: llaipht v. Dories, 22 D.L.R. 507.

For a recent ease on Ma nit ha moratorium see lf> If ml l‘nprrtu | cl.

It was held by the Master of Titles at Saskatchewan, that the registre 
tion of a transfer subséquent to the issue of the Moratorium Proclamation 
is not forbidden thereby. Accordingly, where the property in land has 
passed in default of payment within the time specified in an order nisi for 
private sale to a specific purchaser, prior to the proclamation taking ellVct. 
the transfer to such person may lie registered : Re Moratorium Rrorlamo
tion i Sank. 1. 7 W.W.lt. 705.

Finally, it might lie well to conclude with the words of 1.37 L.T. 427. 
that "having now discussed these various points arising out of the positions 
as allTeted by the moratorium, it only remains to draw the reader’s atten 
tion once more to the King's request of Septemlier 1. 11)14, that ‘all per 
- ns who can discharge their liabilities should do so without delay'—advice 
which we feel confident will be acted on by everyone who has the good of 
his country at heart."

i. F.

DOYLE v. FOI.EY-O'BRIEN LTD.
Ontario Supreme Court. Appellate Division. Meredith. C.J.U.. tinrroir. Ma

in re n. Mnpee. nntl llodt/ins. t. April 2li. 11)15,
1. Master and servant (§11 A 4—75) —Safety as to pi..\« e—Mixes

Hoi.t: (TIAROED WITH DYNAMITE—WaRNINUH.

An unexploded hole charged with dynamite left in a mine by the 
night shift without any report or warning as required by Rule 14 of 
see. 1HI of the Mining Act R.X.O. 11)14. eh. .32. whereby a worker of 
the following shift, while engaged in his ordinary work, struck a 
protruding ledge of rock, causing an explosion, will render the master 
l'aide for the injuries he sustained thereby.

2. ( (IMIXVXM E VXD ADJOI HXMEXT I § II—5)—(iltoi XDS FOB*—Kx PER I
TESTIMONY—FrNCTlOM OF DYNAMITE—('.VI SE OF EXPLOSION.

It is a proper exercise of discretion in refusing to adjourn a trial 
f"l the purpose of enabling a defendant, who had been unaware of tli 
turning point in a case as to the cause of an explosion, to obtain 
expert testimony as to the action of dynamite, where the evident- 
at the trial shews that -the injuries were caused by contact with an 
unexploded hole, in contravention of statutory regulations, an I u 
with loose powder in the muck.
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22 D.L.R. | Doyle v. Foley O’Brien Limited.

3. Makikk x\n skuxxm i 8 11 (I I î* 1 * - ( omkimtoiiv \i i.i.h.i \« i l\
EXPLODED IIOI.K IX MINK K.Xll.lHE TO LOOK.

Tliv fart that an <-in|il<>\in a mini* ilid nut look to arc wIii-iIht or 
nut a hole charged with dynamite was nnex|doded, «lm» nut estaldisli 
cuntrihutory m-gligenre in liar uf his ad inn fur |ier#nnal injuries, 
where there were no warnings leading him In such inquiry.

4. I).X MALES (§111 14—193)—AMO! XTH— IaisS Ol IXI I MI'XIHMINI ol

An award of ÿô.gou daniagis in favour uf a man -R years idd fur the 
loss uf an eye and the impairment uf sight in tin* other, eau-i-d l>\ 
ex^diihiun in a mine, while liberal,' is nut excessive.

Appeal from a judgment of (’lute, .1., in favour of tin- plain- statement 
tiff fur *'>,‘200.

F. ./. Foley, for plaintiff, respondent.
II. F. Host, K.C., and (î. II. Sedycwick, for appellants.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Garrow, J.A.:—Appeal by the defendants from the judg- aarrow, j.a. 

ment of ('lute, J., at the trial before him without a jury, in 
favour of the plaintiff.

The action was brought by the plaintiff, a workman in the 
service of the defendants, to recover damages alleged to have 
been sustained by him owing to the negligence of the defendants.

The learned Judge found that negligence on the part of tin- 
defendants. in a failure to follow the provisions of the Mining 
Act and the rules therein contained for the safety of the miner, 
had been established; and with that conclusion I agree.

There were apparently two shifts of men employed, a day and 
a night ; and in each shift there were four men in addition to the 
engineer. There was no foreman or overseer or other person 
in charge to whom the report called for by rule 14 of sec. 1(14 of 
the Mining Act in the case of an unexploded hole could he made.
A blackboard to contain such a report had. however, been 
recently installed, but no chalk with which to write the report 
had been supplied, with the result that there was no notification 
of the unexploded hole by the shift going off work after the blast 
on Saturday night to the succeeding shift, as the statute clearly 
intends there shall be. The excuse offered is that the staff of 
operatives was so small as not to require such officers as a mine 
captain and shift bosses—which is an excuse perhaps, but not, in 
my opinion, an answer. The Act does not prescribe a minimum
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of s; the mine-owner may employ as many or as few
as he pleases; but, whether he employs many or few. he must 
carry on his operations in conformity with the provisions of the 
Act designed for the safety of the miner, which are as applic
able to the case of four employees as of four ’ " The
essential thing to be accomplished is to give to the incoming 
shift due warning of the danger from uncxplodcd holes, and 
the giving of such warning cannot he avoided by a failure to 
appoint the officers through whom, under the rules, such warn
ing is intended to be given. If there arc no such officers, then 
other provision for giving the necessary warning must be made in 
order that the provision of the Act may, at least substantially, 
be complied with. Here, as the evidence shews, the warning 
would have been effectually given if placed upon the blackboard, 
which would have been done if the necessary chalk had been 

a trifling, but as it turns out an all-important, omission.
On the argument before us, counsel for the defendants, in 

addition to contesting the defendants’ negligence in failing to 
give warning, also contended : (1) that the adjournment asked 
for at the trial should have been granted ; (2) the evidence dis
closes that the plaintiff’s injury could not have been caused by 
striking an unexploded hole, but was caused by striking loose 
powder, for which the defendants were not responsible ; (.'$) the 
plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence; and (4) the 
damages arc excessive.

The adjournment asked for was, as stated by counsel at the 
trial, for the purpose of obtaining the evidence of experts as 
to the action of dynamite; and the reason given for not having 
come to trial prepared with such evidence was because the de
fendants had not observed or become aware until the trial that 
the uncxplodcd hole was after the explosion which injured
the plaintiff still to contain a quantity of unes ' “ * powder 
—a circumstance which, it was argued, was entirely inconsis
tent with the plaintiff’s contention.

Clute, J., dealt with the application to adjourn, which was 
only made at the close of the plaintiff’s case, thus : “I think it 
would be wholly unfair to enlarge this case. Your clients do 
not seem to have taken sufficient interest in it even to attend.

4
B0C
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9055
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The accident occurred on the 16th Xovem >cr. 1913. The writ 
was issued in May. 1914. There was discovery by examination 
of the plaintiff : and, remembering that your clients have the 
control of the premises, and knew or ought to have known the 
cause of the accident so far as it could lie ascertained, it is too 
late now to ask the Court to adjourn the case on the possibility 
of something turning up that might be favourable to your 
clients.” Under the circumstances thus stated by the learned 
Judge, it appears to me that he exercised a wise discretion in 
refusing the application, with which we ought not to interfere.

The expert evidence, to obtain which the adjournment was 
asked, was, of course, intended to bear upon the second objec
tion; but. even without such evidence, the learned counsel for 
the defendants contended with great earnestness that, upon the 
evidence which was given, the accident could not have happened 
as described by the plaintiff. The point of his contention was 
apparently that the explosion would, in the ordinary course, 
have consumed the whole of the explosive. Such a contention, 
however, implies a constancy in the action of the explosive, dyna
mite, which was being used, which is not consistent with the 
evidence. There is not very much of it. it is true, and none of 
it what might be called strictly “expert,” but it is the evidence 
of working men of actual experience in the work of mining, and 
none the less valuable because of that. Campbell, the deckman, 
said that the usual mode of exploding in such situations, and the 
one followed in the present instance, was by means of a cap and 
fuse connected with the hole containing the explosive, which, 
when everything is ready, is lit : and that he had often seen 
partial explosions, and powder left in the hole. A similar state
ment was made by Carey, a mucker, who added that he had 
found whole sticks of unexploded dynamite among the muck 
after a blast.

Immediately after the plaintiff had been injured, the hole was 
examined by both Campbell and Carey. They both agree that 
there had been a partial explosion either on the occasion when 
the plaintiff was injured or prior thereto. Ten holes in all had 
been drilled and filled with explosive, and the blast set off on Sat
urday night, and only nine explosions were heard. That is not
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disputed. When then on the evidence did the partial explosion 
of the remaining hole where the plaintiff was working take 
place? This seems to be the vital question upon this branch of 
the case; and the matter seems to me to be really determined in 
the plaintiff’s favour by the evidence of demux, also a mucker, 
who says that, after the plaintiff’s injury, he found a part of 
a fuse and an uncrplothil cap in the immediate vicinity of the 
hole in question. Its presence there is wholly unact * for 
unless it is that in some way it had become unattached or was 
originally insufficiently attached to the hole in question which 
it was intended to explode, thus accounting for the missing ex
plosion on Saturday night. And, if there was no explosion then 
—which seems to be established—certainly none subsequently, 
but prior to the plaintiff’s injury, is shewn, with the result that 
the inference is strong—satisfactorily strong, it seems to me— 
that it was with that hole, and not with loose powder in the 
muck, that the plaintiff came in contact on the occasion in ques
tion, and that this partial explosion which the witnesses describe 
was the result of such contact.

Not much need be said upon the third question. The only 
negligence on the plaintiff’s part suggested by counsel really is 
v.bat he did not see the hole and that it was unexploded. This 
takes little account of the surroundings, it seems to me. The 
explosion of Saturday night had left the floor covered deep with 
debris, or muck, as it is called. The only light in the drift was 
derived from three or four candles. Assuming that every one 
vas doing as the plaintiff was—his duty—he had no reason to 
tpprehend the danger which overtook him. lie had looked at 
:hc blackboard before descending, and had found all clear there. 
Fie did not actually see the hole. It may have been, and indeed 
probably was, covered over with the dust or small debris of the 
Saturday’s explosion. Altogether, the circumstances do not 
■mggest to me any evidence of negligence on the plaintiff’s part.

Nor does the question of the amount of damages call for 
lengthened remark. The plaintiff is a young man, 29 years of 
age. He was earning a good wage, and had his life practically 
all before him. As the result of this injury, caused by the de
fendants’ negligence, he has been put to expense and made to

55
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suffer much pain, has lost one eye and had the sight of the other 
impaired. His career is thus practically ended, for there arc 
not many satisfactory occupations open to one so handicapped. 
All things considered. I am not at all convinced that the amount 
awarded, while liberal, perhaps, as verdicts go, is excessive.

For these reasons, I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

. I i>/h nl ilisniisst 1I.

McQUAID v. PRUDENTIAL TRUST CO.
Alhi rlu Su/in nii I’uurl, 11 it mi/, C.J. Jmiuary 20, lttl.Y 

I Dmisirioxs (§1 I/-I Commission to taki; kyihknck (Hun:ns <.i
mM VANIKS.

All order to take evidence of ollicers of the applicant eompain <r 
juris upon coniinission should not he made without proof of fads show
ing that the taking of the evidence in that wav is "necessary for the pur
poses of justice" i Alta. Huh*,'ttl'u; and where it is sought on a motion 
for directions leave should In* given to hoth parties to file allidavits.

I Park v. Srhmidir, il D.L.H. Ini, 5 A. I..It. TJ.'t. explained.!

Appeal from an order to take evidence on commission.
A. f’. (i. liurji, for appellant.
X II". Field, for respondent.

Il.xitvi:y, ( < >n motion for directions the defendant, whose
head office is in Montreal, asked to have the evidence of some 
of its officers then taken on commission. The plaintiff objected, 
and there was no material before the Master to shew the neces
sity for the order asked for. The Master made the order, but 
provided that tlie evidence so taken should not be read at the 
trial without leave of a Judge.

It is true that the plaintiff is furnished some protection by 
this proviso, but I think he should not be called on to meet an 
examination at an outside place until some reasonable ground of 
necessity is shew n.

Hule 395 provides that evidence for use at trial may lie taken 
by commission " When it appears necessary for the purposes of 
justice," while rule 225 provides that no affidavit shall be used 
on a motion for directions except by leave.

There is no doubt that in a great many cases directions even 
for commission can be given without any objection, and, there
fore, without the necessity of any affidavit, and it is quite evident
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that, where the witness to he examined is one over whom the 
party has no control, counsel might offer no objection, while he 
might object when the application is to take the evidence of a 
party or its employees.

The case of Park v. Schneider (1912), <» D.L.R. 4Ô1. f> A.L.R. 
423, and the authorities therein cited, clearly establish the need 
to make out a strong case to enable a party to give the evidence 
of himself or those under his control when the opposite party 
has ground for requiring their presence in Court.

It does not appear from the report, but it is a fact that in 
that case the order which was made by me authorizing an examina
tion of the plaintiff for discovery, with leave to the plaintiff to 
use such examination at the trial by leave of the trial Judge, 
was the best order the plaintiff could get on a second applica
tion for a commission, the first having been refused.

Before a proper discretion can be exercised, the circumstances 
of the case must be disclosed, and I am of opinion that the Master 
should have declined to make the order asked for until the de
fendant disclosed such facts as would satisfy him that it was 
“necessary for the purposes of justice," giving leave to both 
parties to file affidavits as on an ordinary motion. 1 will, there
fore, allow the appeal, but, as it is a comparatively new point 
of practice, the costs will he costs in the cause.

A ppeal allowed.

Re ONTARIO AND MINNESOTA POWER CO. AND TOWN OF FORT 
FRANCES.

fhitarw Supreme 1'oiirl. I'alconbridye. C.J.K.H.. Itiihlell. I.alrhford, ami 
Kelly, .1.1. Marrh 23. Ill If».

1. Taxes (§1111)—13(1 )—Excessive assessment—Appeal from—Ri
RUCTION.

On an appeal by a public utility company to tin- Ontario Railway 
ami Municipal Itnan! against the company's assessment if the appel 
hints prove that the amount assessed for buildings was excessive the 
onus is not upon them to prove that the total was likewise excessive; 
a reduction of the total assessment should lie made in respect of the 
excess in the building valuation unless the question of increase of the 
assessment under the other heads is before the Hoard on the evidence 
or upon an inspection of the property.

An appeal by the company (by leave) from a decision of the 
Ontario Railway and Municipal Board.
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The- assessment of tin* company for the year 1414 by lliv as
sessor of the municipality was as follows: land, $100,00(1; build
ings. $410,142: business assessment. $12*2.000: total. $047,042. 
These figures were altered by the Court of Revision: land. $95,- 
000; buildings. $705,000; business assessment. $200,000; total, 
$1,000,000. This was eonfirmed on appeal to tile Distriet Court 
Judge. There was a further appeal to the Hoard, ami the 
Board’s variations left the assessment : land, $550,000; buildings, 
$250,000; business assessment, $480,000: total. $1,280,000.

The appeal of the company was on two grounds: i 1 ) that 
under the law and the facts the assessment of $550,000 on the 
land exclusive of buildings could not be sustained; (2) that uu 
dcr the law ami the facts the assessment of $480,000 as a business 
assessment could not be sustained.

fr/j/w Osltr, for appellant company.
(I. II. Walsaii, K.C.. and .1. (>. IInrnni, for respondent town 

corporation.

Rii)i)i:i.i., J. (after setting out the facts at length) -From a 
perusal of the reasons given by the Board for their judgment, it 
appears that, on the evidence before them, they fixed the value 
of the buildings at $250,000. This is not complained of, and I 
sec no reason for doubting its substantial accuracy. This ap
pears in clause 2 of the order now appealed from.

The method of arriving at the value of the “land exclusive 
of buildings thereon,” as set out in clause 1, is as follows:

The finding of tin* District Judge “affirms that the actual 
value of the company’s lands, with business assessment added, 
is $1,000,000. On this appeal the validity of that judgment is 
questioned by the company on the ground of overvaluation. The 
appellants can succeed only by adducing proof that the actual 
value of these lands, including any increment accruing from the 
development of this water power, is less than the amount at 
which they are assessed. The president of the company, the 
most likely of all men to know, asked upon the witness-stand as 
to the value of the water power development, which the Board 
conceives to be the determining factor in fixing the value of these 
lands, declines to give an estimate, alleging as his reason the 
difficulties in the way. It may well be a matter of extreme diffi
culty to form such an estimate, involving as it must, where an en-
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terpriae of such magnitude and extent is eoneerned, a synthesis of 
many cléments of conjectural value. But, whatever the dilfi- 
eulties in the way of the appcllanta, in default of satisfactory 
proof of overvaluation, which can best In* made by shewing the 
property’s actual value, there is no other course open to the 
Board but to dismiss the appeal and confirm the assessment, but 
this should he subjected to the following modifications, which 
are in part matters of form.

“Without disturbing in other respects the aggregate amount 
of the assessment, exclusive of the business assessment, namely, 
$800,000. the Board is of opinion that it should be otherwise ap
portioned as between land and buildings. The readjustment 
proposed will respect the evident intention of the Court of Re
vision and District Court Judge, while bringing the assessment 
into harmony with the Board’s holding as to the devolution of 
the value created by the development of this water power.”

This seems to me, with great respect, to involve a complete 
misunderstanding of the situation. The District Court Judge 
did not assess the value of the land and buildings in a lump at 
$800,000 and then divide the amount between land and build
ings. lie valued the land at $95,000 and the buildings at $705,- 
000. It is precisely such a ease as though the plaintiff had sued 
for damages in a collision and obtained a verdict for a certain 
sum for personal injuries and another sum for injury to pro
perty. In an appeal on the ground of excessive damages the de
fendant would succeed if he proved an excessive amount on one 
head; it would not be necessary for him to prove that, taken 
altogether, the amount was excessive. If the plaintiff desired to 
hold the verdict for the full amount, i.e., for the sum of the two 
assessments, he must prove affirmatively that the other amount 
should be increased. This is a question of onus, and therefore a 
question of law, and is properly appealable to this Court.

1 think the Board erred in holding, as they did, that, having 
proved that the amount assessed for buildings was excessive, the 
appellants were bound to go on and prove that the total was ex
cessive, that is, that the assessment on the other head should not 
be increased by the same amount as the former was diminished.

If we could sec that the value was arrived at by the inspec
tion of the Board, the case might be different ; but nothing of
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the kind appears. The whole decision is based upon the sup
posed onus on the appellants. 1 do not express any opinion on 
the true method of arriving at the “actual value” of the land ; 
hut 1 am not to be taken as acceding in the least to Mr. Osier's 
argument. The appeal should he allowed on this head.

The other branch of the appeal depends on a pure question 
of fact. That fact is to be determined upon the evidence, and 
the evidence is at least ambiguous. The Board have taken one 
view of the evidence, and the appellants press another view. 
The Board saw and heard the witnesses, and I am unable to say 
that their view is clearly wrong. If any error has crept in. it 
is the fault of the appellants in not making their evidence quite 
clear, and they cannot complain. 1 think this branch of tin- ap
peal fails.

Success being divided, there should be no costs.
Falconbridge, C.J.K.B.. agreed with Riddell, .1.
Kelly, .1.. agreed in the result, for reasons stated in writing.

Latch ford, .1., agreed with Kelly, .1.
(h'<h r accordinyl y.

Re ONTARIO AND MINNESOTA POWER CO. AND TOWN OF FORT 
FRANCES.

Ontario Nnprciin t’onrt. Falconbridi,c. K.H.. Itiddrll. Latch font ami 
l\rll,,. .1.1. ii„il HI. lit 15.

1. Taxes (gill I)—13M)-—Assessment Am ai Review of i.aw.
On im appeal l i tliv n|i|ii'llnti- division nf ilii Supreme Court of On 

tario from tin- Ontario Railway ami Mmiivi|ial Hoard, in respect of 
the assessment of the projierty of a public utility cotupuny. the i|iies 
lion determined is one of law that the Board should, on the facts as 
found, lix the value of the property at a particular figure; the ap|>el- 
late division does not decide as a matter of fact that such is the value 
of the property hut t > save any question as to the cltect of the opinion 
of thi‘ appellate division, its certificate may contain a statement that 
in the opinion of the court it would have no effect as icn judicata in 
any future assessment.

| Uc Ontario and Minnesota 1‘oircr to. and Fort Francis. 8 (t.W.N. 
211». 22 U.LK. 878. referred to.|

Motion by the Corporation of the Town of Fort FrunceH to 
vary the “minutes of judgment ” as settled. The reasons for the 
opinion of the Court are noted ante 878.

(1. II. Watson, K.C., for corporation.
(Ilyn Osier, for company.
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Tin* judgment of the Court wns delivered by

Ruhhi.i., .1. : The ground taken is that the only appeal given 
being on a question of law. the form of the judgment (or opin
ion) is wrong.

(1) The Board had fixed the “actual value” of the land 
assessed at $1,000.000. and the only question of law (Assessment 
Act. R.S.O. 1014 eh. 105, see. 80(6) ) in respect of the land which 
was in question was. whether the Board should have fixed the 
“actual value” at $550.000 or $05.000. On the facts as disclosed 
we held, as a matter of law, that the “actual value” for the pur
pose of the assessment was $05.000. (On settling the minutes 
$5.000 was added by consent, as this amount had been omitted by 
mistake.) We did not determine as a matter of fact that that 
was the value ; what we did determine was a matter of law. i.e., 
that upon the Board’s own premises they should have “fixed” 
the value at the lower sum.

(2) The second matter of appeal before us upon the appeal 
from the Board was this. As a matter of law. should the Board 
have followed the principle they did and fixed the assessment 
they did? Or should they have followed another principle and 
fixed a smaller sum? Wc decided that they were right as a 
matter of law in fixing the larger sum.

The parties on settling the minutes before me agreed that 
what this Court should do was to “certify its opinion to the 
Board” under the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board Act. 
R.S.O. 11)14 eh. 186, see. 48(3) : and I acceded to their request 
to certify our opinion. It may be very doubtful whether the 
general provisions in the section just referred to apply in view 
of the express provision that in an appeal of this nature “the 
practice and procedure on the appeal to a Divisional Court shall 
be the same ... as upon an appeal from a County Court:” 
R.S.O. 1914 ch. 195, sec. 80(6), (7). But I do not raise this 
objection in view of the position and request of the parties.

The form of the “opinion” as settled was as follows :—
“This is to certify that upon the motion made unto this 

Court on the 3rd and 4th days of March, 1915, by counsel on 
behalf of the appellant, in presence of counsel for the respond-
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cut. by way of appeal from the judgment pronounced herein 
by the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board on Saturday the 
21st day of Noven .>er. 1914. upon the grounds mentioned in the 
notice of motion filed, upon hearing read the evidence adduced 
before the said Ontario Railway and Municipal Board, the order 
herein of this Court dated the 14th day of January, 1915, and 
the proceedings herein, and the said order appealed from, and 
upon hearing what was alleged by counsel aforesaid, this Court 
was pleased to direct that the said motion do stand over for its 
opinion, and the same coming on this day for its opinion:

“1. This Court was of opinion that the actual value of the 
lands assessed should be fixed at $100,000.

“2. And this Court was further of opinion that the amount 
of business assessment of the appellant should be fixed at the sum 
of $210,000.

“3. And this Court did not see fit to make any order as to 
costs. ’ ’

1 think the form is right—there is no necessity for and no 
sense in setting out the facts and principles upon which we 
arrived at our result, any more than in the ordinary case of 
appeal ; our conclusions are conclusions of law and not of fact. 
We do not say that as a matter of fact the value of the land. etc., 
is so much : but as a matter of law the Board should on the facts 
as found fix the value, etc., at so much.

Mr. Watson asked us to add the following: “This order shall 
not be deemed to operate as an adjudication or estoppel between 
the parties hereto upon the question of actual value for the 
purpose of assessment, under the Act. of the property of the 
appellant company.”

Had this been suggested upon the “settling of the minutes." 
it would probably have been inserted, and Mr. Osier does not 
object to its being inserted now. But on mature consideration I 
think it should not be made part of the “opinion.” We are 
passing upon matters of law arising in the appeal, and not on 
questions of fact. We are certifying to the Board our opinion 
on these matters of law, and we should not in such opinion add 
what the effect may or may not be. There can be no objection, 
however, to our saying here that the “opinion” has. in our view,

K# ;

ONT.

SC.

Rk
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Minnesota
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ONT. no effect as a res adjudicata in any future assessment : nor do
SC. we express any opinion as to the actual value of the land or as

Riddrll. J. to the amount at which the value would or should have been 
fixed had the proceedings taken a different course.

Motion dismissed with costs.

ONT. TOWN OF FORT FRANCES v. ONTARIO AND MINNESOTA POWER CO.

S. C. Ontario Supreme Court. Clutc. in Chamberx. \uiiust 20. 11115.
1. Stay of procfkihxiih ( # I :to i Stay pknoino appkai Aksrhhmfnt fob

RCHOOI. TAXKH.
Statement. Motion by the defendant company to stay execution of the 

judgment in this action pending an application to be made by 
the defendant company for leave to appeal to the King in his 
Privy Council from the judgment of the Supreme Court of 
Canada of the 23rd June, 1915.

The action was brought on the (ith March, 1914, to recover 
the taxes due by the defendant company to the plaintiff town 
corporation for the years 1911 and 1912. Two months after the 
commencement of the action, the defendant company paid the 
taxes for 1911. The question involved in the proposed appeal 
was only as to the liability of the defendant company for school 
taxes. The judgment of the trial Judge in favour of the plain
tiff corporation had been unanimously affirmed by a Divisional 
Court of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of On
tario and by the Supreme Court of Canada.

Olyn Osier, for defendant company.
(Ira if son Smith, for plaintiff corporation.

Clutk, J., said that an objection to the jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court of Ontario to stay proceedings pending an appli
cation to the Privy Council for leave to appeal could not be 
successfully maintained : Thompson v. Equity Fire Insurance 
Co. (1909), 1 O.W.N. 137 ; Hughes v. Cordova Mines Limited 
(1915), 8 O.W.N. 372.

The question in the action was purely one of fact, and there 
was nothing of any magnitude or of any public interest or im
portance involved ; it was not probable that an appeal to the 
Privy Council would be permitted. There was no doubtful 
question of law of such general importance as to call for extra
ordinary interference: Tahb v. Grand Trunk R.W. Co. (1904'. 
8 O.L.R. 514.
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The following decisions of the Judicial Committee were re- 0NT 
fcrred to: Johnston v. Minister and Trustees of St. Andrew's s c. 
Church Montreal ( 1877). 3 App. Cas. 159; Valin v. Langlois Towx"ok 
(1879), 5 App. Cas. 115; Prince v. (iagnon (1882). 8 App. Cas. Fort 
103; City of Montreal v. Acs Ecclésiastique» du Séminaire de lll'^,ls

St. Sulpice de Montréal ( 1889). 14 App. Cas. 060; Daily Tele- I,VI XK,U

graph Newspaper Co. \. McLaughlin, |1904] A.C. 770; Wüftcy Minnesota 
Ore Concentrator Syndicate Limited v. V. (iufhridyi Limited, l>OWKK ( " 

[1900] A.C. 645, 550. r.
Motion dismissed with costs.

Re ONTARIO AND MINNESOTA POWER CO AND TOWN OF FORT ONT 
FRANCES.

Ihitario Supreme Court. Unycc.J. I.. in rim minis. \ininsi 2H. I ! » I. S. ( .
1. Aitkai. i 6 Il V 4 «.»i—.It himiuvtiox\i xxioixt Aiti:ai i hum tan 

AHSKHHMKNT.

Motion by the company for approval of the security lodged statement 
by them upon a proposed appeal to His Majesty in His Privy 
Council from the decision of a Divisional Court. 22 D.L.R.. ante.

Maukk, J.A., said that, whether or not anything but ques- 
tions of fact was involved, and whether or not an appeal on 
questions of assessment was intended to be allowed, the matter 
in controversy for the purposes of an appeal from the decision 
of the Divisional Court was not shewn to exceed

Reference was made to City of Toronto v. Toronto Electric 
Light Co. (1906), 11 O.L.R. 310 ; Canadian Pacific IL IV. Co. v.
City of Toronto ( 1909). 19 O.L.R. 663; Heard mem v. City of 
Toronto ( 1910), 2 O.W.N. 479 : Fréchette \. Simoneau (1900),
31 8.C.R. 12.

Application refused.

CAMPBELL v. THE NOVA SCOTIA STEEL AND COAL CO. LTD.
Sont Scotia Sii/minc I’mo I. Sir Charles Tniriuihcicl. I Urn hum. 

unit ItiiHHitl, nml l.oinjlcii. •/•/. March !l. 1U1Â.
1. Railways i g III—51 »—Ockkatiox — Siuxalh xxn h \«.mi x A ami*

Sec. •J51 of the Rail win Act. ( an., limier which a man must In> 
stationed on the la*t car 1 > give warning of the train'- approach when 
it is moving reversely in a city, town or village, applies to a work 
train operating on the surface wholly within the filant of a company 
subject to the Railway Act. situate in a city. 1 mil or village a« « 
as to eases where the street* of the lliUllieipillity are erosseil by the 
train moving backward*.

| McMullin v \.S. Sla t <*».. :«» Can. S.c.R. applied. |

N. S. 

S. C.
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Nova Scotia

Uraiiam. B.J.

Aim'Kal from u judgment of Ritchie, ,).
IV. A. Henry, K.C.. for appellant.
T. 7. IV. Meagher, for respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Graham, E.J. :—This is an action under the Fatal Injuries 
Act to recover damages in respect to a deceased employee of 
the defendant company who, it is alleged, was killed by its neg
ligence. Within the company’s works a locomotive is used to 
draw two pots on wheels filled with molten metal from the blast 
furnace to the open hearth. There is a flat car between the 
locomotive and the first pot, I suppose because it is hot and might 
splash. The locomotive backs down to the loaded pots, then 
goes ahead up to the scales to be weighed, where there is a 
switch or “V,” then backs in to the shed, the pots ahead, where 
by means of an overhead crane and locomotive the metal is put 
into what is called the mixer. The evidence shews that backing 
into the shed is a better arrangement than the opposite course. 
The pots are about 15 or 20 feet in diameter and the flat car 
about 20 or 25 feet long. The flat car on each side protrudes in 
width beyond the track about four inches and beyond the space 
the pots take up 2 feet beyond the track itself. This operation 
is perfornujf.1 every 3 hours. On the occasion in question the 
locomotive signalled as usual by giving two short blasts, and 
this signal meant to those in the shed that the hot metal was 
coming, more particularly to the crane man to get ready to deal 
with it. It also was ringing its bell as it was backing down to 
announce its coming. Several witnesses proved this fact. In 
charge was a driver, fireman and hrakeman. The rate of speed 
was about as fast as a man could walk. The duty of the de
ceased in this shed was to shovel up on the side of the track slag 
and refuse into pans. When the pots entered the building lie 
was standing about 25 ft. within the entrance and about 4 ft. 
from the track with his back to the pots. He appears to have 
turned a bit and moved towards the track and lie was struck in 
the back by the corner of the flat car. the pots having passed 
him. He was thrown down and his legs broken, from which 
injury he died.
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The learned Judge was of opinion that see. 251 of the Rail
way A et applied to this train.

It was held to apply in the ease of McMullin v. X.S. Shi I, 3!) 
Can. S.C.R. 593, the ease of a man who was shovelling snow 
being run over by a working train in the company's use.

That provision of the Aet is as follows:—

N.S.

\o\ x Si OTIA

Whenever any train of ear* i* mmiug rvxi-rwvly in any city, vown or <•,, (
villag<‘. tin* locum itive ami lender lieing in tin1 rear of such train the 
company «lia 11 station on the last ear in the train a person who shall warn nraimm. K.J 

persons standing on or erossing the traek of railwax of the approavli
of sueli engine, tender ami train.

Then follows the penalty.
The learned Judge holds that this traek operating wholly 

within the eompany's plant and free from thoroughfares is mov
ing in a “city, town or village" and I think there is support 
for that in the McMullin ease. Possibly if it were one of the 
trains in their mines operating in unlighted areas a different ease 
might be presented.

To the argument that a man eould not be stationed on the 
path of molten metal the learned Judge answers that the com- 
pany must put on an additional ear for the carrying of a look
out man and enlarge the works to make room for that ear both 
where the metal is taken in. which would not be convenient, and
where it is discharged. The learned Judge finds that the want 
of the mail caused the accident to the deceased. He says: “I 
draw the inference of fact that he would have got out of the 
way and escaped if the man hail been there.'.’

It is difficult to say why the deceased stood so near the traek 
approaching rather than retreating from it. One would have 
thought that the heat of the molten metal passing before he 
was struck would have aroused him to consciousness or the
vibration caused by 50 tons’ weight of each laden pot as it passed. 
I would have had some doubt when all appeal such as he had to 
all five senses except perhaps that of taste was ignored whether 
the man on the look-out would surely have prevented the acci
dent. He may at the age of 70 have become dizzy or confused. 
However, that is the finding.

Then the learned Judge finds that there was no contributory 
negligence. First, as to the ringing of the bell he says. “ Hopkins
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Nova Scotia

Graham, B.J.

did not hear the bell and I draw the inference that Campbell did 
not hear it." But Hopkins was in a different place above tin- 
level of the train and in the midst of his own noisy machinery. 
It undoubtedly was ringing.

The learned Judge also gives as one reason that Campbell did 
not hear the bell, because, “It certainly does not seem probable 
that a man with notice from the bell that the train was right on 
him would remain where he might lie struck." I think with de
ference these reasons do not advance tin- argument. And Hop
kins, called by the plaintiff, says he thinks it likely that the 
deceased could hear the bell on that occasion. Also, that he 
would have heard it ‘‘if he bad-been looking particularly for 
the bell." The learned Judge finds that he heard the air 
whistles, the signal of its coining. Angus Campbell, the foreman 
of the yard, was talking with the deceased at the time that tin- 
train left the weighing scales, and whistled the two blasts. He

if. Did you hear tin- signal of tin- train? A. Yes. it was after the whistle 
blew that I left him. It was from the time the locomotive left the scale 
house where they weigh the metal, from that time to the time the pot 
metal came in that I was walking out. ... if. What made you break 
oil" the conversation with him? A. I saw this metal coming after leaving 
the scale-house and there was a crane standing at the door, and I was on 
the way out to tell them to go away with it. but in the meantime they 
hail left before 1 got there.

The object of the whistle, In- says, was
To clear the road and tell the overhead crane man it was coming, and 

the ladle man. 'Ill is whist le was to give everybody warning that Un
met a I was coming.

At p. 39 he had said:—
Q. When you were talking to him he was standing near the track? 

A. Yes. probably four feet. . . . He would have cleared the train if 
lie had stayed where lie was then.

And at p. 38:—
if. He must have moved in closer to the track? A. Yes, In* must have, 

lie could not have been hit where I saw him. Q. If he was in any further 
in the building it was due to the blow he got? A. He was practically 
standing in the same neighbourhood but nearer the track? A. That is all 
the difference.

Then the learned Judge finds that even if the deceased was 
guilty of contributory negligence yet the result of it could have
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been avoided by the fireman telling the driver to stop the train 
when he first saw the deveased. When he first saw him the 
deceased was four feet away from the track and in a place of 
safety. And then he did not see him from the time the metal 
pots passed until he was struck, although he was looking in that 
direction. It is obvious that the deceased had moved towards the 
track. All of the witnesses prove that. In fact, he would not 
have been struck if he had remained where he was. Now the 
fireman had the right to presume that the deceased was going to 
act with ordinary care until he had some notice to the contrary. 
When he did see him again he told the driver to stop, but it was 
tun late. The point that the fireman did not tell the driver to 
stop in sufficient time is not raised in the pleading, but perhaps 
that is not material. A man four feet away from the track not 
shewing any trace of being absorbed or of being inattentive to 
his surroundings was not a matter to excite attention, lie was 
in perfect safety. Angus Campbell, who says that he was stand
ing probably 4 feet from the track, answers:

N. S.

s. < .
Campbki.i 

Nova Scon a

Graham, E.J.

Q. Perfectly safe where In* was standing? A. Yes. when I saw him.
It was the unexpected reduction of that distance, of which 

there is no explanation, which caused the accident.
The learned Judge finds:—

I timl fiat the tlroine i liecaim- aware *niictimc lief ire the car struck 
Camhpcll that if In- continued standing where In- was. risk of lining struck 
by the end of the car.

Now this is what the fireman, whom the plaintiff called, said 
about it :

i). Non can't sax? A. I am not positive which side I saw iirst when 
backing in. Q. Did you have your eyes on him all the time? A. I «lid not 
see him all tin- time.

By the Court :—
y. When he was struck he was not in the same place as when you saw 

him? A. Ye», as when I saw him when hacking in. </. That was t foci 
■wax from the track? A. No. he was not 4 feet from track when he was 
■truck. Q. He hail moved? A. Ye*, hut he xvas in the *ume place from the 
door where I first saw him standing. Q. He had conn* nearer the track - 
A. He came nearer the track. if. How far off the track xvas 
he xvhen he was «truck? A. lie xvas right at the end of tin-
flat car. "I hat would he about 2 feet from the track. The end of the 
flat ear would project about, txvo feet over the end of the rail. Q. |)o ) 

understand yon. you lost sight of him from the first time you saw him
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N. S. until hi* struck tin* lint enr ï A. I iliil not mi* him from tin- time that the
hot mixer pot* puswcd until lie xvn* struck hy the lint enr. (/ Mow whh 

that that you lost sight of him! A. 1 can’t explain it just right, i).
Were you looking: wluit was the reason! A. I was looking in the direction 
all the time. </. Where had lie disappeared to in the meantime! A. I

l X MI'IIKLI.

\o\ \ Scotia might have cast down my eyes. (). Tell xvlien you saxx him struck! A.
When lie xxas struck hx the liât ear he xvas standing, lie was struck on 
the right side, lie apparently turned around and the end of the tint car

in I,to. struck him. (J. The hot metal pots had passed him ! A. Ne».
I have road the evidence over carefully and I must confess 

that on the question of contributory negligence I would. I think, 
have conic to a different conclusion. Hut 1 believe this does not 
justify a .fudge in all eases in reversing a judgment when the 
que '♦!on is one of fact, although in this case there is no material 
conflict in the evidence.

Therefore. I dismiss the appeal and with costs.

Appall dismissal with costs.

SCOTTISH CANADIAN CANNING CO. v. DICKIE.B C.
Hnlish Columbia CourI of A/i/nal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Irving, Marlin, (SaUihcr

and McrhillijiH, JJ.A. May (i. 1915.

I. CoKISIHATIOSH AND CoMI'ANIKH I § IV (î'J I I lift I MaNAOINO DIIIKCToH 
I'OWKKH OK I.KAKK.

The managing director of a company incorporated in England under 
the Companies Consolidation Act. 190s, to xvlioin tin* company has 
given power of attorney to do all acts, execute all deeds and instruments 
as. in his opinion, may he necessary, convenient or expedient in relation 
to the property and business of the company, has authority to lease 
the company's salmon cannery and business as a going concern.

statement Am*:\i. from a judgment of Clement. ,1.

Ritchie, K.C., for appellant. defendant.
X .S'. Taylor, K.C., for respondent, plaintiff.

M \< don AU). C.J.A., dissented.M.i (I'HihIiI. 

flllnWl'IlUllg)
irtmg i x Ihvinu, J.A.: The appeal is brought by the defendant

Diekic only, who Imtl obtained from Sherman (the other de
fendant ) a lease of the company's cannery. The learned Judge 
came to the conclusion that tilt bough Sherman was to be allowed 
to remain in control under the agreement of April 7. 11114. it did 
not authorise him to make a lease of the property to Dickie, as 
the granting of such a lease would rentier it impossible for Sherman 
to hand over the company’s property. Having placed that eon-
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struction on 1li<- agreement, Ik- holds the1 company can attack the 
lease as against Sherman, and he therefore holds that as Dickie 
was an intimate acquaintance «if Sherman, he. Dickie, is hound 
by th«‘ implied provision that the learned Judge remis into it.

As I read the learned .bulge's reasons, that was the only 
ground on which he gave judgment against Dickie.

He <li«l not find that Dickie was guilty of any fraud, or that 
the lease was a sham transaction. The basis of his judgment 
was that the action of Sherman in entering into the lease for the 
season of 1014 was of such a destructive character to the com
pany's credit that the Court was justifie«l in seeking the inter- 
position of the ( mill to have him removed and the lease cancelled.

At present we are hut indirectly concerned with Shcimnn. 
He has been attacked, and some things he has «lone seem ill- 
advised, hut I am not able to say that Dickie has l>cen guilty of 
fraud. To reach that conclusion you mu he able to feel that 
you have looked into his mind and that evidence satisfies you 
of his guilt.

The power of attorney of October C>, MM 1 (p. ÜMM. authorises 
Sherman
to ilo nil such nets, matters or things ami to cxi-nitc all such ilcciis ami 
instruments as. in the opinion of the attorney, may he necessary, con
venient oi ex|M'«lient in relation to the property ami business of the eom-

This, in my opinion, would authorise a lease of the cannery and 
business as a going concern. The 14th article reads (p. IÎ21 A.H.i:

To enter into. make, sign, seal, ami deliver all su«,h contracts, receipts, 
agreements, payments, assignments, sales, transfers, mortgages, assuranci's. 
instruments, ami things ns may, in the opinion of the said atlornex be 
necessary, convenient, or expialient in relation to the property or business 
of the company in the said Dominion, and to act as a committee of the 
board of directors of the company for any of tin* purposes of this clause.

The 17th article is peculiarly strong. It is as follows
And it is hereby «leclared that the said attorney, in exercising tin 

(lowers hereby «•«inferred upon him. shall conform to tin- regulations and 
diiections for the time being imposed on or given to him by the company, 
and may suh-<lclcgatc to any |mtsoii or persons any of tin* powers hereby 
«inferred upon such terms and conditions as may seem expi-ilient, and 
may at any time revoke any such sub-delegation, pmvideil always that no 
IH-rson dealing with tin- said attorney or any such suli-dch'gutf shall be 
conccrni'il or cntitlc«l to see or cmpiirc whether the sai«l atlornex or suh- 
dclcgnte is or is not acting in accordance with such regulations or direi'tioiis. 
and. notwithstanding any breach «if such regulations or directions eom-

B. C.

C. A. 

Scottish

Irving. J.A.
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Irving, J.A.

Gellllier, J.A. 
(dissenting)

M< I'liillii*. J.A.

mitted by the said attorney or sub-delegate in regard to any act, deed, 
instrument, or thing, the same shall, as between the company and the 
person or persons dealing with such attorney or sub-delegate, be valid and 
binding on the company to all intents and purposes.

The position of the managing director in May ami June must 
have U-eii one of great anxiety. The company had placed him 
in control, and had not nominated anyone with whom it was his 
duty to confer. Mr. Windsor’s appointment was conditional, 
and the conditions had not been satisfied, and the season for or
ganisation of the cannery was already at hand.

I would allow the appeal.

Martin, J.A.:- I would allow the appeal.

(îALLIHKB, J.A., dissented.

[Martin and (Iallihkr, JJ.A.. did not give written reasons.|

M< Phillips, J.A. (after setting out the facts): it is apparent 
that at the time of the entry into the Memorandum of Terms 
there was recognition by the company that the defendant Sherman 
was still clothed with the authority as previously set forth and as 
contained in the power of attorney and agreements with the 
company, that is, was still the managing director and in control.

This is all the more accentuated when clause 5 of the Memor
andum of Terms is perused, considered, and given its true and 
proper construction :

5. I’lit il the provisions of Clause 4 becomes operative, Mr. Sherman 
to remain in control, but, provided the company makes the necessary 
financial arrangements, he will re-start and carry on the business of the 
company in Canada in consultation with any person nominated by the 
company for that purpose. It is understood that Mr. Sherman will not 
enter into any contract on behalf of the company without the consent of 
the , erson nominated by the company, and that whilst he remains in 
control he will act as a loyal servant of the company and do his best to further 
its interests.

hi my opinion the conditions precedent necessary to Ik* per
formed to divest the defendant Sherman of the control vested in 
him of the company’s property and business affairs were not 
performed: therefore the defendant Sherman stood in the position 
lie stood in on October ('», 1911 at the time of the trial of this 
action and was rightly entitled to justify all that he had done, 
as lieing the exercise of powers conferred upon him by the power 
of attorney and the agreement, each bearing date October ti. 1911.

8
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With respect to one of the conditions precedent, that is. “the 
settlement under Messrs. But tar iV ( 'hiene's certificates shall 
have taken place and any money due thereunder is paid to Mr.
Sherman," the certificates had not issued or the award made 
at the time of the commencement of the action, namely. July 7,
1014, and although apparently an award was later made by 
Messrs. But tar <V ( ’hiene—that is, on July 21. 1014—it was by 
the order of Mr. Justice Clement, under date September 20. 1014 MlPhlu,p'', A 
(the learned trial Judge who tried this action), set aside ; therefore 
it is plain that one of the events provided for was not performed 
in fact, was impossible of performance.

Therefore, following out the construction I have put upon 
clause 5—that is, that upon the facts clause 4 did not become 
operative then it is a matter for enquiry as to whether, the 
defendant remaining in control, the further contingency hap
pened, i.e., the company making the necessary financial arrange
ments, the defendant Sherman should re-start and carry on the 
business in consultation with any person nominated by the 
company for that purpose. As to this I fail to see upon the 
evidence that the company did make the necessary financial 
arrangements, nor was there any person nominated by the com
pany with whom the defendant Sherman was to consult.

The learned counsel for the respondents strongly argued 
that the latter part of clause 5 was an inhibition upon the de
fendant Sherman and prevented him entering into any contracts 
or instruments on behalf of the company, save only with the 
consent of the person nominated by the company, and that 
that nominated |>erson was J. W. Windsor. With deference,
I cannot agree with this contention, as the evidence, in my 
opinion, does not support any nomination being made, and most 
certainly there is an entire absence of evidence that the financial 
arrangements were made.

Finally, with regard to the construction to be placed on clause 
5, my opinion is that the position of the defendant Sherman upon 
the facts remained unaltered, and he was in control ; and further, 
as provided by clause 5, being still in control, lie was under com
pulsion to “act as a loyal servant of the company and do his best 
to further its interests."

The season of 11114 drew on, and it is apparent upon the
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proper financial and other arrangements to enter upon the season's 
work.

It is to lie remembered that the defendant Sherman was still
Di/ki.-. the managing director of the company, and answerable not only 

to his colleagues upon the board of directors but to the share
M< l'hilll|M. .1. A. holders for the due discharge of the duty imposed upon him, and 

it was his bounden duty to exercise the powers conferred upon 
him, the exercise of which he had undertaken, and being still in 
control was it not reasonable—in fact, was it not incumbent upon 
him to exercise his liest judgment, placed as he was? 1 am 
convinced that it was his duty to take all such steps as in accor
dance with his best judgment were necessary to conserve the inter
ests of the company. That being the case, who is to be entitled 
to question his conduct or acts and deeds in the carrying out of 
that which in his judgment would best advance the interests of 
the company? In answer it may be said that assuredly the 
company would In* entitled to do this. Did the company, though, 
intervene? The answer upon the evidence is, No. It left the 
defendant Sherman in control, and entitled to, and. in my opinion, 
bound to act in the exercise of the powers conferred under the 
power of attorney and agreement of date October fi, 1911. In 
clause 17 of the |lower of attorney, it is true, the defendant 
Sherman was called upon to “conform to the regulations and 
directions for the time 1 icing imposed on or given to him by the 
company." The company upon the evidence left him in control, 
and that control he was rightly, in my opinion, entitled to exercise.

Now, to deal specifically with the judgment of the learned 
trial Judge, with which with all respect I entirely disagree.

There is first the injunction restraining the defendant Dickie 
from all right of entry u|n>ii the premises leased to him or the 
enjoyment thereof, the cancellation of the lease, and the im
position of damages against both defendants by reason of the 
possession taken by the defendant Dickie and the granting of the 
lease.

Now, with respect to this portion of the judgment, in what 
way can it be sustained? The defendant Sherman was—and
1 think it can be said to lie admittedly—in control. In any case
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it can lx* said that the learned trial Judge was of the opinion that 
he was in control. When referring to the Memorandum of Terms 
the learned trial Judge uses this language:

That agreement provide* for the necessary transfer of stork, the issue 
of certificates, and so on; for a reference to a firm of accountants in Van
couver to audit the company's accounts and certify as to how the balance 
stood, and i i the meantime the defendant Sherman was to “remain in 
control.” 'I hat is the expression used in the agreement. Whatever that 
may mean. I do not think it authorized Sherman to take such a step as 
granting the lease to Dickie, which would render it impossible for Sherman 
to carry out the terms of the agreement.

It is to he remembered that tin business of the plaint ills was 
a cannery business, the canning of salmon, and the season to be 
taken advantage of is well known />.. the salmon run season 
and the arrangements to take advantage of the annual salmon 
run must be always made in the springtime of each year, if not 
Itefore. This is a matter of common knowledge in British Co
lumbia, and it is to be noted that not until June (», 11114, did the 
defendant Sherman act, then absolutely des|miring, as I read the 
evidence, of anything possible being done in the way of tlx* 
company carrying on tlx* season’s work: ami not until then did 
he take the step he did of leasing to the defendant Dickie. To 
have remained idle and done nothing would have liven in my 
opinion a serious dereliction of duty upon his part. The policy 
or impolicy of what he did is not for the Court, but if I were to 
express my opinion, which may lx* said to be, of course, extra
judicial, lx* did a prudent act in the interests of the plaintiffs in 
executing the lease, and it was an act plainly within the scope 
of the authority vested in him and in the due exercise of the duty 
imposed upon him.

The evidence shews that to maintain a canner) business in 
good standing, />., to preserve the good will and keep it a going 
concern, is vital; and this means continuous operation and tlx* 
keeping together of the fishermen attached to its operation; and 
this means advances to the fishermen and continuation of em
ployment to reimburse the company for not only present advances 
but for past due advances.

The Japanese fishermen presented a petition outlining the 
situation of affairs under date June 3, 11)14 (see A.B. p. 390A), 
and in that petition is to lx* noted this language:

If you etuinot protect us. we will be forced to go elsewhere, us we can
not afford to lose the only work we depend on for our living, bast winter

we»
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was a very hard one on us, as we hail not much work. And we cannot live 
on promise much longer, as our friendH at other eamierv have received 
their wants long ago. whereas our position looks very hopeless if we con
tinue to wait. Please accept this statement, for when other canneries 
hear we are leaving in a body they willingly receive us. and would be hard 
to get the men back again. Hoping you will give this your immediate con
sideration.

Independent of the lease granted to the defendant Diekie, 
an agreement was entered into lietween the plaintiffs and the 
defendant Diekie of date June ti, 11114, and from a recital therein 
it is seen that the Japanese fishermen were indebted to the plain
tiffs, and the arrangement made was to have the defendant Dickie 
get in these moneys, which could only In- accomplished by the 
carrying on of the business during the season of 1914. In fact 
the transaction was one throughout, in my opinion, conceived 
with the honest intention of safeguarding the interests of the 
plaintiffs in every way. To enter into the details and the matters 
of account would be a task that in my opinion is not east upon 
the Court in this u|f|>cal.

The defendant Dickie was, as the evidence shews, to pay for 
all stock in hand and taken over, and to indicate that he at once 
undertook the burden of matters to keep the business intact and 
as a going concern it is only necessary to refer to the statement of 
the cash paid out commencing with June ti and ending with July 
8, 1914, as contained in the statement thereof (see A.B., pp. 440, 
441, 442), in the whole #9,575.73. Included in this amount is 
the sum of #500 on account of the rent, which was #3.000 for the 
term leased, namely, until December 31. 1914.

The defendant Sherman, according to my view of the evidence, 
made a truthful disclosure of all that he did in his letter to W. K. 
Holland, the secretary for the plaintiffs, being of date June 8. 
1914 (see A.B., pp. 413-415), and it is to be rememliered that the 
defendant Sherman was acting under the |x>wer of attorney and 
agreement entered into with him, and was the managing director 
with the power to act as a committee of the board of directors, 
and in my opinion all that he did was binding upon the plaintiff, 
and in my opinion it is idle argument to contend otherwise.

When the defendant Dickie was considering the proposition 
that he should lease the property of the plaintiffs and carry on 
the cannery for the season of 1914, he proceeded, in my opinion, 
in the manner a careful and prudent man would under the cireum-
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stances, and amongst other things he took legal advice as to the 
authority in the defendant Sherman to make the lease and the 
other business arrangements, and was advised that the defendant 
Sherman could make the lease—ami in fact the defendant Dickie 
himself saw the power of attorney. In view of these facts, ami 
in particular of clause IK in the power of attorney, reading as 
follows :

IK. And it is hereby declared that the said attorney, in exercising the 
powers hereby conferred upon him, shall conform to the regulations and 
directions for the time being imposed on or given to him by the board of 
directors of the company, and max sub-delegate to any person or persons 
any of the flowers hereby conferred on him upon such terms and conditions 
as may seen) expedient, and may at any time revoke any such sub-delega
tion. provided always that no person dealing with the said attorney or 
any such sub-delegate shall be concerned or entitled to see or enquire 
whether the said attorney or sub-delegate is or is not acting in accordance 
with such regulations or directions, and. notwithstanding any breach of 
such regulations or directions committed by the said attorney or sub
delegate in regard to any act, deed, instrument or thing, the same shall, 
as between the company and the person or persons dealing with such attorney 
or sub-delegate, be valid and binding on the company to all intents and 
purposes.

B. C.

C. A. 
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(’an it lie contended with any possibility of success that the lease 
is not g<Mid and sufficient and of legal effect, even if the defendant 
Sherman were acting not in accordance with regulations and 
directions imposed upon him or given to him by the board of 
directors? It would seem to me that upon the facts it can only 
be said that the lease is unassailable and is binding upon the 
plaintiffs. As a matter of sequence it then follows that in my 
opinion the lease was a good and subsisting lease and the learned 
Judge was in error in setting the same aside and declaring it null 
and void and in declaring that the defendant Dickie was a tres
passer and iu granting an injunction against him and in finding 
damages by reason thereof against both of the defendants, and 
that the judgment should lie reversed.

There is still to be considered the remaining |>ortions of the 
judgment—setting aside the bill of sale of May 2(i, 1914, Un
real estate mortgage of the same date, and the mortgage of tin- 
leasehold property, also of the same date, made by the plaintiffs 
to the defendant Sherman, and tin- injunction against the de
fendant Sherman. The learned trial Judge erred, in my opinion, 
in this as well. It would seem to me that these securities were

57—21 D.I..R.
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contemplated in tin* memorandum of terms. It is there set out 
that there is to he a mortgage in the defendant Sherman's favour 
for L‘3,500 as security for any balance found to he due to him. 
and it would appear that the security was to he given before the 
taking of the accounts and the* making of the certificates. Tin- 
giving of the several instruments, namely, hill of sale, real estate 
mortgage, and mortgage of leasehold property, was merely a matter 
of conveyancing -convenient and perhaps necessary and it will 
he noted all securities were for the same amount, 817,033.33 
the presumed equivalent of l'3,'>00 and it is apparent all three 
instruments were securing only the one sum of 817,033.33.

With regard to the injunction against the defendant Sherman 
exercising any control and acting as the agent of the plaintiffs 
in any way, I fail to see upon what evidence the learned trial 
Judge proceeded, and with all respect in my opinion there was no 
warrant for any such holding or authority to make any such 
declaration.

It therefore follows that in my opinion the whole judgment 
should Ik* reversed, the action dismissed, the ap|x*al to this Com* 
being allowed, the s to have the costs here and in th ■
Court below.

.1 pi ten I itlhnml.

0NT G00DERHAM v. TORONTO R. CO.

---- Ihilari'i Supreme four/. rnlrtnil>riil<i< . A ./#.. Ifiihlrll. I.ulvhfnrtl. nml
lirllfl. .1.1. flunk J. IIII.V

I. Strklt kaii.ways illlllt 271—IMty ami carl — Collision with
automobii.k Want of nfih.h.lnck.

Aii actinii for injury to an automobile liv a collision witli a street 
car on turning a corner cannot Im- maintained again*! the electric 
railway if there was no evidence to warrant the jury in liuding that 
the iiiotorninn by exercising reasonable care could have slotted hi* car 
and have avoided tie» collision after lie had limmie aware or ought 
to have lievome aware that danger was iminineiit.

Statement Appeal by the defendants from the judgment of the County 
Court in an action for damages.

I). L. Mt f'arUui, K.C., for appellants.
T. /*. (lull, K.C.. for plaintiff, respondent.

utctifrtM. j. The judgment of the Court was delivered by Latchforp.
J. :—The evidence discloses nothing to warrant the finding of 
the jury that the motorman. by exercising reasonable care, could

D.+D
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have stopped Ins «nir. ami thus have avoided the eollision. after 
he became aware or ought to have beeoine aware that danger 
was imminent.

No signal indicating an intention to turn eastward was given 
from the automobile. The motorolan had not the slightest reason 
for apprehending that the chauffeur would change his course 
and turn eastward around the corner.

As there is no evidence on which the finding of negligence 
can be based, the action fails.

The appeal should be allowed with costs here and below.
.!/>/>< al nlloivni.

BARISINO v. CURTIS & HARVEY LTD.
Ontario Hil/irmi, fourt. / , r ./.A /f,. K,,hi, II. I.atrI,font, amt

Krlli/. .IJ. I'rbruary PI. 1915.
I. KktoI'ITI I s Mil'! I ."10 • Ai is I \ .11 PWm »;IH n«,s- Dkimisimi

\S n.AIM II t III IA \ MIX.VI lux I UK HIM UV KKY

A lui «"il win * ii | m in In-ill^ mtvimI with an u|i|>iiititiiifiit fir examina
lion I"1 'li'vuven a|i|ieai' iM-fure ..........xailiilier a ml swears that lie is
lie- plaint ill' will lie e.tn|i|iei| f n nn ilen ving after the daim has heeii 
ilisinisseil with rusts that lie was the real |ilaintiIt. where the ilefenil 
ants prueeeileil tu trial mi the asftiiniptiuii that lie was the pin int jit 
nut w it hstainliug a slight ilitterenei' in name.

Appeal by the defendants from an order of a -lodge of a 
District Court.

This action was begun in that District Court in the name of 
“Barisino" as plaintiff. There being no one of that name, one 
Bardessano. who had a claim against the defendants, was served 
with an appointment for examination for discovery, at the in
stance of the defendants, lie appeared, with a solicitor, before 
the examiner, and swore that he was the plaintiff, gave particu
lars of his claim, etc. The action proceeded on that basis, and at 
the trial evidence was given on behalf of the plaintiff. .Judg
ment went for the defendants, who taxed their costs. Upon the 
Sheriff attempting to seize the goods of Bardessano. on a writ 
of fieri facias for these costs. Bardessano denied that he was the 
plaintiff. The defendants applied ex parte to the District Court 
Judge, who made an order on the ‘Jlith October. 1914. directing 
that the judgment and writ of fieri facias should be amended by 
inserting in the style of cause, as plaintiff, the name of Bardes
sano in place of Barisino. Bardessano moved before the Dis-
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triet Court Judge to set aside the order of the 26th October and 
on the 21st December, 1914, the Judge made an order setting 
aside the said order of the 26th October.

/«*. McKatf, K.O., and 7. M. Hall, for the defendants, appel
lants.

L. Human, for Bardessano, respondent.

The Court held that, although the District Court Judge had 
jurisdiction, under Rule 217. to entertain the motion to set 
aside his own ex parte order, he should not have set it 
aside, upon the facts. Bardessano, by representing himself as 
the plaintiff, a representation upon which the defendants acted, 
was estopped from saving that he was not the real plaintiff.

Appeal allowed with costs here and below.
.1 ppeal allowed.

B. C. 

<. A.

SLEUTER v. SCOTT.
lirilinh Coluinliia Court of A p/teal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Irving, and 

Me Phillip», 77..4. April ti. 1915.
1. Contracts (§ Y'M 1 -435)—Whonukvi. iktrrkkkencb with \m«»x-

Aii intentional violation of the plaintiff's legal right by an inter
ference with his contractual relations without sufficient justification,
founds a gins! cause of action and damages are recoverable therefor.

[Sleutrr v. Scott, 1(1 D.L.R. (159. affirmed: Quinn \ Leathern [1901] AX'.
495, 70 L.J.P.C. 77; (iiblan v. Sot»mal, 119031 2 K.B. flOK, 72 L.J.K.B.
907, refei red to.]

Appeal by defendants from judgment of Murphy, .1., 16 
D.L.R. 659.

Alfred Hull, for appellant.
7. H\ de li. Farr in, for ret

Macdonald, C.J.A.: The appeal should Is* dismissed. There 
was only one point pressed upon us l>v appellants' counsel 
namely, that the penalty imposed by the defendants upon the 
plaintiff was not for an assault upon their business agent Hamp
ton, which penalty would !>c unauthorised by defendant asso
ciation's ami rules, but as a punishment for breach
of a rule of defendant association in connection with his work 
as a foreman plasterer.

The minutes of the defendant association are against this con-
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tention, the fimling of the learned trial Judge is against it. and 
with that finding I agree.

The facts being thus decided against the appellants, there is 
no difficulty in applying the law, and, in in y opinion, the learned 
Judge has applied it correctly.

B. C.

C. A.

Irving, J.A.: 1 would dismiss the appeal. The punishment
indicted was for an assault. This is absolutely plain from the 
minute book, p. 187.

The plaintiff had a cause of action in that there was an inten
tional violation of a legal right by an interference with his con
tractual relations without sufficient justification.

In Quinn v. Leatham, [1901] A.C. 495, 79 L.J.1\(\ 77, the 
cause of action was that the defendants did attempt to ruin the 
plaintiff's business by coercing his customers. The cause of 
action was complete without the conspiracy what was done 
there was done in spite.

In (Uhlan v. Xational, [190.1] 2 K.B. 008, 72 L.J.K.B. IN 17, the 
cause of action was that the defendants, in order to compel 
plaintiff to pay his dues, induced other people to break their 
contracts with him.

In Perrault v. (iauthitr (1898), 28 S.C.K. 241, the man left 
voluntarily, or rather in a spirit of loyalty to his employer.

(iraham v. Knott (1908), 14 B.t'.R. 97, may be right according 
to the facts of that case, but, on the authority of the two first 
cases above cited. 1 would support the judgment.

M-iri loiuiiit

MvPhillips, J.A.: In my judgment, the judgment of Mr. 
Justice Murphy was right and ought to be affirmed.

I am, therefore, of the opinion that the appeal should be dis
missed.

.1 /t/mil dixinisneri.
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Mfiiioi-iintla «»f le** ini|N>rtunl Cnw* disposed of in sti|icrioi- and ii|i|»-llate 

( umts wit limit written opinion* or upon short memorandum divisions 
mid of sidvi-ti'il ( ascs divided lu lovai or district .ludgcs.

Masters an ! N t‘ -rees.

SIMPCHECHEN v. MONTREAL TRAMWAYS CO.
1ju, hcr Court of Iterieir. Sir Chariot /'. />#( ri duo il. \rrhibahl ami

Un riishirlils, .1.1,

[Simpcheehen v. Montreal Tramway* Cu., 4«i (jne. S.C. 77. correct vil.)

Appeal (§ VII L 2—470)—Review of verdict—Principle applic
able in Appellate Court.]—Appeal from the judgment of the 
Superior Court in favour of the plaintiff for SI,1130 damages.

Triheij it* Co.} for plaintiff.
Perron A Co., for defendant.

The Court (Greenshields, .1., dissenting) affirmed the 
judgment appealed from. The principle to he applied is that 
the verdict must stand if it be one which the jury as reasonable 
men might find upon the evidence, although the trial Judge or 
the Appellate Court may be of opinion that a different finding 
would have been more satisfactory.

Note.- The opinion of (1 reexshields, .1., published 40 
Que. S.C. 77, was the dissenting judgment and not the opinion 
of the majority.

./ udyme nt co ntirmed.

VOGEL v. McLEOD.

Hi itislt Columbia Court of .1 /»/*#«/. Maetloaahl. 1.. Irriiifi. Martin, ami 
UcFhilliy*. ././. I, February 2d. Mil.*».

Accounting ( § I—1 ) — Division of interestx in syndieate 
urojo rty—Advance» by one member of syndicale.]—Appeal by 
defendant from judgment of Murphy.confirming a report of 
the District Registrar on an accounting.

Donyleis Armour, for appellant.
./. K. Hint, for plaintiff, respondent.
Thk Court held on the facts that there was an error in the

report and reduced the amount of the judgment ......rdingly.
Appeal allowed.
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SASKATCHEWAN LAND AND HOMESTEAD CO. v. MOORE.

Ontario Su/imur Court. AY////. ./. Mail -7. HM.Y

*J i'imjmkn't (§1(1—55 )—Correction—Power of ('our! when 
judgment ns issued dors not conform to judgnu nl ns pro
nounced.]— Motion by the plaintiffs for an order correcting the 
judgment of Kelly, •).. after the trial of this action, as drawn up 
and issued, so as to conform to the judgment as pronounced. 
The judgment bore date October 25, 1D1 The reasons are 
noted in 5 O.W.N. 183. The judgment was in the plaintiffs’ 
favour, with a reference to the Master in Ordinary to calculate 
interest, etc. An appeal was taken to the Appellate Division, 
and the judgment, with one variation, was affirmed : see l(i 
D.L.R. 871. The reference then proceeded, and the Master cal
culated interest, compounded, on several items found in favour 
of the plaintiffs. An appeal by the defendant from the Master’s 
report came before Kkli.y, •).. who dismissed it: see 7 O.W.N. 
(184. From the order dismissing the appeal, the defendant ap
pealed to the Appellate Division ; and that appeal was pending 
and undisposed of when the present application was made.

.1. B. Cunningham and 7. 7. Maelennan, for plaintiff's.

.1. 7. Hus sell Snow, K.C., for defendant.

Kelly, J., said that the judgment of October 25. Iff 13, 
in the form in which it was settled and issued, did not correctly 
express the judgment which he pronounced, or which at the time 
he intended to pronounce.

Where the judgment as issued fails to express the judg
ment as pronounced it may he corrected: Laurie v. Lees (1881), 
7 App. ('as. Iff, 34; In re Sirin (1885). 30 Ch. I). 23ff. 243, 245. 
247; Hatton v. Harris, |18ff2| A.C. 547 : Milson v. Carhr, 
118931 A.C. (138 ; Preston Banking Co. v. William Allsup tV 
Sons, |1895] 1 Ch. 141. 143.

If the effect of the decision of the Appellate Division upon 
the appeal from the judgment now sought to be corrected is to 
declare that the interest chargeable against the defendant is 
to be computed by a different method and on a different prin
ciple from that which the learned Judge intended to apply 
when he pronounced judgment, it would be beyond his power—
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in fact it would be useless—now to attempt to amend the judg
ment. Had he the power to do so. he would now amend the judg
ment ; but, as the judgment had been in review before the 

Court, he could not interfere.

Motion refused without costs.
I •linn* I. HUS. Appeal in Appellate Court. Appeal dismissed.!

TORONTO GENERAL TRUSTS CO v. GORDON. MACKAY & CO.
Ontario Su/ircim• Court. .\yycUatc IHrision. \larlarrn, . Kiihlrll, 

Latch ford, ami Kelly. .Id. )lay 15. 1918.
[Toronto tlrnmil Trusts v. i I onion. Mar ha y «(• Co.. 21 I).LI?. .*194.

reversed. |

Contracts (§11 A—-V2H)—(Construction—Sale of shut; and 
assets of commercial company—Ascertainment of amount pay- 
aide—Ambiguity—Subsequent correspondence between solicitors 
—Modification—Estoppel.] — Appeal from the judgment of Mid
dleton, J., 21 D.L.R. :t94. 33 O.L.R. 183.

C. J. Holman, K.C., and J. I). Bissetl, for appellants.
/. F. Hellmuth, K.C., and 7. II. Fraser, for defendants.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Riddell, .1.—The late Joseph Mickleborough, on February 

H», 1912. made an agreement with the defendants. He dind on 
November 2(i. 1912, and the plaintiffs are the executors of his 
last will and testament.

The sole question at issue in this action is the true interpre
tation of clause No. 5 of the agreement, as follows :—

5. The said Gordon Mavkay & Company Limited will pay the said 
Joseph Mickleborough for the said shares an amount equal to the value 
of the said goods, wares and merchandise and fixtures ascertained as 
herein provided as follows : $20.000 hy converting 200 of the said shares 
into first preference shares hearing dividends to he guaranteed hy Gordon 
Mavkay & Company Limited, at the rate of 0 per cent, per annum pay
able half-yearly, computed from the 1st day of March. 1912. such shares 
to lie redeemable at par within five years from the 1st day of March, 
1912, and the purchaser shall he bound to redeem such shares not later 
than five years and not to carry any voting power or such voting power 
to he exercised by Gordon Mavkay & Company Limited, as they may 
elect : $20.900 in cash and balance in monthly sums of $1000 each, with 
interest on the balances remaining unpaid at 0 per cent, per annum pay
able half-yearly, computed from said date.

9327
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Admittedly the “basis” of the agreement, as referred to ONT. 
in the second recital, is existent—there was $50,000 paid of stock 
and more than $50,000 worth of assets.

I do not think it at all doubtful or ambiguous what the mean
ing of clause No. 5 is—the stock in trade is to be taken and 
valued. 85 per cent, of that valuation is taken as part of the 
amount to be paid: add to that the $5,000 at which the fixtures 
are to be valued under clause No. 2 and the amount found 
under clause No. 9. The sum of these is the purchase-price : 
payable $20.000 in stock guaranteed by the defendants, $20.000 
cash, and the remainder $1,000 per month.

I am unable to see how the subsequent correspondence be
tween the solicitors or the transactions in or by the company 
can Ik- said to modify this plain contract or to substitute a new 
contract in its place. If for no other reason, Mr. Glenn is not 
shewn to have had authority to modify the contract or make a 
new one.

Nor is there anything upon which an estoppel can be 
founded.

1 am of opinion that the appeal should be allowed and judg
ment entered for the plaintiffs with costs here and below.

Appeal allouad.

TORONTO GENERAL TRUSTS CO. v. RITCHIE.
Ontario Supmnr Court. Hod pilot. April 24. lillô.

Mortcaue (§ VI (1—100) Mortgagors and Purchasers Relief 
Act—Leave to continue sale—Mortgagor failing to pag interest, 
taxes or insurance—Application unnecessary.]—Motion by tin- 
plaintiff's for leave to continue mortgage sale proceedings.

T. S. Elmore, for plaintiffs.
AT. />. Maclean, for defendants.

Hodgixs, J.A. The defendants object that the motion is 
unnecessary, as default was made in payment of interest, which 
continued until the proceedings were begun. The plaintiffs rely 
upon the language of sec. 2. sub-sec. (ei), of the Mortgagors and 
Purchasers Relief Act. 1915, which provides that “no person 
shall take or continue proceedings by way of foreclosure, sale.

4
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or otherwise . . . for the* recovery of principal money secured 
by any mortgagv of land, or any interest therein, made or ex- 
eeuted prior to the 4th August, 1914. except by leave of a Judge 
granted upon application as hereinafter provided.M

In my opinion, that section of the Act contains the general 
rule, but it is subject to the exceptions found in the later sections 
of the statute. By sub-see. 3 of see. 4 thereof, it is provided 
that where default is made in payment of interest, rent, taxes, 
insurance or other disbursements which the mortgagor has 
covenanted or undertaken to pay, the mortgagee shall have the 
same remedies, and may exercise them to the same extent, and 
the consequences of such default shall in all respects be the same, 
as if this Act had not been passed.

This leaves the mortgagee untrammelled where such a de
fault has occurred. The mortgagor, however can pay into 
Court or tender to the mortgagee the interest, rent, taxes, or 
other disbursements in question : and, if he does this, the mort
gagee's proceedings must cease until he obtains an order under 
see. 2.

The Act seems to be intended to render an application un
necessary where a mortgagor fails to pay his interest, taxes, in
surance, etc., and to permit realisation as before the Act of both 
principal and interest and other charges; but where he pays 
interest, etc., it is designed to protect him from proceedings to 
compel payment of principal, unless by leave of the Court.

In this ease, in view of the fact that there was interest in 
arrear when the proceedings were taken, it was not incumbent 
on the mortgagees to make any motion under the Act, and the 
application will be dismissed.

As the point arises for the first time, as I understand, and 
on a new statute, there will be no costs of the application to 
either party.

FOSTER v. HOPE.
Mlurta Hupmiir Court. Heck. J. June .10. 11115.

Ai I’kai. (§ 1 C—25)- Police magistrate—Order modi under 
Musters and Servants Ordinance—IIiyht of appeal—Summary 
convictions. | — -Motion for prohibition in each of these two eases 
—to prohibit proceedings in appeal. Orders were made by the
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Police Magistrate, Edmonton, for the payment of wages under ALTA, 
tlie Masters and Servants Ordinance (C.O. 1X98. eh. 50, amended 
1909. eh. 4. see. 4: 1911. 12 eh. 4. see. 11 ; 1915, eh. 2. see. 12). 
and the soit1 question I have to decide is whether there is a right 
of appeal.

linn's, for Foster.
MvCaffi'H, for Snider.
/>«//, for Hope.
Winkler, for 8aviloft'.

Beck, J. :—The answer " " upon the Act respecting
Police Magistrates and Justices of the Peace (1900, eh. Id 
amended 1907, eh. 5, sec. 9; 1908. eh. 20. see. 10; 1909. eh. 4. 
see. 8; 1911-12. eh. 14), or rather upon see. 8 of that Act which, 
under the sub-title “ Procedure.” reads as follows:

s. Kxvvpt it is otherwise specially provided. nil tlie provision- of Part 
NX", of vhapter 1 -hi of tin- Revised Statutes of Canada l!MUJ, being an Act 
of the Parliament of Canada known as the Criminal Code, and the Avis 
already passed or which may Im* hereafter passed amending the same shall 
apply I i all proceedings la-fore Police Magistrates and Justices of the 
Peace under or by virtue of any law in force in the province (or muni 
eipal by-laws, and to appeals from convictions or orders made therein.I

The words in brackets were introduced by eh. 8 of 1900. sec.
1. There is also the provision of the Interpretation Act (1906. 
eh. 3), which, ns amended by eh. 9 of 1913. see. 11. reads as 
follows : (Sec. 7, clause 49) :—

Vnless otherwise therein specially provided, proceedings for the im
position <»f punishment by fine, penalty or imprisonment for enforcing nay 
provincial statute or municipal by-law may he brought summarily before 
a justice of the peace under the provisions of Part XV. of the Criminal 
Code and amendments thereto; and the words "on summary conviction” 
whenever they occur in any Act shall refer to and mean under and by 
virtue of Part NX", aforesaid.

(See also clause 51 as amended by the same see. of the Act 
of 1913.)

On the part of the applicants it is urged that, there being no 
right of appeal from the decision of a Police Magistrate or of 
a Justice of the Peace unless such right is give by statute, the 
provisions of sec. 8 of the Act respecting Police Magistrates and 
Justices of tin* Peace respecting appeals must he taken to apply
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ilta. jliS a mere matter of procedure where the right of appeal is
s.e. otherwise expressly given. It may be that the provision is

ambiguous, I nit after consideration I think the section must be 
taken as sufficiently expressing the intention to give a right of 
appeal in all cases of summary conviction or summary order 
under provincial statute or municipal by-law.

On a casual examination of many ordinances and statutes 
of the province, I find none where a right of appeal is expressly 
given, with the result that, unless the provision under considera
tion gives the right of appeal, none exists in the case of a con
viction or order made under probably any provincial statute 
or municipal by-law.

Against a conclusion with such a result we have the con
tinued assumption by the fori ter Supreme Court of the North 
West Territories and the Courts of the province that the right 
of appeal does exist ; and we have furthermore legislative recog
nition of the existence of that right. I find such legislative re
cognition in the Liquor License Ordinance, C.O. 1898. eh. 89. 
There is, so far as 1 have found, no express provision for appeal 
from any summary conviction under that Ordinance ; yet. by 
Ordinance (1900, eh. 32, sec. 22; amended 1901, eh. 33, sec. 21) 
it is provided that no appeal shall lie unless within a limited 
time an affidavit to a certain effect is filed. It is to be noted 
too. that if there is no appeal there is no right to have a case 
stated for that is a form of appeal and is so designated in sev
eral sections of Part XV.

For these reasons I must refuse the motion for prohibition. 
The question of costs may be spoken to after the hearing of 
the appeals. I take the liberty of adding that in my opinion it 
would he well if the Provincial Legislature would take away the 
right of appeal, except by way of a stated case, from the de
cisions of Police Magistrates in cities of a certain population 
and thus assimilate the rule in cases under provincial statutes 
to that under the Criminal Code in respect of certain indict
able offences dealt with by such magistrates.
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WILSON v. SMITH.
Ontario Supnine Court. Mtrrtlilh. CJ.it.. Mariana. Matter, ami lluili/tiis.

JJ.A. March 15, lttlft.

Easements ( § IV—45 )—Drainayt and water sup id n—Ad- 
joining tenant nt—Stverana of tin property—Il y-It nr making 
it unlawful to drain two tenements by common pipe—Termina
tion of. |—Appeal by the plaintiff from a judgment dismissing 
an action. ,

•/. Ij. Sehelter, for appellant.
II. Carpenter, for defendant, respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Meredith, ('.»!.(). The action is brought to recover damages 

for the stopping up by the respondent of a drain for carrying off 
the refuse water and sewage from number 261 Wellington St., in 
the city of Hamilton, and for his stopping up the water pipe by 
which the house was supplied with city water ; for a declaration 
that this house “might enjoy the easements of drainage and water 
supply,” by means of this drain and water pipe, through the 
adjoining property of the respondent, number 263, to the main 
sewer and water main ; and for an injunction restraining the re
spondent from interfering with these alleged easements.

The respondent was the owner of 50 feet of lot No. 179 on the 
west side of Wellington street, in John Ferguson’s survey of the 
block bounded by Wellington. Barton, Cathcart. and Robert 
streets, and on the 20th March, 1913, conveyed to the appellant 
the southerly 25 feet of the lot, which is further described as 
“being the lands occupied by and used with the premises known 
as city number 261 Wellington street north;” and the remainder 
of the lot is known as city number 263, and is still owned by the 
respondent.

This conveyance is made in pursuance of the Short Forms of 
Conveyances Act. and it contains no habendum, but does contain 
covenants and bar of dower in the statutory form.

Both 261 and 263 were, at the time of the sale to the appel
lant, occupied as “one dwelling-house and one ‘lean-to,’ ” and 
they were all under one roof. As T understand the evidence, the 
“lean-to” is No. 261, and about 8 months before the sale of it to 
the appellant it was let by the respondent to a tenant. The pipe 
connection with the main sewer was at this time in No. 263 only ;
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ONT. and. when No. 261 was rented, the respondent made a connection
s. i from his connecting pipe to a temporary closet on No. 261. A

connection from the water pipe in No. 263 had been made pre
viously for the convenience of a former tenant of No. 261. and 
that was the position of matters when the conveyance was made 
to the appellant.

It is contended by the appellant that, by the conveyance, there 
passed to him the right to have " use of the drain
leading from house No. 261 through house No. 263 to the drain 
pipe in it. and the right to have the water conveyed to house No. 
261 through the pipe leading to it from house No. 263 ; and in 
support of this contention Israel v. Liilh ( 18ÎI0). 20 O.IL 361. 
and the cases there referred to, were cited and relied upon.

It was argued for the re* that, in the circumstances
of this case. Isnul v. Leith has no ' ion; that the drain 
and water pipes in question were put in for a merely temporary 
purpose in connection with the “lean-to.” and for the accom
modation of the tenants of it, and were not intended to be 
permanent ; that the “lean-to” was a very old building, and it 
had been the intention of the respondent, if he had not sold it, to 
pull it down and replace it by another structure; and that Froh- 
man, to whom the ret ’ t appears to have sold the land now 
owned by the appellant, who acquired Frohman’s right, inti
mated to the respondent, at the time he purchased, that it was 
his intention to pull down the building ami put up another; 
that, according to the by-laws of the City of Hamilton, it is un
lawful to drain two separate tenements by means of a common 
pipe within either of them, and it is also unlawful for any per
son. being an occupant or tenant in any house or building, to use 
or apply the water supplied to it to the use or benefit of others, 
without permission in writing having been first obtained from 
the waterworks department ; and that, after the conveyance to 
the appellant, it was not only the right but the duty of the re
spondent, in order to conform to the provisions of these by-laws, 
to discontinue the joint system of drainage, and to discontinue to 
use or apply the water which was supplied by the pipe which 
led to his building, to the use or benefit of the occupant of the 
appellant’s building without the permission prescribed by the 
by-law, which had not been obtained.

281526
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The learned County Court Judge gave effect to the latter of 
these conientions of the respondent ; and we cannot say that he 
erred in so doing. If the respondent had not taken the course he 
did of cutting off the connections between the pipes on his land 
and the land of the appellant, he would have been liable to be 
fined for breaches of the by-laws; and it cannot be. I think, that 
the appellant had the right to insist upon the unlawful means 
which were in use for supplying him with water, and to provide 
an outlet for his drainage being continued; and I am of opinion 
that, if easements for these purposes had passed by conveyance 
to the appellant, they came to an end when the use of these 
means became unlawful. Sec by-law No. 41, sec. .‘IS. sub-secs. 4 
and .1. by-law No. .14. sec. 4. sub-sec J. and by-law No. 79. sec. (>. 
as to soil pipes and drains; and by-law No. DISK, see. 4*2. as to 
the water supply.

For these reasons, I would affirm the judgment of the learned 
Judge, and dismiss the appeal with costs.

.!/>/># at dismiss*#/.

SASKATOON HARDWARE CO. v. PRIEL.

Siisl.iilrlii'iran Su/otiiic {'mill \ nr In nils. Itroirn, ami Hliraail. •/•/.
July 15, 1015.

( ! arx is 11 ment (§11 I)—50) — Payment into Cour I In/ pur 
nishi i —Dffi m e of—/{iphts of unpaid vc ndor of poods—Disposi
tion as to costs. |—Appeal from District Court.

Morton, for appellant.
No one contra.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

El wood, •!.: This is an action brought by the plaintiff to 
recover from the defendant the price of certain brick, alleged to 
have been sold by the plaintiff to the defendant.

The District Court Judge found that the plaintiff had sold to 
the defendant the brick sued for, and that the sale had been 
made through the agency of one Black.

It appears that, subsequent to the sale. Black was sued by 
the Saskatoon Supply Co. and the garnishee summons issued in 
that suit was served upon the defendant as garnishee, and the 
defendant, under that garnishee summons, paid the money into

911
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Court. suggesting that the plaintiff had a claim upon the money. 
Apparently no disposition has been made of the money su paid 
into Court.

The learned District Court Judge, while holding that the 
sale was from the plaintiff to the defendant, mrther held that 
the defence of payment into Court under the garnishee proceed
ings was a good defence ; that the plaintiff had tin- right to bring 
the action and the defendant had the right to defend, and that 
the costs of both parties should be paid out of the money in 
Court, subject to the fact that the money is found not to belong 
to the Saskatoon Supply Co.

He further stated that he would reserve judgment until such 
time as the right of the Saskatoon Supply Co. to the money is 
threshed out.

I am of the opinion that, under the finding of the District 
Court Judge, that the side was made by the plaintiff to the de
fendant. the plaintiff is entitled to judgment for the amount of 
his claim and costs.

Rule MC provides that payment made by, or execution levied 
upon, a garnishee under any such proceedings as aforesaid, shall 
be a valid discharge to him against the judgment debtor to the 
amount paid or levied.

It will be observed that it is only a discharge as against the 
judgment debtor, and the judgment debtor in the t ion under 
which the money was paid into Court, was not ll plaintiff in 
this action, but Black ; and. therefore, the Rule l ords no pro
tection as against the claim of the plaintiff.

The defendant did file a suggestion th, ie plaintiff was 
entitled to the money, but apparently took no steps, as I appre
hend he should have done, to have that question determined, but 
simply relied upon his defence of payment into Court.

I cannot understand upon what principle the defendant’s 
costs would be payable out of the money in Court. In my opin
ion. therefore, the appeal should be allowed, and judgment en
tered for the plaintiff against the defendant for the amount of 
the plaintiff's claim and costs and the plaintiff should have its 
costs of this appeal.

Appeal allowed.
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HUNT v. BECK. ONT.

Ontario Supreme Court, I.oral ./ #«/#/< Stour, Iteferee. Jill g 22. 191.1. ^ ( ■

Waters ( § II ( '—87)—Damming water—Intcrferena with 
river driving apt ration* in lutnbf ring. \ Trial of action for dam
ages by plaint ills who arc timber operators for the increased 
cost of river driving due to the closing of the dam erected by
the defendants, the upper riparian proprietors and the..... .
<|uent interference with the natural How id' the water upon which 
the plaintiffs were dependent to float their logs at the time of the 
spring freshets.

/ . MvFadili n and /V. I". MeM Ulan, for plaintiffs.
7'. /V. Williams and T. .1. Mulligan, for defendants.

•Ii'ihjk Stoni:, Referee, held that under the Rivers and Streams 
Act. Ont., the right of plaintiffs to the use of the natural flow of 
the Th essai on River for the purpose of driving their timber is 
paramount to the right of defendants to construct dams and 
impound the waters for their own use: lining Hirer Xav. Co. v.
Ontario and Minn. Power, 17 D.L.R. 850, (i O.W.X. 533; lining 
IHnr Xav. Co. v. Wat mas Island Ho am Co., (i O.W.X. 537. The 
plaintiffs are entitled to recover from defendants the amount 
of their loss arising from the hindrances and delay caused by the 
action of the defendants in impeding the natural flow of the 
water, lie found the increased cost of the actual drive above 
that of a normal drive at $1,881.02, to which would be added 
$330 for the loss of time of the two plaintiffs, which they should

Judgment for plaintiffs.

CLAVIR v. C.N.O. R.W CO.

(talario Supreme Court. FaleonliriJgi. (‘.J.Ii.lt. •lauaanj 21. 191'». 

Damages (§111 L—230)- Hail wag—Construction of subwag 
— Injurg to properlg — Action maintainabh. \ ■— Action for 
damages.

0. II. Kilmer, K.C.. and O. C. MeOauglteg, for plaintiff.
A. J. livid, lx.( '.. for defendants.
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Faia’Onbriixik, C.J.K.B. At the request of. and accom- 
imnied by, counsel for both parties, I viewed the property. 
There is a note on the subject at p. 41 of the stenographer’s ex
tension of the evidence.

1. As to the closing of (•ommercial street, there is no object 
in considering the question of liability, because it is no damage 
to the plaintiff or his property.

‘2. The same remark applies to the subsidence of the plain
tiff's building. This was not caused by any thing done by the 
defendants in the construction of their railway, or the excava
tion made by them for the retaining wall beside their right of 
way, at the bottom 7 ft. fi in. from the plaintiff's foundation. 
That subsidence was due to defects in the plaintiff’s own build
ing causing it to settle down in the centre. This is clearly shewn 
by the evidence of tht* Devines and other witnesses, and is con
firmed by the appearance of the ground, which shews no trace 
of earth having fallen into the defendants’ excavation, which 
was a clean cut.

3. 1 allow for two months’ loss of rent while the sewer was
disconnected ....................................................................... $70.00
and for a window or two broken by blasting................. 5.00

$75.00
4. There were no substantial damages proved arising from 

smoke, noise, and vibration in the operation of the railway, even 
if such were recoverable.

The defendants did not expropriate any of the plaintiff’s 
land.

5. The evidence shews that the construction of the subway has 
damaged the property to the extent of $400. With some doubt, 
I think that item is recoverable in this forum.

Judgment for the plaintiff for $475 and costs.

STEPAN v. NATIONAL ELEVATOR CO

Illnrlii Sii/imnr Court. Hari'vy, f'../.. Srolt. Huh. unit Simmons. .1.1.
February 25. 11115.

Neuuuknck (§11 F- 1*20)—(\mtributorn tnf/lit/rmr — I'Hi- 
matt ntfilif/nct Findings of jitrif.|—Appeal from judgment 
of the trial Judge.
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.1. .1. Mcdillivray, for plaintiff.
Jus. Short, K.( for defendant.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

II \kvi:v, ('..I.: We are of opinion that on the findings of the 
jury, the judgment should he for the plaintiff instead of for the 
defendant.

The judgment was entered immediately upon the rendering 
of the verdi et without argument, but a va reful eonsideration of 
the answers seems to lend to the eonelusion that it was the 
negligence of the defendant's servant rather than the negligence 
of the plaintiff which was the proximate cause of tin- accident, 
and that, therefore, the defendant is liable. It is clear that 
though the first act of negligence of which the jury find the de
fendant guilty would not have caused the accident if the plain
tiff had not himself been guilty of negligence, yet the latter's 
negligence would equally not have caused the accident but for 
the subsequent act of negligence of the defendant found by the 
jury. The only question rfbout which there seemed room for 
doubt was whether the 5th answer that the defendant’s negli
gence contributed to the accident might possibly refer to the 
first rather than the second negligence. Having regard to the 
context of the questions and the order of the trial Judge’s charge 
and the facts of the case, we have no doubt that the answer 
applies to the second act of negligence.

The appeal is, therefore, allowed with costs and judgment 
directed to be entered for the plaintiff for $2.000, the amount 
found by the jury with costs.

A intent allowed.

GRAND TRUNK R. CO. v. JAMES.

A Iberia Supreme 1\turt, Stuart, ./. June 30, 1015.

Tradknamk ( § I—!)) liayyaye transfer company—Hallway 
company- Prior use of name- Interim injunction.]—Applica
tion for interim injunction.

(Icorye Ross, for the G.T.R. Co.
A. Harrow, for James.

ALTA.

S.C.
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ALTA. Stuart, J. :—This is an application by the plaintiff for an 
s. c. interim injunction to restrain the defendant from using the 

names “Grand Trunk Transfer Company” and “Grand Trunk 
Ha ggage Transfer. ’ ’

It is admitted that the defendant is using these names. It is 
also admitted by the plaintiffs that the defendant’s predecessor 
in the business carried on by him was using those names at a 
date prior to the construction of the plaintiffs’ line of railway 
into Calgary.

By statute. 3 Edw. VII. ch. 122. passed in 1903, the plain
tiffs, the G rank Trunk Pacific K. Co. were empowered to con
struct a line of railway all across Canada passing through Win
nipeg and Edmonton to the Pacific Coast, and to construct and 
operate branch lines southerly to Calgary and other places. By 
the statute (i Edw. VI1. ch. 99, passed in 190(>, a company called 
“The Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines Company,” one of the 
plaintiffs, was incorporated with power to construct and oper
ate a railway from a point on the line of the Grand Trunk Paci
fic R. Co., southward to Calgary. Both of these companies were 
authorized to build hotels and restaurants and to “carry on 
business in connection therewith and afford such facilities as 
may tend to the comfort and convenience of the travelling 
public.”

There is no doubt that this authorized the plaintiff com
panies to carry on the business of transferring baggage for the 
travelling public.

I have no doubt that Riddock, who, according to the plain
tiffs’ affidavits is to be employed in transferring baggage to and 
from the plaintiffs’ station in Calgary is, under the arrange
ment described to me in his evidence, practically a servant of 
the plaintiff companies. It is true that he is remunerated at 
present by the receipt of charges made to the persons whoso 
baggage is carried and not by a salary, but he is bound to do 
certain things for the company, and its officers for nothing, and 
the arrangement is determinable by the plaintiffs at any time 
if his work is unsatisfactory. It is clear that the plaintiffs are 
carrying on a baggage transfer business by means of this
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arrangement, and in doing so are merely ‘‘affording facilities ALTA, 

which may tend to the comfort and convenience of the travel- s. c. 
ling public." and are acting within the scope of their powers 
and objects.

The defendant, I think, has taken too narrow a view of the 
matter in attempting to limit the matter under consideration 
to the city of Calgary. What he should remember is, that the 
plaintiff companies are not mere local companies, but arc Dom
inion-wide in their scope, objects and operation. One of the 
plaintiffs was incorporated in 1903. I should have preferred 
that the plaintiffs’ affidavits had stated formally, though every 
one knows it to be the fact, that immediately thereafter the 
Grand Trunk Pacific R. Co. have proceeded to make ready, by 
prosecuting its enormous enterprise by construction work, to 
carry on throughout Canada, everywhere where its railway 
line ran. the business which it was authorized to carry on.
Owing to the magnitude of the undertaking it was obviously 
impossible that they could begin forthwith to carry on a bag
gage transfer business. Years of construction work had to be 
done. Can it be said that merely because, owing to the length 
of time required to get ready, they could not at once commence 
their business everywhere, any person was at liberty to assume 
their distinctive name and apply it to a baggage transfer busi
ness at some point at which they had announced their intention 
of constructing their railway line and exercising the powers 
given them, one of which was that of transferring baggage, and 
then, on the ground of a prior use of the name, insist that he has 
at that particular place acquired a prior right? It is quite 
plain that the defendant or his predecessor did adopt a name 
which is calculated to mislead the public, and to interfere there
fore unfairly with the plaintiffs' business.

But the difficulty I find in granting an injunction upon the 
material before me. lies in the utter absence of any evidence as 
to when the defendant, or the persons from whom he bought 
the business he is carrying on, began to use the words “Grand 
Trunk” in describing tin- business. It may be, for all that 
appears from the material, that they began to use it prior to
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ALTA. 1903. If that was so, then 1 think the injunction would be diffi
cult to obtain because the Grand Trunk It. Co. had no authority 
to build westward, so that there could be no and
as to the other plaintiffs, they did not come into existence until 
after 1903, and the defendant would have a prior light to the 
use of the name.

The application is dismissed with costs to the defendant in 
any event on final taxation. Hut, 1 think that it is proper to 
allow the plaintiffs to renew the application on new material.

Appiication dismiss< d.

SASK. LACHANCE v. PRICE.

s. c. Hmkalcht'iran Suprour Court. Huultaiu, C.J.. I.aiuout. Itromi, ainl Kltrood, 
,1.1. July 15. 11115.

Interpleader (§ 1—10)—Crop of grain—Seed of execution 
debtor—Land belonging to claimant.)—Appeal from a judg
ment for execution debtor.

1*. 11. Cordon, for appellant.
C. 11. llarr, for ret
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Elwood, J.:—The learned trial Judge in this matter found 
that the grain in question was the property of the execution 
debtor, and not of the claimant, the appellant herein.

The evidence shewed that the land upon which the crop was 
grown was the property of the claimant ; that the seed for the 
crop in question was furnished by the execution debtor, who put 
in the crop, harvested it and marketed it.

It was claimed on the part of the appellant that this entire 
crop belonged to him ; that the execution debtor was to receive 
$000 to $700 for his work, and that this $000 or $700 was to be 
credited on an indebtedness from the execution debtor to the 
claimant, and there was some evidence to support this conten
tion. There was also some evidence which, if believed, would 
go to shew that the grain in question was shipped in the name of 
the appellant. There was, however, a letter from the company 
to whom the grain was shipped put on evidence, in which the
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execution debtor is referred to as the shipper of th - grain, and 
the bank, in remitting money to the sheriff, referred to this as 
being on account of the execution debtor. The execution debtor 
and the claimant are brothers.

it was objected on the part of the appellant that the respon
dent having called the execution debtor as a witness in bis be
half. was bound by the evidence which he gave.

In my opinion, this contention is not correct, and the trial 
Judge was justified in deciding the case on the whole of the 
evidence before him. That evidence, in my opinion, was suffi
cient to justify him in concluding that the alleged agreement 
between the claimant and the execution debtor, with regard to 
the crop, was a mere pretext for the purpose of protecting the 
crop from the creditors of the execution debtor, and that it was 
never intended that the crop should belong to the claimant, and 
that, in fact, the crop was the crop of the execution debtor. In 
my opinion, therefore, the appeal should be dismissed with

.1 ppt al dismissed.

LLOYD v. ASHDOWN

Nankatvhnniii Siqinini I'mn t. \rirhiiith. Hrtnm, ami Hlirooil.
Julii I.V I mi:».

Garnishment (§111—(>H) - Liquidait<1 demand — Agree
ment for amount of domains for injuries to animats—Suffiei- 
enejf of pleading.]—Appeal from judgment refusing to strike 
out pleading and to set aside garnishment.

li. Hartnen, for appellant.
(i. A. Cruise, for respondent.
The judgment of the Gourt was delivered by

New lands, J. :—This was an application, under Rule 1(>7, 
to strike out a paragraph of the plaintiff’s statement of claim, 
on the ground that it tended to embarrass the defendant and 
delay the fair trial of the action.

The paragraph in question is as follows :—
.1. In (lie alternative the phi inti If *nyn that in or alioiit the month of

919
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oASK. July tin* defendant caused tin- death of one Mack cow by lieating her and
---- - seriously injured a Knotted cow, hath lielonging to the plaintiff, and the

defendant agreed to pay to the plaintiff $H.*> as the value of the said black 
cow and #80 on account of the injury to the said spotted caw.

The only ground on which thin paragraph could be struck 
out as embarrassing is, that it does not state the claim suffici
ently.

Rule 140 provides that :—
Kvciy pleading shall contain, and contain only, a statement in a sum

mary form of the material facts on which the party relies f ir his claim.

Now, does this paragraph state the material facts upon which 
the plaintiff relies? The defendant says that the consideration 
for the promise to pay is not set out. The paragraph alleges 
the promise to pay the plaintiff by the defendant of $85 and 
$•‘10. and states that the $85 is for the killing of a cow of the 
plaintiff's by defendant, and the $30 for injuring a cow of the 
plaintiff's by defendant. The killing of one cow as to one 
amount, and the injury of another as to the other amount, being 
the consideration for the agreement to pay. 1 think the con
sideration is sufficiently stated and that the paragraph in ques
tion sets out a cause of action.

This appeal should therefore be dismissed with costs.
There were two other appeals in this same action which also 

depend upon the construction put upon para. 3: Lloyd v. Ash
down, and Smith, garnishee, and Lloyd v. Ashdown and Stuart, 
ga rnishee.

The application in both cases was to set aside a garnishee 
summons on the ground that the claim was a claim for damages 
and not a claim for a debt or liquidated demand.

Rule 505 allows the plaintiff in any action for “a debt or 
liquidated demand” to issue a garnishee summons.

In Ifolthy v. Hod y son, 24 Q.B.D. 103. at 108, Lopes. D.J., 
said :—

W but in the test whether n deli) is attachable? That it is owing by the 
garnishee, and that it is a debt of which tin* judgment, debtor can enforce 
payment if lie desire to do so. Applying that test to the present case, 
there can be no doubt that the damages recovered bv the judgment debt ir 
were a debt owing by the garnishee to her of which she could have enforced 
payment, and that they were an attachable debt within the meaning of 
Order XIA .. r. 1.
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If damages become a debt by a judgment, they beeome a 
debt equally by agreement between the parties whieh fixes the 
amount, and which amount the defendant agrees to pay.

These appeals should also be dismissed with costs.
Appeals d is in isse d.

Re REAL PROPERTY ACT
Unnilnlm l\ iiii/'h UchcIi. l‘rrinlnii<tNt. •/. I in/iixl 10. 1015.

Moratorium (§ 1-1)- Extension os visted right Meaning 
of foreelosure- Land pan hast agreements—Several writings.\ — 
Appeal by way of petition from the District Registrar.

A. Monl,man, for petitioner.
/. Pitblado, K.( '., for District Registrar.
Prenderuast, J. Appeal by way of petition from District 

Registrar s refusal to register foreclosure order.
1. 1 fail to see anything in the respondent s conduct which 

could at all lie construed as abandonment under see. 7 of the first 
Moratorium Act.

2. The object of the action, whatever the terms of the prayer 
in the statement of claim, was certainly to have the Court do 
away with an interest which the defendant had acquired in the 
land under the agreement, and I take this to be foreclosure in the 
usual sense and within the meaning of sec. 3 of the same Act.

3. As to whether there is in this case an instrument within 
see. 3. and whether as required by the reference in this see. 3 to 
see. 2, the instrument was an agreement to purchase, is a matter 
of great doubt in my mind. There seems to be an instrument 
consisting as a whole of the several writings signed by the plain
tiff and which would probably constitute a sufficient memoran
dum to satisfy the statute of frauds in an action brought against 
him. But whether those writings, none of which arc signed by 
the defendant, constitute an agreement to purchase under said 
sees. 2 and 3. is a much more difficult and uncertain question.

At the same time, when an agreement for sale is executed by 
the vendor only, the purchaser although not binding himself in 
any way. is nevertheless truly and really a party to it. The 
obligation to sell which the vendor assumes, at once gives rise to 
a corresponding right whieh immediately vests in the purchaser. 
True, as a unilateral contract it binds only one: but it really and
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truly changes the* legal status of the purchaser as well as of the 
vendor, without which it would not Ik* a contract at all. In this 
sense, it may be said that an agreement for sale implies an agree
ment to purchase.

This may perhaps appear doubtful and may not commend it
self as a warranted departure from the golden rule of interpre
tation. But to hold a different view in the matter is to 1m* con
fronted with still greater difficulties; as what appears to In* the 
general scheme of the Act would then be so much disturbed with
out there appearing any substantial reason why such distinction 
should have been intended. In short, the spirit of the Act seems 
to require, in my opinion, that the words “agreement to pur
chase should he taken to include an agreement for sale.

It may also be observed, as perhaps of some significance, that 
the new see. 2 of the first Moratorium as re-enacted by the last 
Act, contains the words “agreement to sell or purchase” in lieu 
of ‘‘agreement to purchase” as it stood before.

4. With respect to the second Moratorium. Although this 
Act was assented to subsequent to the District Registrar’s deci
sion. counsel for the latter did not object to its possible effect on 
the present case being considered. At the same time, even were 
1 inclined towards the petitioner’s contention that the second 
Act repeals the first in such a way as to recall the extension of 
time held by the District Registrar to exist under the first. I 
would be loth to act on this appeal as on a distinct application, 
believing it preferable, considering the nature of the issue, that 
the petitioner should seek to obtain in the ordinary course, the 
order which he thinks he is entitled to. 1 would only say that 
the extension of time which the defendant derived under the first 
Act, seems to me to constitute a vested right which the second 
Act. even in its aspect of a repealing statute, does not do away 
with. I do not think that Hough v. \Yindus, 12 Q.B.D. 224, 230, 
is applicable here, as there was there a very special saving 
clause; but (Hwynne v. Dreu'itt, 11SD41 2 <’h. 016. seems to me 
to be in point.

The application will be refused ; but the question being one 
of general interest on which the District Registrar was repre
sented, there will be no costs.

Application refused.
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